
[Book I.]

The twelfth letter of the alphabet; called

&-. It is one of the letters termed*: [or

non-vocal, i. e. pronounced with the breath only,

without the voice]; and of the letters termed

:-i, as also L2 and j, because proceeding from

the tip of the tongue: its place of utterance is

between that of L2 and that of j: and Az says

that it is never conjoined with either of these two

letters in any Arabic word: (TA:) it is a sibilant

letter; and is distinguished from U2 by the

raising of the tongue to the palate [in the utter

ance of the latter], and from j by the suppression

of the voice [in the utterance of the former].

(K in art. Ú-.) It is one of the letters of aug

mentation [occurring in the formJ: and its

derivatives]. (S and L in art. Úe...) [See also

&- in art. Úe". It is sometimes substituted for

&*,

for£: (see De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, sec.

ed., ii. 230-233: and iii. 530-532:)] and AZ

says that some of the Arabs substitute for it <>,

(S and L and K" in art. U-,) as in the saying

($ and L in art. Ú-) of 'Alya Ibn-Arkam,

- * * * * * * •

J2; as in A-, for A-2; and for L*, as in

(Lib.,)
- - • 6 w • * * * ** * * * * *

* *}x-lt Us: all P-5 (2 *

* : * %. *-£ • *

- *199% g” & 3"> *
- e s -- ~ * do “ ... "...

* •usei S, #4 b: *

[O, may God remove far from good, or from

prosperity, the sons of the Siqláh, 'Amr Ibn

Yarbooq, the worst of mankind: they are not

chaste, nor sharp in intellect]: he means J-Ul

and J-4: (S and Lib.:) and in like manner
• " * - 3 -

one says&: for U-le. (TA in art. -->.)–
• * - • • •

U-3 in the Kur [commencing ch. xxxvi.] is like
*** * *

_.ji and Lo- at the commencement of chapters of

the same; and is said by ’Ikrimeh to mean

&: G [O man]; because it is followed by the

words&: &- 3:1; (Sand L in art, cº-:)

or it means either thus, or 3: g [0 man of

dignity] (K in art. c...) = J~ is a particle

peculiarly prefixed to the aor., rendering it clearly

denotative of the future, (Mughnee, and S" and
- O - -

L* in art. U-,) as in Uxis... [He will do such a

thing], ($ and L ib.,) and considered as forming

a part thereof, for which reason it does not ex

ercise any government upon it: it is not con
• 0 °

tracted from -32-, contrary to what the Koofees

Bk. I.

y -- -

Q-P

hold: nor is the extent of the future with it

shorter than it is with -ā-, contrary to what the

Bagrees hold: the analytical grammarians term

it U-5 -3- by which is meant a particle of

amplification; because it changes the aor, from

the strait time, which is the present, to the ample

time, which is the future: but plainer than their

expression is the saying of Z and others, [that it

is] a particle denoting the future. (Mughnee.)

Kh asserts that it corresponds [as an affirmative]

to [the negative] č. ($ and L in art. Úe".)

Some assert that it sometimes denotes continuance,

not futurity: this is mentioned in relation to the

saying in the Kur [iv. 93], &2-1 &24- [as

though meaning Ye continually find others];

and they adduce as an evidence thereof the saying

in the same [ii. 136], [3 J-31 & #:f J, #.

X: &=24% [as meaning The light-witted of

the people continually say, What hath turned

them anay, or back, from their kibleh?]; affirming

that this was revealed after their saying .4% U.:

but this the grammarians know not; and that

this verse was revealed after their saying>}, le

is not a fact agreed upon: moreover, if it be con

ceded, still continuance is inferred from the aor.;

like as when you say, -: U.S.# 3% and

J.--" 2 < * 4. you mean that it is his custom to

do thus. (Mughnee.) Z asserts that when it is

prefixed to a verb signifying what is liked or

disliked, it denotes that the event will inevitably

happen: i.e., when it is prefixed to a verb sig

nifying a promise or a threat, it corroborates and

confirms its meaning. (Mughnee.)= [As a nu

meral, L. denotes Sixty.]

t

t: i. 4. – 2-, q.v.

--

# %, (S, M, K) aor. *, (M, K.) inf n.

Ji, (S, M.) He throttled him, syn. #3 (S,

M, IAth, K;) i.e., squeezed his throat: (IAth:)

or, so that he died, (S) or so that he killed him.

(M, K.)-And 4. He widened it; namely, a

Aá. [or skin for water or milk], (S, K) =

** &- ~, (M, K.) aor. and inf. n. as

above; (M3) and --, (M, K,) aor, *, (K,)

inf n. Lu. ; (M;) He was satisfied with drink

ing of nine or beverage, (M., K.)

*

St. and W: A [skin such as is termed] 3,

(§, M, K.) for wine: (M.) or such as is large :

(M, K:) or a & of any kind: (M:) or a recep

tacle of skin, or leather, in n:hich the & is put:

(M, K.) the former also occurs in a verse in

which it is read without -, for the sake of the

rhyme: (M:) and its pl. is *::: (S, M, K:)

and (so in the S, but in the K “or,”) the latter

(~~) signifies a skin for honey; (S, K;) and

in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, (S, M, K,) cited

WOce ā-, (S, M,) it is written-, (S, M, K.)

without ... (S, M.) and it signifies also a skin in

which clarified butter is put. (S and L voce

2-2.) -

c', in the following saying, (IJ, M) &

Jú &#4, meaning Verily he is one who pas

tures, or tends, the cattle, and takes care of them,

a' manages them, well, (IJ, M, K,”) is from

St. signifying “a 3,” because the& is made

only for the preservation of its contents. (IJ, M.)

s £ o £

-Pl-e: see *.-Also, (K,) applied to a

man, (TA), Who drinks much water. (K.)

st

1. 3: see 1 in art. 22-.

4. St. signifies The hastening, or being quick,

in journeying; (S, K;) and is mostly used in

relation to journeying by night: (S:) or the

journeying all the night; (M;) or the journeying

in the night without alighting to rest; (Mbr, S,

K;) and >55 signifies the “journeying in the

day without alighting to rest:” (Mbr, S:) or the

journeying of camels night and day (AA, S, M,

K) together. (M, K.).And **t, occurs [as an
* @

inf n, in the sense of sull; but [ISd says] I

know not any verb [properly] belonging to it.

(M.)- You say also, 3: st. He prosecuted

the journey with energy, (M,) or persistently, or

continually, (M.A.) [See an ex. in a verse of
6 poe

Aboo-Duwäd cited voce c,52)-2.]

2.

St. [an inf. n. of which the verb is not men

tioned,] The act of walking, or going any pace on

foot. (M.)

6 £e

3U.: see 4, above,

#: Somen'hat remaining of youthfulness (S,

K) and strength (S) in a woman. (S, K." [See
*.d

also #..])
162
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St. A skin for clarified butter, (§, K, [see

£) or for honey; as also st-, without e; the

former of the measure Jake, and the latter of the

ImeaSure Jús: or a [skin of the kind called] à,

smaller than the --- [which is similarly de

scribed as a skin, or small skin, of the kind called

&l : (El Ahmar, L:) but Sh says, what we have

heard is J.-L.e., meaning a large [skin of the kind

called] #. (L.)

34: See art. 39

£3t

#0 (o, K, TA) and #3 (TA) arabicized
from [the Pers.] *u. (O, K: [in some copies of

the K àu. :]) this is the only explanation in some

of the copies of the K: (TA:) Plain; i.e. nith

out variegation, decoration, embellishment, or

engraved or sculptured work: (O, TA:) or with

out any hair upon it: or of one unmixed colour:

this last is [said to be] the correct meaning [in

many instances]; but the sheykh Welee-ed-Deen

El-'Irákee says, in the Expos. of the “Sunan”

of Aboo-Dávood, respecting a pair of boots of the

Prophet, described as cis-it- o's," citi. or

clast, that this phrase seems to mean A pair

of black boots of one unmixed colour; the last

word being used in this sense in the common

conventional language; though he had not found

it with this meaning in the lexicons, nor in the

books of authors on the strange words occurring

in traditions. (TA.)- Also Free from self-con

straint: and one who knows not badness, wicked

ness, deceit, or guile; in whom is no latent rancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite, nor cunning : (O:)

or free in intellect; and easy [or simple or artless]

in nature or disposition. (TA in art. 8-)–

*šū. ++, also written issu, is used by

authors on the scholastic theology of the Muslims

as meaning An argument, a plea, an allegation,

an evidence, or a testimony, that is undecisive:

and sometimes the same epithet is used [in like

manner] in other cases. (L.) = In some copies

of the K, it is said to be [the name of] Certain

roots and shoots, that grow in waters, useful for

such and such things; arabicized from 45 U. [or

*sūl: (TA:) or certain leaves and shoots, (O,

CK,) used as a medicine, having a floner; one

sort thereof called Jesi, and another, &:

£5.
alone, applied in the present day to malabathrum,

or Indian spikenard;] growing in naters that

collect and stagnate in black muddy lands, (0,)

standing up on the surface of the water, (0,

CK,) like the plant called ‘JI J.3% (O) with

out attachment to a root; (O, CK;) beneficial

for snellings of the eye. (CK.)

* * *3 *

[the latter name, i.e. Us.” Cat-, as well as

3

1. #: see 4, in two places. = #, aor. 2,

(Msb, K,) inf. n. $4, (Msb) It remained; be.

came left, as a residue. (M3b, K.)

4. X- He left a remainder, or somen'hat re

maining; (IAar, M, K;) as also *%, (IAar, K.)

or $: t: (A) in n. t. (TK) or is kn

somen'hat of the beverage in the bottom of the vessel

from which he. had drunk; (S, TA;) as also

b5- su? vs 2": (A:) the doing of which is

prescribed in a trad. (TA.) You say also owl-l

He left it remaining. (Mb) And# 3-1 and

#. He left a remainder, or residue. (T, TA.)

And #3 4: 3- Helf somewhat of #£main.

ing. (M.). And wax-ll us: J.'" Sel-l; and

#: W£, The camels left some water re

maining in the trough, or tank. (A) Also5

#. Axial 3- t He left somewhat remaining of

the food. (A) And 40- &- X- ! He left

somen'hat of his calculation unreckoned. (M,"

TA.)

*

5. Ju-5 (so in the Tekmileh and M and CK,

and in a MS. copy of the K; but in some copies

of the K, and in a copy of the A, "3-5.) He

drank the remains: (A:) # the remainder of

the #5 (Ki) or so #13-. (Lh, M.)

6: see what next precedes.

#: A remainder, or residues (T, M, Mab, K.)

of a thing, (M,) or of anything; (TA;) as also

W #: (T:) or a remainder of beverage in the

bottom of a vessel after one has drunk; (S," A;)

such as is left by a rat or mouse &c. after drink

ing : (S:) properly applied to a remainder of

water left by the drinker in a vessel or natering

trough: and tropically to , t a remainder of

food, &c.; (Mgh:) and "#" signifies likewise

! a remainder of food: (A:) pl. of the former

£i, (S, M, Mgh, Mgb,) and, by transposition,

jú, like #3 and Xà, pl. of: and # (M)

[See also 50, below.] ->ial W #. IIleanS

! What remains of the portion of the flesh of the

game that is given to the hank which has captured

it. (A.) – And " #: also signifies t A re

mainder of youthful vigour in a man, (M, K,)

or in a woman who has passed the prime of

youth, (Lth,) or in a woman who has passed the

period of youth but not been rendered decrepit by

old age. (A.) [See also 525-.]- And t What

is good, or excellent, of property, or of camels or

the like: pl. 23. (L.) [App. because such is

left when one has parted with the bad.]—"#.

căl 3- t [means A chapter of the Kur-án;]

so called because it is a portion, (A,) or a re

mainder: (TA:) or it may be from the significa

tion immediately preceding: (L:) or it is a £ial,

war of 53-3 (K) pl. 23-, (A, TA)-->
** 3. means Such a one is very evil or mis

chievous. (A.)

2° 3 " - •

55. : see the next preceding paragraph, in

five places.

#.

St. One who leaves a remainder, or residue,

(S, M, K,) of beverage in the bottom of the vessel

from which he has drunk : (S, M.:) [and t of

food in a dish; &c. :] deviating from rule, (S,
* * •- e : **

M.) like: from £1 ($) [see 3%, which

is said to be the only other instance of the kind:]

by rule it should be "3:; (§, K.) which is

[said to be] also allowable: (K:) but MF denies

this; (TA;) or it may be [regular] from it. Or

[irregular] from £i. (T,TA.)

Xu. The rest, or remainder, (T, and M in art.

* and Mgb and K,) of a thing, (Z, M, Mgb,)

whether little or much; (T, Mgb;) and of men,

or people: (Sgh, Msb:) not the whole, or all, as

many imagine it to mean, (Sgh, Msb, K,) though

people use it in this latter sense, (IAth,) which

Sgh asserts to be a vulgar error: (Mgb:) it occurs

repeatedly in trads., and always in the former

sense: (IAth:) or it is sometimes used [in chaste

Arabic] in the latter sense: (K:) and is correctly

so used accord. to AAF and J and IJ and El

Jawáleekee and IB, the last of whom confirms

this signification by many examples and evident

proofs; but whether, in this sense, it is derived

from 'll, as AAF and J and others hold, or

from> the “wall which surrounds a town or

city,” as others hold, is disputed: (TA:) and

'Jill 5. is a dial. var. of%u. ($ in art. "-".)

– An Arab of the desert became the guest of a

party, and they ordered the female slave to per

fume him; whereupon he said, us;* &#

&# us:- [My belly perfume thou, and the

rest of me leave thou]: (K:) but in other lexi

cons than the K, we find us," i. (TA in art.

Alae.) This saying is a well-known prov. (TA.)

[In the TA it is added that U8,5u. here signifies

the whole of me, or all of me: but this is an evi

dent mistake..] You say this to a man who gives

you what you do not want, and refuses you what

you want. (Sgh, TA in art. Blae.)- It is related,

also, that a hostile attack was made upon a people,

and they cried out for aid to the sons of their

uncle; but these held back from them until they

had been made captives and taken away; then

they came inquiring respecting them; and the

person asked replied,£ J% .# >'' 30:

[What, all the day, when the noon has passed?]

(K:) i.e., Dost thou covet what is remote,(£ ū,

(S, K, TA, in a copy of the S and in one of the

K and in the CK & us) when [reason for]

despair hath become manifest to thee: for when

one wants the whole day, and the noon has passed,

he must despair like as he despairs of accomplish

ing his want at sunset. (S in art. Je", and K.)

This saying is a prov.; (S, A;) and is used with

reference to a thing which one hopes to attain

when its time has passed. (A.)

[:Ci expl. by Golius as a pl. meaning “Partes

reliquae” is an evident mistake, app. caused by a

misunderstanding of the latter prov. mentioned

above.]

& d > s?.

}*-*: see 2'-'.

*

---

• 2 - • *

X: a dial. var. ofX- without e; A certain

tree; [accord, to some,] i. 7 (55.5. (TA) [See

art. ---.]

Ji

1 * (S.M,K) with & following it, and

13& 3: <- and .#, (S,"K,) aor. Jú, (M,)
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inf n. J.; and it: (S, M.K.) which latter is

also pronounced ii-, without the hemzeh, (#)

and Jú and it, (M, K,) and it, or ât,

(accord. to different copies of the K, the former

of these two accord. to the TA, [and it appears

from a statement that will be found below, voce

J#, that one of these is correct, but in an excel

lent copy of the M, in the place thereof, I find,

and 7*ś, as a verb, doubly trans, first thus by

itself, and secondly by means of Us, as shown by

an ex. in a verse cited below, (see 3,) and this

also is correct,]) all [sometimes] signify the same,

(S," K,) i. e. He ashed him such a thing; or

ashed him, interrogated him, questioned him, or

inquired of him, respecting such a thing: but

1jée Je is more common than 1.jš: whenJ

means the asking, or demanding, of property, it

is trans. [only] by itself or by means of &: [so

that you say 1jé- <- and liás 2. J- nean

ing he asked, or demanded, of him such a thing]:

(Er-Rághib, TA:) and one says also Jú, aOl".

Jú,(Akh,S,M,Msb,K) like-jū, aor. -its-,

(Msb, K;) which is of the dial. of Hudheyl; the

medial letter of this being originally 5, as is shown

by the phrase, mentioned by AZ, cºst: U.4:

(TA:) [respecting this dial. var., see what fol

lows:] the imperative (S, Msb, K, TA) of Ji

(S, Msb,TA) is Jū; ($, M, Mob, K.T.A.) and

(S, K, &c.) that of Ju, (§, Mab, TA).J., (S,

Msb, K, TA,) dual. 5-, and pl. bi-, [these two

being] irregular; (Mgb;) andAAF mentions that

Aboo-’Othmān heard one say U.l, [a form

omitted in some copie: £f the K, but mentioned

in the CK,] meaning ULl, suppressing the e, and

transferring its vowel to the preceding letter, like

as some of the Arabs said3: for £9. [as

many do in the present day]: (M:) accord. to

ISd, (TA,) the Arabs universally suppress the .

in the imperative except when they prefix.to it

<5 or 2; (M, TA;) saying UU•Ü and Uub :

(TA:) or when 3 [or -5] is prefixed, it is allow

able to pronounce the e and also to suppress it, as

in saying bit: and*: (Msb:) and for the

pass. J*, one may say J.-, and J.", in this

instance making the kesreh to partake of the

sound of dammeh, and J.-: and also J.", in

which the middle letter is pronounced with a

sound between that of and that of Us, or re

sembling that of 2. (IJ, TA.) As Er-Rághib

says, J3. signifies The asking, or demanding,

knowledge, or information, or what leads thereto :

and the asking, or demanding, property, or n:hat

leads thereto. (TA.) : 9é <- means I

asked of him information respecting the thing:

(IB, TA: [and the like is said in the Mob.])

and£" #t. [is sometimes used in the same

sense, as has been shown above, but generally]

means I asked him to give me the thing : (IB,

TA:) you say, St. <t. He asked, demanded, or

begged, of him property, and in like manner,

2. Jü and 31 Jú [followed by Söl: (MA)

and āşūl *i <-, inf n. Jú. and it:, I

begged, or sought, of God health, or freedom

from disease, &c. (Msb.) The saying in the

Kur [lxx. 1], 2% +& J.C. J. means &=

~1% [i. e. An asker asked respecting.* Julling

punishment]: (S:) [for] one says, Ut. Us-y

cº; 3: and& [meaning We went forth

ashing respecting such a one]: (Akh, S:) or the

phrase in the Kur means a caller called [for a

falling punishment]: (TA:) and some read

&#12 -lja: J.- JC, (Bd, TA,) [likewise] from

J%: : (Bd:) or this means &#12 -lja: 33J

[i. e. a valley flowed nith a falling punishment];

(Bd, TA;) so some say, (TA;) from 35:1.

(Bd.) The saying, in a trad., J#. #. &=&

[He (Mohammad) forbade much questioning or

inquiring] is said to relate to subtile questions or

inquiries, that are needless; like another trad.,

mentioned below, voce, āt- or to the begging,

of men, their property needlessly. (TA.)

8.2%, (M, TA) inf n. #3: (TA) see 1,

first sentence. Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

J: ####">, <
'*.*: • •' o e e g ea •

93.29% --> <-->''<-M &=

[Didst thou ask the remains of the divelling, or

didst thou not ask, respecting the inhabitants,

or respecting their knowledge of the former oc

cupants?]. (M, TA.) - In the saying of Bilāl

Ibn-Jereer,

* *

* *

de • 23 e • e • * ... • , ee eee of e s -o • --

" *-*-ale-ow --> *-*- 3'-r:* is "

[When thou becomest their guest, or askest of

them, thou findest with them a ready excuse],

...: is a combination of two dial. vars. ; the -

being in the original phrase 13 <ā-, and the

Ls being a substitute in the phrase 5 <!

the measure of: being: : (M, K:*)

so said Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà, [i. e. Th,] who had

at first ignored the expression: (M:) and it is an

instance of which we know not a parallel in the

language. (M, K.”) - [Accord. to analogy,

aft. also signifies He asked him, &c., being

asked by him, &c. - And Freytag states that

Reiske has explained Jä, as meaning He always

demanded that another should express wishes for

his health: but I know not any instance of its

being used in this sense.]
*& d pe * *** * *

4. Waiā. £i,(K)or "4:3", (S,) and 7 a.u.,

(S, K,) He accomplished for him his want.

($, K.).

[5. J-3, in the modern language, signifies

He begged, or asked alms; as also J3-5; both

probably post-classical.]

6. 1,4-5 They asked, or begged, one another.

(S, Msb, K.) You say, &9: Us, (M) and

also c33-#, (M, Msb, K,) and cºst:

(TA.) In the Kur (iv. 1], some read 31bā;

4: &#: es: and others, as&#: in each

case, originally &###: the meaning is, [And

fear ye God,] by Whom ye demand [one of

another] your rights, or dues: (M:) or by Whom

ye ask, or demand, one of another; (Bd, Jel;)

saying, I ask thee, or beg thee, by God; and I

beseech thee, or adjure thee, by God. (Jel.)-

One says also <il ls:, meaning They [to

gether] asked, or begged, the people. (Mgh in

art. Jää.)

so p

U5-, (§, M, K.) also pronounced J.-, without

•, (S, K,) [A petition; or a request; meaning]

a thing that people ask or beg; (S;) or a thing

that one has asked or begged; (M, K;) as also

'#', (IJ, M, K,) which is likewise pronounced
* * - * - d.

als-, withoute; (K;) £nd "Js:, (Harp.4:2:

[or this is app. pl. of Uş, like as £3× is of&”,

* *d 6 of •-2- 6-# *

and 2.2× of 3×, &c.;]) [and "āt- or ājū, as

will be shown by what follows;] and 'J,3:

(Mgb;) [and *āt. :] see 4: the first of these

said by Z to be of the measure J: in the sense

of the measureJs: ; like-# and #. (TA.)

Thus in the Kur[xx.36], c. * g &#.< 35

Thou hast been granted thy petition, or the thing

that thou hast ashed, O Moses. (S, M, TA.) In

the saying * 35t: t:k:Xà [O God, grant

Thou us our petitions], mentioned by Aboo

'Alee on the authority of AZ, the inf. n. is used

as a subst., properly so termed, and is therefore

pluralized. (M.) -

•-8- se

it, or it. ; pl. &St. : see the next preceding

paragraph, in two places.

6-6 p. 6 & P

a/5- : see 4: and see also U5-.

#, (S, K,) also pronounced #, (TA,) A.

man (S) who asks, or begs, much; (S, K;) as also
#. *

"Jū, and "Js: (TA) such is improperly

termed "Jiu. (Durrat el-Ghowwás, in De

Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Ar., p. 47 of the Ar.

text.)

Jú: an inf n of 1. (S, M, K, &c.) – [It is

often used as a subst. properly so called; like

#: meaning A question; an interrogation;

correlative of* : and .." demand, or petition:

and as such has a pl., & Siș: ; perhaps post

classical.]

Ji- : See#.

J.3% See J#. [of which it is app. pl.].

•3. ** * *

UU- : see a/3-l.

J.C. [i. e. Ashing; meaning interrogating,

questioning, or inquiring; and demanding, or

begging;] has for its pl. it and J#. (TA.)

See a/3-...- It also means [A beggar; i.e.] a

poor man asking, or begging, a thing. (Er

Rághib, T.A.) So it has been expl. as used in

the Kur [xciii. 10], where it is said, J'u'í ū,

3: 53 [And as for the beggar, thou shalt not

chide him, or address him with rough speech]:

or, accord. to El-Hasan, it here means the seeker

ofknowledge. (TA.)
6-8 d -

ău..., an inf. n. of 1, is tropically used in the

sense of a pass. part. n. [with the noun qualified

by it understood; meaning t A thing asked; i.e.

a question; a problem, or proposition; a matter,

or an affair, proposed for decision or determina

tion]: (TA:) and the pl. is 33-3. (Mab, T.A.)
# e • * * * * *

So in the saying, it: 3: ! [I learned a

* **-*-*.

162*
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U- - --

question, or problem, &c.]. (TA.) The saying, -

in a trad., *: Jiu-Ji 3,4- means + [He

(Mohammad) disliked and discommended] subtile

questions, such as are needless. (TA)- See

also Ji- :-and see 4.

J: [pass, part. n. of 1: and used as a

subst.]: see J3.

- Al

'1. * **, (§, M, Mob, K.) and <!, (M,

Msh, K) aor.”, (S, Msh, K) inf n. t. (S,

M.K.) and t (k) and it (s, M) andX

and ā-tl, (S, Msb, K.) He turned anay with

disgust from it; was averse from it; was dis

gusted at it or nith it; loathed, or nauseated, it;

(S, M, Mob, K;) namely, a thing; (S, M, K;)

syn. J., (S, M, Mab, K.) and 3-3: (Mab3)

i: exceeds J%. (Ham pp. 775-6.) It is

said in the Kur [xli. 49), 3 &#2: 5
*Ji :\ex [Man will not turn anay with disgust

jrom, or nill not be weary of praying for good,

or wealth, or prosperity]... (Msb.) And in a
d = • -1 - &

trad,b: U-2: 5 & 3 verily God will

not turn anay with disgust until ye turn anay

with disgust; like ls: c:- J: S, and thus the

trad. is commonly related. (TA.) And it is

related in a trad. of 'Āisheh that she used to say

to the Jews, #2:4; tıği (Diana,

or loathing, and contempt, and cursing, rest upon

you]: thus related with *, meaning ye shall turn

away with disgust from your religion: but com

monly related without . [and with a different

meaning], as will be stated hereafter [in art.

Les-J. (IAth, TA in this art. and in art. A2-..)

4 44L He, or it, made him to turn anay

with disgust, to be averse, to be disgusted, to

loathe, or to nauseate. (M, K.)

6. / >

L^25- an [intensive] epithet from 1 [meaning

Wont, or much disposed, to turn anay with

disgust, to be averse, to be disgusted, to loathe,

or to nauseate] : (S, M, K:). or much affected

with veration, or disgust; having little patience.

(Hamp. 532.) -

*

5'

1. St., (§, M, K) like sus, [or rather like

*3,] incorrectly [and differently] written in

copies of the K, (TA) i, q sa, (S, M, K, TA)

formed from the latter by transposition; (S, M ;)

‘mentioned by Sb: you say, £9. *C, like $4.

[The affair displeased, grieved, or vexed, him]:

(M:) and £, meaning #: [I displeased,

griered, or wered, him]... (§, TA)–And it.

2: (K, TA) in n. St., (TA) He created,

or excited, disorder, or discord, between them, or

among them; made, or did, mischief between

them, or among them : (K, TA:) mentioned by

Az: app. a dial. var. ofL*. (TA.)

4. Csil 't: I made a + [q. v.] to the

bon". (K, T.A.) -

- } see what next follows.

# of a bow, and "#, (Ibn-Malik, Az, ISd,

K, TA) and "it, (Ibn-Malik, K, TA) (in the

CK erroneously written 3al., and it is there im

plied that the other vars, are #- and #",

dial. vars. of #-, (K, &c.,) i. e. The curved

extremity thereof. (TA.) [See also art. 2'-'.]

it…, like it:, is a dial. var. of it…, [or]

formed from the latter by transposition; and has

for its pl. :: whence the saying, 4:1. 3,4

[I dislike, or hate, thy vices, faults, or acts of

disobedience]: (TA ), Sb mentions this saying;

(M, TA;) and says, 3%u- is pluralized, and then

the pl. is transformed, so that it is as though it

were pl. of it..., like it: (M.)

* * * * 3 -

1. a-, (S, M, K,) [aor. *,] inf n. -, (M.)

He cut him, or it. ($, M, K.)–And i. 1 #

[i. e. He wounded him; or hocked, houghed, or

hamstrung, him; &c.]. (S," K.)- And, (S,

M, K.) aor, as above, (§, TA,) and so the inf. n.,

(M, TA) : He pierced him in the £, i.e. the

<-l. (S, M, K, TA.) [See an ex. in a verse

cited in the first paragraph of art.--..]- Also

£, (S, M, A, Msb, K.) aor, as above, (S, M.,)

int" - (SM, Ms.K) and G: (k)

[but the latter, accord. to analogy, has an intensive

signification,] He reviled him, vilified him, up

braided him, reproached him, defamed him, or

gave a bad name to him; (S, M, A, MA, K, Bd

in vi. 108, &c.;) from the same verb in the first

of the senses expl. in this art.; (M;) as also

W 4:- ; (K;) or the latter signifies he reviled him,

vilified him, &c., much; syn. *:X=i, (M;) or

is more than 4: (4:&#). (TA.)

o go w

2 : see what next precedes. =A-S- **,

(MA) infin...:, (KL, PS) f He made, or

appointed, or prepared, a means, or cause, (MA,

KL, PS,) of attaining, or accomplishing, the

thing, or affair. (M.A.) [And ---, alone, t He,
* * * * * *

or it, caused or, occasioned.] You say, all ---

* <-- & ! [May God make, or appoint, or

prepare,for thee a means of attaining good, orprosperity]. (A, TA.) And es:- * • d -

! He made, or prepared, a channel for the water.

(A, TA.)

.3,4-, infn. •Ü- ($, M, A, Mab, K.) and

ăl., (M., Msb, KL, TA,) He reviled him,

vilified him, upbraided him, reproached him, de

famed him, or gave a bad name to him, (M, A,

KL, TA,) being reviled, &c., by him. (M, A, TA.)

You say, * U.: JBetmeen them tryo is

mutual reviling, &c. (A.) And * £5."

J.<>3' [Jesting is the mutual reviling, &c., of

those that arefoolish, or stupid]. (A: TA.) And

it is said in a trad., 52-5-o'-." ~\- (TA) The

mutual reviling of the Muslim is a departure

from obedience to God. (El-Munāwee in his

Expos. of the Jámi es-Sagheer of Es-Suyootee.)

* -->

5. -: [as quasi-pass of 2, # It was, or be

came, made, or appointed, or prepared, as a

means, or cause, of attaining, or accomplishing

a thing, or an affair; followed by*9. And It

was, or became, caused, or occasioned].' You say,

'G' Jú.- t|The property of the spoil, or

acquisition, or tribute, termed = ".5 was caused, or

occasioned, to accrue]: for that whereby the pro

perty is caused, or occasioned, [to be obtained, as

the abandonment of their abodes by unbelievers,

or their making peace with Muslim invaders on

the condition of paying a poll-tax or the like,] is

made a means, or cause, of the accruing of the

property to those to whom it is due of the reci

pients of the J. (Az, TA) [See also 10.]—

'G' ël *: ---, + He made use of it as a

means, or cause, of attaining, or accomplishing,

a thing. (M) And a: čá, -it (I
make use of such a one as a means of access to

thee]. (TA in art. &3.)-[Hence, in the pre

sent day,-: is used as meaning + He traf

ficked; because trafficking is a using means to

procure subsistence.]
- s

6. Guj, (K) [or bus, inf n. Jú, (S)

They tryo cut each other, (S," K,) [or they (i.e.

more than two persons) cut one another.]

[Hence, (see 1, last sentence,)] bi-s, (S, M, A,

MA, K.) inf n, as above; ($) and "ls -1;

(A, MA;) They reviled, vilified, upbraided, re

proached, defamed, or gave bad names to, one

• * * : * ~ *

(S, M, A, MA.) And #3: ...'
• - 3 - - -

ly closu-2 ($, M, A," TA) Between them is a

thing [meaning reviling or vilifying speech] with

n:hich they revile, or vilify, &c., one another.

(M, TA.) -

8: see the next preceding paragraph.

another.

10. 4, 9 J- [He invited, or attracted,

reviling, or vilifying, to his two parents]. (A.)

It is said in a trad. of Aboo-Hureyreh,&: 5

$ 4: £ 3, 43 + 3, 4: As

* -: i.e. [By no means walk thou before

thyfather, nor sit down before him, nor call him

by his name,] nor expose him to reviling, or attract

reviling to him, by reviling another's father, for

in that case he may revile thy father in requital

to thee. (TA)=#| 4 -: (A, TA)

[The thing, or affair, or event, became caused, or

prepared, for him : thus expl. by IbrD: see

also 5]. -

R. Q. 1. <-- + He severed his tie, or ties, of

relationship, by unhind behaviour to his kindred.

(A.A.)= He went a gentle pace. (AA. [Freytag,

on the authority of “Hamak. Waked,” assigns

this meaning to "-:)= He smelt a foul

smell. (A.A.)= He discharged his urine. (M,

K.). He made water to flow. (K.)

R. Q. 2. -: It (water) ran, or floned.

(K.)- See also R. Q. 1. -

J. One who reviles, vilifies, upbraids, re

proaches, or defames, much, being reviled, &c.;

(A’obeyd, S, M, Mgb, K3) as also W-2.

(S, K.) And [simply] One's mutual reviler or

vilifier &c.; (A’Obeyd, S, M, K5) as also'-.
- w - - ... • ,
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(M, K.) A poet, (S,) namely, 'Abd-Er-Rahmán

Ibn-Hassán, satirizing Miskeen Ed-Dárimee,

(TA) says,

* w 2 * :: 3 * * * 5 *

-
- -

* *

-- Si Jež" & es: &l

[Thou shalt by no means revile me; for thou art

not my mutual reviler: verily he, of men, who is

my mutual reviler is the generous]. (S, TA.)

[See also +: and *:..]=4 veil, or the

like; syn. #. (M.)–4 noman's muffler, or

head-covering; syn. 30.4-. (S, M, Msb, K.)–

A turban. (S, M, Mgh, Mob, K.) El-Mukhabbal

Es-Saadee says, (S, M, Mgh,) using it in this

sense, (M, Mgh,)

* * - f / / ... • * d

5'- S2- :* >

- 5:1 &#1 - co

[And I witness many persons of 'On f, alighting

during their journeys, going repeatedly to and

fro to see Ez-Zibrikán's turban dyed with

saffron]: (S, M, Mgh:) for it was a custom of

the chiefs of the Arabs to dye their turbans with

saffron: or, as some say, the meaning is his

* * * * *

*12
* *

* *

-1, [but this is correctly, or more commonly,

termed a: ;] and Ktr asserts that he was sus

pected: (M:) he says that Ez-Zibrikán used to

tinge his -l yellow; but this is a strange saying.

(TA in art. Gºj.)–Also,and ": An oblong

piece (S, M, K) of cloth, (M,) or of thin cloth,

(K) or of thin linen cloth, (S) or of n hite cloth :

(M.) or a thin garment: (Aboo-'Omar, TA:)

or so the latter word: (M:) or this signifies a

linen stuff that is brought from the region of the

Nile, of a hind commonly known among the

are made in Misr, and their length is eight by

sic [cubits: cubits being meant because the ns.

of number here are fem., and 85% is fem.]: (Sh,

TA:) or this same word signifies an oblong piece

of cloth of any kind, or, as some #ay, of linen :

(TA:) the pl. of the former is ~2:... ; (S, K,

TA3) and of the latter, -st. (S, M, K, TA:)

in a verse of ’Alkameh Ibn-Abadeh, the phrase

cö ū- is used for cytol -: (M.)

See also -: , first signification.

#. i. q.*: ! [The podex, or the anus] : (S,

M, A, K.) because it is discommended. (A.)

-a- ? A space,

[See also - ..]="3" &- i: • *

or long space, of time passed ; (S, M, A;) [thus

termed] because time is always complained of;

(A;) and so£, in which the c is [said to be]

a substitute for the [former] --> of £, in like

mann: ". it is substituted in the case of J.'

and cal-l; because [it is asserted, though this

is contradicted, that] there is no word of which

the radical letters are ~. (M.) And #1.

: 3: t I have not seen him for, or during, a

space, or long space, of time; (S, K;*) like as

you say a: £4. (S.) And i: % tie and

#: + We lived in it a space, or long space, of

* w * * 6 g » ede - š !

time. (Ks, T.A.) And 5-M U-> ā- usual, and

3:1, and 2-3", (K, TA) and &l, (TA)
: A period of some days' continuance [of heat,

and of cold and of serene weather, and of gentle

wind, betided us]. (K, TA.) [The pl. is 'A'-.]

One says, +- #51 t Time consists of vicissi

tudes; one turn is thus, and one is thus. (ISh,

TA.)

: A disgrace; a shame; a thing that occa

sions one's being reviled. (S, M, A, K.) One says,

* :* * *

grace to him, occasioning his being reviled. (S.)

And** Usks à- -3' [Thou art a disgrace to

thy people]. (A.) [And ':, in like manner,

(a word of the glass of als--- and ā-a-2, being

originally a-c,) signifies A cause of reviling,

or of being reviled; as is shown by the saying of

Tufeyl El-Ghanawee, cited in the TA in art. -āc,

54 This thing became a dis

* *

#: @ A38 2-4-3

And the people did not find in us a cause of

reviling, or of being reviled: pl. −) One

says, *::3% Júl and +." [Ben are thou

of, or avoid thou, the cause of reviling or of

being reviled, and the causes thereof]. (A.)

Also One whom people revile (S, K) much. (K.)
6 ** *

See also i.

#: : See £1.

* * *

---. A rope, or cord; (S, M, A, Msb, K;) as

also " ...; ($, M, K;) the latter of the dial. of

Hudheyl, (S,) and occurring in this sense in a

verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb cited voce ii:- (S, M.;)

accord. to some, as there meaning a nooden peg,

- [a meaning assigned to it in the K,] but the

merchants by [the name of] &=, some of which former is the correct meaning: (M:) the pl. of

both words is :i, (M.T.A.) [and] the pl. of

the latter word is*: (S, TA) also: (TA:) or

-: signifies any rope let don'n, or made to

descend, from above : (AO, TA:) or a strong and

long rope, but no rope is so called except one by

means of n:hich one ascends and descends: (Khālid

Ibn-Jembeh, TA:) or this appellation is only

given to a rope of which one end is attached to

a roof or ceiling or the like : (TA:) or one by

means of which one ascends palm-trees : (Er

Rághib, TA:) [and] a rope by means of n:hich one

reaches, or gains access to, water. (TA.) s:

£:3: G, ---, in the Kur [xxii. 15],

means Let him stretch a rope to the roof, or

ceiling, of his dwelling; then let him die strangled:

i.e. let him die of rage: (M, TA:) or, as some

say, let him stretch a rope to the lowest heaven;

then let him traverse the intervening space until

he reach the highest part thereof. (Bd.) The

saying

* *

&: 3-#41 - 4:

has been expl. in art. -->: in this instance, a

rope or cord, may be meant; or a string, or

thread. (M., T.A.)- Hence, (Msb,) t A thing

(S, M, Msb, K) of any kind (S, Msb, K) by

means of which one attains, reaches, or gains

access to, another thing : (S, M, Māb, K:) pl. as

above. (M.) One says, c. &: es' t; +

Us:-- (< c, \}, i. e. f [I made such a one] a

means of access [to such a one in the case of my

want]. (TA.) Hence, (M) < …it The

places of ascent of the heaven, or shy : (M, K:)

or the tracts, or regions, thereof: ($, K.) or the

gates thereof. (Ibn-Es-Seed, K. [See an ex. in

a verse cited voce &#3.) And the saying,

*:S es' L#, meaning + He excelled [or

attained to excellence] in religion. (M.)– f A

road, or way. (A. [There mentioned among

proper, not tropical, significations.]) So in the

saying, in the Kur xviii. 88 and 91, ū. &# 3

t[Then he followed a road, or way]. (Bd.).

[And] so in the saying, -- <! es' U +[There

is not for me any road, or way, to him, or it].

(A.) So too *::: pl. -*. (Ham p. 347.)

–[t A mean, or means, used in order to any:

end: a means by which a thing is brought about :

a cause; but more properly only a second cause:

an occasion, or accidental cause: and a reason,

or motive..] One says, lik -- lás + [This is

the cause, or occasion, of this]. (Msb.) And

1.3.3 &= *:- f [Because of him, or it, it was

thus, or such a thing was]. (Msb in art U-1.)

Andź. -: 3 *-: ! [May God appoint,

Or prepare, for thee a means, or cause, of good,

or prosperity]. (A.)—t A connexion, or tie,

(S, A, K, TA,) of relationship (§, K, TA) by

marriage; distinguished from -...}, which is by

birth: from the same word as signifying “a rope

by means of which one reaches, or gains access

to, water.” (TA.) One says, …" 2: &la=!

i. e. f The connecion, or tie, [of affinity betneen

them was severed,] and *U.S. the connecions, or

tie (A) ≤9 ... < *; in the Kuri.

161] means, accord to I 'Ab, + And their ties

and affections [shall be dissundered]: or, accord.

to AZ, + and their places of abode [shall be

divided asunder]. (TA) [But] 4:14.*cas
means + [God cut short, or may God cut short,]

his life. (M, K.)- Also, [from the same word as

signifying the “cord, or rope, of a +," properly

meaning “tent,” and tropically “verse,”] + A.

portion, or division, of a foot of a verse, con

sisting of a movent letter and a quiescent letter;

and also one consisting of two movent letters ; pl.

*i. (M, K. [In some of the copies of the K,
• * * *

the latter kind is not mentioned.]) -i-*

+[A light cord] means a movent letter followed
& J. d * * *

by a quiescent letter; as L-3 and d-e; and --

J: +[A heavy cord], two morent letters; as

3 and J. (KT) Cös: e. f(Tro con

joined cords] means two portions in which are

three successive short vonels followed by a quiescent
* * * d y • *.* o y- - - & d e - * /

letter; as tax in UMeta-e, and J-Ms in C-Metá

and clis: 9: +[Tiro disjoined cords], tro

portions of which each consists of a morent letter

and a quiescent letter, and which is followed by a

morent letter; as -: in 3:4, and &=
* * *

- *

in Čelá. (M, TA)

6 * * *

à:... One nho reviles people; ($, K3) as also
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*::. (K.) One says, * 3:. S; #: & 5

[Be not thou a reviler of others, nor one n'hom

others revile]. (A.)

3 - -

[Us:- Causative.]

[: Causality.]

s -

*** : See+. second sentence.= Also The

hair of the forelock, (AO, S, M, A, K.) and of

the tail, (S, M, A, K,) the latter meaning [only]

assigned to it by Er-Riyáshee, (TA) and of the

mane...($, M.K.) of a horse: (M, A, K:) pl.

<-- U-1 and ~30-. (A,TA)-And t A lock

(a4+) of hair; as also 'i: (M.K.) pl.

*:: which is also expl. as ! syn. rvith 303

[app. as meaning pendent locks, or pe"

plaits, of hair]: (TA:) thus in the phrase 59-)

~ ă's". ! A noman having the -r-3155 long.

(A, TA)

:- Sce - :-and *—and -.

—23. ...t:* means | Upon him are, or

were, streaks of blood ..(A, TA:) the sing of

-3U- in this sense is axe-l. (Ham p.347.)=

Also [Trees of the hind called] suáe abounding
in a place. (M, K.) •

*: [That cuts much, or sharply]. *:

-3%l means The scord: (K, TA:) or is an

epithet applied to the sword: (A:) because it

cuts the J-5),= [or hock-tendons] : (TA:) [but

Z holds it to be tropical, from the signification

following; for] it is added in the A, as though it

were hostile to the "rejl, c, and reviled them.

(TA.)- [One who reviles much or frequently;

or a great reviler: a meaning indicated in the

Msb, and of frequent occurrence.]

* * *
-

ăul.J., an epithet in which the quality of a

subst. is predominant, (M,) t [The index, or fore

finger;] the finger that is next to the thumb (S,

M, A,” Mgb, K, TA) and middle-finger; (M,

TA;) betneen these two; (TA;) as also *:::1:

(K:) so called because one [often] points with it

in reviling: (Msb:) called by persons praying

ā-: and ā-U" [because it is raised in as

sering the unity of God]. (TA in the present

art. and in art. C:-)

* - d >

---. A desert; or a desert in which is no

water, or in nihich is neither water nor herbage;

syn. jú. (S, K) and Xà: (TA:) or a tract of

land level and far-extending : (M, K:) or a

[desert such as is termed] ,ä that is far-ex

tending, whether level or not level, rugged or not

rugged, without water and without any one to

cheer by his presence: (ISh, TA:) or a land

affected with drought, barren", or dearth :

(Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) and U-- signifies the

same: (TA:) pl.-: (M, TA:) A’Obeyd

explains* and J.A.: as syn. withX5, [pl.

of #l. (TA.) One says also- £,(S,

(K,) [using the latter word as an epithet;] and

<-- £, (Lh, S, M, K,) thus using the pl. as
though he termed every part of the 21, a • d -

*5

(Lh, M;) or the pl. is added to give intensiveness

to the meaning: (IAth, TA voce &#, q. v.:)

but some say '-o', with damm; and this is

more common, because it is a sing. epithet.

(MF,TA)=Also it. … [or - (q.v.

in art. -), if not a mistranscription for this

last], i.e. A kind of tree, from which arron's, or,

as in the book of AHn, camels saddles (J-2),

are made: Ru-beh says, [accord. to one reading,

another being given in art. -r-, q.v.,]

**: Las C# 3-5

[She went, and he went, like the rod of the sebsáb,

meaning, the arrow]; in which the last word is a

dial. var. of-:", or the 1 is inserted by poetic

license. (TA.)–(Hence, perhaps,] -",

(M,K) or *-ūl Āš, (S.T.A.) A certain

festival of the Christians; ($, TA;) i, q >ul,

c", (Abu-l-Ali, M.K.) or cist: #:

[Palm-Sunday; now commonly called 3-i

cºlor c>0: 3+, with J. (TA)

+:
s **

---

2- : * : -... 25 °# * - * * * -

âts:- [like 55-A", contr. of ā-5-el,] A thing

[meaning reviling speech] with which persons

revile one another: (M, TA:) pl.-i. (A,

TA.) Using it in this sense, (M, TA) one says,
• - 3 - - - - - , * * * * * * *

w d2'-> ā'5'-' ow---' [Between them is reviling

speech] (S, M, A,"K) with which they revile one

another. (M., T.A.)

* *

: | see the next preceding paragraph.

J. • • • * * *

*či pl. of- : = and also of £i. E.

* - The beauties of the face. (TA in

art.2-.)

•

s

see -, first signification.
-->

6 * * * • * > . 6 * * *

à-2 : see a-, in two places:- and A-.

6 * * * **** *

- [Much reviled: see its verb]. - 4:--

as an epithet applied to camels, (S, K, TA,) or to

horses, (A,) and to wild asses, (TA,) means

! Goodly, or excellent: (S, A, K, TA:) because

(S, TA) they are such that one says of them, (S,

A, TA,) when admiring them, (S, TA,) or when

deeming them goodly, or excellent, (A,) May

God curse them, (ài Gü, S, A, TA) and

abase them: (*#1; A, TA:) how goodly, or

excellent, are they ! (TA.) = [Also Made,

appointed, or prepared, as a means, or cause, of
ef

attainment or accomplishment, 4-2') for a thing,
z

or an affair. And Caused, or occasioned: and

a thing caused or occasioned; an effect.] One

says, lák 3: +: iás [This is caused, or

occasioned, by that: this is an effect of, or arising

from, that]. (Msb.)
6 we a -

<-- [Reviling much: see its verb. = And

Making, appointing, or preparing, a means, or

cau: andCausing, or occasioning: and a causer].

-la-') --- [The Appointer, or Preparer, of

means or causes; or the Causer of causes;] is an

epithet applied to God. (S.)

3 - * >

--~ [act. and pass, part. n. of 8]. It is said

in a trad, cou: ct: (A, TA) The two

mutual revilers are two devils. (El-Munāwee

in his Expos. of the Jámi es-Sagheer of Es

Suyootee.)

t

1.3-lit: (S.M.K.) aor. , (M.K.) int. n.

:- ($, M,K) and £-, (M, K, TA) like

+, (TA, in the CK (-) [but see #– be

low,] and t: , (§, K.) and "ut-l; ($,M,K)

He bought wine, syn. us;5, (M, K,) which

mostly means “he sold it,” (TA,) or us;#1,

(S, O,) which is well known as meaning “ he

bought it,” wherefore it is here used in the S and

O, (TA,) in order that he might drink it : (S,

O:) accord. to Ks, (TA,) when you buy wine to
* @* *

carry it to a place, you say, -os-J -e-, without

•; (S, TA;) and so say the [other] celebrated

lexicologists, except Fei, accord. to whom you

say in this case [as in others],&: and it is

itself called #: (TA:) the verbs are only

used, in the sense of buying, in relation to wine.

($, M5b, TA.) [See also art. Us:-..] – And
• * * f.e. e.

-L-J U- He collected the nine in vessels:

occurring in this sense in a trad. (Aboo-Moosa,

TA)=áš, (M) or <!-- ~, (K) said

of fire, (M, K.) and of whips, (M.) It, or they,

burned, or hurt, (M, K,) or, as some say, (M,

but in the K “and,”) altered, (M, K,) him,

(M,) or the skin: (K:) and in like manner one

says of the sun, and of fever, and of journeying.

(M)—And £ 4: I wa in with fire.

(AZ,S) or *-tt-, int". "... He burned

his skin; or, as some say, stripped it off: (M:)

or <!--" t: he burned the skin: andt- signifies

also he stripped off [skin], or he skinned. (K.)

–And J.: + (if n :, TA) 1

Judged the man. (S. K.)=c's Jet:

#t=, (S, M,) aor. 3, inf. n. :- (M,) He

passed over a false oath [that he had sworn], not

caring for it: (S); or he snore a false oath: and

some say, &: Ji- t”, aor. and inf. n. as

above, meaning he passed over an oath [that he

had sworn], lying. (M)=t- is also syn. with

* [He took by the hand: &c.]: (O, K:)

deemed by MF a strange meaning. (TA.)

4. t- He (a man) was, or became, silent.

(Sh, TA in art. ...)—# 25 t- He,
(M, K,) or his heart, (L) was, or became, sub

missive to the decree of God. (M, L, K.)

And ...'" c." t- His heart became in a bad

state, or heavy, (-,+, [so in the M and in a copy

of the K, in the CK and TA +...+, and thus in

my MS. copy of the K, but there altered from

<-4-, app, on the authority of the TA, and, I

think it a mistranscription, although expl. in the

TA as meaning &á:), which is a signification

of &#. the explanation of t- in the next pre

ceding sentence,]) at the thing. (M, K.)

7. t-l It (the skin) was, or became, stripped
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off (S, M.)- And It (a person's skin) peeled

off, or became abraded. (TA.)

8: see 1, first sentence.

t: See i:=ú. s: bă, and s:

t", (M.K.) and with 1, #3 in the place of b%,

(T, TA,) They became scattered, or dispersed,

(K, TA,) and they went anay in a state of dis

persion, in the ways of Seba, (T, TA,) a people

of El-Yemen, who were dispersed in consequence

of the inundation of their lands by the bursting

of their [famous] dam, (TA,) and who became

proverbial on that account: (M, K, TA:) (... is

here made indecl., (M, K, TA, [5, in the CK

being a mistranscription for #, wherefore Lee

233 has been there interpolated, immediately

before s, ,]) with the last letter quiescent, and

forms, with the preceding word, a compound like
* * * * * d •

£e a-si- [which implies that we should read

t. & # and ū. &xi; but I have never found

it thus written]: (TA:) it is not formed from

t: by suppression of the e, but is a substitute for

that word, (M, K, TA,) on account of the fre

quent use of this phrase. (M., T.A.) [See also

art. es".]

#: A long, or far, journey, (IAar, T, M., K.)

that alters one: (IAar, M, TA:) so termed be

cause the sun alters him who makes a lon

jørney. (T, TA. [See 1.]) You say, &25&

31. Verily thou desirest a long journey, (IAar,

M, K,”) that will alter thee. (IAar, M.) In the

case of a short journey, you say, &" …5.

(T, TA.)

#1, (S, and so in a copy of the K,) or

*:::1; (so in another copy of the K and

accord. to the CK ;) MF says that the former is

the correct term, but both are correct; (TA;)

Certain of the 5%, (S, K, TA,) i. e. extravagant

zealots of the class of innovators; a party of the

3% of the as: [q. v.]; who are divided into

eighteen sects: (TA:) they are so called in rela

tion to Seba (::) the father of 'Abd-Allah, (K)

or in relation to 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Seba. (S.)

- #- [The purchase of wine;] a subst. from

3:… t., (S) or an int. n. (M, K, TA)=

See also£, in two places.

'G: The skin, or slough, of a serpent; (K;)

as also us:- 5 for it is with, and without, e.

(TA.)

#3 (S,M, K) and "#" (M,K) and, accord.

to Ks, *t, but the form commonly known is

* -, with kesr to the U", and with medd, (IAmb,

TA,) Wine, (S, M, K.) in an absolute sense;

(TA;) or, [as is perhaps meant in the $,] wine

that is bought to be drunk, not for merchandise.

(Harp. 409, in explanation of the first word.)

[See an ex. of the second in a verse of Lebeed
63 -

cited in art. U+2 : and see also£, in art. Us".]

23--- a * * *

à:50:J): see & Ji, above.

#A vintner, or seller of wine (S.M.K.)—

[It is said in a marginal note in my MS. copy of

the K that it signifies also A seller of grave

clothes: but this is evidently a mistake, app.

occasioned by a mistranscription, for£, with L4.]

*-*.

U- A road (S, K) in a mountain. (S.)

*

1 <,(S, M, MSb)aor =(S, Msb) only, (S)

or -, (so written in a copy of the M,) [both of

which are said by MF to be indicated, or implied,

in the K, but this is not clearly the case,] inf. n.

&:, (M,K, TA) He rested: ($, M, Mab, K.')

and ceased, or abstained, from works: (TA:)

and was, or became, quiet, still, or motionless:

(M, TA:) and " -l signifies [the same, or] he

nvas, or became, motionless: (S, TA:) Az says

that< in the first of these senses is not known

in the language of the Arabs: (TA:) [but J says

that] the primary signification of3× is “rest.”

and hence theformer ofthese verbs signifieshe slept.

(S)-And is: <, (S, A, K.) aor. :

(S,K) and #,GK)int n <, (S. K.) The Jews

kept, or performed, the ordinances of their -:

[or sabbath]: ($, K: ) or b:, aor = (M,

Msb) and *, (M) inf n <, (Mobi) and

"b:-l; ($, M, Mgb;) they entered upon the

-: [or sabbath]: (S, M.:) or they (the Jews)

ceased from seeking the means of subsistence, and

the labouring to acquire gain. (Mgb.) It is said

in the Kur (vii. 169], 33: 52% And on the

day when they were not jeeping the ordinances

of their >: ($) where some read "3: S,

from &: ; and some, 7&: '), in the pass.

form, meaning when they were not made to enter

upon [the observance of] the -:... (Bq) =

<<, aor. 2, int. n. &:, She (a camel) went

the pace termed.>- meaning as expl. below.

(M.)- And -- signifies also The outstripping

in running. (M.)= And as inf n, of 3: said

of a man, (TK,) <- also signifies The being

confounded, or perplexed, unable to see one's right

course, (K, TA,) and being [therefore] silent, or

lonering the eyes, looking tonards the ground.

(TA)=#| <-, (M.TA) inf n +,
(M, A, Mgh, K) i. q. Aslas [meaning He cut the

thing; or cut it off; severed it; and intercepted,

or interrupted, it; put a stop, or an end, to it;

or made it to cease; relating to ideal as well as

real objects; for instance, to work, or action, as

is shown in the TA]; (M, A, Mgh, K, TA;) as

also "4:... expl. by Lh as relating particularly

tonecks (M.T.A.) [Hence] #52 <,(S.M.)

inf n. <--, (S, K.) He smote his neck [so as to

decapitate him]: (S, M, K:) and &#32 &:

His head was cut off (A. [This is there said to

be tropical; but why, I do not see.])-And
.* * 2 - 2: o * * *

Csál- a-sa/J) <, and W 4:, i. q. 4:1.5 [i.e.

The morsel, or gobbet, obstructed, or stopped, my

fauces]: but the verb without teshdeed is the

more usual (MTA)—And:#&#,GM.A.

Mgh, Msb) aor. 2, (M, Mob, TA) inf n. 3.,

($, M, A, Msb, K.) He shaved his head: ($, M,

A, Mgh, Mab, K.) and in like manner, 3.

$33, he shared off his hair, (TA) as also

"4:- and '4-l. (AA, TA in art....)—And

*: also signifies The letting don’n the hair, or

letting it fall or hang don'n, after (lit. from, cá.)

[the twisting, or plaiting, termed] Jaisi. (S, K.)

=<. He (a man) was, or became, affected

nvith [the kind, or degree, or semblance, of sleep

termed] → [q. v.]: (IAar, M, TA:) and (TA)

he snooned: (Msb, TA:) and he became pro

strated like him who is sleeping, generally closing

his eyes; said of a sick man: (TA:) and also he

died. (Msb, TA.)

2: see 4:=and see also 1, latter half, in three

places.

.4: see 1, former half, in four places. -----l

#-1, inf n. +! The serpent was, or became,

silent; or bent don’n its head, or lonered its eyes,

looking tonards the ground. (TA.)=[-…! It

(a drug) produced the kind, or degree, or semblance,

of sleep termed −0. and hence, it torpified, or

benumbed : often used in this sense in medical

works: and " - is also used in this sense in

the present day.]= See also 1, near the end of

the paragraph.

7. J-31 [It became cut off, interrupted, put

a stop to, or put an end to, or it ceased: meanings

indicated in this art. in the M and T.A.- J It

became extended: (K:) or long and extended,

together with softness. (TA.) It is said in a

description of the countenance of the Prophet,

(TA) #*, G 3's There was, in his
face, length, and extension. (K,”TA.)-It (a

hide) became soft by the process of tanning.
* * * à

(IAar, T.A.)- a.k. Ji ---ji The date became

n:holly pervaded by ripeness: (M, TA:) and be
* ~ *

came soft. (TA.) And -ley" --->| The dates

became all ripe, or ripe throughout. (M., T.A.)

<!- Rest: (S, K:) and quiet, stillness, or

freedom from motion. (TA) [See 1, of which

it is an infin.] See also £.-4:1 (M.K.)

Or-: Aş, (S, Msb,) [The sabbath, or Satur

day;] one of the days of the neek; (M, K;) the

seventh of those days: (M:) so called because

the creation commenced on the first day of the

week and continued to [the end of] Friday, and

on the -- there was no creation, the work

having ceased thereon: or, as some say, because

the Jews ceased thereon from work, and the

management of affairs: (M, TA:) or because the

days [of the week] end thereon: ($, TA:) Az

says that he errs who asserts it to have been so

called because God commanded the Children of

Israel to rest thereon, and that God created the

heavens and the earth in six days, whereof the

last was Friday, then rested, and the work ceased,

and therefore He named the seventh day A34

<--Ji: this, he says, is an error, because [he

affirms that] <- as meaning “he rested” is not

known in the language of the Arabs, but signifies
• • 5; and rest cannot be attributed to God,

because He knows not fatigue, and rest is only

after fatigue and work: (TA :) the pl. [of pauc.]

is 3:1 and [of mult]&# (S M, Mab, K.)
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it has no dim. (Sb, $ in art. U-21.)–&: also

means A week; from the-: to the -: [i. e.

from the sabbath to the sabbath]: so in the say

ing, in a trad., t: &#. ū, 1. (And we san

not the sun for a neek]: as when one says

“twenty autumns” meaning “twenty years:” or

it means in this instance a space of time, whether

short or long. (TA.)- I q. is: [i. e. A space,

or period, or a long space or period,] (M, K, TA)

*: 3- [of time]: (TA:) so in the saying,

t:

space, or a long space, of time]; as also ":

and'é: and "ú:. (M.K.)–Andi q.3%

[meaning Time; or a long time; or a space, or

period, of time, whether long or short; &c.]; as

also "St. (S, M, K.) And [hence]."< ū.

means + The night and the day: (S, M,K :) Ibn

Ahmar says,

-É

&# [I remained, staid, divelt, or abode, a

* 2.5:2. ...' ' • *** e J = : • *

- *+U+-> t£3

• *** * d > * * * *

* '*',52 |-> Üte 3 £52- *

[And we were, with them, like the night and the

day that parted asunder alike, then became one

going tonards Nejd and one going towards

Thámeh]: (S, K:) such, they say, is the mean

ing: (S:) or, as IB says, on the authority of

Aboo-Jaafar Mohammad Ibn-Habeeb, -'l'-. Us!

were two men, one of whom saw the other in a

dream, and then one of them awoke in Nejd, and

the other in Tihāmeh: or they were two brothers,

one of whom went to the east to see where the

sun rose, and the other to the west to see where

it set. (L., T.A.)= Also A certain pace (S, M,

K) of camels: ($, K.) or a quick pace: (TA:)

or i. q. J: [q. v.]: (AA, S:) or a pace exceeding

that termed G.s.l. (M.)=A snift, or an ex

cellent, horse; (K, TA;) that runs much. (TA.)

-A boy, or young man, of bad disposition, or

illnatured, and bold, or daring. (K)-A man

cunning, i.e. possessing intelligence, or sagacity,

or intelligence mixed with craft and forecast;

and excellent in judgment; or very cunning &c.;

(K, TA;) silent, or lonering his eyes, looking

tonards the ground; (TA;) and *3. signifies

the same. (K,TA.)-A man who sleeps much;

(K;) i. e. −1:=. (TA.) See also+

=See also what next follows.

&: A certain plant, resembling the J-E

[or marsh-mallon']; (Kr, M, K;) as also W . : ?

(K [there expressly said to be with fet-h],) or

*-: (M [so written in a copy of that work]:)

said to be a certain plant used for tanning.

(M.F.) See the next paragraph.

<- The hides, or shins, of oxen; (M, K;)

whether tanned or not tanned, so some say:

(M:) or (so accord. to the M, in the K and TA

“and,” but the 3 is omitted in the CK,) any

tanned hide; (A5, AA, M, K;) said to be so

called [because the tanning removes the hair,]

from *:1, “the act of shaving:” (AA, TA:)

or such as is tanned with *# [q.v.]: (M, K:)

or only ox-hides tanned: so says AHn on the

authority of As and AZ: (TA:) or ox-hides

tanned with 55, (S, Mgh,) whereof are made

[the sandals called] *:- Jú: (S) these are

hence thus called: (Mgh:) they are sandals

having no hair upon them : (M, Mgb:) or sandals

tanned with *#: (AA, TA:) accord. to Az, they

are thus called because their hair has been shaven

off (~, i. e. Ji-) and removed by a well

known frocess in tanning, (Mgh,"TA,) so that

they are soft; and they are of the sandals of

people that lead a life of ease and softness:

(Mgh:) IAar says that they are thus called

because of their having become soft by the

tanning: accord. to this, they should be called

": ; and so accord, to a saying of Ed

Dáwoodee, that they are called in relation to

-: 5, [“the Market of the Sabbath"]:

it is also said that they are called in relation to

the W-: with damm, which is a plant used for

tanning therewith; so that they should be called

'a', unless the appellation be an instance of a

rel. n. deviating from its source of derivation [or

unless this plant be also termed ++, as it is

accord. to a copy of the M]: (TA:) see +.

It is related of the Prophet, that he saw a man

walking among the graves wearing his sandals,

and said,4: &: 9:" --> g [mean

ing ! O nearer of the pair of sandals of ---,

pull off thy pair of sandals of -]: ($, TA:)

and accord. to the A, they are thus termed

tropically: it is like the saying “Such a one

wears wool, and cotton, and silk;” meaning

“garments made thereof;” as is said in the

Nh: but, as some relate it, what he said was,
o & ow -

* c :-" --> (, the last of these words

being a rel, n., and thus it is found in the hand

writing of Az, in his book. (TA.)

+. (M, L, K,) like #, (TA) [in a copy

of the M erroneously written c...,] A certain

plant; [anethum graveolens, or dili, of the com

mon garden-species;] an arabicized word, from

[the Pers.] <: [or *]: (AHn, M, L:) or

i. q. --: ; both words arabicized from $s. [or

*]: (K.) asserted by some to be the same as

ā- &

+: [G. v.] (M. L.) A says that 3:2, the

name of a nell-known herb, or leguminous plant,

is an arabicized word; that he had heard the
3

people of El-Bahreyn call it 3-, with the

unpointed U", and with ~ ; that it is originally,

in Pers., 35%; and that it has another dial. var.,

namely, la:- [i. e. t-l. (El-Jawáleekee, TA.)

i: : See *::, in the middle of the paragraph.

*= Also Goats, collectively. (K.)

#: A [de: *: as is termed 3-3,

(AZ, K:) or at- Uži is like 'W-e: or a land
* - d -

in n'hich are no trees: (M:) and i. q. w33 -

[i. e. a bare land; as though shorn of its herb

age] (TA) pl. J. (M)—Also, [in like.

manner] a fem, epithet, Having spreading, or

expanded, ears, whether long or short. (K.) .

3 • - * ,

- One niho fasts alone on the <- [i. e.

sabbath, or Saturday]: thus in the saying men

tioned by Th, on the authority of IAar, 35 y

G. [Be not thou one who fasts &c.]. (M.)

: Jú, and #4, andi: and the dual.

3 d d

of G:-", applied to a pair of sandals: see ++,

in four places.

&:- with kesr, Foolish, stupid, or of little

sense; (K, TA;) confounded, or perplered, and

unable to see his right course; without under

standing. (TA.) .

&: primarily signifies Rest [like :-1:

(S, Msb:) and hence, sleep: (S, K:) or heavy

sleep: (Msb:) or sleep that is hardly perceptible

(3+. M, K, [in some copies of the K, as men

tioned by Freytag, -*, i.e. light,]), like a

snoon: (M:) or the commencement of sleep in

the head [and its continuance] until it reaches

the heart: (Th, M, K:) or the sleep of one nho

is sick; i.e. light sleep: (TA:) and '- sig

nifies the same as +. (T, T.A.) Hence, in

the Kur [lxxviii. 9, and in like manner the word

is used in xxv. 49], G. : ū-3; (S;) i. e.

ūks, as though a man, when he slept, were cut

off from [the rest of] mankind: (IAar, TA:) or

<l- is when one is cut off, or ceases, from

motion, while the soul still remains in the body;

i.e., the text means, And we have made your

sleep to be rest unto you: (Zj, TA:) or n'e have

made your sleep to be a cutting off from sensation

and motion, for rest to the animal forces, and

for causing their weariness to cease: or, to be

death: (Bd:) or, to be rest unto your bodies by

the interruption of labour, or nork. (Jel.)=

See also*: latter half, in three places,

*: A she-camel that goes the pace termed

<: or constantly going the pace termed

&c. (M.) -

J., (S.M.K.) as also us: (S) Bold,

or daring; (S, M, K;) as an epithet applied to

anything [i. e. man or brute]: the U4 is added to

render it quasi-coordinate to the class of quin

queliteral-radical words, not to denote the fem.

gender, for it receives 3 as a termination [to

denote the fem.], becoming it: (S;) and has

tenween. (TA.) A poet applies the fem. epithet

to a she-camel, (S)-Also The leopard; (S,

M, K;) so too with 5; (AHeyth, L in art. -- ;)

and so 3: probably thus called because of

his boldness, or daringness: (S:) or, as some

say, the lion: fem, with 5: or the fem. signifies a

bold, or daring, lioness: or a she-camel of bold,

or daring, breast; but this last is not of valid

authority: (M:) and a beast of prey [absolutely]:

(L in art. …- :) pl. <-, (K, TA;) and some

of the Arabs make L:- [or rather*] to be

its pl. (TA.)-The fem. also, applied to a

woman, signifies Sharp in tongue; or clamorous;

or clamorous and foul-tongued; or long-tongued

and vehemently clamorous. (TA.) .*
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--~~

4.- :

#}:
&: Motionless; not moving. (S, K.) -

And, accord. to the L and K, Entering upon the

day called 4: [i. e. the sabbath]: but cor

rectly, entering upon the observance of the-:

[or sabbath]. (TA.)

* 6 e.

&: Affected with [the kind, or degree, or

'semblance, of sleep termed] *: [q.v.]: (IAar,

M :) or affected with a snoon: and, applied to a

sick man, prostrated like him who is sleeping,

generally closing his eyes: (S:) or confounded,

or perplexed, and unable to see his right course :

(Mb) and "4: signifies the same as +:

as in the saying, cited by As,

* t: U-3£: J. 2

[He is in the morning affected with the remains

of intoxication, and he is in the evening affected

with sleep, or heavy sleep, &c.], (T, TA.)- Also

& d ?

*

*

Dead (S,K)=3,... C# (4 head cut off.]
• * > * 6 of *** *

(A.)-#: Jóżl: see two-l.

*: +, IDates that have become all £pe,

or ripe throughout. (S, K.) And ā-e āle)

[A date that is ripe throughout : and also] a

soft date. (TA.)

C
* * * © & e

1. --, aor. :, inf. n. *-- (Mgb, K) and

£. K,) or the .#. a simple subst,

(MSE) He swam, syn. X", (S.K.), it and

as [in the river], (K) or rather £u (MF,TA)

or (Ji U. (Mgb) [i. e. in the water], for it is like

wise in the sea, and in a pool, and also in any

expanse: (MF, TA:) [or he snam upon the sur

face, without immersing himsel ; for,] accord, to

Z, there is a difference between A2s and as-l:- ;

the former signifying the “coursing along in

water with immersion of oneself;” and the latter,

the coursing along upon water without immer:

of oneself. (MF, TA.)- [Hence,] £5%:

*ill Us (A, TA) t The stars [sn'im, or glide

along, orj pass along, in the firmament, with a

spreading forth. (TA.) It is said in the Kur

xxi. 34and xxxvi. 40, with reference to the sun and

the moon, (Bd and Jel in xxi. 34) with which

the stars are meant to be included, (Jel ibid.,)

&*:* es' Jé, i. e. f All [glide or] travel

along swiftly, [in a firmament,] like the sn'immer

(Bd and Jel ibid.) upon the surface of the water,

(Bdibid.,) or in the water; (Jelibid.;) where

fore the form of the verb used is that which is

appropriate to rational beings, (Bd and Jel ibid.,)

swimming being the act of such beings. (Bd

ibid.)–And [hence] one says, 2,4-3 &:

2.8% J-#" '&- ! [Thy fame has travelled

as far as the sun and the moon; lit., snum along

the tracts along which sn'im the sun and the

moon]. (A, TA)—[Hence, likewise, as inf. n.

of . : , aor. as above,] also signifies t The

running of a horse (S, L, K, TA) in which the

Bk. I.

see &: in the middle of the para- | fore legs are stretched forth well [like as are

the arms of a man in sn'imming]. (L, K,” TA.)

-And t The being quick, or snift. (MF.)

And t The being, or becoming, remote. (MF.)

And t The travelling far. (K.) You say, £:

U.S. L. t He went, or travelled, far, in, or

into, the land, or country: (O, TA:) and *::

both thus expl. by Abu-l-Jahm El-Jaafaree.

(TA.)- And t The journeying for the purpose

of traffic (~# [q. v.]); and [a people's] be

coming scattered, or dispersed, in the land, or

earth. (K.) And t The busying oneself in going

to and fro, or seeking gain, (IAar, TA,) and oc

cupying oneself according to his on n judgment or

discretion, in the disposal or management of

affairs, in respect of the means of subsistence.

(IAar, S, K, TA.) You say, 3: -: &

** -ie J is : [such a on use him.

self in going to and fro, or occupies himself

according to his on n judgment or discretion, in

seeking the means of subsistence]. (A, TA.) And

*%- us' &- t He occupied himself accord

ing to his on n judgment or discretion in the

accomplishment of his needful affairs. (Mgb.)

-As used in the Kur [lxxiii. 7], where it is

said,** t-:* es'& &l, it is variously

explained: (S, TA) accord. to Katádeh (S) and

El-Muårrij, (S, TA,) the meaning is, + [Verily

thou hast in the day-time] long freedom from

occupation; (§, K,” TA;) and in this sense, also,

its verb is ~, aor. *. (J.M.) [thus it has two

contr.'. :] or, accord. to Lth, + leisure

for sleep : (TA:) accord. to AO, the meaning

is, t long-continued scope, or room, for free

action; syn. Sesk ū: and accord. to El

Muårrij, it means also t coming and going : (S,

TA:) accord. to Fr, the meaning is, + thou hast

in the day-time the accomplishment of thy needful

affairs: (TA:) or the meaning is, t [long] occu

pation of thyself in thy affairs of business; not

being free from occupation therein for the reciting

of the Kur-án. (Jel) Some read us..., which

has nearly the same meaning as t-: (Zj, T.A.)

-As inf n, of& (TK,) it signifies also t The

state of sleeping. (K.) And as such also, (TK.)

+ The being still, quiet, or motionless. (K.)

[Also +The glutening of the mirage.] You say,

+/-, 2-, or US), meaning &s' [i.e. + The

mirage glistened]. (O.) - And + The digging,

or burrowing, in the earth, or ground. (K,"TA.)

You say of the jerboa, *:S es: - + He dug,

or burrowed, in the earth, or ground. (O, TA.)

– And t The being profuse in speech. (K.)

You say, ASSI es' -: t He was profuse in

speech. (o,TA)- See also the next paragraph.

in two places. -

2. &: signifies The declaring [God] to be

far removed, or free, from every imperfection or

impurity, or from, everything derogatory from

[his] glory; syn. *}”, (S, O, Msb, TA,) and

U-3-Aaj: (Mgb:) the magnifying, celebrating,

lauding, or praising, and glorifying, God; and

declaring Him to be far removed, or free, from

• &e

everything evil. (TA.) You say, 31 C-, (T,

A, Mgh, Msb, TA) and *, +, (Kurlvii. 1 &c.,

and A,) in which the U is redundant, (Jel in
- • s de © e o p

lvii. 1 &c.,) inf n. *-*:5, and Öla... is a subst.

that [sometimes] stands in the place of the inf. n.,

(T, TA,) or it is an inf n. of which the verb is

:-, (K, TA,) He declared God to be far re

moved, or free, from every imperfection or im

purity &c., (A, Mgh, TA,) or from what they

say [of Him] who disacknowledge [his attributes];

(Msb;) [i.e. he declared, or celebrated, or ex

tolled, the perfection or purity, or absolute glory,

of God;] and he magnified, celebrated, lauded, or

praised, God, by the mention of his names, saying

all d-- and the like: (Mab3) andC:- [alone],

- s * * * * @ p

(Mgh, K) inf n.£, (K) he said:#3:;

(Mgh, K) as also "…, inf n &l., (K,

TA;) the latter, which is like*ś, inf n. &# *,

a dial. var. mentioned by ISd; and no regard

should be paid to the saying of Ibn-Ya'eesh and

others, that dl=-- is an inf n. of which the verb

is obsolete: accord to El-Mufaddal,&: is the

inf n. of '8:- signifying he raised his voice

with supplication, or prayer, and magnification

Or celebration.or praise [of God, as when one

says 29. &l=-- or the like]; and he cites as

an ex.,

• * ~#2: &##
* * @ ** * * * * * *

* SYal !»é= &=- C- *

[May God remove far from good, or prosperity,

or success, the persons (**** here meaning Joã)

of the tribe of Teghlib, whenever the pilgrims

raise their voices with supplication, &c., and say

*

* * jaculating #1 (MF, TA) 3-3

9:- £4, in the Kur ii. 28, is a phrase

denotative of state, (Ksh, Bd, Jel,) meaning

While we declare thy remoteness from evil [of

every kind], (Ksh, Bd,) or while we say3-:

# (Jel) praising Thee, (Ksh) for with the

praising of Thee, i. e.] making the praising of

Thee to be an accompaniment, or adjunct, to our

doing that: (Ksh, Bd, Jel:) so that we are the

more worthy to be appointed thy vice-agents.

(Ksh, Bd, Jel.) > 1:1 & 2: £, in the

Kur lvi. 73 and last verse, means Therefore

declare thou the remoteness from what is un

suitable to his majesty by mentioning the name of

thy Lord, or by mentioning the Lord, for the

pronouncing of the name of a thing is the men

tioning of it, [i.e., of the thing itself] the great

name, or the great Lord: (Bd:) or it means

therefore pray thou commencing with, or uttering,

the name of thy Lord [the great name or Lord]:

(Kull p. 211) [for]-- also signfies The

act of praying. (K, Mgb.) You say, £: InCan

ing He prayed. (A, Mgh.) And [particularly]

He performed the Imprerogatory prayer of

[the period termed] G-āl (TA) And &
*f£, i.e. 'i: L'a, meaning Such a

O726 Performs prayer to God, either obligatory or

supererogatory : [but generally the latter: (see

163
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: :)] and 4-9 J” £: performs supere

rogatory prayer [upon his camel that he is

riding]. (Ms) ..It is said in the Kur [iii. 36],
£, • : : C-2, i.e. And pray thou [in the

evening, or the afternoon, and the early morning),

(TA) And itisrelated of Omar,c' 4-6

* 3: t-, meaning [That he flogged tno

men] who prayed [after the prescribed time of the

afternoon-prayer]. ($, T.A.) You say also, **

to #: Wi: [i.e. In his hand is a string of

waiti, the Wh of which he repeat the praise
of God: see à--, below]. (A, Msb:)-Also

The making an exception, by saying 2:1 (3. o!

[If God will]: because, by so saying, one mag

nifies God, and acknowledges that one should

not will unless God will: and thus is expl. the

saying in the Kur [lxviii. 28], ‘j 3. # Jäiji

&: [Did I not say to you, Wherefore will

ye not make an exception? addressed to the

owners of a garden, who “swore that they would

certainly cut its fruit when they should be enter

ing upon the time of morning, they not making

an exception”]. (TA.)

3. 4-, [infn, i-, i. 7 C), (T and

K in art. 2-2,) i. e. He snam with him. (TK in

that art.) [And app. also He vied, or contended,

with him in sn'imming.]

4. 4-1 He made him to rim (K, TA) L.

£ [in the water] or £" 3% [upon the mater].

(TA.)

i: Garments of skins: (K:) or, accord. to

Sh, £, which is the pl., signifies shirts of

skins, for boys: AO corrupted the word, relating
* - ©

it as written as

• -

is:, with 2-, and with damm

to the U"; whereas this signifies “a black [gar

ment of the kind called] A.e.:” and a verse

cited by him as presenting an ex, of its pl., in its

last word, is from a poem of which each verse has

for its fundamental rhyme-letter the unpointed C:

ISd, in art. &- mentions £: as signifying

“garments of skin,” and having as- for its

sing.; but says that the word with the unpointed

is of higher authority; though he also states

it, in the same art., to have been corrupted by
© e o y

AO. (TA)-[A meaning belonging to as

(q.v.) is assigned in some copies of the K to

i-..]E ā-:), (K) or ā-, from £: aS

an epithet applied to a horse, or mare, (IAth,

TA,) is a proper name of A horse, or mare,

belonging to the Prophet : (IAth, K, TA:) and

of another belonging to Jaafar the son of Aboo

Tālib; (K;) or this was a mare named aa-...:

(O:) and of another belonging to another. (K.)

#: Beads (S, Mob, K, TA) strung (Mob,

TA) upon a string or thread, (TA,) [ninety-nine

in number, and having a mark after each thirty

three,] with which (by counting them, K) one

performs the act termed c: [meaning the

repetition of the praises of God, generally con

sisting in repeating the words #1&- thirty

three times, : £-l thirty-three times, and

# * thirty-three times, which is done by

many persons after the ordinary prayers, as a

supererogatory act]: (S, A, Msb, K:) its appella

tion implies that it is an Arabic word; but Az
says that it is post-classical: its pl. is s : (Mgb)

and ++ also. (Har p. 133.) See 2, last

sentence but one.- Also Invocation of God;

or supplication : (K:) and prayer, (A, Msb,)

whether obligatory or supererogatory: (Msb:)

or supererogatory praise; (S;) and supererogatory

prayer; (S, A, Mgh, K;) because of the :
• * * * - - - - 2,therein. (Mgh.) You say, ā-: s

us'-a' &34,

expl. above; see 2, in the latter part of the para

graph. (Mob) And 4: Jai Heperformed,

or finished, his prayer: (A:) or es:-- <-e-as

means I performed, or finished, my supereroga

tory praise and such prayer. (S.). And J”

ā-:! He performed the supererogatory prayer:
* à * - d. Jo

(A:) and (s-all as-- [the "prerogatory

prayer of the period termed L-all]. (Mgb.)
t = p = d.d.

–all As--, (IAth, K, TA,) with damm, (TA,

[but in my MS. copy of the K written *~,

and so in the CK,]) means + The greatness, or

majesty, of God: (IAth, K, TA:) or [the pl.]

4-#, occurring in a trad., means + the

greatness, or majesty, and the light [or splendour],

of God: (Msb:) or by the saying* &l-:

ū, with damm to the J and -, is meant t the

greatness, or majesty, % the face of our Lord:

(S:) or all 4-5 -la--, means t the lights [or

splendour.], (K) or, accord. to ISh, the light [or

splendour], (TA) of the face of God: (ISh, K,

TA:) some say that *śl <l-: means the

beauties of the face; i.ecause, when you see a

person of beautiful face, you say, Aft3- [to

express your admiration]: and some, that [when

it relates to God] it denotes a declaration of his

being far removed from every imperfection;

meaning* 3-4. (TA. [See cit..])

One says, [addressing God,]4:<!--aiti

_*,81, with two dammehs, meaning f [I ask

Thee] by the evidences of thy greatness, or majesty,

[or of the greatness, or majesty, of thy glorious

face] by the acknowledgement whereof thy praise

is celebrated. (A.) - &l-: also signifies

+ The places of prostration [probably meaning

in the reciting qf the Kur-án]. (K.)= Also,

i.e. [the sing,] aa-, A piece of cotton. (TA.)

&#: is the infn of: as syn, with : :

[q.v.]; (K, TA;) and is a subst. that [some

times] stands in the place of the inf. n. of the

latter of these verbs, i.e. in the sense of&:

(T, TA)-3- is a proper name in the

sense of *:51, and [for this reason, and also

because it ends with 1 and Ú,] it is imperfectly

decl., and is also invariable; being put in the

accus. case in the manner of an inf. n. (Mgh.)

You say aft 3-4, meaning I declare [or

celebrate or extol] the remoteness, or freedom, of

God [from every imperfection or impurity, or

ifrom everything derogatory from his glory,

i. e.] from the imputation of there being any

equal to Him, or any companion, or anything

like unto Him, or anything contrary to Him;

or from everything that should not be imputed to

Him: (L:) [I declare, or celebrate, or extol, his

absolute perfection or glory or purity: or ex

tolled be his absolute perfection &c.:] or I declare

the remoteness of God, or his freedom (#),

jrom evil, (Zj," S, K, TA,) or from every evil;

(TA;) and [especially] from the imputation of

his having a female companion, and offspring:

(K:) or I declare God's being very far removed

from all the foul imputations of those who assert

a plurality of gods: (MF:) [it sometimes im

plies wonder, and may well be rendered hon far

is God from every imperfection! &c. :] in this

case, Úl-- is a determinate noun; (K;) i.e.,

a generic proper name, forc: like as # is

for:#1 (MF) Z *. (TA) it is put in the

accus. case in the manner of an inf n. ; (S, K;)

i. e., as the absolute complement of a verb

understood; the phrase with the verb supplied

being £-: * :

# * > * (#5, MF) c- thus

supplying the place of the verb: accord. to Ibn

El-Hájib and others, when it is prefixed to another

noun or pronoun, governing it in the gen. case,

it is a quasi-inf n.; and when not so prefixed, it

is a proper name, imperfectly decl.: but to this it

is objected that a proper name may be thus

prefixed for the purpose of distinction, as in the

instances of :> and J% 35; Some

say that it is an inf. n. of an obsolete verb ; but

this assertion is not to be regarded; for, as an

inf n, its verb is ~, like # of which the
- • s • •

inf n. is &#: others say that it may be an

* * -3

!; (MF;) meaning &l

inf n. of £, though far from being agreeable

with analogy: and some derive it from J. : } as

signifying “the act of swimming,” or “the being

quick, or swift,” or “the being, or becoming,

remote,” &c.: (MF:) [hence F adds,] or the

phrase above-mentioned denotes quickness in

betaking oneself to God, and agility in serving,

or obeying, Him; [and therefore may be rendered

I betake myself quickly to the service of God,

and am prompt in obeying Him;] (K;) so

accord. to ISh, to whom a man presented him

self in a dream, and indicated this explanation of

the phrase, deriving it from J:s -: [“the

horse ran stretching forth his fore legs, as one

does with his arms in swimming”]. (L.)
J. J & J. * • • * 6 p. * " * * o p *

co-sa c'es co-5 cº- so cle--, [in

which dla-- is used in the place of the inf n. of

-: , and b: is understood before it,] in the

Kur [xxx. 16], means Therefore perform ye

prayer to God [or declare ye the remoteness of

God from every imperfection &c.] when ye enter

upon the time of evening and when ye enter

upon the time of daybreak. (Fr, T.A.) And

&* t: Af 3-4, in the Kur xxiii. 93,

means Far [or hon far] is God from that by

which they describe Him! (Jel.) One says also,
• * ~ * : * ~ * ~ * * , c < *

4.-" -owl 450-£, meaning &:=s*~

4: *:::: 35% [i. e. I glorify Thee by

:
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enumerating all thy benefits, and by the praising

of Thee I glorify. Thee]. (Mgh. [See also the

prep. -])-34- &- cla--, (MSb, K,) or
* • • J & * ... • & J.

lié & 4 &t=#, (S) and £35 & 3-,

(A,) are £phrases expressive of wonder (S, A,

Msb, K) at a thing (S, Msb, K) and a person;

(A;) originating from God's being glorified

(ài -: 3) at the sight of what is wonderful

of his works, and afterwards, by reason of its

being frequently said, employed in relation to

anything at which one wonders; (Er-Radee,

TA;) meaning t [I nonder greatly (lit., with

wondering) at such a thing and such a person;

as is shown by what follows; or] hon extraor

dinary, or strange, is such a thing ! [and such a

person']. (Msb.) El-Aasha says,

t, so * ~ * @ p.

* f d > *~ * * * * *

* os-3 us--la- to U2-31 *

* **323- *

(S, Msb") + [I saying, when his boasting reached

me, I wonder greatly at Alhameh the boasting];

i. e. * -**, (S,) or [rather] 4 U-> [for

4 (.- ::il, lit. I wonder with wondering at

him; (Mgb;) [or hon extraordinary a person is

'Alkameh the boasting ! :] úla-i- being without

tenween because it is regarded by them as a

determinate noun, and having a resemblance to a

fem. noun: (S:) [though in what quality it

resembles a fem. noun, except in its being of one

of the measures of broken pls., I do not know :]

or it is imperfectly decl. because it is a determi

nate noun, being a proper name for 3% (IJ,

IB) and a #1,(IJ) and because of the addition

of the ando: (IJ, IB:) this is the true reason:

but some hold that it is rendered determinate by

its being prefixed to a noun understood, governing

it in the gen, case; the complete phra: being

à: 3-4; 3:... (MF)-di-, thus

with tenween, as an indeterminate noun, occurs

in the phrase ti-: 3.3-', in a poem of

Umeiyeh. (IB)=d- is also Psed in th:

sense ..of U-á, in the saying (, "-" -->

st-: [Thou art possessed of more, or most,

hnowledge of that which is in thineon mind]. (K.)

£: See£, in three places.

i-Ü- an inf n, (K) or a simple subst,

(Mgb) from&: (Msb, K;) Natation; or the

act [or art] of sn'imming: (S, A, Mgb,"K:) or

the coursing along upon water without immersion

of oneself. (MF, TA. [See 1, first sentence.])

6 3.e.

Cl-,
See&- in two places.

3. ā
s 2:..., also pronounced £, (T, S, Mgb, K,

&c.,) the latter the more agreeable with analogy,

but the former the more common, (Th, T, S,

Mgb,”) one of the epithets applied to God, (T,

S, A, Mgb,"K,) because He is an object of

£3, (K) and [often] immediately followed by

Još. (A, Mgb, K.) which is likewise also pro

nounced Jes, though the former pronunciation

is the more common: (Th, T, S, Msb:") it signi

fies [All-perfect, all-pure, or all-glorious; i. e.]

far removed, or free, from everything evil, (Zj,

Mgh, Msb, TA,) and from every imperfection

[and the like]. (Msb. [See 2, and see also

41 &t=..]) It is said (S, MSb) by Th (S) that

there is no word like the two epithets above, of

the measure U2as with damm as well as with

fet-h to the first letter, except C* : (S, Msb:)

but the following similar instances have been

pointed out: 3,5- among epithets, and c: and

** and & and *- and ** among

substs. (TA) Sb says, J#238 J J'

53-8: [expl. voce #1; (S:) [or] accord. to

AHei, Sb said that there is no epithet of the
3 * à w

measure J: except £: and José Lh

6 & d

mentions (52:... also, as an epithet applied to a

-*, as well as 3:. (TA.)

4 * : 33 J - w * * -

à-la-Ji: see aa-oll, in two places.

• * 6 & e 6 d >

C:- and W cu- (Mob,K)" W C*- (K)

are part. ns., or epithets, from 2-- in the first of

the senses assigned to it above: (Msb, K:) [the

first signifies Snimming, or a sn'immer:] the

second has an intensive signification [i. e. one

n:ho sn'ims much, or a great sn'immer; as also

the third]: (Msb:) the pl. of the first, accord. to

IAar, not of the first and last as it appears to be

accord. to the K, is £: (MF) that of the

second is co- : (K:) and that of the third is

• *.d e

C- or t", the former reg, and the latter

irreg. (MF)---il, (K, &c.,) in the Kur

[lxxix. 3], accord. to Az, (TA,) means The

"ips: (k :) or + the souls of the believers (£

Je:#" [for which Gol: s: to have found

in a copy of the K &#23." &bj', for he gives

as an explanation pia et fidelium uxores,]) (K,

TA) which go forth with ease; or + the angels

that sn'im, or glide, (~) from (U-2 [app. a

mistranscription for ~ : betneen]) the heaven

and the earth: (TA:) or + the stars, (K,) which

sn'im, or glide along, (::) in the firmament,

like the C:- in water. (TA.) [The meanings

foeminae jejunantes and veloces equi and planetae,

assigned to this word by Golius as on the authority

of the KL, are in that work assigned to <!-50,

the first of them as the meaning of this word in

the Kur lxvi. 5.] And you say £3. >;--

! [Stars gliding along in the firmament: 2-12
being a pl. of s A- applied to an irrational thing,

and of i-l. (A)–:- is also applied as

an epithet to a horse, (S, IAth, A, L.) meaning

! That stretches forth his fore legs well in running

[like as one does the arms in sn'imming]; (S,"

IAth, L;) and in like manner * 6s: [but in an

intensive sense]: (A, L:) the pl. [of the former]

is . #. and : (A.) And &: also sig

nifies t Horses; (K, TA;) as an epithet in which

the quality of a subst. is predominant; (TA;)

because they thus stretch forth their fore legs in

running. (K,”TA.) Hence, (TA) '3" is

the name of A horse of Rabeeq Ibn-Jusham.

(K, TA.) And in like manner, ": is the

name of A celebrated courser: (TA:) and of A

certain camel. (K, TA.)

+: and &: [pls. of**A single

act of ~: see 2]. (A.)

[. : * A place of sn'imming, &c.; pl. &:-.]

-See an ex. of the pl. in the first paragraph of

this art.

6 * * *

C-, accord. to AA and the K, applied as an

epithet to a [garment of the kind called] it as,
•

6 & - 4

means Strong : and accord. to the former, C-,

so applied, means “made wide.” (TA.)

6 we -• [act, part. n. of 2]. &- &u=

> # 5 is

3-3, in the Kur [xxxvii. 143], means And

had he not been of the performers of prayer,

(A," Mgh, Mgb, K,”) as some say. (Mgh.)

J. * * * *

£1 (A, Msh, TA) and "ā-āl (A, TA)

t[The inder, or fore finger;] the finger that is

next the thumb: (MSb, TA:) so called because

it is like the glorifier when one makes a sign

with it [by raising it] when declaring [the unity

of] the divine essence. (Msb,TA.") One says,

3-: <! jū and W a-út. ! [He pointed

towards him, or it, with the fore finger]. (A, TA)

&

. 1: J:S ---, (JK, A, Mgb,) aor. <, inf. n.

:; (Msb;) and "-s-l; (JK, A, Msb, K.)

he land, or earth, exuded nater and produced

salt ; (JK, K:) or was, or became, salt; had in

it salt. (A, Mgb.) And &l £, inf n. as

above, The place produced salt, and was such

that the feet sank in it. (TA.)=See also 2.=

£, an inf. n. of which the verb is

(TK) means also f The being in a state of sleep:

(AA, S:) and "£: + The sleeping soundly :

(S:) or both have this meaning: (K:) or the

former signifies t the being in a state of rest, and

easing the body by sleep: (IAar, L:) and " the

latter, t the sleeping every hour: (TA:) and the

former signifies also t the being unoccupied, at

leisure, or free from work or business; (AA, S,

K;) and so "the latter. (K.) In the Kur

lxxiii. 7, some read ls: [instead oft-, q. v.];

(S, K;) meaning t rest, and easing of the body

by sleep; (IAar, L;) and said by Fr to be from

-:-5, in the first of the senses expl. in the next

paragraph: (L.) or t freedom from occupation or

nork or business. (S.) Accord to Zj,£ and

: are nearly the same in meaning. (TA)
de & 6 de 6 * - *

You say also2” c” &- and vs.” and3- [app.

meaning + A ceasing from sleeping and from

walking or journeying and of heat]. (JK)

And #1 *-*.*, inf n. £, +II " ":

or] I lengthened sleeping. (JK.)- And -->

.# L. t I went, or travelled, far, in, or into,
• - 163 *

* * *

--", aor. * ,
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the land, or country;
d 6 • *

*-*. (TA.)

(JK, K, TA;) like

2. : [inf n. of ; : ] The separating, or

plucking asunder, and loosening, of cotton, and

making it [or spreading it out] wide. (Fr, L.)

And The winding of cotton and the like, (K,

TA,) such as wool, and soft hair (>3), after the

separating and loosening, for a noman to spin it;

(TA;) [as also£, inf n. of W£: See£:

-[Hence,] f The act of lightening, or allevia

ting. (S, A, K.) It is related in a trad, that the

Prophet said to 'A'isheh, when she had cursed a

thief, (S, A, TA,) who had stolen something from

her, (§, TA)***Le: 9, (S.A.'
TA) meaning 1 Do not thou alleviate (S, A, TA)

the merited punishment of his crime by thy

cursing him. (S,"TA.) And a poet says,

*&# e.e. ease & e • de• & w = •

*> * * :

& # &#133; #1

[Then alleviate thou the disquietude of thy mind;

and know that, when the Compassionate decreeth
* *

a thing, it happeneth]. (S.) One says also, &:
* J. | • de Ji so

* *

* *

<le all May G'. alleviate thy fever.

($) And us;9 de :- 'hio God, remove

from us, or alleviate to us, that which harms, or

hurts. (TA)- And t The act of stilling, quiet

ing, rendering motionless, appeasing, tranquil

lizing, calming, allaying, assuaging, or quelling.

(K.) = Also + The becoming [alleviated, or

lightened,] still, quiet, motionless, appeased, tran

quil, calm, allayed, assuaged, or quelled. (K,"

TA.) One says of heat, (S, K,) and of anger,

(TA):--, (§, K.) inf n, as above; and "5-3,

(K;) +It became abated, or allayed, (S, K, TA,)

and alleviated. (S.)- Also t The ceasing of

veins from the throbbing occasioned by pain

therein. (IAar, L, K.")- See also 1, in three

places.

[3. #-l. expl. by Freytag as meaning He

contended with another in sn'imming is a mistake

for C-.]

4, 5-1 He reached salt earth in digging

(S, K) a well. (TA)- See also 1, first sentence.

5: see 2, near the end of the paragraph.

[: is expl. by Freytag as applied in the

Deewan of Jereer to A dense cloud that is seen

suspended apart from other clouds.]

6 e •- * - - - 3 * ~ * .

ë-5 and its fem, with 5: see as-, in three

places.

© • d >

* •

à-- : see the next paragraph, in three places.

is: and " is: [A piece, or tract, of] land

that exudes water and produces salt: (K:) pl.

(of the former, S, or of the latter, Mgb) £:

(S, A, Msb, K:) "is- J. [also] signifies as

above; (JK;) or land containing t", (S, A,)

i. e. [places that exude water and produce salt,

or simply] salt; (A;) or salt land or earth, as
* * @ e.

also "à-- Já', in which the latter word is a

contraction of as--, andā- Lä, also: (Mgb:)

and W&: signifies a place producing salt, (Mgb,"

TA) and in which the feet sink : (TA:) the pl.

of "i- is +3. (Mgb.) The Prophet said

to Anas, on his mentioning El-Basrah, <5% &

'a-t-3 9% üí.3% % meaning [If thou pass

by it and enter it, then benare thou of] its tracts

of land overspread with saltness, that seldom, or

never, give growth to anything but some trees, or

shrubs. (L.)- Also, (K) or the latter, i. e.

"is:, (JK,) A thing that overspreads water

(JK, K, TA) in consequence of its having been

long left, (TA) resembling [the green substance

called] --6, (JK, K) or such as -- and

the like. (TA.)

: - Cotton, and wool, and soft hair (23),

separated, or plucked asunder, and loosened; as

also W#~. (TA) [and 'i:, in which the

3 is added to convert the epithet into a subst.,

signifies a portion, i.e. a loose flock, thereof; and

its pl. is : %, whence] one says, #51: +ju.

ckii# loose flocks of the cottonjin about].

(A)—[Hence, 1 Feathers (J-2) that fall off

(S, A, K) and become scattered: (K:) as also

*:::: (TA) the pl. of the former (K, TA)

[used as a subst.], in this and in the following

senses, (TA) [or rather of'i: 88 a n. Ulm.

thus used,] is £. (K,TA) One says, 3.3%

2: &: 43-42, and "*% i. e. f [I came

to water around which were] the feathers that

had fallen off [and become scattered] of birds.

(A.)- Also Cotton made wide for a medica

ment to be put upon it (K, TA) and for it to be

applied upon a nound: (TA:) and **:

signifies a portion of cotton thus prepared för

this purpose. (JK, K.")- And Cotton, ($, K,)

and wool, and soft hair (*3), (S,) wound, after

the separating and loosening, (S, K, in the former

-: * '£: i.e. -iù.) to be pun (S. K.)

by a woman: ($) and *** signifies a por.tion thereof (S.) •

i-, and its pl., £: see the next pre

ceding paragraph, in five places.

6 * * *

&:

s •

see &-, in two places.

*

1: see what next follows.

2. 5: ..., (AA, TA)infn.:, (K,TA)

He shaved off his hair; (AA, K, TA ;) as also

*::, (AA, K.) inf n : (K, TA:) and

***-1, (AA, TA) inf n. St., (K,TA) or

all signify he shaved off his hair and [so] re

moved it utterly: and% << and *:- and

4:- also have the former signification accord. to

AA: (TA:) [and] .# 3: signifies the re

moving utterly the hair of the head [by shaving]:

(S:) or 3: •:- signifies he shaved off his hair

and then left it until it had grown a little :

(A’Obeyd, L:) or he removed utterly his hair,

making it to be [shaven] close to the skin;

(A’Obeyd, M, L;) as also 5.x... (A’Obeyd, L.)

-And He let the whole of his hair grow ample

and long : thus it has two contr. significations.

(M.)- And: signifies also The combing,

or combing down, or letting don'n and loosing, and

then moistening, and leaving, the hair of the head.

(Suleymān Ibn-El-Mugheyreh, L, K.")- And

The rendering [one's hair] matted, or compacted,

and dusty. (M., L.)- And [hence, app., the

objective complement being meant to be under

stood,] The leaving off, or neglecting, the anoint

ing of oneself [or of one's hair], (A’Obeyd, S, K,

TA,) and washing : and some say 3-3, which

signifies the same. (A’obeyd, TA)=3:5 is

also used [intransitively,] as signifying The ap

pearing of the hair of the head: (K:), or the

groning after some days: (M:) or 3-# *:

means The hair gren, so that its blackness ap

peared after the shaving. (S, M.)- And The

coming forth of the donn [of a young bird]:

(M:) or the appearing of the feathers of a young

bird. (K) You say, #1 - The young bird

began to show its feathers, or to become fledged.

(S.)- And The growing of fresh shoots upon,

or among, the old portions of the [plant called]

Ge: as also **u-l. (K:) you say [gf that

plant], -- and "J-l: (TA:) or &ül •:

The plant had heads coming forth, before the

spreading thereof (M.)

4: see 2, in three places; first and last sen

tences.

: i. q. #als [as meaning Cunning, or very

cunning : and perhaps also as meaning a cala
• of J. d e p

mily: pl. #). (S, M, K.) You say, * *

20. He is cunning, or very cunning, (.43, S, M,
*

Or #als, K.) in theft, or robbery. (S, M, K.)–

And [hence, perhaps, or the reverse may be the

case,] A molf: (K:) it occurs, in the accus. case,

in a verse, in this sense, (TA,) or in the former

sense; (S;) or, as some relate it, the word in this

instance is |- [which has the latter meaning].

(S, TA.)

: Hair [of goats], syn. 3-3, (A, S,M;)

as also V: (M:) or a small quantity thereof:

(K:) or fur. ['t camels]; syn. 33. (M.) One

says, 3 } : & ( (A, S, M.K.) He has

neither goats hair nor wool: (As," S, M.) or

neither camels' fur nor wool: or neither camels'

fur nor goats' hair : meaning the has neither

goats nor sheep: or t neither camels nor sheep:

or 1 neither camels nor goats: (M:) or t neither

little nor much; (As, S, K, TA3) i.e. he has not

anything. (TA) [See also 3.J Hence : is

an appellation for + Cattle (Jú). (TA.) Hence

also the saying of 'Atikeh Bint-Zeyd,

de • 6 * of so J. d e • de

- Us: all as-2-3 *

*

[i.e. + God let him not walk with goats, &c.];

meaning t God reduced him to poverty, so that

He left not [to him] anything. (Ham p. 495.)

– Also sing of# (TA) which signifies Black

garments or cloths [app. of goats hair or of
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came firl (K, TA)—# (KTA) as pl.

of £, (TA) signifies also The heads of the

[plant called] C-, when they first come forth:

(K, TA:) or, as pl. of 3-, the heads of plants

coming forth, before, Apreading. (M.)- And,

likewise as pl. of x-, Remains of plants or

herbage in a land. (TA.) [See also 3-.]=

:- also signifies Unluckiness, ill luck, or evil

fortune: (M.) or so * : (K, TA:) so says

Lth, on the authority of ADk. (TA.)

:- A remnant of herbage or pasturage. (K.)

[See also:, last sentence but one.]

3:. A certain bird, (§, M, K) having plu

mage so soft, or smooth, that when two drops of

water drop upon it, (S, M,"K,) upon its back,

(S, M,) they run off from it; ($," M, K, TA;)

or such that when a drop of water drops upon its

back, it runs [off]: (M:) the Arabs liken to it a

horse when he sweats: (S:) or a certain bird

like the eagle : (TA:) or the male eagle: . (M,

TA) or the wallow of the desert (&# -uì):
(A5, TA:) or a bird like theJu: n:hen mater

falls upon it, it runs off from it quickly: so

says Aboo-Nasr; and so Skr in his Expos. of the

poetry of Hudheyl, on the authority of Ag:

(TA:) said by As to be a certain black bird:

(so in a marg note in one of my copies of the

S:) pl. &l.x: ($, M.)– Also 4 piece of

cloth with n'hich the natering-trough (K, TA)

such as is termed 34. [Q. v.] (TA) isr"

close, or firm, [in its bottom and sides,] (~,

[in the L 3:, but I know not any apposite

meaning of this verb,]) in order that the water

may not become turbid: (K:) it is spread there

in ; and the camels are made to drink [the

water] above it. (L.)- See also i: =And

See +, last sentence.

i:-, (M, L.) or " :, (K) or both, (TA)

The pubes. (M, L, K.)

es: Tall, or long; (K;) in the dial. of

Hudheyl: (TA:) and also bold, or daring; (S,

M, K;) applied to anything [i. e. to any crea

ture]; (S,K;) of the dial. of Hudheyl: (M:) as

also J: (S, TA:) or, so applied, bold, or

daring, to undertake anything: and the fem.

[#3:, like it: ,] is said to signify a bold

lioness: and a bold-breasted she-camel: and in

like manner [the masc. signifies] a bold-breasted

he-camel: (M, L:) and, (S, M, L, K,) as also

us: (M.L.) the leopardi (A, S.M.L.K.)
and so Us", (AS, S, L,) or 5t:-", which is also

applied to a beast of prey [absolutely] : (A Heyth :)

or the lion: (M, L:) pl. Júl- and 5.30- : or the

meaning of this, or these, (i. e of the latter pl. or

of both, for the pronoun (Ge) may relate to the

latter or to both,] is idle, and sportful, and,vain,

or frivolous, persons; (K, TA3) like 3,3'-.

* * *

see J.", first sentence.

(TA.)

++, likeź, (TA) or ":, (accord.

to a copy of the M,) as meaning t Consummate,

(M,”TA,) is applied as an epithet to a calamity,

*ś, (M, TA,) w!'" poet terms, for the *:

of the measure, 4" 21, because it is termed Al

J-3, and .# is applied to a young one of a

bitch, and of a she-wolf, and of a she-cat, and
$. • J.

of the [species of its called] ×, and of the

jerboa. (M.)

: [act, part. n. of 2]. It is said of Ibn-'Ab

* * * * * * *

bás, £5 !--- aše>5, meaning He came to

Mekheh having his head unanointed and un

washed. (A’Obeyd, S.)= See also the next

preceding paragraph.

J->

• e.p. * * *

1. C*" ---, (S, M, A, &c.) aor. (S, M,

Msb) and ::, (M, TA) inf. n. »; (S, M, Msb,

K;) and "3-1; (K.) He probed the wound;

measured its depth with the A-, i.e., with an

iron or other instrument; (A, Mgh ;) tried, (K,)

or examined, (S) or endeavoured to learn,

(Msb,) its depth; (S, Msb, K;) examined its

eactent. (M)-3- + He determined, or com

puted by conjecture or by the eye, its measure,

quantity, size, or bulk. (M, K,"TA.).- + He

tried, proved, or tested, it; proved it by experi

ment or experience; ($, M, TA;) namely, any

thing; as also " 9:-l. (S.)- + He elicited its

true, or real, condition. (TA.)- It is related

in the trad. of the cave, that Aboo-Bekr said to

Mohammad, 4: 5: J.- 4: 5 + Do

not thou enter it until I explore it before thee,

and see if there be in it any one, or anything that

may hurt. (TA.)–3: •) ău. ! A desert of

n:hich the extent cannot be known. (A.)
* * * * @ e =

G'\5 -- [I searched into such a one]. (A.)

–5: S}*: as; t [In him is much good,

the extent of which cannot be known]. (A.)

;: S* X: ! [A great affair, of n!hich the

termot cannot be known]. (A)-U. es: #:

3:e + Learn thou for me what he has [in his

mind, or in his possession]. (M.)—sil +,

aor. * and 2, inf. n. *, + I observed the people

attentively, with investigation, one after another,

that I might know their number. (Mgb.)

8: see 1, in two places.

so e

J.- : see X-.* Also The lion. (El-Mu

ärrij, K.)

X: ($, M, K) and "'. (M.K.) The source,

or origin, [of a thing,] syn. J.i. (M, K:) pl.

of both £i. (M.)– 1 Form, or appearance; |G:

figure, feature, or lineaments; external state or

condition; state with regard to apparel and the

like; (S, M, K;) or goodly form or appearance

&c.; (K;) aspect; garb, or habit; (TA;)

colour, or complexion; (M, K;) beauty; (K;)

brightness of countenance: (M:) pl. of both as

above. (M.)- IAar says, I heard Aboo-Ziyād

El-Kilábee say, I returned from Marw to the

desert, and one of its people said to me, ti

&#3 & # 3-3 # 14 to part
and appearance, [thou art like] an inhabitant of

a tonn; but as to tongue, an inhabitant of the

desert. (S,”TA.)- You say, 2:-" &-&

x:15 t Such a one is beautiful and of goodly

appearance. (S.) [See alsoX-J-A WOman

* * * @ .

of the desert said, 9% 3: L:-" ! The good

condition, and flourishing state of body, of such

a one pleased me: and 2: &: &# - I san,

him to have an altered and ill appearance of

body: thus she assigned to '-' two significations.

(TA.)- One says also,2: &- 3. ! Verily

he is goodly in complexion and appearance.

(TA.)—#- also signifies t A characteristic by

which one knows the generousness or ungenerous

ness of a beast. (AZ, M.)-And t One's knon

ledge of the fruitfulness or unfruitfulness [or the

good or bad condition] of a beast. (AZ, TA.)

Also t Likeness; syn. 3. (K, T.A.. [In some

copies of the K, £, which is an evident mis

take.]). So in the phrase, occurring in a trad.,

;: c: : := < *The likenes (4%) of

Aboo-Behr predominated in them. (IAar, TA.)

One says also,*2:- 4% + He knen him by

the appearance and likeness of his father. (TA)

-Also the former (:-), Enmity, (K,) accord.

to El-Muårrij; but Az says that this is strange.

(TA.)

**de

•

5): A cold morning, betneen daybreak and

sunrise: (S, M, A, Mgh, K:) or from the time a

little before daybreak to daybreak: or from

daybreak to sunrise: (M:) or a cold morning

during the period next after sunrise: (Msb:)

pl. &%: ($, M, Mgh, Mob, K.) which latter

is also expl. as signifying the intenseness of the

cold of ninter, and of the year. (TA.)

6 pod * 6 p.

-- and &#- and*: and+: &c.:

See art. " ".

6 pos •

22:- 'ori (R, TA) possing no property:

like -5,-, in this sense, and in that following.

(TA.)-1 Land in which is no herbage. (K,

TA.)

X- and ":- A probe; an instrument with

which a wound is probed; (S, M, K;) as also

*::: (Ham p. 818) a twist like a wich, (T,

Msbj or a similar thing, (Msb,) which is put

into a nound (T, Mgb) to ascertain its depth;

(Msb;) an iron or other instrument with which

the depth of a."ound is measured: (A, Mgh :)

pl. of the first, 3.; and of " the second,*L*.

(Msb) It is said in a prov., -i, u, "ju's S3;
-: # [Were it not for the proie, the

depth of the wound would not be known]. (A.)

And WX." 3-4 is applied as an epithet to a

woman's vulva (or vagina, in an obvious sense,]

by Ibn-Habeeb : and accord. to the K, to a

woman [in allusion to her vagina]. (TA in art.

A. an irreg, pl. of *::: see the latter in

2

art. -->.

3 -

USA. A coat of mail made of slender rings,

and strongly: (K:) so called in relation to the

king Sáboor. (TA)- Hence, (TA) or from
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Sáboor, a province of Persia, (Mgh, Msb,) A

thin, or delicate, hind of garment or cloth, (IDrd,

S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) of excellent quality: (K:)

and anything thin, or delicate. (M.) Whence

the prov., &" L# (S, M," K*) A slight

exhibition: (M3) [see variations of this phrase in

art. Jóws, under# J% :] said to him to

whom a thing is shown in a slight manner: (S:)

because the garment or cloth called &", (S,

K,) being of the best of qualities, (S,) is desired

when exhibited in the slightest manner. (S, K.

[See the first paragraph in art. Lāys; and see

also #:>;- &: L# in the first paragraph of

art. A5-.])- A certain sort of dates, (S, Msb,

K,) of good quality. (Msb, K.) It is said that

the best of the dates in El-Koofeh are the c'>

and the &x- (S)-#,A. #: A palm

tree of which the unripe dates are yellow and

somewhat long. (AHát, Mgb.)

© - d -

3-2 + [The internal state or condition of a

man]. You say, 3: &:- and 3:- +[I

praised his internal state or condition]: (S:) and

* #: also signifies + The internal state or

condition; an internal, or intrinsic, quality; or

the intrinsic, or real, as opposed to the apparent,

state, or aspect. (TA.)

-- d. 6 *

2- : see 3'-'.-

#: The utmost point of a wound. (M.)
©e & e

:*: See X-, in four places.- It may also

be applied to t A man who probes a wound.

(Ham p. 818.)

© tº d >

22:-e Goodly in form or appearance; in

figure, feature, or lineaments; in external state

or condition; in state of apparel or the like.

(K, T.A.)

->

Q. 1. &: He begged; and became lonly,

humble, or submissive; or affected to be like

the Ješel-2 [or destitute, or needy, &c.]; syn.

&#; (K, TA; [omitted in the CK, and in my

Ms. copy of the K erroneously written &#3])

and US-25. (TA.)

6 y o p d J. O. J.

~-- : see "9-o-'.

© • o

<!-- : see the next paragraph, in two places.

© J & J.

* - A desert, syn. Xà, (S, K) or a plain,

syn. &6, (M,) in which is no "g: (M.K.)

or weak land: (TA:) and <>2)- Lów' and

**:- (As, Lh, M) and * >9:- (M) Land in

which is no herbage; (M;) or land in which is

nothing: (As, Lh, M :) pl. <2%. and 3%, the

latter anomalous, mentioned by Lh : (M:)

accord. to A’Obeyd, the pl. <;:- signifies

deserts, or waterless deserts, (#) in m'hich is

nothing : and accord. to As, land [or lands] in

which nothing grows: (TA:) and one says also

<3: J% (M, K,) a phrase of the same class

• of 6 oz * : * > y

aS 55: ~55, (K,) as though the sing.*

or <2:- were applied to every portion thereof.

(M)-Hence, (TA) applied to a man, (AZ,

S, TA,) Needy, in want, indigent, (AZ, A5, S,

M, K, TA,) poor, (AZ, A5, K, TA,) possessing

little, (M, TA,) or, as some say, possessing

nothing; (§, M, TA) and * :- signifies

the same, (AZ, S, M, K,) as also **:-, and

* > ... (M. K.) also bankrupt, or insolvent;

syn. U-li: (TA in explanation of the first [but

equally applying to all]:) the epithet applied to a

woman is is: and '#'-, (AZ, S;) the

latter of which is applied to a man [app. in

intensive sense, agreeably with analogy,] as well

as to a woman: (M:) and the pl. is <2%

applied to men and to women. (AZ, $5–

[Hence, also,] applied to a youth, or young man,

Beardless; or having no hair upon the sides of

his face. (M, K, TA. [In the K, this significa

tion is immediately followed by the mention of

the pls. <-A. and A..])-And Little, or

small, in quantity Or number; (S, M, K;) paltry,

or inconsiderable: (K:) applied to a thing, (S,

K.) and (S) to property, or cattle. ($, M.)

Also Tall, or long. (M, TA.)- And A skilful,

or an expert, guide, well acquainted with the

lands. (TA.) It is mentioned by Sb, who says

that it is of the measure J.'é, like *: and

*: and most hold him to be right: but some

of the authors on inflection assert that it is of the

measure **, from£ Ś: meaning “I

tried, proved, or tested, the thing, or proved it by

experiment or experience;” and that the - is

added to give intensiveness to the signification;

which several deny: (MF, TA:) *::, however,

is mentioned in the K, in art. ", as meaning

“poor,” and land “in which is no herbage.”

(TA.)

+.2- and #*: see the next preceding

paragraph, in three places.

•o

*:: A man (TA) of evil disposition or

nature. (K, TA: but omitted in the CK.)

6 * @ “J.

<>). Bald, or bare of hair. (K, TA: but

omitted in the CK.)

la

1. i., aor. *; (Sb, S, M, Mob, K.) and £,

aor. *; (M, Msb, K 9. inf Il. *..., of the former

verb, (S, Msb,) or lax", (so in the K, as is re

marked in the TA,) and Alex", (M., Msb, K.)

which is of the latter verb, (M, Mgb,) and ākū

and £, (M, K,) which are also of the latter

verb; (M;) It (hair, S, Msb) was, or became,

lank, not crisp.: (S, M, Mgb, K:*) or the former

verb is used in this sense, said of hair; and the

latter is said of a man, signifying he was, or

became, lank, not crisp, in his hair. (TA.)

ik'., relating to a man, also signifies The being

tall: (M:) or the being long in the [bones called]

c; [pl. of £), and even therein. (TA.)

Also :, infn. ii., (M.T.A.) and #4,

inf n. 1:5 (M): He (a man) was, or became,

easy, or facile, -52£uin beneficence. (M., T.A.)

And its: is likewise expl. as signifying ! The

being liberal, bountiful, or munificent. (M,TA.)

–And all-, relating to rain, t The being abun

dant and extensive. (Sh, K, TA.) [- See also

the part. n. k-] =álawi : * 1: ; He gave to

him successive and large gifts. ($gh, TA.)= 1.

He was affected with forer. (Sgh, K) [See:.]

2 < *. (M.K. &c.) in n. 1:5 (S. K.)

She (a camel, AZ, A5, M, K, and a ewe, K) cast

her young one, or foetus, in an incomplete state:

(M, K.) or before its form was apparent; (AZ,

K;) like*** and<<: (AZ:) or n'hen its

fur had grown, before completion; as also+: :

(A5, TA:) or us.” <!-- she (a camel) cast her

woung one when its hair had grown: and <-l.

she (a ewe) cast her young one, or foetus, abor

tively. (S.) The epithet applied to her in this

case is 7*: [without 3]. (M, K.)

4. lax. He (a man, S, M) extended himself,

or became extended or stretched, (S, M, K, TA,)

upon the ground, (§, TA), in consequence of being

beaten, (M, K, TA,) &c. : (TA:) he fell (M, K,

TA) upon the ground, (TA,) and was unable to

move, (M, K, TA,) by reason of weakness, (M,

TA,) or from drinking medicine, or some other

cause; on the authority of AZ: (M:) he fell

upon the ground, and became extended or

stretched, in consequence of being beaten, or from

disease, and in like manner from drinking medi

cine. (TA) And J.S. e. He clare to the

ground. (Ibn-Jebeleh, M.K.)- He was silent,

by reason of fear, or fright: (M, L, K:) he was

silent and still; or he lonered his eyes, looking

towards the ground, and was still. (O.)-la-l

*::: U. He shut, or closed, his eyes, or eyelids,

in his loop. (Sgh, K)–:9 & 1-1 He

feigned himself negligent of the thing or affair,

inattentive to it, or heedless of it. (Sgh, K.)

• d -

*:: see ..., throughout.

* A grandchild; (S, Msb, K;) a son's child,

and a daughter's child (M, TA) pl. bu:i, (S,

Msb, TA;) which is commonly used by the vulgar

as signifying daughters' children; distinguished by

them from3: [which they apply to son's chil

dren, pl. of *]; but the leading lexicologists

expressly declare that it includes sons' children

and daughters' children, as it is said to do by ISd:

IAar explained *:- and cu- and Bü: as

signifying the particularly distinguished, and

choicest, of children. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

(TA,) *J.-, u:- 3'-'. 3--" El-Hasan,

and El-Hoseyn are the two grandsons of the

Apostle of God. (M, TA.")–4. trile of the

Jens; pl. lot-l: (M, Msb, K:) la: (M) and

Bü: (S, Msb) in relation to the Jews, (M, Mgb,)

or [rather] the Children of Israel, (S,) being like

#5 (M) and Jiuj (S, Msb) in relation to the

Arabs: (S, M, Mgb :) and the former are thus

called to distinguish them from the children of

Ishmael (M,TA) In the phrase, G# su-Ki,
• of -- d -

übü. #: [And we divided them into twelve
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divisions, tribes], (S, M, K,) in the Kur[vii. 160],

(S, M.) Usu-l is a substitute (§, M, K) for Us:

3,4,e, (S, M,) not a specificative, (§, M, K,) be

cause the specificative may only be a sing.; ($,

M;) the meaning being āş,* ..….auai.”

usu-, (Akh, Zj, S,) and therefore the numeral is

fem.; (Akh, S;) or this is a mistake; for it should

be 5'-e ūs: ūg; and therefore the numeral is

fem. (Abu-l-'Abbās, T.A.) Accord to Kir, you

Say, l: lik and 1: **, and *: #. using

la- as a pl., meaning#. (TA.) The saying

* *::$1 & #2 &t= *

is [asserted to be] a mistake, inasmuch as its

author imagined that £- meant a man: (M :)

IDrd ascr's it to El-'Ajá or Ru-beh: it occurs

in an5: by the latter. (Sgh, TA.) [But it is

applied to a single man: for] it is said in a trad,

(TA,) *:S &: *:&: i. e. Hoseyn is [as

though he were] a nation of the nations (ć-#

2.5 K) in goodness; so expl. by Aboo-Bekr:

(TA:) or one of the fathers of tribes; because of

the multitude of his descendants: or one of the

sons of daughters. (So in a marginal note in a copy

of the “Jámi es-Sagheer” of Es-Suyootee.) -

Also A generation(3) that comes after another.

(Zi, TA)=And #1.", (TA in the present

art. and in art. &”) Or **, **, (so accord.

to a copy of the M, in the present art.,) A palm

tree of which the fruit ripens in the end of the

summer, or hot-season. (M., T.A.)

i: : see the next paragraph, first sentence.>

Also Such as is fresh of the [plant called] J.-:

one of the plants of the sands; (M;) [i. e.] the

[plant called] C-5, while fresh (A’obeyd, S,

O, K;) when it has dried up, called G-:

(A’Obeyd, S, O';) a plant like the J. [Q. v.],

except that it becomes tall; growing in the sands:

(Lth, TA:) m. un, with 5: (Lth, S:) it is one of

those that, when they dry up, become nhite, [as is

said of the J-] resembling hoariness, like the

A33 [or panic grass] : (AHn, O: in the TA, the

A: ) it is asserted that the Arabs say, “The

c:- is the bread of the camels, and the 1. is

theirCe: :” (AH, o :) its manner of gron'th

is like [that of] cº-> [q. v.]; and it is a good

pasture: (K:) AHn says, a desert-Arab, of

'Anazeh, told me that #s manner of growth is

like that f large J-3, falling short of [so I

render c>>, but this also signifies exceeding,] 3%

[q. v.], and it has grain like the grain termed 2}:

[q. v.], which will not come forth from its enve

lopes but by bruising, or pounding, and men

extract it and eat it, made into bread, and cooked:

(M, O:) the n. un, is with 5: and the pl. is *i.

(M.) Also The tree that has many branches and

one U-21 [meaning stem]: (K:) so says Az.;

adding that hence is derived £i (pl. of £-],

as though the father represented the tree and the

children represented the branches: (TA: [but

this is questionable:]) accord. to Abo-Ziyād, a

certain tree, (AHn, M, O,) growing in the sands,

(AHn, O,) tall, having slender branches, eaten by

the camels and the sheep or goats, (AHn, M, O,)

and collected by men, who sell it upon the roads
* 3 • •

(glali Lle), (AHn, O,) or with the tamarisk

(#1 &), (so in the TA) without blossom
and without thorns, having thin leaves of the size

of [those of] the + [or leek] (AHn, M, O)

when this first comes forth. (AHn, O.)- See

also the last sentence of the next preceding para

graph.

*- and W*: and W **, (the first and third

of these in one copy of the S, and the second

alone in another copy of the S, and all in the M

and Mgb and K,) the first of the dial. of El

Hijáz, (TA,) from i., and the second from

i:, the last being an infin, used as an epithet,

(Msb,) Lank, not crisp; ($, M, Mgb, K;") ap

plied to hair: ($, Mgb:) pl. bú", which is said

by Sb to be of the measure most common f:*

pl. of an epithet of the measure Jas, (M.) or Jas.

(TA)-><ill k. (S.M.) and "4:, (M)

A man having lank hair ($, M.) and in like

mannel" *u-, alone, applied to a number of per

SOnS. (TA) Wi: is also metonymically applied

to 1 A foreigner, like as [its contr.]+ is to an

Arab. (TA.)-la- also signifies Tall; (M, K;)

applied to a man: (M.) or, as also V£, (TA,)

or ~, **, (M,) so applied, long in the [bones

called] c;" [pl. of C#). (M, TA,] and even

therein: (TA:) or-l *... or "£, (accord.

to different copies of the K) or both, (S, TA)

goodly in stature, or person, or proportion, (S, K.)

and evenness. (S.) Also Having extended limbs,

and perfect in make. (TA) And -ai, i...,

and W**, A man [long and even, of] extended,

and without protuberances, in the bones of the fore

arms and the shanks. (TA) And cit: b. and

"...l., ! Long in the fingers. (TA.) And b

gi-l A man lank in make : (Lin art. 2, .) and

Ji-ri., and "4:3, tawomaniani, or soft,

or 'nder, in make. (M, Z, TA) And k.

Jeju-J) A man soft, or flaccid, or uncompact, in

the shanks. (Ham p. 238.) - c:39 W£,

(M, K.T.A.) and U.A., (TA, and so in the CK)

and c's 4-, (TA) : A man who is liberal,

bountiful, or munificent (M, K, TA) And i.

-*: ! A man easy, or facile, in beneficence.

(M, TA)—i. #4, (Sh, TA) and 'l',

(Sh, K,) ! Rain pouring abundantly and exten

sively, (Sh, K,) and consecutively. (Sh, T.A.)

3

i- : See *w.

*: Fever: (M, O, K:) so called because the

man attacked by it extends himself, and becomes

relaxed: (Skr, O:) or fever attended with shiver

ing, or trembling. (O.)

£ (AA, S, M, K) and£, being perfectly

and imperfectly decl., (AA, K,) and also written

with J3, (TA, and K in art, la: ,) The name of

a month in Greek; (S;) a certain month, [next]

before 331; (K;) the month that is between the

winter and the spring; (M;) [the fifth month

of the Syrian year, corresponding with February

O. S.;] it is in the winter-quarters, and in it is

the completion of the day whereof the fractions

circulate in the years: when the said day is com

plete in that month, the people of Syria call that

year v-si Aé; and when a child is born, or a

person arrives from a country, in that year, they

consider it fortunate. (Az, T.A.) [SeeC+]

6 * > *

ākū. Sweepings, syn, ā, (S, M, Mgh,

Mgb, K,) which are thronin every day in the

courts of houses. (K.)- Also A place in which

sneepings (Mgh, TA) and dirt (TA) are thronon:

occuring in a trad., (Mgh, TA,) and so expl. by

El-Khattábee: (Mgh:) but some assign to it there

the former meaning. (TA.) [It should be ob

served that it's also is said to have both these

meanings.]- Also What falls from, or of hair

when it is combed. (M, TA.)=A raceme of a

palm-tree, with its fruit-stalks (cº-,-) and its

fresh ripe dates: of the dial of Egypt. (TA)

* A roof (Š, M, Mgh, Mab, K) between

two walls, (S,) or betneen two houses, (M, K,)

having beneath it a road, or way, or passage,

(S, Mgh, Mgb, K,) which is a thoroughfare :

(Mgh.) pl. he's (S, MSb, K) and &lt;u.

(S, K.)

u: 9% & U. Wherefore do I see thee hang

ing down thy head like one i. griff, 9r anxiety, law

in body? (S.) And Ula-2 axé,3 I left him

(meaning * sick per:) not moving nor speaking.

(TA)=ala: 'y', (M, and so in some copies

of the S) or "à:, (thus in other copies of the

S, and in the O.) Land abounding with la. [q. v.].

(S, M, O.)

© e > & •

âla-2 : see what next precedes.

6 w - d.

Ja-2 :
•

see 2.

Ala

Q. 4.#: He stretched himself: (M :) he

lay upon his side, and stretched himself. (S, K.)

- He (a slaughtered beast) stretched himself to

die. (TA)—ts: J. J.''<e- The camel,

hastened, (M,"K,”TA,) and stretched themselves,

in their march, or course. (TA)-4 -ji:

$5.41 The provinces became rightly disposed to

him. (Fr, K.)

*- A lion stretching himself when about to

pring or leap. (S, K.)-A quick camel: pl.

<>W la:- : it has no broken pl. (Sb, M.)- Also,

the pl. above mentioned, Camels long, upon the

surface of the ground [or horizontally]. (S, K.)

The & [says J] is not the denotative 9t the fem.

gender: ($) it is like that in -Su- (§, K)

and+:- as masc. pls. : (S:) but iB says,

the - in this word is the denotative of thefem.

gender; for it is an epithet applied to Use,

which is fem. as a [broken] pl.; as is shown by

the saying Ś. J.--", and +4. &c.; and he

adds, J's saying that it is like </Sla- and •Ü•U
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is a mistake, inasmuch as he confounds <>Sta-,

with -ul-, forJ: is a fem. pl., as is shown

by one's saying <<- Júl, and Św. ; but

X:- is masc., and should not regularly have a

pl. with 1 and <>, but, as Sb says, it has this pl.

form, like some other masc. words, in lieu of a

broken pl., and would not have it if it had a

broken pl. (TA.)- Also the sing, Penetrating;

effective; (Lth, M, K;) [as though stretching

far;] sharp in intellect; clever; acute: (K: [in

the CK, 2: Usal." is put by mistake for

> Us-à":]) or. sharp in intellect, and very

bold or daring or courageous. (TA)- Lank

hair. (M.)-A man (Sh) lank and tall. (Sh,

K.)- And with 5, A corpulent woman. (M.)

es:- A proud and self-conceited gait, with

an affected inclining of the body from side to

side. (M, K.)

*:: see what next follows.

6 * de •

#: and "jeu. Tall, or long. (M.K.)–

Also the former, A certain bird having a very

long neck, (S, K,) n'hich one sees always in

shallon n’ater; surnamed 25:1 *. (S.) [Frey

tag says, on the authority of Dmr, that it is also

called ūj=Ji 4UU•. See art. Ale.]

& d > * >

1. Lova-", aor. * (S, Msb, K) and 2 (Yoo,

Msb, K) and *, (Yoo, Msb,) inf. n. &:, (Msb,)

He was, or became, the seventh of them : (S,

Msb, K.) or he made them, with himself, seven :

($ in art. --G:) or it signifies, (S, and so in

some copies of the K,) or signifies also, (Mgb,

and so in some copies of the K,) he took the

seventh part of their property, or possessions.

(S, Msb, K.) And He made them, they being

sixty-nine, to be seventy with himself. (A’Obeyd,

$ in art. & J.3.) And &- also signifies He made

sixteen to be seventeen. (T in art. & J.3.)

2:5 2. <, aor. *, inf. n. as above, I com

pleted to him the days by making them seven :

and "ú: signifies the same in an emphatic

manner. (Msb.) [See also 2]-J.-l &:

(K,) aor. *, inf. n. as above, (TA,) He made

the rope, or cord, of seven strands. (K, T.A.).

#: &: The infant had its head shaven, and

an animal [generally a goat] sacrificed by way

of expiation for it, on the seventh day [after its

birth, (commonly called es: **) agreeably

with an ordinance of Mohammad; the sacrifice

being for the expiation of original sin]. (IDrd.)

=~. &- He (a wolf) seized the sheep, or

goats, and broke their necks, or killed them, or

made them his prey, (§, K, TA,) and ate them.

(TA)–:-31 -*. The female wild animal

had her young, Or young one, eaten by the&

[or beast, or bird, of prey]. (TA)-4- He

stole it; [as though, like a &: he made it his

prey;] as also "4:-l. (AA, K.)-He shot

him [with an arrow or the like], or hurled at him

and struck him [with a lance, or a missile of any

kind]; namely, a wolf: or he frightened him;

namely, a wolf; (K;) and also, a man. (TA.)

- + He reviled, vilified, or vituperated, him;

charged him with a vice or fault or the like; (S,

K, TA;) assailed him with foul language, such

as displeased him : (TA:) or he bit him (K,

TA) with his teeth, like as does the& (TA.)

2. 4-, inf n.&: IHe made it seven; or

called it seven; (§, K;) as also '4-l. (TA)

See also 1. - He made it to have seven angles,

or corners; to be heptagonal. (K.)- He (God)

gave him his renard, or recompense, seven times,

or seven fold. (K.) An Arab of the desert said

to a man who had done a good act to him, (TA,)
•,• * -o

<V all &- May God give thee thy renard, or

recompense, seven times, or seven fold. (K, T.A.)

The Arabs also said, is: 4; 31 &- May

God multiply to thee the renard, or recompense,

for it; meaning, for this good act: (Aboo

Sa’eed:) [for]

the act of multiplying, though it be more than

• * * * * * *

seven fold. (TA.) And &\al all &- is used as

meaning May God make a thing to be followed

by another thing to such a one; in relation to

* * * * * &#. (TA.) And

•ll all meaning May God bless thee with

seven children. (TA.)- He washed it (namely,

a vessel,) seven times. (K.) Hence the saying

j is used by them to signify

good and to evil; as also 2.

of Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

is: #44. Ji <=

[Like her who has arisen to wash out seven

times her remains of beverage in the bottom of a

vessel, left by a drinker; that drinker, as is said

in a marginal note in my copy of the TA, being

her dog]: or, accord. to Es-Sukkaree, the mean

ing is, to give as alms her Ji- [remains of

beverage in the bottom of a vessel after one had

drunk, or remains of food &c.,], thereby seeking

to have her renard, or recompense, multiplied;

ūj. being used by the poet for ts: (TA.)

–&#1 &- [app, followed by 4 or *] He

appointed him the reading, or recitation, of the

Kur-án [in seven portions so that he should com

plete the whole] in every seven nights. (O, L., K.)

—£9 8.-, (K, TA,) or ts: and 3 *&#,

(TA,) He remained with his wife seven nights.

(K, TA.) In like manner one says <-13; and

thus of every number from one to ten; in relation

to any saying or action. (TA)--> - She

(a woman) brought forth at seven months. (TA.)

-**% &- He made his dirhems to be seventy

complete; but this is post-classical; (K;) and in

like manner, 4-sa/25 * 3:, meaning the same,

and also post-classical, and not allowable; the

proper phrase to express the meaning “I made it
• * *o 3 •

to be seventy” being &: a.k.s. (TA.)

Aśl -: The people, or company of men,

completed the number of seven hundred men :

(K, TA:) occurring in a trad, (TA.)

3. &- (K) inf n, of &l-, (TK.) The per

forming of the act of coitus, (IAar, Th, K,) with

a woman. (TK.)- The vying with another in

the endeavour to surpass him in obscene, or lend,

language, and in frequency of coitus, and in

speaking plainly of such subjects as should only

be alluded to, in relation to women: (IAar, K:*)

such seems to be its meaning in a trad. in which

the doing this is forbidden. (IAar.)- + Mutual

reviling, vilifying, or vituperating; (K, TA;)

when each of two men assails the other with foul

language, such as displeases him : (TA:) this is

said by some to be its meaning in the trad. in

which it is forbidden. (TA.)

4. A-1, said of a party of men, It became

seven : ($, K:) also, it became seventy. (M and

L in art. --J.)-Said of a man, it signifies He

nvas, or became, one whose camels came to the

water on the seventh day [counting the day of the

next preceding watering as the first]. (S, K.)

#8-1 see 2.-->4: she brought frth

her seventh offspring. (TA in art. ,<!.)

4-1 see 2, first signification.= It (a road)

abounded with 8: [or animals of prey]. (TA.)

* ~ *

-Ulee' &- The pastors had their beasts

fallen upon by the &: [or animal of prey].

(Yaakoob, S, K.) = *- i. q. &: 4.x:

[which may be rendered He gave him as food

the animal of prey, or he gave him as food to the

animal of prey; but it seems from what here

follows that the former is meant]: (S, K:) in the

“Mufradát,” [he gave him as food] the flesh of

the &: (TA.)= He gave him, or delivered

him, (namely, his son,) to the 5.3% [which

means both nurse and nurses]. (S, K.) - He

left him to himself; or left him without n:rk, or

occupation; namely, his slave; syn. **i. (S,
6 - d -

Q. Q. 1; &: see 2. last sentence but one.

&: fem, ofi:, q. v. = See also &: in two

places. =: The place to which mankind

shall be congregated (K, TA) on the day of

resurrection. (TA.) Hence the trad., (K, TA,)

which relates that while a pastor was among his

sheep, or goats, the wolf rushed upon him, and

took from them a sheep, or goat, and the pastor

pursued him until he rescued it from him; where

upon the wolf looked aside towards him, and

said to him, (TA,) &: 2: 3

Who will be for it [namely, the sheep, or goat, as

aider, or defender,] on the day of resurrection?

(K, TA:) thus expl. by IAar, and mentioned by

Sgh and the author of the L: (TA:) but to this

is contradictory, or repugnant, (£, [in the CK

erroneously written%) the saying of the

wolf, (K, TA,) after the words mentioned above,

(TA,) “the day when it shall have no pastor but

me,” for the wolf will not be a pastor on the day

of resurrection: or the meaning is, who shall be

for it on the occasion of trials, when it shall be

left to itself, without pastor, a spoil to the

animals of prey: the animal of prey being thus

made to be a pastor to it: (K, TA:) this is in the

way of a trope: and accord. to this explanation,

6 *

U-2, meaning

it may be [?&: >:l with damm to the P:
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(TA:) or &: A: was a festival of their's in the

Time of Ignorance, on which they were diverted

from everything by their sport: (AO, K, TA:)

and accord. to one relation [of the trad.] it is

with damm to the P. (L, K.)

66 p.

: (S, Msh, K) and "#, (Mgh, Mob)
of which the former is a contraction, (M5b,) A

seventh part; one of seven parts; ($, Mgh, Mgb,

K;) as also " *::: (S, Msb, K;) the last not

heard by Sh on any authority beside that of AZ:

(TA:) pl. of the first (MSb) and second (Mgh,

Msb) £i. (Mgh, Msb,TA.) Hence, &:

căl [The seven sections, or volumes, of the

Kur-an,] in which one reads: said jo be post

classical. (Mgh.)= See also &:l, in three

places.

: A certain .." of the ă of camels;

(T, $, K ;) i. e. their coming to the water on the

seventh day [counting the day of the next pre

ceding watering as the first]; (K;) or [in other

words, which have virtually the same meaning,]

their remaining in their places of pasturing five

complete days, and coming to the nater on the

sixth day, not reckoning the day of the [next

preceding] return from the water. (Az, T.A.)

You say, t:- <! $3% JHis camels came to

the nater &c. (S,K.)- Also The seventh young

one, or offspring. (A in art. --J.)

* * *

&- :
© p *

see what next follows.

: (S,Sgh, Msh, K) and ':, (Sgh, Mob,

K,) a dial. var., (Sgh, Msb,) and the form in

common use with the vulgar, (Msb,) adopted

also by several readers of the Kur in v. 4, (MSb,

TA,) and often occurring in the poems of the

Arabs, (TA) and " &-, (Sgh, K,) a form

adopted by two readers of the Kur in the place

above mentioned, and perhaps a dial. var., (Sgh,

TA,) The animalof prey; the rapacious animal;

(K;) [n'hether beast or bird; being sometimes

applied to the latter, as, for instance, in the K,

Voce ---, but generally to the former:] or

whatsoever has a fang, or canine tooth, with

which it makes hostile attacks, and seizes its

prey; (Msb;) such as the lion, [to which it is

particularly applied by most of the Arabs in the

present day,] and also (TA) such as the wolf and

the lynx and the leopard, (Msb, TA,) and the

like of these, that has a fang, and attacks men

and beasts and makes them its prey: (TA:) the

fox, however, is not thus called, though having

a fang, (MSb, TA,) because he does not attack

with it nor take prey, (Msb,) or because he does

not attack small beasts, nor seize with his fang

any animal; (TA;) and in like manner the hyena

(Mgb, TA) is not reckoned among the hostile

animals thus called, wherefore the Sunneh allows

that its flesh may be eaten, and requires that a

compensation be made for it [by the sacrifice of a

ram] if it be smitten [and killed] in the sacred

territory or by a person in the state of ihrām: but

as to the jackal, it is a noacious 2-, and its flesh

is unlawful, because it is of the same kind as

wolves, except that it is smaller in size and

weaker in body: thus says Az: but some others

Bk. I.
-

say that the is any hostile beast having a

-- [or tearing clan']: and it is said in the

Muffadát to be thus called because of the perfect

ness of its strength; for : 1 [seven] is one ofthe

perfect numbers: QTA :) the pl. is &: (Sb, S,

Msb, K,) i. ey.9f &-, which has no other pl.;

(Sb, Msh;) : is also a pl. ($gh, Mob, K.)
but this is pl. of pauc. of " £, ($gh, Mob)

which, not being a contraction [of A-, but a

dial. var. thereof],

&: and **, like* and #2, pl. of

* * * (TA.) See also &: [and see i:..]

You say of him who is very injurious, or mis
- - * f * * * * *

chievous, gu- c.2 &- S! 2". L. ! [He is none

other than one of the animals of prey]. (TA.)
3

% 1 is also the name of + The constellation

[Lupus] behind [i.e. on the east of] Centaurus,

containing nineteen stars in the figure. (Kzw.)

&: See &:

ă., (S. K.) sometimes pronounced Vää.

but some disallow this latter, and say that it is

pl. of&- (K,) [Seven;] a well-known number;

and called one of the perfect numbers: (TA:)

fem. &: (S, K.) You say, Js, #: [Seven

has also for its ple, [of mult.]

mhn]: and #: &: [seven women]. (S, K.)

-o- - of - ~ * • O - - ©

* J4-1 *-ād-l: see #4.-: Uj.2 means

Ofthe neight of seven J.30%: (S, K:) one says,

as: &> ău 4- &#. meaning [I

took, Or received, from him a hundred dirhems]

every ten whereof were of the neight of seven

mithkäls. (TA.) [But see.<>]-3- es:

g- [lit. One of seven;] means + a great,

momentous, or difficult, thing, or affair: (Sh,

K:") an affair difficult to decide: perhaps as

being likened to one of the seven nights in which

God sent the punishment upon [the tribe of]

'Ád: or, as some say, the seven years [of famine

in the days] of Joseph. (Sh, TA)- 8:
Jú." The Fátihah; [or first chapter of the

Kur-án;] because it consists of seven verses: or

the long chapters from #1 to -\,:S [a mis

take for Júšll; as in the Mufradát: or, as in

the L, to agil, reckoning a 2:1 and Utaj') as

one chapter, for which reason they are not

separated by the ai. (TA.) [See also L*.]

-El-Farezdak says,

• *-ū ā, J-31 -à-i – =;

415-5 G. &#, "J's

meaning [And hon should I fear men when God

is comprehending mankind and] the seven heavens

and seven earths [in the palm of the hand?].
6 - d -* * * *

-

.)- See also 23-4; last sentence, -[ax
82

is also used in a vague manner, as meaning

Seven or more; or several; or many; as Bd says,

in ix. 81, and as is indicated, though not plainly

declared, in the TA. See 2, and see also &#.

-Respectinga peculiar pronunciation ofthe people

of El-Hijāz, and a case in which a: is imper

• * > *

fectly decl., see #3. See also #-J—i.

* [indecl. in every case, meaning Seventeen,]

is pronounced by some of the Arabs: *::

and [the fem.] 5):s &-, thus in the dial. of El

Hijáz [and of most of the Arabs], is pronounced

#: &: in the dial of Nejd. ($ in art, e.)

*See also ax-, in two places.

• * > *

-

4x-> *

2- - -

See 4x4".

*** *

âa. and 7#, the latter a contraction of the

former, The lioness. (ISk, S, Msb, K.) Hence

the saying, * 3: £i £i, (ISk, S, K,) or

3:1, (Msb). He seized him with the seizing of

a lioness, (ISk, S, K,) or of the lioness, (Mgb,)

which is more impetuous (#) than the lion,

(ISk, S,) or more bold than the lion: (Msb:) or
•* > * - d.

the saying is, ax:- &# 3-i (S, K) he seized

him with the seizing of Seb'ah, who was a certain

strong man, (Ibn-El-Kelbee, S,) or a certain

insolent and audacious rebel, (Ibn-El-Kelbee,

Lth, K,) of the Arabs, (TA,) whom one of the

kings of El-Yemen seized, and, after having cut

off his hands and feet, or arms and legs, crucified;

[so that the meaning is, he punished him with

the punishment of Seb'ah;] and hence it was

said, *:*£5 [I will assuredly punish

thee n:ith the punishment of Seb'ah]; (El-Kelbee,

Lih, Ki") and is: J. & 3:5 I will

assuredly do noith thee as was done with Selah:

(O:) or the man's name was :, and it was

contracted, and made fem. by way of contempt:

or the meaning of the first saying is, he seized

him with the seizing of seven men: (K:) and in

like manner the last saying is expl. by some [who

say: instead of à:]. (TA.) The dim, is

'i:. (Mb) [See also :]

[& Of, or relating to, an animal of prey.]

&: [Seventy;] a nell-known number; (K;)

the round number that is betneen &:- and

&#3. (TA)—The Arabs also use it as mean

ing [Seventy or more; or] many. (TA.) Thus

it is used in the Kur [ix. 81], where it is said,

X ###&## 3:3: &l, mean

ing If thou beg forgiveness for them many times,

even then God n ill not forgive them; not that God

would forgive them if forgiveness were begged

more than seventy times: (Bd," TA:) and is:

and à: and the like are used in the same

manner. (Bd.)- [Also Seventieth.]

[; ū. as meaning Seven and seven, or seven and

seven together, or seven at a time and seven at a

time, seems not to have been used; for] A’Obeyd

says that more than 3- and #3 and 3% and

& has not been heard, exceptingjú. (TA in

art, #8.)

&: [app. Wont to frighten]: (TA: [in which

the meaning here given seems to be indicated.])

6 p.m. d : - f r pl -

2- : see 25-1, in four places.

g- "t© o p © •

&: see x-,- and *w.
• & 164
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as: dim. ofaa-, q.v.

& A garment, or piece of cloth, seven

cubits, or seven spans, in length. (TA)- A

great and tall camel; (En-Nadr, K3) [as though

seven cubits in height:] fem. with 3. (K.) And

cºl& (S, K.) applied to a man, has the

like meaning; (K;) complete, or full-grown, in

body; (S, TA;) [or seven spans in height; for]

when a boy has attained seven spans, he is a man.
3 - 2

($, voce (sels-, q.v.)

*A. [act. part. n. of 1: generally meaning

sºul]; pl. i. (K.) You say...'" ->

[I was the seventh of them]. (S, K.) And lás

# * :-, meaning &L (This is the "enth
of this: not the seventh part; though the former

has also this latter meaning]. (TA) And 34
• & • J.

-

*- &- [He is the seventh of seven]. (TA.)

And #: &- 34, He # making: to become

seven]. (TA)-&ls- Je! [pl. ofãall Camels

coming to the water on the seventh day [counting

the day of the next preceding watering * the

first]. (TA.) [See &:..]-L-> &l- and

#£, the former masc. and the latter fem.,

meaning Seventeenth, are subject to the same

rules as # <-jū and its fem., expl. in art.

<-15, q.v.]

•s: A certain number of days; (S," Mab,

K;*) i.e. seven days; a week; (Mgb;) also

termed V as: (Lth, Msb, K,) by some of the

Arabs; (Lth, Msb;) [and '#'." shown by

what follows:] pl. of the first8-i. (Msb, TA.)

One says, Wc: £e &# [in the sense of

c: which is more common,] i. e. I re

mained at his abode two weeks. (TA)-Also

The seventh day; and so, !&: as in a trad.,

where it is said, •es: 25 &t= #!, meaning

When his seventh day after the celebration of his

marriage is come. (TA.) [" : | A: is used

in this sense in the present day: and also as

meaning The seventh day after childbirth; in

which sense it is generally to be understood when

used unrestrictedly; as this day is celebrated with

more rejoicing than the former: also as meaning

the seventh day after the return from pilgrimage.]

And Seven circuitings [round the House of God,

meaning the Kaabeh]: (Lth, Mgh, Mgb:) pl.

&Cié,Mg,Ms):#. (Lth, Mgh,

Msb.) You say, tex...' --Jū -šue, ($, Mgh,"

K) and "te:,(Lih, IDrd, K) but Aboosa’eed

says, I know not any one who has said this

except IDrd, and the former is the word com

monly known, (TA,) and " t:, (K,) and 7 (#4,

(TA,) He circuited round the House [of God]

seven times, (S, TA,) or seven circuitings; (Mgh;)

and **Ci #: [thrice seven times, or thrice

seven circuitings]. (S.)

: J. Given, or delivered, to the 5.3% [which

means both nurse and nurses]: (Skr, S, TA:)

this is the primary signification: (Skr.:) or n:hose

mother dies, and who is therefore suckled by

another; (K; in which the next following signi

fication may be regarded as implied, TA;) left

to himself; or left without nork, or occupation;

applied to a slave; syn. J: (Skr, S.) or -#,

(Sgh, K.) [which has the same and other signi

fications; or] which is [here] nearly the same as

J.", for he who isJ: is usually-# : (TA:)

or one who is left to himself nith the &: [or

animals of prey] so that he becomes like one of

them in mischievousness, or noxiousness, or evil

ness: (AO, K:) or who is left to himself and not

restrained from his daringness, so that he remains

daring: and a slave left to himself, and daring;

left until he has become like the 8: (TA) or

one whose origin is suspected; (K;) whose father

is not known: (Er-Răghib, Sgh:) or a bastard:

(K:) or one whose lineage is of slaves, (K, TA,)

or ignoble, (TA) up to seven male ancestors, (K,

TA,) or, to seven female ancestors; (TA;) or, to

four male ancestors; (En-Nadr, K;) or whose

lineage is traced up to four female ancestors all

of them slaves: (TA:) or born at seven months;

(K, TA;) not matured by the womb, his months

not being completed. (Az, IF, TA.)

© d p
-

*...* One whose camels come to the water on

the seventh day [counting the day of the next

preceding watering as the first]. (TA.) = A

slave finding a * *

his sheep, or goats. (Aboo-Sa’eed Ed-Dareer, S.)

is: - J% (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) with fet-h (S,

Msb) to the first and third letters, (Msb,) like

#4, (K.) and #, with an inseparable 5,

(Sb,) A land containing, (S,) or abounding with,

(Mgh, Msb, K.) &: [or animals ofprey]. (S,

Mgh, Msb, K.)

:- [or rapacious animal] among

• * * *

&- A verse consisting of seven feet. (TA.)

-A camel having, in the middle part of his

back, between the withers and the rump, seven

vertebrae redundant [app. meaning in size].

(TA)—[See also :]

6 y o e

g"A rope consisting of seven strands. (M,

voce & 3.Co.)=With 3, A cow, (S, TA,) [app.

meaning a wild cow,] or [other] female wild

animal, (TA,) whose offspring has been eaten by

the &: [or beast, or bird, of prey]. (S, TA.)

&: The place of a &- [or beast, or bird, of

prey]. (TA.)

1. &- (Msb, K, £, aor. * (M.A, Msb)

and *, (MA,) inf. n. &: (Msb, K, &c.,) It (a

garment [&c.]) was complete, full, ample, or

without deficiency: (MA, Msb:) it (a thing,

Lth, Msb, of any kind, JK, Msb, such as a gar

ment, TA, a coat of mail, JK, Msb, TA, and the

like, TA, and hair, JK, TA) was long, (JK,

Mgb, K.) from above to belon, (Msb,) or reach

ing to,or tonards, the ground. (Lth, K.) [Hence,]

8: 25 [The ample, or long, &c.,] was the name

of a coat of mail belonging to the Prophet. (TA)

- [Hence also] will us:<< The U.S.-as

[app. here meaning the rib next the flank] of the

'or' was of full length. (TA)- And &
-Alas! # The rain approached the earth, and ex

tended. (TA)- And #1-#",($, Mab, K.)

inf n. as above, (S, Msb,) t The benefit, or boon,

was, or became, ample. (S, Msb, K, TA.) One

says, *: ë'. Ji- 4. £- Araise be to

God for the ampleness of the benefit, or boon.

(TA)-And 2% & t He tended towards,

and reached, his tonn, or country; (AA, K;)

inf n. as above. (TA.)

6 * * *

2. -a-, inf. n. &:, She (a camel, A5, JK,

$, or a pregnant female, K) cast her young one,

or foetus, (AS, JK, S, K,) in an incomplete state,

(TA) or when its hair had grown, (A5, S, K,) or

when its fur had grown; (JK;) accord. to the

T, (TA,) i. q. <i. (JK, TA:) or, accord.

to AA, ū2% J.' *: the camels cast their

3/oung abortively; and, in like manner, accord. to

Lth, one says of all pregnant females: (TA:)

[see also -: the epithet applied to her is
6 w * ,

W &-°, without 5. (As, K, TA.)

4. *- He made it complete, full, ample, or

without deficiency; (Msb;) he made it wide;

namely, his garment [&c.]: and he made it long;

namely, [his garment, and the like, and] his hair,

(TA)—[Hence]:12: &#&-1 (S, Msb,"

K") f God made the benefit, or boon, complete,

full, or ample, to him. (S, Msb, K, TA.) And

aiśl es' 4. &- t He expended upon him n'hat

nas completely sufficient for his wants; bestoned

upon him amply: (TA)- And #" &-',

(K,) inf. n. &\-l. (S,) | He performed com

pletely the [ablution termed] ex-32, (S, K, TA,)

making it to reach to the proper places thereof,

and giving fully to every member its due. (K, TA.)

=And &- He put on a wide, or an ample, [or

a long,] coat of mail. (KL.)

* f is d 6 p.

&-: See &:-.

#: ! Plentifulness, and pleasantness or easi

ness, and softness or delicacy, of life. (K, T.A.)

One says, J." &- #.&X: ! Verily they

are in a state of plentifulness, &c., of life. (TA.)

&C., applied to a thing (JK, $) of any kind,
(JK,) Complete, full, ample, or without defi

£ency ; (§, TA:) [and] long. (JK.) You say,

ășu >> A coat of mail that is wide, or ample,

(S,K,” TA) and long : (K, TA:) or such that

one drags it upon the ground, or [that falls]

against one's ankles, by reason of length and

amplemess: pl. &B-. (TA.) And &- −3 A.

complete, a full, or an ample, tail. (S.) And

# * : A longs' [or leathern bucket]. (TA)

And g: #4. ājū A she camelfull, or with

out lack or defect, in the udder: (Lth, and so

in the K accord. to the TA:) or g" à.

without lack or defect, and long, in the ribs. (So
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in copies of the K.) And #. #~ and#

#2 (Mab, K) signify in like manner (K) [9]

14 ling buttock. (Mab,TA.") And & Js

2:91 + A man large in the buttocks. (T.A.)

And &- J-3 ! A stallion long in the certrum:

(S, K, TA:) the £ontr. thereof is termed U-se.

(S, TA.) And āşu, ä: t A foul, or an ugly,

gun. (Lth, K, TA)—And #4 ## 14 co

pious rain. (K, TA)—And #4 #14 com

plete,a full,o; anample, benefit, or boon. (K," TA.)

–See also as:-j.

#: More [and most] complete, full, ample,

or free from deficiency [in breadth and in length]:

occurring in this sense in a trad., relating to a

coat of mail. (TA.)

6 * @ e
-

•

• •

•

* > d >
• *

ää.3 (JK, S, K) and #: and *: and

#, (JK, K) the first of which is the most

chaste, (TA,) I. q.X: [q.v.]: (JK:) or a

portion of the mail of the coat of mail, that is

conjoined to the helmet, and protects the neck :

(JK, S, K.) for the helmet becomes lengthened

(#) thereby; and but for it, there would be

between it and the opening at the neck of the

coat of mail an intervening space: (S:) or the

mail composing the -# of the helmet, at the

bottom thereof, nrith n'hich the man protects his neck,

and n:hich is also called the*: or, accord. to

“the Book of the Coat of Mail and the Helmet,”

by AO, the -5% of the helmet is other than its

as: for he says that, of helmets, there is that

which has a -#, [consisting of] rings [or mail]

encompassing the bottom thereof, so as to sur

round the back and other parts of the neck, and

the two cheeks, and to reach to thec5

[q.v.] of the two eyes; and he afterwards says,

but when it [the helmet] is not of plate, or ex

panded metal, but # [a head-corring] of mail, it

is called as and 5ué and aa-3: (TA:) [the

pl. is &: :] and the helmet [that has a as:

attached to it, accord. to those who mean by this

term the mail attached to the bottom thereof,] is

called W&- (JK:) or, accord. to As, one says

& 3 #,(S) or #3 (3. (K, TA: in the

CK [erroneously] #3)

see what next follows.

•e 4 •

8:4, (S, A, L, TA) in the O and KW£,

like &#, which seems to be a mistranscription,

copied by the author of the K, accord. to his

usual practice, from the O, (TA,) A man having
6 * >

upon him a coat of mail such as is termed as L.

(S, A, O, L., K.)

: is expl. by Kr as meaning The young

that is cast by its mother after the soul has been

blonn into it. (TA. [But see its verb, 2.])

#: see 2.

#: A she-camel that usually casts her young

abortively: but a term not well known. (IDrd,

c5

1. *ā-, (§, O, Mgb, K, &c.) aor = (0, Mab,

K) and , (O, K,) but the former is of higher

authority, or more usual, (O, TA,) inf. n.&

(S, Msb,) He preceded him; he was, or became,

got, went, or came, before him, or ahead of him;

he outment, or outstripped, him; he had, got, or

took, precedence of him; syn. 4.33, (K, TA;)

in running, and in everything. (TA.) Some

read, in the Kurfaxi. 27], J#94,#5, thus,

with damm, meaning They say not [anything]

nithout his having taught them: (O, TA:) or

they say not anything until He has said it:

originally, %ź &: 5 [their saying does

not precede his saying]: this reading is from the
.d.o.o e < * * * *

phrase asa-5 £u, [expl. below,] aor. of the
* * * * * J. • * ** *

latter afi-l. (Bd.) See 3.-Us Jr., all J.

a:-" The horse outstripped, or came in first,

among those started together for a wager, or in

the race-ground. (O, K.) Hence the trad. of
J - d. < * 2° de ** * ~ * £ 4 * * ~ *

'Alee, * * * *l es'--> *w J2-, 3

+[The Apostle of God came in first in the race,

and Aboo-Bekr came in next, and 'Omar came

in third] (0, TA) [And 3: used in like

manner with the objective complement under

stood means He preceded, &c., as above; and

hence, he was, or became, first, foremost, or

beforehand; he had, or got, the priority, or pre

cedence. And He was, or became, one of the

first or foremost : see &ū. See also 3: <
• * * * • 5 ~~~

in art. -as.]-4-9) Us!. Usual G-: [He pre

ceded the other people; was, or became, before

them; or had, got, or took, precedence of them;

in betaking, or applying, himself to the affair].

(S. K.) And in like manner one says, L3 &- 4

>9. 13. To him belongs priority, or precedence,
• * * > 6 - © 4

in this affair; like Aā'u~; syn. Alex5. (A, TA.)
• :- d 2. • J., d > 2.**

–[Hence,] * als: *L** Us! 4.42 &- t [He

preconceived a thing, and therefore made a mis

take, or erred, respecting it]. (M5b, in explana

tion of : J-3.) [And Gil J, & 3:

means in like manner + He preconceived the

thing : or his mind adverted hastily, before re

flection, or without premeditation, to the thing;

from what next follows.]-2: &- He went,

or passed, hastily, or quickly, to them. (TA.)–
6v - * Qe ** *

[And hence,] Us (s: 42 &- tA saying pro

ceeded hastily, before reflection, or without pre

meditation, to him from me; syn. *::: ($ in

art. 12,5:) and25& 4: 3: t speech proceeded

hastily, &c., from him; syn. 33: (Msb in that

art. :) [but this phrase also means, more agreeably

with the primary signification of the verb, + speech

proceeded previously from him; (see the Kur

x. 20, &c.;) and in like manner the former phrase.]

See also 8. And# as: ($, Mgb, K, all in

art. 8:3) i.e. as & *" &4: [meaning

+ The vomit came forth to his mouth before he

was an are]. (TA in that art.) [And] till 3.

t The pen anticipated, skipping over something,
d.> * J. C. e. e.

-

TA.) in transcribing] - One says also, asks ****,

meaning ; I overcame him. (TA.) And 3.

* c." + He overcame his people in generosity. ,

(TA) And exoi (, aā- + He exceeded him in

generosity. (TA.)

2, 3-, (inf n. &:, Mgh,) He tooh, or re

ceived, the 3:... [i.e. stake, or wager, laid at a

race or a shooting-match, to be taken by the suc

cessful competitor]: (IAar, O, K:) or 4: I

took, or received, the 3-, from him. (Az, Mgh,

Msb.)- And He gave the 3: ; (IAar, O, K.)

or 4: I gave him the G. (Az, Mgh, Mgb.)

Thus it has two contr. significations. (IAar, Az,

Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) Hence, in the trad. of Ru

kāneh the wrestler, J: ū, i. e. "What wilt

thou give me [if I overcome]? and he said, The

third of my sheep, or goats. (Mgh.) And 3:

#1 &: #: ! He made the [sum of money

termed] 5× to be a 3. [i.e. stake, or wager,]

among the poets, to be taken by him who should

OWerCOme. (%:A) And it is 'id in ". trad:

$33 & ###33 (£- J.M#3

–5-5, meaning [He ordered the making of the

horses to run, and] gave them as a 3. [three

racemes of dates from three palm-trees]: or it

may mean, he took, or received, as their 3:

or it [i.e. lyas-J may be without teshdeed, [as a

subst. with its affixed pronoun,] meaning the

property assigned [as their 3:l. (L, TA)—

One says also, J.-l &: +: [app. meaning

I gave a 3. among the horses]: (O:) or<:

J-1, and &: * -ā'L', meaning I sent forth

the horses with their riders upon them, to see

which of them would outstrip. (TA)- And

it: -ā-, inf n. as above, The ene, or she-goat,

cast her young one, or foetus, in an incomplete

state. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) but -ā-, with &

is better known. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.) = <-i:

3ual ! I put the cº- [or pair of jesses] upon

the legs of the bird, and [so] shackled it. (TA.)

3. #ū, inf n.#4 and 3-, [I strove, or

contended, with him to precede him; to be, or

become, get, go, or come, before him, or ahead of

him; to outgo, or outstrip, him; to have, get, or

take, precedence of him; in running (i. e. I

raced, or ran a race, with him); and in every

thing.] (Msb, TA.) You say, "4:44: [I

strove, or contended, with him to precede him,

&c., and I surpassed him, or overcame him, in

doing so]: (S:) the aor. of the latter verb in this

case is £i, (Bd in xxi. 27,) and the inf n. is

&. (S.)- See also 6.- And see 2.

4.A9 & >3%) G-1 [perhaps a mistran

scription for " :-1] The people, or party,

hastened to the thing, or affair; or employed the

fulness of their poncer, or force, to hasten to it;

syn. bisu. (TA.)

6. Liu.5 and "ta...! signify the same: (K,

TA:) thus the saying [in the Kur xii. 25]

*" * (#1, InneanS <! ū-5, i. e. And they

strove, or contended, each with the other, to pre

cede, or get before, to the door. (T.A.) [And

164 *
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both are trans. by means of &#| you say,

like Us' bil-5 and <! * bi:- [They strove,

or contended, together, to precede, or be first, in

attaining to such a thing: and so "bău.: See

the Kurlvii. 21, where 5* us' bi'l- is expl.

by Bd as meaning L' &#-J *u. b%

3. i. e. Strive ye, one with another, in

hastening, neith the striving of those that contend

to outstrip in the hippodrome, to obtain forgive

nes]. (Msh). And you say, 3:41 U. " :),

meaning ūlā [i. e. We strove, or contended,

one with another, to precede, get before or ahead,

or outstrip, in running : and in like manner each

of these verbs is used in relation to any object of

contention for precedence]. (S.) - And 12.5:1.5

and " '95.1 ! They competed, or contended, to

gether in shooting. (TA) * : t:, in the

Kur [xii. 17], means + We went to compete, or

contend, together in shooting: (S, Bd:) or in

running. (Bd.)- And W the latter of these verbs,

as well as the former, signifies also They laid bets,

wagers, or stakes, one with another. (TA.)

*. de - • de ** *

8. [a:- and 2: &#. i. 7. e5 22u. Thus]

<!: bi:0, in the Kur [ii. 143 and v. 53],

means Therefore hasten ye to good acts, &c.;

or employ the fulness of your poner, or force, in

hastening thereto; sy:Úl be". (O.) See also

4.– You £y also, 3:9. *:: &:-), (K in art.

J.",) or "J., (M in that art.) The thing, or

event, came to him, or happened to him, hastily,

quickly, or speedily; and beforehand [or before

he expected it]; syn. 5% and: 34. (M and

K in that art)– by all b£5, in the Kur

xxxvi. 66, in which by-all is in the accus. case

because of& suppressed before it, or by making

5:9 to imply the meaning of £9, (Bd)
means And they mould hasten, make haste, Or

strive to get first or beforehand, to the road that

they were wont to travel: (Bd, Jel:) or t they

would go along the road and leave it behind

them, (Bd," O, K, TA,) so that they would

wander from the right way. (O, K, TA.)

See also 6, throughout.

&- A competitor of another in striving to

precede, to be before or ahead, to outgo or out

strip, or to have precedence : [pl. à:í, and the

sing is al: used as a pl. ‘J.you."y, L: X*

and Lju-l: (L.) and gui: (..* They are two

that compete &c. (El-Moheet, O, K.)

J- A stake, or wager, that is laid between the

persons concerned in a race, (T, S, O, Mgh,"

Msb," K,) and in a shooting-match;

former case taken by [the on ner of] the one that

outstrips; (T, TA;) and 7#:signifies the same:
6 - of -

(K:) pl. of the former juxi. (O, K.). It is said

in a trad, J4% A-3 -# U. S. & 9.
meaning There shall be no stake, or wager, except

in the case of the racing of camels, or of horses

or mules or asses, or in the case of [the arron

head or lance-head, i.e.] shooting or casting [the

lance]: for all these affairs are preparations for

in the

engaging in fight with the enemy; and mules

and asses are included because they carry the

baggage of the army. (O, TA.)- Also t The

lesson of a boy, that is learned each day in the

school; also calledX4. (TA in art. Lel.)

i: ; see the next preceding paragraph.

5... an infn of 3 (S. v.] (Mab, TA)—

[As a simple subst., A race, or contest in run

ning.-And The preceding part of a discourse

&c. You say 45%-3 A%l &- The preceding

and folloning parts of the discourse; the context,

before and after.]—esjö (jū. The cl: [or

pair of shackles, i.e. jesses.] of the hanh or

falcon, of leathern thongs or straps, or of other

material. (S, O, K.)

* f * s
-

C22- : see &l.
•

* & • * *

$4% Gl- > t He is one who [often] obtains

the ninning canes (3: <>0 as [see art. -as]).

(O, K, TA.)

&- [act, part. n. of 1, Preceding, &c.; and

sometimes it means one of the first or foremost :

as is shown by what here follows]: sometimes

what is thus termed has one coming up with it;

as [sometimes happens] in the case of the GAU. of

horses: and sometimes it is like him who obtains

the winning-cane (3: agai [see art. --as]);

for he outstrips to it and has none to share with

him in it, there being none coming up with him.

(Mgb.) It is applied to a horse That outstrips;
6 p *

as also " .33:... : (T, Mgb, TA:") and the pl.

[masc., i. e. pl. of the former,] applied to horses

is &: and [fem., i. e. pl. ofău..] &: (TA:)

[or] &ls. may be pl. of 3. regarded as a

subst. like Jaé- and* of which the pls. are

J** and *. (Ham p. 46.) - By the

Etiu, mentioned in the Kur lxxix. 4 are meant

The angels that precede the devils with the reve

lation [that they convey] to the prophets: (TA:)

or the angels that precede the jinn, or genii, in

listening to the revelation : (T, K, TA:) or the

angels that precede nith the souls of the believers

to Paradise (Bd, Jel) and with the souls of the

unbelievers to Hell: (Bd:) or the horses [that

precede in battle]: (Zj, TA:) or the souls of the

believers, that go forth with ease: or the stars

[that precede other stars]. (TA. [See more in

the Expositions of Bd and others.])-[The pl.]

&: applied to palm-trees, means + That produce

their fruit early. (TA.)

ău. [fem. of &C., q. v.: and also a subst.

formed from the latter by the affix 3, signifying

Priority, or precedence]. One says,&à- al

,39. lás ! [To him belongs priority, or prece

dence, in this affair,] when he has preceded the

[other] people [in betaking, or applying, himself]

to the affair: (S, K, TA:) like as you say, &: &

[mentioned above: see 1]. (TA.)- [Also, as

used by physicians, A predisposition to disease.]

#A- [The state, or condition, of preceding].

(De Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Ar. p. 302.)

** * *

G-1 [More, and most, preceding or pre

venient; more, and most outgoing or outstripping;
• * • * > 0 & - •

&c.]. J-Sl U-> J-1 andA&S. U-2 are provs.

[meaning More prevenient than the period of

death and than the thoughts]. (Meyd.)

o: A horse much, or often, outstripped.

§D.

* > d >
- -

ass:- [The state, or conditon, of being

preceded]. (De Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Ar.

p. 302.)

<!

1. 4., (S, Mgh, Mab, K.) aor. -, (§, K,) so

says El-Fárábee, and so in the Jm, and in the

handwriting of Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee, (TA,)

or *, (Mgb,) thus in the handwriting of Az,

(TA) infin. …, (§, Mgh, Msb) He melted,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K, TA,) and cleared of its dross,

(Mgh,) and poured forth (K, TA) into a mould,

(TA) gold, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) or silver, (S,

Mgh, TA) &c.; ($, TA;) and " ... signifies

the same, (K) inf n. 4:55 (TA) this infn.

and 3: both signifying the melting of gold and

silver, and pouring it forth into a as:- [or

mould] of iron, like the half of a cane divided

lengthnise. (Lth,TA)- Hence, *: is meta

phorically used in the sense of£3. (Harpp.

140 and 211.) One says, *5. 4: &#

! [Such a one, tryings tried, or have tried, him].

(TA.) And9: L'é <: 5>% is another

tropical phrase [app. meaning ! Speech or lan

guage, that does not stand good, or is not sound,

or valid, when tried, or tested; that will not stand

trying, or testing]. (TA.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

7. El-ji said ofX: [i.e. native, or unwrought,

gold or silver or the like], It melted. (TA.)

*~, applied toX: [i. e. native, or unwrought

gold or silver or the like, Melted and cleared of

its dross, and poured forth into a mould], i. q.

* 9, ... (TA)

#: [a subst. formed from the epithet*:

by the affix 3, An ingot, i.e.] a piece (Lth, Mgh,

Msb, K) of gold, (Lth, Mgh, Msb, TA,) or of

silver, (Lth, S, Mgh, TA,) &c., (Mgh,) [i. e.,]

sometimes, of any metal, (Msb,) of an oblong

form, (Mgh, Msb,) that has been melted, (Lth,

S, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA,) and cleared of its dross,

(Mgh,) and poured forth (K,TA) into a mould,

(TA) [i.e.,] into a as: of iron like the half

of a cane divided lengthwise: (Lth, TA:) pl.

45u.. (Lth, S, Msb.) An Arab of the desert

likened to it a difficult mountain that he desired

to ascend, because of its smoothness; saying,

* as: č [What an ingot is this l]. (A,

TA)- The pl. is also applied to Jö, [i. e.

+ Thin, flat, bread]; this being so called because

it is made of choice, or pure, flour; and is as

though it were prepared therefrom by being
• * * *

<!-- avlás),melted and poured into a mould (4.

and cleared from the bran. (T.A.)
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[9. A melter and purifier and caster, or

one who makes usu", of gold, or silver, or the

like.—Hence.12% 5:* a tropical phrase

[app. meaning t He is a trier, or tester, or a

purifier, of speech, or language: see 1]. (TA.)

*: : see art. 4.-.

• -- e.

āş. A mould of iron like the half of a cane

divided lengthwise, into n'hich molten gold and

silver (Lth, TA) and the like (TA) are poured:

(Lth, TA:) pl. 4: ... (TA)
6. J. d = s •

*-*: see 4'-'.

4&

3. * o

Q. 4.4&-li q.*: in its several significa

tions: (Ki) i. e. (TA)- He stretched himself:

(TA:) he lay upon his side, and stretched him

self: (AA, S, TA:) [&c.] - He (a youth, or

young man,) became tall: (Lh:) and <<

She (a girl) became of erect and justly-propor

tioned stature. (S, K.) An ex occurs in a verse

of Imra-el-Keys, cited voce J.-. (S.) - It

(a plant) became tall and full-grown. (TA:) and

it (anything) became extended, and long, or tall.

(Lh.) - He went at random, or heedlessly;

without consideration, or certain aim. (Lh.)-

It (a river) floned. (TA)-4: <<- IHis

eye shed tears. (Lh.) But ISd says that this is

not known in classical Arabic. (TA.)

X: [act. part. n. of the verb above]. - A

youth, or young man, of just proportion, and

full grown. (Aboo-Ziyād El-Kilábee, S, K.) -

Hair that hangs donn; lank; not crisp : (§, K:)

or of just length: or full-grown, and standing

out. (TA.) - And Anything extended, and

long, or tall. (Lh.)

J

2.4-, inf n. J.: IneanS*J: &*

[He assigned it, of the profit, or revenue, or

usufruct, thereof, to be employed in the way,

meaning cause, of God, or of religion; or in the

doing of anything, or all, that God has com

manded, or of the works whereby one pursues

the nay that leads to advancement in the favour

of God; he dedicated it to pious, or charitable,

uses or purposes]; (K, TA;) as though [mean

ing] he made it a trodden way [nhereby to

advance] to [the favour of] God. (TA.) You

say, £4 J.-, using the verb in this sense

[i. e. He assigned the profit, or revenue, or usu

fruct, of his estate to be employed in the cause of

God, or of religion]; (S;) to be given to the

wayfarer, and the poor, and the warrior against

unbelievers, and others. (TA voce J:-) And

3.5 J:- He assigned the profit to be employed

in the nays of good works (Mgh, Māb) and the

various kinds of pious deeds: (Msb:) or he made

the profit to be allonable, or free, to those for

n:hose benefit the property itself was made un

alienable in perpetuity. (TA. [See an ex. in the

first paragraph of art. U--, relating to some

palm-trees which 'Omar desired to give in

charity.])= J.-, [either J: or, J: both app.

allowable, (see the part. ns., below,)] He (a

man) was, or became, long in the ai. [q. v.];

as though he had a long a given to him.

(TA)-See also 4.

4. &"< The road had many pas

sengers jollowing, or succeeding, one another, or

going repeatedly to and fro, upon it. (M, K.)=

•y'il J-1, (§, M, K.) inf. n. Ul-l, (TA,) He

let loose, let don'n, or lonered, his waist-nºrapper;

(S, M, K;) and so 3: the veil, or curtain,

(Mgb) or he let down, let fall, or made to hang

don'n, the veil, or curtain: (Mgh:) the former

act is forbidden in a trad. (TA.) And <-l-l

(33 [She made her skirt to hang don’n; or to

hang don'n lon, so that she dragged it on the

ground]; said of a woman. (M.) And 4: J-l

He dragged his garment [on the ground]; (O;)

and * al- signifies the same, (O, TA,) inf. n.

J-5. (TA) And # J-1 He made his tail

to hang donn; he hung don’n his tail; said of a

horse. (M.)- [Hence,] £" U-1 + He (a

man) poured forth the nater. (Msb.) And

4:3 J-1 (M, K, TA) the shed, or let fall, his

tears. (K, TA.) = The verb is also similarly

used intransitively. (TA.) You say, of a part of

the beard, 3: Li J-1 [I fell, or lung
don'n, upon the breast]. (Az, O, TA.) - And

£1 J-1 : The rain let fall a shower, and

became dense; as though it let down a curtain:

(A, TA: [but accord. to this explanation, the

verb is app. trans.; and the phrase, elliptical:])

or the rain fell continuously, or in consecutive

showers, and in large drops: and in like manner,

£ the tears. (S,K)– And £1 <-i

(AZ, S, M, K) +The sky let fall its rain issuing

from the clouds and not as yet having reached

the earth : (AZ, S, TA:) or [simply] the sky

rained. (K.) And c < 5%i- The sides

of the eye shed tears. (O, K,” TA, all in art.

J29.)- And asks U2-il t He poured forth his

speech against him. abundantly, [or in torrents,]

(A, K,”TA,) like as rain pours. (A.T.A.) =
4 ow Jed,

gy" U- The *produ: put forth its U.:

[or ears]; ($;) and so "J.; ($, Mgh, Msb;)

or put forth its J.-, (Msb in explanation of the

former) which is syn, with J:, (§, M, Mob,

K,) or its*: (Kin explanation of the former:)

[Mtrsays,] WJ: I have not found. (Mgh.)

Q. Q. 1. J: see 4, last sentence: = and

art. U-.

Q. Q. 2.J: : see 4, last sentence.

J: A thing that one has let loose, let don'n,

let fall, or made to hang don'n, and to drag [on
* * *

the ground]; like as 43 signifies “a thing that

one has spread” &c.: whence the trad., 34-0-2

£1.33: 231 & # 55:1 & 4. [He
who drags what he has made to hang don’n of his

garment from pride, or self-conceit, God will not

look tonards him on the day of resurrection]:

(O:) or J: means garments made to hang

donn [so as to drag]; and is pl. of " i: ; [or

rather a coll, gen, n, of which# is the nun.il

whence #: X-, (TA) which means [He

dragged his garment; though said to mean,] his

garments. (K, TA.)- Also t Rain : (S, M, K:)

or rain issuing from the clouds and not as yet

having reached the earth : (AZ, S, TA:) or flow

ing rain: and likewise flowing blood. (Ham

p. 359.)-[Hence, app., as indicating swiftness,

J: is the name of + A certain mare, (S, K,)

an excellent mare, said by As to have been the

mother of £, and to have belonged to [the

tribe of] Ghance. (S, TA) - And J., [or

J. as a fem. proper name] is a name for + A

enve, or she-goat: and such is called to be milked

by saying J. J. (Ibn 'Abbād, TA)=Also
i. q. * J:, (S, M, Msb, K,) which signifies The

ears of corn: (MA: [and in like manner both

are expl. in the KL, but as singulars, app.

because used as gen, ns. :]) n. un, of the former

with 3, and so of " the latter: and the pl. of

'J', which is of the measure J:, is Jú.

(Msb:) or this is pl. of i:, ($) as also

*:: (Kurzii.49 and 46) or it: [in the

CK (erroneously) ai:] signifies an ear of corn

[so I render iš (in the CK a:3)] that is

bending, or inclining, as also V is: [mentioned

in one of my two copies of the S as syn. with

i: but not in the other copy] and 7 is: (M,

K) and 'i: ; (Ki) or, accord to Lih, "#.

signifies an ear (ai') of millet (#5), and of

rice, and the like, when bending, or inclining:

(O, TA:) and some say thatJ: signifies spread

ing, or expanding, ann of the J: [or ears of

corn]; (M, TA;) or the extremities thereof;

(TA) and the pl. is J* (M.) or J.- is

syn, with J.:-, in the dial. of class 2: [?].
* - 3 &

(TA.) Väl...! is also the name of A certain sign

of the Zodiac [i. e. Virgo]: ($ in the present

art., and K in art. U- :) [or Spica Virginis;]

a star inMirgo;. thus called by astrologers; also

called Ujs91 3/L.-J. (Kzw. [See art. ….])

*" W J: is 4 well-known plant, [spikenard,

which is called in the present day&:J:

brought from India. (9. [See also art. J.-.])

- Also sing of Ul-M, which signifies t The

uppermost parts of a bucket, (O,) or the lips

thereof: (S:) or " #: is the sing of Jú: in

these senses; and signifies t the head of a vessel

[like as it signifies the “ear,” which is the

& 4 head,' 'f a. culm of wheat &c.]. (TA.) You

say, Úl- J' U.S. 1 He filled it (i.e. the wine

cup, Jö, M, TA, or the bucket, #1 on to

its edges, (M, K, TA,) and to its lips. (K.)

And a poet says, (S,) namely Bá'ith Ibn

Sureym El-Yeshkuree, (TA,)
o • * ... “ - * * of e

* -*S* t-jl-s' Sl *

- • of - * * * *** * * *

* W-L-i U," tale "5-3 *

[When they sent me drawing with their buckets,

and I filled them with blood to their brims]: he

says, they sent me seeking to execute their

blood-revenges, and I slew many: &l meaning
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- - - - - -
- - ---- -

“blood.” (S, TA. [See also Ham p. 268, where

some different readings are mentioned; and it is

said that the UL-l may mean the knots that are

connected with the cross-pieces of nood of the

bucket.])-And +A number of spears, few or

many. (K. [Perhaps because their heads are

likened to the heads of corn.])= Also The nose:

(K:) pl. J.-: so in the Moheet. (TA.) One

says, 4: #2% [May God make his nose to

cleave to the earth, or dust: or t abase, or humble,

him]. (TA.) = And Garments made of the

hards, or hurds, of flax of the coarsest of

qualities: and so Wi: [if one of these words be

not a mistranscription for the other]. (TA.) =

And A certain disease in the eye, [thus -2

J: is expl. in the M,] resembling a film, as

though it were the web of a spider, with red

veins: (S:) or a film of the eye, from the snelling,

or inflation, of its external veins upon the surface

of the *-*. (K,) which is one of the layers of

the eye, (TA,) [namely, the tunica albuginea, or

white of the eye, so called in the present day,]

and the appearance of a neb, or thing woven,

between the two, [i.e. betneen those veins and the

white tunic,] like smoke: (K '), or a film covering

the eye; as though from Ju-1 meaning the

“letting down” of a veil, or curtain. (Mgh.)

*= Also A reviling, or vilifying. (K.) One

says, J. 4:4. c: Betneen me and him is a

reviling, or vilifying: so in the Moheet. (TA.)

•

J- [is app. a possessive epithet, meaning
• * * * * * @ 4.

Having length and flaccidity]. al- a--as- means

[A scrotum] that is long (M, K, TA) and flaccid.

(TA.)

#: +A rain of nide extent. (IAar, O, K.)

6 * > *

al- : seeJ% in five places. - Also t The

-jū [or mustache]: ($ ) or the #33 (or small

protuberance termed *:- q. v.,] in the middle

of the upper lip : or the hair that is upon [app.

meaning of] the *; (M, K;) whence the

saying, ū-ai;4: &ju. [thy hair of the mus

tache has become long, therefore clip it]; and it is

tropical: (TA:) or the extremity of that hair :

(M, K:) or the tro mustaches together: (M,

K:*) or n hat is upon the chin, to the extremity

of the beard: or the fore part of the beard: (M,

K:) or what hangs don'n, of, or from, the fore

part of the beard: (Zj, in his “Khalk el-Insán:”)

or, accord. to Az, it signifies, with the Arabs, the

fore part of the beard, and what hangs donn

thereof, or therefrom, upon the breast: or, accord.

to IDrd, some of them apply it to the extremity

of the beard; and some, to the hair of the mus

tache that hangs don'n on the beard: in a trad.,

in which it is said that he [Mohammad] was full

in the al., Az says that it means the hairs

beneath the loner jan": accord, to AZ, it is what

appears, of the fore part of the beard, after [or

exclusive of] the hair of the side of each cheek

and the cs: [here app. meaning the portion of

the beard next the front of the throat], and what

is concealed [thereof]: (TA:) or, accord. to Th,

the beard altogether: (M.) the pl. is JU-, (S,

K.) [to which 3 is sometimes added, agreeably

with a common license, as appears from an ex. in

what follows,] and +%, occurring in the say

ing,*%2.5 £), mentioned by Lh, in which

the term al- is made to apply to every separate

portion [so that the meaning is, Verily he has a

a:]. (M.) One says, of enemies, -:>

Júl +[They are red, or reddish, in respect of

the mustaches, &c.; see art. -->]. (TA.) And

of a man who has come threatening, one says,

£: 5: #3 & as #[Such a one came

having spread out his mustache, &c.]. (K,"TA.)

And in a trad. respecting Dhu-th-Thudeiyeh, [see

art. U.S.A3,] it is said,2: ań. J.+9:*

[app. meaning + Having upon him small hairs

like the n hiskers of the cat]. TA.)-* #.

means + The part of the camel, in which he is

stabbed, or stuck, in the uppermost part of the

breast; (T, M.;) called also the a2,5: (T,) or the

fur that flows don’n upon that part of the camel.

(M, K. [In the CK, *: is erroneously put

for*J) You say aítá. a. es' −3, mean

ing f He stabbed, or stuck, the she camel in the

part above mentioned: (M in art. --J: [in the

K, in the present art.,<= is erroneously put, in

this phrase, in the place of -: :]) Az heard an

Arab of the desert say* 3:& X-i, [which

means the same as J-5,] and he supposes the

a. to be hairs in the part above mentioned.

(TA.) You say also, al-Ji U-->4, meaning

+ [A camel goodly in fespect of] the thinness of

his skin (**): so in the O and K: but accord.

to the T, of his cheek (...); and this is probably

the right explanation. (TA)

4 - og

J-l.

J- A nay, road, or path; (S, M, Msb, K;)

and what is open, or conspicuous, thereof; (M,

K;) and Er-Răghib adds, wherein is easiness:

(TA) and "āi. signifies the same: (Ibn

'Abbād, K.) the former is masc. and fem.; (S,

M, Mgh, Mab, K.) like #5 (Mab3) made

fem. by the people of El-Hijáz, and masc. by

Temeem; (Akh, S voce 5% ;) but mostly fem.;

(IAth, TA;) in the Kur it is made masc. in

vii. 143, and fem. in xii. 108: (S, M, TA:) pl.

J£, (M, K,) or, accord. to ISk, it has this pl.

when masc., and J.", like 3: when fem.,

(Msb, [but this distinction and the latter pl. are

both strange.]) and it has also as a pl. [ofpauc]

al-l. (TA.) In the saying,J- ...a5 20 Us">

[And upon God it rests to shon the right way

(see art. ...a5)], (M, K,) in the Kur [xvi. 9],

(M,) it is used as a gen, n., because it is added,

* 23. (M.K.)—J:1 & means tThe

son of the road; (M, K;) "he whom the road has

brought, or [as it were] brought forth; (IB;) the

wayfarer, or traveller: (Mgh, Msb:) or he who

travels much or often : (TA:) or the traveller

who is far from his place of abode: (Er-Rághib:)

as used in the verse of the Kur, (M, Mgh, Msb,)

ix. 60, (M,) it means the person to whom the n'ay

has become cut short [so that he is unable to con

tinue his journey]; (M, K;) to which has been

added, who desires to return to his country, or

ton'n, and finds not nhat will suffice him : (TA:)

or the traveller who is cut off from his property:

(Mgh, Mgb:) or the person who desires to go to

a country, or tonn, other than his onn, for a

necessary affair : or, accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, the

guest niho has become disabled from proceeding in

his journey, his means having failed him : to such

should be given as much as will suffice him to

his home. (TA)-J: &*#, in the Kur

[xxix. 28], means t|And ye cut off] the way of

offspring [by your unnatural practices]: or and

ye oppose yourselves to men in the roads [or road]

for the purpose of that which is excessively, or

enormously, foul or abominable. (TA)-[J:

aff means t The way, or cause, of God, or of

Religion; or the nay whereby one seeks approach

to God, or advancement in his favour.] It is said

in the Kurfii. 191], *J: J biás, meaning
+ And expend ye in warring against unbelievers

and the like, and in every good work commanded

by God; (M, K;) such being of the ways [that

lead] to God: (M:) mostly used in relation

to warring against unbelievers and the like.

(M, K.) And in the same, iii. 163, biá čí

# J- es', meaning [Who have been slain in

the cause of God, or of his religion, i.e.,] for the

sake of the religion of God. (Jel.) And you say,

* J: J & J* + [He made his estate

to have its profit, or revenue, or usufruct, em

ployed in the cause of God, or of religion]. (S.)

–U- also signifies t A means of access; a

connexion, or a, tie s so in £he saying, in the

Kur [xxv.29], S: J, #1 & # Us: 9

+ [O would that I had obtained, with the Apostle,

a means of access to Paradise]: (S, Msb, TA:)

thus it has been explained: (TA:) or the meaning

is, [O would that I had taken, with the Apostle,]

a nay to safety: or one way, the way of truth.

(Bd.)- [Also, in the present day, applied to A.

public drinking-fountain.]

6.- … • * J y **

a 2- and is: See J%, in three places.

i- :

s *

See U-', first sentence.

J. Travelling upon a road; pl. J.'s. and

[coll: gen, n.] *āt. (TA:) this last signifies

travellers, (S, M,”) or a company of people,

(Mgh, K) following, or succeeding, one another,

or going repeatedly to and fro, (S, M, Mgh, K,)

upon the roads, (S, Mgh,) or upon the road,

(M, K,) for the accomplishment of their nants:

it is made fem, as denoting a acts- (Mgh.)-

Also, *āu, (TA in art. '53,) or à-J

(M, K, TA,) A travelled road; (M, K, TA;

a beaten road. (TA in art. **)=JA- &:

+ Rain falling continuously, or in successive

showers, and in large drops, and copiously. (TA.)

5

)

ău: ; see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

to do y

U- and:see J% in five places: and

see also art. U-.
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J.-- Ust

J.-- the name of A certain fountain in

Paradise: determinate; [without tenween;] but

occurring at the end of a verse of the Kur

[lxxvi. 18], (Akh, S, K,) and being with fet-h,

(Akh, S,) 1 is added to it, (Akh, S, K.) for the

sake of conformity [with the endings of other

verses before and after it]. (K.) See also art.

U-1-.

J: ! A man long in the a. [q. v., here

said in the TA to meal the beard, but this is

questionable], as also " GS: and WJ: and

*J: and 'J:and "J: (M.K.TA)—

And the fem., #4, +A woman having hair in

the place of the mustache. (TA.)- And t An

eye having long lashes. (M, K.)

© - © a

J. : see the next preceding paragraph.

J: A man lengthening his garment, and

making it to hang don'n to the ground. (IAar,

TA.) [And in like manner,] applied to a woman,

[though without 3,] Who has made her skirt to

hang donn [app. to the ground]. (M.) - See

also J:-And J: signifies t The penis:

(M, K, TA:) because of its pendulousness. (TA.)

–And +The [lizard called] ... (K)—And

the fifth of the arron's used in the game called

2-.' (M, K:) or the sixth of those arrows,

(Lh,S,M, K) also called £1, (S,) in which

are six notches, and to which are assigned six

shares [of the slaughtered camel] if it win, and

six fines if it do not win: (M:) pl. J.-J.

(TA.)- And J: is one of the names of Dhu

l-Hijeh, (M,K; ) of the time of Ád. (M.)

9& 2 × * - of

J.- : see U-1. -Also An ugly old man:

(K.) app. because of the length of his beard. (TA.)

6* * * * > 0 &

J.- : see J-l.

Us?"

1.3%"J., & M, Ms.K)#3 (M)sor.
U53-2, (Msb, TA,) inf. n. Use" (S, M, Msb, K)

and #~, (S, M, K,) or 7 the latter is a simple

subst, as also " ū- or c: (Msb,) He made

captive, captived, or took prisoner, [the enemy,

and other than an enemy;] (S, K;) as also

'#' (S, Msh, K)—[Hence] : J-5
Ja-yi + [She captivates the heart of the man], said

of a woman. (S.)- And 4:3+: and W4:

+ I captivated his heart. (M.) And −is **:

Jäl, said of a girl, or young woman, i. q. a.

[i.e. + She captivated the heart of the youth, or

young man.] (TA)-One says also, J: &
Joe • 6 • * • • #

a -l 95 José and a] L: S, the latter on the

authority of Lh, who says that it means a prayer,

(M, TA,) for which reason the verb [in the

former instance] is in the mejzoom form, (TA,) i.e.

[Verily the night is long, and] may I not be made

as the captive [to it]. (M, TA)—3:-" J.-,

(S, M, K.) aor, as above, (M.) inf n. C. and

**, (T, M, K) though J says only the latter,

(K.) He conveyed wine from one town, or country,

to another; (S, K;) or he brought wine from one

land to another; as also st:1: (M3) [and]

SO *::, with hemz: (Msb:) or+. with hemz,

means “I bought” (S, M) wine, to drink it. (S.

[See art. t-J)–:£-, (ISk, S.M. K.) aor.

as above, ($) inf n. L-, (§, M,) God estranged

him; (ISk, S, M, K;) removed him far anay;

(S,K;) and cursed him: (M:) or it is like the

saying # *: (S:) [or may God estrange

him; &c. :] one says, #f 3. * * [What ails

him? May God estrange him; &c.]. (TA.)

à." L- (M, K,) aor. as above, (M,) inf. n.

G- (TA,) He dug until he reached the water.

(M, K.)

5. 3 J- + He manifested, or shoned, love,

or affection, to him; and became inclined to him.

(TA.)

6. 12:1.5 They made one another captive.

(Az, K.)

8: see 1, in four places.

& * 3 * *

C: i. q. "J: [i.e. Made captive]; (M;)

or .": ! signifies : U. [i. e. what is made

captive; but I rather think that the right expla

tion is . ~ '... i. eth ho is made
nation is us:- *: e person who s 'a'

captive; agreeably with what follows]: pl. Us?":

(M, K:) one says J-X; [a company, or party,

of men made captive]; the latter word in this

case being an inf. n. used as an epithet; [there

fore, as such, it is applicable to a single person,

male or female, as well as to a pl. number;] and

accord. to As, one says not otherwise than thus

in speaking of a company, or party, of men:
3 -

(Msb, TA:) [but] * U- is [also] applied to a

single person, to the male and the female, (M., K.)

i. e. to the latter, as to the former, without 3, (M,)

as meaning made captive: (K:) or C- is ap

plied to a boy, or young man, or male slave, as

also VJ- and: to a girl, or young woman,

or female slave, as also ": (Msb;) or to a

woman, in this sense: (S:) and the pl. of W J.-,

(M, K) or of £3, (Msb) is '', (M, Mob, K.)

applied to women. (M.)- Also Women, (IAar,

M, K,) universally; (IAar, M.;) because they

captivate the hearts; or because they are made

captive, and possessed as property. (M, K.)

• 3 -

U- : see L-...--Also A tribe of El-Yemen; re

garded as aG- perfectly decl.; and regarded as a

ai: , [and therefore a fem. proper name,] imper

fectly decl. [and written (...]: (M, TA:) or, as is

saidin the Msb, it is the name of a tonn, or province,

in El-Yemen; masc., and therefore perfectly decl.;

and fem., and therefore imperfectly decl.; called

by the name of its builder: (TA:) [hence,] one

says, '. s: b'ss and (... s", [making the

last word to be without tenween either as a fem.

proper name or because of pausing after it,] i.e.

They went anay scattered, or dispersed: (S, M,

K:) J says, (TA,) they are two nouns made one,

like* us.” perfectly decl. because not oc

curring otherwise than as a denotative of state,

[and therefore indeterminate,] whether you make

the former to be a prefixed noun governing the

latter in the gen, case, or do not so. (S, TA.

[See also art. t-])= In a verse of 'Alkameh

Ibn-'Abadeh, the phrase £Gl ū- is used for

** • * • 3

&ts) -3-4 (M in art. -- : see J-2)

t" Or J: : see 1, first sentence.

** * 3 -

*- : see Us".

#~ : see 1, first sentence.

3 -

, 9:

U- 32°, (M.) A branch, or piece of stick or

nood, brought by a torrent from one tract, or

region, to another, (M, K,) or from a distant

place; (M3) and " £ and * : signify the
• & P

Saline. (K)–:-" Us:- The slough of the ser

pent; (M," K;) as also ts: (K in art. t

[Accord. to different copies of the Kin the present

Sce J.-, in two places.- Also, (K,) or

* @

art., *-- or 2- or Us:-", all of which are

wrong)–: [or i:- #] A pearl, or large

pearl, brought out by the diver (K, TA,) from the

sea. (TA.)- Also, [or #~}:-) Wine brought

from one town, or country, to another: (S, M, K:)

if bought to be drunk, it is termed #3, with .:

(S, M.:) or, perhaps, the former may be an in

£nce of the alleviation of e. (M. [See also

£- in art. (….])

£ The as: [or membrane enclosing the

foetus in the womb], which comes forth with the

Joung : ($, K:) or a thin pellicle over the nose

of the factus, which dies if it be not removed from

it at the birth: (K:) or the nater that comes

forth upon the head of the faetus, (T, M,) [i. e.]

at the birth: (T,) pl. L's. [or P's-]. (S.)

-Hence, as being likened thereto, because of

its fineness, (M,) + The dust of the burron's, or

holes, of the jerboa; (K;) or fine dust n:hich the

jerboa extracts from its burron, or hole: said by

Abu-l-'Abbās to be [one] of the burrows, or

holes, of the jerboa; but this saying of his has

been rebutted. (M.)- Hence also, (M,) | In

crease or offspring [of camels or the like]; (S,

M, K, TA;) called by the name of that from

which they come: (M, TA:) or (so accord. to

the M, but accord. to the K “and”) camels for

breeding: and numerous cattle: (M, K:) or also

sheep, or goats, having numerous offspring : (T,

$, K:) and it is also applied to denote a large

number [app. of animals &c.]. (TA.) One says,

£1. cºs JS, meaning ! [To such a one belong]

numerous cattle. (TA.)

#: A streak of blood; (AO, S, M, K.) as

alo'i (MTA) pl. &c. (Aos, M,
K)-And An extended thread or string of

Ima"] hair. (TA)—And [the pl] & Ci

signifies The conspicuous tracks of a road. (TA.)

23 ° #

:i: see the next preceding paragraph.

s

* 6 - • * i l- > • * > .

Us:- ; and its fem, with 5: see Us", in three

places.
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1. £, [aor. *, accord to rule, and inf n app.

é- q.v.,] He attributed or imputed to him, or

charged him with, or accused him of a fault, or

defect, or the like; as also 3- ; syn. *. (TA.

[The sense in which asle is there used is indicated

by the context.])

- 6 d - -

<- a dial. var. of 3.1: see the latter word in

art. 4-, in two places.

3. Foul, or evil, speech or language. (IAgr,
3 -

K.)–And also, [like J.,] A.fault, or defect, or

the like; syn. C-4. (K.)

ë-: *ā-, of which it is the em.-->
said to a woman means, (K, TA) accord. to the

explanation of IAmb, (TA) J'e - © [0

thou who occupiest the six places in relation to

me; or, who art above me, belon me, before me,

behind me, on my right, and on my left]: (K,

TA:) as though alluding to her holding the

speaker in her possession : (TA:) or it is an in

correct expression; (K;) or it is vulgar, and

held in low estimation; (IAar, TA;) and is cor

rectly Lie- [my lady, or my mistress]: (K:)

it may be regarded as a contraction of Us:-"

accord. to Esh-Shiháb El-Kàsimee: (TA:) and

Es-seyyid 'Eesa Es-Safawee says that it should

not be restricted to the class of expressions used

as vocatives. (MF, TA.)

# (Lù, T.S.M) and 'é-, (Lú, T.S.M.
K.) the former masc. and the late: fem., (S,)

[signifying Six,] are originally a--- (Lth, T,

M) and J.-, (Lth, T, S, M. K3) the latter J

is changed into <>, and the 2 is incorporated into

it, (Lth, T, S, M.K.) for the dim of # is
#: [and that of <- is J.-). and the pi. is

J: (Lth, T, S.) You say, Js, #. use:

32-32 [I have neith me, or at my abode, six men

and women], i.e., three men and three women:

and you may say, is: Js, #. es: nean

ing, six men, and also women ; and in like

manner you do in the case of any number that

can be divided so as to apply to two plurals, as

six and seven and the higher numbers: but in the

case of a number that cannot be divided so as to

apply to two plurals, as five and four and three,

you put the latter noun. in the nom. case only,

saying, for ex., 32-32 Uta- a-- US->e. (ISk,

S.) [Respecting a peculiar pronunciation of the

people of El-Hijáz, and a case in which a: is

imperfectly decl., see #53 and 3:..]—3%ā

[indecl. in every case, meaning Sirteen,] is pro

nounced by some of the Arabs: ā-, and [the

fem.] # 3-, thus in the dial of El-Hijáz

[and of most of the Arabs], is pronounced<

# in the dial of Nejd. ($ in art. --)

à... [meaning Six hundred] should be written

thus, without separating the two words; because

<- is originally J.-, and the union of the two

words is to compensate for the incorporation of

the into the -. (El-Hareeree, in De Sacy's

Anthol. Gramm. Ar., p. 72 of the Arabic text.)

• 3

&l,... [Sirty,] one of the tenfold numbers, (M,

TA,) namely, that between&: and J2a4-,

(TA) is derived from 3-2. (M, TA)—[Also

Sixtieth.]

+ [Sixth]. You say, Usú. &% à- and

Ust- and ău. [Such a one came sirth]; L-2'

#ing formed from J.-: and du-, from #: and

-: in 92", the [latter] U" [of U->U.] is changed

into Us; for certain letters in ther ca: are

U21 and Leel and

- - - and J:#. and

&# and C#, and #3 and us; i. (ISk,S)

−1 see arts - and - it is properly

mentioned in the latter art, being originally aw.

(S, TA.)

sometimes so changed; as in
- w- -

- - -

co-j and :5, and Jalā

* * **

4

1.3%, aor. (§, M) and -, (M) infin. :

(S, M) and: (M,) He, or it, veiled, con

cealed, or hid, a thing; (M;) covered it: (S:)

and * :- signifies the same, (M.) [or has an

intensive sense, or denotes frequency or repetition

of the action, or its application to many objects:

accord. to Golius, “sub velo, obtenso eo [sic], ne

quis vir intueretur eam, custodivit puellam: et clam

asservavit habuitgue eam:” as on the authority of

the KL : in which I find nothing of the kind but

;: expl. by the words C-542 22' > (to have

or hold, within a curtain.]- + He protected

another.

#, ! She (a woman) was, or became, 5»,

(A) i.e., modest, or bashful. (M.)– And

£, inf n.> + He was, or became, intelli

gent. (M.) -

2: see the preceding paragraph.

(The Lexicons passim.)=&#, inf n.

3, #34.1%, infin;-, [He concealed

enmity with him]. (A.) [See also the act, part. n.,

below.]

5 and 7: see the next paragraph.

8. X-1 and "X-5 ($, M, K) and "X

(IAar, M) It became veiled, concealed, or hid

den; or it veiled, concealed, or hid, itself: (M:)

it became covered; or it covered itself. (S, K.)

-[Hence,] * Aft &- 3: S &% ! [Such

a one does not protect himself from the displeasure

of God by piety; i.e.,] such a one does not fear

God. (A, TA.)

#- and W#: [which latter see also below] and

*#: ($, M, K) and "jū. (K) and "#, and

*:I (TA) and "##! (M, K.) which last is
only known to occur in one instance, in a trad.,

(M, TA) and "3:-, (M, K.) Anything by

which a person or thing is veiled, concealed,

hidden, or covered; a veil; a curtain; a screen;

a cover; a covering; a covert: (S, M, K:) [and

the first and second, anything by which one is

protected, or sheltered:] the pl. of* is is: and

£i (S, M, K) [the latter a pl. of pauc.] and

£5 (M, TA:) which last is also pl. of *%,
(K) like as J.-:= is of Pue; (TA;) and the

pl. of "#2 is #3. ($, K.)–(Hence the

phrase] #- #3:. [lit., God rent open, or may

God rend open, his veil, or covering; meaning,]

! God manifested, or made hnonn, or may God

manifest, or make known, his vices, or faults:

(A:) [or God disgraced, or dishonoured, him,

or exposed him to disgrace, or dishonour, or

may God disgrace or dishonour him &c.] And
•- - of 4 ow

*~! U.M : ! [Night spread its curtains].

(A) And Jill' -- 3: # J. :
! [I stretch forth my hands in supplication to

God beneath the veil of night]. (A.)-- also

signifies t Fear. (K.) [Because by it one pro

tects himself from the displeasure of God. See 8.]

And t Modesty, or bashfulness. (K.) One says,

:- 3, #-& L. : Such a one has not

modesty 7:07" intelligence. (TA.)-And Intelli

gence; syn. Jac. (M.) In the K it is explained

by J* ; but this appears to be a mistranscription,

for Jie. (TA)

X: A shield (M, K.)

is to A thing which a person praying sets up

before him; [sticking it in the ground, or laying

it don’n if the ground be hard, in order that no

living being or image may be the object next

before him;] such as a whip, and a staff having

a pointed iron at its loner extremity. (Mgh.)

[See #: and see my “Modern Egyptians,”

5th ed., p. 72.]- Also A parapet, or surrounding

wall, of a flat house-top. (Mgh.)- And i. q.

# Iq.v.). (Mgh.)

See #-- Its predominant application

60

: See A-.©

**.* * ... • .

5- : see re-, in two places.

5 * •o .

Ju: ; see", in three places.

*($, M,K) and "3:, (S, A, K.) applied

to a man, (S, A: &c.,) and #: (S, M, A, K.)

and X: and "5:, (M) applied to a girl (S)

or female, (M, &c.) [properly Veiled, concealed,

or covered. - And hence,] I Modest; bashful;

(M;) chaste : (S, K:) pl.of: as masc., #: ;

(M3) and of '24, [&# and 3:13;

(A;) and, app. of: [as fem.] and #: also,

3: ; and the pl. of " #: is #9: only, accord.
- • - o - • •

to a rule laid down by Sb. (M.)--. **

! Trees having many boughs or branches. (A.)

=: applied to God is of the measure J.-: in

- 6 • -

the sense of the measure Usú, meaning + Veiling,

or protecting; a veiler, or protector. (TA.)

#:- : see:- in two places.- Also The piece

of skin that is upon the nail. (K.)

* 5

30. One who veils, or conceals, [much, or

often; or who does so] well. (KL.) [Hence,]

* 3: * : God is He who is wont to veil
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vices, or faults]. (A.)- And The heeper of the

curtain [that hangs over, and closes, the door of

a chamber]. (M.A.)

*!: See X::= Also Four: (S, M, A, K.)

said by Aboo-Sa’eed and A., to be arabicized,

from the Pers.#: pl.* and£i. (TA.)

It is applied to men: (S, M.:) and you also say,

j: &- £! &f=f meaning I have eaten

four cakes of bread. (TA.)- And The fourth

of a party of people. (TA.)- And The weight

of four mithkáls (J:st:<) and a half: ($, K:

[see Ji, :]) likewise arabicized: (Az:) [app.

from the Greek sarp;] pl.x:L-l. (S.)

#: s

3)"l: 8

... " } see ".

s '. * ...e . * * * * * *

is: : see”, in two places.- 93-2 ul-,

in the Kur xvii. 47, means A veil covered by

another veil; implying the thickness of the veil:
2 * * .

s

(S:) or 93-2 is here of the measur, *in

the sense of the measure Jets, like 'Ju- in the

Kur xix. 62, (S, M,) which some say is the

only other instance of the kind; (TA;) and Th

explains it as signifying preventing, or hindering,

or obstructing; and says that it is of the measure

Js: because the veil itself is hidden from

man. (M.)

6.- : * * * *
•

#: āśls. A girl kept behind, or within, the

curtain. ($).

3- al.: #[He is a wheedler, or cajoler,

who conceals enmity] (A.)

3: G, Mg,K) and #,G,K) aid."
be] the only instances of the kind except C*

and Jes and ca, all of which: with damm

and with fet-h, (S,) [but see &:] as also

W #. (K,) this last mentioned by Lh on the

authority of a desert-Arab of Kelb, (TA) applied

to a dirhem, Such as is termed -āj ($, K) and

#: (S) or& (K) [i.e. bad, &c.]; worthless;

(TA;) coated with silver: (K.) accord, to El

Karkhee, such as consists for the most part of

brass or of copper: and it is said in the “Risāleh

Yoosufeeyeh” that the "*: it is unlanful to

take, as being Jes: [which means certain small

coins of copper; whence it seems that ass:- has

a pl. meaning, though otherwise it would seem to

be a sing subst.]: it is said to be arabicized,

from s: +, (Mgh, TA,) which is Pers., meaning

“three fold;” as is [thought to be] indicated by

its being said to be coated with silver. (TA.)

•- 3

452--":

45 d o p

*...* *

U29*

6** d d

#: (S, o, K) and #:, (0, K) the latter

allowed by Ibn-'Abbād, (O,) A fur-garment,

(#, K,) or one of n hat are termed4, (S, O,)

with long sleeves: (S, O, K:) accord. to A’Obeyd,

(S, O,) arabicized, from the Pers, *:: [or app.,

Bk. I.

} see the preceding paragraph.

© p

• &

in the sense above expl., from the Pers. Us";

and in the sense following, from the former

Pers, word:] pl. Gil. (§, O.) – Also An

instrument with nihich the &: [q.v.] and the

like are beaten. (K.)

4:

1 <, (S. K.) aor.”, (K) inf n. 2: (S)

He struck his −1, (S, K;) i. e. a man's. (S.

[See <- below.])— And, (K,) inf. n. as above,

(TA) He followed him from behind, (K,TA)

not quitting him; because following his c.1.
(TA.) •

• * *

4. 4:1 He (a man) was, or became, large in

the buttocks. (TA.)

* 2° 6 d.d © 6

a- and a: ; see -l, below.

6 & © 6 •

a: ; see -l, below, in two places.

* ** © o •

4.- : see -l, below, in two places.= Also

Largeness of the e-l. (§, K.)

6 * • • * < e < .

a: ; and its fem., with 3: see £i, in tWO

places: and see what next follows.

s * *

Ust- Of, or relating to, the <- ; and in the
- • * - • #

same sense, if you will, you may say 'J',
6 * * *

and "4:... also, with kesr to the -, like as they

said&- (S.)

64 os * * * * .

L*- : See a-', in three places.

6 * @- d.

are:- dim. of Cl, from the original of the

latter, i.e. <. (TA)

& See £i, in two places,

&#: see what next follows.

&: "", in the landwriting of

Sgh, on the authority of Fr; in the K, W&:

(TA;) One who always walks, or goes, at the

rear of a people, or party, (IB, K, TA,) remain

ing behind them, and looking to their goods,

(IB, TA.)

&: ($, Mgh, K, written with the conjunctive

hemzeh, Msb in art. -l)and 7: (S, Mgh, K)

and "4: (K) and 7 :- (CKDbut not in my MS.

copy ofthe Knor in the TA, and of doubtful autho

rity, as will be seen from whatfollows,]) signify the

same,(S," Mgh,” K,) i.e. The podex, buttock or but

tocks, posteriors, rump, or croup; and sometimes

the anus; (S;) 7: being the original form, as

is shown by the pl., (S, Mgh,) which is #i,

(S, Mgh, K;) like J.- and Jú: it may not

be [**: and W 2:) like £1. and Jä, of which

the pls. are also of the measure Jú, because,

when you restore the which is the final radical,

and reject the medial radical [which is -l, you

say *, with feth, (S,Mgh,) which has both of

the meanings expl. above, as also £, (K,) but

[SM says,] this last, mentioned by the author of

the K, is strange, and I have not seen it on the

authority of any one [else]: (TA:) and some say

*..., (IKh, ś, Mgh, TA) suppressing the final

radical [of 2:], ($) i. e., without at the end

and without hemzeh [or II at the beginning.

(TA.) [All are of the fem. gender.] It is said in

a trad, 4: #é, &l, or, as some relate it,

<-ji, (§, Mgh, TA) [The eye is the tie of the

anus] meaning that when one [closes the eye

and] sleeps, the tie of the a, becomes loosed, an:

the excrement and wind issue. (TA.) And *

*:S means He who has large posteriors. (Az,

TA.) c5%< is a phrase of the Arabs signi

ficant of reviling; (S;) said when holding one in

contempt; meaning c53 *:just 54t [May

disgrace cleave to the <- ofsuch Q. onel. (Mgh.)

And #&#1 [0 son of her -l), (K, TA)

8. prov.of the Arabs, (TA,) is an allusion to one's

father's -**! [see 2 in art. Lao-J of the

former's mother; (Z, TA;) and is said to mean

#c- 35 #: (TA:) and the Arabs called

the sons of the female slave ū:*. (Sh, TA.)

And one says to a man who is deemed abject and

weak, &# a: <! [lit. Thy mother's C-1 is

too contracted], and 13&J: 3i 3- #sia:

lié, [Thine -í is too contracted, meaning

+ thine ability is too small, for thy doing such

and such things]. (TA: [see also Freytag's Arab.

Prov., i.607:]) and * * ** * 3- üü:J:

[in like manner] is an allusion to inability [mean

ing t Ye are unable to do it]. (K.) The saying

of a poet,

J g**Maaj d' •

* *... d, e. e. • of e -

* J% & 4-8 &#, *

* > * ©so *::... * 12.*

* J.-->4) --~! J- 29ill &- *

! [And thou, thy place in the tribe of Wäil is

like the place of the tick in the rump of the

camel,] is tropical; for they do not [properly]

say U->}} <-l, but U->Jl ja-s. (S.) One

says also to a man who is deemed low, or base,

J: £ 35 (TA) and G:1:1-3,
meaning +Thou art among others in the condi

tion of the -l of mankind: (S, TA:) and of

low, or base, men, one says, £9. $4; and of

such as are excellent, &#9 #, and *śl.

(TA) And one says, #91 - 4. &#, (A,

K.) a prov., (TA) meaning +I experienced

from him, or it, what I disliked, or hated. (A,

K,TA. [See also Freytag's Arab, Prov., ii. 445.])

And -# &#9. <-), or>i. See art. Úe'.

And 3:1 8. −1 40 t. + Thou hast no one

[noith thee] to assist thee: (A, K, TA:) another

prov., related on the authority ofAZ as said to

one who has no large amount of property, For

number of men. (Sgh, TA.) And -u axe,j

U.S., another prov., (TA,) meaning #1 left

him destitute, poor, (K, TA) possessing nothing:

(TA:) orc: -: #3 + I left him on the

hard ground, alone. (Meyd.) And 'J'. U.

* * **

A. S.5 3.12:5 + Thou hast not in this thing,

or affair, root nor branch: Jereer says,

* * * *> * © dao w we . * *

* -* } = \all - 4-4-4s -> *

165
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[And ye have not any root in eminence, nor

branch]. (TA) And," "J" as 3'

! That was in the beginning of time : (A, K,TA:)

or in the olden time, (AO, S, TA;) as also

*śl J.' J'é. (AO, TA.) See also art. --!.

[And see other exs. in Freytag's Arab. Prov.i.355

and 378 (a variation of a prov. mentioned in the

preceding page) and 607 and 622 and 729-730.]

£i, applied to a man, (ISk, S, Mgh,) Large

in the -, (ISk,S, Mgh, K) or#3 (S3) as

alo',asks,Mg,K)''': (s)
and so, applied to a woman, £- [fem. of the

first], and WX: in which the A is augmenta

tive, (ISk,S) and "#. (TA) pl. [of the

first]£, like+, and&: (K.) and 7 *::,

applied to a man, signific, large in the buttock.

(TA)- And, as also * CA: and **:- and

"..., A seeker, or desirer, of the -/: (K;)

or one addicted thereto; (TA;) i. q.& [one

addicted to the crime of the people of Lot]. (TK.)

5 3 -- . - - - - -

&: : see Ust-, with which it is syn.

© e o J - * - of

a-2 : see [its syn.] 4:-l.

L*

© do y

_* Large in# posteriors: (K:) accord. to

the S, syn. with a-l; [see this latter, in art. 4:",

in three places;] and the A is augmentative:

(TA:) some explain it as syn. with <-l: the

author of the K [a mistake for the S], in art. 4-,

as meaning large in the <!. (MF, TA.)

Us"

1. J., (K) aor. G.4, said of a camel, (TA)

He hastened, made haste, or went quickly; (K,

TA;) as also us...: mentioned by Az. (TA)

2: see 4, in two places.

3: ul-, (K) infin. iii., (TA) He played

with him the [game called] aáláš [expl. in art.

GMA: in the K as consisting in one's striking with

the hand, or with the fore part of the foot, the

hinder part, or backside, of a man, from behind

him, and so throwing him down prostrate: whence

it seems that the verb is perhaps irregularly de

rived from the<, q. v.]. (K.)

4 × G-1 (S.K.) and ':- (M.TA) are
syn. with ol...! (S, K) and ol.A.", (M, TA,) [i. e.

He set, or disposed, the warp of the garment, or

piece of cloth,] said of a weaver; contr. of4-5 5

except that "J- means he did so for himself

and for another, whereas U.S.A., means he did so

for another, s:- meaning he did so for him

self. (TA.)

12 [accord. to the S and K]. <āş, inf n.

#:l, said of a she-camel, She became relaxed

by feason of lust: (S, K:) thus mentioned here

by J and in the K; but its proper place, as is

evident, is art. . .51, in which it has been ex

plained. (TA: see 10 in art. Lil.)

fe

Us- is syn. with us-, (S, M, K,) relating to

8. £ent. or piece of cloth; (S, M.;) as also

W us."; (K;) both signify [The warp thereof;]

the or fi: ; likes: and #4 (M'.)
and "#. is [the n, un, of the former, or] syn.

with 31.A.", relating to a garment, or piece of

cloth: (AZ, S:) [whence,] one says to him who

neither harms nor profits," ii. 5; is: <it.

[lit. Thou art neither a noof nor a warp : see

also a similar saying voce:]: (TA: [see also

a e s s d -

us: ) and '&: signifies also us-- ~33 or

s: (accord. to different copies of the K) [lit.

a garment, or piece of cloth, having its warp set

or disposed; perhaps meaning having a good, or

strong, warp; in art. J." written, as from the

L,&- for which I find no other authority];

SO expi. by AHeyth: but accord. to others, it is

what the weavers term L#, aS£ioned above,

i. e. the narp. (TA. [See also Us:- in art. --!,

and&: in art:- and in art.3- and U.S.A..])

= Also i. q. .32, we [as meaning A favour, bene

fit, benefaction, or the like]; (K;) in this sense

also a dial. var. ofs:-. (TA.)= Also a dial.

var. of s:- signifying. Dates while continuing

green and small; syn. Cº. (TA.)

it: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

3 of * * -

us:-1: see Us", above, in two places.

C
• • • g

, aor. *, inf. n.

-

1. s % (so accord. to

the L, and the text of theK followed in the TA,)
6 o “

Or *~, (so accord. to the CK and my MS.

copy of the K.) and i-s-, [which last suggests

that -- also may be used in the sense here

following,] said of a cheek, It was even, and

soft, and long, in moderation, with little flesh,

(M, TA,) and wide : (TA:) or was smooth, and
6 * *

long, with little flesh, and wide. (L. [See C-,

below.)-3-, inf n. i-s-, is said of a

man's natural disposition, [meaning It was, or

became, gentle, or easy: (see C*- VOCe g--,

below:)] and one says, asi-C3, ā-s: 22 us'
6 * * : * • * * * * •

à-la- [In his intellect is gravity, and in his

natural disposition is gentleness, or easiness].

(A)=4<-" --- i. q ><- [i. e. The

pigeon cooed; or reiterated its voice or cry; &c.]:

(Lth, K:) but said by some to be a mispronun

ciation, and disallowed by IDrd. (MF.)=

2% al £- He expressed a meaning to him

obliquely, indirectly, obscurely, or allusively, by

speech; as also "C-: (AZ, K:) so in the

“Nawádir.” (Az, TA.)

2: see what next precedes.

s • & - • •

4. Cl-l signifies The pardoning, or for

giving; with goodness. (S, O, K.) One says,
*f; 2 2.7 -

C*-* <<!-- (S, A, O, TA;) a prov, relating

to pardoning, or forgiving, when having power

[to punish or to take vengeance]; (TA;) meaning

[Thou hast become possessed of power, then par

don, or forgive, with goodness; or] thou hast

attained thine object, then act with goodness;

(A," TA;) and thou hast obtained poncer, then

pardon, or forgive, in an easy and a good manner:

(TA:) it was said by the Prophet to Ibn-El

Akwa, and by Áisheh to 'Alee on the “Day of

the Camel.” (O.) And one says also,<- #!
o o £

C-" When thou askest, or beggest, then make

thy words, or expressions, easy, and be gentle. (S.)

7. Lié * i.a.~ Tapp, svn, wi
• '* >c- * Q C-1 [app. syn. with

1, or perhaps a mistranscription for this last

word, meaning He was liberal, or generous, to

me with such a thing; or he complied with my

desire in such a thing]. (K.)
6, o a

g

C- Beauty, and justness of proportion, (T,

S, L,) of the make, (T,) or of the face, (S) or of

a man. (L.) [See also 1, first sentence.]

6 s ,

*~. Soft, or gentle, and even, or easy; as

also V&- (K.) You say £- #2 An

easy (S, A) and a direct, or right, (A,) gait, or

manner of going. (S, A.) And (4. &% &#

-- and "t--, and (*- #2, Such a

one walked, or went, with an easy gait or manner

of going : (L:) or nith an equable gait, without

inclining the !ody.from side to side in pride.

W #2

(T.) And C*- glū- A*. o: ".".

C- J~ 4

man easy and good in natural disposition: (Har

p. 3I4:) and 3: W£- [which means the

same]. (A.)= Also The middle of a road, (S,

A, K,) or its main part, or beaten track; (A,

K.) and so '-' (S, A, K.) because of its

evenness. (TA) One says, 'e: 3 & J.

Juillor G,"c- [Leave thou for him the

middle of the road]. (S, accord. to different
- o p 2 * * * * • * > d >

copies.) And '4- c, -, -, 3-0 -ík &

-: c: $f *: [He who seeks, demands,

or sues for, that which is a right, or due, and

goes in the beaten track thereof, God will conduct

him to the attainment of his object]. (A, TA.)

*= And Measure, size, or proportion; (S, K;)

as also " C++, (S) and "ā- (S, A, K.)

Us"

See&- in five places.

natural disposition. (L.) And

so in the saying, es" ->* >>ill

2-3 (S.K.) and 3-9 'G-(S) and3

53-3 (S, A) [The people, or party, constructed

their tents, or houses, of one uniform measure

&c.].

i- : Seei-.

£- The air. (O, K.) [Perhaps a mistran

6

£-.]

£: i.q. £5. (Fr, O, K:") so in the saying,

e Te e . *

4-2 Cls

scription for

- &: [I sat over against, or front

ing, his face]. (Fr, O.)
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6 - • * * *. f - l CeS

C*- : see 2-a-w, in four places.

6 * * - 6 p. p.

ā-e- : in two places.– Also
• see ~,

Natural disposition; (S, A, K;) and so'i:

(K,in the TAC-)and*ā-ss-and'ss-,

(K,) the last an inf. n., though having no verb.
• * /

(Abu-l-Hasan, T.A.) You say,a--">

He is generous in re" of the natural dis

position. (A) And ~ ā- 5% +,

Such a one followed his own opinion. (AZ, TA)
J. *

* - 'i Beautiful, and of just proportion;

(T, S, L, K;) applied to the make, (T,) or to the

face, (S,) or to a man: (L:) or a face equable in

form. (A) And c'.<! &- J* (A, L,

TA) A man even, and soft, and long, in modera

tion, with little flesh, and wide, in the cheeks:

(TA:) or smooth, and long, with little flesh, and

Tvide, in the cheeks. (L.)- Also A camel thin

in the lip. (Ham p. 283.)- And the fem.,

#~, A she-camel perfect, or complete, (L,

K,) in length, or tallness, and in largeness: (L:)

and a she-camel long in the back. (K.)

£- see i---Aloi ( :- [The

place, or point, tonards which a person, or thing

goes, tends, or is directed]. (O, K.)

6 * g o e

ā-2a-2 : Seei-.

*A*

1. *s-, (S, A, MSb, K, &c.) [aor. *,] inf n.
4; d. J. -

32-, (MSb,) He was, or became, lowly, hum

ble, or submissive ; syn. &ā-, (S, A, K, TA,) or

340.3, and Jš. (Msb:) or he bent himself donn

tonards the ground: (Aboo-Bekr, TA: [and

such is often meant by &ā- and by & sui;])

[or it has both of these significations combined;

i.e. he was, or became, lonly, humble, or sub

missive, bending himself down i. for] the primary

signification of 3,4- is Jiā; together with

&: for &&. (Binii. 32) And'

:He lonered his head, and bent himself; (AA, S,

Mgh, K;) said of a man; (AA, S, Mgh;) and

put his forehead on the ground: (Mgh:) and

likewise said of a camel; (S, A;) in the latter

case tropical; (A;) as also 34-3 (A, Mgh,

Msb;) meaning the lowered his head, (S, A,

Mgh, Msb,) to be ridden, (S, Mgh,) or to his

rider, (A,) or on the occasion of his being ridden,

or mounted. (Msb.)- The *: of prayer is

from *s-, in the first of the senses expl. above;

(S;) and means The [prostrating oneself;] put

ting the forehead on the ground: (S, Mgh:)

3-, (ISd, Msb, TA,) aor. and inf n, as above,

(ISd, TA,) signifies he put his forehead on the

ground: (ISd, Msb, TA:) but 25- to God

denotes a particular manner [of doing this; i. e.

the prostrating oneself in prayer by dropping

gently upon the knees, placing the palms of the

hands on the ground, a little before the place of

the knees, and then putting the nose and forehead

on the ground, the former first, betneen the two

hands]. (Msb.)- It is said of Kisrā, in a trad.,

&ll." 3-3 &ts, i.e. He used to lower him

self, or bend himself don'n, to the arron, passing

beyond the butt, going over it; which they used

to reckon like that which hit the butt; meaning

that he used to concede to the shooter thereof:

or, accord. to Az, it means that he used to lower

his head when his arrow was elevated [too high]

above the object shot at, in order that the arrow

might be rightly directed, and might hit the

circle. (TA.) - And [as salutation is offen

accompanied with a bending of the body,]S.

also signifies + The act of saluting. (L., T.A.)

[You say, * 3: ... t He saluted him. And also

+ He paid respect, or honour, to him; or mag

nified him; see Ham p. 294.]- You say also,

* * #1 --- ! The palm-tree bent, or inclined,

(AHn, Mgh, TA,) by reason of the abundance of

its fruit (Mgh) Andøj. 3:4::1: The
ship bends, or inclines, by the influence of the

wind (A,TA)—c': #2:5, in

the Kur [lv. 5], means, accord. to Fr, +[And

the herbs and the trees] turn tonards the sun

and incline with it until the afternoon-shade be

comes broken : (TA:) or the herbs and the trees

humbly submit to his will (BJ, Jel.) The 25

of inanimate things to God we understand, in the

Kur, as denoting obedience to that whereto they

are made subservient, and as a fact to be believed

without inquiry into the manner thereof. (I’Ab,

L.)=Also He stood erect: (Lth, Msb, K:) so

in the dial. of Teiyi. (Msb.) It is said in the

K, immediately after the mention of the first

signification and this last, that thus the verb has

two contr, meanings: but it may be said that

there is no [necessary, or absolute,] contrariety

between *: and ~39. (MF)=-3

£9, aor. *, + His leg became inflated, or stol.

len. (K, TA)

4. As-l: see 1, second sentence. - Also,

(K) inf n. *s-, (S) : He looked continuedly

and tranquilly : (TA:) or he looked continuedly,

(S, K,) and lonered the eyelids in a languid, or

languishing, manner, (§, [the inf. n. being there

expl. by&S J.3% 2:1 #!]) or loner

ing the eyelids [&c.], (K, TK.) with a look

indicative of [amorousness, and feigned coyness

or opposition, or] confidence in one's love, and

consequent presumptuousness: (TA:) or he had a

languid, or languishing, eye. (L.)–And <!-As-l

ū's t She lovered her eye. (A, TA)

6 * d >

3-As- A single act of *: [as meaning

prostrating oneself in prayer .9". the like : pl.

<>|->]: so in the phrase 3-As- -->s- [I

performed a prostration of myself]: (Msb:) and

3 * @ - |

ter of the prostration; which is the thirty-second

chapter of the Kur-án]. (S," Msb.)

• * > *

3,9- <55 [I recited, or read, the chap

i:- a subst: from 3-; (S;) A species, or

sort, [or hind,] of*- [as meaning prostration

fones/in prayer or the like]: so in the phrase

AM+*, *.x=- "...s- [I performed a long kind

of prostration of myself]. (MSb.)

#:- J% [A man who prostrates himself

much, or frequently, in prayer or the like].

(A, TA.) -

*

#: A [small mat, such as is termed] #,

($, Mgh, L, TA,) [of an oblong shape, and a

small oblong carpet,] upon which one prostrates

himself [and stands and sits in prayer]; (L,

TA) also called "#: , (A, TA)and "is

(A, L, TA.) You say, 33t- 1. &c. [He

spread his prayer-mat, or prayer-carpet]. (A.)

-And The mark of*- [or prostration in

prayer] upon the forehead [when dust adheres to

it]. (S, A, Mgh.)

is: see the next preceding paragraph.

3- act. part. n. of s- (L.) [Being only,

humble, or submissive: bending himself down

tonards the ground: &c.; and hence, prostrating

himself in prayer; gutting his forehead on the

ground: &c. :] pl. As-' (S, A, L) and 32-.

(L)–: ' ',:33, in the Kur [i. 55

and vii. 161], means And enter ye the gate bend

ing don'n your heads: (I’Ab, K.) it was a narrow

[or low] gate. (I’Ab.)- And & 3-, in the

Kur xvi. 50, means t Humbling themselves to

God, with subserviency. (TA.)-You say also
6 • • * * * * s • * > * J - *

5-l. 3's-à, and A-l- > * and Je-la-, [this

last word being pl. of53-0.] # A tree, and trees,

bending, or inclining: (A:) and 3-3- J:

+palm-trees bending, or inclining: (AHn:) and

53-0. #3 f a palm-tree bent by its fruit.

(K.) [But it is said that] 3-3- +, occurring

in a verse of Lebeed, means t Firmly-rooted

[tall] palm-trees. (IAar.)- And 3-0. &%

*: ! Such a one is abject, lon, humble, or

submisive. (A, TA)—And #3- 3: 14

languid, or languishing, eye. (A, K.)

3: t Having his leg inflated, or snollen :

(K, TA:) applied to a man. (TA.)

*::$l.2% (o, K) or '-' (so, K.)
thus some relate it, with kesr to the •, (O, K.)

in the saying of El-Aswad Ibn-Yaafur.

* * * * * * * * & • d

*

*&#* *** -
*

- s * * * • *

* 3-9. -**!)-- - -s” *

[Of the wine of one with earrings, having a nasal

tnang, girded with a naist-belt, i.e., of a

foreigner: he brought it for what are termed

>s-S1-cal”], (§," O, K, but in the copies of the

K-**, [which I think a mistranscription,])

means dirhems whereon were effigies to which

people performed the act of 22- . ($, O, K.)

it is said that upon them was the effigy of Kisra,

and he nho beheld them lonered his head to them

and showed humility [as the Persians in the pre

sent day do to th: picture of their King]: (IAmb,

TA:) or *:S means the tax called ag

(O, K:) so says AO, (0,) or A'Obeyd: (TA :)

or the Jen's and the Christians: (O, K:) some

say the former and some say the latter: (O:)

and it is read with kesr to the e, and expl. as

meaning the Jen's, (O, K,) by IAar. (O.) [What

ever be the signification of the last word, the

verse plainly means, “of wine of a foreigner, sold

by him for foreign money.”]
s

s

- The forehead, (S,K) where is the

- 165*
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mark made by the 25- [or prostration in

prayer]. (S.) [Said in the TA to be tropical;

but not so accord. to the A.] And sing of

3-1- which signifies The parts of a man that

are the places of 2,..., (Lth, Mgh, Mab, L.)

3-t-.” meaning the forehead, the nose, the

hands, the knees, and the feet: (Mgh, L.) or

the forehead, the hands, and the knees: (Mgh:)

or the seven~% (S, K;) namely, the forehead,

the hands, the knees, and the feet: (TA in art.

-->'':) such, accord. to some, is its meaning in

the Kurlxxii. 18. (L.)- See also the next para

graph, in two places. -

3- [Any place in which one performs the

act of **, or acts of worship or devotion;

and particularly a mosque; a Muslim temple;

an oratory;] a house in nhich one performs the

act of 2* (IB;) a house of prayer; (Mgh,

Msb;) any place in nihich one performs acts of

worship or devotion : (Zj:) a word of well-known

meaning; (Ki) sing of +1-4; ($, Mgh, K.)

and also pronounced **:: (S, K:) this latter

word signifies, accord. to IAar, the ~5- [here

meaning oratory, or place of private prayer,] of

a house; and the place of prayer of the congre

gations; (TA;) or it signifies any of the parts

of the ground, as well as of the body, that are the

places of *:: (Lth, L:) or the place of the

forehead [on the ground in the act of prostration

in prayer]. (IB.) Fr says, (S,) the Jai. of

every verb of the class of Jas having its aor. of
- d -

the measure J: is with fet-h to the medial

radical letter, whether it be a subst, or an inf. n.,

(S, K,) without any difference, so that you say,
* - © - * * * J. J. • de • *

5\s--- U-2, and Al-ā- 1.ja; (S;) except Sonne

words (S, K) among substs., (S,) as 3- and

• & •

&: (S,R) and +...(s) and #4 and is:
and&: and:- and&: and &: (S, K)

from 3. * 6% (S): <+. and 4-is

(S, K) from el-J, aor. ©1-2; (S;) these being

with kesr (S, K) to the medial radical letter (K)

as a sign of their being substs.; but sometimes

some of the, Arabs pronounce it with fet-h in the

subst.: &: and US-2 have been transmitted;

and we have heard *: and "3-3, and

šu.” and : 21; and he further says, (S,)

fet-h is allowable, (§, K.) in all of these, (S)

even if we have not heard it: but when the verb

is of the class of Jas having its aor. of the

measure J-4, the n. of place [or time] is with

kesr, and the inf n is with fet-h, to distinguish

the one from the other; so that you say,S: J#2

meaning S-3, and #: 134, meaning%. (S,

K.*)-[Hence &: *: A congregational

mosque; i.e. a mosque in which a congregation

assembles to perform the Friday-prayers.] 3--"

~5-' [The sacred mosque of Mekkeh]. (Mgb

in art.Ay-.) Us as Sl ~~ The furthest mosque

[which is in Jerusalem]. (Mgb in art. 2-25.)

-:-" 3- The mosque of the -: [q.v.]

in Mine. (§ &c. in art -á, -) And clas:

The tro mosques; that of Mekkeh and that of

El-Medeeneh: (S, Mgh:) so in a verse cited in

the first paragraph of art. 2,5. (S.)

See #:.
* * * @

5*-*:

4-9

..1, 3-, (S.A.M.K.) aor.”, (Msb) int. n.

X-(Mg, TA) and 3-3 (TA) and *%-,

inf. re-j; (TA;) He filled it; (S, A, Msb, K;)

namely, a river, or channel for water; (S, A, K;)

and a vessel; as also %; (TA;) with water.

(S.) You say, 30.9) J: 3:... [The torrent

filled the well.] (A.) And 3.5 -j-. The

20.3 [see its sing.: became filled by the rain.

($) In the Kur [lood. 6], 5-3-#$!3,

some read thus; and others,'#: (Zj;) and

Th explains it, and so Zi the former reading, as

signifying, And when the seas shall be filled:

but ISd says that there is no way of understand

ing this unless it mean filled with fire: or it

means and nºhen the seas shall overflow: or shall

meet together and become one sea : (TA:) or

W+,- signifies shall flon forth, one into an

other, and thus become one sea, (Zj, Bd) and so be

filled: (Bd:) and there are other explanations of

the above-mentioned words of the Kur, which

see below.—al- us' à." 3- He poured the

nater into his throat. (#)—#3- (S, A,

Msb, K.) aor. *, inf. n.):-- (S3) and "5-5

(Bd in lxxxi. 6;) or the latter has an intensive

signification; (Mgh;) He heated the oven; (S,

A, K,) kindled fire in it: (Mgb:) or filled it

with firenzood, to heat it: (Mgh Bd:) or he

heated it fully with fuel. (TA.) The words of

the Kur quoted above,Š- Ala-'l 1312, are said

to signify And when the seas shall be set on fire:

(El-Hasan El-Basree :) or shall become without

nater, (Katádeh,) or shall be dried up, by the kin

dling offire therein: (B:) or shall be kindled, and

become fire: (Jel:) or shall be mixed together, and

dry up, and become fire; (El-Ubbee;) an explana

tion founded upon the license to employ a homonym

in its several significations together: (MF :) or

by “sea ” is meant hell. (Kaab.) You say also,

5: 3,59. 3- [He stirred the fuel with

the 5-l. (A)=#ö <!-- (S.A.K.)
aor. *, (S,) inf. n. *- (S, A, K) and *::

(S.K.) and "--, inf n. *-ā; (A:) The

she-camel prolonged her yearning cry (cº-, S,

A, K) after her young one, (A#, A,) andfilled

her mouth with it. (A)=*-', inf n. 4- ;

[and '9-, and *::::: ; (see the pass. part. ns.,

below;)] He made it [namely hair or the like]

to hang donn. (TA. [See also us: * £-J)

=%-3 (A, K.) and "%-, (A) inf n.

3-5 (TA) and "5-3-5 (IJ, A, K.) He

put d* upon, or around, his (a dog's) neck :

(A:) or he bound him (a dog) with a 25'-l.". (K.)

2, #31 2-, inf n. 3-3, He opened a way

to the water; made it to flow forth, (Aboo-Sa’eed,

K,) whithersoever he would. (Aboo-Sa’eed.)

See also 1, throughout.

3. **, (A) inf n. #.U., (A, K) 1 He

acted or associated with him as a friend, or as a

true friend; (A, K,"TA ;) mired, or held inter

course, with him : from äität -j-. (A.)

7. 's-3) It (a vessel) became full. (TA.)

[I. (hair) hung donn. (See the part. n., voce

3-4)]–J.' *-ji The camels folloned

one another in a continuous series, or uninter

ruptedly, in their march, or progress: (S, K:*

[but in some copies of the K, for £1 ... 's-31

is put3: :]) or they£':
as also ":l. (TA.)

J. ** d -

Q. Q. 1. *- : see 1, last two sentences.

X- (T, S, M, K, &c.) and "#: (T, M,K)

Turbidness, or dinginess: this is the primary

signification: and hence, (TA,) t an intermixture

of redness in the white of the eye : (S,K:) or

redness in the white of the eye: (T:) or redness

inclining to whiteness: or redness inclining to

blueness: or redness in the black of the eye: or an

intermixture, or a tinge, of redness in the black

of the eye: or a slight redness mixing with the

blackness: or an inclining of the black to redness:

or a slight whiteness in the black of the eye: or a

dinginess in the interior of the eye, arising from

neglecting, or leaving off, the use of collyrium.

(TA.)

#: See *—Also [A fall of] rain

water which fills what are called 21.3 (pl. of

~3, q.v.]: pl.-- (S.)

3 * * * *

*~ ** A full well. (TA.)

is- Fuel with which an oven (,.# is heated;

(S, A, Mgh, K) as also "X-(K) and "#:...

(TA). [See also 5- below.] -

*~ ! A man's friend, or true or sincere

friend; pl. 5: (S.A.K.) from #51:
because each of two friends yearns towards the

other. (A.)- And hence, f A snord. (Ham

p. 265.)

3-0. A torrent that fill everything. (TA)

A. place upon which a torrent comes and which

it fills: (S, A, K.) a possessive epithet, or of the

measure Jets in the sense of the measure J*.

(TA)=See also:

*: A wooden thing, or piece of wood, (S,K,)

that is put, (S) or hung,(K,)upon the neck ofa dog:

(S, K:) or a collar, (TA,) or ring or collar of iron,

(A,) that is put upon the neck of a dog: (A, TA:)

(pl.3-3. orj-,-] One says, 3-5. ...sugi s'
| Upon their necks are iron collars. (A.)" •

£i. applied to a pool of water left by a

torrent (**), + Having mud unmixed with

sand; or having good mud: (S, K:) or + of

which the water inclines to a red colour; which

is the case when its rain-water is recent, before it

has become clear: (TA:) and train-water inter

mixed with turbidness and redness. (A:)-; A
© • •

man having what is termed "-" or#: in the

eye or eyes: fem. 5-. (TA)-5- 3:
*
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1 An eye of n:hich the white is intermixed with

redness: (S, A, K:) an eye in which is what is
6.- d >

termed - [q v.]. (TA)-5- # 14

turbid drop: (A, TA:) and in like manner

āālai. (TA.)

A-2 :
•

See** and also what here follows.

*** 6 * * * 6.e. &

#: ; see 3'-...-Also [and app. "J-l

A piece ofpod, or stick, with which the fuel in

an oven Qs 5) is stirred. (A, L., T.A.)
* * @ e

*... Filled: (AZ:) applied to the sea in

this sense: (S:) or the sea [itself]: (K: [in the

TA, by the omission of &#3 after 3-3, it is

made to signify “a sea of which the water is

more than it is itself,” a meaning which, as

there remarked, is not found in other lexicons:])

and it is: filled with fire: (Alees) and
** + d > 6 @* ** * * *

#3: č, and "5-3, a full eye or source:

syn. £. (A, TA)- Milk of which the

water is more than it is itself. (Fr, S, K.)

Made to flon forth. (TA.)- Empty. (AZ,

Aboo-'Alee.) Thus it bears two contr. significa

tions. (TA)- Kindled. (K.)- Still, or quiet;

(K) as also **u : (TA) or still, or quiet,

and full at the same time. (A’obeyd, TA)—
* * o • 6d of

*... $3 Pearls strung and hanging down:

(A’Obeyd, S, K:) or that have fallen and become

scattered from their string : and # -: # is

said to signify a pearl of much brilliancy. (TA.)
* p 6 - © e • 6 • d > *6 * * *

-*-**, (TA) and "j-, and "3-5-2,

(K) and "5*...*, (§, K.) Hair made to hang
•

dom: (Ki) hanging '"; (S,R)-...'
2-4, (AZ, A,) and ">",(A) and 2-3-2,

(S, A,) A dog having a 2-l. (q.v.) upon his

neck. (AZ, §, A.)

- 3: see **, in three places.- Also,

Dried up; of which the water has sunk into the

ground. (TA.)

s • d e is

4-2-0:

s • * * © y o e

* _*-* : see 25*-*.
*

See}*~, in two places.

J*

1. -, (S, A, K.)aor.”, (K)infn. :-,

(TA,) It (water) became altered, changed in

odour, or stinking; syn. #: (IAar, A’Obeyd,

S, A, K:) it became turbid, thick, or muddy:

(ISk, A, K.) or it became corrupted, and stirred

up. (TA.)

2. 4--, inf n. C++, He made it (namely,

water) turbid, thick, or muddy. (K, TA.)

s & e

see the next paragraph, in five places.

- J- #1. Water that.# altered, changed in

odour, or stinking; syn.X: turbid, thick, or

muddy: as also " J.-, (K, TA,) and WJ

(TA:) or corrupted, and stirred up; as also

"J-- or the last signifies made turbid, thick,

or muddy, and stirred up: the [only] form men

tioned in the S is "J-- but Aboo-Sahl says

that WJ- is the form learned by him in read

ing under Aboo-Usameh in the Musannaf, and

aS to "J--, it is only an inf. n. (TA, from a

note in the handwriting ofAboo-Zekereeya)

Hence the saying, (TA,) Jú J.-- 45 S

I will not come to thee to the end of nights:

(TA ) or ever; ($, K3) as also J'"&

20%, (TA) and J-39 -- (S. K.) and

J-49 - (k)and e-: *(#)
or nhile time lasts; as also *: J--, and

• of • • •

J-39 U-*- : (A:) it is from J- Imean

ing “turbid,” because water thus termed is the

la: that Femains : J--- is a corroborative; and

J.J. L.-- signifies “the last part of the night:”

(TA :) or Júl J.-- means n'hile the nights

glide along continuously. (Ham p. 243.)

5 *

rt. A ram having much wool; fem. with 5:

(A 3) or a ram having white wool, good for tup

ping, or covering, and of excellent breed. (K,"

(TA.) And Certain sheep [i.e. a breed of sheep]

belonging to the Benoo-Teghlib, (K,”TA) in

El-Jezeereh. (TA.)
6 * * * s •

J* : See v-e-.

&

1. 8-, aor. 3, inf. n. £-, He pursued an

even, uniform course; he pursued an even course,

following one order: this is the primary signifi

cation. (TA.) [It seems to be properly intrans.;

but is sometimes used as a trans. verb, w Or ū,

being perhaps understood; as in the following ||

phrase;] &-3' 43 . He pursued, or

aimed at, that object of pursuit or aim; (K,

TA;) occurring in a trad. (TA)- And It

was even and uniform, one part thereof being

like another. (TA)—[Hence] is"-" ---,

(IDrd, S, Mgb, K.) aor. 3, (Māb, K) if Il.

&-, (Mbr, TA) and quasi-inf n. W &-,

(TA,) The pigeon continued its cry uninter

ruptedly in one uniform way or manner; or

called, and prolonged its voice or cry, modulating

it sneetly: (Mbr, in the “Kāmil;” and TA:)

or cooed: or reiterated its voice or cry: syn.

33% ($, Mgb.) and #2 (Mab3) or #3;

(332. (IDrd, K.) It is said in a prov., S

A-" &- U. 4:1 [I will not come to thee as

long as the pigeon cooes;] meaning I will never

come to thee. (Lh.) – You say also, *~

âû, (S, TA) infin. :-, (TA) The she

camel prolonged her yearning cry in one uniform

manner. (S.T.A.)–And J.3%l ess- The

bon, prolonged its trang in one uniform manner,

monotonously. (TA.)- And hence by way of

comparison to the &:- of the pigeon, 43%.8

! He (a man) made his speech, or language, [to

be rhyming prose, i.e.,] to have J.2% like the

rhymes of verse, without its being measured.

(Msb). And 8:- [alone], (S. K.) aor. 3, (K)s 6 •

inf n.&- (§, TA) and "c", infn. 6:5;

(S, TA;) t He (a man, S) spoke, or uttered, [or

composed,] ($, K, TA) rhyming speech or lan

guage, (S,) [i.e., rhyming prose, i.e.,] speech, or

language, having J.2% (K, TA) like the J-2%

of verse, without measure: as is said in a descrip

tion of Sijistán, ts: * Ji. £3 * J% (s3t

‘B+ bi & = & ###, & Ji,
[Its water is such as scantily distils, in interrupted

drops, from mountains or rocks, and its robber is

a man of courage, and its dates are of the worst

kind: if the army be numerous in it, they hun

ger; and if they be few, they perish]: so says

Lth. (TA.) You say also,:0&- meaning

! He uttered the thing in the manner above

described. (TA) [See also £3, below.]

2: see the preceding paragraph.

3-, [originally inf n. of&: q. v.;] (S,

Mgb, K, &c.;) or, as some say, W &-, but the

former is that which commonly obtains, the

latter being said to be a subst, like s s meaning

“what is slaughtered,” unknown, however, in

the lexicons, and probably one of the instances of

the elicitations of the foreigners, (MF, TA,) the

object of him who says that it is&- being app.

to make a distinction between the simple subst.

and the inf. n., as in the case of the simple subst.

and the inf. n. of&- said of the pigeon; [see

£- -, (TA) and 'is', (8.

K;) t Rhyming speech or language; (S, K, TA;)

[i.e. rhyming prose; i. e.] speech, or language,

having J.2% like the rhymes of verse, without

being measured; so called as being likened to the

of the pigeon; (Msb;) or because of its

uniformity, (TA,) and the mutual resemblance

and agreement of the words which end its clauses:

(IJ, TA:) or a consecution [of clauses] of speech

or language, with one (** [which is the prin

cipal, or only, rhyme-letter]: (Jm, K:*) or it

consists in the agreement of the endings of nords

[or clauses], in a certain order, like the agree

ment of the rhymes (-5%) [of verses]. (Mbr, in

the “Kāmil;” TA :) each clause ends with a

quiescent letter; and consists of at least two

words: (Kull p. 208:) [see an ex. in the first
* * * * 6 - -

paragraph of this art.:] you say also "&-->4

(S) and 7 8,4- >}=, meaning the same as

: (TA) the pl. of £- is &: (S, K)
and, accord. to IJ, d**, but ISd says, I know

not whether he have related this from another or

coined it, (TA,) and &=ū, (S,) or this last is

• * * * *

pl. of *ā-, -í (K) [and is also a pl. pl., i. e. pl.
6 * of 2 -5 * @

of£i. like as #25 is pl. of Asi which is pl.

d • - - • •

of Jaj, and many similar instances might be

added, such instances being numerous app. because

Júi is properly a measure of a pl. of paucity].

-###" * : :1 is That [rhyming prose] in n'hich

the two words [that end tryo corresponding

clauses] agree in the letter of# e- but not

$n measure ; asź. and X-Sl: and &:

Usjls." is that in which the measure is observed

in the two words as nell as the letter of the
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8.- : as: and -íl. (KT). It is said in a

trad., that Mohammad forbade in prayer:

[but many of the forms of prayer which he

himself prescribed, and many others commonly

used by Muslims in every age to the present time,

al"e 8-, and the Kur-án is a composition of the

same kind, though some do not allow this term

to be applied to it, because 8- is a highly

artificial style of prose-language, characterized

by a kind of rhythm as nell as rhyme, and it is

obviously not proper to ascribe such artificial

language to God, nor is it proper to use it in

prayer, wherefore] Az says that : is dis

approved in prayer because it resembles the

language of the diviners, or soothsayers, but

that other kinds of rhyming styles are allowable

in -à- and J3ú. (TA.) He is also related

to have said, &l 8-3X=G, t[Avoid ye the

rhyming prose of the diviners, or soothsayers].
* * * : © Joe 9 e

(TA.) One says also, Väss-i> [Between

them is a discourse, or colloquy, oral or written,

in rhyming prose]. (S.)

* @ * * * * * * * * 6 -

&*- : see alolo-J -->~ : -and see &-.

s J. •

82- :

&:- See 3-0.

3- Pursuing [an even, uniform, course, or]

a direct, or right, course, (AZ, S, K, TA,) in

going, or journeying, (AZ, S, TA,) [and] t in

speech, &c. (K, TA.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

• 6 - e o * *: *** * * * * *

* te= ** Us, L3, le -alas *

* get. , ts: tas: w śl *

i.e. [I traversed, or have traversed, with her a

land in which thou wouldst see the face of every

one of the company of travellers riding over it,

when they get upon it,] ** 3: 55ts [turning

aside from the right course, (or rather turned

aside, unless, which is not improbable, the right

reading be ūč) not direct], (AZ, S, TA,) or

not direct towards one point: (TA:) but in the

O we find, as on the authority of AZ, *

*ill 9* £-* &= - [which is evidenily a

mistranscription; the right reading being #

** 2° 5' & 2", or the likel (TA)
-[Hence,] A face justly proportioned; [sym

metrical;] well, or beautifully, formed. (K.)

[Hence also,] isel- à-la-, and *&- (K,)

without 3, (TA) [A pigeon continuing its cry

uninterruptedly in one uniform way or manner;

or calling, and prolonging its voice or cry, modu

lating it sneetly: or cooing : (see 1:) or] reite

rating# voice or cry: pl. [of the former or of

both] &- and [of the former] &=ls-- (K)

And 8- # A she camel prolonging her

yearning cry in one uniform manner: (TA:) or

quavering, and prolonging her voice, [in the

copies of the K*, but correctly *ji...,] in

her yearning cry: (K .) or tall; (AA, K,) but

Az says, I have not heard this on any authority

beside that of A.A. (TA)- [And hence,]

&= - also signifies 1 [A rhyming-proser, or

rhyming-prosaist;] one who speaks, or utters, [orcomposes,] : • t

(mentioned by Golius, and by Freytag as on the

authority of the K, in no copy of which do I find

it,) meaning one who speaks, or utters, or com

and in like manner, [" 6

poses, &- much : and] **:- [meaning one

who does so very much : the three epithets being

similar to:-5 andjč, and 5:3] (K, TA)

* ~ * * * • * ~ .

ães-l: see C-, in three places.

* - d -

*-* A place, or an object, [to which latter it

is applied in a phrase mentioned in the second

sentence of this art.,] of pursuit or aim; syn.

3-ei. (K)

6 * * *

- 6 o •

&=

| -
* f d - -

83-,

1. <: -á-. 'see 2.=~~, aor. <, inf. n.

s 3, She (a woman) was, or. became, slender

in the waist: and lank in the belly. (TK.) [See

also ---, below.]

2, #1 -i-, (K) infn. -i-, (TA)
He let don’n the curtain (--) upon [the

entrance of] the tent, or chamber; as also

**-, and 'as-i: (K, TA:) accord, to the

T --~5 signifies the letting down of theoû

[or tno separate halves, that hang side by side, of

a curtain]: accord. to the M, the letting donn

of the curtain. (TA. [See also what next

follows.])

4.3: -ā- He let down the curtain. (S,

K, TA)—[Hence,] J: *A*- : i, q. -:42,

(S, K, TA,) i. e. The night became dark. (TA.)

-See also 2.

•

6 6 e.

Jās- : see the next paragraph.

-:- and "-i:- [of which the former is the

more common] A curtain; a veil; or a thing

that veils, conceals, hides, covers, or protects;

(S. K.) as also '-à-, and "āt- (TA)

or a pair of curtains having oft, opening between

them: (IDrd, K:) or each half of a pair of

curtains, (Lth, K, TA,) divided in the midst,

(Lth, TA,) by which any door, or entrance, is

veiled; (Lth, K, TA;) as also "-i-. (K,

TA:) this last is not a pl. of Jás- : (TA:) thus

cu-" signifies the troo separate halves [that

hang side by side, so as to meet together,] of the

curtain of a tent, (Lth, S, TA,) in the fore part

thereof: (S:) so in a verse of En-Nábighah Edh

Dhubyánee cited in the second paragraph £f art.

&#2: (§, TA:) the pl. of -is- and -i- is
* - of

Jú-i and -, -, and the pl. of 'Ju
•

is -i-. (TA.) [Hence] one says, J: J-5

a;*: ! The night let don’n its curtains. (TA.)
s

--i- also signifies The part that is behind

a door of an entrance. (O, T.A.)

-- Sendernes of the waist : and lankness

of the belly. (K.) One says -ā-* Us. In

his n'aist is slenderness: and -i-- al: Us. In

his belly is lankness. (TA) [See also -i-,in the first paragraph.] •

#: A period (£) of the night; (Ki) :
like #3. (TA)

-i- See ---, in three places.- Hence,

The thing [i. e. edging, such as a fringe, &c.,

(thus applied in the present day,)] that is afficed

to the borders of a garment, or piece of cloth.

(TA.)

iss- S60 ---Hence the saying of

Umm-Selemeh to 'Áisheh, 4- *: i. e.

# ** ****{i.e. <!--,

(as in the JM in art. 4-5 in explanation of

433- •+3) Thou hast rent open his veil, or

covering ; both of these explanations meaning the

same, as is said in the O and K in art. J.A..]:

but it is also related otherwise, i.e. &#3. <-2,

which has the same meaning. (TA. (See art.

-3-.])

6 * * *

- * * * [A tent, or chamber,] having a

pair of curtains (duis-) upon its entrance, or

door. (A5, TA.) El-Farezdak applies this masc.

sing epithet to a pl. n., saying -*-*. J.--l.

(TA.) - *

J

1 : J-, (§, K.) inf n, J., (TA) He

poured out, or forth, the water, (S, K, JM, TA,)

continuously. (JM, T.A.)- Hence, &# J~

He read, or recited, the Kur-án continuously.

(JM. [See also J-.])—See also 2:-and 4.

2. J-, if a J-5 (S.M., K) said of:

judge, (S,) or kádee, (Msb) He wrote aJ

[q.v.]: ($, K.) or he decided judicially, and

recorded his sentence in the U- : (Msb:) and

Mtr says that WJ- may be syn. with J-5,

signifying the writing of-3- [pl. ofJ-l.

though not found by him in the lexicons: (Har

p. 478 :) [but I have found it, for $gh says,] the

Js-l of the kádee and his J-5 are one [in

meaning] (O) You say, a J- He decided

it judicially, [and recorded it in theJ- ;] or

he decreed it decisively; so expl. by the Shereef.

or, as in the 'Ináyeh, he established it and re

corded it [in the J-l. (TA) And L'ilJ

allo: Cyål The hádee secured to such a one his

property [iy a judicial decision recorded in the

J-]. (TA) And L'il 's J- [The

kadee decided judicially against him, and recorded

his sentence in the J-]. (Mgh.)- AndJ

liš' aié + He rendered him notorious by reason

of such a thing, and stigmatized him with it.

(Z, TA.)= And 4: J- He thren, it from

above; as also "J-, infa. J-. (K.)=

And J.-, inf n, as above, He (a man, TA)

became affected with carnal appetite. (K.) . .
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3. al-L, (K) inf n is u:, (§, IB, TA)

[and app. J.- also, (see J.-). He vied, com

peted, or contended for superiority, with him;

emulated, or rivalled, him; or imitated him;

(S, IB," K;) doing like as he did; (§, IB;)

originally in the drawing of water; (S. IB ;)

each of them bringing forth in his Us- [or

bucket] the like of n:hat the other brought forth

[or endeavouring to do so]; the one, of them, that

desisted being overcome: (IB :) and also, tinful,

ming: or in watering. (S.) Hence, Jel- c.59

t33 t Such a one vies with such a one, each of

them producing, [of the evidences] of nobility, the

like of what the other produces; the one, of them,

that desists being overcome. (IB.) El-Fadl Ibn

'Abbās Ibn-’Otbeh Ibn-Abee-Lahab says,
* • Ö • J. d • * * *

* |->|- Jet- us let- c." *

** • - - -* * *-*

* 381 -i- J, #15: *

[He who contends for superiority with me con

tends for superiority with one possessing glory,

who fills the bucket to the tying of the rope that

is attached to the middle of its cross-bars]; and

hence the saying, Jú-3-1 (S. [See J-J)

4. al-' He gave him a bucketful (£) Or

two bucketfuls (c:-): (K:) or, as some say,

+ he gave him much. (TA)- And Ja

-43-" He filled the natering-trough, or tank; (£

ki) as also '4-. (JM)-i: -i-.

tai &: The beast was sent forth, or set loose or

free, ' ' mother. (TA) It is said in a

trad, Losols: 12Ma-5 ), meaning Set not loose

your cattle in men'sfields of seed-produce. (TA.)

-And you say, J-5 Us-ºl He left, or left

alone, the people. (K.)- And £9. 2% Ja-l

+He made the affair free, or allonable, to them.

(K)—And #81&isit I made the speech,

or language, to be unrestricted. (S.)=J~! He

(a man, TA) abounded in goodness, (K,TA,) and

beneficence, and gifts to men. (TA)=<!-i

J#9, inf n. J-1. I wrote a nriting for the

man. (Mgb.)- See also 2.

6. 1214-1.5 They vied, competed, or contended

for superiority, one with another; emulated, or

rivalled, one another; or imitated one another;

[originally, in the drawing of nater: and hence,

+in other things: (see 3:)] (S, TA:) and t.A.

cº-: They tryo vie, &c., each with the

other. (K.)

7. U-5) It (water) poured out, or forth; or

became poured out, or forth; ($, K;) [app., con

tinuously: see 1.] -

J- A full bucket: so accord. to Az and El

Fárábee and others: (MS.) or a bucket contain

fing water, whether little or much : such as is

empty is not called J- nor"*# ‘. (S:) or a

great bucket: (Mgb: [see also Ues- :]) or a

great bucket that is full (K, TA) ofwater: (TA:)

and a bucketful; the quantity that fills a bucket:

(K:) it is of the masc. gender [though3% (the

most common word for “a bucket”) is generally

fem.]: (S, K:) pl. J.-. (S.)- And [hence,]

tA share, or portion; (Mgb ;) like #53 [which

likewise originally signifies “a bucket”]. (S in

art. 2)3. [See also J.-J) And hence is derived

the saying, J.- 3-1, [as though meaning

+ War is an affair of shares, or portions;] i. e.

the victory in nar is shared by turns among the

people [engaged therein]: (Msb:) [but it is im

plied in the S that it is from£1, and that

Ula- is here an inf. n. like als-U-2, agreeably

with analogy; and if so, the saying may be

rendered war is a contention for superiority:

(see 3:)] or the sayingJ.- :<- Ineans

+[War between them consists of portions, in such

a manner that] aJ- [or portion] thereof is

against these, and another is against these : (K:)

originating from the act of two men drawing

water with two buckets from a well, each of

them having [in his turn] a full bucket. (TA.)

You say also, liés &- 4- £i ! He gave

him his share, or portion, of such a thing;...ike

as one says, *. (Har P. 19.) The phraseJs:

"Jee- in the saying Je- J- *-*cº-ow

(K,”TA) has an intensive signification; (K,

TA;) [the saying app. meaning + They have, of

glory, a large share.]- Hence likewise, meta

phorically applied to signify tA gift: one says

J:12: 3,4- ! [A bountiful man who is

large in giff]. (Har ibid. [The first word in this

saying is there written 25-J) One says also,

J-M Já:0 X. % + [He has overflowing good

nes or beneficence]. (TA)-Also tA bounti.

ful man. (Abu-l-omeythil, K.):- And + A

great udder: pl. Ula- and J3-. (K.) =

# , . .

See also Ja-, in two places.

J- : see the next paragraph.

J- A writing; or paper, or piece of skin,

written upon; (K,"TA;) as also J- (TA)

and "J- (K, TA) [and "J-, as appears

from what follows]: or a** [meaning a roll,

or scroll, or the like,] for writing upon or written

upon : (Bd in xxi. 104:) and a n:ritten statement

of a contract and the like; (K, TA;) i. e. (TA)

i. q. #4. (S, TA: [but see this word, which has

also other meanings, and among them that here

following, which is the most common meaning of

J-D the record of a kádee, or judge, in

which his sentence is written: (Mab3) a judicial

record: (Mgh:) [see also*- : pl. +S-.

(Msb, K.) *: Je:" &#, in the #:

xxi. 104, means Like the folding of the use

[expl. above]for the purpose of n:riting [thereon]:

or for what is to be noritten: (Bd:) or upon

what is written; (Bd," Jel;) i. e., upon the

written record [of the works] of the son of Adam at

his death: (Jel.) or Js: here has the third of

the meanings here following: (Bd, Jel:] or the

second thereof. (Bd.) - And A nºriter, or

scribe: (K:) and so some explain it in the verse

above died. (TA)- And J.: A certain

scribe of the Prophet. (K)–And A certain

angel, (K,) who folds the written statements of

[men's] works. (Bd ubi suprā.)- And, without

the article, A man, in the Abyssinian language.

(K.) In the verse cited above, I’Ab read"J-M,

and explained it as meaning A certain man: but

it is also said to mean a certain angel: and an

other reading is J.", a dial. var. mentioned

above. (TA.) - -

J.-:) a name for The ene. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)

–And J- J- [i.e. J.- Jú-, so in

my MS. copy of the 'K, but in the CK J- -

J-,] is A call to the ene to be milked. (Ibn

'Abbād, O, K.)
* >*.*

|2=- A she-goat abounding in milk: thus

correctly, as in the O: in the copies of the K, in

the place of j: is put &: [making the meaning

to be a spring abounding in water or an eye

abounding in tears]. (TA.)

J.-, applied to a bucket ( sis), Large, or

big; as also with 3: (K:) or "*- [alone, i.e.

as a subst, rendered such by the affix 5,] signifies

a large, or big, bucket. (S.)- And, applied to

an udder (8%), Long : (S:) or pendent and

wide; as also *J-i. (K:) or this latter, ap

plied to an udder, but only of a sheep or goat,

wide, flaccid, and tossing about; striking the

animal's hind legs, from behind. (ISh, TA.)

And, with 3, applied to a testicle(+), Flaccid

and nide in the scrotum. (K.)- See also J-.

- Also Hard, and strong. (K.) = And A

share, or portion : (K:). IAar says, it is of

the measure J.-: from J- meaning “a full

bucket” [and likewise “a share, or portion”];

but, he adds, it does not please me. (TA.)

** * *

alta-", in a testicle, Flaccidity and wideness

in the scrotum. (K.) -

s •

i-: see Je-.

J- Stones like lumps of dry, or tough,

clay: arabicized from J% s: ; (K,TA;) which

are Pers. words, meaning “stone and clay;” the

conjunction falling out in the arabicizing: (TA:)

or baked clay : (Jel in xi. 84 and xv. 74 and

cv. 4.) or stones (S, K) of clay (S) baked by the

fire of Hell, whereon were inscribed the names

of the people [for whom they were destined]:

(S, K:) so in the Kur; as is indicated therein,

in li. 33 and 34: (S) or J.- :- in the Kur

IncanS J- &: i.e. of what had been written

[or decreed] for them, that they should be punished

therenith; andJ- means the same as cº-,

mentioned and expl. in the Kur lxxxiii. 8 and 9:

(K:) AO says thatJ- c” means many and

hard; and that Jes- is syn, with Jes- in this

sense: (TA:) it is also said to be from&

meaning Hell; the c, being changed into U:
4 so - of

(Bd in xi. 84:) also, to be from axle-l mean

ing “I sent forth him or it:” or from&:
meaning “I gave;" and to be from J-M.

(TA)=Also i, q.3.2; and so cº- [q. v.].

(L in art. U-'.) - -

* * > * *

Ja-a-. A mirror: (S, K:) or a*

mirror: (MA)[said to bela Greek word(J-5),
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(S, K) arabicized: (S) and some say J:3.

(Az, TA.) [Pl., accord. to Freytag, Je-la-.]

And + Pieces such as are termed 4%, of silver;

(K, TA;) as being likened to the mirror. (TA.)

- And Gold. (K.)-And Saffron. (K.)

J-i. SeeJ.--5- [the fem.] ap

plied to a she-camel, (S, K,) means f Long #. the

udder: (S:) or big in the udder: pl.

(K.)- And, applied to a woman, t Big in the

posteriors: (K:) pl. as above. (TA.)

* > d p

J. Alloned, or made allowable, to every

one; (S, K;) not denied to any one. (S.) -

Mohammad Ibn-El-Hanafeeyeh said, in explain.

ing the words ofthe Kur[lv.60], cu-š#-Js

&:-}i S. [Shall the recompense of£oing good

be other than doing good?], *-ūll:*is- Us”

meaning t It is unrestricted in its relation to the

righteous and the unrighteous: a righteous person

is not made to be conditionally intended thereby,

exclusively of an unrighteous. (As, S, T.A.)

And one says,J~ #3%£ t [We did it

when fortune was unrestricted], i.e., when no one

feared anyone. (K.)

Left

1. &##, (S. K. JM) or (JM)

inf n ><- and X-3 (S. K.) and "--";

(S, JM;) The tears flowed: (JM ) or poured

forth; (TA in explanation of the latter verb;)

and so the latter verb said of water. (TA.)

And '91 c, - He held back from the

thing, or affair, delaying to do it, (A, K, TA:)

and shrank from it. (A, TA)=&#1
• * > * 6 y o

U-23, (S, K,”) aor. * and 2 inf.n:- andA5

* * * *

and Ötes-, The eye shed its tears in drops: or

shed its tears, little or much : (K:) or poured

forth its tears. (TA.) And in like manner,

#31 #-: *~ : The cloud poured forth the

water, (K, TA) little or much (K.) and

al-Ji ? --~~! t The cloud rained continu

ally; as also -ss-ji: (IAar, TA:) and --~!

£1The shy poured forth [rain]; as also -->51.

(S.) And4- [Hepoured it forth, app. mean

ing either 4:3 orāśl]; and [so] '4-l; and

[app. in an intensive sensel '4-, inf n.
o 9

X-3and X-3. (K: omitted in the TA)

2 :

4: see 1, last two sentences.

see the last sentence above.

7: see 1, first sentence.—#8 _*-51 t The

language was, or became, rightly, or regularly,

ordered, arranged, or disposed. (TA.)

* @ e g o *

--- a--> and "X- and">: (TA) [are

instance of inf ns used as epithets, (as is said in

the TA of the first and second, to which the

third is obviously similar,) meaning Tearsflowing,

or pouring forth: or the first may be more cor

rectly rendered tears shed in drops, or simply

shed, or poured forth].

~ Tears: (#) or flowing tears. (TA)

And Water: (so in copies of the K:) i. e. the

water of the sky: (TA:) or water that is ap

parent, or manifest. (CK.)=Also The leaves

of the [tree called] -35-[q. v.]; (K;) to which

broad and long arrow-heads are likened. (TA.)

X- an inf n, used as an epithet: see:

(TA.)

© d = * @*

Less- cºes [An eye shedding many tears].

J~|(S.T.A.)–AndX,*- :- +[Cloud pouring

frth m: rain, like X-]. (TA)-And
Leża-' asü A she-camel yielding much milk:

(A, TA:) or that parts her hind legs on being

milked, and raises her head: (K, TA: [in the

CK, <-- is erroneously put for <<ā- :]) as

also "X-2 (K)-2'-' cº - J:
! A man who shrinks from generous actions.

(TA.)

>- see :- [Asitis originally an infn,
J. J. 6 * of

used as an epithet,] you say also>: Jes!

Eyes shedding tears in drops, or simply shedding

tears, or pouring forth tears; #4.2-3- [pl. of

"à- fem of X-0, of which last, accord to

Freytag,2- is a pi]. (TA.)

>*~ +Clouds pouring forth much rain.

(TA. [See also_*-.])

* > • - s

_*-l." ; and its fem., with 3: see-s:-.

> -t. A certain dye. (K.)

* * *

* i A camel that does not utter the grum

bling cry termed £3. (S, TA:) or that does not
** of

bray clearly : (TA:) i, q.-2:51. (K.)

X-*: seeks:3.

* * * * *

'9*-oJ.; ! Land natered by rain. (S, T.A.)

U->

1. *s-, (S, Msh, K) aor. , inf n. 3

(S, Msb,) He imprisoned him. (S, Mgb, K.)

[Hence,] it is said in a trad, J* 3-i 'G' U.

9- &: c" t[There is not anything more

deserving of long restraint than a tongue]. (L.)

•- Andź 3- ! He secreted anxiety; did not

reveal it. (L, K.) A poet says,

6 * * * * * * * * * * *

* 4.- d -* cas- ), *

es: să:14:3: .

! [And by no means secrete thou anxiety: verily

to the secreting thereof pertains embarrassment:

but load with it fleet camels of Mahreh]. (L.)

2 *s-, infn. 3-5, it is [He cut it,

or divided it, lengthwise; clave it; split it; &c.].

(K)—And J:1 c, - He made the palm

trees to be such as are termed c-i- [or cº-;

i.e. he dug at their feet trenches to conduct the

water to them when it did not reach to them]. (K.)

3- A prison; (S, L, Mgb, K;) as also

W *- :

Msb.)

(L) pl. of the former co- (Mgh,

.d d -

&: [Imprisoned];

pl.#: andL: and is applied to a female

likewise, as also*-; pl. Usia- andcº

(K.)

&: The keeper of a prison. (K.)

&- : See 3-.-[In the Kur lxxxiii. 7,]

A certain place in which is the record [of the

deeds] of the wiched; (S, L, K;) or, as I’Ab

says, in nhich are their registers: AO says, it is

of the measure J: from &:l, like &:M

from 3-M : (S, L 5 or ot certain calley in Hell:

or a certain stone, [or rock,] (L, K,) beneath,

(L,) or in, (K,) the seventh earth: (L, K:)

[these explanations are given by those who hold

3- is syn, with "

that &- ū in the next verse is for+ U.

cº- :] or it there means a register comprising

the deeds of the wicked, (Bd, Jel,') of the jinn,

or genii, and of mankind, (Bd,) or of the devils

and the unbelievers: (Jel.) or cis- u in the

next verse is for cº- -te U2, and the mean

ing is the place, (Bd, Jel,) n'hich is beneath the

seventh earth, the abode of Iblees and his forces:

(Jel:) IAth says, it occurs in a trad. with the

article Ul; and without that article it is a proper

name for the fire [of Hell], and hence the men

tion of it in the Kur lxxxiii. 7. (L.) [See also

J.-.]=Also Anything hard (L.) and hard,

vehement, or severe; (S, L, K;) applied to a

beating. (S, L.)- And Continuing, lasting: Or

everlasting; syn. L-312 ; (L, K;) as also Jes- :

so accord. to El-Muårrij. (L. [See, again,

J:..])=And i. 1 #43 (L. K.) so in the

saying, (..." 30: J* [He did that openly,

or publicly]'. (L.) = Also Palm-trees (U+3)

such as are termed cº- (A8, L, K) in the dial.

of the people of El-Bahreyn; (AS, L;) [app.

meaning that the latter word is of that dial.; for

it is said that] the Arabs [app. the Arabs in

general] say cº- in the place ofc-i-, which

is not Arabic: (L :) the palm-trees thus termed

are such as have trenches dug at their feet to

conduct the mater to them when it has not reached

to them. (L, and Kin art. Ú:...)

co- Iron such as is termed <! [i. e.

female, meaning soft]. (L.)

6 * *[ä: d =, accord. to Freytag, The act of im

prisoning ; but it seems father to be a word of the

class of als--- and āūs-e &c., and to signify a

cause of imprisonment.]

© 2 & e s

U9s-o: see Úes

•

-

9*

1. #. (S, Msb, K, &c.,) aor.**, (S, Msb,)

inf n : (S. K.TA)and 3-, (TA) said of

the night, (Fr, IAar, Msb, TA,) &c., (TA,) It

nas, or became, silent, quiet, or still: (Fr, IAar,

S, K, TA:) and dark : (Fr, TA:) or its darkness

became extended: (IAar, TA:) or it covered, or

concealed, by its darkness. (Mgb, T.A.) J#3

ls- ls, in the Kur [xciii. 2), means And the

night when it becomes still, silent, or quiet :
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(IAar, Zj, S, Jel:) or when it covers with its

darkness: (Jel:) or when its people become silent:

or when its darkness becomes still: from ta

* @ =

2-31, inf. n. +. The sea became calm. (Bd.)

And one says, £" <-- The wind became

still. (TA)-ātā. <-- The she-camel pro

longed her cº-[or cry of yearning towards her

young one]. (k)— See also 2.

2. L- He covered anything; as also "L"-l,

and 'u'... (IAar, TA) You Say,<l J.-,

(S, Mgh, Msb,) inf. m. aes-5, (S, Mgh, K.) He

covered the dead person (Mgh, Mgb, K) with a

garment, or piece of cloth, (Mgh, Msb) and the

like. (Msb.)

3. *-, (K) infn, itsu:, (TA) He touched

it. (K.) One says, *u. U.5 Alal. üüí i. e.

[He brought us food, and] we did not touch it.

(AZ, TA)- And i, q, as its [meaning He

Tworked, or laboured, upon it, or at it; &c.].

(K.) One says, #4 c- Js i. e. t:

[meaning Dost thou work, or labour, upon a

landed estate? or, probably, dost thou cultivate a

landed estate by the work, or labour, of others?].

(Aboo-Málik, TA.)

4; see 2. =áč c. *-l The she-camel had

much milk. (Sgh, K.)

*

(.- A sincere companion and friend. (Go

lius, from Meyd.)]

#~ A nature; or a natural, a native, or an

innate, disposition or temper or the like; syn.

Já, and *, (S) or #3 (Mab3) or a

faculty, or quality, firmly rooted in the mind,

not easy of removal: (MF) pl. qa-... (Mob.)
* @ “ ”

#19a # A she camel still, or quiet, when

being milked. (M, K.) - And 4. she camel

Twhose fur is unruffled: and #12- *: 4. sheep

whose wool is unruffled. (TA)-And #25-£2

Agentle wind. (TA)—And -5%. 53:- #:

i. e. **-ū, (K,) meaning A woman languid,

or languishing, in the eye. (TA)

g" Still, silent, or quiet: thus applied to the

sea [as meaning calm, or unruffled]. (S, K.)

And #-l. # A calm night, in which the wind

is still, and such as is not dark : (T, TA:) or a

night in which the cold has become allayed, and

in which the nind and the clouds have become

still, and which is not dark. (M, TA.) And

g" #. 4.in, or motionless, eye: (S, K:)

[or] ass-l. c.39, accord. to IAgr, means an eye

that has a languid, or languishing, look; which

is an accessory to beauty in women. (TA.) See

also the next preceding paragraph.

C

s' : , (S, A, TA) aor. , (S, TA) inf n.

3, (S, K, &c.,) He poured out, or forth, (S,

A, K,) water, (S, A,) &c.: (S:) or, accord. to

IDrd, - signifies the pouring out, or forth,

in consecutive quantities: or, accord. to the Msb,

[but this art is not in my copy of that work,]

Bk. I.

also, us;1. #: - [The shy poured forth

its rain]. (A, TA.) See also an ex of the

inf n. voce ā-, below. -[Hence,] one says,
* ~ * : * * * * * *

J* - #2, #3: III asked him to

recite an ode, and he poured it forth to me; lit.,

upon me], inf. m. as above. (A.) - [Hence

likewise,] :- signifies also t The act offlogging.

(K, TA) one says, es: äu 4-, (S, TA)

aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA) + He inflicted

upon him a hundred stripes of a whip. (S, T.A.)

–And t The act of beating, striking, or smiting.

(K.)-And t The act of thrusting or piercing

[with a spear or the like]. (TA)=: (S,

A,) aor. *, (S,) so says Fei, or, accord. to some,”,

agreeably with analogy, (TA,) inf. n. * * (S, K)

and Cs-, (K) or the former is the inf. n. of

the trans. verb, and the latter is that of the intrans.,

(MF,) It floned from above; (S, K;) [i. e. it

flowed don'n;] said of water, (S,) and of rain,
• * > * *

and of tears; (S, A;) as also " 5 and

"--. (K:) or * * signifies, or signifies also,

it poured out, or forth, vehemently: (TA:) and

W 3, it floned; said of water, (S, TA,) and

of a thing. (TA.)- [Hence,] ilāl <--, (S,

Jee e 3 - "

A, TA,) and 5.5:1, (TA,) aor. C-', (S, TA,)
à J. • • 3 *

or, accord. to Lh and Z, -5, (TA,) inf. n. C-,

(K) or £-, (S, A,) or both, (TA,) and

i-,-, ($, Ibn-Et-Teiyánee, TA) 1 The sheep

or goat, and the animal of the ox-kind, became

fat: (AZ, AHn, S, TA:) or became fat to the

utmost degree: (K:) or became fat so as to flon,

with grease: (A:) or became fat, but not to the

utmost degree. (TA.)

5: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

7. t;= - It (a camel's arm-pit) poured

neith sneat. (TA.)

R. Q. 2. &-5. see 1, latter half, in two

places.

3 -

Rain pouring abundantly and extensively:

(K in art. Ja… :) and ":- (S, K) and

*:-- (K) rain pouring vehemently, (S, K,'

TA,) paring the surface of the earth: (TA:)

and ':-, applied to rain that falls in large

drops, pouring much, or abundantlyi. and also

applied to a thundering cloud, (45t-, i. e.

+, ūs #-, [or, accord. to the S and A, to

any cloud, al-,]) pouring forth much rain:

(Ham p.391: [in which it is said that in the
latter case it may be proper; and in £he former

case, tropical:]) and *ā-u-- 3:4, so in a

copy of the K, [and thus in my MS. copy of it,]

in other copies "is-U-3, but the former is the

right, (TA,) an eyepouring forth tears abundantly,

or much: (K,TA) and "ā-āść (S.TA)

[a spear-wound, or the like, flowing [nith blood].
(TA)- [Hence,] • -i- +A snearing in

which oaths pour forth consecutively. (L.) =

Also t i, q. -: [i, e, Dry, or tough, dates, that

the pouring forth much, or abundantly; and the crumble in the mouth and have hard stones]:

like is said in the Jámi of Kz. (TA.) You say (K:) Az relates his having heard the Bahránees

thus term a certain kind of -*. (TA:) or

! scattered dates: (A:) or t dry, or tough, dates,

(K, TA,) not sprinkled with nater [in order that

they may stick together, for thus they do for this

purpose, or they sprinkle the palm-leaf-receptacle

of the dates for this purpose], (TA) scattered

(K, TA) upon the ground, not collected in a

receptacle, and not pached; (TA;) as also W 3 2,

(IDrd, K,) which is of the dial. of El-Yemen.

(IDrd.)

3 *

: see what next precedes.

2-la- The air. (Fr, T, O, K.) [See also

£-, which is perhaps a mistranscription.]

6 * * 3 -

C*- : See *.

.." & • * • ** & e •

#t=- a fem. epithet, an instance of £5.5 having
*, *% -. - 3 - 5

no Jasl, [i. e. not having 1 for the masc.

form], occurring in a trad, in which it is said,
• ** * *

(TA).5%; J.iii., 4:45 #: # 3-4

(A, TA) i.e. tThe right hand of God is con

tinually pouring with gifts, nothing will render

it deficient, night and day: or, as some relate it,

the phrase is "U- &: * 3: [the right

hand of God is full, with pouring forth]; the

last word being with tenween, as an inf. n.: it is

thus likened to the abundant source that is not

diminished by drawing from it, nor by descending

into it and filling the bucket. (TA)-You say

also #: # (A, TA) [An incursion into the

territory of an enemy] that pours calamity upon

people with sudden impetuosity. (TA)- [Go

lius explains ā-, on the authority of Meyd, as

signifying + A hot wind: it is probably a mis

transcription for à:..]

6 * * * 3 -

à-la-': see C-.

s e o e #

£.- Also, applied to land
C-: see
e of

(U3)), + Wide, or spacious: but IDrd says, I

know not the truth of this. (TA.)=Also, and

*i--, 4 court, or a spacious portion in

n:hich is no building or that is vacant, of a house,

(S, K, TA,) and of a place of alighting, or of a

settlement, or of a collection of houses or tents:

the former expl. by IAar as meaning a man's

quarter, or tract, in which he alights. (TA.)

* * * & •

ā-a- : see what next precedes.

6 • & • - 3

U->~ ; and its fem., with 3: see

see also the fem. in what here follows.

:- and

C- ić, (A, K,) after the manner of a pos

sessive noun, (TA,) and i-u, (K,) the latter
5 * > d -

occurringinatrad., or, as somerelate it, "å-t--,

which means the same, (TA,) t A sheep, or goat,

that is fat: (S, TA: but in the former, only a

pl., as applied to sheep or goats, is mentioned;

namely, the first of the pls, below:) or that flows

with grease by reason of its fatness: (A:) or full

offat: (TA:) or fat in the utmost degree: (K:)

[or Ja', but not in. the utmost degree; for] one

#3: then 3- when it has become a little
says U2}";

166
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fat; then ös: ; then&- then£- and then

X5% which means fat in the utmost degree:

(Aboo-Ma'add El-Kilábee, TA:) pl. £-, (Th,

S, L,) thus in the handwriting of J, and men

tioned by Aboo-Mis-hal, (TA,) orC- (IKtt,

K) and £, which is extr. [in form]. (K.)

And :-> +Fat flesh-meat; as though, by

reason of its fatness, it poured forth grease.

(As, S, T.A.)

# -

J.;; ! A snift horse; (Kz, K, TA;) as

though it poured forth running; (S, Kz, TA;)

likened to rain in swiftness. (TA.)

6 - 6 * ~ * >d > 3 •

a--- axle : see C-.

*

1. 4-, (S, A, MSb, K.) aor. 4, (Mab, K.)

inf n. ---, (Msb, TA,) He dragged it, or

dren, it along, (S, A, Mgb, K.) namely, his J:

[or skirt], (S,) or a thing, such as a garment &c.,

(TA,) upon the ground. (Msb, K, TA.) One

says of a woman, (als --~ [She drags, or

dran's along, her shirt upon the ground]. (TA.)

And*: * 2:ll<- [The nind dren along

the Aust upon the ground]. (TA.)-[Hence,]

l,Júl ce," <- ! [The ninds dragged their

skirts upon the ground; i.e., blen, so as to efface

the traces upon the ground]. (A: in the TA,

£1.) And L: &l= | c. 4: ...~.

! [Drag thy skirt over that which has proceeded

from me; i.e. efface what has proceeded from

me, as when a person dragging his skirt effaces

the traces upon the sand or dust over which he

walks]. (A, TA) And 4- 3 J. L:ft.
** c." J: <-- U. J. : [A man has

not preserved, or kept alive, the love, or affection,

of his companion with anything that is in its

effect like his dragging the skirt over his vices, or

faults]. (A, TA.)-[Hence likewise, as will

be shown by what next follows,] ---, aor. * ,

(K, TA,) inf. m. as above, (S, TA,) means also

! He ate and drank vehemently. (S, K, TA.)
• * > • & - * o - of

4. --!>+|1> Atalall cle -----| | I took, or ate

and drank, much of the food and beverage; as

* o 3 - *

also V ->~5: because it is the habit of the

glutton to draw and appropriate to himself the

victuals [and beverages]. (A, TA.)

• *O

5: see 4-4* --> + He acted, or be

haved, towards him with boldness, or presump

tuousness; or did so confiding in his love, or

affection: (Az, S, MA, TA:) or nith coquettish

ness, and feigned opposition. (Az," MA, TA.")

- ei- es' <-5, occurringin a trad. of Sa’eed

and [a woman named] Arwā, means + She took

his right, or rightful property, by force, and an

nexed it to her on n, and to her land. (TA.)

7. --~~) It was, or became, dragged, or

drann along, (S, A, Msb, K.) upon the ground:

(Mgb, K:) said of one's skirt, (§,) or of a thing,

such as a garment &c. (TA)- [Hence,]|

23. Js' as 34-3, (The skirts of the

wind were, or became, dragged upon it, i.e., upon

the ground (~9) so as to efface the traces

upon it]. (A, TA.)

6 - d -
-

ā- i. q.# [app. as meaning particularly

A covering, or film, upon the eye: expl. by

Freytag, from the Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen, as

meaning oculorum caligo]. (K.)-And Remains

of water in a pool left by a torrent; as also

*#): (K, TA:) dim, of the former 'i:-.

(TA.)

&- J% A man who takes, or carries, or

sn'eeps, anay everything by which he passes.

(K.)- [Golius explains &- as on the au

thority of Meyd, as meaning A portion of water

remaining in a skin or other thing: but I think

that this is a mistranscription for #~.]

*- [termed in the S and K pl. of#-, aS

also -- and <-l is, accord. to As, [cor

rectly,] a coll. gen. n., used alike as mase. and

fem. and sing, and pl.; (MF, TA;) #ndAl

is its n. un.; (MF, Msb," TA;) and --~ is pl.

of A- or of #1-3 (L, MSb, MF, TA;) it

may be pl. of either of these; (L, MF,TA;) and

<-- is pl. of#- absolutely, and of*

when used as fem.: (MF, TA:) it signifies

Clouds [or a collectuon of clouds]; (S, K, KL,

TA, &c.;) and [clouds] from which the rain

comes: (TA:) so called because drawn along in

the air; (Msb, TA;) or because they draw along

one another; or because the winds draw them

along; (TA;) or because they draw along their

fringes. (TA in art. 2:-.) One says,-:

#- [The cloud rained upon them]. (A.)—
[Hence,] Usul, ast- exis -51 t I remained

at his abode the whole of my day : originally said

in relation to a cloudy day; and then prover

bially used in relation to any day. (A, TA.)

And Le: ā- ääi <!, u: ; I ceased not to

do it the whole of my day. (K, TA)-4

--" [properly The water of the clouds] is a

term for + wine. (TA in art. ci-)-3-h

is a name of + The Prophet's turban; (Mgh,

TA:) it was thus called as being likened to the

--~ of the rain because of its being drawn

along in the air. (TA.)- Also the name of A

snord of Dirar Ibn-El-Khattáb. (K.)

#- n: un of*- [q.v.]. (A5, M5b, &c.)

#- see #~.

i:- dim of i-, q.v. (TA)
• * * *

-2-1 : A man who eats and drinks much,

(S, A,) or vehemently: (K:) Az says that the

word known to him in the former sense is

* * *

+,-i, with <>; but that perhaps rºa-' is

allowable. (L, T.A.)

[...~ A place of dragging, or drawing

along, of a skirt, or garment, &c., upon the

ground: pl. ---, see Har p. 78.]

-

*

* * * *

1. as-, [aor. *, inf. n.<-l He extirpated

it, eradicated it, exterminated it, or destroyed it

utterly; as also "4-1: (S, K, TA:) both

signify he, or it, made it to go, go anay, pass

anay, or depart; made anay with it, did anay

neith it, made an end of it, or destroyed it;

namely, a man's property: and the latter, he

destroyed utterly what he (a man) possessed. (TA.)

You say, 30-l <--, inf n, as above; and

* <-1; He performed the circumcision so as to

remove the prepuce utterly. (TA.) And <--
Je e e

ox: He removed his hair utterly in shaving and

cutting: (A:) and# <--, inf n, as above;

and '4-1; He shared his head so as to re

move the hair utterly. (Lh, TA.) And <--

>il c” 2-5), (aor. as above, K.) He peeled

off the fat from the flesh; (S, A, K,) as also

*~. (S.) And ë --, aor, and inf n, as

above, He peeled, or peeled off, a thing by little

and little. (L.T.A.) And #1-3- He,

or it, effaced the traces, or the like, upon the

surface of the earth. (A, TA) -läs,X-4,

in the Kur xx. 64, means Lest He destroy gow

[by a punishment], (Bd, Jel,) or utterly destroy

you; (Bd;) and some read "...#-4, (S, Bd,

Jel,) which means the same; (Bd, Jel;) this

being of the dial. of Nejd and Temeem; and the

former, of the dial. of El-Hijáz: (Bd:) or tlest

He harass, or distress, or afflict, you [by a

punishment]: (A, TA:) or + lest He pare you

[from the surface of th: earth thereby]. (TA.)

> - and WXuā- both signify twe ha

rassed, or distressed, or afflicted, them : and

X:- [and WX:-h. He slaughtered them.

(TA.)=See also the next paragraph, in two

places.

4: see above, in six places. -[Hence,] <-i.

said of a man, + His property went anay. (Lh,

TA.)=<!--~! He gained, or earned, what is

termed -- [i. e. gain that was unlawful, &c.];

(S, A, K;) as also "<-- : (K:) or he earned

little. (Mgb.) You say, *5-5 es' --~! He

earned such gain in his traffic; (S, A.;) as also

' ' -- (TA:) or he earned little therein;

and so 45's --~!. (Mgb.) And -a-.'

45- His traffic nas, or became, disapproved,

abominable, or foul, and unlawful. (K.)

<-- inf n, of 1 (q.v.). (L, TA)—Also

+ Vehemence ofeating and drinking. (TA.)-And

+ Punishment, castigation, or chastisement. (TA.)

—- #, (K) [as also <--, Q. v..] and

&:, and +3, (TA) [and #4, #4,#4
[i.e. + Vehement, or intense, cold: see --~ &c.].

* / O / 6 * * 'd we

(K.) – See also −5:- : – andès

and see the paragraph here following, in two

places.

&: (S, A, Msh, K) and "--, (S, Msb,

K,) the former a contraction of the latter, (Msb,)

A thing that is forbidden, prohibited, or un

lanful; (S, A, K,) and (so in the A, but in the

K “or”) what is disapproved, abominable, or

foul, of gains, (A, K, TA,) that occasions dis

|grace (K, TA) and bad repute; as the price of a

dog, and of wine, and of a pig; (TA;) any pro
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<--&

perty that is forbidden, not lanful to be gained shin; also he rubbed it, namely, a thing, with

(Msb, TA) nor to be eaten; (Msb;) anything another thing, so as to abrade, or remove, its

..forbidden, or unlan ful, and of bad repute: some

times it means what is disapproved; and some

times, what is unlawful; the context showing in

which sense it is used: and it is also applied to

signify a bribe that is given to a judge or the

like: so called because it cuts off blessing: (TA:)

in the Kur v. 46, some read •+": and some,

<--", (Bd, TA:) and it has also been re:

as the inf. n., 's--". (Bd:) the pl. is &l-i.

(K.)- Also Little, or small, in quantity or

number; paltry, mean, or inconsiderable. (Msb.)

--~ * or '-- (accord. to different

copies of the K [the former the better known])

His property may be taken and destroyed with

impunity: and in like manner, c-a- 4% His

blood may be shed with impunity. (K,”TA.) -

See also *-*.

<-- see the next preceding paragraph.

3 * -

Us:- :

*:: An old and worn-out garment or piece
• 3 * >

of cloth; as also '-- and " cs:-. (K.)

[A mess of] G2* [or meal of parched barley, &c.,]

having little grease or gravy [mixed with it];

as also V<- (K;) the latter a dial. var. of
• • 6 * * *

<--~ [q.v.]. (TA.)–And A desert (35tae)

of which the earth is soft. (K.)

see what next follows.

<-- see the next preceding paragraph.

s • 6 * o • . 2 *, * *

<-- : see -3-2, in two places. -à-la

#-A cloud that carries anay, or sneeps anay,

that by which it passes. (TA.)

* - of 6 -

--~! -ets, andā- J. + A year, and a

land, in which is no pasture. (K.)

* * * *
*

- -'9-1 : -

6 • & see the following paragraph.

*-0 :

*- + Property (Jú) made to go anay,

or depart; made anay with, made an end of, or

destroyed; as also "--~, (S, K,) as in a verse

cited voce -i-, (S) and '-- and "--.

(K.)- + A man who eats and drinks vehemently s

as also '3- and "-- (TA in the present
* * * •

art.:) and '32-3 signifies [the same, or] a

man who eats and drinks much. (Az, TA voce

+,-i, […) And -* +,+ A man

(S) who does not become satiated: (S, K:) having

a capacious belly, (K, TA,) and who does not

become satiated with food: (TA:) and as some

say, hungry: (TA:) and one who suffers much

jrom indigestion. (K, TA) And #3: I<3
1 A man having a greedy, or glutionous, stomach.

(A, TA.)

1. as-a-, (S, A, K, TA,) aor. *, (K, TA,)

inf n. £-, (TA,) He abraded, or otherwise re

moved, its outer integument, or superficial part; (S,

A, K,TA;) relating to one's skin: (S, A, TA:) and

he scratched him; or wounded him in the outer

superficial part : and it, namely, a thing, hitting

another thing, abraded from it a little of its

superficial part; as when a thing hits the solid

hoof previously to [that state of attenuation and

abrasion which is termed] L*31. (TA.) You

say, *.xle- <--~ I abraded, or removed, the

outer integument [i. e. the cuticle] of his skin.

($) And 4:3 - # *[4thing hit

him, and abraded the cuticle of his face]. (S.)

And s:" ** &- He abraded the outer

part of the nood, or piece of nood, or stick, with

the file. (TA) And si: -39 +

ferring to a camel, (S, K, TA) He pares the sur

face of the ground with his foot, so that he is not

slon in becoming attenuated and abraded in the sole.

(TA) And 39# =<-- [The winds

pared the surface of the earth, removing the dust

and pebbles: like --~~]. (A.)— Also He bit

him so as to make a mark, or marks, upon him;

[or so as to lacerate his skin;] used especially in

relation to wild asses; and so **~, [but in

an intensive sense, i.e. he so bit him much, or

:-4)] inf n : -

• - .

3, re

many times, (see and

6 * > *

[of which latter see an ex. in the next para

graph]. (TA)-£- also signifies The combing

gently upon the skin of the head: (K, TA:)

[combing the hair with a gentle pressure upon

the shin of the head:] one says,*:# s -,
inf n. : • , He combed his hair [pressing the

comb] gently [upon the skin of his head]. (TA.)

-And The going quickly [as though paring the

surface of the earth with the feet, or makingmarks upon it]. (O, K.) You say, : • : 5.

He passed along going quickly: and [so] : • :

3:1 (o, TA) - And 4 running of heasts

falling short of such as is vehement. (K.)–

| And [hence, app.,] &#9 £-, (TA,) aor. as

above, (K, TA,) + He made the oaths to follow

one another with little, or no, interruption. (K,"

TA.)= See also 7.

2.4--, (S. K.) infn. £-- and

[of which latter, see an ex. in what follows,]

(TA,) He abraded, or othernise removed, its

outer integument, or superficial part, much, or

often. (S, K.)- See also 1. An ex. of the latter

inf n. occurs in the following hemistich of the

“Jeemeeyeh” of El-'Ajjāj:

*

*- : * :
*

[A bulhy, or strong, wild ass, in the side of whose

neck thou seest much biting, or lacerating of the

shin, that has made marks upon it]: thus heard

by AHát from the mouth of AZ, and thus recited

by the former to As, who disallowed it, and said,

4.5 [i. e. whose neck, or cheek, thou seest to be

much bitten, &c., instead of axels), but abstained

from objecting after AHát had adduced other exs.

[of similar inf ns.], and among them the saying

in the Kur [xxxiv. 18], 3: Jé.#3: Az

says that ls--- is here made an inf n, like

6 & 2 ×

- *

"--, (TA)

5. c- It had its outer integument, or

superficial part, abraded, or othernise removed,

much, or often: (S, K:) said of the skin

[&c.]. (S.) -

7. 8--" It had its outer integument, or

superficial part, abraded, or othernise removed:

(S, K:) said of the skin: (S:) [and it seems from

the phrase céis ill : -

and K in art. C#, that W&- inf n.

occurring in the O

s • *

G-,
may signify the same: but : • may there be a

• • * * @ e * * * >

mistranscription for 2-..] One says, 5?

* * * @ 4 y •

* 3: ... 3- 3: His skin had its cutică

abraded in consequence of a thing that passed by

him. (TA.)

£- inf n. of£-. (TA)-And [hence,

Dysentery, or the like; because attended by

abrasion, or excoriation, of the colon;] a certain

disease of the bonels; (PS;) an abrading disease

in the belly. (TA.) You say, &:- 4: (S) i.e.

In him is the disease above mentioned. (PS.)

$5– See&:

-- • Having its outer integument, or super

ficial part, abraded, or othernise removed; as
.d. de

also W$2–4. (TA.)

£- A camel that pares the surface of the

ground with his foot, (S," K,"TA,) so that he

is not slow in becoming attenuated and abraded:

in the sole. (TA.)- Also t A man nho makes

oaths to follon, one another with little, or no,

interruption: (TA) and so."£- and W&*

applied to a woman. (K,”TA.) And£- -i

+A snearing in which the oaths are made so to

follon, one another. (TA.)

[:-- act. part. n. of£-: fem. with 3: pl.

of the fem. &-3. Hence,] &= - &2

[Winds paring, or that pare, the surface of the

earth, removing the dust and pebbles]. (A, TA.)

[:- A place of abrasion, &c.; pl. &-t-.

- Hence,] one says, of an ass, (A,) i.e. a wild

ass, (TA,) &:--> * Upon him are the

marks, or scars, of the biting of other asses, (A,

TA.)

£- The [instrument called] #. Twith

n:hich one pares, or shapes, wood. (O, K.)

[And hence, app., A rain that is as though it

pared the surface of the earth. Accord, to Frey

tag, : ... occurs in this sense in the Deewan

of Jereer: pl. £-t-. but the correct word is

evidently :--]—Also, and ":-d°, (0,

K, TA,) A wild ass that bites [other asses] much,

or frequently: (TA:) [or each signifies, though

not so expl. in the TA,] an ass [i.e. a wild ass]

that runs a pace falling short of such as is vehe

ment. (O, K.)

: An ass [i.e. a wild ass] much bitten.

(S, A, K.)- [See also 2.]

166*
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6 * >

: --- see also :e- See g- and see a ce

£2- : See <--.

J.-- * A*- ô -

1. *-. He, or it, hit, or hurt, his 's- [or

lungs, &c.], (Mgh, TA) or his 5-[i. # heart].

(TA)- And the same, aor. *, inf n.2-, (T,

TA,) [said to be] the only instance of a pret, and

aor, and inf. n. of these measures except the verb
- - - • * > *

Jaš, aor. Jase, inf. n. J*, (MF) He turned

it, (T) or him, (TA) +33* [from it,or his

course, or nay, or manner of being]: and hence

other significations here following. (T, T.A.

[Accord. to the T, this seems to be proper; but

accord. to the A, tropical.]) In this sense the

verb is used in the Kur xxiii. 91. (Fr.) The

Arabs say to a man,láš is 2-3 &=9- W.

| What has turned thee from such and such a

course? (Yoo.) &si and3- are syn. [as mean

ing t He was turned from his course &c.]. (TA)

-And t He turned him from hatred to love.

(TA)- Hence, (TA) ao.and inf. m. as above,

(T, S, TA,) and inf. n. also 3-, (KL, TA) | He

enchanted, or fascinated, him, or it; (S," K,”

KL, PS3) and so "5- (MA, TA) [in an

intensive or a frequentative sense, meaning he

enchanted, or fascinated, him, or it, much, or (as

shown by an explanation of its pass, part. n.)

time after time]: and 4:43- IHe enchanted, or

fascinated, his eye. (M.A.) You say, 3

4-3 &= £1. meaning t He (an enchanter,

3-0) apparently turned the thing from its

proper manner of being, making what was false

to appear in the form of the true, or real;

causing the thing to be imagined different from

what it really was. (T, T.A. [See:-, below.])

And (2: Júl 5-5 #31 ! [The woman en

chants, or fascinates, men by her eye], (A.)

And 4-5% 9- + He caused him, or enticed

him, to incline to him by his soft, or elegant,

speech, and by the beauty of its composition.

(Msb.) – 1 He deceived, deluded, beguiled, cir

cumvented, or outritted, him; ($, Mgh, K;")

as also "9-, [but app. in an intensive or a fre

quentative sense,] (K, TA) inf. n. *-5. (TA.

[Accord. to the Mgh, the former verb in this

sense seems to be derived from the same verb in

the first of the senses expl. in this art.])-And

in like manner, + He diverted him [with a thing],

as one diverts a child with food, that he may be

contented, and not want milk; syn. 4: ; as also

*%-, int. n. *-ā (S, TA) One says,

–9:13 Aside 3-, and '2-, + He fed

him, and diverted him [ from the feeling of nant],

with meat and drink. (TA)- And<

ââult I gilded the silver (Ham p. 601)–
* d

2

3-#. as is indicated in the TA; thus signifying

The act of corrupting, marring, spoiling, &c.:

see the pass part. n. 22-2]. (T.A.) [Hence,]

one says, 3.5" ** 3- and *śl, + The

rain spoiled the clay, and the earth, or dust, so

is also syn. with* [as quasi-inf n. of

that it was not fit for use. (TA)- And one

says of the adhesion of the lungs to the side by

reason of thirst,-*" &# 3-4, meaning + It

causes the milk f the sheep, or goats, to descend

before bringing forth. (TA.) =3- also sig

nifies He went, or removed, to a distance, or far

anay; syn. *:: (T, K;) said of a man. (T,

TA.)=3-, aor. *, + He went forth early in

the morning, in the first part of the day; or

between the time of the prayer of daybreak and

sunrise; syn.: (O, K. [See also 4.])

2. -, inf "...-4: see 1, in four places.

Also pIIe fed another, or others, with the food,

or meal, called the 23-3 (M, Mgh, TA:) or

25- signifies

called. (Mgh.)

4. 4-l ! He

he gave to them the meal so

nas, or became, in the time

called the x-, (S, A, K.) as also "X-l.

(TA.) And I He went, or journeyed, in the time

so called: ($, K, TA:) or he rose to go, or jour

ney, in that time; and so "L-l: (TA:) or this

latter signifies he went forth in that time. (A.

[See also 1, last sentence.])

5. - (A, Mgh, Msb) and 33-, 2-3

(Az, TA) | He ate the food, or meal, [or drank

the draught of milk,] called the ,3-. (AZ, A,

Mgh, Mab, TA)- And a 2- : He ate it,

(S," K,"TA) namely, food, or &* [d. v.], [or

drank it, namely, milk,] at the time called the

2- . (TA)

8. 4-l: see 4, in two places.- Also t He

(a cock) crowed at the time called the X-: (S,

K:) and he (a bird) sang, warbled, or uttered his

voice, at that time. (TA.)

6 d -

X-, and "3-, (§, Mgh, Msh, K) some.

times thus because of the faucial letter, (S,) and

"3-, (S, Msb, K.) and, accord. to El-Khafájee,

in the 'Ináyeh, VX- but this is not mentioned

by any other, and therefore requires confirmation,

(TA,) The lungs, or lights: (S, A, Mgh, Msb,

K:) or what adheres to the gullet and the nind

pipe, of [the contents of] the upper part of the

the heart and liver and lungs: (Msb, TA:) and

the part of the exterior of the body corresponding

to the place of the lungs: (Mgh, TA:") and

3- signifies also the liver; and the core, or

black or inner part, (als...) and sides, or regions,

of the heart: (TA) and "3-, the heart; (El

Jarmee, K;) as also V#~: (TA:) the pl. (of

X-, S, Msb) is 33-, and (of '3-, 5, Mab,

and of '3-, Ms) -i (S.M., K.)–

Hence, 3- #, (S, A, K,) and << *ś

*5-0-3, (A, K,) t His lungs became inflated,

or snollen, by reason of timidity and concardice:

(A:) said of a coward: (S:) and of one who has

exceeded his due bounds: Lth says that, when

repletion arises in a man, one says *- :-ā-ji,

and that the meaning is, [as given also in the

K,] he exceeded his due bounds: but Az says that

this is a mistake, and that this phrase is only said

of a coward, whose inside is filled with fear, and

whose lungs are inflated, or swollen, so that the

belly: or all that hangs to the gullet, consisting of

heart is raised to the gullet: and of the same

kind is the phrase in the Kur [xxxiii. 10]

*u- "still -%. (TA)-Andāshí."

4-9, and* +[She that has her lung:

burst asunder], an appellation given to the -55)

[i.e. hare, or female hare], (S, K,) or to the

snift --J), (TA in art. &las) by way of good

omen, meaning that her lungs will burst asunder;

like buil £1. (S:) and some (of those of

later times, S) say £1, with kesr to the lo;

(S, K;) as though, by her speed and vehemence

of running, she would burst asunder her lungs;

(S;) or because she bursts the lungs of the dogs

by the vehemence of her running, and the lungs.

of him who pursues her. (ISh, Sgh.)- And

us:- 4: &# 11 despaired of him, or it.- - • *** * * * *

(A, K.) And '-->}< #4: Git I am not

in despair of him, or it. (A, B.) *-** is

also expl. as signifying f Having "his hope cut

off: and t anything despaired of (TA.) And

3->, < means t His hope was cut off. (TA.)

=Also The scar of a gall on the back of a

camel, (K, TA,) when it has healed, and the

place thereof has become white. (TA.)=And

The upper, or highest, part of a valley. (TA.)

*See also #-.= And see 3-, in two

places.

s

X-: see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

6 o' s d =

see 's-, first sentence. = [Also], an

inf n. of oys-, meaning 1 The turning a thing

..from its proper manner of being to another

manner: (T, TA: [accord. to the T, this seems

to be proper; but accord. to the A, tropical:])

and hence, (T, TA,) tenchantment, or fascina

tion : (T, S, MA, KL, PS:) for when the

enchanter G-Ü) makes what is false to appear

in the form of truth, and causes a thing to be

imagined different from what it really is, it is as

though he turned it from its proper manner of

being: (T, TA:) the producing n:hat is false in

the form of truth: (IF, Msb:) or, in the common

conventional language of the law, any event of

which the cause is hidden, and which is imagined

to be different from what it really is: and em

bellishment by falsification, and deceit: (Fakhr

ed-Deen, Msb:) or a performance in nhich one

allies himself to the devil, and which is effected

by his aid: (TA:) i. q. #: [meaning a hind of

enchantment, or fascination, which captivates the

eye and the like, and by which enchantresses

nithhold their husbands from other women]: (S:)

and anything of which the nay of proceeding or

operation (#14) is subtle: ($, K.) accord, to

Ibn-Abee-'Asheh, 2- is thus called by the

Arabs because it changes health, or soundness, to

disease: (Sh:) [and in like manner it is said to

change hatred to love: (see 1:)] pl. 3- and

6 y o

33-... (TA)- Also t Skilful eloquence: (TA:)

or used absolutely, it is applied to that for which

the agent is blamed: and when restricted, to that

which is praiseworthy. (Msb.) Thus it is in the

saying of Mohammad, 5-4 cºl &- &
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! [Verily there is a kind of eloquence that is

enchantment]: because the speaker propounds an

obscure matter, and discloses its true meaning by

the beauty of his eloquence, inclining the hearts

[of his hearers] in like manner as they are inclined

by 2- : or because there is in eloquence a

novelty and strangeness of composition which

attracts the hearer and brings him to such a pass

as almost diverts him from other things; there

fore it is likened to2- properly so called: and

it is said to be J%-15-N [or lanful enchant

ment]. (Msb.) The saying of Mohammad men

tioned above was uttered on the following

occasion: Keys Ibn-'Asim El-Minkaree and Ez

Zibrikán Ibn-Bedr and 'Amr Ibn-El-Ahtam came

to the Prophet, who asked 'Amr respecting Ez

Zibrikán; whereupon he spoke well of him: but

Ez-Zibrikán was not content with this, and said,

“By God, O apostle of God, he knows that I

am more excellent than he has said; but he

envies the place that I have in thine estimation:”

and thereupon 'Amr spoke ill of him; and then

said, “By God, I did not lie of him in the first

saying nor in the other; but he pleased me, and I

spoke as pleased; then he angered me, and I

spoke as angered:” then Mohammad uttered the

above-mentioned words. (TA.) Their meaning

is, but God knows best, he praises the man,

speaking truth respecting him, so as to turn the

hearts of the hearers to him, (K,) or to what he

says; (TA;) and he dispraises him, speaking

truth respecting him, so as to turn their hearts

also to him, (K,) or to what he says after. (TA.)

A’Obeyd says nearly the same. Or, as some say,

the meaning is, that there is an eloquence that is

sinful like,- (TA)- Also : Shill; science:

Mohammad said, .#2* &: (#33 3.

2-l &- ū2: ! [He who learneth a process

of the science of the stars (meaning astrology or

astronomy) learneth a process of enchantment],

which may mean that the science of the stars is

forbidden to be learned, like the science of en

chantment, and that the learning of it is an act of

infidelity: or it may mean that it is skill, and

science; referring to what is acquired thereof by

way of calculation; as the knowledge of eclipses

of the sun or moon, and the like. (ISd, T.A.)–

Also | Food; aliment; nutriment : so called be:

cause its effect is subtile. (TA.)-2-33 &:

means + Superabundant rain. (TA.)

6 * *

ja- : SeeX-, in two places. = Also, (S, A,

Mgh, Mab, K, &c.) and '3-, (TA)and "3-,

(MSb) and * (5-, and "#,-, (K) : The

time a little before daybreak : (S, K.) or [simply]

before daybreak : (Msb:) or the last part of the

night: (Lth, Mgh ),or the last sixth of the night:

(Mgh:) the pl. of 3- (MSb) and of "X

(TA) and of "3-, (MS) is:-1: (ME, K,

TA:) the2- is thus met called because it is the

time of the departure of the night and the coming

of the day; so that it is the U-à: [lit. the “time

of the breathing,” by which is meant the “shining

forth,”] of the dawn: (A:) there are two times

of which each is thus called; one, which is

(specially] called U.S. 3-1, for the earlier

X-,](A, Mgh)is before daybreak; (Mgh;) or

a little before daybreak : (A:) and the other, at

daybreak : (A, Mgh:) like as one says “the

false dawn” and “the true:” (A:) the earlier

2- is also called *#~: (S, K:) or the

5- is the same as the 2- : or it is the last

third of the night, to daybreak. (TA.) Using

2- indetermin:ly, you make it perfectly decl.,

and say, 3-, 4:5) [I came to him a little before

daybreak), agreeably with the phrase in the Kur

liv. 34; (S;) and in like manner, W#~ [in the

earlier 2-1: (S, K:) you also say 5-, and

*:::, (A,) and 3-9. &:5- and Jí ú.2-l ./ o f * > 0 •

J.-e U.xic [He ceased not to be nith us, or

at our abode,from a little before daybreak]: and

J#9 2-9 &#, and 93- L*. and

&= G', (TA) and 95-. Jºi G',

(A, TA,) [I met him in the earlier -;] but

2- L*. a phrase used by El-'Ajāj, is erro

neous: (TA) and a: *'&- 4:1 and

"G- [I met him in the time a little before

daybreak of this last night]. (TA) When, by

2- alone, you mean the7- of the night im

mediately preceding, you say, lás ū - &#

[I met him a little before daybreak this last night,

O thou man], (§, K.) making it imperfectly decl.

because it is altered from 3-ji, (S,) or because

it is for, −05 (TA) and it is thus determinate

by itself, (S,k) without its being prefixed to

another noun and without Ul: (S:) and in the

same sense you sayi- (TA:) and you say,

Já ū 3- 4-3 c." > [Go thou on thy

horse a little before daybreak this night, O youth:

so in the TA; but in two copies of the S, for

3- I findi-l : you do not make it to terminate

with damm, [like J: and& &c.,] because it is

an adv. n. which, in a place where it is fitting to

be such, may not be used otherwise than as such:

(S:) and [in like manner] you say, W5-#

lák ( [I met him in the earlier- of this last

night, O thou man]. (TA.) If you make -

the proper name of a man, it is perfectly decl.:

and so is the dim.; for it is not of the measure of

a noun made to deviate from its original form,

like 3-i. you say, '5'- 4-35 Li X- [Go

thou on thy horse a very little before daybreak:

so in the TA; but here again, in two copies of

the S, for X- I findi-l yo'do not make it to

terminate with damm, [like U-5 &c.,] because its

being made of the dim. form does not bring it

into the class of adv. ns. which may also be used

as nouns absolutely, though it does bring it into

the class of nouns which are perfectly declinable.

(S, TA)—3- also signifies. Whitenes over
spreading blackness; (K;) like:-2; except that

the former is mostly used in relation to the time

so called, of daybreak; and the latter, in relation

to colours, as when one says:-ij-, (TA;)

and "5- signifies the same; (TA;) i. 7.
6.- d >

5-2. (K.)- And t The extremity (T, A, K)

of a desert, (T,) and of the earth or a land, (A,) (S, TA.)

or of anything: (K:) from the time of night so
* > of

called: (A:) pl. 3'-l. (T, A, K.)

X-: see:

X- see:- first sentence, in two places.

#: see:- : E ands-, in five places.

&- and #- : SeeX- each in two

places. -

s p *

22- A meal, 9r food, (Mgh, Msb, TA) or

[particularly] &3- [generally meaning meal of

parched barley], that is eaten at the time called

the 's- ; (§," Mgh, Mgb, K, TA;) or a draught

of milk that is drunk at that time. (TA.) It is re

peatedly mentioned in trads.[relating to Ramadán,

when the Muslim is required to be exact in the

time of this meal], and mostly as above; but some

say that it is correctly [in these cases] with damm,

[i. e.2-, which see below,] because the bless

ing and recompense have respect to the action,

and not to the food. (TA.)

45 p. p.

23-, an inf. n. [without a verb properly be

longing !" it, or rather a quasi-inf n., for its

verb is3-5], (TA,) The act of eating the meal,

or food, [or drinking the draught of milk,] called

the 23- [q.v.]. (MSb, T.A.)
s *

3-, see 2-4.–Also A man having his

lungs (9-) ruptured; and so *%-3. (TA.)

–And Having a complaint of thé belly, (K,

TA) from pain of the lungs. (TA.)- And A

horse large in the belly, (K,) or in the -ā

[which often means the chest]. (TA.)=[And

An arrow wounding the lungs: so accord. to

Freytag in the “Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen.”]
# de p 6 * *

We-: seej", in the latter half of the para

graph.

5- The parts, of a sheep or goat, that the

butcher plucks out (K, TA) and thron's anay,

(TA) consisting of the lungs, or lights, (2-)

and the windpipe, (K, TA) and the appendages

of these. (TA.)

6 . . e. s •

2- : see 2-L., in two places.

#: tA certain plaything of children; (A,

K, TA;) having a string attached to it; (A;)

which, when extended in one direction, turns out

to be of one colour; and n:hen extended in another

direction, turns out to be %. another colour : (A,”

TA:) it is also called "X-3 and whatever re

sembles it is called by the former appellation: so

says Lth. (TA.)

3-0. ! [An enchanter;] a man who practices

2- : as also *:: [in an intensive sense, or

denoting habit or frequency]: pl. of the former

5- andj-, and of 7 the latter, &*

only, for it. has mo broken pl. (TA.) [Hence,]

one says, 5-1- c.'s to t|She has an enchanting,

or a fascinating, eye], and 3-3- &: [enchant

ing, or fascinating, eyes]. (A, TA.) And J.;

+5: 5-0. ! [A land of delusive mirage]. (A,

TA)- And t Knowing, skilful, or intelligent.
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- , of which the pl. occurs in the Kur xxvi.

153 and 185, means Haring - or - [i. e.

lungs]; (Bd, TA;) or created with 2- [or

lungs]; (S;) i. e. a human being: (Bd:) or

diverted [from want] with food and drink : (S,"

TA:) and this seems to be implied by the ex

planation in the K; which is hollon; from Fr:

(TA:) or enchanted time after time, so that his

intellect is disordered, or rendered unsound: (A,

TA:) or enchanted much, so that his reason is

overcome: (Bd, Jel:) [see also*- :] or de

ceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or out

witted. (TA.)

* - d - • • J.J. & e -

.*- Having his lungs (2-), or his heart

(45-), hit, or hurt; as also "X- [q. v.].

(TA.)- [f Enchanted, or fascinated.]– t De

prived of his reason or intellect; corrupted or

disordered [in his intellect]. (IAar, Sh.) [See

also:-..]—t Food Cú) marred, or spoilt,

(K, TA,) in the making thereof. (TA.) + Herb

age marred, or spoilt. (TA.) + A place marred,

or spoilt, by much rain, or by scantiness of

herbage. (K.) The fem., with 5, accord. to Az,

signifies + Land (…) marred, or spoilt, by

superabundant rain, or by scantiness of herbage:

accord. to ISh, + land in which is little milk;

i. e. [because] without herbage: accord. to Z, [in

the A,] fland that produces no herbage. (TA.)

-And the fem., applied to a she-goat, I Having

little milk : (A, TA:) or large in her udder, but

having little milk. (Ham p. 26.)
J • * 6 d >

+-l-o: see 's-, second sentence.

****

.# 4-, (§, K, TA) aor.”, (K, TA) inf n.

-i-, (§, TA,) He pared it, or peeled it, off;

($, K, TA;) namely, a thing; (TA;) and [parti

cularly] the fat from the back (S, K) of the

sheep or goat, (S, TA,) not of the she-camel, as is

indicated by the context in the K, (TA,) by

reason of its abundance, after which he roasted

it, (S, TA,) i. e., accord. to the S, the fat, but

correctly the sheep or goat: (TA:) so says ISk.

(S, TA)- And 4-, (Lth, TA) inf n, as

above, (Lth, K, TA,) He removed it, or stripped

it off, namely, hair from skin, so that none of

it remained. (Lth, K, TA)- Hence, (TA,)

J.' *-ā- ! The camels ate what they would.

(KTA)—And 3-0 #" <-- + The

wind removed the clouds; (Lth, Ki), as also

**-i (Z,K, TA: in the CK4#)

# -i-, (§, K,) inf n. as above, (TA,) He

shared his head (S, K, TA) so as to remove the

hair utterly. (TA.)–£ -i-, and āś

us):#5, (K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He

burned the thing, and the palm-tree &c.; (K,

TA;) in the case of the palm-tree, by kindling

fire at the stumps of the branches, being unable

to strip them off. (Aboo-Nasr, TA.)- And

4- He (i. e. God) caused him to be affected

with -i-, i. e. consumption, or ulceration of

the lungs. (TA.)

4 -i-. He sold the fat termed ai: ... (K.)
*= See also 1.

-i- Fat, as a subst.: pl. J.-. (TA.)

An Arab of the desert said,>W. --> t;i
6 • • • • * • •

-sl- They brought us bowls in which were

sorts offlesh-meat and offat. (IAar, K,”TA.)
6 * @ e
- -

āāa-. A piece, or portion, of fat; in a general

sense: (TA:) or the portion of fat that is upon

the back, (S, K, TA,) sticking to the skin, in the

part betnceen the tryo shoulder-blades, extending

to the haunches: so says ISk: (S, TA:) or that

is upon the trvo sides and the bach : and it is

never but from fatness: accord. to IKh, it is in

all beasts except the camel: ISd says that, accord.

to some, it is in the camel [also]. (TA.)- And

[the dual] cl:- The tro sides of the tuft of

hair that is between the lower lip and the chin:

(Aboo-Sa’eed, K.) pl. Gi-. (TA)= See

also ---. *=[Freytag makes it to be also syn.

- 6.- d - • -

with -i-, as on the authority of the K, in

which I do not find it in this sense.]
6 * > /

aaa- : see what next follows.

6 - d - d.

* ,

ā-ā- (in which the c) is augmentative, TA)

A man having the head shaven; (IB, K, TA;) as

also "is- (IB, TA)- And with the article

Ul, What one has shaven off: thus it is some

times a subst.; and sometimes, [i. e. in the former

sense,] an epithet. (IB, TA.)= Also A certain

beast, or creeping thing : (Seer, TA:) [SM says,]

I think it is the as: [or tortoise]. (TA)

J- Consumption; or ulceration of the

lungs; syn. J-. (S. K.)

-is- A bucket (s's) that takes, and bears

anay, the water that is in a well. (Seer, K.)=

Also, applied to a she-camel, Of which the fat

has gone anay. (ISd, T.A.)- And, applied to

a sheep or goat, or to a ewe or she-goat, (#)

Having a portion of fat such as is termed aā-,
2 * * *

or two such portions of fat; as also "-32-1:

(TA:) or, so applied, ($) and applied to a she

camel, (S, K,) and to a he-camel, (K,) having

abundance of -:U-, (§, K, TA,) pl. of as:

[q. v.]; or having abundance of the fat termed

ai- (TA.)- Also A she-camel long in the

teats. (IDrd, K.)- And A she-camel narron,

in the orifices of the teats. (IDrd, K.)- And

A she-camel that drags her feet, or the extre

mities of her feet, upon the ground, in going

along; (K, TA;) so say some; i. e., by reason of

fatigue: a dial. var. of -53-5. (TA.)- And A

sheep, or ewe, thin in the wool of the belly. (K.)

- In the K, three other meanings are erro

neously assigned to this word; one of them

belonging to ā-, and each of the others to

-ā- (TA)

-i-, (ISk, $, $gh, TA) accord to the con

text in the K---, which is wrong, in this and

the next sense, (TA,) The sound of the mill when

one grinds. (ISk, S, Sgh, K.") And The sound

of the streaming of milk from the udder; (O, K,"

TA) as also "ii-, (K, TA)

#- The fat called#- that one has pared

off.from the back of a sheep or goat. (ISk, S.)

–And sing of -ā-, (Lth, TA) which signi

fies The layers offat betneen the layers [offlesh]

of the flanks: and similar wide portions of fat

that are seen adhering to the skin. (Lth, K,

T.A.)–Also A rain (#4) that sn'eeps anay

that along which it passes: (S, O, L, TA:) in

the K, by the omission of:*, this meaning

is erroneously assigned to -,- : accord. to As,

a sharp rain, that sneeps anay everything : and

ääe-, with G, a vehement rain, consisting of

large drops, but of little width: pls. -āt- and
&l-. (TA) •

* * * * 6 p > • * * * * *

–32-1 see -35-...-J.'l-S - 3-1, (K)

mentioned by ISh, on the authority of Aboo

Aslam, (TA) and J.J.-S. -5,-], (K) thus

accord. to Sb, (TA,) A she-camel wide in the

orifices of the teats: (Aboo-Aslam, K:) or having

much milk, the streaming of which causes a sound

to be heard. (Aboo-Málik, K,"TA.)

-i-. The mark, or track, of a serpent, upon

the ground (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) as also -i-j-.

(TA.)

22 - 2 -

Jä, with fet-h [to the 2-, or perhaps

Cl, A land of n:hich the herbage is

thin [or scanty]: mentioned in the K in art.

Jás-, as being [written à-l like #~.
(TA.) • •

6 * > 0

ââa-e A thing with which flesh, or flesh-meat,

is pared. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

* * * *

J2a-e A man affected with--, i.e. con

sumption, or ulceration of the lungs; (S;) syn.

Js: (K)

to the A and

Uža-w

1. *: ($, Mgh, Msh, K)aor.”, (Mab, K.)
inf n. Ga-, (MSb,) He bruised, brayed, or

pounded, it; syn. 453; (Mgh, K;) namely, a

thing, (S, TA,) or medicine: (Mgh, Msb:) or

i. q. <- [app. as meaning he bruised, brayed, or

pounded, it coarsely; but see this latter verb]:

(S, K.) or it signifies [he did so in a degree] less

than what is meant by 453: (Lth, K:) or [he

pondered, or pulverized, it; i. e.] he bruised,

brayed, or pounded, it finely: or he bruised,

brayed, or pounded, it time after time. (TA.).

– [Hence,] U.S.& *-i-, (K) aor. and

inf n. as above, (TA,) t The wind effaced the

traces of the ground, (K, TA,) and carried anay

the broken particles [that were upon it]: (M,

TA:) or passed along as though it were bruising,

or braying, or pounding, (3-3 ūt=) the dust :

(O, K:) or pared, or abraded, the surface of the

earth by its vehement bloning; as also ūš

(q.v.). (T, A, TA)—And i-, (K, TA)

aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) t He wore it out;

namely, a garment. (K, TA) And 3. *ā

cö. + The course of time rendered it (a gar

ment) thin and worn out. (O, TA) And*i

5:1 + [Wear wasted it]; namely, a garment.

(TA)—Also He, or it, rendered it soft, or
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smooth; namely, a hard thing. (K.) - And

+ He destroyed it; and so Wai-l. (Har

p. 257-8) — i.il 3- He killed the louse.

(K)-£.3- He shared his head. (K.)

- U-23 C-all -ā- The eye spent its tears;

(K, TA;) shed them, or let them fall. (TA)
J.

See also 4.= Ga-", aor. *

(a garment) was, or became, old, and worn out;

, inf n. #3-, +It

(K3) [and so, app., 3-, inf n. 3-, accord.

to a usage of this noun, in the Deewan el

Hudhaleeyeen, mentioned by Freytag, and agree

ably with the phrase 3-, -33, mentioned below;]

as also "J-1, (Yaakoob, S, Msb, K.) inf. n.

5- (Mob)= 3-, (S, Msh, K) aor. *;
and 3-, flor".# (K ;) inf. n. &- (S, Mgb,"

K) [and app. 3- also]; It (a thing, S, or a

place, Msb) was, or became, distant, or remote;

(S, Msb, K.) aS also ga-), and * G-:

(TA.) (5- and G-: are both syn. with A*.

(S, K.) One says, 4 ti: , ($, MSb) a form of

imprecation, (Msb,) meaning May God alienate

him, or estrange him, from good, or prosperity /

or curse him i. e. may he not be pitied with

respect to that which has befallen him ! like

a; 1: the most approved way is to put the

noun thus in the accus. case as an inf. n.; but the

tribe of Temeem say, 4. £, and 3-. (TA in

art.*)—#1 <-i- The palm-tree became

tall: (K:) or tall with smoothness [of its trunk].

(TA)=#31 -i-,[inf n. 4-, The beast

ran vehemently: or ran a pace above that termed

J: and below that termed *. (K, TA,)

agreeably with what is said in explanation of

g-Ji in the S: o: below that termed 2-aa- and

above that termed&- (TA.)

** - / > *

-

3. U-3 ā-u. [meaning : The mutual act, of

Twomen, indicated by the epithet asta- (q.v.), as

also V 3-til is post-classical: (T,TA:) such

it is said to be. (Mgh.)

4. aa-1: see 1.-Said of God, (S, TA)

He removed him far anay, or alienated him, or

estranged him, in a. general sense, or from good,

or prosperity; syn. *.xxii; ($, O, K, TA; [accord.

to the CK ai-ji, which is wrong;]) as also

**i-, or, from his mercy. (TA)= G-l

as intrans.: see 1, in two places.- Also, [in the

CK, erroneously, Ga-jl,] said of a camel's foot,

It was, or became, smooth, with a degree of hard

ness; syn. &. (ISk, §, O, K.)–And said of

an udder, It lost its milk, and became wasted, and

clave to the belly: (ISk, S, O, K:) or it dried

up : (A5, TA:) or it went anay: and wasted.

(A’Obeyd, TA.)-And 3.01 -à-l The bucket

became empty of what was in it. (TA.)

6. J-5 The act of rubbing together. (KL.)

See also 3.

7. Ga-51 [It was, or became, bruised, brayed,

or pounded: &c. :] quasi-pass. ofai- as expl.

in the first sentence of this art. (S, O, K.)

Said of a garment, It was, or became, [norn out;

or thin and worn out; (see 1;) or] threadbare,

or napless, while new. (TA)- And [said of a along which it passes: (K:) or, accord. to As,

place,] It was nide, or ample. (O, K.)- See i-, with -ā, has this meaning; and the former

also 1.–&l ga-31 The tears were shed.

(TA.)

&- An old and worn-out garment, (S, Mgh,

O, Mgb, K,) that has become thin, (O,) and

threadbare; (Ham p. 591;) also used as a pre

fixed noun, (Mgh, Msb) so that you say&

-: [meaning as above], (Mgh,) and s:&- [an

old and morn-out *], and a×e &- [an old

and n:orn-out turban]: (Mgh, Msb:) and one

says3- *ś, [using it as an epithet,] (O, TA,)

and '3- #, (Harp. 258, [but for this I

have found no other authority, and it may be a

mistranscription,]) and '3- *:: likewise

signifies an old and worn-out garment: (TA:)

ga- applied to a garment is an inf. n. used as a

subst.: (O, TA:) the pl. isà-. (TA.) Hence

one says-** 3-, meaning tA [bad] dirhem

[or] such as is termed -āj (Mgh)–Also A

pastor's bag (-i >): so in a verse cited voce

+. ($ in art. -āj-.)- And t Thin clouds:

(K:) likened to an old and worn-out garment.

(TA.)-And The mark, or scar, of a gall, or

sore, on the back of a camel, when it has healed,

and th: place thereof has become white : (TA:)

[like Gl- and G-.]

3-. see the next preceding paragraph.

J

-

6 - d -
-

[ää- Baldness: of the dial. of El-Yemen.

(Freytag, from IDrd.)]

J.- Talli applied to a palm-tree; (S, Msb,

K;) as also J2-- ; (S;) and to a he-ass and

to a she-ass; (S, K;) and by some, metaphori

cally, to a woman; (TA;) and W 3-5- signifies

th: same, (K,) applied to a man; (TA;) and

g:

(IB :) or 3,- applied to a palm-tree signifies

tall so that its fruit is far above the gatherer;

As says, I know not whether that be with a

bending: or, accord. to Sh, so applied, smooth

and tall, having no stumps of the branches re

maining [upon the trunk]; and to such the neck

of a horse is likened by a poet: and applied to a

he-ass and t? a she-ass, tall, and advanced fin age:

(TAI) pl. 3-, (S, O, Mgb) like J., (M'.)
or G-l. (So in the K.) One says also a 's
6 J, d.

ga--, meaningA garden of tall palm-trees. (TA.)

&- Bruised, brayed, or pounded: (Mgh:)

[&c.: (see 1, first sentence:)] i q. " J.-:

(O:) applied to musk; (Mgh, O';) and to saffron.

(Mgh in art. U-23.)-And Distant; remote;

(S, Mgb, K;) applied to a thing, (S,) or to a

place; (Msh, K) as also * 3-i, (IB, TA)

and * G-U in the same sense, applied to a place,

is allowed in poetry. (TA.) One says, +3&

3- [app. meaning Verily he, or it, is very

distant or remotel. (TA.)

#- A great rain that sn'eeps anay that

* 3-3- long in respect of the legs: |:

word signifies a vehement rain, consisting of large

drops, (TA in the present art.,) but of little width:

pls. Gil- and -ā- (TA in art. -a-..)

āt- [Fricatric; quae confrictu libidinem

alterius explet: (Golius, from Meyd:)] an epi

thet of evil import, applied to a woman: (O, K:)

pl. +G+: of such it is said that they are cursed

by God. (Mgh.)

o - d - s • 6 @ p

J-U- : see J.---You say also J-L. G-,

meaning Great distance or remotenes. (TA.)

3-5-3 See 3,-, in two places.

* * of
-

c5-l: see &--(Also Bald: of the

dial. of El-Yemen. (Freytag, from IDrd.)]

3- An instrument with which one bruises,

brays, or pounds: &c.: (*: &- :) [see 1, first

sentence.] (TA.)

2 * * * * *

ex-": see e---.

s • DJ,
-

e-i, see.#:-Also Wide, or ample.

(TA)- G-&” Tears pouring forth; syn.

&: (Lth, Az, TA) in the K,&: (TA)

pl. G--, which is extr., (Ki) like:-1:, pl.
* - d. J.

of -8.2. (TA)

J

1. 4-, aor”, (K) inf n. J-, (S, TA)

He pared it; peeled it; or stripped off, scraped

off, rubbed off, abraded, or othernise removed,

its outer covering or integument, or superficial

part: or he pared, peeled, or stripped, it off:

(S, K, TA:) this is the primary signification:

($:) and he filed it. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,
J. (*~5 <i><s, i.e. And she betook herself to

paring off from it the flesh that was upon

it for him: or, as some relate it, ū-3, which

means the same. (TA)- [Hence,] J-5£
• of

Jay) f The winds strip off n hat is upon the

earth, (K, TA,) or the surface of the earth.

(TA: and the like is said in the S.)- And

*:: * ~, (S. K.) inf n, as above, (TA)

fHe struck him a hundred lashes, or strokes of

a whip, (S, K, TA,) and pared off his skin, (TA,)

or as though he pared off his skin. (S.)- And

&% J- + Such a one reviled [another], and

blamed [him: like as you say, cuiu5:5]. (K.
6 - © - - -

[See U-2 as meaning “a tongue.”]) One says,

3,4- J.C. 34% + He found the people re

viling him, (K, TA,) and blaming him, and

speaking evil of him behind his back, Ol' in his

absen', 9t othernise. (TA) - *-s:/l <-la

i. q. 4:i- [I bruised, brayed, or pounded, the

thing: or pulverized it: &c.]. ($)-J

3.5 He washed the clothes, [beating them in

doing so, and removed [or rubbedAff].from them

the soils. (TA.) --~All-N1 - I made the

pieces of money smooth. (S.) Accord. to ISk,
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I poured out, or forth, the pieces of money; as

though I rubbed them, one against another. (S.)

[or]>5: J~, aor. as above, (K,) and so the

inf n., (TA,) i. q. t£33:1 [which signifies He

picked the pieces of money, separating the good

from the bad; or examined them to do so and

also he received the pieces of money]. (K.) And

--> ău. #~ I paid him a hundred dirhem,

in ready money. (S.) [Or]> #122%J

He paid the creditor a hundred dirfiems in ready

money. (K)=-35 J-, (K) aor, and infn.

as above, (TA,) He wove the garment, or piece

of cloth, of spun thread not formed of tro twists:

(K) or he wove it without having twisted its

warp [i.e. without having made its warp to con

sist of threads of two twists]. (TA)- And

J:1 &i- I formed the rope of a single

twist; (S, TA;) and accord. to some, one says

also V #-i, but the former is the chaste £x

pression. (TA.) [Hence,] 9% #:** <!- is

said of one whose strength has become weakened;

meaning t His well-tivisted rope, or rope of two

tnists, has become a rope ofg single tryist. (TA.)

–54 all J-, inf n. J-, He performed the

reading, or recitation, in consecutive portions,

continuously: and some relate it with & [i. e.

J-1: J- is syn. with 3-, signifying the

making [a thing] to be consecutive in # parts,

or portions. (TA)-\,: J- *-* <-jū

! The sky continued pouring forth water that

night: (As, S, TA:) inf n. as above. (TA.)–

And &l <--. (K.) aor, as above, (TA,)

inf n. J- and J.-, # The eye wept; (K;)

poured forth tears. (TA)=J-7, sor: - (S,

K) and *, (K) inf n. Je- and Uta-", (S,"K,

[the latter inf n. erroneously written in the CK

Ju-,]) He (an ass) made a rolling sound in

his chest; whence the ass of the desert is called
6 - d.

* Ja-2: (S: [see also J- below:]) he (a

mule, K, and an ass, TA) brayed. (K, TA)

3. Ll-U, (S,R) infn. ii-4,(TA): They

tooh, (S,) or came, (K) to the J-U- [or shore,

&c., of the sea]. (S, K, T.A.) Hence, in a trad.

respecting Bedr,*: J-U-3 And he brought

the caravan to the J-U- of the sea. (TA.) =

<!-- 34, inf n.J- and à-l., JHe con

tends, disputes, or litigates, with him. (TA)

4. 353 J-31 + He found the people reviling

such a one, (K, TA,) and blaming him, and

speaking evil of him behind his back, or in his

absence, or othernise. (TA.)= See also 1, in

the latter half of the paragraph.

7. U-51 It became pared, or peeled; or had

its outer covering or integument, or its superficial

part, stripped off, scraped off, rubbed off, abraded,

or othernise removed : or it became pared, peeled,

or stripped, off. (K.) It is said, in this sense,

of the surface of the earth [as meaning + It was

stripped of n hat was upon it by the wind: see 1,

third sentence]. (TA.)–29." <-la-il The

pieces of money became smooth. (S.) = It

poured out, or furth# or became poured out, or

forth. (TA.)- asūl -la-51 t The she-camel

nvas, or became, quick, or snift, in her going, or

pace. (As, TA) ->}st J-1 : He (an

orator, S, TA) ran on with speech: ($, K, TA:)

or nas fluent, and diffuse, or nithout pause, or

hesitation, therein. (TA.)

J- A white garment or piece of cloth:

(Msb:) or a nihite, thin garment or piece of

cloth: (TA:) or a white garment or piece of

cloth, of cotton, (S.K.) of tho', ofEl-Yemen :

(S:) pl. [of mult..] U2-, and Ja- (S, Msb, K)

and [of pauc.] J-i. (K. [See also *:

à-la-', below.])- And A garment, or piece of

cloth, of which the spun thread is not composed of

two twists; as also "J.-: (Ki) or, as some

say, the latter is not applied to a garment, or

piece of cloth; but to thread, in a sense expl.

below: (TA:) or, accord. to Aboo-Nasr, it (the

latter) is applied also to a garment, or piece of

cloth, of which the spun thread is a single yarn:

the >. is that of which the spun thread is

twisted of two yarns: and the -č. is that of

which the warp and the woof are each of two

yarns. (S, TA)—Also, (K) or "J-, (S)

or both, (TA,) A rope that is of a single strand;

(K, TA;) or the latter, a rope that is tristed of

one twist, like as the tailor twists his thread: the

>: is that which is composed of two twists

twisted together into one: (Aboo-Nasr, S, TA:)

such a rope is also termed 'J,-, but not

"J-3, for the sake of [analogy to]>: (S,

TA;) or the latter epithet is sometimes applied to

it: ($, TA: [see also J-2 :]) "J- likewise

signifies thread not twisted; (Aboo-Nasr, S, TA;)

or spun thread not composed of tro trvists. (TA.)

=Also Ready money : (S, TA:) an inf n, used

as a subst. [properly so termed]. (TA.)

J- see J.-.

J- see J-.

s -

J.- One nho beats and washes and whitens
clothes: hence, accord. to some, J. :

#5

[q.v.]. (TA.)

J.- : SeeJ~, in three places.=Also, and

W J.-, [both mentioned above as inf ns., (see 1,

last sentence,)] The rolling sound in the chest of

the ass: (S, K:) or the former, [and probably the

latter also,] the most vehement braying of the

wild ass. (TA.)

ā- Filings of gold and of silver (S, K) and

the like, (S,) or of anything. (TA.)- The

husks of wheat and of barley and the like (K,

TA) when stripped off therefrom, and so of other

grains, as rice and [the species of millet called]

c-s: accord. to Az, the particles that fall off

of rice and of millet (#) in the process of bruis

ing, or braying, or pounding, like bran. (TA.)

-And [hence,] f The refuse, or lonest or basest

or meanest sort, of a people or party of men.

(IgAr, K, T.A.)

£3, “ , ”

à-la- Jú Certain garments, or pieces of

cloth, (§, Mgh, Mab, K, TA) of cotton, ($, TA,)

white, (Mgh, TA,) so called in relation to

J,-, (§, Mgh, Msb) a place, (S,K) or town,

(Mgh, M5b,) of El-Yemen, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.)

where they are woven, (K,) or whence they are

brought: (Mgb:) some say #,-, with damm;

(Mgh, MSb, TA;) so say Az and El-Kutabee,

(Mgh;) are n from J,-, pl. of J-, (Mgh,

Mşb,”TA,) meaning “a white garment or piece

of cloth (Mgh, TA) of cotton;” (TA;) but this

is [said to be] a mistake; (Msb;) or it is allow

able because Js: sometimes occurs as the

measure of a sing., to which this pl. is likened;

as is said in the O: (TA:) or the former appella

tion is applied, as some say, to garments, or

pieces of cloth, beaten and nashed and n:hitened;

so called in relation to J.- meaning “one who

beats and washes and whitens clothes.” (TA.)

J-- ! A shore of a sea or great river (S,

Mil, K, TA) [and] of a river (#) like :

(Mgh in art. Ja-;) [generally, a sea-shore, sea

coast, or seaboard;] and a tract of cultivated

land, with tonns or villages, adjacent to a sea or

great river: (K:) a reversed word, (IDrd, S, K.)

by rule J.-, (IDrd, K,) of the measure Jets

in the sense of the measureJ*, (TA,) because

the water abrades it, (IDrd, S, K, TA,) or comes

upon it: (TA :) or [it is a possessive epithet, like

U-') and "U,] meaning having abrading nater

(£ & J-55) when the tide flows and ebbs

and so sweeps away what is upon it. (K.) And

The side (-á-) of a valley. (Kin art. -ā-..)

Pl, J-b-. (Msb.)

J-l A kind of trees, (AHn, S.K.) resembling

the [species of tamarish called] Ji, and growing

in the places where the [trees called] 9% grow,

in plain, or soft, tracts: (AHn, TA:) its twigs

are used for cleaning the teeth: (AHn, K, TA:)

and Imra-el-Keys likens the fingers of a woman

to tooth-sticks (*st.) thereof (8, TA. (See

EM p. 30.]) It is [said to be] a word that has no

parallel in form except **! and *! andź.
and 3:1. (TA.) •

J-Ci [a pl. of which the sing is not men

tioned) Water-courses, or places in which water

flows. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)
-

J~: See J-.

J~ An implement for cutting, hening, or

paring, (Lth, K, TA,) of wood. (Lth, TA.)–

A file. (S, K.) - [Hence,] + The tongue, in an

absolute sense: (K, TA:) [see3: or as being

an instrument of reviling,] from J- “he re

viled.” (TA.) J explains J~ as meaning

<h<! &till, (K, TA) and MF defends this

as meaning The tongue that speaks well: (TA:)

[and, it is said in the Ham p. 683 to signify

A\su Usive S usûl el-ul, app. meaning the

tongue that does not prepare itself for speech;

i. e. the ready tongue:] but [F says that] the

right reading is +-13 & #1 (K) [i.e.]
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J.----

J- also signifies i. i.** + [A speaker,

an orator, or apreacher; or a goodspeaker &c.]:

and an eloquent -'la-; (K, TA;) one who

scarcely, or never, stops short. in his speech ;

excelling such as is termed Ciaz. (TA.) –

+ One who is skilled in the reading, or reciting,

of the Kur-án: (K:) from J- meaning the

“making” [a thing] “to be consecutive in its

parts, or portions;” and the “pouring forth”

[water &c.]. (TA)-A copious rain : (K:)

from J- meaning the act of “pouring forth.”

(TA)- A water-spout (-5-) of which the

water is not to be nithstood [so Í render& S

30, app. meaning, that pours forth its water

with such violence that no obstruction will resist

it]. (O, K.)-The mouth of a 33% [or leathern

water-bag]. (O, K.)-A brish, lively, sprightly,

or active, waterer, or cup-bearer. (O, K.)–

Extreme (#3) in bounty, or munificence...(O,

K.) –A courageous man, who acts, (J., SO

in the M and K, TA,) or charges, or makes an

assault or attack, (J-4, so in the O, TA,)

alone, or by himself. (M, O, K.)- The flogger

who inflicts the castigations appointed by the

lan (O, K) before, or in the presence of the

Sultán. (O.)= I. q. A... [as meaning The

bridle, or headstall and reins with the bit and

other appertenances]; as also " J.-: (K;) like

as you say 3: and 5us, and #2 and #1;

(TA:) or its .# (K;) which is the piece of

iron that stands up in the mouth [from the

middle of the bit-mouth]; as IDrd says in the

“Book of the Saddle and Bridle:” (TA:) and

tno rings, (K,TA,) one of which is inserted into

the other, (TA,) at the two extremities of the

L. : of the bridle, (K, TA) which is [generally

applied to the bit-mouth, but is here said by SM

to be] the piece of iron that is beneath the loner

lip : or, accord. to IDrd, theJ- of the bridle

is a piece of iron which is beneath the lowerjan;

and the U-5 is the piece of iron that stands up in

the as:#; and the a: is the piece of iron that

lies crosswise in the mouth, and the pl. isJet- :

(TA:) or the 93- are trvo rings at the tro

extremities of the es: [or bit-mouth] of the bridle,

one of which is inserted into the other [so that

they occupy the place of our curb-chain]: (S:)

they are [also said to be] the cl:- [lit: two

cheeks] ofthe bridle: (TA) theJ- is beneath

the part in which is the bridle, and upon it flow

the foam and blood of the horse. (Az, TA voce

&#. [See alsoxia- and.#) One says of a

horse when exerting himself, and being quick, in

his going, and thrusting forward therein his head,

4- <-é, [He bore upon his bridle, &c.].

(O, TA) And hence, (TA,) this phrase means

[also] + He (a man, TA) folloned his error, not

desisting from it: (K, TA:) J- signifying

terror: (#) and [in like manner] es' &al.

a:').3 Ja- means t He hastened, and strovein his error. • (TA.) Also, the former of these

two phrases, t He resolved, or determined, upon

Bk. I.

the [or his] affair, and strove, or exerted himself

therein : (O, TA:) [for] J- signifies also

+ decisive resolution or determination. (O, K, TA.)

And t He went on with energy in his discourse,

sermon, speech, oration, or harangue : (S, TA:)

and so in his poetry. (A, TA.)- Also, [from

the same word as meaning the “bridle,” or

“headstall &c.,”] | The side of the beard : [like

as it is called J'ée because it is in the place

corresponding to that of the 25s of a horse or

the like: (-jū- in the CK is a mistake for

<-- )] or the loner part of each lie [or side

ofthe beard], to the fore part of the beard; both

together being calledcº- (K, TA: [J:

in the CK is a mistake for Já'í) or the place

of the lie: (Az, TA:) or the temple; c5

meaning the two temples: (TA:) and (K) the

Jæ,' [or side of the cheek] of a man. (Ibn

'Abbād, O, K.) One says,4-*, meaning

! The side of his beard became white, or hoary.

(TA.)=A clean (O, K, TA) thin (TA) gar

ment, or piece of cloth, of cotton. (O, K, TA.

[See also J-J)–4 rope, (K) or string, or

thread, (M, TA,) that is tryisted alone: (K:) if

with another, [i. e. with another strand,] it is

termed>:, andjú. (TA. [See, again, J-J)

-A sieve. (O, K.) =The nild ass: (S, TA:)

[because of his braying:] see 1, last sentence: an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. predomi

nates. (TA.) - A brisk, lively, sprightly, or

active, ass. (O.)- A lon, vile, mean, or sordid,

man. (O, TA.)- A devil. (O, TA.)-The

name of The axia (S, O) or [familiar]jinnee or

genie (K) of [the poet] El-Aasha. (S, O, K.

[In the K it is implied that it is with the article

Ul: but accord. to the S and O and TA, it is

without Ul.])

#1-4 ball of nun thread. (AA, TA).
6 J & e.

3-2 [Pared, peeled, &c.; see 1.-And

hence, because abraded by the feet of men and

beasts,] A. road. (TA in art. &)-And An

even, wide place. (O, K.)= See also J-. E.

As an epithet applied to a man, Small and con

temptible. (O, K.)- And the name of A camel

belonging to [the poet] El-'Ajjāj. (O, K.)

_0^

1.2-, aor. *, inf. "...-: and2-, He,

or it, was, or became, black. (Mgb.)

2. ** b:- They blackened his face; syn.

*:- ; as also *:-. (A, TA.)

4. £1 - The sly poured forth its

water: (K:) mentioned as on the authority of

IAar: but it has been mentioned before, on his

authority, as with &: (TA.)

6 * * 6 - d -

_*- : see Asa-..= A sort of tree; ($, K;)

like "#:- ($) the latter also signifies a sort

of tree; (K:) the former is said by ISk to be a

certain plant: and by AHn, to be a plant that

gron's like the &: andc'> and<<, except

that it is taller; the a-- [i.e. the single plant

of this species] being sometimes as tall as a man,

and larger. (TA.) = Also Iron: (IAar, K.)

n. un, with 3; meaning a lump, or piece, of iron.

(IAar, T.A.)

X- [a pl. of which the sing is not mentioned,]

The blacksmith's hammers. (IAar, K.)

© e o p

ão-- Blackness; (S, Msb, K;) as also "...-,

[mentioned above as inf. n. of~,] and"X- 5

(K) like[: and]: (TA in art-->)

a blackness like the colour of the cron, to which

the epithet '..." is applied. (Lth, TA)

>- : see the next preceding paragraph.

6 d = p.

Loe- : see the next following paragraph.

<-i Blacki (S.M., K.) like ~# (TA

in art. Los - ;) applied to the crow; seei:

(Lth, TA:) fem. K-5 (Mab, TA3) applied to

a plant of that colour; (ISk, TA;) and parti

cularly to the &: when it is of that colour, and

thus applied as an intensive epithet; and to a

woman in the same sense: (TA:) and 7&

signifies anything black (ISd, K) accord. to some;

but this is a mistake, £r it is only2-1. (ISd,

TA.)-[Hence,]X-9. is the name of A cer

tain idol,(K,TA,) which was black. (TA.)-And

The night. (TA)- [Hence likewise,]X

signifies also Clouds (~~); (§, K.) or, as

some say, black clouds: and ā- signifies a

black cloud. (TA.) - Also Blood into n'hich

are dipped the hands of persons snearing, one to

another; (K;) or blood into which the hand is

dipped on the occasion of snearing with another

or others: said to have this meaning in the saying

of El-Aasha,

-- - - -3 • 4 - & • .*

* w-52 (5.5 cl. Us', ***** * 3 *- • * • * **

[Two foster-brothers by the sucking of the breast

of one mother snore together, by dark blood into

which they dipped their hands, that you, or they,

i.e. a tribe (a1-5) or a company of men (asū-),

for, without the context, the meaning is doubtful,

should not ever become separated]: or it has here

one, or another, of three meanings here follow

ing. (S.)-The womb. (S.)-The nipple of a

woman's breast: (K:) or the blackness of the

nipple of a woman's breast. (S.)-A skin such

as is termed 3, for wine: ($, K:) because of

its blackness: and "X- also signifies a 3.

(TA)- Also A horn: (§, K.) thus in the say

ing of Zuheyr,

* * * * * * * * * * * *

--" -- ",

[And the frequent repelling of her, or them, from

him with a horn; so that 2554 is merely an ex

plicative adjunct, for it also means a horn, or it

may be rendered here an instrument for repel

ling]: ($,” TA:) or Lea-l is here an epithet,

and] the meaning is, with a black horn. (TA.)

Another poet uses the phrase cis-*

[so in the TA, app, a mistranscription for +35.]

i.e., [reading *ā, She repels] with a pair of
horns; using the fem, as meaning dee

* @

* 33--> *

167
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as though he said c:- c:*: [with two

black horns]. (IAir, TA)—The fm,#:

also signifies The* [here meaning anus]: (K:)

because of its colour. (TA)- For another sig

nification of the fem., see-sa-l.

6 * * @
* • * *

CU.s.l. Of the colour termed £i [here app.

meaning tanniness] in an intense degree. (TA.)

-Also A sort of tree. A. K.) A poet uses

the phrase--9 3-9. [The black, or dark,

cous-l]. (M., T.A.)

s

&-l :

* * * *

see_s=-1, first sentence.

Ua-'

1. 3-, (S, L, K.) aOI". *, (K,) inf n. 3-,

(L) He broke a stone. (S, L, K.) And He

crushed, bruised, brayed, or pounded, a thing.

(L)–Also He rubbed [in the CK 43 is erro

neously put for 303] a piece of wood so as to

make it smooth, (L, K,) with an instrument called

c-, without taking anything from it. (L.)

* * *

3. Júl c- see 5-The inf n. *-ū:

signifies also The meeting [another] face to face.

(L, K)– And you say, a -, (L) int".

# -t-. (S, L, K,) I mixed with thee in familiar,

or social, intercourse: (L.) and did so in a good

manner. (S. L.K.) And £14-1. He joined,

or took part, with him in the thing. (L.)

5. Júl c-J He looked at the #~ [or

aspect &c.] of the UU• [i.e. cattle, or other pro

perty]; as also **-t-. (L, K.) You say,

ā-- a-- 3:# Júl &# [I looked at

the aspect of the cattle, or other property, and

san, the aspect thereof to be goodly]. ($, L.)

3- A numerous congregation: so in the

phrase c-A: [A day of a numerous congre

gation]. (K.)

- &- Quarter, shelter, or protection; syn.:*:
* d * ,

so in the saying, 22- ... ** [He is in his

quarter or shelter or protection]. (K.)

6 * @ - ** > *

ā-, and "ā-, (L, K.) or the latter, and,

as sometimes pronounced, #-, (S) and"ā

and "ā-, (§, L, K) pronounced ā- by Fr,

the only person heard by A’Obeyd to pronounce

it thus, and said by Ibn-Keysān to be thus pro

nounced because of the faucial letter, (S, L,) but

*ā- is better, (L,) Aspect, appearance, or

external state or condition: (S, L, K:) and simply

state, or condition: (L:) and colour: and soft

ness, or smoothness, of the external skin: and

i. q. i: [as meaning softness, or delicateness: in

the CK, £i is erroneously put for #1).

(L.K.) You say, £1 &-- 4:1 (L) and

*:::1 (S, L) [Verily he is goodly in aspect,

&c.], and "...#~ 3--> āşş (These are a

people, or party, whose aspect, &c., is goodly].

(S, L.) And ā- is also expl. as signifying

The beauty of the hair, and of the complexion,

and of the external skin, of a man. (L.) And it

occurs in a trad, as meaning The external skin

of the face; and is sometimes pronounced Vi: w;

and is also called the "4:... (L.) *

32°

4×a- :

•

see what next precedes.

6.--> *
see e .

ā- : see 4'-3", in two places.

ā- and #~: see #-, the former in

four places.

3- A horse goodly in condition; as in the

saying,t- J%l ā- [The horse came goodly

in condition]: fem. with 3: (L, K.) you say

#~ Už, (L) or *ā-, (S, [so in my

copies,]) a mare goodly in condition and in as

pect, (L.) or goodly in aspect. (S.)

6 * @

Ja-e An instrument with which wood is

rubbed so as to make it smooth without taking

anything from it. (L.)

#~ A. thing with Twhich stones are broken.

(S, L, K.) I. q. 3%).2 [i. e. A stone such as fills

the hand: or a stone nith n'hich, or on which, one

brays, or ponders, perfumes or other things].

(L, K. [In the CK, #): is erroneously put

for # all or its var. #5 all.]) A thing with

which gold is rubbed so that it becomes smooth

and glistening. (Skr pp. 154 and 155.) And its

pl. &-u- is said to signify Stones with which

are crushed, or brayed, the stones of [i. e. con

taining] silver. (Skr, L.) And Mill-stones with

which one grinds. (Skr.) And Thin stones with

which iron is made thin, (L," K, [in the former

of which c: is erroneously put for &#)

like [as is done with] the Ú-o. (L.) And Stones

of [i.e. containing] gold and silver: (Skr, K.)

so says Ibn-Habeeb, (Skr.)

6** * * * **

ā-e J-45: see 3-4.

3- and Us

1. 3:1 -,(K) first pers. 3-(S.M.)

and £-, (S) aor. --, (S, Mih, K) and

L-3, and J-4, (S.K.) inf n. 3- (Mob,

TA) and U-,(K.T.A.) He scraped off, (S,K.)

or cleared anay, (Mgb, K.) [the clay, soil, or

mud,] J-5),* 3: [from the surface of the

earth], (S, Msb) with the st- [q.v.). (Mob)

—£" ū- He cleared, or 'swept, anay the

live, or burning, coals: (K:) ISd says, I think

that Lh has mentioned this; but the verb well

knowninthis sense is with & (TA (Seet-J)

-** *** - it n :- He
scraped, or pared, off the fat from the skin, or

hide. (TA.) It is said in a trad., as some relate
• 6 • * * * * *

it, (at-3 <-las-5, or, as others relate it, ū-3,

both meaning the same, i.e. And she betook her

self to paring, or stripping, off from it the flesh

that was upon it. (TA in art. U--.) And
* @ -

>ill "cs-l signifies He pared, or stripped,

off the flesh. (TA)-2-1.", (K), aor.
3-2 and Use-', inf. n. [app. 3- andles-,

(TA,) He shaved off the hair; as also Wal-l.

(K.)--~" +3-, and #~, alor. J-i,

I scraped off, or othernise removed, the super

Jicial part of the paper. (S.) [And] 3 -

Júl He took a little from the paper (#:
TA. [See 5*-, second sentence.]) -(

*śl,(#) first pers:- and <-, (S)
aor. 3- and -se-4, (TA) JHe bound the

writing (S,K) with a 5a-2 (K) or with the

4- (q.v.]; ($) and so **u-, (K) inf n.

ā-ā; (TA) and **-15 (K.) as in the

M. (TA)

2 : see the next preceding sentence.

4. U-1 He (a man S) had many*~ [pl.

of#~, (q.v.) n, un, off-l. (S,K)=See

also 1, last sentence.

7. L-5. It was, or became, pared; or pared

off (TA.)

8: see 1, in two places.

* * •

U- : see the next paragraph, in two places.

it. The* [or covering, integument, peel,

or the like,] of anything: pl. [or rather coll.

gen, n.] "u-. ($) See also #~.=A cer.

tain thorny tree; (K, TA;) the fruit thereof is

white: it is a herb in the spring-season, as long

as it remains green: when it dries up in the hot

season, it is a tree. (TA.)=A bat: (ISh, S,

K.).pl. *u-; (Ki) or (rather]...it is the n un,

of a-, which is syn. with Ustas [used as a

gen, n.]: (ISh, S.) and *- is a dial var. of

U-used in this sense, accord. to Az. (TA.)=

I q. i-l. [i. e. The court, or open area, of a

house]: (§, K.) formed from the latter word by

transposition: (TA :) one says,J-a;S

J-3 [I will assuredly not see thee in my

arter, or tract, and my court]. (S.) And I. q.

i-d [A side, region, quarter, or tract, &c.], (K.)

ā-: See #~, in two places.= Also A

certain plant, (S, K,) having thorns, (K,) and

having a blossom of a red hue inclining to white

ness, called the 4× [app. a mistranscription for

as: : (TA:) the bees feed upon it, (S, K,) and

their honey in consequence thereof becomes sneet

(S, K*) in the utmost degree. (K.)= See also

it-.

iā-, of a writing, (S, K, TA, [in the CK

and in my MS. copy of the K, written, *A-,])

and "ā-, (TA) or [rather] the former is the

n: un of the latter, (S,) A certain thing with

which a writing is bound; (S, K, TA;) called in

Pers. 40 ×, (PS) or 46 &; (Adillet el

Asmā of Meyd, cited by Golius;) and in Turkish

& ast; (Mirkâtel-Loghah, citedby the same;)

[a sealed strip of paper with which a letter, or

the like, is bound:] the letter of a kádee to an

other kádee is perforated for the 54-, and is

then sealed [upon this strip:] (Mgh in art.-j4. :)

pl. #~i. (S.) [The same seems to be meant

by what here follows:] -už iā-, (K, TA,)

** *

with *, (TA)and W35-4,(K,TA) with 5 [and.],
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(TA) or " £-, (so in the CK) or this last

also, like sua-, is a dial var. of the first, (TA)

and "44-, (K, TA, [in the CK written with

fet-h to the U-, but it is]) like *, with us,

(TA,) What is taken from paper; (K;) the

small portion [or strip, app.,] that is taken from

paper : (TA:) pl. #~ [as above]. (K.)

* * *

Also, (S, M,) or "àt-, (K,) A portion (K)

of cloud. (S, K.) One says, ià- #: es' ū.

*- &: [Ther: i. not in the sky a portion of

cloud]. (#)+*-" [in the CK 34ta-Jil also

signifies -9L-1 [q. v.],(K,TA)[app.here mean

ing The meninac; for SM adds,] in which is the

brain; (TA;) as also "il-A, with kesr [to

the U-]. (K.) *

#-, (K, TA) [in the CK #1-3, but it is]

with kest, (TA,) Anything that is pared, or

peeled, from a thing. (K, TA.)- See also

#-, in three places.= Also The art, or craft,

of making the kind of implement called st-:

(K, TA:) in this sense, likewise, with kesr,

agreeably with analogy. (TA.)

#: A maker of the kind of implement called

st-2 (T. K.) -

g", applied to a [lizard of the species called]

<, That feeds upon the plant called*-. (S.)

#-C, (S. K.) [ffom cu..] the denoting in

tensiveness, (TA,) A torrent that carries anay

everything; (K;) that pares and sneeps anay

everything. (TA.)- And A rain that falls with

vehemence, (S, K,) paring the surface of the

earth. (S.)

#

#- (with damm, TA) Any integument of

skin upon the portions of flesh that are on bones.

(AZ, K.)

&# with damm, & K.) A man ($) that

eats much. ($, K.)- And (K) Beautiful, or

comely, (K,) so expl. by AO, (TA,) [and] tall,

(K,) thus expl. by Fr, likewise applied to a

man. (TA.)

i- A shotel, or spade, of iron; (MA, PS3)

Cl?" implement (S, Msb, K) like the *::-, except

that it is of iron, (S, Msb,) with which clay, soil,

or mud, is cleared anay (Mgb, K) from the sur

face of the earth: (Msb:) a st- [for digging,

i.e. a spade,] has a cross piece of wood upon

which the digger presses his foot: (K, voce> :)

and there is a curved kind, [app. a sort ofhoe,

such as is called in Pers. …< : (S:) pl.g

(S, Mgb.) Ru-beh likens the toes, or extremities

of the fore parts of the hoofs, of horses, tog- ;

because with them they pare the ground: so in

the T: or, accord. to the M, he likens thereto the

hoofs of asses, (TA.)-Júl it- means [The

fire-shovel;] a thing with which the fire is stirred.

(TA voce '99-2)

*-w

1. -- [infn of ~1 it. --> [inf n.

of J-2), (A, K,) signifying The raising a loud

cry, or a clamour : (TA:) or it [is used as a

subst, and] signifies a confusion of sounds.

(Mgh, MF, TA.) The substitution of J" for Je

is allowable in every word containing &: [for

instance,] in a trad. [cited voce +. q. V., as

some relate it], the hypocrites are described as

* +J: - (TA)

*- A necklace (335s) made of [the com

position termed] 4. and of other things, without

any jenels: (S:) or a 3355 of cloves and 3. and

-i-. [Q. v.], without jewels, (A, K, TA) and

nithout pearls: and likewise, of gold: and of

silver: or, accord. to Az, it is, with the Arabs,

any 335's, whether with jervels or without:

accord. to IAth, a string on which are strung

beads, worn by boys and by girls: (TA:) it is

thus called because of the sound of its beads when

in motion: (MF, TA:) pl. --. (§, K.)

[Hence] one says, --" <2% *:::: [I have

found thee to be the inheritor of the -t-],

meaning, 1 like the boy that has no knowledge.

(A, TA.)

4's

2:- A certain hind of trees, (S, K,) the heads

of which, when it grows tall, bend and hang

don'n; [a coll. gen, n.;] n. un, with 5: (TA:) it

resembles the #15 (Ki) or it is like the A3 (or

panic grass], and has a [root such as is termed]

*::::: its branches, or trigs, are, in abundance,

like the el's [app. 44%, a certain large tree,

growing on the mountains]; and its fruits re

semble brooms of reeds, or are more slender:

(AHn:) serpents make their abodes at its roots.

(TA.) It is related in a trad. of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr,

• *A---: ****, *, *, * : : -;

that he said to Mo'awiyeh, &ls=9 Jull 391. S

*J. G. (Do not to be down."
the ground like as does the male viper at the roots

of the sakhbar]; meaning + do not thou affect

heedlessness of the state in which we are, or of the

affair in which we are engaged. (TA.) One

says also,3: &% *3, meaning, + Such a

one acted perfidiously, treacherously, or unfaith

fully. (S.) And a poet says,

* • * * * * * * * * : ,- *

*-l J3-el es:*>303

+[And perfidy grows at the roots of the sakhbar]:

(S:) [because the viper lives there: or] the poet

means, that the people of whom he speaks dwelt

in places where the sakhbar grew; and they are

thought to have been of the tribe of Hudheyl:

IB says that he likens the perfidious to this tree

because, when it is full-grown, its head hangs

down, not remaining erect; and that he means,

ye do not remain faithful, like as this tree does

not remain in one state, (TA.)

***

<--, (§, K) originally Pers, (TA) Yehe.

ment, or intense; (S, K;) as also"<- (K)

and ':-. (S. K.) One says,--> āş,
* *

6 d >

(Lh,S) or +, ++, (TA) This is vehement,

or intense, heat; a phrase well known in the

language of the Arabs, who use certain Pers., or

foreign, words, as, for instance, J-34 for c:

(Lh, S, TA. [See also : ..]) And C#

"<- Yehement swearing. ($) And "44

"<- A vehement lie: and a pure, or an

unmixed, lie. (TA)- Also, from the Pers.,

Anything hard and thin or fine. (TA.)

© •

**- :
*- : see the preceding paragraph:- and

that here following.

6

• *

<- see the first paragraph, in three

places:- Also Dust rising very high: (S. K.)

and ':- likewise signifies [the same, or]

dust rising high; (TA in *rt. --~ ;) as also

<=# and -** and <-->4; (K in that

art,3) said to be arabicized words from the Pers.

--~ : (TA in that art. :) and the first (<-----

[and app. the others also]), fine dust. (TA in the

present art.) And Anything fine; as, for instance,

flour, or meal. (AA, TA.) Fine &* [or meal

of parched barley, &c.]: (A5, TA:) or G25- that

is not moistened with any seasoning, or savoury

admixture: (S:) or G25- having little grease or

gay [mired nith it]; as also <- and

<>. (K and TA in the present art. and in

art. --~.) And Fine&#- [or white flour].

(AS, K.)

&:- and c- (K,TA) and accord to

some clu-; the second of which is asserted by

the expositors of Bkh to be the most common

and most chaste; but Esh-Shiháb [El-Khafájee],

in the “Sharh esh-Shifa,” mentions only the

form with kesr to the U" and fet-h and kesr to the

<>; and Ibn-Et-Tilimsánee mentions only the

form with damm to the L- and fet-h and kesr to

the -, adding that it is also written with 2-;

MF, however, deems what this last says to be

very strange, and more especially with respect to

the word's being written with 2-, which he affirms

to be unknown; (TA;) [Morocco-leather; so in

the present day;] tanned goat's skin; an arabi

cized word, (K.) from the Pers. : expl. by IAth

as jujube-coloured [or dark dull red] skins (3,1:

i:) ; not [such as from their red colour are
• *

termed]żi. (TA.)

&: A preparer and seller of &:

(K,"TA.) *

*A*

: [The matter contained in the secundines;]

a yellon, thick water [or fluid], that comes forth

with the fetus (S, M, K.) as also :: (M,

TA:) hence, in a trad, the appearance upon the

face produced by excitement from remaining

awake during the night is termed, by way of

comparison, •: upon the face: (S," L:) or

blood and water in the membrane that envelops

the foetus of a beast: or what comes forth with

the membrane that envelops the factus: said to be

- 167 *
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peculiar to the human species: or common to the

human species and beasts: (L:) o: the water, [or

jluid] in that membrane; as also --~ and las

and #: (IAar, TA in art. tas :) or [the placenta;

i. e.] a thing like the liver, or like the spleen,

compact, which is in the membrane that envelops

the foetus of a beast : sometimes children Play

with it: or that membrane itself, and i, q Jā;

[which is expl. as meaning yellon water in the

**, and it is also the inf. n. ofJs, q.v.]: and

+4 is a dial var, thereof in all its senses, those

above mentioned and those following. (L.)

Also The urine of a camel's foetus (J-5) in its

mother's belly. (L.)- And t Yellonness in the

face [as in the trad. above mentioned]. (L.)

: + Having the stomach in a heaving

state, agitated by a tendency to vomit, or dis

ordered; (K;) yellon, (S, K,) heavy, (S,) and

snollen, (S, K,) by disease or by some other

cause. (TA.)

4s

1. * **, (Fr. Akh, S, A, Mab, K.) and 4,

(AZ, Akh, S, Msb, K.) like as one says 4-3

4. and 4, and 4. &# and *, (Akh,S) but

the former is the more chaste, (En-Nawawee,

TA,) and is that which occurs in the Kur ix. 80,

and xi. 40, [&c.,] (TA,) and J says that the

latter is the worse of the two, (S,) and Fr dis

allows it absolutely, (TA,) aor. *, (S, Msb, K,)

inf n. 3- ($, Mab, K) and - (K) and X

and 3- (§, K) and 5- (K) and 3-, (S,

K.) He mocked at, scoffed at, laughed at, derided,

or ridiculed, him; (S, A, Msb, K, &c.;) as also

">-1 (A, K.) and "3,4-#4, in the

Kur xxxvii. 14, signifies, accord. to Ibn-Er

Rummánee, they invite one another to mock,

scoff, deride, or ridicule. (TA)-It is said in

a trad., 4." ū, J. :-i IDost thou mock at

me, or deride me, when I am the king? or, as

some say, it is tropical, and means, 1 dost thou

put me in a place which I do not regard as my

right? so that it seems to denote a species of

mockery. (TA.)- And in another trad. it is

said.: S; 13é- J," tät [I say so, and I do

not jest]; meaning I say not aught but the truth.

(A," TA.)- The words (of the Kur [xi. 40]

TA) 3-3-3 (..*.**- : : bi- &

are said to signify If ye deem us ignorant, we

also deem you ignorant like as ye deem us ignorant.

(K.)=3-, see 2.—#: <!--, aor. *,

! The ship had a good wind and voyage, (K;)

[as though it made the wind subservient, or

submissive, to it; (see 2;)] it obeyed, and ran its

course. (TA.)

2. '2-, inf n. 3-3, He constrained him,

or compelled him, (JK, S, K,) namely, a servant,

or a beast, to do what he [the latter] did not

desire, (JK, TA,) or to work, without recompense,

or hire, or wages, (S, K,) and without price;

(TA3) as also '3-5. (S, Mgh, K.) and [in

like manner.] W .2-, aor. *, inf. n. &2- and

Usys-, he constrained him to do what he did

not desire; compelled him: (K:) or 2-, he

made use of him without compensation, (A, Msb,)

J−1 g [in work]. (Mob.) You say,"&:

c5% #3 I rode a beast belonging to such a one

without recompense. (TA)- He brought him

under, or into subjection; rendered him subser

vient, submissive, tractable, or manageable. (S,

K.) You say, J.' Aft2- God hath made the

camels subservient, or submissive, and manageable.

(Mgb.) And in the Kur [xiv. 37], it is said,

# -:# *: + And He hath made

subservient to you, or submissive for you, the sun

and the moon [to run their appointed courses].

(TA) 43: ... [as also a "3-5] signifiest It

(anything) was rendered submissive or manage

able or practicable, to him, or prepared or dis

posed for him agreeably with his desire. (TA.)

You say also, £il 31 2-, inf n. X-5,

| God made the ship to obey and to run its course;
* * * *

to have a good n ind and voyage. (TA.) Ulys

X:, in the Kur lxix. 7, means + He sent it

upon them by force; namely, the wind: (Jel:)

or made it to prevail against them by his porter.

(Bd.)

5: see 2, in three places.

10: see 1, in two places.

6 * @ d.
-

3,--. One who is mocked at, scoffed at, laughed

at, derided, or ridiculed; a laughingstock; (S,

A.K.) "&" and &#1 (AAA)

which are used as sing, as in the phrase2:

ū- they made him a laughingstock; (A;)

and as pl., as in&: *...*, and also "#,-,

the former being masc. and the latter fem, they

are to thee laughingstocks; the former occurring

in the Kur [see xxiii. 112, and xxxviii. 63, and

xliii. 31,] with damm and with kesr accord. to

different readings. (Az, T.A.)- Also One who

is constrained, or compelled, to do nhat he does

not desire, or to nork, without recompense, or

hire, or nages; (JK, S," Mgh," Msb," K,"TA;)

applied to a servant, (JK, S, Mgb,) and to a beast;

(JK, Msb;) as also '',,- (Msb, K) and

&-: (K;) or the former of these, only, is used

in this sense; and the latter, and sometimes the

former also, in the sense immediately preceding:

(TA) and #: is also used as a pl., (JK, A)

as in the phrase cu: 5- #. these are

persons made use of without compensation for the

Sultán: (JK," A:) it also signifies one who em

ploys any person, (K, TA,) or beast, (TA,) that

he has subjected, or compelled to obey him, with

out recompense, or hire, or wages: (K, TA:) [or

this is a mistake, and the correct signification is]

one niho is so employed by him who has subjected
s & e

him. (L.)- It is also syn. with Jes-j [inf n.of 2]. (TA in art &-.) •

6 * * *

3)s. One who mocks at, scoffs at, laughs at,

derides, or ridicules, others, (S, K,) much. (S.)

[See also #~..]
3 * * 3 * ea e >

Usys- and USys- (T, S, Msb, K) and ājs

(T, §, K) Mochery; scaff, derision; ridicule.

(T, S, Msb, K.)- See also 5-, in three places.

: A certain herb, or leguminous plant, (Sgh,

K.) in Khurásán; (K;) accord. to AHn, i. q.

&# (Q. v.]. (TA)

*%- 3: [pl. of#- i:] ! Ships obeying,

and having a good wind. (S.)

#: [An occasion, or a cause, of mockery,

scaffing, derision, or ridicule], pl. -u... (A.)
* * * ...) • * * * * -- a •

You say *-ū- Jó taxa: ya-l-e - [Many

occasions of mockery, &c., men reckon occasions
• * @ e > *

of boasting, or glorying]. (A) And #~.

[He # a cause of mockery, &c.]. (A.) [See

also #~..]—Also One who mocks at, scoffs

at, laughs at, derides, or ridicules, others. (A.)

[See also #~..]

3: Any one that is constrained, or com

pelled, [brought into subjection, or made sub

servient or submissive,] and managed, unable to

free himself from constraint. (TA.)—£i,

*** <!-- [in the Kur xvi. 12 means And

the stars are made subservient, or submissive,]

running their courses. (Az, T.A.)

las

1. i-, aor. *, inf n. *-* ($, Meb, K.)

[and k-, (see i-, below,)] He was, or

became, displeased, or discontented; (S," K, TA;)

as also "b-5; (K, TA;) syns. ** and #3

[the latter of which, app. referring particularly to

"b-5, properly and generally signifies, when

intrans., he expressed, or shoned, dislike, dis

pleasure, disapprobation, discontent, or hatred]:

(TA:) he was, or became, angry; (S, Mgb,TA;)

and "b-J signifies the same; or he became

angered; syn.-*. (TA.) You say,**

[He was, or became, displeased, or discontented,

or angry, with him]. (Kur v. 83.) And*

He was, or became, displeased, or discontented,

with him; as also "aas-J, both expl. by :

4' .# (Hamp. 502;) and the latter by 45%

(which signifies as above, like *.*, and also

he expressed, or shoned, dislike of it, displeasure

nith it, disapprobation of it, discontent with it,

or hatred of it], (K, TA) and £3, (TA;)

as in the saying, "4:: £ 3 +..." ūlā

[Every time that I did for him a deed, he ex

pressed, or shoned, dislike of it, &c.]; and in

like manner, W*: 5.45£i [He gave him

little and he expressed, or showed, dislike of it,

&c.]: (TA:) and [hence,] sake "#: He

deemed his gift little, and it did not stand nith

&#3; #:

(*%. (S, K.) You say also, 13é->*: *i,

meaning God forbiddeth you such a thing: or

nill punish you for such a thing: or it may refer

to the desire of punishing for it. (TA.)

4. al-' [He displeased, or discontented,

him :] he angered him; made him angry. (S,

Mşb, K.)

him in any stead; expl. by 4.

5: see 1, in seven places. - *
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i: , (S, Msh, K) a subst: from *s-, (Msb)

Dislike, displeasure, disapprobation, or discon

tent; (TA;) contr. of G#. (S, K, TA;) as

also k- (Sgh, K) and "ls - (S, K) and

**:: (Sgh, K.) [the last two of which are

inf ns.:] anger; (Msb;) as also " b-. (TA.)

* * *

las-: see k-, in two places.

++. [Displeased; discontented:] angry. (S.)

* > d >

las-e : see£.

© e > d - -

ālas-e [A cause, or means, or an occasion, of

dislike, displeasure, disapprobation, or discontent:

and, of anger: or a cause, &c., of procuring dis

like, &c.; pl., app., 4-1-2 and ii-V-2. Hence

the saying,] cu: is: #" it: #

[Piety is a cause of approbation to the Lord; a

cause of disapprobation, or anger, to the devil].

(TA.)

*: Disliked, disapproved, or hated: (A,

K:) in this sense applied to a gift. (A, TA.)

You say also,* b:* He is an object of

anger. (TA.)– [Hence,] Transformed, or meta

morphosed, into a n’orse, or more foul, or more

ugly, shape: [and hence applied by the Arabs in

the present day to any idol or other image of

ancient workmanship; such being regarded by

them as metamorphosed in consequence of having

incurred the wrath of God:] and short: but thus

applied, it is a vulgar term. (TA.)

* *

1 -i-, [aor. *,] inf n. #1-(Mgh, Mob,

TA) and -i-, or, accord. to Kh, the former

only, (Msb,) said of a garment, or piece of cloth,

(Mgh, Msb, TA,) It was, or became, thin, flimsy,

or unsubstantial; (Msb;) scanty in the yarn;

(Mgh, Msb;) or thin in texture. (TA.) And

-i-, (TA) inf n. iii-, said of anything, It

rvas, or became, thin, slender, or unsubstantial.

(Mgb,” TA. [See #1- below, voce -i-.])

And -ā-, inf n. -i-, (K,) or ratherā-,

accord. to what is said below of a distinction

between these two ns., (TA,) said of a skin for

water or milk, It was, or became, unsound, (K,

TA,) altered for the worse, old, and worn out.

(TA)--i-, aOr. #1-, [or -i-, q. V.

infră,] is also said of a man, meaning He was,

or became, slender, or shallow, or weak, in in

tellect. (S, K.") And it is also said of the in

tellect, meaning It was, or became, slender, &c.

(K," TK.)

2. *-, inf n. -i-, [It rendered him

thin, lean, or emaciated,] said ofhunger. (A, TA.)

3.4-l-, (S. K.) inf n. #.U., (TA) i. 7.

*u- [He aided him in his foolishness, or stu

pidity]. (S,K.)=āt- signifies [also] The

showing, or making a show of foolishness or stu

pidity. (KL.)

4. "is-1, inf. n. Jú-l. said of a man, His

Property became little, or scanty. (TA) =

*::it: How [slender, shallon, weak,] deficient,

or defective, is he in intellect! (Sb, T.A.)

[10. <-- He deemed him slender, shallow,

or weak, in intellect: but this is perhaps post

classical.]

• 6 •

Jä- Slenderness of the means of subsistence.

(AA, K.)- See also the next paragraph.

-i-(AA, JK,5, Mgh, Mab, K) and "-i

(JK, K) and *ā- and "āt- (K) Slender

ness, shallonness, or neakness, of intellect, (AA,

JK, S, Mgh, Mgb, K,) &c.; (K:) or, as some

say, a lightness [of body] incident to a man when

he is hungry: [but it is not clearly shown whether

this refer to all of the foregoing words or only to

the last, or last two, ofthem: (see as-, below:)]

and some say that *ā: signifies weakness of

intellect, or deficiency thereof: (TA) or -i-.

is in the intellect; and "āt- is [thinness, &c.,

(see 1,)] in everything; (Kh, Msb, K, TA;) as,

for instance, in clouds, and in a skin for water

or milk, and in herbage, and in a garment, or

piece of cloth, &c. (TA.)

es: #4, (S. K.) and "#, (J.K. K.)
The thinness, and leanness, or emaciation, con

sequent upon. hunger. (JK, S, K.) One says,

ex-" c” as- 4: In him is thinness, &c., con

sequent upon hunger. (S, TA.)

** * * * * * .

ääs- : see -ā-, in two places:- and see

the paragraph here next preceding.

-i-, applied to a garment, or piece of cloth,

(JK, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA,) Thin, flimsy, or unsub

stantial; (Mgb;) scanty in the yarn; (Mgh,

Msb;) or thin in texture. (JK, TA.) It is also

applied to anything, as, for instance, clouds

(-t-), and herbage, (JK) in both of these

cases meaning Thin; (TA;) and to a skin for

water or milk [as meaning unsound, altered for

the norse, old, and worn out; see 1]: (JK:) and

to the iron head or blade of an arrow or a spear

or the like as meaning long and broad [and app.

thin]. (AHn, TA.)- Also, applied to a man,

Slender, or shallow, or weak, in intellect: (JK,

$, Mgh, Mgb, K:") and, thus applied, (K,) or

Jisi -ā-, (TA,) lightnitted; or light, or

insteady, in intellect: (K, TA:) from the same

epithet applied to a garment, or piece of cloth.

(Mgh, Mgb.)

#3: see --, in two places. [And see

also 1, of which it is an inf. n.]

2: ... • *

4As-o J: A land in which is little herbage:
- s -

(ISh, K:) from Cács- as an epithet applied to a

garment, or piece of cloth. (TA.) [See also Jail

ääa-e, in art. *-i-.]

Js

1.3-, aor. *, (K) inf n. J., (TA)

He drove anay, repelled, or banished, them:

(K, TA: [in the CK,Ai: is erroneously put

for Ää #1) andX: signifies the same. (TA.)

–And £1 J- He took the thing by decis

(K, TA) and by seizure: but not known to Az

except on the authority of Lth; and its correct

ness is doubted by him, unless it be formed by

transposition from U-i-, like as they said*

and £, and Jä and +4. (TA.)

** 6 &

2. £1 -i-, inf n. J-5, The palm

tree bore dates such as are termed [J-, i. e.]

Ja:: (§, TA:) so in the dial. of El-Hijáz:

(TA :) or it was weak in its date-stones and its

dates: or it shook off its dates. (K, TA.) =

And J-, (K) or it: J-, (TA) said of

a man, He shook the palm-tree in order that its

dates might fall off (K, TA)= And al-,

(S) or *s-, inf n, as above, (K,) He attri

buted, or imputed, to him, or them, a vice, fault,

or defect, (S, K, TA,) and reckoned him, or them,

weak: of the dial. of Hudheyl. (S, TA.)

4. 4.- It (an affair, or event, TA) hept him,

or held him, back; delayed him, or retarded him.

(K, TA.)

© d >

Us- : see i--Also + An infant that is

an object of love to his parents: (IAar, O, TA:)

originally, the “offspring of the sheep or goat”

[app. as a sing: as well as a coll. gen. n.]. (TA.)

-See also Us-, in two places.

it: A lamb, or kid, in whatever state it be;

(K;) male or female: (TA:) or a lamb, or kid,

when just born; male or female: (S, M, O, Mgb,

K:) or, accord. to some, peculiarly applied to a

lamb; and this is affirmed by 'Iyád and Er

Ráfi'ee: accord. to some, peculiarly to a kid;

and so affirms IAth: (TA:) [see also2. in

three places:] pl. "J-, (S, O, Mgb, K.) for

rather this is a coll. gen, n.] likeas: is of#,

(M5b) [and is app. also used as a sing, (see the

next preceding paragraph)] and [the pl. properly

so termed is] Ji- (S, O, Mgb, K) and ii-,

which is extr. [as a pl. form, so much so that Sb

holds it to be a quasi-pl. measure, not a broken

pl. measure, as is said in the TA voce it-], (K.)

J: (Az, S, O, K) and W J.-, (AZ, O, K.)

applied to men, Weak; (8, O, K;) bad, vile, or

base; (K;) or low, ignoble, mean, or sordid :

(Az, O:) a pl; haying no sing. : (Az, S, O:) or

its sing is "J- (K, TA: in the CKJ

[like the former pl.] :) so says Khālid. (IJ, TA.)

–Also J-, (CK) or "J-, (TK.) [in the

TA without any syll. signs,] Anything not com

pleted. (IJ, K.)- Also the former, (S, O, K.)

in the dial of the people of El-Medeeneh, (S, 0.)

The sort of dates termed La-5, (S, O, K,) i. e.

of which the stones do not become hard: (TA:)

or, accord. to 'Eesa Ibn-'Omar, dates of which

two or three grow together in one place, inter

mingling. (O, TA.)

is: Refuse; syn, ātā, (JK, o, K, TA: in

the CKaguá.)

J.-: See J+.

J.- Pronounced to be lon, base, vile, mean,

or contemptible: (K:) like J.-. (TA)
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Unknown : (S, O, K.) and so J.: (O.) A

poet says,

* * * * * * ** * - °3, 3, 2 * ~ * • A • ??f

* S2'-'l'-. Us," als--->|34--.51. “

[And ye are stars unknown, that are seen in the

shy but not known]: or, as some relate it,is:

(S, O.)

Los

2 * ~, [inf n. *-5. He blackened

his face (S, Mgh, Msb, K) with ---, i.e. crock

of the cooking-pot, (Mgb,) or it is from++,

(Mg,) like 4--, (Z, TA) which is from

Le-St. (Mgh.), 'Omar said of him who bears

false witness, **2: [His face shall be

blackened]. (TA) And one says, 4:3 &íž-,

i.e. May God blacken his face : (S:) [or + may

God disgrace him :] or 1 may God hate him, or

hate him in the utmost degree; and be angry with

him. (Msb.)–:L-, He heated the water,

(IAar, K, TA) and made it to boil. (IAar, T.A.)

–And 9-e-r-, inf n, as above, t He an

gered him. (K.)=:---, (K) inf. m. as

above, (TA,) The flesh-meat became stinking;

(K, TA;) became altered [..for the worse]. (TA.)

5. *--> + He became affected with ran

cour, malevolence, malice, or spite, against him :

(K:) or he became angered against him. (TA.)

* * *

_*- : see what next follows.

s e o p

ães-, (§, TA, [so in both of my copies of the

former, erroneously written by Golius and Frey
6 *

tag, in the first of the following senses,ā-,])

with damm, (TA,) Blackness; (S, TA;) as also

*X-, (K, TA) and [i- and]:- (TA.)

–And t Anger. (TA) See also :-.

2- Crock, or black matter, [that collects

upon the outside] of a cooking-pot. (S, Mgh,

Msb, K.)- And Charcoal: (K:) heard in this

sense from a man of Himyer. (A5, TA.)-

[Henry Black hair. (TA) AndX- J:

and "J-s: Black night. (Ham p.38)=
Also Sofi feathers beneath the upper feathers of

a bird: (K,"TA:) n. un, with 5. (TA.)- And

Soft to the feel, (K, TA,) and goodly; (TA;)

applied to a garment, or piece of cloth; such as

[the kind of cloth called] 5- ; and cotton; and

the like: (K, TA:) you say J:12- : a

garment soft to the feel; such as j-. and .#9

4 * * 6 * * s :

Lels-, feathers soft to the feel: and els- &ki

[cotton soft to the feel]: it is not from the signi

fication of “blackness.” (S.) And hence, (S,)

X- 3:- Wine that descends smoothly and

easily [donn the throat]; as also ":*- (S,

K) and 7&: (K) or, accord. to 'Alee Ibn

Hamzeh, only the former of these two: (TA:)

and [in like manner]_els---tale food that is soft,

or smooth, and easy in descent. (IAar.)

X- applied to water, Neither hot nor cold;

as also 3-. (AA, L in art. Us-l.)

i:-- (S. K) and ': (#) Rancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite; (S, K;) and anger

in the soul: (S, TA:) pl. of the former L.5u-.

(TA.) [See two exs. in the first paragraph of

art. U-.]- And the former, by a metonymy,

is used as meaning ! Excrement, or dung: so in
• o J • J “* * g = •

the trad, 3:1 G, G :- - -

#43 ! [Whoso voids his excrement in the road,

or path, of the Muslims, him God curses]. (TA.)

# • * * * 6 * *

Usels-, and#- see als-, in three places.

2: Blacki (S.K.) like ~. (TA)

[The fem.]ā- is said to be applied to wine

(**) as meaning Inclining to blackness: but

what has been said above [app. as to the word

and the meaning] is more approved. (TA)

Also, applied to a [stony tract such as is termed]

5-, Of n:hich what is smooth, or soft, or plain,

thereof, is intermixed with n hat is rugged. (K.)

6 * * * • -- ** . * *

_*-* One in whom is aves-, i.e. rancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite. (K)

• --"

1. 3++, (JK, S, MA, L, MSb, K.) aor. *;

(TA) and 3-, (§, MA, L, Mob, K.) aor.”

(TK3) and &s-, (L, MSb, K.) which is of the

dial. of Benoo-'Amir, (L) aor. 4; (TK;) inf n.

#,-, (JK, S, MA, L, MSb, K.) which is of the

first [agreeably with analogy] (JK, S, MA) and

of the second also, (S,) and: (JK, L., K.)

which is of the first, (JK) and Üs...", (MA, L,

K, [accord. to some copies of the K, in which
de 3 -

co-aw is put instead of&: after these three

inf ns, 3-,]) which is likewise of the first,

(MA,) [or of the first and second,] and its-,

(L, Mgb, K.) [also of the first accord. to general

analogy,] and 3-, (K) [which is of the third

verb;] It was, or became, hot, or warm; (JK,

S, MA, L, K;) said of water, (JK, S, L, Mgb,)

&c. (S, MA, L, MSb.) And jū ---, and
* @ * * * • s d p

5-Mall, [and -is-,] aor. *, inf n. Ús- and
* , ,

a 2-, [The fire, and the cooking-pot, became

hot.] (L.) And #9 -- and ~ and

<-- [The ground became hot]. (L.) And
* c &

U->'' * <- [The sun became hot upon

him]: in the dial. of Benoo-'Amir <--. (L.)

AndAşı 3-, (L, Msb,) and 3:. nor. *,

and some say Ús-, aor. *, inf. n. Ús- and

3+, [The day na, 9r became, hot, or warm.]

(L.) And al-All -s- The beast, being made to

run, became hot in its bones, and light, or agile,

in its running; [or simply, became hot, or heated;

(see EM pp. 172 and 173)] as also -i-.

(L.) And 4: <--, with kest, (JK, S, MA,

L, K.) and<-, (JK, L,) or the former only,

(L)inf n. *-(JK, S, MA, L, K, [in the CK,

erroneously, a: ,]) and3- (JK, L, K) and

3-, (L, K, (accord to the CK 3-, but this

is a mistake,]) contr. of 3% (S," L, K*) [i. e.]

His eye was, or became, hot, [or heated, or in

flamed, by weeping, or by grief or sorrow; or

hot] in its tears. (M.A.)

2: see the next paragraph.

4. 4-1, (L. Mil, K.) inf n & 4-1 (S,

L.) He heated it, or warmed it; made it hot, or

warm; (S," L, Mgb," K;) namely, water, (S, L,

Msb) &c.; (L, Mobi) as also "4:-, (L, MSb,

K.) inf n. 3-5. (§, L.) And **fcis-1,

(S, L, K) and *, (L. K.) [God made his eye

to become hot, or heated, or inflamed, by weeping,

or by grief or sorron; or, simply,] made him to

neep. (S, L, K.)

s d =

Us- : See i:.-[The signification of

“calor aquae aliarumve rerum,” assigned to it by

Freytag as on the authority of J, is a mistake,

probably occasioned by a fault in his copy of

the S.]

&- an inf. n. of 1 [q.v.]. (MA, L., K.)

Also Hot, or n’arm; (MA, PS3) i. Q.5-; (S,

MA, Mgh, L. K.) contr. of #5 (JK, L.) an

epithet applied to water, (JK, MA, Mgh, L,)

&c.; (Msb;) as is also (in the same sense, JK,

MA, Mgh, L) '3-, (JK, S, MA, Mgh, L,

Msb, K.) and "3+", (Mgb,) and "3-4,

syn. with &- like asX: is withX.2, &c.,

(IA: S, L,) or " &#, [which is syn. with

Js-- as meaning heated, or warmed,] like

X: [in measure], (K,) and 7&- (L, K.)

and "3-i-, which is the only instance of

the measure, (§, L, K, [which measure is said in

the S to be Jesús, but in the K JJú,]) and

which is also applied to food; (L;) syn.5

(L, K:) or, accord. to AA, "&- applied to

water, means neither hot nor cold, as also~.

(L.) And 3:2; and "3+" (S. L. Mil,

K) and 'Ju- or 'Ju-, (accord to dif:

ferent copies of the S,) or both these, (K,) and

* 3: , (L, K.," [in the CK and in my MS.

copy of the K written&#, which is incorrect,

and in like manner &:- is there written

* &ü-, but this, as well as &#4, may be

correct, for it appears that c:- has ā- for

its fem, as well as it: ,]) and '3'-t- signi

fies the same, [i.e. A hot, or warm, day,] or,

accord to IAir, "&-->, signifies a day

that is [so hot as to be] hurtful, and painful:

(L.) and #:# (S, L, Msh, K) and "i-u.

(L, Mil, K) and 'it':- or "à-, ($, ac

cord. to different copies,) or both, (K,) and

'#ū-, (L.K.) [i.e. a hot, or warm, night]

or 'Ju-X: signifies a day intensely hot, and

"à: #[the latter word being fem of 3:...]

a sultry night, or intensely hot so that it takes

anay the breath: (JK) and it is said in* trid.

of Mo’áwiyeh Ibn-Kurrah, W &s-Ji will #3,

meaning [The worst of winter is] the hot in

n:hich is no cold; in the “Ghareeb” of El

Harbee, W&+ expl. as meaning the same,

but this is probably a mistranscription. (L.)

3- an inf n of 1 [q.v., last sentence]. See

also ass-,
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* > d >

: see the next paragraph.

- an inf n. of A. v.). (J.K. #'s.)

[Hence,] one says, a.s. es" & --> es'

(L.K.) as also "is- (§, L, K, the only form

mentioned in the $ in this case) and "ā- (L,

K) and 'i:- and * (# , (K) or " :,

(JK) and "ā: , (L) and "#,- (L, K) [and

W i:- (in the JK erroneously written i:)

contr. of is94), meaning [Verily I find, or

experience, in myself] an excess of heat arising

from pain: (S, L:) or [simply] heat: or fever.

(L, K.) [Hence also,] cºl #: contr. of

tà [i. e. it signifies A. hot, or heated, or an in

Jamed, state of the eye, by reason of neeping, or

of grief or sorrow; or heat in the tears of the

eye: see 1, last sentence]. (S, L, K.)

* * *

** @

à- : see the next preceding paragraph. -

One says also, <-- * 2.99 4:4, meaning

+[Keep thou to the affairl while it is in its first

state, before it become cold [i.e. unmanageable,

like cold iron]. (L.)

* * * * © e o ud

*- : see als-l.

** @ = * *

£us- [as fem, of &:-1: See 3-, latter

© e o s

part. - See also i:.

&:3 and &:3 and &:5, and ös–*
d

in two places, and the same with 3: see 3-.

&*- Broth heated, or made hot. (S, L. K.)
s •

Ues-' : See C-, in three places. [See also

a saying of 'Amr Ibn-Kulthoom cited in the first

paragraph of art. 3- and Us-J–Also, (K)

or Usall Jes-, (S, MA, L.) A man whose eye

is [hot, or heated, or inflamed, by neeping, or by

grief or sorron; or] hot in its tears. (S," MA,

L. K.')–And 3- '4, (K) or'3

(L) t A hot, [i.e.] painful, smiting. (L, K.

[Both are probably correct: that the latter is so

is shown by what here follows.]) Ibn-Mukbil

says,

'- Ju:#14: 33% (34 -

[A smiting which the brave men cast, one at

another, burning, or painful: the measure (*-*)

requires us to read the last word thus, with tesh

deed to the &l. (L.)

#: See #-.

is: an inf n, of 1 [q v.] (JK, S, &c.)
See also is...

#: A certain thin food, made of flour;

(K3) a kind of food made of flour, thinner than

[the kind of gruel called] 53-ae and thicker than

[the soup called] 4.-, like aśā, it is eaten only

in a time of straitness, and dearth, and leanness

of the cattle; and Kureysh were taunted on

account of their eating itj (S, L;) for they ate it

much; and were called as: : accord. to Az, it

is also called "#,-, accord. to AHeyth, on

the authority of an Arab of the desert, it is flour

thrown upon water or upon milk, and cooked,

and then eaten [nith dates (see:jé)], or supped;

and this is what is called U-: fit is said in the

Mgh to be the same as it...] accord. to others,

hot food: or food made of flour and clarified

butter: or, of flour and dates, thicker than it:

and thinner than*. (L.)

C-: See&

=Also, (L.K.) in the $ 3-4, which is a
* @ •

mistake, (K,) A 5ta-e [or shovel, or spade]: or

a curved st-: , of the dial of 'Abd-El-Keys:

(S, L.) pl. Ó-t-. (L. K.) [And] The 5%

[or shovel, or shade,] with which one works in

earth or mud: (JK:) or the handle of the [im

plement called] >;-- [q. v.]; (L, K;) i.e.,

(L) its X., which is also called #2 (IAar,

L.) And A knife : or a butcher's knife: pl. as

above. (IAar, L, K.) - -

: and3-, in two places.

3-4-3 See 3-, in three places. Also

Rain coming in the intense heat of summer.

(JK.)

J) o - 3 * @ p.

Jes-as-l' : see C-, last sentence.

3-0; and its fem., with 3: See • £, in

three places.

i: contr. of#: (K:) [see the latter

6 * > *

word: and] see als.

s = e >

U-5 and &# see the next paragraph;

the latter, in two places.

3-13, accord to Th, (Mgh, L, MSb) a pl.

having no sing, (§, Mgh, L, Mob, K.) like

*i; (3) orits sing is "3-5 and '3-3,

(Mgh, L, Mob, K.) Boots; syn. Jú- [pl. of

J:1. (JK, S, Mgh, L, Mgb, K:) occurring in

a trad., in which it is said, Jé b-: čiX:

c-#3 32%), (S, L,) [expl. as] meaning

[He ordered them to wipel the turbans and the

boots. (L.) [But see what here follows.]

Also A hind of thing like the Jú (pl. of

&:b, q.v.]: (K:) Hamzeh El-Isbahánee says,

*&# 3 is an arabicized word from [the Pers.]

ckā [?], the name of a certain kind of head.

covering, which the learned men, and the lan'yers

of the Persians, or the judges of the Magians,

exclusively of other persons, used to put upon

their heads; and by such as knew not its Pers.

original, it has been expl. as meaning a boot.

(IAth, L)= Also i a J-9 (i.e. Cooking.

pots, or copper cooking-pots, &c.; pl. of J*,

q. v.J. (L. K. [In the CK, -u- J-1,3 is

erroneously put for -iùs '', J-931. See also

*

* > d > 6 & p

co-o: see co-, second sentence.

6 * > d >

à-e [A cause of heat or warmth]: see an
6e e ose

ex, voce 5» [which signifies the contrary].

** *

i: A cooking-pot (#, JK, S, L) of the

kind called 29 (pl. of £, q.v.], (L. K.) like

the [vessel called] × [q.v.], (JK, S, L, K.)

in which food is heated: or accord. to ISh,

a small cooking-pot in which one cooks for a

child. (L.)

6 & e / * 6 p.

J-2 : see co-, second sentence.

3- and -ss

1. --, aor.* (S.M., K.) and J-,
alor". L-4: (K;) and &- 3.01". L-3 and

3-3, aor. 3:4 (S.M.b, K.) infn. #4, (S,

M, Mgb,"K, TA,) of the first verb, (M, Msb,"

TA,) and of the second, (TA,) and#. (M, K,

TA, [in the CK 3: ...,]) of the first verb, (M,

TA) or of the last, (TA) and #:, (M, K,

TA,) of the first verb, (M, TA,) or of the third,

(TA) and J-, (Ms.K.TA) of the third

verb, (Msb, TA,) and 52's...', of the last verb;

(S, Mgb, TA;) He was, or became, liberal,

bountiful, munificent, or generous; or he affected,

or constrained himself, to be generous; (S," Msb,"

K,"TA;) syn; sts, and#: (TA) the inf ns.

signifying 33- (S, Msb) and eye (Mgb) [or

XS]. And 4: <-- His mind nas, or be

came, liberal, &c. (Mgb.) [Accord. to J,] the

saying of 'Amr Ibn-Kulthoom, [relating to wine,]

* tà: tails (31 C. § *

means [When the nater mixes with it, and we

drink it,] we are, or become, liberal, or bountiful,

nith our riches; and the assertion that Ues- is

from##, in the accus. case as a denotative

of state, is a mistake: (S:) the former is the

saying of AA; and the latter, of As: but IB

says, on the authority of IKtt, that the right

explanation is that which J disallows; and Es

Safadee says the like. (TA) [See also 5.]

[Hence,] ...,' 9* --" <- I left, or re

linquished, the thing. ($) And * 2: 4
He left, or relinquished, it : (TA:) or he held

himself far from it; or withdren his heart from
• ** * * ~ * on " * @* de w

it; as also as a: "Uss- and 4's 4-i: Us:--

(MA:) or : 13: &= J-5 ': and

* -s: <- I left, or relinquished, this

thing, and my soul did not stripe with me to

incline me to it. (JK.) And 4:le (sels (s

[perhaps a mistranscription for 4: I endured

with patience the being debarred from thee.

(JK)=-, (K) aor. * int. h. 3-,

(TA,) He (a man) rested from his state of

motion: (K.) from ISd. (TA)=#1 -,

8.01".**, inf.n.: ; (AA, S, K;) and **,

aor L-4, infn. Jé-3 (AA,Si) and sus-,
• * * 6 *

aor. Us-3, inf n. G-3 ($gh, K;) He made

an opening in the live and extinct coals of the

fire which had become collected together after it

had been kindled: (T, S:) or he made a way [or

vent] for the fire, beneath the cooking-pot: (M,

K.) or jū ū- signifies ū: &# [i.e. he made

an opening in the live coals of the fire, that had

become collected together, (as expl. in the TK in

art. 2-2,) i.e., that had become compacted; in

order that it might burn up well]; as also ust-2:

or, as some say, he cleared, or snept, anay the
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live, or burning, coals of the fire; as also with

: (TA: [see t-:]) and 3úl "--, infn.

#~, I opened the heart of the place where the

fire was kindled, in order that it might burn up

well (JK.) And one says, 9%£ meaning

Make thou a place upon which to kindle tly fire.

(S.)- And £ill us-, (K) aor. 5-3, infn.

• * * (TA,) He made a way [or vent] for the

5 •

fire beneath the cooking-pot; (K;) mentioned by
ISd, who adds that one says also, 323: ls

* --5. (TA:) or the former phrase, [and

app. the latter also,] he put aside the live coals

from beneath the cooking-pot: (JK, TA;) as

also "tals ... (JK)=&- 2.01". L-4, inf n.

t-, said of a camel, (S, K.) and of a young

weaned camel, (S,) He became affected with a

limping, or halting, (§, K.) having leaped with a

heavy load, in consequence of which a flatus had

intervened between the shin and the shoulder

blade: (S:) the epithet applied to the animal in

this case is 75-, (§, K.) mentioned by Yaakoob,

(s) and ':, (J.K.K.) this later mentioned
by Sgh, and anomalous, being of a measure

proper to an epithet from a verb of the measure

Já, with damm to the medial radical: (TA;)

and the pl. of this latter epithet is als- and

ess- (JK.)

2 : see above, in four places.

5. J- He affected, or constrained himself,

to be liberal...!ountful, munificent, or generous,

(S, K.) 4-2 Je [over and above his com

panions]. (S.)

ASé 3- 3: Somewhat of speech. (JK)

3 . . Liberal, bountiful, munificent, or gene

rous; (S," Msb, K;) as also '#'- and "&":

(Mgb, TA:) fem. of the first with 5: pl. masc.
* > 9 ** * * s *

à-i and #2- : and pl. fem. £- and

- 2 - à * -- a

tats-, (K.)–(Hence,] one says, ess- *|

* J-: [Verily he is content to leave, or re

linquish, it]. (TA.)=See also 1, last sentence.

3 -

see C-:=and see also 1, last sentence.

#4. A certain plant of the [season called]

*: n, un, with 5: (JK:) the latter, of which

the former is [said to be] the pl., signifies a

certain herb, or leguminous plant, (K, TA,)

rising upon a stem, having what resembles in

form an ear of wheat, in which are grains like

those of the•: [which is variously explained],

and a heart, or kernel, (~0.) the grain of n!hich

is a remedy for wounds: it is also called ià-2,

but the more approved pronunciation is with U".

(TA in art. 3-2.)

#: see the next paragraph.

3,4- applied to a place, and #3'- applied

to a land (C#), Soft in the earth (theref], (S,

TA) to which is added in the S, #3: Ge.

[and it is a rel. n.]; but in the handwriting of

Aboo-Zekereeya, is: Ge; [i.e. and such as is

even, or level]: (TA:) or the former is pl. [or

rather coll. gen, n.] of the latter, which signifies

land soft in the earth [thereof]: or nide, or

ample: as also '#3: (K:) or this last signi

fies a soft, or plain, and wide, or ample, land:

(S:) and its pl. is us5– and&*- [or rather

*~, when indeterminate]: (S, K: [in the

former, these two pla. are correctly written with

the article usšč and us--":]) or, accord.

to AA, Jss- signifies land, or lands, [for the

explanation is ambiguous, app. meaning the latter,]

in which is nothing; and in like manner #3:

[but app. as a n. un.]: accord. to As and

A’Obeyd, land; but correctly lands: (TA:) or

width, or wide extent, (JK, TA,) so some say,

(TA,) of a desert, or waterless desert, and vehe

mence of heat thereof (JK.)

• 3 -

£-: see Us".

U: [More, and most, liberal, bountful,

munificent, or generous]: see an ex. voce £5.

jū U- The place that is widened [or

holloned], in the fire, beneath the cooking-pot, in

order that it may be able to burn up well: and

hence, some say, is derived à-l meaning*";

because the bosom becomes expanded on the

occasion of giving. (TA.)

*

1. 3., (§, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) aor. 4, (S,

M, Msb, K.) inf. n. : (S, M, Mgh, Msb;)

and "23-; (M3) [but the latter has an intensive

signification, or relates to several objects;] He

closed, or closed up, an interstice, or intervening

space: (M:) and stopped, or stopped up, (M,) or

repaired, and made firm or strong, (S, A, K,) a

breach, or gap, ($, M, A, Mgh, Mgb, K.) and the

like. ($, Mgb.)–(Hence one says,]*+:

3," t[The road, or way, became closed, or

stopped, against him]. (K.) And &- &* 3.

*i- 3-,:9: + [His road, or way, became

closed, or stopped, before him and behind him].

(zi, M.) And #9 - 'II' outructed the

horizon]; said of a multitudinous swarm of

locusts. (S, A,” K.) And ..." 3-, and * 3:1,

It *d, or obstructed, against them, the horizon;

[&#91 being understood;] said of a collection of

clouds rising. (M.) And #3 (4 × [I barred,

or excluded, what was behind it]. (M.) –

[Hence also]>39. A * +3+...+[I closed,

or stopped, to him the door of speech; i. e.] I

prevented him from speaking; as though I closed,

or stopped, his mouth. (Mgb.) And <s.

*-*. 9% c." + I never stopped the way

of speech of an adversary, nor prevented his say

ing what was in his mind. (Shureyh, Mgh.)

And is... J. : : + I never stopped

C1% adversary from speaking; (El-Fáik, Mgh, L;)

on the authority of Esh-Shaabee: (Mgh:) occur
a - à 21- • *

ring in a trad (L)–And * **- : *

! [He fills up, or supplies, the place of his father]:

• * of 3 - - - - 3 • -

and X*5-i "J. &c.; t (They fill up, or

supply, the place, of their ancestors]. (A, T.A.)

And is a Ji as 3.41 Want is supplied thereby:

(M,” TA:) [whence the saying,] % 1,534:
- - - & 2 - ~~...~ * * *

&\s' U-- ~ \,\!” 5: +[Give ye something

as alms, though it be but a date, or a dried date;

for it will supply somen'hat of the want of the

hungry]: a trad. (El-Jāmi' es-Sagheer.) And

33": + [It stays, or arrests, the remains of

life; as though it stopped the passage of the last

breath from the body; or] it maintains, and pre

serves, the strength. (Mab in art. J.J.)- And

*: + He attributed, or imputed, to him, or he

charged him with, or accused him of, a fault;

[as though he thereby stopped his mouth; (see
à - J • * *

J-3)] as also #. (TA in art. --.)=~, aor.

3-, (§, L, K) with keer, (S) in n. *- and

3.4% (L, the former inf n. expl. in the S and K

as signifying isi:) said of a spear, and an

arrow, (TA,) and a saying, (S) and an action,

(TA,) or a thing [absolutely]; (L;) or 3-, [see.

pers.*] *Ol". 3-4, with fet-h to the L”, (A,)

infin, 333, (TK, expl. in the S and K as signi

fying£1, like $34, of which it is said in the

S to be a contraction.) said of a saying, and an

affair; (A;) or 3-, aor. : and 3-4, inf n.

33-5 (MA;) i.a. '-34 [i.e. It was, or be.

came, right, direct, or in a right state; it had,

or took, a right direction or tendency; it tended

tonards the right point or object]: (S, A, L, K,

TA:) and [in like manner] * >! is syn, with

Ai: [which signifies the same]; (S, K;) as

also '3-1 and "25-3: (TA:) *5-1 said of an

affair signifies it was, or became, rightly ordered

or disposed; in a right state. (Mgb.) You say,

3 * >3-5 and "3:... It was, or became, rightly

directed tonards it. (M.) And **u. "3-l

and * >3-5 His fore arm was, or became, in a

right state, or rightly directed, J% Jé [..for

shooting]; syn. Ali-l. (A.) A poet says,

... ** * * * * ~ ** * * * •- a ----- * * * *

“Jü932-’3:it: "2: J= asley'' 4-ols!"

[I teaching him the art of shooting every day;

and when his fore arm became in a right state,

he shot me]: As says that [the reading] 3:1,

with L', is not to be regarded. (S, T.A.)-And
* * 3 -

J., aor. 3-3, with kesr to the U", (A, MSb, TA,)

inf n. 3,4- (Mgb) [and app. also, as above,

$34, q.v. infră], is said of a man, (A, Msb, TA,)

in like manner meaning 4-3-3 [i. e. He was,

or became, in a right state; he had, or took, a

right direction or tendency; he tended tonards

the right point or object]: (A, TA:) or, (MSb,)

as also "J., (§, K, TA,) he hit the right thing

(S, Msb, K, TA) in his saying ($, Msb, TA)

and in his action: (Mgb;) or *3.1 signifies he

said, or did, what was right: (Mgb:) or he

sought what was right; (L, K;) as also ">3-;

(L;) or it has this last meaning also. ($,"L.)

You say, Jill es' ": <! Verily he hits the
•

right thing in the saying. ($, L.) And is
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<+ U. '3s−i (S, L) is said to a man when or is over against one, and bars, or excludes, (J-3,) and by A•e- he means “old,” because <!--"

he seeks [or has sought] what is right, (8)

meaning Thou hast sought what is right; whether

the person thus addressed have hit the right thing
J J - • De “ -

or not. (L.) One says also, Jeżl 4's --,

aor. 5-3, inf. n. ... [app. a mistranscription for

2'- Or *], The man said, or did, what was

right [against thee]: so in the handwriting of Sh.

(Az, T.A.)

2 : see 1, first sentence. -[Hence,] #. 23

[He filled it up]; namely, a vessel, and a water

ing-trough. (Aboo-Sa’eed, TA in art. Gá-)

And #6: Jé £33- +He annulled in

opposing them, everything that they said. (Jābir,

as related by Aboo-'Adnán)=23-, (S, A, L,

Mab, K.) inf n. *-ā, (K.) He directed it,

(A, L, MSb, K.) namely, an arrow, (A.Msb)

3- tonards him or it, (A,) or 9-all us!

tonards the game; (Msb;) and $233, with L',

is a dial. var. thereof: (Towsheeh, TA:) and [in

like manner] his spear; contr. of44%, (S, Mgb,)

or 4.3%. (L.)– And He taught him the art of

shooting. (TA.)- Also, (M, A, K.) inf n, as

above, (S,) He directed, accommodated, adapted,

or disposed, him (S, M, A, K) to that which was

right, of words and of actions: ($, K: [and the

like is implied in the M and A:]) said of God.

(M, A.) And you say, 4.-us $3- Teach thou

thy companion, and direct him. to. the right Coll)"S6.

(Sh, TA)- And [hence,] sul 33- Act thou

well with thy property, or cattle. (L.) And

J.' $33, inf n, as above, He gave the camels

easy access to every pasturage, and to every place

where the ground was soft and spacious. (L.)=

See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.

4: see 1, near the beginning: = and see also

the latter half of the same paragraph, in five

places.

5: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph, in

three places.

7. 3-1, said of an interstice, or intervening

space, It became closed, or closed up; as also

* 3:-1: (M.) and both, said of a breach, or gap,

(M, A,) it became stopped, or stopped up, (M.)

or repaired, and made firm or strong. (A.)

3: &: * 3:1 and 3: signify the same

(i. e. The punctures made in the sening of the

skin became closed]; ($, K;) expressing a con

sequence of pouring water into a skin. (S.)

8: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places:= and see also 1, in the latter half of the

paragraph, in five places.

3 - 3 *

3. and "3: Any building, or construction,

with which a place is closed or closed up, or

stopped or stopped up: (M: [see also 33- :])

a dam: (Msb:) a thing intervening, asa separation,

apartition, a fence, a barrier, a rampart, or an ob

stacle, or obstruction, betneen two other things: (S,

Mgb, K:) and a mountain: (S, M, K: [in the last

it seems that this meaning is restricted to the former

word; but if restricted to either, it should be to the

latter:]) or, as some say, anything that faces one,

Bk. I.

what is behind it: whence goats are said to be

£1% & &* {{a arrier windwich

is seen poverty]; meaning that they are not of

great utility: (M.) or 3: signifies what is made

by man; and 3., what is created by God, (Zj,

Kur xviii. 92 and 93, and xxxvi. 8, some read

with fet-h, and some with damm . (M, TA:) the

pl. is 3.x:i, [a pl. of pauc.,] (A, Msb,) or #-i,

[also a pl. of pauc.,] and 32-, [a pl. of mult,

the latter of these two agreeable with general

analogy, and the former of them anomalous, or,

[ISd says,] in my opinion, this (i:-) is pl. of

* -

*
•.” “de • ,

3-. (M.) You say, 3." --> and :

[A barrier, or an obstacle, was set betneen them

• * *@* @ = p.

tno]: and $1:9 L* -O-3 [Barriers, or

obstacles, were set betneen them two). (A.) And

23.9, 39 4-3-34 (The earth, or land,

set barriers, or obstacles, against him]; meaning,

the nays became closed, or stopped, against him,

and the courses that he should pursue became

obscure to him : (K: in the CK +94) the

sing, of 3.x: [accord. to general analogy] is

+. (TA)-[Hence,] the former (...) also

signifies, (Fr. $, M, L, K) or "3.3-, (A) or the

former and "#33, (L) : A fault, or defect,

(Fr, S, M, A, &c.,) such as blindness and deafness

and dumbness, (S) or such as closes, or stops,

one's mouth, so that he does not speak: (A:) pl.

of the first, (§, M, K) or of the second, (A,)

#-i, [a pl. of pauc.,] (S, M, A, K,) accord. to

analogy 3.4% (S, M, K,) or: [which is a pl. of

pauc.]. (M.) You say, *$13- a u : There is
* -

6 * * * *

not in him any fault &c.; and & Co, &
* - 5 - -

33.91 t Such a one is free from faults &c. (A.)
• - - - • * * * * * 6 * * * • , •

And ASS! Je 29 J-5 "531. U.S.A.: Le + There

is not in such a one a fault that stops his mouth

fy" speaking. (Aboo-Sa’eed, L.) And3: •)

3.A.')" &" | By no means render thou thy

bosom contracted so that thou shalt be unable to

return an answer, like him who is deaf or dumb.

(S,K.)- See also :-3- [so in the TA,

i.e. either 3 or : also signifies + A she

camel by which the sportsman conceals himself

from the game; also called #3 and #95 :

whence the saying, 2:50 3- &* + [He shot

him, or shot at him, by his she-camelnhereby he was

concealing himself]. (IAar,TA.)-And+. (M,)

or 3~, (O, K,) is also syn, with Uls [as meaning

! Shade, or shadow; or cover, or protection].

(IAar, M, O, K, TA.) A poet cited by IAar says,

* * * * . 2. ~ * ... * * * * *

?” was 2- -, * ~* *

*, * d ** d - 3. '

* t";2-23-4,-e J. 43. sk

! [I sat for him, i.e. lay in wait for him, in the

shade, or cover, of a camel rendered lean by travel,

accustomed to that, in a desert whereof the dry

herbage was old]: i. e. I made him a cover, or

screen, to me, in order that he might not see me:

|

|

|

* c &

signifies U-291, and there is nothing older than

the J: ; and he uses it as an epithet because it

implies the meaning of an epithet. (M.)=3.

also signifies A thing, (S, K,) [i.e.] a [basket such

as is called] al., (M, TA) made of twigs, (S,

M, Mob, K.) as a mountain: (Mab3) in the M, K.) and having covers (3%). (S, K: [but

this addition in the S and K seems properly to

apply to the Pl, as will be shown by what
- * / s.

follows:]) pl. 2'-' and 353. : (M, TA:) or,

accord. to Lth, 3,4- signifies [baskets such as are

called] J5-, [pl. of £,] made of trigs, and
- • of

having covers (Julel); one of which is called [not

3. but] *:::: and it is said also on other au

thority that the at is called i: and J#.

(L, TA.)

3.

J. : see the next preceding paragraph, passim.

- Also t A snarm of locusts obstructing the

horizon: (M.) or so 25-3-3: (TA:) and35
5 J. * -

... flocusts (S, M, A, K) that have obstructed,

(S, K,) or obstructing, (M, A,) the horizon, (S,

M, A, K,) by their multitude : (S, A, K:) in

which case, 5. is either a substitute for 3%. and

therefore a substantive, or it is pl. of W 3,4- sig

nifying that which obstructs the horizon and

therefore an epithet. (M.) - And A black

cloud, (AZ, S, K, TA,) that has risen in any

tract of the sky: (TA:) or a collection of clouds

rising, obstructing the horizon: (M.) pl. 3,4

(S, M, K:) [or] * 3- and 34, but the former is

the more approved, signify t a cloud, or collection

of clouds, rising high, and appearing like a

mountain. (M and L in art. --2.)– And A

valley: (K:) so called because it becomes closed,

or stopped up. (TA.)- And A valley contain

ing stones and masses of rock, in which water

remains for some time, or a long time: pl. #3- :

(S, L, K:) or you say, #3- ". J: [a land in

which are valleys containing stones and masses of

rock, &c.]; and the sing is " #3:. (L.)– And

+ The departure [or loss] of sight: (IAar, M.:)

from the same word in the first of the senses expl,

in the next preceding paragraph. (M.)

*
* *

*w : See "Ad-Aw.
-

*
* * # -

3.A.: see ...", last sentence.

i: A certain disease in the nose, (S, M, L, K,)

which stops it up, (M., L.) attacking the passage

of the breath, (L) and preventing respiration;

(S, L;) as also "3"... (S, M, L, K.) A thing

that obstructs the passage of the humours, and of

the food, in the body. (KL.) [And Any obstruc

tion in the body: pl. 3:..]-See also +. :=

Also [A vestibule, or porch, for shade and shelter,

before the door of a house: this is a common

signification of the word, and is app. what is

meant by its being said that] the s: is what is

before the door of a house: (M, A ) or, as some

say, a a: [i.e. roof, or covering, such as pro

jects over the door of a house &c.; or a place

roofed over]; (M.) or a a: [i.e. roof, or cover

168
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ing, for shade and shelter,] over a door: (Mgh:)

or it is [a thing, or place,] like a ai: [or ai:-)

before a -: [or house, or perhaps here meaning

tent]; and a at at the door of a house G's):

(AA,TA:) or, accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed, (TA,)

in the language of the Arabs [of the desert] it

signifies [a space such as is termed] a As per

taining to a tent of hair-cloth and!" like; and

those who make it to be like a ââce, or like a

**, explain the word accord. to the way in

which it is used by the people of the towns and

villages: (Msb, TA:) or it signifies the door

[itself]: (S, A, Mgh, K:) or it has this meaning

also: (Mgb:) some thus apply it to the door

itself: (A’Obeyd, L:) and the surrounding por

tico [of the interior court] of the largest, or

larger, mosque: (M, TA :) pl. 2... (S, L, MSb,

K.) You say,* *: lasts £5 [I san, him

sitting in the testibule of his door]: ($, TA:)

and •y's : [in the vestibule before the door,

or at the door, of his house]. (TA) Abu'd-Darda
- • * * * * * 2° • & wo * * * 2 * * e •

said, "aft:5 sie cual-l 2- Läe c-, (§, L.)

or s!! -: &4, i.e. [He who comes to the vesti

bules, or gates, of the Sultán] experiences returns

of recent and old griefs, disquieting him so that

he is not able to remain at rest, but stands up and

sits don’n: (Mgh in art. Lex5:) this he said when

he came to the gate of Mo’áwiyeh and did not

receive permission to enter. (L.) An: it is 'id

* - 3... * * * 222 -: * * * # * :

in a trad., 3-M-ow C: S &#91 u-25" <-a:ll,

* - of - •

(S, A,) meaning +12.9) [i. e. The shaggy, or di

shevelled, and dusty, in the heads are those to

whom the doors will not be opened]. (A.)–

Hence, Umm-Selemeh, addressing'Āisheh, termed

her a 33-, i.e. a- (meaning tA means from

munication], between the Prophet and his people.

(L, from a trad.)=Also Palm-sticks, i.e. palm

branches stripped of their leaves, bound together,

[side by side,] upon which one sleeps. (M.)

$3.3 see the next paragraph, in four places:
s •

-and see also -4--.

$14- [an inf n. of the intrans. verb.# as also

W 33-l. [Hence,] one says, 3. 35 <! Verily

he has a faculty of hitting the right thing, or his

object or aim, in speaking, and in the managing

or disposing of affairs, and in shooting. (TA.)

-[Hence Also, as a subst.,] A. thing that is

right, syn. ~12-2, (S, A, Msb, K.) and ...a5, (S,)

of what is said and of what is done; (S, A,” Msb,

K;) as also '..., (S, A) which is a contraction

of the former. (S.) One says, Jill &: 3. Jú

He said a right thing [lit. of what is said, i.e.,

a right saying]; ($, A;) as also *1834. (A.)

And $3.1 -a. He hits the right thing in

sp:ch [or action]. (S.) And &: 3'- L'é*

2.1 and 73. [He is following a right course

of action in respect of his affairl. (A) And

*..." L'é &: 9% Af The affair of such

a one goes on according to that which is right.
- o -:

U-ji
(S.)- [And hence the saying,] &- &

~ slä- 14 wind came to us from the direc

tion of their land. (A, TA.)- It is also used as

an epithet, syn. with +, q. v. (L.)- And

3:1 [as though meaning The right projecter]

is a name that was given to a bow belonging to

the Prophet, as ominating the hitting of the object

aimed at by that which was shot from it. (TA.)

*See also 3-, in three places,

6 * f. * * J.

Al-A. : see 5...", first sentence.

33- A thing nith n hich an interstice, or in

tervening space, is closed, or closed up: (AO, M,
4.

L: [see also 3- :]) and a thing with which a

breach, or gap, (M, A,) is stopped, or stopped

up, (M,) or repaired, and made firm or strong:

(A:) pl. #5-i. (M.) Primarily, accord. to ISh,

(Meyd, in explanation of a prov. mentioned in

what follows,) Somen'hat of milk that dries up

in the orifice of a she-camel's teat; (Meyd, K;)

because it stops up the passage of the milk.

(Meyd.) Also A stopper of a bottle (S," Mgh,"

Msb, K,"TA) &c.: (Msb:) in this sense [as

well as in those before mentioned] with kesr (S,

Mgh, Msb, K) only [to the L-]: and so in the

sense next following. (S, K.) A body of horse

and foot serving as blockaders of the frontier of a

hostile country. (S, K, TA.)-j* 3- 33

and "343, (ISk, S, M, Mab, K.) but the former

is the more chaste, (S,) and it alone is mentioned

by most authors in this saying, because it is from

>!... as meaning the “stopper” of a bottle;

(Mgb;) and some say that "ala, with fet-h, is

a corruption; (Msb, K;) expressly disallowed by

As and ISh; (Msb;) a prov.; (Meyd;) mean

ing t A thing by which want is supplied, (S, M,

Mşb, K.) and by nihich life is preserved; accord.

to ISh, if incomplete; and accord. to As, a thing

by which somen'hat of the entire wants of one's

case is supplied, (MSb.) One says also, <:

J: &- 33- as and "1313. 1 I attained

thereby a thing by n:hich want was supplied;

(S, K," TA;) or a means of sustaining life.

(Ao, L.)—see also:- in two place.

* f * 3 *

55-kw : see Aw.

++, applied to a spear, Seldom missing; and

[to the same, and] to an arrow, that hits the

mark; (TA;) and to a saying, (S, M, L,) as also

*33. (M, L) and 7 33-3 (L;) and an action;

(TA) and an affir, as also '3-i (S.A.L.)

right, direct, or in a right state; having, or

taking, a right direction or tendency; tending

tonards the right point or object: (S, M, A, L,

TA:) and W.J., applied to speech, signifies the

same; (TA;) and true. (K, T.A.)- And ap

plied to a man, meaning Who pursues a right

course; as also * £i, (M;) and [in an inten

sive sense] *::: (TA:) or, (Mgb,) as also

"3-2, (S) who hits the right thing in his saying

(S, MSb) and in his action. (Mgb.)

* * * *

s

* *

32!-- : see ...", in two places.

6 * > s •

3'-'-' : see A2-.

#ú. 1 An eye (::) of which the sight has

gone; (A;) that has become white, and with

which one does not see, but which has not yet

burst: (Az, A," L, K:) or that is ope", but

does not see strongly: (IAar, L, K:) pl. $24,

(IAar, L.) or 3:. (K)—Also tAn old and

weak she-camel. (IAar, K.)

3 - £ • • .

J-4: see A-, in two places.

3- -

J-2 [properly A place of closing, or stopping,

&c.]: see 1, in two places.

3 * s *

*A* : See A3-A-.
• 3. . •

3.x. Directed; pointed in a right direction.

(S, T.A.)- And A man directed, accommodated,

adapted, or disposed, to that which is right [of

words and of actions]; (L;) who does that which

is right, (*, *, J., S. L.) Reping to
the right way; in which sense it is related by

some with kest, "3:... (L.) [Golius explains

it as meaning, on the authority of the S, who

executes his affairs with sure and good judgment,

and with happy success: and Freytag thus explains

*33-4, as from the S.]

6 * * *

3-2 : see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

*-*

* * * *

&

1. ***, (0, K) aor.", inf n.£,

(TK,) He thought a thing to be in him; (O, K;)

i.e. he suspected him of a thing : (TA:) or
d = * * *

as: &- he imagined, or thought, a thing.

(L.)- See also what next follows, in two places.

5. C-5 (S. L. K.) and '83-, infn.:

(L;) He lied, affected lying, or lied purposely;

and forged, or fabricated: ($, L, K: [in the

CK, #5 is erroneously put for &#1) he

forged and uttered false and vain tales: (L:) or

W£, aor. 2, signifies [simply] he lied ; (O, in

the present art. and in art. &-3) like &”. (O

in art. &".) [See also &–5]

7. G-: He fell prostrate; fell upon his

face; (O, K, TA;) like him who is prostrating

himself in prayer: (TA:) [it may perhaps be a

mistranscription for C-"; which seems to be

better known in this sense: but it is said to be]

formed by transposition from Ja-jl and [so]

<--l. (TA.)

is..., used by Ibn-El-Khateeb and others of

the people of El-Andalus, [and by post-classical

writers of other countries, as meaning Easiness,

and goodness of nature or disposition, [or rather

simplicity, or plainness, of mind or manners,] is

from £50, an arabicized word from [the Pers.]

*sū, signifying, with them, “free in intellect,”

and “easy in nature or disposition:” frequent

usage occasioned the change of the 5 into 3.

(TA. [See De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed.,

ii. 292.])

£- A great, or habitual, liar, (S, O, L, K,)

who will not tell thee truly whence he comes, but
* *

will tell thee lyingly. (L.) [See also £-l
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1. 3-, aor. 4, inf n. 3. and #34, (S, K,)

IIe became dazzled by a thing at which he looked,

so that he turned anay his face from it: or

became confounded, or perplexed, and unable to

see his right course: syn. £-5: (K:) and he (a

camel) became dazzled by a thing at nihich he

looked, so that he turned anay his face from it,

by reason of intense heat: (S," K:) also, (TA,)
J. J. * * * *

or ex-ae -, (M,) he [app. a man or any animal]

was hardly able to see: (M, TA:) or 34j

he was dazzled, or confounded or perplered, and

did not see nell; as also *::). (A, TA.) [See

also 3% below.]=3% (M, K,) or $44,

(S,) aor. *, inf. n. 3-, (M,) He, or she, let

don'n, let fall, or made to hang don'n, his, or her,

hair; (S, M, K;) and in like manner, a curtain,

or veil, (M,) and a garment; (Lh;) a dial. var.

£f J~. ..(S, K.')—Also 3-, aor. 2, inf. n.

3- and 32-, He rent his garment. (Yaq

koob, M.)

&p 6

U-s:/l <).A.! [The sun dazzled his

(K in art. Ye-.)

4 * @ e

4. as

eye, and confused his sight].

5. *::: 2:- He covered himself with his

garment. (AA)

7. 3-ji It (hair, S, M, K, and a curtain or

veil, M) hung don’n; (S, M, K;) a dial. var. of

U-51. ($, K.")–2: J-31 He was some

what quick, or made some haste, running : (S,

M :") or he nent don'n, or don’nnards, and

persevered (A’Obeyd, K) in his running, going

quickly. (A’Obeyd.) [In the CK, for 2.xx2, is

put by mistake&J -

• * * * * * * 6

Q. Q. 4. •, a 3--" His sight became weak,

in the manner described belon, voce**. (S

in art. 2-, and M and K in art.3-) It is of

the measure J<}, from 3:1; (IKtt;) the A.

being augmentative. ($) See also 3-...

4: -j- His eye shed tears; accord. to Lh;

but this is not known in the classical language.

(M in art. J-e-...)

3- [a coll. gen, n., The species of lote-tree

called by Linnaeus rhamnus spina Christi; and

by Forshäl, rhamnus nabeca;] the tree, or trees,

of which the fruit is called č, and 3:3: ($, M,

Mgh, Msb, K:) sing., (Mgb) or [rather] n un,

($, M.K.) #3: ($, M, Mob, K.) and some

times j- is used as meaning the smallest or

smaller of numbers [generally denoting from

three to ten inclusively]: (Ibn-Es-Sarráj, Msb:)

AHn says, accord. to Aboo-Ziyād, the* is of

the kind called •lae, and is of two species,&:

and Jus: the US)-e is that which has no thorns

except such as do not hurt: the UUA has thorns

[which hurt]: the 3- has a broad round leaf:

and sometimes people alight and rest beneath a

tree of this hind; but the UL3 is small: the best

G.3 that is hnonn in the land of the Arabs is in

Hejer (, s), in a single piece of land which is

appropriated to the Sultán alone : it is the sneet

est of all in taste and odour: the mouth of him

- - -- ---*-*-* - - ---- -

n:ho eats it, and the garments of him who has it

upon him, diffuse an odour like that of perfume:

(M, TA:) it is [also] said that the J.A. is of two

species; whereof one gron's in the cultivated lands,

and its leaves are used in the ablution termed

J+, and its fruit is sweet; and the other gron's

in the desert, and its leaves are not so used, and

its fruit is juicy: the as: is so described that

it may be supposed to be the wild G. : (Msb:)

when:- is used absolutely, with relation to the

ablution termed J+, it means the ground leaves

gf the tree so called (Mgh," Msb:) the pl. of

#: is $5- and Ś-- and $54- (S, K)

and 33- ($, M, K) and 33-, (M, K) which
• * > /

-

last is extr. (M.)-Us" #: is said to be

The lote-tree in the Seventh Heaven; (Lth, K;*)

beyond n:hich neither angel nor prophet passes,

and n:hich shades the nater and Paradise: (Lth :)

in the Saheeh it is said to be in the Sixth

Heaven: 'Iyád reconciles the two assertions by

the supposition that its root is in the Sixth, and

that it rises over the Seventh : accord. to IAth, it

is in the furthest part of Paradise to which, as

its furthest limit, extends the knowledge of ancients

and moderns. (MF, TA.)

* [see 1]. You say,: * Us', and

****, In his sight is a confusedness, so that he

does not see well. (A.)-Some say that it signifies

An affection resembling vertigo, common to a

voyager upon the sea : or [simply] vertigo. (TA

in art. U.K.)

3- Having his eyes dazzled by a thing, so

that he turns anay his face from it: or in a

state of confusion or perplexity, and unable to see

his right course: syn.: ; (K.) as also 'su.

(S, K:) and the former, a camel having his eyes

dazzled by a thing, so that he turns anay his

face from it, by reason of intense heat: (S:) and

also one having his eyes dazzled bysnow; as well

as by intense heat (IAar.)- 5- 4:= His

eye is confused in its vision, or dazzled, so that

he cannot see well. (A.)- And 5- means An

old and weah she-camel. (IAar, TA in art. -:)

– Also 3- The sea : (S, M, K:) one of the

[proper] names thereof; (S;) occurring only in a

poem of Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-s-Salt: (M:) he says,

* @ e / ... * * * * # **

* #- #3% & 3% *

2 - e # *: J.J. e. % * >

* 3ye- Leilsall alé=125 J-A- *

[And as though the first heaven, with the angels

around it, were the sea, the winds deserting it,

and smooth]: (S, M, TA: [but in the M and TA,

for 43-, we find (33-3 and in the S, for #i,
4 * o 5

we find **i. which is inconsistent with the

rhyme of the poem:]) by .312 all he means the

winds; and by aleb”, [for Alès: 4% [or

rather 4és:]: he likens the sky to the sea when

calm : (TA:) Th quotes thus:

<< * : *.e., *, * * * *#2 *

9:- 493-12 &#x d'es
• *of

&

and says that the poet likens the angels, with

respect to their fear of God, to a man affected

* *

J e * *

2%. 44; 32- *

*

with a vertigo [lit., turning round, though it

would seem more appropriate had he said, the

poet likens them to a camel so affected, whom

his four legs failed: he prefaces this explanation
• * * * * •o: * * * * * * •

with the words,āşş31.4 &#3%2%*:

to which he or ISd adds, ...its. Ji's us: 5.

but (using a common phrase of ISd) I can only say,

* -:= es: S; unless there be some omission

in the transcription]: (M, TA:) Sgh says that

the correct reading is 5...", meaning the kind of

tree so called, not the sea; and the author of the

Námoos adopts his opinion; but MF rejects it:

(TA:) some read ta5, [in the place of&#] and

explain it as meaning the seventh heaven. (TA

in art. 25.

3 £)

es).” One who grinds and sells the leaves of

the2-. (TA.) [See also:-.]

5'- A thing resembling a [curtain of the kind

called] -- . (Ki) or resembling a als, which

is put across a [tent of the kind called] (+. (M.)

}: A,"ler of the leaves of the 232. (TA)

[See also &:-.]

*: See **- Also Losing his way: you

say, Jil J at #, Verily he is losing his way,

in error. (A.) And 5-% J. i. e. [He

entered into, or did, his affair] in a wrong way.

(Ham p. 432.) - A man without firmness, or

deliberation. (M.) You say, #20.J& He spoke

m"ithout deliberation. (A)-A man who cares

not for anything, nor minds what he does: (S,"

M, K:) or one who occupies himself nith vain or

frivolous diversion. (TA.)

2: A cloudiness of the eye; (K;) and

weakness of sight : (TA:) and* [originally

pl. of the preceding, app.,] weakness of sight, (S,

M, K,) or something appearing to a man by

reason of weakness of his sight, (M, K,) on the

occasion of, ($, M,) or [arising] from, (K,)

intoxication (S, M, K) by drink &c., (M,) and

from [or if the reading in the CK be correct this

prep. should be omitted] the insensibility arising

from dron'siness and vertigo. (S, K.) The A is

augmentative. (S: but the word is mentioned in

the M and K in art. J-e-w.) See also*. E.

Also A hing : because the eyes become weak,

or dazzled, in consequence of looking at him.

(K in art.2-)

cy!, A.S. The shoulder joints, (S, M, A, K,)

and the sides: ($, K.) or (so in the M, but

accord. to the K “and”) tryo veins (M, K) in

the eye, (M,) or in the tryo eyes: (K:) or beneath

the temples. (M.) Hence the saying*ā

£i He came beating (with his hands, TA)

his shoulder joints (S, A, K) and his sides; (S,

K;) meaning, the came empty, (S, A, K,)

having nothing in his hand, (S) or having no

occupation, (M,) and without having accom

plished the object of his desire: ($, K:) and in

* - of

• * of de • o # J. J. de **

like manner, 4.3.1: ($:) and 49- Jaa: al-,

168 *
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(AZ) and 4:34 (TA) and 4:35, (ISk) he

came shaking his shoulder-joints: (AZ:) or his

sides: meaning as above. (TA.)

2: Hair [let don'n, or made to hang don'n,

or] hanging domen; likeJ. (TA)

3 - * >

2--> A dazzled eye. (TA in art. J-e-..)=

A long and direct road. (Kibid.)—And hence,

(TA ibid.,) + Right speech or language. (K and

TA ibid.) -

U-A

1. źil J.3% (S, M,Mgb, K,”) aor. 4, (S, M,

Msb) inf n. J., (M, Mob, T.A.) He took

the sixth part of the possessions of the people.

(M, Mab, K.) – And Žil J-3-, aor. 2, (S,

M, Mob, K.) infin. J., (Mab, T.A.) He was,

or became, the sixth of the people: (M, Mgb, K:)

or he made them, with himself, sir. (S in art.

*-ij.) And He made the people, they being

fifty-nine, to be sixty with himself. (A’Obeyd,

$ in art. --G) And J. also signifies He

made fifteen to be sixteen. (T in art. & J.3.)

2.4-3-, inf n. 4-5. He made it sir. (Esh

Sheybánee, and K voce *3)- He made it to

be six-cornered; six-angled; hexagonal: or six

ribbed (§gh, TA)—4:9 -a-, or sale,

He remained six nights with his wife: and in like

manner the verb is used in relation to any saying

or action. (TA voce &:)

4.>il U.J.) The party of men became six :

(S, M, Mgb:) also the party of men became sixty.

(M and L in art - 3)-3-31 - The

camel cast the tooth after the*ū; (S, Msb, K;)

cast the tooth called J-4; (M, A5) which he

does in his eighth year: (§, IF, A, Msb:) and in

like manner one says of a sheep or goat. (M.)

—J: U.J.) The man was, or became, one

whose camels came to water on the sixth day,

counting the day of the next preceding drinking

as the first. (S," K,”TA.) [See J----|

6 d a 6 y J.

U-A" : See U-A".

* @ s

J.A. is the original form of -, (M., K.)

£m of +, which is originally i-3-, (M)

[meaning Six; for] the dim. [of E- is 'J',

and that] of #. is *ā-ā-, and the pl.

is J-35 ($ in art --, q.v.)— Also [The

drinking of camels on the sixth day, counting the

day of the next preceding drinking as the first;

as will be seen from what here follows;] the

period of the drinking of camels [next] after that

calledJ- or after six days and five nights:

(M, TA:) or their being kept from the nater five

days, and coming to it on the sixth : (S:) but

Sgh says that this is a mistake, and that the

correct meaning of the term is, their being kept

from the nater four days, and coming to it on the

fifth; and so it is explained in the [A and] K:

(TA:) or their drinking one day, then being kept

from the water four days, then coming to it on

the fifth day; so [by the application of the term

J.- they include in their reckoning the first

day in which the camels drink: (Aboo-Sahl,

TA:) or their remaining in the place of pasture

Jour days [after drinking], then coming to the

water on the fifth. (TA) pl. J.l. i. (M.Sgh,

TA.) You say, U- 44 $53 [His camels

came to the water on the sixth day, counting the

day of the next preceding drinking as the first].

(S, A, K.) [Hence the saying,] Cúi *

-:) [which see expl. voce J-l. (A.)•

Also The sixth young one, or offspring. (A in

art. --J.)

© • * s •

U--- : see U-3-A-", in three places: - and, as
* @ e

an epithet applied to a calf, see J.ac.

J-3-(§, M.A., Msh, K) and "J.: (S.M. b.

K). A sixth part; ($, M, A, Mgb, K;) as also

W.*, ($, Mab, K.) a form used by some, like

as one says -s and re:e: (S:) pl. J-3-i. (M,

M.B.T.A.)- [Hence, app., the saying, *

4-3- & £i. which see expl. voce J.-:)

• * /

[L-l- as meaning Six and six together, or six

at a time and six at a time, seems not to have

been heard: see 3:. But Freytag mentions

J-44 as used by El-Mutanebbee for +..]

Jo: see the next paragraph.

Je:(Sh,S, M.K.)and 'J.,33,(Sh, M.K.)

As used to say the latter, (S,) A [garment of the

kind called] clási. . (M.) or a club, (S,M,

K.) or any garment, (Sh,) of the colour termed

#4. [here app. meaning a dark, or an ashy,

dust-colour]. (Sh, S, M, K.)= And the former,

(K) or the latter, (M,) Smoke-black of fat; or

lamp-black; syn. &#. (M, K.)

* , ,

J.-- see U-- : - and see U-34

Also The tooth that is before that called the

Jú; (§, K.) after that called the age; (M,

L.T.A.) as also 'J'. (S,K) masc. and fem,

because the fem. names of teeth are all with 3,

except J.3- and -- and J. (S3) the pl.

(of the former, S.) is J.: and (ofthe later, §

J--- (S. K.) You say, of a camel, 4-3- Usall

and "4:… [He cast his tooth called the U-3

and U--J (A.) – And hence, (Mgh,) A

camel, (M, A, Mgh, Mgb,) and a sheep or goat,

(M, TA,) casting his ---, (M, A, TA,) or his

tooth that is after the age; (Mab3) i.e., in the

eighth year; (A, Mgh, Mgb;) as also "...:

(A, Mgh, TA:) masc. and fem.: (M, TA:), or a

sheep or goat six years old : (S, K:) pl. J.4%

(M.) A poet, (S,) namely, Mansoor Ibn-Misjáh,

speaking of a fine for homicide, taken from among

selected camels, (TA) says,

* * de *

* &#3 5:1 –ius (+ -iù. *

• * * • • • • 6 J w * *

" *-12 J''' (= " :

[And he went round about, as the collector of the

poor-rate went round about, amid them, preferring

certain of them, among the nine-year-old and the

eight-year-old camels]. ($, TA)= Also A sort

*

of measure, or a sort of**, [in some copies of

the K J.'" &- +4, and in others and in

the O*** c- -->] (0, K.) with which

dates are measured. (O.)=U-- in the saying

--- --- 4:1 S is a dial. var. of ---,

q. v. (S.) *

6 o' - d. 6 * d = j/

U-2-A- and ā-ā- : see J.:

3 -

s G-4, applied to a garment of the kind called

J'il, (§, 4, K.) Six cubits in length; (A, K;) as

also "J-- (S, A, Msb, K.)- Also [as

meaning Six spans in height, said to be] applied

# a slave. (Mgb in art. U-sá-.) [But see

J-(+)- [Also A word composed of six

letters, radical only, or radical and augmen

tative.]

Jet. [Sirth]; fem, with s. (S,K, &c.) See

also

fem.

to the same rules as# 3-0 and its fem, expl.

in art. <-15, q.v.] -

*", in art. --, - Lºs J.20, and the
• * > * * * • -

5-> ā-2'-', meaning Sirteenth, are subject

6 y o y

U--> : see art. U-A". *

6 * ~ *

U---> A thing composed of six layers or

strata, or of six distinct fascicles or the like.

(TA in art. & J.J. [See also J-4-4, below.])

-[Heragonal; a hexagon.] - A verse com

posed of six feet. (M.)

Jo: A rope composed of six strands. (M.

in art. --J.)

&

#: a dial. var. of $34, (K,) which is the

more common. (TA. [See the latter.])

&: : see what follows.

* * * *

#: a dial var. of #3:... [q.v.]; (TA;)

as also# , (L and TA in art. &sj}) and

W&: and &#: signify the same [as dial. vars.

of£2]. (TA.)

***

2.43-, (M,TA) infin. Cia:, (TA) He

cut it in pieces; namely, a camel's hump. (M,

TA.)

4. –5.x. It (the night) became dark; (S, M,

K;) accord. to some, after the 2-a- [app. as

meaning the first part thereof; or about the

half; or a great, or the greater, part]: (M :)

or let don’n its curtains, and became dark : and

-$2.51 and J.A:l signify the same. (AO, TA.)

–And>il J.A.) The people, or party, entered

upon the [period of the night called] as.…. (M.)

-And -j-. He slept; (AA, K, TA;) as also

J2jl. (AA, TA.)- And f His eyes became

dark by reason of hunger or age: (K, TA:) said

of a man. (TA.) - Also, said of the daybreak,

or dawn, It shone : (S, K, TA:) [thus,] as AO

says, it has two contr. significations. (TA.)-

And He lighted the lamp : (# :) or one says, in

J & * d

the dial. of Hawázin, 135-1, i. e. 5*-1 [Light
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we a lamp, or with a lamp]; from £1. (S,

TA :) or one says in that dial., ū 5334, i. e.

b: [They lighted for us a lamp, or with a

lamp]. (M.) - Also He moved anay or aside

[in order that the light might enter a place].

(K.) When a man is standing at a door or an

entrance, one says to him, --i, i. e. Move thou

anay or aside from the door, or entrance, in

order that the chamber, or tent, may become

light. (AA, TA. [See also the last sentence of

this paragraph.])-[In all of these senses, per

haps excepting one, it is intrans.: in others,

trans.]= You say of a woman, guilt -j-",

(S, TA) and A-1, (TA) She let down [the

head-covering, and the veil, or curtain]. (S, TA.)

-And3: J.A.! He raised [the veil, or cur

tain]. (K.)—one says also, Aşı --> Open

thou the door, or entrance, in order that the

chamber, or tent, may become light. (S.)

* * * 6 *

J33, see #32, in three places.—Also The

night. (S, TA.)- And The daybreak, or danºn:

(AA, S, K:) and the advent thereof: (Fr, S, K:)

and the n'hiteness of day. (TA.)= Also A enve:

(Ibn-'Abbād, K:) or such as has a blackness like

that of night. (TA)- And -i- -i- is 4

call to the enve to be milked. (K.)

6 * @ e.

āşJ. : see the next paragraph.

#: and "#: i, q, "J., (As, S, M.K.)

as meaning The darkness, (As, S, K,) in the dial.

of Nejd, (As, S,) or of Temeem; (K;) or as

meaning the darkness of night; or, as some say,

after the s [which here app. means the first

part of the might; or about the half; or a great,

or the greater, part]: (M:) and also as meaning

the light, (As, S, K, and M in explanation of the

first word,) in the dial. of others, (AS, S,) or of

Keys: (K:) thus having two contr. significa

tions; (S, K;) or the darkness and the light are

called by one and the same name because each of

them comes upon the other: (K:) or the first,

(S, M, K,) and second, (K,) the commingling of the

light and the darkness, (S, M, K,) as in the time

betnceen the rising of the dann, (S,) or as in the

time between the prayer of the dann, (M,) and

that when the sun becomes white, (S, M,) accord.

to some, as is said by A’Obeyd; ($;) or, as

'Omárah says, the first signifies darkness in which

is light, of the former part of the night and of

the latter part thereof, between the redness after

sunset and the darkness and betneen the danºn

and the prayer [of the dann]; And Az says that

this is the correct explanation: (TA:) and the

first and second, a portion of the night: (M, K:)

or the first, a remaining portion ofthe night: (Ibn

Habeeb, TA:) or the first of five divisions of the

night: (TA in art. -- see #34, Voce 34-)

and the first, (K, TA,) i. e. with, Jamm, (TA,)

or the second, (CK) as also "J., the black

nes of night; (k) the pl.of the fir's
as in the saying of 'Alee, J: -i.X: &#=

I removed from over them the darknesses of night:

(TA) and the pl. of "J. is Jū. (M,
J. 6 * * * 6 y o os.

TA.) You say also, * 3- *** is: <:
* * * *

! I san, the blackness of his body, or form, from

a distance. (TA.)= Also the first, A door, or

an entrance: (M, K.) or its 5: [i.e. vestibule,

or porch, &c.]: (K:) and a sort of covering over

a door to protect it from the rain. (K,"TA.)

-is- [a pl. of which the sing, is app. ---,

like -:43, The corporeal forms or figures or

substances of men or other things which one sees

from a distance: (K:) accord, to Sgh, (TA,)

correctly with L: : (K, TA:) but the truth is,

that they are two dial. vars. (TA.)

-i- A camel's hump : (S:) or a camel's

hump cut into pieces: (M, TA:) or pieces [or

slices] of a camel's hump : (Ham p. 258:) or the

Jat of a camel's hump : (M, K, and Hamp. 257:)

[or a very fat hump of a camel: (Freytag, from

the Deewan of Jereer:)] pl. -à- and -ić
(TA.) • •

#3- A veil, or covering; a thing that veils,

conceals, covers, or protects: whence the saying

of Umm-Selemeh to 'Áisheh, (O, K, TA,) when

she desired to go forth to El-Basrah, (TA,)

33-* 35 i.e.#. *i. e. G.4%*i

[i.e. ašić-* (JM in art. 4-2) Thou hast

rent open his veil, or covering, meaning the Pro

phet's, as is shown in the TA]: (O, K, TA:) or

thou hast removed his veil, or covering: (O, TA:)

or thou hast removed his veil, or covering, from

its place, to n'hich thou wast commanded to keep,

and hast placed it before thee: (O, K, TA:) but

the saying is also related otherwise, i. e.-:

3-, mentioned before [in art. -ás-l. (TA.)

One says also, <!-- &#3 4:3, meaning Such a

one quitted his veil, or covering, and came forth

from [behind] it. (TA.)

* * > *

v.5-l, as an epithet applied to night, Dark,

(M, [as also -i-...,]) or black. (K.)

J. Dark: [like -: :] and also light :

having two contr. significations. (M., T.A.) -

And Entering upon the [period called] as:

(TA.)

* * * * *, * *

J.A. Lel. A camel's hump cut into pieces [or

slices]. (M.)

+ d e s , *

-is- -eta-a- A veil, or curtain, let don’n.

(TA.)

J.

1. 3., aor.”, (§, M, Mgh, Mob, K.) and 2,

(M, K) infin. J., (§, M, Mgh, Mgb.) He let

it loose, let it don'n, lonered it, or let it fall; (S,

M, K;) namely, his garment, (S, M,) and hair,

(Fr, M, K,) and a veil, or curtain; (M;) and

43. signifies the same; (Fr, TA;) as also

*4-1; (M, K3) or this latter is a mistake;

(Mgh; [but this the author asserts because, he

says, he had searched through books without

finding it except in the “Nahj-el-Balāghah;”])

not allowable; (Mgb;) and the former signifies

he let it don'n, or let it fall, namely, the garment,

nithout drawing together its tryo sides: (Mgh,

Msb:) or, as some say, he thren, it upon his head,

and let it loose, let it down, or let it fall, upon his

shoulders: (Mgh:) and he let it don'n, or let it

fall, namely, hair, not -** [i. e. made recur

vate at the extremities], nor tied in knots: (Lth,

TA:) and one says also, 4: J% changing the

J- intoj (Sb, M.) The J: that is forbidden

in prayer is The letting donn one's garment with

out drawing together its two sides : or the envelop

ing oneself neith his garment, and putting his arms

within, and boning the head and body, and pro

strating oneself, in that state; as the Jews used

to do; and this applies uniformly to the shirt and

other garments: or the putting the middle of the

55, [or waist-nrapper] upon the head, and letting

fall its too ends upon one's right and left, with

out making it to be upon his tryo shoulder-blades.

(TA.) *::= &: <<e J. is said in a trad.

[as meaning He made the end of his turban to

hang don’n betneen his two shoulder-blades].

(Mgh.). And one says also, L's 543 "J3

s: '9 *::le, [meaning He let his hair fall donn

abundant and long upon his shoulders and his

mech] infn. J-e-5. (Ish, T.A. (see its pass.

part. n., voce J.-:)-Also, aor. 2, (M, K,)

inf n. as above, (TA,) He slit it, or rent it;

namely, his garment. (M, K.)- And es' J

33:1, (O, K.) inf n. as above, (TA,) He went

anay into the countries, or provinces. (O, K.)

2 : see 1, last sentence but two.

4: see 1, first sentence.

5: see the next paragraph.

7. U-3 [and accord. to Freytag V J.-: also,

but he names no authority for this, and I have not

found it in any MS. lexicon, but it is agreeable

with analogy as quasi-pass. of 2,] It was let

loose, let don'n, lonered, or let fall; said of hair

[&e.] (MA, KL)– And3: J-1 He was

somen'hat quick, or made some haste, running;

like J-31; the , and U being app. interchange

able. (Harp. 576.)

Q. Q. 1. J33- He (a man) had long mus.

taches, (IAar, TA) or he had a long mustache.

(AS, K.)

J: and 'J:- [the former written in a copy

of the M U.A.", but said in the K to be with

damm,] A veil, or curtain: pl. [of mult.] J.
6 - of 6 * o

and [of pauc] J.: (M, K) and Já'í (K.)

In a verse of Homeyd Ibn-Thowr, as it is related
J wo

by Yaakoob, U5-ji is used as a sing., because

it is of a measure which is [in some instances]
• J. > -

that of a sing, such as J-24:1, meaning a sort

of garment: but others relate it differently, saying

J.", which is correctly a sing. (M.) [See

also&:

J- A string of gems or jenels: (S:) or a

string of pearls or large pearls, reaching to the
6 * * 6 o ż

breast: (M, K:) pl. U5-. (S.)- See also U.A.

J: An inclining. (M.K.) [See J.C.]
s & - -

L.", of the measure Glas, an arabicized
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word,originally,in Pers., a 2 a... [“three-hearted”],

as though it were three chambers in one chamber

(< J &#####), like the 9: 3'
[i.e., I suppose, “like the garment of El-Heereh

with two sleeves;” app. meaning that it signifies

An oblong chamber with a wide and deep recess

on either hand at, or near, one extremity thereof;

so that its ground-plan resembles an expanded

garment with a pair of very wide sleeves: in the

present day, it is commonly applied to a single

recess of the kind above mentioned, the floor of

which is elevated about half a foot or somewhat

more or less above the floor of the main chamber,

and which has a mattress and cushions laid

against one or two or each of its three sides].

(S.) [Golius explains it, as on the authority of

the S, (in which is nothing relating to it but what

I have given above,) thus: Pers. *- Seu

©e • - 6 & d

• *, *, q.3-.]

J.-- The thing [or hanging] that is let don'n,

or suspended, upon the [kind of camel-vehicle for

women called] £35°. (S, O, K:) pl. [of mult.]

J.: and J:13. and [of pauc.] Já'í : (S, O:)

the first of which pls. is expl. by As as meaning

the pieces of cloth with which the C25* is covered;

as also 34. (TA.) - Also A thing [app. a

hanging or curtain] that is extended across, or

siden'ays, (-34.) in the space from side to side

of the [tent called] 4: (#1 * (#): and

(some say, M) the curtain of the aís-- [or bridal

canopy, &c.,] of a woman: (M, K:) pls. as

above. (TA.)

* ** * • O - -

U-A-", or J: (accord. to different copies

of the S,) A certain bird, that eats [the poisonous

plant called] U+ [generally applied to the common

wolf's-bane, aconitum napellus]: on the authority

of El-Jāhidh. (S.) [See also art. U.A.--.]

Js:- The mustache. (S, IAar, K.) You say,
J., - d - * - ~ * * > *

433. Jue, (A5, K,) or "S23-, (IAgr.) His mus

tache, or mustaches, became long. (A5, IAar, K.)

J: Xé An inclining penis : .(M.K.) pl.

[by rule J., but it is said to be] J., i.e. like
* f *

-->. (K.)

6 - e.t.

U-2 andJ: : see what follows.

J.: Hair let loose, let don'n, lonered, or

let fall: (S) or lank, or long, and pendent;

(M, K;) as also"J: (TA::), or abundant

and long, (Lth, TA) and so "J:, (Ish, TA)

falling upon the bach. (Lth, TA.)

A-A*

1.2%, (S, M, K,) aor. *, (K,) inf. n. >~,

(S, M, K,) He repented and grieved: (S:) or he

was, or became, affected neith anxiety: or with

anxiety together with repentance: or with nrath,

or rage, together with grief (M, K.) [Hence,]

one says, 9% S.X- $ 2.4 4 U. [He has no

object of anxiety nor of repentance and grief

except that: or this saying may be from what

next follows]. (#)--..." ---, aor, and

inf n, as above, He desired the thing vehemently,

eagerly, greedily, very greedily, or excessively; han

hered after it, or coveted it; and he was, or became,

devoted, addicted, or attached, to it: (TK:) [but

these meanings of the verb are perhaps only inferred

from the saying that] ><il is syn. with J.-1.
w * * * - d.

and J.' coul, (M.K. in the CK3:) and

&#91. (TA.) Hence the trad, 331 -jū- 3.

*: &: 5% #1 J* <<3 * [To whom

soever the present state of existence is the object

of his anxiety and of his eager desire &c., God

places his poverty before his eyes]. (TA.) =

And A-, [i. e. ---, as is indicated by the form

of the part. "...", andby: as an inf. n. used

in the sense of that part. n.,] said of water, It

became altered [for the worse] by reason of long

standing, and overspread with [the green sub

stance termed] --, and choked with dust

and other things that had fallen into it.

(A, TA)= [And ... said of a stallion, He

was nithheld from covering: so in the Deewan

of Jereer, accord. to Freytag: it is said of a

stallion-camel: see X-.]=::=l J, #3L-3

#9 (The length of time that had eloped
since the coming thereto of the drinkers] altered

the water [for the worse]. (A, TA.) - And

*Gl >< He shut, or closed, the door; syn.

#: (IAar, M, TA;) in the K, erroneously,

4%. and so 4.i. (TA.) = See also2-.

2.22: [inf n of 23-] The binding, or

closing, the mouth of a camel [with a muzzle;

i.e. the muzzling ofa camel: see the pass, part. n.,

below]. (KL.)

• * *

[4. 22:1, said of water, It was prevented from

flowing by dust and wind: so in the Deewan of

Jereer, accord. to Freytag.]

7.*# A-A-5) The galls, or sores, on the

back of the camel became healed. (K, TA.)

© 6 p. - • © •

A-, as a sing epithet: see A.A.", last sentence.

It is also a pl. of>4. (M, TA.)

* * *

>3 inf n of 2.... (S, M. K. [See 1, first
• s -

four sentences.]) - See also.A.A.", in two places.

23: see the latter half of the next paragraph.

2. [is a partn. of...; and is also app. used

as an imitative sequent toX4). You say [X

and] "...au and "343. (M, K, TA) meaning

Repenting and grieving : (TA:) or affected with

anxiety: or with anxiety together nith repent

ance: or with wrath, or rage, together neith

grief (M, K, TA:) and X-32-, in which one

is used as an imitative sequent to the other; and

X20 ">", and &: "3:... [app. in like

manner.]X: being seldom used without33:1 :

(TA:) or [A*- -**, and] ">u. -->b, and

"&#3 & 4:3; in which one is said to be an

imitative sequent to the other: (S:) or, accord.

to IAmb, *>u. in the phrase X20X- J4%

means, as some say, altered [for the worse] in

-•

intellect in consequence of grief; fromX: #le,

i.e. “water that has become altered [for the

worse]:” or, as others say, grieving, not able to

go nor to come. (TA.) You say alsoX- J%

A man affected with wrath, or rage. (S, TA.)

–And X- 3× Affected with amorous, or

passionate, desire, in a vehement degree. (AO,

|K) – And in like manner, (TA) - J-5

(S, M, K) and "... [which is an inf n used as

an epithet] and ">,4- and *X: (M, K) A

stallion [camel] excited by lust for the female:

(S, M, K:) or one that is sent among the she

camels, and that brays amidst them, and, when

they have become excited by lust, is taken forth

from them, because n:hat he begets is disesteemed;

(M, K, TA;) therefore, when he is excited by

lust, he is shackled, and pastures around the

dwelling; and if he attacks the she-camels, he is

muzzled: (TA:) or one that is in any manner

debarred from covering; (K;) or the last two

epithets have this last signification. (M.)- And

3.2% #ü An old and weak she camel. (AO,

(TA)=2... f. and X- and "X: (M,K)

and "X-(K) and 'X,* (M.TA) and 'X,4

and "... (TA) i. i. 34: [i. e. Water filled

up, stopped up, or choked up, with earth or dust;

or into n'hich the dust has been snept by the

wind]: (M: [in the K and TA, erroneously,

3:) pl. 2: [a pl. of paue] and X3- (a

pl. of mult]; or the sing, and pl. are alike; (M,

K;) [i. e.] you say is: # andX-, applying

pl. epithets to a sing. noun; (Z, TA;) as well as
6 * * * * *

Al-A-l ole" (IAmb, TA, and Ham p. 102) and

X- (IÁmb, TA) meaning waters altered [..for

the worse] (IAmb, TA, and Ham ubi supra) in

consequence of long standing, and soX: (Ham:)

this last is pl. of "X,+2, as also...: (M, TA:)

[and each of these two is also used as a sing.;
o d 4 saw * r *

i. e.] you say also "L.A. # =; and * >3.

meaning a well filled up, stopped up, or choked

up, with earth or dust; or into which the dust

has been sncept by the wind: (S, K, TA: [in the

CK, #3: is erroneously put for is: :]) or

into which varieties of small rubbish, and dust,

or small pebbles, whirled round by the wind, have

fallen, so that it is nearly choked up: (Lth,

TA:) and "X: it is expl. as meaning water

that has become altered [..for the worse]: (IAmb,

TA:) *23-4, also, applied to water, signifies the

same as X. (M.K.) and so does "X-3:

(TA:) [or " the former of these, so applied,

prevented from flowing by dust and wind. (Frey

tag, from the Deewan of Jereer.)]

* f is

_2.J., as a sing epithet: see the latter half of

the next preceding paragraph, in three places. It
6 d -

is also a pl. of 2.5.x.". (M., T.A.)

... • O = 6 •

duo- : see A-, second sentence, in three

places.

6 * *

–25- and>: See>~, in the latter half of

the paragraph; the former word, in two places.

X- : SeeX-, in the latter half of the para
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graph. = Also Mist; syn. *: or such as is

thin. (M, K.)= And i, q =#13:= (K)[app.

as meaning Remembering God, or celebrating

Him, much, or frequently: for SM adds], hence

the saying,

ū: 5 & 3:45

[app. They remember not, or celebrate not, God,

othernise than doing so much, or frequently:

from which it seems that one says, 31 "...,

inf n. X-, meaning He remembered, or cele

brated, God, &c.]. (TA.)=And i. q. -->5 [Fa

tigue: but I incline to think that this explanation

is a mistranscription]. (TA.)

* *

45 ° * * •

LexU- : see A.A.", second sentence, in four places.
•

s & - a s

A-A* : See>~, in the former half of the para

graph.- Also A camel left to pasture by itself

(K, TA) around the divelling. (TA.) – And A

[camel of generous race, such as is termed]

&# having a muzzle put upon his mouth. (S.)

–And A camel having galls, or sores, upon his

back, and therefore exempted from the saddle

until his galls, or, sores, have become healed.

(K.) = See also e-A", last sentence, in twoplaces. •

• * de * *

Lež-e: see A.A.", in the former half of the

paragraph:= and again in the last sentence.-

Also A door shut, or closed. (TA.)

J-A

1. &% (S, L, K,) aor. 4, (S, L,) inf n. &:

and #13-, [or the latter, accord. to the Msb,

seems to be a simple subst.,] He acted as minister,

or servant, of the Kaabeh, and [so in the S and

L, but in the K “or”] of the temple of idols;

(S, L, K;) and performed the office of door

keeper, or chamberlain. (K.) [And] £81 &&.

aor. *, inf. n. &: has the former meaning.

(Mgb.) A’Obeyd says, (L) a's #13- signifies

The ministry, or service, of the Kaabah, (Mgh,

L.) and the superintendence thereof, and the

opening and loching of its door. (L.) The

aśā- and the 49 (Q. v.] belonged to [the family

named] Benoo-'Abd-ed-Dar in the Time of Ig

norance, and the Prophet confirmed it to them

in El-Islám: (§, L:) [in the first age of El

Islám,] the āl- of the Kaabeh belonged to the

sons of 'Othmán Ibn-Talhah [of the family of

Benoo-'Abd-ed-Dār]. (Mgh.) #13 it signifies

[also (L)] £--" [which seems to be properly

a subst., meaning The office of door-keeper, or

chamberlain, but here seems, from the context, to

be used as an inf n., meaning the performing

that office]: you say, **, aor, as above, [app.

meaning He acted as door-keeper, or chamberlain,

to it, namely a temple, or for him :] (M, L:) or
Joe e • 6

45.4-, inf. n. #14, signifies he served it, or him.

(MA)=43: 3-, (S, L, K.) and £1, (S,

L.) aor. - and *, (K.) He (a man, S, L) let

down, or lonered, his garment, (§, L, K.) and

the curtain, or veil, (S, L,) and3: the hair;

like 43. [which is held by some to be the

original, the c being held by them to be a sub

stitute for J.: see 34-l. (Fr, TA in art. J.-)

&: see what next follows, in two places.

&:- (L, Msb) or "&: (so in a copy of

the M.) or "&a, and "3143, (K) as also

"&", (AA, L. K.) A curtain, or reil (AA,

M, L, MSb, K:) [like J.A. and U.N. :] pl. of the

first (L) or.second (M) (and app, of the last

also, like as U.A.M is pl. of J.- or U.N. and also

of J.-- 3.3% in which the c) is said by

some to be a substitute for U: (M, L:) or
6 * of

Ul-A-1 is a dial. var. of J.C. signifying the

J× of the [hind of camel-vehicles for wo

men called] C2'>; (S, L;) [i. e.,] accord.

to ISk, it signifies the pieces of cloth with

which the cs: * corera, (L;) as also&- ;

(A5, TA voce J2-3) and its sing is [c/49-,

like J.-, or] "J.J. (L. [The last word is

there thus written, in this instance, with fet-h.])

6 * *

U-> see the next preceding paragraph.

s * *

Ul- :

&*: See &:--Also Fat, as a subst.

(AA, L, K) – And Blood. (K) – And

Wool. (K.)

#13- Ministry, or service. (Msb.) [And

particularly The ministry, or service, and super

intendence, of a temple of idols; and afterwards,

of the Kaabeh : see 1.]

öst. A minister, or servant, of the Kaabeh,

(S, Mgh, L, MSb, K.) and [so in the S and L,

but in the K “or”] of the temple of idols; (S,

L, K;) and one who performs the office of door
© e > *

keeper, or chamberlain: (K:) pl. a...: (S,

Mgh, L, Msb, K:) or #3. signifies the door

keepers, or chamberlains,(~, (pl. of---.])

of the House [of God, i.e. the Kagheh]; and

the intendants of the idols in the Time of Igno

rance; the latter being the primary application:

(M, L:) but IB says that there is this difference

between the co- and the ---, that the latter

precludes, and his license to do so belongs to

another; whereas the Úst. precludes, and his

license to do so belongs to himself. (L.)

5- and us."

1. * **, (M) or '', (K) [aor.

3:4) inf n. 3:4, (S, M, K.) He stretched

forth (S, M, K) his arms or hands, or, as when

said of a camel, his fore legs, (M,) or his arm or

hand, or his fore leg, ($,K, TA) <! [tonards

him or it], (CK) or tes". 5-3 £owards the

thing], like as do camels (J.'' 5-3 to:-) in

their going along; (TA;) as also V (8-1, (M,

K, TA,) in [some of] the copies of the K (4-1,

but the former is the right. (TA.) You say of a

man, ..., 3.01".2: He stretched forth his arm,

or hand, tonards a thing : and of a camel, ...,

inf n. 3-, he stretched forth his fore leg in

going along: (Msps) or of she camel, <<,

(S, K.) aor. 5-5, inf. n. 3...", (S,) she went

with nide steps; (K;) or she stretched forth her

arms in going along, and went with wide steps:

and $34 #, &: 3: 3: ū. [How good,

or beautiful, is her stretching forth of her hind

legs, and her returning of her fore legs in her

going!]. (S.) See also J.--, (M,) or

2:4, (S,) 13& "3:..., (S, M.) He went, (M,)

or he goes, (S) tonards, or in the direction of,

such a thing; ($, M;) said of a man. (S.) -

3:- also signifies The going at random, heed

lessly, or in a headlong manner, without con

sideration, or without any certain aim, or object,

not obeying a guide to the right course, in

journeying; ($, M;) said in relation to camels

and horses. (M.)- Hence, (M.) £-g 3-,

(K) aor. 24.4 (TA) inf n. *, (M, TA)

He (a boy, or child,) played with walnuts, (M,

K, TA,) throning them into a hole; (TA;) a

dial. var. of '% ; (K;) or, accord. to the T, the

latter is of the dial. of children; (TA;) as also

"es-l, (M, K, TA) in [some of] the copies of

the K, erroneously, (4...l. (TA.) See also

i-32, in art. 3-2. = See also 5. =<

J39 The land was, or became, moistened by

much den, ($, Mgb,) either from the sky or from

the ground. (S.) And #! <-- The night

mas, or became, moist with much den. (M,"

TA)-3-3 &4, (S. K.) or £3, (M)

inf n. (s:... (TA) and "us:í (Mi) The

dates in the state in which they are termed ,-i,

or , [see these words,] were, or became, law in

their G29% [or bases, so as to be easily detached

therefrom], (§, M, K) and moist. (M.)

2 : see 4, first three sentences, in four places.-

* * *

-[Hence,] one says of honey, J: 4:-A-4

+ [The bees make, prepare, or produce, it].

(M.)- See 4, again, in two places. = See

also 5.

4 × 4-1 (S.M., K) and e-l, (S)

as also "43-, (K) infn. #23; (TA;) and

W*:: (K.) He set, or disposed, the warp

(L4-Ji) of the garment, or piece of cloth; (S,"

Msb, K, TA;) he made a warp (s-) fin the

garment, or piece of cloth: (Har p. 241:) or

**15- means he did so for another; and 7:13-3,

he did so for himself (M, TA.) [Golius explains

"es:- as signifying also “Oblivit telam viscosiore

aquá, ut cui mistus fuerit panis, quod fit roboris

conciliandi ergo;” as on the authority of the KL;

in my copy of which I find only its inf. n.,

#~, expl. as meaning the weaver's making a

warp in a garment, or piece of cloth (4-eta- 22 JG

*S*- U2,4-); and Freytag adds, as a significa

tion assigned to the same verb by Jac. Schultens,

“Cirris S. fimbriis ornavit vestem.”]-[Hence,]

one says, ls: 3.5 Wes:* (A in art.”)

Or use: (TA in that art.) [meaning + He com

mences things, or affairs, and completes them].

And<< U. X-ji + Complete what thou hast

commenced (S and% in art. Lo-J) of beneficence. .

($ in that art.)- Hence also, tão-2: US-l

i. 4. 4-3 [i. e. He wove, or composed, or he

forged, a discourse betneen them]. (M, TA.)

And (*: U.5-li q.& [i.e. + He effected a
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rectification of affairs, an agreement, a harmony,

or a reconciliation, between them two]. (AA,

Az, K.)–And <1 us-- t He did a benefit to

him; as also 'cs:-.inf, i.e.: (K:) or

es- <! us-l, and ***3-,(M, TA, [thus

in the latter case, asks, not ag",]) or **'. US

tiss., (Msb) he did to him, or conferred upon

him, a benefit, benefaction, favour, or the like:

(M, Mgb, TA:) [app. from *: U.S.-l, and

$13.; and accordingly mentioned in the M in

art. Us"; or] it is from U.S.- [or rather 13-,

inf n. 3:..] as meaning “he (a camel) put for

ward his fore legs in going along;” for he of

whom one says 5: 9.3% [he did to thee good,
* 9 • e o e • of

like Wei- 4'-' (-4-4,] is as though he stretched

forth to thee his arm, or hand, ther with, ad

vancing: (Ham p. 696:) you say, à: U.S.-l,

meaning& 3 (i.e. he did? "ft, e.l. (Idem
p. 759.)- You say also,#: 9. <il. i.e.

+[I sought a thing, and] I attained it, or ob

tained it: [as though meaning I stretched forth

my hand to it and reached it:] if you do not
* * * * * *

attain it, or obtain it, you say, a -ss (S:) or

#3: signifies the attaining quickly. (KL.

[There expl. by the words J sup> 225: for which

Golius seems to have found in his copy U.S. 325;

for he has assigned to U.S.A.), as on the authority

of the KL, the meaning of cito incessit.])=

<!-- also signifies He left, let alone, or neg

lected, him, or it: (K:) he left him to himself,

uncontrolled, (M, Mob,) neither commanded nor
• d > of

forbidden. (M.) And, you say, es'! -3.3-l,

(AZ, T, S,) infin. :-), (AZ, T,) I left my

camels to pasture by themselves. (AZ, T, $.)=

-:) U.S.-l: see 1, last sentence.—J: U.S.-l

The palm-trees had dates such as are termed *.

(A5, T, S, K.) *

5. #3-5; see 4, first sentence, in two places.

*= Also He mounted it, or mounted upon it;

(M, K;) he was, or became, or got, Mpon it;

(S, M, K;) syn. **), (M, K,) and 55%; (S,

M, K;) namely, a thing. (M.) A poet says, (S,

TA,) namely, Imra-el-Keys, (TA,)

e i < * * * * * • * de • • * * * * * 2 * ~ * 47%

* - Us.” <-- Us: " -- * * *

[And when I dren, near, I got upon her, and a

garment I forgot, or neglected, and a garment I

mas dragging upon the ground: }: being for

# (STA) And #4 (se-for '-(or

$13.5 meaning as expl. above is mentioned in

the M in art. 3-), or it may be " es:- signi

fies [in like manner] sys. (TA)- And He

followed him, (K, TA,) and overtook him. (TA.)

-And He overcame, or overponered, him;

namely, a man. (TA.) And He conquered, or

mastered, it; namely, an affair. (TA.)

8. (4.x:-l: see 1, in two places. = Also, said

of a horse, He sneated. (K.)

3: int n of '33. ($, M, K.) Hence, 13.
lié 33- or Liè3: J &

2-3* c." Jú U.; 3-9. i. e. [The prince, or

commander, recited an oration, or a harangue,

33-3-4; see 1. And -a

&c., and ceased not to heep to] one prose
rhyme. (M.) l

es: of a garment, or piece of cloth, ($,M,

K, &c.,) The narp; (MA, KL;) contr. of ás-J;

(S, M, Mab.) i.e. (Mb [in the M “and it is

said to mean”]) the portion [or threads] thereof

extended longitudinally (M," Msb, K*) in the

neaving : (Msb:) and it is said to mean the

loner, or lonest, part thereof: (M: [but this is

a strange explanation, which I do not find else

where:]) it is said to be] from 3:1 (infn of

3-] signifying “the stretching forth the arm, or

hand, or the fore leg, towards a thing:” (Har

p. 241: [but it is mentioned in the M as belong

ing to art. U.S.A.; and its dual, mentioned below,
3 •

requires its being so.]) and '3-i, (M. K.)

also [and more commonly] written "&: (K,)

signifies the same; (M, K;) as also W i.; (S,

K;) or this last is the n, un, ofus-, (M, TA,)

having a more special signification, (Msb, TA,)

[as though meaning a narp, or a sort of narp;

or the 3 may be affixed for the purpose of assimi

lating the word to its contr.£, with which it

is often coupled:] the dual [of us- is cu.

(S, Mgb, TA:) and the pl. is #: (accord. to

thes) or #34. (Mb) 'sa-5, 4-, -iù.

[lit. Thou art neither a woof 7:07" a warp) is said

to him who neither harms nor profits. (TA. [See

alsoJ:J)—Hence, asbeing likened thereto, (M,

[see 2, second sentence,]) t Honey in its comb; syn.

+ or : (M, K, TA)—And A benefit,

benefaction, favour, or the like. (S, M, K, TA.

[See also the next two sentences.])- The night

den"; (S, M, Mab, K;) by means of which seed

produce lives: ($," Msb:) or, as some say, s:

and U.S.A. are syn. [and both applied to den in an

absolute sense]: and the pl. is #3:1. (M.)

And t Liberality, bounty, munificence, or gene

rosity; as being likened thereto; and so s:

(S in art. 2-4 and U.S.A.) [See an ex. in a verse

cited voce à:5).]= Green dates, (M, K,) with

their£ [or fruit-stalks]; (M;) as also

*#3.; (M, K;) of the dial of El-Yemen: n, un.

*#3, and "#33, (M, TA,) on the authority of

AA, and of Sh also, who says that they are of the

dial. of El-Medeeneh. (TA.) [See also the last

sentence of the next paragraph: and see ...]
* /

=Also sometimes used in the sense of U.S.A..

(S, K.) See this latter word.

... [originally &- Moist; applied in this

sense to anything. (AHn, M.)-And [parti

cularly] Moist with den, [or with night-den, or

nith much thereof,] applied to a place, (M.)

And you say #2- J: A. land moistArith much

night-den. (S, Msb.) And āz-A- al. A night

moist with much den: (M, TA:) the epithet

[...] is seldom applied to a day. (M, TA)

And :- & Dates in the state in which they

are termed £, (S, M, K,) accord. to As, when

they have fallen, (T, TA) that have become lar

tached therefrom], (As, T, S, M, K.) and moist:

(As, T, M.) one thereof [i.e. a 4-1 is termed

#2: (As, T, TA:) the 35% is the & of the

5: [or a-.#].
** * ** 6 p.

ā-A-, 5-, which is the same as

• 6 6 p.

(TA) You say also 2- - ,

and *#3: [expl.

above, voce es-l. (S.)

es: and 'us', (S, M, K,) the former the

more common, ($, K,) used alike as sing, and pl.,

(S," M, K,) Left, let alone, or neglected; or left

to pasture by itself or by themselves; (S, M, K;)

applied to a camel, (K, TA,) and to camels: (S,

K, TA:) you says: âû (TA) ands: J4.

(S, TA:) and 72- signifies the same [as a sing.

epithet]. (M, K.) s:3: 3i&#+4.

in the Kur [lxxv. 36], means Doth man think

that he is to be left to himself, uncontrolled,

neither commanded nor forbidden? (M.)

* * * * *

31.A.- : see U.S.A.", in three places: and see

also ...
*

#3-. * *

* * * * see U.S.A.", last sentence but two.

54." :

3 * -

5.x. A she-camel that stretches forth, and

jlings out, her fore legs in going along. (M.)

[See also su...]
f

3: & The pomegranate of Čaš, o

town near Zebeed. (K.)

st- Stretching forth the arms, or fore legs, in

going along, (M, TA) and wide in step; (TA)

applied to a.gamel: (M, TA:) and so 33-, (pl.

of the fem. A 2-, applied to she-camels: ($, K,"
3 -

TA:) [see also 5.x. :] or, accord. to the T, the

Arabs apply the term *** as a name for the fore

legs of camels, because of their stretching them

forth in going along; and then as a name for the

camels themselves. (TA) And su signifies also

Good in pace or going; applied to a camel ; and

SO 25. (TA)- See also es: =essul is

also used for U-2u-ji; ($, K, TA;) the U" being

changed into us. (TA) One says, Cat- &%ā

and ust. [Such a one came sixth]. (ISk, S voce

+. q.v.)

3 * * 3 of

U.S.--! and Us:-1:
See s:--The former

J - a * 3 * *

also signifies (4- *:: [like U-1: see this last

word, voce L-l. (AHeyth, K.)

(#3- A neaver's yarn-beam, or roller; i.e.,

as expl. by Golius, on the authority of Meyd, the

implement on which the weaver rolls the warp.]

* * 6 * @

U53'-'l: see st-", in art. 3-3

-j

#: A bag, or other receptacle, for travelling

provisions or for goods or utensils &c.; syn.

flee. (K.)

++, said to be an arabicized word, because

[it is asserted that] ...," and 3 are not combined in

in their Gula [or bases, so as to be easily de any Arabic word; [and if so, #: also, men

- - - -
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tioned above, is arabicized;] but in some of the

books on plants it is written with the unpointed

s: (TA;) i. 7 & #, (K) which is an ancient

Greek word, (TA,) [i. e. Tiyavov, meaning Rue;]

a well-known Ji [or kind of herb], (K) having

properties described in the medical books. (TA.)

3 - - • *

Celj. A seller of Plj- [or rue]. (K, TA.)

C

£1. and £30, mentioned under this head in

the O and K: see art. cal

4-8

[1. 54, accord. to the TA, has two contr.

significations: for it# there stated what ** One

say:£u- meaning 4:= and až- meaning

a:í:” and it is added that “it will occur again

soon:” but it does not again occur in that work,

nor have I found it in any other lexicon: I

therefore think that it is a mistranscription, for
2.so - 0 # 43 - 5 ** *

až»-i, first pers. of 3-1, q.v.]= 2-, (§, O,

Msb, K, &c.,) aor. 4, (MS,) inf. n. #~ (S, O,

K) and}2: [which latter, from the explanations

of it which will be found below, seems to be

generally, if not only, as an inf. n., that of*]

and 3. [which is also syn. with}2: in the senses

assigned to the latter below] ands: and #:

[which last may be also an inf. n. of "9:- expl.

by Freytag as syn. with 3. in the sense here

following, but without an indication of any au

thority], (O, K.) He, or it, rejoiced him; gl:

dened him; or made him happy; syn. 4-#:

(Msb, K:) [or made him to experience a plea

sure, or delight, and dilatation of the heart, f

which there was no external sign: see 22-,

below.] Andź, [inf n. 33% (see above,)] He

rejoiced; was joyful, or glad; or was happy:

(S, A,” K:) [or he experienced a pleasure, or

delight, and dilatation of the heart, of which

there was no external sign; accord. to an expla

nation of 2: :] you say, 43. and*: [He

rejoiced, nas joyful or glad, or was happy, by

reason of him, or it]. (A)-3-, (K,) aor. as

above, (TA,) also signifies He saluted him with

[the offering of what are termed] 5-1, i. e. the

extremities of sneet-smelling plants. . (K.) =

Also 3-, (S, M) aor, as above, infn.3, (S) or

:- (so in a copy of the M,) He cut his (a

child's)> or3-, i. e. navel-string. (S, M.) And

3. He (a child) had his navel-string cut. (K.)

–And %, aor. as above, He pierced him, or

thrust him, [with a spear or the like,] in his

: [or navel]: a poet says,

o e > d > * * * : *e of o . e. *-** * * * * * * * *

* - c, -s, lxx' cl: ***L* cul-ser-, *

[We pierce them in the navel if they advance;

and if they retreat, they are those who are pierced

in the podex; -: being for −). (S.) =

3.13-, aor, as above, inf. n. X-, He put a piece

of wood, (M, K,) or a little piece of wood, (S,)

in the interior of the Jūj [or piece of stick, or

Bk, I.

wood, for producing fire], (M.) or in its extre

mity, (S, K,) inserting it in its interior, (S,) in

order that he might produce fire with it. (S, M,

K.) One says,# # 335- Fill up the in

terior of thy Ajj, that it may produce fire, (AHn,

M.) for it is [norn] hollon. (S, K.)=3% [sec.

pers. <*] aor. 5-3, (IAar, $gh, L, K.)inf n.

;3% remarked upon by MF as extr., [though it

is agreeable with a general rule,] said of a man,

(TA,) He had a complaint of the 5. [or navel].

(IAar, Sgh, L, K.)- Also, aor. and inf. n.as in

the next preceding case, said of a camel, He

had the pain, or disorder, termed 3- [q. v.].

(IAar, M.)

2 so & e

2 : see 1, second sentence. = 45,4
in the

phrase #: &: I gave him, or caused him to

take, a concubine slave, doubly trans., is [said to

be] changed to £- for alleviation of the pro

nunciation. (Mgb.)= 93-, inf n.X-5, said of

water, It reached his 5. [or navel]. (K.)

3, 5-, inf n : and 5-, (S.M.) [He

spoke, or discoursed, secretly to him or with him ;]

he acquainted him with a secret. (M.) You say,

# es' 5- He spoke £cretly %. him. in His ear.

(§, K, TK.) And 3'-' (-lè a-- d'é

occurs in a trad., meaning He (Mohammad) used

to talk to him ('Omar) in a lon, voice, like him

who is telling a secret. (TA)-35' & is

The selling in nihich one says, “I will put forth

my hand and thou shalt put forth thy hand, and

if I produce my signet-ring before thee, it is a

sale for such a price; and if thou produce thy

signet-ring before me, for such a price:” if they

produce together, or do not both produce, they do

thus again. (Mgh.)

4, 5-, (S.M.A. Mg, Mb, 5)infn.:
(Msb;) [and accord. to the TA 2- ; but see the

first sentence of this art.;] He concealed it;

suppressed it; kept it secret; (S, M, A, Mgh,

Msb, K;) namely, a story, or the like: (A, Mgh,

Msb:) and, contr., he manifested it; revealed it;

published it; made it known. (S, M, Msb, K.)

Both of these significations have been assigned to

the verb in the phrase ăslăb% in the Kur

[x. 55 and xxxiv. 32]: (S:) some say, that the

meaning is They will manifest repentance: Th

says, they will conceal it from their chiefs: the

former [says ISd] is the more correct: (M:) the

former meaning is also given on the authority of

AO; but Sh says, I have not heard it on the

authority of any other; and Az says that the

lexicologists most strongly disapprove of the

saying of AO; and it is said that the meaning is,

they, the chiefs of the polytheists, will conceal

repentance from the lower class of their people,

whom they shall have caused to err; and in like

manner say Zj and the [other] expositors. (TA.)

In like manner also the two contr. significations

are assigned to the verb in the saying of Imra-el
3 * *

Keys, [in his Mo'allakah, G'+* 3:3- #,

which As used to quote with L', thus,&: 5

28° •

Us!…ie, meaning that they might publish, or

make known, my slaughter. (S.) You say also,
f * 6.- : * *

te:- 241 - He revealed unto him a story (S,

K) secretly. (T.A.) An ex. occurs in the Kur
• 23-- de : • * of

livi, 3. (TA.) And 333.jl 44' ×-l, and

52%-", I showed, or manifested, to him love, or

affection. (S.) " is said in the Kur [lx. 1],

#3:X: &:3–3, meaning, Ye reveal to them

the news of the Prophet by reason of the love that

is between you and them; the objective comple

ment of the verb being suppressed: or **** may

be an objective complement, the - being a re
• *, ** • * *

dundant corroborative, as in Auas-Ji j4-1 and
• • & •

as J.4-l: (Msb:) and this interpretation is cor
• * 6 - d.

rect; for 29-1 to a person necessarily implies

revealing a secret to him and at the same time
• * * ~ *

concealing it from another. (B)—ista, •24-12,

in the Kur xii. 19, signifies And they concealed,

or kept secret, his case, making him as an article

of merchandise: (Jel:) or they conjectured in

their minds that they should obtain, by selling

him, merchandise. (TA.) [See also an ex. voce

Jáš), in art. 3%).]- ā-still X-1, and a-Süü,

He recited the Fatihah [or First Chapter of the

Kur-án] secretly, or inaudibly: (Mgb:) or the

latter form of expression is a mistake. (Mgh.)–
** o e o 5 - - • • *

&£i also signifies - L'/ 4: [which may

mean either I attributed it to secrecy, or, like

many phrases of this kind, by inversion, I at

tributed to him secrecy, or mystery]. (Mgb.)

5. – and (5-3, (M.K.) and "X-1, (K.)

He took to himself a concubine-slave. (M, K,"

TA). And #4 #3, and #3, (S) and
** os - ed -

* 3:), (TA) I took to myself a girl, or

young woman, as a concubine-slave. (S,”TA.)

$: is [said to be] thus changed to &#,

(T, S, Mgb,) for alleviation of the pronunciation,

(MSb) on account of the three 2s following one

another, (T,) being like 4:3 and &#5.

(T, §.) Lth says that -- is a mistake; but

Az says that it is correct. (TA.) "J->

occurs in a trad, as signifying He took me to

himself as a concubine-slave; but by rule one

should say U.S.-, Or U-54; aS to "J"--,

it [more properly] signifies “He revealed to me

his secret.” (TA)-&# <: &%5: [as

though signifying Such a one took to himself the

daughter of such a one as a concubine-slave] is

said when a man of low birth takes as his wife a

woman or girl of high birth because of the

abundance of his property and the littleness of

hers. (M.)

6. bjū They spoke, or discoursed, secretly

together; acquainted one another with secrets,

(S, K.) [See also 3.]=& & jū 1 He ea

perienced pleasure, or delight, at that : as, for

instance, at his scratching a part of his body, or

pressing, or kneading, it; and at a thing disliked

by another person. (A, TA.) [But I am in some

doubt as to the correctness of this, and incline to

think that it is a mistake for *%-l.]

10.X- IHe, or it, became concealed; or he,

169
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or it, concealed himself or itself: (K:) it (a

thing, or an affair,) became hidden or concealed

or secret: (A, Msb:) it (the moon) became con

cealed (S, M, A, TA) by the light of the sun,

(TA,) [i.e. by its proximity to the sun,] for one

night, or for trvo nights. (AO,$)=5- JHe

took extraordinary pains in concealing it, or

keeping it secret. (TA)- See also 5, in four

places.-J: He revealed to me his secret.

(TA.)= See also 1; and see 6, last sentence.

3.

J. A man who rejoices, or gladdens, another;

or makes him happy; ($, K3) [and so *ju...]

fem. #4, with which "ju is syn. (Lh, M. K.)
3 - 3• * * *

You say - # Us: A man who treats with

goodness and affection and gentleness, and rejoices

&c., (S, K, TA) his brethren: (TA) pl. 325:

&x. (S, K.)

3 *

4- : - - © e d' * *

=It is also a contraction of x-, pl. of >>.

(Sb, M.)=Also, and "33", (S, M, K) and

*:::, (§, K, in the CK2:.) The navel-string

of a child; i.e. the thing that the midnife cuts

off from the navel (::) of a child; (§, K;) the

thing that hangs from the navel (::). of a new

born child, and that is cut off: or "3- signifies

the part that is cut off thereof, and that goes

* > 3 * • *

away: (M.) pl. (of)-, S, [or of ,- or:J)

#-i, (Yaakoob, S, M.K.) which is extr. (M)

one says, 9: &# & J: als <4% [I knew

that before thy navel-string was cut]: one should

not say 4: ; for the 5. is not cut. (S.) And

•-3 '':- L. iś3 &4. She brought forth

three [boys] consecutively, or one at the heels of

6 * > 5

see 32- : = and2-, last sentence but one.

another. (M.) [See also '...", last sentence.]

3- A secret; a thing that is concealed, or sup

pressed, (S, M, A, Mgh, MSb, K.) in the mind;

(TA;) as also *#): ($, M, A, K.) or the

former has the above-mentioned signification,

and the latter signifies a secret action, whether

good or evil: (Lth:) [and the former, also, a

mystery :] pl. of the former, 5-i, (S, M, A,

Mgh, Mob, K.) and of the latter,35. (S, A,

K.) It is said in a prov,3-*** U. [The

day of Haleemeh is not a secret]: applied to

anything commonly known: alluding to Halee

meh the daughter of El-Hárith the son of Aboo

Shemir El-Ghassānee; for, when her father sent

an army to El-Mundhir the son of Má-es-Sema,

she took forth for the soldiers some perfume in a

vessel (c.4%), and perfumed them with it. (S.)

[You say also, es:- 84% 3% He is the depositary

of my secret, or secrets.] The words of the Kur

[lxxxvi. 9] "33%" J: ** signify In the day

wherein the secret tenets and intentions shall be

tried and revealed: (Jel:) or by 31,-Ji is here

meant fasting, and prayer, and alms-giving, and

ablution on account of the pollution termed*.

(TA) [See also a verse cited in the third para

graph of art. Lāys.]- A thing that is revealed,

appears, or is made manifest: thus it has two

3 * 3 - -

contrary significations. (MF.)-3-Ji [for U-2

3:1, + The heart; the mind; the recesses of the

mind; the secret thoughts; the soul;] is a syn. of

**-all. (K in art. -4. [See also 59-J)

[*-: 5 + Weary not thy heart, or mind,

is a common modern phrase. And one says, of a
** • * * * *

deceased holy man, ow- at U-35 + May God

sanctify his soul.]-- also signifies Secrecy;

privacy; contr. of#%. ($ in art. Úls.) You

say#% 5- [Secretly and openly; or privately

and publicly]. (Kurii. 275, &c.)- Conceal

ment. (S.)- Suppression; ..": of &#!.

(Msb.) [So in the phrase W. L.A.& He spoke

neith a suppressed, or lon, coice; softly..] -

[One having private knowledge of a thing. You

say,]2.9 '3- &% + Such a one has [private]

knowledge of this thing. (TA.)- 1 The penis

(T, S, M, K) of a man: (T:) and 1 the vulva, or

external portion of the organs of generation, of a

woman. (K.) One says, £" Jä, ! The

tnopudenda met. (A.)-1 Concubitus. (AHeyth,

$, Mgh, K.)–: Marriage: (M, A, Msb, K.)

pl. £i. (TA.) You say, 5- ū33% 1 He

promised her marriage, she promising him the

same. (A.) So, accord. to some, in the Kurii.

235. (TA.)- 1 Plain declaration of marriage:

(K:) i.e., a man's offering himself in marriage

to a noman during her*: so expl. as occurring

in the Kurubi supra: (TA:) or a man's de

manding a noman in marriage during her *.

(Mujáhid.)- Adultery, or fornication: (AHeyth,

(K:) so, accord. to Aboo-Mijlez and El-Hasan,

in the Kurubi supra. (TA.) Hence the saying,

## * & J.' s : one does not hope for

filial piety from the offspring of adultery, or

ifornication. (TK.) – t Origin; syn. J£i,

(M, K;) as in the phrase j." 3:= 5: 2,4-3:

He is of generous origin, of much filial piety.

(TK.)- + The commencement, or first night, of

a lunar month: (K, TA:) or its middle; (K;)

app. meaning what are called -*" A:51:

(TA:) but Az says, I know it not in this sense.

(IAth.)-t The interior of anything; its heart.

(K) whence #1: and J: HTemia.

of the lunar month and of the night]. (TA.)–

The marron of anything. (TA.)- 1 The pure,

or choice, or best, part of anything. (Fr, M, K.)

You say, 5- *::::: ! I gave thee the pure, or

choice, or best, part of it. (A.) - 1 The pure,

or genuine, quality of race, or lineage: (S, A, K:)

its best quality: (S, K:) and the middle sort

thereof; (S;) and of rank, or quality, or the like:

(M.) as also "3% and "#. (M, K.) One

says,* 3- es: * ! He is of the best [in race

or family] of his people: (TA:) or of the middle

sort of them. (S.)- 1 The lon, or depressed,

part of a valley: (K:) the best, (S, K,) or most

fruitful, (As, M, TA,) part thereof: (As, S, M,

K.) as also '... (M, K) and "#" (As, S, M,

K) and ": (M, K.) or the last signifies the
3 -

middle of a valley: (S:) the pl. of D- is#- and

2: (M) and #-i, like as # is of& (S,) or

the last is pl. of '%, like as# is of Jiā;

(M;) and that of 7 55- is '%', (S,) or [this is

a coll. gen, n., and the pl. is] 3%. (M:) also

W 5- + the middle of a city: and #-i the middles

of meadows. (TA) And - # 1 Fift,

good, land; (M, K;) as also V#. (K,"TA.)

- Also t Goodness; excellence. (Mgb.)- Also,

*','!', (M.K.) and '-' (S.M.K.) and

"33-, (K) and "#", (S, M. K.) A line of the

palm of the hand, (M, K,") and of the face, (M..)

and of the forehead: (S, M, Mgh:) pl. (of 3-,

TA, or of "35", S) 5-1, (M, TA,) and (of the

same, K, or of'3", S, Mgh)#: (S, M, Mgh,

K;) and pl. pl., [i.e. pl. of: #4. (S, M,

(Mgh, K:) this last, accord. to AA, signifies the

lines in the forehead, from the shrivelling of the

skin; and its sing is *:::: (TA:) some also

apply the pl. #-i to plines, or streaks, of herbage;

as being likened to the lines of the hand and of

the face, but this is not of valid authority: (M:)

and #4 (as pl. of ##, which is pl. of ,-,

TA) also signifies the beauties of the face, and of

the cheeks, and of the elevated parts of the cheeks.

(K, TA)–:- c, -ăş54.3%, (K) and L'

3-13 *,3-, (K, TA) means Three children were

born to him, whose navel-strings were cut in a

similar manner, without any female among them.

(K. [see also:D

#: The navel; i.e. the place from which the

navel-string (; ) has been cut off (S3) the

small cavity, or hollon, of the belly, (M, TA,) in

the middle thereof; (TA;) what remains of the

> (M:) [see #: pl. 5: [in the CK erro

neously >] and +5. (S, K.) - [Hence,]

Jill 5- + [The navel of the horse,] the star, of

Pegasus, that is in the heady Andromela.

(Kzw.)- [Hence likewise] 5- also signifies

+A perforation in the middle of a jar such as is

termed as: [q.v.], in which is fired a tube of

silver or lead, whence one drinks. (Harp. 548.)

–And + The place where the water rests, in the

furthest part, of a watering-trough, or tank

(K, TA.)- See also 5-, in two places, in the

latter part of the paragraph.

> a subst. from 5t. [like its syn. s:

from *-ū, signifying Secret discourse, or a secret

communication, betneen two persons or parties].

(M.)= See also £" 39. =and #. last

sentence but one: =and #. in two places. =

Also A pain which a camel suffers in his5*>

[or callous projection upon the breast], arising

from a gall, or sore: (S," K.) or sores in the

hinder part of the 5)&ée of a camel, nearly

penetrating into his inside, but not mortal: or a

disease that attacks the horse: (M:) it is said by

Lth to be a pain in the navel; but Az and others

say that this is a mistake. (TA)- Also Hol

lonness of a spear-shaft [&c.]. ($, K.) [See:-il
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6.5 p. s

j-, see ..., last sentence but one: = and

*:::= It is also a pl. of: [G. v.] (S M,

Msb, K.)

* d : J. e. “ :

*- : see #1 39- : = and 3-, last two sen

tences, in three places: = and3-, in two places.

*= Also The coats, or coverings, and earth, that

are upon truffles; (S, K;) and ":- signifies the

same, (TA,) or the sand (K, TA) and earth and

coats or coverings (TA) upon truffles: (K, TA:)

here, and in some copies of the Tekmileh, for

it:=, is put assi: (TA) or both signify the

earth that is upon truffles: (M:) or the former

signifies the round clod of earth in nihich a

truffle gron's : (ISh, TA:) pl. of the former,

(Ish, S) and of the latter, (TA); i. (Ish,

S, TA.)

£1% and '59", (S.M.K.) but the latter

is not approved by the lexicologists [in general],

(Az) and '33. (S, M.K.) and "5*, (M) and

*2%: # (S) for '#' &c.], The last night of

the iunar month: ($, K.) or when the month is

trenty-nine, it is the trcenty-eighth night; and

when the month is thirty, it is the twenty-ninth

night: (Fr.:) or the night in which the moon

becomes concealed by the light of the sun: (M :)

sometimes this is the case one night, and some

times it is two nights. (AO, S.) [See also

###, WOce &# =#- is also syn. with

3-, in two senses: see j-, in the latter part of the

paragraph, in four places. *= It signifies also

[Dates in the unripe state in nhich they are

termed] "... [q.v.]. (K.)

35-5 see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places: = and 2-, last sentence but one, in two

så - -

places: = and 5-2.

;*: see what next follows.

* (S, M, A, Msb,) or *::::, when used as

a simple subst., (IAar, Sgh, K,) but this is strange,

and, accord. to MF, unknown,whet: as a simple

subst, or as an inf. n., (TA,) and *}. (M, Mgb)

and W#. and "#, (M,) Happiness, or joy,

or gladness; syn. &#: (M, K;*) contr. of 3- :

(S:) or dilatation of the bosom with delight, or

pleasure, wherein is quiet or tranquillity or rest

of mind, of short or of long continuance; whereas

# is dilatation of the bosom with delight, or

pleasure, of short continuance, transitory, or

fleeting, not lasting, as is the case in bodily and
* *

worldly pleasures; but P-55 is sometimes called

x', and yie: versă: (Er-Răghib, TA in art.

23:) or 22-, signifies pleasure, or delight, and

dilatation of the heart, of which there is no

external sign; distinguished from*. which is

cheerfulness, i.e., pleasure, or delight, or dilata

tion of the heart, which has a visible effect in the

aspect. (TA) = Also sing of "£, (TA)

which signifies The upper extremities of the

stems of plants. (K, TA.) See also 5-3.

** [A couch-frame; a bedstead: a raised

couch, or couch upon a frame: #. throne :] a

thing upon which one lies; syn. ae: (M,

K:) or a thing upon which one sits: (TA:) pl.

[of pauc] 5-i and [of mult]: ($, M, Msh,

K,) and some, for the latter, say 5% as more

easy of pronunciation, (S, Msb,) and make the

same change in other similar pls., (S) and he

who says :- [for #4, pl. of 3,4,] *:

for £. (Sb, M.) It is said to be derived from

is: because it generally belongs to persons of

ease and affluence and of authority, and to kings.

(MF.)- Hence, and as an appellation of good

omen, (Er-Răghib,) A bier, before the corpse is

carried upon it: (K:) when the £orpse is carried

upon it, it is called [U: and] jus-. (T.A.) –

[Hence, J-3 - £4 +[The bier of Benát.

Naqsh;] the seven stars that are upon the neck

and breast and two knees of the Greater Bear,

resembling a semicircle; [app. T, h, v, b, 6, e,

and f; (as in Freytag's Lex.;)] also calledJ#-l.

(Kzw.) - [Hence likewise] × also signifies

| Dominion, sovereignty, rule, or authority: and

ease, comfort, or affluence: (S," K..[in SOrne

copies of each of which, we find A.all in the

place of£il :]) and settled means of subsistence.

(M, TA) You say, ex- &= Jij : He ceased

to enjoy authority, or power, and ease, comfort,

or affluence. (A.) [See also an ex. in a verse

cited in art. Uää3.]- And f The part where the

head rests upon the neck: ($, M, K, TA:) pl.

5-i and %. (TA.) = See also* in two

places: = and 5-3.

* > * *

3,9-: see -, in the latter part of the para

graph, in three places. It signifies also + The

best of the productive parts of a meadow. (TA.)

-And hence, (TA,) + Pureness, choiceness, or

excellence, of anything: (M, K:) pureness, and

excellence, of race, or lineage. (S.) It has no

verb. (M.) You say, :* 3- 55- es: *

! [He is in the best condition, or mode, of life].

(A.) And 5% (£ 3 + She possesses superior.

ity over her. (Fr.)

59- and its pl.%. *:- first and fourth

sentences, in three places.– Also The heart, or

mind. (KL. [And so> q. v.]) And One's
3 a • • * *

inner man; syn. Lib-: opposed to āşşe and

Us!» [q. v.]. (T in art. ".)

5. Ampleness, or freedom from straitness, of

the means, or circumstances, of life; syn. #:

[or a happy state or condition;] contr. of £9-3;

(S) i.a. "#- and "#: [contr. of 54 and

#4]. (K.) - See also*: : - and see>

near the end ofthe paragraph.- Also i. 4. à-l:

[q.v.]. (TA.)

3 * 5

Uç- [rel. n. from 3-; Of, or relating to, any

thing secret: a secret, or mysterious, thing.—

And] A man who does things secretly: pl.
~ ā

J22-. (M.)
• •

63w "

à:- A concubine-slave; a female slave whom

one takes as a possession and for concubitus; (M;)

a female slave to whom one assigns a house, or

chamber, in which he lodges her, (S, K,) and

whom he takes as a possession and for concubitus:
3 o o

(TA) of the measure#, ($, M, Mgh, Mob)

from - as signifying “concubitus,” (S, M,” Mgh,

Mşb, K.) or as signifying “concealment,” because

a man often conceals and protects her from his

wife; (S;) altered from the regular form of a

rel. n., (S, M, Māb, K,) by its having damm [in

the place of kesr]; (S, Mgb;) for the rel. n. is

£ime thus altered, as in the instances of
6 p. •o is 3. * * • *d is J.

USA> from ja.wi and Us: from#: J:S :

(S:) or it is with damm to distinguish it from
6."

agº, which is applied to “a free woman with

whom one has sexual intercourse secretly,” (Msb,)

or “one who prostitutes herself.” (TA:) or it is

from £ in the sense of*::: because her owner

rejoices in her; (Akh," S," Msb;) and if so, it is

agreeable with analogy: (Msb:) so says AHeyth;

and this is the best that has been said respecting

it: (TA:) or it is of the measure#, from3-,

(M, Mgh,) the latter 3 being changed into Us

for euphony, and then the [other] 2 being incor

porated into it and thus becoming (; like it, after

which the dammeh is changed into a kesreh be
3 - -

cause the Us is next to it: (M:) the pl. is Üç9

(ISk, S, TA) and 9.; (ISk, TA;) the latter, by

poetic license. (Ham p. 304.)

63

ãº" A free woman with whom one has sexual

intercourse secretly, (MSb, TA,") or who prosti

tutes herself: (TA:) distinguished from #.

[q.v.]. (Msb, T.A.)

*: Intelligent; knowing; skilful; (S, M,

K;) entering much into affairs, (S, K,) by means

of his good artifices or artful contrivances. (TA.)

You say, Jú*:* IHe is one who manages

nell, or takes good care of property, or cattle,

(AA, M," K,” TA,) knowing what is conducive

to the good thereof (AA, TA.) And Úl 2*

ts": He is the knowing with respect to it. (T

in art. Us.) – A person beloved, or a friend; a

special, or choice, companion; (K;) as also

'#'. (TA)= Also The J: [or spun

thread, that has come forth,] of the spindle. (K.)

** * d tº -

5,2-)-; see the next preceding paragraph.

3 - 3

ju. ; and its fem., with 3: see -.

-- " - ** *

#!»": see #V-'.

3 - 5

J-1 An adventive; one abiding among a people

to whom he is not related; syn. J-3. (S, K.)

Lebeed says,

o y & * c 5 J) • * * * *

* -** we'll U-29 4-2
* * -- 3 - # e. • *

* *::- 95 - 9 U-> *

[And my grandfather, the rider of Er-Raqsha,

was of them; a chief, not an adventive, nor of

suspected origin] (S) = Also a camel having

a gall, or sore, in the 5,4→ [or callous projec

tion upon the breast]: ($:)" or having a pain

therein, arising from a gall, or sore: (K:) or

169 *
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having sores in the hinder part thereof, nearly

penetrating into his inside, ". not mortal: or

having the disorder termed -á, which is a

tumour in the breast: (M.) fem. #9-. (M., K.)
6 * > à - # * * * • - •

[See #..]-j-i jj A Jºj [or piece of stick, or

wood, for producing fire,] that has become hollow

[by near]. (AHn, S, M, K. [See 1, near the end
*** 6 -->

of the paragraph.]) And #1- 5us A hollow spear

shaft. (S, M., K.)

63.4 e s p *

5-3: see 254-.

s: • *

5- an inf. n. of 3. [q.v.] (S, O, K.)–

[And A cause of22*. i.e. happiness, or joy, or

gladness;] a thing whereby one is made happy,

or joyful, or glad: pl. 5-. (Mgb.)- See also

5.–Also, [perhaps as being a cause of plea

sure,] The extremities of sneet-smelling plants;

(M, O, K;) and so *::::: (O, K:) or the latter,

the upper hale: % the stems of plants; (Lth, M,

O; [but see 253.31) properly, the parts of a

lotus-plant that are concealed [by the water] and

are consequently succulent and soft and beautiful:

and *:**, the root, or loner part, of a lotus

plant, whereon it rests: (O:) or this last, the

pith of the lotus-plant; (M, K5) and so *%-:

(TA:) [accord. to Az,] 5-3. & signifies the

branch [or sprig of c-, [or of a sneet

smelling plant]. (T in art Us".)
63 -

5- An instrument in which one speaks se

cretly, like a* [i. e. a roll, or scroll] (S, K)

&c. (TA.)

32: Happy, or joyful, or glad; or affected

with 22:- [q.v.]. (S, TA.)= Having the navel

string cut. (TA, from a trad.)- And with 3,

applied to the kind of jar termed aíž, Having

o, 54, meaning a perforation in the middle, in

which is fixed a tube of silver or lead, whence one

drinks. (Harp. 548.)

* * * > *

ow-e J'é &#, I became acquainted with

his hidden, or secret, affair. (A, TA)

i

1. &#, (S. K.) aor. 4, inf n. 4-5 (S.T.A.)

and W -j-, inf n. #:5; (K;) said of the female

locust, (S, K,) and of the female of the [lizard

called] .3, (TA) [and of a fish, and the like,

(see 3:) She laid eggs: (S, K, TA:) and <-,

inf n. 2-, is a dial. var. thereof. (TA in art.

2-.) [And accord. to El-Kanánee, as cited in

the TA, it seems that one says also, of locusts

(2%), J: #. and 4: 5-.]—Also, each of

these two verbs, (K,) the former mentioned by

IDrd, and V the latter by Fr, (TA,) said of a

woman, She bore many children. (K.)

2: See above, in two places.

4. -j-, said of a female locust, [and app. of

a female of the lizard called .3, and a fish, and

the like, (see 5-)] She attained the period of

laying eggs. (S, K.)

:- and *#. (M,H) and *#- (K [for-£,

in the CK should be#3, referring to the second

form,]) and ':-, (TA, [accord. to which -c,

refers to the U- in the first and second, but this

I think improbable,]) or i- is with kesr [only,

i. e. V #-] , (S, K, [supposing that in the latter the

pronoun& Refers to #-, but accord. to the

TA it means à.191, so as to refer to 2- also,])

and most hold this to be correct, (TA,) The egg,

(S, K) or eggs, (M.) of the locut. (S, M.K.) and

of the [lizard called] -->, (M, TA,) and of.fish

(M, K, TA) and the like; (M, TA;) and 52

signifies the same, but is originally with "; (S :)

accord. to ’Alee Ibn-Hamzeh El-Isbahánee,
4fd

* #- and #- signify the eggs of the locust;

but some say, only when laid: accord. to Lth,

2- [app. 5-] signifies the eggs of the fish and the
& 4 J

like, as also #33-, [the former as a coll. gen, n.,

and the latter as its pl., agreeably with analogy;]

and one is called i- [app." #- as a n. un.,

£o

agreeably with analogy; or it may be *#-].

(TA. [See also #:- in art. 94- : and see &J)

s' ..
*

-

efe

3'-' :

** • * .

3)- : see 3-, in four places.
•

see the next preceding paragraph.

& •

see 3-, in two places.

is:- originally #- [q.v., voce 9-1-Also

A dust-coloured arrow: in this sense likewise

originally with *: thus expl. by 'Alee Ibn

Hamzeh. (TA.) [See also art. 3.-.]

#. A species of tree, of which bon's are made:

n. un, with 3. (TA.) [See art. US-.]

#34, applied to a female locust, (El-Isbahánee,

K) and to the female of the [lizard called] .3,

(Lth, TA) [and to a fish and the like, (see #3)]

Laying eggs: (El-Isbahánee, K,"TA:) or having

eggs in her belly; not yet laid: (Lth, K, TA:)

pl.#: (Lth, El-Isbahánee, K) and #. which

latter is extr. in form as pl. of a sing of the

meaSureJ*, (K) and #: [which is also extr.,

like* as pl. accord. to some of*]. (M.F.)

** a de s

#: C5 (S. K.) or #: (TA)4 and

containing 33- [meaning locusts' eggs]: (El

Isbahánee, S :) or abounding with locusts (K,”

TA) [or with locusts' eggs: for the explanation

in the K is ambiguous].

Quasi Ji- andci

J%-l a surname of [the patriarch] Jacob;

(Ksh and Bd" and Jel" in ii. 38;) also pro
J - e o 3 - 0

nounced J39-1, (Kh and Bd ibid.) and J39-4,

(Ksh ibid.) and UV-l, and J-49-l. (Bq ibid.)

-And the name of A certain angel; also pro

nounced &#9-1; in which the c is asserted by

Yaakoob to be a substitute for the U. (TA.)

[But the is more properly to be regarded as a

radical letter.]

*2)"

• * * s

1. -- aor. *, inf n. ~2% He went forth :

* * *

and he went anay. (M.) You say, *:S Js -",

(M, A, Mgh, Mob,) aor. as above, (M, Mgb,) and

so the inf. n., (M, A, Mgb,) He went anay [into

the country, or in the land]. (M, A, Mgh, Mgb.)

And *-i- & <- He went, or nent anay,

(A’Obeyd, M,) or, as some say, during the day,

(M.) for the accomplishment of his want.

(A’obeyd, M.) And J # 33 3: 34
as-39- [He goes, or goes anay, all the day,

accomplishing his wants]. (A.)–<- [or rather

Jºi L →-] also signifies He (a man) went

anay at random into the country, or in the land.

(Harpp. 448 and 511.) A poet says, (S,) namely,

Keys Ibn-El-Khateem, (TA,)

* >2)- >

[i. e. Whence hast thou gone anay at random?

for thou wast not one wont to go anay at

random :] (S, TA:) thus, -e-, as related by

IDrd: accord. to others, [-,-] with U4.

(TA)- J.' <-, aor, and infin. as above,

The camels n'ent anay into the country, or in the

land, going forth whithersoever they would: and

in like manner <- is said of a stallion [camel]:

(Az, TA:) or 3-, (§, K.) said of a stallion

[camel], aor, as above, (S,) and so the inf. n.,

signifies he repaired, or betook himself, to the

place of pasture: (S, A, K:) and Júl <-,

aor. 4, inf. n. +, the camels, or cattle, pastured

during the day without a pastor. (Mgb.)

à."* (A, Mgh, Msb,) aor. as above, (Msb,)

inf n. 23.5 (Mgh, Mobi) or <!-, [aor. "..]

inf n.* (M;) The nater ran (A, Mgh)

upon the surface of the ground: (A:) or floned;

as also " --1: (M:) [or the latter signifies it

ran sniftly: (see Harp. 586:)] and in like

manner one says of the ~5- [or mirage], +4.

inf n <, it runs. (AHeyth, T.A.) And
d •e •J. de • * • 6 * *

<!-, inf n. P-; and -v-, aor. *,

* *

© p * &“e :

<<=> <- Us"

Jeal

inf n. *::: The Úes [or source, or perhaps

t eye, (see +)] flowed; as also "-j-3:

so says Lh. (M.) And $5." -,-, aor. *, (S,

K) inf n : (S) The 99 for leathern
• *

water-bag] floned. (S, K.) And Ú- #3 g

The water came forth from the punctures made

in sening the skin. (TA.) [Or] +)- said of a

new [water-skin such as is termed] aş, or of a

33%, signifies It had water poured into it in

order that the thong [nith nihich it was sented]

might become moistened, so as to snell, and fill

up the holes made in the sening. (M)- See

also -i-, below.-[Golius explains ---, inf n.
6 * * *

&6-, as on the authority of the KL, as signify

ing “Ingressus fuit in rem, totum subivit implevitve

locum:” but this is a mistake, evidently occa

sioned by his finding &% explained in this

sense, instead of &-, the reading in my copy

of the KL.]=~ [as an inf. n.] is [also] syn.

nvithj: [signifying The sening of a skin or the

like] (Kr, K, TA. [In a copy of the M, I find

ji=l 3:l erroneously written for:-" 3:1.)

You say, #" &- inf n. +,-, I sened the

āv;5 [i. e. water-skin, or milk-skin]. (TK.)=
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*

-2", (M, K) like &#, [i. e. pass, in form but

neuter in signification,] (K,) said of a man,

(TA,) He became affected with suppression of
* * * * *

the feces, or constipation of the bonels, (*- ojá-)

or <- accord. to different copies of the K,) by

the entrance of the fume of [molten] silver [see

# into the innermost parts of his nose, and

other passages, (K,) or into his mouth, and the

innermost parts of his nose, and his anus, (M,”

TA,) and other passages: (TA:) the epithet ap

plied to a man thus affected is "*::: (K:)

sometimes he recovers, and sometimes he dies.

(TA.)

2. [-,- app. signifies, primarily, He sent

camels in a herd or drove, together, to pasture.

And hence, — 1 J: J's -- He ent
[against me] the camels [app. with armed riders],

one detached number after another: (AS, S, A,

K, TA:) and in like manner, J:-" ! [the horse

men]. (S, A, Mgh, TA.) It is said in a trad. of

’Aisheh, [referring to girls who were her play

mates,] L*&: &l&: &lé + He used

to send them to me [app. party after party, and

they would play with me]. (TA.) And one says,

#14, <-5: t I sent to him the thing, one

by one; or rather, portion by portion. (L, TA.)

And à39. <! <:- ! I gave him the things,

one after another. (ATA) And 45. He sent

him back in his -- [i. e. ~-l. meaning way

[by which he had come]. (Harp. 20.)- See

also 4.=: -j-. He made a subterranean

excavation. (M.A.)-3-1-3-, (A, TA)

inf n. 4, 5, (S. K.) The digger [of a well], in

digging, took [i. e. dug] tonards the right and left:

(As, S," K,”TA:) in some copies of the K, [and

in the S, right or left: but the former is the

correct explanation. (TA.)= & all -r/-, (S,

M, A,) inf. n. as above, (K.) He poured 7vater

into the 405 [i. e. water-skin, or milk-skin], in

order that the holes made in the sening might

become filled up (S, M, A, K) by their being

moistened, (S, K,) or by the moistening, and con

sequent snelling, of the thong [nrith n'hich it was

sented]; the ā,5 being new. (M.)

4. -->! He made water to flon; as also

*-i-. (M.)

5: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph.-

[Hence, app.,] as: bû- + They folloned one

another continuously in it; namely, a road.

(M.)-See also 7.=#| &- -j-. He became
full of nater. (TA.) •

7: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph.-

4:3 -)-5' He entered into it; ($, M, K;) i.e.,

a wild animal, into his -j-, (S, M, Msb,) mean

ing his subterranean habitation, (S, Msb,) or his

place of abode; (M;) and a fox, (S,) into his

burrow; as also " -j-. (S, K.)

<< Pasturing Jú, (M, A, TA) i.e. camels:

(M, TA:) or camels, and Jú [here meaning

cattle in general], that pasture: (S:) or Jú [i. e.

camels or cattle] pasturing during the day with

out a pastor; an inf. n. used as a subst. in this

sense; and 7+ [meaning* Júl signifies

the same: (Mgb:) or, accord. to IAar, (M,) any

a:u [i.e. camels and other cattle]; (M, K;)

thus say IJ and Ibn-Hisham El-Lakhmee: and

accord. to Kz, ":- also, [q.v.,] with kesr,

signifies J. [syn. with #18) ; and IO says the

like: (TA) pl. of the former 'x'', (M, TA)

and some say *: [which is a pl. of pauc.].

(TA.) Hence the saying, 43- #3; S3 *śl,

i.e. Go thou away, for I will not drive back thy

[pasturing] camels; (S, Msb;") they shall go,

(S,) or I will leave them to pasture, (Msb,)

where they will; (S, Msb;) meaning, I have no

need of thee: (S:) in the Time of Ignorance,

they used to divorce by saying thus, (S, M, Mgb,)

* * * Jess' (S.M.A.)—[Freytag
also explains it, from the Deewanel-Hudhaleeyeen,

as meaning A sheep-fold.]= Also A way, or

road; (AZ, S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) and so

'3-, with kesr; (M, K;) the latter accord. to

Aboo 'Omar and Th, but disallowed by Mbr, who

knew only the former in this sense; said by Ibn

Es-Seed to have been pronounced by AZ with

fet-h, and by Aboo-'Omar with kesr: (TA:) and

one's way, or course; (M, K,” TA;) the may by

which one goes. (T, TA. [See also as ,-, and

*:::) One says, 43- J- Leave thou free,

or unobstructed, his way (T,M, Mgh, Msb, TA)

by nºhich he goes, (T, TA,) and his course; (M,

TA) and so "43-, with kesri (M,TA;) accord.

to Aboo-'Omar: (TA :) or £- 4. J- leave thou

free, or unobstructed, to him his way. (S, A.)

And 4: J-33-9 &i(He looed the cap

tive and left free to him his way]. (A.) Hence,

in a trad., :- es' ū &: 34, meaning

*::: -- and *::: [i. e. He who has become

secure in his scope, or room, for free action]: or,

accord. to one reading, the last words are us:

"4-, meaning, 1 in respect of his wives, or

women under covert, and his household, or

family; a metaphorical sense, from the -- of

gazelles &c. (A, and so in the Fáik. [See also

s * * p

--J) Hence also the saying, Usks-- cés $!

-:", meaning When he is made to be in ample

circumstances; not straitened. (Mgh.) And you

say -: 8-3, instead of *:::" ; meaning

Whose way that he pursues is ample. (TA.

[But see what follows.])=Also The bosom, or

breast; or the mind; syn.*. (Mbr,M, K.) 3.

+: &# means Verily he is of ample bosom,

or mind; and judgment; and love: (M, TA:)

or, as some say, ample of bosom, or mind; slon,

of anger. (M. [The latter meaning is assigned

in the Msb and TA to+" 8-9 : see the next

paragraph.])

+: Se6 +.- [Hence, app.,] A. &#,

(S, M, K,) or asū-, (Mgh, Msb,) [i. e. herd,]

of gazelles, (S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) and of

oxen, (M, Mgh, Msb,) [app. meaning wild oxen,]

and of [wild] asses, (M,) and of wild animals [in

general], (S, Mgb,) and [a flock or herd] of sheep

or goats, (M,) and [a flock] of the birds called

uj, (S, Msb,) and of birds [in general], (M,)

and [a party, or bevy,] of women, (S, M, Mgb,

K.) &c.; (K;) and, as used by El-'Ajjāj, it is of

men also: (Sh, TA:) and a poet of the Jinn, as

they assert, used it metaphorically in speaking of

a -- of the [lizards called]** (M.) it signi.

fies also ta collection of palm-trees; (M, K; in

some copies of the latter of which J-5 is erro

neously put for J:1; TA;) so says AHn; and

Abu-l-Hasan thinks it to be by way of com

parison: and *#): is like it [in its meanings]:

(M: [particularly mentioned in the K as used in

the last of the senses above mentioned:]) each of

these words is said to be applied to a &las of the

birds called ths, and of gazelles, and of sheep or

goats, on the authority of Ag; and the latter [or

each] of them is applied to a Relaš of women as

being likened to gazelles: (TA:) the pl. of the

former is *::: (Sh, M, Msb, TA;) and of V the

latter, +. (K, accord. to the TA,) with two

dammehs, (TA) [in the CK "...] or :,

(so in my MS. copy of the K, [either a con

traction of the former pl. or a coll. gen, n. of

which #: is the n. un.,]) or both. (TA. [See

also#: below, where the pl. is said to be+.)

-[Hence, as some explain them, two phrases

mentioned below in this paragraph.]- See also

+, first sentence.= It is also syn. with+

as meaning A way, or road: and a course: see

+in two places.-Also i, q. Jú [app. as syn.

with Ula-, i. e. State, or condition]. (S, M',

K.) One says, *:::" 8-9 &%, meaning Gé

ULJi [i.e. Such a one is in an ample, or unstraitened,

state or condition: or the meaning may be, such

a one is easy, or unstraitened, in mind: see what

follows, and see also Júl : (S, Msb:) or, as some

say, ample of bosom, or mind; slow of anger:

(Msb, TA:) [see also-: 8-9, in two places

near the end of the next preceding paragraph:]

MF thinks that for Jú we should read Jus,

agreeably with an explanation of a phrase in

what here follows. (TA)- Also The -is

[meaning heart, or mind]: (M, K:) and the

J-5 (meaning self]. (IAar, M, Msb, K.) One

says, 29- Lé & 2 × He is secure in, or in

respect of his heart, or mind: or, himself: (M :)

but IDrd disallows this latter explanation; and

says that the meaning is, his family, and his Jus

[or camels, or cattle, or other property], and his

children; as though the phrase au- J.' c-i

were originally used in relation to the pastor,

and the stallion [camel], and then extended

in its relation to others, metaphorically: (TA:)

or the meaning is [simply], his Jú: or, his

people, or party: (M, TA:) or as expl. above,

WOce +, q. v.: or, accord. to Kz, his way.

(TA). The pl.is +,-, (El-Hejeree, M, TA)

=See also avy-2.

+ A subterranean excavation : (M, K:) or

a habitation (S, Mgh, Msb, TA) of a wild ani

mal, (S," Mgb,) in, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or beneath,

(TA,) the earth, or ground, (S, Mgh, Msb, TA,)

having no passage through it; also called X=3;

(Mgb:) such as has a passage through it is
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termed &: (Mgh, Msb:) the burron, or hole,

(M, K,) of a wild animal, (K,) or of a fox, and

likewise [the den] of a lion, and of a hyena, and

of a wolf; and the place into n'hich a nild

animal enters: (M:) pl. £i. (M, A, Msh.)

In the saying in the Kur [xviii. 60], £5.3

9-# L 4: [And it (the fish) took its
way into the sea &c.], Fr says that when the fish

was restored to life by the water that came upon

it from the fountain [of life], and fell into the sea,

its way became congealed, and like a ~... [or

subterranean excavation, &c.]: Zj says that Ú

may be considered as put in the accus. case in

two ways; either as a second objective comple

ment of the verb, or as an inf. n. [of '*,

q.v.] and AHAt thinks that it her means&

[going anay]: or, accord. to IAth, <- signifies

a secret, or hidden, place of passage: or, as used

by El-Moatarid Edh-Dhafaree, it means [simply]

a road, or way. (TA.) It signifies also A sub

terranean channel or conduit, by nºhich water

enters a 1:1- [or garden, or "alled garden of

palm-trees]. (M, K.) And -- &ge means

A nay, or road, in which people follon, one

another continuously. (M.) - Also Floning

water: (M, K: [see also+ :]) or naterfloning

from a 33% [or leathern water-bag] and the

like: (S:) or water dropping from the punctures

made in the sening of a water-skin. (A.)-And

Water that is poured into a a's [or skin for

water or milk], (M, K,) when it i. nerv, or into

ol. 33% [or leathern water-bag], (M.) in order

that the thong [n'ith n hich it is sented] may

become moistened, (M, K,) so as to snell, and fill

up the holes made in the sening. (M.)

*- Flowing water. (S. M. [See also :-.])
*

** * ** * *

You say also avy- 53'je, i.e. [A leathern-mater

bag]floning. (S, K.)

6 *6 • se d >

ā- : see the next paragraph. = I. q. 55,4

[A single puncture, or stitch-hole, made in sening

a shin or the like]. (K. [There expressly said

to be, in this sense, with fet-h; but I think that

we should read #, and #: see, again, the

next paragraph.])

#: A short journey; (IAar, M.;) or so
6 * o –

Vij. (K. [But I think that the former is the

right.]) You say, #: &# 4: Verily thou

desirest a short journey. (IAar, M.) A long

journey is termed#. (TA.)– And i, q. J-4:

(S, M, A, K) and #5 (A, K) [i.e. A may by

which one goes or goes anay, a proper meaning

of the former word; and a nay, course, mode, or

manner, of acting or conduct or the like, which

is a meaning of both of these words]. One says,

as: * 3%, (S, A, TA,) meaning [Such a

one is] one who takes a distant way into the

country, or land: (TA:) or meaning -*..." 3.4

(S, A) and ai," (A) [i.e., who flows a di.

tant, or remote, way in journeying, and a long

way, course, mode, or manner, of acting or con
6 & e. 6 * o •

duct or the like. See also +/-, and ~).

Esh-Shenfarà says,

J# 3: (sū (s39 & 3%
•o p * 3. * * - < * - - * **

J. &# * - 3:

[We passed from the valley that is between

Mish'al and El-Hasha: distant nas it: I made

my way to lead me far off]; meaning, how

distant was the place from which I commenced

*

"y, journey! (TA.) And one says also, £,

as: -*, meaning -*.i."* [i. e. Verily

he is one who pursues a near way]; Twho hastens,

or is quick, in accomplishing his want. (Th, M.)

* Also A portion, or detached number, (S, Mgh,

Msb) of what compose a -i-, (Mgh, Mob)

i. e., of a collection [or herd] of gazelles, and of

[nild] oxen, (Mgh,) or [of a flock] of the birds

called uá, and of horse, and a', and gazelles:

(S:) pl. --, like -5, pl. of āşä. (Mgb.) See

also+, in two places; in the latter of which

the pl. is said to be 3. and +.-4 col

lection of J: [i.e. horses, or horsemen], from

tnenty to thirty, (M, K,) or from ten to trventy.

(M.)- A company of men who steal anay

from an army, and make a hostile incursion into

the territory of a people, and return. (IAar,

TA.)- A ron of grape-vines: (M, K:) and any

aí.* [meaning row or line]. (M.)- See also

6.e., d =

40-2.- Also i. 7. #. [i. e. A seam, or a

stitch, or a puncture, or stitch-hole, of a skin or the

like] (M. [See also #:-.])

~5- [The mirage;] i. q. Ji: (A5, M, TA:)

or the semblance of water, (S, M, A, K,) of run

ning water, (M,) at midday, (S, M, A, K,)

cleaving to the ground, (M,) and [in appearance]

lonering everything so that it becomes [as though

it were] cleaving to the ground, having no Je:#;

(TA;) whereas the Jí is that which is in the

L-4 [or early part of the day when the sun is

yet low], raising figures seen from a distance, and

making them to quiver: (M:) [several other

distinctions between the -r')- and the J%inen

tioned here in the TA, see voce U1:] r])- has

no pl. (S and K voce 3.3.) One says &:

-5- &- [More deceitful than a midday

mirage] (A)=~%, like Auxi, (A, K, TA)

i. e. indecl., with kest for its termination, as also

~5-, imperfectly decl., (TA,) determinate, (K,

TA,) as a proper name, not having the article Uí

prefixed to it, (TA,) is the name of The she

camel of El-Basoos (C-2:1), (K) or the she

camel El-Basoos, (A, TA,) for El-Basoos was
* £o &

her surname: (TA:) whence the saying 3-Al:l

-5- [More inauspicious than Sarábi]: (A, K,

TA :) a celebrated prov.: for she was the cause of

a famous war. (TA.)

*:- [Wont to go anay at random]: see 1,

near the beginning of the paragraph.

#* A sheep, or goat, (#) Twhich one drives

back, or brings back, from the water, when the

sheep, or goats, are satisfied with drinking.and

which they follon. (M., T.A.. [See also a:++.])

* Going forth: and going anay; as also

'- the latter expl. by IAar as syn. with

.* and *: (M: [in one place in the TA.

the latter is erroneously written− 1) or going

anay at random into the country, or in the land.

(S, K.) See also +, first sentence. You say

+ J., (A) and A. J., (TA) i. e.
[Camels, or cattle, and a stallion-camel,] repairing

to the place of pasture: (A,TA:) and*#

(M) or #: (TA) [a she gazelle] going anay in

her place of pasture. (M., T.A.) A poet says,

(S, M,) namely, El-Akhnas Ibn-Shiháb El

Teghlibee, (TA,)

3 * *o d = • de

< . *... ...?

* -*-* * * J." Jes *

* • * * * * *** 1:24 2 * ~ *

-j- **** wal- cº-> *

[And all other men have contracted the shackles

of their stallion-camel; but ne have pulled off his

shackles, and he is going anay whithersoever he

will in his place of pasture]: (S, M, TA: but in

the last, ū- is put in the place ofū- [in

the Ham (p.347) it begins thus:>; Jé. &#)

this, says As, is a prov.; meaning [other] men

have abode in one place, not daring to remove to

another, and have contracted the shackles of their

stallion, that is, confined him, that he may not

advance, and be followed by their [other] camels;

fearing a hostile attack upon them: but we are

people of might, wandering about the land, and

going whithersoever we will; and we have pulled

off the shackles of our stallion, that he may go

whither he will; and whithersoever he hastes

away to herbage produced by the rain, thither we

follow him: (IB, TA:) or it may be that by the

U-5 he means the chief, whom, Abu-l-'Ala says,

he likens to the stallion-camel. (Ham p. 347.)

And hence the saying in the Kur [xiii. 11],
** * s • * ow eo 9 * d >

* ~\-> J." is : ($, M, TA) i.e.

[Hiding himself by night, and] appearing by

day: (S:) or appearing by day in his way, or

road, or in the roads: or, as is related on the

authority of Akh, appearing by night, and hiding

himself by day; and Ktr says the same of -,L.

(TA.)

* > 0 } 3 * * *

-P-1, (M, K,) and --~!, (M, Mgb, K,) the

former mentioned by Sh, (TA,) [the latter the

more common,] a Pers. word, (M,TA,) arabi

‘i: (Msb, TA) originally+ (M,) [or

*::il or 3-i, (Mob, MF, TA) [and in the

TA.:-.] i, q. J., [i. e. Lead], (M, Msb)

or <\}} [which signifies the same, or black lead,

or tin, or penter]. (K.)- And the latter, The

fume of [molten] silver. (M. [See 1, last

sentence.])

* - d =

*2)-0

and#1 syn. -s: (Har p. 448:) a place in

which the Ju [i.e. camels, or cattle,] go to

pasture (3:3), (Hamp.995) and "#: sig

nifies [the same, or] a place of pasture: (S, K:)

pl. of the former Al-3, (Ham ubi supra,) and

so of the latter. ($, K.)- And A channel of

water. (A, and Har ubi supra) [Hence,] one

says, *:* Šia: i.e. : The channels of

the tears [of his eyes became moist so as to scatter

drops]. (A.) -

A way by which one goes; [like+
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#: see the next preceding paragraph. -

Also The passage, and place of exit, of the dung;

(Mgh, Msb, TA;) in this sense with fet-h (Mgh,

MSb) only [i. e. to the JJ; or so and likewise

*::: and both signify the upper part of the

anus. (TA)- See also the next following para

graph. - Also [A sitting-place] like a :

[q.v.], before a [chamber such as is called] as, :

not avy:-o; for this is a aş: [itself]. (TA.)

**.* & =

ão)-2, (S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) with damm

to the 2 (§, Mgh, Mob) and "###, (M, Msb)

with feth, (Msb) i.e. to the (TA) and "#",

(M, K,) The narron hair that extends from the

breast to the navel: (S:) or the hair growing in

the middle of the breast, extending to the belly:

(M, K:) or the hair extending from the breast to

the pubes: (A, Mgh:) or the hair of the breast,

extending to the pubes: (Msb:) and 7+, also,

signifies the hair of the breast. (TA) (See an

ex. in a verse cited voce23-)- The-- of

beasts are The soft parts of their bellies: (M,

TA:) or the aw)-- of any beast means the upper

parts, from the part next the neck to the root of

the tail : and the soft parts of the belly, and the

groins, or any similar parts. (A ’Obeyd, T.A.)

- See also #4.

*: : see 1, last sentence.

*: Very tall; (K, TA;) applied to a man:

and very long; applied to hair. (TA.)

&"

* * * > *

Q. 1. Li'l G ++, infn. #4, I
walked, or marched, an hour, or a while : (JK:)

[or in the middle of the day: and gently, or in a

leisurely manner: for]- i-3- signifies The

walking, or marching, in the middle of the day.

(K.) And The n'alking, or marching, gently, or

in a leisurely manner. (JK, K.) - And The

being light, or agile, or active; light in any work

or action, or unsteady or lightnitted, or so on an

occasion of anger, or hasty, with foolishness or

ignorance; syn. #- and &#. (K.)

#- A nºide, or spacious, land: (S, K:) or

one far extending : (TA:) and a land in which

one cannot find his way. (K,"TA.)

&- *: A desert, or waterless desert, nide,

or spacious, (K, TA,) in the sides: (TA:) and
6 *o e a s > d -

W&- ~ * desert, or naterless desert, far

extending, (K,”TA,) wide, or spacious : so in a
* - d -

verse of Aboo-Duwäd cited voce C22-2, q.v.

(TA.)
6 - d - d.

&- see what next precedes.

- Jú

Q. 1 #4,(S,K) or 50- 4:3,(M,M;b)

inf n. #4, (KL) He clad him with a Jø-.

(S, Msb, K.) -

Q 2. J33, (S) or Sö- J33 (MSL) or
Júj-, (M., K.) He clad himself, or became clad,

with a Júj- : ($, M, Msb, K.) and so 33-5, in

which, accord. to Yaakoob, the U is a substitute

for the U of the former. (M.)

6.--> *

#: Broken, or crumbled, bread, (*# M,

K.) or a mess of broken, or crumbled, bread,

(#4% AA, TA,) having, (K,) or moistened

with, (AA) grease, or dripping, or gravy, (AA,

K,) or having much thereof (M.)

Júj-Ashirt: (S, M, Mob, K.) and [so in the

M, and in the Ham p. 65, but in the Mśb and

K “or”] a coat of mail: (M, Msb, K:) the

former is the primary signification: (Ham

p. 349:) or anything that is worn: (M, K:) pl.

J*. (Msb, TA) which occurs in the Kur

xvi. 83 [in the first and also in the second of the

senses mentioned above]: (TA:) and d\,:

signifies the same as UW-, the d being, accord.

to Yaakoob, a substitute for the U. (M.)– In
-

the following words of..a trad. of 'Othmán, )

#1 *::: Sū- &: [I will not pull off a

garment with which God has invested me], it is

metonymically applied to the office of Khale&feh.

(TA.)

U+/

Q. 2. &#: See J3-3.

&- SeeJö

&

- - - © d >

1. &”, (O, K,) aor. *, (K) inf n. &",

(TK.) + He lied; as also &- (O, K,) aor. *;

(K;) but the latter is outweighed [in authority];

(TA) like C-: (O 9 and so "G-: (TA:)

and &# (O and K" in art. 2-4.) You say,

• *, of -

*::::: * :- # &S$38 t Such a
one spoke a word, or sentence, and followed it

with a lie]. (O.) - And *:S &-, aor. * ,

inf n. £-, + He forged the lie. (TA.) [See

also 2.] =&- as an inf. n., signifies The being

bright, or shining. (KL.)– [And hence,]&

(o, K) aor. 4, (K) infn. :-, (TK) said of

one's face, + It was, or became, beautiful: (O:)

or, said of a man, (TA,) the was or became,

beautiful in his face: (K, TA:) but said by

some, to be post-classical; and by some, to be

strange. (TA.)=ts: <<-, (O, K, TA, but

not in the CK) and "-j-, (K, TA, but not

in the O,) [thought by SM to be a mistranscrip

tion for ---, with the unpointed 2-,] She (a

woman, O) plaited her hair; (oš ;) like

#-. (O.)=[ć- aor. *, expl. as signifying

“Ephippio instruct instravitve equum” by Go

lius and Freytag, by the latter as on the authority

of the S and K, I do not find in either of those

lexicons, nor in any other. The verb having this

meaning is &2-1 only.]

2.4-3-, (A, K.) inf n. &: (K,) the

rendered it beautiful; (A, K;) namely, a person's

face; said of God: (A:) the adorned, orna

mented, decorated, or embellished, it; namely, a

thing. (L.) The meaning given in the K [and

A] has the authority of El-Beyhakee and IKtt

and Es-Sarakustee and IKoot; but Aboo-'Abd

Allah Mohammad Ibn-Esh-Shādhilee thought it

to be not of established authority as belonging to

the ancient language. (TA.) [Hence,] one says,
* - of o- C, we

* 2:1 &- + Embellish and elucidate thou to

him thy affair, or case. (Ham p.326.)-And i, q.

as: t [He accommodated, adapted, or disposed,

him, or it, to a right course, or issue]. (TA.)-
* - / C. * ~ * w

One says also, "ås-2-1 Üls &- {{He forged

against me a lie]. (A, TA.) And Lle '82-'

! He lied, or lied purposely, against me. (A, TA.

[See also G-J) And <-2-9 &- <!

! [Verily he forges traditions, or stories]. (A,

TA)- See also 1, first sentence. = <->;
• * * *

Wya: ; see 1.

4. &#1 + (o, Mil, TA) 1 lighted the
lamp, or wick. (Msb, T.A.) - [And &- sig

nifies also He lighted himself or another with a

lamp &c.; and so "?--~!: or each of these,

with a following it, he employed it (i.e. a lamp,

or oil, &c.,) as a means of light: see **21, in

> ..) ** * *£ . . 2.

:-2.] = &l.J' C->~!, (S, K,”) or U-94'',

(Msb,) I bound the saddle, or his saddle, upon

the beast, or horse: (Msb, K:) or I made a

saddle for the [beast, or] horse. (Msb.)

5: see 2.

10: see 4.

art.

• of - - - -

Q. Q. 1. Lā)'); &- He manured the land
d

with Jee-w-s. (L in art. cº-.)

© de ".

&- A certain appertenance of a horse or
*

similar beast, (Msb, K,”) well known; (S, Msb;)

i.e., his J- [or saddle]: (TA:) an Arabic

word; or, accord. to the Shifā el-Ghaleel, arabi

cized from 9- [which is written by Freytag

4):, and said by him to be Pers., but I know

not either of these two words in Pers. with an
6 d - d.

apposite meaning]: (TA:) dim. "&": (Msb:)

and pl. &... (Mgh, MSb, TA) [Hence,] Jú.

*:- +Thy affair, or case, was, or has become,

in a disordered, or an unsound, state : a proverbial

saying. (Ham p. 242.)

: s: Continuing, or lasting; or continuing,

or lasting, long; or, for ever. (O, K.)

£: Foolish, or stupid. (O, K.)

3- i. 4. Jü [i.e. dung of horses or other

solid-hoofed animals, or fresh dung of camels,

sheep and goats, wild oxen, and the like; used

for manure]: (Msb, and K in art. de-,- :) a

foreign, or Pers., word, (Msb,) originallyc”,

[meaning 3-9.,] (Mab, K.) arabicized, (MSb,

and S and K in art. cº-,) by the conversion of

the 3) [or s' into &’ and also into 3, so that one

says also&- [q.v.]: As is related to have said,

I know not how to sayit, and I only sayŚ it is

with kesr to the first letter in order to agree with

Arabic words; fet-h not being allowable, because
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there is no instance ofthe measureJ: though

it is said in the M to be 3-3- and &:

(Mab3) [the word being arabicized, all its letters

should be regarded as radical; but] many assert

the c, to be augmentative [and therefore mention

the word, or the two words, in the present art.,

as does the author of the Msb]. (TA.)

* > / o o

£ ($, o, K) and *** (0, K.)

Nature; or natural, native, or innate, disposi

tion, or temper, or the like: ($, O, K, TA:) and

a way, mode, or manner, of acting or conduct or

the like. (S, O, TA.) One says, **: J'é."

33-13 They are of one uniform nature or dis

position. (A.S. O.) And *- :- 49.
and **: Generosity is a quality of his

nature or disposition. (Lh, T.A.) And*% <!

a-s: and *::" Verily he is generous of

nature or disposition. (AZ, TA.)

i--- see the next preceding paragraph.

£5- a word of well-known meaning; (S, O,

K;) i. q.£: [i. e. A lamp, or its lighted wick,

(the latter of which meanings is assigned to both

of these words by Jel in xxiv. 35,)] (L, MSb,

TA) that gives light by night: (L, TA:) or, pro

perly, a lighted wick; its employment to signify

the place thereof [i. e. a lamp, generally a vessel

of glass having in its bottom a small glass tube into

which the loner part of the wick is inserted,]

being a well-known tropical application# (MF,

TA:) pl. &- (O, Mgb, TA.) [See also as-y-.]

– [Hence,] the sun is called a C!" [in the

Kur lxxi. 15, and also xxv. 62, and lxxviii. 13],

(S, O,) and£, (K) and #1 $9- ! [The

lamp of day]. (A, TA.) So too is the Prophet.

(Kur xxxiii. 45.) 'Omar, also, is called in a trad.

: Já £9- f|The lamp of the people of

Paradiol. (TA.) And one says, &b- US-ºwl

c): 25 J1 1 [The Kur-án is the lamp of the be

lierers], (A) Or c-#" #5- [the lamp of the

believer]. (TA.)– Also, metaphorically, ! The

eye; because of its being often likened to a&:

(Harp. 554.)

£:

ā-5- The craft, or occupation, of the&

[or saddler]. (O, K, TA.)

#: -, -, (0, K) or£, (A.S.)
Certain sn'ords so called in relation to a black

smith named :: (As, S, O, K:) or they may

be so called because having much water, and

[glistening] wavy marks or streaks or grain.

(Ham p. 326.) [See also £4.

:- A saddler; i.e. a maker of ~2: [or

saddles]: (O, K, TA:) or a seller thereof. (TA.)

= Also t A great, or habitual, liar, (K, TA,)

who will not tell thee truly whence he comes, but
will tell thee lyingly. (TA.) One says, $5- J w

£5. ! Verily he is a lying person, (A,) or a

great, or habitual, liar, (TA,) who adds, or ex

aggerates, (#) in his narration, or talk, or

dim. of& q. v. (Mgb.)

ažl

fe

discourse. (A, TA). And it is used alone, [with

Out £5%] so that one says, £5. J% ! [A man

who lies much, or habitually, &c.]. (TA) [See

also £:-.]

£-3- +[A side of a forehead, or a fore

head itself,] clear, or white, [and bright,] like the

<!- [or lamp]. (Th, T.A.)

£- i. q. &#: (TA in the present: and

in art. &”; [but in the£ art., zeve") +

is erroneously put for R.3: &#, meaning the

Sanne as £";]) but vulgar; (TA in art. &#3)

i. e. Oil of sesame, or sesamum : an arabicized

word, from [the Pers.] %. (TA in the present

art.)

- * * *

ā-s: it A lie. (TA) See 1 and 2.

* • & p

&r-, applied to a horse, (A,) or beast (£3),

[or app., when applied to the latter, with 3,]

Saddled; i.e. having the £- bound upon it.

(TA.)

* * > d >

ā-y-e, with fet-h (S, Mgh, O, Mgb) to the Le

and 2, (Mgb,) [A lamp; i.e.] the thing in which

is the wick and the oil: (S, Mgh, O, TA:) and

also the thing upon which the c5- [app. here

meaning lamp] is put: (O:) or the thing upon

n:hich the" as: is placed: (Msb:) or **::,
* - - d -

with kesr, has the last of these meanings: A-)-2,

with fet-h, having the first thereof; or, as some

say, the reverse is the case; (Mgh;) [i. e.]

**-, with kesr, signifies the thing in which

is the rich [and the oil and is:, with feth,

the thing upon which that is put: (A, TA:) the

pl. (of either, Mgh) is&- (Mgh, Mgb.) [See C+

also&

* * * @ - -

ā-,-e: see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

#:A fice rendrabeautiful by God. (A)
-A nose beautiful in thinness and evenness:

used in this sense by El-'Ajjāj: likened by him

to the kind of sword called Üs: ($, 0.)

Jež

• * > *

- d - see art &

Jeev":

&

1, J.J. &#,(TA) or£(STA)
or J.'', (Mgh, Mgb,) aor. *, (M5b, TA,) inf. n.

to: (S, A, Msb, K)and&-,(Mgh, Msb, K.) The

cattle, or camels,pastured,(S,Mgh,Mgb,K,TA,)or

pastured where they pleased, (§, K, TA) by them

selves; (S, Msb, K, TA; ) [or in the morning;

for] you say, 51%l: -- and us:"' <--!):

(S:) or pastured in the morning until the •

[or period of bright morning-sunshine]. (AHeyth,
J • of * - © - --d

TA)-[Hence, app.,] well ya!" Us: 2- *

[as though meaning He feeds upon the reputa

tions of men;] i.e. the defames men; or defames

* @ -

men in their absence (ATA)—And #44,
-

* - /

inf n. Co-, I nent, or went anay, #. the morn

ing. (AHeyth, T.A.) And <! &: I go, or

walk, to thee (Harp. 44)– And J: £,

(A, TA,) aor.<, inf. n. &- and£, (TA,) The

torrent ran, or flowed, easily: (A, TA:) on the

authority of Aboo-Sa’eed. (TA.) - And &

J%), (A, K.) aor. 4, infn. £- (K) and £3-,

(TA,) The urine had vent, poured out or forth,

flowed, or streamed, (A, K, TA,) after its having

been suppressed. (A, TA) = **u- ~~,

(AHeyth,SA, TA)Or J.),(Mgh,Mgb)aor. *,

(Mgb,) inf. n. &-3 (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, TA;) and
- - • •:

*u-j-, (Mgh, Msb)inf n. C9-', (Mgh,K,) but

the teshdeed in this verb denotes intensiveness, or

muchness, or frequency, of the action, or its ap

plication to many objects; (Msb;) He sent forth,

or set free, [or drove,] the cattle, or camels, to

pasture, (S," Mgh, Msb," K,”) or to pasture

nhere they pleased, (S, K, TA,) by themselves:

(S," Mgb, K,” TA:) [or he did so in the morn

ing, as is indicated in the S; i.e.] he made them

to go forth in the morning to the pasturage.

(AHeyth, T.A.) You say, #1.” <-- and
•., d - d.

ū: and #: and(£ and%: ; this last

alone without 1. (S. [Yet Golius mentions the

last also with 1, though without assigning any au

thority for it.]) And hence, in the Kur [xvi. 6],

&: 3-, 3-, 3-[When ye bring, or

drive, them back in the evening, and n:hen ye

send, or drive, them forth in the morning].

(AHeyth, S.) - [Hence also,] £, aor. * ,

inf n. &- (K;) and '83-, (S, A, L.) inf n.

s*: ; (L;) He sent (S, L, K) a messenger to

another person, (A, TA,) or such a one to such

a place, (S, L,) or to accomplish some needful

affair (L)–[And hence, app.,] & 4-3-, and

W <--, ! God disposed him [to what was right or

good], or adapted him [thereto]: mentioned by

Az, on the authority of El-Iyádee, but as being

strange. (TA) One says, '-' & '3

! May God dispose thee, or adapt thee, to that

n:hich is good. (A.)- And &-, aor. *, inf. n.
6 d -

2-, He voided his excrement, or ordure; or, in a

thin state; [the objective complement being

understood;] syn. £-. (K)– And U. <--

J. J., (K, TX) aor. 4, inf n & (K)
+ I manifested, or gave forth, (#) n:hat

was in my bosom. (K,"TA.) = &- aor. *, He

set out easily in his affairs. (K.)

&y: also

signifies The dismissing a wife by divorcement.

(S, K.) You say, ū-3- He dismissed her by

divorcement: (A, Msb:) from J.' &- [expl.

above]. (Msb.) And He sent her forth from

his abode; (Bd in xxxiii. 48;) or let her go free;

(Jel ibid.;) meaning one to whom he had not

gone in. (Bd and Jel ibid.) [See also £5-,

below; a subst: used as a quasi-inf. n. of this

verb.] - [Also The putting, or sending, another

anay, far anay, or far off; removing him far

2: see above, in four places. -
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anay; or alienating, or estranging, him : see

Har p. 44.]– And The act of removing, or

clearing anay: you say, * &- He removed,

or cleared anay, from him [grief or sorrow];

syn.& (L, TA)-[And The causing water

to flow; or letting it flon..] You say, à." b:

5: U. [They caused the water to flow, or let

it flon, into the moat]; from J.' &- (Mgh.)

-And The letting don'n, and loosing, the hair,

(S, K,) before the combing: (S:) or the dis

entangling the hair: or the separating it with the

comb: or the combing it: (Mgh:) or the comb

ing down the hair; and disentangling it with the

comb. (Az, TA) You say, s: --- (A)

or 3:1, inf n. as above, (Mab,) She combed [&c.]

her hair (A) [or the hair]. -[And it is used also

in relation to poetry, or verses.] You say also,

3:13-till &- [app. meaning The poet trimmed

the poetry, or verses; as seems to be indicated by

the context; for it is mentioned by Zimmediately

after what here precedes it]. (A.)- And The

act of facilitating, or rendering easy. (S, K.)

5. 3– He (a man) went anay, and nent

forth, from a place. (TA)- See also the next

paragraph.

7. £5: The act of running, or going along

[quickly and easily]. (KL.) You say of a she

camel, ts: es' <<<! She nas, or became,

quick and easy in her pace. (A.)- And Cr-"

IHe lay upon his back, or lay as though thronn

don’n or extended, and parted his legs. (S.)

And He was, or became, naked, bare, or "illout

clothing. (KL. [See also its part. n., &-.])

-And It (grief or sorrow) became removed, or

cleared anay; [syn. &# ;] as also 'G-3:

quasi-pass. of&- signifying& (L, TA.)

:- Cattle, or camels &c., pasturing, (S, A,

Mgh, Msh, K,) or pasturing where they please,

by themselves: (S, A, K:) or only such as are

sent, or driven, forth [to pasture] in the morning,

and brought, or driven, back in the evening to

their nightly resting-place : (L:) an inf. n. used

as a subst. .(Mgh, Msh) A’Obeyd says that

&- and W8- and 7 i-Su. signify Cattle, or

camels &c. : and Khâlid Ibn-Jembeh says that

Wi-A- means camels and sheep or goats; and a sin

gle beast; as well as a collection [of beasts]. (TA.)

*= Also A certain kind of trees, of great size,

(S, K, TA,) and tall, (§, TA) not depastured,

or seldom eaten by the camels &c., but used for

their shade: they grow in Nejd, in plain, or soft,

and in rugged ground, but not in sand nor upon

a mountain; and have a yellow fruit: (TA:)

n. un, with 5: and it is said to be the same as

the 1: (S:) but this is a mistake; the fact being

that it bears a kind of berry termed j, (K, TA)

resembling the olive : (TA:) or any trees without

thorns: (K:) n. un, in this sense with 3: (Fr,

Ham p. 603, TA:) or any tall trees: (K:) or

[trees] of the kind called •lae, great, with spread

ing branches, beneath which men alight in the

-: [or summer]: (Ham ubi supra) accord to

Bk. I. -

AHn, the *: is a great tree with spreading

branches, beneath which people often alight,

widely extending; men alight beneath it in the

-: [or summer], and pitch tents, or build

houses, beneath it; and its shade is good: accord.

to information given to Az by an Arab of the

desert not known by him to have uttered alie,

it has a dusty colour, is not so tall as the U31 [a

species of tamarisk], has small leaves, and lank

branches, or twigs, and always grows slanting,

its inclination among all the trees being tonards

the south (C-3); Lth says that the &- are on

hind of trees that have a fruit, and they are the 5i

(SSI [app. a mistranscription for 39, i.e. the

3,]); but Az says that this is a mistake: Lth

cites the saying of 'Antarah,

* @ - * * * * * * * * *

* :-- (< *; &L= Ji- *

- - • ** ow J. " • & P

* 2: &# *: Jú sà

(L,) i. e. He is a man of valour, tall of stature,

as though his clothes were upon a great tree such

as is called as-- ; sandals of --- [q.v.] are cut

and made for him, such as are worn by the kings;

and he is not a twin; so that he has been well

suckled: (EM p. 245:) thus he describes this

person as tall of stature, showing that the aa--

is a large tree: but the SI [or il has no trunk

nor tallness: IAar says that the &- are &#3

that have become large; and the cybes are

certain trees having beautiful [shoots such as are

termed] *: the pl. is $5– (L.)- The

n. un., i-j-, is applied to signify t A man's wife,

(S, A,) by a metonymy. (S.) The Arabs are said

by Az to term a woman, or wife, a a-- growing

over water, because in this case it is in the most

beautiful condition. (TA.)-[Accord. to Forskål,

(Flora Aegypt. Arab, pp. cvi. and 68,) the

name of 2-)- is applied to a plant of the class

pentandria, which he terms Cadaba farinosa,

(described by him in p. 68,) growing in the

lower region of the mountains of Wädee-Surdud,

in Tihámeh.]= Also The exterior court or yard

of a house, (K) or, as in the L, of a gate, or

door. (TA.)

&: Easy; as also "&". (L.) You say,

* is a p & “ee

U--> aJ.J.” She brought him forth with ease.

(TA.) And t-: : It passes forth easily

and quickly: occurring in a trad., describing a

draught of water that satisfies thirst (i. #).

(TA.) And &: # and "i-,+. A quick, or

snift, she-camel; (S;) as also V to:- (L:) or

a she-camel quick and easy in pace. (A, MA, and
J. J. 6 *- • d.o

Har p. 481.) And &: U-93 and": (K)

and W£3-, (TA) or &- J.-, (S,) A horse, or

horses, quick, or snift. (S, K.) [See also c!",

and £5-.] And --" &- LS- A shoulder

blade, (TA,) or an upper arm-bone, of a camel,

(ISh, T, TA,) quick to go and come [or move

forwards and backnards]. (As, S, TA.) And
6 * * sed

&- àe: An easy gait, or manner of going;

(#, K.) ike: (TA) And &: ääe t A

gift promptly given, without deferring: (K:) or

# a gift that: easy and quick; a metaphorical

phrase from &- āşū expl. above. (Harp. 481.)

*[See also i-*, of which, in two senses, it

is a pl.]

6 * d >

as-- A single tree of the kind called :

[q. v.]. (Fr, S, TA.)= Also A she-ass that has

attained to maturity but has not become pregnant.

(0, K.)=And #~, (O) or ā-ji, (K) is

the name of A certain dog. (O, K.)

&-, of the measure &s, the J being an

augmentative letter, (Sb, S,) from the verb --,

(TA) The wolf; (S, A, Mgh.M., K.) as also

Jež; (Yaakoob, K;) fem. ast-i- (Ks, $) and

ić-5 (TA) and the lion, ($, o, Msh, K) in

the dial of Hudheyl: (§, O...) pl. Ó-9. (S, A,

O, Mgb, K) and c5- and £92, (O, L. K.) but

the last not remembered to have been heard by

Az. (L.) It is said in a prov.,

* g-i- J's 2 #1 bi- *

[The evening-meal, or supper, (i.e. the seeking

for it,) made him to fall, or light, upon a nolf]:

($, Meyd:) accord. to A’Obeyd, it originated

from a man's going forth to seek the evening

meal, and falling upon a wolf, which devoured

him: accord. to As, from the like accident to a

beast: accord. to IAar, from a man's being slain

by another man, named c--> it is applied to

the seeking an object of want that leads one to

destruction. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov.

i. 599: but the name there written “Hasahah”

is 3%; accord. to Meyd, the father, but accord.

to the O, the brother, of Sirhán.])- Hence,

(Mgh, Mgb,) i.e. from&: as meaning “the

wolf,” or, as some say, “ the lion,” (TA,) .#

ce: The false damn: (Mgh, O, K, TA;) i.e.

the first [dan.n]. (TA. [A term nearly agreeing

with the Greek Avr&s.])-3-3-M, (0, K.)

Or &- (TA,) is also the name of A certain

dog: and of a certain horse: and of another

horse. (O, K.)= Also The middle of a watering

trough or tank: (O, K:) pl. as above. (K.)

£5– a subst. from #3 &: (S, Msb, K;)

[i. e., a subst.] signifying The dismissal of a wife

by divorcement: (Bd in xxxiii. 28 [where it is

used as a quasi-inf, n., *it is also in verse 48 of

the same chap.]:) like G'\le and GVs, it signifies

divorcement explicitly. (L.)- [And Dismissal

in a general sense. Hence,] it is said in a prov.,

cs: &: £5: ! [i. e. Dismissal is a part of

the accomplishment of one's want]; (S, A, L;)

meaning, when thou canst not accomplish a man's

want, make him to despair; for thy doing so will

be in his estimation an act that will stand him in

lieu of thy helping him to accomplish it: (S, L:

[in some copies of the former, for £6, we find

4:0 :]) or it is applied to a man who does not

desire to accomplish the want [of another]; and

means, it behooves thee to make him to despair if

thou accomplish not his want. (Meyd. [See a

similar prov, voce &#.])—Also Haste, eac

170
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pedition, or promptness. (TA.)- And + Ease:

so in the saying, &#3 85-& &# Jail (TA)

i. e. f Do thou that in a state of ease (§ and A

and K in art. C22) and rest. (A in that art.) =

c5- [indecl.] likeAki, [app. as meaning The

* * &

quick, or quick and easy in pace, like &-b]

the name of a certain horse. (K.)

* * * * f d

C*- : see C-.
6 * j, s

&” see C--- *: An affair done

quickly, expeditiously, or promptly; (TA;) in

which is no deferring. (A.) You say also, ‘y

g" es: Sl & &# That will not be save

with quickness, expedition, or promptness. (TA)

And * & 4:& and £4 *- &l,

Verily thy bounty, is. quick, expeditious, or

prompt. (TA.)-C*- U-y: A horse without a

saddle. (S, K.)=See also the next paragraph,

in five places.

i-* A thong with which one servs soles or

sandals or the like: (§, O, K.) pl. &- (S, O,

K*) and &: (TA) and [coll. gen, n.] "&*:

(S, TA:) or, as some say, the thong wherenith is

fastened, or tied, the A43-, which is a [thick

plaited] thong that is fastened upon the pastern

[of a camel, encircling it like a ring, for the

attachment of a leathern shoe, or sandal]: (TA:)

the pl. #: is also expl. as signifying the Jú:

[or leathern shoes, or sandals,] of camels: or, as

some say, the thongs, or straps, of theirJú;

each thong, or strap, being called as:2- : (L,

TA:) Suh says, in the R, that W&g- signifies

a hind of thing like the J3 with which camely

feet are clad. (TA) The 2-3% of an arrow

are The sinews that are wound around it; sing.

i-J. : and also certain marks upon it, like

those of fire. (TA)- Also A piece of a gar

ment (K, TA) that has been much torn: (TA:)

pl. £5. (K, TA) and [coll. gen, n.] " &*.

(TA.)- And A conspicuous elongated strip of

ground, (O, K,) even, (O,) narrow, and having

more trees, or shrubs, (O, K,) or, as Az says,

having more plants, or herbage, and trees, or

shrubs, (TA,) than what is around it, (O, K,

TA,) and rising above what surrounds it; (TA;)

so that one sees it to be oblong, abounding with

trees, or shrubs, what is around it having fen,

trees, or shrubs: and sometimes it is what is

termed iás [app. as meaning a long mountain

lying across the way, and over which one passes]:

(O, TA:) pl. &- (O, K,” TA) and [coll.

gen, n.] " &*. (TA.)- And An oblong, or

enlongated, tract of blood, (K, TA,) when floning:

(TA:) pl. £- (K,” TA) and [coll. gen, n.]
•

W &9. (TA)

£: See£-Also Tall; (S, K;) as an

epithet applied to a man. (TA.)=And Locusts,

or the locust. (S, O, K, TA. [In the CK, and in my

MS. copy of the K, $b-l is erroneously put for
J. e. e. • d 33

31,-Jl.]) And &x- Al The female locust:

(Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zāhid, IB :) and the name of A

certain woman, (S, K,) in one instance only.

(Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zāhid, IB.)- &£il, (K) or
* * *

Cux-, (O) is the name of A certain dog.

(O, K.) .

£5. [probably "ning Quick, or quick and

easy in pace, like F-)-.,] the name of a horse of

El-Mohallak Ibn-Hantam. (O, K.)

* * 6 * * *

8- and aa-ol- : see£, second sentence, in

three places. i-35 S; i- * U. [lit. He has

not any camels, &c., that go anay to pasture, nor

any that return from pasture,] means the has

not anything : (S, TA:) and sometimes it means

the has not any people, or party. (Lh, TA.)

8- U- A torrent running. or flowing, easily.

(Aboo-Sa’eed, A, TA)=8- is also used as a

subst, signifying A pastor who sends forth, or

sets free, camels, or cattle, to pasture, or to

pasture where they please, by themselves, or who

sends them forth in the morning to the pasturage :

and a people, or party, having camels, or cattle,

pasturing, or pasturing where they please, by

themselves, or sent forth in the morning to the

pasturage. (TA.)

#: A place of pasturage: (K:) or a place

into which beasts are sent forth, or sent forth in

the morning, to pasture: (O:) pl. £4. (TA.)

al-'&# Jil 4 occurs in a trad., of Umm

Zara, meaning [He has camels whose places of

pasturage are fen; i. e.] his camels do not go

forth into distant pasturages, but lie down in his

outer court, or yard, in order that they may be

near by to supply the guests with their milk and

their flesh. (TA.)

3- A comb. (O, K)—And [the dual)
&

gu-,-- Two wooden things, or two pieces of

nood, [composing a yoke,] that are bound upon

the neck of the bull with n'hich one ploughs.

(AHn, T.A.)

6 * * @

à--- An instrument with which hair and

flax or the like are separated and combed. (TA.)

6 * @ =

Co- • * *

copies of which, -9:Ji is put in the place of

*::1:1) mentioned on the authority of Th; but

he was not sure of its correctness: (TA:) a dial.

var. of£2: in this sense. (TA in art. &#)

The ~5- [or mirage]: (K: [in some

&: and its fem., with 3: see #,in two

places. - Also the former, (K, TA) applied to

a man, (TA,) Lying upon his back, or lying as

though thronin don’n or extended, and parting his

legs. (K, TA.)-And Denuded, or divested, of

his clothes; or making himself to be so: or having

fen clothes; lightly clad: (TA:) or coming, or

going, forth from his clothes; (S, O, K;) or so

*::: &: £4. (A) [Hence,] one says, 3%

2.81 × 32 : : He is divested, or
divesting himself, of the apparel of generosity.

(A.)- And [applied to a camel as meaning]

Divested of his 23 [i. e. fur, or soft hair]. (TA)

*-&: is also the name ofA kind of verse;

(S, O, K;) [namely, the tenth;] the [full] measure

of n!hich is

* & p 22 * * *...* * * * • # 22 * * *

&ls=- *S** &ls=

tnice. (O.)

*>

© y 6 p.

-->-, applied to a mare, Long-bodied; (S,

K;*) [said to be] applied only to a female: (S:)

or, as some say, a mare that moves the fore legs

quickly in running: and a horse of generous race,

or excellent, and light, or active: said by Az to

be mostly applied to the horse-kind, but restricted

by some to the female. (TA.) And A she-camel

snift, and long [in the body]. (TA.) It is also

applied to a man, (K,) meaning Tall, and beauti

ful in body: and with 3, to a woman: but not

known to the Kilábees as applied to a human

being. (TA)--,-,-, The jachali syn.

cs: & (K)—And A certain."lind devil,

dwelling in the sea. (K)=*:: *::,

(K, TA,) with the -r quiescent, (TA,) [in the

CK with ...,] A cry by which the eve is called

on the occasion of milking. (K.)

J--
* * @ • © ed •

Uta-)-; fem with 5: see Úta-", in art.&

3)"

1. #4, aor. 4, inf. n. #4, IHe carried on a

thing, or put it forward from one stage to another,

in regular order, consecutively, or one part

immediately after another, uninterruptedly; he

made it consecutive, successive, or uninterrupted,

in its progressions, or gradations, or the like:

(M, L:) [and so ">, inf n. *: or this

may have an intensive signification.]-You Bay,

&# $4, (A,) [aor. and] inf. n. as above, (S,

K.) He fabricated the coat of mail (S, A, K) by

inserting the rings one into another: (S, A:)

[and so (as appears from an explanation of its

pass. part. n.)" tex- ; or this may have an in

tensive signification:] and ūš. signifies the

same. (K in art. 2).j.) [See also 3- below.]

And #13 -, (M) infn, as above, (M.K.)

and '3-, (M) infn. 32:55 (K.) and '32-1,

(M) inf n. 29-1; (TA;) He perforated the

thing [as one does in fabricating a coat of mail,

(see, again, #4, below,) and in sewing leather]:

(M, K:) some say that 3- signifies the act of
• *o-e e os e > *

perforating. (S)-And târgă» Jall 2-, [infn.

as above and 35-l He sened the sandal &c.;

(A) [as also 's-, for 3-(S,K) and 35-(K)

and **9: (S, K) signify the sening of leather.

($, K)-Andre.” -- 3:2, infn. #4, #4.

3all as as [app, meaning He covered the camel's

foot with thongs internoven]. (M.)- And

<-- 3: (M.A.M.b) *-ā, (M) aor.*,
(S, M, Mgb,) inf n. 3-, (S, M, Mgb, K;) and

*** -, (TA;) t He carried on, or continued,

uninterruptedly, (S," M, A, Mgb, K,”) and well,

(S, K,) the narrative, or tradition, or discourse,

(S, M, A, Mgb, K.) and the like; (M;) and in
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like manner, #ll the recitation, or reading:

(A:) from &#1 3- and Júl [or J#1, expl.

above]: (Harp. 307:) and&# 3. JHe carried

on, or continued, uninterruptedly and with rapi

dity the recitation, or reading, of the Kur-án.

(M, I.) And3:13- (S.K.) or:' (TA)
and a 25-2, aor. *, inf. n. 2-, (K,) t He con

tinued uninterruptedly the fast, (§, K,) and his

fast. (K. [See also what next follows.])=
• * * * *

3-, aor. *, (K,) inf n. 3-, (TK.) He (a man,

TA)fasted uninterruptedly. (K.)

2: see the preceding paragraph, in six places.

4: see 1.=3: 5- The palm-trees had

hard green dates, which are termed 29-. (K.)

à 3 -)

5. All 2-5 t The pearls, or large pearls, fol

loned one another, or did so uninterruptedly,

upon the string. (A.) Ands: U.< 4:3 s:

#. ! His tears folloned one another, or did so

uninterruptedly, like as do pearls. (A.) And

<---" *—S, and, #1, | The narrative, or

tradition, and the recitation, or reading, was

carried on, or continued, uninterruptedly [and

well: see 1]. (A.)

Q. Q. 8.33% ($, M. K.) inf n. #3),
(S,) It (a thing, M) prevailed against him, or

overcame him; (S," M, K;") like •l.») : (S,"

K:) these two are said to be the only verbs of

this measure: (TA:) [but several others Should

be added; as es-le! and es-lè! and Us: :]

the Us in US-5,-1 [and the like] is to render it

quasi-coordinate to [quadriliteral-radical verbs of
• * > * >

the measure] Juss). (S.) A rājiz says,

*-*~ *.*.*... : - - - -

* Us:* U-la-di Jaa- -A5 *

*
* * * ~ * * *

* * * * *

*

[Dron'siness was beginning to prevail against

me; I driving it from me, and it overcoming me].
* * > of

(S, M.; but in the latter, with £i in the place

of#) •

$: infn of 1 (q.v.] (S, M, &c.) [Hence,

s: es' 3:53, in the Kur xxxiv. 10, means And

ao thou make a due adaptation of the rings in

the fabrication of the coats of mail: (Bd, Jel:)

or and do thou properly adapt the nails, or pins,

and the holes of the rings, [in the fabrication,]

not making the former thick and the latter small,

nor the reverse: (M, Bd," L:) ors: IneanS

>: [i. e. the nailing, or the making firm, or

..fast, nith nails], (Zj, M, L,) in this instance.

(Zj, L.)=Also t Coats of mail; (S, M, L, K;)

a gen, n. in this sense: (S, K:) [and a single

coat of mail; like $3 and $5 :] and t any other

Ji- [properly signifying rings, but here meaning

mail]; (S, A, K;) [i. e.] it signifies also the like

of coats of mail, made of Gi-: (M, L:) [said to

be] so called because the two extremities of each

ring are perforated by the nail, or pin; and these

rings are [termed] "3:1: (L.) [if so, the word

is an inf. n. used in the sense of a pass, part. n.,.]

See $2:4, [and then as a subst.; and, being

originally an inf. n., it is used alike as sing, and

pl.; or, as Zsays,] it is an inf n, used as a subst.:

(A:) or 3:1, as some say, means 3:1, [as

mentioned above,] and W3: means & Ji [like

$$). (M.)= Also : Consecutive, or following

one another: so in the phrase 3- A3+3 | [Stars

that are consecutive: the epithet retaining the

masc. sing, form, though applied to a. pl. subst.,

because originally an inf. n. ; like U.J.C. in the

phrase U.As Ula-il. (A.) So too as an epithet

applied to three% the sacred months, in the say

ing, 3,5 A-125 X- Aj93 [Three are consecutive

and one is separate]: (A:) thus an Arab of the

desert answered when asked if he knew the sacred

months: ($, M, Msb:) the 2- are Dhu-l-Kaadeh

and Dhu-l-Hijjeh and El-Moharram, and the 3,5

is Rejeb. (S, M.)

6.- e. • &

3- see 3»-J1 in the next preceding paragraph.

6 * >

29- Hard green dates: (K:) and dates that

are injured by nant of water, (K, TA,) and

consequently dry up before ripening : (TA:) or

unripe dates that drop before attaining to matu

rity, while green : n, un, with 3: (AHn, M, TA:)

or the latter signifies a date that becomes sneet

before it becomes coloured, being such as is termed

a 4-1. (M, TA.) [See:]=see also 9-.

E. (39. and 32: said by Golius, and by Frey

tag after him, to signify the same as the “Pers.

& Pavidum fugacemque esse,” as on the

authority £f the KL, are mistranscriptions for

39% and 3×3, which I find thus expl. in the

KL.]

* * 6 * @

3'-' : see 3-2.

• * * * * .

<!-- : see 3-2 in two places.

#5- The art of fabricating coats of mail; as

also #%. (TA in art. 2).j.)

$5. A fabricator of coats of mail; (TA in

art sui) is #3 (M and TA in art 2".)—

And A sever of leather; (TA) as also "su.(AA, L, TA.) •

s • d > 3 * * *

----' and US-2- : see art. A2-.

s: Strong: (S, M, K:) or bold, daring,

brave, or courageous: (M:) and quick in his

affairs: (K:) or a man who goes on, or advances,

boldly; derived from 3:1; (Sb, TA:) [accord.

to Sb, therefore, this is its proper art.; but

accord. to the K, its proper art. is Jú)", in which

F mentions it again: it is perfectly decl., i.e.,

with tenween, for] the fem. is #3. (S, TA.)

- Also A sword that penetrates the thing that

it strikes. (L.)

s & e

29-.

** 6 J,

2-oll: see #.

3:... (S, M, A, L, Mab) and '3'- ($, M, A,

L) An instrument for perforating: (M, L,

Msb:) and, (M,) or as some say, (Mgb,) an

instrument with which leather i. sented; (S;)

syn. 53-3 (M, L, Mgb;) or L*1; which is

[said to be] the same thing as the jis: ; (L;) as

$4. See

also *:::: (K:) or an [instrument of the kind

called] J#. that has o hole at its extremity;

(A;) and so "...y- and 73). (TA: [but the

last I think a mistake for 29-.])—[Hence,
... dao e p • • * * * ~ *

one says, 3: &#34, (K) or 3: #3: 34,
(A,) t He is the son of a female slave: (A, K:)

because she is a sewer of skins, or leather: (A:)

an expression of vituperation. (K.)- [Hence,

likewise,] 3: also signifies f The tongue. (M,

A.) So in the saying,*: J35A9 #: &S$

! [Such a one nounds reputations with his tongue].

(A)= Also A sandal having its clu... [or

tongue, i.e. the thing projecting in its fore part,]

faced with another piece sened on. (M., L.)

65 • *

3-2; and its fem., with 5: see the next para

graph, in three places.

6 * d = 6 @ = 6 * * *

3.25- jja- and "3-2 [app. A sening of

leather or skin carried on in regular and unin

terrupted order]. (S. [In one of my copies of

the S, I find53- in the place ofJ.-: and so in

the L; but the latter appears from the context to

be the right reading.])- And likewise &?
* * * de 6 * * * * * d > * >s

#32;" and "#33-2, (S) or 32: £2, and

": .*. [though & and Us: are both

so e s • * *g

generally fem.,] and 75-, 3-9, [in which the

epithet retains the masc. form because originally
c - 65 o

an inf. n., likeJ: in the phrase J% 39-el,] A

coat of mail fabricated by.in:rting the rings Ome

into another. (A.) And 522 -2 signifies A coat

of mail (&#) perforated [in its rings]. (S.)

$:# ! Pearls folloning one another, or

doing so uninterruptedly. (A) And #: .."

! One walking, or going, with consecutive, or

uninterrupted, steps. (A.)

*::: [A thing] that overcomes one. (S.)

*12)

~3-, an arabicized word, (K,) from [the

Pers.] s: [i.e. “cold”] and .# [“water”],

(TA,) A subterranean structure, for the summer:

(El-Ahmar, K.) or a narrow place into which

one enters: (Msb:) [applied in the present day

to a cellar, or subterranean vault, in which any

thing is put to be hept cool:] pl. 229 (Mab)

for ~25-].
* * * *

ā-13). A people of those who compose the

extravagant zealots of the [sect called] aăș%

[q.v.], who expect El-Mahdee's coming forth

from the -15- that is in Rei, wherefore they

bring a saddled and bridled horse every Friday,

after the prayer [of the congregations at noon],

saying, “O Imām : in the name of God:” three

times. (TA.)

32

[Q. 1. āş, inf n. #4, He covered a house

with an anning over its interior court, as a pro

tection from the heat of the sun: so accord. to

Golius, as on the authority of the KL: and the

170 *
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same is indicated by the explanation of the pass.

part. n. in the PS.: but in the KL, I find only

the inf. n. expl. by33% *>3)- : the verb may,

however, be better expl. as signifying he furnished

Twith a 32% q. v.]

33% said by El-Jawáleekee to be an arabi

cized word from [the Pers.] 335- Or Jus;,

(MF,) An anning extended over the interior

court of a house : (S, O, Msb, K:) [and the cover

of a tent:] and any tent of cotton: (S, O, K,

and mentioned in the Msb as on the authority of

J. :) or a [tent of the kind called] Lu:#; (Bd

in xviii. 28;) so says AO: (Mgb:) also (Msb)

an enclosure around a a:- [or tent], consisting

of pieces of cloth, without a roof: (Mgh, Msb:)

or an enclosure (5)-->) around a leua-3: (Ksh

and Bd ubi supra:) or what surrounds the [tent

called] as and the [tent called] as: (Ham

p. 772:) or any wall or enclosure, or [tent such

as is called] ~#2, or [such as is called] *,

that surrounds a thing: (IAth, TA:) pl. &#39:

(S, O, K.) it has this pl, though it is masc,

because it has no broken pl. (Sb, T.A.) El

Kedhdháb El-Hirmázee says, not Ru-beh as in the

“Book” of Sb [and in the S], addressing Hakam

Ibn-El-Mundhir Ibn-El-Járood,

• de •& J & “ & • 3. • ,

* 22- 4's 2-3 (529- *

+ [The canopy of glory is extended over thee].

(O, TA.)- [Hence,] + Dust rising; or spread

ing, or diffusing itself. (AZ, O, K.)- And

t Smoke rising high, and surrounding a thing.

(AZ, O, K.)- In the Kur xviii. 28, it is applied

to what will surround the unbelievers, of the fire

of Hell, (Ksh, Bd,) as being likened to a Lu:,

(Bd,) or to an enclosure around a lotla-3; or as

meaning the smoke of the fire; or a wall thereof.

(Ksh, Bd.)

&#~ : (Lth, S, &c.) [A house, or tent.]

having a 32%. , (Ksh in xviii. 28, and PS3) or

having the whole of its upper part, and of its

loner part,*: [accord. to the TK here mean

ing curtained, which seems to be the only ap

posite rendering, but I know not any authority

for it], (Lth, JK, O, K, TA) or 22:... [i. e.

closed, &c.]. (So in the CK.)

low

1. *-, aor. 4, inf n bi- (S, M, Mob, K)
6 * > *

and čuš., (M, K.) and 4.5-5 ($gh, K) but

the former is the more chaste, and is the form

commonly known, and the latter is by some dis

allowed; (TA;) He snalloned it: (S, M, Msb,

K:) or, as in some of the copies of the S, without

chensing: or, accord. to the A, by little and little:

(TA:) and 'ab-i signifies the same; ($, M,

Msb, K;) and so W abi-s: (As, K:) and in like

manner, *śj and *j (TA) [and *]. It is

said in a prov., .#*:: 5. S; *:::* 1st- &# •)

Be not thou sneet, so that thou shouldest be snal

loned; nor bitter, so that thou shouldest be put

out of the mouth because of thy bitterness: (S,

TA:) or, accord. to one relation, G#, i.e., so

that thou shouldest be disliked for being very

bitter: used in enjoining the taking of a middle

course of conduct: so in the O. (TA.)

4. &#&: I put my fore arm upon his

throat [from behind him], to strangle him, or

throttle him. (TA in art. &5)

5: see 1.

7 *i-J b-11 (a thing, M)passed easily

in his throat. (M, K.)

8: see 1.

Q. Q. 1.2.5%: see art.--by-l.

*: A man that snallon's quickly; (Ibn

'Abbād, O';) as also V is: (Ibn-'Abbād, O) and

**::::: (O.) or *** - (so accord, to the

TA) and "ij - and **: a man that eats

quickly: (TA) or the first, and * Gus;. and

W*:-, (M, K,) a man (M) that snallon's nell,

3 * ,

(M,) or largely. (K.) [See also Clel,-]-Also,

and "Guš, (M, K) 1A horse (M, TA) that

runs vehemently. (M," K, TA.) [See again
3. * *

Usky-l

#: see the next preceding paragraph.

X- andX: See &% in three places.

—Hence, (M,) the former also signifies +An

eloquent speaker; (M, K;) as also " &%.

(TA.) [See also art. Lele)-.]

&ū- See *::, in two places: andJ:

and>;--*Also [The crab;] a certain aquatic

creature; (S;) a certain animal of the sea;

(Msb;) a certain creeping thing (als), of aquatic

creatures; (M;) a certain fluvial creeping thing

(*); and also a marine kind, which is an

animal that becomes hard like stone: the former

kind is of much utility; the quantity of three

Jáš of its ashes, when burnt in a cooking-pot

of copper (£ J.-: [for the latter of which

words we find in the CK **-]), with water or

wine, or with half its weight of gentian (6'),

is very good against the bite of the mad dog; if

its eye be hung upon a person affected with a

tertian fever, he is cured; and if its leg be hung

upon a tree, its fruit falls spontaneously: (K:)

this is [said of] the coule- that is bred in rivers:

(TA:) of the marine hind, what is burnt is an

ingredient in collyriums, (K,) for removing white

ness, (TA,) and in dentifrices (~62%, so in

copies of the K and in the TA [but in the CK,

erroneously, −0,-]), and strengthens the gum :

(TA) pl. Güuš. (Mb)—&#1 is also

the name of + A certain sign of the Zodiac; (S,

M, K;) [Cancer;] the fourth sign; so called

because resembling the creature above mentioned

in form. (TA)- [The disease called cancer;]

a black-biliary tumour, which begins like an

almond, and smaller, and when it becomes large,

there appear upon it veins, red and green, resem

bling the legs of the cº-: there is no hope for

its cure; and it is treated medicinally only in

order that it may not increase: (K:) a certain

disease that attacks men and beasts: (M:)

it is also (K) a certain disease in the pastern of a

beast, rendering it hard, or rigid, so that the

animal inverts his hoof: (S, K:) a certain dis

ease that appears in the legs of beasts: (T, TA:)

some say that it is a disease nhich affects a man

in his fauces, having relation to the blood, and

resembling the ai's [which is explained by Ish,

in describing the disease termed -: Šiš, aS

an ulcer that perforates the belly]: and some say,

that it is [the disease called] J.' #3. (TA)

**3- see £.

© 6 • *

912

*%-(Lth, Lh, ś, M, K) and 8%, (Lth,

M,K) the former said by Az to be a good form,

like* and £3-, but the latter to be the

only instance of its form known to him, (TA,)

and " "::, like #, (accord. to the K,) or

*:::, (as in the M) like #5, (TA, [in which

this is said to be the right form,]) [The hind of

sneet food called] $34, (Lh, S, M, K,) or£8,

(as in some copies of the K and in the TA;) so

called because very delicious to eat and swallow,

from *: signifying the “act of swallowing;”

(Az, TA;) of the dial. of Syria: (Lh, M:) or

[the kind of sweet food called]Jes:-. (M, K.)

• 3 - -

by: See &#9.

*%- A road, or way: (Msb:) or a conspi

cuous road or way; (M, K;) so called because

he who goes away on it disappears like food that

is swallowed; (Ki) i. 9 by-e, (§, M, Mob, K.)

which is of the dial. of the early Kureysh, (Fr,)

and is the more approved, on account of the

mutual resemblance [of the J2 and le], (M., K.)

though the former is the original; (M, Mgb, K;)

and lobj; for the saying that the pronunciation

with the pure j is a mistake, is [itself] a mistake:

(K:) [ISd says,] As mentions the reading 1991,

with the pure j; but this is a mistake; for he

only heard the resemblance, and imagined it to

be j; and As was not a grammarian, that he

should be trusted in this matter: (M:) this is

[itself, however,] a mistake; for AA is related to

have read buji, and the same is related of

Ham:h, by Ks. (TA.) One says also, L' 34

*ā- *%- J% *#2 t[He is, in respect of his

religion, on, or in, a right.”y]. (TA.) [It is

fem. as well as masc.: see Gūj.]

• 3 - -

£33-3 See &#9.

6 de p © ed • 6 & 4

la: " : see bule- :-and Jala: ".

• 6 • * ** 6 e / • 0 < *

uslae." : see Alae - :-and -skew

Or *::::: See #.

3 : - , • o

Us!!- A great eater; (K3) as also **:::::
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(Seer, M, K,) and ": (K) or one who

swallows everything; as also **%- (M) and

"> and *::::: (Lh, M ;) from *9:91;

the A, accord. to IJ, being augmentative; (M;)

and so " .... (TA.) [See also low-.]- Also,

(S, M, K,) and 7 8%, (M, K,) t A sword that

cuts (S, K, TA) much, or well; (K, TA;) that

passes into the object that is struck with it; (M,

TA;) that goes quickly into the flesh. (Ibn

Habeeb, O, in explanation of the former word.)

•-&-& 1A horse that runs vehemently.

(K, TA.) [See again low-.]

** @*.* 0.e."

äia: , (Jm, M, K, TA,) or "Ushij-, (L)

A hind of soup, or food that is supped, (Jm, M,

K, TA) like #54 [q.v.]; (Jm, M, TA;) in

the K, erroneously, like 59- (TA:) or re

sembling 5.j-. (L in explanation of the latter

* or a

word.)- See also (slav-.

© • 6 # . . . .

1.12: : see Leb-, in two places.

#: See #4.

*::: See ###".- and see also the para

graph here following.

* D - d.

- - llowies”- - '. word. occurring #.' following

prov.: Lia: tails usia:- 34-S, (§, K) or

W L#: and J#4, (so in a copy of the M,

without teshdeed,) and one says also W Ls”g

and G#, (0,K) and "#" and £4,

(o, K, TA, in the CK u:- and u:34) and |&

**:: and £4, (K, and so in a copy of the

$) each like #5, (TA) or '#' and £4,

(so in another copy of the S,) or both, (M,)

[Taking, or receiving, is a smallowing, and

paying is a making with the mouth a sound

like that of the emission of wind from the anus;

i. e.] one takes, or receives, a loan, or the like,

(S, M, O, K,) and swallows it, (M, O, K,) and

when payment is demanded of him he makes

with his mouth a sound like that of the emis

sion of wind from the anus: (S, M, O, K, TA:)

meaning that taking, or receiving, is liked. and

paying is disliked: (TA) and "Eu, 3-9,

(o, K) or, as some relate it, Ös., (O)
* * * * * *

&####3 (O, K. [See 1 in art. C-J)

&#32; see the next preceding paragraph.

#: and **:- The gullet: (M, K:) also

written with Lo. (M.)

*::: see what next precedes: - and see
d ~ *

also low

_*

Q. 1.ź. He (a man) was, or became, silent.

(Sh, TA in art. Lolo).) - [From what follows, it

would seem to signify also He was perspicuous

in speech, or eloquent.]

X: Long, or talli (SK)as also:-- (K.)

in the latter sense, the former epithetis applied to a

man; as also "X,6- and "...e5: (M.) and

a poet (namely 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd, TA) uses the

phrase & :- |25- [long in the trojan-bones].

(S)- And The gullet, because of its width.

(M.)—And, as also "L.E-, Wide in the fauces,

quick in smalloning, (M, K.) or that sn'allon's

much, (TA,) with [largeness of] body and make:

(M, K:) or that snallon's everything: held by

Kh to be of the triliteral-radical class; (M, TA;)

and mentioned in art. low-l. (TA. [See&#)

– And hence "the latter, t An eloquent speaker:

(M in art. low- and in the present art., and

K" in the former :) or perspicuous in speechs

(M and K in the present art.;) as also slow-l.

(K) –2.5- is also expl. as meaning (4.3/

Alej!! --es:- [which may be rendered That

takes the nhole of the nose-rein, or leading-rope;

but the exact meaning must be determined from

the context]; and so "Gus"). (Freytag, from

the Deewän of Jereer.)

o 6 * d -

Lok - : see2.5% in three places.
*

6 - - - 6 - 6 * > *

d'slow- : see-okw-, last sentence.

6 J & J.

-A9 left-w: © e de

* - - - see-okw-, first sentence.

W- :
•

8."
• * *

1, 85-, aor. *, infn. &- (S, Msb, K) and

#- (TA [and mentioned in the K, but app. as a

simple subst.,]) and&- and&- and#9. (TA)
6 • d -p •

and ācy-, (K,) or this last is a simple subst.

from £, (Msb,) [but it is also generally used

as syn, with the inf ns. before mentioned when

they are employed as simple substs., and is more

common than any of them,] He, or it, was quick,

expeditious, hasty, speedy, rapid, snift, or fleet:

[in course, tendency, action, speech, &c.:] (S,

K:) or, said of a man, i. q. £i [which may

mean as above, or he hastened, made haste, or

sped,] in his speech and in his actions: (IAar,

TA:) but Sb makes a difference between $3.

and&: see the latter below: (TA:) one says

also £, aor. *; a dial. var. of8: and W &-,

said of an affair, or event, signifies the same as

&. (TA.) One says, &:" &:" like à-9

à-3”, (S, K,) i. e. [Make thou] haste; or haste

to be first, or before, or beforehand: haste; or

haste to be first, &c. (S and TA in art. U-5.)

And 93 & 4 &- (S,” TA,) and &-,

which is a contraction of the former; for the

Arabs contract by the suppression of dammeh

and kesreh because they are difficult of pronun

ciation, saying 3:3 for +: and # for ++,

but one should not say:-- for:- (S, TA,)

or the like, accord. to the Bagrees, though the

Koofees allow the contraction in the case of

fet-hah also, as in -il for -ā- ; (M in art.
• 6 p.

Jāk- ;) and one says also ex-, as a contraction

of &- all meaning &- [i.e. Quick was thy

doing that: or hon quick was thy doing that 1

or, which is nearly the same, excellently quick

was thy doing that; for &3- is similar to3: and

3%, denoting excellence]. (TA.)

2: see 4.

6 ** * *

3. Acyl-2 signifies The hastening with another;

or vying, or striving, with another, in hastening;

or hastening to be, or get, before another or

others; ..(S. K.) #. s' to a thing; (S;) as

also V ©"; syn. #2-3 (§, K;) with which,

also, [not, however, as it is expl. above, but in

the sense of 24, i.e. simply the hastening to a

thing,] *&: is syn. (TA.) One says, 1,5u.

133- & and #! "belt-J, [They hastened, one

with another, &c., to such a thing,] both signify

ing the same. (S.) And [of a single person,]

: ū. 85- He hastened to the thing; syn.

229 (Mgb.) And it is said in the Kur [iii. 127],

.# 3- #. J', '' (And tieye, one with
another, in hastening to obtain forgiveness from

your Lord]. (TA.) ...And again, [iii. 170,]

*śl J. &#: &# Who fall into unbelief

hastily, or quickly, (Bd, Jel,) and eagerly. (Bd.)

4. &2-1 is originally trans.; (S, K;) [signifying

He quickened, or hastened, himself, or his going,

&c.;] and hence the saying, in a trad, ... (3)
• 6 - s

Us:-" e: J% Jök: *%- [When any

one of you passes by a high wall, or the like, that

is inclining, let him quicken, or hasten, the pace,

or going]. (K,"TA.) But [it is used also ellip

tically, as meaning He hastened, in an intrans.

sense; he made haste; he sped; he went quickly;

and hence] you say, £il es' 82-', (S, K,) like

82- [He was quick, expeditious, hasty, speedy,

rapid, swift, or fleet, in going, journeying, or

pace]: (K:) or [rather he hastened, made haste,

or sped, therein; for] &J-1 signifies he endea

voured, or sought, and affected, to be quick, &c.,

as though he hastened the pace, or going; but

W 2.3. denotes what is as it were an innate quality:

(Sb:) the verb being originally trans., when you

say of one-º-'í ús &- it is as though [meaning]

he urged himself forward with haste; or he quick

ened, or hastened, the pace, or going; and it is

only because the meaning is understood by the

persons addressing one another, that the objective

complement is not expressed: (Lth, K:) or the

verb may be trans, by means of a particle and

without a particle: or when made immediately

trans., the phrase may be meant to be understood

as elliptical. (TA.) [Accord. to Fei,] es' &

#4, &c., infn. £5:1, is originally 4: 8-|

[He quickened, or hastened, his pace, or going];

U, being redundant; or: es' #5-1 ex-l

[he auickened, or hastened, the motion in his

going]: and #! ©- means <! &#3 --! [he

quickened, or hastened, the going to him]. (Msb.)

".8)— is sy: with ©-l. (TA.) And you say,

# L. " ©-3, (§, K) meaning He hastened,

or made haste, to [do] evil, or mischief; (K;) as

also &#. ($gh and Kin art ey.) And'&
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*% He hastened to do the thing, or. affair;

syn. 2: $0. (TA.) See also 3. – 4:1 8

occurs in a trad. as meaning He was quick, or

hasty, in being angry with him, or in blaming

him, or in reviling him. (Mgh.)– 4: &4-l: see

[its contr.] 4: ti. •-b: signifies also, Their

beasts on which they rode were, or became, quick,

smil , or fleet. (AZ, S, K.) =<< ū. &: U.

13& [How quick was thy doing that!]. ($, K.)

5: see 1 and 4; the latter in two places.

6: see 3, in two places.

&- [originally an inf n. of &- like &- and

&- accord. to the TA]: see &>, in two places.

&- see [1 and] is:

&”: “39-.
* * * *

ãs). Quickness, expedition, haste, speed, ra

pidity, sniftness, or fleetness; [of course, ten

dency, action, speech, &c.;] ($, K;) as also

W ** (K;) [the former said in the K, and the

latter in the TA, to be an inf. n. of&- :] and a

hastening, making haste, or speeding; i. q. 9-l

[inf. m. of 4]; (TA) 2. ". subst: there l'Orn.

(Mgb.) You say, 4/5 asy- U-2 -->s [I non

dered at the quickness, &c., of that]. ($)

&– and3%-and&# (SK)and '3%,

the last with damm to the J, (IAar,) occurring in
*

the phrase l:- $ &le-, (IAar, S, K.) mean

ing* $ &- [Quick is this in coming forth :

or hon quick is this in coming forth ! or, which is

nearly the same, excellently quick &c.], (S, K,)

are dial. vars., changed from the original form,

which is 8% and, for this reason, (S,) made

indecl., with the final vowel of *: for their

termination. (S, K.) The word Cley- is used as

a simple enunciative [placed before its inchoative],

and also as an enunciative denoting wonder: [see
• *d, * • * 0 * *

&ü...] and hence the saying, (K) to 3%

*<<< How quick was thy doing that! (S, K.)

The saying âûl % &- originated from the fact

that a man had a lean ewe, her snivel running

from her nostrils by reason of her leanness, and

it being said to him “What is this?” he an

swered, “Her grease:” whereupon the asker said

as above: the last word is in the accus. case as a

denotative of state; and the meaning is, Quick,

or hon quick, is this snivel [coming forth] in the

state of melted grease! or the last word is a

specificative, under the supposition that the

action is transferred [from its proper agent,

which thus becomes a specificative], as in the
2. - 60° e < * *

phrase 5" ×j ---as; and the meaning to be

understood is, Quick, or hon quick, is the melted

grease of this! the saying is applied to him who

tells of a thing's coming to pass before its time:

(o, K.) it is a proy (TA)=&-, and its

fem, use- : see &g-, in two places: see also

the paragraph here next following, in two places.

• 6 •

Jä &#, (§, Mg,Msh, K) and '3'

J-Ui, (IAar, K,) The first, or foremost, of the

men, or people, (IAyr, $, Mgh, Mib, K) striving,

one with another, to be the first to do a thing;

(K;) so says As, with reference to soldiers

hastening: (TA:) the former word in this phrase

is [distinguished from 3% in being] declinable

in every case: (S:) in two trads. in which the

phrase occurs, we find it differently related,

d'é- and ck: ; the latter being pl. of&

(TA.) J.- &% also, signifies The first or

foremost, of the horsemen, and sometimes they

said J.-- "3%. (K.) Abu-l-'Abbās says

that when cle)- is an epithet applied to men, it

has both of the above-mentioned forms; but when

applied to others, the former is the more chaste,

though the latter is allowable. (TA.)

* * * * • * de

&: see Úley-l.

6 * *

W-; and its fem, with 3: see what next

follows, in three places.

&- Quick, expeditious, hasty, speedy, rapid,

snift, or fleet; [in course, tendency, action,

speech, &c.;] (S, Msb,” TA;) as also W* [and

W &: and "###, of which the fem: i: with 5,

and "33% of which the fem is c.4%; (TA;)i. q. " s~, (K,) which signifies as above;

(TA;) (and which also signifies hastening, making

haste, or speeding;] and 7&: also, signifies

quick, &c., (&**) to [do] good or evil: (K:)

the pl. of &- is &#, (K,) and #5- is [also

a pl. of th: same] syn. with &#: (Mgb.)

You say, &2- J.; and "&- [A quick, snift,

or fleet, horsej: (IB:) and 7 *:::::- meaning

is:y- [a quick, snift, or fleet, mare]. (K.) And

'J'," as J. & [Gothou quickly; lit.
go thou, or walk thou, or run thou, upon thy

quick, or sniff, leg). (Fr.) And 'u' às mean

ing t:... [He, or it, came quickly, hastily,

speedily, &c.]. (TA.) And God is said [in the

Kur ii. 198, &c.] to be ~1->ll &9. [Quick in

reckoning], meaning that his reckoning will

inevitably come to pass; or that one reckoning

will not divert Him from another reckoning, nor

one thing from another thing; or that his actions

are quick, none of them being later than He

desireth, because it is done without manual ope

ration and without effort, so that He will reckon

with mankind, after raising them from death and

congregating them, in the twinkling of an eye,

without numbering, or calculating: (K:) and [in

like manner He is said in the same, chap. vi.,

last verse, to be] +lis' &2- [quick in punish

ing]. (El-Mufradát, B.)- Also A certain kind

of going, or pace; coupled with *::, which

signifies another kind thereof. (Ibn-Habeeb,

TA)—[&# The ninth metre G-:) in pro

sody, in which each hemitic' originally consisted

of>> clea:- c.12a-.]—And 39-3'

The [shrub called] &#: or the fire that is

therein. (K. [See #.])* Also A shoot, or

twig, that falls from the A3 (or tree of the
6 - © 6 * @ d

balsam of Mekkeh]: pl. Cley- and Úle". (K.)

• of

&: [More, and most, quick, expeditious,

hasty, speedy, rapid, snift, or fleet, of course,

tendency, action, speech, &c.]. [It is said, of

God, in the Kur vi. 62] 3--" # 34,

[And He is the quickest of the reckoners]. (K.)

[The fem.] L:- is applied to a she-camel by

Honeyf El-Hanátim [as meaning Surpassingly

quick or fleet]. (IAar, TA in art. Us".)

© 6 p.

83-, * *

6 - d. see &p-.

ex-2,

&: Very quick, or hasty, (K,TA,) to [do]

good or evil, (K) or in affairs. (TA.)

wā

1. -,-, aor. *, inf n. -#4, He was ignorant:

or he was wnmindful, negligent, or heedless.

(Msb.) [In these senses it is trans.: you say,]

45-, (§, M.K.) aor. *, (K) inf n -5,-, (S,"

M, K,”) He was unmindful, negligent, or heed

less, of it; (S, M, K;) namely, a thing: (S, M.:)

and he was ignorant of it: (S, K:) and he missed

it; (S," M, K;" [in the first and third of which,

only the inf. n. of the verb in this sense is men

# - - Jº -

tioned, and expl. as syn. with Ulad-;]) syn. **i.

(M.) And Low-- ~ I sought them and

missed them : or was ignorant of them. (Mgb.)

And #1 -5,- He passed by the people, or

party, and left them behind him. (M.) As

relates, of an Arab of the desert, with whom

some companions of his made an appointment to

meet him in a certain place of the mosque, and to

whom he broke his promise, that, being asked

respecting that, he said,2:*: $54, Inean

ing [I passed by you and] I was unmindful of

you. (S.) And hence the saying of Jereer, (S,

TA,) praising the Benoo-Umeiyeh, (TA,)

* #* is: #4 *

-###"& "
*

meaning [They gave a hundred camels, eight

persons driving them, or urging them by singing

to them : there was not in their gift reproach for

a benefit conferred, nor] Jinmindfulnes: or the

©e • * * * 0 * * * de

-

meaning is, nor missing (ta-) ; that is, they did

not miss the proper place of the gift by their

giving it to such as did not deserve it and re

fusing it to the deserving. (S, TA.) You say:

also, Axe: <>3)- I was unacquainted with, or

knew not, his oath. (TA)- [-,- is also, as

expl. below, syn. with -$9-l, but as a subst.,

having no verb properly belonging to it..] =

#*-, (ISk, S. K.) aor.”, in n. --,

(ISk,S) said of the as: [q.v.], It ate the

leaves of the tree: (ISk, S.K.) and -3-M-3

is likewise said of the as: [as meaning it ate the

wood]. (Z, TA) And## 34,...,(ISk,S, M,

TA,) inf. n. -5,-, (ISk,) The tree had its leaves

eaten by the as: (S:) or nas smitten, or lighted

on, by the as: (ISk, M, TA '),"d<--1-5

[the nood was eaten by the āj).], the verb in

this phrase being quasi-pass. of the verb in the

phrase <<ll #: <-, like as <!-- and
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3-2 are quasi-passives of the verbs in the phrases
*6 = * *

&#14:- and #1* (ZTA) and

[hence] one says also,Xúl –5, [The wheat, or

food, was, or became, cankered, Or eaten away;

as though smitten, or lighted On, !y the āş)-.

(M, TA)—[Hence also] still &# 34,. The

ear of the sheep, or goat, was entirely cut off.

(A, TA)- And tâ3; &#~ : She (a mother)

injured her child by too much milk. (A, K,"TA.)

** * * *

-*

4×A×o

4 -,-, (Msb) infin. -āj-, (M, Mob.) He
exceeded, or transgressed, the just, or right, bound,

or limit, or measure; acted extravagantly, ex

orbitantly, or immoderately: (M, Mgb:) or

-##! signifies the being extravagant in *

diture,syn.: (K;) or so aí:ii & -#

(S, TA:) or, as some say, A.J.5 means the “ex

ceeding in respect of the right objects of expen

diture,” which is ignorance of the [right] manner,

and of things that should prevent it; and six-l

means the exceeding with respect to quantity [in

expenditure], and is ignorance of the values of

the right objects: (MF in art. 3.jú ) or the latter

signifies the expending othernise than in obedi

ence of God, (Sufyán, K,"TA,) whether little or

much; (TA;) as also *_3, . (M, TA:) it is

also said to mean the eating that which it is not

lan ful to eat; and this is said to be meant in

the Kur vi. 142 or vii. 29: and the putting a

thing in a wrong place [as when one expends

his money upon a wrong object]: and accord. to

Iyás Ibn-Mo'awiyeh, -á, -91 is that [action]

whereby one falls short of what is due to God.

(TA.) You say also, •jū. Us: -5-4, meaning

He was hasty in respect of his property, [i.e. in

expending it,] without pursuing the just course,

or keeping within due bounds. (M.) And -5,-l

ASSI ë, and J#1 & He eacceeded the due

bounds, or just limits, in speech, and in slaying.

(M.) J#1& -#59, which is forbidden in the

Kur xvii. 35, is said to mean The slaying of

another than the slayer of one's companion:

(Zj, M, Mgh:*) or the slaying the slayer without

the authority of the Sultán: or the not being

content with slaying one, but slaying a number

of persons, because of the high rank of the slain

and the lon, condition of the slayer: or the slay

ing one higher in rank than the slayer: (Zj, M:)

or the slaying tryo when the slayer is one: or the

maiming or mutilating [before slaughter]. (Mgh.)

-3% also signifies The committing of many

faults, offences, or crimes, and sins. (TA) And

you say, G9-l aiési (TA) and * (#3, (M, TA,)

meaning He ate it hastily. (M, TA.)

5. -ā- JHe sucked: and, ate, gnanced, or de

voured. (KL. [App. from #~, q. v. See also

##" **, &c., in the latter half of the first

paragraph.])

-#4 inf n of -i, [G. v.]. ($: M, Mab, K.)

-And also a subst. from -5,-1; (Msb;) i. q.

-#4, (M;) signifying Excess, or transgres

sion, of the just, or right, bound, or limit, or

measure; extravagant, exorbitant, or immode

&# 3A2

rate, action or conduct; (M, Mgb, TA;) contr.

of 3.5 (S. K.) See also 4, in two places.—

[Hence,] t The overfloning of water from the

sides of a watering-trough, or tank; as in the

saying, (#: cas- à J.-43 : The water of the

watering-trough, or tank, [went anay running to

naste, or] overfloned from its sides: (K, TA:)

or #31 -ā- means + nhat goes, of nater, without

irrigating and without profit: [or rather its

going for nought:] you say, J: #l*

(#.£ #~4% +[The well irrigated the palm

trees, and the rest of the water went for nought,

in waste]. (Sh, TA.) - And Addictedness

(#4, S, K, or #3, M) to a thing, (M) or in

respect of wine. £ TA.) It is said in a trad.

(S.M) of Asheh, (TA) --- 0-4-0 &

*" [Verily there is an addictedness to flesh

meat like the addictedness to wine] (S, M, TA:)

i.e. he who is accustomed to it is addicted to the

eating thereof, like as he who is constantly drink

ing wine is addicted thereto, having little self

restraint therefrom: or the meaning here is un

mindfulness [of consequences with respect to flesh

meat &c.]: or corruptness of conduct, arising

from hardness of heart, and daringness to dis

obey, and self-impulsion to the gratification of

appetite : (TA:) or it may be [that the meaning

is, there is an extravagance with respect to flesh

meat &c.,] from -###" (§, TA) in expenditure
for that which is not needed, or otherwise than

in obedience [to the law of God]. (TA.)- It

is also said in a trad, 3×3 # J: - : •3

s 6 * * * *

-ā-, meaning,+* -## 35

[i. e. The man shall not take a thing as spoil that

is of high and great estimation, he being a be

liever]: (K, TA:) [for] people disapprove of

that: (TA:) and it is also related with L: [i. e.

-# =ls]. (K.)

-à- Ignorant; (IAar, M, Mgb, TA;) as also

* -## (IAar, TA:) or unmindfil, negligent,

or heedless (Msb.) And 3% -5. J.; 1 A

man missing, or mistaking, in heart, or mind;

negligent, or Medless, therein. (S, K, T.A.) And

Jäall C- J- t A man having little intellect,

or intelligence: or t corrupt in intellect; accord. to

Z, from ~## -#3, of which the quasi

pass is -5-[q.v.; meaning that it is from --

is a #. n. of this latter verb]. (TA.)–

āş- Jāy', (S, M, K,) and −39- 29, (M, TA,) A

land, and a valley, abounding with the [norm, or

caterpillar, or small creeping thing, called] aş.

(S, M," K, TA.)

B s p p

J). A certain white thing [or substance] re

sembling the neb of the silknorm. (Ibn-'Abbād,

O, K.)

#: [A certain worm, or caterpillar, or small

creeping thing;] a small creeping thing that

makes for itself a habitation, (S, K,) four-sided,

or square, (S) of fragments of nood, (S, K.)

joining them together by means of its spittle, in

the form of a Jej" [here meaning coffin], (S)

which it then enters, and [therein it] dies: (S,

K:) or the silhnorm: or a certain small creep

ing thing, dust-coloured, that constructs a beauti

ful habitation in which it is: or a very small

creeping thing, like the half of a lentil, that

bores a tree, and then constructs therein a habi

tation of pieces of wood, which it conjoins by

means of n hat resembles the web of the spider:

or a very small dust-coloured creeping thing, that

comes to a piece of wood and excavates it, and

then brings a bit of wood and puts it therein, then

another, then another, and then weaves n hat re

sembles the web of the spider: or, accord. to

AHn, a certain small creeping thing, like the

norm, inclining in some degree to blackness,

found upon the [plants called] Jas-, that con

structs a four-sided, or square, habitation, of

pieces of wood, joining the extremities of these

together by means of a thing [or substance] re

sembling the web of the spider: or the worm [or

caterpillar] that weaves [a neb] upon certain

trees, and eats their leaves, and destroys the rest

thereof by that weaving : or a certain worm [or

caterpillar] like the finger, hairy, speckled with

black or white, that eats the leaves of trees so as to

make them bare: or a certain worm [or cater

pillar] that weaves upon itself, of the size of the

finger in length, a thing like the J-už [or roll,

or scroll, of paper], which it enters, so becoming

unattainable: or a certain light, small creeping

thing, like a spiders (M ) pl. -}. (TA)

Hence the prov., #: &: à: [More skilled in

fabricating than a £). (S, M, K.) And one

says also, #: &: -iči [Lighter than a aš-l.

(M.)

[+,-, accord. to Freytag, (but he has not

named his authority,) The erosion of a tree by

wood fretter. (' teredines,” by which he means

-j-, pl. of #~).]

-is: Hard, severe, or difficult; great, mo

mentous, or formidable: (O, K, TA:) an epi

thet applied to a day. (O, TA.)

-à- A row of grapevines (0, K.)

J.3%: SeeJ4% below.

* * * **

-: i. q. &i [i.e. Lead, or black lead, or

| tin, or penter]; (O, K;) of Pers. origin, (O,)

arabicized, from+, (O, L., K.) or 3-i. (CK.)

[See also 3-il

J4%, (§, M, O, K,) and El-Kanánee used

to say "J.3%. , the name of A certain angel,

(M; [in which it is mentioned among quadri

literal-radical words; but it is there said that the

| may be radical;]) the angel who is to blow the

horn on the day of resurrection: (Jel in vi. 73,

&c.:) [see &-> :] a foreign word (S, O, K)

prefixed, (K,) or as though prefixed, (S, O,) to

J.] (S, o, K.) and 34% is a dial var. of the

same; (Kh, S, M, O, K;) like as they said

&# and &st=1 and 34% (Akh, 8,0.)

s & -

-> [Exceeding, or transgressing, the just, or
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right, bound, or limit, or measure; acting extra

vagantly, &c.: see its verb (4)]. - See also

--.– [Also] Denying, or disacknowledging,

the favours, or benefits, or the unity, and the

prophets and lan', of God; a disbeliever, an

unbeliever, or an infidel: it is said to be used in

this sense in the Kur xl. 36. (TA.)

J.: Eaten by the as: [q.v.). (TA) And
<< * * * * * * :

āş2). 5-5. A tree of which the leaves have

been eaten by the aş-; (S;) or smitten, or
• C J, 6 *

lighted on, by the āş. (ISk, T.A.) – 5:
2< * * *

āş23.2 t A sheep, or goat, that has had its ear

entirely cut off (M, A.)

U9- and cº

* • * * • &

U-49- and J4% and &#9-1: see the next

preceding art.

&

1. S. # 3-, (§,Mgh, O, Mgb) or £1,

(K) and St. 4, , (S, Mgh, O, Mgb) thus also

they sometimes said, (S, O,) the prep being

suppressed for the sake of alleviation, but meant

to be understood, (Ham p. 155,) aor. 2, in:J.

&- ($, Mgh, 9, Msh, K) and &- and A5

(Mgh, K) and āś- and J-, (K.) He stole from

him property, [or the thing,] i.e. he took it

[from him] secretly, and by artifice; (Mgh;)

or he came clandestinely to a place of custody,

and took what belonged to him, namely, another

person, (0, K3) as also "45-i [followed by

*]. (IAar, K.) And #4 (alone. He stole

from them; or robbed them]. (JK and K in art.
• * > *> . . is

* -

J*.) It is said in a prov., x-it &l-l &:

(S, O) The thief was robbed, and in consequence

slen himself: applied to him who has a thing not

belonging to him taken from him, and whose im

patience consequently becomes excessive. (Meyd,"

O.) And "45-, inf n. &£, signifies the same
J. e.e. *

as aj,- : El-Farezdak says,

-- o a • - a • * * * * * *

* l, 5- Use!” (9-5 ) *

* &J 44-3-3 *

[By no means reckon thou that dirhems which

thou stolest will efface thy disgraceful practices

that were committed in 'Oman]. (IB, TA.)

And you say in selling a slave, &: <! &#

5:15 5'' [I am irresponsible to thee for

running anay and stealing]. (TA.)– One says

also, &: &: meaning as:-l. (Msb. See

3.) - And aj9-2 c5-, [lit. His voice was

stolen], meaning the became hoarse. (Z, TA.)

-And A55 W -5,- [app.>; ū -j-, expl. as

meaning us...})* <!-, which I think a mis

transcription for Js 3,5 -#-, i.e. + I have been

robbed of my honour, or reputation, O my

people]. (TA)- And, #1 & # 3- + We

passed pleasantly, or with enjoyment, a night of

the month. (TA)- And J. J.:#~ : My

eye overcame me. (TA)=3,..., aor, *, (Yoo,

IDrd, K) infn. 33, (TK) said of a thing,

(Yoo, IDrd,) i. q. &- [It was, or became,

unperceived, or imperceptible, or hardly per

ceived or perceptible, &c.]. (Yoo, IDrd, K.)

And £20. +, aor. as above, (IDrd, K.)

and so the inf n,(TA,) His joints became neak,

or feeble; (IDrd, K;) as also " -5,-il. (K.)

2, #- see 1.—Also, (S) infn. &#,

(K,) He attributed to him [or accused him of]

theft. (S.) It is said in the Kur [xii. 81], accord.

to one reading, 3: &#& [Verily thy son has

been accused of theft]. (S.)

3.43% & 4.3% He avail himself of
(S, O,) or seeks, (K,) his inadvertence, to look at

him : (S, O, K:) [he takes an opportunity of

looking at him by stealth :] and in like manner

one uses the phrases2: * 3:1 and * 3:

[as meaning tthe taking (17t opportunity of looking

by stealth]: and 7 & 5 [alone] signifies t the

taking an opportunity of looking and of hearing:

(TA:) [and the hearing discourse by stealth; as

is indicated in the TA:] and&: * 3:... [and

3-1 alone, as appears from an explanation of

the part. n. (5)-2, below,] f He listened, (S,

O) or heard, (MSb) by stealth; (S, O, Mgb;)

as also &: * 3: ... (MSb.)

5. 3-5 He stole [by degrees, or] one thing and

then another. (O, K.) So in the phrase&

es: [He stole my poetry, bit by bit], used by

Rù-beh. (O, TA.)- See also 3, in two places.

7. G-31 He went, dren, or shrank, bach, in

order to go anay, X: from them. (K, TA.

[In this and the following sense, the verb is

erroneously written in the CK &#)-And

He was, or became, languid, and neak, or feeble.

(O, K, TA.) See also 1, last sentence.

8. Gy-l: see 1, first sentence:–and see 3, in

two places. [See also J->]—Also | He

deceived, or circumvented, secretly, [or by stealth,]

like him who [so] listens. (TA.)- And you

say, <!--" Ja: Júl G, ...) | The nºriter

suppressed some of the items of the reckoning.

(TA.)

Q. Q. 1. 35' 33- He manured the land

with cº- (Lin art, cº-)

3: Oblong pieces (S, O, Mgb, K) of silk,

(S, O, Mgb;) accord. to A’Obeyd, (S, O,) of

white silk : (S, O, K:) or silk in general: (K:)

said by A’Obeyd to be arabicized from the Pers.

% meaning “good:” (S, O:) n. un, with 5;

(S, O, Msb;) which is expl. as meaning a piece

of good silk. (TA.)

&- and "ā, [the former of which is said

in the Mgh and k, and the latter in the K, to be

an inf n., are also said to be] substs from 5%,

[as such signifying Theft, as also *# , (0, K.)

or W#-. (Mgb.)

is:

42/- :
•

see what next precedes.

#: See &-- Also, (MSB) A thing stolen;

(Mgh, Msb;) and so *aš9.; [pl. of the, later

•ls!";] whence the saying 2-41 -tsu- ***

[He has stolen things of poetry or verse]. (TA.)

&: (K, and s and M8b in art. &:)

sometimes written 3:54, (K) as also cº-j-,

(Msb, TA) Dung of horses or other solid-hoofd

animals, syn. $53, and Jü, (Msb,) or fresh

dung of camels, sheep and goats, wild oxen, and

the like (TA in art, #3) a manure for land:

(L:) arabicized from Úse- [or 3.9-l. (Msb,

K.) a Pers, word. (Mgb.) [See &:, in art.

&”.]

3,3- [Thievish; a great thief] ;..." epithet

applied to a man, and to a dog: pl. J.-. (TA.)

#: See #4.—Also A stealer of poetry

or verses. (TA.)

#23. [Very thievish; a very great thief]: it

has no pl. (TA.)

3: [Stealing; a thief; or] one who comes

clandestinely to a place of custody, and takes

n:hat does not belong to him: (O:) pl.#. and3:

(TA) and #4 (Mgh.)

3, . A certain disease in the members, or

limbs. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)

#4. sing, of5% which signifies [Collars

by means of which the two hands are confined

together to the neck, called also] &:54, (O, K,

TA,) of iron, attached to fetters or shackles,

(TA)- And the pl., &#3, signifies also The

adjuncts (25155) in the catches (U595 [q.v.]) of

a lock. (Ibn 'Abbād, O, K.) -

<</ &: [lit. Having the voice stolen,]

means ! hoarse in voice. (Z, TA.) And hence,

A# &: ! [A young gazelle] having a nasal

sound, or twang, in its cry; as though its voice

were stolen: a phrase used by El-Aasha. (TA.)

*

5: ! Listening by stealth, (K, TA) like the

thief (TA)- + Defective, weak in make.

(Ibn 'Abbād, O, K.)—J#1 5: ! Weak in

speech or saying. (A, TA)- &#1 & 2 * *

! Short in the neck, (Ibn-'Abbād, o, K, TA;)

applied to a man; (Ibn-'Abbād, O, TA;) con

tracted therein. (A, TA) [In the CK, & J.

is erroneously put for &:l.] *

&#x

• • 6 •

Q. 1, c.5:- :

* ... •*- see the next preceding art.

U-27- :

AJ

ź. The anus; (IAar, T';) the place of egress

of the feces; i.e. the extremity of the rectum;

(S, K;) a post-classical word: (S:) or the interior

of the extremity of the rectum : (Lth, TA:) or

the edge, or margin, of the rectum : accord. to

some, peculiarly in beasts of prey that have
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claws: pl. X; i. (M.) Hence the phrase J%

As: 2-4 >;- 8-9, occurring in a trad.,

meaning + A man strong, or vehement, and vio

lent, or wrongful or unjust or tyrannical in con

duct: or a man prodigal of nealth and of blood:

and therefore described as wide in the places of

egress and ingress. (TA in art. All and in the

present art.)

>;- Pain of the anus. (K, TA.)

*-of

:- [signifies, or implies,] Continuance, or

incessant continuance, (>33, Kh, M, L, and

Juaji, Kh, L.) of time, (Kh, M, L.) either of

night. or of day. (Kh, L.) [I have said “or

implies” because I have not found it used other

wise than as an epithet, in the following senses.]

- Continuing; , or continuing incesantly, or

endlessly; syn. .33; (Zj, S, L, K3) or 9 - 312

khāş, (Nh, L.) It is applied in this sense to

night (Nh, L) [and also to day: to each in the

Kur xxviii. 71 and 72] : and to night as meaning

Long. (L,K.)- Accord. to El-Fakhr Er-Rázee,

it is derived from 3:1, which denotes consecu

tiveness and uninterruptedness, and theA is added

to give intensiveness to the signification: if so,

its proper place is in art. 3- ; its measure being

J#: (MF 9. [thus] its A is augmentative like

the A in Uae S3. (Bd in xxviii. 71.) – One says

* * * * * *

also, i-o- 40 * He, or it, is thine ever, or for

ever. (Mgh in art. ...".)

* • * *

3-4- Having neither beginning nor end.

(KT.)

*5

• * > * > * @ e • * ~ * *

ol-3-1; and (5.5-: and 25-2 : see art. 2'-'.
* *

-

*- *

Q. 1 3&4, (S. K.) in n. *, (S) He

fed, or nourished, a child well. (§, L, K)=

And He cut a camel's hump [in pieces: see the

pass. part. n., below]. (K.)

* * d -

Jay, a term sometimes applied to The fat

of a camel's hump. (S, L.) = And Much wa

ter. (L.) -

* > d > -t.

J. A fat camel's hump : (§, L, K:) or a

camel's hump cut in pieces. (L.) - Supplied

with the comforts and conveniences of life, and

well fed : and, with 5, a woman fat, and well fed.

(L.) [Applied also to a young camel: see an ex.

in a hemistich cited in the first paragraph of art.

Je).]

94-4"

1. #4, (SM,Mgh, K) aor. 2: (S. K.)
and , , (S, M, K,) aor. as above; (§, K5) and

(92, (S, M, K) aor. 5-5 ($, K3) inf n.
6 * **

$39, (S, M, K) of the first verb, (§, M) and

3% (Sb, Lh, S, M, Mgh, K) of the same verb,
(M, Mgh,) and of the second, (§, M.) and of the

third, (S) and , and #, (M,K) both of the

third, but #3, and this only, is mentioned by Lh

Bk. I.

as inf. n. of the second verb; (M;) He nas, or

became, possessed of liberality, bountifulness,

munificence, or generosity, combined with man

liness, or manly virtue: (S, Mgh:) or manliness,

or manly virtue, (M, K,) and (M,) or combined

with, (K,) high or elevated rank or condition,

nobility, dignity, honour, or glory. (M, K.) =

J-3' 3: Inneans The “leaning out of n!hat are

termed5- [pl. of su- or sui-2, which see in

art. Gi-]. (TA) =3,... also signifies, like

#: [inf n, of "es:-], and #: [inf n of

* (4,-1], The throning off a thing from oneself

[or from another]; (K, TA;) and the pulling off

a thing. (TA.) You say, & *: <5%

(Isk,S) or ~, aor. 3:1 (Mgh) inf n.5%, I

thren, off the garment from me, (ISk, S,) or I

removed the garment from over him; (Mgh;)

and<- is a dial. var, thereof; (S;) or 43: 9.

£, inf n. *, and "5-5 he pulled off his

garment from him: (M:) and 9* J.' &

-38, (TA,) or &#125 3% (M,) and **::,

and "4: I threw off [the horse-cloth from

the horse, or from the back of the horse]. (TA.)

And use L# &: [I thren, off from me my

coat of mail]: in this case the verb is only with

5. (S.) [Hence,]* "Us", (M,) or are U&

ź, (S. K.) in a #3 (TA) Away

became removed from him, as also : "us

* (S, K,” TA:) or his anxiety became re

moved, or cleared anay. (M, in explanation of

the first of these phrases.) And -#~ £"&:

+ Fear was made to quit him: the teshdeed de

notes intensiveness. (TA.) And hence the phrase

in a trad, J-9 #* '& Co. f(And
n:hen the vehement distress of mind arising from

the oppression caused by inspiration was made to

quit him]; referring to the Prophet. (Mgh.)=

33-, (K) in n. 3-, (TA) said of the female

locust, She laid eggs: (K:) a dial. var. of $5-.

(TA.) . .

2. &: 2,3, said by the Prophet on the

occasion of the expedition of Ohod, means To

day ye shall have your &- [or that person,

among you, who is distinguished by liberality and

manliness, &c.,] slain: and [accordingly] Ham

zeh was then slain. (TA.) = See also 1, in six

places.

3. *%-, inf n. #4, i. 1.5-0 [i. e. He vied

with him, or contended with him for superiority,

in glory, or rather in liberality and manliness,

&c.; see 1, first sentence]. (TA.)

4. US-1 He became in, or upon, land, or

ground, such as is termed 5%: belonging to the

present art., accord. to Er-Răghib : (TA:) or he

betook himself to the 3%. [app, meaning the

mountainous tract so called]: (K and TA in art.

s-9 it is like: ana. (TA in thatar)

* See also 1, in two places.

5. (5- signifies 3:1 -áš, (§, K, TA)

i.e. [He affected, or constrained himself, to

possess liberality and manliness, &c., (see 1, first

sentence,) or] high or elevated rank or condition,

nobility, dignity, honour, or glory, and manli

ness, or manly virtue: (TA:) or it signifies
*** * * * *

ag- J-1 [he took a concubine slave]: (K:) or

= one says also, asyl-ji (5-3 [He took the

girl, or young woman, as a concubine-slave], from
23-3

- * = 3

[which see in art. -,] from 32-Ji. (S.) - And

45- signifies 7#: 3-i [i. e. He took the best

thereof]. (M, TA. [See also 8.])

•w **

said by Yaakoob to be originally V-5,

7: see 1, in the latter part of the paragraph.

8. Us). He chose, or selected, as being the

best, (S, M, K,) a thing, (M,) or men, (S, K,)

and camels, and sheep or goats. (S.) And

#: I took the best of it. (T,TA. [See also

5, last sentence.]) And jč. signifies the same

as US-l, being formed from the latter by trans

position. (TA.) One says, c5% -: $5." U.S.--',

%" |(S) or C-1, (K,) i. e. Death chose [or took]

the best of the sons of such a one, or of the tribe.

(S," K,” TA.)

* d >

3- an inf. m. of 1 [q.v.]. (S, M, K, &c.)

[Used as a simple subst., Liberality, bountiful

ness, munificence, or generosity, combined with

manliness, or manly virtue; &c.]- Hence, s:

s: +Aloes-wood, or the like, that is used for

fumigation; syn.*l. (Harp. 228.)= Also

A part that rises from [the bottom of] a valley,

and slopes don’n from the rugged portion of a

mountain: (M, K:) or that rises from the

channel in which the water flows, and slopes donn

from the rugged portion of a mountain : (M :)

it is like a -i- (S) 5:1, (§, K) or 3:-3-,
* * * *

occurring in a trad., is said to mean3:

[The settlement of Himyer]. (S, M., K.) = And

A certain kind of tree, (S, M, K,) well-known;

(K;) [the common, or evergreen, cypress; cu

pressus sempervirens of Linn.: applied thereto in

the present day: (Delile's Florae Aegypt. Illustr.,

no. 900:)] n. un, with 5. (S, M., K.) = And

Certain worms that light upon plants, (M, K,

TA,) and eat them: (M:) *śl, in [some of]

the copies of the K, is a mistranscription for<1:

(TA:) sing. [or rather n. un.] with 3. (M.)

# The back (Š, M, K) of anything: (S) pl.

3×3: (S, M, K.) it has no broken pl. (M)

And The higher, or highest, part of anything:

(M in the present art., and K in art. U.S.- :) so

[for instance] of a mountain. (TA in art. US-.)

[Hence,] 9:" #3, (M) or #1 (by way of

preeminence, for *::: is prefixed to the names of

a number of places and of tribes, as is said in the

TA in art, US,-], A certain mountain [or moun

tainous tract] commencing near 'Arafat and ex

tending to Nejrán of El-Yemen: (Msb:) pl. as

above. (M.)– The highest [or most advanced

state] of the day: (TA:) [or] the state of ad

vancement, when the sun has become somen'hat

high, (syn. gift,) of the day, (M, K, TA,) and so

of other things; by some said to mean the middle

thereof; (M;) so in the S, in relation to the

day; but this is [said to be] a mistake: (TA:)

171
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in a verse of El-Bureyk El-Hudhalee, of the

night: pl. as above: and the sing. also occurs

used as a pl. (M.)- The middle of anything:

pl. as above. (S.) The middle and main part of

a road; (Mgh, Mgb;) the hard and elevated part

thereof (K.) It is said in a trad, #9 -:

Juill &# (S, Mgh) The back and middle of

the road, (S,) or the middle and main parts

thereof, (Mgh,) are not for the women; meaning

that they should walk upon the side parts. (S.)

- Accord. to Er-Rághib, A wide tract of land.

(TA in art. (4)-.) = It is also a pl., of a rare

#", (S, Msb,) or a quasi-pl. n., (M, K,) of
•

cs:- [which see in several places]. (§, M,

Mgb, K.)

6.- d > © de •

52:- n. un, of 35. [q.v.] in two senses. =See

also is:-.

** 6 p. *

52- : see what next follows.

#- (Th, AHn, T, S, M,K) and "#" (Th,

M, IAth, K) and "#" (Kr, M, K) A small

arrow: (S:) or a small and short arrow: or an

arron broad and long in the head; (M, K, TA;)

but therenithal slender and short; with which

one shoots at the butt : (TA:) or such as is

round and smooth, not broad; the broad and

long being termed #: (M.) or the very

slenderest of arrow-head, that penetrates into

the coats of mail: (Th, M.:) or it [is an arron,

that] penetrates into the coats of mail, for which

reason it is called #e3, its head entering like

the needle: (T, TA:) or an arron-head re

sembling an ordinary needle or a large needle:

it is mentioned also in art. U£-, [as being a

small, short, round and smooth arron-head,

having no breadth, and as being called is:- and

#-l because the word belongs to that art, and

to this: (M:) [see also it.”, and see is:- in

arti-il the pl. is s: [or s:- ?] accord. to

the T, or #- accord. to the S. (TA)= The

first (#)-) also signifies The locust in its first

state, when it is a larva, (S3) or in its first

state of gron'th, when it comes forth from its egg:

(M:) originally with hemz: (S:) [see 3-, in

tWo places: and ** is a dial. var. thereof (S.)

[See also 2',4'-.]

3 .

Us", as an epithet applied to a man, ($, M,

K, &c.,) may be from£ &: “I chose, or

selected, the thing,” or from #: “the higher,

or highest, part” of a thing, (Hamp. 337,) or,

accord. to Er-Rághib, from L:* $5: “I

pulled off the garment from me,” (TA, [in which

this derivation is said to be good, but I think it

far-fetched,]) Possessing liberality, bountifulness,

munificence, or generosity, combined with manli

ness, or manly virtue : (S, Mgh:) or possessing

manliness, or manly virtue, (M., K.) and, (M)

or combined with, (K,) high or elevated rank or

condition, nobility, dignity, honour, or glory :

(M, K:) or i, q. J-5 [meaning a chief, or person

high in rank or condition]: (Mgb:) [or a gene

rous and manly or noble person:] fem. with 3:

(M, K:) and "&#: signifies the same, ap

plied to a man; and "#3: applied to a

woman: (M ) the pl. of Us, is #," and#:

(Lh, M, K) and s: (Az, K.) which is ano

malous, (TA) and # , (T, S, Mgh, Msb) [ori

ginally 52-,] which is [also] anomalous, (T,

TA,) the only instance ofiía; as the measure of

a pl. of a word of the measure J-4, (S, Msb,)

or it is a quasi-pl. n., (Sb,M,K) and its pl. is

$3% (S, M, Mgh,” K;) meaning </su. [or

chief, &#]; (Mgh); and # , with damm, [ori.

ginally 524-,] is a dial. var. of 39-, as pl. [or

quasi-pl. n.] of Čs, : (IAth, TA:) the pl. of

i.* is +U- and (39. (M, K.) Also Chosen,

or choice, or select: (M:) what is good of any

thing; pl. [or quasi-pl. n.] #: (Ham p. 337:)

the best, (Msb, TA, and Har p. 56,) and in like

Inanner" #: [as a pl.]; (M, Msb, TA, and Ham

p. 57, and Har ubi supra;) the former, of men,

(Har ubi supra,) and of camels; (S;) and the

latter, of men, (S, TA, and Ham ubi supra, and

Har,) and of cattle or camels and the like, ($, M,

TA,) as also the former. (TA.) = See also

art. U.S.--

#, said by some to be originally of the
• * - 32 * de

measure algaš, from 2- : see art. ".

s: is of the measure Jaff [denoting the
d

comparative and superlative degrees] from 3#

signifying “liberality, bountifulness, munificence,

or generosity, combined with manliness, or manly
• * o f * of

virtue:” [&c. :] whence the phrase $3,- _*\,-\,

meaning The best of them in respect of chiefdom

or the like: or it may be froms: meaning

in this instance that the fame of the chiefdom, or

the like, of him to whom it relates has pervaded

the countries and spread among mankind; and

this is more worthy of regard in respect of the

method of grammatical analysis; from Mtr :

(Harp. 363: [see art. US,-,-]) [ISd, however,

assigns the word to the present art.:] see 5, last

Sentence.

24, 2 - s of • - • &

52-e Jā) A land containing the 32-, or

locust in its first state, when it is a larva. (S.)

[In a copy of the M, it is said to be from #:1;

and the context there indicates the meaning to

be A land infested by a worm of the kind termed
a de 6 * & =

3-, of which 322- is the n. un.: but probably
4- 6 &

#:l, in this instance, is a mistranscription for

#:l, which is mentioned immediately after as

meaning “the locust in its first state of growth,

when it comes forth from its egg.”]

* * * @ e 3 .

obj-e; and its fem., with 3: see Us".

Jay

***6 =

Q. 1.4% (inf n. #3, TA) He clad him

with J.;;... ($, M, K.)

Q. 2. Js: He clad himself, or became clad,

with Jo; ... (§, M, K.)

J: See J4% latter half, in two places.

© d * *

U-23- see J499-, in the latter half

#- see the next paragraph, latter half, in

two places.

Jø. a Pers. word, (S," M, Mgb," K,) ori

ginally Asis, (MA, KL, [in the former loosely

expl. by the word #!, and so in the PS,]) of

well-known meaning, (S,) [Drawers, trousers, or

breeches; originally applied to such as are norn

under other clothing;] a certain under-garment;

(MA;) [but now applied also to such as are norn

externally;] is masc. [and perfectly decl., i. e.

with tenween], and fem. [and imperfectly decl., i.e.

without tenween]; (S, M, Msb, K;*) sometimes

masc., (Mgb, K,) but not known to As otherwise

than as fem.; (M;) accord. to the usage most

commonly obtaining, it is imperfectly decl. and

fem.: (MF:) Sb says that it is a sing, and is a

foreign, or Pers, word, arabicized; resembling,

in their [the Arabs'] language, what is imper

fectly decl. [as a pl. of the measure J.Jú] when

determinate and when indeterminate; but is per

fectly decl. when indeterminate; and imperfectly

decl. if applied as a proper name to a man, and

so is its dim. if so applied, because it is fem. and

of more than three letters: (S:) or it is imper

fectly decl. as a proper name because it is also

originally a foreign word; and its dim., WJ:

[for J49% the 2 being changed into Us, as in

3: for 3 ...] is perfectly decl. unless used as a

proper name, in which latter case it is imperfectly

decl. [for the reason above mentioned or] because

it is fem. and determinate: (IB, TA:) it (i.e.

Jø.) is made, as a pl., imperfectly decl. when

indeterminate by some of the grammarians; (§3)

and it occurs in poetry imperfectly decl. [when

indeterminate]: (S, M, IB, TA:) [but this may

be "by poetic license:] thus in the saying of Ibn

Mukbil,

*#2 - “... à 2 -< * : *

* aïté- 2'4' +3 w”: Us"

* J. e. 2 -- • 5 < *

* Ceb Jež- - ->"&" *

[There came as an obstacle intervening in the way

to her, or them, the wild bull, as though he were

a Persian youth in drawers; one with a pair of

horns]: (S,” IB, TA:) the former [however] is

the usual way, [contrary to what has been said

on the authority of MF,] though the latter is

more valid. (S3) the pl. is +5.5%: (S, M,

Msb, K.) Sb says that it has no broken pl.,

because, if it had, it would be the same as the

sing.: (M:) or, (K,) some say, (S, M, Mgb,)

namely those grammarians who make it imper

fectly decl. when indeterminate, (S,) holding it

to be [originally] an Arabic word, (Mgb,) it is a

pl. of which the sing is "ä" (š, M, Mob, K.)

and "Jø- (S,K) and 'Jej-, which is said

to be] the only instance of a word of the measure

Jes: (K:) [this, therefore, confirms the opi

nion that I hold, that the measure of this word is

J.", and that all the words of the present art.

aré quadriliteral-radical, agreeably with an asser

tion in the TA that U- is not genuine Arabic:

though it seems that all the lexicographers regard
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the 2 in the words of this art, as augmentative:]

a poet says,

• * * * * ~ *~~ 6 * * * •3 - de •

• *: 3; J's " "::::25.1 & #"

[Upon him is an under-garment of ignobleness,

(i.e. ignobleness cleaves to him like a pair of

drawers,) so that he does not become tender

hearted to one who endeavours to conciliate him]:

(S, M.) in the “Mujarrad,” J.3% is made
6 - - • * .

fem., and 'J's - masc. (Mab3).9439- is a

dial var.; (Ki) or syn, with J499- ; the & in

the former being asserted by Yaakoob to be a

substitute for the U [in the latter]: (M:) and
* @ 6 * @

J%, with 3, is likewise a dial var. [of J%:-],

(K) mentioned by Es-Sijistánee, on the autho

rity of some one or more of the Arabs: (TA:)

[the common modern pronunciation is U12- : pl.

Jep!».]

d

Je: " :

#: Clad with Jes; as also 'J, #.

(A, TA)—[Hence]J33-4% tA bird whose

plumage clothes its legs. (M, L., T.A.) And
•.-- d > * * * : *

454- ā-us-t A pigeon having feathers upon
6 - © - , 6 * >

its legs. ($5, TA.) And J22- J-ys, (K) or

J3: 3: J., (A’Obeyd, S, TA) : [A horse,

or a black and n:hite horse,] n:hose whiteness

of the legs extends (A’Obeyd, S, K) beyond,

(A’Obeyd, K, TA,) or to, ($) the arms and

thighs: (A’Obeyd, S, K:) or U2-, applied to

a horse means white in the hinder part, [and

blach, or of some other colour, in the hind legs,]

the whiteness descending to the thighs. (A, voce

#)-And J3:1 signifies t The wild bull:

because of the blackness that is in his legs. (Az,

TA.)

dim of J23%, q.v. (IB, TA)

J.: see the next preceding paragraph.

USJ

cº- see J499-, in art. U2'-'.

U.S.

1. s." ($, M.K.) or J.: g: (Ms) and

Jiu, (Mgh, Msb) aor (s):, (K) inf n.

s: ($, M.Mgh, K) and #4 (S. K) and

# and #: (M,K) and #9"; ($, and TA

as from the K, but not in the CK nor in my MS.

copy of the K;) the first of a form rare among

inf ns., because it is one of the forms of pls., as

is shown by the fact that some of the Arabs make

it and s: fem., namely, Beno, Asad, sup

posing them to be pls of āş; and #34, (S) and

Lh knew not es: but as a fem. noun; (M;) or

the inf. m. is &- and #: and #: are more

special [in meaning, as will be shown below, voce
6 * > * * - 5 e o p 6 - d -

āş..], and (5)- is pl. of 32-5 (Msb;) or*

is an inf n, un, and #: is a simple subst., and

so is us, (§, TA) and so is #9 (MSb, TA)

also, as some say; (TA;) He journeyed, or

travelled, by night, or in the night, ($, M, Mgh,

Mgb, K.) in a general sense; (M, K;) accord, to

AZ, in the first part part of the night, and in the

middle thereof, and in the last part thereof;

(Msb, TA;) and * (#)-l signifies the same ($,

M, Mgh, Msb, K) in the dial. of El-Hijáz, (S,

Msb) inf n. #3 (M3) as also "es:-l; (M,

K;) and perhaps" (5.3 likewise. (Mgh.) [See

also es: and #: below.] It is said in a prov.,

3: *#) b% [They went anay in the manner

f a hedge-hog's night-travelling; meaning they

went anay by night]; because the jā:5 goes all

the night, not sleeping. (M.)- [Hence, as

denoting unseen progress,] it is said also of the

root of a tree, meaning It crept along beneath

the ground; (Az, M, K;) aor. as above, (M)

infn. &. (TA)- And it is said of ideal

things, as being likened to corporeal things;

tropically, and by extension of the signification;

(Msb, TA;) or metaphorically; [as, for instance,]

of calamities, and wars, and anxieties: (M, TA:)

and the predominant inf ns. [in these cases] are

#- and &:- (TA) One says, &e es:

9: es: : ! [The root, or strain, of evil

crept in the man]. (Es-Sarakustee, Mgb, TA)

AndX." 4-3 es:- ! [The poison crept in him, or

pervaded him] ; and similarly one says of wine;

and of the like of these two things. (El-Fārābee,

Msb, T.A. [See also *]) And the lawyers say,

U-5, &l &: &- ! [The wound extended to

the soul], meaning that the pain of the wound

continued until death ensued in consequence

thereof: (Mgh, Mab, T.A.) and us;3 is ge;

**u- J. : [His hand was cut off, and it ex

tended to his upper arm], meaning that the effect

of the wound passed by transmission: and es:

2-5, and &l, ! The prohibition, and the

emancipation, [extended, or] passed by transmis

sion: phrases current among the lawyers, but not

mentioned in books of repute, though agreeable

with others here preceding and following. (Msb,

TA.) One says also, X."* es: ! Anxiety

came to him [or upon him] by night: and&

* : His anxiety went anay. (Msb, T.A.) And

similar to these is the phrase in the Kur [lxxxix.

3], *: #! J:#; ! And by the night nhen it

goes anay: (MSb, TA:) or, as some say, when

one journeys in it; like as one saysX: J:

meaning “night in which one sleeps:” the [final]

(4 [of the verb] is elided because it terminates a

verse. (TA)- It is made trans, by means of

+: (Msb:) one says, as es:- [He made him to

journey, or travel, or he transported him, by

night, or in the night; or it may be rendered he

journeyed, or travelled, neith him, by night, or in

the night]; (M, Msb, K;) and in like manner,

[and more commonly,] as 'us: (S, M, Msb,

K;) and *::::i, (S, M. K3) like as one says,

Auss' 3- as well as Āuss-M 34-l. (S.) As to

the saying in the Kur (xvii. 1], us: if 3'

S: *, *.cs: [Extolled be the glory of Him

n:ho transported his servant by night !], it is an

instance of corroboration, (S, K,"TA,) like the
* * * o

saying, by: .#+ and 5: ā-jūji: (S, TA:)

or the meaning is [simply] 3: (K, TA:) ac

cord. to ’Alam-ed-Deen Es-Sakháwee, 5: is

added, although 3:) is not otherwise than by

night, because the space over which he was

transported is not to be traversed in less than

forty days, but was traversed by him in one

night; as though the meaning [intended] were,

2-3 J: ->''} and it denotes wonder: S: is here

used instead of £, because when they say (43.

# the meaning generally is he occupied the

whole of the night in journeying: Er-Răghib

holds the verb in this instance to be from #

signifying “a wide tract of land,” to belong to

art. 24-, and to be likeJ: andźi, the mean

ing being, who transported his servant over a

mide tract of land: but this is strange. (TA.)=

*č (s:... (M.K.) aor. Us: (M.T.A.) infn.

&- (TA,) He thren his goods, or utensils and

furniture, upon the back of his beast. (M, K.)

–And #1 U. (s:..., infn & He re.

moved from over me the garment: but 2 is more

approved [as the final radical: see 1 in art, 2/-).
.*.*o G -

(M, TA.) You say, *" &: and Wa:... I

pulled off the garment: and * "&" It nas

removed from over him, and removed from its

place: the teshdeed denotes intensiveness. (TA.)

w ** * w -

6* 2. A®-', (K,) or *}- US-, (TA) inf. n.

à:4-5, He (the leader of an army, TA) detached a

as, (q.v.](K,TA)to the enemy by night. (TA)

** Us Jall U.S.-, inf n, as above, He exuded

the sneat from his body. (TA.) - See also 1,

last sentence, in two places.

4: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph, in

two places:- and again, in the latter half, in

three places.- See also 4 in art. 2'-'.

5:

} see 1, first sentence.

& [said by some to be an inf. n., by some

to be a simple subst., and by some to be pl. of

#4, or supposed to be so, and therefore made

fem., as mentioned in the first sentence of this

art.,] meaning A journeying, or travelling, by

night, or in the night, in a general sense, is masc.

and fem., (M, K,) by some of the Arabs made

fem., (S,) and not known to Lh but as a fem.

noun. (M.) It is said in a prov.,

s: Xi

[At daybreak, the party commend night-journey

ing]: applied to the man who endures difficulty,

or distress, or fatigue, hoping for rest, or ease:

(Meyd:) and in inciting to labour for the accom

plishment of an affair with patience, and to dispose

and subject the mind, until one commends the re

sult thereof. (Harp. 555, q.v.)

* * * *

*o-d c: : *

* * *

31- : see art. 94-.

#: and *#): are inf ns. ofes: (M, K:)

or have a more special signification than the

inf n, of that verb, which is U.S.- : one says,

J: &- #- ū- and *#): [We journeyed

by night a journey of the night]: and the pl. of

*#): is [said to be] &: (Mgb:) or one says,

171*
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53-3 #: t:- [We journeyed by night a

single night-journey]: and the subst. [signifying

a journeying, or travelling, by night, or in the

night] is 'is', and us... (§, TA)

6 * o y

ag.: see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places.

* * @

ãe - meaning An arron-head, (As, M, TA,)

such as is small, short, round and smooth, having

no breadth, (M, TA,) is a dial. var. of is:

[q. v.], (A5, TA,) or formed from the latter word

by the substitution of Us for 2 because of the

kesreh: (M, TA:) accord. to the K, "#2

signifies a small round arron-head; but this is a

mistake; the correct word being #3-, with kesr,

and without teshdeed to the L4. (TA)= It is

also a dial. var. of #- signifying The locust in

its first state, when it is a larva. ($ in art. 2'-'.)

#. A certain tree, (AHn, S, M, K,) from

which bon's are made, (AHn, S, M,) the nood

whereof is of the best of woods, and which is of

the trees of the mountains: (AHn, M:) El

Ghanawee El-Aarábee says, the &: and a-3:

[q.v.] and 3- are one: (TA in art las->3) [it

is also mentioned in the TA in art. 9- :] n. un.
6 *> *

33.9-l. (M, K.)

&- i. q.# [A river, &c.]: (Th, M:) or a

rivulet, or streamlet: (S, M, Mgb:) or a rivulet

running to palm-trees: (M, K:) pl. [of pauc.]

#4 (S, M,K) and [of mult] &: (Sb, ş,

M, Mgb, K:) #124-1 as its pl. has not been heard.

(S.) Thus it has been expl. as occurring in the

Kur xix. 24. (M., T.A.)= See also art. 2.-.

#- A portion of an army: (S, Msb:) of the

measure is: in the sense of the measure âtels,

because marching by night, privily; (Mgh,

Mgb;) thus originally, and afterwards applied

also to such as march by day: (Ham p. 45:) or

it may be from #:9. “the act of choosing, or

selecting;” because a company chosen from the

army: (Mgh: [but if so, belonging to art. 22- :])

from five persons to three hundred: (M, K.) or

four hundred: (K:) or, of horsemen, about four

hundred: (M:) or the best thereof, (S,) or the

utmost, (Nh,) consists of four hundred: (S,

Nh:) or, accord. to the “Fet-h el-Bári,” from

a hundred to five hundred: (TA:) or nine, and

more than this; three, and four, and the like

being termed is:, not :*: but it is related of

the Prophet that he sent a single person as a

as, : (Mgh:) the pl. is 99. (S, Msb) and

&G, ... (Mb)=See also #:

#- A journeying, or travelling, by night, or

in the night : (S, Mgb, TA:) an inf n.; (TA as

from the K; [see 1, first sentence;]) or a simple

subst. (Msb, T.A.)

- - -

(#3% from the inf. n. &#, Pervasive:

occurring in philosophical works, and probably

post-classical.]

[:9: The Syriac language.] | art. --rºyas.

#. One who journeys much, or often, by

night. (K.)

* Journeying, or travelling, by night, or in

the night, in a general sense: (M, TA:") pl.

#. (TA)- Hence, because of his going

[about] by night, (TA) us," signifies The

lion; as also "us," and "us:1. (K.

TA.) -

i:j- A party, or company of men, journeying

by night. (Er-Rághib, T.A.) - And A cloud

that comes by night: (S, Mgb:) or clouds that

travel by night: (K:) or a cloud that is betneen

that which comes in the early morning and that

n:hich comes in the evening: [perhaps thus termed

as having previously travelled in the night:] or,

accord. to Lh, a rain that comes in the night :

(M, TA:) pl. es's- [app. a mistranscription for

5%, being. indeterminate]. (K, TA)- One

says, 42 it. As-e-e āū- He came in the morning

of a night in which was rain. (TA)- And

the pl. 39th signifies The asses: (M.) or the

wild asses: (TA:) because they rest not by

night: (M:) or because they pasture by night.

(TA)= Also a column, syn. #4 (S.M.

Mgb, K,) of stone, or of baked bricks; so in the

“Bári’:” (TA:) pl.#5% (Mgh.)- [And A

mast : See 3- and #2; and see also #A2.]

s: [More, and most, used to night-journey

ing]. 3: 3-s: [More used to go about by

night than a àedgehog] is a prov. of the Arabs.

(TA.) [See also the same word in art. 24-.]

es: may be a n. of place and a n. of time,

[signifying A place, and a time, of night-journey

ing,] as well as an inf. n. (Hamp. 23.) ..It is

• D -

[used also in a larger sense, as] syn, with *-*...*

[A place, and a time, of going &c.; a way by

which one goes &c.]. (Harp. 540.)

* ...)

Usyl-oll:

2 * *

Us.”-s!
-

&: He who goes forth in, or among, the

[company termed] a:9. (IAth, TA.)

| see A., above.
- o

*

6 * @ -

-- and "--, (M, K.) i. Q.+, with

two - s, (L, TA,) the second of which is com

monly pronounced -e-, and by some ----,

(TA,) A kind of tree, (M, K,) a kind of lofty

tree, (TA,) of which arron's are made, (M, K,

TA,) and bows. (TA.) In the saying of Ru

beh,

* *:A: Jesé C!”

[She went, and he went, like the rods of the

seysáb, (of which see another reading voce

---, in art. --) meaning, like arrows], it

may be that rºl-e-ji is a dial. var. of -:l, or

it may be that the 1 is added for the sake of the

rhyme like as it is in -ji: in a verse cited in

(M. [Accord. to the K and TA,

6 * >

<--!>

*

*-ū is used by Ru-beh for cú:1: but

this is evidently a mistake.])

-: see the preceding paragraph:-and

see also&:

(#4, and s:, and : and #:

see the paragraph that next follows.

* * * @ - -

col-e- and 'L', (K) or the former and

"à:, which is mentioned by Th, (M.) A

kind of tree; (M, K;) accord. to AHn, it grows

Jrom its seeds, and becomes tall, but does not

endure the winter; it has leaves like those of the

J” [q. v.], beautiful; people son, it in the

gardens, desiring its beauty; and it has a pro

duce like the oblong pericarps (*#) of sesame,

but thinner: (M, TA:) AHn adds that, when its

pericarps dry, it makes a rustling sound (a sound

such as is termeda£) [in the wind], like the

[species of casia called] 3, #2: (TA) [the

sesbania Aegytiaca of Persoon; aeschynomene

seshan of Linn.; (Delile, Flor. Aegypt. Illustr.,

no. 682;) dolichos seshan of Forskål (in his Flora

Aegypt., Arab, p. lxx, no. 362):] AHn further

says, G-: *# U-5 (M, TA:) [this may

perhaps mean that Fr has mentioned, as a var. of

this word, "--, as it is in the accus. case:

* - © -

but I think that the right reading is W Use-e-', and

also J.-, (which last has been mentioned

above on the authority of the K.) for it is im

mediately added in the TA, “it is masc. and

fem.,” app. indicating that it is with, and with

out, tenween: then it is there further and strangely

added, “it is brought from India:”] a rājiz uses

the form "U+1, at the end of a verse, for

• * * @

&:l. necessarily eliding [the Ü for the sake

of the rhyme]. (M., T.A.)

*:: see the first paragraph, in two places.

-o

>0, without , (AHát, TA) A hind of tre,

of which arron's are made: (AHát, M:) a

kind of black tree: ($, K.) or a kind of tree

(AHn, M, K) of the mountains, of the [sort

termed] 3%, (AHn, M.) of n:hich bon's are made:

(AHn, M, K:) or, (K,) as some assert, (AHn,

M,) the [tree called] Jes: [i. e. ebony]: (AHn,

M, K:) or, (K,) as others assert, (AHn, M,) the

[tree called] Je:: (AHn, M, K: [in some copies

of the K es#, which means the same:]) but

neither of these two is suitable for bows. (AHn,

*s: s 6 -

à-la-i [an arabicized word, app. from the Greek

sūrm or sūrm,] Ton; i.e. what falls from flax in

the process of combing. (K. [See also art.

-la-2.])

6* * d > ** = & • • *

&la- and a la-2 are sings. of Jou..., which

signifies The [wide benches, of stone or brick Sc.,

generally built against a nail, called] c. * **,

upon which people sit: (AZ, K:) [and parti.

cularly such as surround the court of a mosque:

for] one says, -bu-Ji L*&*2:5. meall
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ing [I saw them sitting upon] the c'esté,

around the court of the mosque. (A. (See also

art. --la-2.])- The pl. also signifies Black

smiths' anvils. (IAar, K. [See, again, art. --lace.])

-And Waters stopped up, or choked up, with

earth or dust; or altered for the worse by long

standing; syn.>:* [q.v.]. (IAar, K.)

C*

1. *-ā-, (A.K.) aor. 4, (K) inf n. *,

(Msb,) He spread it, spread it out or forth, or

expanded it: (A, Mgb, K:) this is the primary

& Co.,
inf n. as above, God spread, or expanded, the

earth. (S.) And 3: &#~, aor. and inf. n. as

above, He spread the dates [to dry]. (Mgb.)

And ai-all & #5 £- [He spread evenly

the crumbled, or broken, bread in the bonyl]. (A.)

And 4-s: &#. JHe made even his cs: [or

jlat roofs]; as also " ... i., (K) inf n. £5.

(TA.) And<: £, aor. and inf. n. as above,

[He made a flat roof to the house, or chamber;] as

also "4-i-. (TA) And#1 *-->4, infn.

as above, I made the top [or roof] of the grave

Lñat] like the ~. If a house]: (Mab3) :

*il is the contr. of4:. (S, A.)- He threw

him down (A, L, K) (so that he lay] extended on

the back of his neck, (A,) or spread upon the

ground. (L.) And He thren him donn on his

side. (K.) And ājūl , i. He made the she

camel to lie don'n on her breast. (TA)- And

He sent him with his mother; namely, a lamb or

kid, or a new-born lamb or kid. (O, K.)

2: see above, in three places.

signification. (Mgb.) You say, J39

5: see what next follows.

7. ck- It was, or became, spread, spread

out or forth, or expanded; as also "-i-J.

(TA.)- Said of a man, He became extended

[lying] on the back of his neck, (S, Msb,) affected by

a disease of long continuance, or crippled, (Msb,)

and moved not: (S, Msb:) or he became thronn

donon [so that he lay] extended on the back of

his neck. (A.)

Q. Q. 3 [accord to the S, but of an extr. form].

-: It (a thing) nas, or became, long and

wide. (AA, S. [Mentioned in the S in this art.,

as though of the measure J:#1: see also art.

Clu-J)

: a word of well-known meaning; (S;)

The upper, or uppermost, part [or surface] of a

house or chamber &c.; (Msb;) [the flat top or

roof of a house &c.;] the back (**) of a house

or chamber (K, TA) when it is flat, level, or

even; because of its expansion: (TA:) and the

upper, or uppermost, part [or surface] of any

thing: (K:) or it has this last meaning [pri

marily]: and hence the ~ of a house or

chamber: (A:) pl. *. (Mgb, T.A.).-[In

geometry, 4 plane; i.e.] the -i- is that which

is divisible in length and breadth and is termi

nated by a line [or lines]. (KT.)

• Spread, spread out or forth, or ex

* @ e.

panded; as also VC*. (TA.)- Extended,

(Mgb,) or thronin donn [so as to be lying] ex

tended, (A,) or lying as though thronin down or

extended, (S,) on the back of his neck, (S, A,

Msb) in consequence of disease of long continuance, or crippleness; (S, Msb;) and " s • • **

signifies the same: (A:) or spread [upon the

ground], slow in rising, by reason of weakness,

(L, K,) or disease of long continuance, or cripple

ness. (K.) And One born weak, unable to stand

and to sit, so that he is alrvays spread [upon the

ground]. (TA.) And Slain, spread [upon the

ground]; as also V£4. (K.)- See also

the next paragraph.

i.e. one of the vessels for water; (TA ;) a

[leathern water-bag of the kind called] 53%, (S,

A, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA,) made of two skins (Mgh,

TA) placed opposite to each other; it is small,

and large; but the 325-2 [properly so called] is

larger than it; (TA;) and " C*-signifies the

same. (S, K, TA.)

£u. A certain kind of plant, (AS, AHn, S,

O, K,) of the plants that grow in plain, or soft,

ground: (AHn, O...) n, un, with 5: (A5, AHn,

S, O.) accord. to Az, the a-ti- is a certain

herb, or leguminous plant, upon which cattle

pasture, and with the leaves of which the heads

are washed: (TA:) or it is a certain plant

growing in plain, or soft, tracts, and spreading

upon the ground: or a certain tree, or shrub,

that grows in the places where cattle recline

around the waters, spreading, but scanty, and of

no use. (L.) And Any kind ofplant that spreads

(AHn, O, K) upon the ground, and does not grow
tall: such as run and extend, as the melon Or

water-melon (#). and the cucumber (#),

and the colocynth, are all called &#: and such

especially as are eaten [by men], like the gourd,

and the cucumber (3 and '4-), and the melon

or water-melon (&#). are called 3-k+4.

(AHn, O.)

£: (MI) or '#' (K) or both &
O,) the former because it means a place, (O) A

place (S, R, O, Mgb) that is even, or level, (R)

in which, (S, O, Mgb,) or upon which, (R) dates

are spread (S, R, O, Mgb) and dried; ($, R, O';)

i q. &#5 (Ki) of the dial of El-Yemen:
(TA:) [pl. * U.]— • t:-39 <5, Ineans

I saw the land [bare, or destitute of pasturage;

likened toa-s:*:: [i. e. flat-topped houses].

(TA.)

. ... A rolling-pin; i.e. the implement with

which bread [or dough] is expanded. (O, K.)–

The pole, (S, A, Mgh, O, Msb) or a pole, (K,)

of a [tent such as is called] *-, (S, A, O, Mgb,

K.) or of a [tent such as is called] bus-3. (Mgh.)

-The transverse piece of wood upon the two

props of the grape-vine, with the hoops [that are

affived upon it]. (K.) ISh says that when a

grape-vine had a raised support made for its

branches to lie thereon, recourse was had to

props, for [the feet of] which holes were dug in

the ground, each prop having two forking por

tions [at the head]; then a piece of wood (#4,

so in the O, in the TA [erroneously] as:,) is

taken, and laid across two props, and this trans

verse piece of wood is called the -t: , [pl.

£5%] and upon the ck- are placed hoops,

from the nearest part thereof to the furthest; (0,

TA;) and the C*- with the hoops are called

Cat- (O.)- A smooth piece of rock or hard

stone, surrounded with stones, in nhich water

collects: ($, O, K:) or a wide slab of rock or

hard stone, bordered round, for the rain-water

[to collect therein]: and sometimes God creates,

at the mouth of the well, a smooth, even, piece of

rock or hard stone, [thus called,] which is sur

rounded with stones, and from which the camels

are watered, like the •3-. (T, TA.) [See also

#3-.]– Also i, q. 6 * ~, q. v. (§, O.)-

And 4 mat (§, O, K) woven (O) of Jesé (A,

K) or Lê (O) [i.e. leaves] of the A3 (or

Theban palm]; (O, K;) as also V £u.". (A.)

-A large roasting-pan (Gli2) for wheat, (K,

TA,) which is roasted therein. (TA)- And A

mug (j,4) that is used in travelling, having one

-[app here meaning flat side], (0, K, TA;)

as also 'i-e- it is like the #2; not four

sided. (TA) *

* * * d

aa-la-e: see what next precedes.

3 * * 3 ,s [Plane, or flat; opposed to Uçë &c.].

-A flat roof(::) made even. (A, TA.)

A nose spreading very nidely. (S, K.)

* See £2, last sentence but two.

s * s de

3|a-e: see 2-la-, in two places. - -es
. c. C:

3|a-e [A house, or chamber, having a flat roof

made to it]. (TA.)

£: See C*.

Ala

1.3%. , (S, M, Mab, &c.,) aor. *, (§, M, Msb)

inf n: , (S, M, Mob, Ki") and "K-5 (M3)

and 7,1:.1; (§, M, A, Msb, K.) He wrote (§,

M, A, Mih, K) a writing or book. (M.Msb)

–[Andji. He ruled a book. (See #1-2)]

– Also #3, (TA) inf n, as above, (K, TA,)

! He cut another man with a snord. (K,” TA.)

-And 3. He prostrated him; thren him

donon prostrate. (S.)

2. *- : see 1. - Also, inf. n. *:::, H.

composed (M, K) lies, falsehoods, (TA) or "L",

i.e. stories having no foundation, &c. (M.)

Also, [not*~ as in Gol.,] He said what was

false: and he pretended a false thing. (KL.)
•de • • £

And Leks *- He told us set-l, i.e. stories

having no foundation; or no right tendency or

tenour: (M, K:) or he told us stories resembling

falsehoods: (Lth:) or he embellished stories to us

with lies: (TA:) or he related to us nonderful

© e d

cu
s J. d =
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stories of the ancients. (A.) And ū53 &%,i

Such a one told falsehoods to such a one. (Mgb.)

-And 3,5- He made him to form wishes, or

desires. (Sgh, TA.)"

4. J."Ala. He passed over the line in which

nas my name. (Az, K.)- And "la-lt He com

mitted a mistake, or an error, (Ibn-Buzurj, K,

TA,) in his reading, or recitation. (K.)

8: see 1, first sentence.

tal 3 - 6 -

11. Jula-il, aor.ju:, [app. signifies It (bever
* @ y

age, or wine,) became what is termed , Or

ju:, q.v.] (TA)

Q. Q. 1. &# 3:, (§, M, A, K.) inf n.

#: (A3) and 355-3 (Ki) or 35s (so in

a copy of the M; [but see what is said below re

specting the pass. form of3: ;]) and "3:5;

(A, K;) He had, or exercised, absolute authority

over us: (M, A, K:) or he was set in absolute

authority over us, to oversee us, and to pay

frequent attention to our various states or condi

tions, and to write don’n our manner of action:

(S:) or he acted as a watcher and guardian over

us, (M, K, TA,) paying frequent attention to us:

(TA:) also written with U2 in the place of L';

but originally it is with L', from £1. and

every L. immediately followed by l, may be

changed into U2: (TA:) the pass. form of:

is not used. (T.)

• * > * *

Q. Q. 2. lae-j: see the next preceding para

graph.

#3, (§, M, A, Mab, K.) originally an inf n,

[see 1,] (S,) and *%, (S, M, Mgb, K.) A line

(S, M, K) of a book or writing: (M, A, K:)

and a nºriting : (S, K:) and t a line or ron (S,

M, A, Mgb, K) of buildings, (S, A,) and of trees,

(S, M, A, Mgb, K,) &c., (Mgb, K,) and [parti

cularly] of palm-trees, and the like, (M,) [and so,

app., "ju..., q.v.] pl. (of the former, S, Msb)

3:1 (S, M, A, Mob, K) and (of the latter, $)

ju-i(S, M.A.K.) [both pl. of panel and (of
the former, S, Msb) 33la, (S, M, A, Msb, K.)

and 'bul (Lh, S, M, K) is a pl. pl., (S, K.) i. e.

pl. ofju.i. (S.) You say, #üe &: 5. –

[He wrote a line of writing] (A:) and Wi.&

! He built a row (S, A) * c : [of his build

ing]: (A:) and 5: J% ! He planted a row

(S, A) #23 &: [of his palm-shoots, or young

palm-trail. (A)- [Hence the saying,] J:

13-0 #.3.9 + Make thou the affair, or case,

[uniform, or] one uniform thing, * (Fr, TA in

art. &)=Also the former, (Ala-,) A yearling

6. / >

(52%, T, M, K) of goats, (M.) or of sheep or

goats: (T, K:) and la-e is a dial. var. thereof.

(IDrd, M.)

*: see the next preceding paragraph.

6 y o • * * *

21a- : see 323ia-l.

#: ! An object of wish or desire. (K, T.A.)

You say, J:J.*:3. ū% <---*% t[I con

sulted such a one, and he did not aid in the

accomplishment of the object of my wish or desire].

(TK.)

jū- see what next follows.

Jet 14 butchers (Fr, o, K, TA) as also

"jū. (Fr, O, TA)

*ku. A butcher's cleaver; (MA, O, K;*) i. e.

the great knife with which the butcher cuts [the

slaughtered beast, pl.:";-). (0.)

#: [resembling the Greek iotopia] (S, M,

A.M., K) and,' (M.M., K) and #:

(S, M, Mob, K) and£ and #4-, and:

(M,K) sings of bui,(S.M.A., Msh, K) which

signifies Lies; or falsehoods; or fictions : (S,

Msb, TA:) or stories having no foundation,

or no right tendency or tenours (3 sui S.)

[such as we commonly term legends:] (M, K:)

or wonderful stories of the ancients: (A:) or

their written stories: (Bd in viii. 31:) or their

written tales: (Jel in lxxxiii. 13:) or their

written lies: (Bd in xxiii. 85, and Jelin xxvii.70:)

or stories embellished with lies; as also *:::

(TA:) or, accord. to some,*Ci is pl. of us:

which is pl. of3: or, accord to Ao, sell

is pl. of}: which is pl. of*: or, accord. to

Abu-l-Hasan, well-l has no sing.: (M:) or the

pl. of3:1, accord. to AO, is *Ci, i.e., with

out Us: or, as some say, Jelet-l is an irreg. pl. of
6 o' --

Ala-. (TA.)

#: An instrument with n'hich a book is

ruled (::) [made of a piece of pasteboard nith

strings strained and glued across it, which is laid

under the paper; the latter being ruled by being

slightly pressed over each string]. (TA.)

X: Written. (S, M.)

6 * * * d

: See

•

o e /

•

•

45 e o y

Alla-e: see:-+ Dust rising into the shy;

(K, TA;) as being likened to a row of palm-trees

or other things. (TA.)= Also, (thus in some

copies of the K, and so correctly written accord.

to $gh, with damm, TA) or jus-2, (thus in the

S, and in some copies of the K.) with kesr to

the A, (S,) or with teshdeed, (#) as written

by Ks, and this also shows it to be with damm,

being in this case from ju:l, aOl".#: (Sgh,

TA,) A hind of wine in which is acidity; (S;)

an acid kind of wine : (A’Obeyd, K:) or a hind

of nine which prostrates its drinker: (K:) or

nev, or recently-made, wine, (K,) of which the

taste and odour are altered: (TA:) or wine made

of the earliest of grapes, recently: (T, TA:) or

a wine in which is a taste between sneet and sour;

also termed "#u: (Harp. 618:) Az says, it

is of the dial. of the people of Syria; and I think

that it is Greek, [or perhaps it is from the Latin

“mustarius,” which is from “mustum,”] because

it does not resemble an Arabic form: it is with

U2, or, as some say, with U"; and [app. a mis

|

take for “or”] I think it to be of the measure

Ja: from 54, with the - changed into le.

(TA.)

*.*, * @ p.

5,\la.e : see the next preceding paragraph.

3: ($, M, A, Mab, K) and "#~, (S. K.)

as also3:44, (S, A,) One who has, or exercises,

absolute authority (M, A, K) over others: (M:)

one who is set in absolute authority over a thing

[or people], to oversee it, and to pay frequent

attention to its various states or conditions, and

to write don’n its manner of action: from £1.

(S:) or a watcher and guardian; (M, K;) one

n:ho pays frequent attention to a thing. (Msb,"

TA.)

&l

:* [commonly pronounced &#-l a dial.

var. of&#. (K in art. &*, q.v.)

&las

1. &#~, aor. -, (S, Mgh,” Msb, K.) inf n.
s * s • s • •

8,64 (S. K) and &l. (TA) and &e, which
last is rare, (K,) It rose : (S, Mgh, Mgb, K,

TA:) or it spread, or diffused itself: (Mgh,

TA:) said of dust, and of the dawn, (S, Msb, K.)

[meaning as above, and it radiated, gleamed, or

shone, (see &bt.)] and of light, (TA,) and of

lightning, and of the rays of the sun, (K,) and

! of odour, (S, Mgh, Mgb, K.) in relation to

which last it is tropical, and signifies it diffused

itself, and rose: or it was originally said only of

light; and was then used absolutely, as meaning

it appeared, or became apparent. (TA.) You

say alsoX." sia. The arrow, being shot, rose

into the sky, glistening. (TA.) And &#, the
• * , is used by Dhu-r-Rummeh, in de

scribing an ostrich, as meaning He raises his

head, and stretches his neck. (TA.) And you say,

3: es &#. t Thine affair became, or has

become, apparent, or manifest, to me. (Lh.)–

*:: *% G.I. : The odour of the musk

rose to my nose. (K, TA)=#| <!-- I

laid hold of the thing nith the palm of the hand,

or with the hand, striking [the thing]. (Mgb.)

And *: &#~, inf n. &#. He clapped with

his hands: whence the subst, &: [q. v.]. (IDrd,

K)=&#4, aor. (K) inf n &l., (TK)
He was long-necked; he had a long neck. (K.)

[See £il

2. 4-i-, inf n. * 5, He marked him

(namely a camel) with the mark calledeu: (K.)

aor. of

4:*(for£:£), aor.*.*.£idor*:£),

or £i (for £), aor. 4:1.li (for *i).

see in art. ës”. (TA.)

&: Ingth of neck. ($) It is said of Mo.

hammad, &l- *** - In his neck was length.

(TA) [See &#-ij=A clapping with the

hands, or striking with one hand upon the other,
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or upon the hand of another: (K:) or a striking

a thing with the palm of the hand, or with the

Jingers. (TA.) And The sound of a striking or

throning: as in the saying, tal. *** **

** [I heard, in consequence of its falling, a

loud sound of a striking or throning]. (K.) It is

with fet-h to the medial radical because it is an

onomatopoeia, not an epithet nor an inf. n., for

onomatopoeias are sometimes made to differ [in

form] from epithets. (Lth, K.)

sus- The pole of the [tent called] -: (S, K:)

an the longest of the poles of the [tent called]

*: (K:) from &bt- applied to the dawn:

(Az, TA:) and a pole that is set up in the middle

of the ' " of the [ent cal").5%: pl. [of

pauc.] al- and [of mult] &l-. (TA)-

Hence, as being likened thereto, 1 The neck.

(TA.) - Hence also, (Az, TA,) t A tall, bulky,

camel. (Az, Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA.) - +A mark

made with a hot iron upon the neck of a camel,

(Az, S, K,) or upon his side, (TA,) lengthruise:

(Az, S, K, TA:) in the R, it is said to be upon

the limbs, or members. (TA.)

&:- Tall, or long (K)—see also #6.

£50 Rising: or spreading, or diffusing itself:

[and radiating, gleaming, or shining:] applied [to

dust, (see 1,) and] to the dawn, and to light, and

to fire [&c.]: applied to the dawn, it denotes that

extending lengthnise into the shy, and called<3

cle:"[q.v.). (TA)-Also The dawn[itself];

(TA;) and so "&#4, (S, TA;) because of its

shining, and spreading; when # first breaks, co

tending lengthnise. (TA.) - Axlet. ASU. A she

camel having the front of the neck,and the [nhole]

neck, extended. (TA.)

* > of

1 Long-necked; (K;) applied to a camel,

and an ostrich: (TA:) fem. āşi. ; applied to a

she-camel, (TA) and a she-ostrich. (S.)-

£i & A long, erect, necks (TA) and &

#: a neck that is long, and erect in its sinens.

(AO, in describing horses; and T.A.)

&: Chaste in speech; or eloquent; (Lh, K,

TA;) fluent in speech. (TA.)

&: +A camel marked nith the mark called
* @ -

eu-i (S, TA) fem with *, and ***:
signifies the same, applied to a she-camel. (TA.)

– And is: J.' + Camels tall as the tent-poles

called £, pl. of£2. (TA.)

ić,": See#4.

• * *

1.21%, infn. Jú, said of a medicine, It

intoxicated him : but it is a vulgar word. (TA.)

- [And hence, + He, or it, charmed, or fasci

nated, or delighted, him.]

7. Ju-ji A state of intoxication produced by

the J-44-[or herb, or perhaps species of hemp,]

known by the name of 4.j; as also "Jus:-l.

(De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed., i. 282; from

the book entitled '4- L. 5,31-J -ëlso pus

3)Alāl; J-a.e.) [Both app. post-classical: see 1, of

which each is quasi-pass.]

8. Jú:1: see what next precedes,

Q. Q. 2. J: à. He came alone, having

nothing with him. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

Ji- 4 a.k. [or small vessel of the kind

called J-5, or -i, q v.], (M.K.) like the

* [q. v.], (M,) having a loop-shaped handle,

(M, K) like that of the J33-, (TA) well

known : (S, Msb:) a genuine Arabic word: (M:)

or an arabicized word: [said by Golius to be in

Pers. Ji-:) and Ji. is a dial. var. thereof:

(Mgb:) a vessel of copper, a large [vessel of the

kind called] u-u. [q. v.], for the hot bath;

(MA;) the thing [i.e. vessel] in which water is

drawn from the hot bath: (KL:) [in the present

day applied to a kind of pail, of tinned copper,

which the nomen take nith them to the hot bath,

containing the nater that they require for washing

after the other operations of the bath; and also

used for various other purposes; as also " iii...]

and WJi: signifies the same: (S, M, K, KL:)

or this last signifies, (K,) or signifies also, (M,)

a [vessel of the kind called] → ; (M, K.) not

the well-known [vessel called] Ji- (K:) the pl.

[of mult] of Ji- is J.4. (M, Msh, K) and [of

pauc.] Ju: (Mgb.)

#3:

Jul. Dust rising, or rising high; as also

J-u. (K)

J: See Ji.*Also A tall man: (K:)
* * *

or Ulae, Ula- a man tall, or long, in body.

(Ibn-'Abbād, TA.)

J: A "p of war, prward forfeiting
with the unbelievers on the sea: mentioned by

El-Makreezee in the “Khitat;” and he says, “I

do not think this word to be [genuine] Arabic:”

(TA:) [it is evidently from the Greek sróAos:]

several writers mention it among arabicized words.

(MF, TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

ck

[2. ck- a verb of which only the pass. part. n.

(q.v. infră) is mentioned: if used, app. signifying
•f

He supported upon Jell-l, i.e. columns: -

and hence, upon long legs: - and he made

firm.]

&ll- i. 4. ** [Bad, corrupt, &c.; like

&bül (M.L.K.)

&ú: [a pl. of which the sing is not men

tioned] Wessels of , i.e. [or brass]. (L, K.)

• * * *

&#, an arabicized word, (Az, L,) [app.
• * * *

from the Pers. Ú2:...!, like the word next fol

lowing,] A man long in the legs and back. (M,

L.) And A camel long in the neck, (M, L, K,)

or (K) high. ($, M, L, K.) - What is termed

* ~ * * *

s: &# is well known [app. meaning The

pole of the tent: (see what next follows:) and this

seems to be the primary signification]. (M, L.)
** -

ajl : a word of well-known m£ping, (S,

L.) arabicized from [the Pers.] ös: [which

signifies the same], (K,) i. q. #: [meaning

A column, of stone or of baked bricks]: (S, M,

L, Mgb, K.) pl. &:Ci (S, M, L, Mgb, K*) and

• - ***
• * * * *

&# (Mb) it is of the measure ###,

(S. L. Mih, K) because its pl. is 3+(−i, the c.

being radical, (L, Mgb) accord. to Kh (Msb)

and Fr, who says that it is the only instance of

this measure; (L;) or of the measure ###,

(S, L, K,) accord. to Akh, but, (J says, L,) if so,

the 3 is augmentative and has next to it two

augmentative letters, and this is scarcely ever, or

never, the case; (S, L;) IB, however, says that

this is the true measure, as is shown by its pl.,
* -

- : * ~ *

3+C, and its dim, W#k: (L:) accord. to
-

" * - > *

some, it is of the measure ####, (S, L, Msb,)

but, if it were so, it would not have for its pl.
* • 5

Jelal-', as there is no instance of the measure

3.2%. (S. L)–(Also 4 portico. Hence,

#&The soia-And 4 our]
-And The legs of a beast: (K:) [or rather the

pl.] &lt; has this meaning. (L.) - And The

penis. (K.)

i: in of: a v. G.B.L.)

&l. [app. Supported upon c.", i. e.

columns. - And hence,] A man, and a beast,

having long legs. (L.) - And i: & "Ci

($, M, L, K.) [Columns] made firm. (K.)

3|a

1. *: u. ($, M, Mab, K, &c.) and 2: (M,

Mab, K.) aor. 3:, (Mab) inf n. *. (S,M,

Msh, K) and #4, (M,M;b, k) or the latter is

an inf. n. un, (S,) He sprang, or rushed, upon

him; made an assault, or attack, upon him; syn.

Jus: (M, K.) he sprang upon him and seized

him violently or laid violent hands upon him:

(Bd in xxii. 71 :) he seized him violently with

uplifted hand: (Er-Rághib, TA:) he overbore

him, overponered him, or subdued him, (%,

Lth, S, Mab, K, or <= juj, T, TA) by

seizing him violently, or laying violent hands

upon him, (Lth, S, K,) and abased him; or he

seized him with great violence: (Msb:) or he

stretched forth his hand to him [to seize him].

(Th, M, TA.) And in like manner, (M,) one

says of a stallion [camel], *::::: c." *:

[He springs, or rushes, upon, or he overbears, the

she camel that he covers]. (S, M.")- c." ū.

#ú, (§, M, K) and will, inf n. *k- and
3 * J.

3|a", (M,) He (the pastor) put his hand into the

-o-, [or vulva] of the she-camel, (S, M, K,) and

of the mare, (M.) to extract, (S, K,) or and

extracted, (M,) the sperma of the stallion: (S,

M, K:) when this is not extracted, the she-camel
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does not conceive: (S:) or this is done when she

has been leaped by a stallion of low race; or when

the sperma is bad, and she has not conceived in

consequence of it. (M.) And He extracted from

her (i.e. a she-camel, TA) the foetus, dead: (M,

TA:) and a signifies “he extracted the sperma

of the stallion:” thus Az distinguishes between

the two verbs. (TA.) Accord. to IAar, one

says, J.--" J” u-, and 50, which is formed

by transposition, meaning He extracted the factus,

or young one, of the pregnant female. (TA.)

And A’Obeyd mentions3: as used in relation

to a woman: it is said in a #d. of El-Hasan,

#31 Jé J#13: & C. § [There is, or
will be, no harm in the man's extracting the

foetus of the woman]; (M, TA;) which Lth

explains by saying, when her child sticks fast in

her belly, dead, it may be extracted [by him]

when fear is entertained for her and a woman is

not found to do this. (TA)- ū. said of a

horse, (M, K,) inf. n. *~, (M,) He went at

random, heedlessly, or in a headlong manner, not

obeying guidance. (M., K.) - Also, said of a

horse, He went with wide step : (S, M, K:) or

raised his tail in running; the doing of which is

approved. (M.) - Also t It was, or became,

abundant, or copious; said of water. ($, M,

Msb, K, TA.) - And t He tasted food; (K,

TA;) and took it with the hand, or with the

extended hand. (TA) - And i.$.” [app.

as meaning He punished: see 52.1a-', below].

(M, TA)- And su. He compressed her;

[and so uti. and su. ;] on the authority of

Aboo-Sa’eed. (TA.)

3. *u-L,(K) inf n, itsu:, (TA) He treated

him with hardness, severity, or rigour: (K, TA:)

so says Az, on the authority of IAar. (TA.) -

And He treated him with gentleness, or tenderness.

(IAar, T, TA.) Thus it has two contr. significa

tions. (TA.)

#: [as a simple subst., or] as an inf. n. un.,

has for its pl. *~. (S.) It signifies [A

spring, or rush; or an assault, or attack: &c.:

(see 1, first sentence:) impetuosity in war or

battle:] a reviling: a beating: and punishment,

or chastisement; as in the saying, #. 5.

[Guard thyself against his punishment, or chas:

tisement; or it may mean in this phrase, his

violence, or impetuosity]. (TA.)

*u. [act. part. n. of 1, Springing, or rushing;

making an assault, or attack: &c. - Hence,]

applied to a horse, That springs, or rushes, upon

other horses, and stands upon his hind legs and

attacks with his fore legs: (T, TA: [in the Ham

p. 383, and raises his fore legs:]) or a horse

wide in step : (As, S, M, K:) or that attacks

other horses: (S:) or that raises his tail in his

running; (S, M, K;) the doing of which is

approved. (M.) - And A stallion-camel excited

by lust, and going forth from camels to other

camels (S, K) in consequence thereof (S.) -

And What is tall, or long, (K, TA,) of camels

&c. (TA)-Je: (se:S. The hand that

reach, or take, or take hold of, a thing. (TA) |

3|a- - -Aa

*

5. --> It (a thing, TA, [such as saliva,

and any thick liquid,]) roped; i. e. dren out,

with a viscous, glutinous, cohesive, sticky, ropy,

or slimy, continuity of parts; or was, or became,

viscous, glutinous, cohesive, sticky, ropy, or slimy;

syn. iii.3. (K.)

7. J.a.jl It (water [&c.]) flowed; (K;) [or

flowed in a continuous stream;] like -->:1 (TA)

[and *-ijl).

- Any kind of wine, or beverage, &c., that

ropes; i. e. that draws out, with a viscous, glu

tinous, cohesive, sticky, ropy, or slimy, con

tinuity of parts; or that is viscous, glutinous,

&c. (K.)

s do y 6 - J & p.

-*... and ă» : see the next paragraph.

* What extend like threads, or strings,

from honey (A," K) and marsh-mallon's, (K,)

and the like: (A, K.) pl. of ''. (TA)

You say, -*. £5 Jú. BIis slaver extended,

or stretched out, like threads, or strings. (A, K.)

And -*. es' * JHis mouth runs n'ith

clear water, having an extended [or a ropy]

Jon; like ~ us- (S)- And What

follow the hand in milking, [stretching out] like

phlegm; pl. of "£. (Ish, TA)
6 * * * * *

13és; lää- 4 - ** To him are alloned,

or permitted, such and such things: (K:) like

+++ and #4. (TA)

4-a-
-

;: A certain plant, (S, Msh, K) of the hind

called J,i, (Mgh) well known; (Mab, K.) and

applied also to the grain, or seed, thereof:

(Mgh:) [a species of origanum, or majoram : so

in the present day; and so says Golius, as on the

authority of Ibn-Beytár, “origani species, sc.

consonante voce, satureia, Hisp. aredrea :” ac

cord. to Forskål, (Flora Aeg. Arab. p. cxiv.,)

“thymus serpyllum.:”] some write the word in

books of medicine with Lo, in order that [when

written without the diacritical points] it may not

be confounded with*: (S, Mgh:) in the T,

it is with U2, on the authority of AA, only; and

thus in the book of Lth: in the Jámi’ of El

Ghooree, with J and Je: (Mgh:) or the J is

changed into Lo in the dial. of Bel'ambar [or

Benu-l-'Ambar]; and some pronounced it only

with U2: (Msb:) accord. to Abu-l-'Alā, the

vulgar pronounce it with U", and the approved

word is with Je. (Ham p. 462.) [In the present

day, it is also written with j.]

&: i. 4. jets [q.v.], (K,) in the dial. of

the people of El-'Irák. (TA) - And Generous,

noble, or high-born, and courageous, brave, or

strong-hearted. (K.) The pronunciation with Jo

is of higher authority. (K. [This remark is pro

bably there meant to relate to both of the words

of this art.])

*A*

1. **, (S, A, Mgb, K,) aor. 4; (Mgb, K;)

and *: ; ($, A, Msb, K;) inf n, of the former,

* -----, - -

- -
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(Mgb) or of the latter, (MA,) or of both, (TA)

.*.*, (MA, Mgb,TA) and of the former, (MA)

or of both, (TA) isú, (MA, TA) or this

latter is a simple subst.; (Mgb;) He (a man, S,

A, Mgb) was, or became, prosperous, fortunate,

happy, or in a state of felicity; (S, MA, Mgb,

TA) contr. of G#, ($, Mab, K; ) with

respect to religion and with respect to worldly

things. (Mgb.) You say, as $3- and #3

[I nas, or became, prosperous, &c., by means of

him, or it]. (A.) In the Kur xi. 110, Ks read

b: [instead of the common reading b-l.

(S.) [See also #14, below.] - And ū: *~,

aor. *, inf. n. 3,4- (S, K) and *~, (K,) Our

day was, or became, prosperous, fortunate, auspi

cious, or lucky; (S, K;) [contr. of J-4; and

in like manner the verb is used in relation to a
6 d -- - - J -

star or an asterism &c.; and] …, inf. n. xx...,

signifies [likewise] the contr. of J-3. (Mgh.)

[See also is,..., below.]- J.S. es' £13:

means The water came upon the land unsought;

i.e., came flowing [naturally] upon the surface

of the land, not requiring a machine to raise it

for the purpose of irrigation. (TA, from a trad.)

* See also 4, in three places.

3. *", (A, L, MSb) inf n, i.eu.. (S,L,

Ms) and 30-5 (Li) and **.*-, (K) inf n.

sta-15 ($3) He aided, assisted, or helped, him;

syn. ofth: former assus, (S," L, Mgb,) and of the

latter &tai: (S,"K:) [like as is said of 43% and

âtail both signify the same: or issu: signi

fies the aiding, or assisting, or helping, in any

manner or case; and is said to be from a man's

putting his arm, or hand, upon the set. [or fore

arm] of his companion when they walk together

to accomplish some object of want, and aid each

other to do a thing: [so that **u more pro

perly signifies he aided him, being aided by him:

but see •el- :] whereas W Ala-l signifies specially

a woman's aiding, assisting, or helping, another

to wail for a dead person: so says El-Khattábee:

and this is what is meant in a trad. in which

sta-1 is forbidden. (L.) One says,**

[He aided, assisted, or helped him against him,

or it, or to do it]: and Lič ā-stä *>3:

The wailing-noman assisted the woman bereft of

her child to weep and nail. (A.) Accord. to Fr,

[but this is questionable,] the primary significa

tion of #32. and **: is A man's perform

ing diligently the command and good pleasure of

God. (L.)

4 * : *-i, [int n. *|| God rendered him
prosperous, fortunate, happy, or in a state of

flicity; ($, Meb, K.) as also ****, aor. *;

(T, Mgb, TA;) but the former is the more com

mon. (Mob) And #34 & 2x-1, (A, L.) God
- - -

made his good fortune to increase; as also "as

**. (L.) And accord. to Az,# *-1 and

*** signify God aided, assisted, or helped,

him; and accommodated, adapted, or disposed,

him to the right course. (L, TA.) See also 3, in

four places. t
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. See art.

5. *-* He sought after the plant called
• & •

d!...a... (K.)

10. 4: …! He deemed it, or reckoned it,

fortunate, auspicious, or lucky. (K.) You say,

cº; £5% Jax…' He deemed, or reckoned, the

sight fsuch a one fortunate, auspicious, or lucky.

(S.)- He became fortunate by means of him,

or it. (M.A.) - He sought good fortune by

means of him, or it. (M.A.)- [And *~!

He desired, or demanded, his aid or assistance:

for] 3:1 also signifies the desiring, or demand

ing, aid or assistance [of another]. (KL.)

6 de -

J. an inf n. of 3-, (Msb) or of **,

(MA) or of both: (TA) and of 34. (K,

TA:) [and also used as a simple subst.:J see

#: [with which it is syn.]: and see also iss:

[with which it is likewise syn]; i, q &# (S,

A.)– It is also an inf. n. used as an epithet,

i. e. Prosperous, fortunate, auspicious, or lucky,

applied to a day, and to a star or an asterism [&c.:

so that it may be used alike as masc. and fem.

and sing and pl.: but it is also used as originally

an epithet, forming its fem; with 3; and in this

case it has for pl. of mult. 3,4- and pl. of pauc.
6 * of 6 o' - 6 o'e o “ . . .” -.

33.1]: you say *- A32, as well as "A32 [in
4 * : * ~ * >

which it is used as a subst.]; and - -->3' :
• O - 6 - d -

and IJ mentions is: al-J, in which i: is like

#3: as fem. of:- (L.)-[Hence,] cl:

is an appellation of The two plant, Venus and

Mercury: like as [the contr.] cl: is applied

to Saturn and Mars. (Ibn 'Abbād, TA in art.

U--5.)- And [hence, also,] - is an appella

tion given to Each of ten asterisms, (§, L., K.)

four of which are in the signs of Capricornus

and Aquarius, (S, L.), and are Mansions of the

Moon; pl. [of mult..] 33- (S, L, K) and ~ ;

but the former is the more known, and more

agreeable with analogy; and pl. of pauc. 3:í.

(L:) they are distinguished by the following
- * @ - * , is 6 o' --

nameS :--'3" 3.x., (§, L, K,) [or C'." *A*,

*5,] Trvo stars near together, one of

which is called 2-l.jji because with it is a small

obscure star, almost close to it, and it seems as

though the former were about to slaughter it;

and -ijJi is a little brighter than it; (Ibn

Kunáseh;) they are the two stars [a and 8] which

are in one of the horns of Capricornus; so called

because of the small adjacent star, which is said

to be the sheep (31%) of 2-'5!!, which he is about

to slaughter; the Twenty-second Mansion f the

Moon: (Kzw:) [see also art. C: J- x: ...

(S, L, K) Two obscure stars, lying obliquely, of

which Aboo-Yahyà says, the Arabs asser that:y

rose [at dawn] when God said, 9:13 Us" Jä, le

[Kur xi. 46]; and said to be thus called because

one of them seems as though about to swallow

the other, on account of its nearness to it: (Ibn

Kunáseh:) or three stars [app. e and a with the
star of the same magnitude next to them on the

north] on [or rather near] the left hand of Aqua

rius; [the Twenty-third Mansion of the Moon:]

(Kzw, descr. of Aquarius:) (See also art. & :]

Bk. I.

-*~ 3. ($, L, K) Two stars, the most ap

proced of the *~, and therefore thus named,

resembling Gl." Jax… [app. a mistake for 3.

&Júl, or some other J.R.", not of the Mansions of

the Moon,] in the time of their [auroral] rising;

(Ibn-Kunáseh;) the star [8] nhich is on the left

shoulder-joint of Aquarius, together nith the star

[8] in the tail of Capricornus; [the Twenty

fourth Mansion of the Moon :] (Kzw, descr. of

Aquarius:) or a certain solitary bright star :

($)–:914-- (S.L.K)[also called #9

andà: (see #:- in art. Us:-)] Three stars, not

in the track of the other **, but declining from

it [a little], in, or respecting, which there is a

discordance; they are neither very obscure nor

very bright; and are thus called because, when

they rise [aurorally], the venomous or noxious

reptiles of the earth, such as scorpions and ser

pents, come forth from their holes; (Ibn-Kuná

seh;) [and this observation is just; for this

asterism, about the commencement of the era of

the Flight, rose aurorally, in Central Arabia, on

the 24th of February, O.S., after the end of the

cold season: see ><ill Jú, in art. U} :] or it

consists of three stars, like the three stones upon

which the cooking-pot is placed, with a fourth

belon, one of them; (S;) the star [y] that is on

the right arm, together with the three stars [ć, n,

and T,] on the right hand of Aquarius: so called

because, when it rises [aurorally], the venomous

or noxious reptiles that have hidden themselves

beneath the ground by reason of the cold appear:

(Kzw, descr. of Aquarius; [in some copies, incor

rectly, for “that have hidden themselves,” &c.,

“hide themselves beneath the ground by reason

of the cold:”]) it is said that the .xx. is one star,

the brightest of four, the other three of which are

obscure; and it is [correctly] said to be called

thus because, when it rises [aurorally], the veno

mous or noxious reptiles that are hidden beneath

the ground come forth: it is the Twenty-fifth

Mansion of the Moon: (Kzw, descr. of the Man

sions of the Moon:)-the following are the other

22*., which are not Mansions of the Moon: (S,

L. K.)–5-0... (§, L, K) (Trostars, situate,

accord, to Ideler, as is said in Freytag's Lex., in

the tail of Capricornus] – 9:13:... (S. L. K.)
The two stars [a and o?] on the right shoulder of

Aquarius: (KZw :)-A-31 3. (S, L, K) The

tno stars [e and 62] on the head of Pegasus:

(Kzw: [but in the copies of his work the name

is written...:” 3:)—A." 4. (S, L, K)

The two stars [ć and 31?] on the neck of Pe

gasus: (Kzw:) &" 3: (S, L, K) The two

stars near together [u and A?] in the breast of

Pegasus: (Kzw:)-xk: : (S. L. K.) The

two stars [n and o?] on the right [or left?] knee of

Pegasus: (Kzw, but there called "...” 3:)

—each - of these six consists of two stars:

between every two stars, as viewed by the eye, is

[said to be] a distance of a cubit, (8%) (S, L,)

or about a cubit; (K;) [but this is not correct;]

and they are disposed in regular order. (S, L.)

- It is also the name of A certain object of

idolatrous n.orship that belonged to the sons of

Milhán (S, K) the son of Kindneh, (S,) in a

place on the shore of the sea, adjacent to Juddeh.

(TA.) A poet says,

* , e. ©e 6 • & * 6 - o e =

* 3-2- 5--> S -- J-2
6 s > * w • J. & e • •

* } &#9 --> 3

[And is Saad aught but a mass of rock in a

desert tract of the earth, not inviting to error

mor to a right course?]. (S, T.A.) Hudheyl is

said to have worshipped it in the Time of Igno

l'ance. (TA)-2'- +: is metonymically used

as meaning : The cirginity, or hymen, of a girl or
6 o - of 6 o' - a

woman. (TA)—"...a…' …i, meaning ! Is

it a thing liked or a thing disliked? (S, A, K,)

is a prov., (S, A,) which [is said to have] origi

nated from the fact that Saad and So’eyd, [the

latter name erroneously written in some copies of

the S and K *...] the two sons of Dabbeh the

son of Udd, went forth (S, K, TA) to seek some

camels belonging to them, (TA,) and Saad re

turned, but So’eyd was lost, and his name became

regarded as unlucky: (S, K, TA:) Dabbeh used

to say this when he saw a dark object in the

night: and hence it is said in allusion to care for

one's relation; and in inquiring whether a good

or an evil event have happened. (TA.) [The

saying may also be rendered, Is it a fortunate

thing or a little fortunate thing?]–4:4:4, in

the saying 4:3: 3. : 1, signifies Aiding Thee

after ailing [i.e. time after time], syn. 'st:

2: 3: 4 (ISk, T, S, L. K.) or aiding The
and then aiding: (Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà, L:) or

aiding thy cause after aiding [i. e. time after

time]: (T, L:) and hence it is in the dual

number: (IAth, L:) El-Jarmee says that it has

no sing.; and Fr says the same of it, and also of

*
*

~, ea 2 . . . . -

<!-- : it is in the accus. case as an inf. n. governed

by a verb understood. (L.) It occurs in the form

of words preceding the recitation of the Opening
• o - - - ca

Chapter of the Kur-án in prayer, *:::: *J

<!J:#; &: &##~5 [meaning I n'ait

intent upon thy service, or upon obedience to Thee,

time after time, and upon aiding thy cause time

after time; and good is before Thee, and evil is

not imputable to Thee]. (L, T.A.)= Also The

third part of the a. [or pore] (K, TA) of a

shirt: (TA:) [the dim.] * 3: signifies the

fourth part thereof. (K, T.A.)

3: and W ess: A certain kind of perfume,

(S, K,) well known: (K:) or the former is pl. of

W£, [or rather a coll, gen, n. of which is:

is the n. un.,] and this last is [the name of] a

certain kind of sneet-smelling root; it is a rhi

2O7720, (*#), round, black, hard, like a knot;

which forms an ingredient in perfumes and medi

cines: (AHn:) and "essú. is the name. of its

plant; (Lth, AHn;) and its pl. is −122\x. :

(AHn ').9r the "... is a certain plant having a

root (U.21) beneath the ground, black, and of

sweet odour: and the " cast: is another plant:

(Az:) [in the present day, the former of these

tWO names (**) is applied to a species of cyperus:

a species thereof is termed by Forskål (in his

Flora Aegypt. Arab, pp. lx, and 14,) cyperus

172
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complanatus; and he writes its Arabic name

“saead” and “saeaed:”] it has a wonderful effi

cacy applied to ulcers, or sores, that heal with

difficulty. (K.)

3: A certain sort of dates. (K, T.A.)

6 * d tº 6 d. - • -

#3: see : [of which it is the n, un.].

go de

ag-As- *::: Coats of mail of the fabric of a

town called £1. (TA.)

6 * > *

ol.xx..., in which the Ü is an augmentative

letter, because there is not in the language any

word of the measure J%: except Júj- and

# unless it is of the reduplicative class, (S,)

A certain plant, (S, K,) growing in the plain, or

soft, tracts, (TA,) one of the best hinds of the

pastures of camels, (S, K,) as long as it continues

fresh; (TA;) having [a head of] prickles, (T,

S, K,) calledcl: £-, (T, S,) to which the

mipple [or the areola] of a woman's breast is

likened: (S,K: [see #14:3, below:]) the Arabs

say that the camels that yield the sweetest milk

are those that eat this plant: (TA:) and they

fatten upon it: (Az, TA:) it is of the kind of

plants called >i [pl. of#. meaning slender,

and succulent or soft or sneet], dust-coloured, and

sneet, and eaten by everything that is not large,

[as well as by camels,] and it is one of the most

wholesome kinds of pasture: (AHn, TA:) it is a

herb, or leguminous plant, having a round fruit

with a prichly face, which, when it dries, falls

upon the ground on its back, and when a person

walking treads upon it, the prickles wound his

foot: it is one of the best of their pastures in the

days of the& and sneetens the milk of the

camels that feed upon it; for it is sneet as long

as it continues fresh; and in this state men such

it and eat it: (Az, L:) the n, un, is with 5.

(TA.) Hence the prov., cl: S; J:

[Pasture, but not like the Ül.xx...]: (S, K:) said

of a thing possessing excellence, but surpassed in

excellence by another thing; or of a thing that

excels other things of the like kind. (TA.)

Also The prickles of the palm-tree. (AHn, TA.)

• • & P

cyl-, like 3-, is a name for st:S

[inf n. of 4, and, like Öla--, invariable, being

put in the accus. case in the manner of an inf. n.]:

one says,31: <--, meaning &lt;*:

[i. e. I declare, or celebrate, or extol, his (i. e.

God's) remoteness, or freedom, from every im

Perfection, or impurity, &c., (see art. 2--",) and

I render Him obedience, or aid his cause]. (K,

TA.)

s = • d = 6 e o e

âl- n, un, of Ulaa-.

* * * > *

- (TA)-45

*:: The nipple of a woman's breast; as being

iikened to the [head of] prickles of the plant

called cl:, as mentioned above: (S, K:) or

es: #1:, i.e. the blackness [or areola]

around the nipple : (A:) or the part surrounding

the s: [here meaning nipple], like the whirl

of a spindle. (TA)—[Hence likewise,] #14:

signifies also The knot of the &: [or apper

tenance that passes between tro of the toes and

through the sole] of the sandal, (S, A, K,) be

neath, (A, K,) next the ground; (S;) also called
6.- : * d.d

ājū. (K in art. -->.)- And The knot

beneath the scale of a balance: (K,” TA:) the

knots beneath the scale of a balance (S, A) are

called its -03:... (A)—And the pl., &ü13:4,

Things in the loner parts of the [tendons, or

sinen's, called] ***, resembling nails (Jūki).

($, K.) - Also the sing., The callous protu

berance upon the breast of the camel, (S, A, K,)

upon which he rests when he lies donn: (A, TA:)

so called because of its roundness. (TA.)–And

The anus: (K:) or the sphincter thereof. (TA.)

-And The part of the vulva of a mare nhere

the ceretrum enters. (TA)= Also A pigeon:

or #14:1 is the name of a certain pigeon.

(K,” TA.)

3-, applied to a man, (S, Msb,) Prosperous,

fortunate, happy, or in a state of felicity; (T, S,

A, Msb, K;) with respect to religion and with

respect to worldly things; (Mgb;) as also V3,4- :

(A, K.) or the latter signifies, (T, S, Mgb,) or

signifies also, (K,) and so may the former signify,

(T, TA,) rendered prosperous, fortunate, happy,

or in a state offelicity, by God; (T, S, Msb, K;)

irregularly derived from £i, (S, K," MF)

or regularly from *: (T, Msb:) one should

not say Ja-6: (S, K:) fem. of the former [and

latter] with 3: (TA:) pl. of the former #34,

(A, MSb, TA) and, accord to Lh, 323s and

3-i, but ISd says, I know not whether he

mean [of] the [proper] name or of the epithet;

but 320i as pl. of:- is anomalous: (TA:)

the pl. of "3,4- is [3,3,4- and] ...et.

(A, TA.)= Also A* [i.e. river, or rivulet, or

canal of running water,] (K, TA) that irrigates

the land in the parts adjacent to it, when it is

appropriated thereto: or a small* : the2:for

irrigation of a tract of seed-produce: pl. J.R.".

(TA.)

6 d > /

*Ae:Red : See **, [of which it is the dim.,] in

the last quarter of the paragraph, in two places.

#: an infn of 3-4 (MA, TA) and of 3-4,

(TA,) or a simple subst, (Msb,) Prosperity,

good fortune, happiness, or felicity, of a man;

(S, Msb, K.) contr. of #i8; ($, Meb, K.)

with respect to religion and with respect to worldly

things: (Mab3) [and so "... used as a simple

subst.:] it is of two kinds; ## [relating to

the world to come] and #s's [relating to the

present world]; and the latter is of three kinds;

: [relating to the soul] and #3: [relating to

the body] and #~4. [relating to external cir

cumstances]. (Er-Raghib, TA in art. 2:...) [See

also what next follows.]

6 * * *

323s. Prosperousness, fortunateness, auspi

ciousness, or luchiness, (S, L,) of a day, and of a

star or an asterism [&c.]; (L;) [as also " 3.

used as a simple subst.;] contr. ofis-á. (S, L.)

#: A temple to which the Arabs (K, TA)

of the tribe of Rabeea (TA) used to perform

pilgrimage, (K, TA,) at [Mount] Ohod, in the

Time of Ignorance. (TA.)

• * * • * > .

U$20- : see .xx...", in three places.

#~~ A sort of garments of the kind called

25%, if the fabric of El-Yemen: (§, K.) app.

so called in relation to the mountains of Benoo

Sa’eed. (TA)- And #2- âi- [A certain

hind of dress]: so called in relation to Sa’eed Ibn

El-'As, whom, when a boy, or young man, the

Prophet clad with a al-, the kind of which was

thence thus named. (Har. p. 596.)

set. The fore arm ( 93) of a man; (K;) the

part of the arm from the wrist to the elbon; (T,

L;) or from elbon to the hand: (Mgh, Mgb:) so

called because it aids the hand in seizing a thing

(T, Mgb) or taking it (T) and in work: (Msb:)

or it signifies, (S,) or signifies also, (Mgb,) the

upper arm, or upper half of the arm, from the

elbon to the shoulder-blade, syn. 344, [q.v.,]

(S, Msb,) of a man: (S:) [and in like manner,

of a beast, both the fore shank and the arm :] in

some one or more of the dialects, the upper of the

cá [which may mean either the upper arm or

the radius]; the 8% being the lower of them

[which may mean either the “fore arm” or the

“ulna”]: (L, TA:) of the masc. gender: (Mgb:)

pl. 32%. (T, Mgh, Mab, T.A.) One says,

49et. & # 33 andX42%. [May God

strengthen thy fore arm and did thee, and your

fore arms and aid you]. (A, TA.) - And

hence, [A kind of armlet;] a thing that is worn

upon the fore arm, of iron or brass or gold.

(Mgh.)—[Hence also,] 'u'll lieu + The two

wings of the bird. (S. K.)–And sei: The

anterior, or primary, feathers of the wing: so in

the phrase, *:: *** [A bird strong
in the anterior, or primary, feathers of the wing].

(A, TA)- Also the sing., + A chief, upon

whom people rely. (TA)-And the pl., 3e3",

! The channels in which water runs to a river or

small river (23), (S, A, K,) or to a sea or large

river (2-3); (AA, S, KS) the sing said by AA

to be 3-0. without 3: or this latter signifies a

channel in which water runs to a valley, and to a

sea or large river (2-): or the channel in which

a large river (2-) runs to small rivers (Aft).

(L.) And t The places from which issues the

water of a well: the channels of the springs

thereof. (L.)-Also t The medullary cavities;

the ducts through n'hich runs the marrow in a

bone. (§, K.)- And #The ducts (AA, A, TA)

in the udder (A, TA) from nuhich the milk comes

(AA, A, TA) to the orifice of the teat; as being

likened to the Act:- of the 4- : (AA, TA:) the

-as of the udder: (A5, TA :) or Set- signifies

the orifice of a she camel's teat, from which the

milk issues: and 33. set, a duct by nihich the

milk descends to the she camers udder, and in

like manner set. signifies a duct that conveys

the milk to a woman's breast or nipple. (TA.)

-*s-253: means f An affair having several

modes, or manners, [in which it may be per
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formed,] and several ways of egress therefrom.

(A, TA.)

iseu. The bone of the shank. (TA)- And

A. piece of wood, (K, TA,) set up, (TA,) that

holds the pulley. (K, TA.) = $320, is a name

of The lion : (S, K:) imperfectly decl., like

i-Ci (TA)
* * of

Jax-1 [More, and most, prosperous or fortunate

or happy; an epithet applied to a man:] masc.

of us: (S. K.) but IJ says that us: as

an epithet has not been heard. (TA.) = Also A

[cracking of the skin, such as is termed] &#,

resembling mange, or scab, that happens to a

camel, and in consequence of n:hich he becomes

decrepit, (K, TA,) and weak. (TA.)

6 y o * s *

33-2 : see x-a-, in two places.

Jā

1. #3%, (S, A, Msh, K) aor. *, (Mab, K.)
inf n. *; (Mab3) and "tax-1, (A, Msb, K.)

inf: #:15 (Msbi) and *w-, (A, K.) infn.

> 3; (TA;) or the last has an intensive significa

tion; (S;) Helighted, or kindled, the fire; or made

it to burn, to burn up, to burn brightly or fiercely,

to blaze, or to flame; syn. tsassi, (Msb, K.) or

to: and # (S.A.) In the Kurlaxxi. 12,

some read *:: and others, * 3:, which

latter has an intensive signification. (S.) And

3āl* He stirred the fire neith a*. (TA.)

- [Hence,] -->Ji ,-, (§, K.) aor. as above,

(K,) and so the inf n. ; (TA;) and "tex-A, and

* u,...; (K;) : He hindled war; (K, TA;)

excited, or provoked, it. (S, TA.) And b:

-j-" 30 ! [They kindled, or excited, the fire of

near]. (A.)-[Hence also,]#:- ! [Evil, or

mischief, excited them, or inflamed them]. (A.)

And* c. * ! [He excited, or inflamed,

against his people]. (A.) - And 53 2%

! He did extensive evil, or mischief, to them :

(ISk, S, TA:*) or he did evil, or mischief, to

them generally, or in common; as also "L.A.--!,

and "...ex-; (TA) or one should not say "L.A.-l.

(ISk, S, TA)- AndJ:0.40% + We burned

and pained them [or inflicted upon them burning

pain] with arron's. (S.) - And J.' 3-, aOI".

as above, (K,) and so the inf n., (TA,) t He (a

camel, TK) communicated to the [other] camels

his mange, or scab. (KTA)- And **, (S,

A,) inf n. jux, (TA,) t He (a man) was smitten

by the [hot wind called] es: (S, A) And

! He (a man) was, or became, vehemently hungry

and thirsty. (TA.) And t He was, or became,

mad, insane, or a demoniac. (M.A.) - You say
also, #. L:- • L'A' &- + I made a

circuit during the day, or to-day, for the accom
4- o • * ~ * of ~

plishment of my want. (S.) And *- C-9,

i. e. 43% 33,45 + [app. meaning Inill assuredly

practise circumvention like his practising thereof].

(Fr, O, K.) - And J.' J: 34, inf n, as

above, t He journeyed throughout the night with

the camels, or beasts, used for riding. (ISk, T.A.)

- And ää* t The she-camel was quick,

or snift, in her going. (TA.) [See also 3%,

below.]

2: see 1, in four places. = 9:- [from *-],

($gh, Msb) inf n. *-ā; (Mab3) and "%-";

($gh, Msb;) He assigned to it a known and

Jired price: (Msb:) or he declared its current

price, or the rate at which it should be sold.

($gh.) Andź *~, (A, TA,) inf. n. as above;

(S3) and Low "Ax-l; (A;) He (a governor, A)

fixed the amount of the prices of provisions &c.

for them; (S, TA;) the doing of which is not

allowable. (TA.)- AndI>, inf n. as above;

and "bra-l; They agreed as to a price, or rate

at which a thing should be sold. (K.)

[3. 9- app. signifies + He acted with him,

or it, like one mad, or like a mad dog; for,

accord. to Et-Tebreezee, (Ham p. 785,) it is from

X- as an epithet applied to a dog, meaning

“mad.”]

*** - - - of

4: see 1, in four places. - 5.5 U-1, said of

a wild animal, means t He excited and annoyed

us by leaping, or bounding. (TA, from a trad.)

*= See also 2, in three places.

5: see the next paragraph.

8. #1 ---, (S, A, MS,K) and "--,

(S, A, K,) [but the latter, app., has an intensive

signification,] The fire burned; or burned up,

burned brightly or fiercely, blazed, or flamed.

(S, A, Msh, K)—[Hence]−3-1->-1: The

war [raged like fire, or] spread. (K, TA.) And

in like manner, (TA,)# 4x:...' f The evil, or

mischiff, [raged, or] spread. (K, T.A.) - And

Jesail-l, (S, A, K.) or ~~\,(TA) :The

thieves, or robbers, put themselves in motion, (K,

TA,)for mischief, (TA,) as though they were set

onfire. (S. K.TA)- And U 3-1 -

*" ! The mange, or scab, began in the armpits

and the groins or similar parts (AA, S, A," K)

and the lips (S) of the camels. (AA, S, A, K.)–

And* Jé. es' J-5 Ax-l + The people ate

the fresh ripe dates in every direction, and ob

tained them; like £). (Aboo-Yoosuf, T.A.)

6 de Q & e

3:... Use, t A vehement shooting or throning:

(A:) [or a burning, painful shooting; as is indi

cated in the S:] one says # &#3* 34

X. Leys t [a smiting that cleaves off a piece of

flesh, and a piercing inflicted with extraordinary

force, and a burning, painful shooting]. (S.) It

is said in a trad. of 'Alee, 5: b% 5: b%-3.

+[Smite ye so as to cleave off a piece ofJiesh,

and] shoot ye quickly: the shooting being thus

likened to the burning of fire. (TA.)

}: : seeks.-[Hence,]+ Madness, insanity,
6 p. p.

or demoniacal possession; (K;) as also "X*. .

(S, K:) so V the latter is expl. by AAF as used

in the Kur liv. 47: and so it is expl. as used in

verse 24 of the same chap.: (TA:) or it signifies

in the former, (S) or in the latter, (TA) +fa

tigue, or neariness, or distress, or affliction, and

punishment: (Fr, $, TA:) or, accord. to Az,

* J%-3 &# #! ë, in verse 24, may mean

# verilywe should in that case be in error, and in

punishment arising from what would necessarily

befall us: or, accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, it means,

in a state that would inflame and excite us.

(TA)- Also t Hunger; and so **:: (Fr,

K, TA:) or the former signifies vehemence of

desire for flesh-meat: (K, TA:) and 7 the latter,

vehemence of hunger: (S:) or the burning of

hunger: (TA:) and the burning of thirst. (A.)

– And t A disease, such as the mange, or scab,

that is transitive from one to another; or the

transition of the mange, or scab, or other disease,

from one to another; syn. ess: (K. [See 1.])

so

> The current price, or rate, ". rvhich a

thing is to be sold: (MA, K:) pl. lx.l. (S, A,

Msb, K.) One says, X- 4, meaning It is ex

• de

ceedingly valuable: and X- 4 U-3. It is exceed

ingly cheap. (Mgb.)

6 * * ** 6 p.

7- : see 3×w.

3- t Mad, insane, or possessed by a demon:
* 6 * * d >

(K:) and so * 52*...* applied to a she-camel:

(S:) or the latter, so applied, that will not remain
6 s f -

still; from x., meaning “madness, or insanity,

or demoniacal possession:” (Ham p. 785:) [See
6 - d. 6 • * * *

also: the pl. of:- is us:... (K.)

© a p

2- :

#: +A cough: (O, K:) or a sharp cough;
6.e. *

as also "5*. (IAar, TA)- And t The begin

ning of an affair or a case; and the newness

thereof: (K, TA:) in some copies of the K,
4 * * *

aj.xe- is erroneously put for 33- (TA.)

* c > .

see 's.', in two places.

#: A colour inclining to blackness, (S, TA,)

a little above what is termed #23 ; as also *}<.

(TA.)

6 * * *

c)))'s... [an inf. n.] Wehemence of running. (O,

K.) [See 1, last signification.]

# (S, K) and "#" (K) + Daybreak.

(K.)- And +The rays of the sun entering an

aperture of a house or chamber: (K," TA:) or

the motes that are seen in the rays of the sun

(Az, S, TA) when they fall into a chamber, moving

to and fro. (Az, T.A.)

6e » d is

5,2,.… : see the next preceding paragraph.

jú. The heat (S, K) of fire; (S;) as also

*::: (K:) and 1 of night. (A.) - See also

X*, in two places. – Also t Evil, or mischief:

so in the saying, *. &- J.C.At 5 [Men will

not sleep by reason of his evil, or mischief], oc

curring in a trad. (TA.)

6 * * + A she-camel quick, or snift, in her

going. (TA.) [See 1, last signification.]

X- Lighted, or kindled; or made to burn,

burn up, burn brightly or fiercely, blaze, or
6

flame: (K, TA:) of the measure Jesé in the

sense of the measure J*: (TA:) [and thus]
6 -6 • 6 -

similar to Jax and &2- : for you say Jü
• - 172*
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'#34. (Akh, S.) or - A signifies fire

kindled, or made to burn ye., with other fire.

(Lh, T.A.)- Also Fire (S, K) itself; (S;) and
6* ~ * 6 * >

so W535u and 75%u.: (K:) or [so in the TA,

but in the K“and,”] its flame; (K;) as also

W #3: and **u. (TA.)=::1: see what

next follows.

3:1, (O, K,) and **:1, (S,) or the latter

is a mistake, (0, TA) A certain idol, (§, K.)

belonging peculiarly to [the tribe of] 'Anazeh.

(Ibn-El-Kelbee, S.) [See an ex. in a verse cited

in art. 3-2.]

6.- d -6- •

3yes- : see 3×.

6 p >

J**l- : 2

of fire-place, or oven, (3,5, K, TA,) dug in the

ground, in which bread is baked. (TA.)= And

The chief of the Christians in the knowledge of

medicine (K, TA) and of the instruments thereof:

[said to be] originally £240, a Syriac word,

meaning the investigator of the cases of the

diseased. (TA.)

s •

see yes-, in two places.- Also A sort

** * > 6 -

323s": see yes-, in two places.

* - of a

*~l, applied to a man, Of the colour termed

#: fem. #. (TA.)- And, so applied,

(TA,) Having little flesh, (K, TA,) lean, or lank

in the belly, (TA,) having the sinen's apparent,

altered in colour or complexion, or emaciated,

(K, TA,) and slender. (TA.)

* > d >

*-* The slender part of the tail of a camel.

(K.)- See also jet.

X- and 'A- (§, K) The thing, (K) or

wood, (S,) or instrument of iron or of nood, (TA,)

with which a fire is stirred [or made to burn or

burn up &c.]: (S," K," TA:) pl. (of the former,

A) #4 (A, TA) and [of the latter] ...et.
• * ~ 0 * * *

(TA.)-Hence one says ofa man,-j

! Verily he is one who makes the fire of war to

rage; (S, A, K, TA;) a stirrer of the fire of

war. (TA)—Also the former, (...), Hong;

(AA, S, K;) applied to a neck (K) or some other

thing: (TA:) or strong. (As, K.)- And, ap

plied to a dog, t Mad. (Hamp. 785.) [See also

*...] –3:" as an epithet applied to a horse

means &3: S; % &: s: [i.e.,

app., That makes his legs to fall spread apart,

and that has no leaping with his legs put together]:

(K:) or, in the words of AO, [and so in the O,]

4.3% &: U4-ill [app. whose legs thou makest

Jºe - © e

to fall &c.]: (TA:) [in the CK, a £2 N2,

which is, I doubt not, a mistake: and in the TA
* - J - d - 6 Ö.

is added, 23%. 8: ...}, J.,in which.J.,

is evidently a mistranscription for 345, referring
* Q

a}}

s

• *.*.*.* J. e.

•

to 24, which is well known as meaning −3,

-** 8:*:] and **u. signifies the same.

(AO.)

jū- : see the next preceding paragraph.

* 6 e •

}*:: See its syn.:- -[Hence,] A man

smitten by the [hot wind called]>>. (S, A.)

-And I Wehemently hungry and thirsty: (TA:)

eager for food, even though his belly be full;

(K;) and, it is said, for drink also. (TA.)

See also:-.

*: [a pl. of which the sing., if it have one,

is probably *::..] + The armpits, and the

groins or similar parts, (S, A, K,) and the lips,

(S,) of camels. (S, A, K.)

s • * 6 - d.

wel-e: see A-2, last sentence.

las

1: see what next follows.

4. Ala--, (S) or #33 al-', (AA, IDrd, Mgh,

Msb, K,) He poured, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or intro

duced, (K,) medicine into his (a man's, S) nose;

(S, Mgh, Msb, K;) as also V *..., aor. 4 and *,

(K,) the former of which, namely 4, is the more

approved, inf. n. *~. (TA.) Both are also

written with U2. (K and TA in art. lax.o.)-

[Hence,]& al- ! He pierced him in his

nose with the spear: ('Eyn, K:) or it is like

#. meaning he pierced him in his breast, or

chest, with the spear. (S.) - [Hence also,]

ū al-' He took extraordinary pains in

making him to understand science, (K, TA,) and

in repeating to him what he taught him. (TA.)

8. lax...' He (a man, S) poured medicine into

his (i.e. his onn) nose; or had it poured therein;

(S, Mgh;) or introduced it, or had it introduced,

therein: (K:) the pass. form, lax…', is not

allowable. (Mgh.) -

10. lax...' + He (a camel, TA) smelled the

urine of the she-camel, (K,) or somen'hat thereof,

(TA,) and it, (K,) or some of it, (TA,) entered

into his nose; (K;) then he covered her, and

failed not to impregnate. (TA.)

#3-, ii. A single introduction of medicine

into the nose; as also 5-12 " isú-l. (Lth, K.)

*:: see **, in four places.

** Medicine that is poured, (S, Mgh, Msb)

or introduced, (K,) into the nose; (S, Mgh, Msb,

K;) [an errhine;] as also ** ; (Lh, K;)

which is thought.by ISd, to be an instance of as

similation [like by-2 for lo!)-J such as Sb men

tions. (TA)- Also Sweat. (TA)

**: see the next paragraph, in two places.

*- Sneet, or pleasant, odour, of wine and

the like, or of anything: (A’Obeyd, K:) and

sharpness, or pungency, of odour; as also "*::

(K;) the former, [for instance,] of mustard, (ISk,)

and so "the latter, and likewise ***. (TA:)

and a: " … signifies the odour of musk.

(Fr.) A rājiz says, describing camels and their

milk,

• 3 * >w • 63 0 °

* "leta.J. A.J. A.-as- *

[That eat the plants called .*.*. sneet in odour].

(AHn.) And you say, *** + 3% and

W*: [He, or it, is sweet in odour, but the

latter is perhaps a mistranscription, for *:I].

(TA.)- The dregs, lees, or sediment, of wine.

($, K.)- The cit [or ben]: (K:) the oil there

of: (IB, K:) the oil of mustard: (K:) and the

oil of the G.55 [or jasmine]. (TA.)= I. q.

[pass, part. n. of 4, q.v.]. (TA.)

*::: see the next preceding paragraph.

is: see is:

6 * d y

*::, (S, Msh, K) and £2, (Lth, K) the

former an instance of the instr. m. with damm,

(S, Msb, TA,) which is extr., (Msb, TA,) like

J: &c., (TA,) The thing, (K,) or vessel, or

receptacle, (S, Msb,) into which *** is put, (S,

Msb, K,) and from which it is poured into the

nose. (K.)

•

*

J - d -

1 <l-, *: see 4 =:: ***, (S.T.A.)
-

inf n -i-, (S. K.) His hand became cracked

around the nails; ($, K, TA;) as also <<.

(S, TA)—itil -ā-, in the K, erroneously,

-ā-, with damm, (TA) or #41 -i-, (ISk,

S.) The she camel, (K, TA) or he camel, (ISk,8.)

became affected with what is termed * -i-,

meaning a disease in the mouth, like mange, or

scab, in consequence of which the hair of the

*: [i. e. nose, or fore part of the nose,] falls

off, (ISk, S, K.) and the hair of the eyes: (ISk,

S:) the like thereof in sheep or goats is termed

*: (S:) accord. to IAar, it is not used in re

lation to he-camels; and A’Obeyd says the like:

accord. to some, as AZ says, it is allowable to use

it in relation to he-camels; (TA;) but it is rarely

thus used. (K, TA)--i-, (S. K.) like &#,

(K,) said of a boy, He became affected with the

pustules termed aās- [q.v.]. (S, K.)

2. -: The mixing of musk and the like

with aromatic perfumes (K, TA) and sneet

scented oils. (TA.) One says, &# es' -:

[Mic thou for me my oil with aromatic per

fumes]. (ISh, T.A.)

3. *-, (K, TA) inf n. *sū, (§, TA)

He aided, assisted, or helped him; [like 4:ii)

or [so accord. to the K, but accord. to the S

“and,”] agreed, or complied, with him, (S," K,

TA,) to perform an affair, (TA,) acting tonards

him with reciprocal purity, or sincerity, of love,

or affection, and aiding, assisting, or helping,

with him, (K, TA,) well. (TA.) - [Hence,]

**- ; His fortune aided him, and in like

manner, (#3) ael- t[Worldly prosperity aided

him]. (A, TA.)

4 -i-, (K) inf n. Jú (TA) It (a

thing, TA) dren near, or approached: (K, TA:)

and 2: -ā- it drew mear, or approached, to

him, or it. (TA)-4 -ā- It (an object of

the chase) became within his poner, or reach.

(K)- <! Jäx…' He tended, repaired, or betook
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him:lf. to, or tonards, him, or it. (TA)

alal Jax. He came to his family; syn. Xi.

(K) [And in a similar sense the verb is trans.

without a particle, as will be shown by the last

sentence of this paragraph]=: I aided,

assisted, or helped, him to perform his affair.

(Msb. [See also 8)–And <--> *-1, (S,

Msb, K,”) inf. n. -*ta-1, (Msb,) He performed,

or accomplished, for him the object of his want;

(S, MSb, K.) as also a "4:3, (Ibn-'Abbād,

K,"TA,) aor. *, (K,) inf n. -i-. (TA)

It is said in a trad, thus related,&: 3 - ? -£es

tax-e Le Us:#2-4, meaning [Fátimeh is a part

of me:] that betides, or happens to, [or affects,]

me which betides, or happens to, [or affects,] her.

(TA. [See another reading in art. &al.])

-: A commodity; an article of merchandise.

(o, K, TA.) One says, #4 -: * Verily it is

a bad commodity. (O, T.A.)- And A man vile,

or mean, and despised in all his circumstances.

(AHeyth, O, K.)

-i- Palm-branches,(Az, S, Msh, K) as long

as they have the leaves upon them: when these

are removed from them, called &*: (Mab3) or

the part [or parts] of palm-tranches upon which

leaves have grown : (S voce re-c:) or the leaves

of palm-branches, (Mgh, K, TA) of which are

woven [baskets of the kind called] Jö (Mgh) or

cºś (TA) (pl. of Jail, and [the similar re

ceptacles called]JX- (pl. of #}, (TA) and

fans [which are made in the form of small flags],

(Mgh, TA,) and the like: (TA:) and sometimes

palm-branches themselves are thus called: (Mgh:)

accord. to Lth, (Mgh, TA,) such as have become

dry [of palm-branches] are mostly thus called;

the fresh [palm-branch] being called #3: (Mgh,

K, TA:) sing, (S) or [rather] n. un., (Mgh,

Msb,) with 3: (S, Mgh, Msb:) which also signi

fies a palm-tree itself; and its pl. is *~.

(TA.)-[Hence, as being likened to palm-leaves,]

The forelock of a horse: so in the saying of Imra

el-Keys,

* 22,292 © & ... • 2 °f- *

d e o y 6 * > • * > * - -

* :-- äx- *-9 U-à- *

[And I ride, in war, or battle, a brisk, or an

agile, leaving mare, whose face a spreading fore

lock has clad]: which shows that -às. [properly]

signifies the leaves [of a palm-branch]. (Az, TA.)

[Jac. Schultens, as mentioned by Freytag, ex

plains it as meaning A whiteness upon the fore

head of a horse: but this explanation is perhaps

conjectural, from the verse cited above..]= The

paraphernalia (jū-) of a bride; pl. J.4.

(IAar, K.)- Anything good, goodly, or excel

lent, and consummate, such as a slave, or any

precious thing, or a house that one possesses.

(IAar, K.)=A species of fly: mentioned by a

poet as smiting a lion. (IB,TA.)=See also 1.

6.- d -

ääx. A certain disease, (Kr, TA) or pustules,

(S, K, TA,) caming forth upon the head (Kr, S,

K, TA) of a child, (S, K, TA,) and upon his face:

(K, TA:) said by AHát to be ~15 # [i.e.

6 * * *

alopecial, which occasions baldness; and W &.

is a dial. var. thereof in this last sense. (TA.)

* - - -

#: n, un of Cix. [q.v.] (S, Mgh, MSb.)

=See also the next preceding paragraph.

Jú. A cracking, and scaling off, around the

nail: (TA:) or a cracking at the root of the

nail. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.) [See 1.]

-3,4- Large [drinking-cups or bonyls such as

are called] cú. (IAar, K.)-And The goods,

or furniture and utensils, of a tent or house, (S,

TA,) and its carpets or the like: or, as some say,

particularly such as are held in little estimation,

as the [drinking-vessel called] 2% and the bucket,

and the rope, and the like. (TA.)- [See also

-i-, of which it is pl.]= Also The natural

dispositions, (AA, IAar, K, TA,) generous and

other, of men: (IAar, K, TA:) AA says, I have

not heard any sing, thereof. (TA.) -

ci: A camel having the disease termed-ā

(see 1): fem. ā-, applied to a she-camel: (ISk,

S, K:) A’Obeyd mentions only the fem. epithet.

(TA.)- Also A horse white, (S,"K,) or hoary,

(S,) in the forelock, (S, K,) when there is some

other colour in it, different from the white:

(TA:) when the whole of it is white, he is

termed £i (S.T.A.) so in the “Book of
Horses” by A.O. (TA.)

6 * d >

-52s. A boy affected with the pustules
6 - d. •

termed aāx. [q.v.]. ($, K.)

-iet- A place, (K,) and a place of alighting,

(TA,) near. (K, T.A.)

U

1. J%, aor.....($, o, Mab, K) inf n. J.--

(S, O, K) and als., (K) or the latter of these

is the inf. n., and the former is a simple subst.,

(Msb,) [He coughed:] #: signifies [the having]

a motion whereby nature expels somen'hat hurt

ful from the lungs and the organs connected

therenith: (Ibn-Seena, K, TA:) wherefore the
* -

-

• 3 ./

ducts of the lungs are called Uta-J -as [the

tubes of coughing, meaning the bronchial tubes,]

because it [i. e. what is hurtful in the lungs] has

its exit by them. (TA.) One says, it: J: <!

#: [Verily he coughs with an abominable
6 - © J.

coughing]. (TA) And al-- 4: [In him is a

coughing; i.e. he has a coughing, or cough].
* - 3 - - - #2 * ~ * • * ~5

(TA) And Júl 3: J3: 4: The

question, or petition, has choked thee, and con

sequently coughing has seized thee]. (TA)-

Hence the saying, 231 J4-3 * [He shot him,

and he consequently coughed up blood]; i.e.,

he thren [up] blood from his chest. (TA.)=

J-, aor. <, inf. n. J- ; accord. to the K, app.,

J%, aor.*, inf n. J-5 [and thus the pret. and

inf. m. are written in the copies of the K;] but the

former is the right; (TA;) + He was, or became,

brisk, lively, or sprightly; (K, TA;) like Jej,

inf n. J%. (TA. [See the part, n., J.-,

below.])

4. al-' It [made him to cough, or] occasioned

him a coughing. (TA.)= And + He, or it,

made him, or pronounced him, to be like the *S*

[q.v.]. (O, T.A.)-And t He, (a man, K, TA)

and it, (pasture, or herbage, O, TA,) rendered

him (a horse, TA) brish, lively, or sprightly;

(o, K, TA) as also &# (o, TA)

10. <-ka-i t She (a woman) became a *S*-,

i.e., very clamorous, and foul-tongued; (S, O3)

or like a *, (K, TA,) in badness, wickedness,

or guile, and clamorousness, and foulness of tongue:

(TA) similar to <-, and to *-i- said of a

man, &c. (AZ, TA.)

J- Dry [dates of the bad sort termed] La2+.

(IAar, O, K.)
-

J.-, applied to a horse, t Brisk, lively, or

sprightly; like Jej. (AO, O, TA.)

• Ö

Usks. : see the next paragraph.

#- and "#. (S, O, K [app. thus, without

tenween, as a fem: noun, though * without

tenween is unusual,]) and "J" ($, O, TA)

The [kind of goblin, demon, devil, or jinnee,

called] J,á: (Ki) or the female of the J,4:

(Abu-l-Wefee El-Aarābee, TA in art. U24; and

Har p. 76:) or the worst, most nicked, or most

guilful, of the c3+ (pl. of J*]: (§, O.) or

an enchantress of the jinn, or genii (Ki) pl. [of

the first] Jú. [written with the article J:ll

(S, O, K). [and of the second &- and of the

third ->''<>, which is said to signify the females

of the c3+. (TA)—[Hence] #- signifies

1 A very clamorous, foul-tongued, woman: (S,

O, TA:) accord. to Aboo-'Adnán, a woman

foul in face, evil in disposition, is likened to the

*- : but some of the Arabs say that the Arabs

do not apply the epithet #:- to any but an old

noman. (TA)-And [the pl.] Júl signifies

! Horses; as being likened to what are [properly]

so termed. (TA.)-And [the same pl.] Júl,

(K, TA) with kesr to the U, (TA,) [in the TK

J'il, and in the CKW J.") signifies + A

certain plant, the leaves of which make [the

ulcers termed] −5: to discharge their contents,

and dissolves them; and the fresh thereof remove

the mange, or scab: it is a most excellent remedy

for the cough; [wherefore it is also called

J: #:- (TK;)] and causes the erection

of the #3 to subside (#1449 Jiāş, K, TA,

for which we find in some copies of the K

-La:Sl U-#5); even the fumigating of oneself

there eith. (K)

#:... see the next preceding paragraph.
-

Jú: an infn ofJ< [Q. v.] (S, O, K.) or a

simple subst. [meaning A cough]. (Mşb.)

* - 3 6 - ©

us's-l. see 59-.

Je: [Coughing]. You say Je
*z, *

āşū, (O,
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K.) without 3, (O) meaning 4 she-camel having
* * *

a cough (o, K)—And J. J. * *

[Verily he has a violent cough]. (O, K: ) a phrase

having an intensive meaning: (K:) by rule one

should sayJ: Jú.; but thus the Arabs said,

like as they said Jets J# and jets:: and

[in like manner] a poet cited by Lth says Jet.3.
(O.)– See also what follows. z -

J: The part of the fauces, or throat, which

is the place of coughing : (S, Msb:) or [simply]

the fauces, or throat; as also "J-5 (K;) which

latter is expl. by Az as meaning The mouth;

because with it one coughs. (TA.)

** and -ss

1. L-, *, J-4, in n. J. (S, Msh, K.

&c.) [and L5-2, agreeably with general analogy],

He walked, went, or went along, (Er-Rághib,

Msb, K, TA,) quickly: (Er-Răghib, Mgh, TA:)

this, accord. to Er-Rághib, is the primary signi

fication: and hence, #95 tà all &:&: [The

tripping to and fro between Es-Safa and El

Marneh]: (TA:) and *: es' J- [app.

meaning He tripped along, or he trudged along, in

his walking]: (Msb:) [or]&: signifies the going

along with vigorousness, and with lightness, activity,

or quickness. (Hamp.665.)-He (a man, S) ran;

syn. *; (IAar, S, K, TA;) or es:- by the

former of which is meant [he went] a pace belon,

what is termed #1 and above what is termed

&#91. (IAar, TA)- I q. 3-a [as meaning

He repaired, or betook himself]. (K.) The

saying, in the Kur [lxii. 9], £i*: &l #:

is expl. as meaning b&aits [Then repair ye to

prayer to God]: (TA:) or then go ye (1,4:3)

to prayer. [to God]. (Jel) and Ibn-Mesood

read is:{3. (TA) or 5% all c: L- ImeanS

He went to prayer, in any manner [i. e. whether

quickly or not]. (Msb.)- He was active, or

busy and bustling, in procuring the means of

subsistence: (TA:) he strove, laboured, or exerted

himself; employed himself vigorously, strenuously,

or with energy; in any affair, whether good or

evil; but mostly used in relation to what is

praiseworthy, or praised: (Er-Rághib, TA:) he

occupied himself according to his on-n judgment

or discretion or free will, in any work, or deed:

(Msb:) he worked, or n rought, or did, (S, Msb,

K, TA,) any work, or deed, good or evil: (TA:)

he earned, or gained. (S, K, T.A.) One says,

*** Js"J-* He manages, conducts, orders,

regulates, or superintends, the affairs of his

people, or party. (Ham p. 771, Msb.") And

X: L- andź He worked, or wrought, and

earned, or gained, for them. (TA.) And yoji

22jú. Usa-e, a prov., meaning The man earns

for his belly and his pudendum. (TA.) And
o •

*# G# U. × U., (S) or 2:5, 3 J,

i. e. [The slave n:ho had made a contract with his

master to pay him a certain sum for his emanci

pation] laboured to earn the means of releasing

himself: (Msb:) the inf. n. of the verb thus used

is #: ($, Mgb:) and this term is employed

when a slave emancipated in part, and in part

retained in slavery, labours and earns for the

completion of his release. (IAth, TA.) The
• de

saying, in the Kur (iii. 40), 5 & 39.5
*... means [There is nothing imputable to the

man] but nhat he hath wrought, or done. (M5b.)

And &:1* & ūš, in the same [xxxvii.

100], means And when he attained to working

neith him : or and n:hen he was able to assist him

in his working. (TA.) -Also He superin

tended, managed, or conducted, in his on n person,

the collection of the poor-rates; (K, TA;) he

went to exact them, and received them; (TA;)

and the inf. n. in this case also is #: (K,

TA) or #~"J's J-,(S.M.) or J-4,

inf n. G-, (Msb,) he officiated in the exacting,

or receiving, or collecting, of the poor-rate. (S,"

Msb.) [And L. is trans, without a prep. as

meaning He exacted the poor-rate:] a poet says,

(namely, 'Amr Ibn-'Adda, TA,)

ex, a © d > • * > * > * :8%;

* : **** -s- as 3 -ás *

[He exacted the poor-rate of a year, and left not

to us camels' fur, or goats' hair: then hon would

be the case if 'Amr had eracted the poor-rate of

two years?]. (S)-c.5%* es' <- is said

when one rectifies, redresses, or reforms, the

affair of such a one, or mars, vitiates, or perverts

it, by his * * [or striving, or labouring; and

may be rendered I strove, or laboured, in respect

of the affair of such a one, either to rectify,

redress, or reform, it, or to mar, vitiate, or per

vert, it]: and ūic, $4. 3:15, in the Kur

xxii. 50 [and xxxiv. 5], means And they who

strive, or labour, in respect of our signs, to mar,

or vitiate, or pervert, their meaning, by im

pugning their character; seeing that they called

them enchantment, and poetry, and tales, or

legends, or fictions: (Ksh in xxii. 50:) or these

words of the Kur mean and they who strive, or

labour, to falsify, or nullify, our signs; i. e. the

Kur-án. (Jel.)-...: L- means He created,

or excited, disorder, or discord, betn'een them, or

among them; made, or did, mischief betn'een

them, or among them; as also it, which is app.,

in this case, a dial. var. of*~. (TA in art.

3-) [Hence,] -: Jelš. &: J- [He

created, or excited, disorder, &c., among the

people by calumnies, or slanders: or it may be

well rendered he busied himself among the people

neith propagating calumnies, or slanders]. (S and

o in art. Jés"; &c.)– And 4 U". He

calumniated him, or slandered him, (S, Msb, K,”

TA,) J's" &l [to the ruler, or magistrate];

($, Mgb, K.) inf n &la-. (TA)->, said

of a female slave, (K, TA,) aor. L-5, inf n.

6 o – , (TA,) She committed fornication, or pros

tituted herself. (K, TA.) [See also 3.] =

4: &% Jat. see 3.

* * * ~ * 6 * j,

3. Wa:-5 &% J.", aor. of the latter**,

means [Such a one strove nith me in walking,

or going along, quickly, &c.,] and I overcame

him [therein]. (§, TA) The inf n, itsu: signi.

fies The n'alking, or going, quickly [&c., or rather

the striving, or contending, in doing so,] with any

one. (KL.) Hence the trad. of ’Alee, in dis

commendation of worldly enjoyments, talau. 3.

£50, meaning (#ú. 3. [i. e. He who runs a

race with them, they evade him, or escape his

pursuit]. (TA.) —i.e. also signifies One's

committing fornication with a female slave: and

a female slave's committing fornication with any

one: (KL:) you say, of a man,& and 3%, and

this is with a free woman and with a female

slave; but one says in the case of a female slave,

peculiarly, slau. 35 [He has committed forni

cation with her]; itsu: not being with any but

with female slaves: thus in a trad., &: fúl

:*-l L. (Female slaves that committed forni.

cation in the Time of Ignorance]: and 3:&

isi LA- J% [There was brought to 'Omar a

man who committed fornication with a female

slave]: (S, TA:") [and hence, slau.” 3% (oc

curring in the L, in art. --w, as mentioned by

IAar on the authority of Abu-l-Mekárim), mean

ing The offspring of fornication, begotten on a

slave:] or latcl.", (K, TA,) inf. n. as above,

(TA,) signifies [or rather signifies also] He

sought her for the purpose of fornication: (K,

[in which the context seems to indicate that it

relates to a female slave,] and TA:) accord. to

Th, relating to the free woman and the female

slave: it is also said that #3 itsu: signifies

The imposing upon the woman, by her on ner, an

impost nihich she is to pay by means of [the gain

of] prostitution: and it is said in a trad. that

there shall be no stat... in El-Islām. (TA.)=

[It is said in the TA in art &, that itsu- from

āsū) is like #sus. from#" and #% from

&#1 &c.; but I think that set- in this instance
is a mistranscription for#3: See art. 82-.]

J - e •

4 *-l signifies G-: ***, (K, TA) i. e.

He made him to earn, or gain. (TA.)- And

** J” U-1 He employed a collector of

their poor-rates. (TA.) [See also 10.]- And

4+ #: They gave him, or performed or accom

fished for him, what he desired, or sought, or

needed. (Sgh, K, TA.)

10.* Usa--" (S, Msb, K) *::: & (S,

Msb) He required of the slave that he should

labour to earn the means of releasing himself:

(Msb:) or he imposed upon the slave nork by

means of which he should pay for himself, when

he had been emancipated in part, in order to his

completing his emancipation: and *ā- signifies

the work so imposed. (K.)– And *~! He

employed him as collector of the poor-rate.

(JM; and the like is said in the TA, from a

trad.) [See also 4.]

*: see the .."ext paragraph, in two places:

=and see also #.

3-, with kest, (T, S, TA) [and **, with
• 6 ed

fet-h, as shown by what follows,] or " ****, with

kest, (K) or '#3, thus written in the M, with
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fet-h, (TA) and tâ;--, (T, S, ISA, K, [Freytag'

found this last written in a copy of the S **,

and in one of my copies of the S it is written

ess"-J) which is said to be masc, (TA,) [and

therefore with tenween, accord. to a general rule

applying to ns. of the measure #,] and W£,

(IAar, Sgh, K.) A [portion, or short portion,

such as is termed] act, (S, M, K, &c.,) of the

night: ($, M, TA:) [like #~, q.v..] one says,

* J. &. J., (STA) and **, with

fet-h as well as with kesr, (TA, and thus in the

Ham p. 708,) and 7 #4, with fet-h, (TA,) [or

****, and "#", (S) [and "#,] A por.

tion (isks) of the night passed; (TA;) [or a

short portion :] and J: &- 3- signifies the

same: (Ham p. 708) or, as some say, "is

signifies more than a aet., of the night, and like

wise of the day; and one says, L.; £e ū

J: &- –33- and£ [app. meaning We

were with him, or at his abode, during some con

siderable portions of the night and of the day]:

so in the T. (TA.)

* @ e.

J.-- inf n. of 1 [in most of its senses]. ($,

Mob, K, &c.)=See also #.

its. The occupation of oneself according to his

onn judgment or discretion or free will (K, TA)

in procuring the means of subsistence, and in

earning, or gain. (TA.) Hence the prov.,

&#3- Ji-& [My occupation of myself

in procuring the means of subsistence has diverted

me from giving]: El-Mundhiree says that ce",

with L', is a mistranscription: it is applied to

him whose disposition is generous but who is in

want. (TA. [See also art. -->:..])

i: ; see 3-, in two places. = Also i. q.

is: Or is: [i. e. A piece of nax, or a candle]:

(IAgr, TA:) in the K, axo-M is erroneously put

for axe:J1: [so in the TA; but it is omitted in

the CK and in my MS. copy of the K:] pl. [or

rather coll, gen, n.]*::... (TA)

is- : see:- in two places.= Also, [accord.

to the K, #-, for it is there written with the

article J, but] accord, to IAar without the

article Ul, [app. is-, as a proper name,] (TA,)

A woman foul, unseemly, or obscene, in tongue;

having little, or no, shame or modesty: (IAar, K,”

TA:) ists in the K is a mistranscription for

āşls', with----. (TA)

* * de

ães- a proper name for The she-goat. (K.)

And she is called to be milked by the cry VL
* d •

aes-. (TA.)

#- and#: See3-, in five places.

à- an inf. n. of L*. in three of its senses.

–See also 10.

3 * *

U$5ta. One who patiently endures sleeplessness

and travel: (K:) very laborious, active, and

bustling. (TA.)

g" act, part. m. of 1. (Mşb.) A messenger;

a courier, or messenger that journeys with haste;

or a messenger on a beast of the post; syn. :#.

(TA.) [See an ex. at the end of the first para

graph of art. "..]-Any manager, conductor,

orderer, regulator, or superintendent, (S, K,) of

a thing, over a people, or party, (S) or of an

affair, and of a people, or party, whatever it be:

(K) pl. ix. (S, TA) Mostly, (S, TA) or

when used without restriction, (Mgb,) applied to

The intendant, or collector, of the poor-rate: pl.

as above. (S, MSb, TA. [See :=).]) And

particularly The headman of the Jens and Chris.

tians, (K, TA,)from whose opinion, or judgment,

they do not deviate, and without whom they do

not decide an affair. (TA.) And [the pl.] it:

signifies Persons who take upon themselves re

sponsibility for the prevention of the shedding

of blood, and for the stilling of sedition, or dis

cord, or the like; because they labour in the

reforming, or amending, of the circumstances

subsisting between parties. (TA.)– Also A

calumniator, or slanderer; [and especially] to

the ruler, or magistrate: whence the saying, in a

trad., #,* Jet." The calumniator is not

trueborn: and in another trad., &: Jet"

[The calumniator of another to the ruler is a

trebler of evil]; meaning that he destroys, by

his calumny, himself, and the calumniated, and

the ruler. (TA.)

* d >

Usa-e, syn. with G-, [an inf n, of L.,]

signifying The act of running, and working, and

earning or gaining, [&c., when used as a simple

subst.,] has for its pl.g- (Harp. 384.)

• & e

it: A means of attaining honour and emi

nence or elevation, in the various kinds of glory;

(K;) a good, or laudable, act or endeavour;

generosity: pl. g- (M.A.) . [See an ex. voce
6 * de • * @

5te-A2, and another voce &# J says, [in the

$13,4', 2's & Let-ji i-3 #4-31;

and the author of the K, following Sgh, says

that he has committed a mistake in saying L'

A%l instead ofAşı L#: in some copies of the

S is foundAşı es'; but this is an emendation:

the original reading is \ol us which, however,

should be termed a slip of the pen [rather than a

mistake, for it cannot be that J was ignorant of

the meaning of so common a word as it:].

(TA.)

3 * >

4: Usa-- Calumniated, or slandered, [and

especially] to a ruler, or magistrate. (TA.)

*-ā

1. *, aor.” (S, A, Msh, K) and <,
aor. *; (A, K;) inf. n. --ā-, (S, A,” Msb, K.)

which is of the former, (S, Msb, TA) and,#4,
(K) which is ofthe latter, (TA,) and -*. (K)

and āltā. and ā-ā-2, (A, K,) the last syn. with

isis- ; (S, Msb;) He was, or became, hungry:

(S, A, Msb, K:) or suffered hunger together Twith

fatigue. (A,Msb, K.) You say, -ā- e, and
ge e o e • * •

ā-ā-e and āqlā-, [using these ns. as simple

substs.,] In him is hunger: or hunger together

with fatigue (A) And :: * : [An

orphan] having hunger. ($) And us. As Us

#~, in the Kur [xc. 14], means In a day of
* 6.- d - * *

hunger. (TA.) [See also à... and< below.]

4. --à- He (a man, TA) entered upon a

state of hunger. (K.)

* an inf n, of -a [Q. v.] (S, &c.)–

It also signifies Thirst: but is unused: (K:) [or]

thirst is sometimes thus termed. (Mgb.)

-*:: See ---.

3-2 °

ää- Hunger: or hunger combined with fa

tigue. (TA.) [See also 1.]

&: ; and its fem.,L: see the next para

graph, in three places.

..au and '3'- (S, A, Msh, K) and '--

(K) Hungry: (S, A, Mob, K, TA:) or suffering

hunger together with fatigue : (A, Msb, K:) or

thirsty: (TA:) fem. [of the second] W L*, (S,

K,) pl. *. (K.) You say also, *: 34

-* (A, TA) and &# *3: (TA) [He is

hungry and fatigued, or fatigued in the ?/tmost

degree]. And it is said in a trad., 2^2 >es- Us->
• * @ 40

"&#~, expl. as meaning [He entered Khey

ber] they being hungry. (TA.)

* 6 J, • •

--à-o: see its pl. in what next precedes.

< 2 × 6 c > *

!...@ a -ā- * and&: [the latter writ

ten in the CK-:) To him is alloned, or per

mitted, such a thing. (K, TA.)

*-*

1. -i-,(A’obeyd, Az, S.M. K.)aor.”, in n.

J.; (§, TA;) and * -i-, (A’Obeyd, S, M., K.)

inf n. Júl, (TA;) He wove (A’Obeyd, Az, S,

M, Z, K) with his fingers (Z, TA) [or plaited]

a mat, (A’Obeyd, TA,) or palm-leaves, (Az, S,

M, K,) and any other thing that may be woven

with the fingers (TA) like J% and J%

(Apheyd, TA)= Ji- (Lih,0, K) *, J's

Jaśl, (Lth, O,) [aor. accord. to the TK, but

more probably 2, agreeably with a general rule

relating to intrans. verbs of this class,] inf. n.

-*, He (a bird) went along upon the surface

of the earth. (Lth, O, K.) [See also 4.] =

&is, (S, M,Mgh, Msh, K) third pers -i-,

(Mg) or ii (Ms, TA) if n + (M.

Msb, K.) and * >i:; ($, M, Mob, K, [in one

of my copies of the S, erroneously,&: ;])

I took [into my mouth], (S, K,) or ate, (Mgh,

Msb,) medicine, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) and

meal of parched barley or wheat, (S, M, Mgh,)

and the like of either of these, (M,) or anything

dry, (Mgh, Msb,) not moistened, (S, MSb, K.)

and not kneaded [n'ith water &c.]; (S;) or i, q.

<--5, (M, K, TA) which signifies as above,

(TA) or I took it in the palm of my hand, (A

and L in art. 2-35,) and conveyed it to my mouth,

(A in that£ licked it up: (L in that art. :)

and "ā. signifies the doing thus once. (TA.)

And [hence,] ... signifies also Camels eating
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dry herbage. (K.) Hence the saying of 'Amr

Ibn-Kulthoom,

• & J. J. * * 3 - -

* tag-Ji s-li als'
wā-3 *

The she-camels advanced in age, abounding with

milk, eating the [dry and] old and wasted herb

age. (Mgh. [See EM p. 208: and the same,
• -3 • * > * >

p. 224.]) Hence also the phrase, rºl, Ji Ji- &S

Assuredly that I should eat the dust. (Mgh.)

– And R. 4-, (M.K.) or -i-, if a.

+. (TA) I drank much of the rate. nithout

satisfying my thirst: (M, K:) and so £, aOn".

** - of

£int n + (TA)-4-3-23691-i-.

see 4.

4. -- see 1, first sentence. - [Hence,]

£ <ā'i. inf n. Júl, I stuck one part of

the thing to another. (Yz, T.A.) - [And from

the same signification, as is indicated in the

O and TA,] £1 -i- He looked sharply, (S,

M, A, O, K,) and hardly, (S, O,) and minutely,

(A,) towards, or at, (4!) a person, (S, A, O,)

and an affair, (A,) and AAF adds, and inclined

towards the ground. (M.) = Also He fed a

camel with dry herbage. (K.) - [Hence,] -ā

As ill J.;all t He put the bit into the mouth of

the horse. (Moheet, L, K.)- And #35:1 -ā

+ He stuffed th. Around neith the medicament :

(M:) or $123 Q- Jä...] the put a medicament

into the wound; (K, TA;) as though he put

-** to it. (TA)—And 92%. , Cā-lt He

filled in the tattoo with 255 [i.e. smoke-black of

fat] (M)– And32:14:3 ci-fi Hi. face

was sprinkled nith 2235. (S.) It is said in a

trad., *: ci- ūč, meaning + His face was

altered, (S, K,') as though something that altered

it had been sprinkled upon it. (S.) You say also,

sts, ci- *:&é, meaning + His face became

of a blackish, or an ashy, hue, altered, as though

ashes had been sprinkled upon it; and * -:

* es' 30% + [Ashes were sprinkled upon his

face], meaning his face became altered. (Har

p. 626.) = Also It approached the earth, or

ground; ($, M, K;) said of a bird in its flight;

(S, K;) or of a bird &c.: (M.) or it (a bird)

flew over the ground so near that its feet almost

reached it. (A) And āt-il -i-. The cloud

approached the earth. (S, K.) - Said of a stal

lion, He stooped his head to bite. (M, K.) And

one says of a man, U.S. &- -i- [and Jā)'); L'

He stooped towards the ground]. (O in art. -->.)

- And, said of a man, (S,) + He pursued small,

or little, things: (S, K:) and the folloned after

low, or mean, things: (K:) [the stooped to such

things:] or *ś,* 534 U -i- +He

approached [or pursued] small, or little, things,

and the meanest, or most ignoble, thereof; or

became mean, or ignoble: (M, TA:) and -ā

J." £9, [or correctly 'Gill and #!, + He

approached [the thing that was near, or that was

lon', or mean]; from -ā- said of a bird in its

flight, meaning It approached the ground so that

its feet almost touched it. (Harp. 206.) [Hence

the saying,] & -: S5 Júl J." &:£i

Jü.) Jää, 1 [Guard thyself from the bad

action, and approach it not with any degree of

approaching]. (TA.)- You say also, Jičí ú.

asú 4. He obtained not [from him, or of it, a

hairy acquisition], (K, TA) [or] anything.

(TA)- And -i-. He fled from his companion,

(K, TA,) running most vehemently. (TA.)

8: see 1.

R. Q. 1. -í-i-, (K) infin. :, (S.M.)

He cleared, or sified, (J-5) flour, (S, M, K.)

and the like, (S, K,) with the J: [or sieve],

and the like. (L., T.A.) One says, ā-i- -

J: [I hard the sifting of the sieve]. (TA)

–And 41.2 -í-i: ; He did his deed imper.

fectly, or not soundly. (IDrd, M, K, TA.)

And &;" -: The wind raised the fine

dust, bloning a little above the surface of the

earth. (TA.) -

R. Q.2.9 lák &-: J% 5 a phrase

mentioned by Ibn-'Abbād as meaning Thou wilt

not cease to destroy, or bring to nought, this

thing, or affair. (O, T.A.)

-i-, with the -3 quiescent, i. q. -ā- ; as in

the phraseJ: -i. [Thou wilt do such a thing]:

mentioned by Th. (M. [See art. -5,-, and see

also the letter U".])

3. 3

-ā-, accord. to the K, or " -ā-, with kesr,

accord. to $gh, [in the O,] (TA) 4 spadix, or

a spathe, (axils) of a male palm-tree. (AA, O,

K)—See also -i-.

3,

*:

3
và- and

see what next follows.

3 *

* -ā, (O, K,) or the former and

'-i-. (so in a copy of the M.) The serpent

called...i. (AA, O, K:) or the serpent that flies

(M, O, K) in the air: (M, O:) and sometimes

peculiarly applied to the.# (M:) or the male

serpent. (O.) And the Hudhalee poet Ed

Dákhil Ibn-Harám uses the first of these words

as meaning t A man like a -*. (M.)- See

also -á-.

6 w - -

ââ... [an inf. n. un.]: see 1.

# A plait of palm-leaves, (M, K, TA) i.e.

ol, "a:, (TA) made according to the measure

of the Jej or the ai:- [of n:hich it is to form a

part]. (k, TA)—And. A thing of the kind

termed J.2% [pl. of J.'s], (K, TA) [i. e. a

plait] of (goat's] hair, or of wool, (TA) which

a woman attaches to her [plaits of] hair: it was

not disapproved by Ibrāheem En-Nakha'ee; (K,

TA;) though he disapproved of other things

attached to the hair: IAth explains it as a thing

that a woman puts upon her head, and attaches

to her hair in order that it may be lengthened

[therely]. (TA)= A small portion, (£)

and (S) a handful, (S, K,) of meal of parched

barley or wheat, (S,) or of wheat, and the like.

(K.)- See also what next follows,

-, - Medicine, (S, M, Msh, K) and meal of

parched barley or wheat, (S, M,) and the like of

either of these, (M.) or anything dry, (Mab,)

taken [into the mouth], (S, M," K,) or eaten,

(Msb,) not moistened, (S, M," Msb, K,) or not

kneaded [with water ye.] (Si) and * : signi.

fies the same; (M, K;) each a subst: from <ia.

&: and #3: &c. (M.)= Also Blackness

of the gum. (M., T.A.)

-:- Woren [with the fingers, or plaited] of

palm-leaves. (KL.)- [And hence,] The girth

of the J-, [or camel's saddle], ($, M, K,) and of

the [nomen's vehicle called] &#: (M:) the

fore-girth of the J-3: because made broad, like

5. (T, TA.) [See also

the next paragraph.]= A certain plant. (IDrd,

K.)= The sharpness of the ears of the wolf.

(M, TA)= And -ia-il is 4 name of Illees:

(O, K:) so says AA: (O :) in one or more of the

copies of the “Nawádir,” "-:l. (TA.)

the -ā-ā- of palm-leaves.

#: A thing woven [with the fingers, or

plaited,] of palm-leaves: ($, O:) a piece of

woven [or plaited] work of palm-leaves (K voce

3:) &c. (TA ibid.) pl. -ău. (TA) See

#, first sentence. - A wide belly-girth with

n:hich a J-, [or camel's saddle] is bound, or

fastened. (M.) [See also Ci-J-The apper

tenance [or suspensory] of a water-skin (#).

which the carrier of the av,5 puts over his chest

[when carrying the āūs on his back]. (K voce

3,4)-see also 3--4 [receptacle for

dates, such as is called] al-53, [made of palm

leaves,] before it is woven. (M, TA.)- And

[the pl.] -šū. signifies Wide ribs: or, as some

say, all the ribs. (M.)

-: A certain plant (M, TA;) said by

IDrd to be of the dial. of El-Yemen; that which

the people of Nejd call the J#, n:hich is the

J - - d -

•:-* [or marjoram]. (TA.)= See also

Ju: The dust of flour, that rises, (K) or

jlies and rises, (TA,) at the sifting. (K, TA.)

-The fine particles of dust: (S, Mgh, K:) or

such as rises, or spreads, of dust. (M.)- Hence,

(Mgh) '''1 -iù. (Mgh, K) + What is bad

of poetry, (K, TA) imperfectly, or unsoundly,

done. (TA. [In the CK,x:1 is erroneously put

for#l ; and Freytagappears to have read*śl.])

Jú. signifies + Bad poetry: and +anything im

perfectly, or unsoundly, done. (M.) Anything

bad (S, K. [Compare the Hebr. HDPEN, occur.

ring with the article, and with the quiescent, in

Numbers xi. 4.]) + Such as is bad of natural dis

positions. (M.) And t A contemptible, or des.

picable, thing or affair. (S, K.) It is said in a

• * > 0 < * did - • * - - - 3 - ~ *

trad, Wal-ā- Lää23 J.S. es!" --> aúl &l,

(S, M, Mgh, TA) or úti. #,(S, TA) i.e.

+ [Verily God loves lofty things, or things whereby

one acquires eminence or nobility, andl hates

paltry, and mean, things. (Mgh, Sgh, T.A.)
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Jú: signifies [also] + An action, and a saying,

in n'hich is no good. (Ham p. 232; where the

foregoing trad. is cited as an ex.) And t Any

bad wind: (TA:) [or] ău: signifies a wind

running a little above the ground; and so

*ā-i-. (M.) or the latter, a wind that raises

the fine dust, and runs a little above the ground.

(S, K)--it-i- Ji- 14 false, or lying,

swearing, in nihich is nó ratification. (TA.)

-i-ti- Velement hunger. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

-i- [act, part. n. of 4, q.v.]. - Anything

cleaving, or sticking, to another thing. (A’Obeyd,

TA)—i- 3. He passed by fleeing from his

companion, - running most vehemently. (Ibn

'Abbād, T.A.)

6 * * * * 6 • O =

Ai-A-2 : see -su-ā-, last sentence but one.

Also, without the 5, 1 Ungenerous, or mean, in

giving. (S, M.)

* * * C

1. *-ā-, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. *, (Msb, K.)

inf n : , (Msb,) [and app. ts: also, men

tioned in what follows,] He poured out, or forth,

water: (S, A:) and he shed blood, (S, A, Msb,

K.) the blood of another; (S, A.;) and tears;

(Msb, K;) inf n. as above, and&: (K:) or
• • d > * de

wa--> cºal' --- [the eye shed its tears]. (A.)

The saying, in a trad, J- 4." .# J” J#

à."ź. -- has been explained as meaning [And

he slen at the head of the water so that] the blood

covered the nater: but IAth says that this is not
consistent with the language; for 6 de signifies

the act of “pouring out, or forth;” and that the

meaning may therefore be, that the blood made

the water to pour forth; like as when, into a

full vessel, something heavier than what is in it

is poured; for in this case there comes forth from

it *:much as has been poured into it. (TA.)

&Sl es: C:- + [He was stretched, or extended,

upon the ground], said of a camel. (K.)= The

verb is also used intransitively; you say, 2

• • *

£1, (Msb,)£1. inf n. £: and 3-i

(O, K) and , (K,) The mater, (Msb,) and

the tears, (O, K,) poured out, or forth. (O,

Msb, K.)

2. -i-, inf n. £, + He did a deed that

profited him not; (K;) likened to the arrow

called C:l. (TA.)

3. [a-st-, infn. t", and perhaps i-su.

also, He contended with him in the shedding of

blood.] You say, £:X: Betrueen them is a

sledding of blood. (TA)—And [hence, (£
cut- | Betnceen them tro is a contending in fight:

or, in hocking [of camels] (3,5uzo). (A, TA.)

And £i- and i-su also signify tThe com

mitting fornication with another; (S, A, Mgb, K;)

t:u4< à." 39; (Msb;) as also *; it:

- [which is said of more than one pair]. (K.) You

Bk. I.

say, ū-iù. ! He committed fornication with her.

(A, Msb.) And 4:-ju, t She committed forni.

cation with him: (L:) or she abode with him in

the practice of fornication. (TA.) [In all the

copies of the S that I have been able to consult,

three in num', I find 4-šū..] And tuft &

cu: 9: # ! [In marriage is that which

renders one in no need of fornication]. (A, Msb.)

In the Time of Ignorance, when a man demanded

a woman in marriage, he said, es:=#!; and

when he desired fornication, he said, us:-->".

(TA.)

4. t-tá-l £i + They made [horses] to run

without a nager. (K.) [App., like 2, from

£, the arrow thus called.]

[5. : 5, accord. to Freytag, signifies It was,

or became, poured out, or forth: but he names no

authority for this.]

6. £34 b-su. [They mutually shed blood;

lit., bloods]. (A.)- See also 3.

: The base, foot, bottom, or lonest or loner

part, (J.i. K, or J£, S, A, K,) of a moun

tain, (S, A, K,) which is the part whereinto is
poured ( J £) the water [from the parts above];

i. e. the part where the side thereof rests upon the
ground: (S: [as also • ? - :]) or the [part

called] L*.* thereof, [see this word,] that rests

its side upon the ground: or the Jā-ā- (app. as

meaning the lon, ground at, or by, the base, or

foot,] thereof: (K:) or the spreading part

thereof: (A : [there said to be in this sense tro

pical; but why, I see not:]) or the face thereof:

(Msb:) or the lonest, or loner, part thereof,

n:here it is rugged: (Ham p. 80:) pl. £:

(K)-[The pl.] as: also signifies Rocks that

are soft, or smooth, (K, TA,) and slippery. (TA.)

£: See £0. You say 3,4- &: [An

eyelid shedding copious tears]. (A.)

s *. A sack; syn. &#: (K:) &l-4

signifies a pair of sacks which are placed (S, L)

upon a camel, (L.) like the 2-4-. (S, L.)- And

A thick, or coarse, [garment of the kind called]

A =. (o, K.)–: *: ! [incorrectly written by

Freytag a-a-, as on the authority of the $,] is

the name of An arrow used in the game called

–", to which no portion pertains: (S, A,” K:)

it is the fourth of the arron's to which the term

J# is applied, which have no notches, and to

n:hich is assigned no portion and no fine; these

being added only to give additional weight to the

collection of arrows from fear of occasioning

suspicion [of foul play]: the first of them is called

3:1; the next,-:1; the next, &:"; and

the next, £1. (Lh, T.A.)- See also £4.

6 & P

cu- A shedder of much blood. (A.) [Hence,]

£ is the name of A sn'ord of Homeyd Ibn

Bahdal. (K.) - [Hence also,] + A giver of

many gifts; or one who gives much. (K.)

And t Chaste [or rather fluent or eloquent] in

speech; syn. £e: : (K:) or possessing ability

for speech. (S.)

& Pouring out, or forth; (O, L., Msb, K;)

applied to water, (A, Msb,) [and blood,] and

tears (£3), (O, L, K:) [accord. to some, un

acquainted with the intrans verb, i., a possessive

* - 23: (Hamp. 709:)
syn. with W s*. [or rather this is an intensive

epithet,] and W£: also is syn. with £5

(TA;) or [rather] signifies poured out, or forth;

(A," L, Msh#) and is applied to water, (A, Msb,)

and tears (822). (L.)

* e o £

1 + Bald in the fore part of the head;

(K) as also : (TA) and #2).
© e o e

[*-ā- A place where water is poured out, or

epithet, i. e.] meaning

forth; and where blood, and tears, are shed: pl.

£-.] One says,£- se': The valley has

places where it pours out, or forth. (A, TA.)

6 w • J.

+ One who does a deed that profits him

not. (K. [See 2.])

£:: see£—[Hence]applied toa camel,

of: ca. 35+[Stretched, or
it means 3% Jä, ) -s;

extended, upon the ground; 3% being an explica

tive adjunct]. (K.)–t Wide. (K.) You sayāść

*} ā-s: 14 she camel wide in the arm-pit.
* 2 & 2 × 0 - 2 - -

(A, K.) Andesla'*J< 14 came Iride

i. e.] not contracted in the ribs. (A, TA.) -

f Thick, coarse, or big. (K.) - You say also,

g: £: £), meaning + Verily he is long,

and thick, coarse, or big, in the neck. (TA.)

And£ is the name of +A horse of Sakhr

Ibn-'Amr Ibn-El-Hárith. (K.)

&- +A fornicator. (TA.) And i-sl

+A fornicatress; (TA;) a woman who does not

abstain from fornication. (Aboo-Is-hák, TA.)

a-st- & means + A son of a fornicatress;
2 • • s •

(TA;) and [in like manner] " C*- a son who is

the offspring of fornication. ($gh, TA in art.

-*.)

*ā

* * • * * -** * * * *

1. *ā- and Aa.", (S,) or L#9 Usks A*- and

['s] ×, (K) orú (M, Ms) and s<,

(M, A,) aor. of the former 4, (S, M, Msb, K.)

and of the latter -, (M, K.) inf. n. Stå. ($, M,

Msb) and +, which are of both the verbs;

(M3) and *wasu, inf n. *; (A) He leaped

the female: (S, K:) said of a bird, (A, M5b,) &c.;

(Msb;) or of any beast or bird of prey; (AS,

TA;) or of a quadruped and of a bird; (M,

TA;) or of a goat (S, TA) and of a camel (As,

S, TA) and of a bull and of a beast of prey and

of a bird; (S, TA;) and, in poetry, of a swimmer

[app, meaning a fish]: (M, TA:) sometimes,

also, it is used to convey an allusion to alse."

[relating to human beings]. (A.)

2.2: &: + The arranging of the flesh

173
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meat upon the *. to roast: (K:) Z [app.]

makes it tropical, by his derivation ofs: [q.v.].

(TA.)

3:

4 *.*. He made him to leap [the female].

(S, K, PS, TK.)- 4-5 J*, mentioned

by Lh, means Lend me thy he-goat in order that

he may leap my she-goat: and Umeiyeh Ibn

Abi-E-Salt uses its pass. part. n. metaphorically in

relation to the ~5 [or piece of stick used for pro

ducing fire]; saying,

see 1: - and see also 6.

** * * * * * * * * * of e

* ass,” al" tex- c.419), *

* : * > •- 3 * 3- ** @ *

* **- : J= G-A."

[And the land, God made it to be soaked by the

water, so that every Júj was lent; no man being

able to go far enough to cut one for himself].

(M, TA.)

J - ** w

5. a., Jä.5 He mounted his mare from be

hind; (M;) as also "un-Ai-l. (AAF, M:) or

*** * *-- he came to his camel from behind,

and mounted him: (IAar, K:) and [in like man

ner] sai-ji, q 43%, (K) i.e. he mounted him

from behind. (TA.)

* ... • * * > 3. .

6. 8" <><st-5 (S) and 32 lall,(A) or Ast-5
* ** • * * 3 • * *

al-' (K) and 22:/all, (TA,) and •'ll "<><su",

(Msb, [perhaps a mistranscription for ~. Su-5,])

The beasts of prey [and the birds and the sheep or

goats] leaped one another. (TK.)

10: see 5, in two places.

cliš' 3:. A certain game, in n:hich boys

arrange themselves one behind another, every one

laying hold upon the 5- [or uppermost part

of the naist-nºrapper] of his fellon, from behind

him. (T in art. Jae-, and T.A.)

6 * *

3.24. A mare that is not alloned to be leaped

[by the stallion] until she has completed her

a:, which is a period of twenty days (Kr, M.)

# (S.M.M., K) and 3: (MTA) + An

iron instrument, (S, M, K,) with curved prongs,

(M, TA,) with which flesh-meat is roasted: (S,

K:) Z makes is to be tropical, saying [in the A]

that it is so called because of its adhering to that

which is roasted upon it: (TA:) pl. +.

(Msb, TA), [For instances of substs. similar to

6 * * * * * a 3.2

22- and 224-, see C*-.]

3: and3: Wine : (K:) the etymologists

assert that its 3 is a substitute for the lo in *~!,

which is one of the names of wine. (TA.)

3: pass. part. n. of 4, q.v.

Jā

1.3% ($, M, A, K.) aor =,inf n. *, (M,

K,) He sncept a house, or chamber, (S, M, A,

K,) &c. (M.)-And He, or it, [snept anay;

or took anay, or carried off, in every direction:

and] dispersed: (M, K:) and removed, took off,

or stripped off, a thing from a thing which it
.* * • * *

covered. (M*A," K.) You say, C#" *ā

* and 59, + The nind snept anay the

dust, and the leaves: or took them anay, or

carried them off, in every direction. (M.) And

* &;" << t The wind dispersed the

clouds: (M, TA:) or + removed the clouds from

the face of the sky. (A," TA.) And you say of

a woman, +, (S, M, A, Mgh, K) aor. 2,

(M,) inf. n. 5*, (M, Mgh) meaning She re

moved her veil (M, A, Mgh) wers Us from her

face : (A, M.) and [elliptically] (M) she un

covered her face: ($, M, K.) [for] #" $54,

[being for "Jäl * *~,] aor. 2, inf. n. 3:

[or 234. ?], signifies I uncovered the thing; made it

apparent, or manifest: (Mgh:)[but accord. to Mtr,]

the phrase (**: [meaning she uncovers her

face] is of weak authority. (Mgh.)- Hence,

i. e. from co, A. meaning “she uncovered her

fice,” (M)-;il 3: &#~, (§, M, Mgh, Mab,

K) aor = ($, Msh, K) and *, (Ki) infin. 54
(S, Mgh, Msb, K) and 5,0- and Dá-., (K,) + I

made peace, effected a reconciliation, or adjusted

a difference, betnceen the people; (S, Mgh, Mgb,

K;) because he who does so exposes what is in

the mind of each party: (TA:) or I exposed

n:hat was in the mind of this and the mind of

this in order to make peace, &c., betneen the

people. (M.) [See also #2, below.]—And

likewise, perhaps, from #- meaning “she

uncovered her face,”] J. : *~, aor. 2, inf. n.

**, +The sun rose. (Msb)—See also 4, in

two places.–3:..., (§, Msb) aor. 2, (S,) or *,

(Msb,) inf n. 5*, (S,) or #~, (Msb,) [the

former of which inf ns. perhaps indicates a radical

relation to &#. said of a woman, and of the

sun, expl. above,] He went forth to journey:

(S, Msb:) this verb, however, in this sense,

[which appears to have been unknown, or not

acknowledged, by the authors of the M and K,

(see *4)] is obsolete; but its inf. n.* is

used as a simple subst. (Msb. [See 3, the verb

commonly used in this sense.])-[Hence, app.,]

4-3 3: ; His fat went anay. (A, TA)—

and 3-' $34. ! The war declined; syn. <s.

(A, K.)=3:91%, (S, A) aor =, inf n. *,

(S,) He wrote the book, or writing. (A. [See

3:..])=x<1%, (S. K.) or jū; 3:, (M)

aor =, (M. K.) inf n. *; (M3) and "3,4-1,

(AZ, M, K.) in n. *-l; (TA) and "3,4-,

(Kr, M, K) inf n.: ; (TA;) He put the

* [q.v.] upon the nose of the camel. (S, M,

K.)= <āli ź. He sold the best of the sheep, or

goats. (K.)

2. #-, inf n. X: He sent him to go a

journey (K, TA)—J.''' i-, (K) inf n, as

above, (TA,) He pastured the camels between

sunset and nightfall, and in the 'A', (K, TA,)

i.e., the whiteness [of the sky] before night:

(TA:) or he fed the camels with "A. [q. v.]: (so

in the O.) and 4-3, -, infn.: He fed his

horse nºith *:: or he kept him continually

going, and trained him, in order that he might

become strong to journey. (J.M.) –30 *~,

(K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He made the fire to

flame, or blaze; (K, TA;) kindled it; or made

it to burn, burn up, or burn brightly or fiercely.

(TA.) = See also 1, last sentence but one.

3. [Lºst. is trans. and intrans.] You say,

ūū: #: &#1 (The wind tie, one with
another, in sneeping the ground, effacing one

another's traces]: for the east wind removes and

disperses the longitudinal traces made by the

west wind, and the south wind makes traces

across them. (S," K,"TA)= And *w, inf. n.

#1-4 ($, Mab, K) and jū-, (§, K.) He jour

neyed, or went, (K,) or went forth to journey,

(S, Msb,) Lié xí. ël [to such a country, or

town]. (S. K.) And 3: 9:30. [He jour

neyed, or went, a far journey]. (A, Mgh.) [See

also 1.]- [Hence.] t He died. (K.)- And

£1.4 & #1-#4 (The sun declined

from the middle of the sky]. (A)- And

J.- * &#1. ! [The fever departed from

him]. (A.)

4. #1 <!-- The tree had its leaves blown

off [and snept anay] by the nind; (K,” TA;)

they having become changed in colour, and n'hite.

(TA)-And A-1, (inf n. *l, Mgh, Mab)
It (the dawn, or daybreak,) shone, (T, S, M, A,

Mgh, Msb, K,) so that there was no doubt re

specting it; (T, TA;) as also "3:..., (M, K.)

aor. 2, (K,) inf n. #: (TA:) it has a special

relation to colour; meaning it shone in colour.

(B, TA.)-It (the moon) caused a shining [in

the sky] before its rising. (M.)- 1 It (a man's

face) shone (S, M) [nrith happiness (see:)]; or

with beauty; for you say,ū-Jā-l; (S;) as also

*::: (M.) or became overspread with beauty.

(Msb.)- And He entered upon the time of

dann, or daybreak; (M;) or the time when the

dann became white. (K.) The Prophet said,

** bai, meaning Perform ye the prayer

of daybreak when ye enter upon the time in nºbich

the dann shines, or becomes white: (S, Msb:) or

when the dann has become manifest, so that there

is no doubt respecting it, every one knowing it to

be the true danºn when he sees it; accord. to Esh

Shāfi'ee and Ibn-Hambal and others: (T, TA:) or

prolong ye the prayer of daybreak until ye enter

upon the time when the danºn becomes white : (S,

TA:) some say that it relates especially to nights

in [the end of] which the moon shines, because in

such the commencement of daybreak is not

manifest: (TA:) or 35-all,£i means he per

formed prayer in the shining of the danºn: and

the -r is for the purpose of making the verb

transitive. (Mgh)–:-" <>}=-| | The nar

became vehement. (A, K.) = See also 1, last

sentence but one.

5. i- means: Li (0 K) i.e. He came

in [the time of] the n'hiteness of day [either

before sunrise or after sunset]. (TA.) – And
...,

J.'" -, -, The camels pastured between sunset

and nightfall, (0, K.) and in the x-,(K,TA)

--
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i. e. the nihiteness [of the sky] before night.

(TA. [But see 2, second sentence.])=x:

#1 (0 K, TA) &es: 3 (0, TA) , .

* 3:1, (O, K, TA) i. e. He sought the

brightest of the women in face and in beauty

(TA, TK") for marriage. (TK) – And Di

a-l- &- & ! He attained, or obtained, some

#hat of the object of his want (O, K, TA) before

its becoming beyond his reach. (TA)- And

ū% *~ + He sought to obtain of such a one

the half (-13, o, K, TA [in the CK -íail,

by which, if it be correct, mayperhaps be meant

what was equitable, and -ā-a:M may bear the

same interpretation,]) of a claim (*#) that he

had upon him. (0, K, TA)= <!-- 1:- The

skin received, or had, a mark, or an impression:

(o, K.) from: meaning; i. (TA)

7.* Jä-31 + The clouds became dispersed:

(M, TA:) [or] became removed from the face of

the sky. (TA.)– 4: &- -: 23: ja-il

+ The fore part of his head became dicested of

the hair. (S. K.')-->9, J. J.''' --

+ The camels n'ent anay into the country, or

land. (M, K.”)

& * * 6 - ©

9. [...: –5:1, inf n. 295-1, app. means

The sun became white, previously to setting.]
© - e.

See Jā-.

10. #31 Ja-1: see 5. =9- He sent

him as axa. [Q. v.J. (J.M.)

do *

A- : 6.<3

an impression, a trace, or a vestige, (+5), K, TA,)

remaining : (TA:) pl. *. (K.) [Accord. to

Freytag, it occurs in the Deewan El-Hudha

leeyeen as meaning The track, or trace, of a

surge, or torrent.]

see: in two places. = Also A mark,

*- A book, or writing : (S, M.:) or a great,

Or large, book: or a section of the Book of the

Lan revealed to Moses: (M, K:) or a book that

discovers, or reveals, truths: (TA:) or a book is

thus called because it discovers things, and makes

them evident: (M.) pl.: i. (S.M.)—with

respect to the saying of Aboo-Sakhr El-Hudhalee,

• *** * • de • •de

* *-* 3'2 &c." Selje us'' *

* . * • * *

* *

(# 3:1 =&

Skr says, [the poet means,] the marks, or traces,

thereof had become effaced: [accordingly, the

verse may be rendered, To Leyla there was in

Dhāt-el-Beyn an abode that I knen, and another

in Dhat-el-Jeysh whereof the marks, or traces,

are effaced:] IJ says, [app. holding the meaning

to be, the marks, or traces, whereof are (like

those of) an ancient book, such as a portion of

the Mosaic Law,] the last word should be from

the phrase<l <<, i.e. “I swept the house,

or chamber;” as though the writing were swept

off from the J. [or “written paper” or the

like, to which the poet seems to compare the site

of the abode in Dhāt-el-Jeysh], (M, TA.)

* @

+ U&-12

Jä. Journey, or travel; the act of journeying

or travelling; (S, A, K;) contr. of 34- (M,

K:) thus called because of the going and coming

in it, like the going and coming of the wind

sweeping away fallen leaves: (M:) or the act of

going forth to journey; an inf n. used as a imple

subst. : (Msb:) [therefore] the pl. is £i: (S,

M, A, Msb, K:) [and therefore it is often used

as a n, un, ; but, properly speaking, the n, un, is

"####| you say, #3, #2 &t=[His journey

was near]: and the pl. of #~, accord. to rule,

is &#. (Msb.) In law, [as relating to the

obligation of fasting &c.,] The going forth with

the intention of performing a journey of three

days and nights, or more. (KT.) = Also The

whiteness of dann or daybreak : (A:) or the

whiteness of the day: (S, M.:) and i, q. £2

[dan'n, or morning, or forenoon; but app. here

used in the first of these senses]: (M :) and

*::::, the n'hiteness [of the shy] before night:

(A, TA:) or the former, the remains of the

whiteness of day after sunset. (K.) You say

54: i. e.t- [app. as meaning In the danºn].

(A) And the prose-rhymer says, <l. $!

£ as #3 - 4:1 (S, TA) i.e. When

Sirius rises in the whilenes of day [meaning in

the clear trilight of morning, thou seest not then

rain : for Sirius rises aurorally, in Arabia, in the

middle and the latter half of July, when rain

scarcely ever falls there]. (S. [Accord. to the

TA, the meaning, app. taken without considera

tion from one of the foregoing explanations of
6 * *

Jä., is, when Sirius rises at nightfall: but this

is during the usual winter-rains.]) You say also,

5* +, and x- L', meaning "### *
* . . » • * •

* v-:", thus related, with U" [in the

word 39A." (not with U2), and app. meaning

I met him when the sun was becoming white,
* > * >

previously to the setting]. (M.) And 34. G#

2% &- [There remained a nhite gleam ofday

light]. (A.)

#3: see the next preceding paragraph.

#. The food of the traveller; (M, K;) the

food that is prepared for the traveller, (S, Msb,)

or for a journey : (TA:) pl.: (Msb.) This

is the primary signification. (TA.) You say,

# b's They ate the food for the journey.

(A.) – Hence, tThe receptacle thereof; (TA;)

the piece of skin in which it is put. (S," M,"

Msb, K,” TA.) [This is commonly of a round

form, with a running string; so that it is con

verted into a bag to contain the food, at one

time, and at another time is spread flat upon the

ground, when persons want to eat upon it.] -

And hence, tThe thing [n'hatever it be] upon

which one eats: (TA:) [in the desert, it is gene

rally a round piece of skin, such as I have

described above: in the towns, in the houses of

the middle classes, a round tray of tinned copper,

which is usually placed on a low stool; and in

the dwellings of some of the highest classes, and

the lowest, respectively, of silver and wood:]

accord. to the T, #. has the last of the signifi

cations given before this, and the thing which it

denotes is thus called because it is spread when

one eats upon it. (TA.)

* (Lh, ś, M, K) and "#" (Lh, M) A

piece of iron, (S, M, K,) or a cord, (M,) or a

piece of skin, (K,) that is put over the nose [and

jan's] of a camel, in the place of the aš- [q. v.]

(Lh, S, M, K) of the horse : (S, K:) or a cord

that is attached to the Aus. [Q. v.] of a camel, a

part being tristed round it, and the rest being

made a rein: and sometimes it is of iron : (Lth:)

pl. [of pauc.of the former,] #: (M, K)

and [of mult] : (S, M, K) and [of either]%.

(M, K.)

* Leaves which the nind sneeps anay;

(M;) leaves which fall from trees (S, A, K) and

which the wind sneeps anay, (A,) or because the

wind sweeps them away: (S:) or leaves of herbs;

because the wind sweeps them away: (T, TA:)

or what have fallen of the leaves of trees and of

the loner portions of seed-produce. (J.M.) =

Also A messenger: (S:) and + a mediator; or a

man who makes peace, effects a reconciliation, or

adjusts a difference, between a people; (S, M,

Msb;) as also **u. (Msb:) or a messenger

who makes peace, &c. : (T, Mgh, TA:) [see 1 :]

pl. of the former #, (S, M, Mgh,) and of the

latter #4. (Harp. 255. [See also jū-, below.])

– And + A commissioned agent, a factor, or q.

deputy; and the like: pl. as above: app. so

called because he discovers, and makes manifest,

the affair in which he acts as a substitute for an

other person. (Mgb.) = See also:
* * * *

3,\a. Sneepings. (S, M., K.)

&#3:

Así" [Q. v.] (S, Mgh, Mob, K.) [And hence,

The office of the 'A' (q.v.). See also De Sacy's

Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., i. 126 and 172: and Quatre

mère's Hist, des Sultans Mamlouks, i. 193.] =

Also The falling of one's hair from [above] his

forehead. ($gh, TA)= See also jū.

6e » ** *

5ta- an inf. n. of A. in the phrase

*: [act, part. n. of 1:] A woman having her

face uncovered: (S, M, Mgh, K:) pl. *s-,

(TA)- And a horse + having little flesh: (K :)

Ol' SO --in *C, a phrase used by Ibn-Mukbil.

(TA.)– See also *.-And see #14, in

two places. = Also A. writer; a scribe (Akh,

S, M, K '). in the Nabathaean language $0.

(M:) pl. 594. : (Akh, S, M, K:) which is also

applied to the angels who register actions. (M, K.)

6 * * d6e & e

3×4-5: see 5,4-2.

X: sing of #4 (A) which signifies The

part that appears [or parts that appear] of the

face. (S, A, K.)—[Also, or: A place of

journeying or travelling : in which sense, like

wise, its pl. is *..] One says, #1- 4: &:

5.xes: [Between me and him, or it, are far

extending tracts to be travelled]. (A.)

X: [act, part. n. of 4, q.v.:] tA face shining

(A, TA) with happiness. (A.)–5: āşül

173 *
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Jä- -&

#:-" [in the CK (erroneously) #:-" means

+ [The she-camel] that is somen'hat above such as

is termed £2 [in respect of redness]. (O, K,

TA.)

- *: See #".- Also A man (TA) that

journeys, or travel, much; (K;) and so **::

(A:) or that journeys, or travels, much, and is

strong for journeying : (M:) and, applied to a

camel, (S, M, A,) strong for journeying; (S, M,

A, K;) fem. with 3, (S, M, K,) applied to a she

camel, (S, M) as also "jū-2, thus applied. (M)

#. A broom; a thing with which one

sweepsi ($, M, K.) as also": and W5:.

of which last, (expl. by 4: #: us) the pl. is

*-i. (TA) **

dw e > -

Jä-e *. 4. +: [i. e. One who binds books

(*i. pl. of#-), or covers them with leather].

(A, TA.)

*, * * * < * ,

*~ : see,4-2, in two places.

6 y o *

32. Distressed, or fatigued, by journeying or

travel. (TA.)

6 * *

JSU. A man journeying, or travelling; a

traveller; a wayfarer; (S, M, K;) as also

*}su, (M, K;) which latter is [said to be] not

3. part. n., but [a possessive epithet] meaning 25

24, (M) having no verb belonging to it (M,K)

that we have seen; (M;) or it is from 5*, and

signifies goingfurth on a journey: (S, Msb:) Pl.:"f

the former cost-2, ($) £d of the latter.:

(S, M, A, Mgb, K) and juk.) (M, K) and #. ;

(TA;) and you also say * #1. >; [fem. of

*], (S. M. Mab, K.) and "3:Xi,(S, M.A.
Msb,K,) [*: being a quasi-pl. n.,] like *::=

in relation to J-L2: ($, Mgh, Mgb:) and "jä.

is also used as a sing, (M, K,) being originally

an inf n. (TA.)- #st- is used by Zuheyr as

a name for A [n'ild] con. (M, TA)

Jerk

Jeża. [The quince; pyrus cydonia of Linn.;]

a certain fruit, (K,) well known; (S, K;) abun

dant in the land of the Arabs: (AHn, TA:) it

is astringent, or constipating; strengthening;

diuretic; exites the appetite (K, TA) for food

and venery; (TA;) allays thirst; and when

eaten upon [other] food, loosens [the bonels];

and the most beneficial thereof is that which has

been scooped out, and had its pips extracted, and

honey put in the place thereof, and been plastered

over with clay, and baked (K, TA) in the oven :

(TA:) [a coll. gen, n. :] n. un. with, *: (K.)

and pl. &: (S. K.) the dim is : and
* De J, * * 0- -

J-a-, mentioned by AZ. (TA)- [Ježá

&: Annona glabra; a species of custard-apple;

mentioned by Forskål, Flora Aegypt. Arab.,

p. cxiv.] = The saying of Sb, that there is not

in the language the like of Uta-ra-' does not mean

manner his saying that there is not in the lan

guage the like of -M-,4-1 does not mean that

this word is used. (TA.)

laä

1. ii., aor. *, (M, K) inf n isú, (M,

TA,) He was, or became, cheerful, happy, or

free from straitness, in mind: liberal, bountiful,

or munificent. (M, K, T.A.)

• de J - d = -

4 × 4+ £í ú. How pleased, or content,

is his mind to give thee up, or relinquish thee!

syn.(* ū. (IAar, K.)

5. 3:1 bi-. It (a jar) drank up, or absorbed,

the greater part of the nine. (K.)

8. Eis. The drinking up entirely [what is in
- - 6 - e.

a vessel]; syn. -su:) (K.)

*A thing (M,Mgh, Msh, K) like a 3%.

[or sack], (M, K,) or like a a: [or basket woven

of palm-leaves], (K,) in nhich are stoned per

fume and similar things, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) of

the apparatus of nomen: (Mgh, TA:) an Arabic

word, well known: (TA:) pl. bu'i. (S, M,

Mgh, Msb, K.) - And hence, 1 A casket, or

small chest. (Mgh.) It is related that an Arab

of the desert, passing by at the burial of Mo

hammad, asked why they had not placed the

Apostle of God in a bi- of brown aloes-wood

encased with gold. (TA.)

** Cheerful, happy, or free from straitness,

in mind: liberal, bountiful, or munificent. (S,

M, K.) You say, J-: **** He is cheerful,

happy, or free from straitness, and liberal, in

mind: (TA:) or cheerful, or brisk, to do nºbat

is kind or beneficent. (As) And |&#: 4:

[His mind is pleased, or content, with such a

thing]. (TA.) = Vile, or mean, and despised in

all his circumstances: (M, K:) a man, (IAar,

M, K,) or thing, (IAar, M,) of no estimation.

(IAar, M, K.) Thus it has two contr. significa

tions. (K.)- What drop from the tree, of

green unripe dates. (M, L, K. [äst-: in the

6.- - d.o." - of

C# is a mistake for £1.])= ik: '3

2: Their possessions are mixed among them.

(AZ, S.)

6 * * *

alous. The goods, or utensils and furniture, of

a house or tent. (IDrd, S, [but wanting in one

copy,] M, K.)

Bi. A maker of what is called laí. (TA)

£), (S.M. K.) so in the handwriting of J,

(TA,) and £), (M, K,) also written with Jo,

(AS, and K in art. lai.e.,) Perfumed juice of

grapes: (M, L, K:) or wine in which are aro

matics: (TA:) or the upper part of wine; (AO,

M, K;) the clear part thereof; (AO, TA;) so

called because the jars (c.32) have drunk up, or

absorbed, the greater portion of it, (K, TA,) the

clear part remaining; (TA;) or from 14. in the

first of the senses assigned to it above: (IAar,

K:) or various wines mixed together: (TA:) or

that this word is applied to anything: and in like it signifies a certain sort of beverage or wine:

and is a Persian word, [originally: arabi

cized: (§, K:) or, accord. to As, a Greek word,

($, M,) signifying nine: (TA:) if not Arabic, all

its letters are radicals: and Sb says that it is a

quinqueliteral-radical word, likeJ: (TA.)

.# £: A man having a head like a laí.

(IAar, K.) -

* * * * @* * *

&-
** > * * * * - - -

1.2-, *, (S) or *, 2* &,
(K,) and 30.0%) and J. :", (TA,) aor. <,

(K,) inf. n. &ā-, (TK.) The hot wind, (S, K.)

and the fire, (S,) and the sun, (TA,) smote, or

burned, (§, K.) him, (S) or his face, (K.)

slightly, (§, K.) so that it altered the colour of

the external skin, ($) and, as some add, blackened
D -
-

it (TA) as also "4:; (K) inf n. &#5.

(TA) [It is app. from is: signifying “black

ness. tinged with redness.”] - [And hence,]

4x4-, aor, as above, (K,) and so the inf. n.,

(TA,) He made a mark upon it: and he made

a mark upon it with a hot iron, or with fire.

(K, TA)- Also, aor, as above, (L, K.) and

so the inf n., (L.) + He slapped (L, K) it, a

man's face, (L.) or him, a man, (K,) with his

hand. (L.) And t He struck it (a man's neck)

with his expanded hand: in which sense it is also

written with U2. (TA.) And + He struck him,

or beat him, (K) with a staff, or stick. (TA)

And t He (a bird) slapped it, (S, [in which only

the inf n, is mentioned,] and K,) namely, the

object struck by him, (K) with his wing, (8)

or with his wings. (K: and so [as is implied in

the TA] in some copies of the S.)- 4:2: *...,

(Lth, S, K.) aor, and inf n. as above, (TA,) He

laid hold upon, or seized, (Lth, S, K,) and

dragged, (Lth, K,) his à-et, (Lth, S, K,) i. e.

the fore part of his head (TA) [or his forelock or

the hair over his forehead]: or &: signifies the

laying hold upon, or seizing, the as: of the

head, i. e. the black part of its a--U. (El

Mufradát,TA.) You say,*:e's #2:&:

[He laid hold upon, or seized, the foreloch of the
- - -

horse, to mount him]. (TA.) And*&

He laid hold upon, or seized, and dragged, his

..foot. (TA.) And *: &: He laid hold upon

his hand: (IAar:) or he laid hold upon his hand

and raised him: often used in this sense by

'Obeyd-Allah Ibn-Al-Hasan, Kádee of El-Bas

rah. ($gh.) It is said in the Kur [xcvi. 15],

#200 as:#; (§, K, &c.;) [or (*; (see

#: o: -# in art. 1;)] the Arabs [some

times] substituting 1 for the quiescent c, [in a

case of this kind]; (Sgh;) i. e. We will assuredly

take by the a-eu (Az, S, TA) to the fire [of

hell]: (Az, TA:) or we will assuredly lay hold

upon his à-20 and drag him thereby neith vio

lence to the fire: (Bd:) or we will assuredly

drag him thereby to the fire: (O, K:) or we will

assuredly blacken his face; the a-eu being put for

the face because it is the fore part thereof: (Fr,

Az, K:) or we will assuredly mark him with the

mark of the people of the fire, (O, K,) making his

face black, and his eyes blue : (O:) or we will

assuredly abase him: or, render him despicable:
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(O, K:) or we will assuredly abase him and

make him to stand: so in the L and other lexi

cons; for these, instead of *::: 'i in the O

and K, have 4:3, and this is shown to be the

right reading by the last explanation in the sen

tence next preceding. (TA.)= &, aor. * ,

inf n. &", It (, thing) was, or became, of the

colour termed axi., i.e. black tinged, or inter

mixed, with red. (Msb.)

2 : see 1; first sentence.

3. *L, inf n issu:, (S, TA); He slapped

him, being slapped by him: he struck him, or

beat him, being struck, or beaten, by him : and he

fought with him; namely his adversary: (TA:)

[or he charged upon, or assaulted, or attacked,

him, the latter doing the same; for] issu: is like

išu. (S.)- + He embraced him, being em

braced by him. (TA.)

5. ai. He warmed himself (K, TA):
with the fire. (TA.)

2.20% • J.

8. a73) &: His colour became altered by

reason of fear, or the like, (K, TA,) as, for in

stance, disease. (TA)-(3£, He, or it,

became snollen, or affected with a tumour; for]

&# is like £3. (K, TA,) with - before the

à-- • ** 6

(TA: [in the CK &:])=z- [from

&- He (a man) put on, or clad himself with,

his garment: and&: She (a woman) put on

her garments. (TA.)

AM &: &: A mark, Jrm.fire, altering the

colour of a man. (TA.)= &A- also signifies A

garment ofany kind: (K:) but mostly such as is

dyed: pl. 83-, (TA.)- And hence, perhaps,]

The spathe, or spadix, (all,) of a tree called

#. (AA, T in art & b )
* > of

&: See £i, of which it is pl., though

sometimes used as a subst.

© e o p

See axå".

s < *

&- :

is: +A stroke from a devil: (TA:) or a

touch of madness or diabolical possession, in a

person, as though a devil had laid hold upon his

*:: (S, TA:) [see #26. &: or a stroke

with the evil eye: (TA:) or a stroke of an [evil]

eye by which one is affected from the jinn's

looking at him; as also#: (T in art. Aláš:) or

an evil eye. (K, TA: [in the CK, for Gi is:

&#, is put &: 3i is:..]) One says, is: d:

In him is a touch of madness, &c. (S.) And
6.- d > y de •

4x4w £3. An evil eye smote him. (K, TA.)

s: Blackness tinged, or intermixed, with

redness: (Lth, S, Msb, K:) or blackness that is

not much : or blackness nith another colour: or

blackness with blueness; or, with yellonness; ac

cord. to the Towsheeh: but Lth says that, as

meaning a colour, it has the first of all these

meanings only: (TA:) or [simply] blackness.

(Mgh.) In the face, it is A blackness in the

cheeks of a nan, or haggard, woman : (S:) and

W&: [which is properly the inf n. of& q.v.,]

a blackness tinged with redness in the cheeks of a

wan, or haggard, woman, (O, K,) and of a sheep,

or goat. (O.) One says also, is: *: ->s

* &: ! I see in his face a change to ius'

ness in consequence of anger. (TA.) The axå.

of the head is The blackness of its a 20 [i.e.

fore part, or foreloch, or hair over the förehead].

(El-Mufradát, TA.) And &: [which is the pl.]

signifies Black spots, or specks, on the face of a

bull. (TA)- Also A spot of ground, in the

traces of a house, differing, in its blackness, from

the rest of the colour of the ground: (S, TA:)

[i.e. a black, or dark, patch of ground where a

house has stood:] or dung of beasts, (K, TA,) or

sand, (TA,) or ashes, or sneepings commingled

and compacted together, in the traces left by the

inhabitants of a house, differing in colour from

the ground [around]; (K, TA;) so says Lth.

(TA.)

&: [act, part. n. of&l A man laying hold

upon, or seizing, the à-20 [or forelock] of his

horse [to mount him]. ($," and Ham p. 7.)=

&#. [pl. gf issu,] Burning blasts of the [ncind

called]_***. (S, K.)

&: Of a black colour tinged, or intermixed,

neith redness: (S, Msb:) or black: (Mgh:)

applied to a man: (S:) fem Axã.: (Mgh, Msb:)

and Ra... [is the pl., and] signifies blacks in

clining to redness. (K.) Applied to an ostrich,

i. q.& [which is variously explained, as signi

fying Of a colour inclining to blackness, or of

the colour of dust, &c.]. (TA.) And the fem.,

applied to a ewe, Having black cheeks, the rest

of her being white. (TA.) The masc. also signi

fies A wild bull: (K:) or, applied to a wild bull,

it signifies having in his cheeks a blackness in

clining a little to redness. (TA.) And The

hank; (K;) because it has #pots of black: (Er

Raghib.) all hawks are &A-5 ($ ) and the

fem., A pigeon (*): because of the as:

upon its neck: (S:) or, applied to a pigeon, it

signifies of n:hich the as: is upon its neck, (K,

TA,) exclusively of the head, (TA,) in the part

on each side of the neck above the ring. (K,"

TA.) It is also a name for Sheep, or goats;

used when they are called to be milked: (K:)

so in the O: but in some copies, and in the TS,

for the she-goat: (TA:) thus in the phrase,

&S & Ji [Call thou to the the sheep, or
goats, or the she-goat, to be milked]: (O, TS,

K:) mentioned by Ibn-'Abbād. (TA.)-Ap

plied to a garment, or piece of cloth, Black.

(K)—"The pl. is also applied to The Gö,
(Lth, S, K,) or three stones upon which the cook.

ing-pot is set up; (TA;) because of their black

ness: (Lth, Er-Răghib:) [see 34- :] and a

single one thereof is called à: (K:) or an

iron a: [meaning trivet], (K, TA,) upon

which the cooking-pot is set up; and this is said

6 of

•

to be the primary application. (TA.)-&

also signifies The seeds, or grain, of the colo

cynth; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) because of their black

ness: (TA:) n. un, with 3. (K.)

6 * * *

&- applied to a man clad in armour, Black

from the rust of the iron. (TA.) Applied to a

bull, Having black spots, or specks, on his face.

(TA.)

6 y o e

85- A. man,(I 'A'), mitten by an evil eye.

(I’Ab,K)-gall 3'-e A man whose eye is

sunk, or depressed, in his head. (I’Ab, K.)-[See

also g”.]

&: + Striking, or beating, another, being

struck, or beaten, by him. (K.) + Charging

upon, or assaulting, or attacking, another who

is doing the same. (K.)-[And hence,] + The

lion (K, TA) that prostrates his prey. (TA.)

t Embracing. (K.)- I. q.£- (Ibn-'Ab

bād, K;) i.e. having sexual intercourse without

marriage. (TA.) -

Jā

1. 301 &, (T, S, Msb, K.) aor. 2, inf n.
60 e. J.

Jä.; (Msb;) and Waiā.1; (T, S, Msb, K;) He

shut, or closed, the door; (T, S, Msb, K;) or

locked it: (Msb:) and in like manner with U2
* > d = • * *

[in the place of the U-]. (TA)- awe-2 (5a-,

(inf n, as above, TA) He slapped his face.

(IDR, MI,K) [See also &l-J #"

312.'), occurring in a trad, means The striking

of the hands [of the contracting parties] on the

occasion of selling and buying [in token of the

ratification thereof in the markets]: and so with
***.ed so ***

J2. (TA)-aj9-2/ Ja-, inf n, as above, i, q.

(#4 [app. meaning He compressed his wife;

like - -]. (TA)=&#4, (S, Mab, K.)

aor. * , (K) inf n. ătă, (S, Msb,) It (a gar

ment, or piece of cloth,) was thick, substantial,

close, or compact, in texture; (T, S, Mgb, K;)

780t ---, (T;) contr. of -i-. (Msb:) [and

SO £2.

4: see above, first sentence.-:#1 Ga. He

milked the sheep, or goats, but once in the day:

and so with ce. (TA)--s: G-1 He (a

weaver) made the garment, or piece of cloth,

thick, substantial, close, or compact, in texture.

(TA.)

7. Gà.jl It (a door) became shut, or closed:

(S, TA:) and so with J2. (TA.)

** if: sus: i. 4.& [He sold and bought
- - -

** *

with him: he made a covenant, a compact, an

engagement, or the like, with him: or he promised,

or snore, allegiance to him]: (O, K:) occurring

in a trad., related thus and with L2. (TA.)
2 * • * > d = •o& p de ed

And #4-5 # 95 &#!, (9) or G.
*

53-3 aii, (K.) I purchased the two things by

a single act of purchasing. (O, K.)

&A, applied to a garment, or piece of cloth,

Thick, substantial, close, or compact, in tecture.

(T, S, Msh, K)—And [hence] *: *A

man (S, O, TA) having little shame. ($,0, K,

TA.)
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#4. A broad, thin, long piece of nood, which

is put, or laid don'n, and upon which are then

wound the [mats of reeds called] &%, (Lth, O,

K,) above the house-tops of the people of El

Basrah. (Lth, O. [See also ää.5-.])– And

Any piece of gold, and of silver, or other metal,

that is beaten thin and long. (Lth, O, K.” [See,
. . . . "

again, äää-.])

<la."

1. 433, aor. - (S, M, O, Mgb, K) and *, (0,

Msb, TA, &c.,) inf n. 4, (S, O, Mgb) He

shed, poured forth, or caused to run or flow,

blood, (S, O, Msb, K, TA,) and tears, (S, O,

Msb, TA,) and water, and any fluid or liquid,

but app. most especially blood. (TA)- And

[hence,] ASSI 4:..., (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)

! He poured forth speech profusely, (K, TA,)

with haste, or quickly. (TA)

2.4-i-, inf n. 443, He fed him (i.e. his

guest) with something whereby to content, or

satisfy, him, [so as to allay the craving of his
* ~ *

stomach,] before the morning-meal; i. q. as-J.

(O, TA)

6.A422 12:50.5 [They contended together in

the mutual shedding of blood]. (TA in art.j=-3.)

7. Elā-1, said of blood, (K, TA,) and tears,

and water, and any fluid or liquid, (TA,) It was,

or became, shed, poured forth, or caused to run

or flow; or it poured forth, or flowed. (K,

TA.)

#: A portion of food that is presented to a

guest, to content, or satisfy, him, [so as to allay

the craving of his stomach,] before the morning

meal; like is: (IAar, O, K.")

3,4- : See Jú, in two places. - Also t The

soul: (K:) [like*: app. because of its

proneness to lying.]

* Blood, (K, TA,) and tears, and water,

and any fluid or liquid, (TA,) Shed, poured

forth, or caused to run or flow; as also "*.

(K, T.A.)

£i. One who sheds blood, and tears, much;

(Msb;) [as also " 3, ..] You say £30 Jú.

A great shedder of blood. (TA)-And t Elo

quent; (Kr, K;) an able speaker. (§, K.)–

And I Mendacious; a great, or habitual, liar;

(TA) as also "3,4-, (K) or -2%. 3,4

(TA.)

3su. Shedding, or pouring forth, blood and

tears [&c.]. (Mgb.) You say 49%. &: Eyes

shedding, or pouring forth, tears. (TA)-

And 49%. 82% [Tears pouring forth; properly]

meaning ai- $33 [having a shedding or pouring

forth], the latter word being pl. ofissu, so as

used in a verse of Mutemmim Ibn-Nuweyreh:

but the obviously-right expression is "iès:

(Ham p.370.)

4- t Loquacious; garrulous. (K,"TA.)

6- p 6 -

3: see : and 30.

Jā

1. Já, aor. *; (M, MA, Mgh, O, Mgb, K.)

and Ji, aor.”, (M, Mob, K.) and Ja,(0,K)

aor. -, (Ki) infn, (of the first, Mgh, Mab,TA,

and of the last, TA) J.A. (M, MA, Mgh, Mob,

K) and Jū. (M, MA, K, TA, in the CK (erro

neously] Ju-,) and of the second it: ; (TA;)

and W Ji-S, (M, K;) He, or it, was, or became,

lon; (M," Mgh, O, K;") the first contr. of5%;

(Mgh, O';) and the third, of &#: and + both

are said of a man; (O;) Js: and Jú. being

the contr. of #: and #: (§, K.) or became

loner than another: (Msb:) [and] the first

signifies it descended, subsided, or sank donn

nards. (M.A.) Hence the phrase -: -: &:

+: &: +[A daughter of a daughter of d

daughter, and if she be loner in descent]: −,

i. e. with damm to the -5, in this case, is a mis

take. (Mgh.) And 2-9 * #: * 1: -

+ [His station with, or in the estimation of the

commander, governor, or prince, was, or became,

lon, or longer]. (TA.) And Jú. es'*:

+ [Their case is in a lon, state]. (TA.) And

£1.J. J., (K, TA, in the former of which

the context implies that it is Jä.", but it is]) like

34, [aor. *,] (TA,) inf. n. J*. [It subsided in

the thing;] it descended from the upper, or upper

most, part of the thing, to the loner, or lonest,

part thereof. (K.)- And J*, [aor. *,] inf. n.

it: (£, S.MA, Mgli, o, K) and# (MA)

and Jä., (Fr, O,) t He was, or became, lon,

base, vile, ignoble, mean, or sordid; (Fr, S, MA,

Mgh, O, K;") as also Já, with fet-h, (Fr, O.)

Or J*. (M.A.) You say, Ji-, like J#5,

(MSb) or Ji-, like #, (K) está G', and

**, (Msb, K.) and 4:3, (TA,) [aor. in either

case 2,] inf. n. Ji- (Msb, K) and J: (K) and

Jú-, (Msb," K, [in the former without any

indication of the syll. signs,]) the last like += 5

(K;) [and app. Ja... also accord, to the MA,aS

shown above;] and W Ji-i, and "Ja-l; (TA;)

! He was lon, base, vile, ignoble, or mean, in his

lot, [or, as seems to be indicated in the Msb,

inferior to others,] in respect of his disposition,

and his deed, and his lineage : (TA:) "Ji-3 is

the contr. ofst- (Msb.)

2. J: The act of lonering, or depressing;

syn. -sai (S.O.)
* * * *

3. U').5 Jiu- * + He vies with, or imitates,

such a one in his lon, base, vile, ignoble, mean, or

sordid, actions. (TA.)

5. J: [Quasi-p'of 2,] The being lonered,

or depressed; syn. *i; (S, O';) contr. of

Jaj. (TA.)- See also 1, first sentence: -and

the same, last sentence, in two places.

8: see 1, last sentence.

6 6 p.

Ji, and "Ji- (S, M, Mgh, O, Mgb, K) [but

it is strangely added in the Msb that IKt dis

allowed the pronunciation with damm] and

*ā- (M, K) and "ātā' (S, O, K) The lowest,

or loner, part [of a thing]; contr. of# (S, M,

Mgh, O, Mgb, K) and #2 (§, Mgh, O, Mgb, K)

and #2 (K) and #5 ($,0, K.) [and so

*ist, contr. of #t= :]* Jé *& signi

fies,(K) or is said to signify, (M) the lonest, or

loner, part of anything; i.e. "£i, (M, K;)

and 35%, [the contr., i. e.] #4. (M.)

Ji- see the next preceding paragraph.

Ji- from J*, and "Ja- from Ji-, + A

lon, base, vile, ignoble, mean, or sordid, man:

(MA) or 'Ja signifies low ('Jsus) [in con

dition], deficient in lot, or fortune : (TA:) and

*āia, (S, M, MA, Mgh, Mab, K.) said by some

to be from this word as signifying the “legs” (Mgh,

Mgb) of a camel (Mg) £r of a beast, or quad

ruped, (Mgb,) and *ālā, (S, M, MA, Mgh,

Mob, K.) a contraction of #4, (S, Mgh, Mgb)

or it may be pl. of W J.-, like as £e is of&",

(Mgh,) + lon, base, vile, ignoble, mean, or sordid,

persons; (S," MA, Mgh, Msb;) or the lonest, or

loner, basest, or baser, vilest, or viler, &c., of

mankind, or of people; the refuse, or rabble,

thereof: (S," M, K:) and *ā-, with two kes

rehs, is a dial. var. of iía- and iii-, mentioned

by Sgh and IB on the authority of Yoo and IKh,

and is said to mean the lonest, basest, &c., of the

lon, base, &c.: the pl. of " iii. is Ji- (TA;)

one should not say, *āia, 34, because this is

[used only as] a pl.: (S :) the vulgar say J*,

Ji- 2, 3- " iii.; ($, Mghs') but this has
been disallowed: (Mgh:) a man is related to

have said to his wife, (Mgh, TA,) who had called

him it", (TA) Gus eit *- : &l,
(Mgh, TA) meaningIf f be lon, base, &c., in

my intellect and my religion [thou art divorced];

(Mgh;) whence it seems that iii. may be ap

plied to a single person; but this requires con

sideration. (TA) * as: &: means + [The

oaths] of the ignorant': or accord. to Aboo

Haneefeh, of the heretics, or schismatics: such

[oaths] are said to be Aft *33 and aff£3.

(Mgh.) - -

6-0

älä- :

places.

its. The legs ($, M, Mgh, Mob, K) of a camel

(S, M, Mgh, K) or of a beast, or quadruped:

(Msh;) because they are. lowest. (M.)- See

also als":-and see Jā-, in three places.

s •

Já-.

3. * * •

Usia. [Qf, or relating to, the lonest, or loner,

part or place;] ". rel. n. from Ji. (TA.)

[Hence, the pl.]&: means Persons alighting,

6 o y 5 •

see Jā- :-and see also Jä., in three

6 *

aMä. : See

• *
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Jä- - - -

or abiding, in the ". or loner, parts of a

country: opposed to &*. (TA in art. 2's.)
•

- 3 : - -. -

- It is also opposed to U's [in relation to con
•

a • 3 • 6 •

£ion], whence the saying, Cala-'l-> <--

J.'" *:: +[He who has mercy on the lon, in

condition, on him will the high in condition have
- • * * *

mercy]. (TA.) &: meaning + Persons lon,

in condition, is opposed to &#3, meaning “opu

lent persons.” (TA in art. 2Ac.)

* * *... • .

Jea- : see Jā-, in three places.

6* * *

altā. : see Ji', in two places. - One says,

&#1 * **, and ~#1 #14 J, (M. K.'

TA,) or a;" âû., (S,) [He sat in, or on, the

leenard side; like as one says in French, sous le

vent;] in, or on, the side, or quarter, tonards

which the nind blen"; (S, M, K, TA;) and

particularly with respect to the object or objects

of the chase [in order that his smell might not be

perceived thereby]: (TA in the present art. and

in art. 2Ac:) opposed to (35%, and ūš:&

(M, K, TA) or ús): ($)

Jiu, Low; contr. of Jä. (S, MSb, TA)
See also Ja: and see an ex, voce Ji-i.

āsū: see Ji.-[Hence,] c: āsū. The

halfthat is next to the : [or pointed iron shoe,

or foot,] of the spear: (M, K.) [opposed to

£.]—And āsū The bottom, poder, post

riors, or buttocks; and the anus; syn. 3.xxãoji,

($) and £1 (TA) as also £1; syn.

£l (Lin art.**)

Já'í Lonver, and lonest; contr. ofJ#. (M,

Mab, K.) fem. Li's (TA) and pl. J.C.& • & • - d = * * •

(M, TA.) One says, * c > Ja-i >> [He, or

it, became loner than another]. (Mgb.) And it is
• - - 6 y o • - of , o a co

said in the Kur [viii. 43], Lošo U.A.! --&#12

The caravan being in a place loner than ye;

Jä-l being here an adv. n. : or, as some read,
& y & * > of

L* Jā-, i.e. being loner than ye. (M.)–

"&#91. Já'í £33,X, in the Kur [xcv. 5],

means + [Then we rendered him the lonest of

lon: or] ne reduced him to extreme old age, or

decrepitude: or to a state of perishing, or passing

anay: or to a state of error; relating to him

who has disbelieved; (M, K;) for every infant

is born of the natural constitution with which he

is created in his mother's womb, and he who dis

believes and errs is reduced to this state: (M:) or

the meaning is, we have made him to be of the

people of the fire [of Hell]: or [ne have made

him to go don'n] to the fire [of Hell]. (Bd.)–

34 U. [The lower of Mudar] is said to de

note those of Mudar with the exception of

Kureysh and Keys: opposed to 3.4% (#. (TA

in art. 3Me.)– See also J:-The pl. J.C.

means The loner, or lonest, parts of valleys

[&c.]. (TA.) The phrase JsúS. *= OCCul'S

in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb as meaning [The

6 *

dogs] of the loner, or lonest, parts of the valleys.

(M.)– And t The young ones of camels. (A5,

|S, TA.)

UA

1. *, (§,M, L, K) aor. -, (M. L. K.) infn.

&#, (S, M, L,) i, q. % [i. e. He divested or

stripped it of, or he stripped off, scraped off,

rubbed off, abraded, or othernise removed, its

outer covering or integument, or superficial part;

he pared it, peeled it, &c.; and he, or it, pared,

peeled, stripped, or rubbed, it off; namely, any

thing superficial and generally a thing adhering

to the surface of another thing]. ($, M, L, K.)

Imra-el-Keys says,

* 2 * : * * **, *, * * 3. * : * *

a-la L&S &#- Lás-as-s *

* ... • * ~ * 4 = < * * ~ *3 **

&ale U+ ta-29 a.2 -->3' U2,3 *

[And he came clandestinely, his belly paring the

ground, thou seeing the dust sticking to him with

the utmost sticking]; (S, M, L; but in the S, ūjj

and 51. ;) meaning that he came cleaving to

the ground in order that the objects of the chase

might not see him and flee from him. (S, E.)

-And He pared and smoothed it; as also

"4:- [but app. in an intensive sense, or used in

relation to several objects]. (M., L.) - And

*: &;" <, (M, L.) aor. as above, (L)

and so the inf. n., (M, L,) The nind reduced the

dust to a fine ponder: (M, L:) or £5"<
• - 2 - - -3 * *

J.S. 42-3 Je rºil [The wind pared off the

dust from the surface of the earth]. (S, L.)

And &;"<, aor.”, (Lh, M, L, K.) inf n.

&#, (Lh, M, L.) The wind blew upon the sur

face of the earth [app. removing the dust]; as

also -a-, (Lh, M, L. K.) aor. *. (K)—And

U.S.* J'é &: #: The ship, or boat,

sticks upon the ground. (L.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

&: A carpenter's adz, or axe, (L,) or a large

adz or axe, (M., L.) or a thing (S, L, K) of any

hind, (K,) with which one hens, or shapes out,

or pares, a thing; as also "3:... ($, L. K.)

or an adz with nihich palm-trunks are pared;

as also X- and $. (ISk, L.)- Also Rough

skin, (S, M, L, K,) thick, or coarse, (M,) such

as the skins of crocodiles, (S, L,) which is put

upon the hilts of snords: (S, M, L:) or the skin

of the fish called*i. n:hich is a rough skin,

nherenith whips and arron's are rubbed [to

smooth them], and which is upon the hilts of

snords: (Mgh, L:*) accord. to AHn, (M, L,) a

rough piece of the skin of the [lizard called] -3,

or of the skin of a fish, with which the arron is

rubbed so as to remove from it the marks of the

paring-knife: (M, L, K:) or, as some say, (M,

L,) a stone with which one shapes out, or pares,

and smooths: (M, L, K:) sometimes, accord. to

Lth, an iron implement with which one rubs

nood so as to smooth it: (L:) accord. to AHeyth,

a cane which is holloned, and has some notches

cut in it, through which an arron is put and

repeatedly drawn [to smooth it]; also called i:*.

(L in art. 2, le.) See an ex. in a verse cited in

art. -$24-, conj. 5.

&s: A wind that blon's upon the surface of

the earth [app. removing the dust]; (M, K;) as

also "ist. (K:) or the former, a wind always

blowing: (L.) and " the latter signifies a wind

as though wiping the surface of the earth;

(A’Obeyd, L;) or paring it; (L;) or [simply]

a wind; (S;) and its pl. is &*. (A’Obeyd,S, L, K.) •

* * < * , “ .

Jea. : see à:k-, in two places.

ātā. The craft, or occupation, of constructing,

(M, L, K,) and of navigating, (M, L,) ships or

boats. (M., L., K.)

:A ship, or boat; (M, L;) of the measure

#4 in the sense of the measure #e3, (IDrd,

S, M, L., Msb;) as though it pared the surface of

the water; (IDrd,S, L, Msb;) or so called because

it pares [meaning skims] the surface of the water;

(M, L;) or because it pares the sands [by run

ning aground] when the water is little [in depth];

or because [in that case] it sticks upon the

ground; or it may be from 3- meaning “a

carpenter's adz or axe with which he hews &c.,”

and, if so, having the meaning of the measure

is: (L.) the pl. is 3% and3: (M, L,
Msb, K) and [coll. gen, n.] " Jā- : (S, M, L,

Mgb, K:) the first of these is a regular pl.: (Sb,

M, L:) the second is pl. of the third, (MSb,) or

it is as though it were pl. of the third: (Sb, M,

L:) W the third is anomalous, being of a class

proper to greated.things, as in. the instances of

5.5 and £5, and āk- and U-3, and only heard

in a few instances in the cases of things made by

art; and some say that it is a dial. var. of#4.

(Mgb.) [Hence,] à:M t [The constellation

Argo;] one of the southern constellations, of

which the stars are five and forty, th: bright

great star upon the southern oar beingJ: [i. e.

Canopus], accord. to Ptolemy, and it is the most

remote star from the ā-ā-, in the south, and is

marked on the astrolabe; but some of the Arabs

say that the bright star at the extremity of the

second oar [but what star is meant thereby I

know not] is called J.", mithout restriction.

(Kzw.)- [Also An oblong book: and a common

place book: app. post-classical.]

6 : *

Cú. A constructor, or builder, of ships or

boats: (M, L, K:) and a navigator, (M., L.) or

a master, (S, Msb,) of a ship or boat. (S, M, L,

Msb.)

# A pear. (K.)

#U. ; pl. &#3: See &*, in two places.

&súl A certain vein in the inner side of the

spine, extending lengthnise, with which is united

the b% [q.v.] of the heart. (K.) [Golius and

Freytag explain it as meaning the “Saphaena,”

but this is called &sual.]

#-A certain bird [...found] in Egypt, that
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does not alight upon a tree without eating all the

leaves thereof. (K.)

6 * @ 6 * *

&A-2 : see cº

...a... and latá-.

6 ded 6 ded

*ā-l and la:-1: see arts. J.A. and laa-.

4A

.1. as, (S, MA, MSb) aor. # (Mab3) and
&, [aor. *;] (S, Msb ;) inf n. as and āsū.

(S, MA, Msb, K"), and out., (S, MA, K,”) [all

mentioned in the MA as of the former verb, and

so in the TA when that verb is trans., but

properly] the first is of the former verb, and

the second is of the latter verb, (S, Msb,) and

so is the third; (S;) He (a man, S) was, or

became, such as is termed*: (S, TA;) [i. e.]

he nas, or became, unnºise, inities, or destitute of

wisdom or understanding, or [rather] lightnitted.

(MA)– The phrase 4: *, [of which an

instance occurs in the Kurii. 124, and] to which
28 - - • & * > . • * - d - ~ * 4- of ~ *

4% &# and 4:31: and£3. and 2-1 &

2- of ~ * - - o" - -

and 5: Jú) are similar, was originally -wa.

de * de

*j U-ā [or rather 4: ** i. e. Himself, or

his mind, was, or became, lightwitted, &c.]; but

when [the dependence of] the verb became trans

ferred [from the U-à5] to the man, what followed

the verb was put in the accus. case by being its

objective complement, for the phrase became

identical in meaning with 4: "4: [he made

himself, or his mind, lightnitted, &c.]: so say the

Basrees and Ks; and it is allowable with them to

make this accus. to precede [the verb]; like as it

is allowable to say, & 33 43% ($, TA:)

accord. to the K, the verb thus used has three
J. • & • * * 2-8

forms; (TA;) you say a-ā, as... and 42.9, (K,

TA,) and 4.-, (TA,) and 4, and 4:, mean

ing 4: J'é 4:- [which is virtually the same

as a: i.e. he made himself, or his mind, light

witted, or unnoise, &c., and in like manner his

judgment, or opinion, and he made his gravity,

or forbearance, or the like, to become levity, or

hastiness, &c.], or he attributed aā [i.e. light

wittedness, &c., to himself, or his mind, and to

his judgment, or opinion]: or he destroyed it;

(K, TA;) agreeably with the meaning assigned

to 4: *. by AO: (TA:) or this means he

held himself in mean, or light, estimation; (MA,

and Ksh and Bd in ii. 124;) and rendered him

self lon, base, *.contemptible: (Bd ibid.:) but

Lh says that a-aī as-, with kesr [to the -5],

inf. Il.* and ästä. and*, Incans c." 4:

a£il [or &:-], and is the approved form,

and that some say aí, which is rare: and accord.

to J and others,(TA,) when they say 4-#aa-, and

£5, they do not say it otherwise than with kesr

[to the JSJ, because J% is not trans.: (S, TA:)

so that the three forms of the verb mentioned in

the K require consideration: (TA:) accord. to

Fr, when [the dependence of] the verb in the
J - d -

phrase 4: aa became transferred from the

U-à to the possessor thereof, what followed the

verb became an explicative, to indicate that the

a. [or lightwittedness,£e, was therein; and by

rule it should be u-á, -ºj as-, for the explicative

should not be otherwise than indeterminate; but

it was left in its state of a prefixed noun, and put

in the accus. case in the manner of an indetermi

nate noun as being likened thereto; [the mean

ing, therefore, accord. to him, is he was, or

became, lightnitted, &c., as to his mind;] it is

not allowable, however, in his opinion, to make

this accus, to precede [the verb], because the ex

plicative may not precede; and similar to this is

the phrase tà 4: <i>. and u: * <b, unean

ing 4: Jé 303 and 2: J-5 <u>: (S, TA:)

but this saying [of Fr] is disallowed by the

grammarians; for they say that explicatives are

indeterminate, and that determinate nouns may

not be used as indeterminate: some of the gram

marians say that 4: 4: 3. S! in the Kur

[ii. 124] means *: es' *- U-8 Sl [but he who

is lightnitted, &c., in his mind], i.e., who becomes

*: [the prep.] Us being suppressed [and the

noun therefore put in the accus. case agreeably

with a general rule]: Zj holds that the ap

provable saying is, that it means4: J.- 3. S.,

i.e., but he who is [ignorant or silly or foolish or]

unreflecting in his mind: and in like manner,
2-8- - - J e =

ael, aa- means alwe [i. e. he was ignorant, &c.,

in his judgment, or opinion]; and his judgment,

or opinion, nas unsound, without rectitude: and
* * de * -

a-a as- signifies also he lost himself, or his on n

soul. (TA.) 5-l *- is likewise expl. as mean

ing 3-" *a*. [He made the truth, or right, to

be foolishness, or the like]; and Yoo held the one

to be a dial. var. of the other, and the measure of

the former verb to denote intensiveness; and

accord. to this explanation one may say, +.

13; meaning 1: " <!- [I pronounced Zyd

lightnitted, &c.]: or the meaning is J-M J.

[he ignored the truth, or right], and he did not

see it to be the truth, or right : (TA:) or he re

garded the truth, or right, as foolishness, or igno

rance. (S and TA in art. lack.) See also 2. –

* 4. signifies J.- [i.e., when thus trans.

by means ofJ”, Hé feigned ignorance to him];

as also ai., (K, TA) and "ast-3. (K)– And

&: <+- [and it is implied in the K that

one says (see-a, -wa. also, but only the former

is authorized by the TA,] I forgot my share, or

portion. (Th, K, TA)—And 4-2 ai, aor.*,

He overcame his companion in what is termed

a st- [inf n, of 3, q.v.]. (K.) You say, "*u.

#4. ..(TA)–: ***, (JK, K, TA)

inf n.a.a., (TA,) t The spear-nound, or the like,

emitted blood which came from it quickly (JK,

K, TA) and dried up (-i-, [in the TK -i-.]):

(K, TA) so in the A. (TA)—3%ill as,

(S, K.) inf. n. *~, (TA,) He drank much of

the beverage, or wine, without having his thirst

satisfied thereby. (S, K, T.A.) See also 3. And

à." 4:- ! He drank the water immoderately.

(TA)-And £4. and 4: signify ++,

(so in the CK,) in [some of] the copies of the K

<āş, but the right reading is <i> [i. e. I was

occupied, or busied, or diverted from a thing]:

or, accord. to the copies of the K, &#3; but

correctly, or Šiš [i. e. I occupied, or busied, or

diverted from a thing]. (TA.)

2. see 5.–IHence,] ..., inf n. *::, (S,

Msb, K,) signifies** [i. e. He, or it,

made him to be, or he pronounced him to be,

lightnitted, &c.]; as also "4: (K, TA;) on

the authority of Akh and Yoo: (TA:) or he

attributed to him what is termed aā. [i.e. light

wittedness, &c.]: (S, Msb:) or he said to him

that he was such as is termed aga. (Mgb.) And

<!- J.--" ai. Ignorance made him light, in

constant, unsteady, irresolute, or fickle; syn.

£usi and 4: i. (TA) See also 1, in three

places.
** * *

3. *-, (S, MA, K.) inf n. #4, (§, KL)

He acted [in a lightnitted manner,] foolishly, or

ignorantly, with him; (MA, KL;) showed light

ness, levity, weakness of mind, and lack ofJ

for gravity, &c.], with him. (KL) You say,
J - * * * * * * *

avā-5 awsu. : see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

[aysu. in this instance may mean as above, or

may have the meaning here next following.]

He reviled him; or he reviled him, being reviled

by him; syn. 4.jú: whence the prov, ,*

*Usui. * [A lightnitted person found not a

revier, or mutual reviler]; (K, TA;) mentioned

in the S. (TA) [See also 5.]—&#1 ast-, (S,

K,) or +3", ($) + He sat with (345) the Ös

[or nine-jar], (§, K.) or the -le: [or milk-skin],

($) and drank from it while after while (S. K.)

And 4:1 ast. He exceeded the due bounds in

respect of the beverage, or nine, drinking it neith

out measure; (K, TA) as also "4A. (K.)

And it." <30. ! I drank the water immode

rately, (Lh, TA,) or without measure. (A, TA.)

[See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.]

And &," āşūji S-30 ! The she-camel kept to

the road, or way, (A, K, TA,) or took to it, (A,

TA,) with a vehement pace: (A, K, TA:) or

was light, or agile, in her pace, or going. (TA.)

4. £i I found him to be 4. [i.e. light.

witted, &c.]. (TA. [There said to be tropical;

but I see not why..])- *:::" £i3: + May

God make thee to drink of the beverage, or wine,

without having thy thirst satisfied thereby: or

Aft 4: God made him, or may God make

him, to drink without having his thirst £atified *

(S, accord. to different copies:) or US$ all as.)

A.J. God made, or may God make, such a one to

drink much water. (TA.)

5. £" <-i- The ".". in a*

of commotion. (TA)->:ll 8, **-3,

(S) or 3.4%), (K, TA) and &;" '*

3:44), (Ham p. 359,) The nind made the trees,

(S,) or the branches, (K,) to bend, or incline :

(S, K:) and put the branches in motion: (K,
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and Ham ubi supra:) or ruffled, and put in

motion, the branches. (TA. [There said to be

tropical: but see what is said of the primary

signification of *~, below.]) – [Hence,] it is

said in a prov.,#-: #% A lamb, or kid,

made a sheep, or goat, to incline [to silly be

haviour] applied to the old whom the young

incites to lightwittedness (4:1) and levity.

(Meyd. [See also a similar prov. in Freytag's

Arab. Prov., ii. 253.]) — a 3° 4:- He

deluded him, or beguiled him, of his property.

($, K.) –* aä. He acted with asù.. [i. e.

lightwittednes, &c.], or foolishly, tonards him.

(MA)– And * : signifies : [as

meaning I reciled him]. (S.) [See also 3.]

6. 2: ast-s: see 1, in the last quarter of the

paragraph.– [And 12,5U.5 They behaved in a

lightnitted, foolish, or ignorant, manner, one

with another. See also 3, which has a similar

meaning. – And They reviled one another: as

seems to be indicated in the TA. See also Har

p. 522; and see, again, 3.] – (#33 *u-3, in a

verse of Khalaf Ibn-Is-hák El-Bahránee, [de

scribing swift camels,] means Their sides of the

mouth casting forth their foam, one at another:

like the saying of El-Jarmee,

- < * *2. * * * *z, *: *

* Ataul, wil->l ast

[Their sides of the mouth casting forth the foam,

one at another]. (TA. [ašt-5, there written

without any syll. signs, is app. thus, (for 41-3)

not asú.])

* , (S, TA) as also "islä and ***, (TA)

[all mentioned as inf ns in the first paragraph of

this art.,] primarily signifies #: [in its proper

sense of Lightness], and motion, commotion, or

agitation. (S, TA.)– And hence ($, TA) the

first, (S, K, TA,) like each of the others, (K,

TA,) signifies [generally Lightnittedness, or the

like; the contr. of:-5 (S.K., T.A.) [i.e.] :

[as meaning lightnes or levity, inconstancy,

unsteadiness, irresoluteness; or lightness or levity,

&c., and hastiness; for, as is said in the TA in

art. 2-4-), the contr. ofX- is described by the

gs s • * s

terms as and Ja-e, like asX- is described by

the term J#1; and slenderness, shallonness, or

weakness, of judgment; qualities which deficiency

of intellect, or understanding, necessarily involves:

(Bdin ii. 12, in explanation of: :) or.i-ā

[i.e. slightness of gravity or staidness or sedate.

ness or calmness &c.]: or J.- [i.e. ignorance,

or silliness or foolishness]: (K, TA:) all of which

explanations are nearly alike: (TA:) or *~ is a

deficiency in intellect or understanding : (Msb:)

or a lightness, or levity, accidental to a man,

arising from joy or anger, inducing him to act

unreasonably and unlan fully. (KT.)

* > *

où. : see the next preceding paragraph.

*: [Having the quality termed *~, i.e.,

accord. to the explanation of the primary signifi

cation of the latter, above, Light; and in a state

Bk. I,

of motion, commotion, or agitation :] applied to a

camel's nose-rein, (S, K,) light : (S:) or quiver

ing; (K, TA;) because of the she-camel's shaking

it, and contending in pulling it. (TA: but there

said to be, when thus applied, tropical.) Dhu-r

Rummeh says,

• J. • • * 2 * f. * *

* "-- *- :** Gle *

i. e. [Upon the back of a she-camel that had

brought forth but once and not conceived after,]

n:hose nose-rein was light. (S. In the TA,

(2.3 is here put in the place of &+.) And

one says also23. #: âû, (K, TA,) meaning

[Ashe-camel n:hose nose-rein is light, or quivering :

or] light, or agile, in pace or going. (TA: in

which this, also, is said to be tropical.) - Also

Lightnitted; light of intellect or understanding;

(TA;) deficient in intellect or understanding;

(Msb;) ignorant; (Mujáhid, K, TA;) weak;

foolish, stupid, unsound in intellect or under

standing, dull therein, or having little, or no,

intellect, or understanding; (Mujáhid, TA;) and

W *ú, also, [which is syn, with ** in all the

senses mentioned above,] is expl. ly IAar as

having this last meaning of foolish, stupid, &c.:

(TA:) the fem is ::: (MSb, K.) and the pl.

of the masc., (K,) or of the masc. and fem.,

(Msb,TA) is £, (Mab, K, TA) and of both,

*~, and of the fem.,*- also and4% and

4 & 5

* (K, TA) In the Kurii. 282, a means,

accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, Ignorant of the ordi.

nances, or statutes; one who does not dictate well,

and knows not nhat dictation is; for he who is

ignorant in all his circumstances may not deal

with another upon credit: accord. to ISd, ignorant

o?"*** [meaning under the age of puberty]; not

ignorant of dictating, as Lh asserts it to mean,

because it is added, “ or not able to dictate, him

self:” this, says Er-Răghib, denotes a: in re

spect of worldly matters: in the Kur lxxii, 4,

ū: denotes 4. in religion. (TA) In the

Kur iv. 4, the pl. £il is said to mean Women,

and young children; because they are ignorant

of the proper object of expense; and I’Ab is

related to have said that women are termed &#

and £1 (Lh, TA:) Az, also, says that a

woman is termed:- because of the weakness

of her intellect, and because she does not manage

well her property; and in like manner are termed

children as long as they are not known to be

characterized by maturity of intellect, and recti

tude of actions, and good management of affairs.

(TA)-4- *:: ! A garment, or piece of

cloth, badly noven; thin, flimsy, unsubstantial,

or scanty in the yarn. (K,” TA.)

* > * > 6 * *

a.Ala- : see aa-.

• s * -

asu, see acá-. – Also, applied to a man,

+ Véhemently thirty and so -i-. (Az, T.A.)

*: 2; 14 cally filled (with water]: (K,

TA:) as though it exceeded the due bounds, and

became such as is termed aga...: imagined to be

from £isignifying “I found him to be 4."

(TA.)

*

#: Xú, (K,TA, in the CK terroneously]
5 e is

aă-e,) as also i:, (TA,) + Food that incites
: * 84 . J) e de

[in the CK -a: is erroneously put for &] to

the drinking of much water. (IAar," K, TA.)

*u- act. part. n. of 3, q.v.

5'-' and -ss

• * Ji o e 3, *

1. ", ($, M) aor. 34-3, inf n. 24-, ($, TA,)

like 5*, (TA,) or *. (so accord. to a copy of

the M,) He was quick, or snift, in walking, or
• 23 - **

going, and in flying. (S,M.)= -1,31 C.," -ā-,

(S, M, Mgh, K) aor. U-5, (S. K.) in n. ...",

(S, M,) The wind raised the dust, or made it to

fly, and carried it anay, or dispersed it; (S,

Mgh, K;) and cast it: (Mgh:) or bore it, carried

it, or carried it anay; (M, K;) as also V £i,

(K) a dial. var. of weak authority, mentioned by

Sgh on the authority of Fr; (TA;) [or it may be

thus expl. by a mistake originating from the fact

that] IAar mentions * 29. -á and <i>i, [as

syn.,] but [in a sense to be expl. hereafter,] not

making either of them trans.: (M:) [and W -ju.
- ~ 3 - -

*W*) C#. occurs in the M and L in art, Jä. :]

and *: J: relating to the wind and the dust,

also occurs; the r being redundant, or added

because the verb implies the meaning of -3,

[which is trans, by means of P]. (Mgh.)–

And &;" <-- The nind blen; as also " --i.

(IAar, T.A.) And £" * <-- [The ninds

blen, upon him, or it] (Z, TA)– And Lá.

*śl, aOr. &#, [The dust, or earth, poured

don'n,] the verb being intrans. as well as trans.

(Ham p. 454. [It is there indicated that the

meaning is J%])E Gé- : See ti, below. =

£3. 34. His hand became much cracked, or

chapped, (K, TA,) in consequence of work,

(TA)=And G-, [aor UA 4 in n. *- and
#(a., He was, or became, lightnitted; or unnºise,

witless, or destitute of wisdom or understanding;

i.g. á., inf n. 4- and *; (M, K;) as also

"J-1 (AZ, K.)

3.2% &#1 - seei=sue, (S. K.)
inf n, itsu: and fú-, i.a. #0. [He acted in a

lightnitted manner, joolishly, or ignorantly, with

him]. (S, K.) = And He treated him medically,

or curatively: (K:) from ää. (TA. [But see

#2, below.]) *

4. LA. He took for himself a mule such as#

termed #, i, e, quick [&c.], (K)=−.

said of the wind, intrans. and trans.: see 1, in

two places. = (A.l said of corn, It became

rough, or coarse, in the extremities [or ann] of

its ears. (S, K.)- -à-M said of L: [or

barley-grass], It let fall its ù. [or prichles, or

ann, or extremities]. (M., K.) – And L.A.!

said of a man, He took the prickles for anºn or

extremities] of the L: [or barley-grass]. (TA)

* Also, said of a man, He removed dust, or

earth, (*~, TA) from one place to another.

174
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(Az, K.) = And -à-l said of a she-camel, t She

became lean, or emaciated, (K,) so that she was

like the u: [or prickles of barley-grass]. (TA.)

*= See also 1, last sentence. = u-1 It (an

affair, or event, M) incited him (a man, K) to

unsteadiness, and levity. (M, K.)- And hence,

perhaps, (M) < ū- He did evil or ill, or

acted ill, to him, or with him, (M, K.) i.e., his

companion. (M.)

8, 4.3 c.4:- i. 7.4%), (Šgh, K) i.e. He

turned anay his face. (TK.)

ū- Lightness, thinness, or scantiness, in the

hair of the foreloch, (S, M, Mgh, K,) of the horse,

in which it is discommended, (S,"Z, Mgh,) and

of the mule and ass, in both of which it is com

mended: (Z, Mgh:) or shortness, and scantiness,

of the forelock: accord, to Th, it is "##, with

medd: which is metaphorically used by a poet

as meaning scantiness in milk. (M.) [Accord.

to the TK, the former is an inf. n., of which

the verb is " G#, said of a horse, as meaning

IHe was, or became, light, thin, or scanty, in the

forelock.] - And, accord. to IAar, A whiteness

[or a tinge thereof] in the hair [of a horse]:

particularly said by him in one place to be such

as is termed .43, and such as is ,íči. (M, in

art. 24.) = Also, [but more properly written

J.-, the last radical in this case being Us,]

Dust, or earth; (S, M, K;) and so * -jū .

(TA:) or this is applied to earth, or dust, [as

meaning pouring don'n,] from£ L- [expl.

above]: (Hamp. 454:) the former signifies dust,

or earth, though not raised and carried away, or

dispersed, by the wind: or, accord. to the T,

whatever is raised and carried anay, or dis

persed, by the wind: (TA:) accord. to IAar,

dust, or earth, taken forth from a grave or a

well: (M:) jū is a more special term, (S,) the

n. un., (M,) ~% &- jū- signifying a collection

(#) ofdust, or earth. (Ham p. 810.) = Also

Any kind of tree having prichles, or thorns:

(K: [but this seems to have been erroneously

taken from what here follows:]) the prickles [or

ann or beard] ofJ: [or barley-grass], (S, M.,)

and of the ears of corn, [of wheat or barley,

(TA in art. L*.*s-,)] and of anything having

prichles: accord to Th, the extremities ofL:

Im. llll. iu-, as above. (M.) = Also Leanness,

or emaciation, (K, TA,) in consequence of disease.

(TA.) = It is also an inf. n. of G:- as syn. with

*~, expl. above. (M, K.)

#3: see the first sentence of the next preceding

paragraph: it is expl. in the K [and also in the

M] as signifying A stopping, stopping short, or

ceasing, of the she-camel's milk: and ISd cites

[in the M, after Th], from a poet, the phrase

#. &c." L3, [ending a verse,] referring to

[she-camels such as are termed] Jašš: but Az

relates it differently, &: Us', with + [in the

place of Új; saying that£ means lightness, or

levity, in anything; and ignorance; and that the

phrase, as he cites it, means in whose faculties of

understanding is lightness. (TA.) [See 1, last

sentence: and] see also what next follows.

£, accord. to the K, signifies A medicine, or

remedy: [see 3, last signification:] but this

requires consideration; for it is said in the M,

[*#) signifies unsteadiness, and levity; and

IAar says,] Rël from &: is like #1 from

&#1 (TA)
3 -

Gä- Dust raised, or made to fly, and carried

anay, or dispersed, by the wind; (S, K;) and

• * * - ... • * •

(K) so "-sus, (M, K,) i. * '3- a possessive

epithet, or of the measure Jets in the sense of the

measull'e J*. (M. [See another explanation

of -su, voce (i., from the Hamáseh. Freytag

explains both &- and*, as on the authority

of the K, as epithets applied to the wind, not to

the dust.])- Also Clouds; [app. as being driven

by the wind;] syn.−. (S.)=And i. q.*

[Lightnitted, &c.: see 1, last sentence]. (M, K.)

[And it seems to be indicated in the S that " -su.
is syn. with **, which is syn, with *...] f

5- 6 p.

Blä- : see -ā- e.

s

-su: ; fem. išu, pl. -*- : see this last in the

" paragraph:– and for the first, see u: ; and
- 3. - .

es", first sentence. = See also us:- again, last

Sentence.

itsu. Dust, syn.# : (M, K:) or dust (*#)

and ary herbage or the like: (Hamp. 445.) or

dust (*#) with the wind: (M:) or wind that

bears, or carries, or carries anay, dust, (M, K,

TA,) much, upon the surface of the earth, im

pelling it against men : (TA, and in like manner

in the Ham uli supra) and W's- £9. (TA,)

pl. of āşū. & (Ham ubi supra,) winds that

raise the dust, or make it to fly, and carry it

anay, or disperse it: you say, J;" 4:*

[The ninds raising the dust, &c., made sport with

him, or it]. (TA)- [Also Tracks, or streaks,

upon a pool put in motion by the nind: so says

Freytag; but he names not any authority for

this.]

Já'í applied to a horse, (A, S, M, Mgh)

Light, thin, or scanty, in the hair of the forelock:

(As, S, M, Mgh, K:) or short and scanty therein:

fem.#: (M. :) [and accord. to some, it seems

to be in like manner applied to a mule and an ass:

(see ū-3)] one says L: 3. and #3: #:

(Mgh:) [or,] accord. to As, J: in the sense

first expl. above is not applied to anything but a

horse: applied to " mule, it means t quick, or

snift: (S:) or #3:# signifies f a she-mule

that is quick, or snift, (S, M, A, K, TA,) like the

wind, (A, TA,) active, or light, (S,) of middling

make, compact and strong in the back; (M, TA;)

and in like manner #. is applied to a wild she

ass. (M.)- Accord. to IAar, J:9 applied to

the horse signifies it: #3 #: es:ii [app.

meaning Distinguished by some nhite hairs,

** 6 - 4 - d -

though I find no authority for thus rendering the

verb here used] whether he be bay or of some

other colour: or having that whiteness of the

hair which is termed u: [expl. above], which is

particularly said by him in one place to be in
• of • * *

such as is termed A31, and such as is Æl: and

the fem. in this sense also is as above. (M.) -

One says also#. £9. meaning # A snift wind;

like as one says* £9. (TA.)

-: [and, accord. to Golius, W#, mentioned

by him as on the authority of the K, in which,

however, I do not find it, nor did Freytag,] A

calumniator, or slanderer. (K.)

3 * - 3 .

Us:- : see Uss-.

*A*

1. -i-, aor. “, inf n. ---, He, or it, was,

Or became, near. (Mgb.) -i- is syn. with3.

(S, A, K.) You say,% <--, (S, and so in the

K accord. to the TA,) with kest [to the G], (S,)

[inf n, as above;] or -á, (so in the CK and

in my MS. copy of the K and in my copy of the

Mgh) int. In. -i-, (so in my copy of the Mgh,)

or ~25. ; (K;) [but I believe the verb to be

correctly -i-, like its syn. ~ a2, and the

inf n. to be correctly +, and perhaps*

also;] His house was near; ($, Mgh, K;) as also

'-3-i (S. K.) It is said in a trad,3-ij-,

*::, meaning [The neighbour has a better, or

the iest, claim to pre-emption] by reason of his

being near: ($," A, Msb:) or the - is a con

nective of J-1 with its complement, (Mgh,

Msb) not to denote a cause, (Mgh,) and a #:

is expl. as meaning *:::U, (Mgh, Msb;) i.e.

the neighbour has a 'better, or the best, claim to

as: [or pre-emption], when his house is con

tiguous: (Mgh:) IAth says that it is adduced

as an evidence that as: belongs to the neigh

bour though not a sharer; i.e., that he has a

better claim thereto than one who is not a neigh

bour: but some explain its Ji as meaning the

partner, or sharer: or the meaning of the trad.

may be, the neighbour has a better, or the best,

claim to kindness and assistance because of his

being near (L, TA. [See also another reading

(#4), and explanations thereof, in art. -a.e.])

4. *i- He made him, or it, to be near : (K:)

Or 5% -ā- he made his house to be near. (S.)

[And so with £2.] = See also the paragraph

above = <ā'i is also said of a she-camel,

meaning She brought forth mostly males. (A,”

T.A.) [And -ā- He got, or got mostly, male

offspring.] In the following saying, (S, TA,) of

Ru-beh, describing the two parents of a man

eulogized [by him], (TA,)

* (# J C''' eité, *

•ze # 6 * . ." ** *

* la-l J-āl W 'la- *!)-à *

g * •

[And the wife whom he chose was generous, or

noble, or fair, one that brought forth, or brought
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forth mostly, male offspring, to a male that (TA,) and put upon her head, making its extre

begot, or begot mostly, such offspring,] the last

word is a verb, in the pret. tense, not an epithet

applied to U-5. (S,” TA. [In the former, only

the second hemistich is cited.])

6.2 p_*

[6.X: <-3U.5 was probably used as mean

ing Their tents, or houses, were near together:

see the part. n. of this verb below.]

-i. The young one of a camel: or, when just

brought forth: (K:) or only the male young one

of a camel: (S, K:) [see also -i-e:] when a

she-camel has brought forth her young one, the

latter, when just born, is called J.", before it is

known whether it is a male or a female; but

when it is known, if it is a male, it is called

-i-. (As, TA:) the female is not called #~,

(S, K,) but J.-: (S:) or it is [sometimes]

called by the former of these appellations: (K:)

[see De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, 2nd ed., ii. 358:

and see #. below:] the pl. is Já'í [a pl. of

pauc.] and* and* and &#. (K.)

*~ &9: 3 &

[More vile than the male young ones of camels

among the milch camels] is a prov. [from a verse

of Keys Ibn-El-Khateem]. (TA.)- Tall: (K:

[see also -:) or anything tall, together with

plumpness; or fatness, softness, thinness of the

skin, and plumpness. (S. [See also -i...])

Applied to a branch, Juicy, thick, and long: (Az,

TA: [and so -5.2:]) or anything of the like kind

full and complete. (ADk, T.A.) In the follow

ing verse, cited by Sb,

* *

6 * * * d : * * • 6 * • *

* J-->> *-j J--> ----'-> *

d * > • J. & e. 2. # * * • ** *

* J-aall lis's 953:- 9:- *

9: signifies 93.3% [tall], and is also written

cGiá, (Sh, TA:) [so that the meaning may be,

And two raterers, or givers of drinh, like Zeyd and

Jo'al: they being two tall persons, light of flesh,

compact in the muscles: I suppose U.4 to be

understood before the latter hemistich; because

of the ns. in the nom. case: and I have substi

tuted £. for 55%, the reading in the TA,

doubtless a mistranscription:] or it is for Ji.

c: [meaning like tro male young ones of

camell. (L, TA)- And The pole of a [tent

such as is called] 4:4-5 ($, K.) as also *:::

and so +2: (S:) pl. of the first &#. (K)

J-i- infn of 3-5-[q.v.). (Msb)=See

also **, in three places.

# The female foal of a wild ass. (S, K,"

TA.)- [See also -i-, of which, in the first of

the senses assigned to it above, it is said by some

to be the fem.]

*i- A bit of cotton which a woman afflicted

(K, TA) by the death of her husband, in the

Time of Ignorance, after shaving her head, and

scratching her face, (TA,) used to make red

scith her blood, (K, TA) i.e. her on n blood,

mity to protrude from a hole, or rent, of her

us [or head-covering], in order that people might

know her to be so afflicted. (K,"TA.)

6 p. p. * @ e

*... a pl. of -ā- [q. v.]. (K.)- Also The

hind legs of camels: (IAar, K:) pronounced also

with Jo. (IAar, TA in art. --à-2.)

-- see-.

6 * >

4->ea." : See +, last sentence. - Also A

s kneading-board: or his rolling-pin. (M.A.)
*

baker

...su. [in the CK-su] Near; (A, Mob, K.)

and ikewise with U2; (A;) as also "<--

(Mgb) and "J-3, [likewise pronounced with J2,]

(Mgh, K,"TA,) for -ā- 25, or it may be an

inf n, used as a subst: or an epithet, (Mgh,) and

W -:4. (K,” TA.) You say ...s. & A.

near place: (A) and '-i- J: and '-i

a near place of alighting or abode: (K,”TA :)

and * > * -í- Us,' My house is near his

house (Mgh)– Also Distant: (Msb, K.)

this meaning is mentioned by some, as well as the

former: (Msb:) thus it has two contr. meanings:

(K:) the latter of these is mentioned in the Mj;

and the following verse is cited as a proofthereof;

• f ~ * * * * **

* j-" -: * ~# *

* * * • • & d >

* -5- -- -- --> *

[Thou leftest thy father in the land of El-Hijáz,

and wentest to a distant country]. (MF, TA.)

3- A man tall and slender. (Suh, TA.)

• * * • of

Já'í Or <-#4, occurring in a trad., accord. to

different relaters, Nearer [and nearest]. (TA in

art. --à-2.)

s & p

-j-":

-i- The dam of a -i- [q.v.]; as also

**: (K:) [or] the latter signifies a she

camel that usually brings forth males. (S.)

o •

see --Su”, in two places.

• ,< *

Jú.e.: see what next precedes: and see a

verse cited above, conj. 4.

* * * * J & J p *
-

a 31->X: Their tents, or houses, are near

together. (K.)

A

1. J.:#14%, (S) aor.”, in n. *. (TA)

The sun scorched, or burned, him, altering the

colour of his complexion and skin, ($,”TA,) and

pained him, or pained his brain by its heat:

(TA:) melted and heated him, or it. (TA.) And
• & J de •

Júl 25%. The fire altered the colour of his shin;

or scorched his skin, and altered its colour; as

also #3. (Bd in liv. 48.)

Xi. The heat, and hurtful action, of the sun. (K.)

3: Hell: (S, K:) one of the [proper] names

thereof: (S:) Aboo-Bekr says, There are two

opinions respecting this word: some say, that

the fire of the world to come is thus called,

and that the derivation of the word is unknown,

and that it is imperfectly decl. because it is de

terminate and a foreign word: others say that it

is from J. :) #4, because it melts the bodies

and souls, and that it is an Arabic word; and he

who holds it to be such says that it is imperfectly

decl. because it is determinate and of the fem.

gender. (TA.)

&#. The vehemence of the stroke of the

sun. (S.)

3. * * *

55- A day vehemently hot. ($ in this art,

and K in art. Ja...) This is its proper place.

(TA.)

6 *d o p &*- • & J. J.

&#-, an arabicized word from ae): ..., (S,

K,) [or 2%, so written in Persian,] A certain

beverage, (O, K,) the nine of the Abyssinians,

(S,) made from # [or millet]: (S, K:) or a

certain beverage of the people of El-Hijáz, from

barley and [other] grains; to which they have

become addicted: (Lth, K.) Lth says, (TA,) it is

an Abyssinian word, (K, TA,) not of the language

of the Arabs, because (TA) there is not in the

language a quinqueliteral-radical word having

damm to the first syllable and fet-h to the last,

(K, TA) except such as is reduplicative, like

£3. (TA.) [See also #, and 32, and

#.]

lai

1. Kä, (§, M, &c.) aor.”, (M, MS) inf n.

£,£ ($, M, Mgh, Mob, K) and bi-, (S. K.)

It fell; fell don'n; dropped; dropped donen;

tumbled donn; (M, Mgh, Mgb, K;) upon the

ground; (Mgh;) or from a higher to a longer

place; (Msb;) namely, a thing from the hand;

(S;) or from a high place, as a roof of a house;

and from a low place, as when said of a person in

an erect posture; (B;) also said of a building;

(TA in art. " ) and of a -5-[q.v.]: (Msb

and TA in that art. :) [and often used by anato

mists and physicians, as meaning it delapsed; it

slipped, or fell, don'n :] and * 13t.' [originally

laju.3] signifies the same; (K;) as in the phrase

in the Kur [xix. 25], * Úb,* Látá, Or

Liu', accord. to different readings, It, namely

the palm-tree (à:3) accord. to the former read

ing, and the trunk (8:-) accord. to the latter

reading, shall drop upon thee with fresh ripe

dates, plucked; G- Ule, being transferred from

its proper place, and used as a specificative; the
...)

meaning being, eis'* kit. : so says Fr.

(Az, TA.) [This phrase of the Kur, with the

above-mentioned explanation, but less fully given,

occurs in a copy of the S which, throughout this

art., differs much from other copies.] You say also,

* *: &% *i. [Such a one fell don’n in a

woon). (TA) And bi- 4 J," & 3"

###" [He who contends with one taller than

himself falls by the trick which consists in one's

twisting his leg with the leg of the other]. (TA.)

-: * > *, *, (K. S. M. K.)
174 *
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inf n. **, (Mgb) The child, or fetus, came

forth [or fell] from the belly of its mother (MSb,

K) abortively, or in an immature, or imperfect,

state, (Mgb,) or dead, (A,) but having the form

developed, or manifest: (Msb:) you do not say

8% (K, S, Ms, K) unless * child is bor.
alive. (A, TA)-2-2 - las-, and us' W las

e-A2, (Fr, Zj, S, M, K,) but the former is more

common, and better, (Fr.) the latter allowed by

Akh, but disallowed by AA and by Ahmad Ibn

Yahyà [i. e. Th], (S) [lit. There was a falling, and

there was a making to fall, upon his hand; i.e.,

of his hand upon his hand, or of his teeth upon

his hand, by reason of repentance, and grief, or

regret; meaning] the repented, (Fr, Zj, S, M,

K,) of what he had done; and grieved for, or

regretted, an act of inadvertence; (Zj, M;) or,

and became confounded, or perplexed, and unable

to see his right course: (O, K:) or both signify,

(TA,) or signify also, (K,) or the former signifies

also, (M,) he slipped; fell into an error, or a

fault; committed a mistake. (M, #) Hence the

saying in the Kur [vii. 148]…' es' as: ū,

1 And when they repented: (§3) or struck their

hands upon their hands, by reason of repentance;

accord. to AAF: (M:) or repented greatly;

because he who repents, and grieves, or regrets,

bites his hand in sorrow, so that his hand is fallen

upon [by his teeth]: (Bd:) the phrase was not

known to the Arabs before the time of the Kur-án:

(O:) it has also been read_*.* Uss ai, (Akh,

$, M) as thoughX: were understood; (Akh,

S;) i.e. £1 bi: ; like as you say, J<- 35

*:::: |3: &- * J, likening what comes into

the heart, and into the mind, to what comes into

the hand, and is seen with the eye: (M, TA:)

and this, as well as the former, is tropical. (TA.)

—£il ai. The moon set; and in like man

ner -: [the star, or asterism; generally

meaning the Pleiades; and when this is the case,

the phrase in most instances means the Pleiades

set at damn: see *::). (Mgh, TA)—i.i.

J#1 t The man died. (TA)—[And t The

man tottered by reason of age.] You say of an

old man,£9. 3- 1.É. t [He tottered by reason of

age] (Sin.art-->)—sil & #, (M,
K.) inf n. 1235., (TA,) t The people, or com

pany of men, alighted at my abode: (M, K, TA:)

they came to me. (TA.) 4 &5- & lai,

occurring in a trad., means ! He came to some

neighbours of his, and they gave him refuge, and

Protected him. (M., T.A.) And it is said in a post

classical prov., Lä kä. U.:- [Wherever he

alights he picks up something]: applied to him

who practises evasions, shifts, artifices, or the

like. (Meyd, and Harp. 660.)-a ju:J” iá.

: He stumbled upon, lighted on, or became ac

quainted with, the place of his stray, or lost,

beast; he lighted on his stray, or lost, beast.

(TA.) Mohammad said to El-Hárith Ibn-Hassán,

on the latter's asking him respecting a thing,

-las-22-M -sket On the possessor of knowledge

thou hast lighted: and this is a prov. current

among the Arabs. (TA.) And it is said in a prov.,
• o • * - * * * * *

* &l=" use 4: it: all laí. . . "

+ [The evening-meal, or supper, (i. e. the seeking

for it,) made him to fall, or light, upon a wolf:

or Öla--, as is said in a copy of the S, is here

the name of a certain man: see also art. 2-,-]:

applied to him who seeks an object of desire, and

falls into a thing that destroys him. (TA.)
• *

£3, also signifies He descended [from the place

n:hich he occupied], and his place became vacant.

(TA.) And you say, *::: &: &% *i.

! [Such a one fell from his honourable station].

(TA) And J: 3 & #~ : [Such a one

fell from the place which he held in my regard].

(TA.) alola., as an inf. n., meaning t The being

ignoble in respect of the deeds or qualities of

one's ancestors, and of oneself, [as though its verb

Were Li, is a mistake, although it has been

used, for the purpose of assimilation, coupled

with i-33. (Mgh.)–(Also, + He dropped

off; fell behind: he, or it, remained behind, or in

the rear. See *..]-G," c” i.i. t [He

deviated from the road]. (1Aar, TA in art.**)

-** L. bi-, (M. K.) and **ś, (TA)

inf n. *** (M.T.A.) and-> U. " £i,

(S, TA;) | He committed a mistake in his speech.

(M, K, TA) And :: *- : Já, (M,

TA)and:# **i.iv., and: J'ai ius,
(M, K,) ! He spoke, and did not commit a mis

take in a word (M, K, TA). And 2% is

-> ā- (3, and 5-" ii.it, [held by him
on whose authority it is mentioned to mean t He

spoke speech, and did not drop a letter, or a

word '. for this #].'id by Yaakoob #.be like

4 -M-2 and axis->!, &c. (S.) - %4=5 las

#(The mention of him, or it, was, or became,

dropped, left out, or omitted]. (TA, passim.)

And J:" kä, 1 The man's name fell out, or

became dropped, from the register of soldiers or

pensioners. (TA.)–2.9 &* &” &# Śā.

[His porcer fell short of the attainment or ac

complishment, of the affair.] (TA in art. 8:3)

|- [ää, inf n. bi, likewise signifies + It (a

claim or demand, a due, an argument or a plea,

a condition, a law, a command or prohibition, a

gift, a reward, a punishment, a good action, a

sin, &c.,) became null, annulled, void, of no force,

or of no account; as though it fell to the ground,

or became dropped; whence£- ań. by which
* * *

phrase Ulai, q.v., is expl. in the Msb.] You

say, J% £ t [The assigned, or appointed,

gift, or soldi: stipend or pay, became annulled],

meaning a 3-2912 a.kle las- f [the demand for it

and the order for it became dropped] (MSb.)

And -44%-39%, 4-ki-5,31-313;
+ [When love, or affection, is free from imper

fection, the conditions of politeness and constraint

become annulled]. (TA.) And squa- -ki

+ His sins fell [from him]; went anay; or de

parted. (TA in art.,4-)-3-1 ki., (M, K,)

aor.”, infn, b,á, (M.) The heat full [like as

one says of rain] 3. (M, K.) it befell; (TA;) it

came. (K.) But j-" ū iai. + The heat left us

or quitted us: (IAar, M, K:) as though the

verb had two contr. significations. (M, K.")

3. * <! 4: <-2-' kä, 1 [Discourse

fell from thee to him, and from him to thee]:

(M.) or 24.5' U18 Jé & Li : [it fell from

each to the other]. (K.)

3. *sū, (S.M.K.) infin. iiju- and bi-,

(M, K,) i. q. "*: [q.v.]: (K:) or he made it

to fall, fall don'n, drop, drop don'n, or tumble

don'n, in consecutive portions or quantities; syn.

**! &ū [in the CK Abu'l (M, K.) or it

has both of these significations. (So in the L,

and in some copies of the S; but in one copy of

the S, the former only is mentioned.) A poet

says, (S, M,) namely Dábi Ibn-El-Hárith El

Burjumee, (TA,) describing a [wild] bull and

the dogs, (S,)

* U-59%# *-* *-i-. *

•- e s -- of * • * >

* $: J: 9: **- bui- *

[His horn makes to fall consecutively from him

those of them that were trained for hunting, as

the iron of the blacksmith makes sparks to fall

consecutively, scattered about]. (S, M.)- last

J: ! He (a horse) outstripped the [other]

horses: (TA:) [as though he made them to drop

behind him, one after another.]--~~ abil-,

(M, K) inf n. Eli- (S, M., A) and injū,

(TA,) [He discoursed with him alternately;]

discourse fell (kā.) from each of them to the

other, (M, K,) so as that one discoursed, and the

other listened to him, and when he became silent,

he who had been silent discoursed: (S, K:) or he

discoursed to him telling him thing after thing.

(A, TA)—iff J-33° 43 & 4& He
used to relate thatfrom the Apostle of God amid

his discourse; as though he mixed his discourse

therewith. (TA, from a trad.) = "ill last.

3:41, (M.K.) infin, bui-, ($, M.K.) : The

horse came [running] in a slack, or languid,

manner: (S," M, K, TA:) or *i- in a horse is

the incessantly having the foot wounded and

made to bleed by stones, or hurt thereby. (A,
* * * * *

TA) You say also built< U-23 t A horse

slow in running. (TA)—J: last.", inf n.

***, I The man failed of attaining to the con

dition of the generous, or noble. (TA.)

4. al-i- He made it to fall, fall down, drop,

drop down, or tumble donn; thren, it donn;

dropped it; let it fall; (S," M, Mgh, Mgb;)

upon the ground; (Mgh;) or from a higher to a

loner place. (Msb.) See also 3, first sentence.

--ki-i (S. Mgh, O, Msh, K) or -bi

ū33, (M, K,) or the latter is wrong, (MF) for

the Arabs disused, as some say, the objective

complement after this verb, scarcely, or never,

saying usi- Śā'i. nor do they say, 3% £i.

(Msb, MF) or the lawyers use these last two

phrases, but they are not Arabic, (Mgh,) or a

phrase like the last, i.e. £5. −i, occurs in

an Arabic verse, (TA,) She (a pregnant female,

Mgh, Mgb, or a woman, M, B, and so in a copy

of the $, or a camel or other animal, as in some

| copies of the S and in the O, or, accord, to El
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Kálee, only said ofa woman,like as c-ay-lis only

said of a she-camel, TA,) cast her young one, or

factus, or her young; brought forth her young

one, or foetus, or her young, abortively, or in an

immature, or imperfect, state, (S," M, Mgb, K,

B,) or dead, (Mgh,) but having the form de
• * *

veloped, or manifest. (Mgh, Msb)—U as:

*: see 1–3" Alai- ! [The Sultán

made him to fall, or degraded him, a# 3

from his honourable station]. (TA) - [ba

also signifies + He dropped, left out, or omitted,

a letter of a word, a word of a phrase, &c.] You

say, Ú- las-l, and £4, and := es', and

*%+ c, see 1. And 4: ...," bi-l:The

appointer, or registrar, of the stipends of soldiers

or pensioners dropped, left out, or omitted, his

name. (TA.)- [Also t He, or it, annulled;

made, or rendered, null, void, of no force, or of

mo account; he rejected; said in relation to a

claim or demand, a due, an argument or a plea,

a condition, a law, a command or prohibition, a

gift, a reward, a punishment, a good action, a sin,

&c.; of any of these you say, Alai-l, and bi-l
J. • Co., • * *

: see an ex. voce J-AA : and see 1, near the

end of the paragraph. Hence,] c.:" &: laa-l

1jé= t He abated of the price so much; syn.

5-(Mgh and Mob in art e-)-4

is erroneously put in the K, in one instance,

for abi-l. (TA) See 5. =>389 & 1,…i

! They reviled him with evil speech. (TA.)

5. alais ! He sought his mistake, or error:

(S, K, TA:) the strove, or laboured, to make

him commit a mistake, or an error; or to make

him lie; or to make him reveal what he had to

tell; (M, K, TA;) as also 'alaa-1, (M, TA;)

in the copies of the K, W£i, which is a mis

take. (TA.)–3: List He took, or received,

the news, or information, by little and little;

(K, TA;) thing after thing: mentioned by Aboo

Turāb, on the authority of Abu-l-Mikdām Es

Sulamee. (TA.)

6. Est-s: see its variation Lit: in 1; first

sentence. - It fell in consecutive portions or

quantities [like the leaves of a tree, &c.; by

degrees; gradually]. (M, K.) A poet says,

&#2:= .

i.e. +[Many a day] of which the pleasures come

one thing after another; [such a day being like

the asterism of the Pleiades, and the pleasures

thereof like its rains;] meaning the abounding

of it: pleasures. (TA.) And you say, Gl laju.3

J).3 ×4- 1 [The nealth of such a one fell, or

came, to me, one thing after another]. (TA.)–

.# J'é last. He thren himself upon the

thing. (S.) You say, *::: J# c." last-3

4-à: [He thren himself upon the man, protect

ing him with his own person]. (TA.)

.*.* 3 e.

ajl.jJ

de•

Liú2% *

10: see 5.

*:: see *ā-, in three places:=and **,
- 6 • * - d > -

in two places:- and last- :-and alaa-.

*:: see *i-, in three places.

*i- and **i. and * : A child, or young

one, or foetus, that falls from the belly of the

mother abortively, or in an immature, or imper

..fect, state, (S, M, Mgb, K,) or dead, (Mgh,) but

having the form developed, or manifest; (Mgh,

Msb;) for otherwise it is not so called; (Mgh;)

n:hether male or female: (Msb, TA:) the first of

these three forms is the most common: and the

pl. is tú. (TA.) The reward which a father

will receive for such offspring is [held to be] more

than that for adult offspring. (TA.)- Hence,

(M, B, TA,) the same three words, (K,) or

Júl ki- and * (# and "úki, ($, M, Msb)

1 What falls, (§, M, Mab, K.) of fire, (S) from

the 23, (Mob) or between the clā, (M. K.)

n:hen one produces fire, (S,) or before the emis

sion of the fire is thoroughly effected: (M, K:)

masc. and fem. (Fr, S, K.)- Also J% Li- and

**i. and **i. (S, M, Mab, K) and "4:

(M, K) and "4: (M, TA)[The fall, or slope,

of a tract, or quantity, of sand;] the place where

sand [falls, or slopes, and] ends: (S:) or the

place to which the extremity of sand extends:

(Msb:) or the place where the main portion of

sand ends, and nhere it [falls, or slopes, and]

becomes thin; (M, K;) for it is [derived] from
6 p. 4, 6 o

**i... [inf n. of 1]. (M.) – Also lai: ; The

edge, or extremity, of a cloud: (M, K:) or the

part of a cloud where the edge, or extremity,

is seen as though it were falling upon the earth,

in the horizon. (S.)- And hence, or from the

same word as used in relation to sand, (TA,)

! The similar part of a [tent of the kind called]

As : (S) or the lowest strip of cloth, that is

next the ground, on either side of a 4.- : (A,

TA:) or the side of a £4- (K.) or [each of]

the tro sides thereof (M.)- Also, (S, M, K,)

and * bui- and " ki:, (M, K,) t The wing;

(K;) each of the two wings; (S, M.;) of a bird ;

(M, K;) or of a male ostrich. (S.) And Li

£ual ce- # The part of the wing of the bird

which it drags upon the ground. (S, TA)—

[And hence,] J: usi- ! The two sides of the

darkness of night; (TA) the beginning and end

thereof; (8, TA) as also *sūlā (TA:)

whence the saying of the poet, (S, TA,) namely

Er-Rá'ee, (TA,)

* &#####" (#4 #J
* : : U53 ästä 4: *

! [Until, when the dann shone, and the blackness

of confused night became dispelled from it]: he

means by äeta; the “blackness” of night: he

says that the night, having its beginning and end,

passed, and the dawn shone clearly. (S, TA.)

*

© •

ki. What is made to fall, thronin don'n, or

dropped, of, or from, a thing, (M, K,) and held

in mean estimation : (TA:) and [in like manner]

*ātā, the refuse of anything; (IDrd;) or what

falls, of, or from, a thing, (M, K,) and is held in

mean estimation; (TA;) as also * Luis.; (K;)

or, accord, to some, this last is a pl. [or rather a

coll gen, nj, and " isi is its sing for n un],

and - usua- is also a pl. of this last. (TA.)

[Hence,]Asil Lá. What is worthless, of food:

(M, K:") or what falls from, or of food: (M:)

and [in like manner] *āsū and " £i. refuse

that falls, and is held in mean estimation, of, or

from, food and beverage and the like: (TA:) the

pl. of his is £i. (K.) And at:1 bi

# What is worthless, paltry, mean, vile, or held in

little account, of the furniture or utensils of a

house or tent, or of household goods: (S, Msb,

K:) or the refuse thereof; (Mgh;) and so

at:” * #3: . (TA:) and -:) Lä signifies

the same; (M;) or such articles of the tent or

house as the needle and the are and the cooking

pot and the like: (Lth:) pl. as above. (M.)

And hence, J-31 bi-i(q.v. infra, as also :

v-ull, WOce lists). (Lh, M.) ki- also signifies

+ Things of which the sale is held in mean esti

mation; such as the seeds that are used in cook

ing, for seasoning food; and the like; (M, TA;)

or such as sugar and raisins. (A, TA.) Also

t The parts of a slaughtered beast that are held

in mean estimation; such as the legs and the

stomach and the liver, and the like of these; pl.

as above. (TA.) – 1 A mistake, or an error,

($, M, Mgh, Msb, K.) in speech, (M, Mgb, K.)

in reckoning, (§, M, K,) in writing, (S, M,

Mgh, K,) and in action; (Msb;) as also V Lú-.

(M, K.) [See also "ii.i..]–14 disgraceful, or

shameful, thing; a vice, or fault, or the like.

(M, K, TA)—2%l ki: ; Evil speech. (TA)

iii. [A fall, or a violent fall (M, TA)

- A slip, lapse, fault, or nºrong action; as

also * £i-, (S, K;) and * ki.; which last is

also used in a pl. sense: (TA:) or the second

(bù-) is pl. of iki. (Mb, K.) as sing, it is

an inf n. of £5u.: (TA:) and iči also signi

fies a bad word or saying, that snerves from

rectitud: (TA in art. 23° :) its Pl, of one of its

pls., is ~Ulaa-. (TA.) You say, U-e Je-1313- )

aki- ! [No one will be free from d slip]. (TA.)

And £uai. 3.5% &: J.'s ! [The perfect is

he whose slips are so few that they may be

counted]. (TA.)

£i (Mg,F) and 'tii, G. M. K.)

the latter disallowed by some, (Mgh, TA,) but

occurring in a trad., (S, Mgh, TA,) A seller of

what is worthless, or mean, or vile, of the furni

ture or utensils of a house or tent, or of household

goods; (S, K;) or of the refuse thereof; (Mgh;)

of n hat are termed 8: £á: (S, Mgh, K:)

those who disallow the latter epithet term such a

person laí. <-- 4: (TA:) or V the latter epi

thet signifies a seller of things of which the sale

is held in mean estimation; such as the seeds that

are used in cooking, for seasoning food; and the

like; which are termed ki. (M.) [See also
• of3

Uskºla-l.]

6 * > 6 * *

lota." : see lou.".

• 6 * *

*: see laa-, in two places.

----------~~~~"T"-------
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* What falls from palm-trees, of unripe

dates: (K:) or such are termed J: Lü- :

(M:) lou..., thus used, may be a sing, or pl. of

list. [q.v.]. (TA)- I Dates that are brought

from El-Yemámeh by those who journey thither

to procure them. (M., K.) – See also alai. :

and ki, near the end of the paragraph:-

and see *i-, in two places, near the end of the

paragraph.

**i. see list.

*: Hoar:frost, or rime; i. e. den that falls

and congeals upon the ground; ($, M, K;) also

called as and -,-45 ($ in art. •l-s) of the

dial. of Teiyi. (M)— Snon"; (S, TA;) as also

* #3. (K, TA)- Hail: (Ki) or this is called

-- " "... (M.T.A.)— What fall, or has

fallen, of dew, (M, K, TA,) upon the ground s

(M, TA) as also 'tis (KTA)—#4-5,

Scattered pearls. (TA.) And bü. 3% [Scat

tered leare]; the latter word is pl. of #4, like

*S J% is pl. of Jesk. (TA.)- See also list.

:=A whelp; syn. *. (TA.)= It is also said

by some to signify Taled pottery; but the

correct word in this sense is with U3. (TA.)

* * * *

alola. : see ti, in four places.

* * •

alaga- :
•

See isú, in two places.

it: (S,Sgh, L, K) and 'tū, (K) or bú.

as, all #3, (M.) A sword that falls behind the

object struck therenith, cutting it so as to pass to

the ground: (S, K:) or that cuts the object struch

therenith, and then reaches to n-hat is after it :

(M, K:) or that cleaves so as to reach to the

ground after cutting : (IAar, M.:) or that passes

through the object struck therenith, and then

falls. (Expos. of the Deewan of the Hudhalees.)
3 : - -

=See Lea-, in two places.

i: i. T. j.jail <- [The small tubercles that

compose the root of the cyperus esculentus: or

that plant itself]. (TA.)

#: [A door-latch;] a thing that is put over

the upper part of a door, and that falls upon it,

so that it becomes fastened. (TA.)

list. F.alling; falling down; dropping; dropping

down, tumbling down; as also " *::: (M, K;)

which latter is both masc. and fem. (M, TA.)

*ā-su. [its fem, as an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. predominates,] A fruit that

falls before maturity ; pl. £33-3 which also

signifies what falls from palm tree: or branches

that fall; not fruits. (Mgh.)-2'-& last->.

See *::.—#9 "assu. J: ! For every

saying that falls from one, there is a person who

will tahe it up: (Msb:) or for every word that

falls from the mouth of the speaker, there is a

person who will hear it and pick it up and pub

lish it: a prov., relating to the guarding of the

tongue: (TA:) the 3 in alaj') is either to give

intensiveness to the meaning or for the purpose

ofassimilation. (Mob.)—3-&- ***- : Fall.

ings of heat. (M, TA) [See 1, near the end of

the paragraph.]-laju" also signifies Hanging

don’n; pendent; pendious: and the pl. is bi.

(TA)- [And Tottering by reason of age.] You

say 9:# last- &: [An old man tottering by

reason of age]. (K in art._*)2.)- Also t Lon',

ignoble, base, vile, or mean, in respect of the

deeds or qualities of his ancestors, and of him

self; (S, Mgh;) and so *ā-su. : (S:) or, + in

respect of the deeds or qualities of his an

cestors, and of his race; and so * issu: (TA:)

+ one who is not reckoned among the better,

or best, class of young men; as also * #~ :

(K:) one n:ho is, or remains, behind, or in the

rear of other men: (M, K:) [obscure, unnoted,

reputeless, or of no reputation :] pl. tú: (S,

Mgh, TA) and Uki ($, TA) and bi-, which
last is likeX: as pl. ofX6. and itkä, [by rule

a pl. of *:::, which see in what follows,] and

**ś. [is pl. of iii.). (TA.) The epithets

£35 Est: "su are used together, as signify

ing t Lor, ignoble, base, vile, or mean; applied

to a man; as is said in the L: or, accord. to the

O, [and the S in art. lai•,] the Arabs say, in re

viling, 1.5% c. last. & *sū. &Si, meaning

Such a one is a slateof a slave ofa slave ofa freed

man, son of a slave of a slave of a freedman, son of

a slave of a freedman; the last- being the slave of

the laste, and the lajue being the slave of the las),

and the las') being the slave of the freedman.

(TA.) J-5 *ti- signifies, accord. to IAar, +The

refuse, Tabble, or lonest or basest or meanest

sort, of mankind, or of people; (TA in art. £d-;)

as also Jail" bi-, (TA) and J-31 'tū, as

being likened to those articles of a tent or house

which are termed bí, q. v.: (Lh, M.:) and

•: £ú. + Soldiers of whom no account is

made. (TA) * issu, (M, L, TA) in the K

W ii..., but this is a mistake, (TA,) or, applied

to a man, only used when immediately followed

by#, (TA in art. Jail,) also signifies + Defi

cient in intellect, or intelligence, or understand

ing; (M, L, K;) as also **::: (Ez-Zeijájee,

M, L, K3) and 'aka- is the £m of the latter;

(M, L, TA;) and signifies also, applied to a

woman, t Lon', ignoble, base, vile, or mean, (S,

TA,) and stupid. (So in some copies of the S,

and in the TA.) You say also, Jall *ášu. 34

+ [He is mean in conduct: or oné ofwhose actions

no account is made]. (TA)- Also, [as signi

fying + Vile, mean, or paltry,] applied to a thing:

(TA in art. Jail:) [a thing] t falling short of the

due, or just, mean. (M in art. 1-2)-4

3:1 + A horse that runs interruptedly. (A, TA)

-**- : Persons who come to El-Yemāmeh

to bring thence for themselves provisions of dates.

(M, K, TA)- And " this last word, t Small,

lon mountains, [as though] cleaving to the

ground. (TA.)

isú, and its pl. *::: see tist, throughout.

8 . . .

Jeí. + One niho sells the parts of a slaugh

tered beast that are called ií. [q. v.]. (TA.)

See also :)

£($, M, K) and ii., (M.K.) the former

extr. [with respect to rule, though the contr. with

respect to usage], (M,) and the latter an inf. n.

as well as a noun of place [and of time], (S, K.)

A place [and a time] of falling, falling don'n,

dropping, dropping down, or tumbling don'n,

(S, M, K,) of a thing; (M, TA;) as, for instance,

of a whip, and of rain: pl. £4. (TA) -

* & •
£: * • * ...,

-: *s-, (K) and 4: (As) and bi-"

alone, (A, TA) ! The place of birth. (K, TA.)

You say, J-5 £: lá: ; This is my birth
-

" * - - - - - - - -

place. (S.) And U-54: #1:(El-Basrah

is my birth-place]. (M.) Andal: &l3-*

! He yearns towards his birth-place. (A, TA.)–
o & 6 - • -á

2-d las- es: UU| | He came to us at the time

of the setting of the star, or asterism; (S, TA;)

[meaning, at the time of the auroral setting of the

Pleiades: see 2.5i Jič, in art. U}.]-**

also signifies The place of the ending of anything.

(TA.) See bi-, in three places.

*: Casting her young one or foetus; bring

ing it forth abortively, or in an immature, or in

perfect, state, (M, K,) [or dead, but having the

form developed, or manifest: see 4.]

J-M343 & ###3:11: "[This
deed is a cause of a man's falling from the place

which he holds in the regard of people]: (S, K:")

said when one does a thing that is not proper for

him to do. (TA.)

£- Accustomed to cast her young; to bring

them forth abortively, or in an immature, or im

perfect, state, (K,) [or dead, but having the form

developed, or manifest: see 4.]

* 6 - ** 6 -
-

issi: : [A fallen date]: some say that

this means āşşu : others, **i. &# [having a

falling]: it may be from £i, likeXs:

from äi £-i. (TA.) – *: es' *:: *

! He is repenting, and abject; as also es' W £u.

**. (TA)

usu:c: ! [He walked, or went, in a slack,

or languid, manner; as though repeatedly stum

bling; or as though throning himself don’n: see

3, near the end; and see also 6]. (A in art. &b.)

*

1 < *, (§, o, Mab, K.) aor.”, (S, o,

Mgb) or *, (K, [but this is app. a mistake, being

anomalous, ) infin. -ā, (§, O, Mgh,) He made

a -ā- [i.e. ceiling, or roof,] to the house or

chamber or tent; [he ceiled it, or roofed it;] (S,
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o, Mab, K.) as also 'as-i, (Mab3) and **i-,

inf n -is: , (0, K.) or this last has an inten

sive signification. (Mgb.)= -ás, [aor. *,]
- * ~ *

inf n. Lää., He was, or became, tall, and bent,

or boned; said of a man, and of an ostrich, &c.

(TA.) = See also 5.

2 : see 1 = -á, infn.-:, JHe was made
• * * * • •

an -à-l [i. e. a bishop]. (O, K.)

4: see 1.

w ** * *

5. Lää. He became an Lää-l [i.e. a bishop];

(0, K3) as also" -ā- (app. -á-), inf n. Lää

[like J: inf n of -i-]. (TK)

• *

-ii. The ceiling, roof, or covering, (JK, MA,

PS,) of a house or chamber or tent; (JK, S,

MA, K, PS3) as also *-ij-, (Ki) so called

because of its height, and the tallness of its wall

[o. walls], (TA:) pl. of the former -#: and

Jää", (S, Msb, K,) the latter pl. on the authority

of Akh, (S) extr., (Msb,) or, accord. to Fr, this

is pl. of "-i", (S, Msb, TA) or, accord to Fr,

it may be a pl. pl., i.e. you may say Jä- and

-is: and [then] -ā- [as pl. of-,-], (TA,)

and C#. [also] is a pl. of-i. (Ham p. 227.)

[In the Kur sliii. 32,] Aboo-Jaafar read 3 tit

aas; with fet-h: (TA:) others read tii: (S,

'íA.:) in the former reading, it is a sing. denoting

a pl. meaning; i.e., “we would have made to

the house of every one of them a -ā- of silver.”

(TA) - [Hen:] The sky, or heaven: (S, K:)

this is called J*:S -ā- [the ceiling, or roof, of

the earth]; of the masc. gender: occurring in the

Kur xxi. 33 and lii. 5. (TA.)m Also, applied

to the L- [or part on which the beard grows]

Long, and flaccid, or pendulous; syn. Jes"
** 6 p. # * *

£2-. (S, K.) = See also Lää.l.

& Jo 3 * * * 6 *

Ji, see C# = Also a pl. of-ii- [q. v. :

perhaps a contraction of -ā-]. (Ham p. 227.)

-ā- Tallness, with a bending, or boning : (S,

K:) it is in a man, (S) [and] in an ostrich &c.

(K.) [See 1, second sentence.]

•- - 3 t • * *

.." in the saying of El-Hajāj, "Ja, usu!

Aáà-Ji [Beware ye of me neith respect to these

staa...], (S, K," TA,) is [said to be] a word of

which the meaning is unknown: (S:) Kt says,

“I have asked often respecting it, and no one

knew it:” but accord. to Z, as is related by IAth,

(TA,) it is said to be a mistranscription foră 7

(K,”TA,) pl. of &#: (TA;) for they used to

assemble in the presence ofthe Sultán and intercede

for him who was suspected, (K, TA,) and for

criminals; and he [i.e. El-Hajjāj] forbade their

doing that. (TA.)

-: see -#4, in two places: - and see

also the paragraph here following, in two places.

#: A. at 2, (S, Mgb, K, TA,) or the like,

(TA,) [i.e. a roof, or covering,] such as projects

[over the door of a house], (TA,) [or of which

the ends of the beams rest upon opposite houses;

i.e.] a aīā; [often applied in the present day to

a roofed, or covered, portion of a street or the

like;] and any wing or porch or other thing [of a

building] that is roofed over: (Mgb:) of the
* @ e.

Imeasure is: in the sense of the measure à :

(TA:) pl. -šū. (Mb) and [coll, gen, n.]
W-: (M.A.) - Any broad piece of wood,

such as a plank, or a broad piece of stone, with

which one may form a roof (O, K, TA) to the

lurking-place of a hunter &c. (O, TA.) And

[the pl.] -ātā. signifies The Geisle [app. a mis

transcription for &%, and, if so, meaning,

agreeably with a modern usage, flat stones cover

ing a hollow such as that] of the lurking-place of

the hunter. (TA.) [And The pieces of wood

which form the roof of the kind of vehicle called

J.-: See ište, and see also -*..]-

! A plank [app. of the deck] of a ship or boat:

(S, K, TA:) pl. as above. (S, TA.)- A single

cranial bone of the head of the camel: (Ibn

'Abbād, K, TA:) the cranial bones being termed

.# -ā- ("A",TA)—And 14

single rib of a camel: (K, TA:) its ribs being

termed -#3 (Az, Z, 0, TA) and "-i". (0,

TA.) One says,*" -ātā.3: << [Travel

disjointed, or luxated,] the ribs of the camel.

(AZ, Z, T.A.) - Also t A splint; i.e. a piece of

wood with which a bone is set, or reduced from a

Jractured state: (O, K, TA:) pl. as above. (O,

T.A.)– And A broad and long piece of wood,

which is put, or laid don'n, and upon which are

wound the mats of reeds (3%) above the

house-tops of the people of El-Basrah. (TA.

[See also #-J)- And t Any piece of gold,

and of silver, that is beaten thin and long. (TA.

(See, again, #4.])

6 3.e.

*—Suá-. One whose occupation is the construction

of ceilings or roofs (-$35.). (TA.)

; : 2a-2 ° # 25.2 * *

us:… [and "#" or āsā-i] The office of
• * * *

an -à-l [i.e. of a bishop]. (K," O, TA.) [See

also 5.]

-á'í Tall, and bent, or boned; (S, K;) ap

plied to a man, ($, TA,) and to an ostrich, &c.;
* * *

(K, TA) as also with damm, (K) i.e. "Já'í,

(TA:) fem. itāi, (K,) mentioned by IB as an

epithet applied to a female ostrich: (TA:) and

hence the * -i: of the Christians, (S, K.)

accord. to ISk [and others ignorant of its true

derivation], because he affects lowliness. (S.)

And, applied to a man, [simply,] Tall; (K;)

likened to the -si- [or ceiling, or roof,] in

height; (TA;) and so * -ā- : (O, K:) or

thick and big in the bones: (K:) and [simply]

bent, or boned: (TA:) and, applied to an ostrich,

crooked in the neck (K, TA) and the legs: (TA:)

fem. as above; (K;) which is applied to a female

ostrich as meaning long and crooked in the legs:

(O:) or to a she-camel as meaning long in the

hind legs, and in like manner applied to a she

ostrich. (JK.) - And, applied to a camel,

Having no fur upon him. (K.)

* * * * • -

e-à-l: see the next preceding paragraph: -

and the next following also.

-: and W cit: (S, Msb, K.) as also "-ā

(K) and * -ii, (TA,) [each a variation of] a

foreign word used by the Arabs, (TA,) [from the

Greek áriokoros, A bishop; i. e.] a headman of

the Christians (S, Msb, K) in religion; (S, K;)

or [more exactly] one who is above the U->

[i. e. presbyter, or priest], and belon, the c;i.

[or metropolitan]: (K:) or one nho is learned

(K, TA) in their religion : (TA:) or a king who

affects lonliness in his gait: (K: [a very strange
* ~ * J. e.

explanation:]) pl. issui (Msb, K) and Jāui.

(K.) See also -ā'i.

22- : * * #:

agai-l or āsāā

* -

See t 5*.

-ā- Wide in the bone [or bones] of the body.
* - of

(JK.) - See also -ā'i.

** * * * * ~ :

Jäää-e J-5, (K accord. to the TA,) or
3 - * *

"Jä:, (so in several copies of the K,) or both,

(TK) Hair that is raised, and shaggy, or dishe

velled, or disordered. (K.)

3 - * >

ià:-e:

•

see what next precedes.

_c^*

1. *, aor. *; (S, Mgb, K;) and #4, aor. *;

(Msh, K) inf n. xi, (§, Mil, TA) of the

former verb; (S, Msh;) and,-*-, of the latter

verb, (Msb,) and āstā. and **, (TA) [also of

the latter verb, the last like UU•+ of U->, &c.,]

or the last is a simple subst.; (Msb;) He was,

or became, diseased, disordered, distempered, sich,

or ill; syn. -*: (S, K, TA:) or he was long

diseased &c. (Mgb.) [See alsoź. below.]

2 : see what next follows.

4. 4.1-1, (§, Mab, TA) inf n. 25.15 (TA)

and '4-i-, (Mab, TA) inf n : (TA)

He (God) [or it] caused him to be, or become,

diseased, disordered, distempered, sick, or ill: (S,

TA:) or caused him to be long diseased &c.

(Msh)= And J: A. The man had his

family affected with diseases, and the diseases

came afternards upon him. (TA.)

#, and "...# and "Xi [are all inf ns. ; or

the last, accord. to the Msb, is a simple subst.;

and all are used as substs., signifying] A disease,

disorder, distemper, malady, sickness, or an

illness; syn. J%: (S, K, TA:) .i. and .#

are both said to be in the body, and also + in

religion [&c., as is implied by phrases mentioned

below, voce Loes...]: (Aboo-Is-hák, TA in art.

Js, 9 pl. [of the first Xi'i. (TA) i

c”: means t Languidness, and slowness in

motion, of the eyelids. (Harp. 113.)

6 * > • •

L.A.- : see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

6 •

A.:- : see:
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>i- seeXi.

X: Liseased, disordered, distempered, sick,

or ill; (S, K, TA;) as also "X- : (TA:) or long

diseased &c.; (Mob.) pl. of the former Xi-,

(Msh, K) like X= pl. of 2,3. (Mb) see

also Xú-, and X: The phrase X:- &

occurring in the Kur [xxxvii. 87], as a saying of

Abraham, is expl. by some as meaning [Verily I

am] smitten with the coal. [or pestilence]: or

the meaning is, I shall be diseased at a future

time, when the period shall have come; and it is

said that he inferred, from looking at the stars,

the time of a fever's coming to him: or it means

+ verily I am sick of your worshipping what is

not God: IAth says that, in truth, it is one of his

three lies; all of which were for the sake of God

and his religion. (TA.) You say also Loca- -A5

! [A diseased, a sickly, or an unsound, heart].

and >;- X: ! [Diseased, unsound, faulty, Or

weak, understanding] and 2.5- AS4- 1 [Un

sound, faulty, or weak, language]. (TA.) And

*>** ! He is affected neith rancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite, against him. (TA.)

6 - d -

_55- A kind of tree resembling the -**

[q.v.], but not the same as this latter: (TA:) or

a kind of large tree, (AHn, K, TA,) exactly like

the -ā, (AHn, TA) which is a tree of the fig.
kind, (TA in art. --G,) except that it is taller

than the latter, and less broad, having a fruit

like the fig (c. 5), which, when green, is [like]

stone in hardness, but when it ripens it becomes

somen'hat yellon, and soft, and very sneet, and

of a pleasant odour, and people send it, one to

another, as a present. (AHn, T.A.) [Forskål, in

his Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. cxxiv., mentions

_*., which is evidently a mistranscription for

_.52-, and which he writes in Italic letters

“sokam,” as one of the names of the ficus syco

morus; and app. of another species or variety of

fig which he terms ficus sycomoroides.]

*... • *_*-* ** J: A man n-ho is diseased and

whose family are diseased. (TA.)

© •,• d - -

à...a... [A cause of disease: a word of the same
6 *> d e

class as ā-> and many others of the measure

6 * * or -

6 *

älsäc]: see an ex, voce alaše.
•

Xú- i. q. "* [Diseased, disordered, &c.]:

(TA :)" Or (rather, agreeably with analogy,]

much, or often, diseased &c.; ($, TA:) and

accord. to Lh it is also applied as an epithet to a

female. (TA.)

le:2-os

*::, (so in copies of the K.) or #3, #4,

(Mgh, Msb,) said to be an ancient Greek word,

[Skappova,] or, as some say, (Msb,) Syriac,

(Mgh, Msb,) [Scammony;] a certain plant,

from the hollows of which is extracted a mucilage,

which is dried, and is called by the name of its

plant: it is more repugnant to the stomach and

the bonels than all the lacatives; but it is ren

dered good by aromatic substances, such as pepper

and ginger and aniseed: the neight of six barley

corns thereof to twenty eases the yellow bile, and

noxious viscosities, from the most remote parts of

the body; and a portion thereof with a portion

of•5, Or *ś, [so in different copies of the K,

Ol' .# Or" .#, i.e. turpeth,] in fresh milk,

taken fasting, will not leave a single norm in the

belly: it is nonderful in that effect, and proved

by experiment, (K.)

-

Us"

1. **, aOI". *::, (K,) inf. n. C#: (TA;

[see also #ū-, which is likewise said to be an

inf n, of the same verb;]) and "sti, (K) with

teshdeed; (TA;) and **u-l; (K, TA; [in the

CK, erroneously, su: ;]) all have one meaning;

(TA;) [i. e. He gave him to drink, generally

water, often milk, and sometimes poison or some

other thing: and the first often signifies he

matered him, namely, a beast; and in like manner

seed produce &c., i. e. irrigated it; as will be

shown by what follows:] or sti. [is said when

you mean he gave him drink] a: [to his lip],

(S,) or 3: [by means of the lip], as also

**ti-; and "su-i means he directed him to

nater, (K,) or he watered (G#.) his cattle or

his land: (S,” K:) or both of them, (K, TA,)

i. e. it: and *sū-1, (TA) signify he assigned

to him, or gave to him, (a. J**) water, (K,

TA,) or drink, or water for irrigation; so that

sti- is like st-ás, and "Jä- is likeJ-#. as Sb

says: (TA:) or, as some say,# I gave him

nater to his mouth; and *::::i, I assigned to

him, or gave to him, (* <i>) drink, or nater

ifor irrigation, that he might do as he would;

and like them are £-à- and *::=í. (Ham

p. 45:) Er-Răghib says that &: signifies the

giving one drink; and *#), the giving one

drink so that he may take it hon’soever he will;

so that the latter is more ample in meaning than

the former. (TA.) Both Ji- and "L.A.! are
sometimes used in relation to what is in the bellies

of camels or other cattle; [meaning their milk;]

as in the Kur [xxiii. 21], where it is said,

(3*. es' (* "...#4, or £3, [i. e. We give

you to drink of n!hat is in their bellies,] accord.

to different readings. (TA.) One says, 4." **,

[He gave him to drink water, or the nater,]

inf n, as above: (Mgh:) and (Ji *#. [I

gave him to drink water, or the nater, much, or

often]: the teshdeed denotes muchness, or fre

quency. (S.) [See also a tropical usage of the

former verb in a verse cited in p. 85, col. 3: and

another, from Tarafeh, in p. 134, col. 3. One

says also, £1 £, without a second objective

complement, He supplied, or gave, water, or the

water.] And $55, +, [I matered, or irri

gated, the seed-produce,] inf n. as above; as also

*** (M.D.) And #1 J #- and

'' *: [I poured water into the water

shin]: a poet says, [in one of my copies of the $,

Dhu-r-Rummeh,
-

| ** * • * >6 - *** * *

* "AS's 212 A-5-4- Už Ue *
-

*

* f 5%. de 6 •2 * * * . z -

B-5-2) J*-* Love: Us" *

• * * o & • Co-o- e. • -o:

*

'* ~* >&

*

• ****

-āyaj *

• ** - d. J.-- of a

S}: < *; 3) #3
*

[And two old and worn-out skins of an un

skilful woman who has not sewed them well,

each of them unsound, into which a person in

haste has poured water, they not having been
*w- *

previously moistened, (>13 being for SU.5,)

are not more liable to the shedding of their nater

than are thine eyes to the shedding of tears

whenever thou investigatest a dwelling or imagin

est a place of alighting, or abode]. (S.) [And

hence, app.,]*ś es' &% L- t Such a one

became vehemently affected by sexual appetite.

(JK.) One says also, < *l** and **u

(S, Msb," K) God sent don'n rain to him, or may

God send &c.; (K:) both of these verbs being

used by Lebeed in his saying,
-

* 2 * :- 6 - .* • z < * -

-** *** -s: -ses usi- *

- o - - - - - *

J5-> & J4-#1, #:

[May He send don'n rain to my people, the sons

of Mejd, and may He send don'n rain to Numeyr,

and the tribe of Hilai] (S.) [Hence,] one

says, 4:1 -as all L- t[May God freshen

as with rain the times, or mornings, or afternoons,

of youth, or young manhood]. (A and TA in art,

*::). And 6% +, (S) and "4:i, and
* 2: , (S, K,”) which last is the form in most

repute as expressive of a Prayer, (Ham p. 45,)

and of which the inf n, is āśā.5, (K,) I said to

such a one # 35. [May God send down rain

to thee], ($ and K in explanation of the second

and third,) Or#: [which virtually means the

same, for (i. 41 Jú.]: ($ in explanation of the

first and second, and K in explanation of the

second and third:) [or,] accord. to some, one

says #. when it [which he gives, i. e. water or

the like,] is in his hand; [agreeably with the first

explanation in this art.;] and W£i signifies I

prayed for him, saying 3i (£2. (Msb)-

*Lā-, (JK, S, MA, K.) infn. Gi: ; (JK,

$3) and G#., (JK, IAth, TA) or G#, aor.

L#int". Li-or-i- (MA) and 'L-l;

(JK, S, K; [in my copy of the Mgb Us",

which I doubt not to be a mistranscription, as the

verb most commonly known in the sense here

following is Usa…!, and as this is not there

mentioned;]) His belly [was, or became, diseased

with dropsy, i. e.] had yellon water [meaning

serum] (JK, S, Msb, K,”TA) apparent in it,

(JK,) or collected in it; ($, K, TA;) for which

there is scarcely, or never, any cure; (Mgb,

TA;) his belly became snollen [n'ith dropsy].

MA.)- [In the phrase written in the CK

#33 £5 &#, the verb is correctly G:

see 2.] –&l L- The sneat flowed without

stopping. (TA)--s: C-, and "Ai-, He
made the garment, or piece of cloth, to imbibe a

dye. (TA)- [Li- also signifies He tempered
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steel; and is used in this sense in the present day:

and accord. to a reading in one of my copies of

the $, in art. *, * Li- also has this meaning.]

-See also 4, last sentence.

2 : see 1, in six places.—#44 £6 &#,

(K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously, G#,D and

52-0, (TA. and thus, and thus only, in the

JK,) inf. n. A.R.J., (JK, TA,) t His heart was

inade to imbibe enmity, (K, TA) is said of a man

to whom a thing that he dislikes, or hates, has

been repeatedly done. (TA.)

3. itsu: [The giving to drink, one nith another.

See a tropical usage of its verb in an ex.

cited in art. -āā, conj. 8. -] The drawing

of water together. (KL.)- And a man's em

ploying a man to take upon himself, or manage,

the culture [or watering &c.] of palm-trees

or grape-vines [or the like] on the condition

of his having a certain share of their produce:

(S, TA:) Az says that the people of El-'Irák

term it #4ts. (TA.)

4: see 1, in thirteen places.- One says also,

&é £i I assigned to in my 'll['"

water therefrom]: and USA" Co- S5-M.-4:i-il I

assigned to him [a streamlet as] a place, or

source, of irrigation, from my river, or rivulet;
Je.

and * * <: [which means the same].

(TA)-And su- It produced in him [dropsy,

or] yellon water. (J.K. [See 1, near the end of

the paragraph.])- And He gave him a made

[skin such as is termed] *: (Az, K, TA: [it is

said in the TA that * ~3 in the K should be

4 J-43, as in the explanation by Az: but see art.

-A5, in which it is said that a… “A” is allow

able, and occurs in several trads.:]) or he gave

him a hide to make of it a 3-3 (Ki) or sui

ūs' has the latter meaning: (JK, TA:) and

- * of:

true! 3-1 occurs in a trad, as meaning Give

thou its hide to him n'ho will make of it a elä.,

(TA) or make thou its hide to be a ú- for thee.

(JK)— Also, (JK, S, K, TA) and ***, (K)

the latter mentioned as on the authority of IAar,

but disallowed by Sh, (TA,) i. q. <! ! [He

spoke evil of him, or traduced him, in his absence

or othernise], (JK, S, K, TA,) in a foul manner;

(TA;) and imputed to him a vice, fault, or the

like: (S, TA:) and J cites [in the S] a verse

of Ibn-Ahmar ending with the phrase Li:

* 3ü- [app. as meaning t Who has spoken evil

of me, &c.). (TA)

5. Ji- It (a thing) received, or admitted,

moisture, (M, TA,) or irrigation; or became

plentifully irrigated, or succulent, or sappy.

(M, K, TA.) The Hudhalee (El-Mutanakhkhil,

TA) says.

* * * * * * * - 2 - # 3 - 2

* 4--> *-i- (sā-- U----> *

Jail #3, #2-## = -
meaning [Thrown down upon the ground, his

shin] becomes drenched with his blood (#)

[like as drips the severed trunk of the Theban
w ***

palm-tree]: or, as some relate the verse, L-s:

Bk. I,

[becomes overspread, here meaning suffused],

from #9 (§, TA)—&#-A Jºl -i
t The camels ate the U153- (a certain plant, TA)

in its fresh and moist state, and became fat upon

it. (K.)

6. issui They gave to drink, one to another,

(S, MA, TA,) with the full measure of the vessel

in n'hich they were given to drink. (S, TA.)

[See also 3.]

8. L:- He dren water (TA), A U-2 [from

the well, (§, TA) and, #1 & Ifrom the river,

or rivulet]. (TA. [Golius and Freytag make

the verb in this sense, erroneously, Ji-l; but

the former mentions Us:- also in the same

sense.]) [And "a L” L:- He drew water
2 * • -

upon a camel in a manner expl. voce āşu, q.v.:

often occurring in the Lexicons.]– And t He

was, or became, fat, (K, TA,) and satisfied with

drinking of water. (TA.)- See also 10, in two

places.

10. Usa-1 He sought, or demanded, drink

(#4, #TA, [in the £ (#4, i.e. :: *,

TA); 4. [from him], as also 'U-I (K,

TA. [In the CK is immediately added after this

explanation, (3-3: but this is a mistranscription

for tä; expressing another signification of these

two verbs, which will be expl. below.]) And He

asked, begged, or prayed, for rain; (Msb,” TA;)

i. 7.*::). ($ in art. Ala-e, and Msb.") [Hence,

it: ) #2. The prayer of the petitioning for

rain. And 3 Lä-> He said # sta. May

God send don'n rain upon it, namely, a land:

see Har p. 300.] – And He constrained him

self to vomit; or vomited intentionally; syn.

tä; [see a statement above, in this paragraph,

respecting a mistranscription in the CK;] as also

* L:-l; (K, TA;) mentioned by ISd. (TA.)

-See also 1, in the last quarter of the paragraph.

Ji- in the phrase *%l &#, which means

The tonns, or villages, [or lands,] watered by the

Euphrates, is said by Mtr to be an inf. n. used as

a subst. [properly so termed, and, being origi

nally an inf. n., it may be used alike as sing, and

pl.]; or, in this phrase, a noun that should be

prefixed to it [such as –5], is suppressed: or,

accord. to some, it is Li- [q. v.], an instance of

the measure J: in the sense of the measure

Js: ; and thus it is in the handwriting of El

Hareeree in his 22nd Makámeh. (Harp, 246.)

-See also the next paragraph.

Ji- Drink; or what is drunk; (TA;) or

what is gi", to drink; (K, TA;) a subst. from

stí, and £i, (S, TA; [in the former of which,

this meaning is indicated, and also the meaning

of water given to drink to cattle; and water with

which land is irrigated;]) in the M, drink given

to camel (TA) pl. # (S.T.A.) And

[particularly] A share, or £rti", of£ater [for

irrigation]: one says, *'' L*. L.<> [How

many bucketfuls or skinfuls, (the specificative

being suppressed,) virtually meaning how much,

is the share, or portion, of water for the irriga

tion of thy land?]. (S, TA.)- And Water,

(K, TA, [in the CK U2, a mistranscription for

£,]) i.e. yellon water [meaning serum, effused

in dropsy], incidental in the belly, (K, TA,)

scarcely, or never, curable; (TA;) as also

W Ji- (K: [&#3 being there added: and the

word as meaning “yellow water” is written only

with fet-h in the JK: but in the TA, 2-à25 forms

part of the addition here following:]) or it is in

£" [meaning cells] in the fat of the

belly; [in which sense, also, the word is written

only with fet-h in the JK;] and it [app. mean

ing the belly] is opened (i. #3) on the occasion

of its issuing: so says ISd: (TA:) a subst. from

* Ji [q.v.] (S, TA) And A slin [or

membrane] containing yellow water, which cleaves

asunder from over the head of the young one [at

the birth]: (K, TA:) or, as in the T, the nater

that is in the [membrane called] ****, that

comes forth *śl.# c." [meaning at the birth].

(TA.)= Also Land that is irrigated; having

the meaning of the measure J*, like J: [in

the sense ofUžič. : (Er-Rághib, TA: [see also

L- :]) or it signifies, (K,) or so * Ji-, of the

3 - - -

same measure as Lää and Us:-2, (Mgh,) and

n:hite

* D -
3 - - -

" (#25-2, (§, Mgh, K) app. a rel. n.from Li-2,

not from &: for if it were from the latter it

would be&: (M, TA,) [or, Accord. t? some,

if from&: it may be eitherJ: Or&#,

(see Lumsden's Arab. Gr. p. 630,)] seed-produce

irrigated (S, Mgh, K) by nater running upon

the surface of the earth; (S, Mgh;) [i. e., not

by rain only;] W C:- being the contr. of&: ;

(Mgh;) and "&#, contr. of&: (Mgh,

TA,) which signifies “watered [only] by the

rain;” and the vulgar say *&: (TA.)

3. &#4 belly rollen [with dropsy] (MA)

(£ A giving ofdrink; [or a giving to drink;]

like [the inf. n.] (... (Er-Răghib, TA.)–

And A sending don’n of rain upon mankind and

the lands: (TA:) a subst. from &#1 & #.

(S, K, TA.") One says, 'Ju 4 &#3 [I

prayed for him for the sending down of rain].

(JK.) And it is said in a form of prayer, (#.

-ā- (#. S; a: [We ask of Thee a sending

down of a rain ofmercy, and not a sending don’n

of a rain of punishment]; meaning, send Thou

down upon us a rain in which shall be benefit,

without injury, and without laying waste. (Msb.)

One says also : āāsū. J3; Land easy of

irrigation [either by the rain or otherwise]: (K

in art. Laâ4- ) and the contr. is termed āş;

Li Ji. (TA in that art.) – Also i. Q. --> [i. e.

+, meaning A beast's share, or portion, of

nater]: so in the Kur xci. 13. (Jel.)

fü. A skin, (KL) or a 43, (J.K.) [i. e.] a

skin of a young goat or sheep when it has entered

- --- - - - - - --- ---
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its second year, (M, K,) used for nater and for

milk, (ISk, JK, S, Msb, K, KL,) or, accord. to

ISd, only for water : (TA:) it is termed.»&

[made of one hide; but there are larger sorts];

and if larger, it is termed* & [made of

tno hides], and assi aş3 & [made of three

hides] (T and TA in art. Us" :) accord. to Isk,

the -k2 is peculiarly for milk; and the L-5,

for clarified butter; and the £, for water: (S:)

the pl. (of pauc., S) is #: and &: and (of

mult, Ş) Jú, (S. K.) or this last is a pl. pl. (T,

T.A.)- See also 4, last sentence.- [And see a

phrase voce ij-, in art. 5.j-, where it is applied

to + The stomach of a camel, in which water is

stored.]

3 - * @

Us:- : see (sā-, last sentence, in two places.

Also A cloud having large drops [of rain], (S,

K,) vehement in the falling [thereof]: (S:) [like

& and &#1 pl.: &#)-And The

papyrus(3*) : (JK, S, K:) or tender papyrus:

so called because of its growing in, or near to,

water: (TA:) occurring in a verse of Imra-el

Keys, cited voce Ji: (S, TA: [but see what

is said under this word, Ji.”: and see Ham

p. 555:]) n. un. #. (S.)- And Palm-trees;

(S, K;) and #- signifies [the same, or] palm

trees that are irrigated by means of water-n'heels

(J's, (pl. of #3, q.v.). (TA)

#ú: see what next follows.

#ú- and *#ú. and "jū: and "ātā. A

place jor giving to drink or for watering: (K,"

TA:) what is termed £1 āli: is well known:

(S:) i.e. agua. signifies a place made, or pre

pared, for the giving to drink to people: (Msb:)

a construction for nater: (Mgh:) or a place in

which beverage is made, or prepared, at the fairs,

or festivals, &c. : (JK, T, TA:) [and particularly

a place in which a beverage made of raisins

steeped in water was given at the general assembly

of the pilgrims'] and "ātā: signifies a drinking

place [in a general sense]: and he who pronounces

it with kesr to the A [" itá: makes it to be like

the utensil called 431 #. [the drinking-vessel

of the cock]: ($) [see # :] and the pl. is

Ju-2. (T.A.)– agü- also signifies A vessel in

which one is given to drink. (K.) in the Kur

[xii. 70], it means the king's drinking-cup;

(Mgh;) his 894, in [or from] which he drank,

(JK, S, TA,) and with which they measured

corn; and it was a vessel of silver. (TA)

And £- āli: means The beverage made of

raisins steeped in nater which [the tribe of]

Kureysh used to give to the pilgrims to drink: it

was under the superintendence of El-'Abbās in

the Time of Ignorance and in El-Islám: (TA:)

Ol' at: in this phrase is an inf. n.; so in the

Kur ix.19; (Mgh;) where it is said,:
• Oso - -

#34&#29-#2-##32;£-i âû

* @so dead

inf ns. ofL*. and 3.<; (Bd;) the meaning being

25-1 2-315.2% & 3.5
[i. e. Have ye made, or pronounced, the authors

of the giving to drink to the pilgrims, and of the

keeping in repair of the sacred mosque, to be like

him who has believed in God and the last day?];

and this is confirmed by another reading, which

is, es: #3, #- # (Ksh, B4) or the50-c.59

meaning is, 34 3.£# & -1 &ū- :*£i

[&c., i.e. have ye made, or pronounced, the

giving to drink to the pilgrims, &c., to be like the

belief.of him who has believed &c.?]. (Bd.) [See

also 535.]

#, and the fem:# and #3: See Jú,

in six places.—#1 is also the appellation of

A certain intelligent bird, that dran's nater for

itself (JK.) [It is applied in the present day,

by some, to The pelican: and by some, to the

aquiline vulture; commonly called the-*..]

Ju and "#. Giving to drink; or one who

gives to drink : (K, TA:) the former signifies

[generally as above, or a cup-bearer: and also]

watering seed-produce; or a waterer of seed

produce: (Msb:) [and " the latter generally sig

nifies a water-carrier :] the pl. of the former is

J., (K, TA) with damm, and then teshdeed,

(TA,) [accord. to the CK G#, which is app. a

mistranscription,] and #, (K, TA,) like &č,

(TA,) or jú. (CK: [this last is a well-known

pl. of Gu, and as such has occurred above, voce

#ū-j) the pl. of "fi is &sji-, (K.) and a

woman is termed "#, and " #i. (S, K.) It

is said in a prov.,

* '#'i. Úl Ali, G., *

[Give thou to drink to Rakashi: verily she is one

who gives to drink: .33, being a woman's

name]: it is applied to him who does good:

meaning do thou good to him, because of his

doing good. (A’Obeyd, S.) - [Hence,] &l

&all A certain vein [app. the central artery of

the retina] which passes from the interior of the

head to the eye, and the severing of n!hich occa

sions the loss of the sight. (J.K.) [See also the

next paragraph.]

#1. [a subst. from GL", made so by the

affix s,] A rivulet, or streamlet, (T, K, TA) for

the irrigation of seed-produce; (T, TA;) a small

channel for the irrigation of land; (Msb;) it is

larger than a J33-, and than a *: (Mgh:)

pl. 3's. (Mgh, TA) It is now vulgarly applied

to designate The [hind of nater-wheel for irriga

tion termed] -93 Ily.]. (TA in art --!>.)

– And [the pl] J%: signifies certain :

which discharge into the gºal [dual of x',

q.v.]. (J.K.)

U: A time [and a place] of giving to drink.

(JK, TA.)

• CP - 6.- -

#: see #ü-, in two places. One says

44-92»; the two words agü- and 5's being *

~ of 9 se - - # | *.
-

UAl Arka-' &: &# + [The Sultán has caused the beast

when the Sultán has dealt gently with his sub
- • • 3 - - of

jects in his government of them, &úl &l

pasturing at pleasure amid abundant herbage to

come to his drinking-place]. (TA.) [See also

&#.]

it: see #ú-, in two places. - Also A

thing which is made for the 25- [or water-jars],

and upon which the mugs are hung. (JK, T.A.)

3 * -

U.5-2. [Given to drink; and] watered seed

- 3 - * ~ * * *

produce [&c.]. (Mgb.) – [Hence,] Lá-.] *!

A. Verily he is tinged with redness. (JK.)

3 - 2 - •

&#: and essi: See C+, last sentence,

in three places,

<!

3 & P 3 -

1. Gil 54, aor.”, (TA) inf n. ii., (K,

TA,) i. q. *: [i. e. He closed or closed up, or he

stopped or stopped up, or repaired, and made

firm or strong, the thing]. (K,” TA.) [In the

place ofJ# J., the explanation of the inf n.

accord. to the reading in the TA, we find in the

CK &# +: and itseems that : is a£:

meaning of as...; for it is said that] from 3),C.

*S signifying 3,4- is the post-classical phrase

-'9 3. [i. e. The making fast of door].

(TA) [In the present day, A.J. 3-, aor. and

inf n, as above, means He locked, and he bolted,

the door.]- And £, (TA) inf. n. as above,

(S, K, TA) He clamped it (4:3) with iron;

namely, a door, (S, K, TA,) and wood. (TA.)

*Also £, aor. as above, (S, TA,) and so the

inf n., (K, TA,) He cut off his ears. (S, K,”

TA)=2.É. -> (~ 54, (TA,) inf. n. as above,

(K, TA,) He cast forth what n'as in his belly;

(K, TA;) muted, or dunged; (TA;) said ofan

ostrich: (K, TA:) and so &: (TA.) And 5.

---, (AA, TA,) inf n. as above, (K, TA,)

He cast forth his excrement, or ordure, (AA, K,

TA) in a thin states (AA, K, TA) as also 55,

(AA, TA) and *. (TA) And ##, it n.

as above, He voids thin excrement or ordure;

(A5, S, TA;) as also £4. inf n. : 2. (A5, TA)

And 5.£i [He was taken with a looseness of

the bonels;] he had thin evacuations of the bonels;

expl. by Gö, &etá. 3.25: and *::: es' à-£i

[signifies the same; or] his bonels became loose;

*; so says Yaakoob; and he asserts it

to be formed by substitution; but which of the

two is so formed is unknown. (TA)-4

J'S es' He went at random in the land, or

country, not knowing nhither to go, and was

perplexed. (Ibn 'Abbād, O. [See also 7.])

One says also, 5: &# Whither goest thou?

(Ibn 'Abbād, O.)–25814; Ji. G-: *- :

The like of that speech has not entered my ear,

or ears: and 4: Je:- es' * 3:1 to The

as also :
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like of it has not entered my ears. (TA) =

*... [see, pers, app., &,] aor.”, (TA)

inf n. £, (K, TA,) It (one's nature, or dis

position,) was, or became, base, ignoble, mean, or

sordid. (K, TA)= \, (Mab,TA)sec pers.

<, (Msb, K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,

<<,]) inf n. 48, (§, Mgh, Mab, K, TA)

said of a man, &c., (K,) + He was small in the

ear, (S, Mgh, Msb, K, TA,) with a sticking

thereof to the head, and small projection thereof:

(K, TA:) or he was short in the ear, with a

sticking thereof to the part behind it: (TA:) or

he nas small in the -is: [here meaning either the

upper part or the helic (in the CK -23)] of the

ear, and narron in the ear-hole. (K, T.A.) And

+ He was, or became, deaf. (K, T.A.)

7. J.' <<! The camels went at random.

(Ibn 'Abbéd, o, T.A. (See also : J C,

above.]) 3'-ji in the case of the birds called

uš means Their going at random, and depressing

their breasts, after soaring in their flight and

circling in the air. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

8. 3-1 It (a thing) was, or became, closed or

closed up, or stopped or stopped up, or repaired,

and made firm or strong; quasi pass of 1 in the

first of the senses assigned to it above; syn. 3:1.

(TA)—[Hence] 4:44 - : His ears

became stopped up, or aeaf, (S, Msb, K,”) and

narron [in the aperture]. (S, K.) - And 5

&: + The herbage became luxuriant and dense,

(S, K,) its interstices becoming closed up. (S.)

And J393 -:- + The meadows became lux

uriant and dense [in their herbage]. (A5, TA.)

:= See also 1.

: A nail; a pin, or peg, of iron; ","

*C.; (S.K. ;) like as one says # and &#3;

(S:) pl. 9s. (S, K) and 9,8. (K.) [A verse

of Aboo-Dahbal El-Jumahee is cited as an ex, in

the TA as follows:

- - 3 - -3- • d

* <--- <!- WS- J.S. U.5°23 *

- C --> • d *...* • Jo e •

* --''' 4- c-2 5tal "2+2 *

but see<! *= A straight, or an even, building,

and excavation, (O, K,) like a wall, without

curvity, or bending. (O.) - A coat of mail

narron, in the rings; (S, K;) as also *#, and

Wit:: (K:) or, accord. to the O, soft in the

rings. (TA) - See also the next paragraph.

3 *

31. A well narron, (Lth, AZ, Aş, S, O, K) in

its cavity, or interior, (Lth, O,) or from its top

to its bottom, (AZ, S, O,) or in its aperture; as
3 - J -

also V 3., and *9,£: (K:) or a well even in

its cavity, or interior, and in its casing: or,

accord. to Fr, one well, or strongly, or compactly,
3 * •

cased, and narron : the pl. of 3... is Jú- ; and

g • 3 * •

the pl. of " £5: is :, so that the latter is both

a sing and a pl. (TA) - And A narrow road:

(I’Abbād, O:) or a road stopped up: (K:) or a

road narrow and stopped up. (Lh, TA)- See

also 5... — Also The hole of the scorpion, (Ibn

------ - -

'Abbād, S, O, K,) in the dial. of the Benoo

Asad; (Ibn-'Abbād, O';) and of the spider, (O,

K,) likewise, because of its narrowness. (TA.)

*= Also A sort of perfume, (S, Mgh, O, Mgb,

K.) prepared from 4% [q. v.], (K) or from

mush and 44%. (O,) the former being bruised, or

pounded, sifted, kneaded with water, and wrung

hard, and niped over neith oil of the &r

[q. v.] in order that it may not stick to the

vessel, and left for a night; then musk is pounded,

or pondered, (3-4) and put into it by degrees,

and it is [again] wrung hard, and cut into small,

round, flat pieces, and left for tryo days, after

which it is perforated with a large needle, and

strung upon a hempen string, and left for a year;

and as it becomes old, its odour becomes the more

sneet. (K.)= Also pl. of£1. (K.)

#. A ploughshare; i.e. the iron thing with

which the ground is ploughed; (S, TA;) the iron

appertenance of the plough. (K.) Hence the

trad, is $12,533 & 4-3 [The plough

share enters not the abode of a people, or party,

but they become abased]; meaning, in consequence

of the violence and the demands that the agri

culturists experience from the ruling power.

(TA.)- And A die, i.e. an engraved piece of

iron, (S," Msb, K, TA,) having an inscription

upon it, (TA,) with n'hich dirhems and deenárs

are stamped, (S," Msb,) or upon which pieces of

money (>93) are struck: (K.) pl. <-.

(Msb)–And, because stamped therewith, 2

coined dirhem, and deenar; (TA;) which latter

5

is called [also] * : , (0, K, TA,) [in the CK

G#, but it is] with kesr. (TA.)= Also A ron

(#4 #,G, S, o, Mob, or #4, K, or :
3. * *

Jia-as, TA) of palm-trees. (S, O, Mgb, K, TA.)

Hence their saying, (S,) or the saying of the

Prophet, (O)#: #23i#: #: J.31%,

($ in the o us... * * * *-) meaning

[The best of property is] a prolific filly (TA) or

a row of palm-trees fecundated: (S, TA:) or,

accord. to As,* aš- here signifies a plough

share properly prepared [for ploughing]; and,

he says, the meaning is, that the best of property

is a brood [of a mare] or seed-produce. (S.) [It

has been suggested to me that, if a.se/l in the

explanation above have the signification here

assigned to it, the epithet aib-e- is redun

dant; and therefore that à la alone may be the

proper explanation, and may mean in this case,

as it does in many others, a tall palm-tree, or the

tallest of palm-trees, or a smooth palm-tree, or a

palm-tree the head of which is reached by the

hand; and that ail-a- may have been added in

consequence of misunderstanding, and Ala- sub

stituted for affe, le for the same reason: but I

think it much more probable that the epithet has

been added because áà:Ale is ambiguous; and this

is confirmed by what here follows.]- Also A

Jú [meaning street]: (S, O, Mgb:) or [rather]

a wide Júj: (Mgb:) or an even road, (K, TA,)

[or street,] of such as are termed aiji [pl. ofJúl :

(TA:) so called because the houses therein form

a row or rows [on either side], (0, TA;) being

likened to a 4:... of palm-trees: (TA:) [in the

present day, often applied to a highway, and to

any road:] pl. * [as above]: (O:) and

*& is syn. with [: as meaning] #.

(TA)-[Hence also, app., one says,] J*

53-6 £3.9 + Make thou the affair, or case,

[unform, or one uniform thing. (Fr, TA in art.

£)–And ** 3.9 34% (K) and **

<-, (TA,) + [He took the thing, and he at

tained it, in its proper way, or] when it was

possible. (KTA)- And a: J-2 &

! Such a one will not remain quiet, or still, or

steady, by reason of hastiness of temper. (Ibn

'Abbād, Z, O, TA.)= Also The house [or sta

tion] of the Jº* [or messenger that journeys on

a beast of the post, or messengers on beasts of the

post: it is likewise called J.23. &: see &*] :

and£1 *-*. occurringin a letter of Omar

Ibn-'Abd-El-'Azeez, means the s: [or messengers

on beasts of the post] who are stationed there to

be sent on affairs of importance. (Mgh.) #.

*231 is well known [as having the meaning

assigned to it above: and also as meaning The

space, or distance, between each station of the

messengers above mentioned and the station next

to its see, again, &#1 (Ibn 'Abbād,0.)

& inf n, of 3-, sec. pers. <<. (M5b,

TA. [See 1, last sentence but one.])

&: [a pl. of which the sing is not mentioned,]

Bustards; syn. &%. (TA.)

& The air that is next to the clouds, or to

the higher part, (cus,) of the sky; as also

*āété: (S, K.) or both signify the air, or

atmosphere, between heaven and earth: like £:

the pl. of the second is &. (TA.) Hence

- 3 • *-- *~ * * * * * *

the saying, 90-J L =>} % <V5 Jaff S,

meaning [I will not do that even if thou leap]

into the sky. (S.)- Also The part, of an

arron, which is the place of the feathers. (Ibn

'Abbād, O, K.)

6 p. e. # * .

*: see J., in two places.

d.o.e J. J.

têtê. -*** b% [They pitched their tents]

in one ron : (Th, K:) and said with L', [i. e.

têtê,] accord. to IAar: (TA:) but Th says

that it is only with J", deriving it from #. signifying “a wide Júj.” (TA in art. 4.) •

6 e e_*

àets. Small in the ear, (M, K,) or in the

ears. (IAar, TA.) [See also 5-il– And

+ One who is alone in his opinion, having none

to share with him in it, (AZ, K, TA,) who acts

without caring hon his opinion happens to be :

pl. Bláš: it has no broken pl. (AZ, TA)=

See also jū.

& pl. of iélé, as syn, with 51%. Id. v.l.
29- p 6 * Q

(TA.) - See also as ", in the latter half of the

paragraph,

3 - - 3.

U.S.- : see 4'-'.
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&: See #, in the former half of the para

graph.=Also i. q. As* [meaning either A beast

of the post or a messenger n:ho journeys 071 (l

beast of the post]: a rel, n, from as ". (Ibn

'Abbād, O, TA.)

£. [A stamper of money;] one who strikes

the *. (TA.)-[And said by Golius, as on

the authority of Meyd, to signify A maker of

knives; like &..]

6 * * * -

âé>0 . [as a coll. gen, n., app. derived from

āş- signifying “a road,”] Wayfarers. (TA.)

&:- mentioned by Ibn-'Abbād in this, art,

and said in the Mgh to be of the measure dela:

à a 6 - * * * -

from 5:1, or J. as from 33:1: see art. US

5: Small in the ear, (Mgh, K,) with a stick

ing thereof to the head, and small projection

thereof: (Ki) or short in the ear, with a sticking

thereof to the part behind it: (TA:) or small in
the J,5 [meaning either the upper part or the

helic] of the ear, and narrow in the ear-hole :

(K:) applied to a man, (Mgh, K,) &c.; (K:)

fem, it: (S, Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) applied [to a

woman, as is implied in the K, and to a female

bird, and particularly to a female ostrich, and] to

a single bird of the species called U.5, because

having no ear [apparent or projecting], (TA)

and to a she-goat, meaning, with the lawyers,

having no ear except the ear-hole, or, accord. to

El-Kudooree, naturally earless: (Mgh:) and

applied to an ear, as meaning small: (S, Msb:)

pl. 3.: applied [to human beings, &c., more

commonly to birds, and particularly] to ostriches,

(K)and to birds of the species called U.5: (TA:)

it is said that every £, is oviparous, and every

4: is viviparous; the former meaning a female

that has no ear (S, O) apparent, or external;

(o;) and the latter, “a female that has an ear (S,

O) apparent, or external, (O) though it be slit.”

(S.) A rājiz says,

3 - • de w •

* & © J is # *

• a ~ ā > *

* Jā. Usual." Us – 4-1 *

3. J - ? • - of

* 5-9, 3,4-9. J-- *

[A night of scratching: there is no doubt re

specting it: I scratch so that my fore arm, or

my upper arm, (for Act. is used in both of these

senses,) is dislocated: the little black thing nith

out ears having rendered me sleepless]: he means

the fleas, using the sing as a gen, n. (TA)

Also Having the ears cut off (TA.) [This

seems to be the primary, though not a usual,

signification.]– And +[Having the ears stopped

up: (see 8:) or] deaf. (K.) It is applied in this

sense to the ostrich, because [they say that] he

does not hear. (Lth, T.A.)- And 3.39. WaS

the name of A certain horse. (O, K.)- See

also :

6 x d > * >>

3, ... ... [A pulpit] nailed with mail: of

iron: but also said to be with U3, [i. e. 4958-2,]

meaning 3,4- [made firm or strong, &c.].

(TA.)

--&

1. <, (S, A, Mgb, K.) aor. *, (A, TA,)

inf n : (S, A, Msh, K) and #4 (M'.)

and *::, (S, [this last assigned in the K to the

trans. verb,]) said of water, (S, A, Msb, K.) and a

flow of tears(£3), (A, TA,) and the like, (TA,) It

poured out or forth; or was, or became, poured

out or forth; (S, A, Mgb, K;) as also "--il.

(S. K.)=And £,(S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) aor.
as above, (A, TA,) inf. n. J.C. ($, Mgh, K) and

*5, (K, [the latter assigned in the S to the

intrans. verb,]) He poured it out or forth; namely,

water, (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K,) and a flow of tears,

(A, TA) and the like, (TA) as also '4-l.
* d J. D. J.

(A.) The people of El-Medeemeh say, L* --&

&% Pour thou out, or forth, upon my hands.

(A) And it is said in a trad, 3% -: usu.

[Here tears are to be poured forth], meaning

this is the place in which one should weep, seek

ing forgiveness. (Mgh.)

4:

7: } see the next preceding paragraph.

<-- and *...*u. and ' ',: and '-'.

(K) and *-: (CK (omitted in the TA and in

my MS. copy of the K]) and '',: (K)

Water poured out or forth, or being poured out

or forth : or poured out or forth, (K, TA,) run

ning upon the surface of the earth without any

excavation: (TA:) or the first signifies water

poured out or forth; and is an inf. n. used as an

epithet, like Š- and# applied as epithets to

water: and 7**, water running upon the sur

face of the earth nithout any excavation: and

*:::: water pouring out or forth, or being

poured out or forth; (S;) or, as some say, pour

ing much: (Harpp. 469 et seq. :) and also this

last, running water: (TA:) or this signifies

cºag As [i.e. continually pouring, or con

tinually pouring dispersedly and in large drops;

as also -: for hence it appears evident that

-3.3% &% as an explanation of -:) and

* in the K is a mistake for c5-21313) ;

and is applied as an epithet to water and to

blood; (A;) and also [probably in this sense] to

clouds (~~); and to a. wound made with a

spear or the like (a.a.l.) : and "J-su. is applied

as an epithet to tears (~2). (TA)-[Hence]

-: applied to a horse means | Wide in step:

(S, A, K:) or fleet, or snift, or excellent in run

ning; (A, K;) that runs much : (Mgh, TA:)

or light, or active: and 7*i. so applied, has

one or another of these meanings: (A:) or the

former, thus applied, that runs vehemently; as

also J:#; likened to water pouring forth: (Eth

Thaalebee, TA:) also, (K, TA,) applied to a

horse and a man and a boy, (TA,) t light of

spirit; and brisk, lively, or sprightly, (K, TA,)

in work, or action. (TA.) -: was the name

of the first horse possessed by the Prophet;

(Mgh, K) as also "...#1 and the name of

a horse of Shebeeb Ibn-Mo’áwiyeh. (K.)

[Hence also,] + A certain sort of clothes, or gar

ments, (T, S, K,) thin so as to resemble dust, and

as though resembling pouring water by reason of

its thinness; and so, accord. to IAar, W<. (T,

T.A.) - Applied to a man, + Tall; (K;) a

dial var. of -i- [q.v.). (TA)- And I A

necessary £ng or affair: (A, K, TA:) and 1 a

disgrace (£) that is necessary, or unavoidable.

(A, TA.) Lakeet Ibn-Zurārah said to his brother

Maabad, when he required him to ransom him

with two hundred camels, he being a captive,
o e :- • Co- # - - • • •*

(#4 #: £ Jsi Já čá čá 4: ...,

meaning f [We will put anay from thee a thing

that would be to the people of thy house] a neces

sary, or an unavoidable, disgrace. (TA.)=

Also Copper, or brass; syn. J-4: or lead :

(IAar, K:) and so **, (K,) in the latter

sense, or in both senses, or in all the senses. (TA.)

< see the next preceding paragraph, latter

half, in three places. = Also A certain kind of

tree, (S, K,) of sneet odour, (S,) as though its

odour were that of [the perfume called] G, 4.

[q. v.], groning apart from others, upon a single

root, having a don'ny substance, and leaves like

those of the* [a species of origanum, or

marjoram], except in being more green: it gron's

in the plains and the valleys; and nhat has dried

up thereof is of no use to any one: it has a fruit

n:hich is eaten, and the people of El-Hijáz make

of it a [beverage such as is termed] &#: its fruit

does not gron forth in one year, 5ut only in

several years: AHn says that the -í is a herb

that rises to the height of a cubit, having dust

coloured leaves like those of the ** [or endive],

and a blossom intensely n!hite, of the form of that

of the* [i. e. peach, or a species or variety

thereof]: (TA:) n. un, with 3: (S, TA:) As

mentions the -< as one of the plants of the

plain, or soft, tracts. (TA.)- It is also said to

be The [plant called] → [app. BJo

which seem to be coll. gen, ns. of each of which

the n. un, is with 3 (see #)], having a yellon,

blossom. (TA)- And The anemone (#3

9:0 (K)—And one of the tre of the

hot season. (TA.)

* and -ts, the latter [indecl., with kesr

for its termination.] like Lauai, and **, [all

app, meaning The fleet, or snift, like-: and

*9,] are names of certain horses. (K: the

second only mentioned in the S.)

- •

2) or

s J. • 9 @ e.

**- : see -, in two places.

< See --.

6 * *

*: : see -->.

**C. See<, in two places. =[And act.

part, n, of £. Hence,] ..." -->u t (The sign

of Aquarius;] the eleventh of the signs of the

Zodiac; also called #1. (Kaw)

* >d > * @ e.

*S*- : see ---.
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*** * *
a...Q.) Theić [i.e. threshold] ofa door. (K.) *]; (O;) [Sagapenum;] a certain medicine,

(O, K,) well-known; (K;) the gum of a certain

tree (O, TA) in Persia, (TA,) [supposed to be

Also the ferula Persica,] in which is no useful pro
(K.) perty, but only in its gum : some say that there

*::: see the next paragraph.

* • * 6 *

*:::: See −, in three places. -

Lightning extending tonards the earth. • w

So in the saying of Zuheyr El-Mázinee, is a sort of as [or galbanum] that changes from

* * * * *- - -8 * 6 & e. its original state and becomes *-*.*.*. (O.)

* *** **, 3× * &

[Lightning shining, or shining brightly, before

the tent, or house, extending towards the earth];

as though it were pouring forth rain. (TA.)

And A ron of palm-trees; (IAar, K;) as also

* if of other than palm-trees, it is termed

£and #32. (IA, TA)=Alois-à

[A maker of shoes or boots, or a senter of leather,

&c.]; like V*::: or a blacksmith. (K.)

#: [altered in a copy of the A from

3.<-oll, which may perhaps be the right word,]

The higher, or highest, rivulet, or small channel

for irrigation, from which the other rivulets, or

small channels, are supplied nith water. (A.)
• * @ e.

-[In a copy of the A (in art. --la-), a la-Ji,

which I believe to be in that instance a mis

transcription for A.S.-Ji, occurs expl. as meaning

+The Milky Way.]

... --
Q. 1. &#- He prepared &#. (TA.)

: (£- an arabicized word, (O, Mgb, K,) with

kesr (Msb, K) to the U", not with.£h, because

there is no word of the measure U) as except of

the reduplicate class [like J% &c.], (Msb,) from

4-, meaning “vinegar,” in Pers., and &

[arabicized from the Pers. (...,] i. e. &# [as

meaning “a sort,” or “species,” of food or

viands]; (O; [in which it is erroneously said

that 2-3 is in Pers. 15%;]) or from [the Pers.]

* *- :

*', “sheeps' feet,” or “trotters;”](TA;) [but

the former derivation is evidently the more pro

bable;]. A nell-known kind of food; (Msb;)

flesh-meat cooked with vinegar: this is the best

that is said [in explanation of the word]: (TA:)

[in the present day, applied to a sort of food

composed of flesh-meat, wheat-flour, and vinegar;

and sometimes to other varieties of food, but

vinegar, I believe, enters into the composition of

them all: also called (£, from the Pers. 3

“vinegar,” and ū “spoon-meat:” accord. to

Golius, on the authority of the Loghat Niamet

Allah Khaleel Soofee, a sort of food com

posed of flesh-meat cut in pieces, (to which are

afternards added raisins, a few figs, and some

vetches,) with vinegar and honey, or acid syrop:

and £3. £: is a name given to such food

o e & • -

[aë)- meaning “vinegar;” and

prepared with beef:] #: £- is a nell-known

sort of broth [or soup] in which is saffron, where

fore it is termed Ä-ol. (Mgh.)

6 • & e. &:
&:- an arabicized word [from the Pers.

--&

1. <<, (S, Msb, TA) aor. *, (Lth, TA,)

inf n.* and 3: (S, A, Msb, K) and &:

(S,K) and #,éu, (K) [all these ns said in the

K to signify the same, but this is not exactly the

case, for the last is of an intensive form,] He

nvas, or became, silent, mute, or speechless; contr.

of Gä; (TA;) i. q = ~3: (Lth, Mab, TA:)

or << is said of him who has the power, or

faculty, of speech, but abstains from making use

of it; whereas 3-2 is sometimes said of that

which has not the power, or faculty, of speech:

(Er-Raghib MF, TA) or <<, aor.”, inf n.

<>2< ... and -S.", signifies he (a man) ceased, or

stopped, speaking; and<<, aor. *, inf n. &#,

the (a man) was, or became, still, or quiet;

syn. & : (Zj, TA:) [it is said that] *-x-l,

also, is syn, with <<, like &; (Msb;)

accord. to AZ, one says of a man, <--> and
• * ~ * • - of

<<i and << and "--Ci: (TA:) or, as

some say, W -l signifies he was, or became,

silent, or he spoke not; and he ceased [from

speech], or broke off [therefrom], or became cut

short [therein]: (Msb:) or << signifies he

was, or became, silent intentionally; and W -<-1,

he was, or became, silent by reason of thought or

disease or fear : (TA:) or yousays: 3Jš

without ! [when you mean he spoke and then

became silent, i.e., intentionally]; (S;) but you

say " -<-1 when you mean his speech became

broken off, or cut short, and so he spoke not. (S,

K.) It is said in a prov., ū- &#3 ūji <<

He held his tongue from a thousand words

(** - 34 &), and then uttered what

was wrong. (ISk, Sand Mab in art. -u-) And

you say [of the quiescent • that is sometimes

added at the end of a word, after a vowel or a

letter of prolongation, as in 4:43 and*13],

-£1 # * [This is the As of pausation].

(A, TA) one says also, of a she-camel,<,

inf n. <>2< ..., meaning She uttered not the [grumb

ling] cry termed & when the saddle was put

upon her. (ISd, TA) -[Hence <<, aor, as

above, inf. n. ++, as syn. with &#, meaning

as expl. above; and also + It was, or became,

still, quiet, motionless, at rest, stilled, quieted,

appeased, tranquillized, calm, allayed, assuaged,

or quelled; it remitted; it subsided; and so

* -s.l..] You say,<=i-<< J.- 43.4 (A)

or <=- " : (TA) [He beat him until

his motion became stilled]; and "<: J

+[until he became still]. (TA.) And -áš.<

i. q. &, (S, Msb, TA,) meaning# [i.e. + The

anger remitted; or became stilled, appeased, or

allayed]; (TA:) as also "-col: (Msb:) and

~& *< ! [Anger, or the anger, became

stilled so that it departed from him]. (A.)

Hence, in the Kur (vii. 158), U-, 3-&# 3,

-á), (S) meaning, accord, to Zi, & [i. e.

+ And n:hen the anger became stilled so that it

departed from Moses]: or, as some say, the

phrase is inverted, the meaning being << č,

-āśl &= c. * [And n:hen Moses nas silent,

ceasing from anger]: but the former is the ex

planation of those skilled in the Arabic language.

(TA. [See also 4.]) You say also,> <<,

meaning +The heat became vehement, or $ntense,

the nind being still. (TA.) – [Hence also,]

t He died: (K:) occurring in this sense in a
3 - - - • * • • * *

trad. (TA) --~~# Us:=l. : see 3.=<<.
* * ~ *

said of a horse, [from -…]©l,] He came in

tenth in a race. (TA.)

2: see 4, in two places.

3. W&: J:=l. [may mean He hept silence

with me and I nas silent : or he vied neith me in

keeping silence and I surpassed therein: or it

may have both of these meanings; both being

agreeable with analogy]. (S, TA; in neither of

which it is explained.)

4. --&l as an intrans. verb: see 1, in nine

places.- He turned anay, and spoke not; oc

curring in this sense in a trad.: and c” ---

'Jim He turned anay from the thing. (TA.)E

<- and "4:- (S, A, Mgb) both signify the

same, said of God (S) [and of a man]; He made

him, or rendered him, silent, mute, or speechless;

(Mgb;) [he silenced, or hushed, him;] namely, a

person speaking. (A.) And c." <- [He

made him to abstain from speaking of, or to, me].

(A, TA in art. -->) And 3: ..." --* • • • Ö J.

[He silenced, or hushed, the child with a 3:...].
• #

(Lh, S, A, K.) And <: means He was

silenced in a dispute or the like. (A, TA.) –

[And hence, t He stilled, quieted, appeased, tran

quillized, calmed, allayed, assuaged, or quelled,

it..] In the Kur vii. 153, some read, " : t:%
* * * • * > * • # •

-axll us"> Je and <: [i.e. + And n:hen

the anger nas stilled so that it was made to

depart from Moses]. (Bd. [For the usual read

ing see 1, latter part.])

&: an infn of 1 [q.v.] (S, &c.) -And

[hence,] A division [or pause] betnceen two mu

sical sounds, or notes, without breathing; (T, K,

TA) as also 'i:. (TA)=See also :-,
* *

in two places.

45 - d >

à:... A single state of silence, muteness, or
6 * • • & J &

speechlessness. (Mgb.) One says,#4
• Q -

#. X: [To the pregnant woman is attributable

a vehement cry, then a silence]. (A, TA.)- In

prayer, A silence [or pause] after the commence

ment; [i.e. after what precedes the first recita

tion of the Opening Chapter of the Kur-án;]

which is approved: and, in like manner, after

the ending of the recitation of the Opening

Chapter of the Kur-án. (T, TA)- See also
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-

<< ... – Also A certain disease [by which a

person loses his poners of speech and motion],

(S, K, TA,) well known among the physicians;

(TA;) [i. e. apoplery; thus called in the present

day:] accord. to some, the word in this sense

should be written * #., because it denotes a

mode [of silence or stillnes] ; but this is incorrect,

being at variance with the authority of transmis

sion. (TA)-See also the next paragraph: =

and see -*.

• & J.

#: see #- – Also A thing (S, A, Mab,

K) of any hind (S) with which one silences, or

hushes, or quiets, a child, (S, A, Msb, K,) or

other person; (S, K;) [generally meaning a

lullaby of any hind for a child:] and somewhat

remaining in a bag or other receptacle, (K, TA,)

i. e., of food. (TA.) One says,£# *u,

and "#, meaning He has not ańy food with

which to silence, or quiet his family, or house

hold. (Lh, T.A.)

# is a subst: from &; [signifying Silence,

&c.; like* used as a subst.;] as also " #.
6 * > *

(Lh, T.A.)- See also as-.

Šiš. Constant, or continual, silence. (Msb.)

Hence, by way of comparison, one says, A-3)

3× [as though meaning The state of being

silenced in a dispute, &c., is a state of constant,

or continual, silence: but it seems to mean, more

probably, AU-591 (as an act, inf. n.) is an act

that silences; agreeably with what here follows].

(Msb)->'': * (AZ, M, K) and "#,

(AZ, S, M, A, K,) to which latter is generally

added aius-33, (M, TA) He (a man, S, M, and

God, TA) smote him, or afflicted him, with a

thing that silenced him; (S, A, K;) thought by

ISd to mean, with anaciety, or grief, that silenced

him, or a thing in consequence of which he became

silent: not expl. by AZ. (TA) - [In like

manner] one says also, **:A; su% [He

smote him, or afflicted him, with the words, or

acts, that silenced him]. d (T in art. Lo), from

Aboo-Málik.) And - * [He has in him

that which makes him silent]: said of one long

silent in consequence of disease (A, TA) or of

some evil in him. (TA.) And üt:* He

met with, or experienced, a disease that prevented

him from speaking. (TA)-2-29 Su- use 5A

He is at the point of accomplishing, the affair.

(K.) And 3-1-1 23- *- Lake --> I was

at the point of attaining this want, or needful

affair. (S)-& :- 14 serpent that bites

before one has knowledge of it; (S, A, K, TA;)

as also V*. (TA.)

Šs: See <--Applied to a she-camel,

That does not utter the [grumbling] cry termed

& when the saddle is put upon her. (M., T.A.)

-See also Šts, last sentence.

--~ :- see -á-.—4: and * &#,

(S, Msb, K,) sometimes pronounced thus with

teshdeed, (S) the former being the more com

mon, (Msb,) The tenth horse in a race; i. e. the

last of them; (Msb;) the last horse among those

6 o'e ,

that start together in a race, (S, K,) qf the ten

that are reckoned; (S;) also called Jø (S,

Msb) and 335il; those that come in after this

one not being reckoned. (S.) The other nine

are thus called, beginning with the first of these:

J-3, L'il, J-3, Jö, ä, ö, -ik",
3 : - * * ~ * * - G

L'-', J-3.J., andžall. (TA.) Sb says that
6 o' - d.

<<- is a contracted dim. of&#: the uncon

tracted dim. of which is <. (TA)

[Hence,] one says, :-" <: &% [lit. Such

a one is the tenth horse of those that are started

together for a wager], meaning ! such a one is

scrupulously nice and exact, or neat, [and there

fore deliberate,] in his handicraft. (A, TA.)

22 • * 6 * *

ajū- : see -w-s.

6 c < *

--~ :

&# (S, A, Msh, K) and '+'. (S, A, K.)

and '3× (A, TA) and '-' and "3:

and "<: and *#,éu, (K,) [all intensive

epithets, and the last doubly intensive,] A man

constantly, or continually, silent: ($ in explanation

of the first and second:) or much, or often, silent,

(Msb in explanation of the first, and K in ex

planation of all above-cited therefrom,) restrain

ing himself from speech; (Msb;) and *&

signifies the same: (K:) and " this last, [which

is originally an inf n., and therefore used as an

intensive epithet, like J% &c.,] (AZ, K,) and

*3,éu, and "#,éu, and "ā:, (TA) [but

the last, which is written in the TA without any

syll. signs, is doubly intensive, as is also that

next preceding it,] a man who speaks little, (AZ,

K, TA,) without inability to express his mind, or

to express what he would say, (AZ, TA,) and,

when he speaks, does so well. (AZ, K, TA.)

6 * * o a 3 * 2-3

see -&-...--&-ji: see -&-l.

<- see the next preceding paragraph.
•

*** [part. n. of 1; Silent, &c.; pl. *].

(TA.)

*:: ) . . . .

* * * * * } see -->; each in two places.

ajast. :

6 * * *

&ls. The temperate days in the latter, or

last, part of the -:4 [app. here meaning sum

mer]. (K.)-Remains of anything: (K:) as

though pl. of ā: ..., before mentioned. (TA.)–

Also, (K) or J. & +i (IA, LM)

Sundry, or scattered, parties, or classes, of peo

ple: (IAar:) or i, q. Jää [i. e. a medley, or

mixed multitude; or the lonest or basest or mean

est sort, or refuse, or riffraff]: (Lh, K.) IAar

does not assign to it : sing: some say that its

sing, is -< ... [app. <-S-1, but this demands

consideration. (TA.)

#C, of the measure älä, from+: A.

silence [or pause] of short duration, requiring

something to be said or read or recited after it:

or an abstaining from elevating the voice in

speech; not an absolute silence, in which one

ceases, or abstains, from reading or reciting or

speaking; for it occurs in a trad. in the words,

4:58:1 L J,# U. [What dost thou say in thy

ajū-17]. (IAth, TA.)

*: t +&.

<: The last of the Cl3: [or arron's used

in the game called2:1). (K.) This is omitted

in some of the copies of the K. (MF.)

• de ./ J. C. e.

was ~38-cyl £-l The secrets of the science

of the Divine Essence. (TA in art._2<-, q.v.)

*

1.£, aor. *, inf. n. #: (S, Mgh, Msb, K)

and }:, (A, Mgh, K,) o: this is a simple subst.,

(S, MSb) and £ and #3 (K) and #2 (MSb)

and3%, (K.) He was, or became, intoxicated,

inebriated, or drunken; (MA, K.I., &c.;) contr.

of U-3. (S, A, K.) [See alsoX, below.]
• * * * * * * - * - 6.-->

[Hence,] U'X'. Usks *~, (A) inf n. x-, (K,)

| Such a one was, or became, violently angry

with me: (A:) or angry; or enraged. (K.) And

: is 4: He has violent anger against me. (A.)
*-Je". • of 0 ° -- *:... *, * * * * > *

–And Úual ->; and 2*, 3'-a' +/- ;
J Jo e & • • - -

and 4: S.S.: see 2. — Also 48-, aor. *,

(TK) inf n. x, (IAar, K.) It (a watering

trough, or tank, TK) was, or became, full.

(IAar, K, TK.)-And &;" <>, (A, and so

in my MS. copy of the K) or <, (§, O, and

so in the CK,) aor. *, (S, O,) or, as some

relate a verse of Jendel Ibn-El-Muthenna Et

Tuhawee, in which it occurs, *, (O,) [indicating

that the pret. is <āş- or that the aor. is irreg,]

inf n. x: ($, o, K) and 3%, (K) : The

wind became still, (S, A, O, K,) after blowing.

($) And£, [or:lint n. *, '1' (water)

became still, ceasing to run: so says AZ: and 1 it

(the sea) became calm, or motionless: so says

IAar. (TA) And £, (A) or 3%, aor.”,

(TA,) t It (food [in a cooking-pot], or hot water,

A, or a hot thing, TA) ceased to boil, or estuate,

(A, TA) or to burn, or be hot: (TA:) and + it

(heat) became allayed, or it subsided. (TA.)=

%: see 4.- Also, (IAar, TA,) aor. *, (TK.)

inf n <, (K.) He filled it. (IAar, K, TA)

– Also, (S, Mgh, Msb,) aor, as above, (S,

Msb,) and so the inf n.; ($, Mgh, Msb, K;) and

* 3: ..., inf. n.):5; (MF;) He stopped it up, or

dammed it; namely, a river, or rivulet. (S, Mgh,

Mob, K, MF.) And hence, A31%, and '3'-,

+ He closed, or stopped up, the door. (TA.)
- - oé

Usual&: see 2.

2. 5:... see 4–And see also 1, last two ex

planations.-ūai$% in the Kur [xv. 15],

means ! Our eyes have been prevented from

seeing, and dazzled: (S, K:) or have been covered

over: (Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā,S,K.) and 7<<,

without teshdeed, have been prevented from seeing :

(Fr, K:") or this latter, which is the reading of

El-Hasan, means, accord. to him, have been en

chanted: (S:) or both mean, have been covered

* * *

eley: see
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and closed by enchantment, so that we imagined

ourselves to behold things which we did not

really see: (T, TA:) Mujáhid explains the latter

reading as meaning, have been stopped up; i.e.,

have been covered by that which prevented their

seeing, like as water is prevented from flowing by

Ol* [or dam]: (A’Obeyd:) and another reading

is "3%, meaning, have become dazzled, like

those of the intoxicated: (Ksh, Bd:*) AO says

thatAsil#45 W $8– means ! The people became

affected by a giddines ; and an affection like

cloudiness of the eye, or weakness of the sight,

came over them, so that they did not see; and

Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Ala says that this significa

tion is derived from £; as though their eyes

were intoxicated: Zj says that a: *&: means

this eye became dazzled, and ceased to see. (TA.)

- a-t-il 3:, meaning + His judgment, or

opinion, was confused respecting the object of

want, is said of a man only before he has deter

mined upon, the thing alluded to. (TA) -

o, -, inf. n. 2:5, also signifies He squeezed his

throat, or throttled him. (S, K.) One says,

camel throttles another with his arm so that he

almost hills him]. (S.)

4. *- It (wine, or beverage,) intoxicated,

or inebriated, him; (S, A.;) or deprived him of

his reason; (Msb;) as also, accord. to some,

w3%; (MF, TA;) but the former is that which

commonly obtains; (TA;) [and *%- has the

same signification; or its inf. n]}: signifies

the causing, or making, to be affected with the

remains of intoxication. (KL. [See the pass.

part. n. of this last, below.]) The first is also said

of Ja: , [app. a mistranscription for Jagus,

which may be syn. with U23's, meaning “sour

milk,” for this has an effect like intoxication

when too much of it has been drunk]; and thus

applied it is tropical. (TA.)

6. ,<>U.5 He feigned intoxication, or a state

of drunkenness. (S, A.")

8. &#" 4:...! The udder became full of milk.

(MA)–And it." ~<- The sky rained

vehemently. (M.A.)

*: See &#=and #-F.Also A cer

tain herb, or leguminous plant, (#) of such as
- o # J.

are termed 29- [pl. of X-], (Aboo-Nasr, K,)

which is of the best of J, #3 (TA as from the

K: [but not in my MS. copy of the K nor in the

CK:]) AHn says that no description of its

general attributes or qualities had come to his

knowledge. (TA.)

3: an inf. n., (A, Mgh, K,) or a simple

subst., signifying Intoxication, inebriation, or

drunkenness; i. e. the state thereof; (S, Msb;)

a state that intervenes as an obstruction betneen

a man and his intellect; mostly used in relation

to intoxicating drinks: but sometimes as meaning

t such a state arising from anger, or from the

passion of love: a poet says,

• * * j, d. 2 - * - p & P • & d

* *** *** c \,: *

• 6 × * * * ...) #

* 99- * us--> ---4-- Us" *

[Two intoxications, the intoxication of love and

the intoxication of wine: hon shall a youth re

cover his senses in whom are tryo intoxications?].

(Er-Rághib, T.A.)

X- a subst. from£ (Mgh, K) as meaning

“the stopping up, or damming,” of the river, or

rivulet; (K;) i. e. A dam; a thing with nihich

a river, or rivulet, is stopped up; (S," Msb, K,

TA;) and *::, originally an inf. n., occurs in

the same sense: (Mgh:) the pl. of the former is

}*. (K.)

X: Wine : (K:) so, accord. to Fr and others

in the Kur[xvi. 69],(+ (#): 5: 4. 3,4-5,

meaning, ye obtain therefrom nine, and raisins

and dried dates and the like; this being said

before wine was prohibited: (TA:) and the

[beverage called] ... (S, A) prepared from dried

dates: (S:) so in the Kur, ubi supra: (S:) or

the expressed juice of fresh ripe dates when it has

become strong; (Mgh, Msb;) originally an inf. n.:

(Mgh:) or an infusion of dried dates, untouched

by fire: (A’Obeyd:) a beverage, (A,) or *#,

(K) made from dried dates and from +,+

[a species of cuscuta, or dodder] (A, K) and

myrtle, Ji, (A,) which is the most bitter beve

rage in the world, (A,) and forbidden like wine;

(TA;) or made from dried dates and +2+,

disposed layer upon layer, upon which water is

poured; and some assert that sometimes myrtle

(U-1) is mired with it, and this increases its

strength: (AHn:) also anything that intoxi

cates: (K:) and n:hat is forbidden [that is ob

tained] from fruit (I’Ab, T, K) [of the palm-tree

and grape vine], meaning wine, before its being

forbidden; and &-l &# is what is lawful

[that is obtained] from grapes and dates: (I’Ab,

T, TA:) and vinegar; (K;) accord. to some of

the expositors of the Kur, ubi supra; but this is

a meaning unknown to the leading lexicologists:

(B, TA:) and food: (K:) so accord. to AO

alone; as in the following saying of a poet;

* 5'-->391 .454 -is: *

[Thou hast made the reputations of the generous

to be food: or] thou hast made the vituperation

of the generous to be food to thee: but the leading

lexicologists disallow this; and Zj says that the

more probable meaning here is nine. (TA.)

}: See&#-and:

# A fit of intoxication: (A, Mgh.) pl.

+%. (Mgh) You say, 5-1 & 24

3:1; He went anay in state between that

of sensibility and insensibility, or mental per

ception and inability thereof. (TA.) - And

! A fit of anger. (TA.)- And t An over

poniering sensation of delight, affecting youth.

(TA)-->5.1% (The intoxication of death;

meaning] the confusion of the intellect by reason

of the severity of the agony of death: (B, TA:)

the oppressive sensation attendant upon death,

which deprives the sufferer of reason: (Bd in

l. 18:) the oppressive sensation, (S, A,” Mgh, K,)

and disturbance of the mind, and insensibility,

(K) attendant upon death. (S, A, Mgh, K.)

And in like manner,ź. #, (K,) andA:l,

(TA,) # The oppressive sensation, &c., attendant

upon anxiety, (K) and upon sleep. (TA.)

#. I q. X:#; (K;) [or resembling the

.# (see &#) a certain plant, app. called

by the former name because a decoction thereof

is used as an anaesthetic; said to be] the same

that is called #4, that is [often found] in

wheat. (TA.)

&# (S, A, Mgh, Mob, K) and 3%, (TA)

which latter is seldom used, and is of the dial. of

the Benoo-Asad, as is said in the S and Msb of

its fem, (TA) and **, (K; [in the TA *k,

but this is afterwards mentioned in the K as an

intensive epithet;]) fem. [of the first,] &#;

($, Mgh, Mob, K.) and [of the second,] ##,

(S, Msb, K.) and [of the third,] #3; (K; [in

the TA #:]) Intoxicated; inebriated; drunken :

(S, Msb, K.) [see : ] pl. c.3%. [which is

said in the TA to be also pl. of}<l and&,

(S, Msb, K,) of which the former is the more

common, or, as some say, the latter, and the

former of which is said to be the only instance of

the kind, except J-* and J.-- and &#,

(TA) [to which should be added (3'-, and

probably some other instances,] and es: (S,

K;) or this is a fem. sing. applied as an epithet

to a pl. n.; (Fr;) and in the Kur iv. 46, El

Aamash read &#, with damm, which is very

strange, since no pl. of the measure # is

known. (TA.) Th says that the words of the

Kur [iv. 46]&:X: $31,35 S [Engage

ge not in prayer when ye are intoxicated] was

said before the prohibition of wine was revealed:

others say that the meaning is, when ye are

intoxicated nith sleep. (TA.)

#, written by Sh ié: See art. 2”.

(TA.)

6 p.e. s

238-’: see:-.

#. [Sugar;] a certain sneet substance, (TA,)

well known: (Msb, TA:) a Pers. word, (S,)

arabicized, (S, K,) from#: (K:) n. un, with 3

[signifying a piece of sugar]: (S, K:) it is hot

and moist, accord. to the most correct opinion;

but some say, cold: and the best sort of it is the

transparent, called #: and the old is more

delicate than the new: it is injurious to the

stomach, engendering yellow bile; but the juice

of the c”: and 2% counteract its noxiousness:

it is said to be a word recently introduced; but

some say that it occurs in one trad. (TA)

Also Like X: [or sugar] in sneetness: so used

by Aboo-Ziyād El-Kilábee. (TA.)- Also A

certain kind of sneet fresh ripe dates; (K;) a

sort of fresh ripe dates, likened to sugar in sweet

ness: (Mgh :) or a hind of very sneet dates;

(AHát, T, Msb;) known to the people of El

Bahreyn, (T,) and in Sijilmaseh and Dar'ah,

and, as some say, in El-Medeeneh, where, hon
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ever, they require to be dried artificially. (MF.)

-A kind of grapes, which, being affected

by what is termed 33%, fall off, (K.) for the

most part: their bunches are of middling size;

and they are nºhite, juicy, and very sneet, (TA,)

of the best kinds of grapes; (K;) and are made

into raisins. (TA.)

3 : *

&: [Sugary; saccharine. - And] Cake

containing sugar, or barley-sugar, nith almonds,

or pistachio-nuts. (M.A.)

#. One n:ho makes, or sells, the beverage

called #; syn. $5. (S, K.)

:- One who intoxicates himself much, or

often a drunkard, a tippler; (K;) as also

*: (S,K) and "3,4-(IAar, K) and ':
(K) Or constantly $ntoacicated: ($ ;) the pl. of

3:... is six-, which is also pl. of &l, ... (TA)

#au. &; : Wind becoming still (A) And

#=u.# ! A still night; a night in n'hich the

wind is still, (S," A.;) * night in n:hich there is

no wind. (TA.) And su. Bue t Still, not run

ning, water. (AZ, TA.) -

6 * > d >

JLº. A certain plant, always green, the

grain nhereof is eaten: (K: [but this description

seems to be an incorrect abstract of what here

follows:]) Ed-Deenawaree [i. e. AHn] says, it is

of the plants that continue green throughout the

whole of the summer: I asked a sheykh of the

Arabs of Syria, and he said, it is the 2-, [cor

rectly2:..] and we eat it in its fresh state, with

what an eating ! and, he said, it has green grains,

like the grain of the &j% [or fennel], except

that they are round: (O:) [in the present day,

it is applied to henbane, or a species thereof:

accord. to Forskål, (Flora Aegypt. Arab.,
• J_0 +

p. lxiii.,) hyoscyamus datora. See also &#.]

3: Affected with the remains of intoxication.

(S, K.)

* : see:

£

i: 4, Or £, accord. to different autho

rities, (TA,) or both, (MF,) not an Arabic word,

but occurring in a trad.; [arabicized from the

Pers. *::, meaning A saucer;] a sort of small

bonyl-shaped vessel, in [or out of] which one eats:

it is of tno sizes; the larger holding six ounces;

and the smaller, three ounces, or four mithkäls,

or between two thirds of an ounce [and some

other quantity more or less (for there is an

omission in this place in my original)]: in such

vessels, placed upon the tables, around the meats,

the Arabs used to put sauces and the like to

excite the appetite and to aid digestion : expl.

by Ed-Dávoodee as a small, varnished, bonyl

shaped vessel. (TA.)

4×

ãe):..., (Mgh, and so in some copies of the K,)

thus written by IAth, (TA,) [and thus in copies

of the S and A voce >, and of the S and K

y: &#, andof the Mgh and Msb and K voce

#, &c.,] or ##, thus written by Sh, (TA

in art. ,<., and thus in a copy of the K,) an

Abyssinian word, (TA,) arabicized, (Mgh, TA,)

A certain beverage, (Mgh, K, TA,) of the Abyssi

nians, (Mgh) prepared from 53 [or millet],

(Mgh, K, TA,) which intoxicates; the wine of

the Abyssinians; also called &#: [q.v.], (TA,)

and #, (Mgh and Msh and K in art.*, and

TA in the present art.,) and 254 [q.v.]. (A inart. 5-2.) •

- wāş

1. * *.ic- (-, (Ibn 'Abbād, K, TA) and

4.9, (TA in art, -e,) aor. *, (K.) I did not

tread, or have not trodden, upon the threshold

of the door, (Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA) and of his

door, (TA) as also "4:3 u.. (K.) and
* * ** * * ~ ** -

Üt a W -áš.5i S [I neill not tread upon the

threshold of a door of his; or] I will not enter a

house, or chamber, of his. (Z, TA.)

4. Cis-l, (inf n. J.C., Msb,) He was, or

became, an-st: [q.v. infra]. (IAar,T,Mgb, K.)

5: see 1, in two places.

#. The craft, or handicraft, of the -*.

[q.v.]: (K:) termed by Lth an inf. n., the source
J - d.

of-sw-?), having no [unaugmented] verb. (TA.)

Jú: See Jú.

-ieu. The intel of a door, in which turns the

2:03, (O, K, TA,) this latter word meaning [the

upper and] the lower extremity of the door, the

upper of which turns [in a socket in the lintel,

and the lower in a socket in the threshold]: so

says En-Nadr. (O, TA. [The explanation of

* in the O seems to have been mutilated by a

copyist, and requires the additions which I have

made, according to modern usage.])

** - d >

e-āś- : see Jú.

Jøi. See Júl, in two places.

ded e 3 * * *

Je:all Jići The parts on n’hich gron, the

eyelashes of the two eyes: (IAar, K:) or the

loner eyelids. (Z, K.)

3 * * *

#The threshold of a door, (S, O, K,) upon

n:hich one treads; (O, K;) as also *i;...&#:

(TA:) or the lintel of a door: and sometimes [or

rather almost universally] used in the former

sense, which is the only meaning mentioned in

the T [and] in the Abridgment of the 'Eyn [and

in most other lexicons]: pl. -$US-l [app. Jú,

and, if so, anomalous]. (Mgb.)= Also The 43,4

[i. e. aš-, or rag, or ragged garment, or perhaps

it is a mistranscription for 3-, i.e. craft, or

handicraft, like âû-,] of the –8.; extr.: On

the authority of Fr. (TA.)

Jú (sh,5, M.M., K, &c.) and 'J'.
(Sh,S, M, K) and *J:and "-jū, and *-i:

(K) A maker of boots, (Sh, Mgb, K.) or of shoes

or sandals; (MA;) or a senter of boots &c. :

(Mgb:) or the first word, (Msb, K, TA,) as used

by the Arabs [of the desert], (Mgb, TA,) any

artificer, or artisan, (Mgb, K, TA,) thus expl.

in the M, and so its three [perhaps a mistake for

four] dial. vars., but said by J [in the S] to be a

meaning not known, (TA,) except the maker of

boots, for he is called " -ki, (K, TA,) i. e. when

they mean such as is called Júl in the cities or

towns or villages: (TA:) or a carpenter; (K;)

in which sense it is used by Esh-Shemmákh, but

J says, [in the S,] only on the ground of supposi

tion; (TA;) and any handicraftsman n-ho works

with an iron tool: (AA, K," TA:) pl. ièui

(S, MS, TA) [and -ièui) — Also the first

word, Skilful with an affair. (O, K.) Sh says,

I heard El-Fak'asee say, 2.9 .# Jú: <!,

meaning Verily thou art skilful with this affair.

(0)= Accord, to Ibn-'Abbād, -iù.) is also

used (O, K) by Ibn-Mukbil (O) as meaning The

redness of wine: but this is a mistranscription,

(O, K.) and a perversion of the meaning: (O:)

the right word is*}. (O, K.)

• * * *

-#: : see the next preceding paragraph,

*- : * * 333.2%

āşş-l: see aâS-l.

U.S.- -

1. c", (S, Mgh, L, Msb, K,) aor. 4, (L,)

inf n &#, (§, Mgh, L, MSb, K.) said of a

thing, (§, L.) of a thing that moves, (Mgh, Mgb,)

It was, or became, still, motionless, stationary, in

a state of rest, quiet, calm, or unruffled, (#4,

Abu-l-'Abbās, L, or 5, K,) after motion; (Abu

l-'Abbās, L;) its motion [ceased, or] nent anay;

(L, Mgb;) and in like manner said of a man, and

of a beast: (Abu-l-'Abbās, L:) and said of any

thing such as wind and heat and cold and the

like; of rain; [and of pain;] and of anger;

[&c.;] it was, or became, still, calm, tranquil

lized, appeased, allayed, assuaged, or quelled; [it

died anay, passed anay, or ceased to be: and it

remitted, or subsided; became alleviated, light,

slight, or gentle:] and said of a man [or heast or

the like, and of a voice or sound], he [or it] nas,

or became, still, or silent. (L.) [Hence,] one

says, £il &£, and 23.1, meaning ti, [The

tears, and the blood, stopped, or ceased to flon.].

(S and Mgh in art. ü).) [And one says of heat,

and cold, and pain, &c.,* &&. It passed anay

from him; quitted him. And jū< The

Jire became extinguished; or became allayed or

assuaged; subsided; or ceased to flame or blaze

or burn fiercely..]- [Hence also, It (a letter)

nas or became, quiescent; i.e., nithout a vonel

immediately folloning it; contr. of 45-5.]w

And <! &#, (Msb, [where the aor. is said to

be , , but this is either a mistake or rare, for the

aor. accord. to common usage is *, as in the Kur

vii. 159 and xxx. 20,]) infin. &# (Mgh, Mgb)
and &, (MSb) He trusted to it, or relied upon

it, so as to be, or become, easy, or quiet, in mind;

i. 1 #&#5 (Sand K &c. in art c=2) and
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! .# ; and became familiar with it; syn.

*: J. :) and Jii, agreeably with explanations

here following;] namely, a thing: (Msb:) and

Úl &#, aor. *, he trusted to her, or relied upon

her, so as to be, or become, easy, or quiet, in

mind; &c., as above; syn. '', &#1, (Ksh

and Bd in vii. 189, and Ksh in xxx. 20;) and

'', Jú; (Ksh in vii. 189, and the same and

Bd in xxx. 20;) and to.# and Jili, (Bd

in the same two places ;) namely, his wife. (Ksh

and Bd)–And #31 &, (§, MA, Mgh, L,

Msb, K.) and '3' cA, (Mgh, Msb) and 9%,

(L) aor.”, (L, Msh, J.M.) inf n. J: (MA,

Mgh, L, JM) and C3. (MA, L) and U.S.,

(MA,) or 'J'. is a simple subst., and the

inf n. is U.S., (Mgb, [accord. to which the latter

is app. 3%, for it is there said that the verb in

this case is like -ík, the unaugmented inf n, of

which is −is, but this inf. n. &: I have not

found elsewhere, and what is generally used as

the inf. n. or quasi-inf n. of the verb in this case

is "...# ,]) or " £ is a subst, in the sense of

£': [or rather it is also

a subst, in this sense,] He inhabited, or divelt or

abode in, the house [and the place] (MA, Mgh.)

3% J:£& #3, in the Ku (vi.13),

is from £1(Ksh, Bq) or from 3:1 (Bd.)

if from the former, (Ksh, Bd,) it signifies To

Him belongeth what taketh up its abode in the

night and the day; (IAar, Ksh," Bd," L, Jel;)

meaning, what the night and the day include

within their limits: (Ksh,” Bd:) or, if from

&: (Bd,) what is still, or motionless, (Abu

l-'Abbās, Bd, L,) and what moves; one of the

two contraries being mentioned as sufficient [to

show what is intended] without the other; (Bd;)

app. meaning the creation, collectively, or all

created beings. (Abu-l-‘Abbās, L.)- And 3%,

(L, K,) aor. *, (K,) He became such as is termed

c: [q v.], (L. K.) as also 3-, (K) and

"cº-l, and "ck-3, and W&: (L, K:) and

[thus it means particularly] he was, or became,

lonely, humble, or submissive; and lon, abject,

abased, and weak; as also "ck-l, (L.) and

* c :-3, and "3:5; (S," L;) the former of

these being the regular form, (S, L,) and the

more common and more chaste; (L;) the latter

of them anomalous, [from 3-'ll like J:

from J.:”, and 6: from #1 (S. L.)

and *.cs-1, (L, MSb) and '3', of the

measureJ# (L, Msb, K) from #: (L, K)

or from 3:1, (Msb) with added, (L, MSb)

the vowel of the medial radical letter being thus

rendered full in sound, (L, Msb, K,) or it is of

the measure Js: from #9, signifying “evil

state or condition,” (Msb,) or from & Sl signi

fying “the [piece of] flesh in the interior of the

vulva,” because he who is lowly and abject is the

Bk. I.

most obscure of mankind. (L.

J3+ and des.])

2. 4:-, (S, L, Mgb, K,) inf n. &#, (S, L,

K.) He, or it, caused it to be, or become, still,

motionless, stationary, in a state of rest, quiet,

calm, or unruffled; (S," L, Msb, K;) namely, a

thing: (S, L, Mgb:) [and caused it, namely,

anything such as wind, and heat, and cold, and

the like, as rain, and pain, and anger, to be, or

become, still, or calm; stilled, calmed, tranquil

lized, appeased, allayed, assuaged, or quelled, it;

caused it to die anay, pass anay, or cease to be:

and caused it to remit, or subside; to become

alleviated, light, slight, or gentle : and caused

him, and it, namely, a man or beast or the like,

and a voice or sound, to become still, or silent:

(see 1, first sentence:)] and '4-l signifies the

J - © (L.) [Hence] one says of God, cº

*ś, meaning# [He caused his tears to stop,

or cease flowing] ($ and TA in art. Ú).)–[And

hence, He made it (a letter) quiescent; i.e., made

it to be without a vonel immediately following

it; contr. of +/-.]=3:5 also signifies The

straightening a cane, or spear, (***) with fire

[which is termed c. 1]. (IAar, L. K.)= And

The constantly riding a light and snift ass

which is termed cá. (IAar, L, K.)

[See also arts.

Same.

3. *=L, inf n. #éu..., i. q. 55- [meaning

He lived in his neighbourhood, or near to him].

(TA in art. 23-.)

4. US-l: see 1, near the end, in two places.

=~ : see 2, first sentence.— [Hence,] said

of poverty, It made him to be little, or seldom, in

motion. (Aboo-Is-hák, L., K.)- And, said of

God, He made him to be such as is termed

c: [d v.] (L.K.)–Andi's 4-1 (S. L.

Msb, K,) or J#9, (MA,) He made him [or

gave him] to inhabit the house, or abode; (S,"

MA, L, Mgb,” K;*) he lodged him therein.

(M.A.)

5. c. 5, said of a man, is from #:l [i.e.

He had, or possessed, or affected, the quality thus

termed; meaning he was, or became, or affected

to be, calm, tranquil, grave, staid, steady, or

sedate; &c.]. (L.) See also Q. Q. 2, below:

and see 1, above, near the end, in two places.

8. U.S.), and its var. or syn. &#1; see 1,

near the end.

• • & e.

Q. Q. 2. &: He affected to be like, or he

imitated, such as are termed cºst- [pl. of

&c., q.v.]. (IAth, L.)—See also 1, near

the end, in two places. You say, # & " ":

He humbled, or abased, himself to hisLord; or

addressed himself with earnest, or energetic, sup

plication to Him: and 'c' - is like 3:5.

(Lh, L.)

&#, a quasi-pl. n. of "3+", like as #3 is

of*. called by Akh a pl., (L.) The inhabi

tants, people, or family, of a house or tent; (S,

L, K;) a household. (L.)- And The collective

body of the people of a tribe: one says, J-5

b: &: [The collective body of the people

of the tribe bound the loads, or burdens, upon

their beasts, and went anay]. (Lh, L.) - See

also &-And see the paragraph here next

following. -

6 p. 6 •- d -

&: see . ~.–And see also US-2, in

three places. - Also, (L, JM, [thus written in

both, and expressly said in the latter to be “with

damm,”]) or " 3%, (thus in copies of the K,)

or W3%, (thus in the CK,) [but the first is app.

the right,] Food, aliment, or victuals, syn. +, 5

(L, K, JMS) like J# meaning “food (Axe, L,

JM) of a party alighting to partake of it,” and

said to be called &: because by means of it a

place is inhabited, like as the J% of an army

means the “appointed rations of an army alighting

at a place.” (L.)

& A thing, (§, L, Msh, K) of any kind,

(S, L,) to which one trusts, or upon which one

relies, so as to be, or become, easy, or quiet, in

mind; (S, L, Msb, K;) and in like manner, a

person, or persons, to whom one trusts, &c. :

applied in this sense to a family, or wife, (L,

Msb,) as well as to property, (Msb,) &c.; (L,

Msb:) and hence [particularly] signifying a

wife. (L.) One says, [app. using it in this sense,

as seems to be indicated by the context in the S,]

c: &: &% [Such a one is the son of the

ck-], and As used to say *ck:1: (S, L:)

accord, to Ibn-Habeeb, one says cº- and c'.

(L.) And it is said in the Kur [vi. 96], Jas
* c3 -o

U.S. U.J. He hath made, or appointed, the

night to be a resource for ease, or quiet. (L.)

And in the same [ix. 104], ..." 3: 4:314 &l.

i.e. [Verily thy prayers for forgiveness are] Q. Catase

of ease, or quiet, to them. (Zi, L.) [And "#:

seems to have a similar meaning: for] ISh says,

#.2: * *śl #1-#, app. [The covering

of theface on the occasion of sleep is a cause of

ease, or quiet,] in the case of loneliness, or of fear

arising therefrom. (L.) And it is said in a trad.,

Č. ū: & ū- J# 2:li, meaning O God,

send don'n upon us, in our land, the succour, or

relief, of its inhabitants, [app. alluding to rain,]

to which they may trust so as to be easy, or quiet,

in mind. (L)–Also it 3:4 (LR, L, and

Ham p.400.) See the latter word, in three places.

–And Fire; [app. first applied thereto as being

a cause of ease, or comfort;] ($, L, K;) as in the

saying [of a rājiz],

ow ~ * * *

aua- es: 9-2

[And a fire hindled in a large tent of hair-cloth,

or in a booth, or shed], (S, L,) describing himself

as driven to have recourse thereto by the night,

and by a moist wind, or a wind cold with

moisture; and [afterwards used without any

allusion to its being a cause of ease, or comfort,]

as in the saying of another, describing a cane,

*
*

* < 2.

****

c: 36

meaning He straightened it with fire and oils.

(L.)- And Mercy, pity, or compassion. (K.

| 176.

o - of

due2">
| * *
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[See also i:)-And i. q. ié, [A blessing;

prosperity, or good fortune; increase; &c.].
o o ji • O.J.

(K)= See also &.:=and Us:- :=and

see Ú4-U".

[#. A quiescence of a letter; its having no

vonel immediately following; opposed to āš-:

pl. &.]—£- c.” :=#: See#.

#. : See 3%.

#: A place; [properly] a place of habitation
• * * *

or abode: pl. -us.". (L.) It is said in a trad.,

#:" shiff is sus. J's b: (S, L,

K,') i.e. Rest ge, or remain ye, at your places,

(S, L,) or in your places of habitation or abode,

(S, L, K.) for emigration has [ended, having]

become no longer needful. (L.) And one says,

2: c." Júl, [virtually] meaning, accord.

to Fr, The people are in their right state: (S,

L:) and in like manner is expl. the saying,

2: c."#and "...: and #:

but the approved explanation is, [I left them] at

their places of habitation, which is that of Th;

or, as in the M, their places of alighting, or

abode. (L.)- Also The part, of the neck, which

is the resting-place of the head. (S, L, K.) So in

the saying, (S, L,) attributed to several poets, (L)

• * > * * * * * & •

• *uš- cºe-W" Jej Pra. "

[With a smiting that removes the heads from

their resting-places on the necks]. (S, L.)

£ is an inf n. of 3: in the phrase 3:

#31: (MA, Mgh, L, J.M.) or a simple subst.

therefrom: (Msb:) or a subst. in the sense of
• & ** 6 ed

&l. like L.5, in the sense of ~09): (Mgh:)

see 1, in three places: or it is a subst. (S, L, K)
• * *-- of •o a

also (L) from 3:14:i, (§, L. K.) like as L:
6 ed * * *

is from ~uel, (§, L.) and so is "&", (Lh, L,

K,) [which is app. mentioned in the Msb as an

inf n. of the former verb,] signifying, as also
6 o' s

*&, [so in one place, as on the authority of

Lth, in the L, and said in the MA to be, like

J*, an inf. n. of the verb first mentioned above,]

The making [or giving] a man a place, or an

abode, to inhabit, nithout rent; (L, and Ham

p. 400 in explanation of the first of these words;)

the term J: being similar to &#. (L.)

See also 3:4, in five places.

&: An ass light, or active, and quick, or

snift: and# is applied to a she-ass (L, K)

in the same sense. (L.)- Hence the latter is

used as a name for + A girl, or young woman, or a

female slave, that is of a light, or an active,

spirit. (L.)- The former also signifies A wild

ass. (L.) - And #" is the name of The

gnat that entered into the nose of Numrood [or

Nimrod]. (L, K.)

# (§, L, Mab, K) and "# (Ks, L, K)

and *#, (L, Mgb) mentioned in the “Na

wádir,” (Msb,) on the authority of AZ, (L) but

of a measure of which there is no [other] known

instance, (L, Mgb,) Calmness, or tranquillity;

(S, L, Msb, K;) gravity, staidness, steadiness, or

sedateness; ($, L, Msb;) and a quality inspiring

reverence or veneration: (Mgb:) and, as some

say, mercy, pity, or compassion : [see also &: :]

and aid or assistance; or victory or conquest:

and a thing whereby a man is calmed, or tran

quillized: (L:) pl. of the first word &ū.

(Harp. 62.) One says of a man who is calm or

tranquil, or grave &c., #:* [Upon him is

resting, or abiding, calmness &c.]. (L.) And it

is said in a trad., respecting the Prophet, on the

occasion of the coming down of revelation,
** - a * @e

à: 4:#, meaning And calmness, or tran

quillity, and a: [i.e., as here used, absence of

mind from self and others by its being exclusively

occupied by the contemplation of divine things],

came upon him. (L.) And in the Kur [ii. 249],

it is said, [with reference to the coming of the

ark of the covenant,]ź &-: 4:3, meaning

[In which shall be] a cause of your becoming

tranquil, [or easy in your minds,] when it cometh to

you [from your Lord]: (Zj, L, K:) or, as some say,

there was in it a head like that of the cat; when

it uttered a cry, victory betided the Children of

Israel: (L:) or a thing having a head like that

of the cat [and a tail like that of the cat (Bd)],

of chrysolite and sapphire, and a pair of wings:

(L, K:) or an image like the cat, that was with

them among their forces, on the appearance of

n:hich their enemies were routed: or an animal

having a face like that of a human being, com

pact [in substance], the rest thereof being unsub

stantial like the nind and the air : or the images

of the Prophets, from Adam to Mohammad :

(Bd:) or the signs, or miracles, with the per

Jormance of n:hich Moses was endoned, and to

which they trusted so as to be easy, or quiet, in

their minds: (L:) or by the* to which these

words refer is meant the heart, [or rather the

chest, i.e. bosom,] and the axes - is the knowledge,

and purity, or sincerity, in the heart [or bosom].

(Bd.) In a trad. of’Alee, respecting the building
* * * * * of.

of the Kaabeh, it is said,#: <! aúl U-29,

meaning [And God sent to him] the wind snift

in its passage. (L.)

#: fem of3: [q.v.). (L.K.)

45 °43 | * 3

āş.J13,lali [The hair over the forehead (of a

girl or woman) that is cut with a straight, or

even, edge, or neith tryo such edges one above the

other, so as to form a kind of border, after the

fashion of Sukeyneh,] is so called in relation to

Sukeyneh the daughter of El-Hoseyn. (S, L, K.)

& A maker of cºst: [or knives], (ISd,

L.K.)Flor:(1st Li)":=%

(ISd, L, K,) which latter is held by ISd to be

post-classical, being formed from the pl., whereas

by rule it should be formed from the sing. (L.)

& The -ís, (Lth, S, MA, Mgh, L.) [i.e.]

the rudder, (MA, KL, PS,) of a ship or boat,

(Lth, S, MA, Mgh, L,) by means of which it is

rightly directed, (Lth, Mgh," L,) and made still,

of £ady (Mgh, L.) its - 3-3 (AA, L:) id.
&#. and J#= [meaning the same, or its

tiller]: (A’Obeyd, L:) it is an Arabic word.

(L.) Hence the saying of Tarafeh, (L.) likening

to it the elevated neck of a she-camel, as being

long, and quick in motion, (EM p. 73,) [and

thus app. applying it to the upper and narrow

part of a rudder,]

* **** J-s:c'é *

(L, EM) i.e. Like the cit: of a resel of the

sort called Ges: [ascending the Tigris]. (EM.)

=Also pl. of část. [q.v.). (L, MSb)

&: a word of well-known meaning; (S,

Mob, K.) i.e. A knife; (MA, PS) i. 1 #34;

(L5) as also ***, (ISd, L. K.) a dial var,

(ISd, L,) occurring in a trad., but the former is

that which is commonly known: (L:) so called

because it stills the animals slaughtered with it:

(Az, L, Msb:) of the measure Jess: (IDrd, L,

Msb:) or, accord. to some, its ù isaugmentative,

so that it is of the measure 3: (Msb:) it is

masc., and sometimes fem.: (Zj,1Amb," L, Mgb,

K:*) not heard as fem. by IAar: (L:) held to

be only masc. by AZ and A5 and some others:

(Mgb:) but sometimes it occurs in poetry as fem.

"...the ground of meaning [as being syn. with

à:... or 5:], (Mgb,) and as such it occurs in a

trad. (L.) the pl. is Čás. (ISd, MA, L.)

[See an ex. in a prov. cited voce (...]

6 * * *

à:- : see i:.

i:- See#: : - and see also3:

s • * * ~ *

Us:=\; - : see&.

&= - Still, motionless, stationary, in a state

of rest, quiet, calm, or unruffled: [applied to a

letter, quiescent; i.e. without a vonel immediately

following it:] still, calm, tranquil, becoming

appeased or allayed or assuaged or quelled;

[dying anay, passing anay, or ceasing to be:

remitting, or subsiding; becoming alleviated, light,

slight, or gentle :] still, or silent. (L. [See its

verb, &#, first sentence.])- Inhabiting, divel

ling, or abiding; an inhabitant, or a lodger: (L,

Mab3) and '3: signifies the same as &=t

[app, thus used]: (L:) the pl. of&= - is&.

* * * 0.

(L, MSb) You say, c.33 & 4 [They are

the lodgers of such a one]. (S, L.) And &:

Jill signifies The Jinn, or Genii, inhabiting the

house. (L. [Respecting the custom of sacrificing

an animal to the Jinn on the occasion of buying

a house, in order to prevent any injury from the

Jinn thereof, see& The belief that houses are

inhabited by Jinn obtains among the Arabs in the

present day.]) See also &#.-[Other Inean

ings are indicated by explanations of its verb.]

[ći More, and most, still, &c.]

&: and&: (S, L, Mgb, K;) the people

of El-Hijáz say the former, (S, L,) and the latter

is anomalous; (L;) [A place of habitation;] a

place of alighting, abiding, sojourning, or lodging;

an abode, or a divelling; (S, L, K;) a house, or a

tent; (§, L, MSb) pl. &=u4: (Mab3) and

"3: signifies the same as 3:2, [thus in the
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Kur xvi. 82,] (Lh, L, and Ham p. 400,) as also
d_.j

W J*, (Lh, L,) and *&#: you say, *%

* &&. and * 3:, i.e. "J: [or 3:4, mean

ing A house in which is a place of habitation, or

a lodging]: (L: ['3% and *& are there

mentioned as syn., each of them, with&: and

L*, but in. Jifferent places; and I incline to

think that &, thus mentioned may be a mis

transcription for &: I have not found it else

where in this sense:]) and "J: & es's, in

which the last word is [said to be] virtually in

the accus. case, as a denotative of state, meaning

[My house is for thee,] as made [or given] to be

inhabited, or as being inhabited: (Mgh:) or

'J'. * us.' &, meaning To tle this my

house is a lent divelling-place: and 39." " -ss

means The wife's divelling-place in which the

husband lodges her. (L.)

&: J% Abundant pasturage, [that causes

people to abide in# m0t reuiring to. go a'ay:

like : and J: (L)–3: b
They became in the state termed i:. (L, K.)

3:... (L, Mgb, K) The state of him who is

termed&: primarily, lonliness, humility, or

submissirenes; and meaning also lon'ness, abject

ness, ignominiousness, abasement, or humiliation;

and paucity of property; and an evil state or
condition; also poverty of mind; and weakness:

(IAth, L:) it is from &#" [an infn of 3:

meaning as expl. in the first sentence of this

art.]. (L.)

&#, meaning “an earnest,” or “earnest

money,” and of which [as well as of c'-- the

pl. is &su-2, belongs to art. 4-2. (TA)

&c. (S,Mgh, L, MS, K, &c.) and 3:4,
(L, Msb, K) the latter anomalous, for there is no

[other] instance of the measure J:sale, (L.) of

the dial. of Benoo-Asad, (L, MSb,) mentioned by

Ks as heard by him from some one or more of

that tribe, (L.) others saying &-2, (MSb) of

the measure Je: (L) from &:l, because the

person to whom it is applied trusts to, or relies

upon, others, so as to be, or become, easy, or

quiet, in mind: (Mgh, L, Msb:) primarily, (L)

it signifies Lonly, humble, or submissive; (IAth,

Mgh, L;) and therefore the Prophet said,ź
g

2 : * :* > * > . ~~
5-j (: -5,--> w- (*22 te:- es:

c'est..." [O God, make me to live lonly, and

maie me to die lowly, and gather me among the

congregation of the lonely]: (Mgh," L:) and

hence it sometimes applies to him who possesses

little and [sometimes] to him who possesses much:

(L:) sometimes, (S,) it signifies (S, IAth, L,

Msb, K) also (IAth, L.) lon, abject, ignominious,

or in a state of abasement or humiliation; (S,

IAth, L, Msb, K;) and weak; (8, L, K;) and

subdued, or oppressed; though possessing riches

or competence: (Msb:) [therefore] Sb says, it is

one of the words expressive of pity, or com

passion; [and as such may be rendered poor;]

you say, 3:1 4 × [I passed by him, I

mean the poor man], putting it in the accus. case

by the implication of &#, though it may be in

the genitive case as a substitute [for the pro

noun], and in the nom. case by the suppression

of 34 meant to be understood: (L:) in other

cases, ($) it is syn, with #5, (§, L, MSb)

meaning (Msb) destitute, i. e. possessing nothing :

(L, MSb, K:) or accord. to ISk, U.S.-- means

thus; but the reas is he who possesses a suf

ficiency of the means of subsistence: (Msb:) or

the former means possessing somen'hat; (L;) or

[rather] needy, i. e. possessing what is not suf

ficient (L, K) for him (K) or for his family:

(L:) or caused by poverty to have little poncer of

motion; (L, K;) thus expl. by Aboo-Is-hāk;

but this is improbable; for U.S.-2 has the mean

ing of an active part. n., and his explanation

[like one of the others mentioned above] makes it to

have that of a pass. part. n.: (L:) Yoo says the

like of ISk: (Msb:) he used to say that the

U.S.-2 is in a harder condition than the eas: ($,

L," Msb:*) he says, I asked an Arab of the

desert, Art thou was ? and he answered, No, by

God, but rather U.S.-e; ($, L,” Msb;) but

'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh says that this man may have

meant that he was low, or abject, by reason of his

distance from his people and his home; and that

he does not think he meant anything but that:

(L:) [J also adds,] it is said in a trad. that the

c):<-2 is not he whom a mouthful or two mouth

fuls will turn back, or away, but is only he who

does not beg, and who is not known so that he

may be given [anything]; (S;) but Ziyādet-Allah

Ibn-Ahmad says that the #5 is he who sits in

his house, not begging, and the U.S.-- is he who

begs and is given; and hence it is argued that

the latter is in a better condition than the former;

though it indicates that the former is more high

minded than the latter: (L:) accord. to As, the

U.S.* is better in condition than the reas; and

this is [said to be] the right assertion, (Mgh, L,

Msb,) for the pl. of the former is applied in the

Kur xviii. 78 to men possessing a ship, or boat,

which is worth a considerable sum; (L, Msb;)

but they may have been thus termed because

they were humbled and abased by the tyranny.

of the king who took every ship, or boat, that he

found upon the sea, by force; (L;) and it is said

that these men were hirers, not owners, of the

vessel: (TA voce:#, q. v. :) 'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh

says, that thec- is better in condition than

the was is shown by a passage in the Kur

[ix. 60], where it is said that the poor-rates are

for the 3: and the cºst.*, for you will find

the classes to be there mentioned in such an order

that the second is better in condition than the

first, and the third than the second, and in like

manner the fourth and the fifth and the sixth and

the seventh and the eighth: and he says that the

same is shown by the fact that the Arabs some

times used £-e as a proper name, but not

Jeas: (L:) or when these two words are used

together, they differ in signification; and when

used separately, they [sometimes] signify the

same: (El-Bedr El-Karáfee, TA in art. as:)

[see more voce: :] a woman is termed:

(Sb, ş, L, MSb, K) and &c. also: ($, L. K.)

the former by way of assimilation to#; (Sb,

S, L;) the latter being accord. to rule, for an

epithet of the measure J.-- is regularly applied

alike to a male and a female; (S, Msb;) or, as

Abu-l-Hasan says, this is only when it is an

intensive epithet, which: is not: (L:) the

pl is & st- and 3:2, (S, L. K.) applied

to men, (#) Or to a company of people, (S, L,)

and -uś- applied to females. (§, L, K.)

J

0 & 3.

1. ‘L.J. J., (§, M, Mgh,) aor. *, (§, M)

in a 3-5 (S.M,Mg, K9 and "ā-, (M)

inf n. J%:15 (K; [in the CK, J.X.) is put

in the place of JS-91;]) He drew the thing

out or forth from another thing: (Jel in xxiii. 12:)

or he pulled out the thing, or dren, it forth, gently:

(M, K:*) or he dren, or pulled, the thing out, or

forth, as a snord from its scabbard, and a hair

from dough. (Mgh.) You say, -: 3-, (S,

Msb,) aor. and inf. n. as above; (Msb;) and

*4:-l, both signifying the same; (S;) [i. e. He

dren, the sn'ord;] as also **i-1, inf n. J%

(TA.) In the saying of El-Farezdak,

o * ~ * * * * ~ * ** * * * *

# $2-a-. Cl–=L--!>- 31-5 *

- o- e - o - of **

"J:53-8: J &#

[In the morning when ye turned back, as though

your swords were čís (pl. of&# a species

of fungus) upon your necks, (for the sword was

hung upon the shoulder, not by a waist-belt,) not

drawn forth], he has separated the doubled letter:

thus the verse is related by IAgr: but by Th,

"Ji-5. [for J.:) (M.) It is said in a trad,

assuredly draw thee forth from them like as the

single hair is drawn forth from dough]. (TA)

And in another trad., J.'s ā- J:>"

! [O God, dran forth the rancour of my heart]:

and hence the saying J-3A-l J: (#39.

Júl ! [Presents draw andy feelings of ran

cour, and loose, or melt, resistances, or incom

pliances]. (TA.) And J% said of a colt, means

He was drawn forth a J." [q.v.]. (M,

TA)-Also He took the thing (Msb.) Hence

one says,2: &l 4-5 J3 &: <: J-5, i. e.

[The dead body] is taken [head-foremost to the

grave]: (Msb:) [or is drawn forth &c.; for] it

is said of the Apostle of God, -5 J: &- 3%

meaning He was drawn forth [&c.] from the bier.

(Mgh.)- Also, aor, and inf n, as above, He

stole the thing : (Msb, TA:) or he stole it covertly,

secretly, or clandestinely; (TA;) and so **i.l.

(TK. [But see 4, below, where U-1 meaning

“he stole” is mentioned only as intrans.]) You

say, J:* L###" 3. He dren away the

camel from among the other camels in the middle

of the night: and in like manner you say ofother

things. (TA)=3-, aor. -, (K) inf n. J.,

(TK,) said of a man; (TA;) or −, aor. *,

[whence it would seem that the see pers, of the

pret, is <l-, and the inf n. J.,] said of a

* 176 *
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sheep or goat, su' (M;) He, or it, lost his, or

its, teeth: (M, K:) on the authority of Lh. (M.)

=J., (M, Msh, K) in the pass form, (Msb)

with damm, (K,) He was, or became, affected

with the disease termed J- [q.v.]. (M, Msb, K.)

4: see 1, second sentence- J-1, (ISk, S, M,

Mgh) int. n. J5:1, (ISk, S. K.) also signifies

He stole: (ISk, S, Mgh:) or he stole covertly,

secretly, or clandestinely. (M, K.) See also 1, in

the latter half of the paragraph. You say,J

_*:I & He stole of the spoil (Mgh.)—

J): signifies also An open raid or predatory

incursion. (TA.)- And U-1 He aided another

to steal, or to steal covertly, secretly, or clan

destinely. (TA)-[See also J5- below. Ac

cord. to Freytag, U.! signifies He received a

bribe: but this requires consideration: he gives

no authority but the K, which does not justify

this explanation.]=4|- He (God) caused him

to be affected with the disease termed J- [g v.].(S, M, Msb, K.) •

5. Ji- : see 7: and see also 1, in the former

half of the paragraph.-Also i. q. ** [It

was, or became, in a state of commotion, agita

tion, &c.]; said of a thing; as though it were

imagined to be repeatedly drawn forth. (Er

Rághib, T.A.).

7. J- It (a thing) became pulled out, or

drawn forth, gently; (M;) it became drawn, or

pulled out or forth, as a snord from its scabbard,

and a hair from dough. (Mgh.) You say, J-”

*&- -:) The snord [became dran'n from

the scabbard: or] slipped out from the scabbard.

(TA) And * > Jill& J-1 [The lead.

ing-rope of the horse slipped out or] came forth

[from his hand]. (Mgh.)- And [hence], as

also "Ji-3, (§, M, K.) He slipped anay, or

stole anay; i.e., went anay covertly, secretly, or

clandestinely: (M, K.) or he went forth, c

2: [from among them]. (S.) And #13,

4% c: 3- I went anay, and went forth, deli

herately, Or leisurely, and by degrees, from before

him. (TA) Sb says that Gi-ji [used in this

or a similar sense] is not a quasi-pass. verb; but
J. & e •

is only like [a verb of the measure] -Jas; like

as#1 is like -#4. (M.) It is said in a prov.,

&:# 34. L: [She reproached me with

her onn fault, and slipped anay]: ($, Meyd,

TA:) [originally] said by one of the fellow-wives

of Ruhm, daughter of El-Khazraj, wife of Saad

Ibn-Zeyd-Menáh, on Ruhm's reproaching her

with a fault that was in herself (Meyd, T.A.

[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov, cap. x. no. 2;

and another prov. there referred to in cap. ii.

no. 78.]) And one says also, 13& " J-1, Inean

ing He went anay with such a thing covertly,

secretly, or clandestinely. (TA.)

8: see 1, first and second sentences: =and

see also 7, last sentence.

10. $:#.J- | The river had a rivu

let, or streamlet, branching off from it. (TA.)

6 * * > *

. R. Q. 1. A.J. [as inf. n. of J—i. (see

U.J. below)] signifies A thing's being con

nected with another thing. (M, K.) [It is also

inf n. of J-i-, as such signifying The connect

ing a thing with another thing]+[Hence, Or

the reverse may be the case,] a.k.J., I bound

him nith the al-i- [or chain]. (O.T.A.)

And 3'-l cs: £ 4: Ipoured the water

into the throat, or fauces, [app. in a continuous

stream.] (S, O.)—And was J. L. He did

not eat food: (K:) as though he did not pour

it into his throat, or fauces. (TA.)= Accord. to

IAar,J- signifies He ate a al-i-, i.e., a long

piece of a camel's hump. (O.)=See also 1, third

Sentence.

* * * * *

R. Q. 2. U.J.5, said of water, It ran into the

throat, or fauces: (S, O:) or it ran don’n a decli

vity, or declivous place: (M, K:) or t it became

[fretted neith a succession of ripples] like a chain,

in running [in a shallow and rugged bed], or

n:hen smitten by the wind. (S.)- And, said of

lightning, t It assumed the form of J-3-, [i. e.

chains, meaning elongated streams,] pl. of i-i

[q. v.], in the clouds. (M.)-AndJ: signi

fies t The glistening, and [apparent] creeping,

of the diversified wavy marks, streaks, or grain,
* > d > *

[resembling a chain, (seeJ~) and also likened

to the creeping of ants, (see £, and +3) of a

sword. (TA. [See also$1)—And U-A-J said

of a garment, + It was n'orn until it became thin;

(O, K.) like J-i-5. (O.)

J- (M, K,) applied to a man, (M.) Whose

teeth are falling out; (M;) losing his teeth:

(K:) fem, with 5: (M, K:) likewise applied to

a sheep or goat (#5); on the authority of Lh;

(M;) and to a she-camel whose teeth have fallen

out from extreme old age; or one extremely aged,

having no tooth remaining; on the authority of

IAar. (TA.)=See also it, in two places.

3 *

U.: see what next follows.

J. (S.M.M.,k) and 'J%&M,K)the

former [the more common, and] often occurring

in the verses of chaste poets, though El-Hareeree

says in the “Durrat el-Ghowwäs” that it is an

erroneous term of the vulgar, and that the latter

is the right term, (TA) signify the same, (S, M,

K) as also "J. and "āt, (K) [Consumption:

or phthisis:] an emaciating, oppressive, and fatal

malady: (T, TA:) a certain disease, well known;

said in the medical books to be one of the diseases

of girls, because of the abundance of blood in

them: (Msb:) accord. to the physicians, (TA,)

an ulcer, (K, TA,) or ulcers, (Mgb,) [or ulcera

tion,] in the lungs; (Mgb, K, TA;) succeeding

(~# [grammatically referring to al.]) either

aşi <>'s [i. e. inflammation of the lungs] or

-- -3 [i.e. pleurisy] (in the CK, -ís,

--" Sly 3 aş ->is is [erroneously] put in

the place of~ Šiš# aş 343 <-iš. and

in what here follows, the gen, case is put in the

place of the nom. in four instances:) or a rheum

(Xié), and defluxions (J's), or a long cough,

and attended with constant fever. (K, T.A.)

Hence the saying, in a trad, #3 J's #

J#1 & 5-tail t [The dust of the shirt of the

vitious woman occasions the loss of property];

meaning that he who follows vitious women and

acts vitiously, loses his property, and becomes

poor: the diminution and departure of property

being likened to the diminution and wasting away

of the body when one has the disorder termed

J. (TA)

it. The drawing of snords; (S, M, K;) as

also "at-. (K.) Soin thesaying, at 13:eX:

[We came to them on the occasion of the drawing

of snords]. (S, M., K.)-And Theft: (S, Msb:)

or covert, secret, or clandestine, theft; (M, K;)

like J5- [except that the former is a simple

subst, and the latter is an inf n., i.e. of 4]: (K:)

one says, it. 9%& L. [Among the sons of

such a one is theft, or covert theft]: ($) and

3:1 J, ###~" [Want invites to theft, or
covert theft]. (TA.)= Also t The rush (&ass)

of a horse among other horses, in running:

(TA:) or the rush (asis) of a horse in striving

to outstrip: (§, TA: [I read ejū- L., as in a

copy of the S; instead of* Us', as in other

copies of the S and in the TA:]) so in the saying,

3:13:33 U.; ; (4 horse of which the rush &c.

i.element]. ($, TA:) and L* 4: <<

J: (S) or J:12: Lis (TA) : [His rush

in striving to outstrip proceeded against the other

horses]. - And A revulsion of shortness of

breathing (* #3) in the chest of a horse, in

consequence of his suppresing.such shortnes of

breathing [so I render tax: 32: U-2, but this

phrase admits of other renderings, as will be seen

in art. *]: (M, K:) when he is inflated

thereby, one says, 4: &# [app. meaning he

has manifested his revulsion of shortness of breath

ing]; and thereupon he is urged to run with

vehemence, and made to sweat, and coverings

are thrown upon him, and that shortness of

breathing (#. 43) passes forth. (M.)- [In

a sheep or goat, or a ewe or she-goat, it seems to

mean Poncer, or force, of long continuance: see

#14, VOce Js:=See also J.-Alo

A [basket of the kind called] as: (Ki) or a

thing like the *** (M.) or like the covered

ă», which is also called 3.j: ; so says Az:

(TA:) a receptacle in which fruit is carried:

(Mgb.) [sometimes covered with red skin : (see

22- :) in the present day commonly applied to a

basket made of trigs, oblong and deep, generally

between a foot and a foot and a half in length :]

and "J. signifies the same: (M, K.) what is

termed J: #: [the bread-basket] is well

known: ($ :) #. meaning as expl. above is not

thought by IDrd to be an Arabic word: (M:)

[the dim. * : occurs in the K voce#, and

in the Mgh voce is, &c..] the pl. is J5. (M,

K) andŚ- (Msb) and [coll, gen, n.] " 3-, of
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which Abu-l-Hasan says that it is in his opinion

a rare kind of pl. [or coll, gen, n.] because it

denotes what is made by art, not created, and it

should more properly be regarded as of the class

of+ and #=> [which are syn.] because

this is more common than the class of i:- and

&: (M.)=Also A fault, or defect, in a mater

ing-trough or tank, or in a [jar of the kind called]

*: (M, K:) or a breach betneen the ~.4%

(K) or [more properly] between the -:4, [i. e.

the stones set up, and cemented together with

kneaded clay, around the interior,] (M,) of a

watering-trough or tank. (M., K.)- And Fis

sures in the ground, that steal [i. e. imbibe] the

water. (TA.)= Also One's sening [a skin, or

hide, with] tryo thongs in a single puncture, or

stitch-hole. (M, K.) -

& 6 * >

ā-, see al., first sentence.
-

6 * * 3

J}- i. q. J., q.v. ($, M, K.)

- J." A drawn sword; i. q. "Js: (M,

K.)– t A child, or male offspring; [because

drawn forth;] (S, M, Msh, K) as also "###,

(M, Mgh, Msb, K;) metonymically so termed:

(Mgh :) or, when it comes forth from the belly

of its mother; as also " the latter; the former so

called because created from the [sperma genitalis,

which is termed] &. (Akh, TA:) fem. of the

former V #14, (S, M, Mgb, K,) applied to a

daughter. (AA, K.)—4 colt (M.K.) and

with , a filly; ($, M, TA) the being affixed,
though U2'-' is of the meaSure Jess in the sense

of the measure U2alie, because the word is made

a subst.: (Ham p. 102:) or, as some say, (M, in

the K “and”) the former signifies a colt that is

born not in a [membrane such as is called] aš-l.

nor [in one such as is called] J.-: if in either

of these, it is termedX: [not: as in the CK].

(M, K.) [See also as: ..]—And A young

camel when just born, before it is hnonn whether

it is a male or a female. (As, S,TA)= Clear,

or pure, beverage or wine; (K, TA;) as though

gently drawn away from dust or motes or par

ticles of rubbish or the like: such is said to be the

beverage, or wine, of Paradise: or cool beverage

or wine: or such as is clear from dust or motes

or particles of rubbish or the like, and from

turbidness; of the measure J.: in the sense of

the measure J*: or such as is easy [in its

descent] in the throat, or fauces. (TA.) [See

also āş, and Ju:..]=The channel of the

water, or place in nihich the water flows, in a

valley: or the middle of a valley, (M, K,”)

where flon's the main body of nater. (M.) And

A nide (S, M, K) and deep (M, K) valley, (S,

M, K,) that gives gron'th to the [trees called]

L.: and ..., (§, K.) or that gives growth to the

... and as 3 and a: and a 1-5 (M3) and

*jū. signifies the same: (M, K:) or this latter,

a place in which are trees: (TA:) or a narron,

channel of a torrent in a valley : (As, S, TA:)

or a lon, place surrounded by what is elevated,

in which the water collects: (En-Nadr, TA:) pl.

of both &SC, (M, K,) or of the former accord.

to Kr, (M, TA,) and of the latter accord. # As

[and the S], (TA) or that of the latter is J13.

(En-Nadr, K, TA.) One says* & J.'

like as one says4: &: Jú. (S.) The phrase

* J." Jul. [lit. The wide, or wide and deep,

calley, &c.,ifloned with them] is used by the poet

Zuheyr (S, IB) as meaning t they journeyed

sniftly. (IB, TA.)= The brain of the horse.

(M, K.)- The hump of the camel. (M, K.)

–The as: [or spinal cord]. (M, K.)- And

2-in J.- The [portions that are termed]

J-e- [q. v. voce i-e- of flesh : [the former

word in this case being app. a coll. gen, n., of

which the n, un, is "#" (q.v.); the more

probably as it is added that] the pl. is J%.

(TA.)

#: What is, or becomes, drann forth, or

drawn forth gently, from, or of a thing : (M,

K:) or so 'G' ăș. (S:) [an extract ofa thing:

and hence,] the clear, or pure, part, or the choice,

best, or most excellent, part [of a thing]; (Mgh;

and Ksh and Bd and Jel in xxiii. 12;) because

drawn from the thick, or turbid, part. (Mgh.)

It is said in the Kur [xxiii. 12), is 333

&” &: ań. &: &#, meaning [And

verily we created man from] what was drann

forth from every kind of dust, or earth: (Fr,

TA:) or from a pure, or choice, or most excellent,

sort of earth or clay. (Ksh, Bd, Jel.)– And

[hence,] The sperma genitalis of a man, or human

being; (§, TA;) what is drawn from the -t:

[app. here meaning loins] of the man and from

the -3% [pl. of £, q.v.,] of the noman:

(AHeyth, TA:) the water (43) that is dran'n

from the back. ('Ikrimeh, T.A.) – See also

J.", second sentence, in two places.

6.- • * >

allel- : see U.A., second sentence. — Also A

sinen, (#44, (M, K, or #, K,) or a portion

of flesh having streaks, or strips, (M, K,) that

separate, one from another. (TA.) And The

oblong portion of flesh of the part on either side

of the backbone: (K:) or this is called #.

&#91; (M:) [or] accord. to As, [the pl.] J%

signifies the long streaks, or strips, offlesh. eac

tending with the backbone. (TA.) See also J.",

last sentence. [Also] A small thin thing [or sub

stance] resembling flesh; pl. J%. (TA in art.

_s:-.) And A:ll J% Long slices cut from

the camel's hump. (TA.)- And the pl., Oblong

<>(iâ [or portions of dry mucus or the like] in

the nose. (M.)- Also [Goats'] hair separated,

or plucked asunder, with the fingers, then folded,

and tied; then the woman draws from it one por

tion qfter another, which she spins: (M:) or

* c” al... signifies what is drawn forth from

a *, 3 of [goats'] hair, which is a portion

thereof separated, or pluched asunder, with the

fingers, then folded, and rolled up into long por

tions, the length of each being about a cubit, and

the thickness that of the half of the fore arm

next the hand: this is tied, then the noman dran's

from it one portion after another, and spins it.

(S.) [See also #1=Also A certain long

fish, (K, TA,) having a longJú. [app. meaning

beak-like snout, or nose]. (TA.)

#: see it. (of which it is the dim.), in the

latter half of the paragraph.

3 * - • •

#.; n. un, with 3; mentioned in the M and

K in this art. as well as in art. 5-: see the

latter art.

6 * > 3 -

U.S.- : see Ul". = [And it seems to be some

where mentioned in the S, though not in the

present art., as meaning A maker of the sort of

baskets called J5- (pl. of #): for Golius ex

plains it, as on the authority of J, as signifying

qui sportas qualosque contexit.]

J: and "Jú- and "J-5C (S, M, K)

Sneet water, (M, K,) that descends easily in the

throat, or fauces; (M;) water that enters easily

into the throat, or fauces, by reason of its sneet

ness and clearness: (S:) or cold, or cool, water:

(M, K:) or water that has fluctuated to and fro,

in the place where it has continued, until it has

become limpid, or clear. (Er-Răghib, T.A.) And

the first and "second, Mellon, wine: (M, K:)

the former is expl. by Lth as meaning sneet and .

clear, that runs [easily] into the throat, or fauces,

when drunk. (TA) - And J: "… [4

pool of water left by a torrent] which, being

smitten [or blon n upon] by the wind, becomes

[rippled so as to be] like the al-i- [or chain].

(TA.) * *

6 * & J.'

U- A boy, of young man, light, or active,

in spirit; as also U.M.J. (IAar, O.)

6 &

U- :
* *

- 6.- ©

See al-J., in two places.

#1: [as an inf n. : see R. Q. 1. = Also] A.

long piece of a camel's hump : (IAar, O, K:)
6 * > d e

accord. to AA, it is called ä.J.J. : accord. to As,

à-l-J. (O.)

à-i- A chain, i. 7 -5 in Pers; (KL)

rings (#3 [app. used as a coll. gen, n., though I

do not know any authority for such usage of it,]
6.- - -

K [in the M 5,313]) of iron (S, M, K) or the
* * * ~ 0 & -

like (M, K) of metals: derived from al-Ji sig

nifying “the being connected” with another

thing: (M: [see R. Q. 1:]) pl. J.S. (S,

Mgh, T.A.) It was a custom to extend a al-i

over a river or a road, the ships or boats or the

passengers being arrested thereby, for the purpose

of the taking of the tithes from them by an officer

set over it. (Mgh.)- [Hence,] 5. ā-i- # An

elongated stream of lightning [like a chain] in

the midst of the clouds: ($, TA; ) or 3:1 J-3

means what have assumed the form of chains

(3:3 (3), of lightning, (M, K.) in the clouds;

(M3) and -t-ill [i.e., of the clouds in like

manner]: (K: [but I think that*:: in the

K is evidently a mistranscription for~~ -s’

the reading in the M:]) sing. i-i- (M, K) and

"J-i-, (K) thus in the copies of the K, but in

the i. "J-12, which is [said to be] the correct
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word. (TA. [See, however, what follows.])

And in like manner, J% J-5- + What have

assumed the form of chains(J: (2) of sands:

(M:) or J-3- signifies tsands that become

accumulated, or congested, (*#) one upon

another, and extended along : (A’obeyd, S, O,

K, TA:) you say J-5- 33 J% ! [sands having

portions accumulated, or congested, &c.]: and

J-3- &#, which has been expl. as meaning

felongated sands: (TA) sing it." (M, TA)

and "J-i-, (M) or " J-i- ; andJ% 'J, i-,

with fet-h' [to the first letter], is a dial. var. of

4-i-. (TA)- And + J-3- 17he

lines f Cl book or writing. (o, K, TA)-And

J-3- 33& +[A hackney] upon whose legs

one sees what resemble J-ºk. [or chains]. (M.)

=Also The 5-3, (0, K.) which is a small

reptile, [a species of lizard, the same that is called

### ā-i-Il, (see £i)] spotted, black and

white, having a slender tail, nhich it moves about

when running. (TA.)

6 - d =

U- : see J-, in two places.

J: See i-i-.

* o 64 a .

J.- : see al-', in two places.

s * J. 6 • O = -

U-)- : see U-A".

J- [act. part. n. of 3-, Drancing out, or

forth : &c. - Stealing: or stealing covertly,

secretly, or clandestinely:] a thief; as also

"J% [which is commonly applied in the pre

sent day to a horse-stealer and the like] and

"Jä. (TA)=See also J.

Já. see the next preceding paragraph.

J5: A bribe. ($, M, K.) It is said in a

trad., J3-1 S3 J#! Ś There shall be no

treachery, or perfidy, and no [giving or receiving

of a] bribe: or, and no stealing. (S in this art.

and in art. U8. [See 4.])

* * * * J J - d -

J- in the phrase a: U-> ass-ae, in

the trad. of Umm-Zara, meaning [His sleeping

place is] like a green palm-stick drawn forth

from its skin [by reason of his slenderness], or,

as some say, a sncord dranwn forth [from its scab

bard], is [originally] an inf. n. used in the sense

of a pass. part. n. (TA. [See also art. --la:..])

ā- A large needles (S, M, Mgh, Mab, K.)
• 3 - -

[a packing-needle:] pl. UV-2. ($, Mgh, Mgb.)

4 * * *

U.J. Subtle of machination in stealing. (TA.)

J: See J.-[Hence, elliptically,] A

man (Msb) whose testicles have been extracted.

(Mgh, Mgb.) = Also Affected with the disease &

termed J-: ($, M, Msb, K.) [regularly derived

from J·, but] anomalous [as derived from ă]:

(S, M, Msb:) Sb says, as though the J- Were

put into him. (M.)=AA says that the as:

of... [meaning sheep or goats, i.e., applied to a

sū, meaning a sheep or goat, or a ewe or she

goat,] is One n:hose poners, or forces, are of long
• *.p J. e. 3

continuance (tal,5 Js: J): and that one says

[of such] #. ū. U. [in which phrase (, seems

evidently to have been preposed by mistake: see

it.] (O, TA)

J: A thing having its parts, or portions,

connected, one with another. (S, O.) - And

[hence, (see i-i-)] Chained; bound nith the

* * * * * *

al-i-. (TA.) [al-i-..." #3 is the name of

The constellation Andromeda; described by

KZw and others.] - + Lightning that assumes

the form of chains (J:) in its upper por

tions, and seldom, or never, breaks its promise

[of being followed by rain]. (IAar, T.A.).

Applied to hair, [as also "J-4, (K in art.

Ja--,) t Forming a succession of rimples, like

water running in a shallow and rugged bed, or

rippled by the wind; (see R. Q. 2;) or] crisp,

or curly, or twisted, and contracted; syn.+.

(Mgh.)– t A sword having in it, or upon it,

diversified wavy marks, streaks, or grain, re

sembling the al-i- [or chain]. (TA.) [See also
6 * ~ * • *

U-2.]– t A garment, or piece of cloth,

figured with stripes, or lines; (K;) as also

as though formed by tranposition.

(TA) Also, and "J-i-, + A garment, or

piece of cloth, woven badly (M, K) and thinly.

(M)—J-- **-t 4 tradition Irelated by

an uninterrupted chain of transmitters,] such as

when one says, I met face to face such a one who

said, I met face to face such a one, and so on,

to the Apostle of God. (O, TA.)

d • *J.

J-4: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places. - Also + A garment worn until it

has become thin. (TA.)

5

1. 3:1% ($, M, Mgh, Mih, K) aor. *,

(M, Mob, K.) inf n. J.; (M, Msb;) and

*$-1 (S. K.) He cooked the c... [here

meaning butter], (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K.) and

norked it together, (S, Mgh, K,) and melted its

25 [or fresh, unclarified, portion], (M,) until it

became clear (Mgh, Mgb) from the milk remain

ing in it; (Msb;) he cleared the Ú-- [or butter]

from the * [or fresh, unclarified, portion];

(Ham p. 2, in explanation of the former phrase 5

[i.e. he clarified the butter:] and L-o- &",
de

said of fresh butter, it was made into Ü-o-, [or

clarified butter; i.e., was clarified]. (Mgh.)

–And - 5-, (M, K,) [aor. and] inf. n.

as above, (M) He pressed the sesame, or sesa

mum, (M, K.) and extracted its oil. (M.)=

J#1%, (AZ,S) or ā-ā, (AHn, M.) or
• 3-1, (M, K,) and <-->l, [aor. and] inf. n. as

above, (AZ, AHn, S. M.) He plucked off the

prichles, (AZ, S, M, K,) i. e. (K) what are called

the £, (AHn, M, K) of the palm-trees, (AZ,

S,) or of the palm-tree, (AHn, M,) or of the

palm-trunk, (M, K,) and of the [part called]

--- [of a palm-branch]. (AZ, AHn, S, M.)

& • * - *

= 123- 45ue #~, (Aş, S, M, K,”) [aor. and]

inf n, as above, (M,) He inflicted upon him a

hundred lashes of the nihip. (M, K.")- And

< *.*, (A, S, M.K.) [or and infn.

as above, (M,) He payed him, or payed him in

ready money, a hundred dirhems, (AS, S, M, K,”)

promptly, or quickly. (K.)

8: see above, first sentence. [See also 8 in art.

es"].

5. [Clarified butter;] the subst. from §:

3:1; Pl £i. (S, M., K.) El-Farezdak says,

* <<i-śā:- 45.4 bits *

* @ - - g * * *

• *-*** A w8> .

[They were like a stupid female clarifying butter,

nohen she collected her clarified butter in a skin

not seasoned with rob]. (S.)=See also what

follows.

# The prichles of the palm-tree: [a coll.

gen, n.:] n, un, with 5. ($, M, Mab, K.)—Also,

(K,) or [correctly the n. un.] #, (M,) A sort

of arrow-head, or spear-head, (M, K,”) in shape

like the pricle of the palm-tree: (M, K:) and

3.)...", app. [58).] without teshdeed [and with

kesr], occurs in a trad, in this sense; for it is

said that its pl. is "5-, of the same measure as

jū- (TA)= Also 4 certain bird, (M,K)

dust-coloured, and long-legged, (M.)

Jee * d 6 -

1. a…", (S, A, K,) aor.”, (TA,) inf. n. J.

(S, K) and ---, (K.) from the former of which

the pl.* has been formed, on the authority

of hearsay, (El-Jurjānee, Msb in art. ...a5,) He

seized it, or carried it off, by force; (S, A, K.)

as also V 4:-l. (S, K.) You say, 'G' 4:,

aor. 2, inf. n. <-- and*: and %, "4:-l;

(M, TA;) He seized, or carried off, by force

[from him the thing; or he spoiled him, despoiled

him, plundered him, 9. deprived him, of the

thing]. (TA) And #4:, (Mgh, Mgb)

aor.”, (Msb) infin. -i-, (Mgh, Mgb) I took

anay from him his garment; (Mgh," Msb;) as

also "4:- [perhaps a mistranscription for

* 3:1, but another instance of the former of

these two verbs, in a similar sense, occurs in what

follows]: originally, 3.j *::: <!- [I took anay

the garment of Zeydl: but the verb has been

made to have A25 for its object, and the +23 is

postponed, and put in the accus. case as a specifi

cative [though by rule the specificative should be

indeterminate]; and it may be suppressed, [so

that you may say simply, #14, meaning I took

anay from him what nas upon him or with him,

spoiled him, or plundered him,] the meaning

being understood. (Mgb.)- [Hence] one says

also, alie; 33% 4: ! [He, or it, despoiled him,

or deprived him, of his heart and his reason],

and 74.1.1. (A, TA) [The latter one might

think to be a mistranscription for "4:- were it

not for an instance of the same verb before men
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tioned, and for the fact that it is immediately

followed in the A by Jiul *: 3%. perhaps,

however, -: may be here a mistake for

-: - And ā-ail * J-Ci + Peel thou

this cane, or reed. (TA)— [In grammar and

logic, <-- is used to signify + Privation, or

deprivation, in a general sense; and t negation;

opposed to &# and *||= ~ [as an

inf n, of which the verb (app. 4.) is not men

tioned] + The going, or journeying, lightly and

quickly. (M, K.) Ru-beh says,

•o e < e - d. 9 * * : * ~. *

* l:" c : * -->5 -A5 *

• 2* 6 * • * 6 * Jºe *...*

* t--52 -->|-a-3 c)--all 5»ts *

+ [The black of the eye became depressed so that

it became a hollon in consequence of their going

rvith much lightness and quickness: (#4, for G.,

being an absolute complement to the inf n, in

&:]. (M. [See also 7.])= -1. [or <<,

as appears from what follows], aor. *, + He [or

she] put on black garments (K, TA) which

women wear at assemblies for the purpose of

mourning. (TA. [See also 5.])

2 : see 5, in three places.

[3. ...: 4-, if used, means He contended

with him in a mutual endeavour to seize, or carry

off, the thing by force. See 6.]

4. &.J.), said of a she-camel, (S, M, K,) | She

became deprived of her young one by death (M,

K, TA) or by some other means: (M, TA:) or

she cast her young one in an imperfect state.

(S, M, K.) —3-#" J.1 f The trees became

bare of their fruit, and dropped their leaves.

(K, TA)—#1- (STA) +The+ for

panic grass] put forth its -** [or leaves, so that

it became fit to be cut: see S-l. (TA.)= See

also 1, in two places.

5. -i-, (§, K.) said of a woman, (S) i. 7.
* * *

&:- [i.e. + She abstained from the wearing of

ornaments, and the use of perfumes, and dye for

the hands &c., and put on the garments of mourn

ind.] Wei Ji [for her husband] (K) or, as

some say, 3.3-l is for the husband; (S, A.;) but
• 3 - -

J.J.5 is sometimes for another than the husband:

(S, TA:) [therefore] -i-J signifiest she put on

the black garments of mourning; (M, TA;) as

also 's-J.-: (M, A:) you say, c.” "...:

*% or to:-- (Lh, M) t She puts on the black

garments of mourning [for her husband or her

loved and loving relation or friend] (M.) and

*: c.” *: +She put on the black ga:

ments of mourning for her dead one: "rel-5

having a general application. (A.) *

[6. ...'" ÜU.5 They both contended together,

each endeavouring to seize, or carry off, the

thing by force. The infn. occurs in the S and
6 p * *

K in art. U-14-, as a syn. of U-'ta-j.]

7. --J-31 + He went a very quick pace: (K:)

or he went nell; said of a horse and of a camel:

(KL) but mostly (TA) one says, #ül 4'-3'

+ The she-camel went so quick a pace that she

was as though she went forth from her shin : (S,
s

TA:) [or she outstripped: see an ex. voce £5.

8: see 1, in four places.

-i- The longest [thing] of the apparatus of

the plough: (AHn, M, K:) or a piece of wood

that is joined to the base of the as; [here meaning

ploughshare], its end being [inserted] in the hole,

or perforation, of the latter. (M, K.)

-- : See+.- Spoil, plunder, or booty;

(TA;) what is seized, or carried off, by force,

(M, Msb, K, TA,) from a man, of spoils, what

ever it be; (TA;) comprising all the clothing

that is upon the man; (Mgh, Msb, TA;) accord.

to Lth and Az (Mgh) and the Bári’; (Msb;) or

whatever one of two antagonists in war takes

from the other, of the things upon him and with

him, i.e. of clothes and neapons, and his beast:

of the measure Js; in the sense of the measure

J*, i. e., (TA,) i. q.* [used in the

manner of a subst., or as an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. is predominant]: (Mgh, TA:)

pl. +x+. (M, A, Mgb, K.) You say, 3-i

J# ... [He took the spoil of the slain man],

and Já <> [the spoils of the slain men].

(A.)- Also + The hide and shanks and paunch

of a slaughtered animal. (K. [App. so called

because given to the slaughterer, as though they

were his spoil; or, in the case of an animal of the

chase, to the dog or dogs: see the verses cited

VOCe &])–And t The peel, or rind, [or skin,]

of a cane, or reed, (K, TA,) and of a tree. (TA.)

And [particularly] The bark, or rind, of a kind

of tree (S, K) well known (S) in El-Yemen, of

which ropes are made, (S, K,) and which is

coarser and harder than the fibres of the Theban

palm-tree: (S:) hence it is that a well-known

kind of [thick] rope [made of the fibres of the

common palm-tree] is called by the vulgar "#: :

(TA:) or the bark of a kind of tree of which are

made [baskets of the kind called] J%: (Sh,

TA:) there is a market called "&: &: in

El-Medeeneh, (Sh, S, K, TA,) and in Mekkeh

also, as being the market [of the sellers, or manu

facturers, of what are made] of -1. : (Sh, TA:)

it is also [said to be] (K) a certain kind of tall

tree, (M, K,) growing symmetrically, which is

taken and laid beneath hot ashes (J3), and then

split asunder, whereupon there comes forth from

it a white ast: [or coarse fibrous substance] like

[the fibres of the palm-tree, called] -às); and it is

one of the best of the materials of which ropes are

made: the n. un, is with 3: (M:) and (M, K)

AHn says, (M,) it is a certain plant (M, K)

which gron's in form like candles, except that it

is larger and longer, and of which are made

ropes of every sort: (M :) and (M, K) some say,

(M,) it is the fibrous substance (-ā') of the

Theban palm-tree, (M, K,) this Lth asserts it to

be, (TA,) which is brought from Mekheh, (M.)

and Lth adds, and it is white; but Az says that

Lth has erred respecting it: A’Obeyd says, I

asked respecting it, and was told, it is not the

fibrous substance of the Theban palm-tree, but is

a kind of tree well known in El-Yemen, of which

ropes are made: and some say that it is the Les:

[or leaves] of theA3 (or panic grass]: and this

[says SM] is what is commonly known among

us in El-Yemen: (TA:) [accord. to Forskål,

(Flor. Aegypt. Arab., p. cx.) this name is applied

in El-Yemen to a species of hyacinth, which he

terms hyacinthus aporus.] A poet says, (S,)

namely, [Murrah] Ibn-Mahkān [El-Temeemee],

(M,)

* 22 • * @ e • ?: • 6 £ 42% *

** Use: we als'

* (... J:0 tiá. # U.é *

z • •

(S, M,”) i. e. And he stripped off quickly the

skin [from her, while she was lying upon her

breast, like as the two hands of the twister of

ropes strips off quickly the seleb]: (S in art.

U: :) some read Jili, meaning [by the word

following it] “ what is seized, or carried off by

force, from one slain:” (M.) As read J55, with

-5; IAar, with 3: Th says that the right reading

is that of As. (S in the present art.)

-: Light, or active, (K, TA,) and quick.

(TA) You say, cºil c.341 - J% A
man light, or actice, fin the arms, of hands, in

thrusting, or piercing: and cyst, call- ;33

A bull light, or active, in thrusting, Or piercing,

with the horn. (S, TA) Andžāl< J.;;

A horse light, or active, (S, M,k) in the legs,

(M, K,) [i. e.,] in the shifting of the legs: (S:)

or, accord. to Az, the right meaning is, long in

the legs: (TA:) [for]—- signifies also Long

or tall; (S, M, K;) applied to a spear, and to a

man [&c.], pl. -i-. (M.)

4 4 p. - s * -

*-ī-, as a sing., see -el-, in three places.

- It is also a pl. of-- [q. v., last sentence]:

(M:) and of +S-, as a subst: (S, K:) and of

* a.S an epithet applied to a spear: (Ham

p. 1713) and of the same, (S, M.) or of "3-,

(M,) as an epithet applied to a she camel (S, M)

and to a woman: (M:) and of -rel" as an epithet

applied to a tree. .(S.) *

#: i. q. #. [i. e. The denuded, or unclad,

part, or parts, of the body]: (IAar, K:) or a state

of nudity. (TA.) One says, (3: 3- us

[Hon goodly is nhat is unclad of her person 1

or, her state of nudity 'J. (K.)

#: See−, in the former half of the para
6 *

graph: -and see also -)-.=Also A string,

or cord, that is tied to theJ.- [i.e. muzzle, or

nose,] of the camel, exclusive of theAi- [q. v.].

(M.)–And A sinew that is bound upon an

arron : accord. to AHn, the sinen, that is mound

upon the las! [or skin of the reed, or cane,] of the

a?"?'07". (M.)

*- sing. of−, which signifies The black

garments of women at their assemblies for mourn

ing: (S:) MF says that the former is expl. in the

K as meaning black garments, which necessarily

implies that it is a pl.; and the latter is there said

to be its pl., which necessarily implies that it is a

sing.: (TA:) [but it may be replied that the
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author of the K regarded the former as a pl.

without a sing.; and the latter, as a pl. pl.:] or

both signify black garments worn by women; and

the sing is 'i: (M3) accord to the T,*

signifies a black garment with which a woman

mourning for the death of her husband covers her

head: accord. to the R, a black aş- [or piece

torn off from a garment or cloth] that is worn

by a noman bereft of her child, or of a person

beloved, by death. (TA.)=See also+.

*: See ---, in four places. = Also A
- 6 * *

spear that takes anay life: pl. --A-. (Ham

p. 171.)

--- i. q. **: [as meaning Seized, or

carried off, by force : - and more commonly

spoiled, despoiled, plundered, or deprived of what

was upon one or with one]: (S, A," Mgb:) as also

W -- [but app. in the former sense only]. (S.)

[Hence] one says ---# 1 A tree despoiled,

or deprived, of its leaves and its branches: (M,

K, TA:) or of which the leaves and fruit have

been taken: (A:) pl. +, as in the phrases

-: J: palm-trees upon which is no fruit,
6 * * * *

and J.C. 3-3 trees upon which are no leaves;

the sing being of the measure J.-: in the sense

of the measure Js: (S:) and one says also

"...i. ##, [using <!- as a sing., like other

words of the same measure mentioned in what fol

lows,] meaning a tree of n:hich the leaves have become

scattered, or strenun. (Az, T.A.) And --- is

applied to a woman as meaning + Whose husband

has died, or her loved and loving relation or

friend, and who puts on the black garments of

mourning for him; as also '... and "*:

(Lh, M.) or '-i-, so applied, signifies [sim

ply] t putting on, or wearing, the black garments

of mourning. (M. [See an ex. of this last word

with the affix 3, used as a pl., in a verse cited

VOce ++, and an ex. of its pl., •G-4, in a

verse cited voce &:..]) Also, applied, to a she

camel, and so "Jú and '*- and "J-5,

(K,) the last in one instance in the copies of the

K erroneously written−, (TA,) and W+,

(K, TA,) with damm to the first and second

letters, (TA) (in the CK -i-, and said to be

with damm,] or ": thus applied, (S, M.)

and W+, (M,) + Whose young has died: (M,

K:) or that has cast her young one in an imper

..fect state : (S, M, K: and in this latter sense, as

applied to a she-camel, '- is particularly

mentioned in the M:) and in like manner applied

to a woman: (M, K.) the pl. (of £3,5, M, or

*5-, M) is : ($, M, K, TA, in the last

expressly stated to be like +, but in the CK

+) and3%: (M, K:) and sometimes they

said ". #, like #4 #3 and *:: J%

and numerous other instances that have been

enumerated by A’Obeyd, in which words of the

measure J4, without 5, are used as fem. epithets:

(M :) or 'st- signifies : a she-camel whose

young one has been taken; and its pl. is<5

(A:) and, applied to a she-camel, it signifies also |

J. J.

ūš L: J# ! [which may mean whose young |

one is cast abortively; or cast anay because

abortive; or cast at, or shot at, and killed]: (L,

TA:) and is also applied to a she-gazelle, as

meaning despoiled, or deprived, of her young one:

and so "J-. (M.) Applied to a man, (M.)

it signifies also Jisi "...i. +[Despoiled, or

deprived, ofreason] ; (M, K;) and you say [also]

Jisi "..…, [perhaps a mistranscription for

"--, see 1,] a tropical expression: (A:) pl.
-

:... (M, K.)

6 J - e.

<2:..., (Lh, M, K, TA, [in the CK, erro

neously, **) of the measure **, from

'Gl £, (M) and * $2, are [doubly in

tensive] epithets of which each is applied to a

man and to a woman; (Lh, M, K;) meaning

Wont to spoil, or plunder, people [very often, or]

constantly. (TK.)

Ś- [One who spoils, or plunders, people

much or often.= And A seller, or manufacturer,

of ropes, or baskets, made of -]: see its pl.,

voce ---.

2- * * 6 p.e. “

4:9- : see "2:...".

s - s •

--Ju-: see ~, in two places.

*::: A ron of palm-trees; as also *i.

(IAar, TA in the present art. and in art. --.

[This is app. the primary signification; as seems

to be indicated, by its occupying the first place,

in the TA.])- A road, or nay, (M., Msb, K,

TA,) that one takes: (M, TA:) any extended

road or n'ay: a way or direction [in which one

goes]: (TA:) a nay, course, mode, or manner, of

acting or conduct or the like: (A, TA:) a mode,

manner, sort, or species ; syn. 34: (S, M, Mgb,

TA:) pl. -sui ($, M, A, Msb) You say,
& • •g * * * * ~ * > . -

2#1 *C. & Ps: J's 3%, i.e. [He is
folloning] a way of th. way.' the *ple, Or

party (Msb) And 3- es: L * [They

are in a bad, or an evil, way]. (T.A.) And

&: 4. He pursued his nay, course, mode,

or manner, of acting or condu: Or the like

(A, TA.) And J2all c” --J-1 vs J-1 He

began, or entered upon, modes, manners, sorts, or

species, (meaning varieties, or diversities.] of

speech; syn. &”, (S,) or &#91. (M.) And

:-- <- J'é £5& [His speech, or lan

guage, is according to good, or beautiful, modes,

manners, sorts, or species]. (A, TA.) And one

says of him who is proud,*: es: #í (M,

A) [His nose is kept in one direction], meaning

the looks not to the right nor to the left. (A.)

[Hence it is said that] *::: signifies also

! Elevation in the nose, from pride. (K, TA.)

–Also The aperture of a natering-trough, or

tank, through which the nater flon's. (IAar,

A in art. ---.)- And The neck of the lion.

(K.)

6 * * * *

a/2). A certain game of the Arabs of the

desert: or some action that they perform among

• * * * * *-* -

them : one says,#:_*-* [Among them is a

performance of what is termed a 21-1]. (Lh, M.)

d = J. • 6 s •

U.Kall <-- : see -el-, last sentence.

s -

-: : See ---, in three places.

-: See ---, in two places.- (<! ū.

ū- 3%i i.e. [What hath happened to me that

I see thee] unfamiliar, not inclining to any one?

is a saying whereby a man is£d to a wild

animal : one says also,-: J-34 £), Imean

ing Verily he is unsociable and ungentle. (AZ,

L., T.A.)

6 s 6 -

*-* :

* *
* * * * *

U.Kall

s - -

see rel", first sentence.

--~~ :

*: the name of A snord of 'Amr Ibn

Kulthoom: and of another, belonging to Aboo

Dahbal. (K.)

s -

see -ek-, last sentence.

<!

1. L." -, aor =, (M.K.) and *, (K)

inf n. <--, (M, TA,) He extracted, or made

to come forth, [the contents of] the gut [by

compressing it] with his hand. (M, K. [In both

it is expl. by *- *:::: but it seems that a

fault has been accidentally committed by a copyist

in the former or in its original, and thence passed

into the latter; and that the words which I have

supplied are necessary to explain the true mean

ing. That such is the case, appears from what

here follows.]) It is said in the L that &#1

signifies The griping, with the hand, a thing that

is contaminated by dirt, or filth, so that what is

in it comes forth; and thus is done with a gut.

(TA.) It is also said to signify The extracting,

or causing to come forth, what is fluid, or moist,

adhering to another thing. (MF, TA.) [Hence,]

4+ -i- i.e. * > *-* [He cleaned

his nose of the mucus that was in it by com

pressing it with his fingers]: occurring in two

trads.; in one of which, the Prophet is related to

have been in the habit of doing this to El-Hoseyn

when he used to carry him upon his shoulder.

(TA.) [Hence, likewise,] it is said in a trad,

* : :* G - #, i.e. [And

the fire of Hell shall penetrate to his inside, and]

shall ecscind and extirpate what is in it. (TA.)

-You say also, ā-āl <, (S, A, K,) aor. *,

inf n <5 ($) and 'u~15 (K.) He cleaned

the bonyl by taking off with his finger what

remained upon its sides; (S;) he wiped the bonyl

(A, K) with his fingers (A) .or with his finger.

(K) And s< & Gua- - -, (S, Msb, K.)

aor. *, inf. n. <!-, (Msb,) She cast from her,

or from her hand, the remains of her stuff for

dyeing the hands or hair : (S, K:) or she put

anay, or removed, that stuff from her hand:

(Msb:) or she wiped off, and cast anay, that

stuff from her hand: (TA:) or -La- -i-,

aor. *, he took anay, and wiped off, the material

for dyeing the hands or hair; and in like manner.

a similar thing; and sweat; and blood, (Mgh.)
• & e > * * * *

Úe eji -J. occurs in a trad, as meaning He
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removed the blood [from her or it]. (TA.)

a:34,123 &4. (M, K) means, accord. to Lh, He

scraped off the blood of the āj-" [or beast brought

to Mekheh for sacrifice, or there sacrificed,]

with the knife: but [ISd says, (and in like

mannel" ašči33 3.1% is expl. in the L as on the

authority of Lh,)] in my opinion the meaning is,

he scraped off the skin of the ag." with the knife

so that he made its blood to appear. (M. [The

explanation in the K is made up from the two

different explanations in the M, being as follows:

(2%3:L- 5:5, as though meaning he scraped

off the dried blood of the ag." so that he made its

fresh blood to appear; but in the copy of the K

followed in the TA, a 3:1 (i.e. the scar) is put in

the place of a 331, and the former of these two

(i.e. al-J) I regard as the right word.])-<1.

also signifies + He cut off a thing. (K. [This is

said in the TA to be the primary meaning: but

accord. to the A, the phrase here following,

in which it has this meaning, is tropical.]) You
* - of * ~ *

say, *''.<!-, (S, M, A, K,) aor. - and *,

inf n. E.I., (M,) t He cut off his nose (§, M,

A, K) entirely (TA) with a sword. (S, A.) And

-: ** << t He cut off his hand, or arm,

with the sword. (M.) And 9% -: t He

shaved off his hair. (M, K.) And& <--

! He shared his head. (As, S, L.)—4: + He

beat, struck, or smote, him: (K, TA:) and

flogged him. (TA.) You say, *s- ău. 4:

+ I inflicted upon him a hundred strokes of the

whip. (S, TA)—And *-: * ~ +He cast

forth his excrement, or ordure. (K.)

7. C -i-. He stole, or slipped, anay from

us without his being known to do so. (M, K.)

8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.

<!- A species of .2% [or barley], (Lth, S, M,

Mgh, Msb, K.) having no hush, (Lth, S, Mgh,

Msb,) #: [which may mean either beardless

or smooth], (Lth,) [in appearance] as though it

were n heat, (S,) growing in El-Ghonºr and El

IIjaz; (Mgh, Msb;) the Ges. [or meal of the

parched grain] whereof is employed as a cooling

diet in the -: [or summer]: (TA:) or i, q.

* [i.e. the common barley]; (M, K;) as some

say: (M.) or the sour (Ja-la-) sort of >3:

(M, K:) or a white ×, without husk: or, as

some say, a species of n-heat; but the explanation

next preceding this last is the more correct, for
* * de

*Las:ll and Šiši are mentioned in a trad, as

distinct, each from the other, and by the former

is meant wheat: (TA:) or a species of ex: with

a thin husk and small grain: (IF, Msb:) or a

grain betn'een wheat and barley (Jea:), not

having a husk like that of the latter, and thus

being like wheat in smoothness, and like barley

(Jes:) in its nature, or quality, and in its cool

ness: (Az, Msb:) accord. to Es-Seydelánee, like

barley (>x5) in its form, and like wheat in its

nature, or quality; but this is a mistake: (Ibn

Es-Saláh, Msb:) [gymnocrithon (i.e. hordeum

nudum) of Galen: tragus of Diosc. (Golius.)]

Bk. I. -

-- - -- -

- --, -

--

=& -
*** * > * >6 -

à:k-9 a.ks& *ś It (a thing, or an affair,

TA) escaped me: (K, TA:) accord. to some,

à:... is here an imitative sequent. (TA.)

it: A woman who does not make frequent

use of it:- [for tinging, or dyeing, her hands];

(S3) a woman who does not frequently tinge her

hands with -Lā- (M:) or a woman who does

not make use of -Uas for herself (M, A, K) at

all: so some say. (M.) It is related of the

Prophet, in a trad, that he cursed such a woman.

(TA.)

#): What is extracted, or made to come

forth, (M, K,”) from a gut [by compressing it]

with the hand. (M.)– What is taken off with

the finger from the sides of a bonel, to clean it.

(S, K.")

−1. A man (S) whose nose has been cut off

(S, M, K) entirely. (S, K.)

£- Ś- [app. An instrument with which

£- is scraped off, or removed, from the hand].

One says, &u= <5- J: [Give thou to

me &c.]. (A.)

Śs: That whereof the flesh that was upon

it has been taken off or anay, or removed. (K.)

–And A shaven head. (Aş, S, L.)

_*

<!- A calamity, or misfortune. (S, M., K.)

–4.hard, or severe, year. (S, M, K.)– A

[goblin, or demon, such as is termed] J*. (S,

M, K.)-A she-camel having no tooth remain

ing, and whose loner lip has fallen and she is

unable to raise it. (K, T.A.. [The explanation in

the CK is faulty: the last words should be
2 - 0° J.

ax3 : S.D. Some say that the A is aug.9 &b-i S.]) y > *:

mentative. (TA)- One says also ruel L.

(~, [in the CK (~,] meaning He got not

anything. (K, T.A.)

cº

1. &#, aor.”, inf n. 3'-(§, O, Msh, K)
•

and : £, (S, O, K.) He swalloned (S, O, Msb,

K) a morsel, or mouthful, or gobbet, (S, O, K.)

and food, (TA,) or a thing; (Msb;) as also&

aor. 2; (Msb;) and 7*: (O, K:*) or&= -

signifies the eating quickly. (TA.) Hence the

saying,& itää13 &= - Jé9. [Eating is a

sn'allowing, and paying is a putting off], (S,

Meyd, O,) or s-Ji &: 3:S [Taking, or

receiving, is a smalloning, &c.]: (Meyd, TA:)

i.e., when a man receives a loan, or the like, he

devours it [greedily]; but when he from whom

he has received it demands his due, he puts him

off by promising to pay it: (S, O:) a prov.,

(Meyd, O, TA,) applied to him who takes the

property of others and to whom it is easy to do

so; but when he is sued for payment, puts off,

and it is difficult to him: (Meyd:) meaning that

one loves to take, and hates to return, or restore.

-*** *** - ** -- -
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(L. [See alsoJ:)—# £, said of a

young camel, He sucked the she-camel; (O, K;)

as also 's-12. (L. TA.)=J.' <----, aor. * ,

(S, K, TA,) inf. n. &: (TA) and <--,

aor. *; (K, TA;) or the latter only accord. to

AHn; (TA;) or the latter is better than the

former accord. to Sh; (O, TA;) The camels had

a looseness ($, K) of their bellies ($) from eating

the plant called&: (S, K.)

5. &: see 1, first sentence. - Also He

persevered, or persisted, in drinking (Lh, O, K)

the beverage called **, (Lh,) or wine; (O, K;)

like &# ; (Lh;) meaning he made it to enter his

cis-- (O;) or as though he filled with it his

cis-i-, (K) i.e. his Asi-. (TA) and so

'*-1 (0 K)

8: see what next precedes.

6 • O - -

*: see 2-la-M-, below.
&:- Cls--

** A as-U, (0, K.) i. e. an oblong and

squared piece of wood of the tree called£, (1.8

brought from India, (TA in art. £2-) from

which a door is cloven, or divided off, lengthnise:

(O, K:) so says AHn. (TA.)= See also what

next follows.

: A certain plant, (S, K,) upon which the

camels pasture, (S,) soft, flaccid, or fragile, of
- 3:2

the shrub-kind; (TA;) also called W&:,

(K, TA) or '3' is, (CK) like c-s: (Ki)

and 'is'. (TA) or the 'c's-i-, (0, TA)

i. e. c", with damm to the U", and teshdeed

and fet-h to the U, (O,) is a species of the&:

(O, TA;) and this last is one of the largest of the

hind of trees calledLà- (O:) accord. to AHn,

(TA) or as is said by some one or more of the

Arabs of the desert, (O,) the <!- is a large

kind of trees, like the tails of the [lizards called]

-> (pl. of J.3], green, and having thorns,

and [of the kind termed] Ja:- (0, TA:) in

the T it is said to be a sort of Ja:- that ceases

not to be green in the summer, or hot season, and

&

in the& [app. here meaning autumn], and is

neak, or weak and soft: Az also says that it

grows in the plains, or level tracts, has a fruit, or

produce, with a sharpness in the extremities

thereof, and is green in the [season called]&

and then dries up, and becomes yellon : and he

adds, [contr. to what has been said above, from

his work, the T,] it is not reckoned among the

trees called Ja:-. (L. T.A.)

6 * > * 6

d's-k- or &: see the next preceding

paragraph, in three places.

&:- TheAsi- [properly the nindpipe, but

here app. meaning the gullet: see 5]. (O, K.)
• - * * * * * *

One says, asts—i. L. an ele, [May Godsmite

him, or afflict him, in his d'a-M.J. (O.)

6 - d e > 6 *

&: Good,

177

£4->". and £4. and W

- -- --- --- - -
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or pleasant, food, (O, K, TA,) that is smallowed

(K, TA) with ease. (TA.)

- &: Bald in the fore part of the head; like

£
-

i; but the former is the more common. (TA

in art £-)

-->

X- and ">> Tall, or long; (S, K;) as

epithets applied to a horse, and to a man, and to

the iron head or blade of an arrow &c.; (K:) or,

applied to this last, the former word signifies long

and broad: (AHn, TA:) or slender; as also

...i.; and the pls of these two words are

>S- and &*: which, applied to such iron

heads or blades, signify [also] sharpened, or

pointed, or sharp-pointed: (TA:) and X-3

applied to arrows signifies long in the iron heads.

(S) = i, and "X-5- are also applied as epi

thets to a camel: (S, K: [in the former it is

implied that in this case they have the first of the

significations above; but see what follows:]) thus

applied, they signify Advanced in age, and strong:

(K:) or £he former, so applied, signifies strong:

(S voce ... i2:) the pl. of each is *-3-, with

fet-h [to the L-J. ($, K.)- Also the former,

applied to the 6 * [or jaw-bone], Strong, (K,

TA,) full-sized, (TA,) and thick, or compact.

(K, T.A.) And, applied to a head, Long in the

Jú: [or jan-bones]. (K, TA)—Also A well

ancient (#28) and having much water. (K.)=

<-- is also the name of A certain well-known

plant; (K, TA;) of those termed Js: Twhich is

eaten; (TA;) [namely, colza; or brassica napus

oleifera : so in the present day.] .it is an arabi

cized word, [from the Pers. Loak,] originally

with L', but pronounced by the Arabs with L. :

(AHn, TA:) one should not sayX-li, nor...is,

or this is a word of weak authority: (T, K, TA:)

Az says that some pronounce it with L', but that

it is correctly with U". (TA.)

X-3: see the preceding paragraph, in two

places.

• * 0 e s 6 - e.

*-i- _2\,. Arron's made long and broad

[in their iron heads]. (TA.)

1. £, (S, Mgh, K,) aor. *, (Mgb, K,) inf. n.

£, ($, Mgh, Mgb) said of a man, (TA) He

voided his excrement, or ordure; (S, K;) [or

£- and] said of a bird, it

muted, or dunged; (Msb;) like £5% (Mgh,"

Msb) said of a man: (Msb:) and said also [of

other animals, as, for instance,] of a camel, (S,

K, TA,) and of a bull. (K in art. Jalj.)

thin eaccrement : see

2.4-i- He armed him with a weapon or

weapons. (A.) And -: *-i-, (K, TA,) and

J.5%), (TA) He armed him with the sword,

(K, TA,) and the bon. (TA)= J.' C-,

(A, TA,) inf n. £, (TA,) It caused the

camels to void -3. [or thin excrement; i. e. it

purged them]; said of a herb. (A, TA.) [See
J. e. , inf. n. as above, He rubbed

also 4.]=as

over hisL- [or skin for holding clarified butter]

nvith 3, i.e. rol, or inspissated juice. (K,

4. 4-1-1 He made him to void -3- [or thin

excrement]. (S, K.) [See also 2.]

5. -i-. He wore, or put on, [or armed him

self with,] a weapon, or weapons. (S, A, L., K.)
- - * , • * ~ * •

—[Hence]&# 3:) --~~5: see #2.
6 o e Excrement, ordure, or dung: (L, TA:

[and evidently so accord. to the Msb; in my copy

of which, and so, app., in the copy used by SM,

immediately after the mention and explanation of

the verb , i., is added,2-a-Jū ā-5 4-1-3A2;

plainly showing, by what follows asl., that this

word is a mistranscription for 4-i-, and that

the meaning is, “and it is its 2 d = , an instance of

the inf. n. used as a subst, properly so called;”

i.e., the dung of a bird is called its -i-, for the

verb is there said to relate to a bird; though in

truth it has a general application:]) or such as is

thin, of any dung: (L, TA: [and this is the

sense in which it is commonly known:]) and
6 * *

W CS- signifies [the same: i. e.] excrement,

ordure, or dung, (S, A, MA, L, K, KL,) of a

human being, (KL,) or of a bird (MA) [and of

any animal]: or thin excrement or dung: (MA:)

this latter is said to be the correct meaning in a

marginal note in a copy of the S: (TA:) the pl.
d * - d -

of the former is C*- and 3-1. (L, TA.)

[*-i- es: frequently occurs in the Lexicons

&c., meaning He cast forth his excrement, or

ordure; or properly, in a thin state.] &l- t;

* [lit. O dung of the cron'], an expression

used by 'Omar, means <-- (. + [0 foul, or

filthy, man]. (Mgh.)

: * signifies : [i. e. Rob, or inspissated

juice, generally of dates,] with nihich a shin for

clarified butter is rubbed over, (K, TA,) for the

purpose of seasoning it. (TA.)

• & 6 •

: see z-\".

* -e
Rain-nater in pools left by torrents:

(K:) so says ISh: but not heard by Az from the

Arabs. (TA.)

£1. The young of the J-- [or partridge];

(S.K.) like #1 and -iù. (S3) [a coll, gen, n.,
6 - - -

n. un, with 3: for] it is said in the T that as-J., and

#: signify the young one of the J.-- (TA:)
6 * *

pl. 3'-i-, (T, S,K) like &. (T, TA)
6 *

C*- :
6 - 0 p.

•

C)

* *

CŞ: -i...—[Also 4 loosenes, or flux

of thin excrement from the bonels: diarrhoea.]

£3-, (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K, &c.,) as also "£

See C>.

See

(accord. to the K) or "£- (accord. to the Mgb)

and W 3. i-, (K,) [the last mentioned in the L

as a pl.,] A neapon, or weapons; i.e. an instru

ment, or instruments, of war; (A, K;) the thing

[or things] with which one fights in war, and

repels, or defends oneself; (M3b;) anything with

which one repels the enemy, as a sncord and

spear &c. : (Ham p. 73:) or a weapon, or

weapons, of iron: (Lth, Mgh, K:) it is of the

masc. gender, (§, Mab, TA) accord. to the more

approved usage, (TA,) or that which most pre

vails, (Mgb,) because in the pl. it takes the form
• * , e.

of i-i, which is a pl. form of a masc. n., (S,

Mab,”) : in the instances of 5-i, pl. ofX-,

and #23, pl. of #9, (S,) but it is also fem.,

(S, Msb, K,) and has also for pls.£:

(L) and the Pl, fem is +1-52. (Mb) You
say £9– 55 Js; [A man having a weapon or

neapons]. (K.) And G3-*>; [A people, or

party, having weapons, or arms]. (S, A, K.) And

£" U-4 [He wore, or put on, the weapon, or

* * - - - 5

the weapons, or arms]. (S, A, K.) AndXi Já-l

X: The people, or party, took their weapons,

or arms, each taking his. (Mgb.)-A sncord

(AZ, Mgh, K) alone is sometimes termed 3-.

(AZ, Mgh.)- And A bon without a string (K)

is likewise thus termed. (TA)- And A staff,

or stick. (K.)-*śl £- means + The horns

of the bull. (S,” TA.)—cs:" * is t an appel

lation of&#" 5. ii [i. e. The star Arcturus].

(A, TA)-An ex-> 3+ s^4 and
G-: * <--i- mean : The camels became

fat, and of goodly appearance; (A, L, TA;)

i. e. their fat became as though it were weapons

with which they prevented their being slaughtered:

(L, TA:) and the like has been mentioned before,
d.o.

[voce ~2,] in art. 2-2 (T.A.)

:*- -

C- A man having, (K,) or having with him,

(S,) a weapon, or weapons: (S, K:) an epithet

[of the possessive kind, having no verb,] similar
* , e. s •

to -u and c'). (TA)=And A she-camel

that has voided excrement, [or thin excrement,]

in consequence [of the eating] of herbs, or legu

minous plants. (S, K.)

&- &: £i [More wont to mute than a

bustard] (Meyd, A, Mgh) and *** &: [than

a domestic hen]: the former mutes in the time of

fear; and the latter, in the time of security:

(Meyd:) a prov. (Meyd, Mgh.)
s : A certain plant, the pasturing upon

which causes the milk (S, K) of the camels (S) to

become abundant: (S, K:) or a certain kind of

tree, or shrub, that has this effect: (L:) [see also
o d

£ it was said to an Arab woman of the

esert, “What is thy father's tree?” and she

answered,X: &*: #£ e 5-5
d • -

C:#! [The tree of my father is the isleek: froth

upon the milk, and milk free from froth; and a

long, or tall, hump: these are the consequences

of pasturing upon it]: (S," L:) or it is a certain
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herb, or leguminous plant, of those that are

slender and soft (J.i.12%-i 3-), growing in

the ninter, that causes the camels to void c:

[or thin excrement] when they eat much of #:

or a certain herb (#), resembling the "eye

[or rocket], growing upon tracts of sand such as

are termed -si-. or a certain kind of plant,

groning conspicuously in plain, or soft, tracts,

having a thin and delicate leaf, and a pericarp

(a:-) stuffed with grains, or seeds, like those of

the poppy . which is one of the plants of th: pain

of the -ā-2 [here meaning spring (see C-ej)],

and n:hich causes the cattle to void cs: I1. Ulll.

with 3: Aboo-Ziyād says that the places in

which the C*- grows are sands. (L.)

* * * @ e.

ā-k-e AXà [or frontier of a hostile country]:

(K:) or a place of arms or weapons, (Mgh,) like

Ol2% and a -3% [which is an elevated place of

observation], (S, Mgh, TA,) wherein are parties

that watch the enemy, lest they should make an

invasion at unanares, and, when they see them,

inform their companions, in order that they may

prepare themselves for them: (Nh, TA:) pl.

&l- (S, Mgh.)- Also, [in one of my copies

of the S erroneously written a-i-.] A people,

or party, having arms, or weapons; an armed

people or party; (S, A, K, TA;) composing a

numerous body, in a place of observation, with

the keeping of which they are entrusted, at the

..frontier of an enemy's country; a single person

of whom is termed '*-*. (A," L;) and

ā-1: [also] is thus applied to a single person

in a saying of 'Omar: (Mgh:) they are thus

called because of their having weapons, or because

of their occupying the place called i-i: (Nh:)

or the a-l-e of the army are a party of

capturers that go before the army, exploring for

them the nay, and searching as spies to learn

men's of the enemy, lest the enemy should make a

sudden assault upon them; not suffering any one

of the enemy to enter the territory of the Muslims,

and warning the Muslims of the approach of an

army. (ISh.)

3 - " -

Cs-1-2 : see the next preceding paragraph.

--~~

Q. 4. <--" It was, or became, right, direct,

rightly directed, straight, or even. (S, K.)- It

(a road) nas extended: (S:) or conspicuous and

extended. (K.)- [And app. It was, or became,

spread out, or expanded: see the part n., below.]

*-i- A woman who cares not for what she

does nor for what is said to her. (AA, TA.)

5. • & P

--- Right, direct, rightly directed,

* 3 - **

straight, or even: (S, K:) like -:#. (TA.)

- Extended: (S:) or conspicuous and extended:
3 * * *

(K:) applied to a road: (S, K:) like --il.
6 • & f •

(L.)- I q. ck- [app. as meaning Spread

out, or expanded]. (TA)—t-& Js

means Our day was, or became, one ofprotracted

journeying. (L., T.A.)

- - - --

*—ia-l

J: (AZ, Msh, K) and Li-i-, (Fr. K.)

pronounced by the vulgar Ji-i-, (TA,) and

3täs-J., [which is the most common of the

dial vars.] (S, Msh, K) and itá-i- (Fr. K) and

ju-ti, (Mb) and £, (AZ, Msh, K) and

£, (S, K,) [The tortoise, commonly so

called ; and also the turtle, or sea-tortoise; ap

plied to both in the present day;] a certain nell

known beast; (K;) [and] a certain aquatic

animal; (Mgb;) called in Pers. 24.0 and C#.

(MA, PS) and # 3-5 (MA) applied to

the male and the female: (Msb:) pl. -i-S-:

(S, Msb:) or, accord. to Fr, the male of the

--> is called #; and the female is called

3ü-A. in the dial. of Benoo-Asad: (Msb:) [it

is said to be derived from the Pers. Us! £9-5

because there is a hole in the body, into which

the foot enters: (Freytag's Lex.:)] its blood and

its gall-bladder are [asserted to be] beneficial to

him who is affected with epilepsy; and the

smearing with its blood, to the joints; (K, TA;)

which thereby become strong: (TA:) and it is

said that when the cold has become intense in a

place, (K, TA,) and one fears for the seed

produce from it, (TA,) and this beast is placed

upside-down, so that its fore and hind legs are

towards the air, the cold will not alight upon that

place. (K, TA.)- (ii-th orid: is also

a name of ! The constellation Lyra; commonly

called Júl.]

&l

1. #1, (S, A, Msb, K, &c.) aor. *, (§, K,

[as in the Kur xxxvi. 37,]) or -, (Msb, [but this

I find in no other lexicon,]) and *, (S, Mgb, K.)

inf n. *-ū, (S, Msb) He stripped off (S,K)

the hide, or skin, of a sheep or goat: (S:) or he

skinned a sheep or goat. (A, Mgb.) And #:

ū3'-[Its skin was stripped off]. (A.) - One

does not say of a camel, $41- <+1-, but

.*.p { * >

&#, and #4, and £i (Ms)–

[Hence,] + He pulled off or stripped off [a gar

ment]. (K, TA.) You say of a woman, <<

(32, (S, TA) and #2 * <<1, (A, TA)

! She pulled off her shift: stripped it off (S,

TA)—And [hence] #1 * (S, A, M.B.)
Or #, (K,) aor. * (L, Msb) and *, (L) inf n.

+ and£, (L, Msb,) the passed the month,

or his month; (§, K, TA;) came to the end of

it. (S, A, Msb, K.) #1 (+1, means ! We

passed forth from the month; having pulled off

from ourselves every night one thirtieth part

until the nights were complete, when we pulled

off from ourselves all of it: and* J> ūki

13és means “We entered upon [the period of the

new moon of] such a month; clothing ourselves

with it and increasing the clothing of ourselves

therewith until the passing of the half of it:” then

we pull off from ourselves [by degrees] the whole

of it: hence a verse cited voce ess'. (T, TA.)

And one says of God, J: &:£ *-i- the

- - - ---- -- --

dren forth gently the day from the night: (K,

TA:) or He separated the day from the night.

(Jel in xxxvi. 97)-See also 7, in three places.

–9-# <le 3-l £1. and [in an intensive

sense] 'as-i- t [The heat made the skin of the

man to peel off; or excoriated the man]. (TA.)

And •-le- *" &: ! [The mange, or scab,

excoriated him, i.e., a camel]: (A, TA:) [and

so 4-1. without the mention of the skin:] see

£4. Andžiul #: + The ostrich had a dis

ease in his feathers [app. such as caused many of

them to fall off]. (TA)--Gil #1, #[The

plant shed its foliage, and then became altogether
s •

green again: (see £- :) or] the plant became

green again after having dried up. (M, K.)

#3 &- "Q &# * *& B4-4,

in a trad, respecting Solomon and the as: [or

hoopoe, i.e. + And they stripped off the surface

of the place of the water, like as the hide is

stripped off, and thereupon the water came forth],

means that they dug until they found the water.

(TA)–:: * > £, said of a child,

means t He was drawn out from the belly of his

mother. (TA)--> £i- is + The substitu

ting throughout the poetry, for the original words,

other words synonymous therenith: what falls

short of this is termed £4. (TA. [See Har

p.263.])

2: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

5: see the next paragraph, first sentence.

7. &l- and [in an intensive sense]

'*-ī-, [His skin became stripped off – and

the became excoriated by heat]. (A, TA. [The

latter meaning is indicated in the TA.])

ū, is &- #~1--" [The serpent cast off, or

dicested itself of its slough]: ($:) and * ><1.

#~), (L. K.) aor. 4, infn.£ (L) signifies

the same, or] the serpent withdren itself from its

slough: (L, K:) and in like manner one says of

any creeping thing: (L:) and one says of the

serpent termed : Júl [q.v.], *i-": [He

casts off his sough]. (S)- One says also of

a man, 4.3 & &l- + [He became stripped,

or divested, or he divested himself, of his clothes].

(S)-And: £-1(S, A, Msh, K): 3
(S) t The month Passed, or passed anay [from

its year]; (Msb, K, TA;) as also "#. (K.)

And J. & # £-1 (S, A, K) : The day

became drann forth gently from the night; (K,

TA;) came forth from the night so as not to

leave with it aught of its light. (TA.) [As used

in this phrase and in others,] 4: - M-51 means

J. J.

d -

•

+ It became altogether separated from it; quitted

it entirely. (MF.)

9. £-l. inf n. £), He lay upon his

side. (K.) .

- 5 d > J Q =

£-: see£2, in two places.—" -

t The last, or end, of the month; (Msb, K;) as

177*
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J. J. • * > *

also ''a<<: (K:) or the last day thereof.

(M.A.)

6 d.

−1. The spun thread that is upon the spindle.

(K.)

6 - d - 6 - d.

as-k- : see £2-2.

*...* 6 .

See £9–2, in two places.

- * A skinned sheep or goat; (L;) as also

*::: (S.K.) and ': (TA) or this
last is an epithet in which the quality of a subst.

is predominant, meaning a skinned sheep or goat,

without head and without legs and without belly:

(Mgh:) and the first is an epithet applied to a

sheep or goat until some part ofit has been eaten;

after which, what remains is called 31%, whether

•

much or little. (L.)=: £- A thing,

(JK,) accord. to the K a person, but this is not

in the other lexicons, (TA,) insipid; without

taste. (JK, K, T.A.)- And A man (TA) vehe

went in euss-, without impregnating. (K, TA)

6 * > * > * > * >

ā-S-23 as-S., as In it (accord. to the K in

him, but see£, TA) is insipidity, or tasteless

mess. (K,"TA.)

ā-5- [app. A piece of skin, or hide, stripped

off]. (K voce3-)=The urine of the mountain

goat. (KL.) [In Pers. 4-3-3 thus, with C’

and with fet-h to the first letter, accord. to John

son's Pers. Ar. and Engl. Dict. Golius adds, on

the authority of Ibn-Beytár, that it is black and

viscous like pitch, and is collected from the rocks.]

is: + A certain perfume, or odoriferous

substance, resembling bark stripped off, (JK, K,

TA,) and having -** [or forking projections].

(TA)—t of the [plants called] --> (JK, S,

K) and &#, (JK, S,) [Such as has been stripped

of what was good for pasture;] the portion that

has in it nothing for pasture (JK, S, K, TA)

Temaining; (TA;) consisting only of dry wood:

(S, TA:) and of the &e, such as is thick, of

what has become dried up. (TA.)- And + The

oil of the fruit, or produce, of the cit [or ben

tree] before it has been seasoned (K, TA) with

aromatics: when it has been seasoned with musk

and [other] perfume, and then expressed, it is

termed J,#: and one says of it, Já. (TA.)

Also t Offspring : (JK, K, TA:) because it has

been drawn out (; : i. e. &#) from the belly of

its mother. (TA.)

i: an extr. pl. [or quasi-pl. n.] of £,

q. v. (TA.)

- £5– A skinner, or flayer. (KL.)

£- Shinning, or flaying. (KL.)- + Mange,

or scab, in consequence of which the camel is
J - d. J.

ercoriated ("5-1-3). (K.) – [A serpent cast

ing off its slough. And hence,] A black serpent,

(JK, S, K.) intensely black : (JK, TA:) you say,

£- #, (S, K,) not prefixing the former word
•

so as to govern the latter in the gen, case: [so

called] because it casts off its slough (al

** 6 •

£-)

every year: (S:) the female is called #. and

is not qualified by the epithet is ju.: (§, K.)

and you say: it. o's, i. (K,) not giving to the

epithet the dual form, accord. to AZ and As;

but IDrd authorizes its being in the dual form,

though the former mode is the better known:

(TA:) and i-lu. 3,0: and£- and #: and

Wi:, (K,) which last is extr. [i.e. anomalous].

(TA.)- Also t A plant of the kinds termed

Ja:- &c. that has shed its Joliage ($-1.) and

then become altogether green again. (TA.)

: £i, applied to a man, (JK,) + Very red [as

though skinned]. (JK, K.)- And [its pl.]

J-, applied to camels, t Having mange, or

scab, by which they are excoriated. (JK.)

Also + Bald in the fore part of the head: (K:)
- of - -

but&: is more common in this sense. (TA.)

- ~! A certain plant. (K.) [Perhaps a

dial. var. of&: or a mistranscription for this

latter.]

6 - d.

- A place in which sheep or goats are

skinned. (Mgb.)

£5- A skin, or hide; (JK, S, K;) as also

W£: (TA:) or, of a sheep or goat; (A;) as

also "#, i.e. its skin, or hide, that is stripped

off (K, TA.) [Hence,] one says, Le:-&

9-l #: ! [Such a one is an ass in the skin

of a man]. (A, TA.)- And The slough of a

serpent; (JK, S, A, L, K;) as also V • ~,

(MA, KL, and so in the CK,) or "£, (TA,)

and * is t. (L, and so in copies of the K and

in the TA.)- Also t.A. palm-tree of n:hich the

unripe dates fall and become scattered about in a

green state. (S, K.)

* f o –

&*- ; and with 3: see #4.
d & 4 * > & a 6 o' --

>''£- See £-.

U-1

1. U-1-, [aor. *,] inf n. .* and i-S- and

£, [It was, or became, loose, not tight; as

meaning slack; the only signification indicated

by ISd; (see U-, below;) and also as meaning

unsteady :] (M:) [in the K, Ji- and ā-3- are

said to be simply substs.: see the former of these

two words below.]-J-1, (MSb, TA) aor. *,

inf n. U- (Msb) [and app. ā-3- also, (see

J.- below,)] said of a colt, (TA,) ..[and of a

horse, and, tropically, of a man, (see L-M-,)] He

nas, or became, tractable, submissive, compliant,

obsequious, (TA,) or easy, (MSb, TA,) and

gentle. (Msb.) You say, Li- es' --- ! [He

nas easy to me in giving me my due, or right].

(A, TA) And 4: …, (TA) infin. C-,

(Msb,) + His urinejlowed involuntarily; he was

unable to retain his urine; (Msb, TA;) byyeason

of disease. (Msb.) [The explanations of L.A. and

U-i- &c. below will serve to give further illus

trations of this verb.]-#5 ---, aor. *,

The palm-tree lost the stumps, or lower ends, of

its branches (Ibn 'Abbād, K.) as also "--Ci:

and the epithet applied to the palm-tree in this

case is "J-3-; (K;), or, accord. to the Tek

mileh and o and L, 'J.; but it seems that

"J"# means a palm-tree that lets fall

and stren's its unripe dates; and "J"--, that

usually does thus: (TA) and "J-1. means

what falls from the palm-tree. (Ibn-Abbād,

TA)–:- --, (inf n. 12, TA) The

piece of wood became old and crumbling and

wasted. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)=U.l., (S, M, K.)

inf n. Ji- and U-, (IAar, M.) He became

bereft of reason. (S, M., K.)

2. -i-, (Ibn 'Abbād) inf n. …, (K.)

He set, fixed, or put together, a composite Orna

ment, of the ornaments worn by women, not

consisting of jjā [or beads]. (Ibn-'Abbād, K,"

TA.)

c -- of

4. --Li She (a camel) produced her young

one before the completion of the days: (T, K:)

the epithet applied to her in this case is "J-M",

and to the young one, WU-14, (TA)and "J-1.

(Ibn-'Abbād, T.A.)- See also 1.

L-A-.

Ji- A string upon which beads, (M.) or

white beads worn by female slaves, (S, K,) are

strung: ($, M, K.) pl. J.," (S.M.) or [a

woman's ear-drop; i. e.] the woman's ornament

called Li. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)- And [the pl.]

Us: signifies also Women's mufflers, or head

coverings; syn. -ss- [pl. of los-]: so says IAar;and he cites as an ex., • s

• * > * ~ * : * * *

* U-25, tax-> -- *}-e J-5 *

• * * • * * * * -

* U-2-A-> 5: 4-6-3 co-> *

• * * 2% #3 • * *

* U-2'-3' <-āli U-25" las: *

[They (referring to camels) had filled their

watering-trough neith heads, as though there were

in it old women sitting, with grizzled heads,

having thronin off the mufflers]: they having

eaten of [the kind of plants, or trees, called]

J- so that their faces and heads had become

white, he likens them to old women that had

thrown off the mufflers, (M.)

J. and "i3-[said in the M to be inf ns.

ofU-, (q.v.) and in the K to be simply substs.,

signify, as substs., Looseness; as meaning slack

ness; and as meaning unsteadiness: - and also]

Easiness, gentleness, tractableness, submissiveness;

compliance, or obsequiousness. (S, K.) [Hence,]

one says, "#5- 22% & ! [In his speech is

easiness]. (A.)= For the former, see also 1:

and 4.

J.- part n of -i-, as also '... (M.)

Loos, not tight; meaning [slack; (see 1, first

sentence;) and also] unsteady; applied to a nail,

(A, TA,) and to any other thing. (TA.) A

rājiz says,

* '*'C','J, #: *

• * * * • J - d -

* J'ai : 43 & 4~ *
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[A female of slender make, whose loose •

(q.v.) required more than it had within it to fill

*t, laughing so as to discover cool and sneet

serrated and sharp teeth]. (M., T.A.)- Easy;

applied to a thing: (S:) easy, (Msb, K,) gentle;

(S, Msb, K;) tractable; submissive; compliant;

obsequious; (S, K;) applied [to a horse and the

like, and, tropically,] to a man. (S.) You say,

2%l U- J% [Ahorse easy to be led; tractable].

(A) And* -3% and * * ~

4 [Such a one is easy to be led, or. persuaded;

tractable, submissive, or compliant]. (A.) –

t A man easy in private conference; expl. by

5: J.-. (Msb.)- Beverage, or wine, that

descends gently or easily [don'n the throat]. (TA.)

*-mJ% J- A man n-hose urine flon's involun

tarily; who is unable to retain his urine; (S, A,

Mşb, K;) by reason of disease. (Msb.)

#: A certain herb, bearing a near resem

blance to the C-3, (AHn, M, K, TA) except

that it has a grain like that of the [species of

barley called] <!- ; (AHn, TA;) and n:hen it

dries up, it has an anon that flies about, when it

is put in motion, like arron's, sticking into the

eyes and the nostrils, and often blinding the

pasturing beasts: (AHn, M, TA:) the places of

its growth are the plain, or soft, tracts. (AHn,

TA.)

J.S.: Loss, or departure, of reason or intellect.

(S, M., K.)

6 * > * 6 * > .

a...')- : see L-M-, in two places.

• - 6 ... • .

U-ju- : see L-M-, in two places.

* > d p

U-2 : see 4.

s 6 p. -

U-1-2 : see 1, in two places:- and see also 4.
•

J.: A sword having navy marks resembling

a chain : occurring in a verse of Ibn-Kilábeh El

Hudhalee, as some relate it; but accord. to others,

J-1.1%, formed by transposition from J-i-.

(TA.)

* - © 6 e

U.S.- : see U-1- : - and see also 1, latter

part, in two places.

Jasi: Bereft of reason, or intellect; (S, M;)

and [of bulk] of body, (M, TA), as some say;
J 6 e 6 J -

but accord. to the T, one says U-21-6 U- in

respect of his reason, or intellect, butJs: in

respect of his body: (TA:) possessed, or insane.

(K.)

J-M"

- J: a quinqueliteral-radical word, (M,)

Easy [as a beverage] in the utmost degree:

(TA:) [applied as an epithet to milk, (c)3, so in

a copy of the M, and so in the CK,) or signifying

smooth, (c', so in copies of the K,)] in which is

no roughness: (M, K:) and sometimes applied as

an epithet to water, (M, TA,) or beverage, mean

ing easy of entrance into the throat, or fauces.

(TA)- And Wine: (K:) so accord. to some,

as in the saying of 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Rawáhah,

in which it is [said to be] used as a syn. adjunct

to the preceding word: -

tá,
* 2 • *- 22 *** *
-

* -, --, * *!

* * * *, * ~ *
*

*** *

* 5'-' (see" (): *

[as though meaning Verily they are with their

Lord, in gardens, drinking wine and fermented

juice of the grape : but the meaning may be, the

choicest of nine, or the sneetest thereof, &c., (see

&-3) and nine easy to smallon, or the like].

(TA.)- And A certain fountain in Paradise

[mentioned in art. U-, q.v.]: (M, K:) Aboo

Bekr says that it may be a proper name of the

fountain, and properly imperfectly decl. [i. e.

without tenween] as being determinate and of the

fem. gender, but made to be with tenween at the

end of a verse in the Kur [lxxvi. 18] in order

that it may be conformable with other endings of

verses; or it may be an epithet applied to the

fountain, and therefore perfectly decl.: (TA:) Sb

mentions it as an ex, of an epithet: IAar says

that he had not heard it except in the Kur-án:

(M, TA:) I'Ab says that 5:... [in the Kur]

means that slips, or steals,(#) into the throats,

or fauces : [as though the radical letters were

only L- and U, which some assert to be the case:]

accord. to Aboo-Jaafar El-Bákir, it means soft in

the part betneen the 5:- [or head of the wind

pipe] and the 3'- [or fauces]: the explanation

as meaning [S- J- i. e.]*&S- 4,J

Jesúl [Ask of thy Lord a nay of access to this

fountain] is a mistake, not allowable. (TA.)

The pl. is -3- and --> and the pl. of

• • & e

[the fem.] it: is #5-i-. (TA)—[In

the present day it is applied to An artificial

fountain that thron's up water.]

lal

6 * * *

1. i.i., aor.”, (M.) inf n. *%, (§, M, B.)

He, or it, overcame, prevailed, or predominated:

(S, TA:) or nas, or became, firm, or established, in

superior poncer or force : (B, TA:) he possessed

poner of dominion or sovereignty or rule. (M.)

– It (anything, as, for instance, a solid hoof,

and a camel's foot,) was, or became, strong, or

hard. (M.)– He was, or became, sharp. (TA.)

And the same verb, (M., Msb, K.) inf. n. as

above (S, M, Mob, K) and is,", (S, M, K.)

He was, or became, chaste, or perspicuous, in

speech, or eloquent, and sharp in tongue : (S:) or

long-tongued; (M, K;) as also al., aor. *, (K,)

inf n. 4-3 (TS, TA:) or clamorous and foul

tongued: (Mgb:) [or this verb, said of a man,

has the first of these three significations; but]

<-ai, inf n. #5-, signifies she (a woman)

was, or became, long-tongued, and vehemently

clamorous. (Lth.) [See **, below.]

de • y w

2. * All-, (S, M, Msb) inf n. *::, (M,

K.) also written with J2, (Ibn-'Abbād, and K

in art. Jale,) He (God, S) made him to over

come him; to prevail, or predominate, over him;

or to have, or exercise, superior poner or force

over him : (S, K:) he made him to have mastery,

dominion, or authority, and ponder, over him :

(Msb:) he made him to have, or exercise, abso

lute dominion or sovereignty or rule, over him;

(M;) or absolute superiority of power or force:

(K:) he gave him poner over him, and superior

power or.Jorce. (TA) [You say also, Li

-PSSI asks He set the dogs upon him.]

5. 2: al-J He overcame them; prevailed

or predominated, over them; or nas made to do

80; he had, or exercised, or n'as made to have or

exercise, superior power or force over them : (S:)

he had, or was made to have, mastery, dominion,

or authority, and poncer, or absolute dominion or

authority and poncer, over them : (Msb:) he had,

or received, poncer over them; and superior poner
• * ~ * >

or force; quasi-pass. of2: alak". (TA.)

4; d. •
s •

*- : ] see la A.; for the former, in four

£1.. places; and for the latter, in seven.

6 * > * 6 - d … •

alal- : see ÚUla. ; for the latter, in three

#1. Places.

&u: Strength, might, force, or poncer; (TA;)

as also "ist. (Bdin iii. 144:) predominance;

the possession, or exercise, of superior poner or

force, or of dominion, or authority, and poner,

or of absolute dominion, or authority and poncer;

(Mgh;) as also *ālai.; ($;) the former being

syn, with £3 [used as a subst] (Mgh;) and

the latter being the subst. from £3. (S:)

poner of dominion; sovereign, or ruling, poncer;

(M;) [in this sense, as well as in the first,] i. q.

*āi, (Mab3) power of a king, (Lth, Mgh,

K;) and of a governor; (Mgh, Msb;) [i. e.]

delegated poner, or ponier given to one who is not
6 P + y,

a king; (TA;) also written dual. ; (M, Msb,

K;) which is the only instance of this form:

(Msb:) it is masc. and fem.; (M, TA;) generally

masc., in the opinion of the skilful; but sometimes

fem.; so say IAmb and Zj and others: (Msb:)

but ISk says that it is fem. (TA) One says,

(ISk,) or some say, (Msb,) &ü: 4: <<

(ISk, Msb) The sovereign, or ruling, power

(*#)decreed it. (MSb.) And Aboo-Zuheyr

says, I heard one, in whose chasteness of speech

I have confidence, say, #4. &ú. ūji [A

tyrannical sovereign, or ruling, ponier, came to

us]. . (Mgb.) It is said in a trad., Jú & Sl

qual. $, meaning Unless thou ask the ruler, or

governor, or the king, for thy due from the public

treasury. (Mgh.) And you say, 4 &iss- 33
• Ji o * * d : • * * * > *

cºs & Li- + U+ duel. I have given

thee power, or authority, to take, or receive, my due

from such a one. (TA) And J:"J: X#5

£ual.& [A man shall not take precedence of a

man in his authority]; meaning, in his house,

and where he has predominance, or superior

power, or authority; nor shall he sit upon his

cushion; for in doing so he would show him

contempt. (Mgh.)- Strength, or hardness, of

anything: (M, K:) sharpness of anything: force,

or violence, of anything. (TA.) The vehemence

of winter. (TK.) An excited and predominant

state of the blood; or inflammation thereof.

(IDrd, M, K.) The flaming, or blazing, of fire.

(IDrd.)-A proof; an evidence; an argument;
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a plea; an allegation; syn. is-, (S, M, Mgh,

Mob, K.) and &s: (S, Msh.) a *- being

thus called because of the force with which truth

attacks the mind: (B:) or, accord. to Mohammad

Ibn-Yezeed, from **, (M, TA,) signifying

“oil of olives,” because it enlightens: (TA:) and

in these senses it has no pl., because it is used in

the place of an inf n. (S, TA.) Accord. to I’Ab,

it signifies a: wherever it occurs in the Kur.

(TA.) But in the words of the Kur [xvii. 35],

üü: 43. tiss- 3á, the meaning may be

either [% have given to his executor, or heir,]

authority, and poncer, or absolute authority and

power, or the like; or a plea, or the like. (Mgh)

And again, in the Kur [lxix. 29], L: <\ka

asual, the meaning may be My dominion, and

"y authority and poner over men, has perished

from me; or my plea. (Bd, B.) And sometimes

it means A miracle; as in the words of the Kur
./ * @ J. • 6 ed • * ~ * ~ 08 0

[li.38], c' cust: &#U1% $! [When

we sent him to Pharaoh with a manifest miracle].

(TA.) Az says that it is sometimes masc. be

cause it has a masc. form; and thus it is in the

last of the instances above. (T.A.)- Also A

ruler, or governor, or the like; a king; a sove

reign; (8, K, TA;) a khaleefeh : (TA:) these are

its most common applications [in the writings of

post-classical times]. (TA:) thus applied because

the person so called is made to predominate; to

have, or exercise, superior power or force; to

have dominion, or the like: or because he is one

of the evidences of God: (Aboo-Bekr, TA:) or

because he possesses proof or evidence [of his

right]: or because by him pleas and rights are

established: (TA:) or because he enlightens the

earth, (Mgb,” B,) and is of great usefulness;

(B5) the word being derived from #4 signi.

fying “olive-oil”]: (Msb:) it is of the measure

&#: (S:) and when [thus] applied to a person,

it is masc. : (Mgb:) or it is masc. and fem.: (S,

TA:) accord. to Mohammad Ibn Yeweed, (TA,)

fem, because it is [originally] pl. of lack- applied

to “oil;” as though the kingdom shone by him;

or because it has the signification of i:- and

sometimes masc., because regarded as meaning a

man; (K, TA;) or because regarded as a sing.:

so says Mohammad Ibn-Yezeed; but Az observes

that none beside him says this: Fr says that he

who makes it masc. regards it as meaningJ% 5

and he who makes it fem. regards it as meaning

#:-- (TA) the pl. is 3.2%. (S, Msb.) It

is also, itself, sometimes used as a pl.; as in the

phrase cut: £, used by a poet, meaning

c +5: 3: [The lord of king]; i.e. the

halesfeh : [but this may be rendered the lord of

sovereign poner, &c. : or, as some say: the latter

word is here pl. of lack", like as ūlāā) is pl. of-** (M.b) •

#ú, and #úl-, Orid: See *:::.

*: Strong, or hard; (M, K;) as also "i.,

(M.) or " : . (K.) You say, "il- st-,
6 de s • • •

(M.) or "la., (TA,) and lag", (M, TA,) A

strong, or hard, solid hoof (M, TA) And

*u-ji *āk. #3 A beast having a strong, or

hard, hoof (M.) And C#1 *** - A

camel having a strong, or hard, foot. (M)—

Sharp; applied to anything. (K.) You say also,

* >u. 4: Sharp edges of the fore parts of

hoofs. (S, TA)— Chaste in speech, or eloquent,

(S, K,) and sharp in tongue: (S:) an epithet

of praise when applied to the male, and of dis

praise when [with 3] applied to the female:

(IDrd, K. :) also, (K,) long-tongued; (M, K;)

and so W £4, (M,) or **i. ; (K;) fem. #44,

and *āua, (M, K,) and **u-, (K) or

Wâû-, (M;) the last written [thusi with tesh

deed to the b in the Jm., and there explained as

signifying long-tongued and clamorous : (TA:)

Or *: signifies clamorous and foul-tongued;

and so it." applied to a woman: (Msb:) or

the latter, applied to a woman, clamorous: (S:)

or long-tongued and vehemently clamorous :

(Lth.) or citill åk: is applied to a woman

in two senses; signifying sharp-tongued; and

long-tongued. (Az, T.A.) You say also, &L.

*** (M.K.) and 'lu-, (M) or 'lú, (K)

A long tongue. (M,K)= Oil of olives; (S, M,

Mşb, K;) so applied by the generality of the

Arabs: but by the people of El-Yemen applied

to oil of sesame, or sesamum : (S, M.:) IDrd, in

the Jm, says the reverse; and IF has followed

him; but what J says is right, as Sgh, has ob

served in the O: (TA:) also, (K,) or as some

say, (M,) any oil expressed from grains or

berries (M, K.) pl. Guit. (Mab, K.)
• of

£i More, and most, overcoming, prevailing,

predominating, or superior in poner or force.

(Harp. 661)-dû`i;: JHe is the most

chaste, or eloquent, and the sharpest, [&c., (see

an eX. VOCe 3-)] of them in tongue. (S.)

cal

_Q. 3. -: It (a thing) was, or became, long

and wide. (AA, O and L in this art.: mentioned

in the S in art. .)- It (a valley) became

wide : (K:) accord. to IF, both the U and c are

added to give intensiveness to the signification.

(O.)- He (a man) extended himself or became

extended [app. on the ground]; syn. *::1: (L:)

or he became thronin don’n upon hisface: or he

lay, or lay as though thronin don’n or extended:

or he stretched himself; or lay, and stretched

himself; upon his face, extended upon the ground:

syn. :- #: (O:) or he lay as though thronin

donn or extended, upon the back of his neck :

(Ibn-'Abbād, O:) or he (a man, L) fell upon his

face: (L, K:) and upon his back. (L.)

s J & P

£, (K) or "£, (O,) A smooth

mountain: (O, K:) so says Ibn-'Abbād. (O.)

6 - - ©
-

ā-āi, applied to a girl, or young woman.

Broad. (K.)

ty o & J. 6 y o p

C*- : See Cat

£5– Wide. (Lth, T, O, K.) It is said of

rain [as meaning Wide-spreading]. (O.)

* * de •

A wide open tract; (IDrd, O, K;) as
s de 6 p.

•

6 ce & p.

C*- see what next precedes.

* ~ *- -

1. a-'9 &:, aor. 4, (S, Mgb,) inf. n. £,

(S, TA,) He clare.9, split, his head, [i. e., the

skin thereof, (see axl.,)] (S, Msb, TA,) by

striking it, with a staff, or stick. .(TA)F-**,

a.o.A5, (S, K,”) aor. *, inf. n. &l-, (S, K,) His

foot became chapped, or cracked, (S, K,) in its

upper part and in its under, like +43. (S, TA.)

[See also 5.]-259*& [so in the Land

TA, app. a mistranscription for &-,] inf n. &l-,

His skin became burned by fire so that the mark

thereof was " upon it. (L., T.A.) - &",

aor. * , inf. n. &l-, He was, or became, affected

also V

with Jo; [i.e. leprosy, particularly the white,

malignant kind thereof]. (IDrd, K.)

2. &: [inf n. of&: as used in the phrase

3%l al- Ol' J-3' &#3, (see #:)] signi

fies a practice which was observed in the Time of

Ignorance, when the people were afflicted with

drought, or barrenness of the earth; which was

The hanging the [kind of tree, or plant, called]

£, with the [species of sn'allon-nort called]**,

to wild bulls, and sending them don’n from the

mountains, having kindled fire in the and

A:s; seeking thereby to obtain rain: (K, TA:)

or the loading the backs of those animals with the

fire-nood of the &l- and #6, then kindling fire

therein; seeking to obtain rain by the flame of

the fire, which was likened to the gleaming of

lightning. (TA.) [See also &", where a mean

ing somewhat different from those above is indi

cated.])

4. &l- He (a man, TA) had a [nound in the

head, such as is termed] a-3, (K, TA,) i. e., a

as: (TA:) or he had a [kind of ulcer in the

belly, called] a.s. (TA) -

5.* 1- His heel became chapped, or

cracked. (Sgh, K.) [See also 1; and see 7.]

7. # It clave, or split, or slit, in an

intrans. sense. (S, K.) [See also 1, and 5.]

: A chap, or crack, in the human foot; pl.

6 p.p.

8×. ($, K.) - See also the next paragraph,

in two places.

&l- A cleft, or fissure, in a mountain, (Lh,

IAar, Yaakoob, S, K,) having the form of a

crack; (TA;) as also V &l-, ($ #) accord. to

some: ($, TA:) pl. [of either] 89- (Yaakoob,

$, K) and (of the latter, TA) £1. (K.) =

Also A like, or fellon; (AA, L, K;) and so

"&" (L, TA:) pl. &#. (IAar, L., K.) You
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say, 3 &t= |* This is the like of this. (TA)

And cital- cks: Two boys, or young men, that

dre flows, or equals in age: and •

(Ibn-'Abbād, K.) And all&: £íHegave

him the likes, or fellons, of his camels. (L.)=

And the pl. #: signifies also The portions of

flesh that cling to the&: [or tryo sciatic veins]

of a mare when she is fat. (Sgh, K.)

&: [originally inf n. of &:, q.v.,] Marks

left by fire upon the skin. (TA.) = A certain

kind of bitter tree; (S, K;) which, in the Time

of Ignorance, was used in one or the other of the

manners described above in the explanations of

&: (K, TA;) or they used, in the case of

drought, or barrenness of the earth, to hang

somewhat of this tree and of the* to the tails

(G6 [a sing. used as a pl.]) of [wild] bulls or

cows, then to kindle fire therein, and make them

to ascend upon the mountain; and thus, they

assert, they used to obtain rain: (S, TA:) the

author of the K says that J has made a mistake

in saying L'Us, in the above-cited passage; that

he should have said -dii; but others had made

this remark before the author of the K; and

'Abd-El-Kādir Ibn-'Omar El-Baghdādee says

that the mistake is to be imputed to these, and

not to J, who has only used a sing. in the sense

of a pl., like as# is used in the Kur [liv. 45],

for #91; (MF, TA:) AHn cites an Arab of

the desert, of the $54, as saying that the

gron's near to a tree, and then clings to it, and

climbs it, with long, green, leafless shoots, twin

ing upon the branches and interneaving them

selves, and having a fruit like bunches of grapes,

Twhich is small, and, when ripe, becomes black,

and is eaten only by the monkeys, or apes, not by

men, nor by the beasts that are left to pasture at

their pleasure; and adding, I have not tasted it,

but I think that it is bitter; and n:hen it is

broken, there flons from it a viscous fluid, clear,

and having strings: such is the description of the

man of the 31). (TA:) or it is a certain

poisonous plant, (K, TA,) not to be tasted, like

% [here meaning wheat or barley] when it first

comes forth, scantily scattered in the ground, and

having a small, yellow, prickly leaf, its prickles

being donny; it is a herb, or leguminous plant,

which spreads itself upon the surface of the

ground, like [the plant called] -is i-, having

no root, and it is not improbable that the ostrich

may feed upon it, notnithstanding its bitterness,

for it sometimes feeds upon the colocynth: (Aboo

Ziyād, TA:) or it is a species of aloes: (K:) or

a herb, or leguminous plant, (K, TA,) of those

termed**ś [that are hard and thick, or thick,

and inclining to bitterness, or thick and rough],

(TA,) of bad, or nauseous, or disgusting, taste:

(K, TA:) so says Aboo-Nasr: (TA:) [Forskål

found this name applied in El-Yemen to the &

salanthus quadragonus: (Flora AEgypt. Arab.,

pp. cv. and 33:) and the cacalia sonchifolia:

(Ibid., p. cxix.:) and the name ofJ: 81-, or

** A., to the senecio hadiensis. (Ibid.,

pp. cxix. and 149.)]

i: A wound by which the head is broken,

syn. iš, (S, L, Mgh, Mgb, K,) of whatever

kind it be; as also ***, or that [only] cleaves

the skins (K) pl.&: (Mgb, K, [in the CK,
erroneously, --.]) and 83-, and quasi-pl. n.

[or coll. gen, n.] &l-. (K)- See also what

next follows.

* [A ganglion; a thing like the #, that

comes forth upon the body, or person; (K,"

TA) as also "isi, (K) which is the form of

the word now commonly known, (TA,) and

'i:, (K) and "ā- (Ibn 'Abbād, K.) or

an excrescence (S, Mgh, K) of flesh, (Mgh,) that

arises in the body, (S, Mgh, K,) or a [kind of

spontaneous snelling that comes forth upon the

body, such as is termed] &#, (Msb,) like the

$34, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) that moves about when

moved, (S, Msb, K,) or moves to and fro between

the skin and the flesh, (Mgh,) and varies from

[the size of] a chick-pea to [that of] a melon;

(S, K;) also termed #3: (S:) the physicians

say that it is a thick tumour, not adhering to the

flesh, moving about when moved, having a cyst,

or case which encloses it, and capable of increase,

because it is extrinsic to the flesh, wherefore the

doctors of practical law allow its being cut off,

when it is safe to do so: (Mgb } or Q, &#.

[vide supra] in the neck : (K:) or a 33: in the neck:

(Ibn 'Abbād, K.) pl. &c. (Mb)—[Hence,
A thing [i. e. a knob] that comes forth in a tree.

(AHn, TA in art. lake.)-[Hence also,] A leech;

(K;) because it attaches itself to the body like

the #: (TA) pl. &". (K.)=A commodity;

an article of merchandise; ($, Mgh," Mab, K;")

a thing with which one trafficks: (K:) pl. &".

(Msb, K.)

6 * > *

2 - ? - 2 - ?

: see axl.- :-and axl.-l.

6 * >

ãal":
•

* > *

See axl.".

i:- |Nature, or disposition: so in the phrase

£12,8 <! [Verily he is generous in respect

of nature, or disposition]. (TA.) [But perhaps

this may have originated from a mistranscription

for ií..]

&- The bitter aloe. (IAar, Sgh, K.)

• • of

* A man, having the foot chapped, or

cracked: pl. :. (K.) - A man having his

skin burned by fire so that the mark thereof is

seen upon it. (TA.)- A man affected with

--> [i.e. leprosy, particularly the nihite, malig

nant kind thereof]. (Mgh, K.)- And Hump

backed. (TA.)

&: [A man having a wound in the head,

£ch. as is termed as: (see 4; and see also

*:::) or] having a [kind of ulcer in the belly,
• 6-4,

called] a keys. (TA.)

&: A guide that directs aright: (Lth, K.)

so called because he cleaves the desert. (TA.)

- i:3# A number of [n.ild] bulls or cons

having some firewood of the xi hung to their

tails, [nith **, and then set on fire,] (S,” TA,)

or having their backs laden therenith. (TA.)

[See 2, and see also &:..]

*: A man having [the skin of] his head

a: or split; (Msb;) a man having [a asl.,

i.e. a 4-3, as also ":. (TA) [See also6 - d .d • > &- ( ) [

&l-.]- Having a asl., i.e. [ganglion, or]

thing like the 534, &c. (K.)- is, . The

main part, or middle, of a road; the part of a
-

6 * > *

road along which one travels; syn. As *-*:

(Ibn-'Abbād, L, K:) because it is cleft, or fur

rowed. (L.)

* * @., 6 p 6 -

&-: See ë".

&l

1.#**, and ##!, aor. < , inf. n. is:

The bovine animal, and the sheep or goat, shed

the tooth [next] behind that called the J---,

(§, K3) as also -á2: (S:) this is in the sixth

year; (S, K.) and :s: in cloven-hoofed animals

is like U25 in camels: for it is the furthest of

their teeth [that they then shed]: (S:) or bred

its [tooth called the] >0 . (K:) or attained its

full fatness: (TA: [or more probably, I think,

its full age; for I think that le:- in the TA is

a mistranscription for t..: see &#1) the epi

thet is W #: and £4, applied [to the male

and] likewise to the female, without 5: (S:) you

say &J. 55, and &L as a , (Lth, K) the

young one of the #3 in the first year being

termed J-2, then &#, (S, Sgh, K) or, cor

rectly, accord. to IB, in the first year J: and

&#, (TA,) then &#, then& then 8%, then

J---, then : &: and c: £, and so

on; and the young one of the st: in the first year

being termed J.- Or &:4, then &#, then

& then 8%, then J---, then & C. (S, Sgh,

K:) and &: is [the pl.,] applied ." [bovine

animals and] sheep or goats, like& (TA)

—You say also, jus--" &l-, meaning <!" [i. e.

The ass finished teething]. (TA.) -

s

U.: see the preceding paragraph.
•

e-à

1. -á, (S, M, Msb, K.) aor. 2, (S, M, Msb,)

or, accord. to some, * , and accord. to IKtt, *

and -, (MF) inf n -à, (§, K) or -,1-,

(Msb,) [both app. correct,] It (a thing, K) [and

also he (a man)] passed; passed anay; (S,

Msb, K;) came to an end, or to nought; or

became cut off: (Msb:) and, (K,) inf. "..**,

(M, MF, and so in copies of the K,) or Lál., (so

in the CK) and -5,-, (M.K.) he (a man, K)

[and also it (a thing)] went before, or preceded;

(M, K;) and so V -á'u~, said of a camel. (K.)

In a verse cited voce 3%, -i is used by poetic
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license for Já.: but this kind of contraction is

allowed by the Basrees only in verbs of which

the medial radical letter is with kesr or damm, as

in is for 2%, and> for Aš. (M. [See

&-J)—You say also, * J% * -á,

meaning A good, or righteous, deed of his pre

ceded [so as to prepare for him a future reward].

(TA)- And āū, Sā, inf n -is: The

she-camel nas, or became, among the foremost of

the camels in arriving at the water. (TA.)

[Golius and Freytag mention also -ā- as a

trans. verb; the former explaining it as signifying

“Praeteriit, praecessit, rem;” and the latter adding

“tempore,” and assigning to it the inf ns. -ā

and -is: as on the authority of the K; in

which I find no indication of such a usage of this

verb.]=-39 -*, (S, M., K.) aor. *, inf. n.

-: , (S, Ms) and "ual-l; (M.K.) He turned

over the land for soning : (M, K:) or (so in the

K, but in the M “and”) he made it even with

the aí. [q.v.] (S, M, K) – #1 -i-,

inf n. -i-, [in some copies of the K -á,] He

oiled, or greased, the 3215-2 [or leathern water

bag]. (K.)

2. -: signifies The making [a thing] to go

before, or precede. (§, K.)– And I q. -39-1.
(K.) See 4, in six places.- And Th:giving to

another the portion offood termed aā). [q. v.].

($) You say, J-31 -i-, (S) or Žil, (M)

inf n. as above, (S,) He gave to the man, (S,)

or to the people or party, (M,) the portion of

food so called; (S, M.;) as also [4 -a-, or

2% -si-. (M.)- And The eating of the [por

tion offood termed] aii. (K.) [See also 5.]

3. -ā'u~ : see 1, first sentence. = Cs; aut

J.S., (Ibn 'Abbād, K.) inf n. iii., (Ibn

'Abbād, TA,) i. q.% [i. e. He went, or kept

pace, or ran, with him, or he vied, contended, or

competed, with him in going or running, in the

land; as though striving to be before him]. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)– And aut. He equalled him in an

affair. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

4. au- He did it previously, or beforehand.

(O and TA in art. -āj.)–(Hence, J. Cal-l,

lis, (§, Mgh, Mab, TA) infn. -ij-, (TA)

and as " -i-, (Mgh, Mob, TA) inf n -is:

(M55, TA;) He paid in advance, or beforehand,

for such a thing, (S, Mgh, TA,) i.e. a commodity

described to him, (S,) or wheat or the like, for

which the seller became responsible, [nith some

thing additional to the equivalent of the current

price at the time of the payment, (see -:)

(TA,) to be delivered at a certain period: (S:)

and2: signifies the same. (TA.) You say,

15és es' #! <iti and <! * &#. [I paid in

advance to him for such a thing, &c.]. (Msb.)
•* ~ *** • * > 0

Hence the saying in a trad., -à-As * -ā- U-6

so e • # • J Ö e de • + d - d e

2* J- es'!-29" exis:-** Jaé- es: i. e.

He who pays in advance for a commodity for

which the seller is responsible, let him pay in

advance for a certain measure, and a certain

weight, to be delivered at a certain period. (TA.)

—AndS. al-',(S, M,Mgh, TA) and "44-,

(M, Mgh, TA,) He lent him property [to be

repaid, or returned, without any profit]. (M,

Mgh, T.A.. [See, again, -:..]) [Whence one

says, tit-l al- and #Cl, and W al-, meaning

+ He did to him, to be requited it, a good action

and an evil action; as is shown by the words
J - d.o. J. e. e. • & o à ** • 0 - d = -

*# * : ) - 5 #1 & # Us
in art. Lô,5 in the K, and by the corresponding

*- d - • & d ~ 0 < * ... • .

words 5A-l &#2 9--! c” <-à- U in the same

art. in the S: see also Bd in xxxvi. 11: and see

£5. And hence,] a poet says,

6 - * • d. 2d • *

à:\s- G* (i): 3'-' "

* * 2.2 * de 6 - 6 de • * *

--~ &all 'us' & '''2

+ [They (referring to camels) yield promptly to

the neighbour a draught of milk, n'hile they are

thirsty, and going round about the nater, when

the nater is cronded upon, scanty in the source,

divided by lot]. (TA. [See also some verses of

El-Akra' Ibn-Mo'ádh, in which the former hemi

stich occurs with a different latter hemistich, in

the Ham p. 753.])=See also 1, last sentence but

One.

** * *

−āl
*

* *

5. –al-J He received payment in advance:

and W -āk- [perhaps a mistranscription for

* -āk-l] signifies [the same; or] he took, or

received, what is termed -si-. (MSb.)– [And

hence,] 4: -si-. He received from him a

loan; syn. J#: as also " -āk-l. (A in art.

Jays.) And l&# * -si-. He received as a

loan from him such a thing. (TA)- See

also 10. – And -si-. He ate the [portion of

food termed] a: (M.A.) [See also 2.]

6. Laju.5 They tro took as their wives tro

sisters. (M, K.)

8: see 5, in two places.

* @

10. Loal): a-2<: I sought, or demanded,
• • • * * * ~ :

of him money as a loani is also V &#1.5. (S,"

TA.) Hence, 9%&# c” -ā- He sought,

or demanded, as a loan, from an Arab of the

desert, a [youthful he-camel such as is termed]

ź. (TA.)– And 4:3 -u- He sought, or

demanded, its price in advance; syn. 44;i.l.

(Har p. 530.).- See also 5. = [And -u

He took as his nife the wife of his deceased

brother: so in a version of the Bible, in Deut.

xxv. 5: mentioned by Golius.]

• * > *d

-: A [bag for travelling-provisions &c., such

as is termed] -ij-, (M, K.) of any sort: (M :)

or a large +9-: ($, M, K.) [and the contr.,

i.e. a small one: (Freytag, from the Kitáb el

Addád:)] or a hide not well, or not th"glly,

tanned: (M, K, TA:) pl. [of pauc.] -āk- and

[of mult.] -, -, (M. K.)

-: [perhaps a mistranscription for -ā-,

q.v.,] A certain species of bird, not particular
6 o y

ized. (TA)- See also -à-2.

-it- and its fem., with 5; and their duals:

6 - - * * *

see -āj-, in five places: = and see -āj-, last

Sentence.

cit. Such as have gone before, or preceded;

(M, Mgb;*) [i. e. the preceding generations;] as

also " -i- and "#1" and " -,-, all quasi

pl. ns.; (M3) of which the sing is " -iu (M,

Msb:*) or such as have gone before, or preceded,

of a man's ancestors ($, K) and of his relations,

(K,) that are above him in age and in excellence;

[but this addition is not always agreeable with

usage;] one of whom is termed " -it- (TA:)

the pl. of~ is J%: and -#", (S, K.) [the

former a pl. of pauc. and the latter of mult..,] or

the latter is pl. of W -ā-, and so is -iù. [said to

be, though this is more properly termed, as it is

in the M, a quasi-pl. n.]: (IB, Msb, TA:) and,

accord. to Zj, -it is pl. of Y ---, and -i- is

pl. of "it", which means a company (#)

that has passed anay: (M:) or * -iu and

* -: signify the same; going before, preced.

ing; syn. Aviv. ($.) [Accord. to Abu-l

Mahāsin, -áil is particularly applied to 'Áisheh

the wife of Mohammad, the three Khaleefehs

Aboo-Bekr and 'Omar and’Othmān, Talhah and

Ez-Zubeyr, the Khaleefeh Mo’áwiyeh, and 'Amr

Ibn-El-As. (De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed.,

i 156)] And £1 -šū is applied to the

first chief persons of the Tábi'ees. (T.A.) And

33:1 -iù is an appellation of the prophet

Mohammad. (Ham p. 780.) [Hence. *

-: The tenets of the early Muslims] – Also

4 people, or party, going before, or preceding, in

journeying. (TA)- And [simply] A company

of men; as in the saying, J.C. &- -i-L'

[A company of men came to me]. (M.) –And

Any good, or righteous, deed, that one Pias done

beforehand [by way of preparing a ficture re

nard]: or any 1.3% [i.e. cause of rensard, or

recompense, in the world to come, such as a child

dying in infancy], that [as it were] goes before

one. (A’obeyd, O, K)—And i, q i-, (T,

Hr, Mgh, O, K, TA;) i. e. Any money, or pro

perty, paid in advance, or beforehand, as the

price of a commodity for n:hich the seller has

become responsible and which one has bought on

description: (T, TA:) or payment for a com

modity to be delivered at a certain [future]

period with something additional to [the equiva

lent of] the current price at the time of such pay

ment; this [transaction] being a cause of profit

to him who makes such payment; and 1. also

has this meaning: (TA:) or a sort of sale in

which the price is paid in advance, and the com

modity is withheld, on the condition of descrip

tion, to a certain [future] period: (S, O:) it is

a subst: from -3°C). (MSb, K, TA)- And
A loan (-35) in which is no profit (Hr, O,

Mgh, K, TA) to the lender (Hr, O, K, TA)

except recompense [in the world to come] and

thanks, (TA,) and which it is incumbent on the

recipient thereof to return as he received it: (Hr,

O, K, TA:) thus the Arabs term it: (Hr, O,

TA:) and in this sense also the word is a subst.
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from -###". (TA)= Also 4 stallion-camel.

(IAar, M, TA)= Also, (M.) or "à, (0,

TA,) The prepuce of a boy; (M, O, TA;) so

says Lth; (O, TA;) and * -i. and * -ā

signify the same; for this is meant by <!-l aS

an explanation of-: and -iù in the K, in

some copies of which +M is erroneously put

for £1. (TA)

-i- and W -ā- The husband of the sister of

the wife of a man: ($, K:) and [the duals]

glū. (M, TA) and "gui (M, K) signify the

tno husbands of tro sisters: (M, K.) accord. to

IAar, the epithet à- [or " #i-] is not applied

to a woman; (M;) one only uses the term clu

applied to two men: (M:) or, (M., K.) accord to

Kr, 9:, (M.) or 'cèil-, (K) is applied to

the tico wires £. two brothers: (M, K:) [in the

present day, "à- is used as meaning a woman's

husband's sister, and her brother's wi e:] the pl.

applied to men is J%i, (M, K, TA,) and that

applied to women is -#%. (TA.)= See also

S-āk.", last sentence,

-: The goung one of the J.-- [or part

ridge]: ($, M, K.) or, accord. to Kr, of the su.5

[n. un, of ths, q.v.]: (M:) AA says that he had

not heard āāA., applied to the female; but if one

said #14, like as one says£ as meaning a

single female of what are termed ck-, it would

be approvable: ($) the pl. is& (S, M, K)

and&: (M, K:) some say thatöul- signifies

Cl species ofbird, not particularized. (M.) [See

also C- and 40...]

6 - d.f. 6 - -

aăl- : see -āj-, first sentence, in two places.
* * 0.4 z - or -* *

[Hence,] one says, aāk- aa. 123te-, meaning

.They came [one before another; or, which is

(Mgh:) or the first that is expressed, of wine: or

the portion that flows without its being expressed:

or the first that descends, thereof: (M:) or the

clearest, or purest, and most excellent, of wine,

such as flon's from the grapes without their being

pressed, and nithout steeping, or maceration;

(T, TA;) and in like manner, such as flows from

dates, (T, TA,) and from raisins, before water

has been added to it (T, M,”TA) after the eruding

of the first thereof; (T, TA:) or the latter signi

fies the first that is expressed, of anything: (M:)

or it has this meaning also: and the former is a

name for wine [absolutely]: (S:) or each has this

meaning: (K:) or each signifies the clear, or

pure, of wine, and of anything. (M.).-->

*::1: See -i.

-3% See -*. first sentence. - Also, ap

plied to a she-camel, (S, M., K.) That is among

the foremost of the camels when they come to the

nater : (S, K:) or that precedes the [other]

camels to the watering-trough or tank : (M :) or

that precedes, or leads, the other camels; opposed

to*. (El-Keysee, TA in art. ...s.)- And A

snift, or fleet, horse: (M, K:) pl. -i. (K.)

-And An arrow having a long head: (M:) or

a long arrow-head. (K.)

--- See -*. first sentence, in three places.

=Also A road, or nay. (TA.)

#5: See J%.

-ā- Passing; passing anay; coming to an

end, or to nought; becoming cut off: (Msb:) and

going before; £receding: (S:) pl. J% and

[quasi-pl. n.] -āk- : (IB, MSb, TA:) see -āj-,

first sentence, in four places. [Hence,] 29

#til The peoples going before, or preceding, [or

that have gone, or passed anay, before,] those

remaining, or continuing : (K," TA:) pl. -āb-.

virtually the same,] one after, or near after, or

at the heels of another. (AZ, K.) - Also A

portion of food (S, M, TA) which a man takes

betimes, (S,) or with which one contents, or

satisfies, himself [so as to allay the craving of his

stomach], (M,) before the [morning-meal called]

* (§, M, TA) is is: (K, TA) and #:

(TA:) or a a: that is supplied betime, for a

guest, before the 44%. (TA.)- And #1 also

signifies That which a noman reposits, or pre

pares, or provides, [app. of food,] to present to

her visiter. (M.)= Also A piece, or portion,

of land of seed-produce made even [with the
• * 0.

- *

à-2, q.v.]: pl. -: (AZ, O, K.)= And

Thin skin (M, O, K) which is put as a lining to

boots, (O, K,) sometimes red, and [sometimes]

gellon. (O.)- See also -ā-, last sentence.

#1-, and its dual: see -i-, in three places.

ău. J.; Land in which are fen trees.

(AA, K.)=[See also -i-.]

* - i.

-35. (T, S, M, Mgh) and *āşş. (T, M,

Mgh) The portion that flon's before its being

expressed, (S, Mgh,) of the juice of the grape;

* - 5 - # • - -

(TA) One says, aid "Si L 43 &t=

-āli: coil; [That was in the time of the

preceding peoples, and the preceding generations]:| 1 g peop 1 # 9

the pl. in this instance being used because every

| portion of the J225 is termed ău. (TA.)

[Hence also,], all -š, in the K, by impli

cation, ><-> *-ij-, the former word like

~% whereas it is correctly like& The van

of the army, as expl. in the K. (TA.)

ău. [fem. of -ā-, q. v.-And hence, as a

subst..] The side of the fore part of the neck,

from the place of suspension of the ear-ring to the

hollon, (>is [in the CK erroneously -is) of

the collar-bone : (S, K:) or the upper, or upper

most, part of the neck : (M:) or the side of the

neck, (M, Mgh, TA,) from the place of sus

pension of the ear-ring to the ast-[here mean

ing the pit of the collar-bone]: pl. -*. (M.)

In the saying -*: ā-U.3% Gl [Yerily she is

fair in respect of the aău.], mentioned by Lh,

the term āājL. is made applicable to every part

thereof, and then the pl. is used accordingly.

(M.) It is said in a trad. respecting [the covenant

(S;) and this is the most excellent of wine:

Bk. I. -

d **. -ā

at El-Hodeybīyeh, Jil. 3: J-X:üş

i.e. [I will assuredly fight with them, or combat

them,] until the side of my neck shall become

separate from what is next to it: an allusion to

death. (TA.)- And [hence, i.e.] by the ap

plication of the name of the place to that which

occupies the place, tThe locks of hair that are

made to hang don’n upon the cheek [or rather upon

the side of the fore part of the neck]: said by

MF to be metonymical, or tropical. (TA.)

Also The fore part of the neck of a horse (K,

TA) &c.: so in the O and L. (TA.)

22 : * : .- : 29- ... • * -

āş2'-' low-e: Between them two is "-2 [i. e.

affinity, app. by their having married to sisters:

see C#-], (0, K.)

-:4, (S, M, O, L,) thus in some copies of

the K, as in the S&c., but in other copies of the K,

erroneously, " -à, (TA) A woman that has

attained the age of five and forty years, (S, M,

O, K,) and the like : (S, M, O:) or i, q. ->

[i. e. middle-aged, or forty-five years old, or fifty

gears old]: (M:) an epithet specially applied to

a female. (S, O.) A poet says,

~ 3 - 2 - 2 - --

Usealt= ~33 was "

[Among them three females like the images of

ivory, or of marble, &c., and one with snelling

breasts, and one of middle age, &c.]. (S, M: in

the O with J1 in the place of 94.)

... O J - 6

* −āl--> -elé; *

ā- An instrument with which land is made

even, (S, M, O, K, TA,) of stone: A’Obeyd says,

I think it is a stone made round [or cylindrical,

i. e. a stone roller,] which is rolled upon the land

to make it even. (TA.) [In the present day,

applied to A harron..]

4.- d. Q -

aś2'-- a'll J% occurring in a trad., The

ground ofParadise is made even: (AS, T, S, O,

TA:) said by As to be of the dial. of El-Yemen

and Et-Táif: accord. to IAth, smooth and soft.

(TA.)

&l

J. e. e. e. - 4.3 °

1. aal., (§, K.) [aor. 2,] inf n. G., (TK.)

He prostrated him on the back of his neck; (K;)

or thren him don'n on his back; (S;) as also

**t, inf n, fū-. (S, K.) You say, 4:1.

& 3 and " £i-, i.e. [I thrust him, or pierced

him, and] thren him don'n on his back. (S.)
And tâll 335-J. t #: and Güí c." WJi

He thren me don'n on my back: and so with Jo;

but more commonly with U". (TA, from a trad.)

And * J'é -" aí. The physician c.c

tended him on his bach. (TA.) And tâ., (§,

Msb, K.) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He threw her

down on the back of her neck [or on her back]

for the purpose of compressing her; namely,

his wife: (Msb:) or he spread her, and then

compressed her; (S, K;) as also "usual. ; (§3)

namely, a girl, or young woman. (K.)- He

thrust him, or pierced him, (K, TA,) with a

spear; (TK;) and pushed him, or repelled him ;

and dashed himself, or his body, against him ;

(TA;) and *sūl, signifies the same; (K, TA;)

inf n, fū-: (TA:) [and he struck him, or

178
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smote him; for the inf. n.] J: signifies the act

of striking, or smiting. (TA.) [Hence.] 4:

>99%, (S, K,) aor. 3, (TA,) inf n.3. (S, TA,)

! He hurt him, or displeased him, with speech;

(S, K, TA;) spoke strongly, or severely, to him;

(S, TA;) made him to hear that which he dis

liked, or hated, and did so much : (TA:) and

*::: aí. + he said to him that which he dis

liked, or hated. (Msb.) 23-# * ā-,

in the Kur xxxiii. 19, means 1They hurt you, or

displease you, (Fr, Jel, TA,) by what they say,

or bite you, (Fr, TA,) or are extravagant, or

vehement, in speech to you, (AO, S, TA,) or

smite you, (Bd, Jel,) with sharp tongues: (Fr,

Bd, TA:) 3: signifying the act of assaulting,

and smiting, with force, with the hand, or arm,

or + with the tongue: (Bd:) and the verb is

also with Lo; but this is not allowable in the

reading [of the Kur]. (TA.)- You say also,

&"#3-4, A339 -á, (TK,) inf n. 3-,

(K) The feet of men, and the hoofs of horses or

the like, marked, or made marks upon, the road.

(K, TK.)–And #1. He flayed him with a

whip. (K.)- He galled it; namely, the back of

his camel. (TA)- He (a beast) abraded the

inner side of his (the rider's) thigh. (TA.)

He peeled it off; namely, the flesh from the bone

C.K.' c”); syn. A-#5 (O, K, TA;) he re

mored it therefrom. (TA)- He removed its

hair, (Msb, K.) and its fur, (K,) with hot water,

(Msb, K,) leaving the traces thereof remaining;

(K;) aor. 2, inf n. G. (Mgb.)– He boiled

it with fire: (K:) or he boiled it slightly: inf. n.

as above. (TA.) You say, Jig" &#3 I boiled

the herbs, or leguminous plants, with fire, slightly:

(S:) or I boiled them with water merely: thus

heard by Az from the Arabs: (Msb:) and in

like manner, eggs, (S, Msb,) in their #hell, .#9

says Az. (Msb.) You say also, A.J. C.: -ā

ju-ji [I cooked a thing with hot water]. (Lth,

TA) And 3... is said of anything as meaning

It was [boiled, i. e.] cooked with hot water

(TA) - <>Gl $3. 3. The cold nipped,

shrunk, shrivelled, or blasted, the herbage, or

plants; syn. 4-i [q.v.]. (K)—#43' 3-,

(inf n. as above, TA,) He oiled, or greased, the

leathern water-bag : (S, K:) and in like manner,

23S (the hide, or tanned hide). (TA) And

£3. 3. (K, TA) #0 (TA) He smeared

the camel all over with tar: (K, TA:) from

Ibn-Abbād. (TA) = (#1 &, aor. *,

(TA) int. n. Giż, (S,TA) He inserted one of

the tro loops of the [sack called] G13s- into the

other (S, TA) or #1 U 3,4 & he in
serted the stick into the loop [of the &l:]; aS

also V a.a.l. (K:) accord. to AHeyth, G. sig

nifies the inserting the [stick called] lau: at

once into the two loops of the [tno sacks called]

cºils:- when they are put and bound upon the

camel. (TA. [See also &ls: <-ki..])=5:

L-1 see 5-,+, ×, Jélé-ussi-i

Our mouths broke out with pimples, or small

pustules, from the eating of the leaves of trees.

(TA.S. 3%)=#3:Li':-"
and &#: [This is his nature, to which he mas

constitutionally adapted or disposed]: said by

Sb. (TA)=3:, [intrans, aor. *,] (S. K.)

inf n. G., (TA,) He called out, cried out, or

shouted; or did so vehemently; or with his

utmost force: ($, K:) a dial. var. of .312: (S:)

he raised the voice : (Ibn-El-Mubárak, TA:) or

he raised his voice on the occasion of the death

of a man, or on the occasion of a calamity:

(A’Obeyd, TA:) accord. to IDrd, the meaning

[of the inf. n.] is a woman's slapping and scratch

ing her face: but the first explanation is more

correct. (TA)- Also He ran. (K.) You say
* - d -

ā- 3. He ran a run. (Ibn-'Abbād, 0.)

4. G.), said of a man, His camel's back

became white after the healing of galls. (TA.)

=And He hunted, snared, or trapped, a she

wolf, (IAar. K,) which is called ai-. (IAar.)

=See also 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

5: see Q. Q. 8.-45: c.” Ji- (IAar, K,

TA) &#3 5: (IAar,TA) He was, or became,

restles, agitated, or in a state of commotion,

upon his bed, by reason of anxiety or pain:

(IAar, K, TA:) but Az says that the verb known

in this sense is with -2. (TA)=#3-1 Gi-s,

(S, K,) or £30-31; and * aii, inf n. &:

(TA; [comp. the Chald. php ;]) He ascended,

climbed, or scaled, the wall' ($, K, TA:) or

3: signifies the ascending a smooth wall: or it

is like the Gi-j of the Messiah to Heaven. (TA)

7. GM-3) [app. signifies It was, or became,

affected with what is termed 5%; said of the

tongue: and in like manner said of the eye: or,]

said of the tongue, it was, or became, affected

n:ith an eaccoriation: and 35-5 in the eye is a

redness incident thereto. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. #3 &c.; see 1, in five places.

Q. Q. 3. Gift, of the measure J:sil, (S)

He lay, or slept, (20,) on his back; (Seer, S, O,

K;) like L: [which belongs to art. Us];

(O, K3) as also "Ji-5. (TA)

&: The mark, or scar, of a gall, or sore, on

the back of a camel, when it has healed, and the

place thereof has become white; (K;) [like

3-5] as also "3:... (S. K.) – And The

mark made by the [plaited thong called] &:

upon the side of the camel, (K, TA,) or upon his

belly, from which the fur becomes worn off;

(TA;) and so W#: (S, K:")& [is pl. of

W the latter word, and] signifies the marks made

by the feet of men and by the hoofs of horses or

the like upan the road: (K, TA:) and to these

the marks made by the [plaited thongs called]

8-9 upon the belly of the camel are likened.

(TA.)

Ji- [Bete; and particularly red garden-bete:

so called in. the present day; and also called

2-32" and 2-4 and 2-, } a certain plant, (S,

Msb,) or herb (ālā), (K,) that is eaten, ..(S.)

well known; (M5b, K;) i, q, x-aa- [or "Cae-,

• 6 - *

whence the vulgar name23%, and hence J-52-J;

so says ISh; i.e. in Pers.; in some of the MSS.

J.A:la- [a mistranscription for#1; a plant

having long leaves, and a root penetrating [deeply]

into the earth, the leaves of n:hich are tender, and

are cooked: (TA:) it clears [the skin], acts as a

dissolvent, and as a lenitive, and as an aperient,

or a deobstruent; exhilarates, and is good for the

Ji. [i. e. gout, or podagra,] and the joints: its

expressedjuice, when poured upon nine, converts

it into vinegar after two hours; and when poured

upon vinegar, converts it into nine after four

hours; and the expressed juice of its root, used

as an errhine, is an antidote to toothache and ear

ache and hemicrania. (K.) [See alsoL:- and

&#.] £l &l- and #1 &l-, also, are the

names of Two plants. (K)=Also The he-nolf:

(S, Msb, K:) and *ā- the she-nolf: (S, K:)

or the latter signifies thus; but Ji- is not ap

plied to the he-wolf: (K:) the pl. of #i- is

&: and&: (JM, TA;) or these are ".

of Gl-'; and the pl. of āāl- is G. and Gl-,

(K,) of Irather] this last is a coll. gen. n. of

which ail- is the n, un. (Sb.) Hence the prov.,

'#- &:: (JK, Meyd) i. e. More clamo

rous than a she-nolf: or it may mean more

overpontering. (Meyd.)- And hence, (TA,)

*ā- is applied to a woman as meaning i Cla

morous ; or long-tongued and vehemeratly cla

morous, (S, K, TA,) foul, evil, or lend; (K, TA;)

likened to the she-wolf in respect of her bad

qualities: (TA) pl. &# and &#- (K)

-**i- also signifies A female lizard of the

kind called .3, (JK) or a female locusa, (TA)

when she has laid her eggs. (JK, TA.) =Also

A nater-course, or channel in which water flows,

(K, TA,) between tryo tracts of elevated, or

elevated and rugged, ground: or, accord- to As,

an even, depressed tract of ground: (TA:) pl.

&#: (K) and 3×i and &ú, which (i.e. the

second and third of these pls) are also said to be

pls of 3: Iq.v.). (TA)

&: An even plain : (S:) or a smooth, even,

tract, of good soil: (O, K: [a meaning erro

neously assigned in the CK to ää..]) Or Q.

depressed, even, plain, in which are no trees:

(ISh:) or a lon, tract, or portion, of land, that

produces herbage: (JK:) pl. [of mult.] &#.

(S, o, K) and čái (K) and [of pauc] jši.

(JK, O, K.) and&ú is also a pl. of3-, or of

its pl. Jšči, as is likewise&c. (TA:)w£,

also, with an augmentative2, signifies the same,

and its pl. is &ū- (S:) or the pl. &lit. sig

nifies meadows (~9) in the higher parts of

[tract. such as# termed] 39: [pl. of āśr J and

-sus (pl...of -*]. (AZ, TA in art. Já2.)

See also &M".

4 - d.

aä. : see £2, in four places.

ität. A certain mode of compressing, upon the

back. (Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA.) [See 1.]

3. Pimples, or small pustules, that come
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..forth upon the root of the tongue: or a scaling

in the roots of the teeth: (S, K:) sometimes it is

in beasts (+133). (TA)- And A thickness, or

roughness, in the eyelids, by reason of a corrosive

matter which causes them to become red and

occasions the falling off of the eyelashes and then

the ulceration of the edges of the eyelids: (K:)

thus GX- of the eye is expl. in the “Kánoon.”

(TA.) -

&: What fall off [app. of the leaves] ($, K)

from trees, (S,) or from shrubs, or small trees;

(K;) or from trees which the cold has nipped, or

blasted: or, accord. to As, trees which heat;.9r

cold, has nipped, or blasted: (TA:) pl. 3:.

(K.)- And What has dried up of [the plant

called] 3:, (Ibn-'Abbād, K) and become

parched iy the sun. (Ibn-'Abbād.) = Also

Honey which the bees build up (Ibn-'Abbād, O,

K) along the length of their hive, or habitation:

(K:) or, accord. to the T, *ā- signifies a

certain thing which the bees fabricate in their

hive, or habitation, lengthnoise: (TA:) pl. G.

(K.)= Also The side of a road. (K.) The two

sides of the road are called (5:," ū. (Ibn

'Abbād, O.) - - -

#1. What is cooked with hot water (3. ū),

of herbs, or leguminous plants, and the like : (K:)

or, accord. to Az, what is cooked (# : Us) mith

water, of the herbs, or leguminous plants, of the

[season called]& and eaten in times offamine:

pl. &%, which occurs in a trad., and, as some

relate it, with U2. (TA.)- And Millet (3,5)

bruised, (IAar, IDrd, Z, K,) and dressed, (IAar,

IDrd, K,) by being cooked with milk : (IAar:) or

laji [a preparation of dried curd] neith which are

mired [plants called] -3%. (K)= Accord.

to Lth, (TA) The place where the [plaited thong

called] : comes forth [from the ropes that

form the breast-girth], (O, K, TA,) in the side

of the camel: said by him to be derived from the

phrase ju-Ji £u & &#14, because it is [as

though it were] burnt by the ropes: or, accord.

to another explanation, its pl., &%, signifies the

strips of flesh between the to sides. (TA.)

- See also 3-, in two places. = And see

&". *= And The nature, or natural disposition

or constitution, (AZ, IAar, $, K,) of a man.

(IAar, $.) See 1, in the last quarter of the para

graph. One says, aí." ",s <! Verily he is

generous in respect of nature. (AZ.) [See also

&: [applied in the present day to A grey

hound, and any hunting-dog;] a sort of dog :

(MA:) and a sort of coat of mail: (TA:)

W#s: [as a coll. n.] is applied to certain coats

ofmail: (S, K:") and to certain dogs: so called

in relation to &si- [said by Freytag to be

written in the K assi, but it is there said to be

like 3:2,] a town in El-Yemen; ($, MA, K, )

or a town, or district, in the border of Armenia,

(K) called c5, [or cºl: (TA:) or the coats

of mail are so called in relation to the former

- --

321-3 (so in a copy of the S3) and the dogs, in

relation to 3,- which is the city of c \! [or

&S]: (S, TA:*) or both are so called in relation

to #1, a town in the Greek Empire, (IDrd as

on the authority of As, and K,) said by El

Mes'oodee to have been on the shore of [the

province of] Antioch, remains of which still exist;

(TA;) and if so, it is a rel. n. altered from its

proper form. (K, TA.)– [It is also said in

the TA to signify A snºord: but a verse there

cited, after Th, as an ex. of it in this sense, is

mistranscribed, and casts doubt upon the ortho

graphy of the word, and upon this explanation.]

3 - 2 -

essel- 25& [Natural, or untaught, speech;]

speech whereof the desinential syntax is not much

attended to, but which is chaste and eloquent in

respect of what has been heard, though often

tripping, or stumbling, in respect of grammar:

(Lth, L, TA:) or the speech n'hich the diveller in

the desert utters according to his nature and his

proper dialect, though his other speech be nobler

and better. (L, TA) And ': [in like
* - 3 -

manner, the 3 being affixed to the epithet L:

to convert it into a subst.,] signifies The dialect

in which the speaker thereof proceeds loosely, or

freely, according to his nature, without paying

much attention to desinential syntax, and with

out avoiding incorrectness. (O, TA.) You say,
Wa:02: • 53, meaning Such a one speaks

• * * * Q g }

according to his nature, not from having learned.
s * 3-2- • *

(S, K.) And * 3:Jt. Wä2 &% Such a one

reads, or recites, according to the natural con

dition in which he has gronºn up, not as having

been taught. (TA.)

* * * & J. •

#: see L55..= Also The sitting-place

of the& [or captain] of a ship. (Ibn-'Abbād,

O, K.)

& * 5 *

***- : see Lä.", in three places.• *

9 & - 6.- ©

&\": see GA-2, in two places.

&# A certain festival of the Christians;

(K;) that of the Ascension of Jesus into Heaven:

(TK.) derived from £-l 3. [expl. above

(see 5)]: said by IDrd to be a foreign word

(J-5), and in one place said by him to be

Syriac, arabicized. (TA.)

ău: A woman raising her voice, on the oc

casion of a calamity, (K, TA,) or on the occasion

of the death of any one : (TA:) or slapping her

face: (K, TA:) thus says Ibn-El-Mubárak: but

the former explanation is the more correct: it

occurs in a trad., in which such is said to have

been cursed by the Prophet; and, as some relate

it, with L2. (TA.)

3: See 3: and see also art. Gl-o-'.

3: Quick, or snift; a fem. epithet; (Ibn

'Abbād, O, K;) applied to a she-camel: (Ibn

'Abbād, O :) in the Tekmileh, 3.", which is a

mistake: in the L, a she-camel having a pene

trative energy in her pace. (TA.)

& S. What is next to the -133 [app, here

----------------~~~-----> --------- --

a pl. used as a sing., meaning the uvula] of the

mouth, internally: (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K:) or the

upper parts of the interior of the mouth: (TA:)

or the upper parts of the mouth, (M, TA,) those

to which the tongue rises: thus applied, it is a pl.

having no sing. (TA.)

3: <!-- and '35- and * 35. ! An

eloquent speaker or orator or Preacher: (S, K,

TA:) because of the vehemence of his voice and

his speech (§, T.A.) And ji:- öu. and "33

! A sharp, cutting, or eloquent, tongue. (TA.)

3-2. see the next preceding paragraph.

6.- y o –

aş31-2, meaning A skinned fon:l cooked [i. e.

boiled] with water, by itself, [and also any boiled

meat, is agreeable with a classical usage of the

verb from which it is derived, but] is [said to be]

a vulgar term. (TA.)

<ll

1. &#141, (IAar, MA, Msb) or 3:31,

(K) aor.”, (MSb, TA) inf n. 9,t: (MA, Msb,

K) and 4t, (K, [but I doubt this latter's being

correctly used as an inf. n. of the verb in the

sense here immediately following,]) He travelled,

(MA,) or nent along in, (Msb,) the road, (IAar,

MA, MSb) or the place : (Ki) or & 41.

he entered into the place. (TK.) [In these and

similar instances, it seems that the prep. es' is

suppressed, and the noun therefore put in the

accus. case, as in <: J-3 &c. : for it is said

that] 4: as meaning He entered (J-5) is

intrans.: (Kull p. 206:) W =ll-ji [likewise] has

this meaning: (S:) * 40.1 as an intrans. verb [in

the sense of 4...] is extr. (MSb.) [(i.* 41.

is also often used tropically, as meaning | He

pursued a course of conduct or the like..]= And

&#14%, (IAar, Msb) or &l, and 2.3,

(K) [inf n, it: ,] and #1 **i-1, (Msb, K.)

this also is allowable, (IAar, TA,) and 4:3, and

*: (K;) He made him [to travel or] to go

along in [or to enter] the road, (IAar," Msb,) or

the place: (K:) and so &#1." 4: 4. (Msb:)

and **i., inf n. *::, signifies the same as

[& thus used, and] &c.l. (TA) And <

.#1 & Gl, (S, Msb) in n. *, (S) I

made the thing to enter, or I inserted it, or intro

duced it, into the thing : (S:) or I made the thing to

go, or pass, through the thing: (Msb:) and "£i

signifies the same. (S. [See an ex. of the latter

verb in a verse of 'Abd-Menáf Ibn-Riba El-Hu

dhalee, voce $l; cited there and here also in the S.])

You say, #} es'£ 41. He in ented the

thread into the needle. (M.A.) And o.º. ).

--" J. He inserted [his hand, or arm, into

the opening at the neck and bosom of the shirt];

as also V {&#: (K:) and so into the skin for

milk or water, and the like. (TA.) And it is

said in the Kur [xxvi. 200], c. 50% suis

3-,-] -s: Thus n'e have caused it to enter

[into the hearts of the sinners]. (S.) And in the

same […i.2), C#, J. &: < [And
*

178 *
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hath caused it to enter into springs in the earth].

(TA.)

2: see 1. -[In the present day, al- signifies

IHe cleared a passage or way. And He cleaned

out a pipe for smoking. = And, from 4-, He
wound thread upon a reel or into a skein.] •

4: see 1, in four places.

7: see 1, second sentence.

al- Thread, or string, (S, Mgh, K,) with

which one sen's: (K:) or upon which beads are

strung; (Ham p. 42;) [but] not having beads
s d

upon it; for if it have, it is termed la--, .. (S and

Mgh in art. lae- :) [in the present day it signifies

wire:] a pl. [or rather a coll. gen, n.] of which
6 - ©

the sing. [or n un.] is "äçi. : the pl. [of pauc.]

of al- is 55: and [of mult.]*. (K.)–

[Hence,] one says, at:&>= is This

ts speech, or language, [subtile; or] abstruse in

- * ~ 3 -

its course, or tenour; i.e. "sli Ji Usää-. (TA.)

–And at: * : < ū, (AZ, TA in art

>,) or at: *::, (so in a copy of the A in

that art.,) said to one who is shy, or bashful,

+ meaning [Thou art] not free from shyness in

appearing [before others]: (AZ, TA in that art. :)

or t thou art not celebrated, or nell-known. (A

and TA in that art.)= Also The first of what is

emitted by the she-camel [from her udder],

before the to [or biestings]. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

& The young one of the J-- [or part

ridge]; (S, K;) like£: (S in art.

of the bird called U.5 (K.) fem. #, (S,R)
and *āū, but the latter is rare: (K:) pl.

&, (S. K.) like Ös; pl. of 94 (8) [and

5-i- pl. of£1.

22.2 * o

āş. : see &M.".

:) or

c.: #. [A thrust, or piercing thrust,]

directed right tonards the face. (S, K.) And

J: 3:[An affair] rightly directed; (K, TA;)

and so &# [an opinion]: (TA:) or the former,

[an affair] folloning one uniform course. (ISk,

TA.)- In the saying of Keys Ibn-'Eyzārah,

b: 1,463 335 is: *

• *, *2 ° • 6- 2.92 - 12:

* &j's "3 L-4 Gºl- es: *

he means [In the morning when they congregated,

then arose and determined upon my slaughter]

with a strong resolution in respect of which there

was no contention. (TA.)

*

* f * >

-

<>2<!-, like* [in measure], A certain

bird. (K.)

6 * > o

als. : See 4.

4: [A place of passage of a man or beast

and of anything;] a way, road, or path ; pl.

* - (TA)-(Hence, #31 (£ [The

vagina and rectum of the woman]. (M in art.

Jass. [See #3 Usú in that art.])- [Hence,

also,] one says, j-" 400- es' + ! [Enter

thou upon the ways of truth]. (TA.)- See also

-

#: A border (#) slit from the side of a

garment, or piece of cloth: (K:) so called be

cause extended, like the ai. (TA.)

<!-- Sender, or wan, (IDrd, K, TA) in

body; applied to a man and to a horse. (IDrd,

TA.) And,ésil it: Sharp in the head of the

penis: and so,+: 4:4. (AA, TA.)

-*

1.3-, [aor...] infn. i.). (S.M., A, Mgh,

Mob.k) andX. (A, TA) and X- and t

and-*, (Bd in xxxix. 30,) He was, or became,

safe, or secure; or he escaped; (M, TA;) or he was,

or became, free; (TA;) −69. &: [from evils of

any kind], ($, Mgh,) or ași &- [from evil of any

kind], (K,) or $3. &: [from trial, or affliction],

(ATA) or, 91.3- (from the affairl: (M3) he

(a traveller) was, Or became, safe, secure, or free,

from evils of any kind: (Mab3) and ~~13-...

he was, or became, free from fault, defect, imper

..fection, blemish, or vice; syn. &#. (Msb in

art.*) [Hence,] one says, &t= ū...i us.' S

láéliès, (ISk, S, K, ) meaning No, by God [or

Him] who maketh thee to be in safety, (ISk, S,

K.) [such and such things were not;] and to two

persons c.1: U.S.: ), and to a pl. number

• * *

•s: U43 S, and to a female &:•2 U.S.: ),

and to a pl. number [of females] &: L5-54 N.

(Isk, S.K.) Andžāusa as J-55, mean:

ing, 4:9- J.S.: [i. e. I will not do that, by the

Author (lit. Lord or Master) of thy safety]; and

in like manner, c.: us.", and &s: (s:.

(Sb, M. [See also 2s.) Andžā J." -sil,

i.e. 4:3- J-3 [Go thou with thy safety;

or, with the Zuthor of thy safety to protect thee;

meaning go thou in safety]; and [to two persons]

c.: us.' usil. (S, K.) (55 is thus prefixed

to a verb (as virtually governing it in the gen.

case] like as a1 is in an instance mentioned

under this latter word; but these are two extr.

instances; for only a noun significant of time is

[regularly] prefixed to a verb, as in the phrase
t

J#3, #4, meaning 24 J: (Akh, $9 it

is not prefixed to any but this verbX: [and its

variations as above mentioned]. (Sb, M, K.)

And hence, (Mgh,) one says also, āşşâll a;<,

meaning [The landed estate] was, or became,free

from participation to him; syn. -á-. (Mgh,

TA.)= *~, [app. 4.1%, or perhaps£, for

some verbs of this measure are trans, as <-- and

$93. inf n. *-, [app. X", q. V. infră,] JHe

made him a captive. (TA)=#| || 22- : - 2

(TA) int. n. *, (M, K, TA) The serpent bit

him: (M," K," TA:) mentioned by Az, but he

adds that no one but Lth has said this. (TA.)=

£1..", aor. 2, (S. K.) infn. ..., (TA)

He tanned the skin with [3,5, i.e. leaves of] the

-... [or mimosa flava]. (S, K, TA.)–2

3:1, (M, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. X", (M,) He

finished making the leathern bucket; and made

it firm, strong, or sound, or made it firmly,

strongly, or soundly. (M, K.)

2.4-i-, (§, M, Msh, K) int. n. *, (K)

He (God) made him to be safe, secure, or free;

saved, secured, or freed, him; (M, Msb, TA;)

<>(#1 &- [from evils of any kind], (§, Mgb.)

Or 359 &- [from ecil of any kind], (K) or

AS 3- [from the affairl (M.) [Freytag

assigns the same meaning to "4-i- also, as on

the authority of the Ham; in which I find no

explanation of this verb except one which will be

found later in this paragraph.]– [Hence,]

2: is also syn. with ASCI1, (S, K, TA,) as

meaning The saluting, or greeting, one with a

prayer for his safety, or security, or freedom,

from evils of any kind in his religion and in his

person; and the interpretation thereof is [the

expressing a desire for] J*#1; (MEr, TA;)

or the saluting, or greeting, one with a prayer

for his life; or, by saying 3:>- [q. v.

infra, voceX-], syn. £1. (TA.) You say,

*2'- [meaning He so saluted, or greeted,

him]. (M, Mgb.) [This, when said of God, vir

tually means 4:4, i. e. He saved hirn; and

should be rendered agreeably with this explana

tion in the phrase commonly used after the men

tion of the Prophet,<* # J.-- May

God bless and save him. You say also,* ...

$+", He saluted him with the acknor'.

ment ."f his being Khaleefeh; saying, £16 A)."

J:25:1 +21 (2 Salutation to thee, or peace be

07. thee, &c., o Prince of the Faithful.] ā-āl

signifies The salutation that is pronounced 07:

finishing every tryo rek'ahs in prayer: (Har

p. 180:) [and also that which is pronounced after

the last rek'ah of each of the prayers (i.e. after

the sunneh prayers and the fard alike), addressed

to the two guardian and recording angels: (see

my “Modern Egyptians,” ch. iii., p. 78 of the

5th ed.:) andXi- means He pronounced either

of those salutations.] - [Hence also,] *~! Al

Gl. (8, K,”) inf. n. as above; (K;) and "L.A.!

*L* agi; (M;) He gave to him the thing:

(S, M, K;) or delivered it to him. '. (M:) [he

resigned it to him. :] and ãass" *~!---, (Mgh,)

or U-Ual ax322/1 -c., He delivered the deposit

[to him, or] to its owner: (Msb:) and "L.A.!

*: ël *: (Mgh) signifies the same as

*: 4.- [i. e. He delivered the garment, or

piece of cloth, to the tailor]. (Harp. 166.)

See also 4, in two places.- You say also,--
3. * * * 4 - d - p.

•

4-0-0 a-à3-9. The hired man gave himself

uff, Or gave authority over himself, to the hirer.

(M.D.) And "4:i and 4: I left him in

the poncer of him who desired to kill him or to

wound him. (Ham p. 115.) And as: "4

[He gave him up to destruction]: in this case

with [the prep.] U only. (Harp. 166.) And
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J: W_...!, (S," M, Msb,”) or3&l, (K.) He

left, forsook, or deserted, (M, K,) the man, (S,"

M, Msb,”) or the enemy; (K;) or abstained from

aiding, or assisting, him; ($, M, Msb, K;) and

thren him into destruction. (IAth, T.A.) And

* (*, * *... He left him [to that bane which

was in him : app. referring to the bite of a ser

pent, or any evil affection: see+, third sen

tence]. (S. M.)–And # Us!#A- and

"4-1, both meaning the same, (§, Mgb, K,

TA) i. e. He committed his case to God. (TA)

–And &#: -- He acknowledged the truth

[or justice] of the claim, demand, or suit; [he

conceded its truth or justice;] from #23"<!

to-La, expl. above; denoting an ideal delivering

[of yielding of a thing to another person]. (Mgb.)

[Hence one says, 13és #Al- IHe conceded that

it was thus.]- And+ signifies also [The

assenting, or] the giving (one's] approval (S, K,

TA) unreservedly, (S,) to that which is ordained,

or decreed, (S, K, TA,) by God; and the sub

mitting to his commands; and the abstaining from

offering opposition in the case in which it is not

becoming [to do so]. (TA.) You say,>Al

* He assented to the command of God: [or he

gave his approval to it :] or he submitted to it;

as also "L.A.l. (M.A.)

© --> * *

3. A.J., (M, Msb) infn. #3. (S, M, MSb)

and>-, (M, Msb,) He made peace, or became

at peaceor reconciled, with him; or he reconciled

himself neith him : [implying mutual concession,

or a compromise:] (S," M, Msb:) and Úu.

They made peace, or became at peace or recon

ciled, or they reconciled themselves, each with the

other. (K.)

4: see 2, in nine places. [The first of the

meanings there assigned to this verb is, in my

opinion, more than doubtful. In all its senses, it

seems to be properly trans.: when it is used as

an intrans, verb, an objective complement is app.

understood. Thus,]2: is syn. with citi [as

meaning He paid in advance, or beforehand];

(S, M, Mgh, Msb;) &#1 [the price] being sup

pressed, though sometimes it is expressed; (Mgh;)

as also "...; (M3) and "L.i.5, as occurring in

a trad, where it is said, 54 & J # 3.
* c." 4,4 [Whoso pays in advance for a

thing, he shall not turn it over, or transfer it, to

another than him]; but Kt says that he had not

heard this verb thus used except in this instance.

(TA.) So the first of these verbs signifies in the

saying, Ask!' cs: A-1 (S) or j." L (Mgh)

[He paid in advance for the wheat], and L'

'G' [for the thing], as also V~. (M.) And

- a “2% * * . .< * ~ * * * .2

hence the £aying, & W*: 2) *: Ls "3-2-34- ls'

-j--> &- [If he give in advance wool for felt,

or goats' hair for a garment, or piece, of hair

cloth, it will not be allonable]. (Mgh.) And so
& • * o e o 5

in the phrase, 2-1 --~! [I paid in advance to

him]. (Mgb.) - Also [He resigned, or sub

mitted, himself; 4: being understood: or] he

rvas, or became, resigned, or submissive; (M, K;)

and so "L.A.-l: (S, M, Msb, K:) you say, L.A.! (S,) They, (M,) or they two, (K,) made peace,
1

| -

at [He resigned, or submitted, himself, or he was, or became at peace or reconciled, (§," M, K,)

or became, resigned, or submissive, to God: see " with another, (S, M,) or each with the other.

also an ex. (before referred to) in the last sen

tence of the second paragraph: or he was, or

($, K.) [See also 8.] – One says of a man,

(M.) of a great, or frequent, liar, (TA) ju: )
- -

became, sincere in his religion, or nithout hypo- *%+, [for Ju-5,] (M.) or *%-3t. 9, (K,

crisy, towards God: see :]: (Mab3) [or]

-- signifies he entered into ill, (S, Msb)

which here means >3-9 [i.e. the state of

resignation, or submission]. (S.) - And He

became a Muslim, as also "L.i.5, (M. K3) as

in the saying, 33 9ts &lés, i.ex: [He

nas an unbeliever, or a denier of the unity of

God, &c.; then he became a Muslim]: (M:) or

he entered [the pale, or communion, of] the reli

gion ofAS-9. (S, Msb.)2% as a prin

ciple of the law of God is The manifesting of

humility or submission, and outnard conforming

with the lane of God, and the taking upon oneself

to do or to say as the Prophet has done or said:

for this, the blood is to be spared, and one may

demand the repelling of evil: (T," M.:) and if

there is therewith firm belief with the heart, it is

&l: (T,) this is the doctrine of Esh-Shāfi'ee:
but the doctrine of Aboo-Haneefeh makes no

difference between these two terms: (KT:)

[agreeably with the former doctrine,] Th well

and briefly says, A.S.) is with the tongue, and

clos') is with the heart: and he says, in explain

ing verse 48 of ch. v. of the Kur, that every

prophet has been sent with AS-S), though the
* c > 0 &

|ordinances differ. (M.)- One says also, --~~

*, meaning I left it [app. an affair, as in an

explanation in the TK,] after I had been [en

gaged] in it. (Ibn-Buzurj, K.) And L.L. occurs

intransitively in the saying, #Aé Ge; &l=

2", meaning [He was a pastor of sheep, or

goats; then] he left them. (M.) - [Freytag

assigns to...! another signification “Adscendere

fecit (vid. a...)." as from the Ham, p. 39: but

this is app. a mistake, into which he has been led

by a saying, there cited, of Zuheyr, which I read

thus:

* #1 &#3 & 4 *

(meaning, The descent, or as the descent, of the

bucket that the nell-rope has let go): and by its

being there said that “you should not prefer any

reading of (52* to that with damm, though it

has been said otherwise:” whereas the correct

reading is, in my opinion, (**, agreeably with

what here follows:] Er-Riyáshee says, on the

authority of AZ, that ë", with fet-h, is down

wards; and with damm, upwards; and he cites

the saying above as an ex. of the word as mean

ing downwards. (TA in art. U434.)

5. 4.A- He asserted, or declared, himself

to be free jrom, or clear of, or quit of it, or

him. (M.) –Li- is also syn. with2", in two

senses: see the latter, in two places.=And

4.1- signifies He took it, or received it; namely,

a thing given, or delivered. (S, M, MSb, K.)

6. B.J., (M) and JLS, (K) infn. Jú,

TA,) [f His two troops of horses will not agree

in pace, each with the other;] meaning t [his

assertions will not be found to agree together; or]

he will not say what is true, so that it may be

accepted from him : for <-5, said of horses,

means f they kept pace, one with another;

(~2-3 [q.v.];) not exciting one another. (M,

K, T.A.)

8. L.A.! He became at peace, or reconciled.

(TA.) Hence the saying, (TA,)J*: 53%

abs- He will not become at peace, or reconciled,

during his displeasure at a thing. (K, TA.) [See

also 6.] – &#. -*~!. The seed-produce put

forth its ears (K)=4<--1-...- He touched,

(S, K,) or reached, (Mgh,) the stone, [meaning

the Black Stone of the Kaabeh,] by kissing, or

with the hand: (S, Mgh, K:) or he wiped it, or

stroked it, with the hand: (Mgh:) or he kissed

the stone: or he embraced it: (M:) and £5:

signifies the same; (M, K;) but is not the original:

(M:) accord. to ISk, the Arabs pronounced it

with hemz, contr. to analogy; (Msb;) or it

should not be pronounced with hemz, though

some thus pronounce it, (S,) the original being

L.A.!, (ISk, Msb,) because it is from XS- [pl.

of:- signifying “stones,” (ISk, S," M, Mob,"

[in the Mgh, from #: signifying “a stone,”

and in the Mab the pl. of: is said to beX,

like X5's,]) accord to Sb, who says that it does

not denote the act of taking; (M;) or, accord. to

Sb, it is from £1, with fet-h, meaning “sa

lutation,” and it means the touching with the

hand by way of salutation in order to obtain a

blessing thereby: (TA:) but accord. to IAar, the

original is with hemz, from #1, meaning

&:} [“the coming together,” &c., because

denoting contact]. (Msb.) Abu-t-Tufeyl is re

lated to have said,* Aft J- #J” &#

J#3 *- : *%-5 Jº 4,42:

Js-a-.' [i. e. I san, the Apostle of God (may

God bless and save him) circuiting around the

Kaabeh, upon his camel, touching the Black Stone

with his hooked staff, and hissing the hooked staff].

(TA.) The primary signification of23:S is

[said to be] The niping, or stroking, the a...,

i.e. the stone: afterwards it was used in relation

to other things, and one said ts: <:l, mean

ing I stroked, or kissed, her hand. (Har pp. 30

and 31)-4-3 +12- means The boot

rendered his feet soft [after he had been accus

tomed to walking barefoot]. (TA.)

10: see 4, in the former half of the paragraph.

=C52,"_*:_2,.…' He went upon the middle

of the road, not missing it. (K,” TA. [In the

CK, after su:12:12, for &#1333, meaning

&"< A-12, is erroneously put <!--
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&*'', assigning to<!- a meaning belonging

to Lok-l.])

Q. Q. 2.3-3 [from #1 He named, or

called, himself a Muslim ; or he named himself

Muslim; his name having before been Moham

mad: (M, K:) mentioned by Er-Ru-ásee. (M.)

4 d >

_c. : see the next paragraph, in six plac: E.

Also A leathern bucket (2/3) having one 3× [or

loop-shaped handle], (T, S, M., K.) with which

the waterer walks, like the buckets (S3) of the

attendants of the camels or other beasts upon

which water is drawn or which carry water, (T,

TA,) or like the s's of the water-carriers : (S,

K:) expl. in the S as above as on the authority of

AA; but IB says that the correct explanation is,

having one 3% [or stick fired across from one

part of the brim to the opposite part, serving as

a handle as well as to keep it from £ollapsing]:

(TA:) of the masc. ge: [whereas 2/3 is £1.

(M:) pl. [of pauc.] L.A.! and [of mult.] AS-',

(M, K,) and Lh mentions as its pl.Jú, which

is extr. [unless as a pl. pl., i.e. pl. of £il. (M.)

i- Peace, or reconciliation; as also '...;

(S, M, Mob, K.) masc. and fem.; ($, Msb, Ki")

and C#- and "X- are like Xi- [in significa.

tion]: (M: [the context there shows that the

signification mentioned above is what is meant in

this instance:]) or ...A. signifies the making peace,

or becoming at peace or reconciled, with another

or others, (Ham p. 805) as also "...i.; and both
6 - - - -

are sometimes fem. as being syn. with ā-JUae.
- -

(L voce& q.v.) In the saying of El-Aasha,

• * : *: - O - * * * ~...~#

* Ú---> -->4) --~$15! *

• C) • J O - J - d.o. 6 -->

*

-

*

".…"& 5-133.3%

[War made them, or has made them, to taste its

draughts, and verily war is disliked after peace],

he has transferred the vowel of the Le to the U, in

pausing; or it may be that he has inserted a

kesreh in imitation of the preceding kesreh: it is

not an instance like Us!, in the opinion of Sb;

for in his opinion the latter is the only instance of

its kind. (M.) It is said in a trad., respecting

El-Hodeghiyeh, '- #, Jai & 3: 34,

or W U.I., or W(~, accord. to different relations,

meaning [He took forty of the people of Mekkeh]

peaceably: thus expl. by El-Homeydee, in his

“Ghareeb.” (TA. [See also : below.])–
6 * *

Also i q. "L.S., (§, K, TA,) as signifying Self

resignation, or submission; (TA; [and thus the

latter is expl. in one place in the S;]) which is
6.- -

also a signification of "L.A.: ($, M, K, TA:) and

this is meant in the Kur [iv. 96], where it is said,

* @ s > d > • * * * * 29° 22# 9 - * ... <*

t:# 3: "23: Ali& # 93, (BJ,

TA,) or "...", as some read, (Bd,) [i. e. And

say not ye to him who offers to you submission,

Thou art not a believer :] or *L*S.J. here means

the salutation of23:) [by sayingX:X-]:

(Bd, TA:") or salutation, and submission by

uttering the profession of23.9 ; and so "...l.

(Jel:) [or the latter here means, simply, saluta

tion; and this is app. what is meant by its being

-2'

said that]X: is the subst. from+, ; (K;)

[but accord. to SM,] this means the unreserved

approval of what is decreed; and this is said to

be meant by the reading2: mentioned above.

(TA)- And [henceLi'l signifies also #:
[as meaning The religion of the Muslims; be

cause it is a religion of self-resignation, or sub

mission]: ($, K.) this is meant in the Kur

(ii. 204], where it is said, & A. J 1,343

[Enter ye into the religion of El-Islám wholly];

(S, Bd, Jel;) and so "Lill, as some there read;

(Bd, Jel;) or both there mean submission and

obedience to God: (Bd:) [and] *L. : [also] has

the former meaning. (M.) = Also, (S, M, K,)

and "..., (M,) A man, (S, K, TA,) [and] a

woman, (M,) who makes peace, or is at peace,

with another; (S, M. K.) and in like manner, a

company of men (A35). (M.) This is said to be

meant in the Kur [xxxix. 30], where it is said,

J: ū- 54%, as some read, i.e. And a man

inho is at peace with respect to a man : (TA:) or

ū- and " ū- and Wū- three different read

ings, in the place of [the more common reading]

Ú-, are all inf ns. of2-, used as epithets [syn.

with Ú-], or is is suppressed before them.

(Bd.) You say, &#U. 3. X- tà [I am one

n:ho is at peace with respect to him who is at

peace with me]. (S, T.A.) And a poet says,

[using this word in two different senses, the latter

of which has been mentioned above,]

d -2": d : 6 d. - *, *, *, *:

* Use" -:U +9 * ---> --> J-5'-' "

[O Náileh, (J:0 being for #, a woman’s

name, apocopated,) verily I am one who is at

peace with respect to thy family, therefore accept

thou my submission]. (TA. [It seems to be

there indicated by the context that J.J. here

means my peace, or reconciliation; which is less

appropriate than the meaning that I have assigned

to it.])

6.--> 6 * > o

_*- : see A)- : and see alsoX-, in seven

places. - Also,in buying or selling, (Msb) the

subst. from 'Jim Leź and2: signifying

-í-i, (M) in C# (S, Msh, K.) i.e. Any

money, or property, paid in advance, or before

hand, as the price of a commodity for which

the seller has become responsible and which one

has bought on description : (T and TA in art.

-āk. :) or payment for a commodity to be de

livered at a certain [..future] period with some

thing additional to [the equivalent of] the current

price at the time of such payment; this [tran

saction] being a cause of profit to him who makes

such payment: (TA in that art.:) or a sort of

sale in n'hich the price is paid in advance, and

the commodity is withheld, on the condition of

description, to a certain [..future] period: ($ and

O in that art., in explanation of -i- :) but it is

said in a trad. that the term... as meaning-i

was disliked; app. because the former is applied

to obedience, and self-resignation, or submission,

to God. (TA.)= And The making [one] cap

tive. (K. [See 1, in the latter part of the para

graph.])=And A captive; (K;) because he

* * *

submits himself. (TA.) One says, U.1- £i,

(M, TA, [in the TKA JU, ) He took him [a

captive], (TA,) or made him captive, (M,) with

out war: (M, TA:) or he brought him in a state

of submission, not resisting; and so, if nounded:

(IAar, M, TA:) and thus El-Khattábee has expl.

the phrase in the trad. respecting El-Hodeybiyeh

cited above, voceX-. (TA.)= Also A sort of

tree, (S, M, Msb, K,) (the mimosa flava of Forskål,

who writes its Arabic name in Italic characters

syllaem, and in Arabic characters Lockw, (Flora

Aegypt. Arab., p. cxxiii.,)] a species (M) of the

[hind of thorny trees called] •lae, (S, M, Mgh,

Mab, TA, [not suas, as in the Lexicons of Golius

and Freytag,]) the leaves whereof are the 95,

with which skin is tanned: (TA:) AHn says, its

branches are long, like rods; and it has no nood

such as is used in carpentry, even if it grows

large: it has slender, long thorns, grievous nihen

they wound the foot of a man; and a yellon,

[fruit such as is termed] as [n, un, ofX, See

this word, and see also #:-.] n:hich is the sneet

est of theA: in odour; and they tan with its

leaves: and it is said, on the authority of the

Arabs of the desert, that it has a yellon floner,

containing a green grain (#4. a:- [or this

may mean a grain of a dark, or an ashy, dust

colour]), of sneet odour, in which is somewhat of

bitterness, and of which the gazelles are very

fond: (M:) the n. un, is with 3: (S, M, Mgh,

Msh, K) and pl.: Ci (M) andX is said by

IB to be pl. of then. un, like as Xuél is ofiši.

(TA) [Hence].2% & 4 and (-25) that

gives gron'th to the [trees called] ---. (K.) See
- - -

also col−.

> Stones; (§, M5) as also "X- (M.) and

*: [as n, un, of the former and sing of the

latter, (incorrectly written by Freytag, in one

place, #14, and incorrectly said by him to be of

the dial. of the people of Himyer,)] signifies a

stone : ($, M, Mgh, Msb:) [or] the pl. [or quasi

pl. n.] ofi- in this sense is *X, like25&

in measure: (Mab3) or 'i: signifies stones,

(K) or hardstones; (TA) and "XS. is its pl.:

(K.) [said to be] so called because of their free

dom (a 5-) from softness: (TA:) or this last

signifies stones, the small thereof and the large;

and they assign to it no sing.: (ISh, TA:) or

>>- [probably meaning "X-1 is a quasi-pl. n.:

(Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) and it is also said to be a

name for any broad stone. (TA.) See also

c. A poet says, (namely, Bujeyr Ibn

'Anameh, IB, TA,)

6 * ... • dao- d e dao

*
+

[He casts from behind me (i.e. defends me) with

the arron, and the stone]: this [usage of Al for Ul]

is of the dial of [Teiyi and] Himyer. (S, T.A.)

o w f & O - so -

L.:ll for-* : see-*, Second sentence.

6 - - 6 -

a-ol- : see-**, in two places: and c.1%.

Also A woman soft, or tender, in the -\,: [or

Jingers, or other extremities]. (K)–And An

old and weak she-camel. (IAar, TA in art. *~.)
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J.- A certain plant (K, TA)which becomes

green in the [season called] -ā-e [app. here

meaning spring]. (TA)-L-* The [species

of lizard called] &j3: (K:) or, some say, [as

is said in the M, &t.: *. (TA.)- See

also the next paragraph. -[In the CK, by *

mistranscription, a meaning belonging to U.S.

is assigned to J.-.]

** 6 &

A.J.Jl, accord. to Aboo-Mis-hal, as meaning
6 dee- me • soã

The earth, occurs in the prov., −1, alo' C. -áil
•*d is

slok-J) us' [A nose in the nater and a rump on

the earth]: and if this be correct, it may be
• • 6 • -

derived from A')... [i. e._4}…] meaning “stones:”

and it may be originally "L.", and lengthened

for the sake of the rhyme. (Ham p.214) [But

the reading commonly known is, £il es' ci:

£1 J -->]

a:&:3. He is the special, or particular,

friend of his [another’s] house; one n'ho mices

with him much : from the saying of the Prophet,

-: Jai t.&: [Selman is of us, the people

of the housei; referring to Selmán El-Fārisee.

(Harp. 472.):-&: *: See L*.-Also

A species of the [black beetles called] &= [pl.

of J: q. y]: (M:) or i, q. Use-, (IAar, K.)

or clºse- 2:1, with fet-h [app. a mistake for kesr]

to the 2- : (Kr, TA:) or the largest of the

cº-: or a certain insect like the J*, having

Cl pair of wings: (TA:) or the male of the [black

beetles called] J-sús- [pl. of it #, q. v.].

(IAir, TA in art. Jays.)

c). or &#13, accord. to different readings,

occurs in a trad. of Ibn-'Omar, in which it is
~5- • * * * * @ * * * * *

said, as 2 & Ale Uss cols" --> 2 Clé= [He

2used to pray£: or certain

stones, in the road of Mekheh]: each may be a

pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.]; the former, of

W #14, the “tree so called,” the latter, of 'i'i,

“stones” [or a “stone:” but both of these ex

planations are strange]. (TA.)

>~, (S, K, TA,) in its primary acceptation,

(TA) is syn, with 'is', (S, K, TA) as is also

*..., (S, [so in one of my copies, but omitted in

the other copy,]) and signifies Safety, security,

immunity, or freedom, from faults, defects, im

perfections, blemishes, or vices, (S," [mentioned

in one only of my two copies, and there as

relating peculiarly to the third word,] K, [in

which it ostensibly relates peculiarly to the first

word, but in the CK, by the omission of a 3 before

it, it is made to relate only to the second word,]

and TA, [accord. to which it relates to the first

and second words, as it is well known to do,]) and

from evils of any kind: (TA:) or [simply]

safety, security, immunity, or freedom; as also

*ā-j- (Sb, M.) IKt says that these two

words may be dial. vars. [syn. each with the

other]; or the former may be pl. of the latter [or

rather a coll. gen, n. of which the latter is the

n. un.]: (M, TA:) and Suh says, in the R, that

most of the lexicologists hold them to have one

d is de • 6

[and the same] meaning: but that if they con-&X% or *X%, expl. above]; (Bd in

sidered the language of the Arabs, and the dis- iv. 96;) a subst. (S, Mgh, Mgb, TA) from ...

tinction, or limitation, denoted by the #, they *, (Msb,) [i. e.] from * #1, (S, Mgh, TA,)

would see that between them is a great difference ike X5's from £ (M h. [See 2, third
[inasmuch as the former has a large range of ...A *~1. (Mign. >

meaning which the latter has not, as will be seen sentence.])- In the saying in the Kur[xxv. 64],
z - e. J

from what follows]. (TA.)*X- is an U.S. bits &*-ji-** $13 [And when the

- - ---"-------

announcement of the continuance of a3. [or

safety, &c.]: (Bd in xiii. 24:) [it may therefore

be rendered Safety, &c., be, or light and abide,

on you; or, generally, peace be, or light and

abide, on you; for] it means nothing disliked, or

evil, shall befall you henceforth : (Bd in xvi. 34:)

and*X- [may be rendered in like manner;

for it virtually] means I will not do to thee any

thing that is disliked, or evil; (Bd and Jel in

xix. 48;) nor say to thee hencefornard n:hat

nould annoy thee, or be disagreeable, or evil, to

thee. (Bd ibid.) It may also be [rendered May

safety, &c., or peace, be, or light and abide, on

gou; as] a prayer for a.S., to those to whom it

is addressed, from the state in which they are at

the time. (Bd in xxviii. 55.) [It is generally

held that this salutation may not be used by, nor

to, any but a Muslim..] In the beginning of an

epistle, the approved practice is to writeX

4:4, without the article Ul; and in repeating

it, at the end, to write it with that article.

(Durrat el-Ghowwás, in De Sacy's Anthol.

Gramm. Arabe, p. 72 of the Arabic text. [In

the latter case, the general practice in the present

day is to write simply>5-13, suppressing*])

In saluting the dead, one puts* first, saying,

&#3% *. (Ham p. 367.) You also say,

láē, liés & C. "4:3: 5 [No, by thy

safety, such and such things were not]. (S.)

X):l is also a name of God, (§, M, MSb, K.)

[applied to Him in the Kur lix. 23, accord. to

some for AS: 35, i.e. a 35." *śl because of

his safety, or freedom, from defect, and imper

fection, and cessation ofexistence; (IKt, M, TA;)

or from variations, and as being the everlasting,

who brings the creation to nought and will not

come to nought; or, accord. to Suh in the R, He

is so named [as being the Author of Safety,

Security, &c.; i.e.] because He has rendered all

his creatures safe, or free, from defectiveness, or

unsoundness, and mankind and the jinn, or genii,

from the betiding of injustice, or wrong, to them,

from Him; and the expositors who assert that

He is thus named because of his safety, or

freedom, from imperfections, and evils of any

kind, utter an unseemly saying, makingX- to

be syn. with "L.JU, which latter applies only to

him who is liable to evil of any kind, and who

expects it, and then becomes safe, or free, from it.

(TA.) >5:1.3% is an appellation of Paradise,

(M, K,) (applied thereto in the Kur vi. 127 and

x. 26,] as being the abode of everlasting safety,

or security; (Zj, M, TA;) the abode of safety, or

security, from evils of any kind, from death and

decrepitude and diseases [&c.]: (TA:) or as

being the abode of God. (M., T.A.)- See also

X-, in four places. -[As is there stated,] it

signifies also Salutation, or greeting; (M, TA;)

particularly the salutation ofA% [by saying

ignorant speak to them, they say, U.S.], this last

word signifies (~5, (Sb, M.) or £2 (£3 [for
2 w • * o y d J.

'l-5 A.S.*• i: We declare ourselves to be

clear, or quit, of you], and Xi aët: [for

āść. X+): we relinquish you], (Bd,) [and

means] there shall be neither good nor evil

between us (Sb, M, Bd) and you : it is not the

A')... that is used in salutation; for the verse was

revealed at Mekkeh, and the Muslims had not

then been commanded to salute the believers in

a plurality of gods: (Sb, M.:) [in iv. 88 of the

Kur, which was promulgated afterwards, at El

Medeeneh, is a general command to return a

salutation with a better or with the same; but

the Sunneh prescribes that the salutation ofX:
• de • d p-o- - 6

*A* orLose's>5. when addressed to a Muslim

by one not a Muslim is to be returned only by

saying 4:43 Or X:43: or the meaning in

xxv. 64 is, they say a right saying, in which they

are secure from harming and sinning. (Bd.)

2 * > * ** * * * 3 - - •

'. U.a5 U'X5, meaning (£3 [for * :

Sb asserts that Aboo-Rabee'ah used to say,3: #!
* : * ~5

|

2 * ~ *

(c.5, i. e. When thou meetest such a one, say,

I declare myself to be clear, or quit, of thee]:

and he says that some of them said X%,

meaning The case of me and thee is the [case of]

being clear, or quit, each of the other; and the [case

of] mutual relinquishing. (M.) [It is usual, in the

present day, to say, 25.1% 13& Jail, meaning

Do thou such a thing, and there will be an end

of altercation between us...]= See alsoX-.E

Also A kind of trees; ($, M, MSb, K.) they

assert that they are evergreen; nothing eats

them; but the gazelles keep to them, and protect

themselves by their shade, but do not hide among

them; and they are not great trees, nor of the

kind called suae : (AHn, M:) they are also

called "X-5 (Ki) or this is pl. of £1.. [n un,

ofX-l. which is of another kind; like asXté!

is pl. ofisi (IB, TA::) nun, with s. (S, M.)

*>): was said to an Arab of the desert;

and he replied,**::1: and being asked,

“What is this reply?” he answered, “They are

I have put upon thee the other.” (K.)= See
6 *

also_c., in two places.

• s •

> see_ck.", in two places:=and the para

graph here next preceding, last sentence but two.

X: i.a. "...u., (§, M, K) which means Safe,

secure, Ol' free, (Msb,) from evils of any kind;

(K, Mgb, TA;) applied to a man: (M:) pl.

i: (M, K, TA) in some copies of the K

es", like cs-y- pl. of C#)-; (TA;) [but

this is probably its pl. only when it is used in the

sense of 2-2,4- or the like, as seems to be the case

from what follows.] Also, (M,) applied to a

two bitter trees: thou hast put upon me one, so
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heart: ($, M:)--. -li, in the Kur xxvi. 89,

means With a heart free from unbelief (M,

TA:) or, divested of corruptness, or unsound

ness: (Er-Răghib, TA:) in the Kur xxxvii. 82,

some say that it means with a grieving, or sorrow

ful, heart; from<!- in the sense here next fol

lowing. (Bd.)- Also i. q. &: [meaning Bitten

by a serpent]; ($, M, K5) as also "X" (§, K)

and ">, < (K:) app., (S,) as implying a good

omen, of safety; (S, M ;) or because the person

is left C.:) to that [bane] which is in him:

(IAar, S," M.:) and sometimes it is metaphori

cally used as meaning t wounded: (M:) or it

means wounded, at the point of death, (M., K.)

as some say: (M3) pl. c. ... (M, and Ham

p. 214.)=Also, (M, K,) of a horse, (M). The

part, of the hoof, that is betnceen theź [or

hair, or extremity of the skin, * the hoof],

(M, TA) or that is between the ,<i [q v.], (K)

but the former is the right, (TA,) and the interior

of the hoof (M, K, T.A.)

* - - - - - 6 - -

#5. [the most usual inf. n. of ~1: seeAS-,

in three places.= Also n, un, ofX- applied to

a kind of trees [described above]. (S, K.)

J% a noun of the fem. gender, (Msb,) A

certain bone that is in the U-25 [q. v., here

meaning foot] of the camel: (S,k') this is said

by A. Obeyd to be the primary signification: (S:)

Ol' the J-3- of the camel are £he bones of the

c-, [or foot]: (M:) [for] Us")- is used alike

as sing. and pl., and sometimes it has also a pl.,

(S,) which is **** (S, M, K:) or it is a pl.

[or rather a coll. gen, n.], of which the sing. [or

n. un.] is #~, signifying the a: [q. v.] of

[any of] the fingers: (IAth, TA:) [but this is a

strange explanation:] it is said that the last parts

in which : [here meaning marrow or pulp and

the like] remains in a camel when he has become

emaciated are the 2%. and eye; and when

it has gone from these, he has none remaining:

($) the pl. &., (§, TA) or J%.(M.

Msb,) also signifies the bones of the &Ls), (S,

M,) so says Kh, and Zj adds that they are also

called the -aš, (M5b,) of the hand and of the

foot; (M;) [i. e., of the fingers and of the toes;

and this seems to be the most common meaning,

in relation to a human being; namely, the pha

langes of the fingers and of the toes;] that are

between every two joints [and what are beyond

the extreme joints] of the &-f: accord. to Lth,

the U.S. are the bones of the & 4 [or fingers

and toes] and the 8-5 and the gé, and are

hard and compact bones like -tae (pl. of*] :

(TA: [see the words that I have here left untrans

lated, for the senses in which they are here used are

doubtful:]) accord. to IAar, (M,) certain small

bones, of the length of the &: [or finger], (M,

K.) or nearly so, (M,) or less, (K,) of which

there are four, or three, (M,) [or app., five, for

the meaning here seems to be the metacarpal and

metatarsal bones, to which the terms J-3- and

* > * > /

*}

- - * - of

are sometimes applied, (see 8-5 and

1:) in the hand and in the foot, (K) [i.e.]

in each hand and foot: (M:) Kir says that the

-->- are the 52% [app. a mistake for Auše

i.e. bones] of the outer side of the hand and

foot: (Msb:) U.S. is also said to signify any

small hollon bone : and any bone of a human

being: and ISh says that in every horse are six

•lee')... [app. in the fore legs and the same in

the hind legs; for he seems to mean that the

term Us")- is applied to each of the pastern

bones and to the coffin-bone; these three cor

responding to the phalanges of a human being:

see Jail: (TA:) it is not allowable to write

Us")- otherwise than with what is termed the

short alif. (MF, TA)=U.4%, (M, K.) like

Jáš, (K, TA, [in the CK like ce:, which is

shown to be wrong by a verse cited in the M and

TA,]) signifies also The [south, or southerly,

wind called] -*. (M, K.)

&- A hind of tree, (S, M, K,) growing in

soft, or plain, tracts: (M:) AZ says, it is like the

Si, which is a tree resembling the myrtle, which

changes not in the midst of summer, and which

has a produce resembling the head [or ear] of

millet (#5), except that it is smaller than the Sl;

tooth-sticks (42-3) are made from it; and its

produce is like that of the 391; and it gron's in

the sands and the deserts : (TA in art. Sl :) n, un.

with 3. (M.)

• * 0° a - D -

cloak. U- Red ants [lit. the ants of Solomon].
•o £

(TA voce (43-1, in art. 3-.)

ź 4. ladder, or a series of stairs or, stips,

syn. 504, (M, K.) and as->, (M.) or 2-9-4,

(Msb,) upon which one ascends; (S, Mgh;) either

of nood or of clay [&c.]: (Mgh:) said by Zj to

be so called because it delivers thee (4:3) to

the place to which thou desirest to go, (Mgh,

TA,) i.e., to some high place, and thou hopest

for safety (a4)…) by means of it: (Er-Răghib,

TA:) masc. and fem.; (Lth, M, Mgh;) [app.,

accord. to Lth and F, generally fem.; for] accord.

to Lth, one says." Ge and J. 34; (Mgh;)

[and F says, it is sometimes made masc. : (K:)

Pl.:- (S, Mgh, K) and 23-, (K,) [which

latter is the original, for] the Us in .4% is added

by poetic license. (M, TA) [Hence] is

+ Certain stars, belon [those called] âûl, on the

right of them; (K;) as being likened to the .."

[above-mentioned]. (TA.)- And The j% [or

stirrup of the camel's saddle] (S, K) is sometimes

thus called [as being a means of mounting]. (S.)

– And t A means to a thing; (K, TA;) because

it leads to another thing like as does the ... upon

which one ascends. (TA)—And #1 is the

name of The horse of Zebbán (in the CKZeiyán)

Ibn-Seiyar. (K.)

6 - • * -

-2'-': See24- ; and seeX-, near the middle

of the paragraph. [See also an ex, voce-č.
O.--> * * > * > - -

-[Hence,]** A.J.- à-la- t A good word

or expression or sentence. (TA.)=The saying

of J [in the S], (K) in which he has followed

his maternal uncle El-Fárábee, (TA,) that it

signifies The portion of skin between the eye

and the nose, is a mistake; (IB, K;) and his

citation, as an authority, of the verse of 'Abd

Allah Ibn-'Omar (K) in which he says,

• * >''}; c." &###3

(TA,) is futile: (K:) for, as IB says, Sálim was

the son of Ibn-'Omar, who, by reason of his love

of him, thus makes him to be as the skin between

his eyes and his nose: or, as MF says, the truth is,

that the said verse is by Zuheyr, and Ibn-'Omar

used it as a proverb: and [SM says], if this be

correct, it strengthens the saying of J. (TA.)

* - of

L.A.. [More, and most, safe or secure or free
* - c = - 1

from evils of any hind.]. You say, &: Lok-l lja

.# [This is more safe &c. than this]; and 13:

X:S [This is the most safe &c.]; and o.k.a.

* (Ham p. 214)=And -> (pp.

X:S signific, like G+" (i.e. Gill, T.

leaves (U-,+) of the 253 (or Thoban palm].

(Ibn-Beytár, app. from AHn, cited by De Sacy

in his Chrest. Arabe, 2nd ed., iii. 480.)

>''} [inf n. of 4, q.v.- It is the general

term for The religion of Mohammad : differing

from &%. aS shown above: see 4.-And

hence, for29-) Jal, or the like,] The Muslims,

collectively. (M in art. Jae', &c.)

&: [Of, or relating to,*} as meaning

the religion of Mohammad.-And particularly]

A poet of the class next after the cs:-- and

next before the c2% (Mz.49th 82°.) [See

the Preface to the present work, p. ix.] The

most celebrated of the poets of this class, it seems,

were Jereer, El-Farezdak, El-Akhtal, and Dhu-r

Rummeh, who were contemporaries, and flourished

in the first and second centuries of the Flight.

(Mz.ubi supra, and Ibn-Khillikán in art.”:')

—& Ki: A word, or phrase, introduced,

or used in a new sense, on the occasion of the

promulgation and establishment of the religion

of 25-9), by means of the Kur-án &c. (Mz

20th 83%)

+8. [The vena salvatella;] a certain vein

(S, M, K) in the hand, (M,) between the little

finger and the finger next to this: ($, K:) it

occurs only [thus] in the dim. form. (M.)

.." act, part. n. of 4 [q.v.]. (Msb.) tà:45

&c: in the Kurii. 122, means And make

both of us self-resigned, or submissive, to Thee:

(Bd, Jel:) or, sincere in religion. o: Arithout

hypocrisy, tonards Thee; syn. cºal- (M,

Bd:) and therefore J:sk-2 is made trans by

means of U. (M.)- [It commonly means. One

who holds, or professes, the religion of23:\]

And one says, 'i:Ż * : #t= &t=

[He was an unbeliever: then, to day, he has be:

come a Muslim]. (M.)

5-4 o –

ā-A-2: see what next precedes,
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-: is said to be used in the sense of

"...#1 in the saying of El-'Ajāj,

i-: *s,* 3: *

[Between Es-Safa and the Kaabeh of which the

Black Stone is touched with the hand, or kissed:

see 8]. (M.)

>: See X---Also A hide, or skin,

tanned with [33, or leaves of] the ... (S, M.)
** J. & e

ile:A- J3; A land abounding with the trees

called ... (M, K.)– Suh says, on the au

thority of AHn, that its: is a name for A

collection ofź. like*:: applied to “many

elders, or men advanced in age.” (TA.) .

*:21: see ...'.—c:* :* means

A man soft, or tender, in the feet. (TA.)

-*

Q. 4. **, said of a horse running, He

stretched himselfforth; or extended, or elongated,

himself: (S: [the meaning is there indicated,

and it is expressed by an interlinear explanation

in one of my copies of that work:]) or he pressed

onnard with a penetrative energy or force, or

with sharpness of spirit. (TA.) Some hold that

the 2 in the words of this art. is augmentative:

others, [app. the greater number,] that it is

radical. (MF.)

- <!-, sometimes pronounced with Lo, (S,

TA,) Long, or tall; (K, TA;) as an epithet of

general application: (TA:) or a tall man: pl.

ãaj... (K.)-Applied to a horse, Long-bodied:

(§3) or, so applied, large, (K, TA,) and long,

or tall, (TA,) and long in the bones; as also

*::, (K, TA,) which is applied to the male:

(TA:) and the former, likewise applied to a

horse, that presses onnard with a penetrative

energy or force, or with sharpness of spirit:

(TA:) or, so applied, large and long or tall:

and likewise applied to a spear: and tropically,

[but in what sense is not explained,] to a wind

(#9). (A)—The fem "i: signifies Cor.

pulent, or large in body; (K, TA;) not an epithet

of commendation: (TA:) or, applied to a woman,

it signifies tall or beautiful. (JK.)- And
6 * > *

J.J. is the name of A certain dog. (K,”TA.)

22-6°

**- :

* : see what follows.

* * * * .

see -, -, in two places.

** **

#- and 'A'-, each as a fem, epithet,

(K, TA) and each with kest [to the U-], (TA)

[but each in the CK is with fet-h,] Bold,

daring, brave, or courageous. (K.) -

* @* * *

1. a = \", (S, M, Msb, K.) first pers. &#13,

(S, Msb) aor. 3:, (Mab, K.) and 5: also,

[or J-4) though neither the second nor the

third radical is a faucial letter; (Ham p. 568;)

and $2, (M. K.) aor. 3:3 (Ki) and &:

*, first pers. **, (S, Msb,) aor. &: 5

Bk. I.

(Msbi) or 4-, (M.K.) aor. 3:3 (K) and

%, first pers. #~, aoi". *::: (TA in art.

J.-, on the authority of Esh-Shereeshee;) inf n.
32t, -

31..., (S, M, Mgb, K,) of the first, (S, Msb, TA,)

and #4, (M, K,) [app. of the second,] and

&#, (M, MA, K.) of the first, as also #4,

(MA,) or this last is a simple subst., (M," Msb,

K) and ::, & M, MA.K.) of the third, (5)

or of the first, (MA,) and &- [with kesr sub

stituted for damm because of the kesr of the

medial radical]; (M, TA;) He was, or became,

forgetful, unmindful, or neglectful, (M, K, TA,)

or diverted from the remembrance, (TA,) of

him, or it: (M, K, TA:) he endured with pa

tience the loss, or want, of him, or it: (Msb:) he

was, or became, content, or happy, without him,

or it: (PS:) [or he experienced comfort, or con

solation, for the loss, or want, of him, or it:]
3 * * • & 3 * *

accord to AZ, 5:1 [or rather ge *} 3.

*}) signifies the familiar's being content, or

happy, without the familiar: (Mgb:) or#

[or* 3:#) signifies the being content, or

happy, without a thing. (Hamp. 403.) One

says also, J- 9* S., meaning He was or

became, free from love, or affection. (M.A.)

[And>" c” 5. He was, or became, free from

anxiety. See also 5..]—Also J, & + .

913, meaning I did not forget, but neglected, to
*# of ,

say that: and one does not say 4,# Ul <!.

except as meaning &#& <!- us. (AZ, TA)

2 : 5-, (M,TA, ) inf n. #5, (TA)
and 2: * $9-1; (M, K;) He, or it, made him,

or rendered him, forgetful, unmindful, or neglect

ful, (M, K, TA,) or made him to be diverted

from the remembrance, (TA,) of him, or it: (M,

K, TA:) [made him to endure with patience the

loss, or nant, of him, or it: made him to be con

tent, or happy, nithout him, or it: or comforted

him, or consoled him, for the loss, or want, of

him or it: see 1, first sentence:] and the former

verb occurs, in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, fol

lowed by an accus, as a second objective comple

ment, in the place of a gen. preceded by 34.

(M, TA.) And one says also, L* &- U.S.-,

inf n. as above; and "JSCí, meaning [He

freed me from my anxiety; or] he removed from

me my anariety. (S.) And $. [alone] He, or ly]].'',]

it, [made him to be content, or happy; comforted,

or consoled, him; or] freed him from grief [or

anxiety]. (M.A.)

4: see 2, in two places.= Also żil es'

The people, or party, were, or became, secure, or

safe, from the beast of prey. (K.)

.do

5. As J- quasi-pass. of* 5% (M) or of

* #: (M, K) [and therefore signifying He

nvas made, or rendered, forgetful, unmindful, or

neglectful, or was made to be diverted from the

remembrance, of him, or it: was made to endure

with patience the loss, or want, of him, or it:

was made to be content, or happy, without him,

or it: or nas comforted, or consoled, for the loss,

-

** * *

Or want, of him, or it]: orJ- signifies -āls:

&: [he affected the being forgetful, &c., of a

person, or thing]: (Ham p. 403:) [he made

himself content, or happy: comforted, or con

soled, himself: diverted, or amused, himself:

and, like š, (with which it is said in the Ham

p. 572 to be syn.,) or nearly so,] he became free

from, or he relinquished, anxiety. (M.A.) See

also what next follows.

7. 9 * J-31 Anxiety became removed, or

cleared anay, from him; as also "L.J. (S.)

8: see art. us".

5. Or J.-: See art. es".

#3, (M, Mob, K.) as also "#, (M,K) a

subst, from 4: 5- (M, Mgb, K) [as such sig

nifying A state of forgetfulness, unmindfulness,

or neglectfulness, or of diversion from remem

brance, of a person or thing: patient endurance

of a loss or want: content, or happiness, in a

case of privation: or comfort, or consolation, for

a loss or want: accord. to the MA, the former is

an inf. n.]. One says, is: 4. J: and

W &#: Thou hast made me content, or happy, [or

hast infused into me content, or happiness,] with

out thee [or in thine absence]. (As, S.) And

J: &: #: & * He is in a state of life

ample in its means or circumstances, unstraitened,

or plentiful, and pleasant. (AZ, S.)

is: see the next preceding paragraph.

s: [accord. to those who make the alif to

be a sign of the fem. gender] or s: [accord.

to those who make that letter to be one of quasi

coordination] A certain bird, (S, M, Mgb, K,)

[in the present day applied to the quail,] i. q.

Jú. [which is also applied in the present day

to the quail], (Ksh and Bd and Jel in ii. 54,)

[or] white [?], resembling the J.C., (M,) or like

the pigeon, but longer in the shank and neck than

the latter, and of a colour resembling that of the

L*, quick in motion: accord. to Akh, the

word is used as sing and pl.: (Msb:) [or] Akh

says, I have not heard any sing, thereof, and it

seems that the single one is thus called like the pl.

number, in like manner as c.” is [said to be]

applied to one and to the pl. number: (S:) or

the n. un, is #: ; (M, K;) of which Lth cites

as an ex, this saying, [in which 4: should be

• * * * * * * * * *

* £14: #3:1 Jää Gés *

[Like as shakes the selnáh which the rain has

much wetted]. (TA.)= Also Honey; ($, M,

K;) and so *āši, with damms (K) the

former is used in this sense by a poet, ($, M,)

namely, Khālid Ibn-Zuheyr; and Zj says that

Khālid has made a mistake, the word U451- sig

nifying only a certain bird; but, accord. to AAF,

(M)-us:" signifies [also] Whatever renders

thee forgetful, or content, or happy, in a case of

privation; (#): U. Jé, M, K;) and honey

is thus called because it renders thee thus by its

sweetness. (M.)

?
-

&#: A water which is drunk and which

- 179

---------1
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renders one forgetful, or content, or happy, in a

case of privation; or comforts, or consoles, for a

loss or want: (Lh, M, K:) or a thing that is

given to drink to the passionate lover in order

that he may be forgetful, or content, or happy,

without the woman: (Lh, M.) or it consists in

one's taking some of the dust, or earth, of a grave,

and sprinkling it upon water, and giving it to

drink to the passionate lover, (M, K,”) whereupon

his love dies: (K:) or rain-nater poured upon a

certain bead (#) called W #3:, of n:hich they

used to say that when the passionate lover drank

this water he became forgetful, or content, or

happy, in his privation: (S:) or a certain medi

cine which is given to drink to him who is in

grief and in consequence of which he becomes

happy; (S, K;) called by the physicians £4:

(S:) or a certain bead(#) for captivating, or

fascinating, also called "###, (Lh, M, K.)

and W#14, (Sgh, K.) nith which women capti

vate, or fascinate, men, restraining them from

other women: (Lh, M ) or "#3: signifies [or,

accord. to the K, signifies also] a certain bead

(#4, M, K,) transparent, (M,) which, when

one has buried it in the sand and then scraped the

sand up from over it, is seen to be black, and is

given [in water] to drink to a man, and renders

him forgetful, or content, or happy, in a case of

privation: (M, K:*) or a pebble upon which

water is poured and given to drink to a man, who

thereupon becomes forgetful, or content, or happy,

in a case of privation: (M:) Ru-beh says,

* • - - - - 3 • of o

* < ū 33:1+3 +
* • 6 = 6 * f -

* *Cl2 + -s:# Us: L- *

(S, M,”) and Nugeyr Ibn-Abee-Nugeyr, in answer

to a question of As respecting the meaning of

cl.", said that it is a bead (#4) which is

bruised, or pulverized, [and upon which water is

then poured,] the water of which occasions in the

drinker thereof forgetfulness, or content, or happi

mess, in a case of privation: but As disallowed
- • • - • * @ e •

this, and said that it is an inf n. of 3,31..., and
• ... a 3 * - 2 # oz -.

that the meaning is 5:ll -e):l 3) [i. e. f Were I

"made to drink forgetfulness, &c., I should not

become forgetful, &c.: there is not in me freedom

from want of thee, though I be free from want of

others]. (TA.) See also isi.

6.- - d >

ã12'- see the next preceding paragraph.

6.- e 6 p. * @ e" 6 - © p.

45'9": see (£34- -and see also &#, in

three places.

g", [said to be] like & [but it may be

c: as there is no apparent cause for its being

imperfectly decl.,] A quality that renders for

getful of the objects of love or affection, or that

renders content, or happy, without them. (TA

in art. Us".)

J. [act, part. n. of 1: as such often signifying]

Having his heart free from love, or affection.

(Harp. 41.)

6 *> 0 °

#: [a noun of the class of*: and A.a

&c., originally #:]. One says,* #: 4e5

*::1 [In him is a cause of forgetfulness of, or

freedom from, anxieties]:

(TA.)

&: The third [in arriving at the goal] of

the ten horses that are started together for a race:

so called because he renders his owner content, or

happy (2::). (Ham p. 46.)

J.-: [a noun of place from 5]. One says,

• Jo

c: < ū. [There is not any place in nhich

one may be rendered forgetful, &c., of him, or it;

or in nihich one may be rendered content, or

happy, without him, or it]. (TA.)

6 * * es'- * >

1. <!-, (M, K,) aor. *, (K,) inf. n. es",

said of a ewe, or she-goat, [and of a she-camel,]

Her secundine (*#) became dirupted [in her

belly]. (M, K.)=\a)-, inf n. L.; (M;) or

*w-, infin. #3 (S. K.) He pulled out or

off, or removed from its place, her secundine

(s.33), namely, a ewe's, or she-goat's, (S, M,

K) or a she-camel's. (So in one of my copies of

the S.) And āū &#: I drew [forth] the she

camel's secundine (us)<) afte: the ringing£rth

without letting it fall (A-, * or x-yl).

(Lh, M.)=4: a dial. var. of #4, men

tioned by Esh-Shereeshee. (TA.) See 1 in art.

3'-', first sentence.

like #: [in form].

5

2: see the preceding paragraph.

8. 3.1:1 She (a camel, TA, [or a ewe or

goat,]) cast forth her secundine (8%). (K,

TA.)- She (a ewe, or goat,) became fat. (K

in art. 2'-', and TA in the present art.)= <-L-l

(.- [i. e. ū:] She collected Ú-o- [or clarified

butter]. (TA. [See also 8 in art. S-J)

&- or S- [thus differently written, the former

the more correct, unless the word be derived from

#:1, as it is said to be in the Ham p. 656, but

this is improbable,] The secundine; i. e. the skin,

[or membrane,] (M, K,) or thin skin, (S,) in

which is the foetus, or young, [in the womb,] (S,

M, Msb, K,) of human beings, and of horses and

camels, (M,) or ofhuman beings and of cattle, (K,)

or [peculiarly] of cattle, (T, S,) that of human

beings being termed is: (TA) it is pulled

off from the face of the young camel at the time

of the birth, or else it kills it, like as it does when

it becomes disrupted in the belly: when it comes

forth, the she-camel is safe, and so is the young

one; but if it becomes disrupted in the belly, she

perishes, and so does the young one:
** @

#: i. (M, Msh, K.) [Hence,] one says, al

ck." L. L'il f [The secundine became dis.

rupted in the belly]; (S, Meyd, K;) i.e. artifice

departed [or came to an end]; (S;) a prov.

applied in the case of an affair's becoming beyond

one's power of accomplishment, and coming to an

end; (Meyd;) like the saying, kal &: * * *

[The knife reached to the bone] (S, K.) And

5:Sl Jé13% t [He is the eater of secundines];

meaning fe is low, base, vile, or sordid. (TA.)

And* -- & <sil &# +[The people, or

party, fell into the like of the secundine of a he

camel]; meaning they fell into a difficult affair

or case; (S, K;*) or they fell into an unparalleled

evil; (Meyd;) for the he-camel has no L.A. ($,

Meyd.)

**@ •

it. A ewe, or she-goat, (S, K,) and a she

camel, (S) whose secundine(s)...) has become dis

rupted [in her belly]. (S, K.)- And A ewe, or

she-goat, [or she-camel,] whose secundine (us$4)

has been pulled out or off, or removed from its

place. (TA.)

* * 5, • - - - -

Us", [or L.A.,] mentioned in this art, in the

TA: see art. 2A".

* * * _e- 3. -

1. a-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. *, inf n.L., (Mgb,)

He put poison into it; [poisoned it; infected it

with poison;] namely, food. (S, Msb, K.) And

He gave him to drink poison. (S, K.) And

£3. 4: The azu [or venomous reptile or the

like] smote him with its poison. (M.)- [Hence,

perhaps, He suggested it,: to him: a significa

tion mentioned by Freytag, but without any

indication of the authority.]- [And, app., It

perforated it; transpierced it; or pierced, or

Paed, through its for it is said that - may

be an inf n, of the verb [signifying #1, and

may also signify a place of 3,8. (Msb)

And, (K.) aor. *, (§, TA) inf n. ..., (TA)

! He probed it; namely a case, or an affair; and

examined, or endeavoured to learn, its depth.
3. * = -

(S, K, TA.)- Also, inf. n. L- i. q. ex: [He

made it firm, fast, or strong, &c.]: (M.) [or

this may be a mistranscription for *:: for] you
• * d e-e ** *

•

say, tax-> $5%l <--, (S, K,”) inf. n. as

above, (TA,) meaning $33. [i. e. I closed,

stopped, or stopped up, the flask, or bottle, and

the like] (S, K.")- Also, (M, K,) aor. *, infn.

% (TA,) i. q. 4-1.si [He rectified it; or put

it into a good, sound, right, or proper, state;

&c.]; namely, a thing (M, K.) And &#2.

Aşil, (§, M) or 'X-, (K) aor. *, [for the

verb is trans, 3.9 being understood, Or &:

meaning £1 &#1 (M) inf n. ..., (S, M)
i. q. • * £i [He rectified, or reformed, or amended,

the circumstances subsisting betneen the people,

or between them troo; or he effected a rectifica

tion of affairs, or an agreement, a harmony, or a

reconciliation, between the people, or between

them tro] (S. M., K.)- And &#3" ź. He

strung the 3% [or convries]; which, when strung,

• * *s 3 * 3.

- are termed i: and-a-. (M.)-a-, inf. n.--,

signifies also He appropriated it to a particular,

peculiar, or special, object. (M.) You say,X

à: He so appropriated the benefit, or bounty.

(K) And £1 - The benefit, or bounty,

was, or became, particular, peculiar, or special,

as to its object: (S, K:) the verb being intrans.

as well as trans. (K.) El-'Ajjāj says,

• a • • * * • - ?: .*, * * *

* -** Us" ->** Us.' *

--Mrs- 6 & 2 * * * * * * - *

* <--> 9-1-1 &23' us.”

(S,) or the latter hemistich is
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Aft"

*

2

C# 3-1 L'

(M,) [He is the Being who has bestoned bounty

that has been general and that has been particular

upon those who have become Muslims, or upon

the countries, namely, our Lord]: he means that

it has reached all. (S)-[And i, q =34:]

you say, 4: <--, i.e. 33.4 × [which

means I tended, repaired, betook myself, or

directed my course, tonards thee; or I have

tended, &c.; and also I pursued, or have pur

sued, thy way, or course, doing like thee]. (S.)

d : * * *

-o-'9

E L. It was smitten by the wind called*:

applied to a plant; and in like manner to a man:
• *o - 5 s

see its part, n.,>: And] L222 --, with

damm [to the U-], Our day nas, or became,

attended with the wind called>. (S, K.)

2.X: signifies The making loops to the

[girth called] cº-5. (TA) [You say, L.:

3-9. He made loops to the cº-3; see the

pass part, n., below. And also He adorned the

c” with*::, i.e. strung convries: see, again,

the pass. part. n.]

• * > *

R. Q. 1. Lo-- He (a man) walked, or nent

along, gently. (IAar, T.A.) . And He (a fox)

ran; [or ran in a certain manner;] inf. n.

i: (TK:) the latter signifies the running,

(K) or a sort of running, (M.) of the fox.

(M, K.)

> Poison, or venom; (PS, TK;) or deadly

poison or venom; (KL;) or the poison, or venom,

of the serpent; (MA;), a certain deadly thing,

(S.M.M., K) was known (K) as also :

(S, M, Msb, K,) which is of the dial. of the people

of El-Aliyeh, (Yoo, MSb, TA) and is said to be

the most chaste; (MF, TA;) and "X-, (Mab,

K,) which is [said to be] of the dial. of Temeem,

(Msb,) [but is thought by SM to be vulgar, and]

accord. to Yoo, the first is of the dial. of Temeem,

(TA,) and this is the most common of the three:

(Msb.) pl. 2.- ($, M, Msh, K) andX,* (S,

Msb, K:) and 7X- signifies the same, in the

sing, sense. (ISk, K, T.A.) [In some copies of

the K, by a mistranscription (~% Or>'', for

à 3 à & - 3. 3 * - •

_2.J15 or Lo-J12) -o- or -o- is made to be syn. with

X- as signifying “a fox.” That the right

reading is that which I have followed is shown in
• O =

the TA by an ex., in which L-o- is spoken of as

3. * >

drunk.] - [Hence,] 'all -- Arsenic; [in like

manner called by us ratsbane;] syn. &#1, (K,

TA,) i. e. #1 [which is a modern word for

arsenic]. (TA.) [Also applied in the present

day to The hyoscyamus muticus of Linn. (Delile's

Florae Aegypt. Illustr., in the Descr, de l'Égypte,

no.242)]–And '-' ... The [tree called]

L” [q.v.]. (K.)-And *~12- The tree

called #20 [or # CAs), (K) which latter

appellation is Pers, meaning the same, [i. e.

“fish-poison,”] (TA,) and also known by the name

of £2,31; it is beneficial for pains of the joints,

and pain of the hip and the back, and the wi:

[i. e. gout, or specially gout in the foot or feet];

but the only part of its tree that is beneficial is

its A. [or bark]: (K, TA:) when somewhat

thereof, (K, TA) kneaded mith leaven, (TA)

is put into a pool of water, it intoxicates the fish

thereof, (K, TA,) so that they float upon the

surface of the water: (TA:) and its leaves burn

in lamps in lieu of wicks, (K, TA) by reason of

their oleaginous property. (TA.)--" X-:

Seeź.*Also, and '', (S, M, Mgb, K.) and

''', (Mgb, K,) [but the last is thought by SM

to be vulgar, in this sense as well as in the first,]

A perforation, bore, or hole, (§, M, MSb, K,)

of anything; (M;) or such as is narrow; (TA ;)

for instance, (S, TA,) [the eye] of a needle; (S,

Msb, TA;) as in the Kur vii. 38; [see U->;]

and the hole of the nose, and of the ear: (TA :)

pl. , , (M.) or X-, (Mab) or both. (S. K.)

The*: andA- of a human being are His

mouth and his nostril and his ear, (S) or his

mouth and his nostrils and his ears; (K3) and

the sing. *: and '': (S:) or the es: of a

human being, and of a horse or the like, are the

clefts (5u:) of the skin thereof (M.) And the

*: of the horse are The thin portions of the

hard bone, [extending] from the tro sides of*

nasal bone to the channels of the tears: sing.*:

(M:) or, as some say, (M,) the c-, (8, M,)

or the ..., (K, [but this seems evidently to be a

mistake for the dual,]) means two veins in the

720.86 (-ki, M, or**, S, K, [which latter

often means the same as the former,]) of the

horse: (S, M, K:) accord. to Lü,2,..., as pl. of

X-, signifies the channels of the tears of the

horse: AO says that in the face of the horse are

>* and the bareness of his>s- is approved,

and is regarded as indicative of generous breed.

(TA.) By the>. of the horse are also meant

Any bone [or rather bones] in which is marron'.

(TA.) And the>. of a sword are Notches

*

<-- [is app. fromX- as signifying the “eye”

of a needle, or the like, and] means t He hit, or

attained, the object of his aim or pursuit: (M,

K:) and in like manner, <--~3.4% [He

is knowing, or skilful, in respect of the object of

his aim or pursuit]. (M.)- [And hence, per

haps, though another derivation is asserted in

~~ 3 - 2- -

S5 -- a U
3 - -- * /

and 2-S3 "L., (§, M,) meaning + He has no

therein, whether new or old. (TA.)—-

- *~ 3 -

what follows,] one says also, 3)):#_*

3.

object in his mind except thee; syn. Loa: (M'.)

and in like manner,2- S3> 4 U. and S; "...

3 * -

Loa- [alone]: or, accord. to Fr, it means he has
- - -

not any who hopes for him: this is from [-...--
• * > • * * * * * * • * * * d e e -

<!-- and] →-- ~~- and 4. A --> meaning

• • O - J O = * - 3.

4)...a5 -aš; -o- and_o-being the inf ns, and

3 , :

"... andX- the simple substs. ; and the meaning

is, he has not any who seeks after him; i.e. he

has no good in him for which he is to be sought

after: (Meyd:) or it means he has neither little
*

-

.../

-

nor much. (K and TA in art. Lo-.)—- also

signifies The loop (#) of the [girth called]

cº, pl. 2: (TA (See :-)-And

Anything like 23% [or comries] brought forth

from the sea, (S, K, TA,) and strung for orna

ment. (TA) And also, (TA) or "... and " £,

(M) Strung 8% [or convries]: (M, TA:) pl.

A9-o-'. (TA.)

3 * *

A.- : see the next preceding paragraph, in seven

places.

# 3- .

-o-º: see_*, in two places.

: The meatus of the vagina of a woman;

(A5, TA;) as also "X-, [which is shown to be

thus used as a sing, by a citation from a trad.,

though said to be] fromX- as signifying the

“eyes” (~# of the needle (or of needles]: or

the rima of a woman, with the parts that are

next to it of the haunch and of the borders of the

vulva, i.e. of the labia majora. (TA) - See

also :- = Also #1 (AA, TA) or i:

-il, (TA) The heart, or cerebrum, of the

palm-tree: pl.-- [App.3.−, or...]. (TA.)

s 3.

4-o-w: See> last sentence. = Also A mat,

(AHn, M,) or a 5: [q.v.], (K,) or a thing like

a wide #3, (T, TA) made, (AHn, M.) [i.e.]

woven, (T, TA,) of •es: [or leaves] (AHn, T,

M, K) of the -ā-āā [a tree resembling a dwarf

palm-tree]: (AHn, M.:) it is spread beneath the

palm-tree (T, K, TA) when the dates are cut off,

(T, TA,) and upon it fall n:hat become scattered

(T, K, TA) of the dates (T, TA:) pl. 1.-,

(AHn, M, TA) or ..., (K) or, as in the T,

X*. (TA.)=See also+. latter part, in two

places.

i:- The --> [here app. meaning anus]; as

also "is- [q.v.]. (K.)

ź. A sort of bird, (T, S, M.) less than the

species called uá, in make, (T, TA,) like the

J.- [or quaill : (M, TA:) [accord. to expla

nations of alolo- in the MA, mountain-smallon's :

or, accord. to the same and Meyd, birds like

sn'allows: accord. to Dmr, as stated by Golius,

i. q Jalil):le: but this is app. said in relation to

an assertion of 'A'isheh, mentioned in art. Us! in:

the Msb, that the birds termed J.' in the Kur

cv. 3 were most like to swallows :j the word is a

pl., (S,) [or rather a coll. gen, n.,] and the sing.

[orn, un]is with **, (§, M,)pl.: (Meyd:)

See---.-And hence, as being iikened thereto,

A. banner, an ensign, or a standard; syn. #:

(M:) or so * à-. (K.)- And [hence, also,

perhaps, without 3, as in a verse cited by IB and

in the TA, for the coll. gen, n. may be used as a

sing,] A swift she-camel: (S, IB, TA:) [pl.

X-, mentioned by Freytag, from Reiske, as,

signifying snift she-camels.]- Also, and"X

• J & J.- • J. O. J. &

and 'X-t- and '3'- and W us'-', ap

plied to anything,[of men and of beasts &c.,] Light,

active, or agile, and slender, and snift; (M, K;).

-
179*
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and so * is: (M: [thus there written; not
* > * > 6 -

alele- nor i-, though both of these are app.

correct:]) or *Xu : and *&#. applied to

a man, signify light, or active, or agile, and

sniff, or quick, (S) and X: so applied, and

*i.... and *£, applied to a woman, signify

light, or active, or agile, and slender: (TA:) or

W2:, applied to a man, signifies [simply] light,

or active, or agile. (K.)

• 3. 3 *

> - a pl. of X- or X: ($, M, Mih, K.)—
and also used as a sing.: see i:.-In One

* @ e

place, in the CK, erroneously put for Let-- as
• * *

syn, with----, q.v.]

>:, of the fem gender, (S) A hot wind (S,

M, Msb, K,) or, as some say, a cold nind, (M,

[perhaps a mistake occasioned by a misunder

standing of the phrase 9%>", expl. below,])

in the night or in the day, (M,) or generally (K)

in the day, (Mob, K,) but authorities differ

respecting it, as has been shown voce >;

(Msb;) accord. to AO, it is in the day, and

sometimes in the night; and the ,*- is in the

night, and sometimes in the day: (S:) but some

say that the former is in the night, and the latter

in the day: (Ibn-Es-Seed in the “Fark,” TA:)

[in the present day it is commonly applied to a

violent and intensely-hot wind, generally occurring

in the spring or summer, in Egypt and the

Egyptian deserts usually proceeding from the

south-east or south-south-east, gradually darken

ing the air to a deep purple hue, whether or not

(according to the nature of the tract over which

it blons) accompanied by clouds of dust or sand,

and at length entirely concealing the sun; but

seldom lasting more than about a quarter of an

hour or truenty minutes :] the word is used as a

subst. [i. e. alone], and also as an epithet [qualify

ing the subst. &2]: (M.) pl. 3... (§, M, K.)
* - so • •

One says also 3,0:><, meaning A>s- that is

constant, continual, permanent, settled, or in
-

* >

cessant. ($ and L in art. 2".) [See also&J

* * * > 6 * >

4-le- : see Lelo", in three places: = and see
6 p & p

--~.=Also A certain feather, (5:33, M, K,

TA,) which is approved (K, TA) by the Arabs,

(TA,) in the neck of the horse, (K,) in the middle

of the neck of the horse, (M.) or in the side of his

neck. (TA)= And The Ja: [or corporeal

form or figure, or person,] (M, K,) of a man:

(K:) or, as some say, (M, but accord. to the K

44 and") £he aspect; (M, K;) as in the saying,

33t-h (* 3. [He is beautiful, or pleasing, in

aspect]. (TA.)- And A portion standing up of

ruined divellings. (K.)

J." A seller of.-- (Q. v.] like J; sig

nifying a seller of#. (IKh, T.A.)

&l. A certain plant. (K.)=[See &: in

art. Ú--.]

&: The decorations, or embellishments,

(39%) of a ceiling: so says IAar; and in like

manner, Lh; and he says, I have not heard a

sing of it. (TA.) [See also &: in art.

J-.]

* > d > 3. *

--~ : see Lo", first sentence.= It is also an

epithet, of which only the fem., with 3, is men

tioned; seeX--[Hence]: and 'A-,

(M) or ~land 'A-", (KTA, [the latter

erroneously written in the CKAL-M,]) The wolf,

(M, K;) because of his lightness, or activity, or

agility: (M:) orX: signifies the wolf that is

small in the body (M.K.)—And -: The

fox; (S, M, K;) as also2- [without Ul],

(M) and -*. (K)
6 p & P

~~; and its fem., with 5: seeX4, last sen

tence, in three places. = Also, the former, and

"...--, or the latter is a mistake, [ascribed in

the K to J,] Red ants: n, un, with 5: (K:) or

i: (M) and i-- (S, M) signify a certain

insect, (M,) a red ant; (S, M.;) as also V£- :

(M:) accord. to Lth, an insect of the form of the

allel [app. a mistranscription for ai', i.e. ant],

of a red colour: Az says, I have seen it in the

desert, and it bites, or stings, painfully: (TA:)

pl.-I., (S, TA) said by Aboo-Kheyreh to be

certain things found in El-Basrah, that bite

vehemently, having longish heads, and the colours

of which incline to redness. (TA.) See---

below, *

s •

-o-o- [Sesame; sesamum orientale of Linn.;

applied in the present day to the plant and its

grain;] a well-known grain; (Mgb;) it is called

in Pers. :=; (MA, KL) i. 7 &S. i., (M,

K) said by AHn to be abundant in the Sarah

(3:1), and El-Yemen, and to be white; (M;)

[by this is evidently here meant sesame, or the

grain thereof, or both; though it also signifies

the “fruit of the coriander;” for otherwise, the

most commonly-known meaning of<-- would

be unmentioned in the M;] the grain oftheJ-;

[i.e. the grain from which the oil called J- is

expressed;] (S, K; [by the author of the latter

of which, this was evidently understood to be

different from the c3+, which is mentioned

by him after the description of properties here

following;]) it is glutinous, corruptive to the

stomach and the mouth; but is rendered good by

honey; and when it is digested, it fattens; and

the washing of the hair with the nater in which

its leaves have been cooked lengthens and improves

it: the wild sort thereof is known by the name of

*:::, (K, TA,) thus, with fet-h to the z- and

-P and *, and sukoon to the U and c), [but
dee ed e

written in the CK £-,] a Pers. word, [ori

ginally &#-Jarabicized; (TA) its action is

nearly like that of the 33- [or hellebore]; and

sometimes from half a drachm to a drachm is

administered to him who is affected with palsy,

and he is cured thereby, (K, TA,) speedily;

(TA;) but a drachm thereof is dangerous, (K,

TA) in a great degree. (TA)-(se:L-1:

see 62%, in art. g- = Also The serpent:

(K, TA:) or a certain creeping thing resembling

it. (TA.)- See also the next preceding para

graph, where it and its n. un, with 3 are men

tioned.

6 - e. p 6 p.

Uls--

• J & Ps • *

us'-- *A*, in two places.

6 * *

: seeAl-'.

6 * @ e
*, * > .

Al-- : see A−, in two places: -and see

also---, likewise in two places.

2-1. A species of bird, (M,K) resembling the

snailow; [but see what follows;] thus expl. by

Th, who has not mentioned any sing. thereof;

(M3) and Lh adds that its eggs are unattain

able: (TA:) so in the provox-l."J:J:=

[Thou hast imposed upon me the task of pro

curing the eggs of the -t...]; (M3) applied in

the case of a man’s being asked for that which he

will not find, and which will not be: (TA:) or
• * • * * *

--" is here pl. of "A-" (i.e.:" or

à-li], and means the red ants: thus some

relate the prov.: but others say, "A-1, pl. of

is..., [n. un, ofX-.] which means a species of

bird like the snallow, the eggs of which are un

attainable. (Meyd. [By Freytag,A- is erro

neously said, as on the authority of Meyd, to be

pl. of £u in this sense.]) In [some of] the

copies of the K,>* is here erroneously put

for ~". (TA)

* * > *o • Jo 6 * >

-o-'l'-' : seeAl- :-and see also-o-o-'.

X: [act, part. n. of---, as such signifying

Poisoning, or infecting with poison]. £u, aS an

act, part. n. [in the fem. form because applied to

things of the fem. gender (such as the~# &c.),

and to such as are denoted by gen, ns., which are

used in a pl. sense], (Mgb,) Such as is, or are,

venomous (S, Mgb, K) of animals, (K,) or of

creeping things, [and insects,] but of which the

venom does not kill; as the scorpion, and the

hornet: (Mgb:) and such things (Sh, Mgb) and

the like thereof (s) are termed #4, (sh, Mih)

which is the pl. of £u.. (Mob.)—[And hence,I

.#3 (SM,Mg, K) and .35% as one

word, (S and Mşb in art. Low, and the latter in

the present art. also,) and .* "..., (K.) A

species of the [lizard called] &#: (M.) or such

as are large, of the #: (A in art. U2', and

Mab3) or [one] of the large [sorts] of the &#:

(S, Mgh, K) also called Xu Ji: (TA, from a

trad.:) [see more in art. Low :] applied to the
• •of a •

male and the female: (Zj, Mgb:) dual Lowl Lou";

(TA) and pl. 2:2%. (M, Mg, TA)—

And*>: [as though meaning “a poisoning

day”] (M, K) and "X-, (IAar, M, K) the

latter rare, (M,) [and anomalous, being from ...,]
* J & P

and "Lex-2, (§, M, K.) A day attended with

the wind called as: ($, M, K)=[äu is

also fem. of> as part. n. of the intrans. verb

X- signifying “it was, or became, particular,
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peculiar, or special.” And hence,] £ül signi

fies also :The a2u. [or distinguished people, or

people of distinction; and the particular, pecu

liar, or special, friends, intimates, familiars, or

the like] (S, M, IAth, K, TA) of a man; (IAth,

TA;) and * £1, pl.~, signifies the same;

(M) and so "4:'', like as i: signifies

£1: (IAar, TA :) or *::::: signifies the re

lations, syn. #1; (K;) or the particular,

or choice, relations : (TA:) and ": Jai

signifies the relations; syn. 369 ; (M;) or the

a sū. [expl. above], (E-Umawee, $, K.) and the

relations. (K.) One says, £w; £1 -:=

+[Hon are the people of distinction, &c., and

the common people, or people in general?]. (S.)

And£t% ā-tail 4% ! [The people in general,

or the vulgar, and the people of distinction, &c.,

knew it, or him]. (TA.)

• & -

i: [fem... of Al-: see the latter in several

places]. = £u-ji also signifies Death: (M, K:)

but this is extr.: (M, TA:) the word commonly

known, (M,) or the correct word in this sense,

(TA,) is Atil, [belonging to art. A2-,] without

teshdeed (M, TA) to the A, and without 5. (TA.)

> A nose narron (K, TA) and fat (TA) in

the nostrils. (K, TA.)

X- A place of perforation, of transpiercing,

or of passing through: pl.A. (Mob.) [Hence,]

~ X- (S, K) or c)331 (Mgb) The per

jorations [or pores] of the body (S, Msb, K)

through rhich the sneat and the exhalation of

the interior thereof pas forth. (Mb) ×

[thus] applied to the isú.. [of the body] is a term

of the physicians. (Mgh.)

--~ : see Al-.

3 -

_*-* One nho eats what he is able to eat. (K.)

* * * * * ~ * 4 of 3 -

à-ell and 4--. Ja!: see-at-l.

s & e P

---, applied to a [girth such as is called]

c”, Having three >s-, i.e. loops (£)

[attached to it]. (TA.) And also, thus applied,

Adorned with es:, i.e. strung cowries. (TA)

s a d -

~2-2 [Poisoned; infected with poison;] having

had poison put into it; applied to food. (TA.)

And A man having had poison given him to

drink. (TA.)- Also Smitten by the wind called

-*. applied to a plan,; and in like manner to

a man. (TA) See also Xu.

**

1. -- [as an inf. n.] is syn, with: [in an

intrans. sense], (S: Msb,) ands: [in the sense

of 36], and ist: (Mab3) or* 3:

(M, K:) you say, <--, aor. *, (S, M, K,)

and 2, (K,) or. in. this case the former only,

(TA) inf. n. *~, (M, TA,) He pursued a

right course; syn. ...a5: (S, TA:) or the fol.

loned a good direction (M, K,"TA") in the way

of religion [&c.]. (TA.) Accord. to Khālid Ibn

Dabbeh, it signifies + The folloning the truth and

the right way or direction, and being a good

neighbour, and doing little harm. (TA.) [But

more commonly, or primarily, it relates to the

course that one pursues in journeying.] An Arab

of the desert, of [the tribe of] Keys, says,

& e o * J. e. • * *

*
- -

**): 3-2- -3-

*

* *::it: 'it': *

i.e. [Thou shalt traverse (addressing a woman),

or, more probably, ye shall traverse (addressing

camels or other beasts), a land nithout a descrip

tion], journeying nithout any sign of the nay

and nithout any track [for guidance], such

being the meaning of u-, or thus, pursuing a

right course, <:1. meaning £il. (TA.)

Accord. to Sh, #: signifies The seeking,

searching, or inquiring, for, or after, the right

may or direction. (TA)--> also signifies

&*" 3.25 [i. e. g.Jill <: signifies The

road's having a right, or direct, tendency]: (M:)

or [G] <-l signifies 'Jill * [i. e. The

thing's having a right, or direct, tendency]. (K.)

[This last explanation has been misunderstood by

the Turkish translator of the K; who has hence

been led to assert that one says, 'G' <-- aS

well as #: <--, meaning £325: it is 4:

that (like #: <--) signifies $345; not

**, for ~ is always intrans.]- Also The

journeying (S, M, K) upon the road (M, K)

[guided only] by opinion (S, M, K) and con

jecture: (S:) or, as some say, the journeying by

conjecture and opinion, not upon a [known] road.

(TA.) A poet says,

*

">"-: & © .
*

[There is not, or nas not, in it, a road of any

hind (see &J)for the journeying by opinion and

conjecture of him who so journeys]. (S, TA.)

-And The pursuing a course, or direction, [of

any kind,] and [particularly] + in religion and in

worldly affairs. (TA.) You say, 4:-+:34

+ He pursues his [another's] way, or course, doing

as he [the latter] does. (TA) [a... is here an

absolute (not an objective) complement of-: 5

like 9: in the phrase 3: 3- 34. See also

* e > * * * • • * @ -

<-- below.]– Also ---, aor. *, inf. n. *---,

+ He (a man) was, or became, grave, staid,

steady, sedate, or calm. (Msh)-And2% <--,

aor. -, (Fr. K.) inf n. *-*., (Fr, TA) + He

prepared, arranged, or disposed, for them, the

mode, or manner, of speech, and of judging, or

Jorming an opinion, (Fr, K, TA,) and of work,

or action. (Fr, T.A.)

2. - The keeping to the -:- [i.e. road,

&c.). (K.) It is said in a trad, skis&#3
* * ~ * of 3 + = • •

<-- Uži S. "sti čí, meaning [And I de'

parted, not knowing whither I should go, but] I

kept to the course, or direction, of the road: or

as some say, I prayed to God. (TA.)- Also

+ The mentioning of God, (S, M, A, Mgb, K,)

or, as in some copies of the S, the mentioning of

the name of God, [like :, inf n of L.,]

(TA) upon, or over, a thing, (S, M, A, Mgb, K,)

or in any case. (TA.) One says, Lie<

Alski t He mentioned the name of God upon,

or over, the food. (TK)—And 5 -- and
6 * * o © •

**, inf n <--5, t He prayed for what was

good for him; prayed for a blessing upon him;

as also --~. (L and TA in art. -->, q.v.)

In a trad. respecting eating, it is said, *::
* * * ~ ā- -

b-> b >>, meaning t [Pronounce ye the name

of God, and take what is next you of the food,

or make your n'ords to be near together, (see 2

in arts. 252 and 2-,) and,] when ye have ended,

invoke a blessing upon him at whose abode or

table ye have eaten. (TA)-4-5 also

signifies, (M. K.) or -blai -:3, (S, Msb)
+ The praying for the sneezer; (M, Mgb, K;)

saying,-: & # 913. [May God guide

thee to the right, or good, course]; because the

person sneezing is disturbed and disquieted: so

#ys AAF: (M, TA:) or the saying to him,

* 3: [May God have mercy on thee]:

(Th, S, M.:) or <--> signifies the saying 4%

a. *[May God bless thee]. (Ish, TA:) it is

with U- and with L3: (S, M, Msb:) one says

£, (T, M, Mgb,) i. e. J-ball <--, meaning

He prayed for the sneezer, [saying as above,]

(A,) and *::: (T, M, Mgb:) Th says that the

former is preferred, (S,) or is the original, (Msb,)

being fom £1signifying:ii, ($, M, Mb)

and s', and £91, (Mgb,) and £-J,

(S,) or &#1; (M;) as though one made a

person his object by this prayer; (M;) and that

the U" is changed [by some] into L3: (TA:) but

A’Obeyd says that the pronunciation with L', is

of higher authority, and more common. (S,

Mgb.). The Prophet said, When any of you

sneezes, let him say, 4 :-" [Praise be to

God]; and he who prays for him (4: s:

(or £1), #4,#; and Jet him [i.e. the

sneezer] say [in reply], Low C--as all L.:

[May God direct you aright, and render good

your state, or condition, or case]. (Harp. 250.)

* * * >

3. *L, inf n. #.U., He, or it, faced, or

Jronted, or was opposite to or over against, him,

or it. (Mgb, TA.)

5 *-ī, (A, S, A, TA) [and] 4 -5,

(M,) He directed himself, or his course, or aim,

to, or towards, him, or it; syn. 53-45, (S, M,) or
* * * * * * @ e • * *

£3, and 3-3345. (As, A, TA)

&: infn of 1 [q.v.). (M.T.A.)–Also A

road, or way; syn. G.,”, (§, M, A, Mgh, Mgb,

K) and *-*. (Th,S) and 3:3: (A) [Pl.

*:..] One says,<: 1343, Keep thou to

this road, or way. (TA.)- And [hence,]+ The

nay, or course, that one pursues in his religion

and his worldly affairs: (TA:) t a way, mode,

or manner, of acting or conduct or the like : (S,

TA:) the mode, or manner, [of life,] syn. aš,

(S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA,) of good people, (S, A,

Mgh, K, TA) in respect of religion, not in
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respect of goodliness of person: (TA:) a meta

phorical meaning, from the same word as signify

ing “a road,” or “way.” (Mgh.) One says,

*: &- 3. + Verily he is good in respect of

the way, or course, that he pursues in his religion

and his worldly affairs: (TA) or 3-34

-: means the is good in his a: [i.e., as here

used, mode, or manner, of life]. (Msb.) And

4: &- u: ; Hon. good is his way, mode, or

manner, of acting or conduct or the like 1 (S, A,”

Mgh," T.A.) - [Hence,] + Gravity, staidness,

steadiness, sedateness, or calmness. (Mgb.) -

<:M also signifies The region, or quarter, to

which, or tonards which, the course, or aim, is

directed. (M.)- [And hence, The bearing, or

direction, of an object by the compass, £d Inore

particularly, The azimuth.- And J-5 <--

The zenith; or vertical point in the heavens.

(“Zenit” appears to have been, as Golius ob

serves, a mistranscription for “zemt,” or “semt.”)

---> <-- The path of the sun; the

cliptic: from <-- signifying “a road,” or

“way.”–J.3%) <-- The equinoctial colure.

And -359 -- The solstitial colure.]

<-- [part. n. of 1]: see an ex. in the latter

half of the first paragraph of this art.

+: +Any one praying, or who prays, fy

what is good, (S and TA in art. -->,) 3-S

[for any one]; (TA in that art.;) as also*::

(S and TA in that art. :) any one praying, Or

n:ho prays, for a return to the right, or good,

way, and continuance therein. (Msb.)

o: • * * * *

Us:ll S--> The part of the sandal that is

below its* [or narron part, more com

monly called its **, extending thence] to its

extremity. (K.)

&

--, [aor. ..] inf n. *-ū (§, O, Msh, K)

and *::: (L, TA;) and &:- [aor. *,] (Lh,

TA, and so in a copy of the A,) inf. n.i- 5

(A;) It (a thing, S, O, Msb) was, or became,

foul, unseemly, or ugly; (S, A, O, Msb," K;)

or devoid of beauty. (A, L, Mgb.)

2. *s-, (A, O, L., Msb, K.) inf. n.&:

(O, K,) He, or it, rendered it foul, unseemly, or

ugly; (O, Mgb," K;) or devoid of beauty. (L,

Msh) one says, 's S sele 4: ... [No.

thing rendered it foul, unseemly, &c., in my esti

mation, but such a thing]. (A.)

• • of

4. & it. [Hon foul, or unseemly, is

his deed !]. (A.)

10.4- He reckoned it, or esteemed it,

foul, unseemly, or ugly; (§, O';) or devoid of

beauty. (L.) One says, 4: &: tà [I

reckon, or esteem, thy deed foul, or unseemly].

(A, TA.)

- 6 o' --

& ($0, K) like: from 2:2, (S,0)

* * - d -

and W8-, (S, A, O, Msh, K) like c4+(S, A,

o, Ms) from 3+, (S,0) and ':-, (S, A,

O, K,) like &: (S, A, O) from &#, (S, O,)

Foul, unseemly, or ugly; (S, A, O, Mgb,"K;) or

devoid of beauty : (A, L, Mgb:) pl. &- (S, O,

K.) [of :] like X-> (pl. of -3, or of

£, like £3 pl. of&#1.* 8.*

of men, ($, O,) and, so applied, L-L-, [ofC-,

like &#3- pl. of:- or of : 3, like L-3

pl. of&#| (IF, O, L.) and G-: , [of£-l

and &*- : (L:) W - 3 is of the dial. of
-

Hudheyl, and is said by some to signify possess

ing no good, or no good things. (L.) One saysalso: £-d= and: ":--and:- '*-3-,

using the latter word in each case as an imitative

sequent [for the purpose of corroboration]. (AO,

S and K in art. & ', q.v.)- :- applied to

milk signifies Greasy, and bad, or foul, in flavour;
s - 6 - d -

# also W C-: (S, O, K;) and so 2

: (S:) or having no flavour; (L;) or so- • g 5

W&: (Msb:) and bad, or foul, in odour. (L.)

and

~ : see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

s -

C-: See£, in four places.

C-.

1.8- (S.M. b. K.) or *, (Mi'k) if:6 * * 6 * * * 6 p , 6 - d. J. 6 d -

U- and ā-lo-' and C*- and ā-2- and

and £- (K,) He was, or became, liberal,

bountiful, munificent, or generous; (S," Msb,"

K;) as also " 1: (Msb, K:) but the un

augmented verb commonly known, but faultily

omitted in the K, is ;--, aor. *; and this is the

only one mentioned by IKtt and IKoot and a

number of other authors: - , like<=, Ineans

he became of the people ofa-l." [i.e. liberality,

&c.]: (MF:) [but] &- and W both sig

nify as above; he was, or became, liberal, &c.;

and he gave from a motive of generosity and

liberality: this is the correct explanation of both;

though some say that the former only is used in

this sense; and the latter, in relation to com
• *

pliance and submissiveness. (L.)You say, a *-*.,

(S, A, Msb,) aor. *, inf. n. Cù- and i-t- (S,

A," Msb) and £, (Msb,) He was liberal,

bountiful, munificent, or generous, with it; (S,

A, Msb;) and gave it; and complied therein

with that which was desired of him; as also

W C-l. (Mb) [And 4 &: He was liberal,

&c., to him; as also V 1; whence,] God is

represented, in a trad, as saying, us… "b

use: &l :-(+ Be ye liberal, &c., to my

servant, [meaning Mohammad,] like as he is

liberal, &c., to my servants. (L.) And es' *

($) or al, (A,) He gave (S, A) to me, ($) or to

him : (A:) and # * *-ū he gave him such

a thing. (Mb) And 4: G, &#, and

WC-l. and "2-et-, He complied with my desire in

that thing. (L: see also a similar phrase below.)
* * * *

---, said of a she-camel, means She became

submissive, and went quickly: (L:) and " --~!

said of a beast (£3), it became gentle and sub

missive after being refractory: (L, K:") and in

like manner V !; (A;) and "C-, inf n.

s © •

C*-ī; (L;) said of a camel: (A, L:) or

s

: signifies the going an easy pace : (S, L,

K:) and the going quickly: (L, K.) or (so in

the L, but in the K “and”) the act of fleeing.

(L, K.) And 7 ! It became easy and sub

missive. (L.) You say, #2% W <--i. (S, A,

K.) and &#, as also V---, (L.) His mind

became submissive, (S, A, L., K.) *ś 4.i. to

that thing, (L)–:, inf n. £; (L;)

and 'a-, (Mgh, L.) inf. Il. £: (L, K ;)

• * *

and "", (Mgh, L.) inf n, i-už; (S, A,

L, K;) and 7C-,(Mgh)and"C:- ; (L;) also

signify He acted in an easy, or a gentle, manner;

(S, A, Mgh, L, K3) and he made easy, or facili
- es

tated; (L ;)." Us in an affairs (Mgh, L:) and

"à-su. signifies the acting in an easy, or a

gentle, manner in a contest in thrusting, or piercing,

with spears or the like, and smiting with swords,

and running. (L.) It is said in a well-known

trad.,&£ The acting in an easy, or a

gentle, manner, in affairs, is a means of gain, or

profit, to the performer thereof. (L.) And you
g J.

say,2.9 es' "a-el. He acted in an easy, or a

gentle, manner with him. (TK.) And 4 × -

and 23, and W 1, He made [a thing] easy to

him. (L.) And 4. &:~ &::1 (Meyd, Mgh
• * * * @ e o y - © of *

L) and 4, (L) and 40 C-: WC- (Meyd,

L) and 4, (L.) a trad, (Mgh, L.) meaning

Facilitate thou, and facilitation shall be rendered

to thee: (As, Sh, L:) or act thou in an easy, or

a gentle, manner, and easy, or gentle, treatment,

shall be rendered to thee: (Mgh :) or be thou com

pliant, and compliance shall be rendered to thee.

(Meyd.) And *-i- 4 &-, and "--!, He

made easy to him the object of his want. (IAar,

L: see also a similar phrase above)—i- * -

* * J. J. •

(A, TA) and ā-3-, (TA) [app. infns ofwhich

the verb is ~. ...] in a branch, or rod, signify

! The being even and smooth, without any knots

[or inequality of thickness: see &:-l. (A, TA.)

- • * * * *

2 : see 1, in two places.-£2, C*- means

t The straightening, or making even, of the spear,

($, K, TA) so as to render it smooth. (TA.

[See 1, last sentence.])

3: see 1, in six places.

4: see 1, in all but four sentences.

5: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph:

–and see also the paragraph here following, in

two places. |
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6. 12-20.5 They acted in an easy, or a gentle,

manner, one with another. (S, A, K.)-[Hence]

−3 [as a conventional term in lexicology, or

in relation to language,] is [A careless, or defec

tive, manner of expression,] when the meaning of

a sentence is not known, and, in order to its being

wnderstood, requires another n'ord or phrase to

be supplied: (KT:) [or the using a careless mode

of expression, relying upon the understanding of

the reader or hearer; as also ": or] a

deficiency in what a speaker says, relying upon

[the hnon-ledge of] the person addressed. (Mar

ginal note in a copy of the KT, subsigned &

[app. to denote that the authority is Isma'eel

Hakkee].) [See also UAV-5, which is often used

as though it were syn. with C*-*. -The pri

mary meaning of: and *+ i. [said to

be] The being wide, or ample: whence the phrase

£: j-" L (expl.". ''')

7. C-" [app. syn. with C-, or perhaps a
• * * *

51 •

•
mistranscription for the latter word]: see 2->

:-(T, S, A, Mg, Mob, K) and ':, of
which the former is a contraction, (Msb,) [but

which is seldom used, as also '. :- and [in

an intensive sense] *&: (T, M, TA) and

*: (T. S. M. A.'''TA) and ':
occurring in the K voce U-2a, the last three fem.

as well as masc.], Liberal, bountiful, munificent,

or genero": (T, S, M, A, Mgh, Ms), K, TA:)

fem. i-... (T, S, M, A, K.) pl. Cl-, (Th T,

S, M, A, Msb, K.) applied to women (Th, S,

Mgb, K) only, (Th, S, K,) or to men and to

women, (T, M, TA) and it--, (T, S, M, A,

Msb, K,) applied to a party of people, (S, A,)

[i. e.] to men ..and to women, (T, M, TA) aS

though pl. of C*-, (S, K,) and C*-*, (T, S,

M, A, K,) applied to men and to women, (T,

M, A,”) pl. of Cù-2, (A,) or as though pl. of

• • * > . * d > *

c-,($ K.) The dim. of C- 1S WC*

and W --~; (K;) but the latter is by some dis
• 6 d > 6 d - 6 - « »

allowed. (TA) You say alo, C.' C- c"

and W [app. meaning Such a one is

very liberal, &c.; for in each case the latter epithet

is probably an imitative sequent, and therefore a
6 - d > * * *

corroborative]. (L.)- a-- 4:13 [A beast that

is submissive, or easy, or gentle: and probably
- 6 * d -

also quick: see 1]. (A, voce a-o-, q.v.)–

[Hence, app.,] ā-: is the name of A mare of

Jaafar the son of4". (K. [See also

• & • - ~ * ~ * -

aa-...])- And ā-- Al The she-goat. (T in
• 6 •

art. A.)–And i- C# tA plant bon.

(K,” TA.)- And£-* # A branch, or rod,

that is even and smooth, (A,” Msb,”TA,) without

any knot: (A, K, TA:) or of even growth, so

that what is betnceen its two eactremities is not

*more slender than its two extremities or than one

6 • •

of them. (AHn, TA.) One says also as-l.
* * * *

A-- 1 [An oblong squared piece, or a board or

tablet, of the wood of the al- (q.v.), that is even
• & e

and smooth]. (TA.)-And i- #2 +A reli

6 ed

gion in which is no straitness (K, TA) nor diffi

culty. (TA.)- The saying of 'Omar Ibn-'Abd

El-'Azeezt- üß &# means + [Recite thou a

call to prayer] without a prolonging of the voice,

and trilling, and without modulation. (Mgh.)

&: see the next preceding paragraph.

t" Tents (>') made of skins. (Ibn-El.

Faraj, K.)

£- See&: first sentence.

- 3: see &:, in two places.

£: and£: dims of&: q. v. (K.)

* : [More, and most, liberal, bountiful,
- • * *

munificent, or generous]. See an ex. voce las').

5 e o e =

t-: * &# 3-0 #8, (A, M., K.)

Keep thou to the truth, for verily in it is ample

scope for avoiding falsity; expl. by t: (A,

Mob, K) and J59 &##~2:... (A, Mgb.)
* > 6.

C-: * @ -

d See C-, first sentence.

C-:

8---

3, applied to a she-ass and to a mare, (S,

O, K,) but not to a male, (AO, S, O,) and some

times to a she-camel, (TA,) Long in the back;

(S, O, K;) as also V&=- (O, K) and W&:

(O:) [see an ex. in a verse cited voce <-áš:]

pl. of the last but one, or of the last, not of the

first as it is asserted to be by A’Obeyd and by Kr,
J. • (~ : (TA:) and the first, a mare slender in

the body, or lean in the belly, but thick in the

part betneen the shoulder and shoulder-blade, (0,

K, TA,) having thick and strong flesh: (TA:)

applied only to females. (K.)- Also, applied to

a bow, Long. (O, K.)

*: Length in anything. (T, O, K.)

© e o 6 * d".e.

&l- : See&

* + d to 6 * > *

go-: see & .-Also Tall and hateful

or hated; (O, K;) applied in this sense to a

man. (O.)

6 - ©

Qa-o-w

5- [The perioranium; i.e.] the thin skin,

(T, Mgh, Msb,) or thin integument, (S, Mgh, K,)

above the skull: (T, S, Mgh, Msb, K:) and any

thin skin resembling that; (Msb;) or [the peri

osteum of any bone; i. e.] the skin that is betneen

the bone and the flesh, above the bone and beneath

the flesh; every bone having what is thus termed:

(TA:) [pl. &-l...-Hence] one says, -"
6 - © ..., • * * •

*-* 92 &=l- 5u'll ~#, (S, K, TA,) i. e.

! [Upon the fat that covers the stomach and

bonels of the sheep or goat is or are] a thin

integument [or thin integuments of fat]. (TA.)

-And £il &-t- # The [strata or] thin por

tions of cloud. ($, K, TA)-3- also sig.

- -- -- ---*. - -- ---

nifies [The cicatrix which is] the mark of cir

cumcision. (TA)-And A wound by which

the head is broken (i: [q. v.]) reaching to the

thin skin, or integument, thus called. (T, S,

Msb, K.)

* * * *

G2a-- Tall; applied to a palm-tree; (S, O,

K;) as also3,- (S:) or tall and thin : (Lth,

TA:) not known to Az on any other authority

than that of Lth. (TA.)

[J held the A in each of these words, as he

says, to be augmentative; and has therefore men

tioned them in art. Ga-..]

wā-e

1. 3., (§, M, &c.) aor.”, (M, L.) inf n.

**, He (a man, IAar) was, or became, high, or

elevated. (IAar, $, M, L, K. [:Sá in the CK is

a mistake for 5%.])-He raised his head; (L;

[and the same is implied in the S; see *:::)

and so **** (M., L.) [and] he raised his head in

pride. (S, L, K.) And in the former sense it is

said ofa camel, in his going along. (Bd in liii. 61.)

-Also He (a man) stood, raising his head, and

nith his breast erect; like as the stallion [camel]

does when excited by lust: (A:) [for] it is said of

a stallion [camel] when thus excited. (L.)- And

hence, (A,) t He sang : (M, A, L:) because the

singer raises his head and erects his breast: (A:)

but Th says that this is rare: (M:) accord. to

I'Ab, 3,... signifies the act of singing in the dial.

of Himyer. (L.)- Also, (M, K,) aor. as above,

(TA,) and so the inf. n., (S, M,) + He diverted

himself, sported, or played. (S, M, K, TA. [For

& in the CK, I read (3, as in the M, and in

MS. copies of the K, and in the TA; and agree

ably with the S, in which the inf n. is expl. as

syn. with*])—He was, or became, negligent,

inattentive, inadvertent, inconsiderate, or heed

less; and went anay from, or relinquished, or

left, a thing. (L.)- He was, or became, con

founded, perplexed, or amazed, and unable to

see his right course; or affected with wonder;

or cut short, or silent, being confounded, or per

plexed, and unable to see his right course; syn.

**: inf n. as above: (M:) [or] he stood con

founded, or perplexed, and unable to see his right

course; syn. 5:A5 (K. [After this expla

nation and 3 immediately following it, it is said

in the K, #2: 3 & #9: meaning

that it is by reason of grieving, or mourning, as

signifying the “standing confounded” &c.; and

by reason of rejoicing, or being happy, as signify

ing the “diverting oneself” &c. See as an ex. of

its usage in a case of grief the verses which I

have cited at the close of the first paragraph of

art. 3, and which are cited in the present art in

the L and TA.])- Also He kept constantly, or

continually, (M, L,) to an affair, (M,) or upon

the ground, or in the land. (L.)- He strove

laboured, or exerted himself, or he wearied him

self, in nork, (K, TA,) and in journeying: (TA.)

And J.'s. (S M, K) sy. J., (S) aor.
and inf. n. as above, (M.) The camels strove,

laboured, or exerted themselves, in their journey

ing : (S, K:) or knen, not fatigue, or weariness.

(M.) [See also:- (which is likewise, perhaps,
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an inf n. of the same verb,) below.]=::,

inf n. 3-, i. q. $3.25 [He tended, repaired,

betook himself, or directed himself or his course or
aim, to, or tonards, him, or it; or endeavoured

to reach, or attain, or obtain, him, or it; &#):

like: (M)=And.…S. 3-inf" -,

He made the land, or ground, plain, or smooth,

or soft. (M.)

2, #2:-, (M, TA) inf n. 2:5, (TA) + He

diverted him : (M, TA:) [and in like manner,

W *-l; for] one says to a slave-songstress,

**, [in one of my copies of the $, erroneously,

(**) meaning Divert thou us by singing.
• - • dé w

(S, O, L., T.A.) = L35'9" …~, (M, Msb, K.)

inf n. as above, (S, Msb, K,) He manured the

land with su. [q.v.] : (S, Msh, K) he dunged,

or manured, the land; syn. Øj. (M. [So in a

copy of the M: in the TA ulti, without teshdeed;

and thus only, I believe, correctly; though it is

commonly pronounced with teshdeed in the pre

sent day.])=% --, (M.) or 3:1, (K.)

inf n. as above, (TA,) He removed utterly his

hair, or the hair; (M, K, TA;) taking the whole

of it [in shaving]: a dial. var. of --. (TA.)

£a • -

J-91 -- is The removing utterly te. hair of

the head [by shaving]: a dial. var. of '-5. (§.)

-And:- is also used [alone, the objective

complement being app. meant to be understood,]

as meaning The leaving off, or neglecting, the

anointing of oneself [or of one's hair], and wash
d Q e

ing: and so *-5. (A’Obeyd, TA in art. *~.)

4 :

9 : see Q. Q. 4, in two places.

see 2, first sentence.

11 : see what next follows.

35 - 0

Q. Q. 4. SU-9 (§, M, L.) infn. 34::), (S,)

He, or it, became snollen: (M, L:) or became

much snollen : (AZ, M, L:) or he (a man) be

came swollen with anger; ($, L;) or so *5t.",
inf n. 3.3-l; and *::1, inf n, 3.3-l. (K.)

One says, *: •st- His arm, or hand, became

snvollen: and ū: -St.- Her leg, or foot,

became inflated and snollen. (L., T.A.)—Also,

said of anything, It went, or passed, anay: or

perished; and so '3-l. (LTA) And st

-āli & He perished by reason of anger. (L.)

5 d > - - •

J.- Continuing, or unceasing, journeying.

(M, L.) [Perhaps an inf. n. : see J.' <!--,

and what next precedes it, in the latter part of

the first paragraph.]-14: 40*. (K,TA,) or

" ..., (M) in my copy of the Mgh -o-, and

in the O 3...,] He, or it, is thine ever, or#

ever; syn. 3-, (Th, M, Mgh, O, K.) and £i.

(Th,M,Mgh)And 4:30; J.ii.5, or '',

(M.) I will not do that ever. (M, TA)

1: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.
6 * *

2L- A compost, or manure, consisting of

c”, (§, Mg, Mb) or c>, (K) [both

meaning dung of beasts, such as horses, camels,

sheep and goats, wild oxen, and the like,] with

ashes, (S, K,) or with earth or dust: (Mgh,

Msb:) or a manure consisting of strong earth.

(M.)

+: * q. 53- (A, K) [app. as meaning

White, or whitened, flour: but said in the TK to

mean fine bread]: accord. to Kr, i. q.ź. [app.

as meaning wheat]; and said by him to be with

the unpointed 2: (K:) but more chastely, (K,)

and better known, (TA,) with 3. (K, TA.) [In

the present day, applied to Semoulia; a hind of

paste made of very fine wheat-flour, reduced to

small grains. See also*: below.]

3- Any [man or animal] raising his head

[in pride or otherwise]. (S, M, L.)-A man

standing : (IAar; and so in a copy of the S:) or

standing, raising his head, and with his breast

erect; (A, IAth;) as the stallion [camel] does

when excited by lust. (A.)- [And hence, as is

indicated in the A, (see 1,)] + A singer; or sing

ing. (M, L; and so in two copies of the S.) And

the latter is said to be the meaning of the pl. in

the Kur liii. 61. (M, L.)-[Hence also,] Be

having proudly. (I’Ab in explanation of the pl.

in the Kur' liii. 61; and IAar.) - Diverting

himself; playing; or sporting. (IAar, S, M.;

and Bd in liii. 61,) - Negligent, inattentive,

inadvertent, inconsiderate, or heedless. (Lth,

IAar A.) Thus the pl. is said by Lth to mean

in the Kur liii. 61. (TA)- Standing in a state

of confusion, perplerity, or amazement: (Mgh:)

and so the pl. is said to mean in the Kur liii. 61:

(TA:) or confounded, perplexed, or amazed, by

reason of inordinate exultation. (IAar.)- And

Silent. (So in a copy of the S.)- And Grieving,

or mourning, and lonly, humble, or submissive.

(So, too, in a copy of the S.)- In the saying of

Ru-beh, (K,) describing camels, (TA,)

* #9. Jús Jil 23- *

the meaning is, Continuing journeying, (K) or

striving, labouring, or exerting themselves, or

nearying themselves, [during the night,] having

no fodder in their bellies: (L:) F says that J has

erred in saying that the meaning is, “having no

fodder in their bellies:” but this is the explanation

of the words 312.j') -šū4-, as IM and others have

expressly stated; and this necessarily indicates

that xel,- has the meaning assigned to it in the

K; so that no error is attributable to J in this

case: or, as some say, 312.j') -ālā4- means not

having upon their Macks [much] provision for the

riders. (TA.)-32- as an epithet applied to a

-8; [or skin in which milk is put] means | Full,

[so as to be] standing upright. (A, TA.)

:- What is called in Persian :- [app. a

mistranscription for 3-3, i.e. n hite bread]; an

arabicized word: [so says ISd; and he adds,] I
s •

know not whether it be the same as Jee- expl.
* > --> •

by Kr as signifying Alale, or not. (M.)

- i. Q. J-5 [i. e. A basket of palm-leaves;

probably one used for carrying st-, or manure]:

so says Lh; adding that one should not say
6 * * @

**-*. (M.)

2-A-o

Q. 4, accord. to the M and K, 5-1, and

2: and #24- and

3 - * *

Jo-o-o: see art. J-A-".

8
* > d > *

J-, (§, K, &c.,) of the measure J#4, (Sb,

TA,) so accord. to the grammarians, but Aboo

Usāmeh Junádeh El-Azdee says that it is of the

measure J#4, from &:- as syn. with& and

*::, (Sgh,TA,) pronounced by the vulgar8:

with damm to the U", (IDrst, TA,) which is a

mistake, (Th, IDrst, S, K, &c.,) for there is not

in the language of the Arabs a noun of the

measure J#4, (IDrst, TA,) A lord, master, chief,

prince, or man of rank or quality; ('Eyn, S, O,

K;) to which Et-Teiyánee adds, from As, on the

authority of Munteji Ibn-Nebhán, (TA,) of easy

nature or disposition, generous, and very hospit

able, or in whose vicinity his companion has power

or authority or dignity, not being harmed nor

inconvenienced; (S, K, TA;) and thus expl. by

AHát also; (TA;) generous; noble, or elevated

in rank; liberal, bountiful, or munificent: (O,

K:) and also (K) courageous: (Lth, K.) and

goodly, and stout, bulky, or corpulent: (AZ, Et

Teiyánee:) pl. 82-. (IJ.)- The lion. (Ibn

Ed-Dahhán, T, S, O.)- And hence, [accord. to

SM, but the reverse I think more probable,] . A

chief, or person of authority. (TA.)- The

wolf, (En-Nadr, K;) because of his swiftness.

(En-Nadr.)- And hence, (TA,) + A man active,

agile, or prompt, in accomplishing his wants.

(K, TA.)- And A snord. (K.)

J

3- i. q.* [q. v.]; (K:) [said to be] more

chaste than the latter: (K in art. J-e-. :) [but]

accord. to Kr, it is with the unpointed 3. (M in

that art.)

J-e

66 -

1. #: (S, M, K,) aor. *, (S, M,) inf n. ...,

and 22-, (M, K,) He held a conversation, or

discourse, by night: (S:) or he waked; continued

anake; did not sleep; (M, K:) and "J-1 may

signify the same; or may be of the same class as

J# and 3-i. and thus signify he had, or came

to have, a2- [or conversation, or discourse, by

night]. (M.) [See also 3.]-#3 *-e-,

aor. *, inf. n. **, + The cattle pastured by

night without a pastor; or dispersed themselves

by night: (M, TA:) [or simply pastured by

night; for] one says, 3: (#! & meaning

+ Verily our camels pasture by night: (TA:) and

ūé. ū: J.' $3. 1 The camels pastured

during their night, the whole of it, (A.) And

&#1 #1.” $3. t The cattle pastured upon

the herbage; (M, K;) aor. as above: (M1) [or

pastured upon the herbage by night: like as one
• * *

says,] £- 4-- t He drank wine, or the wine,
• * J. d >

(K, TA) by night (TA) and 32.4 bit.

* * *
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X-M ! They passed, or spent, their night drinking

wine, or the wine, (A.)—See also 's-, in

three places. =3-, (S, M, Msb, K.) aor. *;

(K) and 3-, (§, K, in a copy of the M 3-)

aor. *; inf. n. of each#: (K) and "ju-',(S,

M, K,) inf. n. 5-1, (S;) He, or it, was, or

became, [tanny, brownish, dushy, or dark in

complexion or colour; i.e.,] of the colour termed

#: [expl. below]. ($, M, Mob, K.)=$.".
J. ed. • * * *

see 2, first signification. - [Hence,] axes -

i q ta', (M, K) which signifies He put out,

or blinded, (tā) his eye with a heated iron in

strument: (S and Msb in art. U-- :) or he put

out, or blinded, (J-8) his eye with aX- [or

nail] (Mgh, Mgb, TA) of iron (TA) made hot

(Mgh, Mab, TA) in fire: (Mgb:) o: [simply] he

put out, or blinded, his eye; syn. tää. (K)=

&#13-1=and<-3- see 2.

2, 3,..., (§, M, Mgh, Msh, K) in n. *::

(S) and "5*, (§, M, Mgh, £) aor. (M,

Msb, K) and 2, (M., K.) inf. n. x-, (M., Msb;)

or the former has an intensive signification;

(Msb;) [He nailed it; i.e.] he made it fast,

firm, or strong, (M, Mgh, K,) with a nail [or

nails]; (S," M," Mgh, Msb, K;") namely, al door

[&c.]. (Mgh, Msb.) [See also 3-.] = --

&#1 (M, TA) inf n. *-ā; ($) and "%-,

(K, TA,) aor. *; (TA;) The made the milk thin

with water; (S;) made it to be what is termed

3'-[d v.]. (M, K.)=~, inf. m. as 'ove, is

also syn, with 3:3 ($, M, K) and J-ji (M,

K.) You say, 4:- 2- He discharged, or shot,

his arrow, (M, TA) as also "%-" (K, TA:)

or the former, he discharged it, or shot it, hastily;
*** - d - e.

(K;) opposed to J5-; for one says, is 's

3: <!-- [Discharge, or shoot, thine arrow

quickly, for the game has become within thy

power], and 4: L:- J5- [Discharge, or

shoot, deliberately, in order that it may become

within thy power]. (IAar, T.A.) One says also,

4:9-2- He dismissed his female slave, or let

her go free. ($ and M, from a trad) A'Obeyd

says that this is the only instance in which -,

with U-, has been heard [in this sense: but

several other instances have been mentioned].

(TA) You also say, J'L:- He let the camels

go, or left them: and he hastened them; syn.

t£= ; as also "ts:í, originally with U::

(TA:) or he sent them, or left them, to pasture by

themselves, nithout a pastor, by night [which is

perhaps the more proper meaning (see 1)] or by

day, syn. Či (M.T.A.) And £12:

He sent off, or launched forth, the ship, let it

go; or let it take its course. (M, TA.)

3. i-, (M) inf n. #4, (S, A) He

held a conversation, or discourse, with him by

night. (S, M.) [See also 1, first sentence.]

4: see 1:-and**, in four places:= and

see also 2.

11. 5-1, see 1, in the latter half of the para

graph.

Bk. I.

X- Conversation, or discourse, by night; (S,

M, K5) as also 5-1-2. (S, A.") It is said in a
• O e J. “

trad, #s'& 3:1, or, accord. to one relation,

£1, Conversation or discourse by night is after

nightfall. (TA) And you say, 3: &# •)

#3 I will not do it as long as men hold con

versation or discourse in a night n'hen the moon

shines: (S:) or as long as men hold conversation

or discourse by night, and as long as the moon

rises: (Lh, M.) or ever. (M.) [See also below.

The pl., 5-i, is often used as meaning Tales

related in the night, for amusement: but this

usage is probably post-classical.] - # Conver

sation, or discourse, by day. (TA.)- A place

in which people hold conversation or discourse by

night; or in nhich they wake, or remain anake;

(M, K.) as also "3-5 ($, M, K.) which

latter is expl. by Lth as signifying a place in

which people assemble for conversation or dis

course by night. (T.A.)-A people's assembling

and holding conversation or discourse in the dark.

(TA.)- And hence, (TA,) The dark; or dark

ness. (As, M, K, TA.) So in the saying -ā

2.8%2: He snore by the darkness and the

moon. (As)- Night: (M, K:) you say, £i

5... I came to him in the night. (A)-A

night in which ther: is, no moon : hence the say

ing -āli: --Ji <03 Jaśl S I will not do that

when the moon does not rise nor when it does rise.

(Fr.) [See also above..] - The shade of the

moon. (M, K.)- The light of the moon; moon

light; accord. to some, the primary signification;

because they used to converse, or discourse, in it.

(TA.)-The time of daybreak: you say, &#

5->il The people n'ere come to at daybreak.

(AHn, M)—see also:
© p >

j-. A certain kind of tree, (M, K,) well

known; (K;) i. 1. -is [the gum-acacia-tree;

acacia, or mimosa, gummifera]; (Msb;) or [a

species] of the z-ii, (S) of the kind called suae,

(Mgh, Msb,) having small leaves, short thorns,

and a yellon fruit (a4%) which men eat: there

is no kind of ouac better in wood: it is trans

ported to the tonns and villages, and houses are

covered with it: (M:) its produce is [a pod]

termed i:- [q. v.]: (TA in art. U-:) [the

mimosa unguis cati of Forskål (Flora. Aegypt.

Arab., pp. cxxiii. and 176:)] n. un, 5-2- : (M,

Mgh, Mab, K.) [in the $3:- is said to be pl. of

:-: buti: coll. gen. n.:] the pl. of 5-- is

<>W,--, and -l, a pl. of pauc., of which the dim.

is *::i. (S.) It is said in a prov, #5 £i

'':###Islannular-mi shariff

afen, gum-acacia-trees were found there: Sharj

is a certain valley of El-Yemen: for the origin of

this prov, see Freytag's Arab. Prov, i. 662].

($) 5: ...it [0 people of the gum

acacia-tree], in a saying of the Prophet, was

addressed to the persons meant in the Kur

xlviii. 18. (Mgh.)
6 - d.

#: [A tanny, or bronnish, colour, of various
- o &

shades, like the various hues of wheat; (see: ;)

duskiness; darkness of complexion or colour;] a

1425

certain colour, (S, Msb,) well known, (Msb,)

between white and black, (M, K,) in men and in

camels and in other things that admit of having

it, but in camels the term i: is more common,

and accord. to IAar it is in water also; (M;) in

men, the same as #: [in camels]; (IAar, TA;)

a colour inclining to a faint.blackness; (T, TA;)

the colour of what is exposed to the sun, of a

person of whom what is concealed by the clothes

is nhite: (IAth:) from: signifying the “shade

of the moon.” (TA.)

#: :

63 s >
-

4)- J.' Camels that eat the tree called2:.

(AHn, M., K.)

#: The [demon called] J*. (Sgh, K.)

X- Thin milk : (S:) milk containing much

water: (Th, M, K:) or [diluted] milk of which

water composes too thirds: n, un, with 3, sig

nifying some thereof (M.) - [See also a

tropical usage of this word in a prov. cited voce

Jää.]=[In the present day it is also applied to

A species of rush, growing in the deserts of Loner

and Upper Egypt, of which mats are made for

covering the floors of rooms; the juncus spinosus

of Forskål, (Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. 75,) who

writes its Arabic name “sammar;” the juncus

acutus 8 of Linn.]

2° 15

see 3-ol-J).

*. applied to a she-camel, (K, TA) Snift:

(K:) or generous, excellent, or strong and light,

and snift. (TA.)

X- i. q. "><; (M, A, K;) i. e. A partner

in conversation, pr discourse, by night. (TA.)

You say,9: ūj and 7 3-0. [I am his partner

&c.]. (A.)- Afterwards used unrestrictedly [as

signifying t.A. partner in conversation, or dis

course, at any time]. (TA.) - [Golius and

Freytag add the meaning of A place of nocturnal

confabulation; as from the K; a sense in which

this word is not there found.]-* & The

night in which is no moon : [contr. of*:: & :]

• *d is

a poet uses the phrase2- &# "3-i ú, mean

ing As long as the moonless night allon's the

holding conversation, or discourse, in it. (M.

[See also another explanation of this phrase in

what follows.])—X- is also syn. with Xss [as

meaning Unlimited time, or time without end];

(Lh, S, M, K5) as also *::, (Fr, M, K,) whence

the saying 3: cºs * & Such a one is

with, or at the abode of, such a one ever, or alnays.

(M.) Hence, or because people hold conversa

tion, or discourse, in them, (S,)2- ū means

The night and the day. (S, M, K.) You say,

3- Gí"> < *ś (S.K.)and-rais,

(M,) and* &:'3. ū, and*** ": Us,

(M.K.) and,-- "3: ..., and 3: "2:fu.

2-, (L), M.K.) and #1's-its, (K) i.e.

[f will not do it, and I will not come to thee,]

ever, (S,) or in all time, (M.) or while. night and

day alternate. (K.) And Júl3: £i j
-

(S, M) [I will not do it] to the end of the nights,

(M)-2-3 - 5 is expl. by AHeyth, in
* * * * * *

180
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his handwriting, as meaning Two roads that

differ, each from the other. (Az, TA.)

#: A certain kind of ships. (S.) (:
signifies the same, (Golius on the authority of

Meyd.,) applied to A single ship of that kind.]

-IAar mentions the saying, &: #: ** { **

*&: 3-3, &#2%, without explaining

it: [ISd says,] I think he meant, [I gave him]

2: >53, i. e. dusky dirhems, as though smoke

7vere issuing from them by reason of their duski

ness: or dirhems of which the nihiteness was

fresh. (M.)

3.

*: [The sable; mustela zibellina, or viverra

zibellina;] a certain beast, (Mgh, K,) or animal,

(Msb,) well known, (Mgh,) found in Russia,

beyond the country of the Turks, resembling the

ichneumon; in some instances of a glossy black;

and in some, of the [reddish] colour termed $:

(Msb, TA:) costly furred garments are made of

its skin: (K, TA:) pl. - ... (MSb)– Also

A 2: [or any garment] made with its fur. (TA)

:- A companion of [or one who habitually

indulges in] conversation, or discourse, by night.

(M, K.)

:- A man holding, or who holds, a conversa

tion, or discourse, by night: (S:) pl.5: (S, M,

K)and: (TA.) It is also a quasi-pl. n., (M,

K.) [as such occurring in a verse cited voceX,”,

in art. A),] and is syn. [as such] with*. sig.

nifying persons holding, or n:ho hold, conversa

tion, or discourse, by night: (S, M:) or persons

waking, continuing anake, not sleeping; as also

W #20 [a fem. sing, and therefore applicable as

an epithet to a broken pl. and to a quasi-pl. n.

and to a coll. gen. n.]: (M, K:) 3- is a pl. [or

rather quasi-pl. n.] applicable to males and to

females: (T, TA:) or it is a sing., and, like other

sings., is used as a qualificative of a pl. only

when the latter is determinate; as in the phrase

5-X:## [I left them holding a conversation

&c.]. (Lh, M.)- Also A. camel pasturing by

might. (TA.)- See alsoxo-.

#44. See*=#" (M, Msb, K) and

*:::" (TA)[The Samaritans; a people said to

be] one of the tribes of the Children of Israel;

(M;) or a sect, (Mgb,) or people, (K,) of the

Jen's, differing from them (Mgb, K) in most,

(Msb,) or in some, (K,) of their institutes:

(Msb, K:) Zj says, they remain to this time in

Syria, and are knonn by the appellation of
~ 3 -a.

* &23,-eu.J1: (M:) most of them are in the
- - 3 ..

mountain of En-Nábulus: (TA:) * &^\- is the

rel, n, of #.U.M. (M, Mab, K.)

3 -

c£2-, and its pl.: see the next preceding

paragraph.

* - of

2-1 [Tanny, or bronnish; dusky; dark-com

flationed or dark-coloured;] of the colour termed

5... [q.v.] (S, M, K, &c.) fem #: (MSb,

&c. :) and Pl.: (A.) You say3: * A.

camel of a nihite colour inclining to a: [which

is a hue wherein whiteness predominates over

blackness]. (M.) And#: it: [A tanny spear

shaft). (M.) And #: i:- [Tawny wheat].

(M)—[Hence] #: Wheat: (S, Msh, K.)

because of its colour. (Mgb.) And c5-9

Wheat and nater: (A9, S, K:) or water and the

spear. ($, K.)-5-9, also, signifies Milk :

(M.) or milk of the gazelle: (IAar, M, K:) app.

because of its colour. (M.)- And [for the same

reason]#: signifies also Coarse flour, or flour

of the third quality, full of bran; syn. *::..

(K.) You say #: 3: Bread made of such

flour. (L in art. &-)- And The [kind of

milling." called] a.s. (Sgh, K.) – And

J-1 As t A year of drought, in which is no

rain. (M.)

* * ~ * - 6 s of * * > .

>~! dim. of X-1: seeJ-o-, in two places.

X- A nail; a pin, or peg, of iron; (Mgh;)

a certain thing of iron; (S, K;) a thing nith

which one makes fast, firm, or strong : (M, K:)

pl. -t-. (S, Msb, K.)— Also, (K, TA) or

J.'£2, (A, O,) | A good manager of camels;

A, O, K, TA;) a skilful, goodpastor thereof. (A.2 g00ap

6 - O -

22-6 Nailed; made fast, firm, or strong, with

a nail [or nails]. (S," Mgh.)-t A man, (TA,)

having little flesh, strongly knit in the bones and

sinens. (K, TA.)- And, with 5, 1 A woman,

(M,) or girl, or young woman, (A, O, K,) com

pact, or firm, in body, (M. A, O, #) not flabby

in flesh. (M, o, K.)=3,... J.- : A turbid

life: (M, O, K, TA:) from 5- applied to

milk. (M, TA.)

&

6 * * • * .

2-et-e: see yes-, in two places.

&

Q. 1. #: [inf n. of£ The collecting

of the [tax called] &lr= (Ibn-'Abbād, O:) [and

the giving, or paying, thereof: for] one says,

à :2-, meaning Give thou to him [the tax so

called]. (ISh, O, K. [It seems to be intention

ally indicated in the O and K, by what imme

diately precedes the explanation of this phrase,

which explanation is abel, that £9-" is to be

understood after it.])

:- [written without any syll. signs, and

therefore probably£- sing of &-, (TA,)

which signifies Even, or plain, places [or tracts]

of land. (T," Ibn-'Abbād, O, TA.")

6 * > * 6 * * * *

---' and "ás-, (S, O, K.) each a Pers.

word arabicized, (§, O,) [or rather a compound

of the Pers. 2. “three” and the Arabic 5. for

5. ** a time," The levying of the [tax called]

- 5- at three several times [or instalments]: (S,

£) or the name of the day on which pay

ment of the -5- is received; (K;) thus the

former word is expl. by ISh; (O;) the day of

the collecting of the &l=5 (Ibn-'Abbād, ISd, O,

TA;) a day when the foreigners, or Persians,

C*-*) levy the &b- at three several times

[or instalments]; also mentioned as written with

J. (TA.)

6 - J - -

as-y-...- : see the next preceding parapraph.

U-o

s & -

U-- : see art.---.

• * > * 5- - d -

Q. 1. --, inf n. 5-, He acted as aX

[q. v.]. (K.)

* > 6.

ju- A broker; or one who acts as an inter

mediary betnceen the seller and the buyer, (Lth,

Mgh, K.) for effecting the sale; whom people call

Jş, because he directs the purchaser to the

merchandise, and the seller to the price: (TA:)

pl. 5-0-- (Mgh, K:) a Pers. word, arabicized:

(Lth, Mgh :) or one who sells wheat to the people:

(M, TA:) or (TA, in the K“and”) the possessor

of a thing: (K:) or (TA, in the K “and”) one

who has the care of a thing. (K.)- A mes

senger, or mediator, (***) between two lovers or

friends. (K.)-->}} 5- ! He who is ac

quainted with the land, or country; (K;) an

acute scrutinizer of its circumstances: (TA:)

fem. with 3. (K)—ts." &: 34 [app.

means + He is the careful and silful manager of

it]. (Fr, TA voceU-)

J - *

1. al., and *, and -, (§, M, Msb, K.) inf n.

£, (S, M, MSb) namely, a kid, (§, M, MSb,

K,) and a lamb, (M.) He removed its hair,

(Msb,) or wool, (K) or cleansed it of the hair,

[or wool,] (S,) by means of hot water; (S, Msb,

K;) in order to roast it; (S;) or it is generally

done for this purpose: (TA:) or he plucked from

it the [hair, or] wool, after putting it into hot

water. (A.)–(And It scalded it: for] you

say, of boiling water, 'G' *: [it scalds the

thing]. (TA)=<-, (M, K.) inf n as above,

(M,) also signifies He hung it; suspended it;

namely, a thing; (M, K;) as also " al-, infin.

*:: (TA:) or the latter, he hung it, or sus

pended it, upon, (S, K,) or by means of, (so in

some copies of the K and in the TA) es: ($,

K,) meaning thongs, or straps. (TA.) And

&#1 **-, (M) infn. "…, (TA) He hung

the coat of mail upon the hinder part of his

* -o a •

s 2 see 1, in two places.- ...: -la-, infn.

<--5, also signifies I kept, or clave, to the

thing: hence a verse cited voce &33. (TA in

art. cus.)

5. i-3 It (a thing, TA) was, or became,

hung, or suspended. (K.)

* A thread, or string, having upon it beads
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($, Mgh) or pearls; (Mgh;) otherwise it is called

<li. : (S, Mgh:) a string of beads or the like;

(M, K;) so called because it is hung, or sus

pended; (M;) a single string thereof; like &

3% [in Persian]; a necklace of two strings

thereof being called cº- #3 (IDrd') or it

signifies, (M,) or signifies also, (K,) a necklace

longer than the aâ:-e: (IDrd, M, K:) or [sim

ply] a necklace: (Msb:) pl. *:: (M, K:)

which also signifies the things that are suspended

(#42) from necklaces. (TA) — A thong, or

strip, that is suspended from the horse's saddle;

(S, K;) sing of*: (S.)- The redundant

part of the turban, which is left hanging down

upon the breast and the shoulder-blades: (K:) pl.

as above. (TA)- A coat of mail which the

horseman hangs upon the hinder part of his horse.

(M, K.)–:A trail, or long and elevated tract,

(J.-) of sand, (K, TA,) regularly disposed, as

though it were a necklace. (TA.)=See also

£, in two places.

£: J., (M, K) and ' '...", (S, M. K.)

and " £i, (M.K.) which last is pl. of i-,

(TA,) A sandal, or sole, that is of a single piece

[of leather, not of two or more piece, senced to

gether, one upon another], (3-3 Jue, S, TA)

in which is no patch: (S, M, K:) or the last, (S,)

or all, (M,) not having a second piece sened on to

it; (AZ, S, M ;) as also **". (So in the K,
Voce 3%)-[ J. J. *:: (the latter word occurring

twice in art. -ás-J in the TA, and there opposed

to &#, and said to be masc. and fem.) i, q.]

* :-* A garment having no lining; [either]

Cl c-', or such as is of cotton: (ISh, K:) but

one does not say ** # = nor i- ā-12,

because such are not [ever] lined: (ISh:) or [ac

cord. to some] i- signifies a garment that i.

lined belon; expl. by saying, -Gil &- £il 3'

#3 & # 2, (K, TA (in the CK, and in a

Ms. copy of the K, for ##, we find 3%) i.e.

3:# 4 J: (TA:) [but I think that 3:...is

undoubtedly the right reading; and that la

means any portion that appears of a garment

worn beneath a shorter garment:] see -, last
- d = d - -

sentence.—" bu." U239. Trousers, or drawers,

not stuffed. (M, K.) i.e., (K) or, as Th says,

(M.) of single cloth, *-12 3ue. (M., K.)

: āū, (Kr, M.K.) and 'tū, (K.) A she

camel without any brand,or mark made by 4 hot

iron. (Kr, M, K.)= las- is also a pl. of b"

[q.v.]. (K.)

Lü. A rank of people: (M, K.) or a side, or

lateral part or portion: (Msb:) each of the two

sides, or lateral portions, of men, and of palm

trees. (S, Msb.) You say, c:" &: As

He stood betneen the two ranks. (T.A.) And
de

cºst- 45-Así As The people stood around

him in two ranks. (TA) And *** us" ->

2-13 They are according to one order. (K.)
* * 0 - * w • Co- - -

And gºal-Ji & Us". He walked between the

tno sides. (S, Msb.) And uglal use" b

Take ye the tryo sides of the fresh, or moist.

(TA) And 3-1, bu- #9 J**! Make thou

the affair, or case, [uniform, or] one uniform

thing. (Fr, TA in art. &)—The part of a

valley n:hich is betnceen the upper extremity and

of J alone, or£ denotes what is intentional]

You say, a -, (§, Msb, TA) and 24, (S,

|TA,) meaning I gave ear, hearkened, or listened,

to him, or it; (S, Msb,” TA;) and a " --~,

(Ms) or 4), and 4:), (§, TA) signify the

the lowers (M. K.) pl. i. (K)—bu-same ($, Mil, TA) and so a 's---, (S,

Axial The thing upon which food is spread:

(K.) pronounced by the vulgar *:: [and

applied by them to such as is long, prepared for

a large company of people :] pl. al-i [a pl. of

pauc.] and**. (TA.) -

*~ and ***, applied to a kid, (§, M,

Msb, K.) and to a lamb, (M.) of which the hair,

(Msb,) or nool, (K,) has been removed, (MSb,

K,) or cleansed of its hair [or wool], (S,) by

means of hot water; (S, Msb, K;) in order to its

being roasted: (S:) or of which the [hair or]

wool has been plucked off from it, after its having

been put into hot water: (M:) or the former,

plucked of its [hair or] wool, and then roasted

with its skin: (Lth:) and a roasted sheep or

goat: the former word of the measure J* in the

sense of the measure J*. (TA.)=See also

*~, and its pl. tú", VOce*:: the pl. in three

places.

*u. Boiling water, that scalds (::) Ol

thing. (TA.)= Hanging a thing by a rope

behind him; from b:1 (pl. of £1]. (TA)

*:: see *~.

&

1. *., (S, MSb, K,') aor. *, (K) inf n.
6 o' --

&

simple subst, (Lh, K) and £, (S. K.) of this

last [also] is a simple subst., (Msb,) and āclo

and #21. (K) and&: (TA,) [He heard it,

(namely, a thing, as in the S,) or thim;] and

"x−, (Mgb, K,) also written and pronounced

-: ; (K, TA;) and * &-l; (Msb;) are syn.

with &- (Msh, K) as trans by itself; (Msh;)

and W 8-| [also] is syn. with 8:- [as trans.

by itself]: (Hamp. 694, where occurs a usage of

its act. part. n. showing the verb to be trans. by

itself:) or "8-| denotes what is intentional,

(S, Msb, K) and &- or this latter is a

signifying only he gave ear, hearkened, or lis

tened: but &:- [as also "&- and W&-b]

what is unintentional, as well as what is inten

tional. (Mgb.) You say, 'G' &- [He heard

or listened to, the thing]. (S.) And** W&

[He listened to, or heard, the sound]. (TA.) [And

ū;4 * -- I heard him, or it, utter, or pro

duce, a sound; lit. I heard a sound attributable

to him, or it. And 4: 4: He heard it from

him. And < *. Heheard it as relatedfrom

him ; he heard it on his authority. And *~

13& Js: He heard him say such a thing.] And

4: &- [He heard of it; for * 2: &: Or

the like]. (Kur xii. 31 and xxviii. 36 and

xxxviii. 6, §, K, TA.) [When trans. by means

Msb, K.) and all. (K.) It is said in the Kur

|[xxxvii. 8], accord. to different readings, )

-

U.S. 53 c: &:4, and "3,4-45, They

shall not listen [to the archangels]: (S:) or the

former has this signification, they shall not listen

to the angels (Bd, Jel) in heaven, (Jel,) or the

exalted angels: (Bd:) and " the latter, they shall

not seek, or endeavour, to listen &c. (Bd.) And

in the same [xvii. 50], W&: (~*&

<!&: $! 4: [We are cognisant of that on

account of which they hearhen n-hen they hearhen

to thee]; a meaning *::, (Bd, Jel,) and*S,

(Bd,) alluding to scoffing, or derision. (Bd, Sel.)

[For various usages of :- and other inf ns.,

whether employed as inf ns. or as simple substs.,

see those words below.]- It also signifies He

understood it; (TA;) he understood its meaning;

i.e., the meaning of a person's speech. (Msb.)

You say, 3d << ū. &: # Thou didst not

understand what I said to thee. (TA.) And

such is the most obvious meaning of the verb in

the saying, <-sk-l &: &= &l [If he under

stand the words of the preacher]; for this is the

proper meaning in this case: but it may be ren

dered tropically, t if he hear the voice of the

preacher. (Msb.)- Also He hnen it: as in

the saying, 3% £f&- [God knen, thy saying].

(Msb.)- Also t He accepted it; namely, evi

dence, and praise: or, said of the latter, the

recompensed it by acceptance: (Msb:) the paid

regard to it, and ansnered it; namely, prayer:

the answered, or assented to, or complied with,

it; namely, a person's speech. (TA.) The saying
• * o - . 1 so

*:- c. 40 &- means May God accept the

praise of him who praiseth Him : or, accord. to

IAmb, may God recompense by acceptance the

praise of him who praiseth Him: (Msb:) or may

God answer the prayer of him n'ho praiseth Him.

(TA, as on the authority of IAmb.)- Also

+ He obeyed him : as in the saying in the Kur

[xxxvi. 24], c”:X:<: &l + [Verily

I believe in your Lord, and do ye obey me].

(TA)- Lth says that the phrase J; --

liás; 13& J: 13; means t My eye san, Zeyd

doing such and such things: but Az says, I know

not whence Lth brought this; for it is not of the

way of the Arabs to say Lys' -- as meaning

my eye san': it is in my judgment corrupt lan

guage, and I am not sure but that it may have

been originated by those addicted to innovations

and erroneous opinions. (TA.)

2. &: [inf n of &- as also *::, q. V.

infa, voce is...] is syn. with W £: [The

making one to hear]. (K.) You say, 4

*" and '4-l [He made him to hear the

sound]. ($) And <-- a-- (TA) and

*a*- ($, TA) [He made him to hear the narra

180 *
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tive]; both signifying the same. (TA.) [And

* - He made to hear of it, or him.]. It is
• *.*. * * * * * • * * * *

said in a trad., & •

alji &-** U-Ül &- c."

&#2,#4 +&Ci(S, Mgh, TA) [Who"
maketh men to hear of his deed,] God will make

the ears of his creatures to hear of him on the

day of resurrection; (TA;) or n:hoso maketh his

deed notorious, that men may see it and hear of

it, God will make notorious his hypocrisy, and

fill nith it the ears of his creatures, and they

shall be generally acquainted with it, [and He

will render him contemptible, and small in esti

mation,] so that he will become disgraced; (Mgh;)

or the meaning may be, God will manifest to

men his internal state, and fill their ears with

the evilness of his secret intentions, in requitel of

his deed: or, as some relate it, [for eila- 82-) We

should say,* &:", which is an epithet applied

to God; so that the meaning is, God [the Hearer

of his creatures] nill disgrace him : (TA :) [for]

•= 4 8.-, (S, Mgh, Mgb,) inf. n. &*-ī, (S,

Mgh, K,) signifies [also] He rendered him, or

it, notorious, and infamous: (S, Mgh, K:") or

he spread it abroad, for men to speak of it.

(Msb.)– Also He raised him from obscurity to

fame. (S, K.”)– And He made him to hear

what n'as bad, evil, abominable, or foul, and he

reviled him : (AZ, T and L in art. ... :) and

*a*- [also] has the latter of these two signifi

cations. (S, K.)

4. *~!, inf n. £1. see 2, in four places.

- He told him [a thing]. (Msb)- He made

him to understand: the verb being used in this
* @ e ** * * * * *

sense in the Kur (viii. 23), 5:… &#123;
c + . . o #- * - •

Low-a-') [Had God known any good in them,

He had made them to understand]. (TA.)
Jot ad e e > 0

al}}4: May. God not make thee to be deaf.

(TA)-4- She sang. (TA.) One says to

a female singer, *~ Sing thou to us: thus

used in a verse of Tarafah. (TA)-->4:

Thou hast said a saying that ought to be heard

and followed. (Ha; p. 308)=#18-11 He
made, or put, a [q.v.] to the bucket. (S, K,

TA) And in like manner, J.:” &-l.(K)

! He made, or put, what are termed9-> to

o of.

*.*. (TA)=#2: &#, and 25o o #. •

&-2 44; see art. J-aw.

5 :5, also written and pronounced

see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,

places.

• * *

&-l:
in six

6. Jail 4: &*- (S, K) The people heard of

it, [or him,] one from another: (PS, TK.) [or

the people heard one another talk of it, or him :]

or it, or he, became notorious among the people.

(TA.)-8-at-5 also signifies He feigned himself

hearing. £,

8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,

in four places.

10: see 1, in the first sentence, in two places.

&- inf n, of £, (S, Mab, K.) like *&

(S, K.) [&c.,] or the latter is a simple subst. [used

in the abstract sense of the former]. (Msb.) You
• * * • * - - , . * * * * ~ * ~ *say, ääus; **, [for acule &#12 U- J.

emphatic mode of expression, meaning I hear and
+ d > *- : o e s a • -

<-ably ta- --~, which

means the same, but more emphatically; isu.

being a quasi-inf n. for £uel ;] the verb [of each]

g

l, an

I obey, or for āşu,

6 * * *

being understood: and ācule5 8-, meaning

4% s: [i. e. isú, &- s: My affair is

hearing and obeying]. (K.), You say also, [in

like manner,] tà: 5 ū: X'i, (K,) and S &:
6 de * @ e.4 o * 2° 4.4 .:

: (TA:) see . And U252 U'X' ( ; Sl
& (TA:) see &- J." -**&

405, (K,) [said to be] the only instance of #

kind among inf ns. of trans. verbs except&

L', (TA in art. 55) [in a copy of the M, in

art. č. written us'' &- and Uses &# and

U#3' "&: and Us: "#", and es'3' *ā--

[My ear heard (lit. my ear's hearing) such a one

say that]. (K)-[As a simple subst., it signi

fies] The sense of the ear; (K;) [i. e., of hear

ing;] the faculty in the ear whereby it perceives
-off of

sounds. (TA.) Thus in the Kur [l. 36], Li'l 2
• 6 &

&-", (TA,) meaning, Or who hearheneth. (Bd,
• 3 +

Jel.) [And hence,] &" Lei The brain; (Z, O,
a. * 2:

K;) as also "&" Al. (O, K.) One says,

• * • * -- ", 22 - -

8-0 > Ae av-, [He struck him upon the

brain]. (TA)- [It is also used for the inf n.
• * * * @ e • * *

of&: Hence] one says, Lyl &-& 1905,

and in like manner, L'5!"&- and L'5!"&-,

and U's "äst-, i.e. £1 [They said that

making my ear to hear]: (K:) and one may say,

(*: [making to hear]: this latter one says when

he does not particularize himself (Sb, K.) And
of e & • * ~ *

W-**** 4-ols, with kesr, meaning, [He spoke

to him making them to hear, or] so that they

heard. (TA.) And a poet says,

* J####"&- *

• *číg£3.4 .

[Making God and the learned men to hear that

I seek protection by the goodness of thy maternal

uncle, O son of 'Amr, or sula. si- 3,4, i. e.

I have recourse for protection to thy maternal

uncle; thus in the TA in art. 25-;] using the subst.

in the place of the inf. n., as though he said te."
a 0 ° 20° “ , ” o ~ *

Jé. (TA) One says also, s- * $3,344,

and in like manner, "tets, [i. e. I received that

from him by being made to hear, which virtually

means, by hearsay, or hearing it from him,]

making the inf. n. [in each case] to be of a diffe

rent form from that of the verb to which it

belongs [in respect of signification; i.e., using an

infn of 8:- for that of £il (K, TA) (See
also i:..]– It also signifies The ear; (S,"

Mgh, Mob, K.) as also '...", (S, Msh, K,
TA,) because it is the instrument of hearing,

(TA,) and 7&:, [because it is the place thereof,]

(Aboo-Jebeleh, TA) and "āşti, (S, Ki) or
W &: signifies the ear-hole; (TA;) and so

'8:4, and ': (Er-Raghib, T.A.) and

is also used as a pl., (S, K,) being originally

an inf. n.; but sometimes (S) it has for its pl.
£i (S, Msb, K) and s £i, (Mgh, O, K,) a

# of pauc., (TA,) [as is also the former,] and

& Ci is a pl. pl., (§, Mgh, o, K) i. e. Pl of

&: (S) or of £i (Mgh, Q:) [for an ex.

of the pl. pl., see 2:] the pl. of W&- is 82-;
(Msb, Ki) or this may be an irreg. pl. of s *,

like as 4: is of 43. ($gh, TA.) You say,

3.4: i.e. [Incline thine ear to me; or] hear

thou from me. (S, K.) And &: SS 5*

[The speech struck the ear]. (Mgb.) &: is used

as a pl. in the Kur [ii. 6], where it is said, <

2:- L*, * 1é ài [God hath set a

seal upon their hearts and upon their ears].
& * > 0 J. • 6 - d.

(S.) One also says, "cº-Ji ...las & Such

a one is great in the ears. (S.) The phrase
ts, as J.S. : • &: * means + It is not

known whither he has repaired: (AZ, K.) or

he is between the ears of the people of the land and

their eyes, [so that they neither hear him nor see

him,] the prefixed noun Jai being suppressed:

(AO, K,” TA:) or t in a void land, wherein is

no one; (ISk, K;) i. e., none hears his speech,

nor does any see him, except [the wild animals

of] the desert land: (Ki) or thetireen the length
and breadth of the land. (K, TA.) You say

also, 5,23 J.S. 8- &: 4: Já + He ex

posed himself to perdition, or imperilled himself,

and cast himself no one knen, where: (IAar,

Th:) or the cast himself where no voice of man

was heard, nor eye of man seen. (K,” TA.)

Also What rests in the ear, of a thing which one

hears. (L, K.)- See also &- in three places,

beside the two places before referred to.

6 o

&" * 0 <

a simple subst. (Lh, K.) You say, 5 (.-.X:

* (S. K.) and #5" (#4, (K) and 5 #:
& and& 5 "&", (TA,) a form of prayer,

(K) meaning O God, may it be heard of but

not fulfilled: (§, K:) or may it be heard but not

come to : or may it be heard but not need to be

come to : or it is said by him who hears tidings

not pleasing to him: (K:) Ks says that it means

I hear of calamities but may they not come to
J 2° 2 • 2 .# J &

me. (TA).You say alo. J*. 9. &#1 &

<03: See &---Also ?. Q. êt-l: so in the

2 * ~ * • J. •

phrase Lisi & 4.3 bid (K.) and in the

phrase 2:- *: (TA:) both explained

above: see &:

• 6 & P • •

* T. &-, either as an inf. n. or as a

-Also Mention, fame, report,

that is heard; as also W&- and W 8.- : (K:)

fame, or good report; ($, Mgb, K, TA;) and so

W &- and W&- (TA.) You say, 4:- *3

Jail - His fame, or good report, went among

mankind (S) And the Arabs say, #1'g:35,

[or all 8-3) meaning 41 *:: 5 [No, by the

glory of God]. (TA)- [It is also used as an
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* @ 6 p * J w • *

epithet: thus,] * J-, means &:- [A man

who makes others to hear of him]: or one says,

2-33# lis, and 7g- 25, [This is a man of

fame, or notoriety], (K,) whether good or bad.

(Lh, T.A.)=Also A certain mongrel beast of

prey, (S,) the offspring of the nolf, begotten from

the hyena : (S, Mgh, Mgb, K:) fem. with 3:

they assert that it does not die a natural death,

like the serpent, (K, TA,) but by some accident

that befalls it, not knowing diseases and maladies;

and that it is unequalled by any other animal in

running, (TA,) its running being quicker than

[the flight of] the bird; and its leap exceeding

thirty cubits, (K, TA,) or twenty. (TA.) It is

said in a prov., Jiš' &: &: "&" [More

quick of hearing than the that is lean in the

buttocks and thighs; or than the light, or active,

&-]: and sometimes they said &" (2: &:

[more quick of hearing than a &-]. (S.)

6 * o •

ax-. A single hearing, or hearhening, or
• * J. J. • * > / * * * * * *

listening. (K.) – 405 Us: U2's L'A' as-:
* ~ * ~ * * * *

- •

J31.

s o

See

s •

&".

* * > y 6 & P 6.- 6 p -

axo~ is syn. with &:-3, like as 5,-- is with

3:5. (TA) You say, is: #44 He did

it [to make men to see it and hear of it, or] in

order that men might see it and hear of it. (S.)

Andáš: S; 3, aia; (*, and 7ā-, and Wā-,

He did it not making it notorious so as to make

[men] to see and to hear [it]. (K.) And 4:

* 3:3, and 3 is. 3, I did it in order that

thou mightest hear it. (AZ, K.) [See also &:

where similar phrases are mentioned and ex

plained.]—i.", also, signifies What is heard,

of fame, or report, &c. : (Harp. 34:) and [par

ticularly] good report. (Id. p. 196.)

• 6 e o p

..-See also aa-. = See

i:- A mode, or manner, of hearing, hearken
• * > & J. J. & e.

ing, or listening. (K.) You say, a-- a---

a.a. [I heard it with a good ma: of hear.

ing]. (TA)-4, Js: ū55 Já #: See

&

6 * > *

ãa-o-º:

6 - 6 p. * - - - * * * 4 - >

See axo-.=Ax-o- C3): see &:".

* - ~ * * * * >

as:- U}l: see &:".

# £, and #4 #:, (S,K) the

former accord. to AZ, the latter accord. to El

Ahmar, (S,) and#: #", (K,) or the second

and third are without teshdeed, and mentioned

by Yaakoob also, (TA in art. Alaj, [but this, I

think, is a mistake,]) applied to a woman, Who

listens, or hearkens, and endeavours to see, and,

not seeing nor hearing anything, thinks it, or

opines it: (S," K,” [the latter in art. Alaj,] and

TA:) and one also applies to her the epithet
** * d

axo~, meaning who listens, or hearkens, and

does so much, or habitually. (K.)

6 - d > * (of the measure Jats, S) Small in the

head, (§, K) and in the body; for a:#15 in

the K is a mistranscription for #3: (TA:)

cunning, or very cunning: (K, TA:) light of

Jiesh, quick in work, nicked, and clever: (TA:)

or [simply] light and quick: and applied as an

epithet to a wolf. (K.)- Also A woman that

grins and fronns in thy face when thou enterest,

and wails after thee when thou goest forth. (K,”

T.A.)- And A tall and slender man: (K, TA:)

fem, in this sense with 5. (TA.)– And A

wicked, deceitful, or crafty, devil. (TA.)

el- [an imperative verbal n.] Hear thou:

(S.K.) like 9% and as, meaning 3,3 and

&: (S) '

* * *

8.- : See its syn. :

Also syn. with -l. as in three exs. expl. above;

see : 3, in the middle portion of the paragraph.

": [an inf. n. used in the sense of a pass.

part. n., meaning What has been heard, or heard

of:] a thing that one has heard of, and that has

become current, and talked of (TA.) [Hence,

used in lexicology and grammar as meaning

What has been received by hearsay; i. e. what is

established by received usage: as in the phrase,

8." J” ><i> restricted to n'hat has "

received by hearsay; &c.; and in the phrase SU:

e'." U. deviating from the constant course of

speech with respect to what has been receeived by

hearsay; &c.; which virtually means deviating

from nuhat is established by received usage:

“what has been received by hearsay” always

meaning “what has been heard, either imme

diately or mediately, from one or more of the

Arabs of the classical times.”]- [Also What is

heard, or being heard, of discourse, or narration,

and of matters of science. See an ex. voce 3.

in art. 3).]- And [hence,] Singing, or song s

and any [musical performance n'hether vocal or

instrumental or both combined, or any other]

pleasant sound in n'hich the ears take delight:

as in the saying, g";* es' <0. [He passed

the night in the enjoyment of diversion and sing

ing, &c.], (TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited

voce 24-2, in art. 5:..]- See also &*, in three

places. -

first sentence. -

6 p > * ... • .

82- : see &l-, in two places.

s -

&:- 6 d d

syn. with &:- [Making to hear; &c.]. (S, K.)

Az remarks its being wonderful that persons

should explain it as having this meaning in order

to avoid the assigning to God the attribute of

hearing, since that attribute is assigned to Him

in more than one place in the Kur-án, though his

hearing is not like the hearing of his creatures:

he, however, adds, I do not deny that, in the

language of the Arabs, 8- may be syn. with

&*- or &-; but it is mostly syn. with &l,

like as "a is with X4, and ** with 26.

(TA.) —Also [Made to hear; gr] told; applied

to a man. (Mil)-3- Xi. see :=

cl: Two long pieces of wood [fixed] in the

yoke with which the bull is yoked for ploughing

the land. (Lth, T.A.)

6 •

See &et-, in six places.- It is also

** an infn of 8. (K)– And i ;
* -e

8-|, whence a phrase expl. above: see:

(*. in lexicology and grammar, applied to

a word &c., means Relating, or belonging, to

what has been received by hearsay; i.e., to n'hat

is established by received usage. See&

#: Light, active, or agile : and applied as an

epithet to a U23. (K.)

: One who hearhens, or listens, much to

what is said, and utters it. (TA.) [Its primary

signification is simply One who hears, hearhens,

or listens, much, or habitually: and it signifies

also quick of hearing.] See also &C.-A spy,

who searches for information, and brings it. (TA.)

- t Obedient. (TA.)

&t. and W&- are syn.; [signifying Hear

ing; and hearkening, or listening;] (Az, S, Msb,

K;) likeX- andź, and st; and #25. (Az,

TA.) [? The latter has also.an intensive signifi

cation; and hence,] W &:l, applied to God,

signifies He whose hearing comprehends every

thing; who hears everything. (TA.) And [hence,

also,] ' this same epithet is applied to The lion

that hears the faint sound (K, TA) of man and

of the prey (TA)from afar. (K, TA.) You say

also, #20. &#. and **, and "&", and

*::, and "is-, and 'is..., and *ist:<,

and 7&- [the first signifying A hearing, or

a hearkening or listening, ear: and the last two,

and app. all but the first, an ear that hears, or

hearkens or listens, much; or that is quick of

hearing :] the pl. of V the last is&: (K.)

#20. fem. of &: [q. v.].- [It is also used

as an epithet in which the quality of a subst. is

predominant]: see &-, in the latter half of the

paragraph.

&: [More, and most, quick of hearing]: see

&: last sentence.

6 * 6 p.

is: [an inf. n. of 2]: see axo~.

6 * @ =

- A place whence [and where] one hears,

or hearkens, or listens. (IDrd, K.) You say,

8-9s: c.: 3. He is where I see him and

hear his": ; (IDrd, K;) and in '' man',

&: (35. J. #3 (TA) and 4-3 us:
(M and K in art. Us!), q.v.,) and sometimes theysaid us... (TA) And 3: •

Such a one is in a state in n'hich he likes to be

looked at and listened to. (T, A, TA, in art. Alaj.)

—see also : , in the latter half of the para

graph, in two places.- It is also an inf. n. of

&:- (TA.)

© e o ud •o- o • 6--

&- [pass. part. n. of 4, q.v.]. ” &-12

8:4, in the Kur [iv.48], means [And hear thou

without being made to hear; i.e.] mayest thou

not be made to hear: (Ibn-'Arafeh, K:) or

mayest thou not hear, (Akh, S, Bd, Jel,) by
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reason of deafness, or of death; (Bd;) said by

way of imprecation: (Az, Er-Răghib :) or hear

thou without being made to hear speech which

thou wouldest approve: or not being made to hear

what is disliked; accord. to which explanation, it

is said hypocritically: or hear thou speech which

thou wilt not be made [really] to hear; because

thine ear will be averse from it; accord. to which

explanation, what follows the verb is an objective

complement: or hear thou without having thine

invitation assented to : (Bd:) or without having

what thou sayest accepted. (Mujáhid, K.)

&: [act. part. n. of 4, q.v.] - [Hence,]

8- & J.

ă. A female singer. (S, K.) [See an ex. of

the pl. in a verse cited voce Jú.]—And

hence, (TA in art. 245,) the former is applied to

! A shackle. (K, and TA in art. --j.)

6 - d. •

&- An instrument of hearing. (TA) -

See &:, in the latter half of the paragraph, in

four places. = + A loop which is in the middle of

the [large bucket called] ~#, and into which is

t a rope in order that the bucket may be even;

(S, K;) so called as being likened to an ear: (El

Mufradát, TA:) or the part of the [leathern

water-bag called] 33% which is the place of the

loop: or what goes beyond, or through, the hole

of the loop. (TA)- Also, (K,) or 94-2,

(El-Ahmar, TA,) #The two pieces of wood that are

put into the two loops of the [basket called] J:i

when earth is taken forth with it from a nell.

(El-Ahmar, K, TA.)- And the latter, (i.e. the

dual,) A pair of socks, or stockings, worn by the

sportsman when he is pursuing the gazelles during

midday, or during midday in summer when the

heat is vehement. (TA.)

&- ! Shackled: the explanation in the K,
6 - d > y 6 * ~ *

shackled and collared, applies to 44-3-2

together; not to the former of these two words

alone. (TA.) [See&:

*: [Things heard]. See 4 in art.j2s-.

& is pl. of 8- (Mgb, K) [and of&:].

–As a pl. without a sing, it is applied to All

the holes ofa human being; such as are [the holes

of] the eyes, and such as the nostrils, and the

anus. (TA.)

6 * > 0 p.

: S60 3-, in the latter half of the para

graph.

&

clad The two sides of the mouth, beneath

the two extremities of the mustache, on the right

and left; a dial. var. of cità-tail [q.v.].

(IDrd, K.) * -

Q-9-o

.1; 3., (§, O, L. K.) aor.”, (0, I) inf n.

33: ($, o, L, K) and 3-, (L.) It was, or

became, high, or tall: (S, O, L, K:) or tall in the

highest degree: (JK:) said of a plant, or herbage,

(JK, L,) of a tree, and [particularly] of a palm

tree. (L.)- See also3.

&" | termed] 35- and for ophthalmia. (K.)

s l

&:- Tall; applied to a man. (Kr, T.A.) [See

also 3-.]

Ji- Pure; sheer; unmired. (S, O, K.) You

say 3-* A sheer, unmired, lie; (S, O';)

and ā- -- pure, unmired, love; meaning

such as have overtopped (" ū...) every lie and

love. (O.)

* f * 6 & 5

&2- : see 3'-'.

3- See 3-0.*The dual, Ji- signi

fies The [yokes or] tno pieces of nood that belong

to the '5, surrounding the necks of the two bulls,

(S, Z, O, K.) like the neck-ring, (S, O.) the two

extremities of each being made to meet together

beneath the bull's den lap, and bound neith a cord:

(Z, TA) pl. ii. (TA)- And [its pl.)

ií-i, Certain pieces of wood in the utensil upon

which bricks, or crude bricks, (&#) Care con

veyed. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, L., K.)

Jú" (S, o, K) and "3,4-, (0, K) in the

Tekmileh with teshdeed, [i. e. '3'- (TA,)

[Sumach; the rhus coriaria of Linn.; or its

berry :] a certain fruit, (K,) well known; (S,

K;) a certain acid thing, with n'hich one cooks;

(O;) the fruit of certain trees of the [high

grounds termed] -šūs and of the mountains, acid,

consisting of bunches of small berries, which are

cooked; (AHn, TA;) not known to AHn as

groning in any part of the land of the Arabs

except in Syria; and he says that it is intensely

red: in the T, said to be the acid berry called

-: n. un, with 5: (TA:) it excites appetence;

stops chronic diarrhaea; and the application of

water in which it has been steeped, or macerated,

as a collyrium, is beneficial for the [disorder

• 3.

J2- : see the next preceding paragraph.

35., & " " " 63 - d.--

āşū- >3: see à:Rye, in art rºs.
-

3- and '3- High, or tall; applied to a

plant, or herbage, and to a tree, and [particularly]

to a palm-tree. (L.) [See also 3-.]

A-o-'

3 - * *

3: See art. Ja...

<!--

1. 4., [aor. *,] inf n. *::, It (a thing)

rose, or became high or elevated or lofty. (S,

K.)- And, aor. and inf. n, as above, He as

cended. (TA.) One says,2: es' 4:í Ascend

thou the stairs. (S, TA. [See ź.])=And

**, (S, K,) aor. as above, (TA,) inf n. *::,

He raised, elevated, upraised, or uplifted, it. (S,

K.) So in the phrase, £il #1 4. [God

raised the heaven]. (S.)

4: The roof of a house, or chamber: (S,

Mgh," K:*) or the interior uppermost part [i. e.

the ceiling] of a house, or chamber; the exterior

uppermost part thereof being called #4. (Ham

p. 725:) or [the height] from the top to the

bottom of a house or chamber. (K.) [And

hence, The canopy of the heaven or sky: or] the

measure of the height of the heaven from the

earth: or the thickness thereof, upwards. (Bd in

lxxix. 28.) And The stature, or height in a

standing posture, of anything: (Ki) thus expl.

by Lth: one says*: J.;"> [A camel tall

of stature]. (TA.) [In the present day, it sig

nifies The extent of anything from top to bottom;

its height, depth, and thickness: and is vulgarly

pronounced 4:..]

3. Fish, syn.+: (K;) a hind of aquatic

creatures: [a coll. gen. n.:] n. un, with 3: pl. of

the former J." and J. (S, TA) (s.3

<-- Gay-ll L. [He broiled his fish in the fire

of a burning house] is a post-classical prov. of the

people of Baghdād, relating to the concealing,

disguising, or cloaking, of a fault, for the purpose

of seizing an opportunity; orginating from the

fact that the thief used, when he saw the fire of a

burning house in a place, to go thither for the

purpose of theft; and if it were in his power, he

did what he desired; and if he were lighted on,

he said, I came to broil a fish. (Mtr, in Har

pp. 481-2)—áš: [is a name of The con

stellation Pisces; also called Jú:1;] a certain

sign of the Zodiac; (K, TA ;) thought by ISd to

be so called because it is a watery sign; and also

called &s-l. (TA)

Jú- A thing with which a thing is raised,

elevated, upraised, or uplifted; (K, TA;) whether

a wall or a roof: (TA:) pl. 4:. (K)=

&l=l." is the name of Two bright stars;

J#9 £1 and £25 4:1 (S. O.K.) the
former is a star [namely a] in Virgo, called by

astrologers #: [or Spica Virginis]; (Kzw;)

and is one of the Mansions of the Moon, (S, O,

and KZw in his descr. of the Mansions of the

Moon,) the Fourteenth thereof; (Kzw ibid.;) it

is one of the # [pl. of #, q. v.], and rises

aurorally in J39. &: [October, O. S.; its

auroral rising, in Central Arabia, about the com

mencement of the era of the Flight, began on the

4th of that month]; it is called Uje') because it

has no star [near] before it, like the Ujel that has

with him no spear; or, as some say, because,

when it rises [aurorally], it is not accompanied

by wind nor by cold: (TA:) the latter sus-, i.e.
J

£25), [thus called for a reason expl. in art. & ),

q. v., is the star Arcturus, and] is not of the

Mansions of the Moon, (S, O, TA,) and has not

any 3. [here meaning supposed influence in

bringing rain &c.]; it is tonards the north; the

former being towards the south; (TA;) and is

also called3: $1.1 (AZ, TA in art. 8.2%)

[it is erroneously said that] the Ülé-Lo- are in

the sign of Libra : (TA:) and it is said that they

are the two hind legs of Leo (2-9 S*): (S, O,

K:*) [for it appears, as I have before observed,

(voce £93,) that the ancient Arabs, or many of

them, extended the figure of Leo (as they did
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also that of Scorpio) far beyond the limits which

we assign to it: and hence,] Uje') 4/U-M was

also called 249 & . [the thigh, or the hind

shank, of Leo]. (Kzw in his descr. of Virgo.)

The rhyming-proser says, J-45 £il &l. $!
36i5 A:ll &# 913- 5-i, 53 o 26 9&

[When :) --Ji rises aurorally, (i.e. Uje') :)--Ji,)

the sultriness has gone, therefore do thou put thy

court, or yard, in good condition, and renew thy

sandal, for the ninter has come to thee: £us and

215-being contractions of 93 and 933-, for

the sake of the rhyme]. (O, TA.) The * [here

app. meaning the rain consequent upon the

auroral setting] of Uje') :)-Ji [about the 4th

of April, O.S. in Central Arabia] is abundant,

but disapproved, because it gives growth to the

*: [q.v.], which diseases the camels that pasture

upon it. (Kzw in his de: of the Mansions of

the Moon.) [The epithet VC+" is applied to

the rain above mentioned.]–9." also signi

fies, (K) or # 93-, (Ibn-'Abbād, O.) The

upper part of the chest, next to the collar-bone.

(Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

&= - see the next preceding paragraph.

*** J.

#: i.a. J-5 (S. O. K.) i. e. Certain

small fish, which are dried; also called -āA.

(O, TA.)

£- A fishmonger. (M.A.)

3.02. A high, (S, TA,) or long and high,

and plump, (TA) camel's hump. (S, TA)—

42- &#5 42d 4% ! [Thy nobility is lofty,

and thy good fortune is high]. (A and TA in

art. 4-5.)

• * 6 J

&: The heavens; (K;) which are seven

in number: (TA:) or so ***::1: (S:) or

this is wrong; or it is a dial. var. : (K:) the latter

word is used by the vulgar, but is correct. (TA.)

£- A pole of a [tent such as is called] £-,

(S, K,) which latter is raised thereby. (S.)

9,< Tall; (IDrd, O, K.) applied to a man.

(IDrd, O.)- And, applied to a horse, [J.-l U-6

in the CK being a mistake for J: &-l

! Firm (Ibn-'Abbād, Z, O, K, TA) in the [ribs

called] &#. (Z, TA.) •-**::1: See

& • • & P 1.

6 - d. , © de

4.- : and "3+. A tall house or tent.

(TA.) -

s • O.J.

<\o-o: see what next precedes.

U

1. *: J.-, (S, M, Mgh," Msb, K,) aor. *,

(M, Msb,) inf. : J-, (S, M, Mgb,) He put

out, or blinded, (tāş,) his eye (S, M, Mgh, Msb,

K, TA) with an iron instrument (S, Msb, TA)

made hot; (S, Mgb;) or with some other thing;
- - -

sometimes with a thorn; (TA;) like taxo~ : (M

and K in art. -- :) and he pulled it out: (Mgh:)

and ' '...-l signifies the same. (Fr, K.)

Us:-" J., (S.M. K.) inf n, as above, (M.)

and '4-, (M.K.) in n. J-35 (TA) He

cleansed, or cleared, the watering trough, or tank,

(S, M, K.) from the A1., (M., K.) [i.e.] from

the black mud, or black fetid mud, [that was in

it,] and from the mud, or clay. (S.) And<!

£9. I cleansed, or cleared out, the nell. (Msb.)

—: J.-, (S, M, Msb, K.) aor. and inf n.

as above, (S, M.) He effected a rectification of

affairs, or an adjustment, or a reconciliation,

between them; as also "J-l: ($, M, K:) or he

strove, laboured, or exerted himself, in effecting

a rectification betnceen them; and so 3:..." es'

[in respect of the means of subsistence]. (Msb.)

=J~, (S, M.K.) aor. *, (M,) inf. n. J.

($, M, K) and ā)2-, [or this is probably the

inf n. of the latter of the next two following syn.

verbs,] (K,) It (a garment, or piece of cloth,)

was, or became, old, and worn out; as also

"J-1 (S.M.K.) and so J-, like #5 (K.)

and 'J', inf n. J#-l. (TA)-See also

the next paragraph. - *

2. J33- J- see 1.=-3-' J.-, (M,

K.) inf. n. J~, (K.) The watering-trough, or

tank, yielded but little water. (Lh, M, K.) And

in like manner, (K.) #3" ---, (M, K,) inf. n.

as above, (K,) The bucket yielded, (M.) or pro

duced [from the well], only what is termed a1:1,

(K) i. e., (TA,) little water; (M, TA;) as also

"<-, (K) inf n. J- ; but the former verb

is said by Fr to be preferable. (TA)=J

J%. ū): He was soft, or tender, or easy and

sweet, or elegant, graceful, or ornate, to such a

one, (4 &, in the CK 4. &#) in speech. (K.)

=And accord to IDrd, J-3 signifies A law

ness of the #3 on the occasion ofelse. (TA.)

4: see 1, in two places.

5, J-3, (K) or S- J-3, (M.) He drank,

or took, remains in a vessel, (M., K.) of wine, or

beverage, &c. (M.)- And 3: J- JHe

persevered, or persisted, in the drinking of the

[beverage called] ja:3. (Lh, M, K.)

8: see 1, first sentence.

35 - 0
• ** *

Q. Q. 4. U-', (S, O, K,) inf. I1. U}:-), (S,)

He (a man, O) was, or became, slender, lean, or

lank, (S, O, K.) in the belly. (S," O,” K.)

Said of the shade, It contracted; or went anay;

syn. Jais, (O) or &#!. (TA.) The phrase

&: J: $!, in a verse which is here cited in

the S and O and TA, [and which I have cited in
à • * * *

art. &#: means [accord. to J,] Jiul& 13|

o of • - s

*1 Jai Ji [app. When the shade cast by the

leaves of a tree returns to the loner part of the

branch; i.e. when the sun becomes high: vir

tually the same as when the£e contracts]: (S,

TA:) or, as some say, by &: is meant [the

star, or asterism, called] c53, and the phrase

means when Übi-All rises. (TA. [See art. &#.])

-Said of a person's face, It became altered in

consequence of emaciation. (TA)- See also 1,

last sentence but one.

6 - - - - -

U- : see #4, in three places.= Applied to

a garment, or piece of cloth, Old, and worn out;

(S, M.K.) as also ":-and 'J. and 'J,..
6 - 3 * * * *

(M, K) and "J- and "J:: (K:) the pl. of

* * * . 6. – of

U- is U-1: (A’Obeyd, TA:) and one says
6. – o # 6 o – 6. – of 6 of

also Ju- ~53, (§, M, K.) like Staji » and

#: #. ($.) The phrase &laj J- OCCurs

in a trad. [as meaning An old and 7t'Orn-out

garment of the kind called ääglas]: and in another

trad.,c: J.: [meaning troo old and worn

out small garments of the kind called 35.] 5 #.

being a dim. of #5. (TA.) And "J-3- sig

nifies [in like manner] An old and worn-out

[garment of the kind called] 4.<, on the authority

of Ez-Zeijájee. (M.)- Also, (i.e. J~) ap

plied to a ewe, Having ragged wool:– and
0 - - © - -

J- U- is 4 cry by which a ence is called to

be milked. (O, TA.)

* *

J.- : see the next preceding paragraph.

#: Tears poured forth (AZ, K) by the eyes

affected with pain in consequence of hunger,

(AZ,) or on an occasion of vehement hunger,

(K) as though putting out the eye. (AZ, K.)

See also the next following paragraph.

i: A small quantity of water (S, M, K)
£emaining in the bottom. gf a vessel &c.; like

als: ($ ) as also "à...: ($, M, K: [app.,

accord. to the M, the latter is syn. with the former

absolutely:]) pl. V J~, (S, M, K,) which is used

of wine, or beverage, &c., (M.) [or rather this is

a coll, gen, n.,] and [the pl. properly so termed

is] Js: (AS, S) and J...i [a pl. of pauc.]:

(AA, S:) and 7 &#: [app. pl. of WJ~, agree

ably with analogy,] signifies remains of [the

beverage called] *ś, (M, K,) and of water also.

(TA.) Also A remaining portion of nater in a

watering-trough, or tank : (M, K:) and, (K,) as

some say, (M.) black mud, or black fetid mud,

(M, K) therein (M.) pl. "J., [or rather this

is a coll, gen, n., as observed above,] and J.-,

(M, K;) andJ: is pl. of the latter of these pis.

(TA.)= See also J~.

© • & J.

co)-2- : see the next preceding paragraph.

* f -

* | * 3:..

•

Jú: [One who puts out the eyes of others].

A certain tribe were called Júl *% (M, K,”)

OrJ-* (S, TA,) because their founder had

put out the eye of a man. (S, M, K.)

J2. One who strives, labours, or exerts him

self, (S, M., K.) in, (S,) or for, (M, K,) the right

management of affairs for procuring the means

of subsistence. (S, M., K.)

* > d > 6 * *

U-2- : see J-'.
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J.--&

#23. A small [cup of the hind called] aiu's,

(S, M, K, TA) which latter is a post-classical

word, originally ãus is: or the al-es-, as some

say, is a small as jū, an arabicized word from

• • d -

the Pers. *::: which is also called#:

(TA) and this is the same as the cits is. (TA

voce 5'→le.)

3 - * *

U:... Slender, lean, or lank, in the belly;

(M, K;) applied to a man. (TA.)- See also

J.=Also 4 certain bird. (K.)

G->

&: An even plain; (K, TA;) like 3:

mentioned by J in art. GA.; or a desert in which

is no herbage: or an even tract of land destitute

of herbage, and [the pl] &c. signifies [deserts

such as are termed] &=3; or, accord. to El

Wāhidee, far-extending, long land. (TA.) [See

an ex. in a verse cited voce J#: and another

Voce& in art. &J.]-[Hence,] +A woman

that bears no offspring: likened to land that does

not give growth to anything. (TA.)- + A

woman bad in sexual intercourse; as also with 3.

(TA.) And the latter, +A woman that has no

£l [or labia majora of the vulca]: (TA:)

[or] a woman having no buttocks. (ISk, TA in

art. 25).)- And t A clamorous old woman: or,

accord. to AA, one of evil disposition. (TA.)

** *
-

&: "...# [like 3...] A sheer, unmired,

lie. (TA.)

U-o

1. 3: , (§, M, L, MSb, K.) aor. *; (L, MSb,
K;) and c-, aor. *; (Msh;) inf n. of the

former U-- (S, M, L, K) and ājū-, (M., L., K.)

or the former is a simple subst. (Msb) [and the

latter by rule inf n. of the latter verb]; He was,

or became, fat, or plump; (S, M, L;) or in the

condition of having much flesh and fat: (Msb:)

and "J-5 has a like meaning [i.e. he was, or

became, fattened, rendered plump, or made to

have much flesh and fat]. (S, L.") A poet says,

* L-3 -Ust-#3 *

* **, 3-till G.& *

(IAar, M, L,) meaning We rode her during her

state of fatness, or plumpness, [but when the edges

of her vertebrae, and the ribs, became appa

rent, . . .] (M, L.)-[Hence,] j." 3-, inf n.

3-, + The nheat became full in the grain. (A

in art."..)=4<,(S, M. L. K.) aor. *, infn.

&:, (§, M, L.) He made it, for prepared it,]

namely, food, with c... [Q. v. infra]; (M, L,

K3) as also "4:-, and '4-l: (Ki) or the first

signifies, (S,) or signifies also, and so "the second

and "third, (M, L,) he moistened it, and stirred

it about, ($, M, L.) namely, food, (S, L.) or bread,

(M, L.) with c-, (§,M, L): for them. (S)

– Also, and '4-l, (L.) or# 3-, (M.K.)

aor, and inf. n. as above, (M,) He fed him, or the

people, or party, with c. (M, L,K-)

J.- ... de •

And a -- I seasoned his bread for him with

U-o-'. (L.)

2. <-, (S, M, L, Msb, K,) inf n. 3-5,

(K;) He, or it, rendered him fat, or plump ; (S,

M, L, K;*) or caused him to have much flesh and

fat: (Mab3) and '4-l signifies the same. (M,

L, Msb.) It is said in a prov.,al: 3:= &:

[Fatten thy dog, and he will eat thee]. (S, L,

Msb. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 609.])
• * * * *

Low-, (§, M, L.) inf n, as above, (S, L.) He

furnished them with c- for travelling-pro

vision, &c. (S, M, L.)- See also 1, in two places.

E.&- also signifies The act of cooling, (S, M,

L., K.) in the dial of Et-Taif (S, M, L) and El

Yemen. (S.) A fish was brought to El-Hajjāj,

(S, M, L,) broiled, (L) and he said to the cook,

(S,) or to the man who brought it, (M., L.,)&:

(S, M, L.) meaning Cool it: (S:) the man who

brought it knew not what he meant; so "Ambeseh

Ibn-Sa’eed said to him, He says to thee Cool it

(M, L) a little. (L.)

4. Ö-1 He (a man, M, L) was fat, or plump,

by nature. (M., L., K.)- He (a man, S, M, L)

possessed a thing that n'as fat, or plump : (S, M,

L, K:) or bought such : (M, L, K:) or gave such

(S, M, L, K) to another. ($) And Žill c

The people, or party, became in the state of those

whose cattle had become fat, or plump. (M, L,

K.)—Also He bought c, -, (L)–And

12- They became in the condition of having

muchc- (M, L, K.)=4-1 see 23-and

see also 1, in three places.

5: see 1. -[Hence,]c- also signifies + He

prided himself in the abundance of his nealth,

and collected it but did not expend it: (TA in

art. ta.) or he made a boast of abundance of

goodness, or goods, which he did not possess; and

laid claim to nobility that was not in him : or

collected wealth for the purpose of attaining to

the condition of the noble : or loved to indulge

himself largely in eatables and drinkables that

are the causes of fatness, or plumpness. (L.)

10. <-- He deemed, or reckoned, (S, L,

Msb, K.) or he found, (M, L, K,) it, or him, W

(namely, a thing, M, L, and flesh-meat, L, or a

man, K,) to be fat, or plump, (S, M, L, K,) or to

have much flesh and fat: (Msb:) or he sought it,

or demanded it, fat, or plump. (M., L.)= And

&:1,3- They came seeking, or demanding,

that c- [in the CKc- i. e. that nihich was

fat or plump] should be given to them. (S, M,

L., K.”)

6 d -

&: Clarified butter, ghee, i. e. 5- of fresh

butter, (M. L. K.) or of milk, (L.) it is of the

con, and sometimes of the goat: (S, L:) what

comes forth, (Mgh,) or is made, (Msb,) [or clari

fied, by cooking it, or boiling it, sometimes with

an admixture of G-3 (or meal of parched

barley or wheat), or dates, or globules of gazelles'

dung, (see#23-, and #3:s, and $35,)]from the

milk of cons, and ofgoats,(Mgh, Mih) orsheep :

(Msb:) [n. un, with 3:] pl. [of mult..] UU- ($,

and&: and [of pauc.] 3: (M, L, K:) it

counteracts all poisons, clears anay the filth from

foul ulcers, matures all tumours, and removes

the [discoloration and spots termed] -āé and

J: from the face, applied as a liniment. (K.)

-** &- [Decocted juice of the colocynth,

or of its pulp, or seed]. (TA voce&- q.v.)

&- Fatness, or plumpness; contr. of J%;

(M, L;) or the condition of having much flesh

and fat. (Mgb.) [See 1, first sentence.]

6 - d - 6*d in

ā-, (M., L.) or "à:, with damm, (K,) A

certain herb, (M, L, K,) having leaves, and slen

der twigs, and a n'hitefioner: said by AHn to be

of the ['ad called) :* (M. L.) which grows

forth -:)*# [which may mean either by

the influence of the stars of the season called

*-all, i.e., of its rains, or with the herbs of that

season, in either case in spring or summer,] and

is evergreen. (M, L, K.)

* - © a

ā- A medicine for fattening, or rendering

plump: (M, L, K:) or a medicine by which

women are fattened, or rendered plump. (T, S,

L.)—see also :-.

: A certain sect of idolaters, who assert

the doctrine of metempsychosis, and deny that

knowledge comes from informations; (S, Msb;)

a certain people, of the Indians, n'ho hold that

the duration of the present world is from eter

nity, or that it is everlasting, (M, L, K,) and

assert the doctrine of metempsychosis: (Ki) the
• • , , ,

word is said to be an irregular rel. n. from *s-,

a town of India. (Msb.)

&- Fat, or plump; ($, M, L, K;") contr.

of J.3% ; (S, I. :) or having much flesh and fat;

(Msb;) and "J-u. signifies the same: (M, L,

K:) fem. with 3: (M, L, Msb:) [see: pl. (of

the first, and of its fem, Mgb) &t- (Sb,M, L,

Msh, K) used instead of £, which they did

not say: (Sb, M, L:) accord. to Lh, (M., L.)

W&: signifies fat, or plump, by nature; (M,

L.K.) applied to a man: and some say#:

à:-- meaning a woman fat, or plump, syn.

#-, (M. L.) or '#: #-l, like & [in

measure], meaning [a woman rendered fat, or

plump,] by nature; (K;) and a:239, ":

[rendered fat, or plump, by medicinesi; (M, L,

K;) and woe, on the day of resurrection, by

reason of languor in the bones, is denounced in a

trad. against women who make use of medicine

to render themselves thus. (L.)-[Hence,] J:

ā- t [Fat land; i. e.] land of good soil, with

fen. stones, strong to foster plants or herbage:

(M, L:) or land consisting of oil in which is no

stone. (K.)- And J-- AS's t Chaste, elo

quent, or excellent, language. (L in art. -as.)

See also&:

L. [accord. to those who make the alif to

be a sign of the fem. gender] orL. [accord.

to those who make that letter to be one of quasi

M, L, MSb, K, in the CK [erroneously] 3-) coordination] A certain bird, ($, M, L, Msb, K.)
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U-6-4 - 9-o

well known; (Msb;) [the quail; tetrao coturnix :

so called in the present day: and also called

es:] used as a pl. and as a sing. (M. L. K.)

sometimes as a sing.: (M, L ') [or], the n. un. is

ità: ($, M, L. K.) pl. #'s. (S3) one

should not say L", with teshdeed. (S, L.)

&: A seller of o: (S, M, L.)= Also

Certain dyes [or pigments] with which one deco

rates, or embellishes. (M, L, K.) [See also

3-, in art.--.]=&-, the name of A cer

tainflant, see in art. Lo-l.

C-: See&--Also A possessor ofc- :

* • 6 • 6 *

(M, L, K:) like U') and 20 as meaning “a

possessor of milk” and “of dates.” (L.)

• 9 * •

&: Waist-norappers; syn. 3jl [pl. of%ll:

and old and n:orn-out garments or pieces of cloth:
*

(L:) or old and morn-out 2.j}. (K.)

&: see its fem., with 3, voce&

s of - - s •

U-2; and its fem., with 5: see Ú----

&#- >; A people, or party, whose cattle

have become fat, or plump. (L.)

- o d 6.--> d e 6

Lo-0 #: Xú. [Food that is a cause of

fattening to the body]. (M, L, K:" in the CK
- 6 - d is

[erroneously] a-...) [See also an ex voce
* *

aláče.]

s 3 - 2 - • •- 6 •

U-2 : see its fem., with 3, voce J-e-.

&: Food made [or prepared] withc

(L:) or moistened, and stirred about, therenith:
s *

(S:) [and "C+" signifies the same; for] a

rājiz says,

[And a capacious bowl came to us early in the

morning, flesh of a slaughtered camel, lean, pre
./ o e

pared with clarified butter]: i.e. *s-, from

3:1, not from 3:1 (S. L.)

J.--

• de •

- J: [The phenic;] a certain bird that is

in India; that enters into the fire without having

its plumage burned: (Kr, M, K:* [mentioned

in the M as a quadriliteral-radical word; the cy

being regarded by ISd as augmentative:]) also

called J.:, with ~ [in the place of Al: it is

said that nhen it becomes extremely aged, and is

without offspring, it casts itself into burning coals,

and returns to its youthful state. (TA.) [See also

J:, in art. J-J

Júw-o-'

• b > *

34: Fat, as an epithet, (S, K,) applied to a

boy, in praise of his fleshiness; (Fr, $;) a boy

fat and fleshy. (TA)- 1 The penis, (K,) as

likened to a fat, or fat and fleshy, boy. (TA)

Applied to a country, or region, (*) Ample,

(S, K,) wide, or far-extending, in its limits: or

in nhich the sight is perplexed by its levelness.

(TA.)- A land far-extending; that causes one

to lose his way in it. (K, T.A.)

• * > *

Q. 1. x-, said of seed-produce, It did not

multiply; as though every grain [of the seed]

had its [single] head. (T, K.)

Q. 4. 3: It (a spear, TA) was, or became,

hard. (S, K.)– It (a thorn) was, or became,

dry, or tough, and hard. (S.)-It was, or

became, strong; (said of a rope; TA;) or press

ing, or severe, or difficult; (said of an affair;

TA;) or intense; (S, K;) said of darkness:

(S, TA:) and, said of darkness, it became dis

agreeable, and intense. (K.)- He (a man)

became vehement in fight. (S.)– It (a penis)

became straight and erect. (K, T.A.)

•* * o y * G - d -

&: 6 23 (S, K.) and 422,--

hard spear, (S, K,) and a hard

(S:) or so called in relation to a

#: , (S. K.) husband of #5, (K) who (as

well as his wife, K) used to straighten spears:

(S, K:) or in relation, to a town or village of

Abyssinia, (K,) called X-: so says Ez-Zubeyr

Ibn-Bekkär, but Sgh distrusts this; and the

former opinion is the more common. (T.A.)

t", [Hard spears; &c.].

#5, (S) 4

spear-shaft:

man named

* @ eow

You say also a:
•

3 - 2 - 5- -

(S.)- Už» - 5: A strong bon-string. (TA.)

- Už». 3 A straight stature. (T.A.)

X: A tough thorn. (TA.)- A penis hard

and strong; or distended and erect and hard:

(L, TA: [but in both, 32°, as an epithet applied

to #3, is put by mistake for 3%) :) or the penis

[itself]. (K.)- Straight. (AZ)

9-o

1. L., (§, M, Msb, K.) first pers. <- like

&#é, (S) aor. 3:, (Mab, TA) inf n.5:

(S, M. K3) and J-, first pers. --, (Th;S,

TA) like 3:2; (5) He, (a man, Th, S,) or it,

(a thing, M.) was, or became, high, lofty, raised,

upraised, uplifted, upreared, exalted, or elevated;

| it rose, or rose high: (S, M, Msb, K:) and

W Jeu: signifies the same. (MA. [See also 5.])

—G.&U. The thing became raised from afar

so that I plainly distinguished it: (K:) or, as in

the S, Ja: & ū.. the form, or figure, seen

from a distance, rose, or became raised, to me

[i.e. to my view so that I plainly distinguished

it. (TA)- J%l U. The moon near the

change rose t: [app. meaning "preared, not

decumbent : see &#). (TA.)– [a. ū- or #:

He rose, and betook himself, to, or tonards, him,

or it. Hence,]X;<- u. I will not [or (unless

the phrase be an apodosis) I did not] rise and

hasten to fight you. (TA)–94 – His

sight, or eye, rose, or became raised. (§, T.A.)

[And 4% U- lit. signifies the same; but means

+ His look was lofty; or he was proud: seeA.,

below.]-(~ is also said of him who is termed

s • s •

-- and -i > [i. e. it signifies He was, or

became, noble; or high, or exalted, in rank].

(TA) -2.5 J. J.& S-[Hisambi.

tion soared, or aspired, to high things, or the

means of attaining eminence;] he sought glory,

or might, and eminence. (MSb, TA)- Let

ź &t=& 3: 3% [A yearning, or longing,

of the soul arose in me after it had ceased].

(TA)–: Jé &s: . They exceed [or

are above] the number of a hundred. (TA.)

s: ($, K, TA) and '1,-i, (S) They went

forth to pursue the animals of the chase (S, K,

TA) in their deserts: (TA:) [or] one says of the

hunter, or sportsman, J-3' *:: and WG-#,

meaning he sees, or looks to see, (#) the

coming forth of the mild animals, and pursues

them. (M. [See also 8 below.])—J-il U-,

inf n. #4, The stallion sprang, or rushed, upon,

(S,) or he overbore, (S," M, K,) his she-camels

that had passed seven or eight months since the

period of their bringing forth. (S, M., K.)=

*: U.: see 4 =See also 2.

* > * J.

2. CŞ3 U- and 9%, (§, M, Mob, K.)

accord, to Sb originally with ~, but Lh says that

the former is that which is usual, (M,) [inf n.

#: and in like manner * st-, (S, ) i.e.st

ūšš and 9%, (M, K,) and accord. to Th,

ūšš it... and &#, (K, [in the correct copies

of which the form of the verb first mentioned is

without teshdeed, while in the CK the first and

last are both alike with teshdeed, or, as is said in

the M, Th has mentioned 3-, but none other

has mentioned it,]) He named him, or called him,

Such a one; (S, M, Msb, K;) as Zeyd; i.e., he

made Zeyd to be his name, his proper name.
• * > * -

(Msb)–: [One says also,* us's all Us", or

simply ** Us", which is the more common,

meaning He pronounced the name of God, say
t ad d

ing able- (In the name of God), upon, or over,

a thing; such as food, and an animal about to be

J w * * 3 -3- -

slaughtered.] The Prophet said, 12525 b-2 12-,

[cited, with some variations, and expl., in arts,

353 and -e-,] meaning 3i ,- [Pronounce

ge the name of God, &c.]; i.e. whenever ye eat,

[before ye begin to do so, accord. to the general

custom, or] between two mouthfuls. (M.)

*... • *

3. *u-L, (S, M, K, TA) inf n, itsu:, (TA)

He vied, competed, or contended for superiority,

in highness, loftiness, or eminence, or in glory, or

excellence, [or in an absolute sense,] with him;

syn. 89%, (M.) or 5-0, and 5%. (K.) It is

said in the trad. respecting the lie [against

'Aishah], -āj: "...#983, meaning

There was not any noman that vied with her

in eminence (*** and ūlā) except Zeyneb;

itsu: meaning###"J #5u:l. (TA.) And

one says,*u. 3. 5% 35; J.' •)3% [Such a

one will not be vied with in highness, &c.; and he

has overcome him who vied with him, &c.]. (S.)
• * ~ * •

And Jewis a Jewi č, said when one Rars

Joe • . .”

all affair, or event, before him; on the authority

- 181
Bk. I.
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of IAar; meaning [Verily before me is an affair,

or event,] with which I cannot vie. (M.) A poet

cited by Th says,

*
*

• - oë • * >~ of , oes • *

L-39, Ust-: *2] Us! ~"

# L-J-1A" L

and he says that L*. IneanS &#, and 4:2:

but [it seems that the verse should be rendered,

Ibn-Admá passed the night aspiring to reach the

heap of reaped wheat: he aspired to attain the

wheat of the tribe until it attained to maturity:

for ISd says,] in my opinion he means, as the

seed-produce rose by growth, he rose to it, until

it attained to maturity, when he reaped it and

stole it: and he cites also the saying,

*
*

5-120:

[And raise thy hands, then endeavour to reach

the mindpipe]; explaining 3--" _e\" as mean

ing raise thy hands to his Ji- [or throat, pro

perly, fauces]. (M.)

4 *-ī He raised, upraised, uplifted, up

reared, exalted, or elevated, him, or it; as also

4: * ... [lit. he ££e, with him, or it]. (M,

R)-.” &- 4: I made him to go up, or

anay,from a town, or country. (TA)-ul-,

(TA,) or " ū:l, (M,) He, or it, incited us to

hunt, or chase : so says Th. (M, TA.)= Also

He looked at, or tonards, his, or its 33- [expl.

immediately before the mention of this phrase in

the M as meaning the form, or figure, seen from

a distance, and the aspect, of anything]. (M,

TA.)= And | He (a man) took the direc

tion of (S) or came to, (M.) Es-Semáneh

(*~, S, M) a certain water in the desert

(*sūl, M) or a place betneen El-Koofeh and

Syria, (K,) a well-known desert. (TA.)= See

also 2.

• d e > • 294° 4

** @
*

*

5. J- [expl. by Golius, first, as meaning

Altus fuit, eminuit; like Us"; but for this he

names no authority, and I find none for it. = }

He named himself (KL)–: L-J He

was named Zeyd: (S," M, Mob, K:") L

13& means Such a thing became his name: it is

quasi-pa". of£ and: (TA)-And

& Us: ess-, (M,) or22*, (K) and-oy"),

(M, K,) He asserted his relationship to the sons

of such a one [by the assumption of a name of

relationship to them], or to the people. (M, K.)

6: see 1, first sentence.—J-l L'é #23

They mounted upon the horses. (TA.)- And

1,-u.5 They vied, competed, or contended for

superiority, [in highness, loftiness, or eminence,

or in glory, or excellence, or in an absolute sense,

(see 3,)] one with another. (S, K.)=And

12-el-5 signifies also They called one another by

their names. (TA.)

8. Us:- He (a hunter, or sportsman, [æual

in the CK being a mistranscription for £1,1)

attired himself with the socks, or stockings, called

*~, (M, K, TA,) to protect himself from the

heat of the burning ground, (TA,) for the hunt

ing of gazelles, in the time of heat. (M.) And

(M, in the K“or”) su. He asked of him the

loan of the socks, or stockings, above named, for

that purpose, (M, K,”) i. e. for the hunting of

gazelles at midday. (TA.) And L-1, (M, CK)

Ol'£i Use-1, (so in some copies of the K and

in the TA,) He sought, or pursued, the gazelles

in their caves, or hiding-places, (% us', M,

and so in copies of the K, by the &# being

meant the U-#, M,) or in what nas not their

time, or season, (Øi2: es', thus in some copies

of the K,) at the auroral rising of Canopus

(J: [which rose aurorally, in Central Arabia,

about the commencement of the era of the Flight,

on the 4th of August, O.S.]): (M, K:) so says

IAar. (M.) [Freytag says, on the authority of

scholia to the Deewan of Jereer, as follows: In

the time of the greatest heat, they drive out a

wild animal repeatedly from its hiding-place,

permitting it to return thither at night, when,

thus disturbed, it does not issue from its place;

in order that they may be able to strike it.]-

And He hunted, or chased, wild animals. (M.)

-See also 1, latter part, in two places. - And

See 4.=: also signifies I made him the

object of a visit: or I perceived in him good, or

goodness, by a right opinion formed from its out

ward signs. (K.)- And *U- He chose it,

took it in preference, or selected it. (IAar, L

VOce &#)-And IAar mentions the saying,

• Ö.e. 2-8- - - o - --of - 6° • • & P • *-d-->

.### 5-s & * -se-; Je''' () 5,8."

&#3 us-l. as meaning [The youthful she

camel] is tested for the purpose of discovering

whether or not she be pregnant [after fourteen

nights or after one and twenty]; but Th dis

allows this, and says that the word is L:

from £1, which means “the period by the end

of which one knows whether or not the she-camel

is pregnant.” (M.)

10. Use-l [or ūšš Cs-1, the word US's

having app. been inadvertently omitted by a

copyist,] He asked, or demanded, his [or such a

one's] name. (TA.) -

2- and2. andX- See>, in three places,

near the beginning of the paragraph; and in four

places near the end of the same.

* > * * * 6 o

L*- : see Bls- : = and see also Lo-l, near the

beginning of the paragraph.

* s

U." and - see>, in two places, near the

beginning of the paragraph; and in the last sen

tence but one of the same.

#. The higher, or upper, or highest, or upper

most, part of anything: [in this sense] masc.

(M.)-[In its predominant acceptation,] a word

of well-known meaning; (K, TA;) i. e. (TA)

[The sky, or heaven;] the canopy of the earth :

(M, MSb, TA:) in this sense (M, Mgb) masc.

and fem.; (IAmb, S, M, Msb, K;") sometimes

fem.; (M;) rarely so, and thus as having the

next but one of the significations here following:

(Fr, Msb:) Az says that it is fem. because it is

pl. [or coll. gen, n.] ofi: (TA:) or it is as

though it were pl. of " £3, [or rather its coll.

gen. "...] like as A- is of£- (Mob, TA:)

Er-Răghib says that the A. as opposed to the

J-5 is fem., and sometimes masc.; and is used

as a sing, and as a pl.; as the latter in the

Kurii. 27 [where it is shown to apply to seven.

heavens]; and that it is like J: and: and

other [coll.] gen, ns. : (TA:) in this sense (M)

the pl. is i: [a pl. of pauc.] (S, M, K) and

3-, (M.K.) the later [originally &s: of

the measure J.4. and both [also] pls of #: in

another sense, mentioned in what follows, (TA,)

and +3.- or +, −, (§, M, Mob, K.) and

accord. to the K, [in which all of these are men

tioned as though pls. of£ in all its senses,]

* -, [in the CK (~,] but in the M #: [like

the sing., as mentioned above], where it is said

that it must be a pl. in the Kur ii. 27 for the

reason already stated, as though pl. of i: or
** * *

#'s. (TA) and a poet assigns to #: the

anomalous pl. £, by his saying,

* &: e. &####: *

[The heaven of God, above seven heavens]: (S,

M :) the dim is "#... (Ham p. 452)–And

| Any canopy, or covering over-head, of a person.

(S, Msb,"TA.)- And hence, (S, TA,) The

ceiling, or roof, (S, Msb, K, TA,) of a house, or

chamber, or tent, (§, K, TA,) and of anything;

(K, TA;) in this sense masc.; (Msb, TA;) and

'#' also has this meaning. (S.)- And The

35, (M, K,) i. e. the ai: [or oblong piece of

cloth] that is beneath the upper, or uppermost,

#, (M.) of a -: [or tent]; (M, K.) in which

sense it is fem., and sometimes masc.; (M;) as

also "à-, (M. K3) [and so, app, *ā-,

for] one says, <!-- ~. £i, with kesr, [He re

paired his al-J meaning, his 5%. (TA)

-And The clouds; (Zj, K;) because of their

height: (Zj, TA:) or a cloud. (Msb.)- And

Rain; (S, M, Msb, K;) because it comes forth

from the 4- [i.e. sky or clouds]: (TA:) or a

good rain (£- #k). (K, TA:) or a nerv

rain (i.e- #4): (T, TA:) or, as some say,

rain that has not fallen upon the earth; so called

in consideration of what has been said above [of

its meaning the “clouds” &c.]: . (E-Răghi,

TA:) [but] one says, L:- £1 ta: ū; U.

>úi [We ceased not to tread upon the rain

until ne came to you]: (S, TA:) applied to rain,

it is masc., and fem. also because of its connexion

with the 4... that canopies the earth; (M;) or

it is fem., as meaning #1-3 (Msb:) the pl. [of

mult..] is J- ($, M, Msb, TA) and [of pauc.]

i:i. (S,TA) £1 &s: is an appellation

of The Arabs; [signifying the sons of the water

of the heaven;] because of their keeping much to

the deserts which are the places of the falling of

rain [by means of which they subsist]: or by

A-"* is meant Zemzem, which God made to

well forth for the Arabs, who are therefore like

the sons thereof. (TA)- [Hence, app., as
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being likened to rain by reason of the swiftness

of his running,] a certain horse, (M, K,) belong

ing to Sakhr the brother of El-Khansa, (M.) was

named £1. (M, K.)-[Hence, likewise, as

being likened to rain, + Bounty.] One says,

£- &:# L'- + [He gave me a gift

from his store of bounty]. (A in art. -5,-)

Also + Herbage; because produced by the rain,

which is thus called. (TA.)- And The back of

a horse; (S, Msb, K;) because of its height:

coupled with [its opposite] J: [q.v.]. (S, TA.)

-And of a sandal, [in like manner opposed to

Jäl The upper part [of the sole, i.e. the upper

surface thereof], #pon which the foot is placed.

(M.)=See also 53'-'.

3- see #~.

&- see AU, in two places. - [Also] A

competitor, or contender for superiority, in high

ness, loftiness, or eminence, or in glory, or eaccel

lence; i. q "At 4, (S, TA) and J.U. (TA )
thus the word, in the accus. case, is said to sig

nify in the Kurxix.66: (S, TA:) or it there has

the meaning here next following. (S, M., T.A.)

-A like, or an equal: (S, M, K, TA:) and this

meaning the word, in the accus. case, is said by

some to have in the Kur xix. 8: or in this

instance it has the meaning here following. (M,

TA)- A namesake of another. ($, M, K, TA)

—The fem is : . (M, TA)

3 -> - © d

Use- dim. of ~!, q. V.

:dim off-, q.v.

# - 3 - 2 3 *

- Uşş-> and US:- : See ess-l.

#: See #~, in three places. - Also The

form, or figure, seen from a distance, (S, M, K,

TA,) [or] such as is high, or elevated, (TA,) of

anything; (S, M, K, TA;) and the aspect thereof:

pl. [or rather coll, gen, n.] "#... and "5-; the

latter mentioned by Ks. (M., T.A.) El-'Ajjāj

says,

* -JSA #: *

[The form, &c., of the moon when near the change,

until it became curved]. (S.)

*

- £-: See #~, in the middle of the para

graph.

3 - - - 3 - -

C:\- and US3L- [Qf, or relating to, the sky

or heaven; heavenly; celestial;] rel, ns. from

#... (MSb, TA)

_*u. [High, or lofty; as also "3- pl. £f the

former25-3 applied to women as pl. of #20,

whence the phrase -: ce's- in a verse cited

voce # #: and to irrational animals, as in an

instance here following]. One says J.'"22:1

The stallions [meaning the stallion-camels high in

their heads, or] raising their heads high. (S,

TA) And £20, (pl. of £20,] applied to

* [app. an elliptical phrase, #: (which is

expressed in the explanation) or a similar word

being understood; i.e. + I repelled the pride, or

haughtiness, of him who was lofty in look;]

meaning I contracted to him [or to the lofty in

look] his soul, and annulled his pride, or haughti

nes. (S, TA) And -38 'J'. [lit. High
nosed] means t disdainful, Or scornful. (T and K

in art. -ājl.)- [Also act, part. n. of 1 in all its

senses. - And hence,] it.", (S, M, K,) of which

it is the sing, (M,) signifies Hunters (S, M, K)

going forth to the chase: (K:) an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. predominates: or,

as some say, hunters in the day-time, peculiarly:

or hunters wearing the socks, or stockings, called

** (M.)

...), (S, M,Mob, K,) with the conjunctive 1,

[i. e. written Lo-l,] but this is made disjunctive by

poetic license [as well as when the word com

mences a sentence], (S,) usually with kesr [when

the is disjunctive], (Lh, M, TA) and -i, (S,

M, K,) of the dial. of Benoo-'Amr-Ibn-Temeem

and of Kudá'ah, (M, TA,) mentioned by IAar,

(TA) and "X- and "... ($, M, K) and "...,

(K) and "u" (M,K) and "U- and "U", (K)

[The name of a thing; i.e.] a sign [such as may

be uttered or written] conveying knowledge of a

thing; syn.#: and a nord applied to denote

a substance or an accident or attribute, for the

purpose of distinction: (M, K:) [or a substan

tive in the proper sense of this term, i.e. a real

substantive; and a substance in a tropical sense

of this term, i.e. an ideal substantive:] as expl.

by El-Munāwee, in the “Towkeef,” the L.1 is

that nihich denotes a meaning in itself unconnected

neith any of the three times [past and present and

future]: if denoting nhat subsists by itself, it is

termed c:.."; and if denoting what does not

subsist by itsel ; [i.e. an accident or attribute,]

n"hether existent, as*" [i.e. knowledge], or

non-existent, as J.-l [i. e. ignorance], it is

termed G: ) (TA) the pl. is £i [a pl.

of pauc.] and $5.4% (S, M, K,) the latter said

by Lh to be a pl. ofX, but it is rather a pl. of

£i, for otherwise there is no way of accounting

for it, (M) and 2C (S.M.K) and J.C. (M.

K) are [likewise) pl. of £i (K, TA:) the

word." [i. e.> or...i is derived from **,

(S, TA) or fiom #1 (MA, E-Raghi, TA)

because the Lowl is a means of raising into notice

the thing denoted thereby, and making it known:

($: Er-Raghib, T.A.) it is of the measure & [or
$1, accord. to different dialects], the last radical,

5, being wanting in it, (S, Msb, TA,) and the

hemzeh [or rather l] being prefixed by way of

compensation for it, accord to a general rule;

(Mgb, TA) for it is originally :- (S, Mab,
| 6 o o -

|Er-Raghi, TA) or 2-, (S, Msb, TA,) its pl.

£ing £i, and its dim. being VJ: [originally

|2:...]: (S, Msb, Er-Răghib," TA:) some of the

camels, That raise, or raise high, their eyes and Koofees hold that it is from X-9, meaning

their heads. (Hamp. 791.) And J.C. &: $53, &l, the 2, which is the primal radical, being

rejected, and the hemzeh [or l] being substituted

for it, so that its measure is J.' [or J#1; but

this is a weak opinion, for, were it so, the dim.

would be2: and the pl. would be23. (Msb,

TA.) One says, liés 13.X- [The name of this

is thus, or such a word]; and if you will you

may say, lje las Xi, and in like manner,

W 4- and "4: Lh says that &#4: [His

name is Such a one] is the [common] phrase of

• J J J O J.

the Arabs; and he mentions &% a-o-' as heard

from [the tribe of] Benoo-'Amr-Ibn-Temeem :

and Ks cites, as heard from some of [the tribe of]

Benoo-Kudá'ah, the saying,

"4:5, Jé L. us:

[In the name of Him whose name is in every

chapter of the Kur-án], and * :- as heard from

others, not of Kudá'ah. (M.) 41." c." 3- is

- - - dao d °- • * * 0. ," d

an elliptical phrase [for 2-l+3 Cs's '--> -->

all Journey thou relying upon the mention of the

name of God]. (IJ, M in art. U2 : see J.'s.)

–[Hence,]_-) signifies also + Fame, renonn,

report, or reputation, of a person: (TA:) and so

"U-, in relation to good, (K, TA,) not to evil;

mentioned by Az. (TA.) One says, £f -*ś

J-Ul es', i. e. His fame &c. [nent, or spread,

among mankind, or the people]. (TA.)

d

! [Of, or relating to, a name or noun or
- s 3 -

substantive;] rel. n. from> ; as also 'Uss

oad 34 ° 23 * * 6 &

and " (s:... (S, T.A.) [Hence, à-la-> A

nominal proposition or phrase; as distinguished
63 o

from aska, or verbal.]

65 o

[äss-l The quality of a name or noun or sub

stantive.]

i- The socks, or stockings, worn by a hunter,

(M, K, TA,) to protect him from the heat of the

burning ground. (TA.)

L- [Named]. -[Hence,] one says, &-*

**L-andź. meaning + He is of the

best of his people or party. (TA.)

• Jº 3 -

Al- : see -ss

U

1 * (M.L.K.) for 'lif n :- (M)

He (a man, M, L) bit him (another man, M, L)

with his clusi [of teeth], (M. L. K. # in th:

K, with the du-l.) [Hence, app.,] J2j}) <

The herbage of the land was eaten. (L, K.)

And, (M, L, in the K “or,”) aor. and inf. n. as

above, (M, L,) He broke his (a man's, M, L)

cći for tell (M. L. K.)—#43 + .
and # G. : see 4.—Also, (accord. to the M

and L, but accord. to the K “or,”) aor. and

inf n. as above, (M., L.) He pierced him, or thrust

him, with thece [or spear-head]. (M, L, K.)

And # 2: He pierced him, or thrust him,

nvith the spear. (L.)-And He fired, or mounted,

upon it (i. e. the spear) the c: [or iron head];

181*
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(M, L. K.) and ':íhe put to it a co-, (L)

-Also, (S, M, L, Msb, K.) aor. and inf n, as

above, (M, L, Msb,) He sharpened it, whetted it,

or made it sharp-pointed, (S, M, L, Msb, K,) and

polished it, (M, L, K,) namely, a thing, (M., L.,)

or a knife; (§, L, MSb, K.) and so "4:... (M,

L, K:) and &- he sharpened, whetted, or made

sharp-pointed, a spear-head upon the 3-3 (L.)

and he rubbed, or grated, a stone upon a stone.

(Fr, L.)-[Hence,]ić lää Jé- + This thing

[sharpened my appetite;] made me desirous of

food. (K.) The Arabs say [also] &: J:-"

#" c." J.' + The [plants, or trees, called]

Jae- strengthen the camels [or sharpen their

appetites] for the [plants, or trees, called] al-,

like as the whetstone strengthens [or sharpens] the

edge of the knife. (L.) – [Hence also,] &

4-95, (M, L, K,”) [aor. and] inf n, as above,

(M, L,) He rubbed and cleaned his teeth with

the stick used for that purpose; (M, L, K;) as

though he polished them. (M. L.)—And3

J.'', (ISk, S, M, L.) or Júl, (K.) aor, and

inf n. as above, (M, L,) He tended well, (K) or

pastured and tended nell, (ISk, S, L.) or pas

tured, and rendered fat, or plump, (M, L,) the

camels, (ISk, S, M, L,) or the cattle; (K;) [so

that they became in good condition, free from

mange or the like;] as though he piled them.

(ISk, S, M, L, K.)– And Júl b: They sent

the cattle into the pasturage. (El-Muirrij, S, L,

K.)– And J.' 3-, (M, L, K.) [aor, and]

inf n. as above, (M, L,) He drove t; camels

quickly: (M, L, K.) or, as some say, 3: sig

nifies ***3: [i. e. the making to go vehe

mently; #: being here syn. with3:1; (M,

L:) you say, āśāl < I made the she-camel

to go (3,-, S, or 3:, L) vehemently. (S. L.)

—3-9

I am made to forget only that I may drive men

by directing to the right way, and show them

what is needful for them to do when forgetfulness

occurs to them, may be from &- [expl. above as]

meaning “he pastured and tended well” the

camels. (L)–: a: č, [aor, and inf n.

as above,] He poured forth the water upon him,

or it; (M, L, K;) as also * 2:.1: (Hamp. 611:)

or he discharged the water gently upon him, or it.

(M, L.) You say, Jr.; J. A." <:, (§, L.)

or: Jie, (Mb) or* (###" 3-, (L)

Or* es', (Mgh,) aor. as above, (Mgh, L.,)

and so the inf. n., (L.) I [or he] discharged the

water without scattering upon Mi:face: if scat

tering it in pouring, you say, -->; (S, L:) or

I, or he, poured the water gently (Mgh, L, MSb)

upon the face, (M'.) or upon his face. (Mgh,

L.) And *::1 3. He poured the dust, or

earth, gently upon the ground: ($, L:) and he

put it gently upon a corpse. (L.) And&l *:
• 23), aor. and inf. m. as above, The eye poured

J./ 6 p. 9 p.

jorth tears. (M, L.) And 4.3% &#

* *# - a • - -

U-31 (<!, occurring in a trad., meaning

U--"

Make the [issues of] sneat to flow from thy

horse by plying him hard, in order that he may

become lean, or light of flesh: and & 4 3-,

andč, An issue, and issues, of his sweat, was, and

were, made to flow. (L.) 8:30*3-, (S,M, L,

K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (S, M, L,) He put

(lit. poured) upon him the coat of mail ($, M,

L. K.)—áš. J-M1.3- The stallion thren,

down the she-camel (#s, in copies of the K

[erroneously] **) upon her face. (L, K."

[See also 8])-3-k' J. He plastered pot

tery neith the clay: (M, L:) or he made the clay

into pottery. (M., L., K.)-<, (S, L, K,) aor.

as above, (S,) and so the inf. n., (S, L,) also sig

nifies He formed it, fashioned it, or shaped it;

(S, L, K;) namely, a thing: (K:) and some say,

he made it long. (L.)- And [from the former

of these two meanings, app.,] He instituted,

established, or prescribed, it, i.e. a custom, prac

tice, usage, or the like, whether good or bad;

set the example of it; originated it as a custom

&c. to be folloned by others after him. (L.)
* *** * * > d > * > 0~ *

You say, us,”: ā:X & . [I have instituted

&c., for you an institute, a custom, a practice, a

usage, or the like, to be followed, therefore follow

ye ill. (L.) And '-' & it,” & 3-, aor.

and inf. n. as above, Such a one originated [or

instituted] an act of goodness, or piety, [or a

good, or pious, way of acting,] which his people

knew not, and which they afterwards folloned, or

pursued. (L.) And J-Cu 4: # 3- God

manifested, or made known, his statutes, or ordin

ances, and commands and prohibitions, [i. e. his

lans,] to men: (M, L:) and # * 3- God

manifested, or made known, a right way [of

acting &c.]: (L:) [and in like manner one says

of any one,] 3.9 & . He manifested, or made

known, the thing, affair, or case. (K.)– And

# 3-, (M. L.) or #5, (K) [aor, and]

inf n. as above, (M, L,) The pursued [a nay,

course, rule, mode, or manner, of acting or con

duct or life or the like]; as also "t...!; (M, L;)

or "Ú-l; (so in the K3) and % "J-1: (Kin

art. "- :) and*" 3- &# "b:- [They

folloned, or pursued, d good, or pious, way of

acting]. (L.) It is said in a trad respecting the

Magians, -tol J# W# * ls:, i. e. Pursue

ye with them the way of the People of the

Scripture, or Bible; act with them as ye act

with these; granting them security on the con

dition of receiving [from them] the [tax called]

#- (Mgh, L.')=3. is also expl. as mean

ing He, or it, became altered for the worse, or

stinking: so in a trad. of Barwaa the daughter of

Washik, where it is said, # 3 & #3; &#

[Her husband had become altered for the norse,

or stinking, having died, in a nell which he had

descended]: from the saying in the Kur t-&

cl: [see&: :] but some say that he [who

used this phrase] meant [to say, or meant there

by,] &-i. i.e. his head became affected with

vertigo by reason of a foul odour that he smelt,

and he snooned. (L.)

., w

2. a+": see 1, near the beginning.-[Hence,]

&l." c:- + He made the speech good, or beau

tiful; (M, L, K;) as though he polished it. (M,

to-And £9. <! c. -, (M. L. K.) inf n.

&:3, (M, L,) He directed, or pointed, the

spear tonards him, or it. (M, L, K.)

3, #13-, infin. :- and & 2, (S,M, L,

K.) He (the stallion-camel) bit the she-camel

with the fore part of the mouth : (L:) or he

opposed himself to her, (M, L,) or drove her, (S,

L.) or bit her with the fore part of the mouth,

and drove her, (K,) to make her lie don'n, ($, M,

L, K,) in order that he might cover her: (S, M,”

L, K:) or he covered her without her desiring it,

or before she desired it, by force. (IB, L.)

4, 3-, (§, M, L, Mob, K.) inf n &l,

(Mgh, L, Msb,) said of a man, (S, M, L, MSb,

K,) and of other than man, (Msb,) i. q. 3,4

[meaning He became advanced in age, or full

grown], (S, L, Msb,) or++ [which means

the same]; (M, L, K;) as also "3-1: (K:)

but Az says that&: 1 in the case of an animal

of the ox-kind and of the sheep or goat, is not the

same as in that of a man: for in such animals it

means [the attaining to the age of] the coming

iforth of the [permanent] a: [or central incisor]:

(Msb:) or in such animals it means at least [the

attaining to the age of] the shedding of the [tooth

called] as: [which is generally said to be in the

third year]; and at the utmost in such animals,

[the attaining to the age of] what is termed

&: or &: [which is in the sixth year];

and at the utmost in camels, [the attaining to the

age of] what is termed J.3% [which is generally

in the ninth year]. (Mgh, L.) [It is also expl.

in the K as meaning His tooth gren forth: but

the right explanation is one given in the Mgh

and L; i.e. his tooth whereby he became3

gren forth.] &:X, occurring in a trad. of

Ibn-'Omar, as some relate it, is a mistake for
d & J & e.

J-3–2. (Mgh, L.) And #&#1 *-: a phrase

mentioned by Kt, as meaning The teeth of the

as." gren forth, is also a mistake [for −il.

(L.)–You say also, aăuji U-- 3- The

[tooth called] U-3- of the she camel gren forth,

i.e. in the eighth year. (S, L.)= Also, said of

God, He made a tooth to grow forth. (S, L, K.)

#1 * @, [referring to the teeth of a 4:34,] a

phrase mentioned by Kt, is a mistake [for#.

(L.)– See also 1, in the former half of the para

graph, in two places.

5 * c: [He took him, or it, as an exem

plar, example, or object to be imitated]. (K voce

#)-2,3- es: c: He (a man) went at

random, heedlessly, or in a headlong manner, in

his running; as also * :-l. (M., L.)=See also

5 in art. 4-, last signification.

6. Ji-ill <ti i. q. --235 [meaning The

stallion-camels bit one another with the fore part

of the mouth]. (L, K.)

8. 3-1 He rubbed and cleaned his teeth with

the 913- [or piece of stick used for that purpose];
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($, M, L, K5) he made use of the 934, passing

it over his teeth. (L.)– And He took, or

seized, with the teeth. (K.L.)= &#1 -->

The eye poured forth its tears. (M, L.)

3-1 said of the blood of a wound made with a

spear or the like, It issued in a gush. (AZ, L.)

–Said of the -9. [or mirage], It was, or

became, in a state of commotion, went to and

Jro, or quivered. (M, L, K.)- Said of a horse,

i. q. J-5 [app. as meaning He pranced, leaped,

sprang, or bounded]: (S, K:) he frished; or was

brisk, lively, or sprightly: he ran, in his friski

ness, brishness, liveliness, or sprightliness, in one

direction : he ran, by reason of his friskiness,

brishness, liveliness, or sprightliness, a heat, or tro

heats, without a rider upon him: (L:) he ran to

and fro, by reason of briskness, liveliness, or

sprightliness : from 3. as signifying “he poured

forth” water, and as signifying “he sharpened”

iron upon a whetstone. (Harp. 47.) It is said

in a prov., J% L:- Juas' *::), (S, Meyd,

L,) or &#1, (Meyd,) i. e. The young neaned

camels leaped, sprang, or bounded; (S," L;) even

those affected with the small pustules called 2,5;

(Meyd, L;) which are small white pustules, the

remedy for which is salt, and the butter (~0-)

of camels' milk: (Meyd:) when the healthy

young weaned camels do thus, those affected with

such pustules do the like in imitation, but become

disabled from doing it by weakness: the prov. is

applied to the man who introduces himselfamong

a people, or party, to whom he does not belong:

(L:) or to him who speaks with one before whom

he should not speak by reason of the greatness of

his rank: and some related it differently, saying,

L##1 (which is the dim of Gill, (Meyd)

and &# [which is pl. of &#9), q. v.]: and

some say that Juail - signifies the young

neaned camels became fat, or plump, and their

shins became [sleek] like &l- [or n'hetstones].

(L.) And it is said in a trad of Omar, &#,

J-M &: (<>: &: %, meaning [1

san his father] exulting with brishness, liveliness,

or sprightliness, and brandishing his sn'ord, [like

as the camel exults with brishness, and lashes with

his tail.] (L.) See also 5.– [Also He took,

held, or folloned, the c-, i.e., road, or nay, or

main and middle part thereof: and he, or it, nas,

a 22- . ~ * *

or lay, in the nay. Hence,]one says, C.M Le ja-,

meaning [Take thou what lies in the nay;] what

as easily attainable; what offers itself without

difficulty. (AA, TA voce *:1)-See also 1,

near the end of the paragragh, in two places.

10: see 4:=and see also 1, near the end of

the paragraph, in two places.–&" -:

The road was travelled. (K.)

R. Q. 1. &: <: The nind blen, coldly,

or coolly; as also-:, so in the Nawādir. (L.)

# d

U- i. 1. J: [as meaning A tooth; in which

sense this latter word is often used; though it is

frequently restricted to a molar tooth, or to any

of the teeth except the central incisors]: (M, L,

K:) [or, accord. to some, a single tooth; i.e.

one that is not of the double, or molar, kind; as

shown by a description in what follows:] of the
•o 3

fem, gender: ($, M, L, Mgb.) pl. &# ($, M,

L. Mih, K) and #-i and 3-i, (M. L. K.) the

last of these mentioned by Lh, and this and the

second anomalous; (M, L;) or the second is

allowable as pl. of the first of these pls.; (S;) or

it is pl. of the cit. of the spear; but may also be
• • 3

pl. of&: as pl. of Ü- applied to herbage upon

which camels pasture, in an instance to be cited

in what follows: (A’Obeyd, T, L:) the vulgar
• • **

sayc- and Jū, which are wrong: (Msb:)

thec" of a human being consist of four #3,

and four*ü, and four *i, and four Jelš,

and sixteenU-54. or, as some say, four tel:3, and

four-lesú), and four-rºl, andfour-is-125, and four

4-34, and twelve& : (Msb:) or thecú

and U-54 together make up the number of

thirty-two; the tal:3 are four, two above and two

below [in the middle]; next are the -llect,

which are four, two above and two below; next

are the -leil, which are four [likewise, two above

and two below]; and next are the L-L-3!, which

are twenty, on each side five above and five

below; and of these [last] the four that are next

to the Pl:51 are the slo-l:-3; next to each +\},

above and below, is a ul-U3 ; next to the Gla-la-3

are the c-sh, also called the ā-, which are

twelve, on each side [above and below] three;

and next to these are the ja-la”, which are the

last of the teeth in growth, and the last of the

U-L-al, on each side of the mouth one above and

one below: (Zj in his “Khalk el-Insán:”) the
6.- d.e.,3

dim. of C- is "ä: , because it is fem. (S.)

One says, J-M 3- 4:15 ($, M, L.) i.e. I

will not come to thee as long as remains the tooth

of the young one of the [kind of lizard called]

J-4; (M, L;) meaning, ever; (§, M, L;)

because the U-- never sheds a tooth: (S, L:)

or, as Lh relates it, on the authority of El

Mufaddal,J-J: [using the dual form of

3- ;] and [it may be rendered, accord. to the

former reading, t during the life of the young one

of the -*. for] he says, they assert that the <-->

lives three hundred years, and that it is the

longest-lived creeping thing upon the earth. (M,

L.) A poet (Aboo-Jarwal El-Jushamee, whose

name was Hind, L) says, describing camels taken

as a bloodwit,

&#233; J.i.13+ £4

* 24-#94-##### *

[And they came; + like the age of the gazelle was

the age of every one of them: I have not seen

the like of them for an equivalent of a slain

person, or a milch camel of one hungry: (I have

given a reading of this verse that I have found in

the M and TA in art. U.), instead ofthat in the

present art. in the S and L, in which al- and

£ are put in the place of #3, app for #2, an

inf n, of itsu, and as such here meaning a sooth

ing, or the like :)] he means that they were &#,

[pl. of&#. because the &# is one shedding [or

that has shed] his £5, and the gazelle has no

: [in the upper jaw), so that he is always [one

that may be termed] a &#. (S, L.) It is said in

a £d, -#" 1,4: -*. es'X:0 #!

w", [expl. as] meaning When ye journey in the

land abounding neith herbage, enable ye the ridden

beasts to take of the pasturage:(S, L:) but Az states

that A’Obeyd says, I know not: except as pl.

of the ÚU. of the spear; and if the trad. be [cor

rectly] preserved in memory, it seems to be pl. of
- of

clu-l; for c> [sometimes] signifies the [portion

of] herbage upon which camels pasture; and its

pl. is &: one says, L#." &- &: and

the pl. of3: is #-i Aboosa’eed says that

this last is pl. of&: not of&#, and W3

is applied to the [plants, or trees, called] J.-,

as meaning t a strengthener [i. e. a sharpener of

the appetite] of the camels for the [plants, or

trees, called] ai- [see a phrase in the earlier

part of the first paragraph :] in like manner, also,

[he says,] when they light upon what is termed

• * > • 5

User:Ji č, c,” [a portion of pasturage], this is

termed ': c." * 3:- [a strengthener, or

sharpener, for journeying]: this explanation is

approved by Az, and likewise that of A’Obeyd:

it is also related, on the authority of Fr, that
à -

U-M signifies the eating vehemently : [a signifi

cation mentioned in the K as well as in the L:]

and Az says, I have heard more than one of the

Arabs say, L#." &- ū- #9 J.' <<i

[The camels have obtained to-day a good portion of

pasturage] when they have eaten well of the best of
• * • 3

the pasturage: Z says that * @..i *>yll I £i

means + Give ye to the ridden beasts what will

prevent their being slaughtered; for when their

owner pastures them well, they become fat, and

goodly in his eye, and therefore he withholds

himself, with niggardliness, from slaughtering

them, and this [condition of them] is likened to

a-i [as meaning “spear-heads”] pl. of3

[see also Ú-ú, $34, said of camels, voce& :]

3

or if the pl. of C- be intended by it, the meaning

is, enable ye them [i.e. the ridden beasts] to take of

the pasturage; and hence the trad, &: 1,4-i

&: &- wi-, i. e. Give ye the possessors of the

3- [meaning tooth] their share of the &- which

is the pasture. (L.) &:" is also used for $133

& Ji [The possessors of the tooth] as meaning the

slave and horses and the like and other animals,

3. •

[collectively, in like manner as -ād- and }st- are

used,] in a trad. of 'Omar. (L.) And it is said in
• * : * ~ *

a trad. of Ibn-Dhee-Yezen,*&: &#e3%
Jºe & e • • - of • -

axe, for ~,all &l-l uses, meaning [I will

assuredly make] the great men and the nobles [of

the Arabs to tread upon his ankle]. (L.) [But
3 -

JL-1 in this instance may be pl. of Ü- in the

sense here next following; so that cou-1 US23

--

-**
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may be rendered the advanced in age.])- Hence,

(L,) | Life; (S, M, L, Msb;) metaphorically

used in this sense as indicative of its length and

its shortness; (L;) [for the teeth vary with the

length of life;] the measure, (K,) or extent, of

life; (Msb, K;) [the age attained;] used in re

lation to human beings and others: (M, L, K:)

of the fem. gender in this sense also, (M, l,

Msb,) because meaning #: (Msb:) pl. &#.

(M, L. K.) only. (M, L.) You say &v= J~

3:1, meaning +A young man. (S, Msb, K, all
* * de o # - - - 0 & 2 o - - -

in art. ---) And J. J. &#3'-tti

have exceeded] the lives of the people of my house.

(L.) And:# 3- c.4% (and # 3-, expl.
in art. ,<!]. (L.)– And t A like, an equal, '' Cl

match, in age, of another; (M, L, K;) like Ü5;

(M, L.) as also '3-, (M. L. K.) and '3-,

(L.) or ": : (M, K:) in this sense also fem.;

and [therefore] the dim, is 'i: , (L.) one

says, 3:1#: L: [My son is the equal in age

of thy son]: (El-Kanánee, L:) and the pl. is
3 * • Ö

&: and &: (L.)- Also t A tooth o:
• Ö 6 ed

Us- [or rapitol : (M, L, K:") pl. Ju-l,

signifying its 25i. (L and K in art. 2:1.)–

[And +A tooth of a comb.] The Arabs say

*: c.* meaning + [Like the teeth of the

comb] in equality, in respect of any state, or con

dition: but if they mean equality in respect of

evil, they say

• of ~

* 3'-' cºlás

6* * *

[Equals like the teeth of the ass]; a-'2" being

an anomalous pl. of #3. (Harp. 39.)- And

+The nib, i.e. the place of paring, of a writing

reed: (S, L, K.)[and each lateral half of that part;

for] the writing-reed has a right &- and a left

&: (TA in art. "5">:) [and *#. occurs in

the K voce aale- as meaning the point of a

writing-reed.] One says, '': 4:15 &- Jeí

&: &is -5-3 [Make long the nib, or pared

portion, of thy writing-reed, and make it thick

(lit. fat), and make thy mode of cutting the

extremity of the nib oblique, and make it to

incline tonards the right]. (S, L.")- A tooth

[or pin] of a key [app. of the kind of wooden

lock called a 4, q.v.] (MA)–See also&

–Also, (M, K, and A and K in art. Jes) or

*ā-, (§, JM) A clove, (Jai, Š and A as syn.

with 3- in art. Laš, and JM in explanation of

#. in the present art, oră, S and L in expla

nation of:-) or a £- [app here meaning small

distinct portion] of the head [app. here meaning

bulb], (M and L and K in explanation of Ü-,)

ofgarlie G. M. A. L. K. JM)={Accord. to

some,] one says, 2-5 3- & 3% &#3, meaning

Such a one fell into [nhat equalled] the number

of his hairs, of good, (M," L, K,”) and of evil:

(L:) or, as some say, into what he willed, or

wished, and had authority to decide: (L, K:)

but this is a mistranscription: (Meyd:) the cor
3- -

rect saying is 4-0 vs. L3, (Az, Meyd, L.) and

£- * *

2-1, A2-, meaning he fell into a state of enjoy

ment, or welfare; (Meyd;) the former some

times expl. as meaning, [he lighted upon, or came

upon, what equalled] the number of the hairs of

his head, of nealth, or good: (A’Obeyd, Meyd:)

or n hat equalled [the hairs of] his head, of

abundance of herbage, or of the goods, conveni

ences, or comforts, of life : (Az, L, and Meyd"

on the authority of IAar:) the saying is a prov.
à -

(Meyd.) = C-J also signifies The nild bull.

(L, K.)

#, (K,) or "#. (so in the L,) A she-bear;
6 * * • &

syn. 353. (K: in the L &3.) And A she-lync:

syn. #33. (L. K.)

6 * *

ă. A nay, course, rule, mode, or manner, of

acting or conduct or life or the like; syn. ii.*,

(Mgh, L, MSb)as also '3-, (S. L.) and 5-5

(S.M.L.M., K9 whence the "ying a #:

-:ol J: £, expl. in the first paragraph of

this art, last sentence but one, (Mgh,) and the

saying of the Hudhalee [Khālid Ibn-Zuheyr]

cited in the first paragraph of art. '"; (S;) and

this is [said to be] the primary signification;

(L;) whether good, or bad; (M, L;) approved

or disapproved : (Msb:) or, accord. to Sh, a nay

[of acting &c.] that has been instituted, or pur

sued, by former people, and has become one pur

sued by those after them; and this, he says, is

the primary signification: (L:) it signifies also

[particularly] a nay of acting &c. that is com

mended, or approved, and right; wherefore one

says, a: Js &- &% [Such a one is of the

people' of the commended and right way of

acting &c.; generally meaning, of those who

follon, the institutes, or ways, of the Prophet];

and is from * 3: signifying “a way,” or

“road;” (T, L;) and is also syn. with &:

(L:) and [the lan's, i.e] the statutes, or ordi

nances, and commands and prohibitions, of God:

(Lh, M, L, K:) [also a practice or saying, or the

practices and sayings collectively, of Mohammad,

or any other person who is an authority in

matters of religion, namely, any prophet, or a

Companion of Mohammad, (see Kull p. 203,)

as handed don'n by tradition:] when used un

restrictedly in matters of the law,# means

only what the Prophet [Mohammad] has com

manded, and n:hat has been handed don’n from

him by tradition, [or, as in the JM, and what

he forbade,] and what he has invited to do, by

word or deed, of such things as are not mentioned

in the Kur-án; wherefore one says, in speaking

ofthe directions, or evidences, of the law, *:Sl

#: meaning the Kur-ān and the Traditions:

(L:) [thus used, it may be rendered the institutes

of the Prophet; or his rule or usage:] or in the

law it signifies the nay of acting &c. that is pur

sued in religion without being made obligatory,

or necessary; it is what the Prophet persevered

in doing, or observing, with omitting, or neglect

ing, [it] sometimes; and if the said persevering is

in the way of religious service, it constitutes

[nhat are termed] es: &: ; if in the way of

custom, 33%;" &: so that es: #: [the a.

of right direction] is that of which the observance

is a completion of religion, and it is that to the

omission, or neglect, whereof attach blame and

misdemeanour; and 33%;" #: [the a: of super

erogatory acts] is that of which the observance

is good, but to the omission, or neglect, whereof

neither blame nor misdemeanour attaches, such as

the nays of the Prophet in his standing and

sitting and clothing and eating: (KT:) &: is

the pl. (Mb) &#9 it, in the Kursviii.53,

i. e. &#9 -> u: [The way pursued by us in

respect of the former, or preceding peoples],

means the destruction decreed to befall them;

(Jel;) or extirpation; (Bd;) or, as Zj £, their

beholding punishment; (~1%) b's*i; [or,

as expl. in the K, +3*) #: ,]) for the

believers in a plurality of gods said, [as is related

in the Kur viii. 32,] O God, if this be the truth

from Thee, then do Thou rain down upon us

stones from heaven. (M., L.)- Also Nature;

natural, or native, disposition, temper, or other

quality or property: (M, L, K:) pl. &: (M,

L.)- And The face; (M, L, K;) because of

its polish and smoothness: (M, L:) or the ball

of the cheek (*#) #): or the circuit (#3)

of the face: or the form: (M, L, K:) or the

form of the face: (S:) or the forehead and two

sides thereof: (M, L, K:) all from the meaning

of polish and smoothness and evenness: (M, L:).

or the principal part of the face; the part thereof

in which beauty is generally known to lie : (M in

art al.) or the side of the cheek: pl. &: (L.)

You say, a: . # J% A man foul, or ugly, in

respect of the form, and£f what confronts one,

of the face. (L.) And £i, #:: 4:13: He

is the most like thing in form, and face, and in

stature. (L.)- And The black line, or streak,

on the back of the ass. (L.)= Also, (S, K,) or

"#, (so in the L.) A sort of dates, of El

Medeemeh, (S, L, K,) well hnonn. (L.)

6 &

al- : see 3-, in the last quarter of the para

graph, in two places.—Also i, q. #-, meaning

A ploughshare; i.e. the iron thing with which

the ground is ploughed up : (AA, IAar, S, L:

[see also# :]) pl. &- (L.)- [And] A tro

headed J.' [i.e. hoe or ads or axe]: (K:) or

[its pl.] 3- signifies [simply] i. q. Još [pl. of

Jü]. (L)= See also ::=and see #, last

Sentence.

&: A nay, or road: (T, L:) the main and

middle part thereof; (A’Obeyd, Mgh, L;) the

beaten track, or part along which one travels,

thereof; as also "…: (A’Obeyd, L:) the&

[i. e. plain, or open, track] of the road; and so

"3: and '3: (M, L, K) and '3: (K.)

and, all of these, the course, or direction, of the

road: (M, L, K:) but ISd says, [in the M,] I

know not W&- on any other authority than that

of Lh. (L.) One says, Glül c. 3: £5 (S,

L., Msb) and 7*: and "a" [Go thou anay,

or aside, from the main and middle part of the

road, or from the beaten track thereof; &c.]:
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(S, L:) and J: 9: 34 (S, Msb) from the

way of the horses, (Msb,) or from the course, or
• * * * * * * * *-**

direction, thereof ($) And c- 40 &\s +):

&#1 and "4: (Lh,M, L) and "4:(L)and4.--

* 2:... (Lh, M, L) [respecting which last see

what precedes] Such a one left, or has left, to

ithee the course, or direction, of the road. (Lh,

M, I.) And 4: U → and "4:(L) or

* 3: (M) Go along on thy course. (M., L.)

3: also signifies A way of acting or the like;

syn.:#; (S, L;) as also: (Mgh, L, Msb:

see the latter word, in the former half of the

paragraph, in two places:) you say, 3%A:

*-19 c- c." [Such a one went on undevia

ingly in one way]: (§, L, Msb: ) and [in like

manner] "&: £3.* The mind came in

one way, (S, K,) in one course, or direction, and

one way, (M, L,) not varying : ($, L:) and

[similar to the former of these two phrases is the
- • • * • • o Jºe J.J. • *~ 22 -

saying] 9-12 9- -* A* Us: i. e.

[The people, or party, built their houses, or con

structed their tents,] in one mode, or manner.

(M, L.) Also The aim, or intention, of a man.

(Ish, M, L.) [Accord. to Fei,] 3:1 also sig

nifies U-59 3- 4:3" [by which may be meant

The place, or tract, or quarter, of the land,

tonards which one goes; or it may mean the face,

or surface, of the ground]; and so "3: and

* 3:. (Mgb) = 3:1 also signifies J.'

(*, * -> &: [app. meaning The camels that

leap, spring, or bound, in their running; (see 8;)

or rather J.'' &: &: has this meaning, as

appears from what here follows]: (K:) or [a

horse, or camel,] that perseveres in his running

and advancing and retiring: and one says,£

J.-l 2 • 3-, i. e. b% [app. meaning There

came a number of horses running a heat; for

les: in this explanation seems, from the phrase

to which it relates and from what immediately

precedes the mention of that phrase, to be an

inf n. used as an epithet in which the quality ofa

subst. predominates, and therefore, agreeably with

a common rule, applied to a pl. number as well

as to a single individual]: (M, L:) and 3- as

*3: •) U- J:-" [app. meaning, in like

manner, There came, of the horses, a number

running a heat, the course of n!hich was not to be

turned anay]; (S, L; not expl. in either;) and

so, J.' & [of the camell. (L)– And Sh

explains &: as applied in a verse of El-Aasha

to People, or a party, hastening to fight, or slay.

(L.)= Also, [as a quasi-inf. n.,.] The leaping,

springing, or bounding, [so I here render clu-,

inf n. of 8, which see for other, similar, mean

ings,] of camels and of horses. (L. [It is there

mentioned in another place, and in the M, as a

* > *

subst., meaning a quasi-inf n., from 3:13)

&: see the next preceding paragraph, in six

places.- It is also pl. of#: [q.v.]. (Mgb, &c.)
* f is

• - ? - •

U- :

* > o

&#~ : see & 4, in three places.

* > *

see Ú-, in five places.

* * ** ** .

ot.", also pronounced ÚU.: see U-, in art.

3- and Us:-", last sentence.

&:, (K) or ~, &, S, M, Mgh, Msb)
A spear-head; (K;) the iron [head] of a spear:

so called because of its polish: (M, L:) pl. #-i.

(T, S, Msb, K.) One says, Jül &#** He is

one to whom the spear-head is subservient, hon

Soever" !" will. (K.)- See also an ex. of its pl.

voce c-, in the middle of the paragraph. =

And 3:" " :- 1 v. & M.L.)—

See also 3-, near the middle of the prograph,

in two places. = Also Flies; syn. dux (pl. of

+\}]. (El-Muårrij, L.)

&: A dentifice; ($, M, L. K.) a medica

ment with which the teeth are rubbed and cleansed,

compounded for the purpose of strengthening and

freshening them : (L:) pl. +03:. (K in art.

by- [where, in the CK, *:: is erroneously

put in its place].)=See also #4.

• • * * 6 * >

&:- and U2-, pls ofā- : see this last in art.

4-.

6 •

U.e.- : See&: in two places. - Also What

flon's [upon, or from, the nhetstone] on the occa

sion of sharpening iron [or a knife or the like],

and which is always stinking. (Fr, L.) And

What falls from a stone when one rubs, or grates,

it (Fr, S, L, K) upon another stone. (Fr, L.)=

See also 3- in the latter half of the paragraph.

o 5

Je:- : see Ú-, in the latter half of the para

graph. =See also #3 (of which it is a pl.) in

art. 4-w.

: Elevated sands extending lengthnise upon

the ground: or sands having the form of Ju

(pl. of J.-, q.v.] and "&: is syn, therewith

in the former or latter of these senses: (M, L:)

Or&: has the former of these meanings, and

i: is its sing. (S. K.)= Also Wind: (M, L,

K:) [or a gentle wind: (Freytag, from the

Deewan of the Hudhalees)] pl. 3:1:... (L)–

See also the pl., in relation to wind, voce 3-,

near the middle of the paragraph. = See also

3- in the latter half of the paragraph.

6 *de p

i: "3-, of which it is the dim, in the

former halfot the paragraph:=and again, in the

latter half of the same =See also i: (of which

it is an irreg. dim.) in art. 4-l.

&- The edge (S, M, L, K) of a vertebra (S,

M, L) or of the vertebrae (K) of the back; (S, M,

L. K.) as also "i- and '3-i (M. L. K.)

pl. 3-1 (S, L5 and the head [of any] of

the bones of the breast: and the extremity of

the rib in the breast: (K:) or, as some

say,&- signifies the heads of the extremities

of the bones of the breast, which are the soft heads

of the bones of theź. or the extremities of the

ribs in the breast : or, of a horse, the prominent

[ribs, or anterior parts of the ribs, called] 83-,

J. J.

8×3: (M, L:) or the upper part of the hump of a

camel: (Hamp. 689:) [or the middle of the loner

part of the hump; for,] accord. to Az,c->

><l signifies the flesh that is between the tro

sides, or halves, of the hump of the camel; nihich

is the best of the sorts offlesh, and is marbled with

fat: (L:) or&- signifies bones [in general];

as also &: (IAar, L:) and (S) accord. to

Ibn-'Amr [or Aboo-'Amr 7] and others, (L) it

signifies the heads of the aiu- [app. here mean

ing vertebrae]; (S, L;) and [it is also said that

the sing.] &- signifies the head of the āt

[which signifies a vertebra as well as vertebrae, or

is more correctly without 3 when applied to the

latter]. (K.)= Also Thirst. (K.)

resembling the es: but stopping short of the

#~ : see the next preceding paragraph.

&: [app. A blast of smoke]. One says

clés &- J. : and &#, meaning [of] the

smoke offire. (L in the present art. and TA in

art. U-5.)

6.- ... • d >

ail

6 * > d >

à-la-i. (L.)

£ A cold, or cool, wind; as also

3- More [and most] advanced in age : (M,

L, K:) a correct Arabic word. (M, L.) You

say, lás 3- 3-i lák This is more advanced in

age than this: (M, L, K:") and Th says, speak
* ~ * * * o • of

ing of Moosa Ibn-'Eesa El-Leythee, c-1 are 2.

...” Jai [meaning I lived in his time, he being

the most advanced in age of the people of the

ton'n, or country]. (M., L.)

3 *

• Advanced in age, or Julgwn: (L,

Msb;) applied to a beast, contr. of J: : (S and

Mgh and Msb in art. 2's :) or, applied to an

animal of the ox-kind and to the sheep or goat,

[at the least,] in the third year: (L, [see the

verb, 4:]) fem. with 5: (Mab3) pl. Gu-o, (L,

Msb,) which, applied to camels, is [said to be]

syn. with us [as meaning advanced in age, or
*ed 3 -

full-grown], (K,) contr. of# [pl. of G] so

applied. (S, L.)

5- A n'hetstone; i.e. a stone, (S, M, L,

Msb) or anything, (K) with which, (§, K) or

upon which, (M, L, Msb, K,) one sharpens, or

n"hets, or makes sharp-pointed, (S, M, L, MSb, K.)

and polishes, (M, L, K,) a knife and the like;

(Mgb;) and 7&: signifies the same. (S, M, L.)

6 y de

C2:... [Bitten with the teeth: whence...app.,

what next follows]. You say a 2-2 U3, and

W&- meaning Land of which the herbage has

been eaten. (L, K.)- Sharpened, or whetted,

or made sharp-pointed, and polished; as also

W&: (M, L, K;) applied to a knife (K) or

thing [of any kind]. (M, L.) Made smooth. (S,

L.) Formed, fashioned, or shaped... ($, M, L.)

Made long. (L.) You sayös: *...tA face

in which is length, without breadth; (b5)- ;)

smooth and even ; or smooth and long; or long,

and not high in the ball; or soft, tender, thin,

and even; as though the flesh were ground (co
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[like as a thing is ground in sharpening and

polishing) from it. (M, L.) And 3: J:

*" t A man beautiful and smooth in the face:

(Lh, M, L, K:) or a man in whose nose and face

is length: (S, L, K:) or beautiful and long in the

jace. (L.) cs: |- 32, in the Kur [xv. 26

and 28 and 33), (L.) means +[of black mud)

altered [for the n'orse in odour]; (AA, S, L;)

in which sense cis- is also applied to water;

(AHeyth, L;) [or] stinking: (AA, S, M, L, K:)
- - - - - J.

from 's--" Us" --" &: “I rubbed, or

grated, the stone upon the stone;” what flows

between them, termed cº, being always stink

ing: (Ksh and Bq in xv. 26: [and the like is

said in the L, on the authority of Fr:]) or,

accord. to I’Ab, it means moist : accord to AO,

poured forth: or, as some say, poured forth in a

form, or shape: (L:) or formed, fashioned, or

shaped: (Ksh, Bd .) or poured forth in order to

its drying [or hardening], and becoming formed,

fashioned, or shaped, like as molten, or liquified, sub

stances are poured forth into moulds. (Ksh," Bd.)

23- &: is said to mean The place of the

running of the -5- [or mirage, app. in conse

quence of the hot wind]: or the place of the vehe

ment heat of the hot wind; as though it were
• 3 - 0 - -3 #

running to and fro therein (3%*: 2°2 witée):

or it may mean the place n'hence issues the [hot]

wind: but the first is the explanation given by

the preceding authorities. (M., L.)=&: [an

epithet used as meaning] The lion. (K. [Thus

applied, act, part. n. of3:..])

3 * * *

C-: see what follows.

3 -> * >

U-2 and

* - d -

: A travelled road ; (T, M, L, and so in

3 - * >

the CK; in some copies of the K W &-: ;) as

also V

3 - - - -

J-2. (K.)

5:

© do p
-

J: A small 3% (or shiff], (§gh, K, TA)

made on the coasts of the sea : a word of the

dial. of the people of all the coasts of the Sea of

El-Yemen: (Sgh, TA:) whether the co be radical

requires consideration: Sgh says, in the Tek

mileh, that the word is of the measure Usas,

from 3:1. (TA)

<!--

4: [mentioned in the S and Msb in art.

31..., and said in the latter to be of the measure

J#, The toe of a horse or mule or ass; i.e] the

extremity of the fore part of the solid hoof; (S,

Mgb;) or the extremity of the solid hoof (Lth,

O, K) and its tryo sides anteriorly: (Lth, O :)

pl. &ü. (S, O, Mgb.)—t The extremity (T,

O, K, TA) of the J% [or iron shoe at the loner

end of the scabbard], (T, TA,) or of the £- [or

gold or silver ornament], (O, K,) of a sword.

(T, o, K, TA)—t The J-35 (or tapering top]

of an iron helmet. (O, K.)- Of a &#, + The

A.: [meaning each, or either, of the two threads,

Ol' strings, of the face-veil called &#, by nihich

the woman dran's and binds the tryo upper corners

to the back of her head]: (K, TA: [in the CK,

Ale: is erroneously put forA: :]) the *As of

the &: are its...#. (O.)- +A rugged region

or tract of the earth or land, in which is little, or

no, good : (S, O, Mgb, K:) likened to the 4).

of the solid hoof (8,0) And J.S. &.

+ The extremities of the earth or land. (TA.)

–+The first of rain: (O, K:) and, (TA,) as

some say, (Msb) of anything. (MSb, T.A.) One

says, £il 4: Guai +[The first of the rain

fell upon us]. (TA.) And one says also, *:

15& &: + Preceding such a thing. (O, K.) And

*: c." 43 3té + That was in the time

thereof, (O, K, TA,) and in the first thereof.

(TA.)= It is also said to signify The [tax called]

-5-3 (0:) so says IAgr. (TA)= And A

sort of run. (K.)

J

Q. 1. ##! J: The seed-produce put forth
so a -- of

its U. [or ears]; (M, K;) as also U-1 [q.v.]:

the former of the dial. of Temeem, and the latter

of that of El-Hijaz. (TA)=4, J., (K.)

inf n. i:, (TA,) He (a man) dragged a skirt

of his garment behind him; so says Khālid Ibn

Jembeh: (TA:) or he dragged his garment

behind him or before him. (K.)

J: [Ears of corn: n, un, with 5: pl. J:

andŚ:, the latter pl. occurring in the Kur

xii. 43 and 46: it is said in theM, in #t. J-,

that à:... signifies one of the U- of £25; in the

K, in this art., that it signifies one of the Jiu

of % : See J-]. i: is also the name of A

certain sign of the Zodiac [i. e. Virgo]; (K, TA;)

the sixth sign; the third of the summer signs:

(TA:) [or Spica Virginis;] a certain star in

Virgo. (Kzw.) [See, again, U-.]– Also A

certain perfume; (M3) a certain plant of sneet

odour, also called 'was'J: (K,) and&:

če: (TA;) [spikenard, called in the present

day &e: J: ;] the best whereof is the

(s)", (K,) what is brought from 93: [or&"),

a town, or district, of El-'Irak; (TA;) and the

weakest is the3+. it is an aperient; a discu

tient offlatulences ; (K,”TA;) strengthening to the

brain and the spleen and the kidneys and the bonels;

and diuretic; and has the property of arresting the

excessive flon of blood from the womb. (K, TA.

[Mentioned also voceJ% as called-:) J:..])

3. à J wo 3

U22, J.J. [also signifies Spikenard, or per

haps a variety thereof;] i. q.&2,51. (K.)

6.--> *

* | *

al. The [kind of trees called] •uae [q. v.].

(Fr, K.) [It is said in the TA that the c in this

word is augmentative: but the same is held by

some to be the case in other words mentioned in

this art.]

s

J.S.: J-5 A shirt ample in length, or

reaching to, or towards, the ground; or so called

in relation to a town, or district, in the Greek Em

pire. ('Abd-El-Wahháb El-Ghanawee, K, T.A.)

- -

-

• *. * . • e.e. 3

2. J-50 ---, inf. n. *-j, He put - 5:...,

(S, K,) meaning c”: [i.e. cumin, or cumin

seed], (S,) into the cooking-pot. (S, K.)

3. Jáš. 12:50. They sought after the herbage

of the land, doing so diligently, or nith labour or

perseverance, or time after time. (M, K.)

4. 12:- They experienced drought, or barren

ness: (S, M, A, K:) derived from: the 3

being changed into -, [for # is originally

#4, or, accord. to one dial. i:..] to distinguish

between this verb and L- as signifying “he

remained in a place a year:” or, as Fr says, they

imagined the [meaning 3, in i: ] to be a

radical letter, finding it to be the third letter, and

therefore changed it into - : (S:) accord. to Sb,

the - [in -i is substituted for the us [in

L# ; and there is no instance of the like except

gu: [in which the - is substituted for the final

radical, us], (M in the present art,) and in words

of the measureJ: [as 3: for 3-#!]. (M in

art. Us".)

*** -

5. (3:5 [He married her, or took her as his

wife, he being an ignoble, or a lon-born, but rich,

man, and she being a noble, or high-born, but

poor, woman; or] he, an ignoble, or a low-born,

man, married her, a noble, or high-born woman,

because of the paucity of her property and the

abundance of his property. ($) And -3

9% Ji #:* He married the noble or high

born, woman of the family of such a one in the

gear of drought, dearth, or scarcity. (TA.)

6 * > d > -s;

-Lowla', for iš, Drought, or barrenness,

afflicted them, or befell them. (S, TA.)

<-- J% (S, A, K, ) or '-' < Já,

(M,) A man possessing little, or no, good;

possessing fen", or no, good things; or poor: (S,

M, A," K :") pl. &: (M, K:) it has no

broken pl. (M.) And the former, Aman afflicted

with drought, or barrenness; (TA in art. & ;)

as also V+: (TA in the present art. :) and

**: J% a man indigent and desolate, possess
• • 6 p. of •

ing nothing: probably from i: J: or >

−, [both expl. below,] or from b: mean

• 6 * > s of

ing as expl. above. (MF)— And #: J.3%

and "ā: Land that has not given growth to

anything, (AHn, M, K,) in consequence of its

not having been rained upon: but if containing

any of the dry herbage of the preceding year, it

is not termed as:-e: it is not thus termed unless

having in it nothing. (AHn, M.) [See also

<s:J: A man evil in disposition. (M., L.)
[See also J Ö e6

-*-*.]

+: Xé and ': A year of drought, or

barrenness. (AHn, M., K.) [See also ---...]

**, also pronounced +, (S, M, K,) the
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latter a dial. var. mentioned by Kr, (M,) and

+, a form mentioned by IAth and others, but

the first is that which is commonly known, and

the most chaste; (TA;) a word of which the

meaning is differently explained, as £ows:

(M, TA:) Honey: (S, M, A, K.) i. q + [i.e.

rob, or inspissated juice, &c.]: (M, K:) a species

of date: fresh butter; syn. Júj: cheese: (K:)

i. q. &:= [i.e. cumin,or cumin-seed]; (Yaakoob,

S, M, K;) so in the dial. of El-Yemen: (M.:)

Or 0. certain plant resembling the cosé (IAar,

M :) i. q. --- [i.e. anethum graveolens, or dill,

of the common garden-species; in the CK -:]:

and i, q. &#93; (M, K;) which last is what is

called in the Egyptian dial.: [a name given in

Egypt to the anethum graveolens, above men

tioned, and to its seed; and also to the anethum

foeniculum, or fennel]. (TA.)

6 & 4 * all. • * . * :

<-2; and its fem., with 3: see -, in three
• s • *

places: and see also -e-.

* + d >

</2. One who associates with another and is

angry without cause, (K, TA,) by reason of his

evil disposition. (TA) [See also :]

* **

-

1. 2-. He smeared anything with a colour

different from its on n colour. (O, K.)

&: The -t: [or jujubel (IAir, K.)

2 - 22
äs--, as also #4, but the former is the

more chaste, (T, O, Mgb, K,) accord to Fr, (O,)

because Lo and *- do not both occur in any

[genuine] Arabic word, (Msb,) or the former

only is allowable accord. to Fr, (T, Msb,) or,

accord. to ISk, (T, O, Msb, and S in art. 2-2,)

and IKt, (T, Msb,) the latter only is allowable;

(T, O, Msb, and S and O in art. &:- ;) an arabi

cized word, (O, Mgb, and S and A. and K in art.

**) from [the Pers.] £1.. [or &:, aS mean

ing “a weight”]; (O;) [or rather from the

Pers. 2: meaning “a balance” and “a

weight;" i.a. 35. [A balance]: (A in art.

*-2:) [in the present day, applied to a steel

yard: and also, more commonly, (agreeably with

the explanation of is: in the MA,) to a weight

of a balance; which last seems to be intended in

the S and O and Mgb and K &c. by the expres

sions c5-" is: and £2, unless these

expressions be instances of what is termed #t31

*: &l 'G' (i.e. the prefixing a noun, govern

ing the gen, case, to another noun signifying the

same thing), which I think unlikely:] pl. £:
* **

(A, Mgb) and+:. (Mgb.) One says, &#
• * - #! • ow

3--" &: [He received by weight

from me with the inclining balance, or with the

preponderating weight], and 23%." • £u [nith

the full weights]. (A) And a rajiz says,

*

of e o e > 35 -

will as-- wºu- *

[As though it, or she, were the weight of a thou

Bk. I.

6 * *

sand, preponderating]: or, as some relate it,
J. • O =

* - © tº

as-- i. 7. #, [i. e. Blackness mixed with

speckles of white: or the reverse: or speckles of

white, and of black, and of red, and of yellon, in

an animal]: (AA, O, K:) pl. &#, (O, K, TA,

in the CK &#) like -- (K, TA, in the CK

like :-) as pl. of £--. (TA)

£: The mark, or effect, of the £5: [i. e.

lamp, or its lighted wick], (A, O, K.) upon the

wall. (O, K, TA.) One says, &: &: 3: ;

et: [The lamp, or its lighted wick, cannot but

have the mark, or effect, thereof upon the wall].

(A.)- Also The c5- [itself, i.e. a lamp, or

its lighted wick]: (ISd, K.) as also W ==
&:- (K)

&: : see what next precedes.

6 * > d 66.4

=~ 2× A [garment of the kind called] s:

striped. (O, K.) [SM thinks that it may be a

mistranscription for : 4, meaning “wide,” ap

plied to a C*: but this I think improbable.]

-P'--

*:- [a Pers. word, arabicized; in the pre

Sent day applied to The squirrel; and particularly

the gray squirrel: and the minever:] a certain

animal, of the length of the jerboa, larger than

the* [or rat], the fur of which is of the utmost

softness: furred garments are made with its

skin; and the best skins of this animal are the

smooth and gray. (Dmr, TA.)

(# Gray; of the colour of the~~.

C

1. -- is syn. with -3% [signifying It showed,

or presented, its side: and hence, it presented

itself; it occurred]. (A, O, L.) One says of a

gazelle, (S, K.) or of a bird, (S, A, Msb,) or

some other thing, (IF, S, Mgb, as implied by

explanations of the part. n. &) &: (S, A,

Mih, K) J, (S) or 4, (A) and *, (L)and

a-, (A,) aor. *, (§, L.) infn.# (S, L, K)
6 & 4, 6 * * • •

'd - and C-: (L;) and CU, * I1.

C": (S, TA;) [It presented to me, or to him,

its right side, or its left side, in its passage;] it

passed along from the direction of my [or his]

left hand to the direction of my [or his] right

hand: (S:) or it passed along from the direction

of [my or] his right hand (A, L, Mgb) to the

direction of [my or] his left hands (L, Msb")

contr. of& (K. [See 8-, below.]) And

A: es' es: &: He presented himself to me in

sleep; syn. L3%: occurring in a saying of 'Alee,
s 3. * * *

referring to the Prophet (O.) And us!, L.C

(S, A, Msb, K) Liê Li, (S, Msb) aor,”, infn.
6 p.p.

C*- and £: and £, (K, TA,) the second

* * * *

with damm and sukoon and the third with two

dammehs, (TA, [but written in the CK - and

C#) # An idea, or an opinion, presented itself,

On" occurred, syn. -3%, (S, A, K,) or appeared,

syn. »ls, (Msb,) to me, (S, A,” Msb, K,) respect

ing such a thing. (S, Mgb.) : ... is also said of

poetry, (L, K,) meaning + It presented itself, or

occurred, syn. J.3%, to me (-): (L.) or it

became easy; (L, K;) and in this last sense, said

of a thing, aor. *, inf n. £: (Mgb.) And it

is related in a trad. of 'Áisheh, that she said,

[referring to the Prophet,]*: & $44, Inean

ing I dislike that I should confront him with my

hands [engaged] in prayer; from &: as signify

ing -# (L)-38 - f|He mentioned

such a thing obliquely, or indirectly, (S, K,) in

terms understood by the person addressed but un

| inteligible to others, (S) not speaking explicitly.

(K)–: ;bs." &- i q. Su- f [The mind

granted it liberally]. (Mgb.)=4< He turned

him anay, or back, (O, K.) 35i t: [from that

which he desired, or meant], (0,) or 45 &=

[..from his opinion]. (K.)- And 4: -- and

* He caused him to fall into strainess, or
* * ~ of

difficulty; or into sin, or crime; syn. 4-3-1;

(K, TA; in the CK, [erroneously,] as #1;)

(i.e. ::= -2 *i;] and diaevil to him. (K.)

3: see 1, second sentence.

5: see 10 =c, &:: means #2, #:

[i. e. Shelter thyself from the wind]: so says

Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee. (O [and so, pro

bably, in correct copies of the K: in my MS.

copy of the K, "2:}; in the CK, U-32:

in the TA, strangely, t- 5-1, and expl. as

meaning 35' W- <-tei, in the TK, " "..A-1,

and expl. as meaning 9×k U: Freytag, app.

having to choose only between the reading in the

CK and that in the TK, has followed the latter,

without mentioning their disagreement; though,

if the meaning were “turn thy back towards the

wind,” the explanation should be t:l, InOt

• * * * ~ *

t"x

• * 9 • J., & e > * > * > 0 & - -

10. 1.je Us *-->), and "4:5, ?. Q.

* f d e 6 ed

a-ai-l [meaning I asked him, or desired him,

to explain such a thing]: (O, K:) and so

as cle 4:1, and #5 (TA)

£: Prosperity, good fortune, good luck, or

quipiciousnessi. blessing, increase, or plenty: #y".

J-3, and āśw. (O, K.)- Also, (K) or "--,

with two dammehs, (O,) The middle of a road:

(o, K.) like [~ or] £-. (O.) [Both are

also inf ns. of 1, q.v.]

&: in J2 (i.e. origin, &c.], like &:

[q.v.). (0, TA)—And i, q + and it:

[i. e. Form, aspect, appearance, &c.]. (O.)

6 p.p. 6 d p

C-: see C-. 182
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* > d > 5

Ala- 5% [app. as meaning An incursion into

the territory of an enemy taking by surprise],

":". to one reading of a trad, is from :

&#1 [expl. above]: but the reading commonly

known is ... [q. v.]. (IAth, TA)

s .* •

". • *.d

pearls; syn. 32: (O, K:) or (K, but accord. to

the O, “also ’’) the string upon which they are

to be strung, before they are strung thereon: (O,

K:) when they have been strung, it is termed

3ie: (O:) pl. £. (TA.)– And [Ornaments

such as are termed] J.- (O, K.)

See £- = Also Pearls; or large

*-*-*

à-la- i. q. #: [i. e. Anything by which a

person or thing is veiled, concealed, hidden, or

covered; &c.]. (O.)

: A man who sleeps not during night :

C o:

(K :) or J.N.C

who sleeps not; whojourneys during the night. (O.)

a man who is vigilant;

£- (S, A, Msb, K, &c.) and "£: (S, A,

K) both signify the same, (S, A, K.) applied to

a gazelle, (S, K,”) or to a bird, (S, A, Mgb,)

&c., (S, Mgb,) Turning its right side towards

the spectator; thus expl. by Ru-beh to Yoo,

in the presence of AO; i. e. passing from the

direction of the left hand of the spectator

towards the direction of his right hand: (S:) or

coming from the direction of the right side of the

spectator (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, IF, A, L,

Msb) towards the direction of his left hand;

turning towards him its left side, which is that
& • 6 -

termed us'': contr. of &" [q. v.]: (Aboo

'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, L:) the pl. [of the former]

is . %. and &l- and [of either] £: and

this last is also employed to signify auspicious

and inauspicious gazelles [&c.], accord. to the

different opinions of the Arabs. (L.) The Arabs

[who apply the epithet in the latter of the two

senses first explained] regard the -u- as a good

omen, and the % as an evil omen; (Aboo-'Amr

Esh-Sheybánee, S, L;) because one cannot shoot

at the latter without turning himself: (S in art.

*:) but some of them hold the reverse of this:

(Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, L:) the people of

Nejd hold the 2-3U- to be a good omen; but

sometimes a Nejdee adopts the [contr.] opinion

of the Hijázee. (IB, TA,) It is said in a prov.,

al." *A*: c:-" J. J.-- (expl. in art. g:

(S, K.)- [It is said in Harp. 671 that C-"

also signifies slau Jū." "...", as though

meaning The person auguring, or who augurs,

evil or good, from birds: but I think that the
5

* 3 * J see e.p e ** ~ *

right reading is 22elali co-2 & U 2” 13 *::::A;

i. e. what is regarded as an evil omen and as a

good omen, of birds.]

* * * of

1. ast-l

o • • -

s <----, (JK, A, TA,) [aor. *,] inf. n.

* - , (A,) His teeth became eroded at the roots.

(JK, A, TA.)- And £, said of a man, He

had his teeth eroded at the roots. (A, TA.)

And said of the mouth, It lost the roots (*)

of its teeth. (MSb.) - Also, (JK,) inf. n. as

above, (K) i. q., as [meaning + It became altered

for the worse in odour or othernise, stinking,

rancid, bad, or corrupt]. (JK, K.) It is said

[in this sense] of oil, ($, K,) or food, (A, L,) &c.,

(L,) as a dial. var. of& (S, K,") or from

•o & J. e. e.

du-'91 -, and therefore tropical; as also

W£5 (A3) its odour became bad (S, TA)

And Aslal &- &:- He ate much food; syn.

~42 # 6 * *

3:=l. (L, K.)=ć, aor. *, inf. n. £2-, (L,

K.) He, or it, was, or became, firm, steady,

steadfast, stable, fixed, fast, settled, or esta

blished; syn. £3. (L, K.") So in the phrase

*J #4 (S.L. Ms) or -, (L.) or *,

(Mgb,) inf. n. £, (S, L, Msb,) [He was, or

became, firmly rooted or established, in knon

ledge, or science;] and this means also he attained

to eminence therein. (L.)

2. -: The seeking, desiring, or demanding,

a thing. (K.) You say, 'Jim * -: He

sought, desired, or demanded, from him the

thing. (TK.)

5: see 1.

: : The J: [i.e. origin, source, root, founda

tion, &c.,] (JK, S, Mil, K) of anything: (JK,

Msb, TA:) as also C+: (L:) pl. [of pauc.]

£i (L, Msb) and [of mult.]£. (L.) One

says, 2.8. &: ël &% & [app. meaning

Such a one traced back his lineage to an ancestor

who was the origin, or source, of generosity or

nobility: or such a one returned, or reverted,

to the original state, or condition, of generosity:

the latter I think the more probable, as it is

immediately added], and < * j,

[which seems to mean, to his bad original state].

(L.) And it is said in a trad.,*::*" J:

#ff Je: & būji i.e. * à: [meaning

The very essence of fighting against unbelievers,

and the first principle thereof, is constancy, or

perseverance, or assiduity, in the way, or cause,

of God]. (L.)- Also The place of growth

(~) [i. e. the socket] of a tooth: (K:) or the

part of a tooth that enters into the flesh [of the

gum]; (Zj in his “Khalk el-Insán;”) [i. e.] the

:ūof the teeth, (S,) or of the central incisors,

(Msb,) are the roots thereof (3,4). (S, Mgb.)

–And [The tongue, or tang, of a blade;] the part

of a knife, and of a sword, that enters into, or is

inserted in, the handle: and the part of an

arrow-head that enters into, or is inserted in, the

head of the shaft. (L.)- And The paroxysm

of a fever. (K.)—es: £i. accord. to

IAar, as is related by Th, means The stars that

do not make their [temporary] abode in the

Mansions of the Moon, which [latter] are called
e f J. J. p.

Já-S1->2- : ISd says, I am not sure whether
* *

he mean the U-21 [a term applied to the seven, or

five, planets], or others: some say, [and so IAgr

is stated in the TA in art. --> to have said,]

* : * ~ *

that they are called only 22--" £i [q.v.].

(L, TA.")

#. Xú. ! [Food altered for the worse in

odour or othernise, stinking, fancil,bad, or cor

rupt: see 1]. (A.)- And &:- Jú t A town,

or country, in nihich is fever, or much fever. (K.)

6 - ©.e
-

is: and "i-u. A fetid odour: and the

latter, [and app. the former also,] dirt; and

remains of matter used for tanning. (K, TA.)

One says is: 4 + (S, TA) and *ā-u:

(TA) or "i- (so in three copies of the S) [A

tent, or house, orchamber, that has a fetid odour;

as is indicated in the S and TA]. And Aboo

Kebeer says,

** *** *** * *:::

* 'a-t- >: # 5. 3:15 *

(so in three copies of the S,) or

* *::: *:::: # #4.3% *

(so in the TA,) i. e. [And I came to, or and I

entered,] a tent, or house, or chamber, not one of

tanning-matter nor of clarified butter. (S.)

cit: The measure of two statures of a

man. (K.)

* * * * * > * 6 - d - -

à-la- or ās-U-: see as-, in five places.

• • de • J. de

äs-e- <: U}\} <: means [The house of such
* * z

a one is a house of unstableness; or] is not one of

stableness. (JK.)

[ * 2° i, as stated by Freytag, is expl. by Reiske,

in his additions to the Lex. of Golius, as meaning

Pulled out from the root (&:-): but no autho

rity for this is named by him.]

*

1. <! <, ($, M, Msb, K.) aor. * , (S, M,

Msb,) inf. n. 22"; (S, M, Msb, K;) and J.",

aor. *; (Mobi) and "-i, [which is the most

common,] (S, M, Msb, K,) and "Ju-5, (S, M,

A, K,) and "...!; (M, TA;) signify the same;

(S, M, Msb, K*;) i. e. He (a man, S, Msb, [and

in like manner it is said of a thing,]) leaned,

rested, or stayed himself, against it, or upon it;

syn. 3:1; (TK;) [or* **!;] namely, a

thing, (S, M, MSb) or a wall, (A, Msb) &c.

(M'b)–J.- c, -, (M, K) aor.*, inf n.

22:...', (M,) He ascended the mountain; as also

"-l. (M.K.) And [hence, cºš J, * 3:

! I ascended to such a one. (A.)–And L3 3:

cº-os-M, (M, and so in some copies of the K.)

Ol' 3-0, (so in other copies of the K.) I He

approached, or dren, near to, [the age of] fifty:

(K, TA:) [likewise] from J'-' (-, ... (M,

TA.)—#1-# 3-, (K) or "4:i, Go in

the O,) The tail of the she-camel tossed about, and

lashed her croup, or rump, on the right and left.

(O, K.)

2. <-, inf n.:, He set up [pieces of]

wood [as stays, or props] against a wall. (KL.
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[See the pass. part. n., below. And see also 3

and 4.]) = Also, inf. n. as above, He (a man)

wore, or clad himself with, the kind of s: called

~. (IAar, K.)

3. Jä &l £u see 4. [Hence,] £2.

Jā')." [The sick man was stayed, or propped

up, against a pillow or the like]; and Jú

J2:- [He (the sick man) said, Sigy ye. me,

or prop ye me up]. (A, TA.) And a-ax: Ju

uá: [One part of it stays, or supports, and so

renders firm or strong, another part]. (Sh, O, K.

[See #4.])— [And hence,] ū- **, re

ferring to a she-camel, t Her frame, or make, 7*as

symmetrical; or conformable in its several parts.

(Ham, p. 788)– And *L, (§, K.) infn.

#1-2, (S,) He aided, or assisted, him; namely,

another man. (S, K.)- And He requited, com

pensated, or recompensed, him, (A, K, TA,) J*

J.<!! [for work, or for the work or deed]. (K.)

4. Gil J, #3: (AZ, S, M, Mob, K,

TA) I made him, or it, to lean, rest, or stay

himself or itself, against, or upon, the thing;

(TK.) and 24; "4:U signifies the same. (AZ,

TA.) You say, 1.3-li c: 3: J.A.) He leaned

his back against the wall. (M.A.) And 3.x-l

IIe stayed, propped, or supported, it; namely, a

thing leaning i."y". #. (TA in art.-->>.)–

[Hence,] us," e.g. --! t [I rested, or stayed,

upon him my affair]. (A.) – And ~!

agú (41 &2-1, (T, M, L, Msb) inf n.

St. [q.v. infră], (S, &c.,) t He traced up, or

ascribed, or attributed, the tradition to the author

thereof, [resting it upon his authority,] (T, S, M,

L., Msb, TA,) by mentioning him, (Msb,) or by

mentioning, uninterruptedly, in ascending order,

the persons by whom it had been transmitted, up

to the Prophet; (T, L, KT;) [or by mentioning

the person who had related it to him from the

Prophet if only one person intervened;] saying,

“Such a one told me, from such a one,” [and so

on, if more than one intervened betnceen him and

the Prophet,] “from the Apostle of God;”

(KT;) [or it may be with an interruption in the

mention of the person by whom it had been

transmitted * See :, below.]- &l* 3:

Ut. 3. (As-l 3: [is a conventional phrase, used

in logic, meaning t The judging a thing to stand

to another thing in the relation of an attribute to

its subject, affirmatively or negatively]. (Kull

p. 157, in explanation ofX-l as a logical term

[meaning "judgment")–(3)- Sú: is

another conventional term, used in lexicology

and rhetoric, meaning + A tropical attribution of

an act or a quality or a meaning; as in i:

#% for #44, and in& (q.v.) in one of its

de • y & - o #

senses: see Harp. 432.-:45 Us! Jai!! --),

another conventional phrase, is said of the verb

in the phrases&At and .#* and Ālā .#,

meaning The verb is made an attributive to

Zeyd: and, in an unusual manner, it is said (in

the Mśb in art. --...) of the verb in the saying
* = 0 < * 9 • + d > *

* .…j <- so that it means in this instance'9"

The verb is made to have Zeyd for its object.

And issua, c5-0 <!* is said (in the TA

in art. ess- of the yerb in the phrase: es:

lää es'* *::::: so that it means Two and

more agents are assigned to it.] - es' **)

| U->J1 He made him to ascend the mountain.

(K)* A-ll as an intrans, verb: see 1, in four

places,- You say also, 3-all L. --!, (M, L,)

inf n. st-l, (L,) He was vehement in running; he

strove, laboured, or exerted himself, therein. (M,

L.)- And He (a camel) went a pace betn'een

that called J-3 and that called is 1:8. (L.)

6: see 1, first sentence.—# Júl.j means

The people went forth, every commander of them

with a [separate] corps. (Ham p. 783.) [See

also the act, part. n., below.]

8: see 1, first sentence.

+, (S, L,) or £1, (M, L, K,) A certain

country, (S, L, K,) well known, (K,) said in the

“Marásid” to be a country betn'een India

(*#) and Karman and Sijistan : (TA:) or a

people; (K;) [the people of that country;] a

well-known nation; (M, L;) a nation bordering

upon India, whose colours incline to yellonness,

and who are generally slender: (Mgh:) or one

of these meanings is the original of the other:

(TA:) 'êe: signifies a single person thereof:

(S, K:) and: is the pl., (K,) or [rather] is

applied to the people collectively; (S;) these two

words being like J-5 and &# (TA) the pl.

of :- is: and# (M.L.) : is also

the name of A great river of *: [or India;

i.e. the Indus], and of a district in El-Andalus:

and of a tonn in Western Africa (*#). (K.)

3: The part that faces one, of a mountain,

and rises from (os) the * - [i.e. base, or foot];

(S, K;) the acclivity, or rising part, in the face,

or front, [or side,] of a mountain or a valley:

(T, M, A:) or a rising, or an elevated, portion

of ground: (Mgh:) pl. Sú, (M, A,) [properly

a pl. of pauc., but] the only pl. form. (M.)

A thing, such as a wall &c., against, or upon,

which one leans, rests, or stays himself: (Mgh,

Msb:) and "3:... and * : [the latter in the

TA said to be with fet-h, but this is evidently a

mistake, occasioned by a copyist's writing 2-à22

for>] signify [the same,] a thing against, or

wpon, which one leans, rests, or stays himself;

[and the former of these two particularly signifies

a cushion, or pillon, and more particularly a

large cushion or pillon, against which one leans;

as expl. by Golius on the authority of Meyd;]

pl. £4. (L, Mgb.)- Applied to a man, i. q.

: [meaning f A person upon whom one leans,

rests, stays himself, or relies]; (S;) a man's

*: [i. e. fstay, support, or object of reliance];

(#, TA;) as also V3:. (TA.) You say:

- 1 [A lord, or chief, upon whom people lean,

&c.], (A, TA) And use: * and "use:

! [He is my stay, support, or object of reliance].

(A) And * : *- :[A tradition
valid in respect of the authority upon which it

rests, or to which it is traced up or ascribed].

(A; TA. [See also Sú, below.])- See also

---.= Also A sort of garment of the kind

called 25, (IAar, K.) of the fabric of El

Yemen: (IAar:) pl. St:í. (K:) or the pl. is

like the sing.: (IAar, K.) one says :*#

[meaning garments of the kind called x*]: (TA,

from a trad.:) Ibn-Buzurj says that 3:1 means

*: &: £9, i. e. garments of those called

*: and he cites, from a poet, the phrase £.

su-, which, he says, means a red jubbeh of those

[made] of n:hat are called *#. (TA.) Accord.

to Lth, it signifies A sort of clothing, [consisting

of] a shirt with a shirt over it: and in like

manner, short shirts made of pieces of cloth, one

whereof is concealed beneath another: whatever

appears (# U. Jé) thereof is termed :

[q. v.]: (O:) [this app. explains the meaning of

what here follows:] 3:1 is [a term used in the

case of] thy wearing a long shirt beneath a shirt

shorter than it. (M.)

&: : See: [of which it is the n, un.].

&:, with fath,(Mgh, Msh,K) or'3-,

(thus in a copy of the M, [and thus I have gene

rally found it written, agreeably with the common

modern pronunciation,]) The 5%, (M.) or #,

(Msb) [both meaning anvil,] of the blacksmith.

(Msb, K.)

&: Great and strong; applied to a man

and to a wolf. (K.)=See also the next preced

ing paragraph.

#: A she-ass [either domestic or nild:

probably the latter, because ofher strength]. (K.)

&- [The ilex, or evergreen oak; so called

in the present day;] a kind of tree. (TA.) [See

st-l.]

*, applied to a she-camel, (S, M., &c.,)

Strong: (K:) or strong in make : (AA, S:) or

tall in the hump : (M.) or long in the legs, (A,

L,) and elevated [so I render 3.x-e, conjecturally,

as though meaning propped up,] in the hump :

(L:) or lean, and lank in the belly; (AO, M, L;)

but Sh disapproves of this last explanation. (L.)

3-.
*

•

6 * @ is

See "A-0.

* * of

J.' [a comparative and superlative epithet

from <!--" £i. q. v., though (like3: and

J: when used as epithets of this kind) deviating

from a general rule, which requires that such an

epithet be formed from an unaugmented triliteral

radical verb]. You say <-2-0 £i, meaning
2- 3 -É - • * •

a Jaji, q.v. (TA in art. Jaj.)

Sú infn of 4 [q.v.] (S, &c.)—[Used as

a simple subst, signifying t The ascription of a

tradition to an authority in the manner expl.

COce 3: it has a pl., namely, *Li, as in the

• * * - * * * * * *

saying,] -->l-S X', 'L') : [The ascrip
182 *
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tions to authorities, whereon they rest, &c., are

the fundations of traditions]. (A, TA. |See

also :..])- Also used in the sense sf £3,

[q.v., as a simple subst.]: pl. as above. (Har

p. 32.)= Also A certain kind of tree. (M.)

[In the TA, it is said that the name commonly

known isck- but I think that this is a mis

take: see the latter word.]

6 - d -

J.. A place in, or upon, which one leans,

rests, or stays himself: [and hence applied to a

couch, and a throne:] pl. Ju-8. (KL. [See
6 - d - 6 * *

also x-2, voce A-.])

+: [pass. part. n. of 4, Made to lean, rest,

&c., against, or upon, a thing: and stayed,

propped, or supported; or set up. - Hence

used in the sense of 3:2, as being a thing set

up]: see 3:...—Also A tradition (**)

traced up, or ascribed, or attributed, to the author

thereof, (T, L, K, TA,) [rested on his authority

by the mention of him, (see 4,) or] by the mention,

uninterruptedly, in ascending order, of the persons

by whom it has been transmitted, up to the Pro

phet; (T, L, KT;) [or by the mention of him who

has related it from the Prophet."hen only one

has intervened;] opposed to J% and &bí: 5

(T, L;) or it may be Alai.e., i.e. interrupted in

the mention of the persons by whom it has been

transmitted: (KT:) pl. £4, (K,) agreeably

with analogy, (TA) and #4, (Esh-Shāfi'ee,

K,) which latter has Us added to render the sound

of the kesreh more full; or, accord. to some, it is

a dial. var.; and accord. to some, agreeable with

analogy. (TA)- And i, q. & [as meaning

+ One nho claims as his father a person who is

not his father; or an adopted son; or one whose

origin, or lineage, or parentage, is suspected];

(S, M, L, K.) as also "...:-5 (M, L, K, [see

an ex. in a verse cited voce#) opposed to

*. (L)–:l, accord. to Sb, signifies

+ The first portion [i. e. the subject] of a proposi

tion; and <! 3:1, + the second portion [i. e.

the attribute, or predicate,] thereof: (M, L:) or,

accord. to Kh, a proposition consists of a. *:

and a 4." -->; and in the phrase U-2 20. ***

s '4, [for ex.,] all J.s is a J...", and Cu- Je.

is a 4&l A-2: (O, L:) [but accord. to other

authors, and general modern usage, and agree

ably with the proper meanings of the terms,

3: (meaning the attributed) signifies the attri

bute, or predicate; and #! 3:1, (meaning

that to which a thing or an accident is attributed)

signifies the subject.] - Also The Himyeree, or

Himyeritic, character of writing; the character

of Himyer; (S, M, A, O, K;) differing from

the modern Arabic character: (S, O:) they used

to write it commonly in the days of their rule;

and AHát says that it continued in use among

them in El-Yemen in his day [i.e. in the latter

half of the second century of the Flight and the

former half of the third century]: (M, TA:)

Abu-l-'Abbās says, 3:1 was the language of

the sons of Seth; (O, TA;) [i. e. the language

written in the character so called;] and the like is

said in the “Sirr es-Siná'ah” of IJ. (TA.) [See

also De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., vol. ii., p. 122

of the Ar. text, and 311 of the transl.]- And

i.g. £3, [i. e. Time, from the beginning of the

norld to its end; or time absolutely; or a long

time; or a long unlimited time; or time nithout

end; &c.]. (S, M, A, K.) So in the saying,

•+13+14: 5 [I will not do it to the end

of time]. (A, TA.) One says also, 3. *::1 •j

-A-Ji, meaning [I will not do it, or I will not

come to him or it,] ever. (IAar, T.A.)

6 * >

*-*:

6.-->

see J.-, second sentence.

: [pass, part. n. of 2, q.v.]. In the phrase

* * * * * * * *

5.x:- -ā-, [in the Kurlxiii. 4, meaning Pieces

of nood made to lean, or incline, against a wall,

(Jel,)] the latter word is with teshdeed because of

its relation to many objects (#). (S.) =

#: also signifies. A certain sort of cloths, or

garments; and so *#: (M, TA.)

* - d -

ag-A-2 : see what next precedes.

*"...e.- - -

#1- (O, K, and Ham p. 783, in the CK and

TK [erroneously] isú) + A she-camel having

the breast and fore part prominent: (As, O, K:)

or nhereof one part of her frame stays, or sup

ports, (su:) [and so renders firm or strong,]

another part: (Sh, O, K:) or having prominent

withers: (Ibn-Buzurj, L:) or strong in the back:

or n:hose frame, or make, is symmetrical, or con

formable in its several parts: or, as some say,

n:hose frame, or make, is dissimilar, or uncon

..formable, in its several parts; because the hump

differs from the other parts; so that it is from the

phraseXil 33t-3 meaning as expl. above [see 6]:

(Ham p. 783) and #1 ixit.: ; a she camel

hard, firmly compacted, in the back. (M, L, TA.)

6.--> & e © •,•

*-*: see A-, in two places.

c: ls-j- 1 They two went Jorth aiding,

or assisting, each other; (A," L, TA;) as though

each of them leaned, or stayed himself, upon the

other, and aided himself by him. (L, TA.) The

latter word is used, in this sense, of two men

going on a hostile, or hostile and plundering, ex

pedition: and of two wolves attacking a person.

(A.) And one says, 3:44. b*, meaning

! They went forth under sundry, or different,

banners, or standards, (S, A, M, L, K,”) every

party by itself, (A, L,) the sons of one father

under one [separate] banner, (L) not all under

the banner of one commander. (S, L. K.)

2-A

2- •' de

Q. 1, #3: (M,K) infn of£, which sig.

nifies He (a man) went quickly: (TK.) [or

was quick or expeditious :] syn. of the former

#: (M, K:) Sgh mentions it in art. J.A., re

garding the Ü as augmentative. (TA.) Hence,

accord. to some, the saying of ’Alee,

de • Co- • * 25 - ... .2%

de • * - - O.-->

3-aii 1.1% -C -:=

d :de - © & • * > 6 - d.

* -'l Jaš +-'l'-.'

*

*

* *

g

1

|[I am he whom my mother named Heydereh,

like a lion of forests, thick in the neck : I will

measure you with the snord with a quick measur

ing:] meaning, I will slay you quickly, before

flight. (TA. [But see what follows.])- A

large, or an ample, sort ofJ'é [or measuring]:

(M, K:) so expl. by some in the saying of ’Alee

above quoted: or in that saying it is from #:

as the name of a certain woman, who used to sell

wheat and give full measure, or of a man who did

so. (TA) [See also #: as a subst, below.]–

Also The being bold, or daring: or boldness, or

daringness. (TA) - And The being sharp in

affairs, and acting with penetrative energy: or

sharpness in affairs, and penetrative energy.

(TA.)

© e d

2- : see the next paragraph but one.

3: A man bold, or daring, in his affair, not

frightened at anything. (TA.)

** - d -

5)-A-, [said in the TK to be the inf n. of Q. 1,

q. v.,] ($ in #.2-) or "#, (so in a copy of

the M,) or "&: (IAar, K, TA,) AJ& [or

measure, for measuring corn, &c.], (S, M, K.)

well known, (M,) of large size, (S, K,) like the

Já'í and the -*: this is said in explanation

of the first of these words as used in the saying of

'Alee quoted above: (S, TA:) i.e., the saying

has hence been expl. as meaning, I will make a

wide and quick slaughter of you: (TA:) or it

may be a measure (Ulese) made of the tree called

5.x: (Kt, TA:) [for]—it is also the name of

A certain tree, (S, M, K,) of which bons and

arron's are made. (M, K.)

&: A man quick, or expeditious, (K, TA,)

in his affairs; who strives, exerts himself, or is

diligent, therein. (TA.) - And the pl. #20.

signifies [the contr., or] Persons without occupa

tion; people of sport and idleness; as also

52%. (TA.)-Also, the sing, Bold, or daring;

(O, K, TA;) who makes a boast of more than he

possesses. (TA.)- The lion; (K;) because of

his boldness, or daringness. (TA.)–Strong,

or vehement; (O, K;) thus applied to anything.

(TA.)- Tall, or long; (O, K;) thus in the

dial. of Hudheyl (O.)- Large in the eyes.

(K.)- Good: and the contr., i.e. bad. (M, K.)

-A certain sort of arron's, and of arron-heads

or the like: (M.) or the white of these, (M, K.)

i.e. of the latter: (K:) and a spear-head very

clear or bright, (K, TA,) and sharp : (TA:) or,

applied to an arrow, it means made of the tree

called £: ($ in art...", and M, and TA:)
63 – o – 40 d >

and āj- J-35 means a bon made of that tree:

(TA:) or a bony having its string braced, and

strongly, or skilfully, or well, made. (K, TA.)–

Also 4 species of bird. (K.)- See also the next

preceding paragraph.
*

U-->

© od-p

U--- Thin, or fine, &e [or silk brocade]:

(Th, M, Bd and Jel in xviii. 30, Jel in xliv. 53,

Msb, K, TA:) or thin, or fine, "… [q.v.]:

(Bd in xliv.:) opposed to 3:1; (TA:) or i, q.
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&j. [expl. by IB as meaning thin, or fine,

ru's so in the TA in art, c']: (S) or a kind

of cl:#; (Lth, K, TA;) made of [the kind of

don'n called] es: (Lth, TA:) or a kind of

*: [pl. of #, q. v.]: (M, K:) [accord. to

Golius, praestans et subtile panni serici genus;

as on the authority of Ibn-Maaroof: and Attalicus

Pannus, aurum argentumve intextum habens;

as on the authority of J, who, however, explains

it only by the word &#. : it is mentioned in the

S and Msb in art. U--- and in the latter, is said

to be of the measure J: ; but accord. to the

K, the d is a radical letter:] it is [said to be] an

arabicized word, without contradiction, (Lth, K,)

as well as 3:1; (Lth:) but both these words

occur in the Kur-án, and Esh-Shāfi'ee and others

deny that any arabicized word occurs therein:

[though they are opposed by Bd (xvii. 37) and

others:] some say that they are instances of the

agreement of different languages. (MF.)

J.--

&#: dial. var.of&#, q. v.; (Fr, L, K;)

like J3-5: (TA:) pl. &2u-, (L.)

J.--

J: see art. U-A".

J

1.3-, aor. : , (TK) inf n.:, (M.K.) He

(a man, TK) was, or became, illnatured, or very

perverse or cross: (K, TK:) or narrow in dis

position. (M.) Hence is derived 5:- in the

first of the senses expl. below. (M.) [Or per

haps the reverse may be the case.]

- %, Or£: see the last paragraph.

3: A coat made of thongs, (S, M, K,) worn

in war, (M,) like a coat of mail: (S, K:) [and]

any weapon of iron : (A:) and weapons, or arms,

collectively: (M, K:) or, accord. to some, coats
- 23.2 &

of mail: (M:) so As means in explaining 22-J)

as signifying what consists of rings: (TA:) or,

as some say, a coat of mail: (Ham p. 352:) or

all iron. (AO.)

3

#- The cat; of the masc. gender; syn. »;

(M, A, Msb) as also "::, (K) or *%: (as

in a copy of the M:) fem. with 3: (Mgb:) pl.

*::: (S, Mgb, K:) butx- is rare in the lan

guage of the Arabs: * and &: are more

common (IAmb, Mob) And #1 & The

J-, [or -, i.e. litten, or the file]. (T in

art. L:)-A lord, master, or chief (M, K;)

in some copies of the K, * is erroneously

put for 2.; (TA;) a chief of a tribe: (Sgh:)

pl. as above. (Sgh, K.)- A vertebra (M, K)

of the upper part (TA) of the neck (M, K) of a

camel: (M, TA:) pl. as above. (TA.)- The

root of the tail: (Er-Riyáshee, K:) pl. as above.

(K.)

la

1. £, aor. 4; (M, K;) or£, aor. *, inf. n.

*:: (Mab3) or both; (TA) He was, or
became, such as is termed bu [q v.]. (M,

Msb, K.)

i: [The mimosa Nilotica.; also called acacia

Nilotica;] a 1:5, [or this is properly the name

of its fruit,] (M, K.) which grows in the 's

[or Upper Egypt], (M,) or [rather] in Egypt;

[for it grows in Lower, as well as Upper, Egypt;]

(K;) it is the best kind of firewood of the people

of that country, who assert that it has most

of fire, and least of ashes; so says AHn, on the

authority of a person well informed; and he adds

that they tan with it [or rather with its pods]:

the word is foreign: (M:) and is also written

£2: Sgh says that is an arabicized word, from

the Indian j-. [So in the TA, doubtless a mis

transcription. In the CK, £1 is erroneously

put for £1.]

Lü (S, M, Mgh, Mab, K) and Lú (M, O,

L. CK) and 't,' & M, K) and ':

(S, K) A man (Mgb) having no beard: (M,

Mgh, Msb:) or having no hair at all upon his

face: (M:) or having no hair upon the sides of his

face [so I render &#], and no beard at all:

(S, K:) or having little hair upon the sides of the

face, (Mgh, Mgb,) or upon the side gf the face,

but not reaching to the state of the &->= : (IAar,
de

K:) or i, q.*: (Mgh:) or whose beard is

on his chin [only], having nothing on the sides of

the face : (As, K:) or this last signification,

accord. to As, applies to b: : (TA:) the pl. (of

b: accord. to some copies of the K and the

TA) is £ (IAar, K) and £i (which is a pl.

of pauc.]: (K:) lot... is used as a sing. and pl.

epithet: it is used as a pl. by Dhu-r-Rummeh.

(IB, TA.)

*::: see the next preceding paragraph.=

Also A well-known medicine. (K.)

3. * > -

Uses:- : see £2.

* *

1.*" -ā, aor. - and *, (§, M, K.) inf. n.

-:; (M, K.) and '4-15 (S. M. K3) or,

accord. to As, the latter only; (S;) He bound

the -su. [q. v.] upon the camel: (S, M., K.)

and the latter, he put to him (i.e. the camel), or

made for him, a -à: (K, TA;) thus expl. by

El-’Ozeyzee. (TA.) [Hence, accord. to some,]

one says, in a prov., of a person confounded

or perplexed, and unable to see his right course,

in his affair, W-'9 J*,($, Meyd) meaning

He was confounded, or perplexed, and unable to

see his right course, by reason of fright, like him

who knows not where to bind the -st: (Z, TA:)

it originated from the fact of a man's being thus

confounded, or perplexed: (Meyd:) a poet says,

(namely, Ibn-Kulthoom, TA,)

*

*** ** *
*

* &&#1:9'3- *

[as though meaning When a people are unable to

find the right way to bind the -šū-, in conse

quence of the affair that is uncertain to #

(thus related by Meyd; but in the TA with U

in the place of 225, and L'é in the place of U-2 :)]

Az, however, says that this is not the meaning:

that JU.S. here signifies the advancing, or pre

ceding; and that the meaning is, are unable to

find the right nay of advancing, or preceding;

(Meyd, TA;) from -: said of a horse, expl.

below. (TA.)= See also the next paragraph.

4. -ā-l, inf. n. Jú: see above, in two

places. - Hence, i. e. from this verb in the sense

expl. in the first sentence, (S, TA,) £i *-ā-l

! He performed his affair skilfully, soundly, or

thoroughly. (S, M, K, TA.)= Also He (a

horse) preceded the other horses: (S, TA:) and

-ā- she (a camel) preceded the other camels

(K, TA) in going, or journeying, or pace; (TA;)

as also '-'. (K, TA.) [See the verse cited

in the preceding paragraph, and the explanation

of it by Az.] Said of a camel, it means also He

put fornard his neck, to go on: (K, TA:) or he

advanced, or preceded. (TA.)- Said of light

ning, It appeared, or was seen, near; and so said

of the clouds (~~). (K)– And -a

-: The wind blen violently, and raised the

Hust. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

-: see the next paragraph.

-:- A leaf; (M, and so in copies of the K,

and in the TA ;) or leaves: (so in other copies of

the K:) pl.+: thus in the copies of the K,

[like the sing,j but this requires consideration;

and it seems that it is Js:, a pl. assigned to

-: in a sense that will be mentioned in what

follows: (TA:) [or the pl. is #, likewise men

tioned, as a pl. of -:-, in what follows, in three

places:] also (K) the leaf of the [tree called]

&: (AA, S, O, K:) or the pericarp of the

&": (S, M, O, K:) this, says IB, is the correct

meaning, as those acquainted with the #-re

affirm; for, as 'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh says, the &”

has not leaves, nor thorns, but consists of slender

twigs; it grows in [water-courses such as are

termed] -4: (TA:) a poet likens thereto the

ears of horses: (S:) the pl. is ā-: (M:) or

the pericarps of any tree having a produce CO7t

sisting of grains in a long pod, (AHn, O, K,)

that become scattered, when they dry, from that

pod, the shale thereof remaining; (AHn, O';)

one such pod is termed "#, (AHn, O, K.)

and the pl. [or coll. gen. n.] is -:- (K;) and

this last has for its pl. ā-: (AHn, O, K:)

Aboo-Ziyād says that it is like [the pod of] the

J% [or bean], except that it is wider, and

pointed at the extremity; wherefore a poet likens

thereto the ear of a horse: (O:) or, accord. to

AHn, *ā- signifies any pericarp, whether

oblong or not oblong; and the pl. [or coll. gen. n.]

is -i-, and the pl. of C++ is #2 (M.) (see

also £: and the shale of the [bean called]
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55%, and of the [species of kidney-bean called]

£, and of the lentil, and the like; (IAar, TA;)

or the shale of the first of these three when what

was in it has been eaten; (K;) and the pl., is

-*. (IAar, T.A.)- Also, (K,) or * -: ,

with fet-h, (IAar, O, L,) A branch, or twig,

(**) stripped of its leaves. (IAar, O, L., K.)–

And the former, The [grain called] 2-33 [i. e.

c)3.j, q v,] which is sometimes in wheat and

barley, (O, K,) and which vitiates them, and

loners their prices. (O)= Also i, q, x-2 [4

sort, or species]. (K.) One says, cut-Asi lá:

[This is food, or wheat,] of tro sorts, good and

bad. (AA, O.) - And A company...of men,

(Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) One says, c, -ā- List

Jä A company of men came to me. (Ibn

'Abbād, O.)

ā-, see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

•,• C. J.

dú- andc. Two pieces of nood set up

right, betneen which is put the [pulley called]

at- [by means whereof water is drawn.] (K.)

Jú. The [breast-girth called]. - 4: (Ki) or

the appertenance of the camel that is as the -:

to the horse or similar beast: (Kh, S:) or a cord

which you tie to the* [or breast-girth of the

camel], then you bring it fornard so as to put it

behind the callous protuberance upon the breast,

[and there, app., make it fast in some manner,]

and it keeps the 2...a5 in its place : (A5, S, O,

K:) this is done only when the belly of the camel

has become lank, and his re-aj has [conse

quently] become unsteady: (S, O, K:*) or a

cord that is tied from the hind girth of the camel

to his breast-girth and is then tied to his neck,

when he has become lank : (M:) pl. [of mult.]

-: (M.K.) and C# (K) and [of pauc] is:

(TA:) and a leathern strap or thong, or some

other thing, that is put behind the [breast-girth

called] -->4, in order that it may not slip [from

its place]. (M.)

-is: A horse that shifts the saddle forniards.

(Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) [See also Jú:...]

-: A cloth that is put, (AA, O, K,) or tied,

(M,) upon the shoulders of the camel: pl. -:

(AA, M, O, K) and -: (K:) the cloths that

are similarly placed upon the hinder parts of

camels are called it: [pl. of J.'s]. (AA, O.)

–Also The assus [properly meaning selvage,

or selvedge,] of a carpet; (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K;)

i.e., its J.- [which generally means map; but

this addition I think doubtful]. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)

* * > d J.

ää

upon her. (S, TA.)-And*: J: IHorses

having the [nithers, or parts called] 8-4 high,

or elevated: denoting a quality approved in them;

for it is only in the best, and the generous,

thereof: and when they are thus, the saddles

A she-camel having the -st. [q.v.] tied

recede upon their backs; wherefore the Jú. is

put to them, to keep the saddles in their places.

(M.)

* - d -

- - -

āā-e A mare, (S, M., K.) and a she-camel,

(M,) preceding others in going, or journeying, or

pace; (S, M, K;) as also "Jú: (M:) and

-:- [being pl. of the latter] signifies the same;

and is applied to camels: (Th, TA:) or [so in

the K, but more properly “and”] i:, with

fet-h to the cy, is specially applied to the she

camel, (K, TA,) in the sense first assigned to it

above: (TA:) or #:, (K, TA,) with kesr to

the cy, (TA,) signifies a [youthful she-camel such

as is termed] .# that has completed the tenth

month of her pregnancy, and whose udder has

become snollen. (Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA)- Also,

(El-’Ozeyzee, O, K,) or-: and W-ā-, (AA,

M,) applied to a she-camel, Lean, or light of

..flesh, (AA, El-’Ozeyzee, M, O, K,) or lank in
the belly. (AA, M.)- And is: J. signifies also

Land affected with drought, barrenness, or dearth:

(El-’Ozeyzee, O, K:) or a year ofdrought, barren

ness, or dearth : [thus expl. as a subst, or an epi

thet in which the quality of a subst, is predomi

nant:] pl. -it- (AHn, M.)

Jú- 1 A camel that males the saddle to shift

backwards; (S, M, K, TA;) wherefore a -su

is put to him: (S, TA:) and, (K,) or as some

say, (S,) that makes it to shift forwards : (S, K,

TA:) so says Lth: but ISh disallows his expla

nation, saying that it means a she-camel that

makes the load to shift forwards; and that it:

[a word which I have not found anywhere except

in this instance] signifies the contrary: (TA:) or

that males her fore. girth to slipfornard; contr.

of -3-2 and -ll-o. (TA in art. .)- Seeyf & £9-2 ( &2)
• DJ

also aä -e, in two places.

J

1. 3 (S. K.) aor. *, (K) infn 3%, (S)

He (a young camel) suffered indigestion (S, K)

9:0 &: Lfrom the milk], (K.) One says, of a

young camel, 3: L:-* He drank until, or

so that, he suffered indigestion. (S.) And one

says, of an ass, and of any beast, 3-, inf n. as

above, meaning, He was affected with what re

sembled indigestion from eating fresh herbage.

(TA.)

4.-: ai-li. Q. 2% [i. e. Ease and plenty

caused him to exult, or to exult greatly, or ex

cessively, and to behave insolently and unthank

fully, or ungratefully: or nealth made him to

enjoy, or lead, a plentiful, and a pleasant or an

easy, and a soft or delicate, life; or a life of ease

and plenty]. (O, K.)

- 3: Satiated, or sated, like him who is suffer

ing indigestion: (A’Obeyd, TA:) applied by

Lebeed as an epithet to a horse. (TA.)

sos."

&:- A house, or chamber, plastered with

gypsum (Ibn 'Abbād, o, K.) pl. &# and

&ú: (K:) or, accord. to Sh, these are pls of

the word in the sense next following. (TA)

• * *

Any [hill of the hind termed] ass=1; pl. as

above: so accord. to Sh: (T, O, TA:) or it is

the name of a particular assi, (T, O, K, TA,)

well known; occurring, without Ul, in a poem of

Imra-el-Keys. (T, O, TA)—And 3:1, 4

certain white star. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

Lo

.1.L., (M., Msb, K.) aor. *, (Mab, K.) inf. n.

*; (M, Msb;) so some say; others saying

2: in the pass. #m; and "...i. as some say;

others saying "...i. (Msb;) He (a camel) was,

or became, large in the A:... [or hump). (M,

Msb, K.)

2. 4.-, (M. K.) inf n. *:3, (K.) It (herb

age, or pasture,) made him (a camel) large in the

A... [or hump]; as also "4-1: (M, K:) or

both signify it made him fat. (TA)-And He

made it gibbous, namely, a grave; i.e. he raised

it from the ground like the A# (Msh:)--5

(S, K) of a grave ($) is the contr. of <!-i.

(S, K.) He raised it, [app. so as to make it

gibbous,] namely a thing. (M.) - And He

filled it, namely, a vessel, (AZ, M, Msb, K,) and

then put upon it what n'as like aA: of n-heat

or some other thing, (AZ, Msb,) or so that there

was above it what was like the A. (M.)–

See also 5.- [And seeX: below.]

4: see 1, in two places:- and 2, first sen

tence.–3:31--, (S. K.) inf n >! ($)
The smoke rose, or rose high. ($, K.) And

jū. <-s: The fire became large in its flame:

(M, K:) or the fire had a high flame. (TA.)

5. #1 2: He mounted, or rode upon, the

Aü... [or hump] of the she-camel. (Harpp. 332,

and 390.)– He (the stallion) mounted the she

camel; (M, TA;) he leaped the she-camel. (TA.)

–And 4--. He, or it, mounted, ascended, got,

was, or became, upon it, (S, M, MSb, K,) namely,

a thing; (M, Mgb, K;) as also "4:-, (M, K.)

inf n...:3. (TA. [Freytag adds 4-1 in this

sense, as on the authority of J, whom I do not

find to have mentioned it.]) And He mounted,

or ascended, upon it from its side, namely, a wall.

(TA.) And He rode upon it, namely, anything,

[meaning any animal,] advancing, or retiring.

(TA.)- Also It became abundant upon him,
• * * * *

and spread; said of hoariness; as also a.o.e.:5;

(IA, M.T.A.) like 4 × (TA)-And

J.S.*: ---. The clouds rained copiously,

or abundantly, upon the land. (TA)–:

also signifies The taking, or seizing, suddenly,

unexpectedly, or by surprise. (M., K.)

> [a coll. gen, n.]: see #: [its n. un.].

X- A camel having a large A:... [or hump]:

(Lth, S, M, K.) fem, with s. (Lth, TA)—

Also A tall plant, of which the a..., (§, K.) i.e.

the head, resembling the ear of corn, (S,) or the

lossom, (K) has come forth. ($, K.) [And]

is: signifies Any tree (5-3) that does not
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bear; its extremities having dried up, and be

come altered. (M. ..[In the TA, the word in this

sense is said to be a- : but the former is app,

the right reading.])- Also, (TA) or use --

L-39 *3, (S, in which it is only mentioned as

said ofwater) Water rising, or rising high, and

appearing upon the surface of the earth. (TA.)

* * * *

ão. The blossom (M, K) of a plant; (K;)

i. e. (TA) the head thereof, resembling the ear of

corn, ($, TA) [or] it is of the ais, [q. v.], not

of the [herbs called] Ji (M3) and signifies

also the extremities [or an extremity] of the

c.1.2, which are [or is] shed thereby: (M,

TA::) and the head of a tree [or plant] of the

kind termed J3 [q. v.], in form like what is upon

the head of the reed, or cane, except that it is

soft, and the camels eat it in the manner termed

ź (inf n of ~34, q.v.]: (TA) (it is the

n. un. of W24, the latter being a coll. gen, n., as

is shown by what follows:] AHn says, some

assert that the a... is such of the produce of

herbs as resembles the produce of the 24-31 [Q. v.]

and the like; and such as the produce of the reed,

or cane; and that the most excellent of the ...

are the ... of a herb called the 'a<! [n un, of
Al-l]; ." the camels eat it in the manner

termed Lo-ad-, because of its softness; or, as in

some of the copies [of his work], the camels do

not eat it. (M.) -

>a< of the camel, (S) of the he-camel and of

the she-camel, [The hump; i.e.] the highest part

of the back: (M, TA:) [in substance,] it is to

the camel like the agi [here meaning the fat of

the tail] to the sheep : (Msb:) pl. i: (S, M,

Msb, K) [and app.A: also, as seems to be

indicated by an explanation of this latter pl. in

what follows]. Hence, in a trad., &c.; c." #3

-: * [Women upon whose heads are

the like of the humps of the Bactrian camels];

meaning such as wind the head-coverings as tur

bans upon their heads so as to enlarge them [in

appearance] thereby. (TA.) [Hence, also,A:

ašū! t The name of a star in the constellation of

Casiopea : mentioned by Freytag, with a refer

ence to Ideler Untersuch. p. 84.]– Also The

highest, or highest part, of anything: (TA:) and

the best, or choice part, (M, TA) of anything;

(TA;) because the Aù is the best, or the choice

part, of what is in the camel. (M.) [Hence,]

Júl #: The protuberant, or elevated, parts

of the sands; as being likened to the hump of

the she-camel: (M, TA:) and J% £f the

backs of the sands, that rise from the main por.

tions thereof. (TA) And J.S. A. The -:

[q. v.] (S, TA [in Sonne copies of the S2-4, per

haps correctly As-, i.e. high, or elevated, part])

of the land: (§, TA:) and the middle of the

land. (S, K.) AndJ: A: The rising part

of the middle of the upper side of the sandal,

which is in the place of the hollon of the foot.

(Harp. 559.) AndJöA: The highest parts of

a fire: (EM p. 156, and TA')2: being pl. of

X: which signifies the highest part of a thing.

(EM ubi supra.) And '-31A: + The highest

[of a people] in respect of glory. (TA.)

2: The ox, or con; syn. #31: (M, K:) or,

as some say, the wild 3%. (TA.)

2: The fruit, or produce, of the J.- [q.v.];

(M, K, TA; [in the CK, of the Ui-;]) men

tioned by Seer on the authority of Aboo-Málik:

(M:) n. un, with 3. (K)...And the latter signi

fies A certain herb : (see à... :) or a species of

tree: pl. [or rather coll. gen, n.]2: (M.)

+: [originally inf. n. of 2, q.v.,] A certain

water in Paradise; so called because running

above the elevated chambers (S, K*) and the

pavilions: mentioned in the Kur lxxxiii. 27: (S:)

or a certain fountain, or source, (#) in Para

dise: so they assert; and this requires its being

determinate, imperfectly decl.: or, accord. to Zj,

a nater coming upon them from above, from the

elevated chambers: (M:) or a certain fountain,

or source, coming upon them from above. (K

[and in like manner Az explains it].)

6 e o d seg

4-2 Lāy. A land that gives growth to the

*:l, n, un of: (K, TA)
6: * *

--> A camel left unridden [so that he is made

to have a large hump). (K, TA)- And £5

X: An elevated [or a gibbous] grave: from

A:l. (Mgh.)-And...:: + Great glory.

(M, T.A.)

4-w

1: see 5, in two places.

3. *L, inf n. #3 and £5 and ul-,

inf n. #Gu: (K;) or ău: <e, and ićt-,

(Msb;) He made an engagement, or a contract,

twith him for work or the like, by the year: (K:)
* -- ~ * * * * ~ *- # * > /

and #4 #3, and ič, [I hired him by

the year :] (S:) #: and ič from #1 are

like #3% from tall, and #su: from3:1, and

#: from &#1, &c. (TA in art. &)

#: -*t. The palm-tree bore one year and

not another; (AS, K;) as also<5%. (As, TA.)

4. In this form of the verb, the final radical

letter is changed into -->, so that they say ls:,

meaning They experienced drought, or barren

ness. (TA. [See also art. --..])

5. £e*::, (S,) and *.xls 4:3, (S, Msb,)

I remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, with him, or

at his abode, a year : (Msb:) both signify the

same. (TA) [See also 5 in art. 3- and L-.]

—£1- + The palm-tree undernent the

lapse of years; ($, Mgb;) as also ".….: (S:)

and in like manner one says of other things.

(Mgb)-4-3 said of food and of beverage,

(Fr, S, TA,) + It became altered [for the worse];

as also "4:..., aor. 4, inf n. 2: . (TA) or it

became altered [for the worse] by the lapse of
23 - a

years: (Fr, S, TA:) and a: in relation to

bread and beverage &c. means the becoming

mouldy, or musty, or spoiled. (S: and so in some

copies of the K and in the TA: in other copies of

the K, 4:1, like -:=, is put in the place of
• 3-3 • J w * * * •

a-J); and &&." in the place of the explana

• * ~ ** de £, 6,2 are z

tion &#1) a-: . &# 424 & #C3,

in the Kur [ii. 261], means + [But look at thy

food and thy beverage,] it has not become altered

[for the worse] by the lapse of years: (Fr, S,

TA:) Az says that this is the right way of read

ing, by pronouncing the 2 in a: in pausing

after it and in continuing without pausing: Ks

used to suppress the 2 in the latter case and to

pronounce it in the former: and Aboo-'Amr Esh

Sheybánee says that the original form [of&#

is &#: the like change being made in it as is

made in 4:3 [for & #] and inus): :*

[for usual 4:3). (TA. [See also 5 in art.

3- and Us", last sentence.])

i: a word of which the final radical letter is

rejected, (S, Msb,) and of which there are two dial.

vars., (Msb,) being, accord. to some, originally

i:,(S, Msb) like:-(S) or i-,(MSD) and

accord to others,#, (S, Msb,) like is: and

upon each of these originals are founded modifi

cations of the word, (Msb,) therefore it is men

tioned in the K [and S and other lexicons] in the

present art. and again in art. 3-, (TA,) A year;

syn. U3-; (Msb;) or Ale: (M, K:) or, as Suh

says, in the R, the ai. is longer than theAe; the

latter word being applied to the [twelve] Arabian

months [collectively], and thus differing from the

former word: (TA:) with the Arabs it consists

of four seasons, mentioned before [in art. Ú-ej,

VOce 34. : but sometimes it is tropically applied

to ; a single J.: [or quarter]; as in the saying,

ūji= #1*: >'s, meaning [The rain con

tinued] during the J: [or quarter, all of it]:

(Msb:) [see more in art. 3- and L- :] the dim.

is*: (S, Msb) accord. to those who make

the original of£ to be #, (Mab) and ':

(S, Msb) accord. to those who make the original

of£ to be is: (Mgb;) and some say i:,

but this is rare: (TA:) the pl. is −0- (Msb, K)

accord. to those who make the original ofi: to

be #: (Msb,) and $3: (Msb, K) accord. to

those who make the original of# to be is:

(Msb;) and &s:- also, (S, Msb, K.) like the

masc. perfect pl., (Mgb) [agreeably with a rule

applying to other cases of this kind,] with kesr,

to the J-, (§, TA) and 3:- [in the accus. and

gen. cases], (MSb, TA,) so that one says, **

&: [These are years], and &- <: [I san,

gears], (TA) and the c) is elided when it is pre

fixed to another noun, governing the latter in the

gen. case, (Msb,) and some say&*, with damm

to the U"; (§, TA;) and in one dial, the Us is

retained in all the cases, and the c is made a

letter of declinability, with tenween when the

word is indeterminate, [so that one says &-l

and is not elided when the word is prefixed to

another noun, governing the latter in the gen.

case, because it is [regarded as] one of the radical
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letters of the word; and of this dial. is the saying

of the Prophet, cis-à &- 'is'."

-** [O God, make them to be to them gears

like the years of Joseph]; (Msb; [but in my

copy of the Mgh, I find-: -ás;]) or with

: to£ like 3:£ [and ten

ween], there ar: two opinions ; one is, that it is

of the measure & Ass, like cel-s, with a rejec

tion [of one letter], though this is an anomalous

pl., for there sometimes occurs among pls. that

which has no parallel, as esse, and this is the opi

nion of Akh; the other is, that it is of the measure

J-4, changed to Jeas because of the kesreh of

the second letter; the pl. being in some instances

of the measure Jess, like ~£- and +; but

he who holds this opinion makes its final Ú to be

a substitute for 2, and that of āfile a substitute

for Us: ($:) you may also suppress the tenween

in&- [in which case it seems that one says

&-in the nom. case (assimilating it to &:-)

as well as in the accus, and the gen. ; like as one

does in the instances of Ü:* and dºw, pls of

#, accord. to the K, though, as I have shown

in art. 2", there is some doubt on this points]

but the suppression of the tenween in Üs:- is

more rare than its pronunciation: (I’Ak p.18 :)

and another pl. is& [originally#) of the

measure U2a5. (Er-Răghib, TA in art. 2".) The

phrase &: £u. <-i, in the Kur [xviii. 24],

is said by Akh to be for cle:"c"#1: [Three

hundred of years]: and he says that if the co

be an explicative of the aius, it is in the gen. case

[to agree with #2]; and if an explicative of the

J5, it is in the accus. case [to agree with J.3].

(S. [See also Bd on this phrase; and see De

Sacy's Ar. Gr., 2nd ed., i. 423.]) [a-, relating

to an animal or a plant or the like, means To the

completion of a year: and 4:3, to the comple

tion of his, or its, year; i. e in his, or its, first

year.] And one says, "<** [I met

him some years ago; three or more, to ten, years

ago]: a phrase like-** <'s £5. (Az, TA in

art.-23s.) And W#: is a dim. of enhancement,

of #3 one says #:- #: A severe year of

drought or barrenness or dearth : (TA:) and

Jae'' "+. -> b% [They lapsed into the

severe years ofscantines of herbage]: these were

years that pressed hard upon the people of El

Medeeneh. (K, TA)–: [alone] also signi

fies t Drought, or barrenness: (Msb, K, TA:)

or vehement, or intense, drought : (TA in art.

3- ) an instance of a noun used especially in

one of its senses, like #3 applied to “a horse,”

and J. applied to “camels:” pl., in this, as in

the former, sense, +: [and*] and &:

and &: (TA.) One says of a land (~$5.

à: Čí ! Drought, or barrenness, befell it.

(Mgb.) And in like manner one says of people,

£4:(Drought, &c.,"fu them]. (TA)

A seeker of herbage and of a place in which to

alight was sent to a tract, and found it dried up

by want of rain, and when he returned, being

asked respecting it, he said, ā-1, meaning

! Drought, &c. [has befallen it]. (TA.) And it

is said in a trad, #3: J. J.", i.e.

! [O God, aid me against Mudar] by drought &c.

(TA.)= It is also [used as an epithet,] applied
of

to land (L:), as meaning t Affected with

drought, or barrenness; (As, S, K;) as also
*ed.» ** @*

* it... and #3:... (Mgb.) One says likewise,

3-33. ** # These are countries, or tracts,

affected with drought &c.; and Et-Tirimmáh

says

* • w & 2. •" 2 * *

* :* ~" c-3

! [In a gusty tract, the wind moaning therein

like the moaning of the milch enes or goats (see

-si-) in the country affected with drought, or

the countries, &c., x: being regarded as a coll.

gen. n. and therefore qualified by a pl., like >:

in the phrase &sistê-3). (TA)

*

d = - d -->

a... a ., also pronounced with teshdeed to the

& see :, in art. 3- and Ls-, last sentence.

*: Xú. + [Food, or nheat,] that has under

gone the lapse of years (AZ, K3) as also c-.
6 * * * * *

(AZ, TA)-See also ax->.

*-6 • * > d >

al- als- t A palm-tree that bears one year

and not another: (S, K:) or a palm-tree affected

by a year of drought. (S.) And #: i: A

gear in which is no herbage nor rain. (TA.) –
6 * *

See also a ..., last sentence but one.

6 *d, * * 6&- - * * *

awe- and : (dims. of ā-), and the pl.
&- a 22- . 6&.e.,

~le- : see al-', in five places: and see also as:

in art. 9- and Us".

6 * * *

#, applied to bread, (S. K.) and so * :

applied to bread and to beverage &c., (CK, but

see 5, third sentence,) + Mouldy, or musty, or

spoiled. (S, K.)

3- and Us:

1. G., [aor. *] inf n.: and #ū- and

# -, i. q. Ji- [as meaning Hewatered, or irri.

gated, land]. (M.) [Hence,] one says Jä

Wis: and W#~, (S, M, K,) meaning Watered,

or irrigated, and (M'.) the in #: being

changed into us, (S,M.) in the opinion of Sb,

(M) like as it is in ass; ($;) for he knew not

w: [as meaning I watered it], holding:

to be from [lau. having for its aor.] ūs: (M.)

One says [also], âûl **, 8.01".*: (S, K.)

inf n. [as above, or] #: and #ć, (TA,) The

she-camel watered, or irrigated, land. (S, K,

TA) And #9 - 5 #: (S, Ms) The

cloud waters the land. (Msb.) And 90.

& t[The rain gave thee water for thy land,

or may the rain give thee water], inf n. 2

and G-: [app. 5: and G:l. (TA) And

** 3: ...A-il t [The clouds send down

rain]. (TA) And #39 4-H -- +[The

* @ -

cloud watered, or irrigated, with rain], aor.:

and G: (M, TA) And £1.<, aor. 3:5,
- 3. J * • *

inf n. 2:..., | The sky rained. (TA)---

#31, aOt. J: (M in art. Us-3) or <,

(K, TA) aor. L-3, like L-35 (K, TA:) The

beast [by which is app, meant, in the M, the

horse, for it is there added ts:, meaning that

the verb is said in like manner of other animals,

which is the case, for it is generally said of a

camel,] n'as used for the drawing of nater upon

it [to irrigate land: see £4, below]. (M, K.)

And t: , aor. s: said of a beast [turning a

water-wheel], He turned round about the well.
e of • * > * > d -

(R, TA). And -49 co: 23:1 (S. K.)

inf n. #ü-, and sometimes àgu, (TA) The

people, or party, dran water jor themselves;

(S, K; [in some copies of the former of which,

í Šl, the

reading in both of my copies;]) and so ****

---.S. (M. T.A.) And 2:31 Já ú, inf n:

#: [app. a mistranscription for #ū-], JHe dren,

water upon the camel; which camei is termed

#ú. (M.A.) And*L: A camel upon

n:hich water is drann. (Mgh and Msb in expla

nation of#ū) And '.J: X: [A nell from

which water is dran'n, app. by means of the camel

called āşūl. (M.) And#<, inf n. #ć,

I dren the bucket from the well. (TA)=<--

#1 (M, K) aor. :, inf n. #, (M.) The

Jire became high in its light. (M, K.) And

&#1 -, (M, K) aor. 3:, inf n. *, (TA)

The lightning shone, shone brightly, or gleamed:

(M, K, TA:) [or gleamed upniards, or shot up :

for, in the Kur xxiv. 43,] some read, it: ś
- ofioso * * * *

2'-a')- -a.j: as

'#'í $! is erroneously put for #:

* - % meaning The rising and

gleaming upwards of his lightning [nearly taketh

anay the sight, lit. sights]; others reading u-,

of which *... is not a dial. var. (M.) And * es-"

& Ji signifies [in like manner] The lightning

shone, or gland ; or diffused itself, and rose.

(M.) And*9. &: č, G. t He rose [or

aspired] to the means of attaining eminence. (M.)

And 4--J #4, inf n. *, +He became high,

or exalted, in his grounds of pretension to respect

or honour. (M.) And G:, like G#, He (a

man, TA) was, or became, high, or exalted, in

rank. (K,"TA.)=See also 2, in two places.

*And see 5.

2. it., (M, TA) inf n. #5, (TA) He as:

cended, rose, mounted, got, was, or became, upon

it, namely, a thing; (M, TA;) as also *%-5.

(M.) And ājūl sqi " ... The he camel

mounted the she-camel to compress her. (K.)=

And su-, (§, K.) inf n, as above, (K.) He

opened it; ($, K, TA;) namely, a knot, and a

lock: (TA:) and made it easy. (S, K, TA. [In

the last of these, said to be tropical.]) A poet

says, .

* * * * f. • 6- a • * - of

* * Gill, L-3 wieżis *

• * >> Ö e - © we * * * * * * wn.

* 5: G is J. & 6) *
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[And I know with a knowledge that is not mere

opinion, that, when God opens, and makes easy,

the tying, or knotting, of a thing, it becomes easy].
o & * ow- • 0 <

(S.) And one says, “C.” ---, and "Sl, t /

opened the way of doing the thing, and the affair.

(TA) And A31',(K) inf n. L- [app.

G-l. (TA,) I opened the door; as also '453-;

(K, TA;) the verb in this sense having (4 and 5

for its last radical. (T.A.)= See also 5.

3. 3.} &#ö, (S, M. K.) inf n idt

(TA) [and ::... (see what I have said respecting

a verse cited voce U-)], t I vied with the man in

being pleased, wellpleased, or content; or I agreed,

consented, accorded, or nas of one mind or opi

nion, with him : (S, M," K:*) and I treated him

with gentleness, or blandishment; soothed, or

coaxed, him: and behaved well to him in my

social intercourse with him: (S, K.) or jūu

signifies the treating one with gentleness, or

blandishment, in suing for a thing : (Az, TA:)

or the endeavouring to conciliate one. (TA.)=

And suu.., inf n idu.. and #~, He hired him

for [or by] the year; (M, K;) or he made an

engagement, or a contract, with him for work or

the like, by the year; like<0. Kin art. 4.- :)

and iču :* and idu- 3-t') signify the

Same aS #1- [q. v.]. (M., T.A.)

4. au- He raised, eralted, or elevated, him,

or it. ($, Meb, K.)—jöl U- He raised the

light of the fire. (M) – #1-14 U-1 He

raised [in value], to him, the 555us- [i. e. gift, or

present]. (T.A.) And äläs-A 4. ū: We made

much and high [in amount], to him, the pay.
* - - of

(Harp. 134) – And 53- J-1 i t <--

[app. meaning He made good his covenant of

protection]. (TA.)=&#1 Us:- The lightning

sent its light into the house, or tent, or chamber:

or fell upon the ground; or flew along in the

clouds; (K, TA;) or, sometimes, elsen here, not

in the clouds: but it is only in the night. (TA.)

See also another explanation near the end of the

first paragraph.= sil Us-l, (§, M, K.) inf. n.

£), (S,) The people, or party, tarried a year

(S, K) in a place: (S:) or it signifies : Li

Als' [the year passed over them; meaning they

remained to the end of the year]. (M.) But

b: signifies They nere afflicted with drought,

or barrenness : (S, M," K: [Freytag has erro

neously assigned this signification to #: :]) the

2, (S) or the us, which is originally 5, (M.)

being changed into -, (S, M,) to distinguish

between this verb and US-1 in the sense expl.

above. (S. [See art. --~.])

5. L- : see 2, in two places. – Also i, q.

3.5 L = [in the CK# L5 and in my MS.

copy of the K# tà, but correctly& meaning

He ascended : agreeably with this rendering, the

inf n. is expl. in the TK as meaning as .e32

&sie :] said of a man. (K," TA.)= Also It

opened, or became opened or open: said of a lock

[&c.]. (TA.)- It was, or became, facilitated,

or easy; and ready, or prepared. (Harpp. 159

Bk. I.

* * • * ~ *

and 508.)–And i, q. 23. L J-5, said of a

man, (K,) i. e. He found, or experienced, ease,

Or facility, in his affairs. (TK.)= Also i q.

J.35: so in the phrase ü's L- [He sought

to please, content, or satisfy, such a one; or he

pleased, contented, or satisfied, such a one, after

striving, labouring, or toiling]: (K:) but it is

said in the M, [app. a mistake, perhaps for the T,

for in the M I do not find it,] that U2's

[by which may be meant either's: or *č:
J. •o * os

means ~#. (TA)= <= <-5 I remained,

stayed, divelt, or abode, with him, or at his abode,

- -

-

- J ed .* ow. --> •

a year; like *.xls --5: (Mgb in art. 4- )
** * * ~ *

or it means ' •le- 0.A.'s&# [I remained, &c.,

with him, or at his abode, some years; three or

more, to ten, years]. (TA.) - Hence, (TA,)

* . signifies also It became altered [..for the

worse], (S, K, TA,) accord. to Er-Răghib, so that

it lost its freshness, by the lapse of years: (TA:

[see also a:]) but accord. to AA, it is from

the phrase in the Kur [xv. 26 and 28 and 33]

c”: (2-3-, one of the cis being changed

into us; and is similar to J: for Jaai ($,

TA.)

8 -# 3:1, see 1 =#| J.- He

looked at the light of the fire. (IAar, M.)

ū. Light: (Mab, MF) or the light of light

ning, (S, M, K,) and of fire: (M:) or the point,

or extremity, of the light of lightning : (T, TA:)

or light shining or gleaming, or diffusing itself

and rising: (Er-Răghib, TA:) or a high light:

and applied also to the shining, or gleaming, of

weapons: (Ham p. 271 :) MF says that the ap

parent particularization in the K [&c.] seems to

have been taken from the verse of the Kur

[xxiv. 43], and that the word is correctly a

general term, meaning as expl. in the Msb:

(TA:) [it is originally3%, though mentioned in

the K as belonging to art. L- ; for] the dual is

9%: As knew not a verb belonging to it.

(TA.):= Also [The cassia senna of Linn.; the

common senna of medicine; so called in the pre

sent day; and also calleda: t: , and&js--ū. ;]

a certain plant, (S, M, Msb, K,) used as a medi.

cine; (S, TA;) and recommended in a trad.;

(TA;) an attenuant of the yellon bile and the

black bile and the phlegm, (K, TA,) hon’soever

used; (TA;) [and] used as a collyrium; (M;)

AHn describes it as a shrub, or small tree, of the

[cias called] -\#(pl. of &l, which is mixed
n:ith :-, and improves and strengthens its

colour, and blackens it; and which has a fruit

of such hind that, when it dries up, and is put in

motion by the wind, it causes to be heard a sound

such as is termed J% [q. v.]: (M in arts. 2

and L-, and TA:) its name is as above and

W:(3,- (M, K:) and the n. un, is jū, and #:

(M in arts. 3- and Us- ) the dual of u is

9:, and some say 9%. (M in art, L-.)

[Accord, to a gloss. in a copy of the S, as stated

by Golius, the dual 93- is applied to The leaves

of cyprus (or :-) and senna mixed together,

with which the hair is dyed black.] In the phrase

*..." ū, in a verse of El-Jagdee, the plant

[above mentioned] may be meant, as though it

were mixed with musk: or it may be from U.

signifying “light;” because the diffusion of odour

is like that of light. (M.)= 3, (JM) or ú.

ū., (TA) without teshdeed, and also with tesh

deed, to the cy, is an Abyssinian expression,

meaning&- [q. v.], (JM, TA,) occurring in a

trad. of Umm-Khālid; but it is differently related;

some saying *: *:: and some, cº-; and pro

nouncing each with, as well as without, teshdeed:

so in the Nh. (TA.)

c-ź. [Food, or wheat,] that has under
z 6 *

gone the lapse of years; as also aw. (AZ, TA

in art. 4- )

#4, applied to a portion of time, (M,) signify

ing A year, syn. J.-, (Mgh,) or24, (K,) but

a distinction is made between> and #, [as

has been stated in art. a...,] (TA,) belongs to

arts. 3- and a ... [in both of which it is men

tioned in many of the lexicons: see what has been

said respecting it in art. a. in the present work]:

(M.) accord. to Suh, in the R, it is from 3,

aOl". *::, said of a beast [turning a water-wheel],

meaning “he turned round about the well;” so

that it signifies a single revolution of the sun;

and it is sometimes termed% : he says also that

it is longer than the Aé, which is applied to the

[twelve] Arabian months [collectively]: but :

is also applied to twelve revolutions of the moon:

the: a: [or solar year] is three hundred

and sixty-five days and a quarter of a day: and

the a:2.5 a: [or lunar year] is three hundred

and fifty-four days and a third of a day: it is

also said, on the authority of Er-Răghib, that

i: is used as denoting a year in which is diffi

culty, and drought, or barrenness, or dearth; and

X4, as denoting that in which is ampleness of the

means, or circumstances, of life, and abundance

of herbage or the like; and by this is explained

the nice point in the wor: of the Kur [xxix. 13],

Uels co-o- 9) :- call [a thousand years save

fifty years]; because the fifty years passed before

the mission of the prophet [Noah], before which

no harm happened to him from his people; but

after his mission, the years were difficult to him.

(TA.) [Respecting the dims, (which are :

and#, the former accord. to those who make

the original of # to be #, and the latter

accord. to those who make it to be #:) and the

pls., (which are +3- and+: and &: and

• J. J. s -

U2-, and U- and de-, the last whereof is

- - s s2 - .

originally de-, and J: also,) see à- in art.

- 6.--> -

a- - Also respecting a ... used alone as sig

nifying ! Drought, or barrenness, or vehement or

intense drought, see that word insart. a...=

Also respecting the same word used as an epithet,
- 6 of - -

applied to land (Là)), as meaning t Affected
** de *- - -

with drought or barrenness, like #12:... and £,

see that same word in art. a...]

*> d > 6.

#13- à: t A hard, rigorous, or distressing,

gear. (M., K.) And#: .# + A land affected

183
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** >
-

with drought or barrennes [like: ; ) (TA)

[See also £, in art. 4-.]

#: inf n of ~ said of fire, (M) and of

t: said of lightning, (TA) and of 3:... (M)

[Used as a simple subst.,] High, or exalted, rank

or condition. (S," Mgb, K, TA.)= See also ū.

3 -

U- High, or eralted, in rank or condition:

(S.M.) as also '..., applied to a man. (K,'

TA.)

: dim. of #, (S and Msb in art. a-,)

accord. to those who make the latter word to be

originally #: ; (Mob in that art.) pl. #.

(K and TA in that art., and TA in the present

art.) See 5, last sentence but one; and see also
*.*.*

4-, in art. 4-, in four places.

:#(S,R) and #2: (S) He took

it wholly. (S, K.)

- - - 3 -

Wu- : see Us".

9- Watering : [and drancing water:] applied

[as an epithet] to a man and to a camel: pl.

5ú.; which is applied by Lebeed to men [as

meaning] drancing water by means of cºś (pl.
• - s

of agū, q.v.]. (TA.)

#ū. [a subst: from clu, made so by the

affix 3,] A she camel, (§, M, K) or a camel,

(Mgh, Msb,) a he-camel as well as a she-camel,

(TA,) upon which water is drawn (S," M, Mgh,

Msb, K, TA) from a [deep] well (Mgh, Msb)

[by a man riding or leading it anay from the

well, it having the tro extremities of a long rope

tied to the saddle, and the upper end of the nell

rope being tied .." the middle of the former rope,

as expl. voce #úl, i.Q. ā-ā: (S, TA:) [it

seems also to signify, sometimes, a camel that

carries water for irrigating seed-produce; a
* * • s -

meaning likewise assigned to A-3U and C-3U :]

and a beast (#2) that turns round about a nell

[raising nater from it by means of the machine

called -3,3]; (R, TA) pl. c.'s. (S, Mgh,

TA.) Hence the prov., *

6 - * >* > * > * • * * * *

* abi: ) > -ss-lix- *

[The course of the beasts that dran, water in

either of the ways described above is a journey

that does not end]. (S, Mgh, TA.)- Also the

~# [or large bucket with n'hich water is drawn]

together with its gear, or apparatus. (M, Mgh,

K.)-And t A cloud natering the earth. (Msb.)

so so - e os 6.5 d >

52- Jól and à:- : see 1, second sentence.

#: i, q X, [Q. v.] (S. K.) [or rather] A

dam; i.e. a thing constructed [or raised] to keep

back the water of a torrent; (Mgh;) a [kind of]

wall built in the face of water: (Msb in art.

co-:) so called because there are in it sluices, or

openings for the water, according to what may be

required; from 'Gl <: and,29, expl.

above: so in the T (TA:) pl. &c. (MA)

#: (M, TA) or #:#, (A, TA) A

rvell (Az, M, TA) of which the rope is long, (Az,

TA,) from which one draws water only by means

of the camel called agu. (Az, M, TA)

4-w

* > 6 p. * - •

a- and a~ : see -l, in art. 4-, in four places.

*

1. -- The act of taking. (J.K. K.) You

say, 'Jim --~, aOr. *

thing. (TK.)

-

* d -

, inf. n. ---, He took the

2.-: The departure of reason, or intellect:

• * * • * *

its verb [which was probably --w, like -",

q.v.,] is obsolete. (TA.)

4. ---! He nent far, or to a great or an

extraordinary length, in a thing; for instance, in

journeying; as in a trad., in which it is said of

horses, or horsemen, ;: &: They went far

for a month; and in eating and drinking; as in

another trad.: (TA:) it is from ---, signifying

“a plain and far-extending land;” as though

meaning He traversed a plain and far-extending

tract of land; like as one says J: and &-i.

(Harp. 572.) He (a horse) ran with wide steps,

and preceded, or outstripped. (S, TA. [See also

---, below.]) And [hence,] He was, or became,

loquacious, or profuse of speech; (IAar, S, K;)

like Low-l; (K" and TA in art. Low-;) [and] so

£1 J -li (JK) or he doted; or was

disordered in his intellect ; but when a man

makes many mistakes in his speech, you say of

him 3i: (As, TA:) or he doted much, or

often; or nas much, or often, disordered in his

intellect: (AO, TA:) [and it seems from an ex

planation of the part. n. --~ that it probably

signifies also he was eloquent, or profuse of cor

rect speech :] or he was very greedy, and (in

some copies of the K “or”) covetous, so as to

refrain from nothing: (K, TA:) and you say

also 43% •r" He prolonged, or was prolic

in, his speech: and ~! *Šás U. In his

speech is prolicity. (A, TA.) Also He (a man)

gave much, or largely; and so " -:-1: (Lth,

K:) [or, in this sense,] you say,** us --l.

(A.)- 12:- They reached sand, in digging [a

well], and water came not forth: (S:) or they

dug, and came upon sand or a current of air:

(K:) or they dug, and came upon a current of

air, and the water disappointed them of its

coming: (Az, TA:) or they dug without attain

ing any good: (K:) or -r-,-) signifies he dug

until he reached sand: and, accord. to Th, he dug

a nell and reached nater. (TA.)-#! *w-l

They left the beast alone, or by itself, (K, TA,) to

pasture [nhere it would]. (TA)=#| *w-l

ul-J3 Her young one sucked, (K) or licked,

(TA,) the enve, or she-goat. (#)-- JHe

(a man, S) lost his reason, (S, K, TA,) as some

say, (TA,)from the bite of a serpent, (S, K, TA,)

or the sting of a scorpion : (TA:) or his colour

became altered in consequence of love or fright or

disease : (Ki) or, accord. to AHát, ~1, [so in

the TA, in which it seems to be implied that

• * of • * * * > *

---, not -v-1, is meant,] inf n. PW-1, signi

fies he (a man bitten by a serpent, or stung by a

scorpion,) lost his reason and lived. (TA. [See
• & J. • 3 * * *

also the part. n., ..", below.]) --Ul-P'-l

[in which the former word is probably the inf. n.
• * * • * -

of -", not of -:) means The mind's being

confounded, or perplexed, by [love of] a woman.

(JK.)

8: see 4, in the middle of the paragraph.

-- A desert, or waterless desert; syn. #:

(S.K.) pl. - (TA) [See also :]=A

horse nide of step in running, (S, K, TA,) and

(TA) vehement therein, (JK, K,” TA,) slow to

sweat, (JK, TA) and " - and "--,

(K,) but the latter of these is said to be peculiarly

the chaste form in this sense, (TA,) signify the
* * * * • ?

same. (K.)-a- + A deep well; (S, A, O,

K;) as also "i:#: (S," O:) or the former,

a deep well (JK, TA) £rom which sand comes

forth (JK) or from which nind, or a current of

air, comes forth : (TA:) and " the latter, a nell

of which the coarse sand baffles one so that he

cannot reach the nater [in digging it]; (K;) or

a well that people dig until they reach pouring

earth, which baffles them by its pouring down, so

that they leave it; (Sh, TA;) or a well of n:hich

the bottom and the water are not reached; (Ks,

TA;) or a nell that is dug until one reaches the

nater upon which is the earth. (Az, T.A.

[See 4.])=A portion of time; as in the saying,

J: 32 - J- A portion of the night

passed]. (TA.)

.." A plain and smooth, or plain and smooth

and soft, tract of land: pl. *:: (K:) or the

pl. signifies plain and far-extending tracts of

land: (JK, A, TA:) or wide land [or lands (for

the sing is expl. in the TA in one place as signi

fying a wide land)]: (AA, TA:) or 5%)~~

signifies, (K,) or signifies also, (JK,) tracts, or

regions, of the 395 [i. e. desert, or naterless

desert,] in which there is no nay. (JK, K.) [See

an ex. in a verse cited in art. U5), conj. 4: and

see also ---, above, first sentence.]

* - 6 d.

---, with #th to the 8, [contr. to rule, being

of the measure Jake in the sense of the measure

J*] Going far, or to a great or an extra

ordinary length, in." thing: and prolonging.

(TA.)- See also --~ : and its fem., with 5,

see in two places in the same paragraph.- Also

Long, or tall: (JK:) applied [in, the latter

• & p 6 *

sense] as an epithet to a man: and --> Júl

excessively tall. (A)—Also, and '-r-, (K)

both said to have been mentioned by ISk, (TA,)

or the former, but not " the latter, (AZ, IAar,

IKt, Zbd, S, TA,) though the former is extr.

[with respect to rule], (S, TA,) Loquacious, or

profuse of speech: (AZ, IAar, ISk, IKt, Zbd, S,

K, TA:) or, accord. to Aboo-'Alee El-Bagh

dádee, as is stated by IB, the former signifies

profuse and erroneous in speech: and the "latter,

eloquent, or profuse and correct in speech: and

in like manner says El-Aalam, adding that "the

latter is shown to have this meaning by its being
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applied to a horse that is fleet, or snift, and ex

cellent : (TA:) or the former signifies doting;

or disordered in his intellect : (A5, TA:) or

doting much, or often; or much, or often, dis

ordered in his intellect : (AO, TA:) [and similar

explanations of it will be found below :] other
- • - of -

instances of verbs of the measure Uasi having
* - d .d

Usale as the measure of the part. n. used in the

sense of the measure J: are* and 34:

and J.' *:::: and£i: aS used in the first of

the senses expl. in this sentence,-- is from

-- signifying “a wide land:” or, as some say,

it is from #31 b: expl. above; as though

the person to whom it is applied were left to

speak what he would, or made to have ample

scope to say what he would. (TA.)- Both

<-- and '-- signify also Very greedy,

and covetous, so as to refrain from nothing.

(TA.)- And the former, One nho has lost his

reason; as some say, from the bite of a serpent,

or the sting of a scorpion: or one who talks

irrationally, or foolishly, or deliriously, in con

sequence of doting, or disorder of his intellect: or

whose colour has become altered in consequence of

love or fright or disease. (TA.) And --

2+" A man n-hose body is nasting anay in

consequence of love: so says Yaakoob : and Lh

mentions the phrases Jisi ".…", with kesr,

and--", and--~, which is formed by sub

stitution [of A for ~l, as meaning a man whose

reason is departing, and whose body is nasting

ancay, in consequence of love: and accord. to

AHát, --, [app."--~, as the context seems

to imply,] applied to one bitten by a serpent or

stung by a scorpion, signifies who has lost his

reason, and lives. (TA) - Also Land far

extending, and plain, with depression, consisting

of low tracts, the depression whereof is little,

extending for the space of a day and a night [of

journeying], and thereabout: the c”: [or lon,

tracts] of land of which it consists are in [deserts

such as are termed] &-4, and in elevated and

plain, or hard and elevated, tracts of ground,

and sometimes they flon, [nith torrents], and

sometimes they do not flon, for they comprise

parts that are rugged, and parts that are plain,

or soft, producing much herbage, and in them

are places wherein are trees [or shrubs], and

places wherein are none. (L, TA)- Also A

place that does not obstruct nor retain water.

(TA.)

6 & p 6 de • • •

--->: see ---, second signification: - and

6 * 6 J,

see -r-,-2, in seven places.-Also A man who

overcomes, or surpasses, and is bountiful, in his

gifts. (TA.)

* * * * *

&"

1. C#" S-a-", (S, A, K,) aor. *, (JK)

inf n. &: (TA,) The wind blen violently:

(S, A, K, TA: [like -<:]) or continually and

violently. (TA)-3:?" -- The camel.

fourneyed, or went, quickly, or hastily. (JK.)
6 J --> d e >

—£il8:- (S,R) int" as above ($).

The people, or party, passed their night journey

ing (S, K) continually. (TA.)=* --~

J#9 [like --- The windpared theground :

(S, K:) or pared its surface. (TA.) - And

*"& (S, K.) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(TA,) He bruised, brayed, or pounded, or he

pounded small, pondered, or pulverized, the per

Jume : (S, K:) or :- signifies any bruising,

braying, or pounding. (TA.)

* * * * 45 -d > * * > *

ex-g:''£- (0, K) and" *-($0,

K) and " "::, (S, A, O, K,) in the last two of

which the & is asserted by Yaakoob to be a sub

* * * de

stitute for 9, (Az, TA,) and "ās:, (TA,) A

violent wind. (S, A, O, K.) And you say also
6 * * * * * > •

&" ck, (JK, S, O) and -la-et- (JK) [both

pls of 7 is-at- £9. and signifying, accord. to

the context in the JK and O, Violent winds : or,

accord. to the context in the S, winds that pare the

ground: the sing, like *~ &2 and #au. &c.].

* * • 6 6 * * * > 6 - •

a-Al- > , pl. 2 le, and -la-Al- : see
-- ~25 P. & Co, - ***

the next preceding paragraph.- &et- Ju: Dust

.rising high. (J.K.)

© ed

3, and with 5: © pe

See C*
6 p. 6 e

&x-:
J - * * à -

*Citike 4-0 and Čech various sort

(JK, O, K) of running, (JK,) or of going, or

pace, (O, K,) or, as in one copy of the K, of the

going, or pace, of camels. (TA.)- And Varie

ties of false, or vain, things or sayings or deeds.

(JK, TA.)

: [like 3: A place where the wind

passes along [or blon's violently]. (AA, S, O, K.)

AA cites, as an ex., the saying,

*

*::: &###!

[When they descend into, or enter, a place of

confusion, or perplexity, where one is unable to

see his right course, a place where the nind blons,

or blon's violently]. (S, O.)

*

&: One who runs on, in speech, like the

wind: (JK:) eloquent; or fluent in speech: (O,

K, TA:) applied to an orator; (JK, T, TA;) as

also *~. (T, TA.) - And One who speaks

on every true andfalse subject. (O, K.)

**

1.3-, aor. 4, (5, L. K.) inf n. *: (S, A,”

L) and 3: (A, L. K.) and ::, (§, L.) [all

these are mentioned as inf ns. in the L and TA,

and app. in the K, but the first seems to be men

tioned in the S as a simple subst.,] He was sleep

less: syn. &: (S, A,” L, K;) he did not sleep

C: 3); contr. of 35. (L.) [See also *

below.]

* - • • * :

2. *", (S, A, L., K.) inf. n. *- : (PS;)

and "*-ī; (A, TA;) He, (a man, S, L, K.)

and it, (anxiety, or grief, A, L, and pain, L.,)

rendered him sleepless. (S, A, L., K.) And&
* * * *

*w- Such a one is not suffered to sleep. (L.)

4; see 2. = 4; V ->~! She [a woman]

brought forth the child with a single moan, or

hard breathing; (IAar, K;) [or nith a single

impulse;] like as &#, &c. (IAar, L in art.
*-.) •

[5 -- is said by Freytag, as on the autho

rity of the K, in which I do not find it, to signify

He was sleeples; like 3:... if used, it more pro

bably signifies he was rendered sleepless; as

quasi-pass. of£-.]

: +: # A good, or beautiful, thing:

(L, K:) -- is here an imitative sequent to

*w- (L.)

* @ p s

*A*- : See3% in two places.

: One who sleeps little; (S, A, L, K;) as

also "3: (A:) and some say :, like #:

but this is [of a measure used] only in proper

names: (Ham p.39:) and an eye (U-2) that

sleeps little. (L.)—[Hence,]t Vigilant; cautious;

applied to a man; as also V: (A, TA)

And Little sleep. (L.)

i: # Vigilance: so in the saying, :-25*
* es

t[He is possessed of vigilance] (A, K) * (#

[in his affair]. (A.)-You say also, <: us
* * * > *d

5.4- 4 -e, meaning ! I experienced not, or I have

not experienced, from him any mindfulness of

what is good, nor any desire for it: (A, TA:) or

anything upon nihich to place reliance, of words

or of good actions, (S, L, K,) or of good actions

or satisfactory words. (L.)

3: (S, A, L) and ': (A, L. K.) Seoples.

ness. (S, A, L., K. [Both mentioned in the L

and, TA a: inf ns of 1.]) One says *: es:

": and 3%. In his eye is sleeplessness. (A)

33% applied to a boy, or young man, Tender,

or flourishing, and fresh: (Sh, K:) or tall and

strong. (K.)

* * * *

J-1 [More, and most, sleepless.]- [Hence,]

28- 2 - * * ~ *

4. tel, J-1 * 1 He is more cautious and vigi

lant in judgment, or opinion, than thou. (A, K,”

TA.)

• * > *

J.-- Rendered sleepless. (S, L, K.)- See

also£, in two places.

JW

1.3-, aor. 3, inf. n.* He waked, was sleep

less of wakeful, or did not sleep, by night; (S,

K;) he abstained from sleep by night; (Lth;)

he remained anake all the night or a part thereof:

you say J: 3-, Or J: J#, IHe remained

anahe during the night, or a part of the night :

(Mgb:) [he passed the night, or a part of the

night, sleepless, or without sleeping :] and*

ā-yū I remained ancake last night. (A.)

- - - - - *

a U. What aileth him? May he be
*** **

183 *
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sleepless by night, and may he grieve, or mourn,

is an imprecation of the Arabs. (AZ, TA in this

art. and art. '..s.)-& 3: ; The lightning

gleamed, or glistened, during the night. (A.)

6.--> ... • *

3. 5, at... signifies The being sleepless, or ancake,

with another: (KL, and Harp. 329:) [and the

vying neith another in remaining sleepless or

anale:) and [like X-1, but I think this doubt.
ful,] £he making [one] sleepless or anake. (KL.)

>s-" A. means He passed the night sleepless

like as do the stars. (Har ubi supra.)

4. 9- He, (S, Msb,) or it, (A,) as anxiety,

or trouble of mind, and pain, (TA,) caused him

to nake, to be sleepless, or nakeful, or to remain

ancake. (S, A, Mgb, T.A.)

45 - >

JV- :

#~ :

&5:

3: A state of making: sleeplessness, orwah

fulness; (K;) i. q. St., (T,) as also "34t.

(K.)

6 J.

3'-' : see", in two places.

6 * >

see 23A-.

| see:-.

*u and '3% ($, Msh, K) and ': (K)

and "#", (S, K) the last of which is an inten

sive epithet, (S,) [and so is the third, and some

times the second,] Waking, sitting up, sleepless,

wakeful, or not sleeping, by night; (S, K;) [ab

staining from sleep by night;] remaining anahe

all the night or a part thereof: (Msb:) and the

last, [and third, and sometimes the second,]

wakeful, or waking much, &c. (S.) You say,

c." "jū. J: A man whom sleep does not

ocercome. (Lh.)—Al- & ! Lightning gleam

ing, or glistening, during the night. (A)-J:

>. ! A night of waking or sleeplessness or nake

fulnes: (K:) like as one saysź J#. (TA.)–

&='' #el. +A she-camel that yields milk long

and abundantly. (TA.)-#4.&: ! A running

spring or fountain: (K:) d spring or fountain

that runs night and day, unremittingly. (A,"

TA.) It is said in a trad, jat. &. J.31%

a:0 c:* ! The best of property is a spring of

mater that runs night and day nihile its on ner is

sleeping; (TA;) its owner having his mind unoccu

pied by it. (A.)–#4. J3; | Land that pro

duces plants quickly: as though it passed the

night doing so. (A.)- Also jet. [alone], 1 A

wide, or an extensive, tract of land, the traverser

of n:hich remains anake during the night : (A:)

or the earth, or land: (K:) or the surface of the

earth: (Fr., Lth, S, K:) because it produces

plants or herbage alike by night and day: (Ibn

Es-Seed:) so in the Kurlxxix. 14: (S:) or (TA,

but in the K “and”) a desert, syn. $53, (K,)

the traverser of which remains ancake during the

night: (TA:) or (TA, but in the K “and”) an

untrodden land: (K:) or (TA) a land which

God will create anen, on the day of resurrection:

(K:) or a land on which none has disobeyed

God: (Ibn-Es Seed:) or (TA) Hell: (Katádeh,

K:) or (TA) [in the Kur ubi supra] a certain

mountain of Jerusalem: (Wahb Ibn-Munebbih,

K:) or (TA) the land of Syria. (Mukátil, K.)

#20. fem. of:- [q. v.].-See also }**C.

#A. A certain perfume : [so called] because

one is caused to be sleepless in preparing it, and

making it good. (Sgh, K.)

*:: See* =Also The sheath of the

moon, (S, K,) which it enters when it is eclipsed,

(TA,) accord. to the assertion of the Arabs; (S,

TA;) as also *#au. (K.) One says, of the

moon, when it is eclipsed, *- : J-3 It

has entered into its sheath. (Kt.) [Or] The

shade, or shadon, of the 5*, i.e., of the surface

of the earth. (S, K.)- The moon (K, TA)

itself; as also *::: of Syriac origin, accord to

IDrd. (TA)-The halo (#3) of the moon:

(K) a Syriac word. (TA)-Andissúl, The

last nine nights of the lunar month: (K:) or so

*: Jú. because the moon is absent in its

first part. (ISk.) - Also 23A...", The source

of a spring of water. (K,”TA.)- And Multi

tude; abundance. (K.)

c5:9 | Two ducts@%) in the tryo nostrils,

(S, K,”) in the inside, (TA) which, when an as is

excited by lust, flon, with water, (S, TA,) or with

blood: (TA:) so in the verse of Esh-Shemmákh,

* 0-- * * * * d **, *:

* a:-a <la. J-e J5'5" *
* - • *

... 3 • -- of * ~ *

* cºil' +/- --'b- *

[She seeks to escape from a strong (he-ass) whom

the ducts of his tn:o nostrils flowing with mucus

have fatigued]: (S3) or the nose and the penis :

(Sh, K:) or (TA, but in the K “and”) two

ducts in the flesh and sinen' next the back-bone,

through which runs the seminal fluid into the

penis: (K:) or (TA) tivo ducts rising from the

tno testicles, and meeting together in the interior

of the penis, (K,) or of the ai: [or glans of the

penis]; n:hich are the ducts of the seminal fluid :

(TA:) or the tro veins or ducts of the penis

n:hich become prominent when it is in a state of

erection : (TA:) and tro veins or ducts in the

eye : (K:) but As disallows as w!, and says that

the true reading, in the verse of Esh-Shemmákh,
J. de• o

is £i, meaning, [that] Mave not suffered him

to sleep. (TA) [See also Ju-J

<!

1. 4.-, aor. 4, (Mgb, K,) inf. n. 4% (Msb,)

He (a man, Msb) had a disagreeable smell pro

ceeding from sneat. (Msb, K.) [And app. It (a

thing) had a foul smell from fish, and from the

rust of iron, &c.; see 4'-' below.]=<-Q

£;" The mind won "ently (S. o. [And

so --~~..]) - And al-Ji <<-, (§, O, K.)

inf n. *. (O, K,) The beast ran lightly, or

with agility: (S, O, K:) or frished anay to the

right and left. (O.)=4<<, (§, O, K.) aor. 3,

inf n. *, (S. O.) i, q &- [He bruised,

brayed, or pounded, it; &c.]; (K;) a dial. var.

of the latter: (S, O:) or it is like the latter, ex

cept that 4: appears to be coarser than 3- ;

for you say of the perfumer,* juś, 4.

*i- Ú, # all c." [The perfumer bruised,

brayed, pounded, or crushed, coarsely, the per

..fume, upon the stone used for that purpose, and

did not as yet ponder it, or pulverize it]. (IDrd,
• d * * •* * • 23

o)–And -49 &#1* (o) or *
of * of: d = <> *

Jā, Sl &”, (K,) or Jay') 4-2 de -95), (TA,)

The nind made the dust to fly [from the ground,

or from the surface of the earth]. (O, K, TA.)

[And J.3% &;" --~~, q.v., has a similar

meaning.]

33 (S, O, Mgb, K) and "āś- (Fr, O, K)

and "#. (O, K) A disagreeable smell which

one perceives from a human being when he sneats;

(Msb," K;) and the smell of fish; (S, O, K;)

and of the rust of iron; (S, Msb;) or they sig

nify also the rust of iron; (O, K;) and the foul

ness of the smell of stinking flesh-meat: (K:) and

Har uses V iés: in the first of these senses for

the purpose of assimilation to **, agreeably

with a practice often observed. (Harp. 449.)

The first is also inf n, of six. [q.v.J. (MSb.)

4- Having a disagreeable smell proceeding

from sneat. (K.) You say, a' 4: <!

Verily he is one who has a disagreeable smell, &c.

Moheet, L.) And i. C-: *: &- use:

# *- [My hand is disagreeable in smell

fromfish and from the rust of iron]; like as you

say 5% when it is from milk and butter, and
6.- -

5:4 when it is from flesh-meat. (S.)

#- and#: See 4.

*: &, and *ist (K) and "4: and

**:($ K)[like£- and **u. &c.] A tele

ment, or violent, wind, (S, K, TA,) paring [the
* > * > *

ground]; (TA;) as also V & ... : (O, K:) [pl.

of" the second &als...] El-Kumeyt says,

* ise, 42: &#5 *

[Ashes which the violent winds made to fly anay

reduced to the most minute particles]. (S.)-

* The eagle. (K.)

*** see #~.

5: See*.

*u. Ophthalmia, syn. +3. (K.) So in the

phrase, i.e. 2: [In his eye is ophthalmia].

(TA.)—ist.&2 : see *~, in two places,

6 -d -

*:
|
**.

*:

4×i [like : stil Various sorts of running

(Ibn-'Abbād, O, K) of beasts; and their frisking

anay (K, TA) to the right and left. (TA.)

6 - d >

<!-- [like&: Aplace where the wind passes

along [or blon's violently]; as also V#~. (S, K.)

*: A horse snift in running; (S;) that
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runs much; (K;) that runs like the wind.

-And [like &: q.v.,] Eloquent, or fluent,

in speech; running therein like the wind; (O, K;)

as also W Jú. (Kr, K.)

22,~ * * 6 d > 6 * @ e.

see 9.2- : – and see also 4-2.aš-e:

J

1. J% said of a place, (S,) or of a thing, and,

accord. to IKtt, they said also J- and Jr.,

(Msb,) and $44, said of land, (…) aor. *,

(K) infin. #2:., (S, Msb, K, KL) It was, or

became, smooth or soft, plain or level, or smooth

and soft; (S, Msb, K, KL, TA;) i.e. contr. of

&- and <-3-, (S, K, TA,) inf n. #23

(TA)—And J., (MA, Msh, K) infn.á, -,

(MA, KL) or ić, (K,) [but the former is the

more common,] It (a thing, Msb) was, or be

came, easy. (MA, Msb," K,” KL.)- One

says is: 4-3X% ! [Language, or speech, in

*which is smoothness, or easiness]. (TA.)

2. £-, (Msh, K) inf n, J.: (S. K.) in

5: #: [which may mean He rendered it

smooth or soft, plain or level, or smooth and soft;

namely, a place &c.; or what next follows].

(TA)- He made it easy; he facilitated it;

(S, K;) namely, a thing; said of God (Msb)

[and of a man].-One says, £l J- J- [He

smoothed, made easy, or prepared, theiray, course,

passage, or channel, of the water], ($ and K in

art. Lil) in order that it might pass forth to a

place. ($ in that art.) And L. S.-- U- [He

smoothed, made easy, or prepared, a channel for

water]. (M in that art.)- And 4: #fJ

#9), and 4, a form of prayer, meaning May

God [make easy, or facilitate, to thee the affair;

or] take upon Himself, for thee, the burden of the

affair; and lighten [it] to thee. (TA.) [And in

à: *.*... is often said with£9.like manner &As at U

Or 3: understood.]- [And J-3 4: Jii, Or

*:: #, inf ns. J.A. and J~, JHe said to

him "S: Sãi, meaning (as expl. in the Msb

in art. Us!)S: ū4% Sãi u: &#, i. e. Thou

hast come to a people who are like kinsfolk, and

to a place that is smooth, plain, or not rugged:

See Jai and Jai. and see also Ham p. 184.]

3. *-, (MA, K.) inf n. *sū, (TA) He

Twas easy, or facile, with him; (MA, K;*) or

gentle with him; syn. 3-0 (K) and "Jals

* [has a similar meaning, i.e. he acted, or

affected to act, in an easy, or a facile, manner

tonards him; or gently]. (S and K in art. Lack:

see 4 in that art.) [See also the paragraph here

following.]

4 bi- They descended to the J: [i.e.

smooth or soft, or plain or level, or smooth and

soft, tract]: (JK, Msb:) or they betook them

selves to the J.-: (S:) or they became in the

J.-: (K:) and they alighted and abode in the

J.-, after they had been alighting and abiding

in the ci- [i.e. rugged, or rugged and hard, or

rugged and high, ground]. (TA.) Hence, in a

Minë], J.-: occurs as meaning He betakes him

self to the interior of the valley. (TA)- Also

They used smoothness, or easiness, (**) with

men: opposed to 1,3-i. (TA.) [See also 3.]=

U-M is also trans., signifying He found [a thing,

a place, &c.,] to be smooth or soft, plain or level,

or smooth and soft. (Ham p. 675.)– U-l

i: (S) or 3:41, (Mob, K) said of medicine,

(S, Msb, K.) It relaxed, or loosened, the bonels;

syn &S, (K) or āsā (M) And J:

J: [The man was relaxed in his bowels]:
* : * ~ * * *

and a la U-M [His bonels were relaxed]. (K.)

[Hence the inf n. J.- signifies A diarrhoea.

And U-1, likewise said of medicine, signifies

also It attenuated a humour of the body..] -

as J-l She brought it forth (i.e. her foetus, or

offspring) prematurely; i. q. 4: <<1% [q.v.]

&c. (Abu-l-'Abbās [i. e. Th], TA in art. Ja...)

5. J- [It was, or became, rendered easy, or

facilitated;] quasi-pass. of 2: (Msb:) or [like

J- it was, or became, easy. (KL.) You say,

29. % J- [The affair was, or became, ren

dered easy to him]. (Msb in art. Lil.) And

2.9 &* <!- [The way of accomplishing

the affair was, or became, pendered awl (TA

in that art.)– And* -> J-3, said of a

man, (K in art. L-,) He found, or experienced,

ease, or facility, in his affairs. (TK in that art.)

6. Jäuä is syn, with £4. (S, K.) You

say 121*U.5 meaning They acted in an easy, or a

facile, manner, one with another; (MA, TA in

art. 3-3 ;) or gently; syn. bi-li. (TA in that

art.) – See also 3. - [In the present day it is

used as meaning The being negligent, or careless,

* L; in an affair.]-(As a conventional term

in lexicology, or in relation to language, it means

A careless mode of expression occasioning] a

deficiency in the language of a [nºriter or] speaker

without reliance upon the understanding of [the

reader or] the person addressed: (KT: [in one

of my copies of that work, this explanation is

omitted in the text, but written in the margin;

and it is there added that it is what commonly

obtains:]) or it means [sometimes such a mode

of expression] that a phrase is not correct if held

to be used according to the proper meaning, but

is correct if held to be used according to a tropical

meaning: or the mention of the nhole n'hen mean

ing a part. (Marginal notes in the copy of the

KT above mentioned.) [See also

which it is often used.]

8. U-1, of the measure J<3 from J:l,

• * > d >

U-0

&: for

occurs in a trad, where it is said,& "...#=

2:&*J%: *, meaning [He who lies

against me] takes for himself easily his place of

abode in Hell. (TA.)

10. *~! He reckoned it J.-, (S, K.) i. e.

easy, or facile. (TK.) [See an ex. in a verse
of

cited voce 31, p. 123.]

J. Smooth or soft, plain or level, or smooth

(TA.) trad. respecting the throwing of the pebbles [at and soft : (Msb:) or anything inclining to smooth

mess or softness, plainness or levelness, or smooth

mess and softness; (JK, M, K;) inclining to have

little roughness, or ruggedness and hardness; (JK,

M, TA) and "J- signifies the same. (K.)

You say #: J% [meaning the same asJ

used as a subst, expl. in what follows,] (S, Msb,)

contr. of#- (T.A.) See also 2, last sentence.

– Also .Easy, or facile; (MA, Mgh,XI.3)

contr. of ~2. (Mgh.) You say Gis-Ji U- Ja-y

[A man easy of disposition]: (§, Msb, TA:)

[and] #: J- [easy to be led]. (TA.) And

* J:>Sé ! [Language easy in respect

of the source of derivation]. (TA.) J.- J:

*śl, (K, TA,) a phrase mentioned, but not ex

plained, by Lh, (TA,) means A man having

little flesh in the face, (K, TA,) in the opinion of

Isd; and [it is said that] c'3- J., in a

description of the approved characteristics of the

Prophet, means having expanded cheeks, not

elevated in the balls thereof. (TA.)= [As a

subst.,] A smooth or soft, plain or level, or smooth

and soft, tract of land; [generally meaning a

sqft tract, or a plain;] (IF, S, MA, Mgh, Mgb,

K.T.A.) i.e. contr. of J.-, (S, MSb) or of
cy-: (IF, Mgh, Msb, K, TA:) it is one of the

nouns that are used as adv. ns. [of place]: (TA:)

[for ex. you say, S: ls;, (a phrase occurring

in the TA,) meaning They alighted and abode in

a J.-:) pl. J." (MA, Msh, K) and is: [of

which latter an ex. occurs in a verse cited voce

J%l. (M.A.)= Also The crony; i. e. raven,

carrion-cron, rook, &c.; syn. *%. (K.)

J.-: See J.-, first sentence.-J- X3, (S,

K) and ii. Jä. (K.) [A river, and a land.]

having, (S.) or abounding with, (K,) what is

termedi: [q. v.]. ($, K.)

6 * o
-

al- Sea-sand: (IAar, TA:) or sand such as

is not fine : (S:) or coarse sand, such as is not

fine and soft: (IAth, TA:) or a sort of earth

like sand, (JK, K,) brought by water: (K:) or

sand of a conduit in which water runs : (S in art,

- * :) a' #: is sea-sand that is made an

ingredient in the substance of glass: (Mgh :) Az

says that he had not heard the word a:- except

on the authority of Lth. (TA) [And Coarse

sand that comes forth from the bladder; (Golius

on the authority of Meyd;) what we commonly

term gravel.]

& with damm, [Of, or relating to, and

groning in, and pasturing in, the kind of tract

termed J.; a rel, n, from J., (§, Mab, K.)

or from i: Jä, (Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā,

TA,) irregularly formed. (S, Msb.) You say
3 o a de O e

J: #[A plant growing in the J-]. (The
* 3 * * *

Lexicons passim.) And G:* A camel that

pastures in the J.-. (K.)

J. • 3 * -

J.- Laxative to the bowels; syn. 3:2; (O,

K; in the CK [erroneously] 3:2;) as also

"J-3; applied to a medicine. (MSb, T.A.)
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6 de J,

Jew. A certain star [nell known; namely,

Canopus]; (T, S, K;) not seen in Khurásán, but

seen in El-'Irak; (T, TA;) as Ibn-Kunáseh

says, seen in El-Hijāz and in all the land of the

Arabs, but not seen in the land of Armenia; and

between the sight thereof by the people of El

Hijāz and the sight thereof by the people of El

'Irāk are twenty days: (TA:) it is said that

Uet- was a tyrannical collector of the tithes on

the road to El-Yemen, and God transformed him

into a star: (Lth, TA:) [it rose aurorally, in

Central Arabia, about the commencement of the

era of the Flight, on the 4th of August, O.S.:

the place where it rises, in that latitude, is

S. 29° E.; and the place where it sets, in the

same latitude, S. 29° W. : (see 10 in art. --~ :

and see* :)] at the time of its [auroral]

rising, the fruits ripen, and the 1: [q.v., here

meaning the greatest heat,] ends. (K.) [Jú

J% which is a prov., and the saying of a poet,

6 * * * • de l' * *

* *J. J. J.

have been expl. in art. U2'.] 'Omar Ibn-'Abd

Allah Ibn-Abee-Rabeea says respecting Suheyl

Ibn-'Abd-Er-Rahmán Ibn-'Owf, and his taking

in marriage Eth-Thureiyā El-'Ableeyeh of the

Benoo-Umeiyeh, deeming their coming together

to be a strange thing by likening them to the stars

named Eth-Thureiyā and Suheyl,

* * ~ * 4-3

|Sev- ''

* *

4 -6 J

&#." tä

* @ e. • * * * * > *

* *

• ed

* 9.5%: *** all 4),--> *

• *22 ore, - ...” sa # *

* -la-' U. S. ā'ū Le *

* * * * 0 < * * * * * * *

&\s: Já'í šl J-5

[0 thou marrier of Eth-Thureiyā to Suheyl, by

thine acknon ledgment of the everlasting existence

of God, (or, as it sometimes means, I ask God

to prolong thy life,) tell me, hon can they meet

together? She is of the northern region when she

rises, and Suheyl, when he rises, is of the southern

region]. (Harp. 276. [But I have substituted

aft for %, and J.' for &#. See also the

notice of the poet above named in the work of

Ibn-Khillikán: (I have the express authority of

the TA for thus writing this name:) and De

Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Arabe, p. 139.]) [Frey

tag states that J: U-35 is the name of Two

stars which are behind Canopus; on the autho

rity of Meyd: and also mentions the name of

Al-Ji Jew-, and 2,41 Jew, as given to Certain

stars in the constellation Anguis; adding that

Canopus is distinguished from AL:Ji Uew- by the
d = p. - * *

name of c-sell Jew-.] The name of U. G-1

[The tro sisters of Canopus] is applied to &#1

5* [or Sirius] and ità: &# [or Pro

cyon], together. ($ and K in art.**) [See also

34-and 39.]

£& 4+ is a prov., (o, K) said to

mean [More lying than] the wind: (O:) or

āker- was a certain liar. (K.)

J: Relared, or loosened, by medicine; ap

plied to the belly: no credit is to be given to

people's saying J*, unless an express autho

rity be found for it. (Msb.)

6 & a 6 de •

U-2 : see U2-, [Also an attenuant medi

cine.]

Ar"

see 8 = ~,1. £, aOr. *

(S, MA, K,) aor. 4; (K;) and ~, aor. *; inf. n.
6 * d

>2-, (S, MA, K,) of both verbs, (S, TA,) and

of the latter is: also, agreeably with analogy;

(Harp. 449;) He, (a man, TA,) or it, (one's

face, S, MA, and Har ubi suprà,) was, or became,

altered in colour, (MA,) or he was, or became, lean

or lank, in the belly, and altered [in colour]; (S,

K, and Har ubi supra;) [or, accord. to an expla

nation of>~ in the Ham p. 360, he, or it, was,

or became, altered in colour, and emaciated, and

dried up;] and<, also, aor.: inf n.>~,

has the first of these meanings: (MA:) [see also

>: below:] or~ signifies he (a man) was, or

became, lean, or lank, in the belly: (TA:) or he

(a man, S) nas, or became, smitten, or affected,

by the heat of the [n'ind called]**, (S, K, [see

X'...,]) or by the burning, or vehement heat, of

summer. (K, TA.)

• 6 de

, inf n. *- :

2.X: The making a garment to be marked

with stripes or lines [like>0~, i.e. arron's: see

the pass. part. n. below]. (KL. [And the same

meaning is indicated in the TA.]) Dhu-r-Rummeh

says, describing a dwelling, [or rather the traces

thereof.]

* * * * * * • * * * * * * *

w cºa Ju- ~ Wité

2- : * :#;

[As though it were, after years had passed with

respect to it, in El-Ashyaman, a garment of

El-Yemen in which was a marking nith stripes

or lines: the epithet clu. being often applied to

a garment of this kind, and *:: being here

understood]: (TA:) c'S', or, as some call

them, cúš), 8 re two places, or two mountains,

mentioned by Dhu-r-Rummeh in several places

in his poetry. (TA in art._*:..)

6 * * * *

3. 4-, (§, MA, Mgh, Msb) inf n issu:,

(Mgb,) He shot arrows [Al-] with him [in com

petition] (MA) – (And hence,] He cast, or

dren, lots [or more properly arrows for sortilege,

as expl. in the PS,] with him; practised sortilege

[or sortilege with arron's] with him; or competed

with him in doing so. (S, MA, Mgh, Mgb.) You
say, W #: • £1.5 (S;) or & e * * * :*:

TA;) aor. of the latter verb #, (S,) and inf n.

X- (TA;) I competed with him in casting, or

drancing, lots [or arron's for sortilege] or in prac

tising sortilege [or sortilege with arron's] with

him, and overcame him therein; or He did so with

them, and overcame them therein. (S,” TA.)

Hence, *u-3 in the Kur xxxvii. 141, (TA)

where [the objective complement] 3: Jai is

understood. (Jel.)- [And hence, He shared

nvith #", 13& J. in such a thing. See an ex.

*

* *

voce :4, and another voce <56.-And app.

He contended with him for a thing: see 6.]

6 * >be

4.-: Ax-li, 7. &# [i. e. He ordered, or

commanded, them to cast, or draw, lots, or to

practise sortilege, or sortilege with arrows, among

themselves, for a thing; or he prepared, or dis

posed, them for doing so; or he cast, or dren,

lots, or practised sortilege, or sortilege with arrows,

among them : see #). (S)- And 4 &: I

gave him a lot, £, or portion. (Mgb.)=

Andží is syn, with -i, (K, TA) meaning

He was, or became, loquacious, or profuse of

speech: its A is said by Yaakoob to be a substi

tute for ~. (TA.) [See alsoX-, below.]

6. 12-cal.j: see 8. - [Hence, They shared

together.] El-Hakam El-Khudree says,

6 * * w • e > d - e > * *
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* * * * * * * * °,5: , * ... •

J.'s "42, 9'5" b/* L:2

i.e. Her two garments shared together; for in

the shift was a soft, or tender, body, with a slender

waist, and within the naist-wrapper were too

thick thighs whereof the part above them, behind,

was large. (Ham p. 579.) - Also They con

tended [for a thing], one nith another. (J.M.)

8. b- ($, Msb) and "b-al-J (S) They

cast, or dren, lots, or practised sortilege, [or

sortilege with arron's,] one with another; syn.

126,31 (S, Msb) and 125,035, (S,) both of which

signify the same. (S &c. in art. &#)

* *

* *

* e >

_ow- An arron; i.e. one of n hat are called

J., (Msb, K, TA) having the iron head [and

the feathers] affixed: (TA:) the Low- before it

has its feathers and its iron head affixed to it is

[generally] called £: (S and K in art. C.” :)

accord. to some it signifies the iron head itself;

i. q. J: ; (Msb;) ISh says that this is its mean

ing; and he says, if one pick up a U-as, you say

“what is this... with thee?” but if one pick

, you do not say thus; and the U.a5 is

the broad and long~, and may be nearly of the

length of the space between the extremity of the

thumb and that of the fore finger when they are

up a

stretched out; and the Jeíš. is of half the size

of the J4: (TA:) [but this meaning ofX:

seems to be very rare, and little known:] the pl.

[of mult..] is* ($, TA) and [of pauc.]>i.

(TA) [Hence, L-5. ... +[The arrow of the

archer], (K,) or [simply] .." [the arron'],

(Kzw,) a certain constellation, (K,"Kzw,)[namely

Sagitta,] one of the northern constellations, com

posed of five stars, between the bill [meaning the

star 8] of à-la-3, [which is Cygnus] and3: -

£ual [which consists of the stars a and 8 and y

of Aquila], in the Great Milky Way, having its

head tonards the east and its notch tonards the

west; and its length, as it appears to the eye,

n:hen it is in the middle of the shy, is about two

cubits (9.4% *: See &#). (Kzw.)-Also

The c: [or featherless and headless arron'] with

n:hich one casts, or dran's, lots, (IAth, Mgh, TA,)

in the game called -:"; (IAth, TA) and the

35 with which one plays at a game of hazard

[of any kind; i.e. an arron for sortilege, and a
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_ow-' -9

gaming-arron]; the primary meaning of the

word being the missile~5 (Mgh;) or the pri

mary meaning is the 33 with which one casts,

or draws, lots in the game called -- 1: (IAth,

TA:) pl.> (K) [and>i. as above]. See a

verse cited voce -3-Then applied to The

thing won by him whose arron is successful [in

the game above mentioned]. (IAth, TA.)- And

then (IAth, TA) applied also to A lot, share, or

portion, (S, IAth, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA,) whatever

it be; (IAth, TA) as also 'i: ($, Mob, K.)

pl. of the former &: (S, Mgh, Mgb, K) and

X- [both pls of mult..] andX: [pl. of pauc.]

(Mgh, MSb, TA) and (quasi-pl. n.]" £, (M,

k, TA) this last like #i (TA) It is said in

a trad, as # 3:3:13 – 4 &t=
[There was, or is, jor him a share of the spoil

whether he were, or be, present or absent]. (TA.)
A e o s

And one says, liés lää &: &% Was. The

share of such a one, of this, is such a thing : and

it may be fromA..." meaning the arrows (~1%)

that are shuffled among the persons competing in

sortilege, in order that each one may appropriate

to himself what comes forth for him as his share.

(Ham p. 579)–: ... [The mast of the

ship : so called as being likened to an arrow,

because the curved yard of the sail, resembling a

bow, is suspended from the top]: ($ and K in

art., J52 :) [in like manner] called in Pers.

J:#23 (Ps in that art)–:"... The

beam (#) of the house or chamber; (§, K;)

[similarly] called in Pers. 25. (§ voce }*,

q.v.)—- also signifies The measure of six

cubits [as used] in men's sales and purchases in

their measurings of land. (K.)- And A stone

which is placed upon the entrance of a chamber

constructed for the purpose of capturing therein

the lion, so that, when he enters it, it falls upon the

the entrance and closes it. (K,” TA.) [The word

in this sense is also mentioned in the K as written

with U.]

~, thus, with two dammehs, [The fine filmy

substance termed gossamer,] with the article J,

i. s. v.-: c. J# [lit: the spun-thread of the

rays of the sun]: (IAar, K.) and 'X'... [signi

fies the same], with the article Ji i q. *u

cu: [q.v., lit. the snivel of the devil]. (K.)

–And Overponering heat. (IAar, K.)= Also

[a pl. of which the sing is not mentioned, signi

fying] Intelligent, knowing, or skilful or judicious,

working men; (K, TA;) and so with L. (TA.)

* > d is

4-ow- : see~, in the latter half of the para

graph, in three places.-Also Relationship. (S,

k) whence 1:1. A relation] (S, TA)

>0. The heat of the [wind called]>, >, (S,

K;) and the burning, or vehement, heat of

summer; (K;) and the clouds of dust thereof:

or a hot wind; and hot winds; used alike as sing.

and pl. (TA)—See also...—Andsee what

next follows.

>" (§, K) and X*, (K, and only thus in

some copies of the K,) the former mentioned by

several authors, (TA,) Leanness, or lankness in

the belly, and an altered state (S, K, TA) of the

colour, and dryness of the lips. (TA)- And

the former, [in some copies of the K the latter,

but the former, as is said in the TA, is the right,

agreeably with analogy as a word signifying a

disease,] A certain disease incident to camels.

(El-Umawee, S, K.)

>~, with fet-h [to the U", by Freytag erro

neously written >;-, in consequence of his

having been misled by a double mistranscription

immediately preceding in the CK], The flying

eagle : (K:) the epithet “flying” being here

used only as an explicative. (TA.)

>. an inf. n. of 1. (S, &c.)- Also A-fronning

(C2', K, TA) of the face by reason of anxiety.

(TA. [In the CK, as " and J.” are erro

neously put for*:: and J.'": in the TA,

Ax-ji is expressly said to be with damm, in this

case, and the meaning is shown by two verses

there cited.])

X: A maker of arrows (MA)

*śl>0, applied to a man, Altered in face.

(TA) The saying of 'Antarah,

* ū'91:J's *

* J:-" &#93; Já'í

is expl. by Th as meaning And the onners of the

horses were altered in their complexions in con

sequence of the state of difficulty wherein they

were [as though they, i. e. the riders thereof, were

given to drink infusion of colocynth]. (TA.)

[But] *">0, is applied as an epithet to a

horse as meaning Urged, or made, to perform a

distressing act of running : and in like manner to

a man when he is urged, or made, to perform a

distressing part in war, or battle. (TA.)- [The

fem.] i.e., applied to a she-camel, means Lean,

or lank in the belly: (S. K. [see also Xx:])

and [its pl.] >'', applied to camels, altered by

journeying. ($)

*

* >e p

_*-* A horse half-blooded, got by a stallion

of generous race out of a mare not of such race;

syn. C-8. (K:) to [the rider of] such is given

less than the~~ [or share] of the spoil that is

given to [the rider of] the horse of generous race.

(TA.) [It is applied in this sense to a stallion

camel as well as to a horse.] A poet says,

* o J. £it * * * * # * • *

• * * * * * * 6 * 6 * > -of

* *

o

-*-* - - -> <--~!">

[Sons of Yethribee, keep ye your she-camels and

your mares from the being covered by one that is

red, (i.e. of goodly appearance, for the red among

camels are the most admired by the Arabs, and

in like manner the bay among horses,) but half

blooded]: he means, keep ye your women from

being taken as wives by such as are not their

equals. (TA.)- You say also,-->2: J%

A man whose body is wasting anay in consequence
6 * * * @ J.

of love: (K:) and in like manner, Jāall Low

[nchose reason is departing]: mentioned by Lh:

(TA:) and so "L.", in both cases: (TA voce
* > d is

---, q.v.:) the A being a substitute for ~".

(TA in the present art.)-And2-4, (K, TA)
• * >

or Wź. (CK,) [both app. correct,] from-owl,

is like --~ [q.v.], (K, TA,) or ---, (CK)

from -i. in measure and in meaning; (K,

TA;) meaning Loquacious, or profuse in speech:

the Le, accord. to Yaakoob, being [in this case

also] a substitute for ~. (TA.)

6 & d

_*- : see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

X: A [garment of the kind called] *marked

nith stripes, or lines, (§, K, TA,) like Al- [i. e.

arron's]. (TA.) = See also the following para

graph.

s y d >

A94-0, applied to a man, Lean, or lank in the

belly: [see also L.A. :] or affected with n'hat is

termedAl- [app.2% and meaning the heat of

the wind called>-l. (TA.)-And, applied

to a camel, Smitten with the disease termed

2%, and so ":" applied to camels. (S. K.)

9*

1. * ~ (S, Msb) or 24, (K) aor. 3:4,
• 3. *

inf n : (S, Mob, K) and 3:, (M, K.) He

was, or became, unmindful, forgetful, neglectful,

or heedless, of it, or inadvertent to it; (S, Msb;)

Jáš: ($, Mgb:) or

he forgot it, or neglected it, (4-3) and nas, or

became, unmindful, forgetful, &c., of it, or in

advertent to it, (£ Jáš,) his mind adverting to

another thing or affair or case; (K, TA;) thus

expl. in the M and T; so that #: and ###!

and&: are made to be one [in signification] 5

(TA) but accord. to Esh-Shihab, 3:1 is a

slight aii: [or unmindfulness &c.] of that which

is nithin the scope of the retentive faculty, such

as when one's attention is roused by the least

rousing thereof; whereas Úl-Ji denotes its

passing away from the memory entirely; though

all are used in one sense by a careless reliance

upon the understanding of the reader or hearer:

in the Msb it is said that a distinction is made

-
* @*

namely, a thing; syn. As

between Jet" and J-" by the latter's being

applied to him who, when he is reminded, re

members, and the former's being applied to him

who is in the contrary case: accord. to IAth,

"Jäl & to: IneanS he neglected, or omitted, the

thing unknowingly; and are tr-, he neglected, or

omitted, it knowingly : or, as some say,3: is

the doing wrong from unmindfulness (añá 34),

as when an insane person reviles another, which

is pardonable; and as when one drinks wine and

then some unpleasing action proceeds from him

unintentionally, which is punishable. (TA.) One

says, 55 all es' "..., and (*, i. 4. Jää [He was,

or became, unmindful in prayer, and of it].

(TA)- [Hence, app., as implying an unex

pected event,] 3. <- She (a woman, S)
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conceived in menstruis. (Az, S, Z, K.) And<-shows me the moon]. (S, T.A.. [See also Freytag's

* * * * * *

13- aol as His mother conceived him in men

stri. GK)–: also signific &"GK,

$, K) and &#1 (JK, $) [app. as an inf n, i.e.

as meaning The being still, or quiet, and gentle;

though it is immediately added in the S that the

pl. is #1. ; for it seems that an early transcriber

of the s has omitted to insert after &#1 the

words&#3 &="3: See: below]. One

• * > * * * * *

says, 5% 12- akas He did it voluntarily, without

its being ashed, or demanded; (K, TA;) and

without constraint : (TA:) or quietly, or calmly,

without being hard, or difficult. (TA in art. 2”.)

And <! * He looked at him, or, .#, with

motionless eye. (MSb, T.A.) And aeś 2-3 Jeal

The eye expatiates in it; syn. *—#. (JK.)=

#%, as denoting a quality of a camel, The being

easy to ride; (K;) an inf. n., of which the verb

is *. (TA)=\,: $; c.: S.J. [Cat"

of which the end is not to be reached. (AA, JK,
• * * • d e = * * * *

S.K.)You #y, " J. &. JS J. J." ~!”

Us": S5 L5-3 S [There returns from the place

of pasture in the evening, or afternoon, to the

sons of such a one, of cattle,] what is not to be

numbered for multitude : (T, TA:) or n:hat is

not to be computed, 9. computed by conjecture.

(IAar, TA). And so S. J.-: *~ *

meaning jejö S [i. e. Temeen nent anay, and

will not be remembered, or mill not be mentioned]:

a saying of El-Ahmar. (TA.)

3. *-, inf n, itsu:, i. 4.43% (app. mean

ing He acted with him in the manner of him who

is unmindful, forgetful, neglectful, heedless, or

inadvertent]. (TA.) [Or] the inf. n. signifies

[The acting with moderation with another; or]

the abstaining from going to the utmost length in

social intercourse: (S, K:) or the being easy, or

facile, with another: (A, TA:) or the behaving

in a good [or pleasing] manner in social inter

course : (T, TA:) or the comporting oneself with

another, or others, (iii-x) in a good manner,

in social intercourse. ('Eyn, M., T.A.) And one

says, <-- Le- * He comports himself nith

his companions, or does so mith good nature; syn.

Xàts: (TA) And Susu means also He

mocked at him, or derided him. (TA.)

•

4. L. He (a man, TA) constructed what is

termed a #: (K, TA) in a -: [or chamber

&c.]. (TA.)

- 3 • 3

to Ji [often written Ust-I] A certain dim star,

(S, K.) in [the asterism called] es: Já -uś,

(S, [in the K, erroneously, Ug# all U-> <>W,])

by the middle star of those thus called; (TA;)

[i. e.] a small star by that called 5úl, (n:hich

latter is the middle star [ć] of the three in the tail of

Ursa Major, Kzw,) by looking at which persons

try their powers of sight; (Kzw, TA;) mentioned
6 e.

in art. 3, [voce '55, q.v.];, (K;) [it is the

star 80, by :] also called " ...", which is the
- #

diminutive. (TA.) It is said in a prov., v.2)

3.5" Us:# (...) [I show her Es-Suha and she

|

Arab. Prov. vol. i. pp. 527–9.]) And one says,

~ 3 - 6.- p. ** - *

W-115 J: J: Uí Hon can Suheyl [or

Canopus] meet Es-Suha? for the former is

southern and the latter is northern. (Harp. 276.)

:- [an inf. n. used as an epithet,] Easy; ap

plied to a man, and to an affair, (K, TA,) and to

an object of want: (TA:) and so [the fem.]
6 - d -

32-, applied to a mare; and applied to a she

mule as meaning easy in pace, that does not

fatigue her rider: the epithet 3. however, is

not applied to a he-mule: so in the T : (TA:)

[but] it is applied to a he-camel, meaning easy to

ride; and is: to a she-camel, (K, TA,) meaning

gentle, easy to ride: and •% * •u, applied to

a he-camel, means [likewise) gentle in pace; and

so [the pls.] 2% *%- applied to camels: (TA:)

[and so **: applied to a mare; for] a certain

mare was named#: because of the gentleness

of her pace. (TA.) Also, applied to water, Cool,

sneet, or limpid; easy of descent in the throat.

(K, TA) And is: J.; A bow that is can.
pliant, (K, TA,) and easy. (TA.) And 5- 2-2

A gentle wind : [or a quiet, gentle wind:] pi.

à- : (TA:) a poet (said to be El-Hárith Ibn

'owf, TA) says,

* * 2: &#1 *-*

* 2: J.5

i. e. [The minds blen violently for the loss of

'Amr; but they were before his death] quiet and
*3 • oë

gentle. (S, T.A.) One says also #- J. Soft

land, without barrenness. (TA.)=And s:

means The moon, in the language of the Naba

thaeans. (J.K.)

*

& * * *

* -jū-> *

66 #.

9- : see #19w.
• s -

6 - d -

33- An instance, or a case, of unmindfulness,

forgetfulness, neglectfulness, heedlessness, or in

advertence. (Msb.)= A rock, or great mass of

stone, (K,) in the dial. of Teiyi, who call nothing

else by this name: so in the M: or, accord. to

the T, in that dial., the rock, or great mass of

stone, upon which the waterer [app. of camels]

stands: (TA:) or a rock, or great mass of stone,

standing up, not having any foundation [app.

meaning not partly imbedded] in the ground:

and in the dial. of Teiyi, a single stone, great or

small (JK.)-A -: [app, here meaning

booth, or the like,] which the Arabs of the desert

set up at the nater, and by the shade of which

they shelter themselves. (TA.) A ai: [or hind

of roofed vestibule, or the like, or a covering for

shade and shelter], (K, TA,) between troo houses:

(TA:) or a thing like the ais, which is before,

or in the front of houses : (As, JK, S:) or [in

some copies of the K “and”] a kind of closet

(84-3) between two chambers, (K, TA,) in n'hich

the neaterers of the camels shelter themselves: or,

as some say, a small wall n:hich is built betn'een

the two [opposite main] walls of the chamber, the

roof being placed over the nhole; n-hat is in the

middle [or main part] of the chamber being [called]

Q. *: [see J: ;] and what is within it, [app.

behind,] a *:: (TA:) or the like of a -3.

and 5us, [app. meaning a kind of arched construc

tion with a flat top which forms a shelf, against a

mall; or simply, a shelf, or ledge projecting from

a nall, (see -3% and &b.) in nihich, or upon

which, a thing is placed: (ISd, K:) or a small

-: [or chamber], (S, K,) descending into the

earth, having its roof elevated above the ground,

(S,) resembling a small aş- [or closet, or store

room], (S, K,) in which are [deposited] the house

hold-goods, or furniture and utensils; thus as

heard by A. Obeyd from more than one of the

people of El-Yemen: (S:) or it signifies, (K,) or

signifies also, (JK,) four sticks, or pieces of wood,

(JK, K,) or three, (K,) n:hich are placed cross

wise, one upon another, and upon which is then

put anything of the household-goods, or furniture

and utensils: (JK, K:) so in the M: (TA:)

and (accord. to the T, TA) i. q. £, (K,)

which means a small closet or store-room: (TA:)

and i. q. &#3; and #= [i. e. a nindon, or mural

aperture]; and a [kind of curtained canopy, or

the like, such as is called] als-- and a curtain,

or screen, before the court, or yard, of a house,

(K, TA,) and sometimes, surrounding the house,

like a mall: (TA:) its pl. (in all of these senses,

K, TA) is #2 (JK, K, TA) and #2 (JK)

** > * 6 o'e

#12- : see 2- :=and see also what here follows,

# -, (IAar, JK, S, TA) like #- and #3,

all with kesr, on the authority of IAar, but in the

K "43-, (TA) A_{portion, or short portion,

such as is termed] acu., of the night; (S, K, TA;)

and (S, TA) the first part thereof: (JK, S, TA:)

or it may be like 'J', [which is app. in this

case with tenween, and] which seems to mean a

period in which people are unmindful of the

places, or ways, in which things are, or should be,

sought by them; or claw may be from #*,

expl. below; and Jill & "3- signifies the

Same aS *- and *- [and 3.] and 45-.

3% J.#

J: i. e. [I met him after a portion, or short

portion, of the night; or] after the first part of

the night had passed. (JK.)

(Ham p. 708.) One says, &: #;"

• & • • •,•

Cl2- : see :- : =and see also #".

ū dim. ofÚl, q. V.

•u. Unmindful, forgetful, neglectful, heedless,

or inadvertent (JK, S, MSb, K.) as also "5%;

(S, K;) whence the prov.,

c - d > * > 0 & - 3 &

&lx- ** U-23's Cl

(S) i. e. Only the unmindful [lit. the sons of the

unmindful] are such as require to be enjoined:

($, Meyd:) or, as some say, by d'er- 5: are

meant all mankind; because all become unmind

ful: but the most correct explanation is, that those

who are enjoined to do a thing are subject to un

mindfulness: it is applied to him who is unmind

ful of pursuing that which he is commanded to

do: and Úlx- may be syn. with [the inf. n.]

*: or it may be an epithet, syn. with eu, and

is applied to Adam, because he forgot his cove

# *
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nant, so that dix- 24 may mean the sons of

Adam, and hence, the unmindful. (Meyd. [See

also Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 3-4])-See also
£5 e -

*~.

issu. A tract of and long and wide, without

any covert of trees, or the like, [to obstruct the

vien, or] to repel the eye. (JK, and Hamp. 708.)

£i and £i: see what follows.

J-i, (JK, TA) in the K, erroneously,

W £i, (TA,) i. q. &# [generally signifying

Colours; but also meaning sorts, or species; and

here used in this latter sense, as is indicated in the

TA]: a pl. having no sing.: (K, TA:) so in the

M : (TA:) or it signifies, (JK,) or signifies also,
6 * * > * * , i.

(TA) various sorts (āāli:- -2-3, JK, TA)

of pace of camels; like &*-i. (TA:) and its
-- of •

sing is "#. (J.K.)

9

• 6 •
• * . -

2- ?. Q. -99-', q. V.

b

1. R., (Lth, M, Mob, K.) aor. ::, (Lth, Msb)

inf n. 4-, (Lth, M) or #4, like "..., (K.)

[but the former is that which is commonly known,]

It (a thing, Lth, M) was, or became, evil, bad,

abominable, foul, unseemly, unsightly, or ugly.

(Lth, M, Msb, K.) It is used in this sense, (IKt,

TA) or [rather] is like J-5, (BA, Jel) in the

Kur [xvii. 34], where it is said, S.: #. [Evil,

&c., is it as a way of acting]: (IKt, Bd, Jel,

TA:) which is like the saying, Us: lás A.

[Evil, &c., is this as a way of acting or believing,

&c.]: the noun being in the accus. case as a

specificative. (IKt, T.A.) And so in the saying,

- t:< &% J% ū ā. [Evil, &c., as an action,

, is 'that which such a one has done]. (TA.)

One says also, ū; as $34, and &#" a. * &ti

[lit. I was evil in opinion respecting him, or it,

and I made the opinion respecting him, or it, to

be evil, each virtually meaning I held, or formed,

an evil opinion respecting him, or it,] the noun

being determinate, with the article UI, in the

latter case, (ISk, S, Msb, TA,) because it is an

objective complement, for the verb is trans., (IB,

TA,) and the noun being indeterminate in the

former case, (IB, MSb, TA,) because it is in the

accus. case as a specificative; (IB, TA;) but

some allow it to be indeterminate after * &ti,

which is here the contr. of <!--i. (Msb.)=

It is also trans.: (Lth, TA:) you say, $43, (S,

M, K.) aor $34, (S) inf n. #3 ($, M, K) and

#~, with damm also, (TA, [and said to be an

inf n. in the Ksh and by Bd in ii. 46, but as it is

not mentioned as an inf. n. in the Snor in the M

nor in the K, but is expressly said in all these to

be a subst., I think that it should be rejected, or

regarded as a quasi-inf n, like >Sé and *:

#e..]) and #. (K) and #- (AZ, M, K) and

#34, (S, M, K) of the measure #4, like
* * *

#%, (Kh, ś, M) and #3-, (§, M, K) which
Bk. I.

is a contraction of that next preceding, (Kh, S,

M.) and #3 (M, K) and it., (§, M, K) ori
28- d - 6e » -

ginally 313-6, (Harp. 81,) and ā.5L-2, which is

originally issu:, (Kh, S, M, K.) and #13,

(S, M, K,) which is a contraction of that next

preceding, (Kh, S,) and #4, (M, K) this last

written in the L with two Uss, [i.e. #4.]

(TA) [He did evil to him;] he did to him that

n:hich he disliked, or hated; (M, K;) he dis

pleased, grieved, or wered, him; contr. of 5.

(S.) One says, J: &#, meaningI displeased,

grieved, or vexed, the man by n hat he san' [or

experienced] from me. (S.) And 43: 4%

and 4:U- [I desired to displease, grieve, or ver,
• o * * * * * * * 0.5 &

the]. (Lth, T.A.) And 3-3 S. Jugle J20 &l

all [Verily the night is long, and may the state

thereof not displease, grieve, or vex, me]: mean

ing&L: S; and expressinga prayer. (Lh,

M. [In the TA, in the place of ajú is put a le;

as though meaning *5-0 &: * u, or the like,

i. e. its events, or accidents, &c.]) And es: 3

£5 #3 U. [I have, belonging to him, or I owe

him, what grieved him, and oppressed him by its

neight], and#: #: us [nhat does, or nill,

grieve him, &c.J. ($) # 3: ... 35 (He

left, or has left, what will grieve him, and oppress

him by its weight, on the day ofjudgment, by the

responsibility that it has imposed upon him,] is a

prov., said of him who has left his property to his

heirs. (Meyd, TA.) It is said that El-Mahboobee

was possessed of riches; and when death visited

him, he desired to make a testament; so it was

said to him, “What wilt thou write?” and he

answered, “Write ye, ‘Such a one, meaning

himself, ‘has left what will grieve him, and op

press him by its weight:’” i.e., property which

his heirs will devour, while the burden thereof

will remain upon him. (Meyd, TA.) [See also 4.]
• O e J & J. • 20 × 5

4-> <>3-, aor. 255-1,- One says also, c5%

inf n is: and #30-3, (Lth, TA) in 4:4×a-3

[i.e. I said, May God remove the person (lit.

the face) of such a one far from good, or pros

perity, &c.]. (TA. [It is said in a copy of the

M, that* 4 &#: neanS *::: but I think

that the right explanation is £3, without tesh
deed, meaning I said to him,* a t so * **

ai/ -5: see
art. *]) C*

d 2. is- [He corrupted, or marred]. You say,

&5-5 ), 3- Rectify thou, and do not.corrupt, or

772.017". (ATA) [See also 4]-2-le 12. He said

to him -- (£ hast an ill. (M.) You',

&-e U. × <!--, (S) or ***, (K) i.e. als,

(TA) infn. #3 and 'Us, 3, I discommended to

him what he had done, or his deed; and said to him
- 8- 2 #2 * *

ŠtíThou has done ill (S.K.) And &ti &

J'é &:- [If I do ill, say thou to me, Thou hast

done ill]. (S.)

4. £i, [inf n. ##| He did evil, or ill; or

acted ill; contr. of 3-i. (S, M, K:) [and so]
d

* - Ll (Msb) You say, #1 Cl (S. K.)

and 4 and a: and as (TA) He did evil or ill,

or acted ill, to him. (S, K, TA.) - [See also
* @

s: in several senses, in art. &s-J={

He corrupted it, or marred it; (M, K;) [did it

ill;] did it not well; namely, a thing. (M.) It

is said in a prov., J. L. &l= ää [An unnilling

person did ill what he did]; relating to a man

who was compelled against his will, by another,

to do a thing, and marred it, or did it not well: it

is applied to the man who seeks an object of want

and does not take pains to accomplish it. (M,

Meyd.*) See also 1, in two places, in the former

half of the paragraph. [And see 2.]

8. G. He experienced evil, or that which he

disliked or hated, (S," K, TA,) or displeasure,

(TA) or grief, or anxiety. (M, TA.) (3 :

occurs in a trad. as meaning He (the Prophet)

became displeased, or grieved, or anxious, on

account of it; i.e., on account of a dream that

had been related to him: or, accord. to one rela

tion, the right reading is (3:1, meaning “he

sought the interpretation of it, by consideration.”

(TA.)

#~ is an infn of £, (Lth, S, M.K.) intrans,

(Lth, M,) and trans.: (S, M, K:) and is also used

as an epithet, applied to a man, (M., Msb, and

Ham p. 712,) and to an action. (Msb.) You

say 3- # (S, M, Msb, K) [A man of evil

nature or doings; or] a man nho does nihat is

evil, displeasing, grievous, or ceratious: (M, TA:)

and 3: J% [the man of evil nature or doings

&c.] (S. K.) and 3: … [the wolf of evil
nature &c.], as in a verse cited voce J-i, in art.

U2- : (S:) and £- J* [a deed of evil nature]:

(M, Mgb.) and 3:1 J* [the deed of evil

nature]: (Ham p. 498:) and * << [an epi

thet of evil nature]: (O and K in art. Ga- :)
o •

and #2- -: a bad commodity: (O and TA in

art. Jäx. :) and if you make the former word

determinate [by means of the article Ul], you use

the latter as an epithet [also] (M, MSb, and

Ham, p. 712,”) and you say is: J: [the evil

man, or the man who does what is evil &c.]:

(Mab, and Ham p. 712.) and 3:1 J31 [the

evil deed]: (Msb:) [this last phrase I hold to be

correct, regarding i: in this case as originally

an inf. n. of the intrans. verb £, and therefore

capable of being used as an epithet applied to

anything; though] IB says that is: used as an

epithet is applied to a man but not to a deed:

(TA:) [in what here follows from the S, denying

the correctness of another phrase mentioned above

on the authority of lexicologists of high repute,

there is, in my opinion, an obvious mistranscrip

tion, twice occurring, is: for #, which I

suppose to have passed from an early copy ofthat

work into most other copies thereof, for I find it

alike in all to which I have had access:] Akh

says, one should not say"J% though one

says &#. 3- as well as 9:3) 3-; for is:

is not the same as J#1, but &#1 is the same

aS £1. he says, also, nor should one say, .#

• 3 * / >

as Ji Jež, with damm : (S:) [here the expres
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sion “with damm” may perhaps be meant to

refer to ex-II in all of the three instances above;

not in the last only:] IB says, [in remarking on

this passage of the S, in which he appears to have
&

read 3:1, with damm, in all of the three in

stances,] Akh allows one's saying *: J% and

3. J%, with fet-h to the U" in both; but"

3: J%, with damm to the U", because is:

is a subst., meaning “harm, injury, hurt, mis

chief, or damage,” and “evilness of state or con

dition;” and J4% is prefixed, as governing a

gen. case, only to the inf. n.: and he adds that

one says, is: J#1 lás, not prefixing [the

former noun to the latter, but using the latter as

an epithet]. (TA.)- See also the next para

graph, in six places.

3. is the subst, from £; (S, M, K,) [so,

app., accord. to the generality of the lexicologists;]

or infin. (Ksh and Bq inii.46) of £, (Ksh
ibid.,) or of £, *On". #4, (Bd ibid.,) or of%

[q.v.]; (TA;) signifying Evilness, badness, abomi

nableness, foulness, or unseemliness; [and dis

pleasingness, grievousness, or vexatiousness;] as,

for instance, of natural disposition, and of doings:

(Ksh ubi supra:) vitious, immoral, unrighteous,

sinful, or nicked, conduct : [hence, #: * : See

art. Le J anything disapproved, or disallowed;

or regarded as evil, bad, abominable, foul, or

unseemly: (S, TA:) [an evil action or event:]

evilness of state or condition: harm, injury, hurt,

mischief, or damage: (IB, TA:) anything that

is mentioned as being &: [i. e. evil, &c.]: (Lth,

TA:) any evil, evil affection, cause of mischief

or harm or injury, noxious or destructive thing,

calamity, disease, or malady: (M, K, TA:) [pl.

#, accord. to a general rule.] The saying

3. &: 3: U. means I do not disacknowledge

thee in consequence of3. [i. e. evilness, &c.,] that I

have seen in thee, but only in consequence of my

little knowledge of the ($) : * ~ *

£13, in the Kur [xii. 24), is said by Z to

mean, [In order that we might turn anay from

him] unfaithfulness to his master, and adultery.

(M, TA) And PC-1 5%, in the Kur (xiii. 18,
i. e. The evilness of the reckoning], is expl. by

him as meaning a reckoning in which no good

work will be accepted, and no evil work passed

over; because infidelity will have made the former

to be of no avail: or, as some say, it means a

reckoning pursued to the utmost extent, in which

no evil work will be passed over. (M, TA.) 5

*: J; es'* means There is no good in thy

saying : [i.e. a thing that is evil; J, being

here used in its original sense of an inf. n.]: but

if you say "...", [you use J, in the sense of

J,33, and] the meaning is, in evil speech. (TA

as from the K, but not in the CK nor in my MS.

copy of the K.) #: accord. to one reading, and

W 's- accord. to another, (K, TA, [but all that is

given in this sentence as from the K is so given

only on the authority of the TA, not being in the

CK nor in my MS. copy of the K,]) the latter of

which readings is the more common, (TA,) in the

phrase 3: #3, (K, TA) in the Kur [ix. 90

and xlviii. 6], (TA,) mean Defeat, and evil;

(K, TA;) and trial, or affliction, and torment;

(TA;) and perdition, and destruction, or cor

ruption: (K, TA:) and in like manner in the
- - - - - -- * *

saying, " : :"...i, (K, TA) in the Kur
* 3

[xxv. 42] : (TA:) or 3: means harm, injury,

hurt, mischief, or damage; and evilness of state

or condition; [as expl. before;] and "3:1, cor

ruption, or destruction, or perdition: (K, TA:)

Or 3: in the phrase 3: #13 means defeat and

evil; and the reading *:::M is from [i.e. syn.

with] sit.' [as inf n.] (S. [See also #3, in

art. 222.]) Accord, to Zj, in the saying in the

Kur [xlviii.6), " : &# & 35uvi, (TA)
... • *... • *... a . - - -

meaning *-13-91 &l [i. e. Who opine, of God,

the opining of the evil thing], (Bd,) it is allowable
à

to read *: &#; (T, TA;) and thus some read

in this instance: (Jel:) but AM says, in the

saying in the Kur [xlviii. 12), "...#1 & #3

[And ye opined the evil opining], it is read only

with fet-h, and damm to the U" is not allowable

in this instance, for there is in it no meaning of

trial, or affliction, and torment: (TA:) [for this

distinction, however, I see no reason; and it is

not correct; for] ex-Ji is with fet-h and with

damm to the U- in the three sentences [whereof

this last is one] in which it occurs in this chapter.

(Jel.)- In the Kur vii. 188, it is said to mean

+ Diabolical possession; or insanity, or madness.

(M, TA)- | Leprosy, syn. -3% (Lth, S, M,

K, TA,) is said to be its meaning in the Kur

xx. 23 and xxvii. 12 and xxviii. 32. (S,TA.)

+ The fire: so in the Kur xxx. 9, accord. to the
• 3

reading 3-Ji: (K, TA:) said to mean there Hell:

but the reading commonly known is "s:

(TA.)-And + Weakness in the eye. (K. [Thus,

i.e. with damm to the U", in the CK and TK:

in the TA said to be* ; but this is evidently

a mistake for...au.])

6 * *

• * *
*Us": See Use".

# The# for pudendum], (S.Mgh, Mih)
i. e. (Mgb) the & [which means the same, or

the external portion of the organs of generation],

(Lth, M, IAth, Msb, K,) of a man, and of a

woman: (Lth, Msb, TA:) and the anus : (Az

and TA in art. Us:- :) dual c.63: and pl.

+3. so called because its becoming exposed to

men displeases [or shames] the owner thereof;

(Msb;) or because of its unseemliness. (Ham

p. 510.) In the Kur vii. 19, for U.5% SOme

read (~13. ; and some, *:::. (Bd.)- In the

Kur v. 34, it means The dead body, or corpse;

(Bd, Jel;) because it is deemed unseemly to be

seen. (Bd.)- Accord. to IAth, the former is the

primary signification: and hence it is transferred

to denote Any saying, or action, of which one is

ashamed when it appears: (TA:) any evil, bad,

abominable, foul, or unseemly, saying or action;

(S, K, TA) as also '... (M3) any disgracing

action or thing: (Lth, TA:) an evil, abominable,

or unseemly, property, quality, custom, or prac

tice; (K, TA) as also "i3-, or 'us'. (ac.

cord. to different copies of the K; [the latter

perhaps fem. of W#: like the former, of the same

class as Jús and sts, or fem. of"&#~, like

Uíke fem, of &le;]) or so both of these;

(TA;) or so Wii, #3: ($) [or this last means

d property, &c., that is very evil &c.] One says,

gºal 3:2- May a disgracing action or thing

befall such a one; [or disgrace, or shame, to such

a one;] using the accus. case because it is an ex

pression of reviling and imprecation. (Lth, TA)

[See also #. and s:-.]–"s: #: [or

*#1 #1) also means The contrarious wife

or woman. (TA.)

* * * J% &#34

ast. is held by some to be originally with *, and

of the measure #4, from is: ; so that the say

ing means Such a one did to such a one a thing

that caused displeasure to him; and did evil to

him: others hold that the saying means such a one

made a nay to do nhat he desired to such a one;

in which case, azu." is of the measure ää from

$3.5 originally #4, which is changed into

£, and then into #ú, in like manner as 35,

is changed into &#2 (Aboo-Bekr, TA) (See

the same word in art.ess

#ū. as used in the saying c53
z

6 d -

s: see 52-, in two places.

us: is [fem.of"#4. q.v., as meaning More,

and most, evil, bad, abominable, foul, unseemly,

unsightly, or ugly: and is also] a subst, signify

ing an evil, a bad, an abominable, a foul, or an
unseemly, action; (Mgb, TA;) i. q. i: 3% of

[and i: alone]: in this sense, [as well as in the

former, (TA) contr. of L:- ($, M, K, TA)

- In the Kur xxx. 9, (S, TA,) accord. to the

reading commonly known, (TA,) [as contr. of
• & J. • 3

J.--Ji,] Use-li means + The fire (S, K, TA)

of Hell. (TA.) See also 32-, last explanation

but one.

*g, * 3. * *

*::: See is: (of which it is said by some to
6 & e

be fem.) in two places:-and see also #4, in

four places.

• *e e s ed

&ls- &já. is [app. an instance of the altera

tion of the latter of two't to assimilate it to

the former, originally #: &#, meaning

Ashamed, or base, or vile, or ignominious, and

evil, bad, &c.,] from &#1. (M, T.A.)- See also
6 d -

589-'.

&: [originally&: (as will be shown below,

VOce #), then &: and then& applied to

a thing [of any kind], (Lth, TA,) Evil, bad,

abominable, foul, unseemly, wnsightly, or ugly;

(Lth, Mgb, TA;) contr. of Ü--: (Msb:) some
- 6 * • 6 * > -

times contracted into " *Us", like as Uža is con

tracted in &#, and &: into &# as in the

saying of Et-Tuhawee,

• J. & e **

J2j-e ‘92
*

6 * * - e

sus-: *- : *

*

*
* -

* * *

')2 *

d 6

•

-

* c- c.25
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[And they will not requite good with evil, nor

will they requite roughness with gentleness]. (S.)
* * * 6 o'e

You say &- J35 [An evil sayingi or].".”ying

that displeases. (M, TA) And a:- alas [An

evil action or deed]. (TA.) And it is said in the
* * *.*.*.*.*** * • ** was so - d ->

K: [x:y:41), 3-ºx." G-: S: 3-2-2
alal' S! [And in the plotting of that which is

evil; but the evil plotting shall not beset any save

the authors thereof]. (M., T.A.) One says also,

£9. &: 3% [Such a one is evil in respect

of choice, or preference]. (S.) [See also the next

paragraph.]

#: [fem. of 3: q. v.: and also a subst.,

being transferred from the category of epithets

to that of substs. by the affix 5], originally
** 6 - © e - e.

a;-, ($) An ecil actor action; contr. ofa--,

(Mgb;) a fault, an offence, or an act of disobe

dience; or such as is intentional; a sin, a crime,

or an act of disobedience for which one deserves

punishment; syn. Asia- (M, K.) pl. ~us-.

(TA.) It is said in a trad, c': &##--"

[The good act is between the tico evil acts];

meaning that the exceeding of the just bounds is

a £, and the falling short thereof is a aī., and

the pursuing a middle course between these two

is a a:-. (TA) [See also #. and es: -

Also, tropically, ! The recompense of a a:

properly so termed [i. e. as expl. above]. (Māb

in art. ,<*.)- An evil, or evil accident; a

calamity; a misfortune; (Ksh in iv. 81;) a

trial, or an affliction; opposed to :- (Ksh

and Bd in iv. 80;) scarcity of herbage, or of the

goods, conveniences, and comforts, of life; strait

ness of circumstances; and unsuccessfulness; thus

[likewise] opposed to # - in the Kur iv. 80.

(Er-Răghib, TA in art. Ú--.)

3. * *

13-1; fem.

says,2%l #: 34 He is the most evil, &c., of the

people, or party; syn.>:#: and s: &

She is the most evil, &c. (Mgb.) And the

[common] people say J%-9 £i, meaning The

[norst, or] most scanty, and weakest, of states or

conditions. (Mgb.)= [Also,] applied as an epi

thet to a man, (El-Umawee, M, TA,) Evil, bad,

abominable, foul, unseemly, unsightly, or ugly: (El

Umawee, M, K, TA:) fem. " #4, (El-Umawee,

M, K,) which is thus applied to a woman; (El

Umawee, S, M.;) or this is an instance of the

es: see the latter word. One

*e d >

measure :) as having no [masc. of the measure]
* * * *

Jaśl. (M., T.A.) See also #4, in four places. It

is said in a trad. (M, TA) of the Prophet, or of
... • *~ 6 - d 6 o' - 6 y -- *O -

'Omar, (TA)-2,5- *u-> d x2+ 292 Wils.

[An ugly prolific woman is better than a beautiful

barren one]. (M., T.A.)

it: an inf n, of: (S, M, K:) and [also a

subst. signifying An evil, as being] a cause of

grief or vexation; contr. of 5: originally

#: and therefore the pl. is "3-3, for &*;

(Msb;) signifying also vices, faults, defects, or

imperfections; (S, Msb, K, TA;) and diseases;

($, TA;) and acts of disobedience: (Msb:) so in

• - • * * * * - - - -

the saying, 422L-e & A. His acts of disobedience,

and vices, faults, &c., appeared: (Msb:) and

west- c." US* J: Horses run, notnith

standing their vices, or faults, &c., (S, Meyd, K,)

and diseases; (S, Meyd;) for their generousness

impels them to do so: (S, Meyd, K: but omitted

in the CK:) and in like manner, the ingenuous

generous man bears difficulties, and defends, or

protects, what he is bound to defend or protect,

or to regard as sacred, or inviolable, though he

be weak, and practises generosity in all circum

stances: (Meyd, TA:) or it is applied in relation

to the protection and defence of what should be

sacred, or inviolable, or of wives, or women under

covert, and the members of one's household, not

withstanding harm, or injury, and fear: or it

means that one may seek to defend himself by

means of a man though there be in him qualities

disapproved: (MF, TA:) but accord. to Lh,

us?--" has no proper sing, like &-t-.'

(Meyd, TA:*) accord. to some of the writers on

inflection, it is the contr. of &--", and an

anomalous pl. of i:l, being originally with e.

(TA.)

su: ; see the next preceding paragraph.

***

6 * * - * såe 2

a 2- A long, or far, journey; like 5";

(K, TA;) of which it is a dial. var.: a short

journey is termed#. (TA.)

#'s. A well-known [beverage of the kind

called] *, prepared from wheat, and much

drunk by the people of Egypt, (L, TA,) at their

festivals: (TA:) and also prepared from rice:

(MF, TA:) [also from the pips of a species

of melon, called in Egypt (35%: (see art.

<e; and see also White's “Abdollatiphi Hist.

Aegypti Compendium,” pp. 52-3; or De Sacy's

transl., pp. 34-5;) moistened and pounded, and

steeped in water, which is then strained, and

sneetened with sugar:] it is mentioned in a trad.

and by several writers. (TA.)

£

• * @ J. • * * * •

1. *-* as:--> C-, said of a weaver, He

passed the**, i. e. the sprinkling instrument,

to and fro over his web [to dress the warps with

the preparation termed 2 :-} (A, TA.")–

[Hence, app, unless the reverse be the case, the

inf n.] Cla-2- signifies The act of going and

coming: (AA, O, K, TA:) asserted by some to

be 34.3-, [and thus it is in the CK.] but this is

a mistake. (TA.) You say,
6 * * *

Il. &- [and due-5-), He, or it, went and came.

(TA)-And Cl-, (IAar, O, K,) aor. as above,

(IAar, O,) inf. n. :- and £3. and 3-3

He went along gently, softly, or in a leisurely

manner. (IAar, O, K.) IAar cites the following

[as an ex. of an epithet hence derived]:

o * 3 e - o- *** -

* &:" W £25-9-: *L* *

[A female fair in face: she is not the ugly old

&", aOI". $24, inf.

grape-vines (A, Msb) and the like; as also

woman that goes along gently, or softly, by reason

of decrepitude]. (O.)

2.2% Lie &- (A, MSb) ,-43 (MSb) He

made a *-ū-, i.e. an enclosure (A, Msb) com

posed of thorns and the like, (Mgb,) around the

---,

with U4, agreeably with the word glū- [from

which it is derived] (Mab3) and sixt- &:

inf n.: he made an enclosure (K and TA

in art. --) of thorns and the like (TA in that

art.) around his garden of palm-trees or vines.

(K and TA in the same art.)

£" [The teak-tree; tectona grandis; to which

the name of 2-L. is applied in Pers.; remarkable

..for its huge size, and enormous leaves: or the

Indian, or Oriental, plane-tree : or the Indian

plantain-tree: (see De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec.

ed., iii. 473:)] a certain species of tree, (S, A,

Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) of great size, (Msb,) growing

to a very great size, (Mgh,) that grows only in

India, and is conveyed thence to other countries;

(Mgh, Msb;) so they say: (Mgh:) Z says,

(Msb,) it is a black, heavy, wood, which is brought

..from India, (A, Msb,) in pieces made of an oblong

form, and squared, (A,) and which the wood

fretter can hardly, or not at all, near, or naste;

(A, Msb;) and he says that its pl. is&

(Msb: [but this is said in the A only to be pl. of

<!- meaning “a rounded, wide, cl: :”])

some say that it resembles ebony, but is less black :

(Msb:) accord to the A, Noah's ark was made

of it: but several authors say that it is related in

the Book of the Law revealed to Moses that it

was made of the* [or pine-tree]; and some

say that the "3-2 is a species of the Gl- : (TA:)

AHn describes it, (O, TA,) on the authority of

one who had seen it in its places of growth, (O,)

as a species of tree that grows to a great size, tall

and n ide, having leaves like the shields of the

Deylem (...", q. v.), with one of which leaves a

man may cover himself, and it will protect him

from the rain, and it has a sneet odour, like the

odour of the leaves of the walnut, and is fine and

soft, or smooth; (O, TA,) the elephants [he says]

are fond of it, and of the leaves of the banana,

both of which they eat : it is not of the trees

that grow in the land of the Arabs, nor does it

gron in any country except those of India and

the Zenj; nor does any tree grow so tall, nor

any so big (o:) *ā-u is the n, un., and its

pl. is +": (Msb:) and it signifies a piece of

nood of the tree called Gl-, made of an oblong

form, and squared, as brought from India; (A,"

Mgh, TA;) such as is cut and prepared for a

joundation and the like: (Mgh:) one says, L3

i-u. * U- [In the foundation of his

building is a piece of nood of the Gl- cut in an

oblong form, and squared]: (A:) a as-l- from

which a door is cloven, or divided off lengthwise,

is called is: (TA:) and the term ā- is

also applied to the board, or tablet, [of wood of

the 2-L.,] upon which stand [or rest] the two

scales of the balance when one weighs with it.

(Ham, p. 818.)= Also A [garment of the kind

184 *
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called] cú” of the colour termed5: [here

meaning a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour]: (S, A,

O, K:) or a black cyl-l-le: (IAar, O, K:) or a

large, thick, or coarse, cyl-l-le: (TA:) or a

cit...le made of a round form, (A, TA,) and

wide : (A:) or a Ju-Jele holloned out in the

middle (#): so woven: (Az, O, Msb:) this

last is said to be meant in a trad. in which it is

said that the Prophet used to wear in war such

U-35 [pl. of is:, q. v.,] as were [made] of

cis- (TA) 3- is the pl.: (T, S, A, O,

Msb:) the dim. is V &#3% (TA.) It is tropically

applied to signify t A [garment ofthe kind called]

A = made of a square form, or four-sided; and

is described as a sort of aí-i-, woven. (TA.)

As meaning a tol-Male, it is said by some, that its

! is originally Us. (L, TA.)- It is also used, by

a poet, in the manner of an epithet, as meaning

Of the colour termed5: [expl. above]. (TA.)

:3. A preparation of clay, (app. made into a

sort of ooze, and] cooked; with which the weaver

does over [i. e. dresses] the narps of the web.

(TA. [See 1, first sentence.])

ā-tl, n, un of£, q. v. (Msb.)

&#. [an epithet from *-ū in the last of the

senses assigned to it above]: see 1, last sentence.

&: A small clu-š of the kind called £,

q. v. (TA.)

£- An enclosure (A, Msb) made with thorns

and the like (Mgb) around grape-vines (A, Msb)

and the like: (Msb:) an enclosure made with

trees around grape-vines or a garden: (L in art.

8- :) an enclosure (O and K in that art.) of any

kind (O) around a thing, such as palm-trees and

grape-vines: (O, K:) and a n'all (O, K) of any

kind, whether roofed or not roofed : (O:) pl. [of

pauc.] is: and [of mult.] ** (A, Msb;)

the latter originally £, like.# pl. of.+.

(Msb.) Fei makes the medial radical letter to be

2, and so do [Z and] AHei and most of the gram

marians: Az [and $gh] and IM hold it to be us.

(TA.)

6 * > 0

ā-,-- The sprinkling instrument (#2, A)

which the weaver passes to and fro over his web

[to dress the narps with the preparation termed

£-l. (A TA")
6 * * * * *

- Co- *u-ā- A [garment of the hind called]

al-e made into a 2-L. : (A:) or, made round

(O, K, TA) and .# or ample: (TA:) and

also applied to signify such as is made square, or

four-sided. (TA.)

C*

6 * - - * > *

C- [originally C*-l : see what follows.

ā-tl, [originally i-,-] The court, or open

area, of a house; i.e. a spacious vacant part or

portion thereof, in which is no building; (Msb

voce a.oys ;) a part of a house in which is no

building nor roof: (Harp. 33:) its a-': (S:)

or its yard; i.e. a spacious place in front of a

house: (Msb in the present art. :) or a wide, or

spacious, place, among the divellings of a tribe:

and a side, region, quarter, or tract; or a lateral,

or an outnard or adjacent, part or portion; syn.

#-3: (K:) the pl. is "£ [or rather this is a

coll. gen, n, of which As-L. is the n; un.] and [the

pl. is] --- (S, Msh, K) and C-5. (S. K.)

the last like J.N. pl. of as.…', and -ā- pl. of

#4. ($) the dim, is "à-33. (TA) (See

also 7 in art. ..] One says, 4:-0.***

[May God people thy court, or yard; or make

it to be well stocked with people and the like].

(A.) And in a case of drought you say,>
£f#. • #ff [The air, or atmosphere, has

become red, and the courts, or yards, have become

very dusty]. (A) Yousy also, 3-Ülić# <!,

a phrase like 5,521 it sy. <! [expl. in art. Jüs].

(TA in art. ...is.)

6 * * * *

ăa-2- dim. ofi-u, q. v. (TA.)

ès

1.4% +44 (S.M., K) or #31.3%
of of

(A,) ->}}| es', (S, Mgb,) or Jº", (A,) aor.

& 3, (S, A, Msb) inf n. £- (L, Mgb) and

* * *

£3. and 3%-, (L.) His legs, or the legs of

the beast, sank into the ground: (Msb,” TA:)

or sank, and became concealed, in the ground or
•

earth: (S, Msb,” TA:) and so<<1, aor. £-i,

(S, Mb, TA) inf n : (Ms) and 3.4%

see art. --J: and in like manner one says of the

feet: (A, TA:)like +4.0. (S. K.)—And £t%

(L, K,) aor. £4, (L.) It (a thing) sank [in

water &c.], or subsided; syn. --) (L, K.)

And C#12 ---, (A. L. Mab, K.) aor.

£, (L, MSb) int. n. 2- (L, Mih, K) and

£3. and 3.4% (L, K.) The ground, or earth,

sank n'ith them; or sank with them and sn'allowed

them up or enclosed them; syn. <<), (L, K,)
s de

£".

6 * * *

or *-ā-ā : and so++", *Of. &:-á, inf n.

(Msb.)

4. a-Li He (God) made him, or it, to sink

into, or to sink and become concealed in, the

ground or earth. (Mgb.)

5. &- He fell into a place rendered very

slimy by rain; (L, K;) or into mud rendered

very watery by rain; as also &55. (L.)

*:: * > 2 (L.K) and "úš-(L)and
W J-5, (L, K,) or " J-34, of the measure

Jú, (S) said in the K to be a mistake, but the

S is not the only lexicon in which it is thus

written, (TA,) The earth became very slimy by

reason of rain. (S, L, K.)

J-3-3 see the next preceding paragraph.

#4.* In it is much mud. (K.)

*: L#9 $5.2 i. q. u-9., q. v. (L.)

L-3- |Mud retired very watery by rain.

(L.) See a-b- Už»l Sle, above.- Also,

and '#3:, Tumid earth that breaks in pieces

when trodden upon. (L voce #3)—is :

L+5. [A wide water-course, or channel of a

torrent, containing fine, or minute, or broken,

pebbles, &c.,] into nihich the feet sink, or in n:hich

the feet sink and become concealed. (L.) -

6 - d > g.

#dim of L-34. (L.K.)

6 * > 6 - •

44-3-2 : see L*.*.

39-w

1. 30, aor. 3, 4, inf n is:-(Mg, TA) and

3,- and* [and its vars. inentioned in the

next sentence] and #3:. (TA,) or $3. is a

simple subst, signifying as expl. below, (Msb,)

He was, or became, [a ---, i.e. chief, lord,

master, &c.; or] possessed of glory, honour,

dignity, eminence, exalted or elevated state, or

nobility. (MSb, T.A.).-[It is also trans.:] you

say, *::30, (S, M," A,) aor;**, (S, A,)

inf m. 52'-' ($, M, K') and 33- (M, K') and

3.22., (S, M, A, K,”) in which last the [final] x

is added to render the word quasi-coordinate to
• & J. * * 6 p. •o."

words of the measure Jú, as ~~- and &#,

($) and 33, and #4 (M, TA) and #4,

(M, K, ) of the dial of Teiyi, (M) and #23:,

(S, M.) He was, or became, the '... [or chief,

lord, master, &c.,] of his people; (§3) [he ruled

his people, or held dominion over them;] and

*>3' signifies the same. (M, L.) And $30,

inf n is:- and St. and 33, [&c.], He ever

cised rule, or dominion, over him. (M.A.) [See

also* below.]-[Hence,] gua." J#0 <su.

! My she-camel left behind the [other] camels or

beast (A, TA)—4: J%: see 8 =

* and su.. as syn. with 3:1; see this last, in

three places.= $30 as syn. with 8330. : see this

latter. =30, aor. $34, also signifies He drank

mater such as is termed #34, n:hich occasions a

disease termed 23. (M, K)—And 3-, (M)
Or *::, like &#, (K.) He was, or became,

affected with 3:1 (M.K. [In the former, the
context indicates that this means here a disease

that attacks the liver from eating dates: in the

latter, that it here means a disease incident to

sheep or goats.])

2, #33-, [int n. *. His people made

him a '... [i.e. chief, lord, &c.; generally mean

ing over them]. (S.M. A.) It is said in a trad.

of Omar, bí: & J.5 bià, (M) or 'b:

[for b55-5], (O) meaning Learn ye knowledge,

or science, before ye be [made] chiefs, looked at;

for if ye learn not before that, ye will be ashamed

to learn after becoming advanced in age, or attain

ing to full growth, (3:9. 3%) and so will remain

ignorant, taking it ti. e. knowledge] from the

younger ones, and that will lower your estima
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tion: (M:) or the meaning is, before ye be

married, and become masters of houses, or tents,

and be diverted by the marriage-state from [the

acquisition of] knowledge, or science. (Sh, O.)

[See also 5]->;- also signifies IHe slen: :

(Az, TA:) or [the inf. n.] :2-5 signifies the

laying of *u. [i.e. chief, lords, &c., pl. of

:-l. (K)–[And accord, to the K, #49-5 is

also syn, with # The being bold, daring, brave,

or courageous: but accord. to the O, $5. signi

fies &94. BIe voided his excrement, or ordure;

as though from what next follows: which of these

two explanations is right (for it seems improbable

that both are right) I find no ex. to indicate.]=

£32, (S, M, TA) or *%+ 4.3-, inf n.

**, (Mgb,) I blackened it; made it, or ren

dered it, 2:1 [i.e. black], (§, M, Msb; ) I

changed its J* [or white"] to 23. [or black

ness]. (TA)-[Hence, age-> 33- lit. He, or it,

blackened his face: meaning trendered his face

expressive of sorrow, or displeasure; or grieved,

or displeased, him ; and also, disgraced him : see

the contr.J: and see also 9. - Hence also

25- meaning He wrote anything in a rough

manner, as one writes the first draught, or ori

ginal copy, of a book or the like; contr. of .#

in this sense also: probably post-classical]*

And J.'ss-, (§, M, O.) inf n. ***, (S. K.)

+ He beat, or pounded, old worn-out hair-cloth,

and applied it as a remedy to the galls, or sores,

on the backs of the camels. (Fr, A’Obeyd, S, M,

O, K.”) - AndX: b$3. + Feed ye your

guest with something to allay the craving of his

stomach before the morning-meal (£). (El

Umawee, TA in art. &")

* * * * * •

3. *ā:433%(S, A, K, &c.) He vied with

me, or contended with me for superiority, in the

rank, or quality, or qualities, of a ... [or chief,

lord, &c.], and I overcame, or surpassed, him.

therein: (S, A, L, K:*)=and also He vied with

me in blackness, and I surpassed him therein.

(S, L. K.)—And *-, inf n. *, He met

him in the blackness of the night. (M., L.) -

And #32, (S, A, O.) inf n. #3 (S,0, K")

and #34, (S,) # I spoke secretly with him;

(S, A, O, K;") because you bring near your 23.

[or person] to his [when you so speak with

another]; or [because] originally meaning I

brought near my 23%, i. e. person, to his: (S:)

or 322-, inf n. *b-, signifies he spoke secretly

nvith him, and so brought near his 2%. to his [the

other's]; as also *%u, inf n. $3. (M.) It

was said to the daughter of El-Khuss, Wherefore

didst thou commit fornication? (S, O, L,) or

What caused thee to commit fornication ? or

Wherefore didst thou become pregnant? (M, L,)

thou being the mistress of thy people? (S, O, L:)

and she answered, 23: J* 2-y .#, (S,

M, O, L, [in my two copies of the S *:: and

Js", as though a verb were understood,]) i. e.

[The nearness of the pillon, and the long conti

nuance of] secret speaking with another: (Lh,

M, L:) or, as some say, 212-J here means the

enticing to (*: or, as others say, &=" itself

[if the question put to her were the last mentioned

above]. (M, L)–23- also signifies + He

acted deceitfully, or guilefully, nith him: (K:)

or he endeavoured to turn him [to a thing] by

blandishment, or by deceitful arts; or to entice

him; as shown above. (TA.) - And + He

drove him anay; namely, a lion. (O, K.)

And < ūl J.'" -> t The camels aboured

at the herbage nith their lips, and could not

master it, because of its shortness (O, K) and its

scantiness. (K.)

4. sū and 3: He begat a boy that was a

*: [or chief, lord, &c.]: (S, O, K:) or they

signify, (O, K,) or signify also, (S,) he begat a

black boy: (S, O, K:) or he had a black child

born to him : (M:) and <>2-1 she brought forth

black children. (A.)

5. 25. He became married: (Ki) or he be

came married, and master of a house, or tent.

(Sh, O.) See 2, second sentence,

8: see 1 – c.3% &# 1220.) They slen the

... [or chief, lord, &c.,] of the sons of such a

one: (AZ, S, M, O, K:) or (so in the K, but

in the S and O “and in like manner”) they took

him captive: (S, O, K:) or they asked, or de

manded, of him a woman in marriage. (IAar,

S.M. o. K.) And25:1 su-, and 2%l J, and

X: He asked, or demanded, in marriage, a

5: [or woman of rank or quality], among the

people: (M.) or 9% & vs 2"), andž,

he married one of the chief, or noble, women of

the sons of such a one. (IAar, O.) And 20-l

He marriedamong 530. [or chief, lords, &c.]. (L.)

9. ,-i, (S, M, Msh, K) inf n, 3.3," (S,

K.) and '39-1 (S.M.K.) in n. *::), (S,

K;) and in poetry it is allowable to say * #",

to avoid the concurrence of two quiescent letters;
& • &

imperative [of ' the second] 32%-3, and the last

two letters in this may be incorporated together
* > 0

[so that you may say 31,-]; (§;) said of a

thing; ($, Mgb;) and "33", (S, M, Mgb,) said of
• 4 * @ -

a man, (S, TA,) and of a thing, (TA) aor. 32-3;

(Mab3) and '30, (M) first pers. 3., a form

used by some; (S;) It, and he, became* [i. e.

black]: ($, M, Mgb, K.) and "St.- it, or he,

became intensely so. (TA.) Nugeyb says,

Joe & e- * * # e.e. ...) -

* 4-55 U52'3- *::: "+,- *

*#et z < * , *, *, , , , . * *

* *-i- Jae: Usessil & Jess *

[I am black, (for Nugeyb was a slave,) and

am not master of my person; but beneath it, or

nvithin it, is a shirt like the cloth of Koohistán,

the gores of which are white: by this Ua'.5

he means his heart; Je-il, Or -til Je-i,

tropically meaning “the pericardium ;” and, by

a synecdoche, “the heart itself, with its apper

tenances”]. (S, TA.) - [Hence,] 4: 32

[lit. His face became black: meaning] this face

became expressive of grief, or sorron, or dis

pleasure, occasioned by fear [5c.]: (Bdin iii. 102;)

he became grieved, sorron ful, or displeased; and

confounded, or perplexed, and unable to see his

right course, by reason of shame, or in consequence

of a deed that he had done (Bd in xvi. 60) [yc. :

and often meaning he became disgraced]: opposed

to # (Bdin i. 102)

11: see 9, in three places.

& £e o

Q. Q. 4. 212-1: see 9, first sentence.

33- A -i- (M,K, TA) of a mountain, (M,

TA,) [app. meaning, in this case, a lon, tract at

the base, or foot, of a mountain,] forming a

narron strip of ground, (M, TA,) rough and

black, (M,) or level, abounding with black stones,

(K, TA,) which are rough, and the predominant

colour whereof is blackness; seldom found but at

a mountain in which is a mine: so says Lth: or

a piece of ground in which are blach rough stones

resembling dry human dung: (TA:) or land, or

ground, in which blackness predominates, which

is seldom anynhere but at a mountain in which
- • 6 * of

"...a mine: (Msb:) pl. 312-1: (M, TA:) and

* 5x3- signifies a portion theref, (M, Mgb,

K, TA) and the pl. of this is $35, and the

pl. of £33- is '+'.33:1, which occurs in a trad.

(TA.)

6 * j,• *

22- : See 33.9".

6 6.e. 6 * *

*- a contraction of A-, q.v.

s

*A*- : See art. Ae".

6 * > * 6 de

3.25- : see #4. •- Also,+ Land in which are

palm-trees: opposed to a.a.s. (TA in art. Jax.

[See also 33:1, WOce 33% near the end.])

* a subst. from su, inf n.#-; signifying

[The rank, station, or condition, or the quality or

qualities, of a *; i.e. chiefdom, lordship,

mastery, &c.; or] glory, honour, dignity, (Msb,)

or eminence, exalted or elevated state, or nobility:

(M, Mgb:) or this word, (S, M, K,) and its vars.

33, and 333. (M, TA) and #5, (M. K.) of

the dial. of Teiyi, (M.) and *:::, (M, K,) are

syn. with #: (S, M, K) and #3: as inf ns. .

of su. [q v.] ($, M.)

#3. fem. of#: [q. v.]. (Mgb.)

se • * 65 • *

ăils:- : see à:122-.

6.- * d >

45'23" or

6* * s -

451.xe- : see Ae-', in art. Ae".

#3,-,(M.A, TA)oriš, (Mgh,0) and

'#', (M,0) or #3,-, with damm, like the

first (TA) and "#23 (A, K) and "3," (K)

all signify the same; (TA) A certain bird, that

eats grapes: or i, q. 234-2s [i. e. the sparrow;

or a bird of the passerine kind]: (K:) or a cer

tain small bird, (A, Mgh, O, TA,) having a long

tail, (Mgh,) resembling the 224.2c, (TA,) some

time (MgH) called also "3:513:1 (Mgh,

O) of such a size that it may be grasped in the

hand, that eats grapes (A, Mgh, O, TA) and

dates (A, TA) and locusts. (Mgh, O, T.A.)
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#: Blacknes; contr. of Jús (M,Mgh.)

a certain colour, (S, Msb,) well known. (Mgb.)

One says, J: 23- & 4: [He met him in the

blackness of night]. (TA) And J C': it:

* G #3: J=633-(The "p.
or goat, walks in blackness, and eats in black

ness, and looks in blackness]; meaning the black

ness of its legs and of its mouth and of what is

around its eyes. (Mgh, Mgb.) And 3:= $!

3'," J; -3% [When n'hiteness becomes much,

blackness becomes little]; by whiteness meaning

milk; and by blackness, dates. (TA.) – Black

clothing. (Mgh in art. *... [See its contr.

-3%.])–(Hence,] ... ii.13% ($, M, A, K.)

and "33%" (M) and "4:3: and "33:(SM,

K) and 7 $43, (S, M, A, K,) the last a dim,

(TA,) The heart's core; the black, or inner, part

of the heart : or a black thing in the heart : or

the black clot of blood that is within the heart

[resembling a piece of liver (Zj in his “ Khalk el

Insán”)]: or the heart's blood: i. q. 4:-: (S,

M, K, TA:) or, as some say, 4%. (M, TA.)

One says, 4.6 25- &#: (A, TA) and

W£3. (A) ! [Place them in the inmost part

of thy heart; i. e. give them the best, or most

intimate, place in thy affections]. (A, TA.) -

ck: $; signifies The liter. (L, TA)—
* > * 6 d

3]2- is also syn. with Ja: #[as meaning A

person; and also, in a more general sense, a

bodily, or corporeal, form or figure or substance];

(A’Obeyd, S, M, A, Msb, K;) of a man, and of

other things; (Msb;) expressly said by A’Obeyd

to be of any article of household goods or utensils

and furniture and the like, and of other things:

(M:) because appearing black when seen from a

distance: (TA) pl. #, and 320i, ($, M, A)

the latter a pl. pl. (S, M.) El-Aasha says,

J. J. • *

L* colás
•

• * > 0 < * * de - d - * ~ *

* ū; --> -s (sº-> 33

[Ye refrained from retaliating upon us when there

were among you prostrate persons the slain

whereof had not been pilloned in graves]: by the

25ul meaning the Les: of the slain. (S.)

And it is said in a trad., $3.>4-& $!

aits 5 [When any one of you sees a bodily form,

or a person, by night, let him not be the more

concardly of the tro bodily forms, or persons;

for he feareth thee, like as thou fearest him]:

1312- here meaning La-3. (L.) The saying

4.4% &23- J.5% S is expl. by As as meaning

-

• ze ** if f de • *

*32 tie Los Al
*

*

6 *

•

12.2% Je: J# 5 [i. e. My person mill

not separate itself from thy person]: 212-, with
6 o' --

the Arabs, meaning Las-à, and in like manner
* --> • # & 3 - - -

Jals. (IAar, L.) [Hence, app.,] .312: us Us

93%. [as though lit. signifying Evil said to me,

Erect thy person]; meaning + be thou patient :

a prov. (TA)- As its pl. 3× means the

J22s-à of the vessels of a house, [accord. to the

statement of A'Obeyd cited above,] such as the

5.I. and the à-l and the **, these being

called 3'3" 3×i. it is also used as meaning

+ Household goods or utensils or furniture and

the like, absolutely. (Har p. 495.) [And in like

manner] the sing, is also used as meaning t The

travelling-apparatus and baggage and train (Jā)

of a commander: (S:) and + the tents and appa

ratus and beasts and other things, collectively, of

an army. (TA) - Also, the sing., + Property,

or cattle, &c.; syn. Jú: (Aboo-Málik,TA:) or

much thereof; (A’Obeyd, S, K;) as in the say

ing #- &# [To such a one belongs much pro

perty, &c.j. (A’Obeyd, S.) - Also t A collec

tion, company, or collective body, of men; (M,

A, L;) as in the sayinguse':2::" $3. &#s

! [I increased the number of the collective body of

the people, or party, by my person]: (A, TA:)

and **: and 3,0. are used in the same

sense; (M;) or (rather] as pls of this meaning:

(L, TA:) or all these as meaning tsundry, dis

tinct or separate, sorts of men, or people: (M:)

[but]&: 3%. means + the collective body

of the Muslims: (Mgh, Msb:) and so #:

2:9), a tropical phrase [in which&: &

is understood]: (A:) or this means #the great

number of the Muslims agreed in obedience to the

Imām. (TA.) + The commonalty, or generality,

of men or people: (S, K:) + the bulk, or main

part, of a people: (M, TA:) or + the greater

number. (Msb.) And + A great number (S, Msb,

K) of any kind. (S.) - t A collection of palm

trees and of trees in general; on account of

their greenness and blackness, because greenness

nearly resembles blackness. (M., L.)- And! The

rural district of any province; i. e. the district

around the tonns or villages, and the 3.30% [i. e.

districts of sonn fields with tonns or villages], of

any province: (M, TA:) or the environs, con

sisting of tonns, or villages, and of cultivated

land, (A, TA,) [but more properly applied to the

latter than to the former,] of a city, (A,) or of the

chief city of a province: (TA:) or the tonns, or

villages, [but properly with the cultivated lands

pertaining to them,] of a province or city: (K:)

thus [particularly] of El-Koofeh and El-Basrah:

(S, O:) hence, (A,) 55*" 3%, (A, Mgh, O,

Msb) or [simply] 33:1, (K) the district of

tonns or villages, and cultivated lands, of El

'Irāk; (O, K;*) or the district betneen El

Basrah and El-Koofeh, with the tonns, or vil

lages, around them; (A;) or extending in length

from Hadeethet El-Monsil to 'Abbadán, and in

breadth from El-'Odheyb to Holwān; (Mgh;)

so called because of the5: [which means both

greenness and a colour approaching to blackness]

of its trees and its seed-produce; (Mgh, Msb;)

for that which is *: the Arabs term s:

because it appears to be thus at a distance. (MSb.)

3%. Secret speech with another; as also 33-3

(M, K, TA:) each a subst. from $330, accord.

to A'Obeyd: (M, TA:) but [ISd says,] in my

opinion the latter is the inf n, of 330, [and as

such it has been mentioned above, (see 3,)] and

the former is the simple subst, the two words

being like £5. and £5: (M :) As disallowed

the former, but it is authorized by AO and others.

(TA.) = Also A certain disease incident to sheep

or goats. (K.) - And A certain disease incident

to man; (K;) a pain that attacks the liver, in

consequence of eating dates, and that sometimes,

or often, hills. (M., T.A.)- And A yellonness in

the complexion, and a greenness (#4. [app.

here meaning a blackish hue inclining to green

ness]) in the nail, (K, TA,) incident to people

from [drinking] salt water. (TA.)

* * *

*", (S, M, K, &c.,) of the measure J4,

[originally J-3-, for a reason to be mentioned

below; the kesreh upon the 2, being deemed

difficult of pronunciation, is suppressed, and the

quiescent 2 and Us thus coming thgether, the

latter receives the rejected kesreh, and the 3 is

changed into L4 and incorporated. into the aug

mentative US; as in the case of **- with those

who hold it to be originally *y-, or, accord. to
6 de - -

the Bagrees, it is of the measure U.x:#; [originally

*:::) ($) and also "3:; (Mz, 40th 89,

section on the class of &: and 3: ;) A chief,

lord, or master: (M, L, Mgh, Msb: [accord.

to the last of which, this is a secondary significa

tion, as will be seen below:]) a prince, or king :

(Fr, L.) one who is set before, or over, others: a

master of a household: (L:) a woman's husband:

(Fr, M, Msb:) a possessor, an onner, or a pro

prietor : (L, Msb:) a slave's master, or onner:

(Fr, M, Msb:) a superior in rank or station or

condition; one possessing pre-eminence or excel

lence; a man of rank or quality; a personage;

a man of distinction: (L:) one who surpasses

others in intelligence and property, and in re

pelling injury, and in beneficence, or usefulness,

who makes a just use of his property, and aids

others by himself: (ISh, L:) one possessed of

glory, honour, dignity, eminence, exalted or ele

wated state, or nobility; (L, Msb; [accord. to

the latter of which, this is the primary significa

tion;]) generous, noble, or high-born : (L:) the

most generous, noble, or high-born, of a people:

(Msb:) a liberal, bountiful, or munificent, per

son: (Fr, L:) clement; forbearing; one who

endures injurious treatment from his people :

(L:) devout, abstaining from unlan ful things,

and clement, or forbearing : (Katádeh, L:) one

who is not overcome by his anger: ('Ikrimeh, L:)

accord. to As, the Arabs say that it signifies any

one who is subdued, or repressed, by his principle

of clemency, or forbearance: (L:) and *:

signifies the same as: or one inferior to a

*:: (K:) or, accord. to Fr, one says, 3: lás

3.31.2% [this is the lord, &c., of his people to:

day].; but if you announce that he will be their

-- after a little while, you say 3: ** £1.3%

J.'s, and *: (S:) the fem. of: [and of.

*:::) is with s (M, L, Msb:) pl. of:, (S,

Mgb.) or of '33., (M,K)#30 ($, M, Mab, K)

and 3%($, K) and (pl. ofäu.]+30 (Mab3)

[J says, that] 530, is of. the measure #3, [ori

nally #3-l because : is of the measure

J.2% [as has been before mentioned;] and it is

like #. as pl. of &", the only other instance
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of the kind; this being shown to be the case by

the fact that: has also as a pl. 3%, with e,

[and with the s changed into $5 becaus: i. is so

changed in the sing] like as J-31 has J39, and

like as as: has &: 5 but the Basrees, who hold

3: to be of the measure Jaś, say that it becomes

of the measure #3 in the pl. as though it were

35u, like 336, which has #5 as a pl., and like

3%, which has #6 as a pl.; and they also say

that £, with *, as pl. of '-', is contr. to

analogy; for by rule it should be without ... (S.)

- [In the present day it is also particularly ap

plied to signify, like -ā2#, Any descendant of the

Prophet.]- One of the poets has used it in

relation to the jinn, or genii; saying,

•- - - - 3

* J.A. c-e ce. "

[Genii that were roused from their sleep by night,

summoning, or perhaps benailing and eulogizing,

their chief]: Akh says that this is a well-known

verse of the poetry of the Arabs: but it is asserted

by one, or more, likewise deserving of reliance,

that it is of the poetry of El-Weleed [and therefore

post-classical]. (M.)- And the wild ass is

called t the '... of his female. (TA)- Also,

(Ks, S, M, Mgh, Mab, K.) and ':, (K) the

latter on the authority of Aboo-'Alee, (TA,)

applied to a he-goat, + Advanced in years: (Ks,

S, M, Mgh, Msb, K:) or in its third year:

(Mgh:) or great, though not advanced in years:

(TA:) or it is of general application, for it occurs

in a trad. applied to the camel and the ox-kind. (M,

TA.)-And the former also signifies + What is

most eminent, exalted, or noble, of any things:

and is applied by Zj to the Kur-án, because, he

says, it is2% *: + [The paragon of speech].

(M.)

6 &

Je.: see the last sentence but one above.

6 6.e. p.

3: the abbreviated dim of# (S, Mgh,

Msb:) see the latter. - Also [as a subst., or an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. predo

minates,] Water; (M, Mgh, L;) as also "#:

(M: [but see cs:9, WOce ##!) the former

is [said to bej used in this sense in negative

phrases only: (M, L:) one says, &:Xià- U.

z-e Q e. de J,

3) laş J.23. He gave them not to drink a drop of
g - 33

water. (M, Mgh," L.)—23. _el means The

* @ - - - 4

anus; syn. <-Sl; (K;) [and] so Wii. 33.31.

(M.)

-ii #3. : See 3%, near the beginning

of the paragraph.

& [or perhaps&#. i; e." belonging to

the Sawád of El-'Irák,”] i. q.j:go (M) A well

known sort of dates, (K voce #2 w") found in

abundance at El-Basrah. (TA ibid.)

24 - - 3:... • *

423'2- : see à:122-.

* > *.*.* * @ e * > d £

£1.43-dim. of $33, fem. of£i, q.v.: (Mgh:)
6 * * 6 d > y

-see also 3'-', in two places:-and 333- :–
* - of

and 33-1, near the end of the paragraph. - Also

A certain bird. (M.)- And Salt tracts (£)

of [plants of the kind called] J.- : Kr explains

it by # [app. a mistranscription for à: (l

plant], without describing it. (M)

*::: See :, in the middle of the paragraph,

in three places.

# Greater, and greatest, in respect ofestima

tion, rank, or dignity; syn. J.i. (S, K:) and,

as some say, more [and most] liberal or bountiful

or munificent: or more [and most] clement or
• * * ~ * * ~ *

forbearing. (TA.) One says, c)3 &- 33-15A

He is greater &c. (3*) than such a one. (S.)
6 * • * ~ of

And Ležall C-2 23-'91 means The greatest &c.3 - * * •

(3-5) of the people, or party (K, TA)=

Also Black; i.e. having 3%, (M," Mgh,)

which is the contr. of -*: (M, Mgh:) and

3 - • # . . * - of

* Uss3.j signifies the same as 35-i: (Hamp.

379:) [or has an intensive signification, like
3 - 0 * * > * @ “

&:-il the fem of #isis: (Mgh, Mab3)

the dim of 3:4 is '+' (S.M.) and it is

allowable to say *:::: [as is shown by an ex.

WOce à-il meaning [a little black thing; or

blackish, or] approaching to black; (S;) and the

abbreviated dim. is " :*: (S, Mgh, Mgb:) the

dim. ofāşş- is W#3: : (Mgh:) the pl. of3:

(M, MS) and ofíš-(Mg) is 3, (M, MSB)

and Cl32-, [which latter is especially applied to

human beings]. (M.) &: is said in the R

to denote [The negroes;] that particular people,

or race, who are the most stinking of mankind in

the armpits and sneat, and the more so those who

are eunuchs. (TA.) [It (i. e. Cl23-JI) is also

sometimes used for o's," .# Oro: $$,

(The land, or the country, of the negroes) or the

like: it is thus used in the TA voce #:..] And

the epithet#: is also applied by the Arabs to a

thing that is *: [i. e. green]; because it

appears to be thus at a distance. (Mgb. [See
* - d = * ~ * ~ 2. • 24, 2 ° 2

2-as-i: and see 'loax āfiz-A- and a cue-o, voce
* - of *** 6 -

>>.])- [Hence.] -li 3: and 25'32- : see

3%.-[And #3: The black bile; one of the

four humours of the body; of which the others

are the yellow bile (#4), the blood (23.1),
J e o e * - of

and the phlegm (:!).]->2-1 as opposed to
* - e #

X->! [and meaning The Arab race, and also,

accord. to some, in this case also, the black]: see

£-i, in two places. - As applied to a certain

bird: see #3,-, in two places.- Also, as a

subst., (S) or an epithet in which the quality of a

subst. predominates, (Sh, M,) so that it is used as

a subst, (Sh, TA,) but imperfectly decl., (TA,)

! A great serpent, (S, M., K.) in which is black

ness: (S, M.:) the norst and greatest and most

noxious of serpents, than n-hich there is none more

daring, for sometimes it opposes itself to a com

pany of travellers, and follows the voice, and it

is that which seeks retaliation, and he who is

bitten by it will not escape death: (Sh, TA:) it

is pluralized as a subst., (Sh, S, M,) its pl. being
* * * Jo • * • * @

320i (§, M) and *sū and '+'ss-i: (M.)

were it an epithet [used as such], its pl. would be

*: it is also called #: #, because it casts

off its slough every year: you do not say #:

#: (S) the female is called "###, (S. M.)

which is extr.; (M;) and to this the epithet

išu. is not applied. (S)-cis, S. Imeans

f The serpent and the scorpion; (sh, Mgh, Mab,

K;) which are to be killed during prayer: (Sh,

Mgh, Mgb:) so called by the attribution of pre

dominance [to the former]. (Sh, T.A.)- And

| Dates and water; (El-Ahmar, A5, S, M, A,

Mgh, Msb, K;) both together being thus called

by a term which properly applies to one only,

[acord. to some,] for [they say that] #:S alone

signifies dates, not water, and especially, or

mostly, the dates of El-Medeeneh; and in like

manner, Aboo-Bekr and 'Omar together are

called 99.41: and the sun and the moon

together, &#1; (TA:) or, as some say, it

means water and milk; and is applied by a rájiz

to water and the herb called Eill, of [the grain

of] which bread is made, and is eaten [in time of

dearth or drought]. (M, L.) See also £3.•

Also + The 5- [or tract strenn with black and

crumbling stones] and night: (S, M, L:) so called

because of their blackness. (M, L.) A party came

as guests to Muzebbid El-Medenee, and he said

to them, 'There is nothing for you with us but

the 933-19" and they replied, “Verily therein

is a sufficiency: dates and water:” but he said,

“I meant not that: I only meant the 5- and

the night.” ($, M.) And as to the saying of

'Āisheh, that she was with the Prophet when

they had no food, but only the &#, which is

expl. by the lexicologists as meaning dates and

water, [and thus by Mtr in the Mgh, ISd says,]

in my opinion she only meant the 5- and night.
* * - of ~ *

(M.)–:Sl 22- 24 [lit. He is black-livered]

means the is an enemy: (A, TA:) andsu=9| $2.

* > * * * * * (M.A.)—You say also,

99"all 22- ** U}\} &le-, and, in like manner,

J's 3-, both meaning t Such a one brought

his sheep, or goats, in a lean, or an emaciated,

means f enemies.

state. (AS, S, and A in art. ---.) - And

* - J. : He shot with his lucky

arron', (A, K,) that was smeared with blood,

(A,) by means of n!hich he looked for good

fortune, (K, TA,) because he had shot with it

and hit the object shot at, (TA,) or as though it

were black (K, TA) with blood, (TA,) or by its

having been much handled. (K, TA)- And

à: $; 335- G" 3 (3 + 1 I spoke to

him, and he did not return to me a bad nord nor

a good one : (S, L:) or a single word. (A.)

#122- #3 means + A footstep, or footprint,

that is becoming effaced: a recent one is termed

#:- (S)-is: + Cultivated, or planted,

land; opposed to #1 [q, y]. (TA in art. Là.".

[See also 525-l.])- [But $122- a-- means + A

very severe year; more severe than such as is

* @ -

**6 =

termed !!)->; which is more severe than the
* > 0.e. - **o •

•lae', and still more so than the el: ; see
•e o is ** >

arts. ** and --.]-il2.5-li as-J), said in a
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trad. to be a remedy for every disease except
* 3

death, (TA,) i. q. 5:32:Ji [q. v.], (K,) as also
-- * ~ * • * * *

W i3:3:1, (TA) [i. e.] this latter signifies ā

***", (M,) or properly *śl, for thus the

Arabs called it accord. to IAgr: or, as some say,

i. q. ###" #~ [q.v. in art, -], because:

Arabs [often] call black -a-, and green 32-l.

(TA.)= It is also used as an epithet denoting

excess; but as such is anomalous, being formed

from a verb whence the simple epithet is of the
* - of - • • • & * ~ * *

measure Jaši; so in the saying, Al- d. 22

~%l [Blacker than the blackness, or intense

blackness, of the crow, or raven: see Al-J.

(I’Ak p. 237. [See also its contr. .# VOCe

-*. and see Har p. 286.])

#:

(S, M.)

• of

fem. of $3% q. v., used as a subst.

* - of

2.5-l.

• - - of 6 d > © • •

*low-l: see 29- :- and 2'2- : - and
3 - of * - of

&s: See $3:1, fourth sentence.

•- # * - ~ *

&: rel. n. of 3-1 with the movent Us re

jected, Of, or relating to, [a blackish colour, or]

a colour approaching to black. (S.)

* -- * • * - of

*-1 and 3: : See $3. fourth sentence.

st-, A skin for clarified butter, or for honey.

(TA in this art. [See also art. -->; and see

st-, in art. st-])

6 * > / - - -

3, ... One over whom rule, or dominion, is

exercised; or of whom another is *: [or chief,

lord, master, &c.]. (TA.)

6 @ y -> of -

33-2 [act, part. n. of 32-, q.v. :] with 5, i. e.

#,*-*. A woman who bring: furth black chil

dren: the contr. is termed ala-e, (Fr, K in art.

Jae,) or, more commonly,#4. (O and TA

in that art.)

*** 6 - -

333-6 it. Water that is a cause of [the disease

called] als: (M, K, TA) to such as drink it.

(TA.)

J - d > * > 6 - & P

133-2 awa-3 Uls, in the Kur [xvi. 60 and xliii.

16], means + [His face becomes, or continues, or

continues all the day,] expressive of sorrow, or

displeasure. (Mgh. [See the verb, 9.]) And
63 - d .. 6

325-2A: means t [Days of] evil state or con

dition, and hardness, or difficulty, of living.

(Harp. 304)–(5: The first draught, or

original copy, of a book, or the like: (not called

#5- :) opposed to i:, q. v.: probably post

classical.]

6 * > *

33-2 Guts (c.94%) containing blood dran'n by

venesection from a she-camel, bound at the head,

roasted and eaten. (IAar and K as expl. by

J - * *

333. The partisans of the dynasty of the

'Abbāsees; [so called because they made their

clothes black;] opposed to thea: (S and K

in art. Jael.) |

6 s 6 -

353-e part. n. of*: (K. [See 1, last signifi

cation.])

- 29

• * * * * • * * *

..!. 2'-', aor. 23-3, ($, M, #) inf 323-, (S,) or

33-, (M,) or both, (K,) or 5,3-, (Mgh,) [but this

last is an inf. n. of un.,.] He leaped or sprang,

(S, M, A, Mgh, K) 231 to, or towards, him, (S,

M, K.) and as: upon him. (A)- He leaped,

or sprang, [or committed an assault, upon

another,] like as he does nho behaves in an annoy

ing manner tonards his cup-companion in his

intoxication. (TA. [See also 3.])-[Hence,]

$. * * * * *

4-9 Ja el-M 3-, (§, M, A, K,) inf n.

3- and #. (M, K) and*. agreeably with
6 * *

the root, (M,) and 3.3-, (TA,) t [The wine

assaulted, or rushed into, his head]: (A:) [or]

the nine circulated in his head, and rose into it :

(M, K:) or*: 30, inf n. #- and #4, the

wine had an overponiering influence upon the
£2 a ~ * • *

heads (Msh:) and Jül ("-4& the force

or overponering influence, (#) [or fumes,] of

the cup of nine mounted, or rose, to his head, or

into his head. (TA in art. Uss-)- And it.",

aor, as above, t He was angry. (Msb.)-3\",
6

aor. as above, inf. n. 3-, also signifies He (a

man) rose, or became elevated. (M.)

* *J. G. : + *

means I rose to him [upon the upper, or upper

most, parts of the n'all of the city of town &c.].

(TA.)- And one says to a man, '-' " [Rise

thou, rise thou, to eminence,] in enjoining aspira

tion to the means of acquiring eminence, or

nobility (IAar, K, TA) from £-1 +,

meaning I ascended, or mounted, upon the wall.

(TA)- See also 5, in two places. =: 2-3

see 2 in art. ".

2. [3-, inf ***, He walled a city or town

&c. (See 2 in art. As-.)] - See also 5.=And
* * * *

až»-, [inf n. as above, (see an ex, voce &#3)]

I put upon him [or decked him with] the2'- [or

bracelets; or I decked him with bracelets]. (S.)

6.--> . .e. p.

3, 5,50-2 signifies The leaping, or springing,

of two antagonists, each upon the other, or their

assaulting, or assailing, each other, in mutual

fight. (Har p. 329)– And syst., (§, M, K.)

inf n. #3: and 53-, (M, K,) He leaped, or

sprang, upon him ; he assaulted, or assailed, him;

syn. #3. (S, M, K.) You say, 33-3 #~

J-syl [The serpent springs upon, or assaults,

the rider]. (A) And it is said in a trad, of

'Omar, 55: &% $33, meaning And I

nas near to leaping upon him, or assaulting him,

and fighting him, during prayer. (TA.) [See

also 1.] You say also,As: Lás- 1 [Anarieties

assaulted, or assailed, me]. (A.)- Also i. q.

-: 3: [which, as it is mentioned immediately

after:- in the last of the senses assigned to that

word below, is app. said of speech, or language,

meaning t It had an overponering influence upon

his head]. (M, K.)

5. 93– He ascended, or mounted, upon it;

(namely, a wall,) as also '9", inf n.3

(TA:) he climbed, ascended, or scaled, it,

(namely, a wall,) like a thief; (IAar, S," M,

A, K,” TA;) as also **-ī; (M3) and "$u,

inf n. as above: (#) and he climbed, or

ascended, and took, it; as also dele 3–3, and

* *- : (TA: [this last from a trad, in which,

however, the verb is, in my opinion, probably

mistranscribed:]) he climbed, or ascended, its

* [or wall]. (Bd in xxxviii. 20)= And 5-3

He put on himself [or decked himself with] the

5%. [or bracelet; or he decked himself with

bracelets]. (S.) .

6. #: signifies The leaping, or springing,

one with [or upon] another. (KL. [See also 3.])

–And 3 4×3 neans J-5 ū < *, [I

raised, or elevated, my person to her, or it, or

them; or stretched myself up &c.; like <āşūj].

(TA.)

8. £1. Sees: in art. 52-, from which it

is formed by transposition.

*: The n'all of a city [or town &c.]: (S, M,

A, Msb, K:) [properly] masc.; but Ibn-Jurmooz,

in a verse, makes it fem., because it is a part of

the *** (M.) pl. # (S. M. M., K) and

30- (S, K.)- And The upper, or uppermost,

part of the head; occurring in a trad., as some

relate it; or, accord. to others, it is *::::: Or

coś, which is said by some of the later authors

to be the reading commonly known. (TA)=

See also 5*, in three places.= And see 3'-'.

=Also An entertainment of a guest or guests;

(K;) a repast to which people are invited : (Abu

l-'Abbās, TA:) a Pers. word, honoured by the

Prophet; (K;) i.e. by his saying to his com

5*** [Arise ye, for Jābir has made an enter,

tainment, or a repast]. Abu-l-'Abbās, T.A.)=

[It is also the name of A species of fig, called by

Forskål (Flora Aegypt. Arab., pp. cxxiv. and

180,) ficus sur, (not “mimosa sur,” as in

Freytag's Lex,) observed by him at Jubleh, in

El-Yemen.] *

#. A leap, or spring. (TA.)- + The

assault of wine upon the head; or its rush into

the head : and in like manner, the assault, or

rush, of venom, such as that of the scorpion:

(S:) or the force, or strength, of wine &c.; (M,

K, Msb, and MF voce :- ;) as also *%+, (M,

K;) and in like manner, of hunger: (Msb:)

the overpontering influence of wine upon the

head: (Msbi) or '#' signifies the creeping of

wine in the head: and #- is said to signify the

assault, or force, or intoxicating operation, or

* *

panions, as is related in a trad.,

overponiering influence upon the head, (::)

produced by the creeping of wine, in, or through,
** * * *

G: '3'

means + a motion of joy like the creeping of wine

in the head. (TA)- [t A paroxysm of fever.

-+ An ebullition, a fierceness, or an impetuous

nes, of anger; as when] one says #3-4*:&

+ [Verily his anger has an ebullition, a fierceness,

or an impetuousness]: (S:) [t an outburst, or

outbreak, of anger: and] tanger itself: [or t a

the drinker: and in like manner,
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© - d -

fit of anger, or irritation:] pl. 395-. (Msb.)

-[+The flush, or impetuosity, of youth : see

(.-.]- Impetuousness in war. (A.), [It is said

in the TA that> & 52- 23 U}\} means

*** 35, i.e. Such a one has strong inspec

tion in war; but I think that Xà is here a mis

transcription for *~, i. e. impetuousness.]—

Violence, force, or oppression, and tyranny, of a

Sultán: (S, K:) and might, or valour, (MSb,

TA,) of a Sultán. (TA.)- + Wehemence, or in

tenseness, of cold: (K:) or £ement, or intense,

cold. (M.) You say, 5:1 #4 it Intense cold

seized him. (TA)—see also #3.

is: ! Eminence, or nobility: (S, A, K:) rank

or station: (S, M, A, K:) or high, or exalted,

rank or station: . (Ibn-Es-Seed:) excellence:

(A:) pl.:- and *},... [the latter of which is an

anomalous pl.; or a coll. gen, n. of which is: is

the n. of un., as in another sense mentioned

below:] (M3) and #3", (M.) or '#', (K.) a

mark, or sign, of glory, honour, dignity, or

nobility; and height thereof (M, K.) You say,

2-3 es' is- 4 : He has eminence in glory.

(A.) And 3: is: a ! He has superiority,

and rank or station, over, or above, thee; he is

of higher rank or dignity than tho' (A.) And

J.'3", (M.) [in the AJ' & 3..] or '3

J.''', (K,) mean: The excellent ones of camels:

(M, K:) sing. 52-, which, accord. #9 some,

signifies hardy and strong. (M.)– 5,3- also

signifies What is goodly and tall, of structures.

(M, K.)–And The extremity (3-) of anything.

(IAar, T.A.)- See also 23-...- Also A ron of

stones or bricks of a wall: (L, K: in the ..I.,

* - 3% & 3 in the K. J.; c. 3%

lažla-Ji, or, as in the CK, s-J) &: :) any degree

(#) of a structure: ($) pl. "3-, (S. K.)

[or this is a coll. gen, n.,] like as 3: is of#:

(S,) and 3. (K.)- Hence its application in

relation to the Kur-án, [to signify A chapter

thereof,] because each of what are thus called

forms one degree, or step, (S, M," K,) distinct

from another, (S, K,) or [leading] to another:

(M:) or from the same word signifying “emi

nence:” (IAar:) or as being likened to the wall

of a city: (B:) some pronounce it with hemz;

(see art. X- ;) but it is more common without:

(TA) pl.: (S, Msh) and #5, and #:

are also allowable. (S.)- A sign, or token.
6 * , • , e.De

(IAar, M, K.) You say, 5,3- low-e Between

them two is a sign, or token. (IAar, M.)

* > /

3'2- : see #4, in three places: = and see

what here follows.

33- (S, M, Mob, K) and "33. (M.M.'

and *%-i (S, MF, and others) and "#"

(M, K) A noman's bracelet, (S," M, Msb," K,)

syn. −is, (M, K, [in the CK, erroneously, -r]:5,])

of silver or of gold; (Zj;) [and a man's bracelet
3 * *

also: see 2 and 5, and see also: :] all arabi

cized, from the Pers. 25.2 [5%: or#: Or

2'>>]: (B, TA:) pl. [of p': of 52-, (§, M,

Msb,) and of 32-, (M,) 5,3-1, ($, M, Msb, K,)

Bk. I.

and (pl. pl.,M)3C (S.M.K.) accord to Aboo
- • Ö • * *

'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā pl. of #4. (S,) and #sui,
• d • * * * •

(S, Msh, K) also pl. of 3- or £i, (M, TA)

or of#4. or perhaps of30 ; (S;) and (pl. of

- 6 p. • J. J.

mult; M) "33", (M, Msb, K,) originally 53,
J. J. 6 - * f y

like --> pl. of -t:=, (Msb,) and 55%., (K, [in

a copy of the M3:) said by Sb to be used by

poetic license. (M, TA.)

33- is an epithet applied to a dog [as meaning

Wont to spring or leap or assault]. (A.)– And

it signifies The lion; (TS, K;) because of his leap

ing, or springing; (TA;) as also "33". (TS,

T.A.)- Also One who is nont to leap or spring

upon another, or to assault him; (S;) who be

haves in an annoying manner tonards his cup

companion in his intoxication; (S, A, Mgh;)

who assaults [or insults] his cup-companion n'hen

he drinks. (TA.)- + One into n:hose head wine

quickly rises: (M, K:) as though it were he

himself that rose. (M.)- And + Speech, or lan

guage, that has an overponiering influence upon
£a * #. g

the head (U-9L J-u (431). (M, K.)

&: Height: so expl. by Th as used in the

saying,

es:- -, - (< *

[I love him with a love that has height (i. e.

rising to a high degree), like as the bustard loves

her young one]: meaning that the bustard is

stupid, and, when she loves her young one, is

excessive in stupidity. (M.)

U435- a le- 4:-" "

- a 2- 5 - 23 *

".

s3: see the next paragraph:= and see also

2'-'.

6 - d. * ~ * *

5'-' ($, M, Msb, K) and 75%-i (S, M, K)

The leader of the Persians; (M, A, Msb, K;)

like the> among the Arabs: (Msb:) or their

greatest king: arabicized [from the Pers. 53-1:

(TA: [but said in the A to be tropical:]) or a

horseman of the Persians, (A’Obéyd, S, TA,)

who fights: (A’Obeyd, TA:) or one who is firm

on the back of his horse: (K:) or one who excels

in sitting firmly on the back of his horse: (M:)

or (so in the M, but in the A and K “and”) one

who is skilful in shooting arron's : (M, A, K.)

pl. #Ci(S.M.A., Msh, K) and sui, (M.K.)

in the former of which the 3 is to compensate for

the us of the original form, which is sui. (8)

-See also #4-l.*And see3

X- A leathern pillon, upon which one leans,
• 6.-- e. * * *

or reclines; as also "5%-e: (M, K:) pl. 2-2.

(TA.)

*.*.* @

5,5-2 : see what next precedes.

65 • *

23-2 [Decked with a bracelet or bracelets. And

hence,] t Made a king [or chief]. (A, TA. [See

&#3)– And The place of the bracelet; (M,

K;) like asX: signifies the “place of the

**.” (M.)

6 * * 6 *.

29-2: See al-'.

U-49*

... '" ...", aor. J.", (A, Mg.)int n.

4-le", (TA,) He managed, or tended, the beasts,
• de •

(£25) and trained them. (Mgh, TA) [And

U.J.' J-U- He managed, or tended, the camels or

other property. See Jú.]— Hence, (Mgh,)

£l J-U, aor, and inf n, as above, (S, A,”

Mgh, K, &c.,) # He ruled, or governed, the sub

jects; presided over their affairs as a com

mander, or governor, or the like; (S," Mgh;)

he commanded and forbade them. (A, K.) And
o 4 J - s

_2^2-w, inf n. J.-, ! They were, or became,

heads, chiefs, commanders, or the like, over them.

(TA) One says,*v- J.L. is 5-4 & 53

(S, K) t [Such a one is experienced: he has

ruled and been ruled: or] he has commanded and

been commanded: (S:) or he has taught and been

taught; or has disciplined and been disciplined.
• of - - - -

(K.) --~9 U-U, aor, as above, inf n. £-,

1 He managed, conducted, ordered, or regulated,

the affair; syn. %2, (Msb,) and as 25: (M,

Msb, TA:) ā- signifies the managing a thing

(J: c." >3) in such a manner as to put it in

a right, or proper, state. (TA.) [Used as a

simple subst., the inf n. may be rendered Manage

"ment, rule, government, or governance.]=U-,

($, M.A.K.) aor. J.", (S, M. K.) and J., 4,

(Kr. M.) inf n. 4-, (M) or J.: ; (Ibn

'Abbād, K3) and J.”, aor. 3:3 (K, TA;

but the aor. is omitted in the CK;) or J.", aOn".

J. J. *

U-2-3, inf. n. U.5- and J.-: and U-U, aor.

U-34, int". J.5-5 (Mab3) and - (yoo,

K.) and "...is and 'J'. (S, M.A, Ms.

K; but the last is omitted in the TA;) and

"J-u-l; and "J-5-5 (M, TA:) It (wheat, or

other food, [&c.,]) had in it, or became attacked

by, [the grub called] U-,-, [the grub called]

Jes. fell upon it, or into it. (S, M, A, Msb,

K, TA) One says also, #: --~, aor.

Jú, infn Cú-; and '-Li, [The tree had

in it, or became attached by, the grub called

Jes.] (AHn, M, TA.") And itāl <<1, aor.

Jú ($, M.K.) inf n. 4-, (§, K) or 4-,

(M3) and "--, (§, M, K.) inf n, i.u.),

(TA;) The sheep, or goat, abounded with U.5.

(AZ, S, M., K. [In a copy of the S and in one of

the K, I find J.5: in another of the S and

another of the K, and in the CK, and in a copy

of the M, J#: the right reading apears to be

J#: for this last word is said by some to be

syn. with ...]) You also say, when you are

gradually perishing by reason of grief, (<ālā $1

U.4) * - $33, J." "J-3- ! [My bone has

bred grubs, and so my flesh], (A.) --~~2.
s • *

6 * *

#3), inf n. U-3, The beast was attached by

the disease termed J.- [q, v, infră]. (TK.)

2. *::- ! They made him, or appointed him,

ruler, or governor, over them; (M,” TA;) as also
J. a • * * * * * * - /

'*-l-l. (TA)-->3' 33-i Jaśl J., (S,

K) or JAM2, (as in the TA,) or *##. (A,)

185
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| The man was made ruler of the affairs of the drink; and its inspissated juice is called *

people; (S;) [or of the affairs of his people,

accord. as the phrase is given in the A:] or nas

made king. (K.) Accord. to a relation of a verse

of El-Hotei-ah, he uses the expression <-3
- * ~ * *

&: ,<! [as though meaning Thou hast ruled

the affairs of thy sons]; but Fr says that <-3

is a mistake. (S. [Thus I find it in one copy

of the S: but in another copy of the S, I find

--~3-, which is clearly wrong; and in the

TA, *:::, which Fr can hardly be supposed
-

* * * *- - - -

to have disallowed.]) - 9-ol a U-2- t He made

an affair easy to him; syn. 4.4% and 43.
J e • * # *- • * * * *

(TA.) You say, 4.4×5 5: a)& U-5- t| Such

a one made an affair easy to him, or, perhaps,

commended it to him by making it seem easy, and

so he embarked in it, or undertook it]: like as

you say, 4 J.-, and 4 &#j. (AZ, K.”) -

39-J U-2. He slit the vulva of the woman. (TA.)

=See also 1, in two places.

4: see 2: =and see 1, in three places.

5 : } see 1.

8 :

* * 6 p.

---, see ----- Also A canker, or corro

sion, (2-205,) in a tooth: (AZ, K:) without - and

without teshdeed. (AZ.)= And A tooth that

has been eaten, or forroded : (L, K,” TA:) ori

ginally Ju.; likeju and #8. (K)—See also

J.-, in two places.

...” [The grub, or larva of the phalaena tinea

and of the curculio; i.e. the moth-norm and the

weevil;] the hind of worm that attacks wool (S,

A, K) and cloths (TA) and wheat or other food:

(S, TA:) and with 5, [a n. un.,] i. q. #; (Mgh,

Msb;) as also " J.", (TA;) i. e., a worm that

attacks wool and cloths (Mgh,Msb) and wheat

or other food (Mgh:) and ..., the hind of

worm (M, Msb) called &#, (M,) that eats grain

(M, Msb) and wood: (Msb:) n. un, with 3: (M,

Msb:) and any eater of a thing is termed **,

whether worm or other thing. (M.) One says,

J.' --> J.-l + [The persons who compose a

household are the grubs of property]: i.e., they

consume it by little and little like as --> Con

sume grain, which can scarcely be cleared of them

when they attack it. (Msb.)= [The licorice

plant; so called in the present day;] a kind of

tree, (AHn, M, K,) or plant, (Mgh,) well known,

(Mgh, K,) with which houses are covered above

the roofs, (AHn, M, Mgh,) the expressed juice

of which is an ingredient in medicine, (AHn, M.,)

the leaves of which are put into [the beverage

called] :5, and make it strong like [the strong

drink called] ($33, (Mgh) in the roots of which

is sneetness (AHn, M, K) intense in degree,

(AHn, M,) and in its branches is bitterness,

(AHn, M, K,) and it abounds in the countries of

the Arabs: (AHn, M.) or a hind of tree that

grows in leaves without twigs: (M:) or a certain

herb resembling [the species of trefoil called]

E.5. (TA.) [The root is vulgarly called, in the

present day, •- &= and so is a strong infu

sion prepared from it, which is a very pleasant

...+1=Natur ; natural disposition: (S, M,

A, K:) and origin. (S, A, K.) One says, ā-tail

*: &: (S, M) Chasteness of speech, or elo

quence, is [a quality] of his nature. (S.) And

* & #1 (Lh, M., A) Generosi'yi, [.

quality] of his nature. (A.) And ->2- c, č,33

5-2 Such a one is of good origin. (S.)

6 * *

J-3- A certain disease in the rump of a horse

or similar beast, (M, K, TA,) betneen the hip

and the thigh, occasioning, as its result, neakness

of the hind leg : (TA:) or a disease that attacks

the beast in its legs. (M.) [See 1, last sentence.]

cis- A certain kind of tree: n, un, with 5:

(M, K:) AHn says, (M, TA,) on the authority

of Aboo-Ziyād, (TA,) it is of the kind called

•láe, resembling the& having a pericarp like

that of the &”, (M, TA,) without thorns and

without leaves, growing high; and persons shade

themselves beneath it; one of the Arabs said that

it is the same that is called * U-13. (written with

the article J-5-); and AHn says, I asked him

respecting it, and he said that this and the&” and

the 2 : all three resemble one another, (M;) and it

is one of the best of materials used for producing

fire, (Lth," M, K,”) not giving a sound nithout

emitting fire, (M,) or because it seldom gives a

sound without emitting fire. (Lth, TA.)

J.'s. A certain disease in the necks of horses,

rendering them rigid, (ISh, K, TA,) so that they

die. (ISh, T.A.)

--|3- (with the article J-45"): See ...'.
z •

*= And for the same word, and is-3- and
6.- - - •

àe-'2- : see art. L55-.

Jú. [A groom, who has the care and manage

ment of a horse or horses or the like;] one who

manages, or tends, beasts or horses or the like, and

trains them : (TA:) pl. i- and ... (A.)

And Jú. Jú. [A manager, or tender, of camels

or cattle or other property]. (Kin art. USjl, &c.)

-[And hence,] | A manager, a conductor, an

orderer, or a regulater, of affairs: pl. as above.

(M, T.A.)

J: A beast having the disease termed .*.

(K.) [Freytag, misled by an ambiguity in the K,

assigns to it a signification belonging to J4

* Also, [or J.3% unless originally an epithet,]

A hind of stone upon which is generated the salt
• of 2 - 0°

called L-2-1 5× the author of the “Minháj”

says that this may be caused by the moisture and

dew of the sea falling upon it. (TA in art. U--.)

* f - 6 - - * * * ** ~ *

U-9-6 Alal. and "...-, (TA,) Or W “2-,

[which is app. the more correct,] (S,) and 7 J.C.,

(M,) Wheat, or other food, attached by [the grub

called] --> (M, TA) and "#3-4 is:

wheat so attached. (Mgh.) And#2-Jä and

6 * >

Wä.u. [Land attacked by such grabs]; (M, TA)

in like manner. (TA.) And "J-- 5-3 [or

ā- A tree containing, or attacked by, such

grull. (TA) And 'J'-' is, (M) or i-,

(TA,) A sheep, or goat, abounding with U-25

[i. e. J: :

(M, TA.)

see 1, near the end of the paragraph].

s J. * * > .

U--~ : see C-2-2, in two places.

6 & P + * * * * * * > .

L-3-2 and U-2- : see U-2-2, in three places.

U-'9"

6 - d >

C-54, (M, Mab, K.) like #: [in measurel,

(Msb, K,) by the vulgar pronounced 3-,-, with

damm to the first letter, (Msb, [and thus written

in one of my copies of the S, in the other of those

copies, and app. in most others, omitted,]) a

Pers., or foreign, word, (*#) current in the

language of the Arabs, (M,) [i. e.] an arabicized

word, [app. from the Pers. 3-,-, in Hebr.

!ghw,] ($) [applied in the present day to The

lily: and also the iris: and the pancratium :

and app. to other similar flowers :] a certain

plant, (M., Msb, K,”) of sneet odour, (K,) re

sembling what are called cº-0, with broad

leaves, but not having an odour that diffuses

itself like the Je-lay; (Msb;) it is nell known,

and of many kinds, the sneetest of which is the

n hite : (S: [but only, as mentioned above, in one

of my two copies thereof:]) there is a wild kind;

and the garden-kind is of tno sorts, namely, the

25, n:hich is the white, and the #9), [i. e. the

iris, in the CK, erroneously, U%] which is the

w * @ e o"

G3-5-4, [i.e. azure-coloured, from the Pers.

&# &: beneficial as a remedy against the

dropsy, an attenuant of thick matters; and the

35i is of a delicate, or subtile, nature, [so I here

render -i.", but it has other meanings,] bene

.ficial as a remedy for cold disorders in the

brain, a discutient of the thick hinds of flatus

that collect therein; itsJ: [app. here meaning

root] is a detergent of the skin, discutient; and

its leaves are beneficial as a remedy against the

burning of hot water, and against the sting of

venomous reptiles or the like, and particularly of

the scorpion: the n. un, is with 3. (K.)

123

1. 480, [aor. 8,4,] (M) inf n. *s-, (S, M,

K.) He mixed it, (S, M, K,) one part with

another, (S,) and stirred it about, and beat it;

(M3) as also "4e5-, (M.K.) inf n. *:::
(K) or b3, signifies the putting together two

things in a vessel, then beating them with the

hand until they become mixed: (Jm, K:) or,

accord. to some, it relates particularly to a cook

ing-pot, when its contents are mixed: (M:) you

Say, *::" £s *u. [he mixed, and stirred

about, and 'beat, the contents of his cooking-pot

nith the *s-, q.v.]: (TA:) but you say also,

à-val su, and * (#53, he stirred about the [food

called] a-e,a with a piece of wood, in order that

it might become mired: (TA:) or "4e5- signi

fies he mixed it much. (S.)- [Hence,] *
• • * * • d

Use" +- and -5°2 &- + [The love of thee is
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mixed with my blood]. (TA.) And £9. *:*

+ He turns over the affair [in his mind.]. (TA.)

And <-l is: &% and'*: + Such a

one superintends, manage, or, conduct, in person,

the war. (A, TA) And 3,4 &33 "bs, inf n.

as above, (S, TA,) t Such a one rendered his

affairs confused, or disordered, or perplexed:

(TA:) and in like manner, 4, [his opinion].

(M.) And # * £5. 1 He created confusion, or

disorder, in his affair, or case. (K, T.A.) =

abu, (M) aor. £24 ($) inf n. *s-, (M. K.)

He whipped him; struck him with a *s- ; (S,

M, K;) namely, a beast, and a man. (TA)-
* * * * *

* * *

-

Ala- Us:b:3'-' : see 3.
axia-3

2: see 1, in six places. =&#1 53-, (M, K.)

inf n. ** (K,) t The leeks put forth their

* [or seed-stals: see #5-] (M, K, TA)

3. **: J:#50, aor. of the latter **i.

thus mentioned by Lh, without any addition:

app. meaning He acted roughly with me with

his whip, or he contended with me therencith, and

I overcame him [n'ith my whip]: a mode of ex

pression which is rare in relation to substances;

rather relating to accidents, or attributes. (M.)

8. £, which is extr., [for by rule it should

be £1. It (a thing) "gs, or became, mixed.

(M.) – [Hence,] ovel asks les-1 f His affair,

or case, was, or became, confused, or disordered,

to him. (M, K," T.A.)

*:: [A whip;] a certain thing, (S, M.,)

namely, plaited skin, (Bd in lxxxix. 12,) [or a

lash,] with n'hich one beats.ar strikes, (S, M.,)

well known; (Msb;) i. q às, i.e.: (K:) so called

because it mixes the flesh with the blood (IDrd,

M, K) when a man or a beast is struck with it;

(IDrd, TA;) or because its several component

parts are mixed. together: (Bd, ubi supra:) pl.

[of pauc.] bis-1 and [of mult:] ble": ($, M,

Msb, K.) the latter originally ki>. (TA) The

saying des- 14; &#4 meanS *s-, 'í +:

[I struck Zeyd with a whip]: (M, Msb:") or it

is one of those rare instances in which a prefixed

n. is suppressed; being originally *s- #4£4

[I struck him a stroke, or lash, ofa nºhip], mean

ing *:: #4 [a stroke, or lash, with a whip]:

(M:) or *5- 53-3 #4 [one stroke, or lash,

nvith a whip]. (Mgh.) One says also, äu. 43.4

*s- [He struck him a hundred strokes, or lashes,

of the whip]. ($ and K in art. J-.)– In the
de •

Kur [lxxxix. 12], where it is said,2: -á

-lje *s- 453, (S, Msb,) it signifies : A portion,

or share: ($, K.) or (S, Msb, but in the K,

“and”) ; vehemence, or severity; (S, Msb, K;)

as being likened to the paining of a whip; (Mab3)

because punishment is sometimes with the *s-,

(S;) and this word is used by the Arabs to denote

every kind of punishment when it is extreme,

though there be in it no beating: (Fr.:) [there

fore,] the above-cited saying in the Kur means,

! [And thy Lord poured upon them a portion,

or a share, or vehemence, or severity, of punish

ment: or it means,] a mixture, prepared for them,

of various punishments: or it is designed to show

that what befell them in the present world was,

in comparison with what is prepared for them in

the final state, like the whip in comparison with

the sword: (Bd:) or the meaning is t a kind of

punishment. (Jel.) [Agreeably with this last ex

planation, it is said that] the phrase£: (*

4-3 us:- means ! They tryo are agreed upon

one mode: (A:) or the meaning is t [they troo

enter, or plunge, into; or venture boldly upon,

and do;] one thing, or affair; (S, and K; but

wanting in one copy of the former; and in the

latter, in the place of Usa is put le;) i.e., one sort

[of thing or affair]. (S.)- [bs. 3.5 The mea

sure of a nihip, i.e. a whip's length, is an astro

nomical measure, which seems, from several in

stances that I have noted, in the work of Kzw &c.,

to be the same as . % is in modern usage; i.e.

four degrees and a half, by rule; but, like the

latter, not precise nor uniform in every instance.]

–[The pl] ... also signifies The seed-stalks

of leeks; (TK;) the stalks, of leeks, upon which are

the Guj thereof (M, K.) so called as being

likened to the bu- with which one strikes. (M.)

– And by- signifies also tA remaining portion

(A, K) of water, (A,) or of a pool of water left

by a torrent, (K, [in some copies of which Ježl

is erroneously put for **śl,]) extended like the

*5- [nrith which one strikes] : (A:) pl. *.

(TA.)- And t A place where water collects and

stagnates: (K:) pl. t; i. (TA.) – And A

road, or track, of little width, betnceen two eleva

tions: pl. £i [or* ?] and *::: so in the

A : but some say £33, q. v. (TA.)- Also t A

hind of t". of [goats'] hair. (Ibn El-Kelbee,

TA voce -es, q.v.) – And Jet b5- t Light

entering from an aperture in a wall, in sunshine;

(K, TA;) also termed J% *:: but as some

say, with U3. (TA: and it is mentioned with

U: in art. 125: in the $, and again in the K.)

6 • J e

la:3-; fem. with 3: see **.

#- "The &# [or officer of the prefect of

police] who has with him the*s- [or n hip]. (TA.)

b: Mired. (TA) So in a trad of Alee

with Fátimeh, [in which the former expresses the

intimacy of her union with him, as though they
6 * > - • * d > * •

two were one person,] Uss-J2 (52." U.-, b*

+ Her flesh is blended and miced with my blood

and my flesh. (TA.) You say also,X:

X: "ies. Their possessions are mired among

them; (AZ, §, K.) i. 1; "ies: (M)

*::: see what next follows.

b;-- A thing with n'hich one mixes a thing,

($, M, K) and stirs it about; (M3) i. e., a

stich, or the like, used for that purpose; as also

***-*. (K)= A horse that will not put forth

hispower of running unless by means of the n'hip;

(Ibn-'Abbād and K; and so in a copy of the S,

on the authority of AO, but omitted in another

-----------

it in store.
copy;) as though (TA) keeping

(S, TA.)

* - d - J. e.

is: fem. with 5: see **.

82

1. J.' **, aO1". &”, (S, K,) inf. n.&

(S,) The camels were left to themselves, (S, K.)

without a pastor; (K;) as also -cl. with

&: for its aor. and &: for its inf n. (Sh.)

3. #3: <le [He bargained neith him for

work by, or for, the hour,] is from ā-tl, like

£3% from #31. (S, K. [See also the last sen

tence of the second paragraph of art. (...]) [It

is added in the S, that neither of them is used

otherwise than thus: but accord. to SM one says

also,] *s-, inf n. 's-, He hired him, or took

him as a hireling, for the hour. (TA.)

4. aet. He left to himself, or itself, left alone,

or neglected, and lost, or destroyed, him, or it.

(K.) Er-Rághib says, [but why, I do not well

see,] that the meaning of neglecting, or the like, is

imagined as derived from āsūl. (TA.) You say,

3:) -- I kf the camel to themselves, in

them alone, or neglected them. (S.) And >
J “w * ~ * * * ** * * ** * * * -

8-" aláel-J U- a--!> &- asu, meaning

[Scarce, or many, a she-camel] leaves to itself, or

leaves alone, or neglects, her young one [so that

the beasts of prey devour it]. (TA.) [See also 4

in art. &-.] E.8: He (a man, Zj) passed from

act- to act... [i. e. time to time, or hour to hour];

(Zi, K.) as also al-', int. n. à-l: (Zi, TA:)

or he remained behind, or held bach, or delayed,

for a ast. [i. e. a time, or an hour]. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)

£u see #14, in two places.& p

&- and W &: i. 1 #4, as used in the phrase,

Jill &- g:- &0: [He came to us after a

period, or portion, of the night; or after about a

third or fourth part of the night had elapsed,

when men were asleep, or at rest, and the night,

and the foot of the passenger, were still; or after

a third part of the night]: (S, K:*) or this

phrase means he come to us after a azu [i. e. a

short period, or an hour,] of the night. (TA.)

is. [An houri] one of the divisions of the

night and the day; (Lth, K, TA;) both of n:hich

together consist of four and twenty of those divi

sions; each of them, when they are of equal

length, consisting of twelve such divisions; (TA;)

[also termed# ãau. (an astronomical hour;

fifteen +3 of time; sixty minutes of time;)

because act. alone is often used in a vague
• • 6 - -

sense, as meaning what is termed #ú act. ;

i. e.] a time of night or ofday: but used absolutely

by the Arabs as meaning a time; a while; a

space, or period; an indefinite [short] time; and

a little while; (Msb;) a [short or] little portion,

or division, [or space, or period,] of the night and

of the day: (TA) and #1 signifies the pre

185 *
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sent time: (S, K:) pl. &lau, and "& (S, Msb,

K.) [or the latter is rather a coll. gen, n. of which

act." is the n. un.,] and *- (Mgb.) It is used

unrestricted in the Kur (vii. 32 and in other

places], where it is said, ääu.&:# S (Msb)

They will not remain behind (Bd) for a time, or

any while, (Msb,) or the shortest time : or they

shall not seek to remain behind, by reason of

intense terror. (Bd.) And so in a trad., where

it is said, J.S. asu: es'& 3. Whoso goeth

in the first time; not in the first astronomical

act.", for then it would necessarily mean that he

who should come in the latter part thereof would

be on a par with the former person, which is not

the case. (Msb.) [ääu. signifies, as shown above,

For, or during, an hour: and anhile; for a

little while; during a short time; as in the

phrase,] ā- 3:-<+ I sat nith thee, or at

thine abode, for a little while, or during a short

time. (TA) [And a G, In a short time:

in a moment. And āsūl, Non : just non': this

moment. And 3:éu, Then; at that time: or in

that hour.] And ist: 3: [A little while ago;]

in the first time near to us: (Kin art. -āli:) or

this signifies ā-tl, [expl. above]. (Zj, T and M

in art. -āj}.) [And *u. &: At the moment

thereof; instantly. Hence, asu. X. An instan

taneous poison.] - āsūl also signifies : The re

surrection; (S, K, TA;) the raising of mankind

for the reckoning; also termed &#8. āsūl:

(Er-Răghib, B:) or the time thereof: (K:) be

cause of the quickness with which its reckoning

will be accomplished: (TA:) or because it will

come suddenly upon mankind, in a moment, and

all creatures will die at one cry. (Zj, Az, T.A.)

Hence, in the Kur [liv, 1], i.e.: C-33 tThe

resurrection [or the time thereof] hath drann

nigh. (Jel, T.A.) And [in vii. 186 and lxxix. 42,]

asūl c”*: ! They ash thee concerning the

resurrection [or the time thereof]. (Bd, Jel,

TA.) And [in xxxi. last verse and xliii. 85,]

asual #e £e With Him is the knowledge

of the resurrection, (TA,) or of the time thereof.

(Bd, Jel.) - Also + The death of one genera

tion; termed, for distinction, Ji-9. āsūl as

in the saying of Mohammad, when he saw 'Abd
• * * * * & J - d.

Allah Ibn-Uneys, &#32%l 1343. J. &

£uil 3,# U- +[If the life of this boy last

long, he will not die until the death of the genera

tion shall come to pass]: accordingly it is said

that he was the last that died of the Companions.

(Er-Rághib, B.)- Also t The death of any
~ 0 & • *

man; termed, for distinction, U5,5-all ăst 1: as

in the Kur (vi. 31], is bias &#x-- 3:
:* - e > * > * * * * 0 =>

a: āsu-Ji _*u- #! J.- £f + [They have

suffered loss who disbelieved in, or denied as false,

the meeting with God until, when death came to

them suddenly]. (Er-Răghib, B.)- Also t Diffi

culty, distress, or affliction; and so * *u-ji. (TA.)

- And + Distance, or remoteness. (TA.) =

See also &C.

--- d - 6 * * - -

sues. Act. A severe, grievous, or distressing

(hour or time]; (S, K;) like the phrase #

#):J. (S.)

&: See & = Also, G. K.In the cK

erroneously without tenween,]) and 's-, (Kh,

K,) A certain idol (S, K) which belonged to the

people of Noah, (S,) in n'hose time it n'as nor

shipped; then the deluge buried it, but Iblees ex

humed it, and it was worshipped [again]; (K;)

so says Lth; (TA;) then it became the property

of [the tribe of] Hudheyl, (S, K,) and nas at

Ruhát, (S,) and pilgrimage was performed to it:

(S, K:) or it belonged to [the tribe of] Hemdān:

(Bd, TA:) Abu-l-Mundhir says, I have not heard

the mention of it in the poems of Hudheyl: but

one of the Arabs, in verse, mentions Hudheyl as

paying devotion to it: (TA:) it is said that it

had the form of a noman : (Harp. 362:) [if so,

as a fem. proper name, it would be without ten

ween: but] it is mentioned in the Kur [lxxi. 22,

and is there with tenween]. (TA.) [See also 33.

*: * He is left to himsel , left alone

&\- &-> *
*

or neglected. (S, K, TA) *āsū [is pl. of
6 - -

&-; and also signifies] In a state of perdition

or destruction; perishing; or dying; in a pl.

sense; like ists as signifying &- (K,) and

isu as signifying&*. (TA.)

&- : see the following paragraph.

:- A she-camel that leaves her young one

so hat the beasts of prey devour it: (Sh, K:) or

a she-camel that goes anay in the place of pastur

ing : (S:) belonging to this art. and to art. &-,

6 - d. * - d. 6 * >

q. v. (K.) You say also, J.i.&- el-ā- J-2

[A man who is nont to neglect the camels or the

like; or to leave them to themselves, or alone; or

to lose them]; and accord. to A’Obeyd, &:
W d J. - -

&- ($)

ès

1. £, (S, Mgh, Mob, K.) or Gi-li (, ë",

(JK) aor. £, (S, Msb) in n. #3 (JK, S,
Mgh, Mgb, K) and 83-, Or &: accord. to

different copies of the K, (TA,) and &#3-, (CK,

[not in my MS. copy of the K nor in the TA,])

and à-, (MA,) It (beverage, or wine, JK, S,

K, or food, Mgh, or each of these, TA) [nas easy

and agreeable to snallon;] was easy of entrance

into the fauces; (S, Mgh, Mgb, K;*) or passed

the fauces easily and agreeably. (Bd in xiv. 20.)

[See an ex. in a verse cited voce ---.]-

[Hence,Jonesays, "ta- 3.3-3. U.S. es' &:

+ Enter thou into the land while thou findest a

place of entrance. (TA) - AndJä J: ël

! The doing of the thing was allonable; or passed

for lawful (MSb) And Jai U. × ë- : What

he did was allowable to him; or passed for lanful

to him. (§, K, TA)- And#3 ë- The day

nas, or became, easy. (TA)- $ 4 -ël-,
6 d - © • * -

(K,) inf n. ès-, (TA,) i. q. --4-U" +[The ground,

or earth, sank with him; or sank with him and

snealloned him up, or enclosed him]. (AA, K,

TA)- And ătă Jäl." + The she-camel became

apart, or alone, syn. $33, (K, TA,) or ran, syn.

+33, (JK, and so in the CK and in my MS.

copy of the K,) and went far anay. (JK, TA.)

* See also 4, in two places.

2. [+,- is app., in its primary sense, syn.

with *-i- and hence what here follows.] -

You say, 20-it-4-3-,(JK, TA)infn.&:

(JK,) + He made pleasant, or agreeable, to him

what he attained : or, as some say, he left clear

to him what he had attained. (TA.) - And

*s-, (inf n. as above, K,) t He made it allon

able, lawful, or free, (S, Msb, K.) 4 to him. (S.)

And SL* as:- 1 [He made property allonable,

&c., to him]: so in the “Mufradát.” (TA.) -

And is 4 3- t He gave him such a thing.

(IDrd, K.) - [See also *::, below.]

. 4. *L, (JK, Msb) inf n. #3), (JK) or

ël-l. (Msb,) said of God, (JK,) or of a man,

(Msb,) [He made it easy and agreeable to

smallon;] he made it easy of entrance into the

fauces; (Msb;) [or made it to pass the fauces

easily and agreeably;] namely, beverage [&c.:

see 1, first sentence]; (JK;) as also *ašu.

(Mb)—[Hence] L24 J &- [Make thou

easy to me to snallon, the thing that is choking

me; or let me sn'allon it;] meaning + grant thou

to me some delay, or respite; or act gently, or in

a leisurely manner, tonards me, or nith me;

(S, K;) and do not hurry me. (S.)- And£i,

(S, Mgh, Msb,) inf n. as above, (S, Msb, TA,)

I sn'alloned it: (Msb, and Jel in xiv. 20:) or I

received it into my fauces easily (S, Mgh, and

Bdin xiv. 20) and agreeably; (Bdibid.;) namely,

beverage, or wine, (S, K.) or food, (Mgh,) Ol'

each of these; (TA) and "4: and #2, aor.

4, and *-i (S. K.) infn. &- and #4,

(TA in art, &".) signify the same. (S, K.)-

USA, US$ $U.l means t Such a one completed

his affair by means of such a one, (Ibn-Buzuri,

K, TA, [in the CK, as%3 is erroneously put

for as£) and accomplished the object of his

want by means of him : (Ibn-Buzurj, TA:) the

case is that of one's desiring a certain number of

men or of pieces of money of which one remains

to complete the affair: when he obtains it, one

says, 4 &t-l. (Ibn-Buzuri, K.)=< 8: He

(a man, Lh) was born with his brother: (Lh,

K:) or he was born [next, or immediately,] after

his brother. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) [See what next

follows.]

3, #3-4 and #4 (S.K.) and '4-(K)
mean t This is he who was born next after this,

(S, K, TA,) or, as in the “Mufradát,” imme

diately after this; (TA;) and the like is also
* * * * *

said of the female: (K:) one says, a.s.l
* * * * Us.”

4:5- and "£3. [She is his sister that was born

* * c > * * * * J J - d -

&c.], (§,TA)as well as 45-5,-134 and "4:
J - *

[He is his brother that n'as born &c.]: or ès

J:" means he who was born after the man,
-

or near after him, though not his brother: and Fr
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heard a man of Benoo-Temeem say #4, and

another of the same tribe say *£, meaning

he who folloned him : (TA:) [the pl. of ès- is

#: and it is said that] J:" 8% IneanS

those n'ho were born neith the man in one case of

childbirth, after him, no other childbirth having

occurred between him and them : (TA:) or those

born next after him: (JK:) and &: #: dial

var. thereof: but IF says that '...A. ès- l.i.a

means This is of the cast, mould, form, or fashion,

of this; and that the U- may be a substitute for

J2; as though the one were cast, moulded, formed,

or fashioned, like the other: (TA:) and [in like

manner] one says, lää &- 13% this is propor

tionate to this, or of the proportion of this. (TA

in art. &:-)

#:- : see the next preceding paragraph in four

places.

#- A thing nhereby one makes to enter easily

into his fauces [and to pass donon his throat] that

which is choking him. (S, Msb, K.) One says,

J-45" &: it." [Water is that whereby one

makes easy of entrance into the fauces and of

passage donen the throat the things that are

choking him]. (S.)

#4, applied to beverage, or wine, (JK, K,

TA,) and food, (TA,) Descending easily [and

agreeably] don’n the throat; (JK, Msb, K, TA,

and Bd and Jel in xvi. 68 and Bd in xxxv. 13;)

[or easy and agreeable to snallow;] not choking;

(Jel in xvi. 68;) and 7 #: signifies the same;

(IDrd, K, TA;) and so * £, applied to food

[&c.]; (TA;) [and 7£4, accord. to Freytag,

as from the K, in which I do not find it.]

5 w.e.

&- :
* - of 6 *

83-1. See &l-.

see the next preceding paragraph.

[Freytag assigns to it also

another signification, which belongs not to it, but

to ès-.]

c.15-l *: is a post-classical term,

(O, K.) from 2. #4, inf n. &: meaning

“I made it allowable, lawful, or free, to him:”

(O:) and what is meant by [the sing of -\#22-5
6 C -

i. e.] &?-, is The permission [of the Sultán] for

the taking of that which is one's right, or due,

on a particular account, with facilitation thereof

to the taker. (MF.)

à- [A place of easy entrance or passage for

beverage, or food, into the fauces or throat.

And hence,] + A place of entrance into a land

[&c.]; as in a saying cited in the first paragraph

of this art., q.v. (TA.)- And [hence] one says,

ūt- 5 - 5 & This, I do not find to it a

passage, or an [easy] entrance; or a way, or

place, of entrance. (TA.)

6 * > d a * * -

8- See &l-.

-55

1. C." -jū, aor. 4,-4 (S. M, Ms) and

-ā-, (M) inf n. -,-, (S, M, K;) and so

**L, (M, TA;) and **u-i, (M, Mob, K.')

inf n. Jú:1; (S;) [and, accord. to Freytag,

"--- *

until he did not complain of the murrain :] a

prov., (Meyd,) applied to him who has become

W *s-, but he has not named his authority; if accustomed to casualties; ($, K3) or to him who

correct, probably having an intensive significa

tion;] He smelled the thing. (S, M, Msb.) A

poet says, (Msb,) namely, Ru-beh, (S, M.,)

& J. • * of z.2° " ", , a •

* 3: J%-i" -jū J.J." is! *

[When the guide smells the natures of the roads

to know whether he be pursuing the right course

or deviating therefrom]. (S, M, Msb.)- [And

hence, He hunted. (Freytag, from the Deewan

el-Hudhaleeyeen.)]=-ā- is also Syn. with:4.

(IAar, K.) You say, of a man,* -āl-', inf. n.

–33, He endured it with patience. (TK)=

-šū, (§, M, O, K) aor. -is: ($, O, K) and

-i-, (O, K.) inf. n. -,-, (M,) said of a man,

(M) and of cattle, (UU, M, O, K.) He, or they,

perished, or died: (S, M, O, K:) or, said of

cattle, they had a murrain occurring among

them. (K.)=[-šū expl. by Freytag in this art,

as though having for its aor. -#4, and meaning

He smote a person with a sn'ord, is a mistake,

caused by a mistranscription (of£ for *::) in

art. -ā- in some copies of the K.]

2.45-, (§, M, K) or 4 -5,-, (Msb) infn.

-#3:5, (S, M.M.b, K.) He said to him time

after time Jaff -3- [I will do such a thing];

(S, Msb, TA;) derived from the particle -3

(IJ, M:) and hence, (Msb,) he delayed, or de

ferred, with him; or put him off with pºmi's ;

syn. Allae; ($,"Msb, K, TA;) saying Jaśl -52- :

(TA;) or promising to be faithful to his engage

ment; (Msb;) mostly used in relation to a promise

that is not to be fulfilled; as is said by Ibn-Abi

l-Hadeed: (MF, TA:) and "assu signifies [the

same, as is implied in the M, being syn. with]

aiku: see an ex. in a verse cited voce -3-, last

sentence. (TA.) -ás: is [also expl. as] Syn.nith

3-till [app. as meaning the postponing, putting

off, delaying, or deferring, anything]. (TA)

[And it is implied in art. --lie of the TA that it

is Syn. with&: and': so that you say,

* *s-, meaning He inured, or accustomed,
• and made him to endure it with

patience: see * -ā-, above.] - You say

him to it;

•

of , 293 -

also, (4,-- 4:32-, meaning I made him (a man)

to have the ordering and deciding of my affair,

or case, (S, K,) to do what he would: (S:) and
* * * * *

so a 25-. (TA.)=See also 1, first sentence.

3. *- : see 1: =and 2. = Also i. q. oil."

[He spoke, or discoursed, secretly to him or with

him; or acquainted him with a secret]. (K.)

And #31 -, - . . . . [He slept with the

woman in, or on, one bed]. (K.)

4 -sul, (S, M, K) inf n. *sūl, (TA) said

of a man, (S, M.) His cattle perished, or died:

(S, K:) or he had murrain occurring among his
• d > 0

cattle: so in a verse of Tufeyl, cited voce Uss-, -),
: . 24

in art. 34-). (M.) [Hence,] one says,J- v.5u-l

- - • O.- - • - 3

-#" Us: -, (AA, S, Meyd, K) or -'l',

(A5, Meyd,) [He had murrain among his cattle

has become inured to calamities, (A’Obeyd,

Meyd, A,) so that he is not impatient of the

vicissitudes of fortune. (A’Obeyd, Meyd.) –

9.9% -su. The two parents lost their child by

his death : in which case, the child is said to be

* -šu.<; and his father, W -ā-, and his mother,

'Ju-2. (Ibn 'Abbād, K.)=# all God de

stroyed him, or took anay his life. (M.) –

j: −5t-li q. <- [i. e. He spoiled the sening

of the skin, or hide; as when one uses a thick

instrument for sening or perforating, and a thin

thong; or as when one rends tryo stitch-holes into

onel (M) Andj)-1 -su. The sever of a

skin, or hide, perforated, or sened, in such a

manner that the troostitch-holes became rent [into

one]. (A’Obeyd, K.)

8: see 1, first and second sentences.

Jú. Any ron, or course, (S, M, L, K, TA,)

[i. e.] a single row, or course, (Mgh,) of bricks,

($, M, Mgh, L, K, TA,) or (so in the Mgh, but

in the TA “and”) of clay, (Mgh, TA,) of a

wall, (§, Mgh, K, TA,) or in a wall, (TA,) or in a

building; (M, L, TA;) as also 3.43. (TA:) pl.

of pane. -: [formed by transposition, like #1

pl. of #3,] (L) and&üu. (Mgh:) Lth explains

-iù as signifying what is between the -tsu, of

the building: its is originally 2. (TA.) [äu.

mentioned by Freytag as signifying “a single

series of stones in a wall,” on the authority of the

K, I do not find there, nor in any other lexicon.]

= Also A certain bird, that preys. (M.)

-#4, for which one also says --, (M, Mugh

nee, K,) rejecting the medial radical letter, (M,

Mughnee,) and 3-, (M, Mughnee, K,) rejecting

the final radical, (M, Mughnee) and (, , (M,

Mughnee, K,) rejecting the final radical and

changing the medial into (4 for the purpose of

alleviation [of the utterance], (M, Mughnee,) and

accord. to the Lu, (TA) is a particle, (IJ, M,

K,) denoting inception; (K;) or a word denoting

J-5, (Sb, S, M, K,) i. e. amplification, because

it changes the aor. from the strait time, which is

the present, to the ample time, which is the future;

(Mughnee voce J. [q.v.];) i.e., denoting U-să:5

with respect to that which has not yet happened;

(Sb, S, K;) and postponement; (M;) and is used

in terrifying and threatening and promising;

(IDrd, K;) or it is a word denoting promising or

threatening: (Msb:) it is syn, with J. accord. to

some, or has a larger meaning than this latter

accord. to others. (Mughnee.) You say, -3

Jasi [I will do such a thing] (Sb, S.) And one

may not introduce a separating word between it

and its verb, [except in a case mentioned in what

follows,] because it occupies the place of the U.

in J: [&c.] (Sb, S.). [But] it is distinct from

J. by its [sometimes] having U prefixed to it;

- • * : * ~ *

as in [the phrase in the Kurxciii. 5], 4-lax: -5,-i,
• *-- -3

Users & [And thy Lord will give thee, and

thou nilt be nell pleased]: (Mughnee:) in this

phrase, [however,] the U is [considered as] pre
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fixed to the verb, not to the particle: (M:) or the

phrase is elliptical, for*: -3- <5. (Bd.)

And it is distinct from J. in this, that it is some

times separated [from its verb] by a verb divested

of government both as to the letter and the mean

ing; as in the saying,

• * * * • D = • of ~ *

* c£2 Júl -32-2 (5,2' >> *

* * of & * * * *

* 3- Al J-a-- Ul A3-5) *

[And I know not, but I shall, I think, know,

nºhether the family of Hisn be a company of men

or nomen]. (Mughnee.)–When you desire to

make it a subst., [i. e. to use it as a subst.,] you

make it to have tenween [when it is indetermi

nate]. (IDrd, K.) IDrd cites as an ex,

*** 20~ : * * * ~ *

* *we we di: G3- Cl *

[Verily -ā- and verily <: are a neariness]:

" one reading is is: &!: and another.' #.

is cle; and there is no such reading as G3-cl.

(o, T.A.) One says also, 3:1 &#& [lit.

Such a one feeds upon the word -#-l; meaning

! Such a one lives by means of things hoped for:

(S, K, TA:) and in like manner,-: S! 3,5 U.

[lit. His food is not anything but, or other than,

the word -3.J. (A, TA)—In the following

verse of Ibn-Mukbil, cited by Sb,

• * < * .0 - 2 * : * ~ * :

• '-5 &– 's- " -:43-3. "

** +1& #1-#

[Had she put us off with a -3- as part of her

greeting, with the putting off even of such as is

affected with dislike, the riders had gone con

tented], -3- is put in the accus. case [for āşş-;

i. e.] as an inf. n. with the augmentation [meaning

the augmentative letters] rejected. (M.)

6.e.

ää- :
•

6 * * *

see ast-2, in two places.

J% The [cucumber commonly called] it's

[q. v.]: (M, K, TA:) so says AHn, (M, TA,) on

the authority of Et-Toosee. (TA.)=See also

what next follows.

-#3, and "-35%, with damm accord to As,

and so, he says, all the names of diseases, asj

and sts: and*% and J.- [&c.]; accord. to

AA, not so, but with fet-h, and in like manner

said 'Omárah Ibn-'Akeel; (S;) or none relates

it with fet-h except AA, and his relation is

nought; (IB;) Disease of cattle, and death

thereof: (S:) or each signifies death among man

kind and cattle: (M:) or the latter, a mortality,

or murrain, among camels; or so the former: or

the latter, a mortality among mankind and

cattle: (K:) and the former, disease of camels;

(AHn, M, K;) and so the latter. (K.) One says,

-*- Júl -> &# [or -**) Death [or a mur

rain] happened among the cattle. (S.)

Jú. The nose: because one smells (-iù., K,

3 - 2 -

i.e. <3, TA) with it: (K:) so in the Moheet.

(TA.)- See also #1-2, in two places. -

Ju: A child taken from his parents by death:

see 4. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

Ji-. A man whose cattle have died. (TA.)

–And A father having lost his child by death:

see 4. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

ău- [properly A place of smelling :-and

hence,] t Distance; ($, K, TA;) and " Ju- and

*ā- signify the same in this sense [or in others

here following]: (K:) [a space, or tract, or an

extent, over which one journeys:] a far-extending

tract that one traverses: originally a place of

smelling of the guides, in order that they may

know whether it be far or near, out of the way or

in the right way: (A, TA:) or a [desert, or such

as is termed] jū. (M:) said to be from -ā

'G' meaning “he smelled the thing;” for the

guide smells the dust of the place wherein he is;

and if he smell the odour of urine and dung of

camels, he knows that he [or some other] has

traversed it; but otherwise, not: (Msb:) or be

cause the guide, when he is in a desert, (S, M, K,)

and has lost his way therein, (M,) smells its

dust, (S, M, K.) in order that he may know, (S,

K,) or and thus knows, (M,) whether he be in

the right way, (S, M, K,) or not: (S, K:) then,

by reason of frequency of usage of this word [as

meaning “a place of smelling of the guides”] it

became a term for “distance:” (S, K:) pl.-à

(A, TA) and #4. (Msb) One says, X

U-59 *āt-and " (30- and W #- ! [Hon:

long is the distance, or hon, much is the extent, of

this land?]. (TA) And #3: #4.: +[B

tween them is a far-extending distance or space].

(Msb.) And w: &: ău. G. : [Between

us is the distance, or space, of twenty days].

(TA.)- In the following saying of Dhu-r

Rummeh, it is doubly tropical:

& • 6 *

* * • à • of • *

* SUc <\,: 53 - 9 to 13| *

! : [And the furthest of them in the extent of the

depth of intelligence when the affair, or case, in

n:hich are dubiousnesses overcomes and is onerous].

(A, TA.)

- - - - 0 < * ~ *

ā-āl-e Lo-A-a-'5 *

** ~ *

Jä2-2. One who does n hat he will, [as though
* * * * • Q e

he said time after time Jaśl -$2.,] whom no one

neill make to turn back. (K.)- And, with 3, A

woman who will not comply with the desire of her

husband n:hen he calls her to his bed, and strives

with him to repel him in respect of that which he

desires of her, and says Jää -is-, such is said,

in a trad, to be cursed. (TA)- Also, with 3,

A well (i.e.) of which one says, Water nill be

found (** -3-) in it: or of which the nater

is smelt (-iù.), and disliked, and loathed. (Ibn

'Abbād, Z, K.)- And, without 3, Very patient

or enduring. (TA.)

Jú: A place of smelling, or that is smelt.

(O, K.)

-à- A mother having lost her child by

death : see 4. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

• * ~ *

2: issu: l, [app. referring to a she-camel]

Verily she is one that has ability for journeying.

(M.)

32

1.£ 5.4, (S, K,) or 2:31, (Mgh,) or

#3", (MS) aor. 3, 4, (S, Mgh, Msb) infn.

53- ($, Mgh, Msh, K) and 3%-, (§, [so in both

of my copies, but it is said in the JK that this

latter is used in relation to death, and such is

generally the case,]) or 3-, like −, (TA,

[but this I have not found elsewhere, and I doubt

its correctness,]) andā- and3-, (O, K, TA,)

He drove the cattle [or the beast]; he urged the

cattle [or the beast] to go; (Mgh;) and " LSU-l

signifies the same, (S, K.) as also "t,50-1, and

"us:- (TA) or 3:5, the infin. [of this last],

signifies the driving well: (KL:) [and accord.

to Freytag, 'Ju-l, followed by an accus, sig

nifies the same as ju, as expl. above; but for

this he names no authority.] Hence, in the Kur

[laxv. 30), 5:13: $; c. (TA) i. e. To

thy Lord, and his judgment, on that day, shall be

the driving. (Bd, Jel.) And the saying, in a

trad, 30.5 & J., &# U-4st 13,55

suáš. Jú. &: [properly rendered The resur

rection, or the hour thereof, shall not come to pass

until a man come forth from the tribe of Kahtan

driving the people with his staff], allusive to his

having the mastery over them, and their obeying

him; the staff being mentioned only to indicate

his tyrannical and rough treatment of them.

(TA) [And hence the saying, & J.'s J

+ He urged such a one to intercede for him with

me..]-[Hence also,] % 33; U. & 3% asu.

+ [Destiny drove him, or impelled him, to that

which was destined for him]. (TA.) [And in like

manner one says of desire, &c.]—And ë'. &l

tex- 59-Ji, (K) or wāl-2, (§, Msb) inf n.

Ji-, (TA) and "ast-l; (Mab, K.) : He sent

to the woman her don'ry; (K, TA;) or conveyed

it, or caused it to be conveyed, to her; (Msb;)

though consisting of dirhems or deenárs; because

the dowry, with the Arabs, originally consisted

of camels, which are driven. (TA.) And hence,

#! <-- 4, meaning # What didst thou give her

as her don'ry? occurring in a trad.; or, as some

related it, ū. <-i- us, i.e. What didst thou give

for her, or in exchange for her? (T.A.) And

'G' <! (5U. f [He made, or caused, the thing

to go, pass, or be conveyed or transmitted, to

him; he sent to him the thing]. (M and K in

art. Lil.) And 9: <! Gu. f [He caused good,

or good fortune, to betide him]. (TA.) And

ūji --> 5u. f [He made a rivulet, or a channel

for water, to run to his land] (M in art. Gl.)

-[Hence likewise,] --" &#. Šát. ! [The

wind drove along the cloud]. (S," TA)-

[And <-2-1 50, inf n. 5- and 53- and

gu..., | He carried on the narrative, or discourse.]

You say, 3'-&- <---"&: &#1(Such

a one carries on the narrative, or discourse, in

the best manner of doing so] (Mgh, TA.) And

<!--" &: <! ! [To thee as its object the

narrative, or discourse, is carried on]. (TA.)

And jë& aiu->$é ! [Speech whereof the
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carrying-on is pointed to such a thing]. (TA.)

And ass- J" <-2-9 4:- ! [I uttered to

thee tie narrative, or discourse, after the proper

manner of the carrying-on thereof]. (TA.) [In

-

- > * * * * *
*

like manner also one says,] C-1 ×9 &l

Ju: t [He carried on, or prosecuted, affairs, or

the affairs, in the best manner of doing so]. (A

in art. *-)-9: 3t-2: 33- [from

&-Ji Gu expl. above] means t The asking

respecting that which one knows in the manner

of one's asking respecting that which he hnon's

not : a mode of speech implying hyperbole: as

nºhen one says, 3: Xi * 4: [Is this thy

face or a full moon?]. (Kull p. 211.)–3

said of a sick man, (K,) and 4: Gl-, [app, thus

originally,](Ks, Mab, TA)and -:3-, (TA)

aor. &2-3, (Ks, S, O, Mgb, T.A.) inf n &l-,

(S, o, Msh, K) originally 33-, (TA)and 33

(O, K) and &#, (TA,) t He cast forth, or

vomited, his soul; (Ks, TA;) he gave up his

spirit; or was at the point of death, in the

agony of death, or at the point of having his soul

drawn forth; (S, O, Msb, TA;) or he began to

give up his spirit, or to have #oul dranwn forth.

(K.) You say, 3: ūšš <: ! I san, such a

one giving up his spirit at death. (S, O, TA.)

And 3: 53 &# for 3: J', as in the

Msb,] t I saw such a one in the act [or agony]

of death; and Jú [having his soul expelled],
• j = d e o e we6 d - J

inf n. 3.- : and 5'-- a--a di ;IVerily his soul

is being expelled]. (ISh, T.A.) = 45L., (K,)

first pers. #, (S,) aor. as above, inf. n. 3-,

(TA,) also signifies He hit, or hurt, his (another

man's, $) Gu [or shank], (§, K.)

2. 33-, inf n.&: see 1, first sentence. -

3: ū53 35- + He made such a one to have the

ruling, or ordering, of his affair, or case. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)- See also 5. = Said of a plant,

(TA,) or of a tree, (K,) more properly of the

former, (TA) + It had a Ju [i.e. stem, stock,

or trunk]. (K, TA.)

3. ass- He vied, or competed, with him, in

driving: (K: [in the CK, for 3: Us', is put

3: U. :]) or he vied, or competed, with him to

decide which of them train was the stronger;

from the phrase 3. c." <-l <<0. (S.)

[Hence,] one says 3: &:* ! [A camel

that vies with the animals of the chase in driving

on, or in strength]. (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, O, K, TA.)

—#: is also syn, with#: [app. as mean

ing t The making to be consecutive, or successive,

for it is added], as though driving on one another,

or as though one portion were driving on another.

(TA. [See 6, its quasi-pass.].)- [Freytag also

assigns to 32-, the meaning of He, or it, followed

(secutus fuit), as on the authority ofthe Hamáseh;

but without pointing out the page; and it is not

in his index of words explained therein.]

4: see 1, in two places.–5: & I made

Jim to drive camels: (K:) or I gave to him

--
- - -----

camels, to drive them : (S, TA:) or t I made him

to possess camels. (TA.)

5. >il 35- The people, or party, [traffiched

in the J.-, or market; or] sold and bought: (S,

TA:) the vulgar say "1,53. (TA)

6. J.' <-520.5 ! The camels folloned one

another; (Az, O, Msb, K, TA;) and in like

manner one says >3%; (0, K, TA;) as

though, by reason of their weakness and leanness,

some of them held back from others. (TA.) And

-*. <-53U.5 ! The sheep, or goats, pressed, one

upon another, (K) or folloned one another, (O,)

in going along, (O, K,) as though driving on one

another. (O.) [See also 7.]- The lawyers say,

9:" <-521-5, meaning + [The truo demand

ings of a woman in marriage] were simultaneous:

but [Fei says] I have not found it in the books

of lexicology in this sense. (Msb.)

7. £1 -su. The cattle went, or went

along, being driven; [or as though driven; or

drove along;] quasi-pass. of Újū. (S, TA) And

J.' <-5u.}} [has the like signification: or means]

+ The camels became consecutive. (TA. [See

also 6.])

• } see 1, first sentence.

10:

Jú. The shank; i. e. the part betneen the knee

and the foot of a human being; (Msb;) or the

part between the ankle and the knee (K, TA) of a

human being; (TA;) the GL of the human foot:

(S, TA:) and [the part properly corresponding

thereto, i. e. the thigh commonly so called, and

also the arm, of a beast;] the part above the

-āk; of the horse and mule and ass and camel,

and the part above the&# of the ox-kind and

sheep or goat and antelope: (TA:) [it is also

sometimes applied to the shank commonly so

called, of the hind leg, and, less properly, of the

fore leg, of a beast: and to the bone ofany ofthe

parts above mentioned : and sometimes, by synec

doche, to the hind leg, and, less properly, to the

fore leg also, of a beast: it generally corresponds

to &: of a bird, it is the thigh commonly so

called: and sometimes the shank commonly so

called: and, by synecdoche, the leg :] it is of the

fem. gender: (Mgb, TA:) and for this reason,

(TA) the dim, is 'i: (Mab, TA:) the pl. [of

mult] is 3,- (S. Mgh, o, Mob, K) and čá

and [of pauc.] 34-i. (S, O, K,) the 5 in this last

being with e in order that it may bear the dammeh.

(O, K.) A poet says,

J. * s & e. **d

* 4: *: Jās <āg *

• * * ~ *z, * •2 + 6 -

* ** ast. Lé-x, -e- *

meaning The young man has intelligence whereby

he lives when his foot directs aright his shank.

(IAar, T.A.) And one says of a man when diffi

culty, or calamity, befalls him, ast. &= -ášás

[lit. He uncovered his shank; meaning the pre

pared himself for difficulty]: so says I Amb: and

hence, he says, (TA, [in which a similar explana

tion is cited from ISd also,]) they mention the

Ju- when they mean to express the difficulty of

~~- -
** * *

a case or an event, and to tell of the terror

occasioned thereby. (K, T.A.) Thus, the saying

JC 3 -: *, (§, K, TA) in the Kur

(xviii. 42), (§, TA) [lit. On a day when a shank

shall be uncovered,] means t on a day when diffi

culty, or calamity, shall be disclosed. (I’Ab,

Mujahid, S, K, TA.) It is like the saying,

J. L.' '-' '40, (§, TA) which means

# The war, or battle, became vehement, (Msb in

this art. and in art. -->,) so that safety from

destruction was difficult of attainment : (Id. in

art. -->:) and 3. &= <- <=, [as also

Usu. &= &#| i. e. + The nar, or battle,

became vehement. (Jel in lxviii. 42.) And in

like manner, Júl, 5:1 *:#5, (K, TA,) in the

Kur [lxxv.29], (TA,) means + And the affliction

of the present state of existence shall be combined

with that of the final state : (K, TA:) or it means

nhen the [one] leg shall be innrapped with the

other leg by means of the grave-clothes. (TA.)

One says also, Jú. c.">il źts + The people

or party, became in a state of toil, and trouble, or

distres (TA) And £83, [originating
from one's striking the shin of his camel in order

to make him lie down to be mounted; lit. He

struck his shank for the affair;] meaning + he

prepared himself for the thing, or affair; syn.

£5: (JK:) or he was, or became, light, or

active, and he rose, or hastened, to do the thing;

or the applied himself vigorously, or diligently,

or with energy, to the thing, or affair; i. q.

43.3 [q v.] (TA;) or 43-5. (A and TA in

art. &45 [q. v.: see also**, in several places].)

[It is also said that] Gu: &# means &i=

Jaff [i. e. I nearly, or almost, did what I pur.

posed: but this explanation seems to have been

derived only from what here, as in the TA,

immediately follows]: Kurt says, describing the

wolf,

* @ • * @ ee w t = -

* * c< *-* G--> *

* • * * • * * * * * ~ * ~ *# * : -

3'-' -às, -52 Jasi-sis *

[i. e., app., But I shot at thee from afar, and I

did not what I purposed, though it (the shot,

#1, I suppose, being meant to be understood,)

maimed a shank: which virtually means, though

I nearly did nhat I purposed: the poet, I as

sume, says &l-' -A5 for the sake of the measure

and rhyme, for tit. &#: see what is said, in

the explanations of the preposition +', respecting

the phrase # 9:#1 (TA)- By a

secondary application, 5- signifies +[A greave;

i. e.] a thing that is worn on the GL. [or shank]

of the leg, made of iron or other material. (Mgh.)

- Also f [The stem, stock, or trunk, i. e.] the

part betnceen theJ: [here meaning root, or foot,

(though it is also syn. with 3L" in the sense in

which the latter is here explained,)] and the

place where the branches shoot out; (TA;) or

the support; (Msb;) or the *: (S, K;) of a

tree, or shrub: (S, Msh, K, TA:) pl. [of mult.]

3. (Mb, TA) and č, and 3,4- and 3,3:
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and [of puel 3: and #4 (TA) It is

related in a trad. of Mo’áwiyeh, that a man said,

I applied to him to decide in a litigation with the

son of my brother, and began to overcome him

therein; whereupon he said, Thou art like as

Aboo-Duwäd says,
* - d - * * @ ...) e.

- -

* 3-a-i il-)-4

- * as

a " C: J" *

• Gū ū-: 5 &til J– 9

[Whencesoever, or honever, a preparation is made

for him, to catch him, he is like a chameleon

of a tree of the kind called -ā, he will not

loose the stem thereof unless grasping a stem]:

he meant that no plea of his came to nought but

he clung to another; likening him to the chame

leon, which places itself facing the sun, and ascends

half-way up the tree, or shrub, then climbs to the

branches when thesun becomeshot, then climbs to a

higher branch, and will not loose the former until

it grasps the other. (O, TA.")–(Hence, per

haps, as it seems to be indicated in the O,] one says,
• • * * • * * * * * * * * o e > * •

3- Us" Je: ã595 a.3).5 * (#, [in the

copies of which, however, I find +5.3 put for

#3,]) or 2-3 jū. L'é, (S) or 53-6, (9)

i. e. f Such a woman brought forth three sons, one

after another, without any girl between them:

(S, O, K, TA:) so says ISk: and #53 cS:*

3. c.” üu. 2% i.e. : Three children were

born to such a one, one after another. (TA.) And

*-ū 3. L' 3">" es + [The people, or

party, built their houses, or constructed their

tents, in one ron, or series]. (TA:)-3- also

signifies + The soul, or self; syn. U-à : hence the

saying of 'Alee (in the war of the [schismatics

called] ##), Ju 4, 53.95 & J #5

+ [There is not for me any way of avoiding com

bating them, though my soul, or self, should perish

by my doing so]. (Abu-l-‘Abbās, O, TA.) So too

in the saying, asu. & £3; [as though meaning

! He cankered his very soul]: (IAar, TA in

art. P-u5:) [or] he deceived him, and did that

which nas displeasing to him : (L in that art. :)

or the impugned his honour, or reputation; from

the action of canker-worms (~2%) cankering the

stem, or trunk, of a shrub, or tree. (A in that

art.)=3- 3. [is said to signify] The male of

the &#3 [or species of collared turtle-doves of

which the female is called # (see &#)];

(S, Msb, K.) i. e. the cit:3: (S, Msb:) the

former appellation being given to it as imitative

of its cry: (As, K:) it has neither fem. nor pl.:

(AHát, TA:) or āū is the pigeon; and 5-1,

its young one : (Sh, K:) the poet Ibn-Harmeh uses

the phrase)- c: Jús. (O, T.A.) [See more
z: * *

in art. 4-.]
* de * >

&2- : see &le".

3: [A market, mart, or fair;] a place in

which commerce is carried on; (ISd, Msb, TA;)

a place of articles of merchandise: (Mgh, TA:)

so called because people drive their commodities

thither: (TA:) [in the S unexplained, and in the

K only said to be well-known:] of the fem. gender,

and masc., ($, Mgh, Msb, K,”) the former in the

dial. of the people of El-Hijáz, and the latter in

that of Temeem, (S and Msb voce 3%, q. v.,)

the former the more chaste, or the making it

masc. is a mistake: (Msb:) pl. &#: (TA:)

the dim. is W. #3. [with 3, confirming the opinion

of those who hold 3. to be only fem.]: also sig

nifying merchandise, syn. 39's 5; as in the phrase,#. J. * [Merchandise came]. (TA.) –

[Hence,] -j-" &s. ! The thickest, or most

vehement part (a:-) of the fight; ($, K, TA;)

and so -j-" W #3: ; i. e. the midst thereof.

(TA.)

33- Length of the shanks : (S, K:) or beauty

thereof: (K:) or it signifies also beauty of the

shank. (S.)

ău. ! The rear, or hinder part, of an army:

(S, Mgh, K, TA:) pl. of 7 &C., being those who

drive on the army from behind them, and who

guard them: (TA:) or as though pl. of&C., like

as #36 is of 36. (Mgh.) And hence, àu.

£-l ! [The rear of the company of pilgrims].

(TA.)

is,. +A subject, and the subjects, of a king;

(K, TA;) so called because driven by him;

(TA;) contr. of 4.5 (S, Mgh, Msb;) whether

practising traffic or not: (Mgh:) not meaning of

the people of theJ% [or markets], as the vulgar

think; (Msb;) for such are called&*, sing.

Js: (Ham p. 534:) it is used alike as sing.

and pl. (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and dual (Mgh, Msb)

and masc. and fem.: (S, K:) but sometimes it

has 3," for its pl. (S. K.)=<'':lá, in

the CK, erroneously, *:::) The part of the

[plant called] -->5,12 that is below the as: [or

asš or asá, which is the head from the top to

the extent of a finger, or the flower at the head

thereof]; (O, K;) sneet and pleasant : so says

Ibn-'Abbād; (O:) AHn says [of the +23,12],

it is like the penis of the ass, and there is no part

of it more pleasant, nor sneeter, than its as:- ;

n:hich is in some instances long; and in some,

short. (TA.)=See also 3”, last sentence.

&: [of or relating to, the 3", or market].

Its pl., &*, means The people of the 3.

(Ham p. 534.)- [Hence,]&: A skin,

or hide, prepared, or dressed; in a good state :

or not prepared or dressed: it is ascribed to the

vulgar: and there is a difference of opinion re

specting it: the second [explanation, or meaning,]

is that which is commonly known. (TA.)

&:- Meal of parched barley (*#), or of

[the species thereof, or similar grain, called] <i>.

likenise parched; and it is also of n-heat; but is

mostly made of barley (>x5); (MF, TA;) what

is made of wheat or of barley; (Msb, TA;) well

known : (S, Msb, K, TA:) [it is generally made

into a kind of gruel, or thick ptisan, being

moistened with water, or clarified butter, or fat

of a sheep's tail, &c.; (see 33 ;) and is therefore

said (in the Msb in art. 3- and in the KT voce

J=i, &c.,) to be supped, or sipped, not eaten:

but it is likenise thus called when dry; and in

this state is taken in the palm of the hand and

3 -

conveyed to the mouth, or licked up: (see -jū-,

and ~5:) it is also made of other grains beside

those mentioned above; and of several mealy

fruits; of the fruit of the Theban palm; (see

3-9 and of the carob; (see* ;) &c. :]

it is also, sometimes, with L2 : so says IDrd in

the Jm : and he adds, I think it to be of the dial.

of Benoo-Temeem: it is peculiar to that of Benu

l-'Ambar: (O, TA:) the n. un. [meaning a por

tion, or mess, thereof] is with 5: (AAF, TA in

art - ) and the pl. is is, i. (TA)-And

Wine : (AA, K.) also called 2,81 &”. (AA,

TA.)

3- [an inf. n. of 1 (q.v.) in several senses.

-As a subst, properly so termed,] : A don'ry,

or nuptial gift; (K, TA;) as also W 35- [which

is likewise originally an inf n. : see 1]. (TA.)

- [Also, as a subst. properly so termed, + The

following part of a discourse &c.; opposed to

J.- : you say*2% &- + the preceding

and folloning parts of the discourse; the context,

before and after : see, again 1. And + The drift,

thread, tenour, or scope, of a discourse &c.]

* > d > /
-

*:- dim. of30, q. v. : (Msb, TA:)=and

of G2-, also, q.v. (TA.)

33- : See &ú.*Also A seller, and a maker,

of 342-. (Mgh.) -

33: Long in the 3- for thank], (AA, K.

[See also &#)-And + Having a Ju [or

stem]; applied to a plant. (Ibn-Abbād, K.)

And + The &u= [or spadic] of a palm-tree, when

it has come forth, and become a span in length.

(K.)

&l. [Driving, or a driver;] the agent of the

verb in the phrase£ & as also V 35

(S, K) in an intensive sense [as meaning Driving

much or vehemently, or a vehement driver]: (S,

TA:) pl. of the former isú, q.v. (TA.) (2

* &L, in the Kur [l. 20], is said to mean

Having with it a driver to the place of congrega- .

tion [for judgment] and a nitness to testify

against it of its works: (TA:) i. e. an angel

driving it, and another angel testifying of its

works : or an angel performing both of these

offices: or a writer of evil deeds and a writer of

good deeds : or its on n person, or its consociate

[devil], and its members, or its works. (Bd.)

3-, [originally 3:..]t Clouds(*, AZ,

Aş, $, K) driven by the wind, (AZ, As, S,) con

taining no water, (AZ, §, K,) or whether contain

ing nater or not. (AS.)

#, [a subst. formed from the epithet &: by

the affix s,]originallyā:,(TA) Beasts(#)

driven by the enemy; ($, K;) like ā-3: so in

a verse cited voce t: (S:) or a number of

camels, of a tribe, driven anay together, or

attacked by a troop of horsemen and drivenanay.

(Z, TA)- [Hence,] one says, 9-all ase- i)."
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+[Man, or the man, is the impelled of destiny];

i. e. destiny drives him to that which is destined

for him, and will not pass him by. (TA.)–

i: signifies also An animal by means of which

[in the O t, for which was is erroneously put in

the K,] the sportsman conceals himself, and then

shoots, or casts, at the wild animals: (O, K:)

like #3: (A in art. 2, .) said by Th to be a

she-camel [used for that purpose]: (TA:) [so

called because driven towards the objects of the

chase: see £* :] pl. &ū. (K.) [See also
6 - e. • •

32-2.]

5: A man (S, TA) long in the shanks (S,

K: [see also J3. :]) or thick in the shanks:

(IDrd, TA:) or it signifies, (K) or signifies

also, (S,) beautiful in the shank or shanks, (S, K,)

applied to a man: and so #3. applied to a

woman: (S:) Lth explains the latter as meaning

a woman having plump shanks, with hair. (T.A.)

âû (Lth, O, K, in the CKasū) The strap

of the horse's strirrup. (Lth, O, K.)

&-* (JK, O, and TA as from the Tek

mileh) or 3:, like 3-, (K, [but this I

think to be a mistake,]) means <</ &: es:

[i. e. t A camel that vies with the animals of the

chase in driving on, or in strength]; (JK, O, K;)

so says Ibn-'Abbād: (O:) accord. to the L, a

camel by means of n:hich one conceals himself

from the animals of the chase, to circumvent

them. (TA. [See also #, last signification.])

(#- A staff, or stick, with nuhich cattle are

driven: pl. &l- perhaps post-classical.]

6. • 6 p. 6 *

&l- i. q. &G [app. as meaning t Afolloner,

or servant; as though driven]. (Ibn 'Abbād, O,

K.)– And +A relation; syn. --eys. (Ibn

'Abbād, o, K.)—And ju: * +4 mountain

extending along the surface of the earth. (Ibn

'Abbād, O, K.")

*

1. J.: 90, (IDrd, o, Mab, K.) aor. 3, 4,

inf n. 9, (IDrd, O, Mgb.) He rubbed the

thing, or rubbed it well. (IDrd, O, Mgb, K.)

See also 2. = And see 6.

2. * *s-, (§, O, Msb) or * * *s-,

(K) infin.&# (S, O, Mgb, K.) and '4-0,

(O, K,) aor. and inf n. as in the first paragraph,

(O,) or inf n. 912", (Msb; [there said to be

an inf n, as well as a subst: syn. with 33-,

but without the mention of its verb;]) and

* 9t- and "45-5, these two used without the

mention of the mouth (S, O, Mgb, K) or the

stick; (K;) [He rubbed and cleaned his teeth

with the 913-, or*::

5: see the next preceding paragraph.

6. 3×3 and 33- [each an inf. n., the verb of

the latter, if it have one, being app. 75u,] A

weak manner of going: or a bad manner of

going, resulting from slowness or emaciation :

Bk. I.

(K, TA:) so says ISk. (TA.) One says,*

35-5 J.'', [for 93-5] i.e. The camels came

inclining from side to side, in consequence of

weakness, in their going along. (S, O.) [Or]

J.' <-á-3U.5 means The camels had an agita

tion of their necks in consequence of leanness.

(IF, Mgb.) In the M it is said that .31 -its

93.3 U. means The sheep, or goats, came, 720t

moving their heads, in consequence of weakness.

(TA.)

8 : see 2.

93- and '5%: signify the same; ($, Mgh,
O, Msb, K;) i. e. A tooth-stick; a piece of stick

nvith which the teeth are rubbed [and cleaned, the

end being made like a brush by beating or chen

ing it so as to separate the fibres]; (K," TA;)

[commonly] a piece of stick of the [kind of tree

called] 9% (Msb:) accord. to IDrd, derived

from 'G' <: meaning “I rubbed, or rubbed

well, the thing;” (O, Msb;) accord. to IF, from

J.' <-->3'-5 [expl. above]: (Mgb:) accord. to

Lth, (T, TA,) £12- is masc. and fem., (IDrd, T,

M, O, K,) though it is the more approvable way

to make it masc.; (O;) but Az holds this to be

a mistake, and the word to be masc. [only]; and

Hr says that this assertion of Lth is one of his

foul mistakes: (TA) its pl. is 3: ($, o, Mob,

K) and #4 (Az, TA) and #, (AHn, TA)

and [of pauc.] ié, i. and the pl. of W3: is

4×4. (TA.) In the saying, in a trad, #.

9: Júl J%-, a prefixed n. is [said to be]

suppressed [so that the meaning is The best of the

habits, or customs, of the faster is the use of the

tooth-stick: but see 2, where 912" is said, on the

authority of the Msb, to be also an int. n.].

33- See 93-, in two places.

Us

1. Ju, aor. Jú, (Akh, and $, M, MSb, K, all

in art. Ji-) like -its-, aOr. -ā-, (Mgb and K

ibid.) first pers pret & i-, [like -i-.] (Sb, M

in the present art, [in the K in this art., erro

neously, <i>]) and aor. Jú, (Sb, M and K in

this art.,) imperative J-, (S, Mgb, K, TA, all in

art. J-) dual 5%, and pl. ls:, these, two

being irregular, (Msb in that art.,) inf. n. Uls-,

(M and K in the present art.) mentioned by Sb

and by Th, (M ibid.) and J22, (Mand Kibid.,)

mentioned by Th, (M ibid.,) i. q. Ul. [He asked,

&c.], (Akh, and S, M, Msb, K, all in art. J-)

and &: a dial. var. of the verb with 1, (Sb, M

and K in the present art.,) the medial radical

being originally 3, (M and K ibid.,) not a substi

tute for 1, (M ibid.) as is shown by the phrase

&95% (*, (M and K ibid.,) mentioned by

AZ: (M ibid,:) it is of the dial. 9f Hudheyl.

(TA in art, JL.) [For the pass. (J.- &c.), see

J&J A certain elegant scholar says,

* #-G#J8% 3.3s +iu. *

i. e. [Hudheyl] asked of the Apostle of God as a

thing wished for [something beyond measure evil]:
• * * * *

it is not from Uu", [i. e. it is originally U2-, not
• * * * p.

formed from UL. by the substitution of 1 for 1,]

as many of the elegant scholars say. (Er-Rághib,
• * * * > * • 6 * *

TA.)=U2-, (M., K.) [aor. J3-3,] inf n. J3-,

(M,) He, or it, was, or became, law, flaccid, or

uncompact; or it hung don’n loosely; was, or

became, pendent, or pendulous: (M, K:) [or,

said of a man, he was, or became, flaccid, or pen

dulous, in the belly, or in the part of the belly

belon, the navel; as appears from an explanation of
J e 0.

J% and from what here follows:] J% (S,

TA,) in the K, erroneously, W *s-, (TA,) signi

fies flaccidity, or uncompactness, or pendulous

ness, (S, K, TA,) of the belly, (K,) and so *J:

and 3-3, (TA,) or of the part of the belly below

the navel; ($, TA;) and of other things, (K,

TA,) as, for instance, (TA,) of a cloud also.

(S, TA.)

2 : + 4 +32, (S) or 38,01, K) or

‘Gl, (Mab) inf n. J., 3, (TA) His soul em.

bellished [or commendedj to him ($, M, Mgb, K)

a thing, or an affair, (S,) or such a thing, (M,

K.) or the thing: (Msb:) or made it [to appear]

easy to him, and a light matter in his eyes; from

Js: signifying “laxness” or the like: (Bd in

xii. 18:) the inf n. signifies the embellishing, a

thing, and making it to be loved or approved, in

order that one may do it or say it: (TA:) or the

soul's embellishing a thing that is eagerly desired,

and picturing nhat is foul thereof as goodly :

(Er-Raghib, TA:) and it is said to be from J,"

signifying “an object of a man's desire, which

embellishes to the seeker thereof that which is

false, or vain, and other things of the deceptions

of the present world.” (TA)- You say also,

ljé úl Us- Such a thing is imaged in the

mind to me; is an object of fancy to me; or

seems to me. (L in art. J.A.)- And 4 Ji- said

of the Devil, He led him into error; or made him

to err: (M, K.) or facilitated to him the com

mission of great sins; from Ji- meaning as expl.

above in this paragraph: or incited him to indul

gence in appetences, or lusts; from J," meaning

[by implication] L:1: (Bd in xlvii. 27.) or

[as though meaning] let don’n his rope [to him to

aid in the accomplishment of his desire], (Ham

p. 748.)

s

5: see 5 in art. Uw: =and 1, last sentence,

in the present art.

6. c.35u: (* [They trvo ash, or beg, each

other; i. q. &#, q. v.]: (M, K:) a phrase

mentioned by AZ. (M.)

Js: i. q. it: [as signifying A petition; or a

request; meaning a thing. that is, or has been,

asked, or begged; see Uš-J; (TA;) as also

W is: ; (K, TA;) each, (TA,) a dial. var. of the

word with : (K, TA: [but it is also said in the

latter that J3- is the original of U2-, because the

readers of the Kur-án read the word with e in

chap. xx. verse 36:]) or an object of desire or

wish (#), which one asks: (TA:) or an object

186
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of want, which the soul eagerly desires: (Er

Rághib, TA:) or an object of a man's desire

(#). which embellishes to the seeker thereof

that which is false, or vain, and other things of

the deceptions of the present world: but there is

a difference between J.- and 7 is: on the one

hand and: on the other hand, in that the

former relate to what is sought, or demanded,

and a...el relates to what is meditated (335);

(TA;) [for] this last primarily signifies “a thing

that a man meditates (#) in his mind,” from

L” signifying 335, (Bdin ii.# ;) so that:

wa, seems to be after the a:í. (TA:) J3.

may be from 13& &#- in the first of the

senses assigned to it above, and [from] Ji- said

of the Devil in the last of the senses assigned to it
* > /

above. (Hamp. 748.) [See also U2-, below.]

J. J. & e ye

4-ā; 4)

6.- o •

ã)2- : see 1, last sentence.

6° 4. * * .

ã):- : see U2-, in three places.

6.--> y
-

ă), (M, K,) applied to a man, (M) One

who asks, or begs, much; (K;) i, q. [45- and]

U23-.. (M.)

J: an inf n, of Ju as syn, withJć (Sb,

Th, M, K:) [and used as a simple subst, like
J • Jo • of

J," and #", for] IJ mentions #: as its pl.

(M, T.A.)

J.-- An equal. (M, K.) So in the saying,

3:9. Lik es' ** tà [I am thy equal in this

affair]. (M.)

* - of

U2-1 Lac, flaccid, or uncompact; or hanging

domen loosely; or pendent, or pendulous; in the

loner part: (M, K:) or a man flaccid, or pen

dulous, in the part of the belly belon, the navel:

fem.#: and pl. J. (S.) AndJ:*~

Clouds that are uncompact, (S, TA,) their skirts,

or fringes, hanging don’n; ..and in like manner,

J.- <-5 sing. #5- ā- (TA) And
* - d > 6 de

#92-, 2/3 A large bucket. (M., K.")

A9"

1. >s-, inf n. of Au, primarily signifies The

going, or going anay, engaged, or occupied, in

seeking, or in seeking for or after, or in seeking to

find and take or to get, a thing: and sometimes

it is used as meaning the going, or going anay;

as when it is said of camels [or the like]: and

sometimes, as meaning the seeking, or seeking for

or after, or seeking to find and take or to get;

as when it relates to selling or buying. (Er

Raghib, TA)—You say, £1 - (S,

Mgh, Mab, TA) or : (M) or Júl,(K)aor.

>2-5, (§, M, Mab,) inf n. *s-, (S, M, Mgh,

Msb) The cattle pastured (S, M, Mgh, Mgb, K,

TA) by themselves (Msb) where they pleased;

and in like manner,X: [the sheep or goats]: or

Twent anay at random, or roved, pasturing where

they pleased. (TA.)- [Hence, A., infn. as

above, He did as he pleased.] You say,4:

J. • 6 • *

**-* I left him to do as he pleased. ($, M. K."

[In the CK, #2, U. × 34 is put for $4.

$3.* (~ <-3; and the like is done in one of

my copies of the S. See also 2.]) - And

A., (S) or J.' *~, and &#, (M, K,) or

£", (S,) inf. n. as above, (S, M,) He, or it,

(S,) or the camels, and the wind, (M, K,) or the

winds, (S,) passed, went, or went on or along:

(S, M, K:) or X- signifies the passing, &c.,

quickly; one says of a she camel, -U, aor, and

inf n. as above, she passed, &c., quickly; (As,

TA;) and hence the saying of Dhu-l-Bijädeyn

cited in art. Laye, voce J%: or the passing,

&c., quickly, with the desire of making a sound

in going along. (TA)- And c." £ill <!

'J', (M, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,)

The birds went, [or hovered,] or circled, round

about the thing: (M, K:) or, as some say,>;

signifies any going, [or hovering,] or circling,

round about. (M.)=|As mentioned in the first

sentence of this art.,]_^2- is also in selling and

buying ($) You say, £12-, (Mgh, Mob)

aor. and inf. n. as above, (Msb) He (the seller)

offered the commodity, or article of merchandise,

(Mgh, Msb,) for sale, (Msb,) and mentioned the

price: (Mgh:) and it is also said of the purchaser,

like V (2:1, (Mgh, Msb,) meaning he sought to

obtain the sale of the commodity, or article of

merchandise: and one says also of the seller, and

of the purchaser, as: Leu-, meaning he men

tioned the price of thé commodity [in offering it

for sale, and in offering to purchase it]: (Msb:)

and in like manner, J.-- ūšš <--, inf n. as

above, I said to such a. one, “Wilt thou take [or

purchase] my commodity for such a price?”

(TA) and 2: U20 he (the seller, Msb)

mentioned to me the price of his commodity [in

offering it for sale]: (MSb, TA:) [and, agreeably

with these explanations,] Kr says that2: sig

nifies J#4 [i. e. the act of offering, &c.]: (M,

TA) or asl.u -, inf n >;- (M, K) and

>'', withdamm, (#, TK; [in the former only

said to be syn. with A2-, in selling and buying;])

and '-su, (M.K.) inf n. *- : (TA) and

(* * : and #3; signify + [which

means I offered the commodity for sale, mention

ing its price, and was exorbitant in my demand:

and also I purchased the commodity for a dear,

or an excessive, price: and both these meanings

are app. here intended]: (M, K, TA:) and in like

manner, āsūl "4: [I offered to him the

commodity för sale, &c.; and I purchased of

him the commodity, &c.]: (TA:) or, as some

say, (so in the TA, but in the M and K “and,”)

this last, as also as: c." **::), InCanS

• * 0 - , , of ~

Wu-o,- a jū. [i. e. I asked him the price at which

the commodity was to be sold]: (M, K, TA:)

and 'su, (M.) or " :30, (TA, [but the

former is app. the right,]) means 's- es'#3

[i.e. he mentioned to me the price at which it was

to be sold] (M, TA:) you say also,* W-:

Usal: when you mention the price of the com

modity [i. e. it means I mentioned to him the

price at nihich I would sell my commodity]; and

you say, L:- L: WA: when he is the person

who offers to thee the price [i. e. it means he

offered to me a price for my commodity; or he

sought to obtain from me the sale of my commodity

by offering a price for it]: (TA:) and 3% WA:

he contended [by bidding] against me in a sale:

(S, PS:) or £1 J'é *2C, which means

Jes- J.--- [i.e. he sought to obtain the sale

of the commodity in opposition to me, or to my

seeking it]. (Mgb. [See also 3.]) Hence, [Mo
* * * * * * *

hammad is related to have said,]c." U-AL^2- )

* 25% (Mg) or *- : * **-ī-,- 9

aes-l, (Mgb,) i. e. [The man, or any one of you,]

shall not purchase [in opposition to his brother]:

(Mgh, Msb:) and it may mean shall not sell; the

case being that of a man's offering to the pur

chaser his commodity for a certain price, and

another's then saying, “I have the like thereof

for less than this price:” so that the prohibition

relates in common to the seller and the buyer:

(M:) and the saying is also related otherwise, i. e.

'X' S, meaning shall not purchase. (Mgh.)

And it is said in a trad, exit 35**La

U-->'', meaning, accord. to Aboo-Is-hák, 3i

<!-- "3," [i.e. He (Mohammad) forbade

the offering a commodity for sale before the rising

of the sun]; because that is a time in which God

is to be praised, and one should not be diverted

by other occupation: or, he says, it may mean

the pasturing of camels; because, before sunrise,

when the pasturage is moist with dew, it occasions

a fatal disease. (TA.) You say also, 4:

ā-- " :- 9× [I have mentioned to thee a

good price für thy camel]. (S.) And as *2.

# *ā- [He demanded for it a dear price).

(TA in art -) And J.: 4. [He made to
him an offer of working, mentioning the rate of

payment; or bargained, or contracted, with him

for work]. (K in art. J.e. [See also 3.])

The Arabs also say, aïté 25- &# J% [He

offered to me in the manner of offering water to

camels taking a second draught]; , meaning like

the saying of the vulgar, &:-•: (Ks, TA:

[see art. 4- :]) a prov. applied to him who offers

to thee that of which thou hast no need. (Sh, TA.

[See also art. Ue; and see Freytag's Arab. Prov.

ii. 84.])- And you say, £9. <!-, (M, K,)

aor. as above, (TA) inf. n. X-, (M, TA,) He

imposed upon him, or made him to undertake, the

affair, as a task, or in spite of difficulty or

trouble or inconvenience; or he ordered, required,

or constrained, him to do the thing, it being diffi

cult or troublesome or inconvenient: (M, K, TA:)

or he brought upon him the affair, or event;

(Zj,M,K,TAs) as also ***, (K) infin...:

(TA:) or he endeavoured to induce him, or in

cited him, or made him, to do, or to incur, the

affair, or event: (Sh, TA:) it is mostly used in

relation to punishment, and evil, (Zj, M,K, TA,)

and wrong-doing; and hence the saying in the

Kur [ii. 46 and vii. 137 and xiv. 6], Loš3-2-e
• *o-c & p

-ljali s- They bringing upon you evil punish
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ment or torment: (Zj, M, TA:) or seeking, or

desiring, for you evil punishment: (Ksh and Bd

in ii. 46:) or endeavouring to induce you to incur

it: (Ksh ibid.) from ti - 420. [expl. by what

here follows]. (Ksh and Bd ibid.) You say,

: I brought upon him --- [i. e.

wrong, or nurong treatment, as expl. in the Ksh

and by Bd ubi suprā]: or I endeavoured to
• * * * ~5

-

induce him to incur it (* a335): (S:) [see also

-: âté. *:: expl. in art. lad-:]

• & •

and -ā--J)> He was constrained to incur, or

to do, what is termed--" [meaning abasement

or ignominy, or that which was difficult]: (TA:)

and $ 4: I abased him. (MSb)= 420, aor.

as above, also signifies He kept, or clave, to it,

not quitting it. (M,"TA.)=See also 4.

.*.*-i-, (S, K,) or J.''', (M,) [infn.

_2, .5,] He sent forth ($, M, K) the horses, (S,

K.) or the camels, (M,) [sometimes meaning] to

the pasturage, to pasture nhere they would. (TA.
2 - 0 < e < * *

[See also 4.])-[Hence,]4-3-means 4-23-5 °54-,

(AZ, S, M, K,) i. e. [He left him] to do as he

pleased; namely, a man. (AZ, §, K. [In the

CK is a mistranscription in this place, before

mentioned: see 1, fourth sentence.]) Whence the

prov.,*::: * A slave, and he has been left to
- * c & -

do as he please. (TA)—And J 6% -23

&: I gave such a one authority to judge, give

judgment, pass sentence, or decide judicially, re

specting my property. (AO, S: and in like

mannel' * & 4.5- is expl. in the M and K.)

* @ e

d •

: and -ā-ā
*

• Ö e.

of 2.2 o a •

And es” are:- I made him to have the order

ing and deciding of#y.'fair, or case, to do what

he would; like Us" 4:3. (TA in art -5,-)

-And2% c.">;- He urged his horses [4:

being understood] against the people, or party,

and made havoc among them. (S, K.)– And

>: signifies also The making a horse to sneat

well (KL.)– See also 1, in the last quarter of

the paragraph.= AndJ#L:- (M, K,) inf n.

>4, (K,) He put a mark upon the horse: (M,

K:) he marked the horse with a piece gf sil

(3,4)- [perhaps a mistranscription for 5.44

i. e. with an iron such as is used for branding]),

or with something whereby he should be known.

(Lth, TA) See also 5. [And see 4.]

J. J. de

3.4% ($, Ms) #9 (MA) [and J.
as: agreeably with what here follows and with

an ex, in art. *], inf n. Als- (S, Mgb) and

#34, (TA,) [I bargained, or chaffered, with

him, or] I contended with him in bargaining, or

chaffering, for the commodity, or article of mer

chandise, (MA, Msb,” TA,) and in deciding the

price. (TA) and * (#13 ($, Mab, TA") L.

as: (TA) [and 3: agreeably with what

here precedes] We bargained, or chaffered, for

the commodity, or article of merchandise, [or

contended in doing so,] one offering it for a

certain price, and another demanding it for a

loner price. (Mgb.) See also 1, in three places.

4. &#131 Aul, (§, Mgh, Msb) or J.'', (M, |

K.) int. n. #4, (Mgh,) He pastured the cattle,

or the camels: (M, Mgh, K, TA:) or he sent

forth, or took forth, the cattle, or the camels, to

pasture : (S, TA:) or he made the cattle [or the

camels] to pasture by themselves [nhere they

pleased (see 1)]: (Msb:) and [in like manner]

J.' *- I left the camels to pasture [by

themselves where they pleased]. (Th, TA. [See

also 2.]) Hence, in the Kur[xvi. 10],&:- 4:3

(S) Upon which ye pasture your beasts. (Jel.)

-[And accord. to Freytag, Al…! occurs in the

Deewan of Jereer as meaning He urged a horse

to run: or, as some say, he marked a horse with

some sign. See also 2.]-><: 2:42- He

cast his eye, or eyes, at him, or it. (K.)= See

also ist.

5. >s- IHe set a mark, tohen, or badge, upon

himself, whereby he might be known [in war &c.].

(S.) In a trad. (S, TA) respecting [the battle of]

Bedr, (TA,) occur the words, āşş J. &#b:

<<: 35, (§, TA) or as ac)."& "

<---, accord. to different relations; i. e. Make

ge a mark, token, or badge, for yourselves, whereby

ge may know one another [in the fight, for the

angels that are assisting you have done so]. (TA.)

6: see 3.

J - e.

15-2
•

6 * * 6 p. • * s of

8. A # *ā-,(M)or 3:1:2:5-3,

(TA,) means A land in which the camels pasture

by themselres where they please ('s**): (M:)

or a land into n'hich they go andy [to pasture].

(TA) [See also Xu...]=áš:LU-1: &c.;
see 1, in ten places. •

X- Death : (IAar, S, M, Mgh:) and #20.

[as its n. un.] a death: (IAar, TA:) but the

former [signifies the same in Pers., and] is said to

be not Arabic. (TA.) It is related in a trad.,

respecting the salutation of the Jews, that they

used to say,ź Xu Ji [Death come upon 3/ou,
o o- e > * *

instead of...Qe-2).jl]; and that he [i. e. Mo
& so **

hammad] used to reply, L.S.A.s, accord. to the

generality of the relaters,ź3, but correctly

without the 3, because the 5 implies participation:

and it is related of 'Aisheh that she used to say

2 #4 - 23: .*.do

to them,#32:13 Au Ji sã, as mentioned

in art.Al- (TA:) the Jews are also related to
* ... s. * - 3 J. d.o.e. e.

have said [to the Muslims], al." Al-M-:

meaning #13, $33. (TA in art. A53 : see:

in that art.)=Also A hind of tree, of n!hich are

made the masts (Júi [pl. of J$3]) of ships:

(Kr, M,TA:) accord.toSh, (TA,) the [tree called]

&#. (K, T.A. [And accord, to some copies

of the K, isu, also has this signification, and the

signification expl. in the sentence here next fol

lowing: but accord. to the text of the K as given

in the TA, £1, has been erroneously substi

stituted in the copies above referred to for #ülş,

which, by reason of what precedes it, means that

isu also signifies the same as ău, and if the

former reading were right, the context in the K

would imply that alet.Ji is also the name of a son

of Noah, which is incorrect; the name of that son

being only >ū.])= Also A [hollon, or cavity,

in the ground, such as is called] 55, in which

water remains, or stagnates, and collects. (K.

[For the verb in this explanation, which is

written &: in the CK and in my MS. copy of

the K, I read &#.])= Also a pl. [or rather coll.

gen. n.] of which the sing. [or n. un.] is i.u.

(M, K:) the former signifies Veins of gold : and

the latter, a single vein thereof: (S:) or the

latter, a vein in a mountain, differing from its

[general] nature; (M, K;) if running from east

to west, not failing of its promise to yield silver:

(M.) or the former, (M,) or latter, (K, TA,)

gold, and silver; (M, K, TA;) accord. to As and

IAar: (M, TA:) or, as some say, an ingot of

gold, and of silver : (TA:) or veins of gold, and

of silver, in the stone [or rock]: (M, K:) En

Nábighah El-Jaadee, (M,) or Edh-Dhubyánee,

(TA,) uses A.J) as meaning silver; for he likens

thereto a woman's front teeth in respect of their

whiteness: (M, TA:) and Aboo-Sa’eed says that

silver is called in Pers.~, and in Ar.>0.

(TA:) but the meaning most commonly known

is gold. (M, TA.) A poet says, (M,) namely,

Keys Ibn-El-Khateem, (S,)

< . 6- 29% - 4 g. 6 - • * ~*

* u-ā- J35 Alä. # <\! » *

* ** * **** *

(S, M,) [i. e. If thou thren'est colocynths upon

our helmets, they would roll along from nuhat is

gilded thereof, they being near together: &#3;

is for aff 5. and] the in azu relates to the

Uael [which are described as] gilded therewith :

(S:) the poet is describing the party as being

close together in fight, so that colocynths, not

withstanding their smoothness and the evenness

of their parts, if they fell upon their heads, would

not reach the ground. (Th, S," M.)

>;- [is originally an inf. n.: see 1, passim: =

and is also used as a subst, signifying The price

of any commodity, or article of merchandise; like

W* and ****). You say, 25- £, and

• *O =

"3- Us! jáss, referring to a axi- [or com

modity]: see 1, in the former half of the para

graph. And #-':- 3:43:., andź.

#*ā- es: see again 1, in the latter half of
the paragraph. And W3: Jú <! (S, M, K)

and 'a<x<1, meaning2: [i. e. Verily it is

dear in price], (M, K.) " i- and "*: al"e

both substs fromA. as used in the phraseL

2: 3: [and the likel; (TA) syn, with

£3. (Harp. 435 in explanation of the former.)

#20. [as n, un, ofXu. see the latter, first sen

tence, and last but one.= Also] A **, (M, and

so in copies of the K.) or 5*, (Kaccord, to the

TA,) [i. e. hollon dug in the ground, app. to be

filled with water for cattle,] by a well (#é, L'é):

its pl. is> [originally >]: and you say,

W taci, (M, K, TA,) inf. n. £1. meaning He

dug it [i.e. the a-]. (TA)= Also i, q it.

[q. v.], (K. accord. to the TA, [as mentioned

above, see_*u...,]) on the authority of IAar. (T.A.)

is,..., see #4, in three places.= Also, (S,

- 186 *
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M, K) and *i- (M, K) and " J.", also

written (*-, (S, M, K, TA, but omitted in some

copies of the K.) and "ić- and W ić-, (S, M,

K,) the last mentioned by AS, (TA,) [and it

occurs with tenween by poetic license, being pro

perly like#, a rare form, q.v.,] A mark,

sign, token, or badge, by which a thing is known,

(S, M, K,) or by which the good is known from

the bad: (TA) accord, to J, (TA,) the a2,... is

a mark, &c., that is put upon a sheep or goat,

and such as is used in war or battle; (S, TA;)

whence the verbAs: [q. v.]: (S:) and accord.

to IAar the * as:- is a mark upon the wool of

sheep; and its pl. is> [see also i-, in art.

-o-,5:] accord. to IDrd, one says, 'cs:*

:--, meaning Upon him, or it, is a good mark

&c.; and it is from <-3, sor -i, being ori

ginally J-3: the 3 being transposed, and

changed into Us because of the kesreh before it:

(TA:) this form occurs in the Kur [xlviii. 29],

where it is said, es: J.A.- [Their mark

is upon their faces; and in several other places

thereof]. (S.)

* -

*** :

is,..., in two places. [For the meanings “pactus.”

and “pastum missus,” assigned to it by Golius,

as from the S, and copied by Freytag, I find no

foundation.]

• * > .

see 25-, in five places: = and see also

• • 2° 2 .

Uses", also written use: ; see à-3-, in two

places.

* * * *

aloe- : see à 23-.

#: See*— [In the present day it is

applied to Natural magic: from the Pers.*]

>;-- See Xu.= Also Two small hollon's

(c)3;á) beneath the eye of the horse. (K)=

[And accord. to Freytag, it occurs in the Deewan

el-Hudhaleeyeen in a sense which he explains by

“Malum” (an evil, &c.).]

>;- [The offering a commodity for sale, &c.:

see 1.= Also] A certain bird. (K.)

**

loe
•

5: see art. Uss-.

X- [Going, or going anay, engaged, or occu

pied, in seeking, or in seeking for or after, or in

seeking to find and take or to get, a thing: (see 1,

first sentence:)] going anay at random, or roving,

wherever he will. (TA.) And [particularly], (S,)
© • * 6 * - *

as also "Lels- (As, S, M, K) and ā.3L", (As, S, M,
6 • • 6 * *

Mgh, Msb, K,) Cattle, (UU•, S, TA, or à:le,

Mgh, Msb,) or camels, (As, M, K, TA,) and

sheep or goats, (TA,) pasturing (S, M, Mgh,

Msb, K, TA) by themselves (Msb) where they

please; (TA;) or sent forth to pasture, and not

fed with fodder among the family [to whom they

belong]; (A5, Mgh, TA;) or pasturing in the

deserts, left to go and pasture where they will:

(TA:) the pl. of jü. and of: is 33- (S:)

the pass. part. n.X: is not used. (Mgb.) It is
6 * * >> • •

said in a trad, stej-e ā'i 3.5L L. [In the case

of pasturing sheep or goats, there is a poor-rate].

(TA) And in another trad, #3:1, i.e.

The beast (#3) that is sent anay into its place of

pasture, if it hurt a human being, the injury com

mitted by it is a thing for n'hich no mulct is

exacted. (TA.) And it is related in a trad. re

specting the emigration to Abyssinia, that the

Nejáshee said to those who had emigrated to his
of * * *- * @.,

country, Us-à,"Xs: #6 b£i, i. e. [Tarry ye,

and ye will be] secure [in my land]: IAth says

that thus it is explained: and A2-, is [said to be]

an Abyssinian word: it is related also with fet-h

to the U"; and some say that>: is pl. ofX

[like as 3, # is said to be of*] ; i.e., ye shall

7"Ove (3,4,-4) in my country like the sheep, or

goats, pasturing where they please (3:31:1L.<ls),

no one opposing you: (TA:) or, as some relate

the trad, it is...'. (TA in art….)

[X- A place n'here cattle pasture by them

selves where they please; a place where they rove

about, pasturing : like *: J.-Freytag

explains it as meaning A place of passage:-

and A quick passage: from the Deewan el

Hudhaleeyeen.]

6 * * >

ā-el-e A wide and thick piece of nood at the

bottom of the citàet [or two side-posts] of the

door. (K.)–And 4 staff in the fore part of

the [nomen's camel-vehicle called] cs: (K.)

* * * * *

A-29-.'"J: means The pastured horses: (S,

Msb, TA:) or the horses sent forth with their

riders upon them : (AZ, Az, Msb, TA:) or it

means, (TA,) or means also, (S, Msb,) the marked

horses; (S, Msb, TA;) marked by a colour

differing from the rest of the colour; or by

branding: (TA:) or the horses of goodly make.

(Ham p. 62, and TA. [See the Kuriii. 12.])–

3-5-4, in the Kur [iii. 121], may mean, accord.

to Akh, either Marked [by the colours, or the

like, of their horses, so as to be distinguished from

others], or sent.forth; and is thus with Us and c)

[because applied to rational beings, namely, angels,

and] because the horses were marked, or sent

forth, and upon them were their riders. (S)

And 4, * #3: &ck &: 5'--> (S," M,

K,') in the Kur [li. 33 and 34], (§, M) means

[Stones of baked clay] having upon them the

semblance of seals [impressed in the presence of

thy Lord], (S, K, Er-Răghib,) in order that they

may be known to be from God: (Er-Răghib :)

or marked (Zj, M, Bd, K, Jel) with n'hiteness

and redness, (Zj, M, K,) as is related on the

authority of El-Hasan, (Zj, M,) or with a mark

whereby it shall be known that they are not of

the stones of this world (M, K) but of the things

wherenith God inflicts punishment, (M,) or

[each] with the name of him upon whom it is to

be cast : (Jel:) or sent forth : (Bd, TA:) but

Er-Rághib says that the first is the proper way of

explaining it. (TA.)

* > *d is

alow-e, applied to a land (C3): see 8.

J9

• 3 - - -

5. Ö3-5; see 1 in art. U2-, last sentence.

U.65

1. ës, 3.01".s: see 3, in two places. =

[Accord to Golius, ess, inf n. *s-, signifies

He intended, or proposed to himself: this he says

as on the authority of the KL, in which only the

inf n. is mentioned with the explanation ...a5

J335- sai, : and to this, Freytag adds the

authority of Meyd; and also that the verb governs

the thing which is its objective complement in the

accus. case. In the S and other lexicons of good

repute, I find the meaning of 345 assigned to

ess- followed by Ll, but in none to us:-.]

2, #3-, (S, M., &c.) inf n is: (K.) He

made it equal, equable, uniform, even, level,

flat, plane or plain; (S," M, MA, Msb, K;) or

equal in respect of elevation or of depression;

(Er-Rághib, TA;) [and straight, right, direct,

or rightly directed; (see its quasi-pass. 8;)] and

**b-l signifies the same; (M, K.) namely, a

place, (Mgb, K,) or a thing, (S, M, Er-Rághib,

TA,) or an uneven, or a crooked, thing. (Mgh.)

It is said in a trad, 434-03-6 (And he

gave orders respecting the ruins, and they were

levelled]. (TA in art. -->4-.) And in another

trad., # c." &: meaning We buried Ru

keiyeh, and made the earth of the grave even, or

level, over her. (Mgh.) [Hence also,] +43.
* of 6 * -

Jā)');*: See $.geAnd he', th: saying in the

Kur (iv. 45], J58 a us: 5, (TA) i. e.

That they were buried, and that the ground were

made level over them; (S,” Bd;) -- being here

syn. with J'é: (TA in art. -- :) or the meaning

is, that they became like the dust of the earth;

(M, Jel;) thus expl. by Th; (M;) or that they

had not been created, and that they and the earth

were alike. (Bd.) [Hence also,] 39's &

<&: 3i c.", in the same (lxxv. 4], is said

to mean [Yea: we are able] to make his hand

like the foot of the camel, without fingers: or to

make his fingers uniform, of one measure or size:

(TA:) or the meaning is, we are able to put

together the bones of his fingers [consistently] .."

they'. (Bd, Jel.) And &: W ess" #! J.

cº-all, in the Kur [xviii. 95], means U43
• Jede

U* [i. e. Until, when he had made the space

betnceen the two sides of the mountains even, or

level, by filling it up]. (TA.)- [Also He made

it uniform, equal, or consimilar, with another

thing.] One says, as £3-, (M, K,) inf. m. as

above; (Ki) and a "2:5u, (M, TA, TK.)

and 4: *::::i, I made it uniform, or equal,

with it; or like it: (M, K, TA:) and '-su.

913, lik I raised this so as to make it equal in

measure, or quantity, or amount, with that. (TA.)
• *-o- ea •

And U." -: , and "4:3", (S, M. K.) I

made them uniform, or equal, each with the

other; or like each other. (M, K, TA)- [And

He made it symmetrical or symmetrically, by, or

with, a just adaptation of its component parts;

made it congruous or consistent in its several

parts, or with congruity or consistency in its

several parts: he made it, formed it, or fashioned
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it, in a suitable manner: he made it to be

adapted, or so as to be adapted, to the exigencies,

or requirements, of its case, or of noisdom: he

made it complete, or in a complete manner; com

pleted it, or completed its make: he made it

right or good, or in a right or good manner;

rectified it; adjusted it; or put it into a right,

or good, state.] In the Kur xxxii. 8, it means He

made him symmetrical [or symmetrically], by the

fit, or suitable, formation of his members. (Bd.)

And #3- in the same, xv. 29 and xxxviii. 72,

I made his creation symmetrical : (Bd:) or I

completed him, or made him complete. (Jel.)

And ess- in the same, lxxxvii. 2, He made what

He created congruous or consistent in the several

parts. (Jel.) And 9: &#14- us: in the

same [lxxxii. 7], means [Who created thee,] and

made thy creation to be adapted to the exigencies,

or requirements, of wisdom. (TA) - J 53

ūs-, in the same, [xci. 7, means By a soul and

what made it to be adapted to its exigencies, i.e., to

the performance of its functions, for it] is indicative

of the faculties of the soul: this explanation is more

proper than that which makes us to mean [Him

who, i. e.] God. (TA) And tâ; ; (3: 8%,

in the same, lxxix. 28, means He hath raised

high [its canopy, or] the measure of its elevation

from the earth, or its thickness upwards, and

made it symmetrical, or even, (Bd,) or completed

it by adorning it with the stars, (Bd, TA,”)

agreeably with what is said in the Kur xxxvii. 6,

(TA,) and by means of the revolvings [thereof],

£c. : from the saying next following. (Bd.) ess

5: &% Such a one rectified, or adjusted, his

affair; or put it into a right, or good, state.

(Bd in lxxix. 28.) [Hence,] one says, S; 3.

&: Rectify thou, and do not corrupt, or mar.

(A and TA in art. 9-.) [One says also, US:

A& He cooked the food thoroughly: see 8 as

its quasi-pass.] And #24: &# ess- [Such a

one framed a stratagem, or plot]. (TA in art.

--as.)= es:- [as an intrans. verb, if not a mis

transcription for &;-). inf n. as above: see 8.=

And &#, [app. for &:l inf n. as above, signi

fies It mas, Or became, altered [for the norse];

syn.: (TA.)

3. *bu, (§, M, Msb) inf n. #3t: (M, Er

Răghib, Mab, TA) and #3-, (M.) It was, or be.

came, equal to it, (§, Er-Răghib, Mab, TA) and

like it, in measure, extent, size, bulk, quantity, or

amount, and in value, (Msb, TA,) or in linear

measure, and in weight, and in the measure of

capacity, [as well as in value:] one says 3.

+35. 4.i. W3'- *::: [This garment, or piece

of cloth, is equal in length and breadth to that

garment, or piece of cloth]; and +5. l:

*::" 3ui. "st- [This garment, or piece of

cloth, is equivalent to that dirhem]: and some

times it means in mode, or manner of being: one

says, 23.1 & "3: $;" |& [This black.
ness is equal in quality to this blackness]. Er

Rigi, TA) It is said in a trad, Jill us,"
J}: The shade, or shadon, was like, in its

extent, to the mounds, in their height. (TA.) [And

# 'Jim U53U- means The thing equalled in

height his head: see an ex. of the verb tropically

used in this sense VOce& One says also, 13.

'42 c52'- This is north, or equal in its value

to, a dirhem : and in a rare dial., one says,

(*): W&*, aOn". *::: (Mgb, TA;) which AZ

disallows, saying, one says •bu', but not #4.

(Msh) And Liè (s3t- 5:11: This thing

is not equivalent to [or is not north] such a thing:

(Fr, S:) or t: ess: 5 [It (a garment, or some

other thing, M) is not worth anything]: (M, K:)

W es: S is ofa rare dial., (K,) unknown to Fr,

(S,) disallowed by A’Obeyd, but mentioned by

others: (M:) Az says that it is not of the language

of the Arabs [of pure speech], (MSb, TA,) but is

post-classical; and in like manner * us." •) is

not correct Arabic: this last is with damm to the

[first] Us: MF says that the generality of authori

ties disallow it, and the F8 expressly disallows it,

but the expositors thereof say that it is correct and

chaste, of the dial. of the people of El-Hijáz,

though an instance of a verb of which the aor, only

is used. (TA.) One says likewise,#J: US5'

The man equalled his opponent, or competitor, in

knowledge, or in courage. (TA.) - See also 6.

= And see 2, in four places, in the former half

of the paragraph.

4. LS3-1 as a trans. verb: see 2, in two places,

in the former half of the paragraph. - es: •)

in the sense of ess- S is not correct Arabic:

see 3, in the latter part of the paragraph. = As

an intrans. verb: see 8. - Also He was like his

son, or offspring, [in some copies of the K his

father, which, as is said in the TA, is a mistake,]

in make, (M, K,) or in symmetry, or justness of

proportion; (Fr, TA;) or simply he was like his

son, or offspring. (M.) [In this instance, and in

all the senses here following that are mentioned

in the K, the verb is erroneously written in the

ck s”.1-5." A s-li i< (M,

K, TA,) i. e. He inserted the whole of his #3

into the& [ofth::man]. (TA.) = Also, [as

though originally 12-1,] He was, or became, base,

abased, abject, vile, despicable, or ignominious;

syn. (5-; (M, K3) from#1. (TA)-And

He voided his ordure; syn. ---!; (Az, M,

K;) [likewise] from #1, as meaning “the

anus.” (Az, T.A.)- And hence, in the opinion

of Az, and thought by J to be originally #: [as

he says in the S], (TA,) [though trans,] He

dropped, left out, omitted, or neglected, (S, M,

K,) and did so through inadvertence, (S, K,) a

thing, (S) or a letter, or word, of the Kur-án,

(M, K,) or a verse thereof: (M:) mentioned by

A’Obeyd: (S:) and in like manner, accord. to

IAth, in reckoning, and in shooting, or casting:

and Hr says that s#, with L', is allowable, as

meaning ai'i. (TA) - Also He was, or be

came, affected with -eń [or leprosy, which is

sometimes termed is: ; so that.' verb in this

sense also seems to be originally 12-1]. (TA.)–

And He was, or became, restored to health, [or

© y

Jree from $3- as meaning an evil affection, (as

though the verb were in this sense likewise
• - £e of • - - * , . • , -

originally £i, the incipient 1 being privative, as

it is in many other instances, like the Greek

privative ox,)] after a disease, or malady. (TA.)
• *o- of

= 4: 4:22-1 : see Q. Q. 1 in art. 3-1.

5: see 8.

6. (30.5 They two were, or became, equal, like

each other, or alike; as also '93:1. (M, K.)

"ess- has two and more agents assigned to it:

one says, is J #4, #3: ss- [Zayd

and 'Amr and Khalid were equal, or alike, in

this]; i. e. 53-3: whence the saying in the Kur

[ix. 19), -ă = '3: 5 [They will not be

equal, or alike, in the sight of God]. (TA) And

one says, Júl es' 53-3 They were, or became,

equal in respect of the property, none of them

exceeding another; as also as: *:::). (Msb.)

It i:aid in s trad, as some relate it, V ess" &:

U2:* * *L*, in which the meaning is said to

be ess": [i. e. He whose tryo days are alike,

neither being distinguished above the other by

any good done by him, is weak-minded]. (TA.)

And in another it is said, U.* Jö. J% S

lsås issu: ; 1,143, (§, TA) i. e. [Men
mill not cease to be in a good state nihile they vie

in excellence,] but when they cease from vying in

excellent qualities and are content neith defect

[and thus become alike, they perish]: or when

they become equal in ignorance: or, when they

form themselves into parties and divisions, and

every one is alone in his opinion, and they do not

agree to acknowledge one exemplar or chief or

leader [so that they are all alike]: or, accord. to

Az, when they are alike in evil, there being none

among them possessed of good. (TA.) -

8. U43:... [seems, accord. to Bd, to signify

primarily He sought, or desired, what nas equal,

equable, uniform, even, or the like: for he says

(in ii. 27) that the primary meaning of #3:9.

is 3:1* ; app. indicating the sense in which

4,- is here used by what follows. -And hence,

accord. to him, but I would rather say primarily,

as being quasi-pass. of $54,] It was, or became,

equal, equable, uniform, even, level, flat, plane or

plain, [or equal in respect of elevation or of de

pression, (see 2, first sentence,)] straight, right,

direct, or rightly directed; syn. J: (S, M,

Msb, K, TA, and Ksh and Bq in ii. 27) : J,

(TA,) said of a place, (Msb,) andXi+1, said of

a stick, or piece of wood, &c. (Ksh ubi supra.)

And W#: [if not a mistranscription for &;"|

inf n. is 5, signifies the same as U43-1 [app.

meaningas above], accord. to IAar; and so does

Ws: as also L: formed from it by trans

position. (TA.) One says,J% *: &: [lit.

The earth, or ground, became equable, uniform,

even, &c., with him, he having been buried in it],

meaning he perished in the earth; as also

W $34, and* W&#. (M, K.) And <>2:...'

o of

X-35. Their land became [even in its surface,

being] affected with drought, or barrenness. (M,"
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TA) And #3 it." U53-), meaning &:

a:-" [i.e. The water became even, or level, with

the piece of wood]. (TA) See also 6, in four

places. One says also,£ U52:- [or &#9

(as in the MA) i. e. # crooked, or uneven,

became straight, or even]: (Mgh:) and U42-l

£4 &” [It became even from a state of un

evenness]. (S.) ** c." &#, in the Kur

xlviii. last verse, means And has stood straight,

or erect, (Bd,) or become strong, and stood

straight, or erect, (Jel,) upon its stems. (Bd,

Jel. [Golius erroneously assigns a similar mean

ing to ess--, * verb which I do not anywhere

find.]) And U45-5 in the same, liii. 6, And he

stood straight, or erect, in his proper form in

which God created him : or was endoned by his

strength with poncer over the affair appointed to

him: (Bd:) or became firm, or steady. (Jel.)

U£2:...! said of a stick &c. means It stood up or

erect: and was, or became, even, or straight:

hence one says, J--'l-er-l's 24! ess:- He,

or it, went towards him, or it, nith an undeviating,

a direct, or a straight, course, like the arron shot

forth: and hence,£ -:) s:> is meta

phorically said of God, in the Kurii. 27 [and xli.

10]; (Ksh;) meaning! Then He directed himself

by his will to the [heaven, or] elevated regions,

(Ksh, Bd,) or upwards, (Ksh,) or to the heavenly

bodies; (Bd;) syn. ...<, (Zj, M, K) and 345

(Zj, S, M, K, and Ksh and B4) #33%; (Ksh,

Bd;) for when#:9 is trans. by means of&

it imports the meaning of the directing of oneself,

or, as in this case, of one's design : (TA;) you

say of any one who has finished a work and has

directed himself to another, als: 25 and <! :

(Harp. 631 :) or the meaning here is *4, (Zi,

M, K,) or#<< [i.e. his command ascended];

(M;) and this is what is intended here by 3-2 :

(TA:) or (# J3; [i. e. He advanced to it,

namely, the heaven]; (Fr, Th, M, K;) like as one

says, J., &#3 &J S. &#&#

J: and Gl also, meaningJ# [i. e. Such a

one was advancing against such a one, then he

advanced against me, and to me, reviling me, or

contending with me in reviling]: (TA:) or it

means Js:), (M, K,) as some say: (M:) J

says, [in the S,] but not explaining thereby the

verse above cited, that it signifies alsoJ: and

Ayls [as meaning He had, or gained, the mastery,

or victory]: and hence the saying of El-Akhtal,

cited by him [in the S,]

•." • * • ? * 2°4. 2.

* 59:ll use " Uss-l 95 *

- ...* a * • * .*.* •: d *

* $9-"-232 +++ --

[Bishr has gained the mastery over El-'Irah

nvithout snord and without shed blood]: Er

Rághib says that when this verb is trans, by

means ofL*, it imports the meaning of3:) 5

• * * 0 & -

as in the saying in the Kur [xx. 4], L* J-->''

ës: -:* [which may be rendered, The Com

passionate hath ascendancy over the empyrean so

as to have everything in the universe equally

nithin his grasp; agreeably with what here

follows]: he then adds, it is said to mean that

everything is alike in relation to Him in such

manner that no one thing is nearer to Him

than another thing, since He is not like the

bodies that abide in one place exclusively of an
• * * * **

other place. (TA.) The saying a cox-1 U.

#3: c." 4:i-9 means [When his riding came]

ascended with him upon the desert: or stood up

with him straight upon its legs. (Mgh.) And

one says, £3 * J'é U43-1, (§, TA) or

e;" L'é, (Msb,) He was, or became, firm, or

steady, [or he settled himself, or became firmly

seated, or sat firmly,] upon the back of his beast,

or upon the horse : (S, Msb, TA:) and (42-l

ul- [He became firm, or steady, sitting; or he

settled himself in his sitting place; or sat firmly].

(M5b.) [L42-1 as quasi-pass. of35- also signi

fies It was made, or became, symmetrical; con

gruous, or consistent in its several parts: was

made, formed, or fashioned, in a suitable manner:

was made, or became, adapted to the exigencies,

or requirements, of its case, or of wisdom: was

made, or became, complete: was made, or became,

right, or good; became rectified, adjusted, or put

into a right o, good state. And hence,] (4.2-l

J: i. q. *.x:l& [q.v.]; (M, K;) [generally

meaning] The man [became full-grown, of full

vigour, or mature, in body, or in body and in

tellect; i. e.] attained the utmost limit of [the

period termed] his -(3; ($) or attained the

utmost limit of his +03, and the completion of

his make and of his intellect, by the completion of

from trenty-eight to thirty [years]: (T, TA:)

or attained to forty (T, M, K) years. (K.) And

Axial ess- Thefood became thoroughly cooked.

(Mgb.) [3:9. £4 means The equinoctial line.]

3 - 5 * * * .

U-, [app. a dial var. of Us"l: see C- '), in

the next paragraph.

Us", originally&- and its dual: see #34,

in ten places, all except one in the latter half of

the paragraph. - [Hence,] of him who is, or

has become, in a state of wealth, or welfare, [or

rather, of abundant wealth or welfare,] one says,

3- - • J. 2- ... -- ~ -

4-9 (s" -> * and a~!, "#", (Fr, S,) or &#2
* * *. 7 •

4-9 G- U.' [in the CK (erroneously)G- and

-, *ā- (M, K) and -i, 's-, (K) or 8%

a-i, "3- G 3: 32, (Ks, M.) i.e. f [He is

in, or has lighted upon, or come upon,] what is in

the predicament of his head (4-5-**) [in point

of eminence, of wealth, or welfare]: or what

covers his head [thereof]: (M, K:) or what

equals his head [in eminence] (£ us.'); of

wealth, or welfare: (T, TA:) or n hat has equalled

his head [in eminence], of nealth, or welfare; i.e.

what has accumulated upon him, and filled [or

satisfied] him: (M:) or [nhat equals] the number

of the hairs of his head, of wealth, or good;

(A’Obeyd, S, K;) as some explain it. (A’Obeyd,

S.) See also Ú-', last sentence but one. -

[Hence likewise,] G- S, (S, M, Msb, K.) also

pronounced U. S., without teshdeed, (Msb,

Mughnee, K.) and "t. S is a dial var.thereof,

(Mgb,) a compound of &: and us, denoting ex

ception: (S:) one says,: (+ S, i. e. Ji. •S

*j [lit. There is not the like of Zeyd; virtually,

and generally, meaning above all Zeyd, or espe

cially Zeyd]; U. being redundant; and U. S.

.# also; like as one says,: U. & : (M, K:)

[J says,] with respect to the case of the noun

following le, there are two ways: you may make

us to be in the place of es.", and mean that an

inchoative is to be understood, [namely, 3A or the

like,] and put the noun that you mention in the

nom. case as the enunciative; thus you may say,

9,44* 5.3% c. *, meaning s: C- 5

3,4 34 [i. e. The people, or party, came to me,

and there was not the like of him who is thy

brother; or above all, or especially, he who is thy

brother]: ($, TA: [thus in a copy of the S: in

other copies of the same, and in the TA, for

Ge. (**) but this rendering is invalidated

in such a phrase as &* 55 by the supres

sion of the correlative of the noun in the nom.

case where there is no lengthiness, and by the

applying to to denote a rational being: (Mugh

nee:) or you may put the noun after it in the

gen. case, making to redundant, and makingC

to govern the noun in that case because the mean

ing of G: is J: [and this is the preferable

way:] (Mughnee:) in both of these ways is

recited the saying of Imra-el-Keys,

• * * * - 0- is ef

|

* & ex- "2" >, > *

J D / • • 60 * : * * -

* Js-l-5-4-2 (- ), *

[Verily many a good day was there to thee by

reason of them; but there was not the like of a

day, or above all a day, or especially a day, at

Dárat Juljul, a certain pool, where Imra-el-Keys

surprised his beloved, 'Oneyzeh, with others, her

companions, bathing: see EM pp.9 and 10]: you

say also,* (* $32% *. meaning $3

a- ~4 Ji. [i. e. I will beat the people, or

party, but there shall not be the like of the beat

ing of thy brother] and if you say, 9,4 (*- $3,

the meaning is, 9,4* es: J:- S; [and there

shall not be the like of him. who is thy brother]:

in the saying # 5 - S, X,* (# &

losts, accord. to Akh, u is a substitute for the

affixed pronoun 3, which is suppressed; the mean

ing being, 4-3 &# & 4: $; [i. e. Verily

such a one is generous, and there is not the like

of him if thou come to him sitting]: (S, TA:)

it is said in the Msb, [after explaining that Le in

t- may be redundant, and the noun after it

governed in the gen, case as the complement of a

prefixed noun; and that Le may be used in the

sense of us.", and the noun following put in the

nom. case as the enunciative of the inchoative 3A

which is suppressed;] that, accord. to some, the

noun following may be in the accus. case, as

being preceded by an exceptive; [or, as a speci

ficative; (Mughnee;) in which case we must re

gard u as a substitute for the affixed pronoun *;]
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but that this is not a good way; [and in this case,

accord. to the generality of the authorities, it must

be an indeterminate noun, not, like £, deter

minate: (Mughnee)] also that t... should not

be used without 9 preceding it: and that it

denotes the predominance of what follows it over

what precedes it: but it is added that y is some

times suppressed [as is said in the Mughnee]

because known to be meant, though this is rare.

(TA) One says also, 3% (3 - 5 (Lh, M,

K) i.e. There is not the like of such a one: (TA:)

and &% U 3:- 5 (Lh, M, K) i. e. Such a one

is not the like of thee. (TA) [In both of these

instances, le is obviously redundant. Other

(similar) usages of G- are mentioned voce #34,

to which reference has been made above..] -

3

Us– also signifies A [desert such as is termed]
- - -

35ule; (S, M, K;) because of the evenness of its

routes, and its uniformity. (TA.) [Hence &#

is the name of a particular tract, said in the M to

be a certain smooth place in the assú.]– See

also art. 3-. -

:- : see 43, near the end of the paragraph.

d £- • .

es: see #12-, in seven places: - and see
f -

also us2-, in two places.

f **

U£2- : see #2-, in seven places.- Also, and

likewise 'us', (Akh, S. Mab, Mughnee, K.)

and "#, (Akh,S, M, Mughnee, K,)£nd W #",

(Mughnee,) i. q. &,(Mughnee) orX', (Akh,

S, M, Msb, Mughnee, K.) accord. to different

authorities: each used as an epithet, and as de

noting exception, like*: accord. to Ez-Zeijájee

and Ibn-Málik, used in the same sense and manner

*S *: but accord. to Sb and the generality of

authorities, an adv. n. of place, always in the

accus. case, except in instances of necessity:

(Mughnee :) one says, #3 ess- J% s: *

meaning* J% and*& [i. e. I have nith

me a man instead of Zayd and in the place of

Zeyd]: (Ham p. 570, and TA:") [but] one says

[also], 9; J4% &; and '9%. and "4:3",

meaning3: [i. e. I passed by a man other than

thee]: (S :) and * 95%. c. * [and ** &c.

Other than thou came to me], using it as an

agent; and '943. &: [and 93- &c. I saw

other than thee], using it as an objective comple

ment: and '33. 3-i c.* us [and 93- &c.

None except thou came to me]: and 3-iJ* ū.

*3%. [and 93- &c. None other than thou

came to me]: (Mughnee :) and ess:A* ---as

•j, meaning "j 3: [i. e. I betook myself to, or

towards, the people, or party, others than Zeyd,

which is virtually the same as except Zeyd]:

(M*) and J.# 93-8; £3:
% us, meaning [If thou do that] when I am in

a land other than thy land, [what thou dislikest,

or hatest, shall assuredly come to thee from me.]

(Ibn-Buzuri, TA)—The Arabs also said, alie

413-, meaning Thine intellect has departed from

justice, or rectitude; syn. J*: (S, M, K;) as

thee. (IAar, M.) = The strangest of the mean

ings of ess-, in this sense with the short alif and

with k', is £5. (Mughnee.) &# ess

means •...a5 [i. e. The tendency, or direction, of

the thing] (M). And one says, us:- 4:34

&\s, meaning "...a5 --as [i. e. I tended, or

betook myself, in the direction of, or tonards,

such a one]. (S, K." [In the CK, and in my

MS. copy of the K, %. is erroneously put for

*-J) And hence, (Mughnee,) a poet says,

(namely, Keys Ibn-El-Khateem, TA,)

[And I will surely turn tonards Hodheyfeh my

eulogy]. (S, Mughnee.)

*
*

#3: [in some copies of the K erroneously

written without J in its primary acceptation is an

inf n., [but without a proper verb, used as a

simple subst.,] meaning Equality, equability,

uniformity, or evenness; syn.#: (Mughnee;)

as also W#s- (M, K.) or [rather] it is a subst.,

(S, and Ksh and Bq in ii. 5) meaning #3:1,

(Ksh and Bq ibid.) from us: in the sense of

J: (S;) and signifies [as above: and] equity,

also *:::: (M;) and 'ss- and 'ess", aS

well as #34, accord. to Fr, are syn. with -: 5

and accord, to him, (TA,) and to Akh, (S, TA,)

syn, with J33; (§, K, TA;) [but app., only syn.

with J: and -ia, not as a subst, but as an

epithet, like *: thus used, as will be shown by

what follows, although] each said by Er-Rághib

to be originally an inf n. (TA.) One says, us."

£5. l: &: *::: L'é, meaning #. [i. e.

They tryo are on an equality, or on a par, in

respect of this affair, or case]: (§, TA:) and

*::: L'é Xs, meaning [likewisel #: [i. e.

They are on an equality, or on a par], (M., K.)

*Silja - [in this affair, or case]. (M.) And

*::::g(# 'G' <--i, (S,) meaning J.",

[i. e. I divided the thing betneen them tryo nith

equity, justice, or rectitude]. (TA.) And it is

said in the Kur [viii. 60], 3. c."<! 3:(3,

meaning J.'s [as expl. in art. 5:5, q.v.] (S,"

TA) [Hence,] 3:1 # The night of the

thirteenth [of the lunar month; the first being

that on which the new moon is first seen]; (As,

S, K, TA;) in which the moon becomes equable

or uniform (ess:4) [in illumination]: (TA:)

or the night of the fourteenth. (M, K.)- And

i. 4.* [as meaning The middle, or midst, of a

thing]; ($, M, Mughnee, K.) as also 'us'. and

'ess". (Lh, M, K.) Hence, Gil #3. The

middle, or midst, of the thing; (S, M;) as also

*%- and "33-. (Lh, M.) It is said in the

Kur [xxxvii. 53,1*** 3. es: 5% [And he

shall see him] in the middle or midst [of the fire of

Hell]. (S," Mughnee, T.A.) In like manner also

one says J: #. [The middle of the road]:

or, accord, to Fr, it means the right direction of

the road or way. (TA.) And one says, &#

L'5", meaning My waist [broke], or my middle.

(TA) And '3' is means The middle of the

day. (M, K. [In some copies of the K, 4:

is erroneously put for 4:2:..])– [Hence, per

haps, as being generally the middle or nearly so,]

The summit of a mountain. (M, K.) And An

[eminence, or a hill, or the like, such as is termed]

a.o.el: or a [stony tract such as is termed] 5- :

Ol' the head of a 5-. (M.) = It is also used as

an epithet; (Mughnee;) and signifies Equal,

equable, uniform, or even; syn. *::: (M,

Mughnee, K3) applied in this sense to a place;

(Mughnee;) as also, thus applied, " , , and

"U-5 (M, K3) or these two signify, thus ap

plied, [like #3- as expl. hereafter,] equidistant in

"espect of its two extremities. (TA.) And as

syn. with 7#4, it is applied [to a fem. noun as

well as to a sing, and] to one and more than one,

because it is originally an inf. n.; whence the

phrase #. ''' [They are not equal; in the

Kur iii. 109]. (Mighnee) Using it in this sense,
-- do w- -

one says #2- Jay [An even land]: and #12- #3
- 6 * > d >

A house uniform (? **-*) in respect of the

[appertenances termed] &%: and #:* A.

garment, or piece of cloth, equal, or uniform,

("5-3,) in its breadth and its length and its

two lateral edues: but ā-,1
0.* era edge :Joes not say £12- U_*-,

nor #12-2">, nor £12- J- . (M, TA:) though

one says ck." #. J% A man whose belly is

even with the breast : and 2.33:1 #. having no

hollon to the #l. of his foot. (TA.) One says

.* * - * f - • o p

also Gl-'l'C, J., (§, M) meaning *, *

[i. e. A man uniform in make, or symmetrical;

or full-gron'n, of full vigour, or mature in body,

or," body and intellect: see 8]: (S:) and J:

W&” A man equally free from excess and defi

ciency in his dispositions and his make: (Er

Răghib, TA:), or sound in limbs: (TA voce #.,

q. v. :) and W3- J.S.: A boy, or young man,

uniform in make, or symmetrical,(Gi-ji"s:4)

without disease, and without fault, or defect :

(Mgh:) and the fem. is *** (M.) Accord. to

Er-Răghib, W&: signifies That which is pre

served from excess and deficiency: and hence

W&" *:::/ [in Kur xx. last verse, as

though meaning The road, or way that neither

exceeds, nor falls short of that which is right];

(Er-Răghib, TA;) the right, or direct, road:

(Bd, Jel:) and some read #", meaning the

middle, good, road: and*: (Ksh, Bd) i. e. the

evil, or bad, road: (Bd:) ands: [i. e. most

evil, or n:orst; fem. of#, for £9 all is fem, as

well as masc.]: (Ksh, Bd.) [and] W&#. of the

measure J: from #3:1, [with which it is syn.,.]

or originally us: [mentioned above]: (K:)

and '3" (Kl, BA) which is dim of £,

(Lih, TA) [or] as dim of : [in which case

it is for as:0. (Ksh, Bd.)- [Hence,] it sig

nifies also Complete: (Mughnee) you say, lik

--
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*12-> (M, Mughnee) This is a complete

dirhem; (Mughnee;) using the last word as an

epithet: and 3. also, using it as an inf. n., as

though you said#: : and in like manner in the

Kur xli. 9, some road #3: ; and others, $3.

(M.) – And Equitable, just, or right; syn.

J%: used in this sense in the saying in the

kur (iii. 57), #3 & # * u, ü.

[Come ye to an equitable, or a just, or right,

sentence, or proposition, between us and you].

(Az, TA) - And Equidistant, or midway,

(J33, and *~3. S, or -4, Mughnee,) betneen

tno parties, (S,) or between two places; (Mugh

nee;) applied as an epithet to a place; as also

* (53- and "Jas"; (S.Mughnee :) of which

three words the second (#) is the most chaste;

(Mughnee;) or the last two signify equal (::)

in respect of its two extremities; and are used as

epithets and as adv. ns.; originally, inf ns. (Er

Raghib, TA) * u, üç and "uss", (M. K.)

in the Kur xx. 60, accord. to different readings,

means A place equidistant, or midn'ay, (Ksh,

Bd, Jel,) between us and thee, (Ksh, Bd,) or to

the comer from each of the two extremities:

(Jel:) or ess-& and s: IneanSź [i. e.

a place marked], (so in a copy of the M and in

one of the K,) orX*, (so in other copies of the

K and in the TA,) which is for* 33, meaning

having a mark, or sign, by which one is guided,

or directed, thereto. (MF, TA.)- [Also Equal,
* * J. & e

or alihe, in any respect.] One says, Jež -->

A&#3,(M, Mughnee, K.) and 33.3% "#",

(K) and 34.1% Ws: and><\; W& (M,

K,) meaning#. **** [i. e. I passed by

a man n'hose existence and n:hose non-existence

are equal, or alike, to me, or in my opinion]:

(M, K:") and Sb mentions the phrase, * #.

><1% [as meaning His existence and his non

existence are equal, or alike, to me]. (M.) And

<& # <: 3% #3. [It is equal, or alike, to

me, that thou stand or that thou sit, or nhether

thou stand or sit; or that thou stand or that thou

sit is equal, or alike, to me: see Kurii. 5, and

the expositions thereof). (S.) [And 'cs- is

used as an adv. n., or as an inf. n. adverbially,

meaning Alike: see an ex, in a verse cited voce

+..]—Also A like; a similar person or thing;

(S, M, K;) and so * le: [each used as masc.

and fem, ; and the former as sing, and dual and

pl., though having proper dual and pl. forms:]

the pl. of the former is#, (S, M, K,) and also,

(S," K,) but anomalous, (S) or [rather] quasi-pl.

ns, all anomalous, (M) *i-'3- ($, M.K.) and
W"3-: W#% : (M,K :) and# is also

pl. of "U". (TA:) as to '*', Akh says,

#3. is of the measure J%, and :- may be of

the measure is or is, the former of which is the

more agreeablewith analogy, the 2 being changed

into US in ae" because of the kesreh before it, for
- - - - - * 2-0 • , - o & * 0° of

it is originally ass"; and it is from *-* -43

meaning “I neglected the thing:” [see 4:] (S:)

accord. to Aboo-'Alee, the Us in#-3- is changed

from the 5 in #-,-, in which latter some pre

serve it to show that it is the final radical: (M:)

accord. to Fr, #-3- has no sing, and relates only

to equality in evil: (T, TA:) so in the saying,

• of ~ 6* * *

* 3'-'. Jú-lé- à-la- *

[Equals like the teeth of the ass]. (TA.) It re

quires two [or more nouns for its subjects]: you

say, *:::: : #~, meaning #. 33 [i.e., lit.,

Two possessors of equality, or likeness, are Zeyd

and 'Amr], (M, K,) because it is [originally] an

inf n. (M3) and #~ * : J & [They
tno are in this affair, or case, like: (S:) and

căș, U.4 (S, M, K) and 'c' - i. e. They two

are likes: ($, M, Mgh, Mob, K.)and #33-# and

# and '-', i. e. They are lies ($:

[the first and last of these three are mentioned in

the Mgh as identical in meaning;]) or, accord.

to Fr, the last means they are equals in evil, not

in good: (T, TA:) and W 3-, 43% He is not

a person like to thee: and#: &* ū. [They

are not persons like to thee]: (Lh, M :) and,

"J- & ë U. (Lh, M, K") i.e. She is not a

person like to thee: (TA:) and#: & 3: U.

[They (females) are not persons like to thee]:

and 93 Ja; &: W C- S [There is not a like to

him who did that and 93 & #1 * 3: 5

[There is not the like of thee when thou doest

that]: (Lh, M, K:) and 9% *ā- S (K)

[There is not the like of such a one: in the CK,

&#: perhaps the right reading is &% W4: S

Such a one is not the like of thee]. #3, and

W9- should not be used with 3. in the place of:

except by poetic license: one of the exceptions to

this rule is the saying of Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

* t:

* . * 3 - ***** * * * * * * * * *

C*-** * *-i- 3

[And they were two like cases that they should

not send forth cattle to pasture or send him forth

with them when the tracts were very dusty by

reason of drought]. (M.) For two other exs. of

#, [as well as of its syn. Ge. and for (*- S

* > * > āş s * * *

13-y-e S 9'> &l=> *

3 *

also,] see C-. – See also ess: in six places.

#3: See te. second sentence, in two places:

and #3. also, in the latter half of the paragraph:

–and see ess- —£13 #3:lu b% means

+ They sent seeking, or demanding, did, Or 8?/CC02/".

(K in art. (52). [The proper signification of

33:1 in this instance I do not find explained.])

5 * ** *

U#2- : see #2-, in the former half of the para

graph, in six places.

5 • J. * *

U.62- : see #3, in the middle of the paragraph.

#: See# , in five places.-[Also fem. of

&– And hence, as a subst.,] A kind of

vehicle of female slaves and of necessitous persons:

(K) or a [garment of the kind called] -->,

stuffed with panic grass (23), (S, M, K, and

L in art. -->,) or palm-fibres (-i), (M,) or

the like, (S, M, and Lubi supra,) resembling the

as: [q. v.], (§, and Lubi supra) which is put

on the back of the camel, (M.) or on the back of

the ass &c., (Lubi supra,) and which is one of the

vehicles of female slaves and of necessitous per

sons: (M:) and likewise such as is put upon the

back of the camel, but in the form of a ring

because of the hump, and [also] called #

[q v.]: pl. lab-l. (S.)

J-5- and is-9- and #-3- : See#, in the

latter half of the paragraph; the last of them in

three places.

#3; #4, each of the measure Jú, irregularly

derived from es: and &#1; a prov., applied

to women, meaning Straight and bending, and

collecting together and separating; not remaining

in one state, or condition. (Meyd.) - And
*** g

#12- J. Land of n!hich the earth, or dust, is

like sand. (IAth, T.A.)

#ú. is [held by some to be] of the measure

# from #: [inf n. of ess-]; (K;) men

tioned by A on the authority of Fr; but in

copies of the T,# from £1. (TA.) One

says, ău. -> 34, meaningHe prepared for me

a speech: (Ki) or an evil speech, which he

framed (ùi; ) against me to deceive me: men

tioned by Az on the authority of Fr. (TA.) [See

the same word in art. i-J

s: [More, and most, equal, equable, uni

form, or even ; and more, or most, equitable,

&c.]. One says, ac.9) ** s:& 3.

i. e. [This place is] the most even [of these places].

(M.)

#: An even place; occurring in a trad.: the

- is augmentative. (TA.)

9 J, [act, part. n. of 4]. One says in answer to

him who asks, “How have ye entered upon the

morning?” (S,) or “How have ye entered upon

the evening?” (M, TA) &s-it- co: [as

enunciatives of &- understood], (S, M,) or

&- W&: [as enunciatives of £ior

ū: understood, but I think that &s: is a

mistranscription for&: , meaning in a good,

right, state, nith respect to our children and our

cattle. (S, M, TA.)

3: : see 3, in three places.
g

s:*: see #, in the former half of the para

graph, in six places: and see also *. [JS
• d p 4.- of * •

see G$21.]
*- :

& • • & • U.5"

U.5" i. Q. –32-, q. V.

3 - :

Us- and Us: : see art. Us:- ; and see the latter

in art. 22-.

t

**

2, #1 t-, (K) or '-' (M) or both,
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(TA) He drew forth the she camers ...-, or

milk that descended before the full flow: (M, K:)

from El-Hejeree. (M.)

5: see above."--, (S, M, and so in copies

of the K,) or 3:1, [a variation of the former,]

(TA, as from the #) She (a camel) emitted her

milk, (Fr, S, K) i.e., what is termed J., (M.)

without its being drawn forth. (Fr, S, K.)
* • *a---- 4.5 # * •

Hence, J., & J # 33 &lt[Verily
such a one yields me, or gives me, little]. (TA.)

--i- t- + He acknowledged my fight, or

due, after he had denied it. (K.)- Usks -'-5
* * *

3,291 + The affairs have become discordant, or

diverse, to me, (K,” TA,) so that I know not

with film opine (TA) ***.

(TA in art. U.)

7. &: t- The milk, such as is termed ...,

issued without being drann forth. (Fr, S.)

‘.... (Fr, S, M, K) and 'C' (M, K) The

milk that issues without being dran n forth; (Fr,

S;) the milk (S, M, K) that is in the extremities

of the camel's teats, (S, K,) or in the fore part

of the udder, (IAth, TA) descending (K) before,

(33, so in copies of the S and M and K,) or at

the first of, (J.i. so in the TA as from the K,)

the full flow. (S, M, K.)=See also the former

word in art. 13-.

* : see the next preceding paragraph.

* * * 32"- s

&e": and *- : see art. 12-l.

*se

#U., occurring in a trad, is expl. as meaning

One who sells grave-clothes, and [therefore] wishes

for people's death: it may be from is: and

#31 or from 'J" meaning “the milk that

is in the fore part of the udder:” or it may be

from(#. meaning “I milked her.” (IAth, TA)

**

1. *, (S, MA, Mgh, Mih, K) aor. -4.
(S, A,) inf. n. ---, (S, M, A, K,) It ran; (§,

M, A,” Mgh, Mgb, K;) said of water: (S, M, A,

Msb:) and W -t-il, likewise said of water, it ran

of itself (Msb)—[Hence, £1 -, (M.)

aor. as above; (M, A;) and " -:U-31; ($, M, A,

Mgb;) I The serpent ran : (S, A," Mgb:) or went

along (M, TA) in a uniform, or continuous,

course, (M.) or quickly. (TA.) + L- and

W-L.J. both signify t He, or it, walked, or went

along, quickly: (K, TA:) [or] so the former

verb. (M.) It is said in a trad., respecting a

man who drank from the mouth of a skin,

#- * & * <13, ! A serpent entered and

ran into his belly with the running of the water:

wherefore it was forbidden to drink from the

mouth of a skin. (TA.) El-Hareeree, in [his

first Makámeh, entitled] the San’āneeyeh, [p. 20,]

uses the phrase,# c." * * -t-il, meaning

He entered into it as the serpent enters into its lurk

ing place. (TA.) And you say of a viper, -el- and

W-L-51, meaning t It came forth from its lurking

place. (TA) And #3: "- t He re

Bk. I.

turned tonards you. (S.) --U., (Mgh, Msb,)

aor, as above, inf. n. &% said of a horse and

the like, t He went anay at random: (Mgb:)

or the [app. a horse or the like] went any, or

every, way: (Mgh :) or #31 - 1 The beast

was left alone, or by itself, to pasture, without a

pastor (S, A, TA)—And * G --

! He took every way [or roved at large] in his

speech: (TA:) or he dilated, or was profuse,

without consideration, in his speech. (A, TA.) And

2%l& -u t He entered into talk, or discourse,

with loquacity, or irrationality. (TA.) It is said

in a trad, L3*: 3 #4: i.e." &

>iol, meaning t (Verily art, or skill, in speech is

more eloquent, or effective,] than n hat is loose, or

unrestrained, [or rambling,] in nords; i. e.

elegance of speech, nith paucity, [is more eloquent,

or effective,] than profusion. (L, TA. […" is

here an inf. n.])

2. -- + He left, left alone, or neglected, a

thing. (M.)-1 He left a beast, (S, A,) or a

she-camel, (Mgh,) alone, or by itself, to pasture

where it would, without a pastor. (S, A, Mgh.)

- + He emancipated a slave so that he (the

emancipator) had no claim to inherit from him,

and no control over his property; he made him

to be such as is termed agu. (MSb)-See also

what next follows. * -

** > 0 p.

4. Pl.], said of a horse, [and 4512,4- '--

has the same or a similar meaning,] . q Jāş,

q. v. (TA in art. Jaś).)

7: see 1, in seven places.

6 de - •

* [is an inf. n. of 1, used in the sense of

<- (q.v.), as will be shown in what follows in

this paragraph.- And hence,] | A gift: (S, M,

A, Mgh, Msb, K:) and a voluntary gift, by way

of alms, or as a good work : (TA:) and a bene

faction, an act of beneficence or kindness, a favour,

or a benefit: (M.K.) pl. 2:... (L, TA) It is

said in a trad. respecting a prayer for rain,

tasö (... £1, 1 And make Thou it to be a

beneficial gift: or the meaning in this instance

may be, a floning rain. (TA.) And one says,
J.C. * * * * de J3; t His gifts flowed abun

us's 4×

dantly upon the people. (A, TA.) [See also an

ex. in a verse cited voce t:...]-Also i Q. jús,

! [i.e. Metal, or mineral; or pieces of gold or silver,

that are extracted from the earth; or any metals or

other minerals; or buried treasure of the people of

the Time of Ignorance]: (A, Mgb:) or so *::

(A’Obeyd, S, M, Mgh, K;) which is the pl.: (A,

Msb:) the latter signifies, accord. to Th, metals,

or minerals: (M, TA:) accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed,

veins of gold and of silver, that come into exis

tence, and appear, in the mines: so called

because of their running (*-39) in the earth:

accord to Z, treasure buried inthe Time of Igno

rance: or metal, or mineral: (TA:) because of

the gift of God, (M, Z, Mgh, TA,) to him who

finds it. (Z, T.A.) The Prophet said, (Mgh, TA,)
* 6 p. 2 3 *

U->} +”-M us, i. e. In the case of jay, the

fifth part [is for the government-treasury]. (A,

Mgh, TA.)= Also The hair of the tail of a

horse. (M., K.)= And A pole with which a ship

or boat is propelled. (M, K.)

-- A place, or channel, in which mater runs :

(S, M.K.) or so : - (A) pl. ex: (M.)

*=And The apple: in this sense a Pers. word

[arabicized]: and hence the name of [the cele

brated grammarian] 45-5 as though meaning

“the scent of apples ;” (M, K,” TA;) accord. to

Abu-l-'Alā, (M, TA) and Seer: (TA:) by some,

[app. such as mispronounce it,] this name is said

to be from the Pers. &: signifying “thirty” and

42" signifying “odour;” as though meaning

"thirty odours:” (MF, TA:) and some say that

#3 is an ejaculation; and that the relaters of

traditions dislike pronouncing this name therewith,

* also other similar names, and therefore say

****, changing the * into 3, but pausing upon

it [so as to pronounce it •]. (TA.)

* and ' ' ($, M, K) and '' (K)

[Unripe dates in the state in which they are

called] C#: (S, M, K.) or [in the state in which

they are called].'' (K:) or green2: (AHn,

M :) As says that the flowers of the palm-tree

when they have become £ are termed +,

without teshdeed: (TA:) [but see:] then un,

is #-($, M) and £($)[and #1: Shsays

that they are called £, in the dial, of El.

Medeeneh, and one is called äule, in the dial. of

Wádi-l-Kura: and he adds, I have heard the

Bahránees say *~and £. (TA.)

#: n. un, of*: (S, M.;) like as#: is of

+: (S)-Also Wine (K)

+: and *:: See+, in three places.

-- Running water. (Mgb.) [See also ---,

first sentence.]

#30. ! Any beast that is left to pasture where

it will, without a pastor (M, A, K,') pl. J.3%.

and ... (A.) + A camel that has lived until

his offspring have had offspring, and is therefore

set at liberty, and not ridden, (M, K,) nor laden

with a burden. (M.) In the Kur v. 102, (TA,)

+ A she-camel that nas set at liberty to pasture

where it would, (S, Mgh, Mgb, K,) in the Time

of Ignorance, (S, K,) on account of a von (S,

Mgh, Mgb, K) and the like : (S, K:) or the

mother of a 5-3, (§, Mgh; [in the Msb, said

to be a 3-3 (itself); and in one place in the TA

said to be a she-camel of which the dam is a

5-4, but both of these explanations require con

sideration, as will be seen from what follows;])

or (K) a she-camel which, having brought forth

females at ten successive births, was set at liberty

to pasture where she would, (S, K.) and not ridden,

nor was her milk drunk except by her young one

or a guest, until she died, nhen the men and the

women ate her together; and the ear of her last

female young one was slit, and she was [therefore]

called 5-, and was a a: like her mother :

(S:) or a she camel of which a man, (M, IAth,

K.) in the Time of Ignorance, (M) when he

came from a far journey, (M, IAth, K,) or re

- 187
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covered from a disease, (IAth, TA,) or had been |

IAth,) or when his beast had been saved therefrom,

saved by his beast from difficulty or trouble, (M,

(K,) or from war, said, #1. če: (M, IAth,

K;) i.e. she was left to pasture where she would,

without a pastor, and no use was made of her

ater, nor from through the land, or earth, (S, L, K, &c.,) for
* |bach, nor was she debarred from n:

surface of the earth. (S, A, Mgh, K.)- And

hence, (TA,) J59. es' £: (S, A, Msb,) aor.

as above, (S, Msb,) inf n. i-, (A,) or :

(Msb,) or both, and £2: and 3-4, (S. K.)

said of a man, (A,) He went, or journeyed,

herbage, nor ridden: (IAth, TA:) thus it sig- the purpose of devoting himself to religious ser

nifies in the Kur: (M:) or a she-camel from

whose back a vertebra or [some other] bone was

taken forth, (M, K,) so that she became known

thereby, (M,) and which was not debarred from

water nor from herbage, nor ridden, (M., K.) nor

milled: (TA) the pl. is :, like & pl. of

i-jū, and>: pl. of £30, (S;) and -3%.

(TA.) It is said in a trad, “I saw 'Amr Ibn

Lohef dragging his intestines in the fire [of

Hell]:” and he was the first who set at liberty

-3%. , the doing of which is forbidden in the

Kur v. 102 (TA) And it is related that a

hostile attack was made upon a certain man of the

Arabs, and he found not any [other] beast to

ride, so he rode a 330, whereupon it was said

to him, “Dost thou ride what is forbidden?” and

he replied, * J5-S 3.25-l +: [He

rides what is forbidden who has not what is

allowed]: and this saying became a proverb.

(M.) c'u'll means The cità: [i. e. two

camels, or cows or bulls, for sacrifice.] n:hich the

Prophet brought as offerings to the House [of

God at Mekheh], and which one of the believers

in a plurality of gods took anay: they are thus

called because he gave them up (1...) to God.

(TA.)- Also t A slave emancipated so that the

emancipator has no claim to inherit from him,

(S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) except, accord. to Esh

Shāfi'ee, in the case of the slave's dying without

appointing any heir, in nihich case his inheritance

belongs to his emancipator, (TA,) [for] such an

emancipated slave may beston his property where

[or on whom] he pleases, (S, Mgh, Mgb, TA,)

agreeably with a trad.: (Mgh, TA:) [in the S,

and in the Msb as on the authority of IF, it is

added, that “this is what is related to have been

forbidden:” but from what has been stated above,

this appears to be a mistake; and I think that

these words have been misplaced in the S and

Msb, and that they relate only to the she-camel

termed a;u. :] a slave is thus emancipated by his

owner's saying to him, išū. &#. (S.) 'Omar

said,** #3 all; #30: [The saibeh and alms

are for their day]: i. e. for the day of resurrec

tion; so that one may not return to the deriving

of any advantage from them in the present world.

(AO, Mgh, TA.)

&

2. ~:

s g See art.

&: Co

C
** * *• - ef © •

1. Cl-, (S, Mgh, K.) or& 9 4-> us." Cl-,

(A) aor. --4 (S. K.) inf n. £- (S, A, Mgh,

K) and 3-4-, (K.) It (water) ran upon the

vices or exercises: (L, K:) or in this restricted

sense, which MF asserts to be unmentioned in

most of the older books, and thinks to be con

ventional, the verb has only the first of the

inf ns. above, and in the absolute sense it has

the second and third and fourth. (TA.) It is

said in a trad., 25-9 J as-(- 9 (§, A, TA)

i.e. f [There shall be no going about through the

land, or earth, in the way of devotees, in El

Islám: or] no quitting of the cities, or towns,

and going, or journeying, through the land, or

earth: (TA:) or no quitting of the cities, or

tonns, and divelling in the deserts, and forsaking

the being present at the congregational prayers

and at assemblies: or no going about through the

land, or earth, doing evil, or mischief, and calum

niating and corrupting. (IAth, T.A.) The A-ū

of the Muslims [in a religious sense, and such as

is approvable.] is t Fasting. (TA.)- [Hence

also,] Jill £- The shade changed, or turned,

or moved, from side to side, or from place to

place. (S, K.)

2. (C- is said by Golius, as on the authority

of the K, to signify He made water to flon; and

this is probably its primary and proper significa

tion, whence other meanings, which are tropical:
* * * w

but it is not in the K.]- See 4 - C'): 9

[app. for 4×4= C-l inf n. £, | Such a

one talked much. (A, TA.)-And &: inf n.

as above, +It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) had

in it [or was diversified with] various stripes.

(L.) [And in like manner it is said of other
6 * ~ *

things: see its part, n., C-.]
a de

4. W., P-L) He made a river, or rivulet, to

, or run. (A, K.) [See also 2.]- ?-l-l

# 341 (A) or #3 (L) : The horse put

forth his veretrum from its prepuce; (L;) and

* -- signifies the same: (A, L.) or both of

these verbs, said of a horse, are syn. with Lää

[q. v.]. (TA in art. Ja: )-And 43. Cl-,

said of a horse, + He let his tail hang don’n

loosely: (K:) accord. to the K, J is in error in

writing this verb P-Lāl; and Az says that Cl- is

right, and that 2-15) is a mistranscription: the

like is also said in the TS: but 2-U:l is asserted

by more than one to be the right word. (TA.)

7.4% - t His belly became large (K,

TA) and 7cide, (TA,) and approached [the

ground] by reason of fatness. (K, TA.) One

says of a she-ass, t£4 U-5), meaning t Her

belly became big, and approached the ground.

(IAar, T.)–40 cu-" [[His, or it, state, or

condition,] became free from straitness, or un

straitened. (§, O, K.) A poet says, (S,) namely,

Dhu-r-Rummeh, (O)

•-3

* *** -#1: Já *

* - C & L: L'-' "

! [I make the secret thoughts of the soul to wish

for thee after my grief, or sorron, returns to

me; and then the state, or condition, thereof,

becomes free from straitness]. (S,O)—ct

said of a garment, or piece of cloth, (K, TA,)

&c., (TA,) + It became much rent, or rent in

several places. (K, T.A.) In like manner it is

said of the dawn [as meaning + It broke]. (TA.)

And it is said in the trad. relating to the cave

Gül [mentioned in the Kurix. 40]) <-u:G

5-all, meaning t [And the mass of rock] became

impelled and riven : and hence, [accord. to some,]

the "a-U. of a house [expl. in art. C*-l: but as

some relate it, the verb in this instance is

[S-à-laji,] with U2 and& (TA.)

© & • Running water; (S, Msb;) an inf n, used

as a subst.: (Msb:) or running external nater:

(K:) or external water running upon the surface

of the earth: (T, TA :) the water of rivers and

valleys: (Mgh:) pl. C*-. (T, TA.) [And it is
6 o'- see

used as an epithet:] you say also (TA) C- #le

(A, TA) and W£- (A) Water running upon

the surface of the earth : (A, TA:) pl. of the

former£i. (TA.)-Also +A striped [garment

of the Find called] =, (K, TA) with which

one covers himself, and which one spreads: (TA:)

or a striped [garment such as is called] #: and

a sort of [the garments called] *: (S:) pl.
6 * *

C*- (TA) See also £-~.

i-t- see 7; and see also art. C*

: ! An itinerant, a roamer, or frequent

traveller (A, MA) from #9 J Cú (A.)
•. • 6 & e

c: ; see ~.-[Hence,] t A man going,

or journeying, [as a devotee, or othernise,] through

the land or earth. (A.)- And, as being likened

thereto, t Fasting, or a faster: (A:) or a faster

n:ho keeps to the mosques: (K:) the faster is said

to be thus called because he who journeys as a

devotee does so without having any provision

with him, and eats only when he finds provision:

therefore the faster is likened to him. (TA.)

3-sul in the Kur ix. 113 means ! The fasters:

(Bd, Jel, TA:) so say Zi and I’Ab and Ibn

Mes'ood: (TA:) or those who observe the obli

gatory fasts: or those who fast constantly: (TA:)

or those who journey to war against unbelievers,

or to seek knowledge. (Bd.) And <l-3- in the

Kur lxvi. 5 means + Women who fast: or who

forsake their country or homes [for the sake of

God]. (Bd, Jel.)- This last (-la-50. [if not a

mistranscription for -t-u-)) also means t Swift

horses: - and + The planets. (KL.)

£- Or i-t-, the latter of the measure

isis, from ā-Q!, [each app. meaning t.A

place of a-a-, or journeying,] is sing of &-,

in which the U4 is like that in J.", as in other

similar words of which the medial radical is an
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C---

infirm letter, except -*, by rule *.

(Harp. 15.)- [The pl.£- is also expl. by

Freytag as applied in the Deewan of Jereer to

+ The part of the head betneen the temples as far

as the forehead (where the hairs are).]

* J.

... t Striped; applied in this sense to a

[garment of the kind called] s: (S, K;) and

also, with 5, to a [garment such as is called]

*: (S:) or applied to [the garments called]

£ as meaning having alternate stripes of white

and black, the latter not intensely black: every

3-Le also is termed "&: and i-, but that

which has not stripes is a U.e., not an 8.us.

(ISh, T.A.) So too applied to locusts (2%);

(K;) and with 3 applied to a single locust [i. e.

33%-]: (TA) or, applied to locusts, it means

marked with black and yellon, and white stripes

or streaks. (A5, TA.) It is also applied as an

epithet to the [bird called] cus:- (S)

! The mild ass: so called because of his streak

that makes a division between the belly and the

side. (K, TA) # = <!! #~ : [He that has the

rump streaked] is an epithet applied to the [wild]

ass because of the whiteness on his rump. (A,

TA)–: A road of which the tracks (.9% or

9: in different copies of the K) are rendered

apparent (K, TA:) likened to the #: thus

termed. (TA.)

£: ! One who goes about calumniating, and

making mischief, in the land: (S, A, K.) pl.

st-: so in the trad, S; c=-39 12-2

3:" &#39 ! [They are not of those who go

about calumniating, &c., nor of the babblers who

cannot heep secrets.] (S, TA.) Sh derives it, not

from 4-(4:1, but, from *śl&: (L, TA.)

&:

1. £, aOr. #4. inf n. &: and&:

i. Q.& and £d [both app. as signifying It sank

into the ground: or by the former may here be

meant it was, or became, firm, steady, steadfast,

stable, fixed, fast, settled, or established]. (K.)

See also 1 in art. &”, in two places.

£- A building gf£ay, (JK, TK,) of any

hind: (JK:) pl. £2-. (JK, TK.) In the

copies of the K, c." it: is erroneously put for

valail it'. (TK.)

***

* D - s

... a contraction of £, q.v. in art. 22-.

3- A n'olf: (S, M, A, K: mentioned in the

K in art. 53- ; and in the S, at the close of that

art. :) accord. to Sb, its medial radical letter is

U5; its dim. being *::: not like £4 [of

which the dim. is i-sil, nor like £2. (M:)

and "#13- signifies the same: (Ki) or so

w &@*: (Mi) which is the pl. ($, M, A) also:

(M:) and W #12- signifies a she-wolf; (M, A,

------ - ------ * *

and Ham p. 274;) [and] so "i: (Ks, S;) or

this is not allowable. (Ham ubi suprā.) One

says J% 3- [A wolf of sands; i.e., that fre

quents the sands ; meaning a savage wolf]. (S.)

Hence, W #3- #. ! A bold noman, (M, A,)

like the she-wolf (A5–And A lion ($, M,K)

is sometimes thus called, (S,) in the dial. of

Hudheyl. (M.) The former is the primary sig

nification accord. to J and others; though the

contr. seems to be indicated in the K. (TA.)

i:- fem. of 3-, q. v., accord. to Ks: (S:)

but said to be not allowable. (Ham p. 274.)

6 - s

d'-'-' : see A-.

*z, * 6 -

āl-e- : see A-, in three places.

6 6.e.,

3: dim of 3-, q v, (Sb, M)

45 w - 6 J

*- : and -*- : see art. 33-.

* O. -

J-2 mentioned by Ez-Zarkeshee as a dial. var.

of3- [q. v.]: thought by MF to be post

classical: and in the [classical] language of the

Arabs i. q. << [A place where the art of

writing is taught]. (TA.)

Je"

1. jū, aor. :- in n. :- and 3-3, (S, M,

A, Mgh, Msb, K.) which latter.js.extr, for by

rule it should be of the measure Uxão, with fet-h

[to the g], (S) and#- (M, K) and #2:

(M, Mgh, K) like a/2.5, but [Mtrsays] we have

not heard it, (Mgh,) andX: (S, M, K,) which

last denotes repetition or frequency of the action,

(M,) He, or it, went [in any manner, or any

pace]; went, or passed, along; marched, jour

neyed, or proceeded; went anay, passed anay, or

departed; (M, K, TA;) by night and by day.

(Msb, T.A.) You say, #31 $5: [The heast

went, went along, &c.]. (S.) [And I.A.A: W* 2L

He (a camel or other beast, and a man.) ?vent a

vehement pace, or vehemently. And &l 2'

He (a camel, or a horse,) went the pace, or in the

manner, termed G31, and the like..] And bi

* * &- [They went, or journeyed, from

town to town, or from country to country]: (A:)

or : ū. * &: ju. [he went, &c.]. (Mgh.)

And 9- J # 4% i. e. 3'- [May God

bless thy journeying]. (S.) And *}- Go thou

from thy place; pass thou from it : (L in art.

jāj:) or + feign thou heedlessness, and bear, or

endure, or be forbearing; an elliptical phrase;

as though it were originally * * 822 -

&#3 [go thou, and leave wrangling and doubt].

(S.)- [Hence,#: <2\,. 1 The ship went, or

sailed: for]: 3: is a tropical phrase.

(Mgh)—And ii-à- A- : [He pursued a

good nay, course, mode, or manner, of acting,

or conduct, or the like], (S, A, Mgb,) and 5

i-, [a bad way, &c.). (Mb)–AndJ X

J-31 + It became current, or commonly known,

***

among the people; [as also "3:5, alone; (see

Har p. 318;)] i.e. a proverb, and a saying. (M.)

–And : -2'- t [A way, course, mode, or

"manner, of acting, or conduct, or the like, ob

tained, or was usual, among people]. (M.)=

5'-' is also trans., syn. with 3:. (S, M, Msb, K.)

See the latter, in five places.-[Hence,] iu.

£ t He made, or caused, a way, course, mode,

or manner, of acting, or conduct, or the like, to

obtain, or became usual, among people. (S, M,"

T.A.) The Hudhalee (Khālid Ibn-Zuheyr, M)

says,

* ~2° • ?: .** * * * * * ~ *f;

*~ ā- 32 &#: S3 *

* L*- * 2 # * * . ." 2,5 f : *

*: & a-- -30 J2-3

[Then by no means be thou impatient of a way

of acting which thou hast made usual; for the

Jirst who should be content with a way of acting

is he who makes it usual]. (S, M, L, TA: but

in theM and TA, in the place of Jej=-3, we find

2, 3-, (M.A, Msh, K) infn.: ; (TA;)

and "%-" (M, A, K.) and "#L, (K) inf n.

X: and #- and ju- and 5- [or 3-, aS

below], (TA) and a "J-, (ÍJ, M, K3) He

made him (a man, A, Msb) to go [in any manner,

or any pace]; to go, or pass, along; to march,

journey, or proceed; to go anay, pass anay, or

depart: (M, A, MSb, K, TA:) and 4: *** [for

4:* the reg. pass. form of 4: ju,] is men

tioned, like * and J.'s. (M.) And -

#31 (M, A, Msb;) and "u/L', (M3) and

"", (S.M.M.) in n.s. and 5- andź.

and '-' [or 5-2, as above]; (M;) He made

the heast to go &c. : (S, M, A, Mgb:) or "<

älä signifies I rode the beast [and thus made i.

to go &c.]: (Ibn-Buzurj, TA:) but when you

ride it to pasture, you say, 7 #-i, (Msb,) or

$8. -:) ū-1 (Ibn-Buzuri, TA) or L#." es".

(A.) And ** & 2 ×- He made him to go, or

depart, from his tonn, or country; expelled, or

banished, him from it. (S, A.)- [Hence]*

! He removed, or put off, or took off, the horse

cloth, or covering, (S, A, K,) from the horse, (K,)

or beast, (A,) or from the back of the beast. (S.)

– And t He made a proverb, (K,) and a saying,

(TA,) to become current; (K;) he published it

among the people. (TA)- And 5-> + He

related stories of the ancients. (M, K)=9:

[from: meaning “a thong”] He made stripes

upon it; namely, a garment, or piece of cloth,

and an arrow. (M.) And 'ua- $: She (a

woman) made her dye to have the form of stripes,

like thongs. (K," A,” TA.) -

3. *-, (§, M., A) inf n. #4, (A.) He

nvent, went along, &c., (3%) with him : (M:) he

nvent at an equal rate, or kept pace, with him :

(PS3) he ran with him; syn. #'s. (S, A)–

[And He vied, contended, or competed, with him

in going, or in running: and hence, + in any

affair, like 3%-.] See also 6.

4; see 2, in three places.
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5: see 8:-and see also 1, in the latter half

of the paragraph.=x- [from X: meaning “a

thong”] said of a man's skin, It peeled off, (A,

K, TA,) and became like thongs. (TA.)

6. Wet. They tro [nent, or went along, (see 8.)

or] went at an equal rate, or kept pace, each with

the other: (PS:) or ran, each with the other.

(S, A.)– One says of a great, or frequent, liar,

*%- £1.3 •) [lit. His two troops of horses will

not run together, each troop with the other:

meaning + his assertions will not be found t".agree

together]: (so in a copy of the M3) or,*::: ‘y

$:.. (So in the K and TA voce J-A-, q.v.;

and so in the TA in the present art. [See also 6

in art....])-[And They too vied, contended,

or competed, each with the other, in going, or in

running: and hence, t in any affair.]-One

says also, J-45"* &= 34: ! Anger went

[or disappeared by degrees] from his face. (TA,

from a trad.)

8. 3- e-l, (0, K, TA) or 4- "X

(as in the CK,) + He pursued his way, course,

mode, or manner, of acting, or conduct, or the

like. (O, K, TA)= And it:- [from 5: in the

last of the senses assigned to this word below] He

procured for himself wheat, or other provision,

from a place, to be laid up in store. (S, O, K.)

* * ©. e.

5- : see Al-'.

: an inf n. of 1 (q.v.]. (§, M, A, &c.)

[Used as a simple subst, Agoing, in any manner,

or any pace; passage, march, journey, progress,

or course: a pace: pace as meaning degree of

celerity, or rate of going : departure: see also

5-.]*Also A thong, or strap, or strip of skin

or leather; (S, Mab, K;) i. q \, : (M:) pl. [of

mult]: ($, M, A, Ms) and£ and (pl. of

pauc.] £i. (M.) It is said in a prov.,#: 3.35

4-si 3- [His thongs have beencut from thy hide]:

appliedtotwo thingsexactly,resembling each other.

(AHeyth, Meyd.) And 5. Vasil L J-3 is a

post-classical prov., (Meyd,) meaning There is

not in the staff, or stick, a thong: the Jew in this

case being the thong that is inserted into the per

foration of the head of the staff, or stick, and

whereof a ring is tied, into which the hand is put:

the prov. is applied to him who is unable to per

form that which he desires to do. (Harp. 232.)

©ed e.

5... : see the next paragraph, in two places.

#- [i. q.* as meaning A going, in any

manner, or any pace; &c.: see above:] a subst.

from 1 in the first of the senses assigned to it

above. (M, K.) Lh mentions the saying, <!

5:" &- [Verily he is good in going, &c.].

(M. in the TA, W 5:1, as having the meaning

here next following)– Also, (M.) or "£, (K.)

[but the former seems to be the right, being

agreeable with analogy, whereas the latter is

anomalous,] A mode, or manner, of going, &c.

(M, K.)- And the former, t A way, course,

rule, mode, or manner, of acting or conduct or

life or the like; syn, ā'i ($, M, Mgh, Mab, K)

and # (M, K) and #34. (Mgh.) pl.:
(Mgh, Mgb.) You say, i:- 5-> 30. 1 [He

pursued with them a good way ofacting]. (S.)

And *-ā-: J J'913-1(The prefect,

or governor, pursued among the subjects a good

nay of acting]; (A, Msb;") and in like manner,

i-; 5- [a bad nay of acting]. (Mgb.)

+ The record of a man's actions and pious works;

the prefixed noun aä- being understood.

(Mgh.)–: Stories of the ancients: (M, K.)

[or so&: 5- :] you say, 3:59, 5- es' 13.

! [This is in the stories of the ancients]. (A.)

[Hence it is used in the present day as meaning

+The mention of a person or thing: and + a

matter, or subject, of discourse.]-Also, as a

law term, (Mgh,) or so [the pl.] Je", (Mgh,

Mgb,) + Military expeditions; or the memorable

actions thereof; (Mgb;) or the affairs thereof.

(Mgh.) And they say:013: [meaning + The

great book of military expeditions; for **

£8.£1; using a masc. epithet in lieu of the

[suppressed] prefixed noun *. (Mgh.)

Also, the sing., + Mode, or manner, of being;

state, or condition; syn. #, (M, O, Mgb, K.)

and #1- (O, Mgb.) So in the Kurzz.22. (M,

O, T.A.)= Also Wheat, or other provision, that

is brought from a place to be laid up in store.

(S, O, K.)

#: That goes, or journeys, much : or a great

goers (IJ, M. K.) and '3' is applied as an

epithet [in the same sense] to a hackney, and to

an ass. (Az, TA in art. 2,3.)

#2 (§, M, K, &c.) and # (TA) [which

latter, according to analogy, should be with ten

ween, but perhaps it is without tenween as being

a contraction of the former,] A sort of garment,

or cloth, of the kind called 25, (Fr, S, M, Mgh,

Mşb, K,) having yellon stripes; (S, Mgh, Mgb,

K;) or mixed with silk; (K;) or mixed with [the

silk termed]ji: (AZ, A’Obeyd, Mgh:) or a sort

of* of silk : (A:) or a sort of garment, or

cloth, having stripes, made of55: or certain gar

ments, or cloths, of El-Yemen; (M;) which are

non commonly known by the name of -:

(TA) or a sort of 22% mixed with silk like

thongs; and hence its appellation, from*. ** a

thong:” it is asserted by certain of the later

writers that it is a subst, not an epithet; and he

who says so cites Sb as asserting that a word of

the measure #: is not an epithet, but is a subst.:

hence, he says, it is used with a prefixed noun, as

in the ex. #- #-; and is expl. as signify

ing clear silk. (IAth, TA)- Also : The dia

phragm, or midriff': (M, K:*) metaphorically

used in this sense by a poet. (M.)- And t The

peel [or pellicle] adhering to the stone of a date.

(M, K.)- And A palm branch stripped of its

leaves. (M., K.)- And Gold: (M:) or clear,

pure, gold. (K,”TA.)- And A certain plant,

(M, K, TA,) not described by Ed-Deenanaree

[i. e. AHn]; as some say, (TA) resembling the

al-[q.v.] (K, TA:) so in the Tekmileh. (TA)
6 * *

29* :

6.--> *

See 5/8".

#: A journeyer, or traveller: (A:) and #4,
6.- 3 - 6 - - -

(S.M. Mgh, Mşb, K.) for 5'→ ăclo-, (Mgh,)

or £235, (A,) a company of persons journey

ing: ($, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) [accord. to ISd,]

#: is made fem. because meaning#, or**.

(M.)—#: [and &#:0 + The five planets;

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

(TA in art. U-á-.)

X- [part. n. of 1, Going, &c.- Hence,] + A

proverb [and a saying] current, or commonly

known. (TA.)=Also, and *ju, (S, M, K.)

both are syn., (K,) signifying The rest, or re

mainder, ofa thing: (M:) [and accord. to some,]

the nhole, or all, of a thing orgf people. (S, TA.)

[See the former word in art. Ju..]

- J -

29-6 :

X- an infn of: (S, M.A., &c.)—[Also

A. place, and a time, of going, or journeying.]

And pass part. n.of: (Ms), MF;) [and so

"js-, for] you sayis- &b, (K) or &4%

****, (IJ, M) [A travelled road,] and J:
* - -

4: 23-2 [A man made to go, or journey, &c.]:

(1J, M, K:) accord. to Kh, in this case, and in

others like it, the Us is changed into 5 [so that

*::, the original form ofX- and of*:::

see the next paragraph.

* @ e -

becomes 323-3, and is then contracted into ,-]:

(M.) or, accord. to Kh, the Us is rejected: but

accord. to Akh, it is the 2 that is rejected [so

that* becomes: ; and then,X: and

then:]. (TA)

6- -

5'- A space which one traverses in journey

ing; a journey as measured by the time that it
- 6 * ** *

occupies; as in the phrase, 2× 5'-- a month's
*

-

• * *de

journey; (TA;) and2: 5- L* [Between

them two is the space of a day's journey]. (S,

TA.) 2: 5'- [A day's journey] is twenty-four

miles. (MF in art. L:le, 5.)

#: A garment, or piece of cloth, figured with

stripes ($, M, A, K) like thongs, (S, M, A,) made

of silk: or a 2× mixed with silk. (TA) [See

also #-.]— And #: Jü: A striped eagle.
-

* * * * * * * *

(M.)- And re-J), (K,) or e” re-e, (TA,

[but the orthography of the latter word I think

doubtful,]) A certain sneetmeat, (K, TA,) well

known. (TA.)

#: [A place whence one procures wheat, or

other provision, for subsistence, to be laid up in

store: from#: in the latter of the senses assigned

to it above, agreeably with analogy, and as is in

dicated in the S]. A rājiz says, [namely, Aboo

Wejzeh, as in a copy of the S,]

* *::::1:ff Jisk: *

d = & J. • & J - d - < 0° 52

* 3:13:2:14:13 *

[I complain unto God, the Mighty, the Very

Forgiving, then unto thee, this day, the remoteness

of the place whence I have to procure provision

for subsistence]: or, accord. to some, *::", in

this verse, is of the measure J: from£

[and, like it, meaning the journey]. (S.)
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1. 8', aOr. &#, inf n. &: and &”, It

(water, and the -9. [or mirage],) ran, and was

in a state of commotion, upon the surface of the

ground; (§, O, K;) as also " al-' (S:) or the

latter, said of water, it ran upon the surface of

the ground; as also " A.J. and "su-ji, said of

a thing in a congealed or solid state, signifies also

it melted; became fluid, or liquid. (TA.)-

J.' *-au, (Sh, K) aor, as above, inf n. &

(Sh,) The camels were left to themselves, without

a pastor; (Sh, K;) as also -el. having &:

for its aor, and #. for its inf. n. (Sh, S*and K”

in art. 82-)-And '...'" £, aor. as above,

The thing became left, or neglected, or lost; or

it perished. (TA.)

2. £: The act of plastering with mud [or

with &l. (K.) You say, £30-Ji &: I

plastered the wall neith mud and chopped stran.

(S.) - And The act of anointing with fat and

the like. (K.) You say, 33% #31 -: The

woman anointed [nrith fat, or the like, her leathern

water-bag]. (TA.)

4. aet. He left it, neglected it, lost it, or de

stroyed it. (TA.) [See also art. ex-l

5: see 1. = Jig" &- The herbs, or legu

minous plants, dried up; or became yellon. (TA.)

7: see 1, in two places.

6 de

Water running upon the surface of the

ground. (Lth, K.)

6 * * 6 *

8.-, (K) or 8', (S,) or both, (MF, TA,)

Mud : (TA:) or mud [mixed] with chopped

stran, with nhich one plasters. (Kr, S, K.) The

saying of the poet, (S, K,) namely El-Kutámee,

(K) describing his she-camel, (TA,)

• de • 6 • • - of 3--

J-- Us,' & '..."

*

*:£ <: (..*
*

presents an inversion, the meaning being (..*

&&. e'": <l. [i. e. And when fatness ex

tended upon her, as when thou plasterest nith

mud and chopped stran the pavilion]; c)3&l

signifying>il. (S, K: [but in the former, only

the latter hemistich is cited; and in some copies

of the former, and in the O, we find<: in the

place of<:..])-Also Fat nºith n'hich a 33%

[or leathern water-bag] is anointed. (K.) -

And t Pitch, or tar; syn. &# ; as being likened

to mud, because of its blackness. (TA.)

* *

&: #4, mentioned in this art. in the TA:

See art. ex

• * of 6 • *

&- ~9- A mirage [running upon the surface

of the ground, (see 1,) and] in a state of commo

thet in this case denotes a 3%. (TA.)

a piece of wood made smooth, used by skilful

plasterers with mud. (Lth, K.)

&: A she-camel that goes anay in the place

of pasturing : (K:) mentioned by J in art. 83-,

q. v. : (TA:) or that bears, or suffers, neglect, or

being of alone, (#1 J: Ji [for the last

of which words we find in some copies of the K

à:1, but it is said in the TA that the former is

the right reading, as is shown by its being added,])

and bad superintendence or management; (K,

TA;) thus expl. by Ag: (TA:) or upon which

one journeys and returns; (K;) thus expl. by

Sgh, but this is the explanation of &”, with

which it is coupled. (TA.)

&

* 2° ** * . * * * -

1. asi-', aor. aše-l, inf n. &- : see 4, in art.

ê".
* * * 6 - * * d =

lja &- ja see ja &- lis, in art. 83-, in

two places.

&: See 80, in art. ê".

-ā

1. *sū, (§, M, o, K.) first pers. #', (§, O,

Mab, K, [in the CK, erroneously. 4:..]) a.01".

-ā-, (§, O, Mgb, K.) inf n. -: , (M.) He

struck him, or smote him, with the -: [or

sword] (S, M, o, Mab, K.) as also '.*~.

(TA)- See also 3. = -ā-, inf n. -ā- ; and

* -su-ji; [app, as seems to be indicated by the

context, said of palm-trees (J-5) or of palm

branches (C#), as meaning They had upon

them what is termed Lā-, q.v.:] (M, TA:")

and -i- and '-su-ji are said of a palm-tree

(#3) (app. as meaning it had -ā- upon it].(TA.) •

6 * * * *

3. Aagu... signifies The contending with another

in fight, or in smiting, with the snord. (S, Mgh.)

* £-3 &:40, a phrase mentioned, without

his adding anything thereto, by Lh, app. means

[He contended with me in smiting nith the

sncord, and] I was more skilled in the use of

the sword (-# &#) than he. (M)—see

also 6.

4.2% JāL! The people, or party, came to

the Jā-, [or sea-shore]. (AAF, M.) = -$U.)

i- ($, K) i, q. ** (S, TA) [expl. in art.

-32-) is said to belong to the present art., in

which it is mentioned by IF as well as J. (TA.)

5: see 1. = [Accord. to Freytag,-: sig

nifies He was slain nith the sncord: but he men

tions no authority for this. Perhaps the pass.

form of this verb may have this meaning.]

6. 1242.3 They contended, one with another,

in smiting with sn'ords; (S, M, K;) as also

W 1.5. L. : - W 1.41: •

tion : (S,” TA:) or, as some say, [in a state of 1242U. ; (K;) and so WW250-1, (M, K,) as expl

exceeding commotion; for] the form of the epi
by the lexicologists; but this last properly sig

nifies they took, or took hold of, the snords.

(IJ, M.)

i: A plasterer's trowel; syn is jus: ($) 7: see 1, in two places.

8. -#: signifies The act of [putting to the

*ord,]. d:troying, or killing. (KL.) One says,

Leżall Cáe:- [app. meaning The people, or party,

?vere put $o the snoord]: (K:) a phrase mentioned

by Lth. (TA)- See also 6.

-: A sword, (MA, PS, &c.,) a certain

thing with which one smites; (M;) well known:

its names exceed a thousand: (K: in which it is

added that its author has mentioned these names

in [his book entitled] -,1-3 Jáš. ) [for the

names of particular parts thereof, see Jú :] pl.

[of pauc] -ići ($, M, o, Mob, K) and J:

(Lh, M, O, K) and [of mult] -# (S, M, o,

Msh, K) and [quasi-pl. n.] '#: like #4,

(O, K, TA) or ā-, like à:2. (CK)

[Hence,]*" -: + [The snord of Orion;]

the three stars [m, 6, k, beneath the girdle] of

*ll, in a sloping direction, near together, ,

disposed in a ron. (Kzw.)- +A certain fish,

(Ibn-'Abbād,O, K,)resembling a-: [or snord];

(Ibn-'Abbād, O3) as also " -i-. (K.)- The

-: , (M) [i. e.] the hair of the tail, (K) of a

horse. (M. K.)--'981 -: *i.? &#1;

(K;) A certain plant, the stem (J-5) and leaves

of which are exactly like those of the saffron, and

the bulb of which is enclosed in a covering of

[fibres of the kind called] -āj; (AHn;) so called

because its leaves are slender at the extremity like

* -of os.

the -i- or sword] (AHn, K.)--à:íž

[lit. They are sn'ords] means *5-i [i.e. + they

are bodies, or parties, of men prepared, or ready,

for fighting, &c.]. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)- And
* - * * * > 0 <- - e.

one says,Ayle Vá- 2:3 &: 1 [Betneen his two

jan's is a sharp tongue; lit., a cleaving snoord].

(TA.)

-- The shore (J-u) of the sea or of a great

rivers (SM,0,Mgh,Mgb.K.) and theside(J-L)

of a valley: or [the margin of the shore of a sea

or of a great river; for it is added,] every Jet.

has a -ā- ; or -: is applied only to the Jä

[or sea-shore, or seaboard,] of ’Omán: (K:) [if

otherwise applied,] its pl. is Jú. (S, M.) One

*y-, *, *: Jáž (They are people of
the shores of the sea or of a great river, and of

the tracts of tonns, or villages, and cultivated

lands]. (TA.) = Also A thing that adheres to

the loner parts, or roots, of palm-branches, like

[the fibres called] -ás, but not the same as Jā-j.

(S: in which is added, “this I have taken from

a book, without having heard it:”) or the [fibrous

substance called] -ā, (K,) or the thick, or coarse,

-á), (M.) adhering to the loner parts, or roots,

of palm-branches, which is the norst sort thereof,

[i.e. of Jäg,] (M, K,) and the harshest, and

coarsest. (M.) [See -*.]* See also-:

6 - -

ää- : see art. -53-'.

&#, applied to a man, Tall and slender,

(Ks, S, M, o, K) like the -: [or sword], (M.)

lank in the belly: (Ks, S, O:) and with 3 applied

to a woman, (Ks, S, M, O, K,) meaning tall;

resembling a snºord-blade : (O:) or it is peculiar
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to women; (K;) [i. e.] accord,to Kh, one does

not apply to a man the epithet Clas". (O.)

Jú. An onner, or a possessor, of a -: [or

sword], (S, M, o, K.) as also "J-4 (M'.)

pl. [or rather coll. gen, n.] of the former #:

(S, M, O, K:) or this last signifies a people, or

party, whose cis-a- [or fortresses] are their

-is: [or sn'ords; i. e. whose only means of

defence are their snords]. (Lth, O, K.") – Also

! A man who is a frequent shedder of blood; or

who sheds much blood. (TA.) [An executioner

who slays with the snord.] - And A maker of

ci,... [or scords]. (TA) [And A seller of

sn'ords.]

-: Striking, or smiting, with the -: [or

sword]. (S.)- And A man having a cis- [or

snºord]: (S, O, K:) or having with him a -*.

(Msb.)

-: [More, and most, skilled in the use of

the snoord]: see 3.

-ā- One having upon him a-: [or snord];

(S, o, K.) having hung upon himself a -:

(Ks:) and (K) accord, to Ibn-'Abbād, a coura

geous man having with him a -: (O, K.) -

See also -iù. = And see art. *32-.

6 * > 0 e.

* *

* > • 6 de

āā-e, or āāe-* : see -á-.

-:4, applied to a [garment of the kind called]

*. Having upon it what resemble the forms of

->. [or swords]: (M, TA:) and, so applied,

having broad stripes, like the -ā- [or sn'ord].

(TA.)– And, applied to a dirhem, of n!hich the

sides are plain, or clear of any impress or the like.

(IAar, O, K.)

-à- A wind (**) that cuts like the -:

[or snoord]. (M.) = See also art. -#2-l.

Je

1. Ju, (S, M, Mgb, K.) said of water, (S,

Mab, TA) or of a thing, (M.) aor. J-, (Mob,

K.) int. n. J. and 3% ($, M, Mab, K.

TA) and J- and J., (TA) It flowed, or

ran : (M, K. TA:) or, said of water, it rose so

as to become excessively copious, and floned, or

ran: and UL said of thing, it was, or became,

fluid, or liquid, contr. of 3:-. (Mgb.) – The

Arabs say, 3-3 (# 3-5 J:12: Jú. [The

torrent floned with them, and the sea estuated

with us so as to be unnavigable;] meaning, + they

fell into a hard case, and me fell into one that

was harder than it : (M, Meyd:) a proverb.

(Meyd) – And J-148 -iù. : [The horse.

men poured upon him]. (TA. [See also 6.]) -

And #! <-JU- + [The blaze upon the face of a

horse] extended, or spread, long and nide : (S:)

[or, simply, extended don’n the face; as appears

from an explanation of the word • 9: in the S

and K &c.; see also āşu, below." And in like

manner UU" is often said of flowing, or defluent,

hair.] = J- &c. for J% pass ofJ.-: see this

last word, in art. UU•.

2 : see 4.

3. <- : see 3 in art. J-.

4. &L, (S, M, Mob, K.) inf. m. iCl, (MSb)

He made it to flow, or run, ($ M, Msb, K;)

as also "4:-, (§, TA) inf n. J-5. (TA) It
•* * ~ 6 - 5

is said in the Kur [xxxiv. 11], & 4 (1.3%

jkill (M, TA) i. e. And we made [the source of

copper, or of brass,] to flon, or run, for him.

(TA.) – And + He made it long, (M., K.) and

complete; (M;) namely, the point of the iron

head or blade of an arrow or of a spear &c.

(M, K.)

6. 35i <-Met-5 1(The troops of horse]

poured [together] from every quarter. (S, T.A.

[See also 1.]) =934-3 ū: see 6 in art.J

J:A torrent, or flow of water; (MA;) [i. e.]

much water, (M, K,) or a collection of rain

water, (Msb,)flowing, or running, (M., Msb, K.)

in a valley, or n’ater-course, or torrent-bed:

(Msb:) or water that comes to one [from rain,

in any case, or] from rain that has not fallen

upon one : (TA:) originally an inf n.: (Msb,

TA:) pl. Js: (S, M, Mgb, K.) *ā:12, also,

signifies the same as J.-: and its pl. is J%.

[expl. in the M as meaning flowing, or "nig,

waters]. (TA.) - And they said also, U- ?Lo,

meaning " Ji- [i.e. Floning, or running, water];

(M, K.) putting the inf n, in the place of the
• ão * *** * * * * ** *z-- ~ * * * ~ *

epithet. (M.) \- \le alo: Sū5 S.K. S.A.-2,

tall, and herbs not full-grown and therefore small,

[and water among trees, floning, or running,] is a

saying of one sent to seek for herbage and water;

mentioned by Th. (M.)

**

al: A mode, or manner, offlowing or running

of water. (K.)

&S- The £: [or tongue] of [meaning that

enters into] the hilt, or handle, of a sn'ord (M,

K) and of a knife (M) and the like; (M, K;)

the part, (S, TA,) in the A the tail, (TA,) that

enters into the hilt, or handle, of a sn'ord and of

a knife: heard by A’Obeyd, though not from a

learned man: (S, TA:) but AA cites the follow

ing ex. from Ez-Zibrikán Ibn-Bedr:

6 * * - - - - - - - - - # * ~~

# J34 J2% X-'4 C-3 *

J' CŞ.:"J" as

[And I will not make peace with you while I

have a horse and my thumb grasps firmly upon

the tongue of the snºord]. (El-Jawáleekee, IB,

TA.)

J. pl. of #£, (K,) [or rather the former is

a coll. gen, n. of which the latter is the n. un.,

applied in the present day to A species of mimosa,

or acacia, mentioned by Forskål in his Flora

Aegypt. Arab., pp. lvi. and cxxiv., and by Delile

in his Florae Aegypt. Illustr. (in the Descr. de

l'Égypte), no. 965: and to a species of thistle;

carduus lacteus; or wild artichoke :] a species of

trees having thorns, of the kind called •uae : (S:)

certain trees having white thorns: (M:) or the

[thorny plant called] a 3: (AA, M.) a certain

plant; (K;) said to have white thorns, from

* - 0 ee

*19 *

which, when these are pluched, there issues what

resembles milk : (AA, M, K:*) certain trees

having lank branches and white thorns of which

the bases resemble the middle pairs of the teeth of

virgins: (TA:) or, (K,) accord. to Aboo-Ziyād,

(AHn,M,) tall2- [or gum-acacia-trees]: (AHn,

M, K:) accord. to the A, the trees called ->

[now applied to the salic Aegyptia of Linn.] in

the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

J. [Flowing, or running, much]. One says,

J. #23 J. 4: * (# [We alighted in a

valley the herbage whereaf nvas inclining much,

by reason of its luxuriant growth, and the nater

whereof nas floning, or running, much, by reason

of its copiousness]. (TA.) – [And Distilling

much : see 3.]* Also A certain mode of

calculation. (O, K, T.A.. [In the CK, c'-' is

erroneously put for +-l.]) • *

#: see #U.-Also 4 bending in a sea or

great river. (TA.)

J%: See J:- Also Fluid, or liquid.

(M.5)--589, J.C., in a description of the

Prophet, means + Extended in the fingers : or, as

some relate it, &C., with Ú, which has the same

meaning. (O.) And āşū.# means + [A blaze

upon the face of a horse extending, or spreading,

long and wide : (S:) or [extending so as to be]

- equable, or uniform, upon the bone of the nose:

meaning I found herbs full-grown and large and
or that has extended upon the extremity of the

nose so as to make it white: (M, K:) or that has

spread widely upon the forehead and the bone of

the nose: (TA:) if narrow, it is termed £9-3.

(S, T.A.)

#U. [as a subst. formed from the epithet J.

by the affix 3]; pl. J%- See J.- [Hence

the saying,] J-5 &- ău. &#, + I san, a

company of men that had poured from some

quarter; and so *#. (TA.)- The pl.J%

also signifies Valleys [app. flowing with water,

or because they flow with water]. (Tin art. --53.)
6 * > s •

see U-2.U-* :

c: Ju: [app. meaning ! Having ex

panded cheeks, not elevated in the balls thereof,

like c:3-1 J.-l is a tropical phrase. (TA.)

–J: St.: + The two sides of the beard of

the man : (O, and so in one of my copies of the

S:) or, of his jan's : (so in the TA and in my

other copy of the S; i.e.*: instead of*: :)

sing Ju-, and pl. & Su-4 (S, 0.) And also

+ The truo sides of the man [himself]; syn. sui.e.

(S, O.)

J- A place [or channel] in which a torrent

flows: (Mab3) or "J-and: "J-3,(S. K.)

the latter anomalous, so much so that a parallel

to it is scarcely, or in no wise, known, (MF,) a

water-course; i.e. a place [or channel] in which

nater flons, or runs; pl. [of pauc., of the

former,] ā-ā, (S, K,) and [of mult.] J.-- and

J. and 354, (S, Msb, K, TA;) the second
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J.--> -

--~ * **" -

pl. regular, without -, (TA, [though written in the

CK with *,]) and the rest irregular, (S, TA,)

the sing, being likened to C#, (§, Mgb, TA,)

which has for its pl. iíčí and -# (S, TA) and

&#. (S, Msb, TA)—It is also an inf. n.

(TA. [See 1, first sentence.])- Also Rain Ca208

ing much floning; opposed to &ir" [q. v.].

(Ham p. 632.) [See also what follows.]

J- Rain that causes the calley: and 7vater

courses (893) to flon; opposed to &j." [q. v.].

(S in art. &j), and Ham p. 632.) [See also what

next precedes.]

Quasi-oe

6 - •

** and Us" and ić- and **- : See art.

A2-.

6 * * **, * - - - - - -

A*- : see L-3'- [of which it is said to be pl.],

in art. A2-.

- = -- ~~~~ - -- - - ?

t- 5 and 1.- ') and (~ '): See art. US3-l.

U^*

&- one of the letters of the alphabet: (S, M,

L, K:) [i.e., the name of that letter: (see art.

U.:)] of the masc. gender as being supposed to

be a -ā- [or letter], and fem. as being supposed

to be a a lés [or word]. (L.) The saying & #5

<- &- 5 means Such a one will not form

well one of the three-: [i. e. teeth, or cusps,]

of his U-. (S, L.)

-

ić- Certain stones, (M, L, K,) so says Zj,

(M, L,) well-known: (K:) whence the name of

a certain mountain in Syria. (M., L.)

:- A certain tree; (M, L, K;) mentioned

by AHn on the authority of Akh: (M, L:) pl.

&: (M. L. K.)

9*

#- The curved part of each of the two ex

tremities of a bow: pl.+: (S, K:) the 3 in

the sing is a substitute for 5: AO says that

Ru-beh used to pronounce it [#2,] with e; and

the rest of the Arabs, [ä-,] without 2. (S, T.A.)[See also art. 3-.] •

3 -

Us": see art. U£2-.

5 • &

U-5", with the compound Lee: ; see art. U42-.

-[Hence, perhaps, because of its uniformity,

3 : - -

and, if so, belonging to art. Us:-",] Us: Sé.

Much, or abundant, herbage: mentioned by Sgh.

(TA.)

ae": see art. US 2-l.

3 - •

Us?-- Of, or relating to, the as: of a bow. (S.)
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